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CIVIL RIGHTS

S. MONDAY, JUNE 6, .1968

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS

OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:35 a.m., in room
2228, New Senate Office Building, Senator Samuel J. Ervin, Jr.,
presiding.

Present: Senators Ervin, Kennedy of Massachusetts, Bayh, Dirksen,
Hruska, Scott, and Javits.

Also present: George Autry, chief counsel; H. Houston Groome,
Jr., Lawrence M. Baskir, and Lewis W. Evans, counsel; and John
Baker, minority counsel.

Senator ERVIN. The subcommittee will come to order. I have a
statement which I propose to read. It is somewhat long, but since
George Washington fought for 7 years to gain freedom for the Ameri-
cans, I think the least I can do is to try to do what I can for about
45 minutes to preserve the freedom of the people and I hope to do so.

It will probably take me about 40 minutes to read my statement.
I regret that I didn't have the statement completed in time to give
you advance notice so you wouldn't have to be here quite as early
as you came.

Today the Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights begins hearings
on S. 3296, the, administration's proposed Civil ,Rights Act. of, 1966,
and six other civil rights bills: S, 1497, S. 1654, S. 2845, S. 2846
S. 2923, and S. 3170; and an amendment I have introduced on behalf
of myself and Senator Fulbright in the nature of an additional title
to S. 3296. The amendment is designed to define title VI of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964 according to the intent of Congress and
Federal court decisions. The texts of these bills, an analysis of S.
1923, S. 2845, and S. 3296, the text of my amendment and an analysis
of it, will be printed at this point in the record.

(The documents referred to follow:)

ANALYSIS or AMENDMENT No. 561 TO S. 3206

The amendment would redesignate Title VI of 8. 3296 as Title VII thereof, and
redesignate Sections 601 and 602 thereof as Sections 701 and 702 respectively.
Immediately after Title V the following new Title is inserted: Title VI--ivil
Rights Act amendment.

This amendment amends Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 by adding a
new section. Section 006(a) provides that no funds can be withheld under any
Federal program until a constitutional or statutory violation has been committed
by the recipient of the benefits of such programs. Such violation must be estab-
lished by substantial evidence.

Subsection (b) provides that in making a determination with respect to alleged
violations, the particular Federal agency must follow the same procedural require-
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ments as in the case of all other administrative adjudications. The recipient of
such benefits, therefore, must be accorded not only notice of the intention to with-
hold funds but also the opportunity to be heard and to present evidence in its own
behalf.

Subsection (o) provides that in order to support a determination of discrimina-
tion it must be shown that there has been an affirmative intent to exclude or the
'necessary effect of exclusion of itdividuihl fr4ih benefits on the basis of race, color
or national origin.

Subsection (d) prohibits any Federal agency from exercising control over any
school, hospital or other institution under the provisions of Title VI for any pur-
pose other than to provide equal opportunity for access thereto by individuals
without regard to race, color or national origih. Secondly, this subsection pro-
vides that no class of individuals shall bo deprived of the privilege of determining
voluntarily whether or not to avdil themselves of any benefit provided by any
program or activity financedqr ,partially financed by the Federal Government.

' (Pr6dtith LIiiry of Cbnges.i igfslativo Reference Sdrvice, May 3, 1906]

' Sf TION-BYD-SECTION ANALYSIS OF S. 2923; H.R. 12845,

(By Raymond J. Celada, legislative attorney,, American Law Division)

This bill, an omnibus measure, contains various proposals designed to( deal
with devekaliproblems relating to ovil rights and the Impartial administration of
justice: speiffloally, discrimination in juiy selection and the failure to adequately
protect ,egroes and civil .rights workers. Generally, the provisions intended
to tinprve jury selection procedures would set up jury commissions in each
federal district court, which would effectuate a sampling plan approved by the
Administrative Office of U.S. Courts which would furnish a representative cross-
section of the district without regard to race, color sex, political or religious affilia-
tion,. or econ6mio or ooial status. Provision also is made for improving jury
selection procedures in those states that have practiced discrimination on account
of race or color.

The provisions of the bill intended to protect Negroes and civil rights workers
establish or strengthen several avenues of remedial relief. First the bill Would
test jurisdiction in the federal courts (or allow removal of prospcutions commenced
in state courts) of certain crimes when necessary to secure the equal protection
of the laws. Second, it would broaden the sc6pe of the existing law relating to
conspiracies to interfere with civil rights (18 U.S.C. 241). Third it would
authorize injunctive relief where necessary to safeguard persons in the exercise
of their constitutional rights. Fourth, it would authorize the removal of civil
and ciiininal cases to the federal courts in order to protect the defendant's consti-
tutional rights. Fifth, it would provide for thdemnifying persons suffering in-
juries to their'persons or property for exercising rights protected by the Constitu-
tion. Sixth, it would, extend the Equal Employment Opportunity provisions to
cover state and local governments.

The bill is short titled "The Civil Rights Protection Act of 1966."

PTITL I-JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL AND STATE COURTS

SSection 101(a) of the bill rewrites 28 U.SC. 1864, relating to the manner of draw-
Ing federal juries, to establish in each judiial district a jury commission consisting
of the clerk of court or a qualified deputy 4lerk and one or more commissioners to be
appointed by the court. Persons designated jury commissioners must be U.S.
citizens and residents of the district in which they are to serve. In addition, they
must be of a different political party than the clerk or deputy clerk who is serving
on the commission. If several commissioners are appointed, individual com-
missioners may be required to serve at each place within the district where the
court is authorized to try cases. Temporary commissioners may be appointed to
serve during the absence of regular commissioners.

(b) Subparagraph (1) of section 101(b) provides that the chief judge of the
district shall supervise the jury commission in'the performance of its duties.

Subparagraph (ii) requires the jury commission to effectuate a "sampling plan"
approved by the ohief judge and the Administrative Office of U.S. Courts which
would furnish a representative cross-section of the population of the district with-
out regard to race, color, se, political or religious affiliation or economic or social
status; The Director of the Administrative Office of U.S. Courts is authorized to
consult witthhe Census Bureau.
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Subparagraph. (ii).requires the names of three hundred quaJlifed persons to be
placed in't e repository ("jury box, Wheel or similar. device") from r hich, grand
and petit juries are drAwn. , hese names would be selected by publio,drawing
from the pool of names obtained under a qualified plan.,

Subparagraph (iv) requires jurors to be selected at a public d:eawjing by chance
from such repository.

Subparagraph (v) authorizes the jury commission to employ al appropriate
means, including questionnaires and the administration of oaths to .etermine
the qualifications of jurors. The means adopted to. determine whether persons
are qualified to serve as jurors are subject to the approval of the Administrative
Office of U.S. Courts. Questionnaires may be filled out by the prospective juror
or by some other person in his behalf. Personnel of the clerk's office may be
utilized to assist the jury commission in the performance of its duties.

(o) The jury commission is required to retain all records for four years. The
bill specifically requires the retention of records of the names obtained pursuant
to an approved sampling plan, the names of persons placed in the repository from
which jurors are drawn, completed questionnaires, the names and race, of persons
drawn for jury service, the names of persons performing jury services and'the
dates thereof, and any other records which may be requested,by the chief judge.

(d) AAy citizeA residing in, or any litigant in a judicial district, or the Attorney
General of the United States, may obtain judicial review of the jury selection
procedures or recordkeeping requirements imposed by this bill by applying to the
court of. appeals for the judicial circuit in which the district court concerned is
located. If it is shown that the challenged district court's jury selection pro-
cedures or recordkeeping are not in conformity with the requirements of this bill,
the court of appeals may appoint and supervise jury commissioners in order to
secure compliance therewith. Either the court or a master may take evidence in
connection with any action pursuant to this subsection.

.(e) The court of 'appeals, on its own motion or upon application of the Chief
judge of the affected judicial district, may reinstate the latter's control over jury
selection procedures when there is reasonable cause to believe that they will be
administered in accordance with the requirements of this bill.

(f) Jury commissioners who are appointed to serve on a part-time basis are to
be paid $25 per day. Payment is to be made upon presentation of a certificate
of the chief judge of the district.

Jury commissioners who are appointed on a full-time basis are to be paid a
salary fixed by the Judicial Conference at a rate which corresponds to that pro-
vided by the Classification Act for comparable positions in the executive branch
of the government.

Travel and subsistence expenses are authorized when the conduct of official
business requires a jury commissioner to be away from his designated post of duty.

(g) The chief judge may assign any of the powers and duties conferred on him
by this bill to another judge in the district. For purposes of this bill, any judge
who, by agreement or court order, customarily holds court in one particular part
of a district shall exercise the powers and duties of chief judge in such part of the
judicial district.

Section 102 amends 28 U.S.C. 1801 (2) to eliminate the literacy qualifications
for federal jurors.

Section 103 amends 28 U.S.C. 1863, relating to exclusion or excuse from jury
service, to authorize federal judges to exclude illiterate jurors from particular
cases where the ability to read or write English is a significant factor. However,
no person is to be excluded on grounds of illiteracy if he has completed the sixth
grade in an English language school.

Section 104 amends 28 U.S.C. 1871, relating to juror's fees, to increase the fee
for attendance from $10 to $15 per day or loss of pay, whichever is greater, and
where jurors are required to serve in one case for more than 30 days to increase
the allowable attendance fee from $14 to $20 per day or loss of pay, whichever
is greater. The bill also increases the amount authorized for subsistence f.om
$10 to the "subsistence allowance given to federal employees." (i.e., reasonable
value of quarters and facilities-as authorized by 5 U.S.C. 3123).
JURY SELECTION IN STATE COURTS

Section 105 requires state and local courts to maintain the following records
for four years: (1) names of all persons on the jury list- (2) names of persons
placed in the repository frdm which jurors are drawn; (3) questionnaires, appli-
cations,. or documents of any sort used in jury selection; (4) names and race of
persons drawn for jury service; (5) names of persons performing jury service and
the dates of such service; (6) such additional records as the judges of the court
may direct.
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Section 106(a) provides that any citizen residing in or any litigant in a state
or local court, or the Attorney General of the United States, may obtain judicial
review of jury selection procedures or record keeping by applying to the federal
district court for the district in which the state or local court concerned is located.
If the federal court finds that there, has been discrimination on the ground of
race or color, it is to direct the Director of the Administrative Office of the U.S.
Courts to select juries in accordance with the provisions of this bill. Where
practical, the Director may use the Federal jury list. Applicable state and local
law shall be; disregarded and all judges in the affected area shall apply the federal
law governing jury selection and service. All appointments of personnel to assist
the Director in the performance of duties authorized by this bill are subject to
the civil service laws. The Director may consult with the Bureau of the Census
for purposes of preparing representative cross section lists.

(b) A judicial determination of discrimination in jury selection within five
years of the filing of an application for judicial review establishes the fact of dis-
crimination unless the affected court demonstrates that it no longer exists. For
purposes of this'section, the initial'finding of discrimination may have been made
either before or since passage of.this bill.

(c) In addition to (b) 'above, the fact of discrimination may be established
by showing that over a period of two years, persons of a particular race or color
have been under-represented on juries by at least one-third in terms of their
relative size to the total population of the area. It is provided, however, that if
any part of the two-year period that enters into the computation antedates the
effective date of this bill, the affected- court will be given an opportunity to
demonstrate that the presumed discrimination no longer exists.

Section 107 provides for reinstatement of state procedures. Upon application
of the affected court, the United States District Court for the District of Columbia
may reinstate state procedures if it finds that there is no reasonable cause to
believe that there will be discrimination in jury service or defalcation in record
keeping.

Section 108 authorizes the Attorney General of the United States to petition
the appropriate district court to enjoin any new or changed jury requirements
(different from those in effect on January 1, 1966) which he believes are intended
or will have the effect of circumventing the provisions of this bill.

GENERAL
Section 109 provides that the provisions of section 106(c) and 202(f) (ii), relating

to the automatic establishment of jury discrimination through service-population
ratios, are inapplicable where a racial or color minority comprises less than 10
percent of the total population of the area.
. Section 110 makes willful failure to comply with the record-keeping requirements
of this title punishable by a fine of not more than $1000 or by imprisonment for
not more than one year, or both.

Section 111 subjects the jury record keeping provisions of this bill to some of
the requirements of existing law (42 U.S.C. 1974 a, b, , d) governing the retention
and preservation of federal electiori records.

42 U.S.C. 1974a provides that:any person who, whether or not an officer of
election or custodian, willfully steals, destroys, conceals, mutilates, or alters any
of the records required'to be retained ani preserved shall be fined not less than
$1,000 or imprisoned not more than one',ear or both.

42 U.S.C- 19.74b provides that records required to be preserved by this title
shall, upon the written demand of the Attorney General or his representative, be
made available for inspection, reproduction and copying. Demand, however,
must contain a statement of the basis and purpose therefore.

42 U.S.C. 1974c provides that unless ordered'by a Court of the United States,
neither the Attorney General nor his representative nor any employee of the
Department of Justice, shall disclose any record or paper produced'pursuant to
this title except to the Congress and any of the committees, governmental agencies,
or in a court proceeding.

42 U.S.C. 1974d vests juiisdi6tion to compel the production of the record or
paper in the federal district courts. .

Section 112 provides that this title shall become effective 90 days after its
enactment. , . . . ,

'''7
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TITLE II-PROSECUTION IN AND REMOVAL TO FEDERAL COURTSf

Federal trial .of Stat offenses
Section 201 gives the federal district courts jurisdiction of certain felonies and

misdemeanors "or other offenses, where federal prosecution is necessary to assure
the equal protection of the laws." I .. ',

Section 202(a) provides that any objection to the extension of federal jurisdic-
tion pursuant to section 201 must be made before the trial and in accordance with
the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure. The failure to make timely objection
precludes raising the jurisdictional question thereafter.

(b) When timely objection is made, the court must promptly decide the ques-
tion whether the prosecution of the offense in a federal court is necessary and
proper to assure the equal protection of tne laws. An appeal from the district
courts's decision on the objection must be filed in the court of appeals within 10
days of the entry of the order.

(c) The federal district court is authorized to prosecute an offense when one of
the circumstances spelled out in both paragraphs (d) and (e), immediately follow-
ing, areestablished by a preponderance of the evidence.

"d) In-order to exercise-the jurisdiction conferred by section 201, the federal
court must find that the victim of the offense is either (i) a mer:)er of a racial or
color group subject to one of the kinds of discrimination described in paragraph
(e), or (ii) a person who, by word or deed, at or near the time the offensewas com-
mitted, was supporting the exercise of the equal protection of the laws by any
member of a racial or color group.

(e) In addition to one of the above, the federal court is required to find'that the
local political unit' having jurisdiction of the offense has systematically dis-
criminated against a member of any 'racial or color group with respect to one of
the following: (1) jtry service' (2) voting; (3) law enforcement services or facilities;
(4) punishmdnt'upon conviction of crime; (5) conditions of bail or terms of condi-
tional release.

(f) (i) A judicial determination of systematic jury or voting discrimination
within five years of commencement of the prosecution for the offense charged
established the conditions specified in paragraph (e) (i) or (ii), whichever is relevant,
unless the defendant satisfies the court that such discrimination no longer exists.

(f)(ii) The fact of discrimination, for purposes of subparagraph (e1) [jury
service], may be established by showing that over a period of two years persons of a
particular race or color have been under-represented on juries by at least one-third
in terms of their relative size to the total population of the area, 'A similar
disparity in voter registration among such persons satisfies the reuiremet of
subpaaragraph (e) (2) [voting]. In either case, however, it is provided that if any
part of the two year period which enters into the computation antedates the effec-
tive date of this bill, the defendant shall be given ample opportunity to demonstrate
that such discrimination no longer exists. By virtue of section 109; the provisions
of this subsection are inapplicable to an area where a racial minority constitutes
less than 10 percent of the population. ,

Section 203 (a) provides that federal, prosecutions authorized by tis title shall
be by indictment in the case of capital or infamous crimes [U.S. Const., Amend-
ment 5];, in other cases, prosecution may be by indictment or by information.

(b). Before the district court may prosecute an offense pursuant to this title,
the Attorney General of the United States must certify that federal prosecution
will fulfill the responsibility of the government tp assure the equal, protection of
the laws. The filing of the certificate, which is not subject to judicial review,
operates to divest the state court of any vestige of jurisdiction in the matter and
vests exclusive jurisdiction for prosecuting the offense in the federal authorities.

(c) If the Attorney General fails to file the required certificate prior to final
arraignment the, district will dismiss the prosecution without prejudice.

(d) Federal authorities, including judicial, executive administrative and law
enforcement officers, are authorized to exercise their lawful powers tolprevent and
investigate any offense cognizable by this title and to prosecute those persons
responsible for such an offense notwithstanding the absence of certification and a
final determination of the jurisdictional issues. Moreover, these powers may, Ie
exercised with respect to atl offenses covered by .this bill regardless of restrictions
there i existing law. ;Althopgh subject to the general direction of the Attorney
Geerl, these oicials mayioperate without awaiting specific instructions frqm.
him where prompt action is required to prevent or investigate an offense covered
by this title or to apprehend or prosecute offenders. The Attorney General may
implement this subsection by issuing rules and regulations.

5'.



Removal by thi, 4torg~ ,y ,etleral . , .
Section 204 (a) authorizes the Attorney General to remove to a federal court any

offense covered by this title which has been commenced in a state couzt'. Removal,
mray beexercise, at any time before jeopardy attaches [i.e.,:before the jury,:ia eh-
paneled], .Removal wol be to th distri our forthedtririot embracing the
place where the prosecution is pending. .. ,
- (b). 1n order to remove a prosecution to the federal courts, the Attorney.-General

must certifythat such action is necessary to assure the equal protection of. the laws.
The filing of ioe certificate together with a copy thereof, to the .court, inWhich
the prosecution is pending,. effect& removal of the case and terminates all state
proceedings in, this matter. .

: Upon removal, the state courts would be divested of all jurisdiction in the.case.
The certificate of the Attorney General is not subject to judicialreview ; ,.

,,(c) ,If thelprosecution involves a capital offense and the state has not indicated
the defendant prior to removal, a federal grand jury would be required to return
an indictment within a reasonable time. . The failure to indict within a reasonable
time,operates .to remand the proceeding to the state court. :.

Section 205(a) provides .that proceedings under this title shall be subject to the'
Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure. , : .-

(b) The, punishment:prescribed by. state law would apply in the case ofia con.
viotion in the federal courts. For all other purposes, including payment of fine,.
custody, probation, parole and pardon, federal criminal law shall.apply.

(c) The foregoing provisions expire on January 1, 1975.
Investigation of jury exclusion

Section 206(a) directs the.. Commission on Clyil Rights to investigate jury
selection procedures wherever it believes racial or color discrimination exists.:,

(b) In advance of publishing any report of the investigation, the. Coqm mission
is required to subm its findings to the appropriate local.poficials who Ihll be
given an opportunity to rebut them. The Commission may revise is proposed
findings in. light of these rebuttals. Any unsettled issues of fact.are to be con-
sidered at a public hearing. The hearing may be conducted by either theCm-
mission or its designees who are authorized to exercise Commission powers.
Hearing officers are to make a report to the Commission, including statements of
local authorities and a record of the proceedings. Thereafter, the Commission
is to publish its report together with data on ' which its findiigs are based...The
courts would take judicial notice of the Commission's reports.

(c), Federal courts conducting proceedings authorized by this.bill shall accept
all uncontroverted findings and data of the Commission and make their findings
in accordance therewith. ..

,(d) The powers conferred on the Commission by this bill are In addition to iose
authorized by existing law.
Federal offenses

Section 207 amends 18 U.S.C. 241, relating to conspiracies against the federal
rights of citizens. Paragraph (a) makes it a crime for any person:r ,

(1) to willfully injure, oppress, threaten or intimidate any person in the ffee
exercise or enjoyment of any right, privilege, or immunity protected by the Con-
stitition or law of the Uhited States, or because he exercised such right, etc.;

(2) to intentionally commit ah assault or battery upon any person exercising
attempting to exercise, or advocattig he exercise of any right, etc., protected
against discrimination on account of iace or color by the Constitution'or laws 6f
the United States; or

(3) to intentionally commit an assault or battery upon any person, when he
or his assailant are using any facility in interstate commerce or where the assailant
uses anything that has moved in commerce, in order to prevent the victim or
victims from exercising or advocating equal rights or opportunities free from
discrimination on account of race or color, or to intimidate same.'

Violators shall be fined not mofe than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than one
year or both. Violations of these provisidhs Which result in death or'grave bodily
injury shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned for not more thai 20
ybars or both.

(b) Similar penalties are authorized ii-the case of two or more personswhio go
in disguise on the highway or on the premises of another with intent to prevent
or hinder the free exercise or enjoyment of any right, etc.,,overed by pararaph (a):

/ . !



TITL, III--T-IVIIj PREVENTIVE RELIEFF

Section 301 authorizes the Attriney General to"institute a civil action for
preventive relief, for the United, States or in the name of the Upited States,
whenever a person has engaged or is about to engage in any act or practice which
would deprive any other person because of race or color of any right, privilege, or
immunity protected by the Constitution or laws of the' United States.

Section 302 provides that the Attorney General may institute h civil action 'for
preventive relief, for the United States or in the name of the United States,.
whenever a person has engaged or is about to engage in any act or practice :which
would deprive any other person, or hinder him in the exercise of, the right to
speak, assemble, petition, or otherwise express himself for the purpose'of advo-
cating equality of persons or opportunity free from discrimination because of
race or color. A private individual may institute similar proceedings in his own
right if he is one of the two types of persons described in section 202(d) and if a
preponderance of the evidence establishes that the threatened or actual 4arm
occurs in an area that'has systematically discriminated against a member of any
racial or color group with respect to 'one of the following: (1) jury service; (2)
voting; (3) law enforcement services or facilities; (4) punishment upon conviction
of crime- (5) conditions of bail or terms of conditional release. The persons
described by section 202(d) include (i) a member of a racial or color group subject
to one of the above mentioned kinds of discrimination or (1i) a person who, by
word or deed, supported the exercise of any member of such group of the equal
protection of the laws.

Section 303 provides that the United States shall be liable for court costs the
same as a private litigant in any proceeding under this title. Actions authorized
by this title shall be filed in the district courts without regard to the exhaustion
or remedies requirement.

TITLE IV.-REMOVAL BY CERTAIN DEFENDANTS

Section 401 provides for the removal of certain civil or criminal cases from state
to federal district courts at the request of the defendant. In order to remove his
case, the defendant must meet the requirements set foith in section 202 (d) and
(e). * Conditions described in section 202(f), establishing a rebuttable presumption'
of discrimination in jury service and voting, apply to proceedings authorized by
this section.

Section 402 stipulates the kinds of cases appropriate for removal under this
title. These include any action on account of any act or omission in the exercise
of the freedoms of speech, press, assembly, or petition, for purposes of supporting
racial equality or of protesting the denial of racial equality, or any act of omission
protected by the Constitution or laws of the United States against abridgment
or interference because of race or color.

Section 403 provides that provisions of existing law governing the procedures
for and after removal (28 U.S.C. 1446, 1447) shall apply to removals authorized
by this title, save that any order remanding a case to the state courts shall be
subject to review.

TITLE V.--CIVIL INDEMNIFICATION'

Section 501(a) creates a three-member bi-partisan Board within the Civil
Rights Commission. Board members are appointed by the President and con-
firmed by the Senate. The Chairman is to be designated by the President.

(b) Although initial appointees are to serve one, two, and three years, re-
spectively, all subsequent appointments will be for five year terms. A person
appointed to fill a vacancy is to serve for the balance of his predecessor's terms.

(c) The rate of compensation for the Chairman and Board members is fixed
at $25,000 and $24,000 a year, respectively.

(d) For purposes of transacting business, a quorum is fixed as two members.
Section 602 authorizes the Board to employ such officers and employees and to

make such expenditures as may be necessary to carry out its functions. Employ-
ment must be in accordance with civil service laws.

Section 503 authorizes the Board to make all necessary and proper rules and
regulations.

Section 504 contains the investigative duties of the Board., It is empowered
to investigate complaints frofn or on behalf of any person receiving an injury to
his person (including death) or properly (1) because of race or color while (or for
having) lawfully exercising or assisting another in the exercise of any right,
privilege or immunity protected by the Constitution or laws of the United States,

66-50-66--pt. 1- 2
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or (ii) by any act the purpose and design of which is to intimidate him or any other
person from seeking or advocating equality or freedom from discrimination on
account of race or color.

Section 505(a) directs the Justice Department to furnish the Commission with
any reports it may have relevant to the complaint and investigation.

(b) The Attorney General at the request of the Commission shall direct the
conduct of such' additional investigation as may be necessary.

(c) The Commission is required to supply the Attorney General with copies of
all of its investigative reports.

Section 506'provides that the Commission shall order the Board to conduct a
hearing if, after investigation, it finds probable cause to believe the matter alleged
in the complaint. Otherwise, it is to dismiss the complaint. e

Section 50 7 (a ) provides that hearings may be conducted either by the entire
Board or by any member designated by the Chairman. ,

(b) When it serves the best interest of justice, the Board may designate another
person to conduct a hearing. Such a person whether an agent, employee, or
'other person," must be a member of the bar of the highest court of astate.

(c) The rate, of compensation for:such individuals shalU be determined by the
Board, subject to the approval of thd CiVil Service Commissioin.

(d) The Board or any member or the hearing officer, as the case may be. shall
have authority to administer oaths.

(e) The Board's investigative and subpoena powers are, oextensive with those
conferred oni the Nation Tal Labor Relations Board as authorized by 29 U.S.C.
161 (1) and (2). Paragraphs (1) and (2) of section 161 confer on the Board the
usual 'investigative powers vested in administrative agencies with respect to
dociimentary evidence, summoning Witnees and taking testimony, and obtaining
court aid in enforcing compliance with these requirements..

(f) The Board is required to keep a full record of a heating.
Section 508(a) requires the Board to base its findings upon the hearing record.
(b) If the Board finds that a person has been injured in hisp'erson or property or

has been deprived of his life while in the lawful exercise; of rights protected by the
Constitution, it shall make an indemnification award to such person.

(c) Where the hearing has been conducted by an individual acting as hearing
officer, a recommendation granting an award shall be reviewed by the Board.

(d) Awards are to include reasonable amounts for attorney's fees.
Section 509(a) provides that any person who, ip implicated or who becomes sus-

pect as a result of an investigation authorized by this title shall be given notice and
anopportunity to intervene in proceedings conducted by the Board.

. (b) Similarly, a state or local subdivisi n is to be notified and given an oppor-
tunity to be heard when officials thereof are implicated in the activities surround-
inn the co.mplainant's injury.

N() Notice may be by personal service or registered mail.
(d) In the case of a state or political subdivision, notice may. be given to the

chief executive or principal legal officer.
.Section 510 permits 'the Attorney General to intervene at any stage of the

hearing or appeal.
Section 511 (a) provides that Board decisions may be appealed to the Cotrt

of Appeals for the District of Colimbia or the 'court of appeals for the judicial
circuit .in which this injiur occurred or inr which appellant resides.

(b) !Judicial review shall be on the r~oord before the <Board, and the Board's
findings, to the extent that they are spported by substantial evidence of the
whole record, are deemed to be conclusive. :
iSection 512 provides for recovery; actions by the United States. Paragraph
(a). authorizes recovery actions against private persons, .whether acting under
color of law or otherwise, who are responsible for the indemnified injury.'

Paragraph (b) permits recovery from a state; or political subdivision where the
award made results wholly .or, partly from action under color of law. In such
cases, the political unit shall be jointly and severally liable with the persons
responsible for.the injury. .

(c) In recovery proceedings.brought purduunt. to these provisions,,the Board's:
findings shall constitute .prima facie, evidence of the facts therein contained.
Similarly, the award is admissable into evidence and shall constitute prima facie
evidence of.'the damages, ; i .. .. , . i

(d) Recovery actions shall bebtrought'in the federal district ;courts; '
Section 513 provides that in the event of the dbath or incapabity,'of the injured!

patty, the; cmplaint may befiled by members of the immediate family. :, ,
. Section 5 14 t4specifies .that complaints ,must bd filedwithini isix ,months; of ithe'

injury, or within twelve months of death. .* * , , ~ : * i (. - *
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Section 515 provides that' the remedy authorized bky this title is not elusive,
and gives the United States a lien to the extent of the award on any am onte
realized in any other proceedings. The amount of any judgment entered i
favor of the injured party prior to an award of indemnification shall be onsidred
by the Board in determining whether any additional award is necessary an, if
so, how much.

TITLE VI-AMENDMENT TO TITIJE VII OF i964

Section 601 amends the Equal Employment iOpportunity provisions of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, (42 U.S.C. 2000e-2000e- (1)) to bring state and local govern-
mental units within its coverage.

Paragraph (a)) adds a new paragraph to the definition of "person" in thit Act
(42 U.S.C. 2000e-(a)). The term "governmental unit" is defined as a state or a
political subdivision of a state or an agency of one or more states or political
subdivisions. .

Paragraph.(b) amends the definition of "employer" to include a goveirtmntil
unit and'ana gent'of suoh'g6vernmental unit (42 U.S.C. 2000e(b)).

Paragraph (e) amends the definition of "employment agency" to intlide gov-
ernmental units (42 U.S.C. 2000e(c)).

Paragraph (d) deletes the present exclusionary language exetnpting govern
mental units from the definition of "employment agency" (42 U.S.C. 2000e(o)).

Paragraph (e) amends the provisions of existing law authorizing a civil action
for prevention of unlawful practices to exclude private suits against the states
(42 .S.C. 2000e-5(e)).

Paragraph (f) amends the provisions of existing law authorizing the' Attorni ey
General to institute civil actions for prevention of iunlawful practices resulting
from a pattern or practice of discrimination to make governmentalunhits amenable
to such suits (42 U.S.C. 2000e-6(a)).

Paragraph (g) males clear that the suits authorized in paagrath .(f) would be
"for orint the 'name of the United States" (42 U.S.C.' 2000- e2(a.

Paragraph (h) adds to the Equal Employment Opportunity Cotmission's in-
vestigating powers the power to investigate charges of alleged unlawful employ'
ment practices by governmental units (42 U.S.C. 2000 e-8(a), 2000 e-9(c)).

TITLE VII-MISCELLANEOUS

Section 701 defines various terms in the bill.
Paragraph (a) defines "State" to include the District of Columbia.
Paragraph (b) defines "because of race or color'" to mean hostility not only to

the race or color of any person; but also because of association with, persons of a
different race or color and advocacy of racial equality.:

Paragraph (c) defines hearing officer to- mean any person designated, by the
Indemnification Board to conduct a hearing.

Paragraph (d) defines "action taken under color of law" to include knowing
refusals or failures to act.

Paragraph (e)' defines "injury to property " to include any financial loss.
Paragraph (f) defines "judicial district' to mean a subdivision ofi aIjudicial

district. , '
Section 702 (a) authorizes the appropriation of such sums as are needed to

carry out the purposes of this bill.. .,
(b) The constitutionality of the remainder of the bill or the validity of its appli-

cation to other persons not similarly'"sitiited or to other circumstances is not to
be affected by a holding that a particular provision or application iJ unconstitu-
tional or invalid.

[From the Library of Congress Legislative Reference Service, May 3, 1960]

SECTION-BY-SECTION ANALYSIS Fo S. 2846

(By. Raymond J. delada, Legislative.Attorney, American Law ivion) .

This bill would amend ch. 121 of the Judiciai Code 28 . C 1864,1 el ig
grand and petit juries in the federM curtS to provide a nitorm iit~od oof jur
selection. Jhis would be accomplished by seltctlng persons f jur service
from a list of names' provdd by the United Sitati ens )d low
United tate' Attorney to eekrelif ii h tIe' of a ea
in the solectori 6f jurors ersiste. - W ie
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Under t4t terms of the bill, if enacted, persons responsible for selecting jurors,
that is, the blerk of the district; o6irt br his'uty arid th jury commlisibner,
v! be r required" to draw jury pianils from lists f names furnished by the Director
0 the Ceieus. The Director of'the Census is charged with maintaining ad sip.

ti lists dontaintg the names ,of at leat, 300 qualified ,persons, selected at
random, in ordbi to assure 'a 'continiuifig, adequate stipply of jurors,. Existing
law (28 U.S.C. 1861) provides that persons convicted of a felony with6t pardon
or amnesty, persons unable to read write, speak, or, understand the English
language, and persons having physical r mental infirmities, are ineligible for jury
service. otherwise, any citizen of21 years or over who has resided in the judicial
district fdr more than one year is qualified to serve as a grand or petit juror in
the federal courts.

The Judicial Code (38 U.S.C. 1865) allows the district courts to select jurors
from separate parts of the district whe such, selection procedure will, be most
favorab e.tp an impartial trial, reduce unnecessary expense or offset an otherwise
burdensome duty on the citizens of a particular area within the district. Where
this type of ,apportionment selection prevails, the Director of the Census is re-
quired o prepare lists containing names of qualified persons residing in those parts
of the, istrit designated by the court. .t

The bill authorizes United States attorneys to seek relief in the courts of appeals
if they have probable cause for believing that responsible officials are excluding
persons whosi names appear on the census lists from jury service because of their
race, col0r sex, political affliation, religion, national origin, or economic or social
status. The petition for judicial review of the alleged illegalities must contain
a recital of the facts Upon which such belief is based. The clerk of the court of
appeals in which the petition is filed is required to forward a copy thereof to the
chief judge and clerk of the district court concerned and to each jury commissioner
in such district. .

The courts of appeals are authorized to employ masters in connection with
pr ceedings under the bill. Masters are to take evidence and to make findings
with respect to the allegations contained in the petition, All matters relating
to the appointment of and proceedings conducted by masters are to be governed
by rule, 3 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. They are to be paid out of
federal monies at rates fixed by the court making the appointments.

Upon receipt of the master's report, the clerk of the court is to furnish copies
thereof, together with an order to shqw, cause within 10 days why a judgment
should not be entered thereon, to the chief judge and the clerk of the district
court concerned, each jury commissioner and the United States attorney. If
exceptions to this report are not filed by the close of the 10 day period, the court
is required to make a determination respecting the validity of the jury selection
procedures in question. If timely exceptions are filed and served on all interested
parties, the court is required to examine the grounds of the exception before
passing upon the broader issues raised by the master's report.

If tiur court determines that there has been an unlawful discrimination, it may
enter any order necessary and proper to enforce the right of citizens to serve on
juries without discrimination. Among other things, the court may order re-
sponsible officials to adhere to lawful standards in jury selection or strike any
jury panel unlawfully drawn. / : . , , .

Appeals from a final judgment of a court of appeals shall be by writ of certiorari
to the United States Supreme Court. Applications for Supreme Court review
must be filed within 90 days of the entry of final judgment.

[From the Library of Congress Legislative Reference Sertvio, May 12, '6w\

SEITION-BY-SETION ANALYSIS OF -TH" ADMINISTRATION'S PROPOSED CIVIL
RIGHTS ACT ov 1966.-S. 3296; H.R. 14765

(By Raymond J. Celada, Legislative Attorney, American Law division)

This'bill contains six titles embodying the major points of the President's
civil rights message including reform of th6 federal jury system, elimination of
discrimination in state juries, improved procedures for desegregating public
schools and public facility e, judicial relief from discrimination in housing, and
provision. for oertaiaitiots violence of intimid tion.

Title I is intended to ihsure that each federal judicial' district ori' vision is
fulfllin its constitutional and statutory qgligtionq in the selection ad assign-
iiet e f jurors. 'Jt directs the 'sources from which jurors ar to,.be drawn and

' ' * . *. , ., .I.



provides procedures for selecting persons. or jqr ricee a ,tsfing.'ne!f
qualifications. ' ' , . .. :"

TitleII is designed to eliminate discriminatiin im ite sPectio0ii i~ d a, nd
petit juries in state courts. This woQudbeaccomplished in tvwo. Acal ways
First, tli Attorrey General is authorized o briiig civ6l action'ih tle tbr ' l pit
for injunctive relief against discriminatory practices i .Selepting jurJa a
courts. Second, it provides procedures for discovery of inf.oraton1 r yal to
the question whether discriginatign results from'te sy em dsd to sele jbr

Title III authorized the Attorriey Gneral to bring ', cii l action fdriUnjntive
relief whenever he' h.is reasonable cause to believe that 4 person is bel g 'iel
his right to tle equal protection of the laws with respect to a public 'so0 ;qr
other Public facility. At present, the. Attorney, General is limited to actgln on
complaints of aggrieved person, ' '

Title IV is designed to elin~ihiit discrimination in housing - account ' race,
color, religion, or national origin. It would p 'ohibit discrimination by prper t
owners, real estate brokers, and others engaged in the sale, retnal or fnanRing, oi
housing,

Title V provides new and strengthened criminal 'piunalties designed 6,. r ct
Negroes'and civil rights workers.

Title VI authorizes the necessary appropriatihi to carry out the probiy~lon
of the bill.

The bill is short-titled the "Civil Rights Act of '966."

TITLE I

Section 101 of the bill rewrites chapter 121 of the Judicial Code (28 U.S.C.
1861-1870), relating to the federal jury'system.

Section 1861 declares it to be the policy of the United States that all qualified
persons shall have the opportunity to' serve onr grand and petit juries in federal
courts and shall have an obligation to serve when summoned.

Section 1862 prohibits discrimination in the selection of federal jurors dn aso
count of race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or ecoriomio status.;

Section 1863 (a) establishes in each district court a bipartisan jury commission
consisting of the clerk of court and a cOittt-appointed jury commissioner. Sepa-
rate jury commissions may be established for the, various divisions within the
,district. Jury commissioners are to belong to A different political party than the
clerk of court arid must reside during their term of service in the district or 'divi-
sion for which they are appointed. Compensation for jury commissioners is
fixed at $16 per day for each day of actual service.

(b) The chief judge of the district is required to supervise the work. of the
jury commission.

Section 1864(a) requires each jury commission to maintain a master jury wheel
containing the names of prospective jurors. The names are to be taken at random
from the voter registration list of the district or division it serves. .However,
where the judicial council of the circuit determines that exclusive'se of voter lists
would not carry out the mandate of non-discriminatory selection of section 1862,
it would be required to prescribe other sources of names in addition to the vdter
rolls. .

(b) The names of one percent of the total registered voters in the district or
division, as the case may be, are to be placed in the jury wheel. Where recourse
is had to other sources in additionito Voter rolls as authorized ini paragraph (a), the
names of one percent of the total number of persons of voting age residing in the
district or division are to be placed in the jury wheel., The most recent decennial
census is to be ised to determine the number of residents of voting.age. The jury
wheel, in any event, shall contain at least 2,000 narties.

(c) The manner of random selection is to be established by the chief judge of the
district.

(d) Voting records maintained by State, local, and federal officials, are to be
made available for inspectio, reproductionn; o coplying by'the jury commission
The provisions of this section may be enforced by the district court upon iippllica
tion of the Attorney General.

(e) The names of voters residing in all the political subdivisions encompassed
by a district or division are to be placed in the master jury'wheel;

(f) Additional names are tobe placed i' the master wheel tie needed. The
commission is directed to empty and refill'the wheel during tb last 45 days of
every even' nmbered year.' , - ' , ' ' , , ' ' ; . ., ': . : : : £ , . .. 2
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* Seotina1865(a). requires jurors to be selected from th master.wheel by public
drawing. The' ury commission then prepares an alphabetical list of the names
thus drawn and advises every prospective juror by certified mail. Disclosure of
the names appearing on the commission's list is prohibited except a authorized
by sections 1867 and 1868. Unless exempt from jury serviceby section 1872

rosective jurors are to fill out a juror qualification form which will be prescribed
te Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts in consultation with the Attorney

General.' The prospective juror is required to give his name, address, age, sex,
education,. race, religion, occupation, and citizenship and whether he has any
physical 'or mental infirmity, is able to read, write, speak, and understand the
English language, and has been convicted of a felony without pardon or amnesty.
The clerk of., court is:.respons!le for; seeing, that the form is filled out correctly
aidis' requiired to fll'odit the'form for'a'brospective juror wio is unable to do it
himself. Any prospective juror who fails to appear before the clerk to execute
the form will be ordered to explain his failure to the court. If he cannot show good
cause for his noncompliance, he may be fined not more than $100 or imprisoned not
more than three days or both.

(b) Persons entitled to an exemption from jury service pursuant to section 1872
are to enter this information on the summons. Willful misrepresentation of an
exemption is punishable by a fine of not more than $100 or imprisonment for not
more than three days or both.

Section 1866 prescribes the qualifications for jury service. Paragraph (a) re-
quires the jury commission to pass upon eadh' person's qualifications for jury
service solely oth the'infbirm'ation contained.In the.form. Where, however, other
objective evidence indicates that a person is not qualified by reason of noncitizen-
ship, mental or physical incapacity, or prior conviction of a felony without pardon
or amnesty, the court is required to pass upon the question of qualification. The
final determination is entered on both the juror qualification form and the Com-
mission's alphabetical list. The failure to appear in response to a summons as
well as the.inability to qualify and the ground therefor also are to be noted on the
qualification form.

(b) In the absence of noncitizenship, illiteracy, mental or physical infirmity,
or prior conviction of felony without pardon or amnesty, all persons 21 years of
age or older are deemed qualified to serve on federal juries.

(c) Persons found to be qualified for jury service are placed in the qualified
juror wheel from which grand and petit jury panels are selected. The jury com-
mission is: required to maintain a list of those names selected for jury service.

Section 1867 provides a means for challenging jury selection in criminal and
civil cases on grounds that the procedures established by this bill have not been
followed..
S(a) The defendant in a criminal case may at any time prior to the submission
of evidenceat trial move to.dismiss an indictment orto stay the proceedings for
alleged non-compliance with the requirements of the bill. The defendant has the
right to submit in support of his motion testimony of the jury commission together
with other evidence. In addition, if there is any evidence of non-compliance with
sections 1864, 1865 or 1866, the defendant may present any relevant public or
private record or paper of th commission. If the court finds in favor, of the
motion, it is required to dismiss the indictment or stay the proceedings pending
selection of a lawful jury.

(b) Either party to a civil suit may move to challenge jury selection procedures.
The provisions governing the presentation of evidence in support of the motion
and the effect of a finding in favor of'the motion are the same as those in criminal
cases.

(c) The procedures for challenging jury selection on grounds of non-compliance
with sections 1864, 1865, or 1866 pursuant to paragraphs (a) and. (b) of this section
are exclusive. However, the pursuit, of other authorized forms of remedial relief
from jury discrimination is not precluded by this section.

!(d) Disclosure of the contents of any record or paper produced pursuant to
pararaaphs (a) and (b) prior to the biennial change of the names in the master
wheel and completion of jury service by all persons whose names were taken from
such wheel is prohibited except where disclosure is needed for preparation and
presentation of, a challenge. .,Provision is made for inspection, reproduction, and
copying of such records by a party during the' tendency of a case... ,
.. Section 1868 provide for the maintenance and inspection of all eprds and
papers ued by the jury, commission in the peo rmance of its function8.under this
title. The commission io to preserve all such records and papers for at least four,
years following the biennial emptying and refilling of the master wheel pursuant to

/i
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SsectioQnj84(f, and;the compjtioiof juryjervice,by allpereso s'drkjra threfrom.
'The records and papers re uired to be retained by this section are available for
public inspection.

Section 1869 contains.provisions dealing with the exclusion of persons from jury
service. Paagraph (a) provides that no person or class of persons are to be
excluded, excused, or exempted from jury service except as authorized by section
1872. Section 1872, which is existing section 1862 as renumbered by this bill
automatically exempts members of the armed forces on act),ye duty, members of
police and fire departments, and public officials in the executive, legislative and
judicial branches of government. It is, provided however, that a person sum.
moned to perform jury service may be (1) excused by the court for six months if
he shows that the performance of such service would entail severe, hardship or
.(2),exlbded ,by the, court Uponr(i) rdarfnl peretptory challenge or (ii)~ finding
that he cannot perform impartially or that his service would disrupt the proceed.
ings. Excuse or exclusion from jury service and the grounds therefor are .to be
noted on the person's juror qualification form. ?

(b) No person is required to serve on more than one:grand jury or on both a
grand and petit jury during any two-year period. Similarly, no person is to serve
as a petit juror more than 30 days during any two-year period unless extended
service is required in connection with consideration of a particular case,.:

Section 1870 of the bill is a definitions section.
(a) "Clerk" and "clerk of court" mean the clerk of the federal district court

or*is:deputy. t stt o a
(b) "Voter registration list" means the official state or local election records

of persons registered to vote. in the most recent general election for federal office,
or, if registration is not a condition: to voting, such other official list of persons
who are qualified to vote in federal elections.' The term.also includes persons
listed by federal examiners as authorized by the Voting Rights Act of 1965 (79
Stat. 437) but who have yet to be listed by state or local; officials.

(c) 'Division" means either one or more lawfully authorized divisions within
a federal judicial district or such local political subdivisions surrounding the place
where the court is authorized to try cases as are designated by the chief judge.

(d) "District court of the United States" and "court" mean the federal district
courts specified in chapter 5 of Title 28,- U.S. Code. For purposes of sections
1861, 1862, 1867, and 1869, the term includes the District of Columbia Court of
General Sessions and the. Juvenile Court of;the District of Columbia. .

Section 102(a) of the bill amends 28 U.S.C. 1871, relating to juror's fees, to
increase the fee for attendance from: $10 to $20 a day, and where jurors are
required to serve in one case for more than .30 days to increase the allowable.
attendance fee from $14 to $25 a day.. The bill also increases the amount author-
ized for subsistence from $10 to $16 a day. Payment of jury.fees in excess of $20
a day shall be made upon presentation'of:the trial judge's certificate.

(b) 28 U,S.C. 1821 is amended to increase the amounts, authorized witnesses
and deponents from $4 to $20 a day; to increase mileage fees from 8 cents to 10
cents; to increase the;amount authorized for subsistence from $8 to $16 a day.

Section 103 amends or repeals portions of the Judicial Code, United States
Code, and the District of Columbia Code.

Paragraph (a) renumbers 28 U.S.O. 1862 1870, 1872, 1873, and 1874 as 1872,
1873, 1874, 1875 and 1876, respectively. - .

Paragraph (b) repeals the following provisions of the D.C. Code: (1i) 13-701
[Special juries in District Court];- (ii) .11-2301 [Qualifications of jurors], 11-2301
[Exemptions: from jury service] except'-the last paragraph which states that' all
other qualified .persons, whether in government service (U.Si or D.C.), military
or civilian, active, inactive or retired, are qualified to serve as jurors in the
District of Columbia,. 11-2303 [Jury commission] 11-2304 [Jury bo],. 11-2305
:(Selection of jurors]; (iii) 11-2307~[Substitution in case of vacandes], 11-2308
[Disposition of box after drawing], 11-2309 (Filling vacancies], 11-2310 [Talesmen
from bystanders] 11-2311 [Summoning jurors], -11-2312 [Length of service]; (iv)
7-213 a [Compensation of jurors in eminent domain cases]. , ,

Paragraph ,(c) amends 11-2 3 06 of the D.C. Code, relating to the manner of
, drawing grand and petit jurors in the District, to strike all but the:provisions of

subpaagraph (a),. .A newsthbparagraph, (b) is added'atithorizing, the jury com-
mission for the .District- Cort for the District of Columbia' to 'dra* ipersohs?
names from the qualified jur6r wheel for service in the Districtbf, Cblumbia Court
of General Sessions and the District bf Columbia Juvenile Court. i -,:,

.Pararaph (d) subjects the provision of the D.C Cod' ,('1o1312) relitingto
' special juries in eminent 'domain cased to the qualifications for jurors:set fort .ih



a28s".S.g.: 1860 ad t' tli other pricediies of Title 28,' chapter 121 as &idtded
by tlis bill " .

Paragraph (e) amends the D.Q. Code (22-1414) to extend the petihlty attloised
fr friuul e t6ly- :tmiertfii with the6 'juty'box to;similia activities in co~iection
with a Jury "Wheel" .

' ecto 104 videos tliat aedtids-101 and. 103 of this'ill are to be effect i 10
aysft ei'ef iattmen t bece t Wfth respect t 'ihdidttme'tWd which " ard"returned or to

i. wyf6h Ar id p ,nelld' prior to that date.

-Section 201, provides that no'person shall be denied th right to seive on state
grind or petit jurieS ,ohf account of, rce, color, religion, sex, 'national origin, or
economic status>
.,Section 202- (a) :authorizes the' Attorney General to bring civil action in the

federal courts for injunctive relief against ,discriminatory, practices' in 'tatel edurt
jury selection:.'", he United: States is liable for costs the same as a private person
in any proceeding authorlked:by this section. *" :

S(b);Jurisdiction, over proceedings to eliminate disbirmiiation inhthe selection of
state juries is vested inth. federalhdistrict carts which are directed to disregard
the "exhaustion of remedies;' requirement. 'The 'courts are ordered to' expedite
"in every way" lawsuits brought by the Attorney General.

Section 203 provides that upon a finding of discrimination, the court may grant
specified kinds of effective relief4inclhding an'order which (a) prohibits or iispends
the usb of any qualification'or ground of excuse, exemption or exclusion from jury
service (1) that discriminates or has been administered in a discriminatory manner
or'(2) that lends itself to such abuse by! giving jury officials wide discretion to
determine qualifications, excuses, exemptions, or exclusions; (b)'requires the use
of objective criteria in determining qualifications, excuses, exemptions or exclu-
sions; (c) requires maintenance of such records as may be necessary in the future
to show whether discrimination is being practiced; or (d)' appoints a master to
perform the duties of state jury officials. Additionally, the court'may grant any
other appropriate relief it deems necessary,

SSectiont204 provides for the disclosure and development of information relevant
toithe question whether discrimination results from 'the jury selection"systeni.
This objective is accomplished, by authorizing a challenge procedures which is
available to the Attorney General in a suit utiter this title to a -private litigant
residing in the area who seeks to enforce the prohibition against discrimination by
ai civil action pursuant to 42: U.SC. 19831 or in a criminal case (prior to the sub-
mission of evidence at trial) -r i'to a convicted person attacking dollateially a
cnirninal conviction. : " .

Ta) Upon the filing of an allegation of discrimination, appropriat' state and
local officials are required to furnish "a written, statement of jury selection in-
fOrmation."' Thi statement,' subscribed to under oath; is to describe in' detail the
procedures followed by jury officials ini electin'g jurors;including: .

(1) the sources of, names of prospective jurors,
(2) the methods and procedures involved in selecting names from these sources

for inclusiot in the repository frohn which jury panels are drawn;
3) the methods used for drawing names from the repository;
(4) the criteria used in determining qualifications for jury service; and

S(5) the methods used for summonin'g urors and assigning them to jury panels.
(b) 'The statement iS to be filed witlhthe clerk of the court in which the case is

pending. A copy of the statement also is served on the complainant's attorney,
The statement is to constitute! evidence on, the question of jury discrimination
The complaining party' may cross-examine jury officials and introduce any other
relevant evidence that may be available in support of the challenge. If, at this
point, there is soine evidence of discrimination, the complaining party is given
access to any other relevant jury,selection records Whibh are hot otherwise pub-
licly available and these may be introduced in support of the challenge::
! (c) If. the court determined that. there is probable cause to believe that disorim-

ination has occurred and that relevant state records and papers arehot sufficiently
probative of the issue, it isi the responsibility of the state to produce additional
evidence demonstrating that the alleged didcriminatiohi did not occur. The state
may requestthe' federal cdurt to subpoena evidence; and Witnesses in order to
produce additional evidence not obtainable by other means. : f.

(d) The court is required to take steps to insure that records are kept oonfidon-
tiaL except As needed in any legal proceeding. tUnaithorized disclosure of the
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contents of any record or paper is punishable.by a fine of not more than $1,000,
or imprisonment for not more than one year or both.

Section 205(a),. requires state jury officials to ,preserve all jury records and
papers for at least four years after completion of jury service by all persons -who
were the subjects of such records and papers. Any person who, whether or not
a jury official, willfully steals, destroys, conceals; mutilates, or/alters any of the
records required to be preserved shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned
for not more than one year or both. ,

(b) Records required to be preserved by this title shall, upon the written
demand of the Attorney General or his representative, be made available for in-
spection reproduction and copying. , Unless otherwise ordered by a court of the
United states, neither the Attorney General nor his representative nor any em-
ployee of the Department of Justice shall disclose any record or paper produced
pursuant to this title except to the Congress and. any of its committees, 'govern-
mental agencies, or in a court proceeding., Jurisdiction to compel'the production
of records or papers is vested in the federal district court.

Section 206'contains the definition of various terms used in this title.
(a) "State court" means any court of any state or any political subdivision

thereof.
(b) "Juryofficial" means any person or group of persons who select, summon

or empanel grand or petit juries.
(c) "Wheel, box, or similar device" includes a file, list or other compilation of

names of persons prepared by a jury official. .
(d) "Political subdivision" means any county, parish, city, town, municipality

or other subdivision of a state.
Section 207 provides that the remedies'authorized by this title are not a bar

to other remedies established by federal law or by state law.'
Section 208 states that this title is to become effective "120 days following'its

enactment except in any case where an indictment has been handed down or a
petit jury empanelled prior to that date. ,

': ' ' TIT ' "I in

Title III of the bill amends Title III of the Civil Rights Act of 1904 (42 U.S.C.
2000b-2000b-3) and( repeals sections 407-410 of that Act (47 U.S.C. 20006-6-
20000-9)., Title III of the 1964 Act authorizes the Attorney General to bring
lawsuits to desegregate public facilities, other than public schools, .on, written
complaint of an aggrieved person who alleges, that he is being deprived of the use
of such facilities on account of his race, color, religion, or national origin:, -In
additio-, before the Attorney General may sue, he must determine, that the com-
plainant is unable to institute and maintain a suit.. ,Sections 407-410 of the 1964
Act give the Attorneyi General similar authority with respect to desegregation of
public schools and. colleges. As revised by this title, ,TitletIll would authorize
the Attorney General to bring suits to desegregate public schools and. colleges,
as well as other public facilities,. on his own initiative (i.e., without awaiting the
filing of a complaint by a party aggrieved or determining that he is unable to
institute and maintain the action himself), : The, kinds of, discrimination c overed
by Title III as revised by this bill are limited to race and color. Titles III and IV
of the 1964 'Act apply to discrimination on,)account 'of race, color, religion or
national origin. . ,, ( .. . . • .... * 0 ; ';

Section 301 of the earlier act as axnended, by; this bill would give the Attorney
General direct authorization to bring,a civil action, in the name pf the United
States, for injunctive relief when he has reasonable grounds to believe that-- .-.

(a) Any person is being, denied his right to the.equal protection of the laws
with respect to afpublic school oricollege or public facility. ; A publicofacility

1 is any facility that is owned, operated, or managed by or on behalf of.any state
,' or any'of its political subdivisions.: :.i, i . . . I

(b) Any pesron who, whether a public official or q private individual, has
interfered or threatens tointerfere with another for exercising, or for having
exercised, .or, for supporting the exercise, of any right, to, the equal.protection

Sof the laws with repect jto. any public oshool or .ollege or public facility. -;,:
Revied section .302 would retain the provision of, ,existing law making ithe

United States liable for costs, th same as a private party in any.proceed'ingiprsu-
antto this; title.. 3 - d i' 'u*bic 'sch0 ' n

Itevised section 303 would incorporate the definition of "public school", an4
"public college" contained in title IV of the earlier act (42 U.S.C. 2000b (c)).
'he latter defines "public school" to mean any elementary or secondary educa-
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tional institution, and "public college" to mean any institution of higher education
or any technical or vocational school above the secondary school level, "provided
that such public school or public college is operated by a state, subdivision of a
state, or governmental agency within a state, or operated wholly or predominantly
from or through the use of governmental funds or property, or funds or property
derived from a governmental source."

Revised section 304 would retain jurisdiction to try cases authorized by this title
in the federal district courts.

Revised section 305 would continue the existing clarifying provision that
nothing in this title is intended to affect the right of any person aggrieved to obtain
judicial relief from discrimination in public education or any public facility.

Section 302 of the bill repeals provisions of the 1964 Civil Rights Act (42 U.S.C.
2000-6-2000c-9) relating to actions by the Attorney General to eliminate dis-
crimination in public education.

TITLE IV

Section 401 declares it to be the policy of the United States to prevent dis-
crimination in residential housing on account of race, color, religion or national
origin, and the right of every person to be protected against such discrimination.

Section 402 contains the definitions of various terms used in this title.
(a) The term "person" includes one or more individuals, corporations, partner-

ships, associations, labor organizations, legal representatives, mutual companies,
joint-stock companies, trusts, unincorporated organizations, trustees, trustees in
bankruptcy, receivers, and fiduciaries.

(b) The term "dwelling" includes (1) any building or structure, or part thereof,
whether in existence or under construction, which is designed, intended or ar-
ranged for residential use by one or more individuals or families and (2).any vacant
land that is offered for sale or lease for the construction or location of any such
building or structure. ,

(c) The term "discriminatory housing.practices" means an act prohibited by
sections 403 or 404.

Section 403 specifies the various categories of persons coming under the bill.
These include (i) owners, lessees, sublessees, assignees, or managers of dwellings;
(ii) persons having authority to sell, rent, lease, or manage.dwellings; (iii) real
estate brokers'or salesmen or employees or agents of real estate brokers or salesmen.

Paragraphs (a)-(e) of section 403 set forth the various discriminatory acts de-
clared to be unlawful. The acts made unlawful are:

(a) Discrimination with regard to the sale, rental, or lease of a residential
dwelling .

(b) Discrimination with regard to terms, conditions,, or privileges of such sale,
rental, or lease, or in the provision of services or facilities connected therewith,

(c) Printing or publishing any notice, statement or advertisement that indicates
discrimination or any intention to discriminate with regard to the sale, rental or
lease ofsuioch residential dwellings. r' .

(d)' Misrepresenting the availability for inspection, sale, rental, or lease of such
residential dwellings.

(e) Discrimination with ;regard' to access to or participation in any multiple
listing service or other service or facilities related to the business of selling or
renting such housing. This last act isunlawful whether directed at the person
seeking such services or the person he represents in the quest for such services.

Section 404 prohibits discrimination in the financing of housing. "Persons"
covered by section 404 include banks, saving and loan institutions, credit unions,
insurance companies, or other persons who take mortgages or other loans for the
purchase, construction, improvement, or repair or maintenance of residential
dwellings; The acts made unlawful by this section include, in addition to dis-
criminatory denial of loans, discrimination with regard to the fixing of the down
payment, interest rates, duration, or other terms or conditions of such loans. For
purposes of this section, it makes no difference whether the discrimination is on
account of the race, color, religion, or national' origin of the person applying for
the loan,' o because of the race, color, religion or national origin'of any member,
stockholder director, office, or employee of such person, or of the prospective
occupantfs e essees,or tenant of the housing for Which tha loan is sought.

Section 405 prohibits coercion, intimidation q ihterferenbe with the right of
a person to obtain housing and its financing or to aid others in exercising such
rights. ' ' "

**'' .,. '
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Section 406 provides for enforcement by private persons.
(a) A private person aggrieved by a violation of sections 403 or 404 or 405

405 may institute a proceeding for civil relief in either the appropriate federal

district court, or local court. For purposes of this section, the federal courts
shall disregard the normal requirement (28 U.S.C. 1331) that the mater in
controversy exceed $10,000. The aggrieved party must institute the action
within six months. of the alleged violation.

(b) If petitioned-by complainant, the federal court may provide him with
appointed counsel and allow him to commence his action without payment of
fees, costs, or security. State and local courts are authorized to do likewise
where consistent with applicable law, and procedures., , .

(c) The court may grant such injunctive relief as it deems.appropriate. Also
the court may award monetary damages, including damages for humiliation and
mental pain and suffering, and up to $500 punitive damages. ,

(d) The prevailing party may recover reasonable attorney's fees as part of the
costs.

Section 407 (a) authorizes the Attorney General to institute proceedings for
injunctive relief when he has reasonable cause to' believe.that a person or a group
or persons is engaged in a "pattern or practice't"of resistance to the "full enjoy-
ment" of the right to be protected against discrimination in the purchase, rental
lease, financing, use and occupancy. of residential. housing. The lawsuit would
be commenced in a federal district court with the filing of a complaint which
sets forth the facts of a pattern or practice of discrimination and requests appro-
priate,relief to eliminate it.

(b) The Attorney General is authorized to intervene in a private suit brought
in a federal court pursuant to section 406. The United Stats is entitled to the
same relief as if it had initiated the suit. , .; ."

Section 408 prescribes additional functions for the Secretary of Housing and
Urban Development, for the purpose, of. fully, implementing .the 'policy; of this
title. These functions include: . ,.

(a) The study of the problems of discrimination in representative communities,
urban, suburban, and rural, throughout the United States;

S(b) The preparation and dissemination of reports, recommendations, and
information obtained from such studies;

(o) The giving of technical assistance to public and private institutions and
agencies concerned with housing discrimination; ,

(d) The giving of .such technical assistance to the Community Relations
Service as it may need in mediating disputes arising out of housing discrimination;

(e) The administration of federal housing.programs and activities in.a non-
discriminatory manner. .

Section 409 provides that nothing in thistitle shall -be construed to;invalidate
or limit any state or local laws which, guaranteeor protect the same rights as are
granted by it. However, any law which. purports to require or permit action
which would be a discriminatory housing, practice under this title shallt to that
extent be invalid. .

Section 410 makes the jury trial provisions of the Civil Rights Act of 1957,
42 U.S.C. 1995, available in voting rights suits, applicable to contempts arising
under the bill. As a result, jury trials are required in any proceedings for criminal
contempt where the aggregate fine exceeds. $300 or the cumulative i risbnnient
exceeds 45 days In other cases of criminal contempt the accused may be tried
with or without a jury at the discretion, of the judge, In any case 'of criminal
contempt involving a natural person, the fine is not to exceed $1,000 not imprison-
ment exceed the term of six months. . ' '

Section 411 provides that nothing in this title shall be construed to affect the
authority of the federal government and its agencies or officers, to institute or
intervene in any civil action or to bringany criminal prosecution:

TITLE V

Title V is a criminal statute directed at interference by force or threat of force
with certain specified activities.

Section 501 subjects to criminal prosecution any person, who by force or threat
of force- /

(a) injures or interferes with, or attempts to injure or interfere with any per-
son because of his race, color, religion or national origin, while engaged or seeking

*17
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to engage in activities in one of the following areas: (1) voting; (2).public educa.
tion, (8) public services and facilities, (4) ,employment, (6) housing, (6) jury
service, (7) use of common carriers, (8) participation in federally assisted pro-
grams, or (9) public accommodations:

(b) injures or; interferes with, or attempts to injure or interfere with any
person either (1) to discourage him or another person from engaging in protected
activities or (2) because he urged !or aided participation in protected activities,
or engaged in any form of speech or peaceful assembly opposing the denial of the
opportunity to participate in stioh activities;

(c) injures or interferes with, or attempts to injure or interfere with any per-
son, whether a public official or private person, because he has afforded, or to
discourage him from affording, other persons equal treatment with respect to
protected activities..

Any person who, whether a public official or a private individual, violates these
provisions shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not more than
one year or both.. A violation that results in bodily injury is punishable by a fine
of not more than $10,000 or imprisonment for not more than ten years or both.
A violation that results in death is punishable by any term of years or life.

Section 502(a) amends 18 U.S.C. 241, relating to conspiracies against the rights
of citizens by private individuals, to prescribe a similar system of graduated
penalties.

Section 502(b) amends 18' U.S.C. 242, relating to interference with the rights
of citizens by public officials, to authorize imprisonment for any term of years or
life for violations that result in the death of the victim. That section presently
prescribes punishment by fine of not more than $1,000 or imprisonment for not
more than one year or both.

Section 502(c) amends section 12 (a) and (c) of the Voting Rights:Act of 1965
(79 Stat. 443, 444) to eliminate references contained therein to section 11(b) of
the same Act. 1 Section 11(b) provides that no person, whether a public official
or a private individual, shall intimidate, ;threaten, or coerce, 'or attempt to intimi-
date, threaten, or coerce any person (i) who votes or attempts to vote, (ii) who
urges or aids another to vote or attempt to vote, or (iii) who is a federal voting
examiner or voting observer performing duties authorized by the 1965 Act.
Section 12 (a) and (c) provides that any person who violates various specified
provisions of the 1965 Act, including section 11(b), or who conspires to violate
various specified provisions of the 1965 Act, including section 11(b), 'respectively,
may be punished by a fine of not more than $5,000 or imprisonmentfor not more
than 5 ybars or both. The exclusion of any reference to section 11 (b) in the penalty
provisions of section 12 (a) and (c) proposed'by section 502(c) of this bill suggests
that the authors of the bill intend to punish similar violations in accordance with
the graduated scheme of penalties authorized by Title V. It should be noted
however; itht section 11(b)of the 1965 Act and the various'provisions of Title V
of this bill are not identical with respect to the kinda of activities covered." For
example, section 11(b) reaches interferences unrelated to the question of race or
color whereas section 501 of the bill is limited to interferences, etc., because of
race, color, religion or national origin.

TITLE VI.1

Section 601 authorizes the necessary appropriations to carry out this bill..
SSection .02 provides that the constituitionality of the remainder of the bill or

the alidity of its application to other persons not similarly situated or to other
circumstances i not to be affected by a olding that a particular provision or
application is unconstitutional or invalid; .
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(8. 8206;89thCong.,at sess.l

A DILL To assure nondiscrimination in Federal aid State jury selection and service, to faculiate th ,

desegregation of public education and other public faculties, t? provide judicial relief agaist scriA n
atory housing practices, to prescribe penalties for certain acta o violence or Intimidation, atd fof er
purposes

Be it enacted by the Senat and House, of 'Representatives of the, United $,atesff,
America in Congrees assembled,. That this Act may be cited as tbh 'Civil Righta
Act of 196"'. , . , ':

SEc. 101, The analysis and sections 186i' d 186. through 8 o chapter
121 of title 28, United States Code, are amended to etid as follows

"CHAPTEiR 121--JURIES; TRIAL BY JURY$.:
"Sec.

"1861; Declaration of policy. ' ,
"1862. Discrimination prohibited.
"1883. Jury commission.
"1864. Master jury wheel.
"1865. Drawng f names from the master jury wheel.
"1866. Qualflcatins for jury service.
"1867. Challenging compliance with selection procedures.
"1868e Maintenance and inspection of records. *
"1869. Exclusion from jury service. , , "

"1870. Definitions.
"1871. Fees.
"1872. Exemptions. '
"1873. Challenges .
"1874. Issues of fact in Supreme Court. '
"1875. Admiralty and maritime cases.
"1876. Actions on bonds and specialties. , .'

"§ 1861. Declaration of policy . " h
"It is the policy of the United States that all qualified persons shall have the

opportunity to serve on grand and petit juries in the district courts of the United
States and shall have an obligation to serve asjurors when summoned for that
purpose.

"§ 1862. Discrimination prohibited ."' '
"No person or class of persons shall be denied the right to serve on grand arid

petit juries in the district courts of the United States on account of race, color,
religion, sex, national origin, or economic status.
"§1863. Jury commission

"(a) There shall be a jury commission for' each district court of the United
States composed of the clerk of the court and a citizen appointed by the court as a
jury commissioner: Provided, That the court may establish a separate jury com-
mission for one or more divisions of the judicial district by appointing an )d!-
tional citizen as a jury commissioner to serve with the clerk for stch di'ision-or
divisions. The jury commissioner shall during his tenure in office reside ifi-the
judicial district or division for which appointed, shall not belong to the same 1 liti-
cal party as the clerk serving with himn aid shall receive $16 per day fdj 'eah day
necessarily employed in the perfortanfe of his duties.

"(b) In the performance of its duties, ,the jury commissionn shall sac1underthe direction and supervision of the chief judge f the district. .
§1864.: Master jury wheel .' : i ;.. :: .' . a, i,. ::,.

"(a) Each jury comniission shall maintain a master 'ury wheel'and h'al" i 'cin the master wheel names selected at raidbm'froni thi voter registration lists
of persons residing in the judicial' district or' division it sves 'Prd4d, Thatthe judicial council of the oficit, With' stice advice as 'thechief jud lof the d.-
trit may, offer, shall prescribe some other source r sources o fi hits for'"ti'
master wheel in addition to the voter registration lists *h ere necess&ty,"'ti 'th
judgment of the council, to protect the 'ightes secre fy;section 1802 1of thi title .

"(b) The jury commission shallplae in'the master wheel the hlint d'df at elist
1 per centum of the total number s f 'irAh' listed oh the toteir igftr'ttbi list'
for the district or division (or, if sources in addition to voter re it iat i t'tit'
have been prescribed pursuant t</ hbAectioh (a), at idast i' per'cetttm ifthd tal
number of persons of voting age residing in the district or divisib' ad,6rd igtbW
the most recent decennial census)? Providd, That in no eventri hb 'te jury
commission place in thb 'masteiwheel 'the nVai ets of' fwert th~t i tW diIband
persons.
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"(c) The chief judge of the district shall prescribe, by rule, definite and certain
procedures to be followed by the jury commission in making the random selection
offatmes required bypubsections (a) and(b) of this section.

. (d) State, local, and Federal officials having custody, possession, or controlof
control of voter registration lists or other appropriate records shall make such
lists and records available to the jury commission for inspection, reproduction
and copying at all reasonable times as the commission may deem necessary and
proper for the performance of its duties under this title. The district courts shall
have jurisdiction upon application by the Attorney General to compel compliatice
with this subsection by appropriate process.

"(e) The master jury wheel shall contain names of persons residing in all
counties, parishes, or similar political subdivisions within the judicial district or
division.

"(f) The jury commission shall in accordance with this section (1) from time to
time, as necessary, place additional names in the master wheel and (2) between
November 16 and December 31 of each even-numbered year empty and refill
the master wheel.

"5 1865. Drawing of names from the master jury wheel
"(a) From time to time as necessary the jury commission shall publicly draw

from the master jury wheel the names of as many persons as may be required for
jury service, prepare an alphabetical list of the names drawn, which list shall not
be disclosed to any person except pursuant to sections 1867 and 1868 of this title
and summon by certified mail the persons whose names are drawn. Each person
whose name is drawn, unless he claims exemption from jury service pursuant to
section 1872 of this title and subsection (b) of this section, shall appear before the,
clerk and fill out a juror qualification form to be prescribed by the Administrative
Office of the United, States Courts in consultation with the Attorney General.'
The form shall elicit his name, address, age, sex, education,,rac, religion, occupa-
tion, and citizenship and whether he has any physical r mental Infirmity, is able
to'read write, speak, and understand the English language, and has been convicted
in any itate or Federal court of record of a crime punishable by imprisonment for
more than one year and has not had his civil rights restored by pardon or amnesty.
The clerk shall examine the form to determine whether it is filled out completely
and responsively and shall call any omissions or apparent errors to the attention of
such,person who shall make such corrections or additions as may be necessary.
If 'any lersoni summoned is unable to fill' out thA form, the clerk shall do it for
hin and indicate on the form the fact that he has done so and the reason.. Except
as provided in subsection (b) of this sectibah, any persons uminoned vho'fails to
appear as directed shall be. ordered by the court forthwith toappear and' show
cause fpr his failure to comply with the summons. .Any person who fails to appear
pursuant to such order,or who fails to show good cause for noncompliance with
the sum oions may be fined not more, than $100 or imprisoned not more than
three dys, or both.
S" (b) A~y.personrsummoned who is exempt from jury service pursuant to section

1872oif this title may state the basis for his exemption in the space provided on the
sumon, and return the summons duily signed to the clerk by mail. Any person
wh 9willly misrepresents lis exemption from jury service on a summonsmay be

filed not more than $100 or 'imprisoned not more than three days, or both,
'fO 1866. Qualifications for jury service ,

"(a) The jury commission shall determine solely on the basis of information
provided on the juror qualification form or the returned summons whether person'
is qualified for or exempt from jury serviceyProvided- That such determination
shall be miade.by the court if other objective evidence obtained by the juiy com-
mission indicates that a person is not qualified pursuant. to subparagraphs (1),
(), or (4) of subsection (b) hereof, ,. The jury commission shall enter such deter-

mination in the space provided on the juror qualification form and the alphabetical
list of names drawn from thq master jury wheel. If a person did not appear in

*respplnd to a summons such fact shall be noted on said list. Whenever a person
is determined to be not qualified for jury service, the jury commission shall note
on th , spre provided, on the juror qualification form. the specific ground of
disu1ficat ion.
Sb) Inaking such determination.the juy commission shall deem any person

qualified ,serye on grand and petit juries in the district coirt unless he-
S "() isot ,a citizen of the United, States tlventy-one years old who has

:resided fora period of one year within the judicial district; .
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(2) is unable to read, write; speaks and understand the English language;
"(3) is Jnqapable, by, reason, of mental or -physical, infirmity,, to~ render:

efficient jury service; or *,.:: .,< -
"(4) has been convicted, in a State or Federal court of record of a crime.

punishable by imprisonment for more than one year and. his civil rights
have not been restored by pardon or amnesty. , 1; ...;., ; ',

"(c) The jury commission shall maintain a, qualified juror wheel and shall place:
in such wheel names of persons determined to be, qualified asjurors. . From times
to time, the jury commission shall publicly draw froxn the qualified juror, wheel
such number of names of persons as may be required for assignment to Randd and,
petit jury panels. The jury commission or the clerk shall prepare a separate list
of names of persons assigned to each grand and petit jury panel. ' :'

"i 1867. Challenging compliance w ith selector procedures ... I
"(a) In criminal cases, prior to the introdtution of evidence at trial, the de-

fendant may move to dismiss, the indictment or stay theproceedings against.him
on the,ground. of failure to comply with seotions 1804, 186,: or.1866 .of. this title.
The defendant shell enFtitled.o 'present i;supportof i such moton ie teti-on
inony, of, the jury commission together with other evidence and, :where thereIs
some evidence that; there has been a failure to comply with. sections 1864, 1865,
or.1806, any, relevant records and paper used by the jury commission in the
performance of its duties which are not public or otherwise available. cIf the
court determiines that there has been , failure, to comply with section$ 1864,
1805, or .1806, the, court shall dismis, the indictment or stay the proceedings
pending the selection of a.petit jury in conformity with this title.

S"(b) In civil cases,; prori, tothe introduction of evidence at trial, any party
may move to stay the proceedings on the ground offilure to comply withsec-
tions 1864, 1865,.or 1866. of this title, . The moving party shall be entitled to
present in support of such motion the testimony of,, the jury commission together
with other evidence and, where there is someevidence thA there has been a fail-
ure to comply with sections 1864, 1865, or: 1866, any relevant records and papers
used by the jury commission in the performance of its duties which are-not public
or otherwise available. If the court determines that there has been a failure to
comply with sections 1864, 1865, or 1860, the court shall stay the proceedings
pending the selection of a jury in conformity with this title.

S"(c) The procedures prescribed:by this section shall be the exclusive mneaxin by
which' s person accused of a Federal orime or a patr Ityin a civil case ma ry ichllnge
any jury in his case on the 'girond 'thit iuch jury Wa not Ablected in ,coiifbiri
with sections 1864 ' 105 or i86 of this ti tlq Nothigin' i this sebtioh ha
preclude any persons Or the iUniitd States fro'om pursuing any bther reim'dy, 'd vi
or criminal, which may be available for the vindication or enforcement of any law
prohibiting discrimination on' Account bf race, colo, 'religion, sex, national origin,
or economic status in the selection of persons f9r service o grand or petit juries.

"(d) The coiitent of anii recids or. papersi ptod ced pursuant to sb.sections
(a) of (b) of this a'eti6 h shaB iot be disclosed, except as may be necessary in the
preparation or presenta ion, of the case, until after the mfater jury wheel has
been emptied and reflled plrset ant to geot ionl88 o 04 of hi itle a ad all persons
selected to seive as juror before he he aster wheel wasd eptied iibve 'c pleated
such service: Provided That the parties in a case shall be allowedto inspect, re-
produce and copy suA records or papersat ll ieasonabletite during the pend-
ency of the case, iAy person wo discloses th e content of aony record or paper
I violAtibn of this subsection may be fined not more traAn 1,000 or Imprisoned
not more than ne year,' or bbh.
"' 1868. Maintenance anid inspection bf records

"After the master jury wheel is einptied aid refilled pursuant to ectidoi 1864(f)
of this title, and after all.persos selected t serve a ju rors be6re the iiter Wht eel
was emptied have complOted sduh service , all'of the records and jpaperS c6m filed
and maintained by the jury commission before the master Wheel was emptied shall
be preserved by the bcomissioi iin the custody 6fthe clerk for' fir reat,. (ofi
such longer period as may be ordered bly ia cort iid shall barie alt fr public
inspection. ' ' :  '

"§ 1869. Exclusion from jury service .
"(a) Except'as provided in section 1872 of this title, no person or class of persons

shall be excluded excused or .exempt from service a jurors: ProWdd, That any
erbh uitmoied fofr juy service may be (1) cu bth urt for not morq

than dix 'oithb at, time upon a sho6ing of unusally severe hardship bi' (2)'
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excluded by the dourt upon (i) peremptory challenge as provided by ltw or (ii)
aJinding that such person may be unable to render impartial jury service or that
his service as a juror would disrupt the proceedings. Whenever a person is ex-
cused or excluded from jury service, the jury commission shall note in the space
provided on his juror qualification form the specific ground of excuse or exclut ion.

"(b) In any two-year period, no person shall be required to (1) serve as a petit
juror for, mbre tha thirty calendar days, except when necessary to complete
service in a particular case, or (2) serve on more than one grand jury, or (3) serve
as both a grand and petit juror. '

o'fi8 7 0 . Definitions ,
"For purposes .of this chapter-

"(a) 'clerk' and 'clerk of the court' shall mean the clerk of the United
States district court ori any deptity clerk.

"(b) 'voter registration listed' shall mean the official records maintained by
State or local election officials of persons registered to vote in the most recent
general election for candidates for Federal Office or, in the case of a State
which does not required registration as a prerequisite to voting, such other
offlibial lists of persons qualified to vote in such election. The term shall also
include the list of eligible voters maintained by any Federal examiner pur-
suant to the Voting Rights Act of 1965 where the names on such list have not
been included on the its maintained by the appropriate State or loal officials.

"(o) 'division' shall mean one or more division of a judicial district
established by statute, and,' in judicial districts where no division are
established by statute shall mean sudh counties, parishes, or similar political
subdivisions surrounding the places where court is held as the chief judge of
the district shall deterinne.

"(d) 'district court of the United States', 'district court' and 'court'
shall mean courts' constituted under chapter 5 of title 28, United States
Code: Provided, That for purposes of sections 1861, 1862, 1867, and 1869
of this chapter, these terms shall include the District of Columbia Court of
General Sessions and the Juvenile Court of the District of Columbia."

S. 102. (a) Section 1871 of title 28, United States Code, is amended by sub -
stituting "$20" for "$10" and "$25" for "$14" in the second paragraph, '$16"
for "$ " in the third paragraph and "$20" for "$10" in the fourth paragraph.

(b) eOtion 1821 of title 28, United States Code, is amended by substituting
"$20 for $4", "10 cent" for 8 cents" and "$16" for "$8".

AMENDMENT AND REPEAL

SEc. 103. (a) Sections 1862, 1870, 1872, 1873, and 1874 of title 28 United States
Code are renumbered as sections 1872, 187, 1874, 1875, and 1876, respectively,
of that title.

(b) Sections 13-701, 11-2301 through 2305 (except the last paragraph of section
11-2302), 11-2307 through 2312 and 7-213a of the District of Columbia Code are
repealed.

(oc Except for the last 'paragrapli of subsection (a), section 11-2306 of the
District of Columbia Code is repealed and a new subsection (b) is added to the
setioh as follows; "(b) The jtiry cOlp ssion fBd the distct court for the District
of Columbia shall dra from the qualified jury Wheel from time to time as may be
required the names of persons to serve as jurors in itib Dist'iit of Columbia Court
of General Sessions and the Juvenile .Cotrt of the .District of, Columbia and such
prso pe shall .be assigned .to .jury panels in the Gnieral Sessions and Juvenile
ourt s those court shl diret :

, ()ection 16-1312 of the Dit ct oi C olumbia Code i amended by substit
g tingsoo 1860 f title,8 Uni ted States Code" for; ctn 11-2301" in sub

otion ' ).dy subtiutng "chapter 121of title 28, United States Code,"
f obrtiepfl2^ lel' in ; ;, oI. le ' ;c

- 22-1414 f the District of Coluimbia Code mened by inserting
the words "or wheel" immediately following the word "box" each time it appears
therein. , *'- *' ' "'

8. 4. Sectioni 1i and 10. of tfS ti tl e all e e effeq e, hundred
apd a ds Aterh 86ktlnpt ri Thisph sE0eti ons l
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not apply in any case in which an indictment has been returned or petit jury
impaneled prior to such effective date.

TITLE II

DISCRIMINATION PROHIBITED

SEC. 201. No person or class of persons shall be denied the right to serve on
grand and petit juries in any State court on account of race, color, religion, sex,
national origin, or economic status.

SUITS BY THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

SEC. 202. (a) Whenever there are' reasonable 'grounds' to belleVe that any
person has engaged or is about to engage iniahy actor praotiee which wb6ld deny
or abridge any right secured by section 201'of this title the Attorney General
may institute for the United States, or in the name of the'Unitqd States, a civil
action or other proper proceeding for preventive relief, 'iiludinig an application
for an injunction, restraining order, or other order against'a State, an political
subdivision thereof or any official of such Stte or politidaT sibdivisioi. In any
proceeding hereunder, the United States Shall be liable for costs the same as a
private person.

(b) The district courts of the Uiiited States shall hAve jurisdidtion of proceed-
ings instituted pursuant to this title and shall exercise the same without regard
to whether any aggrieved party shall have exhausted any administrative or other
remedies that may be provided by law." Any action pursuit to thisection shall
be in every way expedited.''

APPROPRIATE RELIEF

SEc. 203. If in any proceeding instituted pursuant to this title or any other law
authorizing proceedings for injunctive relief, the district court .finds that any
right secured by section 201 has been denied or abridged, it may,,in addition to
any other relief, enter an order, effective for such period of time as may le ap-
propriate-

(a) Prohibiting or suspending'the use of any qualification for jury service
or any basis for excuse, exemption, or exclusion from jury service which-

(1) violates or has been applied in violation of. section 201 of this
title, or

(2) is susceptible to being applied in violation of section 201 of this
title because it vests in jury officials undue discretion to determine
whether any person has satisfied such qualification or whether a basis
exists for excusing, exempting, or excluding any person from jury service;

(b) Requiring the use of objective criteria to determine whether any
person has satisfied any qualification for jury service or Whether a basis exists
for excusing, exempting, or excluding any person from jury service;

(c) Requiring maintenance of such records or additionalrecords as may be
necessary to permit a determination thereafter whether any right seouredby
section 201 has been denied or abridged; or

(d) Appointing a master to perform such duties of the jury officials as may
be necessary to assure that the rights secured by section 201 of this title are
not denied or abridged.

DISCOVERY OF EVIDENCE

SEc. 204. In any proceeding instituted pursuant to section 202 of this title or
section 1983 of title 42 of the United States Code, or in any criminal proceeding in
any State'court prior to the introduction of any evidence at trial, or in any habeas
corpus, coram nobis, or other collateral proceeding in any court with respect to' a
judgment of conviction entered' after the effective date of this title, wherein it is
asserted that any right secured by section 201 of this title has been denied or
abridged-

(a) The appropriate State or local officials shall furnish a written statement
of jury selection information subscribed to under oath which shall contain a
detailed description of the following:

(1) the nature and location of the sources from which names were
obtained for inclusion in the wheel, box or similar device;

(2) the methods used and the procedures followed in selecting names
from the sources referred to in subdivision (1) of this subsection for
inclusion in the wheel, box, or similar device;

i '' ' i j
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(3), the methods used for selecting names of prospective jurors from
the wheel, box. or similar device for testing or otherwise demonstrating
their qualifications for jury service;

(4) the qualifications, tests, standards, criteria, and procedures used in
determining whether prospective jurors are qualified to serve as jurors;
and

(5) the methods used for summoning or otherwise calling persons for
jury service and assigning such persons to grand and petit jury panels,

(b) The statement of jury selection information shall be filed with the
clerk of the court in which theproceeding is pending, arid a copy thereof shall
be served upon the attorney for the complaining party. The statement of
jury selection information shall constitute evidence on the question whether
any right secured by section 301 of this title has been denied or abridged:
Provided, that the complaining party shall be entitled to cross-examine any
person having knowledge of relevant facts concerning the information to be
contained'in such statement and to present in addition the testimony of the
jury officials, together with any other evidence, and, where there is some evi-
dence,of a denial or abridgment of a right secured by section 201 of this title
any relevant records and papers used by jury officials in the performance of
their duties which are not public or otherwise available.

(c) If the court determines (1) that there is probable cause to believe that
any right secured by section 201 of this title has been denied or abridged and
(2) that the records and papers maintained by the State are not sufficient to
permit a determination whether such denial or abridgment has occurred, it
shall be the responsibility of the appropriate State or local officials to produce
additional evidence demonstrating that such denial or abridgment did not
occur. When such evidence is not otherwise available, the State shall use
such process of the court as may be necessary in order to produce the evidence,
including the right to subpena witnesses.

(d) The court may direct that the contents of any records or papers
produced pursuant to subsection (b) of this section shall not be disclosed
(except as may be necessary in the preparation and presentation of the case)
during such period of time as such records and papers are not available for
public inspection under State law: Provided, That parties to the proceeding
shall be allowed to inspect, reproduce, and, copy such records and papers at
all reasonable times during the pendency 4f the case, and that disclosure of
the contents of such records and papers by the Attorney General and his
representatives shall be governed by subsection (b) of section 205 of this
title. Any per on who discloses the contents of any records or papers in
vib nation of this subsection may be fined not more than $1,(00, or imprisoned

. not' ore than one year, or both. '

PSREsBRVATION AND INSPECTION O1 RECORDS

SEc. 205. (a) The jury officials in all State courts shall'preserve the records
and papers prepared or obtained' in the performance of their duties for four years
after the completion of service by all persons whose consideration fbr service as
jurors was the subject of such records and papers. Any person, whether or not
a:jury official, who willfUlly steals,' destroys; conceals, mutilates, or alters any
record or paper required by this subsetioon to be preserved shall be fined not more
than $1,000 or imprisoned not more that one year, or both.

(b) Any record or paper required by' subsection (a) of this section to be pre-
served shall, upon demand in writing by thi Attorney General or his representative
directed to the person having custody, possession, or control of such, record or
paper, be made available for inspection, reproduction, and copying by the'Attorney
General or his representative. During such period of time as such records and
papers are not available for public inspection under State law, unless otherwise
ordered by a court of the United States, neither the Attorney General nor any
employee of the Department oJ Justice,, nor any other representative of the
Attorney General, shall disclose the contents of any record or paper produced
pursuant to this title except to Congress and'any committee thereof, governmental
agencies, and in the preparation and presentation'of any case or proceeding before
any court or grand jury. The United States district court for the district in which
a record or paper so, demarided i located, shalljave jurisdiction by appropriate
process to compel the production of suOh recorI or pape r .
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DEFINITION8

SEC. 206. For purposes of this title-
(a) "State court" shall mean any court of any State, county, parish, city,

town, municipality dr other political subdivision of anr State;.
(b) "jury official" shall mean any person or group of persons, including

judicial officers, who select, summon, or impanel persons to serve as grand or
petit jurors in any State court; .

(e) "wheel, box, or similar device" shall include a file, list, or other compila-
tion of names of persons prepared by a jury official;

(d) "political subdivision" shall mean any county, parish, city, town,
municipality, or other territorial subdivision' of a State.

EFFECT ON EXiSTING tiAWS

SEC. 207. The remedies provided in this title shall not preclude any person, the
United States, or any State or local agency from pursuing any other remedy, civil
or criminal, which may be available f6r the vindication or enforcement of any law
prohibiting discrimination nb account of race, color, religion, sex, national origin,
or economic status in the selection of persons for service on grand or petit juries in
any State court.

EFFECTIVE DATE

SEC. 208. This title shall become effective one hundred and twenty days after
the date of its enactment: Provided, That the provisions of this title shall not
apply in any case in which an indictment has been returned or a petit jury im-
paneled prior to such effective date.

TITLE III

SEC. 301. Title III of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (78 Stat. 246) 42 U.S.C.
2000b-2000b-3), is amended to read as follows:

"TITLE III-NONDISCRIMINATION IN PUBLIC EDUCATION AND
OTHER PUBLIC FACILITIES

"SEC. 301. The Attorney General may institute, in the name of the United
States, a civil action or other proceeding for preventive relief, including an appli-
cation for a permanent or temporary injunction, restraining order, or other order,
whenever'he has reasonable grounds to beleive that- , ,

"(a) Any person acting under color of law has denied, or attempted or
threatened to deny, any other person, on account of his race or -dlor, the
equal protection of the laws with respect to any public school or public col-
lege, or any public facility, which is owned, operated, or managed by or on
behalf of any State or subdivision thereof, or '.

"(b) Any person,, whether acting under, color of law or otherwise, has
intimidated, threatened, coerced or interfered with, or has attempted or
threatens to intimidate, threaten, coerce, or interfere with any other person
in the exercise or enjoyment of: any right to, or on account of his 'having
exercised or enjoyed any right to, or on account of. his having aided or en-
couraged any other person in the exercise or enjoyment of any right to equal
protection of the laws with respect to any public school or public college,
or any public facility which is owned, operated, or managed by or on behalf
of' any State or subdivision thereof.

"SEc. 302. In any proceeding under section 301 the United States shall be
liable for costs the same as a private citizen.,

"SEc. 303. As used in this title, 'public school' and 'public college' shall have
the same meanings as in section 40 (c) of title IV of this Act.

"SoC. 304. The district courts of the United States shall have and shall exercise
jurisdiction of proceedings instituted pursuant to this title.

"SEC. 305. Nothing in this title shall affect adversely the right of any person
to sue for or obtain relief in any coutt against discrimination in public education
or any public facility."

SEC. 302. Sections 407 through, 410 of the Ci l Rights Act of 1964 (78 Stat.
248-249; 42 U.S.C. 2000c-6-2000c-9) are hereby repealed.
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TITLE IV

POLICY

SEC. 401. It is the policy of the United States to prevent, and the right of.every
person to be protected against, discrimination on account of race, color, religion,
or national origin in the purchase, rental, lease, financing, use and occupancy
of housing throughout the Nation.

DEFINITIONS

SEC. 402. For purposes of this title-
(a) "person" includes one or more individuals, corporations, partnerships,

associations, labor organizations, legal representatives, mutual companies,
joint-stock companies, trusts, unincorporated organizations, trustees,
trustees in bankruptcy, receivers, and fiduciaries.

(b) "dwelling" includes (1) any building or structure, or portion thereof,
Whether in existence or under construction, which is in, or is designed,
intended, or arranged for, residential use by one or-more individuals or families
and (2) any vacant land that is offered for sale or lease for the construction
or location of any such building, structure, or portion thereof.

(c) "discriminatory housing practice" means an act that is unlawful under
section 403 or 404.

PREVENTION OF DISCRIMINATION IN THE SALE OR RENTAL OF HOUSING

SEC. 403. It shall be unlawful for the owner, lessee sublessee, assignee, or
manager of, or other person having the authority to sell, rent, lease, or manage,
a dwelling, or for any person who is a real lestate broker or salesman, or employee
or agent of a real estate broker or salesman-

(a) To refuse to sell, rent, or lease refuse to negotiate for the sale, rental,
or lease of or otherwise make unavailable or deny, a dwelling to any person
because of race, color, religion, or national origin.

(b) To discriminate against any person in the terms, conditions, or privi-
leges of sale, rental or lease of a dwelling, or in the provision of services or
facilities in connection therewith, because of race, color, religion, or national
origin.

(c) To print or publish or cause to be printed or 'published any notice,
statement, or advertisement, with respect to the sale, rental, or lease of a
dwelling that indicates any preference limitation or discrimination based
on race, color, religion, or national origin, or an intention to make any such
preference, limitation, or discrimination.

(d) To represent to any person because of race, color, religion, or national
origin that any dwelling is not available for inspection, sale, rental, or lease
when such dwelling is in fact so available.

(e) To deny to any person. because of race, color, religion, or national
origin, or because of the race, color, religion, or national origin of the person
he represents or may represent, access to or participation in any multiple-
listing service or otheriservice or facilities related to the business of selling
or renting dwellings.

PREVENTION OF DISCRIMINATION IN TBE FINANCING OF HOUSING
/

SEc. 404. It shall be unlawful for anybank, savings and loan institution,
credit union, insurance company, or other 'person that makes mortgage,,or other
loans for the purchase, construction, improvement, or repair or maintenance of
dwellings to deny such a loan to a person applying therefor, or discriminate
against him in the fixing of the downpayment, nterest rate, duration, or other
terms or conditions of such a loan, because of the race, color, religion, or national

Origin of such person, or of any member, stockholder, director, officer, or employee
of such person, or of the prospective occupants/lessees or tenants of the dwelling
or dwellings in relation to which the application for a loan is made.

INTERFERENCE, COERCION, OR INTIMIDATION

SEC. 405. No person shall intimidate, threaten, coerce, or interfere with any
person in the exercise or enjoyment of, or on account of his having exercised or
enjoyed, or on account of his having aided or encouraged any other person in the
exercise or enjoyment of any right granted by section 403 or 404.

/ > /
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ENFORCEMENT BY PRIVATE PERSONS

SEC. 406. (a) The rights granted by sections 403, 404, and 405 may be enforcedby civil actions in appropriate United States district courts without regard to theamount in controversy and in appropriate State or local courts of general jurisdic-tion. A civil action shall be commenced within six months after the alleged dis-orminatory housing practice or violation of section 405 occurred.
(b) Upon application by the plaintiff and in such circumstances as the cobrtmay deem just, a court of the United States in which a civil action under thissection has been brought may appoint an attorney for the plaintiff and may au-thorize the commencement of a civil action without the payment of fees, costs, orsecurity. A court of a State or subdivision thereof may do likewise to the extentnot inconsistent with the law or procedures of the State or subdivision.(c) The court may grant such relief as it deems appropriate, inchiding a per-manent or temporary injunction, restraining order, or other order, and mayaward damages to the plaintiff, including damages for humiliation and mentalpain and suffering, and up to $500 punitive damages. :
(d) The court may allow a prevailing plaintiff a reasonable attorney's fee as

part of the costs.

ENFORCEMENT BY THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

SEC. 407. (a) Whenever the Attorney General has reasonable cause to believethat any person or group of persons is engaged in a pattern or practice of resistanceto the full enjoyment of any o( the rights granted by this title he may bring acivil action in any appropriate United States district court by filing with it acomplaint setting forth the facts pertaining to such pattern or practice andrequesting such preventive relief, including an application for a permanent ortemporary injunction, restraining order, or other order against the person orpersons responsible for such pattern or practice, as he deems necessary to insurethe full enjoyment of the rights granted by this title.
(b) Whenever an action under section 406 has been commenced in any courtof the United States, the Attorney General may intervene for or in the name ofthe United States if he certifies that the action is of general public importance.

In such action the United States shall be entitled to the. same relief as if it hadinstituted the action.

.ASSISTANCE BY THE SECRETARY, O, HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT

SEC. 408. The Secretary of Housing aid Urban Developmeht shall--
(a) make studies with respect ito the nature and extent of discriminatory

housing practices in representative communities, irban, suburban, and rural,
throughout the United States

(b) publish and disseminate reports, recommendations, and information
derived from such studies;

(c) cooperate with and render technical assistance to'Federal, State, local,
and other public or private agencies, organizations, and institutions which are
formulating or carrying on programs to prevent or eliminate discriminatory
housing practices;

(d) cooperate with and render such technical and other assistance to the
Community Relations Service as may be appropriate to further its activitiesin preventing or eliminating discriminatory housing practices; and

(e) administer the programs and activities relating to. housing and urban
development in a manner affimatively to further the policies of this title.

EFFEqT ON STATE LAWS

SEC. 409. Nothing in this title shall be construed to invalidate or limit any law
of a State or political subdivision of a State, oi of any other jurisdiction in which
this title shall be effective, that grants, guarantees, or protects the same rights as
are granted by this title; but any law that purports to require or permit any action
that would be a discriminatory housing practice under this title shall to that extentbe invalid.

CONTEMPT'OF COURT'

SEC. 410. All cases of criminal contempt arising under the provisions of this
title shall be governed by section 151 of the Civil Rights Act of 1957 (42 U.S.C.1995).
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EXISTING AUTHORITY

SEo. 411. Nothing in this title shall be construed to deny, impair, or'otherwise
affect any right or authority of the United States or any agency or officer thereof
under existing law to institute or intervene in any civil action or to bring any
criminal prosecution.

TITLE V

INTERFERENCE WITH RIGHTS

Sac. 501. Whoever, whether or not acting under color of law, by force or threat
of force-

S (a) injures, intimidates, or interferes with, or attempts to injure, intimi-
date, or interfere with any person because of his race, color, religion, or
national origin while he is engaging or seeking to engage in-

'(1) voting or qualifying to vote in any primary, special, or general
election;

(2) enrolling in or attending any public school or public college;
(3) participating in or enjoying any benefit, service privilege, pro-

gram, facility, or activity provided or administered by the United
tates or by any State or subdivision thereof;

(4) applying for or enjoying employment or any prerequisites thereof,
by any private employer or agency of the United States or any State of
subdivision thereof, or of joining or using the services or advantages of
any labor organization or using the services of any employment agency;

(5) selling, purchasing, renting, leasing, occupying, or contracting
or negotiating for the sale, rental, le.se or occupation of any dwelling:

(6, serving, or attending upon any court in connection with possible
service, as a grand or petit juror in any court of the United States or of
any State;

(7) using any vehicle, terminal, or facility of any common carrier
by motor, rail, water or air;

(8) participating in or enjoying the benefits of any program or
activity receiving Federal financial assistance; or

(9) enjoying the goods, services, facilities, privileges, advantages,
or accommodations of any inn, hotel, motel, or other establishment
which provides lodging to transient guests, or of any restaurant, cafeteria.
lunchroom, lunch counter, soda fountain, or other facility principally
engaged in selling food for consumption on the premises, or of an
gasoline station, or of any motion picture house, theater, concert hall,
sports arena, stadium, or any other place of exhibition or entertainment,
or of any other establishment which serves the public and which is
located within the premises of any of the aforesaid establishments or
within the premises of which is physically located any of the aforesaid
establishments; or

(b) injures, intimidates, or interferes with, or attempts to injure, intimi-
date, or interfere with any person (1) to discourage such person or any other
person or any class of persons from participating or seeking to participate
in any such benefits or activities without discrimination on account of
race,,color, religion, or national origin, or (2) because he has so participated
or sought to so participate, or urged or aided others to so participate, or
engaged in speech or peaceful assemiply opposing any denial of the opportunity
to so participate. or /

(c) injures, intimidates, interferes ith or attempts to injure, intimidate,
or interfere with any public official or other person to discourage him from
affording another person or iny class of persons equal treatment in partici-
pating or seeking to participate in .any of such benefits or activities without
discrimination on account or race, color,, religion, or national origin, or
because he has afforded another person or class of persons equal treatment
in so participating or seeking to so participate-

Shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than one year, or
both; and if bodily injury results shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned
not more than ten years, or both; and if death results shall be subject to imprison-,
ment for any term of yearsor for life.

/
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AMENDMENTS

SEc. 502. (a) Section 241 of title 18, United States Code, is amended by strik-
ing out the final paragraph thereof and substituting the following:

'They shall be fined not more than $10,000 or iniprisoned not more than ten
years, or both; and if death results, they shall be subject to imprisonment for
any term of years or for life."

(b) Section 242 of title 18 United States Code, is amended by striking out the
period at the end thereof and adding the following: "; and if death results shall be
subject to imprisonment for any term of years or for life."

(c) Subsections (a) and (c) of section 12 of the Voting Rights Act of 1965 (79
Stat. 443, 444) are amended by striking out the words "or (b)" following the
words "11 (a)."

TITLE VI-MISCELLANEOUS

AUTHORIZATION FOR APPROPRIATIONS

SEC. 601. There are hereby authorized to be appropriated such sums as are
necessary to carry out the provisions of this Act..

SEPARABILITY

SEC. 602. If any provision of this Act or the application thereof to any person
or circumstances is held invalid, the remainder of the Act and the application of
the provision to other prisons not similarly situated or to other circumstances shall
not be affected thereby.

(8. 3296, 89th Cong., 2d sess.)

AMENDMENTS Intended to be proposed by Mr. Ervli to 8.3296, a bill to assure nondiscrimination In
Federal and State jury selection and service, to failitate the desegregation of public education and other
public facilities, to provide udical relief against dscrminatory housing practices, to prescribe penalties
for certain acts of violence or intimidation, and for of .r purposes, vlt:

On page 35, between lines 16 and 17, insert the following new title:

"TITLE VI-CIVIL RIGHTS ACT AMENDMENT

"SEC. 601. Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (42 U.S.C. 2000d et seq.)
is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new section:

" 'SEC. 606. (a) Nothing contained in this title shall be construed to authorize
the termination of, or the refusal to grant or continue, any Federal financial assist-
ance for any cause other than a violation of a provision of the Constitution, or an
affirmative provision of a statute of the United States, which has been established
by substantial evidence.

" '(b) No rule, regulation, or order which may result in the, termination of, or
the failure to grant or continue, any Federal assistance shall be placed in effect
unless it has been adopted after proceedings taken in compliance with the require-
ments of sections 4-10, inclusive, of the Administrative Procedure Act (5 U.S.C.
1003-1009).

" '(c) A determination under this title to the effect that discrimination on the
ground of race, color, or national origin exists, has existed, or in the future may
exist, in the administration of any program or activity shall require a showing by
substantial evidence that in the administration or operation thereof conditions or
requirements are, have been, or may be imposed with affirmative intent to exclude,,
or with the necessary effect of excluding, individuals from participation in the
benefits of such program or activity solely upon the ground of race, color, or
national origin.

" '(d) Nothing contained in this title shall be construed to authorize any Fed-
eral department, agency, or officer to issue any rule, regulation, or order for the
purpose or with the effect of-

" '(1) controlling or regulating the administration or operation of any
school, hospital, or other institution for any purpose other than to provide.
equal opportunity for access thereto by individuals without regard to race,
color, or national origin; or

" '(2). depriving any class of individuals of the privilege of determining
voliuntarily whether or not/to avail themselves of any benefit provided by
any program or activity, or of the ,facilities of any school, hospital, or other
institution.' "
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On page 35, line 17, strike out "TITLE VI", and insert in lieu thereof "TITLE
VII".

On page 35, line 19, strike out "Sc. 601", and insert in lieu thereof "SEc. 701".
On page 36, line 2, strike out "SEc. 602", and insert in lieu thereof "SE. 702".

IS. 1497, 89th Cong., 1st sess.]

A BILL To protect civil rights by providing criminal and civil remedies for unlawful official violence,
and for other purposes

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That this Act may be cited as the "Protection
Against Unlawful Official Violence Act."

PROTECTION AGAINST VIOLENCE UNDER COLOR OF LAW

SEC. 2, (a) Section 242 of title 18, United States Code, is amended by inserting
"(a)" immediately before "Whoever", and by adding at the end thereof the
following:

"(b) Whoever under color of any law statute, ordinance, or regulation or
custom knowingly performs any of the following acts depriving another person
of any of the rights privileges, or immunities secured by the Constitution and
laws of the United States shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not
more than one year, or both:

"(1) Subjecting any person to physical injury for an unlawful purpose;
"(2) Subjecting any person to-unnecessary force during the course of an

arrest or while the person is being held in custody;
"(3) Subjecting any person to violence or maliciously subjecting such

person to unlawful restraint in the course of eliciting a confession to a
crime or any other information;

"(4) Subjecting any person to violence or unlawful restraint for the
purpose of obtaining anything of value;

"(5) Refusing to provide protection to any person from unlawful violence
at the hands of private persons, knowing that such violence was planned
or was then taking place; or

"(6) Aiding or assisting private persons in any way to carry out acts of
unlawful violence."

(b) The enactment of this section shall not beconstrued as indicating an intent
on the part of the Congress to prevent any State, any possession or Common-
wealth of the United States, or the District of Columbia, from exercising jurisdic-
tion over any offense over which they would have jurisdiction in the absence of the
enactment of this section.

FEDERAL CIVIL REMEDIES FOR UNLAWFUL OFFICIAL VIOLENCE

SEC. 3. Section 1979 of the Revised Statutes of the United States (42 U.S.C.
1983) is amended by inserting "(a)" immediately after "SEC. 1979.", and by
adding at the end thereof the following:

"(b) Every city, county, or political subdivision of a State or territory which
has in its employ a person who, under color of any statute, ordinance, regulation,
custom, or usage of such State, subjects;,or causes to be subjected, any citizen
of the United States or other person withifi the jurisdiction thereof to the depriva-
tion of any rights, privileges, or immunities secured by the Constitution and laws,
shall be liable to the party injured in an action at law, suit in equity, or other
proper proceeding for redress to the same extent as the person employedis liable
to the party injured."

PROTECTION OF FEDERAL OFFICERS AND UNIFORMED MEMBERS OF THE ARMED
SERVICES FROM INJURY AND THREATS

SEC. 4. (a) Chapter 73 of title 18 of the United States Code is amended by
adding at the end of such chapter the following now section:

"§ 1510. Injuring or threatening to injure officers of the United States
"Whoever, by force, intimidation; or threat, prevents or attempts to prevent

any person from accepting or holding any office, trdst, or plAce-of confidence under
the United States, or attempts to induce'by like means any officer of the iUnited
States to leave the place where his duties as an officer are required to be performed;
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or whoever injures or attempts to injure or threatens to injure any such person or
the property of such person on account of the lawful discharge of the duties of his
office, or while such person is engaged in the lawful discharge thereof; or whoever
injures or attempts to injure or threatens to injure the property of any such person
so as to molest, interrupt, hinder, or impede such person in the discharge of his
official duties shall be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned not more than
six years, or both."

(b) The analysis of chapter 73, immediately preceding section 1501 of title
18 of the United States Code, is amended by adding, at the end thereof the
following:
"1510. Injuring or threatening to injure officers of th United States."

(c) Section 1114 of title 18 of the United States Code is amended by striking
out "officer or enlisted man of the Coast Guard" and inserting in lieu thereof
"uniformed member of the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, or Coast
Guard".

[8.1054, 89th Cong., 1st sess.)

A BILL To amend sections 241 and 242 of title 18, United States Code to specify the punishment if
personal injury or death results from a violation of such sections

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That section 241 of title 18, United States Code,
is amended by deleting the period at the end thereof and inserting the following:
"; and if personal injury results they shall be fined not more than $10,000 or im-
prisoned not more than twenty years, or both; and if death results they shall be
subject to imprisonment for any term of years or for life."

SEc. 2. Section 242 of title 18, United States Code, is amended by deleting
the period at the end thereof and inserting the following: "; and if personal injury
results shall be subject to imprisonment for not more than twenty years or a
fine of not more than $10,000, or both; and if death results shall be subject to
imprisonment for any term of years or for life."

[8. 2845, 89th Cong., 2d sess.]

A BILL To provide for the selection of qualified persons to serve as jurors in each United States district
court without regard to their race or color

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That section 1864 of title 28, United States Code, is
amended-

(1) by inserting "(a)" immediately before "The" in the first paragraph
thereof;

(2) by adding after the fourth paragraph thereof the following:
"In selecting the names of qualified persons to be placed in any jury box for any

district, the clerk of court or his deputy and the jury commissioner for the place for
holding court where such jury box is maintained shall use a list submitted to them
by the Director of the Census. For purposes of this section, the Director of the
Census shall, from time to time as necessary to refill any such jury box, prepare
and submit to the clerk of court or his deputy and the jury commissioner for the
place for holding court where such jury box is maintained a list containing the
names of persons selected at random who are qualified under section 1861 of this
title to serve as jurors in the district concerned. If the court has directed that
jurors shall be selected from separate parts of any district pursuant to section 1865
of this title, such lists for such district shall contain the names of qualified persons
selected by the Director of the Census from such parts of such district as the court
has so directed. Each such list shall contain at least three hundred names or such
larger number as the court of such district has determined shall be placed in such
jury box."; and

(3) by adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:
"(b)(1) Whenever the United States attorney for any judicial district has

probable cause for belief that the procedures, or the administration of the pro-
cedures, employed by the clerk of/ court or his deputy or any jury commissioner
in selecting the names of persons to be placed in any jury box for such district, in
determining whether persons are qualified as jurors in such district under section
1861 of this title, or in drawing the names of jurors in such district systematically
or deliberately exclude any group from any jury panel in such district on account
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of race, color, sex political affiliation, religion, national origin, or economic or
social status, the .United States attorney may file, in the United States court of
appeals for the circuit embracing such district, a petition to review the validity of
such procedures or of the manner in which such procedures are administered.
Each petition of any United States attorney shall contain a concise statement of
the facts upon which his belief is based. The clerk of such court of appeals shall
transmit a true copy of the petition to the chief judge of the district concerned
and to the clerk of the district court and each jury commissioner in such district.

"(2) Each court of appeals may appoint one or more masters, who shall sub-
scribe to the. oath of office required by section 1757 of the Revised Statutes
(5 U.S.C. 16) and serve for such period as the court of appeals shall determine.
Upon receipt of a petition under paragraph (1), the court of appeals may enter an
order of reference to a master directing him to take evidence and report to the
coutt of appeals findings as to whether or not the facts and charge specified in
such petition are true. Any master appointed pursuant to this subsection shall
to the extent not inconsistent herewith have all the powers conferred upon a
master by rule 53 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure; and except as in-
consistent with this subsection, all proceedings before a master shall be conducted
in conformity with procedures prescribed by such rule. The compensation to be
allowed to any persons appointed as masters shall be fixed by the court of appeals
and shall be payable'by the United States.

"(3) After any such proceeding, the master shall report his findings, and the
entire record, 6o the court of appeals together with any recommendations as to
any order which should be entered by the court of appeals. Upon receipt .of
any such report, the court of appeals shall cause the clerk of the court to transmit
a copy thereof to the chief judge of the district concerned, the clerk of the district
court, each jury commissioner in such district, and the United States attorney
for such district, together with an order to show cause within ten days why a
final determination of the court of appeals should not be made upon the basis
of the findings or recommendations contained in such report. Upon the expira-
tion of such period, the court of appeals shall make a determination affirming or
rejecting the validity of the procedures employed in selecting persons for grand
or petit jury service in such district, or of the manner in which such procedures
are administered, unless, prior to that time, exceptions have been presented to
any finding or recommendation contained in such report. If any such exception
has been filed with the court of appeals and served upon all interested parties
prior to the expiration of that time, the court of appeals shall review any finding
or recommendation of the master to which such exception is taken before it
makes any determination concerning the validity of such procedures or of the
administration of such procedures.

"(4) In any case in which the court of appeals determines that any of the pro-
cedures employed in selecting persons for grand or petit jury service in the ju-
dicial district concerned, or the manner in which such procedures are administered,
are not in conformity with the standards and requirements prescribed by section
1861 or 1863 of this title or by the other provisions of this section, the court of
appeals may enter such an order as it may deem necessary and appropriate to
enforce the right of citizens of the United States to serve as members of grand or
petit juries without discrimination on account of race, color, sex, political affilia-
tion, religion, national origin, or economic or social status, including, but not
limited to, an order (A) directing the clerk of court or his deputy or any jury
commissioner in the district concerned'to adhere to the standards and require-
ments prescribed by section 1861 or 1863 of this title or by the other provisions
of this section and to modify or terminate.any procedures used for the selection
of grand or petit jurors in such district wiich are not in conformity with such
standards and requirements, or (B) striking out any jury panel uhlawfully
constituted.

"(5) The final judgment of the court of appeals shall be subject to review by
the Supreme Court of the United Stutes upon a writ of certiorari in accordance
with the provisions of section 1254 (1) of this title, except that application therefor
shall be made within ninety days after the entry of such judgment."
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A BILL To protect civil rights by providing that ii shall be a Federal offense to itinre, opplrss, threaten
or intimidate any citizen in the free exercise or enjoyment of any of his civil rights; by providing criminal
and civil remedies for unlawful official violence; and for other purposes

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives ofthe United States of
America in Congress assembled, That this Act may be cited as the 'Protection
Against Unlawful Violence Act".

INTERFERENCE WITH FREE EXERCISE Oit ENJOYMENT OF CIVIL RiGIHT,

SEc. 2. (a) Section 241 of title 18, United' States Code, is amended to reid as
follows:
"§241. Conspiracy against rights of citizens : ... .,

"(a) If two or more persons conspire to iljure, oppress, threaten, or intimidate
any citizen, in the free exercise or enjoyment of any right, privilege, or immunity
secured or protected by the Constitttioin or'laws of the United States, or because
of his having so exercised the same; or. - , , 1 1 ,

"If two or more persons go in dJisgiseoh the highway, or on.the premiseseof
another, with intent to prevent or hinder his free exercise or enjoyment of any
right, privilege, or immunity so secured, or protected-

"They shall be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned not more than.ten
years, or both; .and if personal injury results they shall be fined not more than
$10,000 or imprisoned not more than twenty years, 6r both;.and if death results
they shall be imprisoned for any term of years or for life.

"(b) Any person who, under color .cf lw or otherwise, willful injures,: op-
presses, threatens, intimidates, or willfully attempts to injure, oppress, threaten,
or intimidate any citizen-

"(1) in the free exercise or enjoyment of any right, privilege, or immunity
secured or protected by the.Constitution or laws of the United States against
deprivation by such persons, or

"(2) because of his having so exercised or enjoyed any such right, privilege,
or immunity,

shall be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned not more than ten years, or
both; and if personal injury results shall be fined'not more than $10,000 or im-
prisoned not more than twenty years, .or both; and if death results' shall be
imprisoned for any term of years or for life."

(b) The enactment of this section shall not b'e construed as indicating an intent
on the:part of the Congress to prevent any State, any possession or Commonwealth
of the United States, or the District of Columbia, from exercising jurisdictiodi over
any offense over which they would have jurisdiction in the absence' of 'the enact-
ment of this section. ' ' .

PROTECTION AGAINST VIOLENCE UNDER COLOR OF LAW

SEC. 3. (a) Section 242 of title 18, United States Code,' is amended to read
as follows:
"§ 242. Deprivation of rights' under color of law

"(a) Whoever, under color of any law, statute, ordinance, regulation, or cus-
tom, willfully subjects any inhabitant of any State, territory, or District to the
deprivation of any rights, privileges, or immunities secured or protected by the
Constitution or laws of the United States, or to different punishments, pains or
penalties; on account of such inhabitant being an alien, or by reason of.his color,
or race, than are prescribed for the punishment of citizens, shall be fined not more
than $1,000 or imprisoned not moe than one year, or both; and if personal injiiry
results shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not more than twenty
years, or both; and if death results shall be imprisoned for any term of years or
for life.

"(b) Whoever, under color of any law, statute, ordinance, or regulation or
custom, knowingly performs any of the following acts depriving another person
of any of the rights, privileges, or immunities secured or protected by the Consti-
tution or laws of the United States shall be fined not more than $1,000 or'impris-
oned not more than one year, or both; and if personal injury results shall be fined
not more than $10 000 or imprisoned not more than twenty years, or both; and
if death results shall be imprisoned for any term of years or for life:

"(1) Subjecting any person to physical injury for an unlawful purpose;
"(2) Subjecting any person to unnecessary force during the course of an' arrest

or while the person isbeing held in'dustody;

CIVIL RIGHTS
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"(3) Subjecting any person to violence or maliciously subjecting such person
to unlawful restraint in the course of elicting a confession to a crime or any other
information;

"(4) Subjecting any person to violence or unlawful restraint for the purpose of
obtaining anything of value;

"(5) Refusing to provide protection to any person from unlawful violence at
the hands of private persons, knowing that such violence was planned or was then
taking place; or

"(6) Aiding or assisting private persons in any way to carry out acts of unlawful
violence." .

(b) The enactment of this sectionshall not be construed as indicating an intent
on the part of the Congress to prevent any State, any possession or Common-
wealth of the United States, or the District of Columbia, from exercising juris-
diction over any offense over which they woUld have jurisdiction in the absence
of the enactment of this section.

FEDERAL CIVIL REMEDIES FOR UNLAWFUL OFFICIAL VIOLENCE

SEc. 4. Section 1979 of the Revised Statutes of the United States (42 U.S.C.
1983) is amended by inserting "(a)" immediately after "SEc. 1979.", and by adding
at the end thereof the following:

"(b) Every city, county, or political subdivision of a State which has in its
employ a person who, under color of any statute, ordinance, regulation, custom,
or usage of such State, subjects, or causes to be subjected, any citizen of the
United States or other person within the jurisdiction thereof to the deprivation
of any rights, privileges, or immunities secured or protected by the Constitution
or laws of the United States, shall be'liable to the party injured in an action at
law, suit in equity, or other proper proceeding for redress to the same extent as
the person employed is liable to the party injured. As used in this subsection,
the term 'State' includes the District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto
Rico, the Virgih Islands, Guam, and American Samoa."

PROTECTION OF FEDERAL OFFICERS AND UNIFORMED MEMBERS OF THE ARMED
SERVICES FROM INJURY AND THREATS

SEC. 5. (a) Chapter 73 of title 18 of the United States Code is amended by adding.
at the end of such chapter the following new section:

"§ 1510. Injuring or threatening to injure oflcers of the United States
"Whoever, by force, intimidation, or threat, prevents or attempts to prevent

any person from accepting or holding any office, trust, or place of confidence
under the United States or attempts to induce by like means any officer of the
united States to leave the place where his duties as an officer are req ired to be
performed; or whoever injures or attempts to injure or threatens to injure any
such person or the property of such person on account of the lawful discharge of
the duties of his office, or while such person is engaged in the lawful discharge
thereof; or whoever injures or attempts to injure or threatens to injure the prop-
erty of any such person so as to molest, interrupt, hinder, or impede such person
in the discharge of his official duties shall be subject to imprisonment for not
more than six years or a fine of not more than $5,000, or both; and if personal
injury results shall be subject to imprisonment for not more than twenty years
or a fine of not more than $10,000, Qr both; and if death results shall be subject
to imprisonment for any term of year or for life."

(b) The analysis of chapter 73, immediately preceding section 1501 of title 18
of the United States Code, is amended by,.adding at the end thereof the following:
"1510. Injuring or threatening to injure officers of the United States." .

(o) Section 1114 of title 18 of the United States Code is amended by striking
out "officer or enlisted man of the Coast Guard" and inserting in lieu. thereof
"uniformed member of the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, or Coast
Guard".

AMENDMENT TO SECTION 372 OF TITLE 18, UNITED STATES CODE, TO SPECIFY THE
PUNISHMENT IF PERSONAL INJURY OR DEATH RESULTS FROM A VIOLATION OF
SUCH SECTION \

SEc .6. Setion. 372 of title 18, tUiited Stits Code,/is amended by inserting,
before the period at the end thereof, a semicolon and the following: "and if
personal injury results each of such persons sliall be ined not more than $10 000
or imprisoned not more than twenty years, or both; and if death results each of
such nersons sh 11 h imprisoned for any term of years or for life".
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[8. 2923, b9th Cong., 2d ses.]

A BILL Providing for jury selection in i Fedorai'id State otuits, prosetutio0 dnd iemoval to Federal
courts, civil preventive teller, civil Indetnifitation, and for other purposes

Be it enacted by the Senate, and House of Representatives, of. t he Unedtateate of
America in Congress assembled, That this Act may be cited as "The Civil Right,
Protection Act of 1966."

TITLE I-JURY SELECTION IN FEDERAL AN) STATE COURTS

JURY siLiCTION, IPRALOuATs. ' .' ..

SECTIoN 101. Section 1864 of title 28, nited'Sates, Code, isamended tiadb:r
as f6llows: 2 . i da-e .
"§ 1864. Duties, compensation and methods of selecting anddra wl g Jures ,

"(a) JURY COMMISSION--A. jury commission" shall be. established, 'in each
judicial district, consisting' of the clerk of the court or a duly qualified deputy
clerk acting for the clerk, and one or more jury commissioners, appointed by the,
district court. The jury commissioner shall be a citizen of the United State. of
good standing, a resident of the district, and, at the; time of his appointment, shall
not be a member of the same political party as' the clerk of the court or a duly
qualified deputy clerk acting for the clerk. :If more than one jury commissioner
is appointed each may be designated to serve in one or more of the places where
court is held, and the clerk and the jury commissioner so designated shall con-.
stitute the jury commission for that part of the district. In the event that a
jury commissioner is' unable for any reason to perform his duties, another jury
commissioner may be appointed, as provided herein, to act in his place until he
is able to resume his duties.

"(b) JURY SELECTION.-
"(i) In the performance of its duties, the jury commission shall act under

the direction and supervision of the chief judge of the district.
"(ii) The names of persons who may be called for grand or petit jury service:

shall be obtained under a sampling plan prepared by the jury commission
with the approval of the chief judge and designed to provide a representative
cross-section of the population of the judicial district without exclusion on the
basis of race, color, sex, political' or religious affiliation or economic or social
status. The plan for obtaining such names and the method for carrying out
such plan shall be prepared in consultation with and approved by the Director:
of the Administrative Office of the United States Courts, who may call upon
the Director of the Bureau of thebC-nsus for advice and assistance.

"(iii) From the names obtained under subsection (ii) of this subsection,
the names of not less than three hundred qualified persons: publicly drawn by
chance, shall bb placedin the jury box, wheel, or similar device .

"(iv) The names of jurorsfor, service on grand'and petit juries shall be
publicly drawn by chance fromnthe jury box, wheel, or similar device. .

"(v) In determining whether persons whose names are'to be placed in the
jury box, wheel, or similar device are qualified as jurors under section 1861 of.
title 28, as amended, the jury coninission may use such questionnaires and
other means as the chief judge, with the approval f -the Diredtor of the Ad-
ministrative Office of the United States Courts, may deem appropriate, in-
cluding the administration of oaths. The questionnaires may be filled out by
the individual or by another on his behalf. With the approval of the chief
judge, the jury commission may designate deputy clerks and 'other employees
Sin the office of the clerk of the court to-assist the commission in the perform-
ance of its duties,' tid to perform under its direction such of the detailed
duties of the commission as in the opinion of the chief judge could be assigned
to them.

"(c) RECORDS.--The jury commission shall keep records of the names obtained
under subsection (b)(ii) of this section, the names of persons placed in the jury
box, wheel, or similar device, the questionnaires, if any, returned by said persons,
the names and race of the persons drawn from the jury box, wheel, or similar
device, the names of those performing jur service and the dates thereof, and such
additional appropriate records as the chief judge may direct. Such records
shall'be retained for a period of not less' thin four years.

"(d) ENFORCiMENT BYUo CotrT O' APALs.---n application of any oitizsn
residing in, or litigant in, any judicial district or of the Attorney General of the
United States, alleging' that the jury selection procedures or 'recordkeeping
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requirements set forth in subsections (b) and (o) of this section are not being fully
implemented, the. United States court of appeals for the judicial circuit in which
said judicial district is located shall, upon a showing thereof, appoint jury com-
missioners responsible to said court of appeals and direct such jury commissioners
in the selection of juries and the keeping of records in accordance with such sub-
sections (b) and (6) of this section. Where evidence is required for a determina-
tion by the court of appeals, the court may hear the evidence itself or appoint a
master to aot for it in accordance with law.

"(e) RETURN or JURY SUPEixeroN.--The court of aipeals may, on its own
motion or on application of the chief judge of the judicial district, direct the return
of supervision and control of the jury selection procedures to the chief judge and to
the jury commission for said judicial district at any time when the court of appeals
finds that there is reasonable cause to believe that the jury selection procedures
and recordkeeping requirements prescribed in subsections (b) and (c) of this sec-
tion will'be fully iplemented.

"'(f) CoMPrNSATION.-Each jury commissioner appointed on a part-time basis
shall be compensated for his services at the rate of $25 per day for each day in
which he actually and necessarily is engaged in the performance of his official
duties, to be paid upon certificate of the, chief judge of the district.

SEaoh jury commissioner appointed on a full-time basis shall receive a salary to
be fixed from time to time by the Judicial Conference of the United States at a rate
which, in the opinion of the Judicial Conference, corresponds to that provided by
the Classification Act of 1949, as amended, for positions in the executive branch
with comparable responsibilities.

"Each jury commissioner shall receive his traveling and subsistence expenses
within the limitations prescribed for clerks of district courts while absent from his
designated post of duty on official business.

"(g) DELEGATION.-Any of the powers or duties conferred upon the chief judge
under this section may be delegated by him to another judge of the district:
Provided, however, That where part of a district by agreement or order of court is
assigned to one particular judge and he custoinarily holds court there, as to such
part of the district he shall perform the functions and fulfill the duties conferred
upon the chief judge in this section."

SEc. 102. Section 1861(2) setting forth 'qualifications of Federal jurors is
amended by striking out the words 'read" and "write?.

SEc. 103. Section 1863 is amended by adding the following sentence to suD-
section (b): "If the district judge determines that the ability to read or write
English is reasonably required in order for jurors to perform their duties in any
particular case or cases, he shall be empowered to exclude those' who cannot read
or write English, except that no person shallbe excluded on this ground who has
completed the sixth grade in an English language school."

Sec. 104. Section 1871 is amended by striking the words "$10 per day" and
inserting in their place "$15 per aay or loss of pay, whichever is greater"; and by
striking the words '$14 for each day" and inserting in their place "$20 per day or
loss of pay, whichever is greater for each' day"; and by striking the words "sub-
sistence of $10 per day shall be allowed" and inserting in their place "subsistence
allowance given to Federal employees shall, be allowed"; and by striking the
words "jury fees in excess of $10 per diem" and inserting in their place "jury fees
in excess of $15 per diem."'

JURY SELECTION AN STATE COURTS

SEC. 105. IRCOnRD.-Each State or local .ourt shall keep records of the names
of all persons on the jury list for said court names of those-persons placed in the
jury box, wheel or similar device, questionnaires, applications, or documents of
any sort used in the selection of jurors, the names and race of the persons drawn
from the jury box, wheel or similar device, the names of those performing jury
service and the dates thereof, and such additional appropriate records as the judge
or judges of said court may direct. Such records shall be retained for a period of
not less than four years .

SEC. 106. JURY DISCRIMINATIoN.-(a) On application of any citizen residing
within the area of,, or any litigant in, any State or local,court or of the Attorney
General of the United States, alleging that persons have been systematically
excluded from grand or petit juries 'on grounds of race or .color in such State or
local court or that the reco keeping requirements of section 105 are hot being
fully implemented, the Federal district court for.the district in which said State
or local court is located shall upon a showing thereof, direct the Director of the
Administrative Offie of the United States Courts, direotly or through subordinate

/ f / . I
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officials,, to assume responsibility for the selection and administration ofjiiries in
that State or lo6al court, and the Director' shall administer aid tipervise the
selection of juries in accordance with the procedures set forth in subsections' (b)
and (c) of section 101. The Director may, if practical, use: the Federal list Odi
part thereof of jurors for the area in which said State or local court is located:
The Director shall act without regard to State and local laws and regulations
applicable to jury selection and service in said State or local court and.all judges
therein shall apply Federal law governing jury selection and'service. The Director
may, in accordance with civil service laws, appoint and fix the compensation of:
such officers, attorneys and employees,, and make such' expenditures; as may be
necessary to carry out his duties under this section.: The Director may call upon
the Director of the Bureau of the Census for advice and assistance n carrying
out his duties.

(b)i Any final judgment of any Federal or State court within five years prior to
the filing of the application in the district court and whether prior to or after the
effective date of this Act, determining that there has been systemti exclusion
from jury service on grounds of race or color in any Stateor local court, shall
establish such exclusion unless the State or local court, through its clerk-or other
appropriate official, satisfies the district court that such exclusion nb longer exists.

(o) Whenever it is shown that over a period of two years the ratio which the
number of persons of any race or color within the area of any State or local court
bears to the total population of that area exceeds by one-third or more the ratio
which the number of persons of that race or color serving on grand andpetit juries
bears to the total number of persons serving on such juries, this shall be deemed to
establish systematic exclusion on grounds of race or color: Provided; however That
in case all or part of the two-year period antedates the effective date of this Act,
the State or local court, through its clerk or other appropriate official, shall be'
given the opportunity to demonstrate that such exclusion no longer exists.

SEc. 107. The State or local court may make application for reinstatement of
State procedures to the United States District Court for the District of Columbia
which may approve the reinstatement of said procedures if it finds that there is no
longer reasonable cause to believe that persons will be excluded from jury service
by reason of race or color, or that there will be continued failure to keep records.

SEc. 108. Whenever the Attorney General has reasonable cause to believe that
any change in the qualifications, standards, or limitations on the right to a jury
trial, operation of the jury system, or the selection of, or challenges to, individual
jury members or panel, for any case or class of cases in any' State or local court
different from those in force and effect on'January 1, 1966, will have the purpose
or effect of circumventing this title, he may bring an action in the Federal district
court for the district in which such State or local court is' located to enjoin such
change in qualifications, standards, limitations, operation, selection,or challenge
and the district court may grant such temporary or final relief as may be neces-
sary to prevent such circumvention of this title.

GENERAL

SEc. 109. Seotion3 106(o) and 202(f)(ii) shall not apply in any area unless a
racial or color minority constitutes at least 10 per centum of the total population
of the area.

SEc. 110. Any person .who willfully fails to comply with the recordkeeping
requirements of this title shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not
more than one year, or both.

So. 111. The provisions of title 42, United States Code, sections 1974 (a),
(b),. (c) and (d) shall apply with respect to jury records required to be maintained
under this title.

Sc. 112. This title shall become effective ninety days after, the date of its
enactment.

TITLE II-PROSECUTION IN AND REMOVAL TO FEDERAL COURTS

FEDERAL TRIAL OF STATE OFFENSES

SEo. 201. The district courts of the United States shall have original jurisdic-
tion, concurrent with the courts of the States, of all prosetions for offenses
(whether felonies, misdemeanors or other offenses) defined by the laws of the
State or of any subdivision of the State where acts or omissions constituting the
charged offense occur, whenever prosecution of such offenses in a Federal district
court is necessary and proper to assure equal protection of the laws;
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SEC. 202. (a) Objection to the jurisdiction of the district court conferred by
section. 201 shall be entertained only if made before trial and in the manner
authorized. by the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure in effect at the time of
the objectfn, If such objection is not made before trial, the jurisdiction of the
district court shall not thereafter be questioned in any manner or by any court,

(b) In the' event of a properly presented objection to the jurisdiction of the
district court under section 201, the question whether the prosecution of the
charged offense in a Federal district is necessary and proper to assure equal
protection of the laws: shall be promptly decided by the district, court sitting
without jury,'and its decision sustaining or overruling the objection shall be
reviewable by. interlocutory appeal to the court of appeals within ten days after
the entry of the order. .

(c) If any one of the circumstances specified in subsection (d) of this section.
and, any one of the circumstances specified in subsection -(e) of, this section are
established by a preponderane .of the evidence, the district court shall find that
prosecution (of.. the charged offense in a Federal district court is necessary and
proper to assure equal protection of the laws.

, (d) The circumstances first referred to in subsection (c) of this section are that
the victim.of the offense is:

;(i) A member of a racial or color group subject to the discrimination set
forth in subsection (e) of this section; or

(ii) A person who,, by words or action, was advocating or supporting at or
near the time of the offense the exercise or enjoyment by any member or
members of such group of equal protection of the laws.

(e) The circumstances second referred to in subsection (c) of this section are:
that in any county or other political subdivision, where, under applicable State
law the offense might be tried, the members of any racial or color group are-

(i) systematically excluded from actual service on grand or petit juries
in the State or local courts, whether their absence be caused by exclusion
from the venires, or by excuses or challenges peremptory or for cause, or
otherwise;

(ii) systematically denied in any manner the franchise in elections. at
which any prosecuting official or judge in the county or other political
subdivision, or any official who appoints any such prosecuting official or
judge, is elected;

(iii), ystematieally segregated in, or discriminated against in any manner
in connection with the services or facilities of, State or local jails, prisons,
police stations, courts or other public buildings related to the administration
of justice;

(iv) systematically subjected to harsher punishment upon conviction of
crime than those to which persons generally convicted of crime are subjected;

*or
(v) systematically subjected to more onerous terms or conditions of bail

or conditional release than those to which defendants generally are subjected.
(f) (i) Any final judgment of any Federal or State court within five years prior

to the commencment of the prosecution under section 201 determining that there
has been, on grounds of race or color systematic exclusion from jUtry service in the
State or local courts of the county or other political subdivision, or systematic
denial of the franchise in any election in the county or other State political subh
division shall establish the circumstance described in subsection 202(e) (i) or (ii),
as the case may be, unless the defendant satisfies the court that the circumstances
described in said subsection (i) or (ii) no longer exist.

(ii) Whenever it is shown that over a period of two years the ratio which the
number of persons of any race or color within the county-.or other political sub-
division bears to the total population of said county or other political subdivision
exceeds by one-third or more the ratio which'the number of persons of that race or
color serving on grand and petit juries bears to the total number of persons serving
on such juries, or the ratio which the number of persons of that race or color regis-
tered to' vote bears to the total number of persons registered to vote, this shall be
deemed to establish the circumstances described in subsection 202(e) (i) or (ii):
Provided however, That in case all or part of the two-year period antedates the
effective date of this Act, the defendant shall be given the opportunity to demon-
strate that such exclusion from juries or franchise no longer exists.

SEc. 203. (a) Prosecutions [under the jurisdiction conferred by section 201 shall
be commenced by indictment by a Federal grand jury in all'cases in which the Con-
stitution requires that prosecution be by' indictment; in ,bther cases, prosecution
may be by indictment or by information. ,
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(b) The district coUtrt: shll not proceed in the exereiseof jurisdiction 'confe red

by section 201 unless, at or prior to final arraignment in the district court, there is
filed with the district court a certificate of the Attorney. General of the United
States that prosecution of the. cause by the United" Stathe in a Federal district
court would fulfill the responsibility of the United 'States Governmerit to assure
equal protection of the laws. .,Upon the filing of shch , certificate'the jurisdiction;
given by section 201 shall become exclusive of the.courts of aiy : State, and the
prosecution shall thereafter be conducted exclusively by the Attbriiey; General
of the United States or his designate. Upon the filing of the certificate, no State
court shall have or retain jurisdiction of any offense c argedagainst the defendant
prosectition for whi6ii ' oilld donstitjite j'~p 'dy i ii rep dt of the offense described
in the certificate.' "The' ertifit if'6 the Attoriiey Gbek i shall' t be, abject to
review b ai y court. :  , ' " "' .' ' i .. i'. .' i

(c) If the certificate of the Attorney Getneral ldecribd i subse6ti6o (b) of this
section is not filed at or prior to.final arraignment in the, district court, the district
court shall dismiss the bebktcutioh witholit rej' udice. " - '

(d) Notwithstanding 'thb .6frtifiteof 'the Atthiiidek Gnbral described iii sub-
section (b) of this seioih has" hi t't1ei filed and W jiidici~ finding has yet
been made sustaining the jiisdiition~ f a' Federal court undd r section 201 O'this
Act, Federal judicial,; eecutiVte, adif iistrative 6and l& e forerement officers and
agencies, including but' hot limited to Fderal judges:, doimissioners, marshals,
grand juries, prosecuting attorneys,' and theb Federal Bteau of Investigation
may exercise all poWers give them by the'laws'of'the United States in order to
prevent and investigate any offense within the jurisdiction conferred by section
201 'and to apprehend and prosecute the offender or offenhdrs. 'In- any case
where switch powers by the general'laws of the United States are restricted to
felonies, the same powers may be"exercised in cases involviig misdemeanors or
other offenses within the jurisdiction conferred by section 201. The authority
given Federal executive, administrative and law enforcement officers and agencies
under this subsectidh shall be exercised subject to the direction of the Attorney
General of the United' States, but if the delay of their exercise until a direction
of the Attorney Generalis received is Iopracticable in order effectively to prevent
or investigate any'offense iithin the urisdic"ti 0 given by section 201 of this Act
or to apprehend or prosecute the offeiindr or offenders, they ma y be exercised'
without direction of the Attorney General. The Attokney Generil is auitlorized
to issue. rules and regilatidn for 'the implementation 6f this subsection.

REMOVA'i'rB k ATOitNEy G9NE AL

SEc. 204. (a) Where' a prosecution has been commenced Ii any court of a
State in respect of anry offense within the jurisdiction' onrferred bv section 101'
of this Act, the United States may at any time'before jeopardy attabhes remove
the prosecution for: tial to' the district court'for the district embracing the place
wherein the prosecution is1'penditi.

(b) Such removal shall be instituted by the filing ih the district co'it of the
certificate of the Attorney General described in section 203(b) of this Act, which
certificate shall identify the prosecution to be removed. The filing of this cer-
tificate, together with the filing of a copy thereof with the judge or clerk of the
State court in which the prosecution {s pending (which filing may recede or
follow or be conte oAii eouis with the filing of the certificate in. te district
court) shall effect the rm6val; anid the jurisdictidh of the State 'cobrt shall there-
upon terminate and all State court proceedings thereafter shall be iull and void
for all purposes unless and until %he case is remanded. Following removal under
this section:'(i) the juisdicti -conferred by subsetioii (a) of this'section shall be

exclusive of the ciurts of any State, and 'the prosecution shall be conducted
exclusively by the Attoiney Geneal or 'his designate; and

(ii) no State court shall lha e of retain jurisdiction of any offense charged
against the defendant, prosecution for which would constitute jeopardy 'ri
respect of the' offense described in the certificate.
S(ii) the certificate 6f th~'Attorney General shall hot be stbject to review

by any court"' ' : "
(e) Where the offensee' charged is one required by the Coistitutibn to b6 prese-

cuted by indictment asidno sa5ch indictment 'ias returned prioi eto removal, in-
dictment by 9 Fdb 'diry shall'be rpeired witliin ' reasonable tihei r the
proceeding shall breai ded to the Stat 'Coit.

Sac. 205. (a) The Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure shall apply to proceed-
ings under sections 201 through 204.

Or" NFAl- an--ntf I

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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(b) Any person convicted in proceedings under sections 201 through 204 shall
be sentenced to the fine, term or imprisonment, or both, prescribed by the State
law applicable to the offense of which he is convicted. For all other purposes
of imposition or execution of sentence, including but ,not limited to the payment
of fine, custody, probation, parole, and pardon, he shall be treated as a person
convicted and sentenced under the criminal laws of the United States.

(c) Sections 201 through 205, inclusive, shall become inoperative on and after
January 1, 1975. - .

INVESTIGATION OF :JURY XCLUSION',

SEc. 206. (a) The Ui 'States .Commission on Cil, i rights shall investigate
the service on grand and ptit' juries by memb9reiof racial or color groups in the
State and local courts o any county or other political subdivision n which it be-
lieves, that there may be disparate treatment of members, of different racial or
color groups. * . : .

(b) Before publishing the results of any s4 h, investigation, the Commission
shall furnish a copy of its proposed findings to. ,h~State,or local court the jury
commissioners and any .ot er officials responsible for jury oeleotion in the county
or other political subdivision concerned a nd' sBll give them an opportunity to
controvert any of the proposed findings,,, Uppn consideration n of, their responses
aiid such consultation with the affected commissioners anoL officials as may be
indicated, the Commission amy, rvise its roposed findings, If any of those pro-
posed findings remain controverted, the' Comision shall cause public hearing
to be held in the county brother political,subdivision concerned to consider the
remaining issues of:fact. Such hearing may be held by the Commission or by a
person or persons designated by it who may but need not be' a member or members
of the Commission or its staff; the person or persons thus designated shall have
all the powers the Commission would have in regard to. th.'conuct of such a
hearing. If any such hearing is not held by the Commission itself, the person. or
persons conducting it shall prepare a report whicb shall. be forwarded to the
.Commission together with stich comments thereon as local olfioials may make and
with the record of the hearing. The P~omission sal, thereafter publish its
findings and a detailed summary of the data on which those findings are based.
Judicial notice of the findifigs of te 'Con'..issign and' the dat contained in its
detailed summary shall ble taken in any judicial proceding 4 any.cort.;

(c) In any acoon or. proceeding under this .ct,,the Cormisipn's findings and
summary of data under subsection (b) o' this section shall constitute evidence of
the facts presented therein and, except to the extent that the party controverting
those facts satisfies the 'court,; by evidence oh the recordd as a whole, that particular
findings or data are not correct, the courts shall accept the Commission's findings
and data as adequately probative of, all the facts contained therein and shall make
its: indings in accordance therewith.:. , : . :

(d) In proceedings under this section, the Commission shall have all the powers
granted it under all other statutes; and the powers conferred on it by this section
are in addition to its powers under such other, statutes, ..

FEDERAL; OFFENSES ;

Sec. 207. 18 U.S.C. 241 is amended to read as' follows;
"(a) Whoever, whether acting under color of law or otherwise-

"(1) willfully injures, oppresses; threatens, or intimidates any person in
the free exercise or enjoyment of afly right, privilege, or immunity granted,
secured, or protected by the Constitution or laws of the United States, or be-
cause of his having so exercised the sale; or

"(2) intentionally commits an assault or an assault and batteryk'pon any
person exercising, attempting to exercise, or advocatig the exercise ;of, any
right, privilege, or immunity secured or protectia against discrimination on
the grotmds of raoe or color by the Constitution or laws of the United States;
or

"(3) intentionally commits an assault qr an assault and battery upon any
person using directly or indirecat, the facilities of interstate commerce, or
traveling therein, or upon any ereon where the assailant uses, directly or
indirectly, any facility of interstate commerce, or anything that has moved in
interstate commerce, infthe commission of tlbe assault or assault and battery
when the purpose or reasonably foreseeable 'effect of/suchassault or assault
and battery is to prevent any person or claps of persons from exercising or
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advocating equal ifigits or opportities .free from diifminationon- the
grounds of race or color or to intimidate any person or class of persons in the
exercise or advocacy 'of such rights or opportunities;- shall upon conviction
thereof, be fined iot m6re than $1,000 or imprisoned for not more than ode
year, or both; except that if in the course of the ast' or acts for whibh he is
convicted he inflicts death or grave bodily injury,'heishall be fined not imoie
than $10,000 and imprisoned for riot iore than twenty years, or bbth.:

"(b) If two or more persons go in disguise on the highway or on the premises of'
another, with intent tb prevent or hinder the free 'exercise'or enjoyimenzt of' ay
right, privilege, or immunity 'covered by subsection (a) of this section, 'they shall,
upon conviction, be subjeCttd 'the penalties in subseti on (ia) of this aectioi '." '

TITLE III-CIVIL PREVENTIVE RELIEF ,

SEc. 301. Whenever any person has engaged or there are reasonable grounds
to believe that any person is about to engage' in any-act" or practice whichiwould
deprive any ,other person because' of raceor color, of any: right, privilege, or
immunity, granted, secured, or protected > by the Constitution or laws of the
United States, such other person in his own right or the' Attorney General for.or
in the' name of the United States, may institute a civil action or; bther proper
proceeding for preventive relief, including an application for a permanent or
temporary injunction, restraining order, order requiring the postin 'of. a'bond 'to
secure compliance with anyorder of the court, or other order.

Se.' 302. Whenever any person has engaged or there are 'reasonable grounds
to believe that any person is about to engage in any act or practice which would:
deprive any other person of or hinder him in the exercise of,i the right to speak,
assemble, petition, or otherwise express himself for the purpose of advocating
equ ality of persons or opportunity free from discrimination because of race or color)
such other person in his own right, or the Attorney General for or in the name of
the United States, may institute a civil action or other proceeding for preventive
relief, including an application for a permanent or temporary injunction, restrain,
ing order, order requiring the posting of bond to secure compliance with any order
of the court, or other order; provided that such other person above mentioned
is a person described in subsection 202(d) (i) or (ii) and any one of' the circum,-
stances specified in section 202(e) is established by apreponderance'of the eidenbe.
The provisions of section 202(f) shall be applicable in proceedings under this
section. '

SEc. 303. In any proceeding under this section the United States shall be
liable for costs the same as a private person. The district courts of the United
States shall have jurisdiction of proceedings instituted pursuant to this title and
shall exercise the same without' regard to whether th party aggrieved shall have
exhausted any administrative or other remedies that may be provided by law,

TITLE IV-REMOVAL BY CERTAIN DEFENDANTS

SEc. 401. Any defendant in a criminal action or in a oivil or criminal contempt
action in a State or local court may remove said action to the district court of the
United States for. the district embracing the place wherein it is pending if the
defendant is a person described in either subsection (i) or (ii) of section 202(d)
and if any one of the circumstances specified in section 202(e) is established, by a
preponderance of the evidence. The provisions of section 202(f) shall be ap-
plicable in proceedings under this section.

.SEC. 402. Any defendant in any action, or proceeding (civil, criminal, or
otherwise) in a State or local court may remove said action ,or proceeding to the
district court of the United States for the district embracing the place wherein it
is pending if the action or proceeding: is maintained for or on account of any act
or omission in the exercise of the freedoms of speech, of the press, of assembly or of
petition guaranteed by the Constitution or laws of the: United States for the
purpose of advocating or supporting racial equality or of protesting the denial of
racial equality; or any act or omission protected by the Constitution or laws of the
United States against abridgment or interference by reason of, race or color. -:,

SEc. 403. The procedures set forth in sections 1446 and 1447 of title 28 shall be
applicable to removal and remand under this. section, except that any ,order of
remand shall be reviewable by Appeal or otherwise.
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.TITLE V-CIVIL INDEMNIFICATION ,

SEC. 501. (t) heree is hle by,established within the United States Comnission
on Ciyil Rights, an .Indemhificatidn Board, hereafter referred to as the Board.
The Board,sh'll b composed of three members, appointed by tho.President with
the. advice and consent of the Senate. .The President shall designate one member
as Chairman., No more; than two members of the .Board may be of the same
ppltio; party-. ,

. i (b)' l te ,oide of.each member of the Board shall be five years, beginning
with the effect, e . da .6f this Act, except of, tlos members first appointed, one
shall serve forfiv years, one fgEy three years,.and on~eg fpr ~ year. Any member.
appointed to'fill a vacancy occurring prior to the expiratin of the term for which
his predecessor was apppintedllhal .b9 appointed for the remainder of such term.

(c) The Chairman shall be compensated at the rate of $25,000 per annum, and
the other members.at a rate of:$24,000 per annum .. - . ,

(d) .Two 'members shall constitute:a quorum for ithie transaction of business.-
SEc. 502, .The!Board may, in accordance with civil service laws, appoint and fix

the compensationiof, suh :officers, attorneys and employees, and make such ex-
penditures, as may be necessary to-carry out its functions.

SEzo 503. The Board shall make such rules and regulations as shall be necessary
and proper to carry out its functions. ' . .

SEc. 504.:,The Commission on Civil Rights shall have the authority and duty
to receive and investigate or-have investigated written complaints from, or on
behalf of any person-injured inhis person- or property or deprived of his life -(i)
because of race or color, while lawfully exercising, attempting to exercise, or
advocating, or assisting another in the exercise of, any right, privilege or immunity
granted, secured, or protected by the Constitution or laws of the United States,
or for, having so exercised, attempted, advocated or assisted or (ii) by any act,
the purpose or design of which is to intimidate him or any other person from
seeking or advocating equality of persons or opportunity free from discrimina-
tion based on race or color.

SEC. 505. (a) The Commission on Civil Rights may request and the Depart-
ment of Justice, shall make available any investigative reports that the Depart-
ment of Justice has that are relevant to: the complaint and investigation.

(b) The Commission may request and the Attorney General is authorized to
direct that additional investigation of matters relevant to the complaint be
conducted by the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

S(c) The Commission. shall.supply copies of all of its investigative reports to the
Attorney General, . .

SEC. 506. If, after such investigation the Commission shall determine that
probable cause exists for crediting the complaint, it shall direct the Board to con-
duct a hearing thereon as provided in -section 507; if, however, the Commission
shall determine that probable cause does not exist or that no substantial damage
has occurred, .itshall dismiss the complaint. . , ' ' :

SEc. 507. (a) Any hearing may be conducted by the Board or any member of
the Board designated by the Chairman.

(b) In the evept the Board dqterines that because 6f the number of com-
plaints or for -other valid/reasons it; is not in the interest of justice for it or a
member to conduct a hearing, itinay designate an agent'or employee of the Board
or apersoihnnot associated with the Boafd to conduct the hearing provided any
such agent, employeeor other person 46' designated shall be a member of the
bar of the highest court of one of the States of the United States.

(c) Any person not ah agent or employee of the Board shall be reimbursed for
services- rendered -in- connection, with stmch hearing as determined by'te Board,
subject to approval of the Civil Service Commission.

(d) The Board or any member of hearing officer 'may administer oaths or
affirmatibs. ;

S(e) The Board shall have the same powers of investigation and subpoena as
those granted the National LabW Relations Board in 29 U.S.C. 161 (1) and (2).

(f) A full record-shall be inadeAnd kept o'fall hearings conducted.
SEc. 508. (a) After -hearing, the Board member or hearing officer conducting

the hearing shall make findings of fact based Upon the record.
(b) After a hearing conducted by'the Board, 4t shall, if it finds that any com-

plainant has suffered injury, referred to, in-section 504, make a monetary award of
indemnification to compensate such complainant for such injury. 1

(c) After a hearing conducted by a member of the Board or hearing officer, he
shall, if he finds that any complainant has suffered injury referred to in section

/ /
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504, make a recommendation of an award of indemnification. All such recom-
mendations shall be reviewed by the Board. Upon' review, the Board shall
review the findings of fact and shall affirm, reject, or modify findings and such
recommendations and enter or deny an award.

(d) All awards made hereunder shall include reasonable attorney's fees.
SEC. 509. (a) In the event that the investigation of the: complaint or the

hearing thereon indicates the person or persons responsible for theinjury for which
an award is sought, such person or persons shall be notified ard shall have a
reasonable opportunity to intervene in the hearing and to be fully hea d.

(b) In the event that such investigation or learning indicates that the injury
resulted in whole or in part from action taken under coloobf law, the political sub-
division and/or the State under whose authority such action was taken shall be
notified and shall have a reasonable opportunity to intervene in the hearing and
to be fully heard.

(c) Notice under this section may be by personal service or by registered mail.
(d) N6tice to a'State or political subdivision riybe given-to the chief executive

or principal legal officer of such State or political subdivision.
(e) The Board shall, if necessary to secure a full hearing for any interveror,

continue the hearing from time to time.
SEC. 510. The United States may, on the motion of the Attorney General,

intervene at any state of the hearing or appeal. , '
SEC. 511. (a) The complainant or any intervenor may obtaift a"ireview of the

final decision of the Board in the United States Court of Appeals for the'District
of Columbia or the court of appeals for the judicial circuit in which the injury
occurred or the person seeking review resides.

(b) Such review shall be made on the basis of the record before the Board, and
the findings of the Board with respect to questions of fact, if supported by sub-
stantial evidence on the record considered as a Whole, shall be conclusive.

SEC. 512. (a) In any instance in which the injury or death for which an
award is made results in whole or in part from action taken under color of law,
or from action whether or not taken under color of law which in any way impedes
or infringes upon the exercise or advocacy of any right, privilege, or immunity
granted, secured, or protected by the Constitution or laws of the United States,
the United States shall have a cause of action for recovery of the amount of such
award against the person or persons responsible for the injury for which 'the award
is made.

(b) If the injury for which an award is made resulted in whole or in part from
action taken under color of law, the political subdivision and/or the State under
whose authority sunb action was taken shall be jointly and seveirally liable with
the person or persons responsible for such injury.

(c) In any case brought under this section against 'anyone notified under sec-
tion 509, the findings of fact as made, modified, or approved, by the Board pur-
suant to section 508 shall be admissible and shall constitute prima facie evidence
of the facts determined by the findings, and the award of indemnification shall be
admissible and shall constitute prima facie evidence of the damages suffered by the
complainant. I

(d) The district courts of the United States shall have jurisdiction to hear cases
brought under this section.

SEc. 513. (a) In the event the person injured dies, a complaint shall be filed
by any representative of his estate, or by his or her spouse, child, or dependent and
the Board shall determine to whom any award shall be made.

(b) In the event of the inability or incapacity of the person injured to file a
complaint, it may be filed by his or her spouse, child, dependent, or counsel.

SEC. 514. All complaints must be filed within six months of the injury for which
an award is sought, except that where the injury results in death, the complaint
may be filed within twelve months of death. .

SEC. 515. Nothing herein shall deny to any person the right to pursue any action
or remedy granted him under any other law of the United States or any State,
provided that in the event that any person receives in any other action an award of
damages for which an award of indemnification has been made under this title, the
United States shall have a lien against such award in the amount of the award of
indemnification. In the event such other award is made prior to the award of
indemnification, the amount of such other award shall bb considered by the Board
in determining whether to make an award and, if so, the "amount of the award.
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TITLE VI-AMENDMENT TO TITLE VII OF 1964 ACT

SEc. 601. Title VII of Public Law 88-352 (the Civil Rights Act of 1960) is
amended as follows:

(a) Add a new paragraph to section'701(a) as follows: "The term 'govern-
mental unit' means a State or a political subdivision thereof or an agency of one or
more States or political subdivisions.".

(b) Amend so much of section 701(b) as appears before the word "Provided" to
read as follows: "The term 'employer', means: (1) a person engaged in an in,
dustry affecting commerce who has twenty-five or more employees for each work-
ing day in each of twenty or more calendar weeks in the current or preceding
calendar year, and any agent of such a person, but such term does not include (i)
the United States, a corporationwholly owned by the,Government of the ;United
States, or an Indian tribe, (ii) a bona fide membership club (other than. a labor
organization) which is exempt from taxation under section 501(p) of the Internal
revenue Co~e of 1954; (2) a governmental unit and any agent of such govern-
mental unit;"'

(c) Add the words "or governmental unit" following the word "person"
wherever it appears in section 701(c).

(d) Delete the phrase "or an agency of a State or political subdivision of a
State," from section 701(c).

(e) Add a comma and the following language after the word "charge" on line 9
of section 706(e): "unless the respondent is a State."

(f) Insert the words "or governmental unit" in section 707(a) following the-word
"persons" on lines 2 and 12 of such subsetion.

(g) Insert the words "for or in the name of. the United States" following the
word "action" on line 6 of section 707(a)..

(h) Insert the words "or governmental unit" following the word "person" on
line 4 of section 709(a), on lines 1 and (5) of section 710(c) and on lines 2 and 7 of
section 713(b). .

TITLE VII-MISCELLANEOUS

SE.. 701, (a) The term "State" as used herein shall include the District of
Columbia.

(b)" The term "because f race or color" shall mean because of hostility to the.
race or color of any person, or because of his association with persons of a different
race or color or his advocacy of equality of persons of different races or colors..

(c) The term "hearing officer" shall mean an agent or employee of the Indemni-
fication Board or a person not otherwise associated with the Board who is desig-
nated by the Board to coiiduct a hearing.

(d) The term "action taken uhder color of law" shall include the knowing refusal
dr failure to act where action could or may have prevented injury.

(e) Yhe term "injury to property" shall include any financial or economic loss.
(f) The term "judicial district" shall mean a division thereof where the judicial

district is divided into divisions.
SEC. 702. (a) There are hereby authorized to be appropriated such sums as

may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this Act, including payment of
awards under title V.

(b) If any provision of this Act or the application thereof to any person or cir-
cumstance is held invalid, the remainder of the Act and the application of the
provision to other persons not simililly situated or to other circumstances shall
not be affected thereby.

(i. 3170, 89thCong., 2d sess.]

A BILL To confer jurisdiction upon the district courts of the United States over certain classes of removed
cases and to provide injunctive relief in certain cases, and for other purposes

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That this Act may be cited as the "Civil Rights
Procedure Act".

FINDINGS AND PURPOSE .

SEC. 2. (a) The Congress has over -the last century adopted legislation de-
claring, protecting, and ranting various civil rights to, citizens. It is the sense
of Congress that some citizens seeking to avail themselves of these declared
rights have been subjected to lengthy and expensive criminal prosecutions in-
stituted to deter them from attempting to obtain thir.civil rights. It is further
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the sense of Congress that the proper means to correct this unlawful activity is to
vest appropriate jurisdiction in the district courts of the United States.

(b) It is hereby declared to be the policy of Cdngress and the purpose of this
legislation to promote the general welfare by preventing reprisals against those
who seek to end discrimination on account of race color, religion, or national
origin prohibited by the Constitution or laws of the United States.

REMOVAL OF CAUSES

SEc. 3. (a) Section 1443 of title 28 of the United States Code is amended by
substituting a semicolon for the period at the end of subsection (2) and by adding
at the end thereof the following new subsections:

"(3) For any exercise, or attempted exercise, of any eightt granted, secured,
or protected by the Civil Rights Act of 1964, or of any other right 'granted, se-
cured or protected by the;Constitutio0nor laws of the United States against the
denial of equal protection of the laws on account of race, color, religion, or national

.origin; or
F(4 For any exercise, or attempted exercise, of any rigit, to freedom of speech

or o the press or of the people to peaceably assemble secured by the Constitution
or laws of the United States when committed in furtherance of any right of the
nature described in, ubsection '(3) of this section."

(b) Subsection (d) bf section 1447 of title 28 of the United States Code is
amended to read as follows:

"(d) An order remanding a case to the State court from which it was removed
is not reviewable on ippeal.or otherwise, except that:an order remanding a case
to the State court from which it was removed pursuant to section 1443 of this
title shall be appealable as a final decision under section 1291 and an order denying
remand of a case refioved jpursuant to section 1443 shall be appealable as an
injunction of proceedings in the State c6urt under paragraph (1) of subsection (a)
of section 1292."

SINJUCTION OF STATE PROCEEDINGS

SEC. 4. Section 1979 of the Revised Statutes (42 U.S.C. 1983) is amended 'by
inserting "'(a)" at the,beginning of the section and by adding at the end thereof
the following new subsections:

"(b) Such redress shall include the grant of aii injunction to stay a proceeding
in a State court where such proceeding Wahinstituted for-

"(1) any exercise, or attempted.exercise, of any right granted, secured, or
protected by the Civil Rights:Act of 1964, or of any other right granted, se-
cured, or protected by the Constitution or laws ofthe United States against
the denial of equal protection 'of the laws on account of race, color, religion,
or national origin; or

"(2) any exercise, or attempted exercise, of any right to freedom of speech
or of the press or of the people,to peaceably assemble secured by the Constitu-
tion or laws of ,the: United States,, when committed in furtherance of any
right of the nature described in subparagraph (1) of this subsection;

and where--
"(i) An issue determinative of the proceeding 'i favor of the party seeking

the injunction: has been decided in favor of his contention in a final decision
in another proceeding arising out of a like factual situation;

"(ii) The statute, ordinance, admiinistrative regulation; or other authority
for the proceeding hasi been declared Utnconstitutional in a final decision in
another proceeding; :

"(iii) The statute, ordinance, administrative regulation, or other authority
for the proceeding is, on its face, an unconstitutional abridgment of the rights
to freedom of speech or of the press or of the people to peaceably assemble; or

"(iv) The proceeding was instituted for the purpose of discouraging the
parties or others from exercising rights of freedom of speech or of the press or
of the people to peaceably assemble. ..

"(c) In an action seeking an injunction under subsection (b) the court shall not
deny or defer relief on the ground that a defense or remedy in the State courts is
available."

These hearings begin at the earliest possible date consonant with the
preparations necessary for such an important investigation. As this
legislation would affect the laws of all States and the lives of all citizens,
the subcommittee has solicited the views of the Governors of the 50
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States, seven professors of law representing a cross-section of scholarly
opinion on the issues, and the chief education officer in each State to
which integration guidelines of the U.S. Commissioner of Education
have been applied.

The subcommittee has also invited the Attorney General to submit
his views on these bills, and Mr. Katzenbach has consented to be the
first witness.

Also scheduled to testify are Members of Congress and representa-
tives of various organizations. Others, wh6 will not be able to appear
in person, have submitted statements which will be made a part of the
record.

The subcommittee has endeavored to obtain the widest possible
cross-section,of opinion on these bills. It is anticipated that the record
of these hearings will provide for the Senate a thorough source of
information on all questions relevant to these bills.

And at the outset let the record be clear: There are many important
questions to be resolved-questions of policy, questions of drafting,
and questions of constitutionality. While addressing myself briefly
to the administration's bill, it is my intention to point up a few of these
problems and the testimony the subcommittee will require to resolve
them.

At this point I will refrain from further reading of my statement and
in the interests of conserving time I will give any member of the sub-
conunittee who has a statement that he would like to read an oppor-
tunity to read it, and also after they have completed I will give my
friend, the minority leader, who is a member of the full committee,
though not of the subcomnuttee, opportunity to read his statement if
he has one. Do you have a statement?

Senator KENNEDY of Massachusetts. I would. I would like to put
it in the record at a later time, Mr. Chairman. I think we ought to
proceed now with the Attorney General and I would like to add my
statement at a later time to the record.

Senator ERVIN. Under these circumstances, with the indulgence of
all concerned, I will proceed with my statement.

(At this point Senator Hruska entered the hearing room.)
Senator ERVIN. Jury trials: The first two titles of the bill, though

not as well publicized as others, are equally as important. Although
I may disagree with the propriety of Chief Justice Warren's remarks
concerning pending legislation on jury reform, I do share his apprehen-
sion that these provisions deserve the most careful scrutiny before we
tamper with two of the basic tenets of American Government: the
right to trial by jury and the Federal system.

As those of us who serve on the Judicial Improvements Subcommit-
tee know, any reform in the Federal judiciary usually is given a thor-
ough analysis by the Judicial Conference of the United States, the
American Law Institute, the American Bar Association, and others, as
well as by the administratic nd by. congressional committees.

I have profound regret that N. anot consider these jury selection
proposals in the bright light of the usual judiious consideration
rather than in the heat of the arena of controversy, surrounding civil
rights. Nevertheless, the subcomiilttee :will do'its best to see that
the provisions are given as dispassionate 'consid6fation as is possible.
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TITLE I .

The purpose of title I is worthwhile aird there .is no doubt, that
Congress has both the authority ard the obliktion to provide for. an
effective and uniform Federal jury system, However, the subcon-
mittee will hear from witnesses who are concerned with the admiin-
istration of justice ih the courts as to whether' the provisions of this
title are best designed to accomprlish its' purpose. Congress lias
plenary power over the Federal judicial "kacinery and our 'qu tion
here is not whether to act, but how.

Of particular interest in this connection is a bill passed by the
House anrd approved by the Seinate Subcommittee on Improvements
in Judicial Machinery. This measure, H.R. 5460, which has also
been endorsed by the administration, is a partial alternative to title I.
Additionally, it is the product and the subject of careful consideration
by the Judicial Conference of the UpJted Stats, and has the Con-
ference's backing.

The subcommittee will be interested to know what, if anything, has
happened in past weeks which prompted the Justice Department to
endorse two conflicting proposals. We also intend to learn why title
I has not been and should not be submitted .t the close scrutiny of
the Judicial Conference of the United States and the American Law
Institute as the Chief Justice has suggested. In this connection,
I am submitting an excellent editorial from the Washington Post of
May 22, 1966, which will be placed in' the record at this point.

(The article referred to follows:)

[From the Washington Post, May 22, 1966]

WARREN AND THE JURY BILLS

Chief Justice Warren's comment on the bills designed to end discrimination
in the selection of jurors was certainly unusual, and it may have been lacking in
discretion. But we do not share Representative Celler's fear that the Chief
Justice "may find himself in the position of prejudging" the constitutionality
of thebill that Congress:is expected to pass. He did not express any view as to
the constitutionality of anybill. Rather, he was quoted as saying, in a departure
from his text, that some of the 31 bills before Congress might produce ill-advised
changes in Federal-state relations.

Apparently the Chief Justice is concerned: about the so-called "automatic
trigger bills." Some of these would set up a test to determine whether local: and
state courts exclude Negroes, women or other groups from jury service. If state
courts failed to meet the test, they would automatically come under Federal
supervision. The Administration's bill is much more guarded. It follows the
pattern set by a three-judge Federal Court in Alabama in the White v. Crook
case. After a specific finding of racial discrimination, the Federal court laid down
jury-selection requirements that the state court would have to meet for a con-
stitutional trial. The Administration bill would specifically authorize the
Attorney General to bring suits of this kind.

Congressman Celler also thinks that the "automatic trigger" bills go too far.
Likewise he and the Chief Justice share the conviction that this delicate problem
of jury sa 'etion should be studied with great care before legislation is enacted.
We surmise that this is a matter of much concern to the .Chief Justice, for the
Administration's bill was not referred to the Judicial Conference of the United
States. The courts have a direct and immediate concern with the' processes of
selecting juries. Certainly the Judicial Conference should be heard from in the
shaping of a new jury system. : .

It is no answer to say that the Administration and Congress are. in a hurry.
The problem has been with, u for a very long time. Now that a solution is being
earnestly sought, it is even more important that it be sound-aid workable than
that it be enacted to meet a particular deadline. -Instead of chiding the Chief' ' : -' ;'" ' ':' ~ ; '' " . . ' : "" - : t .

. , : ' "
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Justice for his concern about the matter, Mr. Celler could more appropriately
call for a report from the Judicial Conference on the jury-selection bills that it
deems worthy of study. If this should necessitate emergency sessions on the
part of the judges of'the Conference, we have no doubt that they would willingly
respond.

Senator, ERVIN. In fulfilling its responsibility the subcommittee
will consider the provisions of H.R. 5640, as well as those of title I.
A. copy of that measure will be printed at this point in the record.

S(A copy of.H.R. 5649 follows:)

(H.R. 5640, 8th Cong., 1st sess.]

AN ACT To provide for a jury commission for each United States district court, to regulate its compen.
sation, to prescibe its duties, and for other purposes

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of
America in Coigress assembled, That section 1864 of title 28 of the United States
Code is amended to read as follows:
"§ 1864. Jury commission: duties, compensation, and methods of selecting and

drawing jurors
'(a) APPOINTMENT.-A jury dconmission shall be established in each judicial

district, consisting of the clerk of the court and one or more jury commissioners,
appointed by the district court. :The jury commissioners shall be a citizen of the
United States of good character residing in the district of appointment who, at
the time of his appointment, shall not be a member of the same political party
as the clerk of the court Or a duly qualified deputy clerk acting for the clerk.
If more than one jury commissioner is appointed, each may be designated to serve
in one or more of the places where court is held, and the clerk and the jury com-
missioner so designated shall constitute the jury commission for that part of the
district. In the event that a jury commissioner is unable for any reason to perform
his duties, another jury commissioner may be appointed, as 'provided herein,
to act in his place until he is able to resume his duties.

"Jury commissioners shall be appointed to scre' on a part-time or full-time
basis. If in the opinion of the court the efficient operation of the jury system
requires the services of a full-time jury commissioner, the court may, with the
approval of the Judicial Conference of the United States, appoint one or more full-
time jury commissioners.

"(b) DUTIEs.-In the performance of all its duties the jury commission shall
act under the direction and supervision of the, chief judge of the district.

"The sources of the names and the methods to be used by the jury commission
in selecting the names of persons who may be called for grand or petit jury service
shall be as directed by the chief judge. The procedures employed by the jury
commission in selecting the names of qualified persons to be placed in the jury
box, wheel, or similar device, shall not systematically or deliberately exclude any
group from the jury panel on account of race, sex, political, or religious affiliation,
or economic or social status. In ;determining whether persons are qualified as
jurors under section 1861 of this title, the jury commission shall use questionnaires
and such other means as the chief judge may deem appropriate, including the
administering of oaths.

"The names of jurors shall be publiclf'drawn by chance from a jury box, wheel,
or similar device, which contains at the commencement of each drawing the
names of not less than three hundred qualified persons selected by the jury com-
mission in accordance with the provisions Af.this subsection.

"The jury commission shall keep records of the names of persons placed in the
jury box, wheel, or similar device, the questionnaires returned by said persons,
the names of the persons who are selected for jury service, the dates of service, and
such other appropriate recordsas the chief judge may direct, all for a periodof not
less than two years. With the approval of the chief judge, the jury commission
may designate deputy clerks,and other employees in the office of the clerk of the
court to assist the commission in the performance of its .duties and to perform
under its direction such as the detailed duties of the cormniission as in the opinion
of the chief judge can be assigned to them,. . / .

"(c) COMPENSATION.-Each jury commission appointed on.a part-time basis
shall be compensated for hid services at the rate of $10 per day for each day in
which he actually and necessarily is engaged in; the performance of his official
duties, to be paid upon certificate of the chief judge of the district.
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"Each jury commissioner appointed: on a full-time basis shall receive a salary
to be fixed from time to time by the Judicial Conference of the United States at a
rate which in the opinion of the Judicial Conference corresponds to that provided
by the Classification Act of 1949, as amended, for positions in the executive branch
with comparable responsibilities.

"Each jury commissioner shall receive his traveliig and subsistence expenses
within the limitations prescribed for. clerks of districts courts while abserit from

his designated post of duty on official business. . .
"(d) Any of the powers or duties conferred upon the chief judge under this

section may be delegated by him to another judge of the district: Provided;
however, That where part of a district by agreement or order of court is assigned to
one particular judge and he customarily holds court there; as to such part of the
district he shall perform the functions and' fulfill the duties conferred upon the
chief judge in this section. . . .. ,

"(e) This section shall not apply to the Districtof Columbia."
SEC. 2. Section 1865'of such title is amended by striking out the words "and

may appoint a jury commissioner for each such place" in the dlebond sentence
of subsection (a) thereof and inserting a period after the word "district" in such
sentence. ,

SEC. 3. Each jury commissioner holding office on tihe effective date of this Act
shall continue in office until his successor is dailyy appointed and qualified.

SEC. 4. There are hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any money in
the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, such sums as mnay be necessary to carry
the provisions of this Act into effect.

SEc. 5. The provisions of this Act shall take effect ninety days after the date
of approval thereof: Provided, however, That no grand or petit jury sworn prior
to the effective date of this Act nor any person called or summoned for jury
service, or whose, name .is on, a jury list or has been placed in a box,, wheel, or
similar device, prior to that date, shall be ineligible to serve if the procedure by
which the jury or the individual juror was selected- called, summoned, or by which
his name was listed or placed in a box, wheel, or similar device, was in compliance
with the law in effect at the time of such action.

SEC. 6. (a) The table of sections at the head of chapter 121 of title 28 of the
United States Code is amended by amending items 1864 and 1865 to read as
follows:
"1864. Jury commission; duties compensation, and methods of selecting and drawing jurors."
"1865. Apportionment within district."

(b) The catchline at the beginning of section 1865 of title 28 of the United
States Code is amended to read as follows:

"§ 1865. Apportionment within district."
Senator FRVIN. It is not my intention in this statement to deal with

possible technical deficiencies of title I or any other provisions of
S. 3296. Such problems can be aired during the course of the hearings
and resolved in executive session. However, I am compelled to men-
tion one point in title I about which I feel very strongly.

As the Attorney General knows, this subcommittee has for some
time been engaged in exhaustive investigations into the separation of
church and state and into the right to privacy. In this connection, I
note the requirement on page 6 of the bill that :, prospective Federal
juror must fill out a form stating his "name, address age, sex, educa-
tion, race, religion, occupation * * *." The Judical Conference in
1960 suggested 'that questions as to, race or religion of jurors are
impertinent, if not constitutionally objectionable. I would like to
state simply and emphatically that the religion of any juror is none of
the business. of the jury commissioner; it is none of the business of the
courts; and'it is ione of the. business of 'the Jstice Depirtiment.. I
intend to make it my business to see that race ad religion are not
sanctioned by Congress as qualifications for jury service..

In.closing mny reatrks of'title I of th6 administration bill, I reiterate
my conviction that the greatest care must be, exercised at we consider
chatige in the jury system, lest: by our good-intentioned tinkering we
adversely affect the quality of Federal justice.
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S- TITLE II

But if title I must ibe approached with c' nation, title II requires
even moire care and humility on our part. , For here we are faced not
only with proposals affecting the administration of criminal justice,
but also with a critical issue of federalism.. Perhaps my colleagues
have become bored with warnings that Federal legislation is encroach-
ing upon onstitutioial and traditional areas of State responsibility.
I sincerely'hope not,,because the constitutional responsibility of the
States to administer justice, and the complicated and delicate balance
between State and'Federal jurisdiction, are am'ng the nbst important
elements of American government,

I am most pleased to welcome to the cause of federalism the prestige
of the Chief Justice of the United States, who is not generally suspect
as a "State's 'righter." His recent warnings that the balance of
federalism is,being threatened by proposed legislation on State juries
gives me great hope that the Senate will look closely and critically at
the need and propriety of such legislation.

I have spent muchaeof my career arguing for a strong jury system,
characterized by integrity and impartiality. No 6ne wild maintain
that race or religion are appropriate considerations for jury service,
and it has been a violation of Federal law for almost 100 years for
any person charged with the duty of selecting or summoning a jury
panel to discriminate because of race, color or previous condition of
servitude.

Remedies are already available, both civil and criminal, to the
parties to:a case and to the Justice Department when it appears that
the State jiry Aelection system is discriminatory on its face or that: a
fair system has been abused. Title 18 United States Code, section 243
is the statute establishing the Federal criminal offense of jury dis-
crimination. ,As far,as I, the subcommittee staff, or the American
Law Division of the Library of Congress can determine, in'the 90-year
history of this provision it has been used only once-in 1879, in the
case of ExParte Virginia. Why do we need more laws when the ones
we have are not being used? 'Certainly there is no claim that section
243 is ineniforceable. Recent southern Federal and State juries have
brought convictions for civil rights crimes. If convictions can be
obtained in Federal courts under subsection 241 and subsection 242,
then why have prosecutions for jury discrimination not been brought
under these statutes and subsection 243? As a matter of fact, officials
conspiring to discriminate in the selection of jurors would probably
be guilty of violating all three statutes. Until if'is demonstrated by
clear evidence that present law is inadequate to deal with the problem,
I seriously doubt both the necessity and desirability of this legislation.

We should realize, moreover, that title II goes much further than
merely to restate the ancient prohibitions against racial discrimination..
Far more seriously, it ihtroduces into law a policy of national uni-
formity in State jury systems, and itVis founded upon the basic as-.
sumption that. Federal administration of State.criminal law is valid
and a worthy objective.

The Federal rules that would'be imposed upon the State legal
systems by title II are' said to be authorized by/the 14th amendment.
The fallacy of this assertion, however; is elementary constitutional
law. The amend ent is prohibitory in nature; It does not require
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the States affirmatively to revise their criminal procedures. It does
not permit the Congress to establish Federal rules of State criminal
procedure. Never before has any source asserted that "equal pro-
tection of the laws" permits Federal absorption of the State judicial
system. Such a claim is too novel even for the Chief Justice.

I question the desirability of uniformity for its own sake. ,I con-
sider that the proponents of this kind of legislation have a.;ery heavy
burden to discharge if they are to convince us that national policy
should supplant State decisions concerning the administration of the
civil and criminal jury system. ' "

,It appears that at Jeast some 24 States hAve statutes which on
their face violate title II, section 201. Three States bar woieh
from serving, and 16 others seemingly violate it' by requirtig women
to volunteer. Some seven States have property oi taxpaying uali-
fications for service.: New Yorik-requires $250 of real or:i brsonal
property. . ' . : ; ' ' '

We may as individuals' oppose jury qualifications based upon
sex or ,economic status, upon' education O6r dcc AtiOdn. But do we
as legislators in the national body have the right to impose these
values upon the States in the' face of 'their contrary views? ; We
must ask ourselves whether these questions are so important that
the people of the States, in their wisdom, cannot be trusted to make
the decisions on an individual basis.

Congress would show anything but superior wisdom by sanctioning
the ill considered and unworkable provisions of section 204. This
section imposes a number 'of discovery obligations which are auto-
matically invoked upon a claim of discrimination in. a criminal trial.
'The mere assertion of discrimintion retires the prosecution to

present a full statement of the procedures used'in juror selection.
In addition, the St jt r y officials ar automatically Aibject' tb crs-
examination. If there is "some evidence" that the assertibn of dis-
driniination is valid, "any relevant records and 'pdapers sed by jury
officials in the performance of their duties"' must be presented. The
bulk bf this paperwork, the burden on the State coiirts ill bd over-
wihelming. .

Finally, if all this fails to rebut a showing of probablee cause" of
discrimination; the biirden shifts to6 the State to disprove the allega-
tioh. By so abolishing the salutory and fundiaietal presumption
that officials perform their diities lawfully this legislation does more
than impugn the integrity of local officials-it opeis every criminal
prosecution in every State to obstruction, delay, and frustration.
I say this because the discrimination that may be asserted is not re-
stricted to race alion. Setibn 201 basis jury discrimination on the
basis of religion, se, national origin, and economic status, as well.
It could change the laws of all States.

I would like to add at this point, so far as I kiow, this bill repre-
sents the first time that the Congress of the United States has been
asked to prescribe rules of procedure which must be followed in the
courts of the States. 'It requires that in every case, "here counsel for
a' defendant asserts that there has been disciminAi6hn oh the ground
of race or on the ground of sex or on the ground" f economic status,
that the juty officials of the county must file a written statement to
negative a charge which is supported bynothing other than an asser-
tion. It does violence to the fundamental principle that outs are
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not equired to pass upon matters when there is no reasonable ground
to suppose that the charge has any basis.

I cannot imagine, anything which more offends the principle of good
Federal-State relationships or which more offends the principle that
trials should be speedy and have regard to the merits of the individual
case, because this gives authority to raise unmeritorious issues.

Justice Brandeis, one of our Nation's greatest students of the Cnd-
stitution, once noted that the States are the laboratories of the Repub.
lic. Let us be careful not to impose a needless consistency merely
because it pleases our sense of legal symmetry. Let us not presume
too readilythat we in Washington have a monopoly on all the wisdom
in the country, Above all, let us not be too eager to sacrifice centuries
of experience with the administration of criminal law merely because
of a new-found infatuation with sociology.

(At this point Senator Scott entered the hearing room.)
Senator ERVIN. Incidentally, this would permit an inquiry into the

property holdings of everybody serving upon a jury. It seems to me
that we might well let the State courts spend their time in more fruit-
ful inquiries concerning the guilt and innocence of the parties instead
of inquiring into the economic status of the persons who are summoned
to serve upon the juries in State courts.

TITLE III

Any objective examination of title III must be made in light of the
history of titles III, IV, andVI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act. And to
make an honest appraisal the concerted action by .the Departments of
Justice and Health, Education, and Welfare under that act must be
comprehended. These Departments were given statutory tools, the
magnitude of which had never before been suggested to the Congress.
The unelected officials in these Departments unfortunately accepted
their new authority with but one apparent goal in mind-to exercise
a,maximum effort to insure so-called racial balance in public education
and public facilities unintended by Congress. It is my belief that too
much power was delegated to these officials; even so tiley have far
exceeded their statutory authority. . i ,

It was my ope that enforcement of the 1964 act would ccur, ith,
out arbitrary 'and capricious control over education by the Federal
Government and according to the dictates of Congress and the pro-
nouncements of our judiciary. such has not been the case.

Apparently, few realized that the South would comply with a new
law that many people felt was so distasteful. But we put aside our
strong feelings and did comply. /As a consequence, the, Attorney
General states that he has not had enough complaints. upon\which to
.intervene; the Secretary of Health, Educatioin, and Welfare has
found little discrimination upon which to act under title VI of the
1964 act; and both have observed much advancement in the process
of desegregating schools and other public facilities..

It is now proposed that the Attorney General iay institute his
own actions without a complaint of any kind'to insure integration in
public education and other facilities. Again he will work in concert
with the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare in areas where
people are obviously living and attending schools in harmony with
their neighbors but where the statistical ratio of white and Negro
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fails to meet an arbitrary standard set by the Secretary. ,In a locality
in which the, ratio differs from some arbitrary standards, the Attorney
General may find an individual whose conduct constitutes a 'threat
to threaten" pora "threat to intimidate." ,.There, I 'would suppose,
the Department w l bring an action under title III; The request for
this type of authority comes after a very brief and law-abiding experi-
ence with the 1964 act. ,I.can only ask, Where have there been efforts
to enforce titles I arid IV of the 1964 act? ii.;

And I might mention that if threats of intimidAtion are a major
concern of the adinistration, thenri suggest that attention be focused
on the worst examples of intimidation: the intimidation by pressure
groups which apparently forces Federal agencies to give in to increased
demands for racial balance; and the intimidation iby ,these agencies
of Southern State officials who are foked to conform to the will ofthe
pressure groups under threat of a cutoff of funds. ;

The Attorney General has asserted that his present authority is
deficient for three principal reasons, the first of which is the require-
ment of a written complaint beforethe Attorney General may sue.
And he has not received the complaints necessary to justify the1964
act. He. also asserts ,that many people do not know how to file a
complaint. But as I understand it, the procedures ifor filing such
complaints were established by and are controlled by the Depart-
ment of Justice. I suggest that this procedure be tailored to fit
the needs of those participating. .

I would also like to remind the subcommittee that information
supplied to me by the U.S.r;Civil Rights Cioninission indicates that
there are several major organizations providing legal representation
to Negres ad civil rights workers in the South. ,Where necessary,
these services are furnishedfree of charge., They include: (1) NAACP
Legal Defense: Fund, (2); Lawyers Gonstittti6nal Defense Committee,
(3.) Lawyer.$ Committee on' Civil Rights Under La,; and (4) American
Civil Liberties Union. , :

Certainly if there are. grounds for a complaintii at least one of the
attorneys' employed by these organizations wdtld bring it to the
attention of the Justice Department. . . ,

The .second reason asserted ias ustificatibnfor this new power is
the' ,alleged ;time-consumhing and difficult judgment, required f:to
determine whether interested parties wilVbe unable to bear the burden
of litigation themselves. Yet, ,the Department of: Justice employes
over 600 attorneys, each of whbm has sufficient training to make this
judgment. Surely, attorneys who routinely make decisions concern-
ig complicated antitrust, corporate, and tax matters can form :an
opinion as, to the financial ability of a potential litigant.

Finally, it is asserted that school desegregation has generated an
increase of, violence: and: intimidation aimed at' Negroes who assert
their constitutional rights. Quite frankly, I have failed to observe
widespread violence except in areas outside. the South. such as in
Watts, Calif., in Rochester and' New York City, and in Philadelphia.

I say this to place in context my comments concerning the granting
of new unbridled power to the Attorney General,

'(At this point SenatorBayh entered: the hearing room.)
Senator ERvIN. Under 'existing law, the Attorney General may

institute an action merely upon the receipt of a complaint and upon
his certification that the signers are unable to maintain the appro

~/'tNlj ,IEiIGiR~
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priate legal proceedings. When this power was first proposed to the
Congress, it seemed strange to me that there was no requirement that the
Attorney General establish by evidence that the complaint upon which
he is acting is meritorious. For this reason I offered an amendment
to require the finding of such evidence. I was able however, to
convince only 36 Senators of the wisdom of that suggestion. It is
incredible to me that' now the Attorney General seeks authority to
act on his own volition without evidence and without a complaint
from an aggrieved person.

The Attorney General has stated that new title III would give him
the tools to complete desegregation bf our schools. He said the same
thing in 1964 when other "tool , were created including: civil actions
for appropriate relief by the United States where equal protection, of
the laws is denied any individual on account of race in the utili ation
of any public facility;, authorization for technical : assistance in the
adoption and implementation of plans for desegregation; the estab-
lishment of training institutes-to .deal with special educational prob-
lems occasioned by desegregation; and the granting of power to
Federal agencies to terminate or refuse assistance to'any beneficiaries
deemed not in compliance with regulations promulgated to insure
nondiscrimination.

But, all this, to the Departnient, is not enough. 'It now wants
plenary power to insure undefined integration of public facilities.
Authority, clearly defined, by Congress does not seem' to meet with
the approval of the' administration. This conclusion is obvious from
its proposal of title III. Under section 302 'the Attorney General
could institute actions. whenever and wherever he has reasonable
pounds to believe that there is even a hint of his notions of "inter-
erence" with the enjoyment of equal protection of the laws in respect
to any public school or facility. , ' , At the minimum, all he would have
to do is to allege that he believes someone's right to equal protection
of the laws has been somehow threatened.

(At this point Senator Javits entered the hearing room.)
Senator ERVIN. The subcommittee should remember that these

constitutional rights are personal rights which do niot belong to the
public or to the Federal Government In bringing suits without
complaints he not only is ignoring this, but also is depriving individual
citizens from exercising, a constitutional right to attend the school or
other public facility of their own choice.

I would like to add at this time that under the decisions of the
Supreme Court of the United States as I construe them, that the
right to determine whether one will exercise a constitutinal right is a
personal right belonging to the individual, and despite these decisions,
this bill would undertake to deny to individuals the right to deter mine
for themselves whether they wanted to exercise their constitutional
rights or not, and permit the Attorney General to make that determina-
tion for them, even against their will in an' individual case.

The alleged authority 'for this new-fohnd power,-iinrestricted aid
uncircumsoribed--was born in a case which was undergoing its first
reading in the Stipreme Court building when this bill (as being drafted.
This new power enables ithe United States:to intervene in matters in-
volving the 14th amendment but in which no State action has oc-
curred. In one stroke of the pen, a tragic effort to erase almost 100
years' precedent was made by concurring Justices in the case of U.S.
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arsingunder tha law ould poie before.ie fpg dii

to deeile. it a given way, evn.before the law as' be t passed, evyn
before he case has arisen and een before I ave heard t vid

Before passing to another matter, I think it sbliouldbe nbted at thipoint at t the findings which enable h Atto ney. General to stiti

civil actions under title JII are. a .e ori es under title V and punish-
able by $1,000 fine or imnprisonm eit for iot mbre thainl year Aing
others, title V includes iniimldation or attemptS. to itimjidate. It
does not include, I am lappy' o observe, a' "threat to threaten" or
"'threat to intimidate," as does title III. I might state at this point
that title III is to me a violation of the words of the writer of the Bookof Ecclesiastes that there is nothing new under the sun. This is he
first tiie,so far as I know that anybody has ever proposed that there

be legislation to punish a man for a "threat to threateri," ,and I would
commend a rereading pf title III to the Justice Departnent td sewhether the Justice Department really does wantogress to ass a
law to deal with threats to threaten. Cngre. , :ps ,a

In recent months it has come to the attention of miany of us that
important health, education, and Welfare programs are being placedin
jeopardy by an effort on the part of certain federal officials to correct
so-called racial imbalance. I hasten to add that Congress must sharethe blame because the provisions of its legislation are vague and easily
misunderstood.: '

I have introduced on behalf of myself and Senator Flbright an
amendment to the 1964 act in the form of a new title VI to S. 3296
with three basic purposes in mind. First, it is necessary to draw a
clear definition of discrimination which would be understood ball

concerned. o .b
Second routine and established adjudicatory practice should beinstitued ipn the withholding procedures under title VI of the 1964

Civil Rights Act. FiTnlly, nO persons, otherwise ;eligible for benefits

afforded by Federal legislation, slihtuld be deni these benefits simplybecause e thendors of Federal assistiiie niy fail to ciiply with
arbitrary guidelines established to insure an abence,of discrimin nation

on the basis of race or color. t of cel - ' cc
As with other proposed legislation we ae discussing, i hope the

subchmmitted can elicit testimony which will nimpove te amendment.

been called to my attention. That we must' enact its substance,
however, is clear.Theneed is apt arent from the recent prono uncements of the U.S.

Commission oi Civil Rights. The Commission stated:
The legislative history of title VI does not make clear what relationship, id any

was contemplated by Congress between the standards to be established by the
Office of Education arid the bbdy of judicial decisions in the area ofechol6
desegregation. . . .

on 60thebmasis of rice 'olor I



e deral legislation conicerning desegaigatioh in education has been
ponmulgated as a result of the mandate tfiro Brown v. Board ofEdcua
tion. Congress, as well as the executive branch, apparently at oie
fim or another has listened to the Federal judiciary. Buit since
enactment of the 1964 act, the executive branch, at least, has ignored
it.

NQtwiithstanding a multitude of decisions following the Brown case
and the '1964 act, the U.S. Office of Education has implemented that
act as it pleased. Almost uniformly, the Federal courts have reached
an opposite conclusion to that of the Commissioner of Educatioi:
For example, the Federal courts have consistently upheld "free choice
plans" as a method of meeting the desegregation requirements of 'the
1964' act and of the decision of Brown, v. Board of Education. In fact,
the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights reported just 4 months ago that
most courts have upheld the validity of freedom 'of choice plans pro-
viding for a choice among schools not segregated by law.

'The decisions cited by the Commission in support of this statement
include, among others, the following: Bush v. Orleans School Board
(1962); Stell v. Savannah-Ohatham County Board of Education (1964)
Monroe v. Board of Commissioners of City of Jackson (1964); Vick v.
Oouhty Board of Education of Obion County (1962); Kemp v. Beasley
(1965); and Kier v. County School Board of Augusta County (1966).

In construing the Brown decision, the eminently able jurist, John J.
Parker, said in Briggs v, Elliott:

It has not decided that the States must mix persons of different races in the
schools or must require them to attend schools or must deprive them of the right
of choosing the schools they attend * * * but if schools which it (the State)
maintains are open to 'children of all races, no violation of the Constitution is
involved even though children of different races voluntarily attend different'
schools, as they attend different churches. Nothing in the Constitution or in the
decision of the Supreme Court takes away from the people freedom to choose the
schools they attend. The Constitution, in other words, does not require integra-
tion. It merely forbids discrimination. It does not forbid such segregation as
occurs as a result of voluntary action. It merely forbids the use of governmental
power to enforce segregation. The 14th amendment is a limitation upon th
exercise of power by the State or State agencies, not a limitation uipon the freedom
of individuals.

Notwithstanding these decisions, the Secretary has apparently
been compelled by pressure to seek means of violating the law himself,
He has seen fit to ignore thc express statutory provisions which say
that "desegregation" does notmean the overcoming of racial im-
balance and that "nothing" in the act "shall empower any official
or court in the United Statesto issue any order to achieve racial
balance," He has deliberately instituted a sociological approach
rather than a legal, ,one-an approach, designed primarily to balance
the races, for in this manner he has been better able to\preate an
image of ,discrimination in areas where there has been a good faith
attempt to end discrimination.

The purpose of this amendment, therefore, is to clarify the am-
biguities of title VI of the Qivil Rights;Act'of 1964. , This is necessary
to avoid the further submission of federal officials to the pressures
of outside :f&ces which have compelled them to perform quasi-judicial
functions and to allow them to concentrate on their statutory' duty.

At the outset, I wknt to emphasize' that the amendment is not
designed to change the intent of Congress in enacting title VI of the
1964 Civil Rights Act. On the contrary,' itis to implement that
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intent as set forth in. section 601 of the act;: It isinot-designed to
diminish the effect of decisions of the' Federal courts; rather it is
designed to rely on! those decisions. ix applying the sanctions of title
VI. Nor is it designed to' permit unlawful discrimination-it Only
assists in defining such discrimination.' ..

Section 601, which is the heart of title VI of the 1964 Ciril Rights
Act, would be left untouched by the amendment. I:That section
provides: . ; - :.

No person in the United States shall, on the ground of race, color or nationalorigin, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits oft or be subjected
to. discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal financialassistance.

The remaining, implementing language of the title, as I have said,
transfers to the executive the lawmaking power of Congress, leaves
the definition of discriminati6n and the application of sanctions- to
the uncontrolled discretion of agency officials, and surrenders the
control of the Federal purse strings to the "equal opportunity officer ' of
each agency which he may use to effectuate his own notions of socio-
logical progress. The predictable result has been that many officials
have not only taken full advantage of their new power, but indeed
some have usurped far more than was given by the act.

I will mention -two examples in North Carolina, only to illustrate
how this legislative and judicial power which officials have assumed
has resulted in the distortion of the original Federal programs they
are charged with administering.

An adult basic education project in Charlotte, under which 1,400
Negroes and 170 whites in' a total of 91 classes were being taug h to
read and write,-was threatened with termination by the Offie of
Economic Opportunity because of alleged de facto segregation and so-
called racial imbalance in two'classes. This threat, without complaint
from any local organization or individual, was made under the pro-
visions of title VI.

In another North CarOlina city, a hospital is at this oniment; tder
threat of losing Federal funds because nonwhites do not comprise as
large a percentage of the patifit load as is the percentage of nonwhite
population of the 'city. There is no allegation of discrimination or
segregation in the staffing, in employment, or in the assignment of
patients to wards and rob6is. The only allegation is that the local
populace does not become ill and chobse the threatened hospital ac-
cording to racial quotas.

Incidentally; I wrote the Departmeit of Health,' Education, andWelfare that if it was the policy of the Department to re iire that
the people in a commtiitiy should become ill' nd seek hospittilltreat-
ment according to racial quotas, then the Depfartient would hive, to
arrange to .bring that Aboit biaitse riotwiths4tihding, the people1 of
North iCarlina were not s'ia'it enbtigh to make'disease have miidinice
according to race. . .. :; ..-

Finally, there is the example of the Office of Education iitegrntibo
guidelines recently published for the South. There is no pretense in
the language of the gilideliiies that 'their purpose is to priveinit either
discrimination or State-suppprted segregation. The whole thrust isso-called racrbalance ixi/p p il and teacher asignmont a6ordiingto
peretitges.. ' . :
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(. furthermore in other Statesi as well as in my own State of North
Oarolina,. many elderly people of all races, through no fault of their
oiii, may 'be denied :the 'benefits, ofL th recently enacted Federal
medical care program in an effort to'discipline the policies of hospitals.

Despite the fact that these individuals:may well have spent hun-
dreds of dollars hi premiums for social security insurance, they would
be punished'only because they happened to be assigned by their doctors
to hospitals which have not achieved a racial balance -of patients
sufficient t' the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

These mindless threats and fatuous guidelines cannot be remotely
recondiled with the language or the legislative history of title VI or
with the unlawful conduct-as defined by the courts-that was in-
tended to be condemned. One brief statement confirms this.

The best authority on congressional intent of any legislative act
is the floor manager of the bill, land the floor manager of the 1964
Civil Rights Act was the then assistant majority leader, Vice President
Hinphrey. In developing legislative history and articulating the
intent of the act, the Vice President stated in 1964: a'

* * * while the Constitution prohibits segregation, it does not require integra-
tion. The busing of children to achieve racial balance would be an act to effect
the integration of schools. /

In fact, if the billwere;to compel it, it would be a violation, because it would be
handling the matter on the basis of race. The bill does not attempt to integrate
the schools; it does att~tipt to eliminate segregation in the school systems.

The amendment Sefiator Fulbright and I introduced will prohibit
such interpretations of their own power under title VI as some Federal
officials have divined. It will accomplish this by defining section 601
according to the intent of Congress and the decisions ,of the Federal
courts if it is adopted title VI, in the future, will be implemented
acqordig to the intention of Congress nd not the whim of bureau-
crats who are not answerable to the people for their sociological follies.
If our amendment is adopted, every American will be subjec4 to the
same guidelines :and can ascertai what those -guidelins are. No
longer will "discrimination" mean something different in one year
from what it means in the next as is presently the case. No longer
can the title be applied in one section of the country and not in another,
without the protections of due process, as is presently the case. No
longer will "free choice" be allowed by one. department or agency
and not by another, as is presently the case, Whatever the outcome
of this amendment and title III of S. 3296, I would not object to the
addition of express language in this bill which would implement the
Attorney General's constitutional/authority, to insure that no State
officially enforces segregation and that no State is compelled bylaw
to integrate its public facilities,

In other words, the Attorney General would be required to assure
that no State assigns children to schools on the basis of their race. In
this manner, he may be better able to illustrate that the Constitutiop
is colorblind. , ,

RESPONSIBILITY 'OF CONGRESS TO CONSIDER CONSTITUTIONALITY

SAt the moment the administration bill was introduced a national
furor erupted conceriihg its constitutioality. "Title'V especially
has been the subject of a national debate on this question.

A-f



,Before discussing titles IV and V, I should rlik to, mention briefly
Congress' duty to cbnsid6er the, constitutionality of proposed legislar
tion.' ,Notwithstanding the oath ;each iMember of jCongress takes to
uphold and support the Constitution, there issan attitude amongsome
that we should: not: be too, troubled by this requirement. Instead
they advocate consideration of only the political andisocial aspectsof

i legislation leaving all determinations of constitutionality to the Sui;
preme Court. This approach is completelyfallacious and unsuppori
able 'according to the I traditions and decision sof American jurisprui
dence and the principle of separate coequal powers.

The Supreme Court according to its own rules of interpretation is
guided by one overriding presumption, when undertaking its function
of judicial review which dispels the notion of abdicating this congres-
sional responsibility.

It proceeds on the assumption that the Congress is no less mindful
than, the Court of the restraints imposed upon the powers of'.the
National Government by the Constitution, and that, prior to its
approval of any measure the legislative branch. conscientiously ap-
praised its validity and in perfect good; faith! concluded that the
enactment met the test of constitutionality. Therefore, the Court
will not consider the constitutional question if that can.be avoided;
and if it does. consider the question, the burden is on him who
challenges the act's constitutionality.

The Court has expressed this many times and recently as follows:
This Court ddoes and should accord a strong presumption of constitutionality to

acts of, Congress. :This is not a' meic polite gesture. It is a deference due to
*deliberate judgement by constitutional majorities of the two Houses of Congress
that an act is within their delegated power or is necessary and proper to execution
of that power (U.S. v. Gambling Devices, 346 U.S. 441, 449 (1953)).

Congress cannot shift its responsibility to the Attorney General
and assume that a legislative proposal is constitutional because he
asserts that it is. The duty and responsibility rests solely upon the
shoulders of each Member of Congress to determine whether a
proposed measure is compatible with our Constitution.

Many of us, unfortunately, attempt to discharge this duty by
predicting what the Supreme Court will hold when a given bill under
consideration is ultimately reviewed. This may be a natural reaction,
but it utterly fails to comprehend the nature of the responsibility
we face.

Court decisions are, of course, a useful tool which we may use to
recognize legislative limitations and obligations. But we should not,
by contenting ourselves with reading the tea leaves of past judicial
decisions, escape the duty of deciding for ourselves what is consti-
tutional.

This is not what the Constitution expects of us. On the contrary,
it requires that we look to the language, the intent, and the legislative
history of each of its provisions in determining whether a bill is
consonant with that document.

The Court, properly upholds the constitutionality of any act of
Congress unless it finds that what we have done is clearly repugnant
to the words and spirit of the Constitution.

So during these hearings I ask that the members of the subcom-
mittee and the witnesses act as more than fortunetellers-that they
judge the bills before us against the mandates and prohibitions of the
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Constitution' according to1 our own individual intellect and conscience
and not abdicate that responsibility to the' President or to the Court.

I might intefupt my reading of the statement at this point to
inform Senator Bayh' and Senator Javits that I have: a very long
statement, and that when we opened the committee hearing I offered
any member of the committee an opportunity to make a. statement,
and I would not want to foreclose either of you gentlemen or Senator
Hruska or Senator Scott lwho were not present. If any of you have a
statement you would like to read at this time, I will give way for the
time being.

Senator ScoTT. Mr. Chairman, I would like unanimous consent to
insert my statement -without'reading it, at the conclusion of the chair-
man's statement, and such other statement as I may wish to put in.

Mr. ERVIN. I assume there is no objection, and therefore that
request will be granted.

Senator JAVITS. Mr. Chairman, I have a 5-minute statement.
The Chair has always been so gracious to me that I will stand by until
the Chair is finished. But if the Chair Wishes me to proceed--

Mr. ERVIN. I will leave that up to the Senator. :I still have some
distance to go.

Senator JAVITS. I think the chairman is at page 14 and I can do
mine anytime before 12. I will just stand by and await the pleasure
of the Chair. I might explain to the chairman that I had to go the
the Franklin D. Roosevelt Memorial Commission meeting this
morning.

Mr. ERVIN. I am certainly conscious of the fact that every Senator
has more obligations than he can possibly get around to.

Senator JAVITS. I hope 'to make a brief statement when the Chair
is finished.

Senator BAYH. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the courtesy. I have
no statement to make.

Senator HRUSKA. I havenoihe at this time, Mr. Chairman.
-Senator ERVIN. Then I will proceed.

'tITLE IV

Although I have strong objections to the administration's proposed
title IV, I find myself in the' anomalous position of first commending
the President for submitting it. I do this because there has been
considerable criticism of the President for not "enacting" the pro-
visions of the title by Executive'order and integrating housing with
the "stroke of a pen."

I will admit that all of us could enjoy a more leisurely summer and
politically secure November if the President had decided 'this con-
troversial issue for us.

Unfortunately for our tranquillity, however, every last drop of
legislative power of the National Government is vested in Congress-
there is none left for the President. We receive a fair wage for per-
forming these functions; and the executive has .enough problems of
its own without assuming those conferred by article I, section 1.

Although I believe the Presidentis mistaken in his view of the con-
stitutionality of this measure, he 'has been faithful to the Congtitution
by allowing Congress to"legislate' rather. than, usurping the power to
hunself. /



It is a sad commentary that anyone should seriously advocate that
the separation of powers arid the integrity of oingress be sacriied
merely to avoid controversy. '

Tite IV proposes a Federal housing law which oiuld deprive th
American people of their right to sol, lease or rent their property' '
wh6m they choose; it could prevent landowners from refusing to
negotiate for the sale of their property; aqd it could subject li -
owners to the harassment of lawsuits with unprecedented 'Federa
civil sanctions in cases where they refuse to convey or negotiate the
conveyance of their property for reasons which' culd be cons tied
to be based on racial discrinmnation.
,This entire title is, in my judgment, clearly beyond the authority

of Congress-under either the commerce clause or the 14th aiiend-
ment. Further, the section violates the freedom of association,
implicit in the first amendment, property ights, explicit in the fifth
amendment; and partially, the right to privacy within the peniumbrai
of the Bill of Rights.

It is obvious that real property does not move in the channels of
interstate commerce. Yet, the Attorney General has stated that the
power granted to Congress by the coimnierce clause allowsit' to regulate
all housing. The proponents suggest that these few words from the
Constitution enable such regulation-"Congress shall have the power
to regulate commerce with foreign Nations, and among the several
States, and with the Indian Tribes." But 'the very attribute of real
property which distinguishes it from all other propert'exchlides it
from interstate commerce-its immovability. A house may be bought
and sold, but with the exception of' the house trailer and in the abseice
of acts of God, it never crosses a' State line. I fail to see how we
can rely upon tornadoes and hurricanes as channels of interstate
commerce; and the Attorney General has not limited this bill to the
sale and rental of mobile homes.

The very tenuous and erroneous suggestion is made that the
materials and furnishings which make up any physical structure bring
the whole into interstate, commerce. Congress can, of .course, regulate
the materials and furnishings as they move in thechannels of inter-
state commerce but in this instance the flow has stopped. The ma-
terials have, by legal definition, assumed the character of reality.

An example or two will illustrate the absurdity of the Attorney
General's contention.

Suppose a doctor decides to volunteer for civilian service in Viet-
nam for a year. While he is there his family goes to live with his wife's
mother and he rents his house to a colleague who he knows will care
for the property. Where is the interstate commerce? And where is
there any proper national policy which says he should riot rent to
whom he pleases?

Suppose a widow, whose only income consists of social security pay-
ments, wishes to supplement that income. She rents a room in her
home to one of her own race. Where is the interstate commerce?
And where is her right to freedom of association, her right to privacy-
indeed, her personal right even to be prejudiced?

Suppose a man who owns the house -and lot next door to his home
sells it to a friend? Wh6re is the interstate commerce? And why
should the Federal Government care?
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Pi lie 'n.er Oif a home for retired Methodist iiisters re-
fused to negotiate with a rtiredIptit rjiinister for the riital of an
apartientl ? r Where is the interstate commerce? Ard, a'r way,
wh4t biusine is it of ouis?
S 0t the :oQped legislation woidd subject each transactions to Fed-

erta ontro in the name of regulating interstate commerce. Those
wlib ag(ue ti, t this control can be based on the commerce claugi
night 'o well to give careful thought to the consequences if theit
position id accepted.

It is elementary that this Natidn was fouided and has bec6mi
great unon the proposition that the powers of governihit are derived

fro6i the governed, and that liberty is direct depenideit ipon the
degree to which the individual is able to remain'free from govern-
nental 'oitrol., A corollary to this idea is the restraint on govern-

nmental power embodied in the Federal system according to which th6
National Govenment has only those powers granted to it.

This proposition is written into our Constitution.
If it can be successfully maintained that this housing proposal is

constitutionally permissible under the commerce clause, then there
is no conceivable limit to the power of the Federal Government, except

for those matters expressly forbidden. The Attorney General's
interpretation of the limits of the commerce clause power is supported
by references to "the interpenetrations of modern society." But the
constitutional fallacy of such scholastic reasoning as a basis for
extending Federal power was long ago recognized by Justice Frank-
furter in Polish Airance v. Labor Board:

The interpenetrations of modern society have not wiped out State lines. It
is not for us to make inroads upon our Federal system either by indifference to Its
maintenance or excessive regard for the unifying forces of modern technology.
Scholastic reasoning may prove that no activity is isolated within the boundaries
of a single state, but that cannot justify absorption of legislative power by the
United States over every activity (322 U.S. 643, 650 (1944)).

I challenge the Attorney General to mention any area of human
activity not subject to Federal legislation under his interpretation of
the commerce clause. We should appreciate that- "federalism" is
not a meaningless platitude nor an outmoded cliche. It is not merely
a happy accident of history; not merely a convenient tool of govern-
ment. Rather, it is the foundation of our Government. The ad-
ministration's interpretation of the clause destroys this foundation.
And today it is threatened by an interpretation of one constitutional
clause concerning interstate commerce by which the Federal Govern-
ment could ultimately control every activity of every American from
the time he isborn till the tim6 he "shuffles off this mortal coil"

The 14th amendment is also relied upon in the effort to support the
constitutionality of this title. This argument, however, is so ridic-
ulous, so absolutely unsupportable by the language of the amendment,
that I have yet to hear someone seriously defend it. Until some
attempt at documentation is made, I see no reason to waste the sub-
committee's time discussing it.

But even if we accept the Attorney General's suggestion that the
commerce clause or the 14th amendment may be relied upon, we still
must consider specific constitutional prohibitions on our. legislative
power.

Much has been said recently concerning "human rights" as opposed
to "property 'rights." This is nonsense. Property has no rights,



only attributes. The right to property, is a human right a 1oivi
right--a right expressly protected by .thle (istiuti.n., It ,is on of
the basic rights of a free people. Converse e failure Ito pIrotet the
human right to propertyiis a. typical charAderistic of to itarian
states along with, the deiial of freedom of speech, res, and religion

The basic human right not be be deprived 'of libertyj r property
without due process of law-the only right expressly mentioned, in
both the 14th amendment and the Bill f Rights-would be ~:crificed
by this title to a new so-called right of open occupancy

Furthermore, there are other human rights and freedoms itected
from governmental iii erference which ae placed in jeopardy by this
legislation. Among those are the right t6o fred om of association,
recognized in the case of NAACP v. Alabanma (357 U.S. 449 (1958)),
and the right to privacy recognized in the case of GHiwold v. Col-
netiNut (381 U.S. 479 (1965)). As. Justice Dboiglas said in Vriswold
at page 484: ,,

The foregoing pases suggest that speofflo guarantees in the iil of Rights have
penumbras, formed by emanations from those guarantees that help'give them
life and substance. ..

The right of association contihed in the penumbra of the First Amendment
is one, as we have seen. TheThird Amendment in its prohibition against thb
quartering of soldiers "in any housq, in. time of peace 'withoutithe consent of. the
owner is another facet of that, privacy. The Fourth Amendment explicitl
affirms the "right of the people to be secure' iti their persons houses, papers, td
effects, against unreasonable searches and' seizures." Th Fifth Amendment in
its Self-Incrimination Clause enables the citizen to create a: zone of privacy which
Government may not force him to surrender to, his .detriment. The Ninth
Amendment provides: "The enumeration in the Constitution, of certain rights,
shall not be construed to deny or disparage others retained by the ieoplel"

and again at page 485:
Such a law cannot stand in light of the familiar principle, so often applied by

this Court, that 4 "governmental purpose ,to control or prevent activities constitu-
tionally subject to state regulation may, not be achieved by means, which sweep
unnecessarily broadly and thereby invade the area of proteted feedoms."

No one would contend that, congress may use the legislative power
conferred by section 5 of the 14ti amendment or by the commerce
clause in a way which would invade those liubrtiesspecifically guaran-
teed by: the first,section of the 14th amendment, or y the, 5th amend-
ment, or by the first 1l taken together. Iuman liberty requires the
maintenance of restraint upon governmental ,power.,,,Restraint i
hardest when thp, ,power, so ght is for noble, ends. .But power con-
ferred is not easily recaptured. History shows, that no one,can
guarantee that the ends of power will always be worthy, It may ,well
be said that a noble expediency is the fatal disease of human liberty.

.But noble as its purpose maybe, all evidence indicates that title IV
will be ineffective to accomplish its itt'ended goal. Although it will
disrupt the real estate trade, it will not integrate neighborhoods or
housing; although hundreds of homeowners will, be harassed by suits
incorporating unprecedented Federal tort claims, the broad policy
will be unenforceable. , :

The objective claimed for this title is adequate, and c integrated
housing for deprived minority groups. Twenty States, the Dstrict
of Columbia, Puerto Rico. the Virgin Islands, and some 26 municipal-
ities have fair-housing laws (although none with coverages as broad
as the one proposed here). Yet the largest slums and ghettos of
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which we hekr i"' iMich are in tates with fair-housing laws; and n
appreciable change in housing patterns ever followed their enactment,

Housing is still inadequat and substandard. At best, the only
ones who have benefited by these local laws, and the only ones who
would benefit by the proposed national law, are the wealthy and the
upper middle class.

On the day the bill wag introduced, I noted that "if enacted, I fear
that such'a law would bring false hope and frustration to those who
are deluded about its effect and purpose." Although we may agree
on little else, the National Committee Against; Discrimination in
Housing views the legislation in the same light. The committee calls
title IV-
totally inadequate to meet today's critical national problem of the explosive racial
ghetto . . . even if it could be strengthened . . . such a proposal at this stra-
tegic moment may raise false hope among the Negro masses which cannot possibly
be fulfilled by this proposal.

It is apparent that the American people and I are in agreement in
opposing forced housing legislation. It has been overwhelmingly
rejected. For instance, the people of the State of California, and of
the cities of Seattle, Tacoma, Akron, Omaha, Detroit, and Berkeley
have defeated decisively by referendum such proposals. It is extraor-
dinary that the Federal Government would impose on every American
what obviously the great majority do not want.

The extraordinary enforcement provisions of title IV deserve separ-
ate scrutiny from the desirability and constitutionality of the title,
for it is no understatement to say they amount to a revolution of the
American legal system.

Briefly, the title provides that an individual without payment of
fees, costs, or security, and without regard to the amount in contro-
versy, may have a court-appointed attorney bring a civil action.
The court, which can grant a permanent or temporary injunction, may
allow the plaintiff, if he prevails, attorneys fees, it may award him,
ip addition to actual damages and punitive damages of $500; other
damages on such vague grounds as. "humiliation" and "mental pain"
and mentall suffering" without limit as to amount.

The Attorney General may intervene in a private suit if he feels the
action is of "general public importance." Additionally, he can on
his own, institute suits when he believes a person is engaged in a
pattern or practices of "resistance" to the full enjoyment of any right
granted by the title.

These unique additions to Federal tort law are dangerous and unfair.
As far as I know this is the firstinstance, State or Federal, in which a
plaintiff is provided counsel by thyGovernment in a tort action case,
Why should counsel be provided here but not for an individual who is
struck down by an automobile or train? More to the point, why
should we not also guarantee counsel to the defendant homeowner
or landlord?

Further, there is presently no other Federal law specifically allowing
damages for such nebulous injuries as "humiliation" or "mental
suffering." Nor do any of the more than 20 State and territorial
antidiscrimination housing laws- authorize such damages. I am
thoroughly opposed t6 such actions, but if they are to be sanctioned
by Congress, then let the homeowners counterclaim on the same basis.



In any event,"if the plaintiff does notprevail, let the defendant home;
owner also collect attorney's fees and cost. .

In this connection, immediately pOridr to the introduction of:this
measure,' I introduced, at the request of 'the Justice; Department
several bills intended t provide equality and eliminate discrimination
in civil suits between the United :States And private individuals
These bills provide among other things that 'no attorney's fees be
allowed, but that the loser in any case bear the costs. Even before
these measures are passed, the administration seems to be forsakinig
the policy of equal justice embodied in those bills.

The enforcement provisions which we are expected, to pass illiusi
trates the bias inherent in the bill-bias against homeowners who must
bear not only the cost but also an overwhelming burden of proof in a
case where his opponent may be not only an individual plaintiff, but
also the U.S. Department of Justice. :

Equitable relief for alleged discrimination is authorized in every
negotiation or transaction concerning real property. The end result
will be that mortgage lenders, grantors, and grantees will be in a
constant quandary regarding finality of any sale or loan.

The provisions constitute an invitation to unwarranted harassment
by unjustified lawsuits each time an owner sells or rents his property.

In 1964, Congress established a conciliation commission known as
the Community Relations Service whose purpose was to solve civil
rights disputes by mediation rather than by litigation or demon-
stration.

Earlier this year, over my vigorous objection, this agency was
transferred from the neutral aegis of the Commerce Department to
the national prosecutor, the Justice Department.

One of the objections to transfer was that the administration has
become impatient with conciliation and was forsaking that tool for
settling disputes for quicker if more abrasive methods.' Although
this was denied by the administration then, by implication they con-
firm it now. Although every State law contains some procedure for
conciliation, and although the Justice Department now has over 100
employees hired to perform this function n its Community Relations
Service, nowhere in the title is conciliation mentioned as a means of
enforcement.

In spite of all its unique enforcement methods, the piirpose of the
title cannot be achieved any more than alcohol was destroyed by the
Volstead Act.' In the final analysis, there is no way a free country
boasting a free economy can tell its citizens to whom, when, or for
how much they may sell their houses. Yet the precedents it would
create are dangerous and-just as with prohibition-trade will be in
turmoil and the purpose left unaccomplished.

Taken in its entirety, title IV can only result in one of, two things:
If its purpose is accomplished, then basic rights of property and
freedom of choice are extinguished; if I am correct and the title fails
in its purpose, then we have enacted a stupid law which can only bring
frustration and ill will.

TITLE V

In many ways title" V/is a sad provision--sad and bad. It is sad
because its submission to us was suggested by the commission of a few
unconscionable crimes and bad because it is the product of the gra-
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tuitous and mistaken advisory opinionof several ofbhe Justices of.the
Supreme Court in United.States'v. st. '

,,heo advisory opiio of whici I speak. w contained in the con-
curring opinions, to;the effect that State action is no longer a necessary
element m acts; of. Conjgess designed to implement, the 14th amend-
ment. This is absolutely contrary to the legislative history.of the
amendi nt); the ;clear language of the. amendment, iand 'scores of
cases froi-the civil rights cases in, 883ito Brady v., Mqryland (373
U.S. 82, 92; (1963)) interpreting the amendment. No. amount of
intellectual sophistry; no amount of torturing of, the language' of the
14th, amendment ,can changer the fact that a prosecution brought
pursuant to its:mandate requires the element Of State action or action
taken under, color of lawi. . , : .

-Indeed, tie' title, as now worded .may violate the first, amendment
provision for freedom of speech insofar as it prohibits undefined action
such,as "intimidation," interferencee" and "'attempts to:interfere."
It-also maybe unconstitutionally vague in violation of due process.

Further, from a standpoint of policy-rand apart from its consti-
tutional problems and poor drafting-renactment; of title V would be
dangerous and illiberal If Congress can make it a Federal crime for
an individual, to "interfere" with. another's "right" to rent a house
or to be served in a ,place of accommodation, the Congress can make
it a Federal crime to interfere with the right to walk the streets
without being:robbed or the right to be protected in conducting a
private business.

Title V :would serve a. 'a precedent for making any State crime a
Federal crime and would require a Federalpolice force-the opening
wedge of a police state. . ..
, It, would seem toa me that if Federal jury antidiscrimination laws

were enforced, therewould be no, need for title V. At this point we
have :ample evidence that convictions can be obtained, in Federal
courts, and it seems to me that.sections 241 and 242 of; title 18 con-
stitute an adequate remedy. The constitutionality Of these statutes
have been adjudicated! and Upheld.; Indeed, within, hours of. the
decisions, in the ,uest. case, it ;wasi reported that ,new. arrests were
made. by .the FBI.) _.All- that is needed are; provisions for increased
penalties for 241 and 242 if death or bodily harm result from their
violation.. Certainly; in a ,hypothetical case, if: f sheriff charged
with enforcing <the law were to murder an individual on account of
the victim's:race or color he should, receive life imprisonment.

Assuming, however, that the"'Justice Department continues to
prefer to ,request new laws rather than to enforce, present ones, it
should respond to that request in he only way consistent with our
form of government; by constitutional amendment.

Beyond that, the principle of federalism and the protection of indi-
vidual rights, demand that we consider very carefully more extreme
legislative measures. .: : -

, : ' /:.,CONCLUSION : ' .

Current HEW policies requiring assignment 6f school desks and
hospital beds according to race, the identification of jurors according
to race, and religion, the use of minority group; status questionnaire
by which all Federal employees are to be designated according to race
and ancestry, the proposal of Secretary Wirtz' that all private busi-



nesses dealing with the Federta' Gdve nimeht' lasify thet employees
according to. race--all these tiitoytio s o tiPttli ~ pR
scriptions and commonsense. $uch requirements ,ll lead to every
American being officially identified according to his race, creed or
national origin. This "can onlybri ig iivisi fie' to tI ur ',eile.
These.are hot the proper policies of agoerhtme t, E 'clr iu
to be colorblind. , ,A

Again, I emphasize what I said when this bill we introduced. ,With
the exception of the title concerning Federal j~uy selection, S. 3206 6i
in line with the recent succession of civil rights- proposals, each xmbo
drastic than the one before, each more threatening to the rights of
individuals, each more destructive of the rights of States. I' stly
fear we' my be witnessing the twilight of federalism. Tht it0
more and more are resembling the "cohquered pro~ nces" to wich
Justice Black alluded in his partial dissent in the recent voting rights
case, and the "meaningless zeroes" to which Justice Frankfurter
alluded earlier. If Congress enacts this bill as presefitly drafted, if it
capitulates again to the political pressure of unpeaceful demonstra-
tions and to misplaced righteous indignation, we will be sharing in
the demise of the Constitution.'

It is imperative that Congress rise above both the pressure of
demonstrators and the emotions aroused by extrepis on both Bide
and defeat any proposal which; would. extinguish the freedom of the
individual and the identity of the States.; As members of this sub-
committee, we will, I trust, assume. bur obligation to the coiintry and
to the Cooitittiifoni by deciding for ourselves what is correct a,4,what
is constitutional.

Our duty here' is to determine how to protect the rights of all
Americans of all races and all generations without extingishinrg other
precious rights. Our duty is to implement the Constituition wihout
perverting it. , . ,

These obligations, I hope, will remain paramount in, the minds of
both the'memberp and the witnesses as the hearings progress.

I felt it was, ingumbet, upon me to express, my lvews at; length
because I consider these hills to be the most drasticassault upon the
freedom of 190 million Americans as individuals,' and also the inost
drastic assault upon the principle of federalism oth ihiih our Conbtitu-
tion and system 6of government rest.

I appreciate the indulgence of the members. of the subcommittee,
and at this time would like to give Senator Kennedy, the ranking
member present, an opportuiiity to preseiit his sta emeint.

Senator'KENNEDY. Think you, Mr.' 0harnan' ' 'ha hort
statement. which I should like to read at ;this time. : .

STATEMENT OF HON. EDWARD M.; KENNEDY, AiU.Sj SENATOR FROM
' THE STATE OF' MA8ACIUSETTS :

Mr. Chairman, I have studied very carefully the Adinistration's proposed
Civil Rights Act of 1966,: S 3296, is well. as the six other related bills which are
before this Subdoinmittee . I. have alsd gone ovek the transcripts of th6'testimtony
takefi onthes6' bills in the House Judiciary 'Coinmittee. In my, judgment.this
legislatiois vitallyineeded, and'needed now., !Ihave no doubtsas to:its consti-
tutionality.: :I am/;therefore) proud ito:be a co-sponsor., . .* : h.) .:i

Despite the progress we have made as a result of the reforms institutedunder
the Civil Rights Act of 1964; and the Voting Rights Act of 1965, much'still remains
to be done befdreithe, Ainerican Negro can laim his rights of.fullicitizenshipi:, ,
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We, o asa nation, p:nnot realize, ur national goal of justice and equal oppor-
tunity for all Americans so i qg a crimes of racial violence continue to go unpun-
ished; Negroes continue to'be excluded from service on state and federal juries;
public school# continue to be rocilly, segregated; and Negro Americans continue
to be denied the, opportunity for equal access, to good housing.

'The, Administration bill is aimed at ending these injustices. It represents still
another step in what must be, because of a century of neglect and injustice, a
concerted national effort to make justice' and equal opportunity a reality for all
Americans.,
' ifnparticular, I wouldlike, at 'the outset, to express my support for Title IV of

the Administration bill, which seeks as a matter of national policy to remove racial
and religious 'discrimination as a barrier to obtain housing. As long as the Negro
American remain isolated from other Americans and denied equal access to good
housing, he will continue to live in segregation, forced to pay a higher price for
the limited inferior housing to which he does have access. His children will
continue to go to segregated schools of inferior quality, and his family will continue
to experience segregation in most other aspects of their daily lives, cut off from the
society that surrounds them.

Ending discrimination in housing does not mean giving special advantages
to minority groups. It does mean that the American Negro and other minority
groups will have the same right and opportunity that all other Americans now
possess to live.where they choose. Most Americans do not consider this a revo-
lutionary right. But is should be basic and fundamental to all Americans.

Although I believe the objectives of this bill are laudable and can be simply
stated, we all must recognize that there is ample room for disagreement regarding
the most desirable manner of implementing these objectives. This is evidenced
by the differences among the various bills before us, all ostensibly designed to
realize the same objectives.

For my part, there are a number of matters unresolved in my own mind, in
which I am particularly interested.

1. In the area of federal jury reform:
(a) whether the use of voting lists supplemented by names supplied by

Judicial Councils is a better approach than the use of random sampling
techniques;

(b) whether the prosecution in a criminal case should be given the right to
challenge the manner in which his jury is selected, and the Attorney General
given the right to intervene.

2. In the area of state jury reform:
(a) whether, given the difficult burden of proving state jury exclusion

it would not be wise to provide an "automatic trigger ' procedure, as we did
in the Voting Rights Act, in order to shift the burden of showing non-dis-

t crimination to the State.
(b) whether States ought to be required to record race color, religion, sex

and national origin whenever a prospective juror is called to demonstrate
his qualifications for jury service.

3. In the area of housing:
(a) whether, given our lack of success with the individual law suit approach

in voting rights it is wise to rely exclusively on that approach in housing.
(b) whether Title IV should provide an administrative remedy as well as a

judicial one?
(c) whether the exemption in Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act which

excludes contracts of insurance and guarantee from the cut-off provisions
of that Title should be eliminated?

4. In the area of expanding federal jurisdiction over racial violence:,,
(a) whether the 42 USC 1983 should be amended to permit suits by private

persons for injunctive. relief against persons seeking to interfere with the
rights set out in Title V, and to make local governments that employ officials
who deprive people of such rights jointly liable with those officials for injuries
caused by such misconduct? ,

(b) whether persons injured as a result of violations of rights covered in
Title V should be given a right to sue fordamages in federal district court?

I am therefore looking forward to the testimony we shall 'hear in the days ahead,
on these and many other questions, in order that the bill ultimately reported by
this Subcommittee reflects fhe best possible legislation we can devise to achieve
the stated goals of these proposals. .

I would also:like to take this opportunity to commend the President and the
Administration for the courage and dedication displayed in this legislation.

/



Senator ERVIN. Thqnk. you Senator Kennedy.,, The record will
include at this point, immediately following the statement po Senator
Kennedy, the statement of Senator Scott, a member of the full
Judiciary Committee. The subcommittee is delighted to have
Senator Scott join in the deliberations surrounding 'this far-reaching
bill.

(The statement of Senator Scott follows:)

STATEMENT BY U.S. SENATOR HUGH SCOTT OF THE STATE OF PENNSYtVANALt

Mr. Chairman, as a co-sponsor, I am grateful for this opportunity to express
my views on S. 3296, the proposed Civil Rights Act of 1966. This legislation is
clearly necessary despite the progress resulting from four Congressional enact-
ments within the past decade because of the failure of certain States and localities
to provide for the fair and impartial administration of justice. Recent tragic
events in these areas and the failure to bring those responsible for them to justice
testify to the need for the first two titles of this bill.

At the outset, let me make clear my feeling that the President was unwise in
deciding to ask for the fair housing law embodied in Title IV of the bill. I, of
course, strongly favor the objective of Title IV for it is my deeply held conviction
that every individual should have the opportunity to seek housing accommoda-
tions for himself and his family wherever he chooses to locate himself subject only.
to his financial capacity and his personal tastes. In my opinion, however, Federal
legislation is unnecessary to secure this opportunity.

In enacting the Housing Act of 1949, Congress proclaimed as the fountainhead
of our national housing policy the objective of "a decent home and a suitable living
environment for every American family." The President of the United States
is responsible for implementing that policy through the department administering
that Act as amended and the agencies supervising the banks and lending institu-
tions which finance most of this Nation's housing. Accordingly, I have felt that
the President has ample executive authority to take steps designed to insure that
equal access to housing is a fact and not a goal. For this reason, I repeatedly
called upon the late President Kennedy to issue an executive order barring dis-
crimination in all Federally assisted housing.

President Kennedy did issue such an order in November 1962, but its scope is
so limited as to render it ineffectual. As the Civil Rights Commission pointed out
in its 1961 report, mortgage lending institutions are "a major factor in the denial
of equal housing opportunity." They, however are not affectOd by the Presi-
dent's 1962 executive order which covers only FHA and VA-injured mortgages.
On several occasions since its issuance, I have urged extension of this executive
order to include conventional mortgage activities of Federally assisted lenders.
My most recent plea in this regard was made last December when I deplored
reports that the Attorney General was recommending the legislative route to
bring about an end to housing discrimination.

I have preferred the stroke of the President's pen as the means of achieving the
intended result of Title IV for four reasons. First, it is a way of achieving the
end in mind quickly without the highly charged controversy that is presently
swirling around Title IV. By tossing the fair housing ball into the legislative
court, the President has risked the danger of setting back the cause of fair housing
because if Title IV is eliminated or crippled such action will weaken the moral
basis for a subsequent decision to extend the November 1962 executive order
against discrimination in housing. Indeed, the controversy over Title IV jeopar-
dizes the chances to enact the remainder of S. 3296 this year.

Second, more than 80 percent of the Nation's housing supply can be reached by
a broadened executive order, and the remaining 20 percent would soon follow suit.

Third, by employing his existing monetary and regulatory sanctions instead of
the court sanction proposed in sections 406 and 407 f fS. 3296, the President could
achieve the result contemplated in Title IV without burdening the courts and
without requiring them to formulate new standards defining discrimination.,

Finally a broadened executive order would avoid putting all the pressure on the
individual homeowner as S. 3296 does. Rather, the pressure under a system
instituted by executive order would be upon banks and brokers, the parties most
in need of regulation and the 6iles most likely to comply and thereby influence
their clients to comply. :.

Although he had the option to extend the November 1962 executive order,
President Johnson instead presented us with the faith accompli of Title IV. Con-



gress' tak now is t amezid 'itle iVm t ieetle gitimate objections which have been
raised against it as Well as to blunt the highly strident opposition applying the
niasnomer "forced housing" .to Title IV. Here let me offer three alternative
s eggestions for the Suboommittee's consideration.

Srst, Title IV might be more workable if in the first instance it were.to rely
on administrative" procedures instead of on the courts as presently provided.
Is the court procedure proposed therein not too blunt to be really effective?
Does it not minimize the opportunity for cooperation and compromise? Why
put this kind of new burden on the courts which will have to develop new standards
out of whole cloth? In raising these questions I am trying to.suggest the advis-
ability of providing machinery for mediation and conciliation as a way of settling
some of the problems encountered in the area of housing discrimination. These
problems must be decided equitably, and' discrimination ended. Here, the Sub-
committee may well want to give serious consideration to Amendment' No. 578
proposed by my able and distinguished colleague from New York, Senator Javits,
which authorizes the creation of an Equal Housing Opportunity Commission.

Another alternative for the Subcommittee's consideration would be broadening
the scope of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Title VI, which prohibits
discrimination under any program or activity, receiving Federal assistance ex-
plicitly excludes from its coverage a "contract of insurance or guaranty." Dele-
tion of the language just quoted would, I believe, do by legislation what a broad-
ened executive order would do if it were extended to include all conventional
mortgage activities of Federally assisted lenders.

Finally, the Subcommittee might want to consider limiting the application of
Title IV in the following manner: 1) by conforming to the most advanced State
laws and 2) by excluding from its coverage the homeowner who sells to a member
of his immediate family or to one who has been an employee for a reasonable
term of years.

STurning to the other titles of the bill, I am concerned about the failu,~ < f Title I
to grant to'the prosecutor in a Federal criminal case a right co-extensive with that
of the defendant to object to a jury selection process which is in violation with
section 101. To remedy this defect, I:commend to the Subcommittee's attention
Amendment' No. 581 introduced by Senator Javits.

Title II is unclear as 'to 'what remedy is available to defendants tried before
juries in State courts from which Negroes have been excluded because of their race.
Whereas Title I provides for the challenge of jury selection procedures'by crinimal
defendants and civil litigants, Title II is curiously non-parallel, and it does not,
as does Title I, explicitly authorize staying the proceeding. Beyond granting
power to the Attorney General to sue in the appropriate Federal district court
for preventive relief in cases where racial discrimination in State jury selection
is belevied to occur, Title II.becomes vague as to what relief can be granted.
IAnguage similar to that in section 101 should be included to permit the Federal
court to stay the proceedings of the Stato' court pending the selection of a jury
that conforms with the prohibition in section 201.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, I earnestly hope that the Subcommittee will approve
a meaningful bill that will effectively fill 'the gaps still remaining in existing
civil rights statutes.'

Senatior KENNEDY. Will 'the Senator from New York yield for just
one question on his statement?

Senator JAVITS. Mr. Chairman, rmay I just say to Senator Kennedy-
do we have'permission'to, sit after'12 o'clock?

Senator HIu SKA. Throblgh the morning hour.
Senator JAVITS. I yield, ,
Senator KENNEDY. Just '1 minute. I would like to ask the chair-

man where in he top of fage,4 f'his statement When he was talking
4bput the CHif Justie of the Tnit~d States, he said:

His recent Warnings that, the'balance of federalism is being threatened by pro-
posed legislation on state' juties<gives:me great hope that the Senate will look
closely and critically at the need and propriety of such legislation.

SThe.,Chairman is nbt suggesting thag:the' Chief Justice i usmg
the words "proposed legislation," was commenting on the legislation
ihjch .ti admiiitration has piit farvard, is he?
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Senator ERVIN. I am unable to answer the questiohi as td' fit the
Chief Justice was .referring. I read the statement attribut d-: to
him in which he said in substance-I do not undertake to quote his
exact words-that some of the bills now pending before Congrss
threatened serious injury to the principle of federalism.

Senator KENNEDY. The opinion of the Chief Justice is certainly a
matter of great import. . I think it is important to'have included iii the
record the Chief Justice's statement as it refers to this question.
The newspaper report in the New York Times, which was reported
by Mr. Graham, gves a number of the comments made by the Chief
Justice where the Chief Justice departed froin his text. In the news
report itself, it says, "Observers assumed that the Chief Justice was not
referring to the jury provision of the administration's proposed civil
rights bill of 1966." And it then continues on.

Senator ERVIN. It says "assumed."
Senator KENNEDY. Exactly. What I am suggesting is 'that we

ought to have included in the record the complete statement, to get
accurately his comments on that provision-

Senator JAvITS. Is the text available, may I ask?
(The text of the Chief Justice's address appears at p. 201.)
Senator ERVIN. I do not profess to be authorized to state what the

Chief Justice said or what he meant, but I would inform the Senator
that any documents he may want to put in the record relating to.this
speech will certainly, as far as I am concerned, be included in , the
record and I also inform the Senator that we have requested the Ameri-
can Law Institute to furnish us with the official reporter's transcript
of the speech so it can be included in the record.

Senator KENNEDY. And then in the-
Senator ERVIN. .I was just endorsing the Chief Justi e ' concern

about the Federal-State relationships. h
Senator KENNEDY. The other insertion I would like in the record

is the quote of the Vice President of the United States in' reference
to the 1964 bill. I feel that perhaps the Vice President's views 'at
that particular time, as well as currently, might be misunderstood
from a quote later taken out of context. I would hope, Mr. Chairman,
that at a later time that we could include the contents of the language
of the Vice President prior to that particular quote' ihd offer pp -
priate quotes which might accurately reflect his opinion.

Senator ERVIN. I will be glad to put in the record anything the
Senator from Massachusetts desires on any of these points or on any
other point. I certainly do not want the Vice President to be' lis-
interpreted or misquoted. This material will be placed in, the appen-
dix.

Senator KENNEDY. I appreciate that. r
Senator JAvirTS. I thank my colleague. Mr. Chaithman, it the sa§ii

vein, I ask unanimous consent to include in the record the total state-
ment of the national. committee against discrimination on housing
referred to at page 19 of, the chairman's opening statement. I wish
to point out that: it was my understanding that 'they iv'eF e protesting
against the ,weakness of the legislatio n in making thi stateem~e " on
title IV with regard to discrimination in housing, whereas the Chair
indicated; at least implied that they were sustaining the Views that
this leislati6n' wa ilhiadvisAble. I'do not thiiik theyo v'ild vant to
be subjected 'to that' interpretation. ' ' : d

Senator ERVIN. That may be included at this point.
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(TIe statement follows:)

NCDH' POITI'N REGARDING PROPOSED FEDERAL ANTIDICRIMIrNATION HOUSING
S ' ' LEGISLATION, APRIL 28, 1966

(Statement by the n a tionall Committee Against Discrimination in,'Husing
(NCDH))

The proposed, Federal Antidiscrimination Housing Act is totally inadequate to
meet today's critical national problem of the explosive racial ghetto. Twenty-
five years agd, such an act'by Congress might have established the posture of the
National Government' as opposed to racial discrimination and prevented the use
of FHA and VA guarantees, resources of the Home Loan Bank Board, savings
and loan associations, and other federally guaranteed lending institutions from
creating the massive lily-white suburban rings surrounding and constricting and
swelling our tension-filled, inner-core black ghettoes. This proposal is too little
and too late to effect the affirmative and immediate step required.

Congressional action in 1866, as stated in section 1982 of title 42 of the United
States Code established 100 years ago that a Negro shall have the uame real
property rights as white citizens. Neither President nor Congress has seen fit to
enforce these rights; instead, the Congress has abdicated its control of vast billions
of dollars in housing appropriations since the 1930's to the will of the executive
department and the whim of the real estate and mortgage lending industries.
They have been allowed, with Federal sanction and Federal support, to follow
the custom of the marketplace to restrict the housing choices of Negroes and
other minorities and segregate them in multiplying and expanding ethnic ghettoes
in growing urban communities over the country.

,The proposed bill, even if it could be strengthened and ultimately passed after
.-o6ng and divisive debate, could not alone have appreciable effect on the acceler-
ating racial tensions created by a ghetto way of life. In fact, such a proposal at
this strategic moment may raise false hope among the Negro masses which can-
not possibly be fulfilled by this proposal. With or without this additional legis-
lation, the key to today's racial problems in housing lies right now in the hands of
the President and his executive department, including the recently established
and powerful Department of Housing and Urban Development;

The President has not been reluctant to use his executive powers in other areas
to bring about needed reforms. Under title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, for
example, he has alternately tightened and then loosened the purse strings under
executive control in order to effect desegregation of schools, health and other
facilities, in North and South alike, wherever Federal funds or powers are directly
or, indirectly involved.

It now remains for him to make comparable use of executive control of the vast
Federal funds, credits and powers available for the planning, development, and
marketing of housing accommodations, utilities and facilities in projects, neighbor-
hoods and large parts of entire communities. Every day these funds are being
used more to segregate Negroes than to include them. The President has the
power now to require the use of these funds and powers to bring about dispersion
aid inclusion, rather than segregation and exclusion. He must exercise this
choice every day, whether or not he ultimately achieves national antidiscrimina-
tion housing legislation with adequate enforcement machinery.

, Furthermore, he now has before Congess vast and sweeping housing legislation
to reshape urban communities. Unless te President directs the control and use
of funds and powers, these new programs will surely accentuate the ghetto prob-
lems of a Watts or a Harlem long before the limited effect of any national anti-
discrimination law could be applied. In 'that event, the National Committee
Against Discrimination in Housing could not support the adoption pf any'current
or new national housing programs until the President moves to exercise affirma-
tively the great powers now in his hands.

NCDH has always favored the concept of insuring equal opportunity under
laws which provide machinery for effective enforcement. We do not oppose this
antidiscrimination legislation,,although at this juncture we believe it to be of little
moment. Until the President exercises to the fullest the pervasive Executive
powers already in his hands t6 bring Negroes back into the stream on national and
community life, he vill not hve redeemed -the pledge in his landmark address at
Howard University on June 4, 1965.

On that historic day in June 1965, President Lyndon B,. Johnson said: '
"But freedom is not enough. You do not wipe away the scars of centuries by

saying, 'now you are free. You can go where you want or do as you desire, and
/ ,
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choose the leaders you.please.' You doinot take 4 person who for years has been
hobbled by chains and liberate him, bring hini up to the starting line of the race
and then say, 'You can compete' with all the otherh' nd still justly believe that
you have been completely fair. Thus, it is not enough just to open the gates of
opportunity. All our citizens must have the'ability to walk through those gates."

We strongly and vigorously commend the President for having taken this
position. We now call-and while the .Congress works its will, shall continue to
call-upon President Lyndoi B. Johnson to give meaning to those works with
affiinative' Exe'cutive action to insure thas the Nation's housing and related
programs and resources are administered to provide true equality ofopportupity
for all Americans, and with the specific goal of,wiping out the ghetto way of life
which afflicts our whole society.

Senator JAVITS. Thank you..
Mr. Chairman, I believe I am in a rather unique position of

being the only member of the Senate who is either sponsor or co-
sponsor of all seven provisions before us today in bills heretofore
introduced in the Congress, and the numbers of those bills are S. 1497,
S. 1654, S. 2845, S. 2846, S. 2923, and S. 3170, and S. 3296.

Mr. Chairman, one measure concerning the protection of civil rights
workers and those attempting to exercise their rights is S. 2846, which
I introduced with others back in 1961 when the Civil Rights Com-
mission first recommended the change. An early jury bill which
Senators Case, Fong, and I introduced last January, S. 2845, was
the result of apparent failures of certain State courts in the South to
be effective in bringing justice to persons accused of civil rights
murders. S. 3170, which Senator Robert Kennedy and I introduced-
is primarily the product of the Civil Rights Committee of the Bar
Association of the State of New York, which has worked diligently
on the proposal for the transfer of certain cases from State to Federal
courts for a long time.

Mr. Chairman, while I do. have some comments on the adminis-
tration's bill which is before us, I wish to express at the outset that
any reservations which I have arise out of the disagreement on tactics
and out of my desire to have an even more effective bill. Certainly
I favor and have cosponsored the administration's bill even in its
present form.

Within this frame of reference, I wish to make the following
observations:

(1) I deeply regret the President's decision to send us fair housing
legislation as a congressional enactment, since I believe that putting the
matter before Congress jeopardizes the chances for the implementation
of this whole concept.

President Kennedy's 1963 housing order, while it has not yet been
enforced with sufficient vigor in my judgment, covers the housing inr
sured by the FHA and the VA, and I believe that this Executive order
of President Kennedy's, now 3 years old, should be extended to cover
all housing with mortgages held by FDIC banks and Federal Savings
and Loan Insurance Corporation savings and loan companies.

This simple move this stroke of the pen as President Kennedy
characterized it, could, if effectively enforced, end discrimination in
80 percent of the Nation's housing, and that is far more effective than
getting this matter embroiled in the legislative struggle which will
ensue, as is clearly indicated by the chairman's presentation already
made.

(2) Given legislation to end housing discrimination, I believe a
more effective method of enforcement could be provided through an
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administrative agency father than through the courts. Twelve years
after the Browv decision it seems naive to say that a right denied to
millions of Americans as'a class ,an only be secured tliroigh a case-
by-case journey through the couts. .

Congress has already reognized that this procedure is lengthy,
expensive, and unrealistic as a way, to desegregate schools. How
much greater these criticisms should be when applied to fair housing,
where, except in cases of pattern or practice each individual must go
to' court every time he is rebuffed by a landlord or real estate agent.
With the Chair's permission, I would like to yield to Senator Scott.

Senator SCOTT. Mr. Chairman.
Senator ERVIN. Yes, Senator Scott.'
Senator Soorr. If I may ask to make one statement before I have

to keep an important appointment, I simply want to say that I find
myself in much sympathy with the statement of the Senator from
New York. I am very much concerned about the fact that no ad-
ministrative order has been issued which could have bypassed this
longer and certainly more costly proceeding. I say this without
commenting as to my future disposition on this or other bills. The
Senator from New York in my opinion is on the right track. Thank
you.

Senator JAVITS. I thank my colleague from Pennsylvania for his
gracious intercession.

New York was one of the first States in the Union to have a fair
housing law. Many other States and cities have followed this pattern
by providing that administrative bodies shall receive and decide
complaints of housing discrimination and shall issue cease and desist
orders subject to court review. This is accomplished with speed and
without cost to the complainant. And the respondent, .of course,
retains his right to appeal the Commission's decision to the courts.
This procedure far more effective and realistic, should be incorporated
in the Federal bill. And I am today offering an amendment to do
exactly that.

(3) Title I of the bill provides for a uniform method of ury selection
in Federal courts. If this method is not complied with, the defendant,
or in civil cases either party is given the right to challenge compliance
and obtain a stay of proceedings until a jury is chosen according to
to law. This right, however, is not available to the prosecutor in
criminal cases in spite of the fact that this very bill has arisen because
of the alleged bias of defendant-oriented juries in civil rights crime
cases. . '

Two bills of which I amn the cosponsor S. 2845 and S. 2923 give the
prosecutor the right to file this motion, and I am today offering an
amendment to the pending administration bill to do that, too.

(4) The administration's bill contains no provision for the indemni-
fication of persons injured because they exercise or attempt to exercise
their constitutional rights. Many acts of violence and murder which
have occurred since the inception of the civil rights movement have
not only gone unpunished, but have loft families and injured parties
without any civil redros ag t inst the perpetrators, I am introducin
an amendment today creating a C(vil Rights Indomifcatlion Board,
an(d (Establlhing ~l'l trt fllud of $10 million to pay tholo c'llm.,is and to
allow sHbrogftlon, to 0 ctlons Ig inilt thoe Stat', municipality, or
indilvidl e)polcslble for the injury,
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S(5). Another u:of the smendmentas ,hbich. ,a I introducing today;
incorporates a, automatic, trigger pr vis nim the seIactipn of State
Junis, which also part oP the bil htroiuced, $ 2923. Th.is wiild
create aitmatic presumnptii: for F eti intevento where
certain evidence of diseramin atn on :te b nds of n e hr color exists.

If, for example, over a 2-year period jury srvirice by Negr'es fell
below a certain percentage of Negro population, an automatic pre-
sumption would be 'created that discrimination exists in jury selection,
and the Federal ourts would take 0v'b r. The analogy is to the'Voting
Rights'Act'of 1965.
S'inally, I am offering an amendment today proposing that the
language of S. 3170, the removal of cases from State to Federal cotirts
bill, be incporated as an additional title in the administrations bill.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, may I say no one has greater respect here
for the views of our chairman than I I countiny friendship with him
andniy respect for his judgment as very high, and I h6pe ih feels the
same 'way about me. And so I: Will take the liberty of stating what
I consider to be the necessary other pbirit of view. For a century the
Negroes of this country have been depressed :and deprived of justice
inmany areas of the country, and I do not'exclude my own. We are
guilty, too. I think it is high time that we repair this damage to'the
moral fabric of our country and to its law, and I believe the Constitu-
tion permits what -we are trying to do.

.Perhaps what we have written here is defective or inartistic in some
respects: We will find'a way.

,Mr. Chairman, I am resolved as one Senator at least; with every bit
of influence and power that I have, to see that we do find a way. The
job is not yet done, and I hope we can take another measurable step
in this legislation.

Thank you.
Senator ERVIN. I appreciate the remarks of. the Senator.from New

York. (I think it would have been a fine thing if New York had solved
all ,these problems and made itself a good example for the rest of the
countryto follow.

Senator JAvlTS. Mr. Chairman, I thihk we have set tiany good
examples in this field and in others, but we do not claim perfection.

Mr. AUTRY. Mr. Chairman, the first,' witness is the Honorable
Nicholas Ktatzenbach, Attorney General of the United States.

Senator EnviN. Mr. Attorney General, before you proceed I want
to express my regret that we have kept yoii here so long. The sub-
committee has received a tremendous amount of mail on this subject.
As of June 1, from States outside of North Carolina, we have received
2,100 letters, of which all except 24 oppose the bill. Three-quarters of
thesl letters come from areas outside of the South.
S From my own State of North Carolina, I have received 254 letters, of

which all except 3 are opposed to this bill. If the Department of
Justice would like to road these lottery, they certainly may.

TIhank you.

I ^ , , , .. . . ^ , . . ,
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STATEMENT OF HON. NICHOLAS deB. , KATZENBACH, ATTORNEY
GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES; ACCOMPANIED BY DAVID
SLAWSON, ATTORNEY 'ADVISER OFFICE OF LEfGAtl COUNSEL;
AND ALAN Z ARER, ATTORNEY, CttIL RIGHTS DIVISION, DE-
PARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Perhaps your own opposition,
Senator, has led some of the mail to be directed to you and you might
find the experience in the other body would be somewhat different as to
numbers and statistics.

Senator ERVIN. I might add that a great many Senators from other
areas of the country tell me their mail runs about the same.

'Senator HRUSKA. May I ask what the schedule of the subcommittee
is? The morning hour has terminated now. We have the bank
holding bill coming up. It is considered kind of important to a lot
of people, not only with reference to the instant situation, but what is
the schedule for the rest of the week, so we can sort of gage the time?

Senator ERVIN. I think we will probably make less progress if we
try to hold sessions too long. It should seem to me we might let the
Attorney General make his statement, and then we can postpone
examination until tomorrow.

Senator HRUSKA. The morning hour has concluded. I have no
objection to the meeting continuing beyond that time.

Senator ERVIN. I understand that you have made arrangements to
be here tomorrow.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I am available to this committee
in the morning, in the afternoon, in the evening and any hour it
wishes me, Mr. Chairman.

Senator ERVIN. It seems to me in this circumstance, it would be
well for you to make your statement and the members of the com-
mittee will forbear asking questions until you have completed.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I have quite a long statement
Mr. Chairman. I am willing to forego reading it all, if that would
expedite the consideration of the matter. It has sometimes been my
experience that the statement itself answers or anticipates questions
and that it is helpful to read it.

Senator ERVIN. Yes, I think so. I am sure you have given a
great deal of attention to the preparation of the statement and I
think the members of the subcommittee would be happy to have you
read the entire statement unless you prefer not to.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. No I am hapr r to do that, but
before I proceed, I wonder if I could address one question to the Chair.
There is a reference on page 12 of'your statement to a hospital in
North Carolina. If the facts are as you state, they are completely
contrary to the policies of HEW in this regard, since there are no such
requirements as the facts would indicate there, and I wonder whether
I could have the name of that hospital, because it seems to me that the
subcommittee might be interested in having the actual fatet with
respect to that hospital.

Senator ERVIN. Yes, I will be glad to supply you with the narmn of
the hospital. I would rather not do it publicly,

Attorney General KAT sNBACo,. Then perhaps I cIan at least' ll)bmit
the facts as we see them.

I. 4 ' "r ,
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SSenator ERVIN. I called the Department of' HEW a"id 'tey

Promised ime an answer abbut 4 weeks ago and I haie' thus far, iiiles
it has come since this hearing started, not heard from th:emi.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. My poin is that fere is no i6ich
rule or regulation, talking about a ratio between' hospital i6piilation
and population within the area. That does not exist. That is iit
the way the bill is being implemented. It has nothing to do ith it,
aid I wouldn't want to leave you, sir, with a false impression of'what
HEW was doing.

Senator ERVIN. I had the situation called tb my attention accobn-
panied by a letter which the hospital had received from"HEW.' The
substance of the report which was transmitted to me, aid 'which
included the letter from HEW was: That' HEW found'no disc6iiii-
nation, but that they had notice that the percentage of noiwliite
patients the hospital did not correspond with the percentage of
nonwhites residing in the community served by the hospital; which
would indicate that there was discrimination. There was a threat
to withhold funds'from the hospital unless the hospital investigated
the cause of this apparent discrimination and took positive action.
I transmitted it to the Department of Health, Education, afd Welfare
with the explanation of the hospital to the effect that there was in that
same community a heavily endowed hospital which had been estab-
lished some years ago for nonwhites. By reason of its heavy endow-
ment, the rates were much cheaper in that hospital than they were
in the hospital in question. It seems to me that that ought to have
been sufficient explanation, but I got a promise that I would even-
tually receive a reply, which I have not yet received. But I will
give you the name of the hospital.

Senator JAVITS. Could we all have a copy of your reply?
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes.
Mr. AUTRY. Mr. Attorney General, before you proceed, would you

identify, please, sir, for the record, your associates?
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes. I am accompanied by Mi~

Alan Marer on my right and by Mr. David Slawson on my left, both\
attorneys in the Department of Justice.

Mr. Chairman, I appear to urge enactment of S. 3296, the proposed
Civil Rights Act of 1966. This is a bill designed to accomplish a1

few, simple, clear objectives.
Titles I and II seek to end racial discrimination in our Federal and

State jury systems. There is nothing more fundamental to our legal
system than the right to have an impartial trial of the facts in every
criminal and civil case. There may be no more fundamental duty of
citizenship than to serve on juries when called.

Any invidious discrimination in the selection of jurors is incompati-
ble with these tenets.

Title III would provide the tools to complete the desegregation of
schools, which 12 years ago N as ordered carried out "with all deliberate
Hpeod.'

Title IV woul d end omp)ulHory residential segregation, a formidable
obstruction to progress toward human equality.

Title V would provide capacity to deal effectively with racial
violence. The title is a response to the number of killings end
assaults which have gone unpunished. .t
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Problems treated by this bill are deeply engraved on the national
consciousness and conscience. They are not undefined shadows on a
distant hori zn. To the common citizen, as much as to the constitui
tional expert they are apparent and present realities,

( 'This administration is committed to continue the national effort to
/ expunge the blight of human neglect and injustices as long s such

/ problems remain.
S,,Thi commitment was voiced by President Johnson only 5 days
\ ago when he pledged his.days and talents "to the pursuit of justice

and opportunity for.those so long denied them." 9
Mr. Chairman, before I turn to detailed 'warrants for each section

of the bill, I would like to comment on the labeling of title IV by
some of its opponents as ai "forced housing" proposal.

I fi~d this ironic. For forced housing is just what title IV is de-
signed to eliminate-forced housing through which walls of segregation
not only force Negroes to stay out of some residential areas but,
conversely, force them to remain in others.
STitl' IV would not force an owner to sell or rent his'home .

It would not force him to sell or rent to anyone who is financially
unsound or otherwise legitimately undesirable.

What it would do is assure that houses put up for sale or rent to
,the public are in fact for sale'or rent to the public.

What it would do is free the housing market of barriers built only
on encrusted bigotry-barriers which are often unwanted handicaps
not only for the Negro buyer but also for the white seller.

I submit that forced housing exists today.
,I suggest that all Americans truly opposed to forced housing unite

in support of title IV-just as all Americans dedicated to the finest
ideals of democracy should support the entire bill.

Let me now turn to a title-by-title review of the bill.

TITLES I AND iI: JURY REFORM

E/xclhsioti of any person from jury service in any court in this coun-
try on account of race, color, religion, national origin, sex, or' economic

Status is inconsistent with our principles.
Yet discrimination against potential jurors continues to infect our

system of justice.
There have been scores of cases involving such discrimination over

the past century. In recent years, there have been State court find-
ings of jury discrimination in Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia, Kentucky,
Louisiana, Mississippi, and North Carolina.

There have been more than 30 Supreme Court decisions relating to
jury discrimination in the States. ;'And in the past few monthss,
Federal courts have found that Negroes have been systematically
excluded from jury service in Lowndes and Macon Counties, Ala.

Such discrimination strikes a triple blow at Negro citizenship:
It deprives Negro defendants and litigants of fair trials;
It denies, in some places, Negroes and civil rights workers equal

protection of the laws by virtually insuring that juries will not
truly represent the interests of the entire community in securing
convictions of civil rights violators when warranted by the facts;

Finally, Huch discrimination denies to qualified Negro'es the
[ opportunity to participate in the operation of their government
in on oof the few direct ways open to the average citizen.

'" 4'-' *f; Cf"/ '9 j .rH Of Ci i -i~t ,yiX fX)T .hI ,.rnt . .y <<-, f .,. ,,,,, , ,;,.. ,.,



Nor"is the problem 6fd jry diriminatioii limited td 'thj eblusion
of' N.gifes. Wf6fiiM person from Ilw-incoie gro ps. ~i6s6ii' Jd
particular national "ri ns, aind others hatve sometime been excldddd
ioii jury service either by law or practice. !

Legal challenges to jut'r dis6rimination'shoild nbot have t"b: be I.h
exclusive cdrinern f individual criiiinal defendants or private' citizens.

Under 'preseit9 law,' the Federal Goverhm6kit may : hot initiate
action to eliminate jury discrimination in State courts. Title,:IX
of the Civil Rights Act' of 1964, authorizes the Departhmentei bf Jutiice
only to intervene in jury discrimination suits brought; 'by private
litigants under 42 U.S.C. 1983.

(Pur~harit to'"this authority, the Department recently has inter-
vened in six scbh stuits and participated as amicis curiae in five :'ther
recent jury discrimination' cases.) .:.

Substantial constraints often operate against the individiidfAhb
seeks to initiate action against jury discrimination.

One was pinpointed in the observation of the Coirt of Appieals f6'
th~ Fifti Circuit in a recent opinion (Whitus v. Balcom, 333 1. 2d
496, 1964):

We believe that we know what happens when a white attorney foi a Negro
defendant raises the exclusion issue in a county dominated by segregation patterns
and practices: both the defendant and his attorney will suffer from community
hostility.

,Moreovei, even if a criminal defendant or civil litigant' decides to
challenge jury discrimination, the records of jury selection-necessary
to prove the allegation-may not have been preserved by jury offi-
cials or, if retained, niay not be accessible to the complainant;

A somewhat different problem exists concerning jury selection in
the Federal courts. Varying selection systems are used' and the re-
sults in some cases can create the appearance of unfairness. At a
minimum they lack desirable uniformity in the opportunities for
service afforded to all segments of the community.

Of the varying methods now used to obtain source lists of names
in the Federal courts, the so-called key man system is the most
common. This system is used as the exclusive source of potential
jurors in over 40 Federal judicial districts. It relies on a selected
group of residents of the district-the key men-who are requested
by Federal jury officials to submit names of persons whom they believe
to be suitable for jury service.

Many of the persons selected for jury duty under this system are,
inevitably, from the same social groups as the key men.

A recent informal survey taken by the Department of Justice in
Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Texas, indi-
cates substantial unlerropresentation of Negroes on Federal jury lists
when compared with the percentage of adult Negroes residing in the
district.

FEDERAL JURIES

The basic purpose of title I is to insure that Federal jurors are
drawn from a broad cross section of the community.

It provides, first, that np person or class of persons shall be denied
the right to serve on Federal grand or petit juries because of race,
color, religion, sex, national origin, or economic status.

Second, it specifies voter registration rolls as the exclusive source
from which names of prospective jurors'are to be drawn.

J 4. -1 -41- V I so At f e ,r -1 A 'k, I -
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Third, it lays down definite requirements for the selection of
names from the voter rolls and details mandatory procedures for
each subsequent step in the juror-selection process.

Fourth, it provides a challenge mechanism for determining'whether
jury officials have followed the prescribed procedures.

Section 1864 requires the jury commission in each district to main-
tain a master jury wheel containing names from official voter registra-
tion lists.

These lists reflect a fair cross section of. he community in ,most
areas and the Voting Rights Act of 1965 provides the means to in-
sure within the near future that they will do so in all areas. ,

This section also provides; however, that where Negroes or other
groups. are not yet adequately represented on the voting rolls, the
judicial council of the circuit is to designate supplementary sources of
name for the master jury wheel.

Thus, what is designed to be a fair original standard is supple-
mented by the discretion of Federal appellate judges.

Those whose names are drawn from the wheel must fill out a juror
qualification form. Title I retains the qualifications prescribed by
present law, including the requirement that a juror must be literate-
but this requirement based solely on his ability to fill out the form.
Higher qualifications-in an effort to obtain "blue ribbon" juries-
would not be permissible.

The names of those found qualified then would be placed in a quali-
fied juror wheel to be drawn as needed for grand and petit jury panels.

Section 1867 establishes a special procedure in both criminal and
civil cases for determining whether there has' been compliance with
the selection procedures.

If the court determines that there has been a failure to comply,
it is required to dismiss the indictment or stay the proceedings pend-
ing the selection of a petit jury in conformity with this title.

STATE JURIES

Title II of the bill is designed to eliminate unconstitutional dis-
crimination in the selection of jurors in State courts. It contains
three basic provisions.

First, it prohibits discrimination in State jury selection processes
because of race, color, religion, national origin, sex or economic status.

Second, it authorizes the Attorney General to enforce the prohibition
by civil injunctive proceedings against State jury officials.

Third, it provides a discovery mechanism to facilitate determina-
tions of whether unlawful discrimination has occurred in the jury
selection process.

The terms of the prohibition on discrimination contained in'section
201 are identical to the corresponding section in title I governing
Federal juries. The effect of the prohibition of discrimination on
account of sex and economic status, however, would be somewhat
different.

Under title I, all Federal jurors would be selected at random from
the voter rolls. No exemptions, excuses, or exclusions based solely
on sex or economic status would be authorized.

Under title II, two types of State laws regulating jury service by
'women would be nullified:

8cJVrL, RPIIPfT~Tf



First,. those.- in Alabama, Mississippi, and South Carolina
- which totally exclude women from jury service;

SeCond, those in Florida, .,Louisiana, and New Hampsire
which exclude women unless they affirmatively volunteer for jury
service by taking steps-not required of men-to sign up for
jury service.

It would not nullify laws which exempt women from service only
if they affirmatively claim exemption, such as exist in a number of
States.

The ban on economic discrimination in title II would not outlaw
every State procedure which may have some incidental economic
impact.

State laws imposing direct ecoriomic qualifications for jury service
would be nullified by title II. State laws prescribing the tax rolls as
the exclusive source of names of jurors also would be nullified unless
the tax base is so broad as to include practically every adult in the
community.

Title II would authorize the Attorney General to institute a civil
action in Federal court for preventive relief against State jury officials
who violate the prohibition against discrimination. This provision
is similar to those in other civilrights legislation.

If in such a lawsuit (or in a similar lawsuit brought by private
persons under existing laws) the court makes a finding of discrimina-
tion, it would be authorized to grant effective relief. This would
include suspension of the use of objectionable qualifications and
procedures and, if necessary, the appointment of a master to operate
a State court jury system.

A Federal court in Alabama recently took the position that under
the present law it had the power to appoint a master for this purpose
and would do so should other remedies fail.

The third important provision of title II is the special discovery
procedure contained in section 204. This machinery, to be available
in addition to that afforded under the Federal rules or applicable
State law, would be set in motion whenever it is asserted in an ap-
propriate case that discrimination had occurred in the jury selection
process.

Local officials would be required to furnish information and records
about their jury.selection process to enable the court .to base its de-
cision on complete record of the questioned events;'

TITLE III: PUBLIC SCHOOLS AND PUBLIC FACILITIES

Considerable progress in the desegregation of public schools and
public facilities has been made since passage of the 1964 Civil Rights
Act. With regard to public schools, much of the progress is attribut-
able to title VI of that statute, which requires desegregation as a
condition of eligibility for Federal financial assistance.

But in some areas, school authorities have yielded to community
pressures and forfeited Federal aid rather than desegregate. And
in school districts where "freedom-of-choice" desegregation plans
have been formally adopted, intimidation of Negro pupils and their
parents has prevented any meaningful integration of the schools.
It is in these areas that the need for Federal intervention is greatest.

"'C~~~"i "'L " ~' r
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'Yet the Attorney Geiral now can sue io desegregate publifschools
and--facilities only after he has received a written complaint from a
local resident and determined that th coinplainant ris unable to sue
oni his ow 'behalf.' .

This complaint 'requireieit is unrealistic in areas where the
likelihood or fear of harassment makes Negroes understandably
afraid to complain: t the' Federal GovernmeJnti We have found
that the other restriction in the present law -that the complainant
must be found unable to sue on his own behalf-does not sufficiently
serve the public interest in achieving orderly desegregation.

Titlee of thebillis designed to insure that intimidation does
not affect the power of the Federal Government to bring suits to
desegregate schools and public facilities.

It woul : permit the Attorney General to sue when he believes suit
to be necessary-giving him essentially the same authority he now
has in the aroas of voting, public accommodations, and employment.

Thus, title III would repeal both the written complaint require-
ment and the requirement that the Attorney General determine the
complainant is unable to sue. In addition, title III would provide a
direct remedy against intimidation by authorizing the Attorney Gen-
eral to seek injunctive relief against interference by private individ-
uals or public officials with desegregation of public schools and, facili-
ties. (Title:V would impose criminal penalties for such interference.)

TITLE IV: HOUSING

In the years since World War II we have seen tremendous strides
toward full citizenship for the Negro American. Brown v. Board of
Education did more than merely hold segregated schools to be in viola-
tion of the Constitution. It set in motibn forces of democracy aimed
at the ultimate goal of destroying every aspect of discrimination.

Substantial progress has been made in such areas as schools, voting,
public accommodation, transportation, public facilities, expenditures
of public funds and employment.

Yet we have hardly made a start in dealing with the one pervasive
problem which silently sabotages efforts toward equality in all of
these areas-enforced housing in segregated ghettos of vast numbers
of Negro citizens.

The period from 1910, when only 10 percent of this country's
Negroes lived outside the South, through 1960, when that figure rose
to almost 40 percent, has been a,:period of migration to northern
cities. Economic necessity, restrictive covenants, and refusals by
real estate dealers and landlords to lease or sell forced this group into
racial ghetto.

Today, ghetto living is the fate of great numbers of our Negro citi-
zens in urban areas across the United States. The housing is of in-
ferior quality and overcrowding is intense. For example, in Harlem
237,792 people live in a 31 square mile area, or 100 people per acre.
Ninety percent of the housing is more 'than 30 years old and nearly
half was built before 1900.

This problem'is not limited to any one region of the country. No
section of the United States is free from housing discrimination and
racial ghettos.

Segregated housing isolates racial minorities from the public life of
the community. It means inferior public education, recreation, health,



sanitation4 ,i and transporta, ionipneices and facilities. It restricts
access ,to! training, and, employment and* business opportunities, I
leads a large class of citizens to despair-a despair wiqhhas at time
contributted tio violent outbreak against society itself:, .

The Negro itizten has not been able.to benefit fro ithe po World
War. I housing boom on a! par, with other Americans. HI schica.
of a place to live is limited not merely by his ability to pay, bt b hi
color. As the U.S. Commission on Civil JEights had conclude, to-
day 'housing seems to be the one commodityin the American market
that is not freely available on equal terms to. everyone who can afford
to pay.

Illustrative of the problem's scope is a recent survey f 235 D ense
installations by the Department of Defense., ithe survey disclosed
that Negro servicemen facd severe discrimination in obtaining hous-
ing near 102 of the installations.

Reported in ;the survey were case after case of Americans, i the
service of their country; being denied houses or apartinents, or being
charged outrageous prices for housing, simply because of their slin
color;

Often they were forced to live far away from their duty stations,
sometimes in inferior dwellings in deteriorating neighborhoods.
Many of these-service members decided against having their families
join them and besubjected to these conditions.

Among the instances reported was that of an officer who signed a
contract for the construction of a home only to have the construction
firm refuse to fulfill the contract after learning that he wanted the
house built in an area where no Negroes lived. Despite efforts to
resolve the problem, it was still unresolved when the officer departed
for Vietnam.

A lieutenant colonel stationed near Washington was unable to rent
a home in either of two communities near his base and found it neces-
sary to purchase a house farther away.

Twelve officers reporting on their housing problems said, in part:
We often saw white nonrated men move into facilities which were "unavailable"

to us. In many cases we were separated from our families for long periods as we
watched persons reporting to the area after us acquire accommodations and rejoin
their families.

Often persons have recommended "nice colored" locations usually served by
"nice colored" schools which offer our children substandard education * * *

We simply want to be able to find decent housing just as easily (or with as much
difficulty) as anyone else * * *.

Often it is said that our situation is understandable and everyone sympathizes
with us but very little can be done * * *

Mr. Chairman, experiences like this, repeated daily across the coun-
try and affecting hundreds of thousands of citizens, add up to a
system of forced housing which disables our society.

State and local governments have made some headway in attackin
this system. Fair housing laws have been enacted by 17 States an
by a large number of municipalities. I might add, Mr. Chairman, I
don't think any of those States are totalitarian and I don't think that
you do. .Efforts by private groups, such as Neighbors, Inc., here in
the District of Columbia, have been made in many communities.

Nor has the, Federal Government ignored the problem. In 1948,
the Supreme Court held racially restrictive covenants unenforcible
in both State and Federal courts. And President Kennedy's Execu-
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tive order of November 20, 1962, established the President's Com-n
mittee on Eiual Housing Opportunity and forbade discrimination in
new FHA- or VA-insured housing.
, By now, it should be plain that scattered State and local laws are
not enough.' The work of private volunteer groups is not enough.
Court decisions are not enough. The limited authority now available
to the executive branch is not enough.

The time has now surely come for decisive action by Congress.
Only Congress can fully commit the Nation to begin to solve the
problem on a national scale. That is the purpose of title IV.

The title applies to all housing and prohibits discrimination on
account of race, color, religion, or national origin by property owners,
tract developers, real estate brokers, lending institutions, and all
others engaged in the sale, rental, or financing of housing.

It also prohibits coercion or intimidation intended to interfere with
the right of a person to obtain housing without discrimination-for
example, firing a Negro from' his job because he inspected a house for
possible purchase in an all-white neighborhood.

Title IV provides a judicial remedy. An individual aggrieved by
a discriminatory housing practice could bring a civil action in either
a Federal district court or a State or local court for injunctive relief
and for any damages he may have sustained. In the court's dis-
cretion, the could also be awarded up to $500 exemplary damages.

The title authorizes the Attorney General to initiate suits in
Federal courts to eliminate a."pattern or practice" of discrimination,
and to intervene in private suits brought in Federal courts.

Title IV is primarily based on .the commerce clause and on the
14th amendment of the Constitution. I have no doubt that it is
constitutional.

The commerce clause makes Congress responsible for the protection
and promotion of interstate commerce in all its forms. The construc-
tion of homes and apartment buildings and the production and sale
of Building materials and home furnishings take place in or through
the channels of interstate commerce. When the total problem is
considered, it is readily apparent that interstate commerce is sig-
nificantly affected by the sale even of single dwellings, multiplied
many times in each community.

The housing industry last year represented $27.6 billion of new
private investment. This expenditure on residential housing is
considerably more than the $22.9 billion which all American agri-
culture contributed to the gross national product in 1965. Forty-one
million tons of lumber and finished woodstock were shipped in the
United States in 1963, and 43 percent of it was shipped 500 miles
or more.

With regard to interstate financing in the housing industry, Secre-
tary Weaver has said that, for example, in 1964 approximately 40
percent of the mortgage holdings of mutual savings banks-represent-
ing some $15 billion-was on properties located outside the States
where the banks were located. There is also a very substantial inter-
state flow of mortgage funds involved in the activities of savings and
loan associations. Secretary Weaver also pointed to the ever-increas-
ing mobility of our population-14 million persons moved from one
State to another between 1955 and 1960; and of course sought new
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homes in the State of their.destination-as a critical factor in assessing
the interstate character of the housing business.

Secretary Weaver s statistics were ilustrated by a statement of Mt.
William J. Levitt, president of Levitt & Sons, Inc., the builders of
residential homes. Mr. Levitt, who supports title IV, says that
"perhaps 80 percent of the materials that go into our houses come from
across State lines."

Mr. Levitt says that-
with the possible exception of the New York Community that we are building
now, every other community in which we build receives its financing from a State
other than the one in which it is located.

Mr. Levitt also says that "75 to 85 percent" of his firm's advertising
was interstate and that "out-of-State purchasers run from about 35 to
40 percent, on a low side, to some 70 percent, on our high side."

The power of Congress over interstate commerce and activities
affecting that commerce is broad and plenary. With that controlling
principle in mind, let me anticipate three questions at the outset.
First, the congressional power is not, I repeat, Mr. Chairman, is not
restricted to goods actually in transit. In sustaining the public
accommodations title of the 1964 act as it applies to restaurants
catering primarily to local residents, the Supreme Court laid any such
notion to rest, saying:

Nor are the cases holding that interstate commerce ends when goods come to
rest in the State of destination apposite here. That line of cases has been applied
with reference to state taxation or regulation but not in the field of federal regula-
tion (Katzenbach v. McClung, 379 U.S. 294, 302).

Second, it does not matter whether Congress motive in acting is
solely to promote commerce. What was said by the Court in up-
holding another section of the public accommodations title of the 1964
act disposes of the point:

That Congress was legislating against moral wrongs in many of these areas
rendered its enactment no less vahd (Atlanta Motel v. United States, 379 U.S.
241, 257).

Third, I recognize that it is difficult to determine the extent to which
discrimination by individual homeowners affects interstate commerce.
But each part of the pattern of discrimination affects, and is affected
by, the whole. And to eliminate the clear and substantial effect that
patterns of discrimination have on commerce, Congress can and must
deal with separate parts.

It is settled that the reach of the commerce clause is not exceeded
merely because the particular activity regulated is local or is quan-
titatively unimportant where considered in isolation-such as the
sale of a single dwelling. In Mabee v. White Plains Publishing Com-
pany, 327 U.S. 178, the Fair Labor Standards Act was applied to a
newspaper whose circulation was about 9,000 copies and which mailed
only 45 copies-about one-half of 1 percent of its business-out of
State. And in Wickard v. Filburn, 317 U.S. 111, the Agricultural
Adjustment Act of 1938 was applied to a farmer who sowed only
23 acres of wheat and whose individual effect on interstate commerce
amounted only to the pressure of 239 bushels of wheat upon the total
national market. See also/Labor Board v. Fainblatt, 306 U.S. 601,
607; United States v. Darby, 312 U.S. 100, 123; United States v. Sullivan,
332 U.S. 689.
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The discrimination at which title IV is directed affects commerce
in several different ways. For instance, it restricts the movement
of building materials and home furnishings from one State to another.
The confinement of Negroes to older homes in the ghettos restricts
the number of new homes which are built and consequently reduces
the amount of building materials which move in interstate commerce.
It has a similar impact upon the number of new apartment buildings
constructed, and the amount of materials purchased for their
construction.

Additionally, discrimination in housing impedes the interstate
movement of individuals. Although many Negroes do move from
one part of the country to another despite the lack of unsegregated
housing at their destination, there can be little doubt that many others
are deterred from doing so. In particular, Negroes in the professions
or those with technical or other skills 'are less likely to move into
communities where a "black ghetto" is their only prospect. See
Katzenbach v. McClung, supra at 300. -

Title IV- is also sustainable as "appropriate legislation" to enforce
the substantive guarantees of the 14th amendment.

The right to acquire property without the discrimination dates from
emancipation. The Negro slave was, of course, confined to a segre-
gated compound or "slave quarters," legally disabled from acquiring
a residence of his choosing. This was, indeed, one of the "necessary
incidents of slavery." Civil Rights Cases, 109 U.S. 3, 22. Nor did
the situation change radically immediately after formal emancipation.
Some of the so-called Black Codes of 1865 and 1866 continued these
disabilities, sometimes altogether fencing out the Negro from the
towns. See Slaughter-House Cases, 16 Wall. 36, 70. It is not sur-
prising, therefore, that the drafters of the 14th amendment explicitly
addressed themselves to the problem.

Viewing the right to hold property as one of "those fundamental
rights which appertain to the essence of citizenship * * * the enjoy-
ment or deprivation of which constitutes the essential distinction
between freedom and slavery" (Civil Rights Cases, supra, 109 U.S. at
22), the 39th Congress acted even before the adoption of the 14th
amendment, invoking its power to enforce the 13th.

The very first Civil Rights Act, in 1866, provided that all citizens
of the United States-
of every race and color, shall have the same right . . . to inherit, purchase,
lease, sell, hold and convey real and personal property . . . as is enjoyed by white
persons . . . any law, statute, ordinance regulation, or custom, to the contrary
notwithstanding (Act of April 9, 1866, subsection 1, 14 Stat. 27).

Two months later, the same Congress--some of its Members
doubtful of the constitutional basis for the legislation, others anxious
to place it beyond easy repeal (see Hurd v. Hodge, 334 U.S. 24, 32-
33)-proposed the 14th amendment, which was understood as incor-
porating into the Constitution the guarantees of the Civil Rights
Act of 1866. See Slaughter-House Cases, supra, 16 Wall. at 70;
Civil Rights Cases, supra, 109 U.S. at 22; Yick Wo v. Hopkins, 118
U.S. 356, 369; Buchanan v. Warley, 245 U.S. 60, 78-79; Olama v.
California, 332 U.S. 633, 640, 646; Shelley v. Kraeiner, 34 U.S. 1,
10-11; Hurd v. Hodge, supra, 334 U.S. at 32-33; Takahashi v. Fish
Commission, 334 U.S. 410, 419-420. And to make the assurance
doubly sure, a subsequent Congress expressly reenacted the 1866
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provision in the Enforcement Act of 1870. Act of May 31, 1870,
section 18, 16 Stat. 144, 146.

That law remains on the statute books today. R.S. section 1978,
42 U.S.C. 1982. The right involved is not a mere abstract privilege
to purchase or lease property which is satisfied if Negroes are not
absolutely disabled from acquiring property at all. What was given
was more than the bare right to hold property. The constitutional
and statutory guarantee includes also an immunity from being fenced
out of any neighborhood, indeed, any block, on the ground of race.
Buchanan v. Warley, supra; Harmon v. Tyler, 273 U.S. 668; Richmond
v. Deans, 281 U.S. 704; Shelley .v. Kraemer, supra; Hurd v. Hodges,
supra; Barrows v. Jackson, 346 U.S. 249.

To be sure, despite its absolute language, the existing statute has
been held to protect onl ff lts a t e n. Shelley v. Kraemer,
supra. But it does fo ow that Congress4bay not now enlarge
the right. On t contrary, in light of its origin, q right to be free
of racial disc ation in the pucase and rentalof residential
property-pa ially grounded as it ii'itha 13th amen ent-is one
of those pri eges of naitinilitize hip whh Congress ay protect
even as against whollyprivate action. See Slaughter- Ioe Cases,
supra, 16 'Wall.- at s; Ciil hts (6ses, supra, 109 U.S. a 20, 23:
Ol yatt v United States, 1971 07T6-218. ,

indeed, in the Civil Righ ,the upre- Cqurt distinguished
between the asserted right e fr frromil 'f:rmniuation in privately
owned places of public ace o aton-w.oL ". characterized as one
of the "social riohts'of m ad)rces in the commuity"--aAd the
"fundamental rights w ai -6't l essence uf' civil freedom,"
enumerated in the Civil R ts Act .f ;866; and the Court cam6 close
to suggesting tha while ngress uld ' tr onstitutionally protect
the forrther as against privat-diso1 tion, it might be competent
to fully 'safeguard civil rights.'-1 U. . at 22.

In any event, it is clear that the right to freedom from discrinnation
in housingenjoys particular recognition u der the 14th amendment.
This is refleted in the fact that State-impd edkesidential.egregation
was held un nstitutional (Buichann v. Warley, supra) as early as
1917, at a time en enforced segregation in public and rivate schools
was condoned (eea College v. Kentucky, 211 U.S,.A4 ; see Gong Lum
v. Rice, 275 U.S. 7b 45-87; Missouri ex rel.,,sines v. Canada, 305
U.S. 337, 344, 349), as iw s. vith reaeotrto transp option (Plessy
v. Ferguson, 163 U.S. 537; see Mcaie v. A.T.& S.It Cilway Com-
pany, 235 U.S. 151, 160) and other activities (for ex mtle, Pace v.
Alabama, 106 U.S. 583). So, also, it is revealing that in the restrictive
covenant cases (Shelley v. Kraemer, supra; Surd v. Hodge, supra;
Barrows v. Jackson, supra), the Court found prohibited "State action"
in the apparently neutral judicial enforcement of private discrimina-
Iory agreements--invoking a doctrine which it has declined to follow
elsewhere.

Moreover, it is highly relevant that government action-both
State and Federal--has contributed so much to existing patterns of
housing segregation. Local housing segregation orders were outlawed
in 1917 (Buchanan v. Warley, 245 U.S. 60) but ordinances which had
a similar effect were still being tested in the courts 'as late as 1930.
See Harmon v. Tyler, 273 U.S. 668 (1927); City of Pichmond v. Deans,
281 U.S. 704 (1930). Private racially restrictive covenants were
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enforceable by the courts until the Supreme Court's 1948 decision in
Shelley v. Kraemer, 334 U.S. 1, and as late as 1936, the Federal Housing
Administration in its Underwriting Manuals affirmatively recom-
mended such covenants and warned against "inharmonious racial
groups." With such a history of past governmental support, it (cat
hardly be argued that present practices represent purely private
choice.

As was' stated in the opinion of Mr. Justice Brennan in United
States v. Guest, the 14th amendment includes "a positive grant of
legislative power, authorizing Congress to exercise its discretion
in fashioning remedies to achieve civil and political equality for
all citizens." In the light of the history of particular concern in
the framing and interpretation of the 14th amendment for the right
of Negroes to purchase or lease property and in view of the past con-
tributions of government to housing segregation, the "positive grant
of legislative power" contained in the 14th amendment surely pro-
vides a constitutional basis for title IV.

The authority for the legislation is clear. So, too, is the need.
As Mr. Levitt's testimony made clear a builder or landlord who now
resists selling or renting to a Negro often does so not out of personal
bigotry but out of fear that his prospective white tenants or purchasers
will move to housing limited to whites and -that, because similar
housing is unavailable to Negroes, what he has to offer will attract
only Negroes. This, generally, would narrow his market considerably.

If all those in the housing industry are bound by a universal law
against discrimination, there will be no economic peril to any one of
them. All would be in a position to sell without discrimination.

Therefore, I think it would be a mistake to regard the most signi-
ficant aspect of a Federal fair housing measure as its sanctions against
builders, landlords, lenders, or brokers. What is more significant,
rather, is that they can utilize this law as a shield to protect them
when they do what is right.

Nor need we fear that title IV would impair real estate values.
Mr. James W. Rouse, the president of a nationally known mortgage
banking and real estate development firm, has said that, in his
opinion, a national fair housing law would prevent any irrational
fluctuations in real estate values. He stated that "the preponderance
of real estate developers and homebuilders would prefer to operate
in a fully open market, but they fear the results of going it alone."
He went on to say that open housing does not have adverse effects
on mortgage financing.

TITLE V: TERROR AND VIOLENCE

Wliat I have described so far are measures to help the Nation deal
with the effects of segregation, in many instances segregation long
enforced by law.

What is equally-critically--necessary is to deal decisively wit
segregation enforced by lawlessness.

As President Johnson observed in his recent civil rights message:
Citizens who honor the law and whb tolerate orderly change-a majority in

every part of the country-have been shocked by attacks on innocent men and
women who sought no more than justice for all Americans.
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There is small need to catalog the brutal crimes committed in
recent, years against Negroes seeking to exercise rights of citizenship-
11ind against whites supporting them. Just to cite the names of some
of the victims is enough:

.\fedgar Evers, Andrew Goodman, James Chaney, Michael
Schi'erner, Lemuel Penn, James Reeb, Mrs. Viola Liuzzo, Jonathan
Daniel, Vernon Dahmer.

It is not only murders-or injuries or bombs or bullets-that must
concern us. For as the President noted, the effect of such violence
sgoes far beyond individual victims. It generates widespread intimi-
(lation and fear-fear of attending desegregated schools, using places
of public accommodation, voting, and other activities in which
Federal law and American citizenship-dlemand equality.

Where the administrati justice is color blind perpetrators of
racial crimes will usu be appropriately punish' Kind would-be
perpetrators deterrery local authorities.

In some places, however, local officials either have beenNnable or
unwilling to prosecute 'crimes,of. racial violence or to obtain con-
victions in suoh cases even" whdre the facts seemed to arrant
conviction. /

But the need for effective Fedei lcrimnal legislation to deal with
the problem of racial violence-dl niot arise solely \from a al-
functioning /of State or local qlATiiitrati6n of the criminal law.
Crimes of racial violence typical re directed to the denial of affir-
ative Federal rights aind thus reflect an intention to fl ut the wll
of the Congress as w1ll as to pnrp'u~et 4 'atditibnal racial customs.

The priticipal Fed ra al cr al state' dealing with crimes Of
racial violeAce are sections 24) d 242 bfheiFederal Criminal Code.
Two month ago, the supreme Co rt 4lole~ two cases, United States
v. Price an4 United SWae v. % ,..~wlfving the coistruction/of
these statute" . / /

The Court's\decision in Price, concerning the indictment of pri ate
individuals andp ublic officials in connection with the killing f the
three civil rights orkers in Neshoba County, Miss., establishes that
when public offici s, or private individuals acting in co ert with
public officials, inter e with the exercise of 14th amen eent rights,
section 241 is violated.

In the Guest case, howev hich involved tJ hghway 8e ng of
Lemuel Penn, only private in ls-'hrf been ind" T rhe
Court sustained a part of the indictment charging a pr e con-
spiracy to interfere with the right to travel interstate-a distinctly
Federal right not flowing from the 14th amendment.

But the part of the indictment charging a conspiracy of private
persons to interfere with 14th amendment rights (inthat case, the
right to use highways and other State facilities without discrimination)
appears to have been found sufficient only because of certain allega-
tions of official involvement in the conspiracy, even though no public
officials had been indicted. The majority and concurring opinions
leave in doubt whether Congress, when it enacted section 241 in 1870,
intended to reach private interference with 14th amendment rights.

What we should take particular note of, however, in the Uuest
decision is that six Justices expressly said that Congress does have
the power under section 5 of the 14th amendment to reach such purely
private misconduct.
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Another defect in the present law stems from the fact that section
241 is worded- in general terms. Because it is not always clear just
what rights are encompassed by the 14th amendment, the Supreme
Court has read into this statement the requirement that the prosecu-
tion'prove a "specific intent" by the defendant to deprive the victim
of a particular 14th amendment right. Commenting on this "specific
intent" requirement in his concurring opinion in the Guest case Mr.
Justice Brennan said:

Since the limitation on the statute's effectiveness derives from Congress failure
to define, with any measure of specificity, the rights encompassed, the remedy is
for Congress to write a law without this defect * * * [if] Cpngress desires to give
the statute more definite scope, it may find ways of doing so.

Title V is intended to achieve four main objectives:
First, it would make it a crime for private individuals forcibly to

interfere, directly or indirectly, with participation in activities pro-
tected by Federal laws, including the 14th amendment-whether or
not State action is involved. It would also protect these activities
against interference by public officials.

Second, it would specify the different kinds of activity which are
protected-thus giving clear warning to lawless elements that if they
interfere with any of these activities, they must answer to the Fed-
eral Government.

Third, it would protect not only Negroes and members of other
minority groups, but also civil rights workers and peaceful demon-
strators seeking equality.

Fourth, it would provide a graduated scale of penalties depending
upon whether bodily injury or death results from the interference.

Title V prohibits injury, intimidation, or interference, based on
race, color, religion, or national origin, that occurs while the victim
is actually engaged in protected activity; for example, a person as-
saulted while he is standing in line at the polls or swimming at a
public pool.

This title gives the same protection to persons seeking to engage in
protected activities; for example, entering a restaurant, enrolling a
child in school, or applying for'a job.

.Title V also covers interference that occurs either before or after a
person engages in protected conduct but which is related to that con-
duct. This would include, for example, reprisals or threats against
a Negro after he inspected a home in an all-white neighborhood.

This title also would cover interference with persons performing
duties in connection with protect d activities for example, a public
school official implementing a desegregation plan or a welfare official
distributing surplus commodities. /

Title V would not require proof of "specific intent" as is )equired
under 18 U.S.C. 241 by the decision in Screws v. United States (325
U.S 91 (1945)). This is so primarily because, unlike section 241,
title V clearly describes the prohibited conduct and stands by itself.
No reference to the 14kh amendmentor any, other law would be
required in order to determine what conduct is prohibited.

We have recognized that violence which merely happens to occur
at or near the time that a person*engages in a'federally protected
activity, does not necessarily fall within! Federal, jurisdiction. For
this reason, section 501(a)-which prohibits interference that occurs

:. < / *. ;
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while a person is actually engaging or seeking to engage in protected
activity-applies only to racially motivated conduct.

Similarly, under sections 501 (b) and (c)-which cover reprisals
and attempts to deter protected activity-the jury would have to find
that the defendant's purpose was to deter persons from engaging in
protected activity or to punish persons who have done so.

Title V covers one situation in which the victim of the interference
need not himself have had anything to do with any kind of civil rights
activity-the terrorist act in the truest sense. This is the case where
there is an indiscriminate attack on a Negro simply because he is a
Negro and for the purpose of discouraging Negroes generally from
engaging in the activities specifically described in title V. Such inci-
dents are not rare and when they occur they are often silently effec-
tive in generating wide intimidation.

CONCLUSION

Mr. Chairman, I hope that this discussion has made clear the need
for each title of this bill.

I recognize fully the mindfulness which you and the members of
this subcommittee have that legislation of this character be scrupu-
lously reviewed. Proposals of this sort deserve conscientious and
exacting analysis in open hearings.

But circumspection and searching analysis do not require an indefi-
nite stay of judgment or the invoking of a hypothetical future more
seasonable for action.

There seems to be no reason why we cannot in the weeks immedi-
ately ahead fully ventilate all questions, consider all honest doubts
and ambigities, and clarify public understanding. We stand pre-
pared-morning, afternoon, and evening, weekday and weekend to
assist the committeee and the Congress in the completion of this. task.

We cannot do less in attempting to compensate for decades of
neglect with legislation that is necessary, constitutional, and timely.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Senator ERVIN. Thank you, Mr. Attorney General.
We will recess now until 10:30 tomorrow. I am prepared to give

the name of this hospital.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, sir.
Senator ERVIN. And no answer has been given to me. As a matter

of fact, a full explanation was given to the Department on April
8, 1966, and at that time they promised to give me an answer, but
for some reason or other they are too busy to do it.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. You will have an answer tomorrow
morning at 10:30, Mr. Chairman.

Senator ERVIN. Fine, I hope so. I will supply the name.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, sir; I understand.
(Off the record.)
Senator ERVIN. Thank you. We will recess now until 10:30 in the

morning.
(Whereupon, the subcommittee recessed at 1:05 p.m. until 10:30

a.m., Tuesday, June 7, 1966.)

atowrmN. trmn1rm
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TUESDAY, JUNE 7, 1966

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEEr ON CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS

OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY
Washinitou, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:30 a, i:., in room
2228, New Senate Office Building, Senator Samuel J. Ervin, Jr.,
presiding.

Present: Senators Ervin, Kennedy of Massachusetts, Scott, and
Javits.

Also present: George Autry, chief counsel; H. Houston Groome, Jr.,
Lawrence M. Baskir, and Lewis W. Evans, counsel; and John Baker,
minority counsel.

SSenator ERVIN. The subcommittee will come to order.
SMr. Attorney General, as I said in my statement yesterday, despite

the cowardly crimes of a few individuals and despite the concurring
Advisory opinion by some members of the Supreme Court to the con-
: trary, the language, the.legislative history and the interpretations of
Sthe 14th amendment make it clear that Congress cannot make punish-
Sable as crimes the acts of private citizens. Nevertheless, it was

'brought to our attention again yesterday that some action is in order.
Therefore, I intend to offer a constitutional amendment as a sub-

Stitute for title V of the proposed Civil Rights Act of 1966, presently
entitled "Interference With Rights."
SI do this first because I abhor violence or threats of violence against

anyone, and I do not believe any person should be deprived of his
Constitutional rights because of his creed or color by violence or
threats of violence.

SIn the second place, I do this to save the American people from
Shaving their Constitution amended by the Supreme Court.

Thirdly, I want to save the administration from having to urge the
,Supreme Court to usurp and exercise the power to amend the Con-

\ stitution in violation of the explicit wording of the 14th amendment.
The text of the amendment is as follows:
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America

Sin Congress assembled, two-thirds of each House concurring therein, That the following
article is proposed as an amendment to the Constitution of the United States,

:7it shall be granted to all intents and purposes as part of the Constitution when
' ratified by the legislatures of three-fourths of the several States:

Article-
SECTION 1. The Congress shall have the power to make punishable as crimes

!'the activities and conspiracies of individuals designed to prevent any person, by
Iviolenoe or threats of violence, from exercising any right secured to him by the
SConstitution or laws of the United States on account of race, or creed, or national

origin.
SSEc. 2. This article shall be inoperative unless it shall have been ratified
as an amendment to the Constitution by the legislatures of three-fourths of the
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States within seven years from the date of its submission to the States by the
Congress.

I have consistently fought to maintain orderly constitutional
government in America, and I am offering this amendment to preserve
these remaining provisions of the Constitution which, as of this
date, have not been changed by judicial decree.

I hope the administration will manifest the same fidelity to the
Constitution by dropping titlIkV inFd"joining me in support of this
amendment. If it would do so, J am sure that Senator Bayh and his
subcommittee would consider early action on the proposed amendment.

STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE NICHOLAS deB. KATZENBACH;
ACCOMPANIED BY DAVID SLAWSON AND ALAN MARER,
DliATAMENT OF JUSTICE-Resumed

Attorney General KATZENBACH. May I make a comment oh that,
Senator?
K ,Senator ERVIN. Yes. i 'i: -i.: . : , ' , . ,

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I am delighted that you feel' as
I.'do that it is necessaiy :fori the! Congress t legislate in thie' ai4a.
Yot~iihoW, from my statement and, iom my view that I believe, that!
the 14th amendment presently gives that authority, I' believe the
majority of this Congress is going: t o adopt.my view: I' think the
President'Will sign it and I think there is indication 'that at least: six
Justices, of the Supreme! Court Would say that presently iii the' Con-
stitution that. the "Congress presently has that authority. But I
think the significance bf this, the importance of this, is recognition
which 'I welcome, that you feel that this is necessary for Congress to
take action in this regard.,

Senator ERVIN. Equally important is the preservation of the Con-
stitution. '

SAttorney General KATZENBAOH. Mr. Chairman, I will yield to
no man in my desire to preserve the iCohstitution. It is possible for
layjrers to disagree about this. ,I. think'ii this instance that the Con-
gress; of the United States, the President 'of the United States, and
the Supreme Cdurt of the United States are all going to take my view
of the Constitution. We agree with respect to that.

SI think perhaps thb subcommittee might be interested, Senator.
I talked with Mr.' Doer this' morning about the shooting yesterday.
He visited Mr. Meredith and talked with Mr. Meredith's surgeons
and the doctors at the hospital---ip is in good condition at this point
and very fortunately the shotgun pellets .all went into nonvital parts.
of his body. There will be no surgery necessary. There are about 75
pellets in him, and so I think that that is something I know you will
join me in welcoming that this particular act did not have more
tragic results.

Senator ERVIN. Mr. Attorney General, I wonder if you and I
can't agree on something very fundamental, and that is that there
is not a single word -in the first section of the 14th amendment which
has any reference whatever to actions of individuals, however criminal
they may be.

Attorney General KA ZENBACHi. Yes, sir; that/is perfectly correct.
The section does not refer specifically to acts of individuals. ,
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Senator ERVIN. And cannot you and I agree that every decision
of the Supreme Court of the United States concerning the 14th
amendment handed down since 1868 to the present moment-I am
not talking about dicta but I am talking about oecLions-has held
that the first section of the 14th amendment only applies to State
action and does not reach or authorize Congress to reach the private
actions of individuals?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. No, sir; I am afraid we can't agree
on that statement, sir. I think what we could agree on is that the
legislation that has been enacted under the 14th amendment has
been interpreted by the Supreme Court to apply only to State action
and, indeed, that was as I read the Guest case, the Court so interprets
sections 241 and 242. I do not know of a case where a statute has
been enacted where the Supreme Court has upheld that statute
applying only to private action. I don't believe that issue has come.
But, six Justices of the Supreme Court hive said that that was wiitb
the power of Congress to enact. I think we could agree on that.

Senator ERVIN. Isn't it ohe of the fundamental rules of judicial
practice that a judge will not do anything except decide the case that
is before him?

Attorney General KATZENBAC . Yes, sir.
Senator ERVIN. Yes.
Attorney General KATzENBACt. That is correct that: he decides

just the case before him. But it is also correct, I think you will agree
with me, that the language in that case, the implications of the hold
ing, the approach which the Couit takes to that, are things which we
lawyers use in order to determine what the judicial iew6 of the Consti-
tution or of the statute is, and that we use these in our everyday work
and in our practice of law as indications and guides. ,

I do not find it unusual for the Supreme Court to say, as it has said
many, many times, Congress has the power to do .this but :they
haven't done it in this case as a matter of statutory interpretation
saying there is no question about the'fact that'Congress could do some-
thmg, but in this case they have not chosen to do so. That is not
unusual at all.

Senator ERVIN. Mr. Attorney General, are you convinced that it
is usual for a judge to say, "If Congress shall hereafter pass a law of a
certain type, and if somebody happens to have a case involving that
law, and if hereafter that case comes before this judge for decision,
this judge will decide that case in this way"? Now, that is'what
these six Judges said, didn't they? :

Attorney General KAzENBACH. No, sir; I :don't think you have
quoted them accurately on that.

Senator ERVIN. Isn't that the substance of it?
Attorney Geieral: KATZENBAOH. The substace of what I under.

stood them to say was that in terms of our contention that this did
cover private action, section 241 did, without the involvement neces«
sarily of State officials, that Mr. Jt twice Brennian arid ther Justices on
the Court said they did not think that Congress had intended in this,
section 241, to reach private action, and if they intended to reach
private action, that was up/to Congress to do and they had the pover
to' do so. , h ;
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Senator ERVIN. Yes, and that was a matter not before the Court,
because the Court said that the bill of indictment contained sufficient
allegations of State participation, didn't it?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes.
Senator ERVIN. And those statements of the Court were what we

lawyers call obiter dicta.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Oh yes, surely, it is not unusual to

have obiter.dicta---
Senator ERVIN. Don't you think it is very bad practice judicially

speaking for a judge to express opinions on issues that are not before
hun?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. If they were to do it in the way in
which you suggested, which was a paraphrase of the way you inter-
preted the:Court, I can't imagine the Court saying it in that way,
but I do think you should recall Senator, in. the Guest case, that
Mr; Justice Brennan joined by the Chief Justice and Justice Douglas
did find it necessary to reach that conclusion, since they thought that
section 241 as drafted did reach private action. So three Justices did
find it necessary to cover that point, and the statement that you are
critical of here was something that they needed to reach in order to
reach their decision, because they did hold that 241 had---

Senator ERVIN. Let's see if our interpretations, of these concurring
opinions are so different. ,Don't you interpret them to say if Congress
passes title V, we will hold it constitutional when the question comes
before,us?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Well, of course, they didn't say
that, '.'They didn't discuss title V. As a matter of actual fact, Sena-
tor) title V was drafted after theopinion, so that they couldn't have
said anything about title V. :

Senator ERVIN. But, title V was drafted--
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Title V was drafted after the

opinion and we based, it to some extent on the views which had been
expressed by the majority of the Court.

8enatotrERVIN. Title V was drafted after the six members of the
Supreme Court gave you an advisory opinion, wasn't it?
SAttorney General KATZENBACH. I think it is inaccurate, Senator,
to call that an advisory opinion. I think it is important, we con-
tended in that case that section 241, as drafted, did require the Court
to reach the conclusion that private action was incorporated in 241,
an action pursuant to the 14th amendment. :

On that point, prior to that, 1fpor to getting the decision of the
Court on that, it was less important to draft title V. The majority
of the Court did not agree with us. Three Justices did agree with that
contention, and, therefore it was necessary for those three Justices,
Justice Brennan, the Chief Justice, and Justice Douglas, 'to reach the
question of whether or not, as a constitutional matter, the 14th amend-
ment did permit Congress to legislation with respect to congressional
action, and, indeed, Mr, Justice Brennan says, "My view as to the
scope of section 241 requires that I reach the question of constitu-
tional power."

The other three Justices expressed no disagreement on the con-
stitutional issue, but said that section 241, it was not intended by
Congress to reach purely private actions without some official involve-
ment, and all the Justices agree that if there is some official involve-
ment, title V does reach the acts of private individuals.
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Now as I understand your statement of title V, you would evendisagree with that.
Senator EVIN. No, I do not disagree with that.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. If there is nothing said aboutprivate action and it is to refer only to State action, then how do yousquare that with the fact that you can indict private individuals inderthat section asdrafted?
Senator ERVIN. Because as a lawyer, I recognize that where Stateaction is involved, a private individual can be convicted of the crimeas the aider and abettor of the crime that is committed by the Stateofficial.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. He is charged as a principal.Senator ERVIN. That is the uniform holding of the cases from thetime the amendment was adopted down to the present moment andI certainly agree that if private citizens join State officials in a violationof the 14th amendment that the Congress has the power to, reachthose private individuals, not as what we would call common law

principals in the first degree but as principals, as aiders and abettors.SAttorney, general KATZENBoACH,. Of course, they are not.chargeda aiders and abettors, and asfar,as the cpntithat you referred to i
the Gues case is concerned, I think it well to recall that no officialhad been charged with any crime. 3 But they said.,if ,there was anyofficial involvement at all, whetheroPr ot the official had; committed
a;criie, it could reach private individuals. w di, you agree withthat part of the decision or not? " a wi

Senator ERVJI, . agree with the decision thatthp indictment allegedState,actiqnf. That wa ;the specific holding of the case.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. You just pu,t on ,aiding and ahetting, Senator and you can't reach aiding and abetting to the chargeof these people as principals without the charge of $tate officials,
Senator ERvIN. An aider and abettor is;equaJly guilty.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. That is my point exactly, Senator,that there was nobody charged as a principal : How you can haveaiding and abetting without a principal-- . ,
Senator. ERvIN. Mr Attorney General,, are you saying that themajority of the Court in the Guest case did not hold that the indictment

alleged State participation?
Attorney General KATZENBACH. NO.
(At this point Senator Scott entered the hearing room.)
Attorney :General KATZENBACH, I am saying that nobody wascharged, no State official was charged with any offense under thatindictment. I am saying that to my. knowledge it is very hard tocharge somebody, with aiding and abetting a crime that you don't

have a principal to,
Senator EnvIN. I don't know that you and I disagree. I havenever taken the position that you can't convict an individual whereState action is involved, but I have taken the position that all the

decisions have held you cannot. convict an, individual under thesecivil rights statutes or under the 14th amendment where there isan absence of State involvement.
.Attorney General KATZENBACH. Certainly, that is true under

these statutes, and, the Court themselves in this case, at least themajority of them, believed it was necessary. Three believed thatthe statute already applied to purely private interests.
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Senator ERVIN. The opinion of Mr. Justice Stewart, which is the
opinion of the Court, says:

It is commonplace that rights under the equal protection clause itself arise only
where there has been an involvement of the State or of one acting under the color
of its authority. The equal protection clause does not add anything to the rights
which one citizen has under the Constitution against another. As Mr. Justice
Douglas more recently put it, the 14th amendment protects the individual against
State action, not against wrongs done by individuals. This has been the view
of the Court from the beginning. It remains the Court's view today.

Is that not a correct reading of what Mr. Justice Stewart said on
that point with the citations of cases omitted?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, it is, Senator; and I would
simply italicize in that statement the word "itself", "the equal pro-
tection clause itself."

Senator ERVIN. Yes.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Because he is not talking about

what may be enacted by Congress under section 5 of the 14th amend-
ment.

Senator ERVIN. Well, don't you know that the case he cites
United Sttes v. Oruikshank (92 U.S 542), expressly held that Copgress
could not go beyond the scope of the amendment in legislating inder
section 5?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. That is a possible--
'Senator ERVINW A very good ease.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Reading of some obiter dictd in

the Cruikshank case.
Senator ERvxN. It was squarely on' the point involved.
Attorney General KATZ1~r BACH. They didn't have to reach that

question in the Oruikshahk case.
Senator ERVIN. Oh, yes they did. That was the very point.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Senator,. I wonder whether wd

could just clear up that point about the hospital?
Senator ERVIN. Yes.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. If I could just give you the facts

of what happened there. Compliance with title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 by the North Carolina hospital to which you re-
ferred yesterday, was questioned as a result of' the analysis of its
compliance report. It is located in a community with slightly more
than 23 percent nonwhite population; its patient 'census was 'ap-
proximately 7 percent nonwhite. A field visit was scheduled' to de-
termine whether' or not the low percentage of Negroes was attribut-
able to discrimination. .

It was fund that there are thr6e major hospitals in the area. The
hospital in question is on the' outer edge of the service area, and in the
center of the area there is a predominantly Negro hospital ivhieh is
larger than the hospital in' question. The existence of the' larger
hospital tends to reduce the Negro patient load at other hospitals.
It was also leaned that alot ar before the hospital in questioii
opteed, much publicity was given to its'intention to operate on a noti-
disriminnatory basis. Subsequent articles havd' appeared ' in the
newspaper encouraging Negro doctors to us6 the facilities of the
hospital and students to',Pp for training.i As a esiult, their practical
nurse training pogtam is integrated anid it h4pes to 'have Negro
studentsin its fall 1966 registered nurse cla s In addition,"it' was

/.: : *
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found that patients are assigned to all rooms, wings, and floors with-
out regard to race, color, or national origin.

For these reasons, and on the basis of the satisfactory data provided
by the administrator, the hospital to which the chairman referred was
certified for participation in all HEW programs, including medicare,
on May 24, 1966. At no time were any Federal funds terminated or
withheld or, insofar as I have been able to discover, even threatened
to be.

Senator ERVIN. Well, they did threaten it, Mr. Attorney General,
because I have a letter in my possession written by the Department of
Health, Education, 'and Welfare in which it is said that due to the
fact that the percentage of nonwhite patients was less than the per-
centage of nonwhite residents in the community, discrimination was
indicated, and that funds would be withheld unless the hospital
investigated the cause of that discrepancy, and -took positive action
to remove it. That is in a letter in my possession.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. If discrimination existed?
Senator ERVIN. Yes.
Attorney General KATZUNBACa. I think that is quite appropriate

to inquire as to whether or not there is discrimination in the operation
of a hospital. I thiik that is what is intended by title VI. I think
the important thing here, Senator, is that when they took these figures,
they made inquiry as to the reasons why the discrepancy existed.
HEW was entirely satisfied that there was no discrimination, in, fact
and no futids were at any time withheld and it was certified approxi-
mately 2 weeks ago to participate in this program, and'it never lost
any funds. I think that is a real credit to the operation of title VI
and the way in which the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare is administering it.

Senator ERVIN. We may disagree on a question of semantics, but
if HEW says we are going to withhold funds if you don't do so and
so, I would construe that as a threat under my understanding of the
English language.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I lack your advantage because I
don't have the language in front of me and I have to look at the actual
language. I would say if it is said "We find you are discriminating
and not taking action to go on a nondiscriminatory policy, we will
have to withhold funds." I would think that was not a threat but
an explanation of the obligations imposed on the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare by title VI of. the 1964 Civil Rights
Act.

Senator ERVIN. Well, I just hope if that is not a threat the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare will never actually
make a threat. I have none of the instincts of a prima donna, but as
I have been working on this case with them I wonder why they didn't
notify my office on May 24 that they had made this decision?

Attorney General KATZUNBACH. I think they should have notified
your office, Senator.

Senator EiN. Yes, especially after I not only wrote them and
told them that 1 had waited for about 6 weeks, I sent them a tele-
gram to that effect and asked for a reply.

Attorney General KATZENBaCH. I am sure youth will get that letter
today.

'Y L-- 1
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Senator ERVIN. Well, that is pretty fast I guess, from the 24th
of May. That is about 2 weeks to get one letter across the street.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Could I say this, Senator. At-
tempting to bring several thousand hospitals into compliance and
to get them certified for medicare has imposed a tremendous strain
on the Surgeon General and on his facilities. He has literally had to
assign hundreds of people within his office to try to enforce title IV
and I am sure, I am genuinely sure that no discourtesy was intended
to you.

Senator EVIN. Having been down to the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, I am satisfied they could have had a stenog-
rapher write me a one-line letter advising me that they had taken
action on a matter I had indicated an interest in some 6 weeks before,
but that is 'beside the point.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I am sure they didn't intend
any discourtesy, and I am sure that they wish they had notified you.

Senator ERVIN. Well, I sincerely wish they had too because you
and I could have saved about 10 minutes of conversation yesterday
and we could have saved about 10 minutes more this morning.

Attorney General KATZENBAOII. Yes, sir.
Senator ERVIN. And I am certain it wouldn't have taken any

stenographer in the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
that many minutes to have written me a letter about the matter.

Now, Mr. Attorney General, this Guest case is a very interesting
one. Do you make any distinction between the concurring opinion
written by Justice Clark in which Justices Black and Fortas concurred
and the concurring opinion written by Justice Brennan in which the
Chief Justice and Justice Douglas concurred?

(At this point Senator Javits entered the hearing room.)
Attorney General KATZENBAOH. Well, the basic distinction I

suppose between those is that Mr. Justice Brennan and the Chief
Justice and Justice Douglas took the view that section 241 already
covered private conspiracies, and the other three took the view that
as drafted, section 341 did not.; That is the basic distinction between
the two opinions.

Senator ERVIN. I notice that Justice Clark in his opinion states
that:

I believe it both appropriate and necessary under the circumstances here to say
that there now can be no,doubt that the specific language of section five empowers
the Congress to enact laws punishing all conspiracies with or without State action
that interfere with 14th Amendmentrights.

Now, why does Justice ClarlVput that on the basis of conspiracy
instead of on the basis of specific crimes, as Justice Brennan did?

Attorney General KATZsEBAOf. The only reason I cah suggest,
Senator, is that since the indictment alleged conspiracy, and that was
what we were talking about, that he talked about conspiracy as well.
: Senator ERVIN. Justice Clark is not talking about the indictment at

that point, he is talking about the power of Congress as distinguished
from the allegations of the indictment.' I am asking this for informa-
tion because if is very intriguing to me why Justice Clark restricts the
power of Congress to the punishment of conspiracies to interfere with
14th amendment rights, anridJustice Brennan talks about specific
crimes as distinguished from conspiracies.

Attorney General KATZNBACH. I don't draw any inference. I
don't know' what/inference it is that you draw from it. As I say,
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my only explanation of it is that the Court was talking about conspir-
acies and, therefore, he was talking about conspiracies. I don't draw
an inference that, therefore, conspiracy becomes the essential ingre-
dient under the 14th amendment.

Senator ERVIN. Is there anything in Justice Clark's opinion that
says Congress has the power to define specific crimes as interference
with 14th amendment rights?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I don't see any significance to this.
He says he felt that, because Brennan had raised this question, he
ought to say something about it. Then he says, "I don't have any
question about it, * * * no doubt as to the specific language of sec-
tion 5, the power of Congress to punish all conspiracies with or with-
out State action."

Senator ERVIN. I am curious why Justice Clark restricts his
statement as to the power of Congress to conspiracies, whereas
Justice Brennan, instead of talking about the power of Congress with
respect to conspiracies talks about specific crimes.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I don't think there is anything :in
Justice Clark's opinion that would suggest that any particular im-
portance should be attached to the fact that he used the word "con-
spiracies" there.

Senator ERVIN. Your diagnosis is that some members of the Court
were just suffering from writer's "itch" rather than anything else at
the time they wrote these opinions and that one or the other of the
concurring opinions is unnecessary?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, I think that we are here
talking about a conspiracy. I think the word "conspiracy" was,
therefore, used by Mr. Justice Clark. I would not find that a strange
thing to do, because the whole discussion was in terms of a conspiracy.
The indictments alleged a conspiracy. Three Justices said that con-
spiracy was already covered by section 241. Mr. Justice Clark said
he found it necessary to add that he had no doubt that Congress could
cover such conspiracies, and he, therefore, is just talking about the
facts of this case. They could have done it, but they didn't, and if
they can cover conspiracies of private individuals without State in-
volvement, Mr. Chairman, I can't seel any reason in logic or in law
that would lead you to say they can't cover individual crimes absent
the conspiracy. If you are talking purely about private individuals,
I don't see what---- i

Senator ERVIN. That is the reason I can't understand why. they
wrote two opinions, if they agreed.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. They didn't agree, Senator. You
see, the disagreement was on whether section 241 presently covered
purely private conspiracy. On that point, there was not agreement.
So it would be very diMcult to have written, one opinion if three
Justices felt section 241 did cover this and other Justices did not
with respect to various counts in the indictment. I think it required
separate opinions to, make clear that they took a different view of
section 241 as presently drafted, but did not in my, judgment take a
different view of the power of Congress to enact laws pursuant to
section 5 of the 14th amendment.

Senator ERvIN. Well, I think a very good case can be made for
the proposition that they didn't make it clear, they made it more
confused. As a matter of fact, there were four different opinions in
that case.
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Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes. It took a good deal of
reading.

Senator ERVIN. Yes.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. To try to straighten it out.
Senator EnvIN. Now, let's go back to the 14th amendment. The

pertinent part of section 1 so far as title V is concerned, is this pro-
vision:

No State hall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or
immunities of citizens of the United States, nor shall any State deprive any
person of, life, liberty, or property without due process of law, nor deny to any
person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.

Isn't that the pertinent part of the first section of the 14th amend-
ment?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, sir.
Senator ERVIN. Now, is it possible to read into that pertinent

portion of the first section of the 14th amendment anything except
these prohibitions, that "no State shall abridge the privileges or
immunities of citizens of the United States or deprive any person of
life, liberty, or property without due process of law, or deny to any
person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws?"

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Just that section?
Senator ERVIN. Yes.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. You are not talking section 5 at

all?
Senator ERVIN. I will come to section 5 in a minute. I am just

talking about section 1.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. I would agree.
Senator ERVIN. Yes.
Attorney General KATZENBACH, I think the Court agrees that that

section, without further implementing legislation, simply applies to
the State itself.

Senator ERVIN. And in those words there is nothing whatever that
inhibits any action on the part of individuals, where they are not
cdperating with the State.

Attorney General KATZENBAOH. That section of the 14th amend-
ment alone, without talking about implementing legislation, has been
held by the Court to apply only to State action.

Senator ERVIN. All right.: Let's go to section 5, and I think you
and I are in complete agreement thus far. Section 5 says:

The Congress shall have the power to enforce by appropriate legislation the
provisions of this article.

Now, the provisions of the article that Congress is empowered to
enforce by legislation are the prohibition resting upon the State not
to abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of thki United
States, the prohibition against depriving any person of life, liberty, or
property without due process of law, and the prohibition that it shall
not deny to any person the equal protection of the laws.

Now, isn't that all it is authorized to'enforce?
Attorney General KATZENBACH. No; it is not all that it is author-

ized to enforce: .

Senator ERVIN. Well--
Attorney General KATEENBACH. What? /

Senator ERVIN. Go ahead.
• , * *' .*' ,' • , ' * .*' , ' -. . * ,
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Attorney General KATZENBACH. I think that in making those
rights effective, the rights guaranteed, the equal protection of law,
due process of law, it is possible for Congress to legislate with respect
to purely private action without State involvement, particularly where
the State fails to do so, and particularly where those private actions
may be the result of violations of the 14th amendment in the past on
the part of the States.

I think it was the intention of the 14th amendment at the time it
was enacted to give Congress the broad and plenary power to make
sure that the guarantees incorporated in that amendment to individu-
als would ih fact be realized, and I think as an incident of that it
can deal with not merely State action, but with private action that
has that effect.

Perhaps to go back to your favorite clause, Senator, the commerce
clause, for a minute, I point out that there is nothing in the language
of the commerce clause, not a word in the language of the commerce
clause, that gives Congress the pov 'm to regulate local commerce.
Yet the Court has repeatedly and for a century and a half said that
you could regulate local commerce as an incident in regulating
interstate commerce.

I think here you can regulate private action in those circumstances
where it is necessary fully to effectuate the guarantees of section 1 of
the 14th amendment.

Senator ERnvN. Well, we will discuss the interstate commerce
clause later on.

Attorney General KATZENBAOn. No; I wasn't substituting it as a
basis here, Senator. I was simply pointing out that you could read to
me the language of the commerce clause, and you will find not one
reference to local commerce. Yet, you would have decision after
decision which says you may,'as an incident of regulating interstate
commerce, regulate local commerce. I was saying here you'may as an
incident of regulating State action and implementing the guarantees
of the 14th amendment, regulate private action.

Senator ERVIN. However, the courts always have held that the
power to regulate interstate cmmUerce embraces the power to regulate
intrastate activities only when regulation 'f intrastate activities was
necessary or appropriate to the regulation of interstate commerce
itself.

Attorney General KATZENBACfi. That is right.
Senator ERviN. Yes.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. And would, think exactly the

same thing applied here, and it is for that reason that I emphasize
the fact that a good many of the things ot. efforts to be regulated here
come as a result of unconstitutional St.te action over a long period
of time.

It seems to me that in trying to undo those deprivations inder the
14th amendment in which the State itself participated, that it is
appropriate for Congress to enact legislation tinder section 5 of the
14th amendment, and of course that is the view that Mr. Justice
Brenhian and his colleagues took, and apparently the view that the
majority of the Court took n the Guest case.

Senator ERVIN. I believe you conceded earlier, however, that ip to
the presentmoment there is nb decision to that effect, and that the
decisiori are exactly to' the contrary.

65-400---66-pt. 1---8
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Attorney General KATZENBACH. I agree with you about no deci-
sions to that effect when you haven't had this kind of Federal law.
It is bard to see how you could have had a decision to that effect. It
is also hard to see how you could have had decisions to the contrary,
if the issue didn't come up.

Senator ERvIN. In United States v. Cruikshank, reported in 92
U.S. 542, some of the same statutory phraseology was involved as
was involved in the Guest case.

The provision is, that if two or more persons shall band together,
or conspire together or go in disguise upon a public highway, and so on.
The court, in an opinion by Chief Justice Waite, had this to say at
pages 554 and 555 about the meaning of the 14th amendment, in-
cluding section 5:

The 14th Amendment prohibits a state from denying to any person within its
jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws, but this provision does not, any more
than the one which precedes it, and which we have just considered, add anything
to the rights which one citizen has under the Constitution against another. The
equality of the rights of citizens is the principle of republicanism. Every republi-
can government is in duty bound to protect all its citizens in the enjoyment of
this principle, if within its power. That duty was originally assumed by the states;
and It still remains there. The only obligation resting upon the United States is
to see that the states do not deny the right. This the amendment guarantees,
but no more. The power of the national government is limited to the enforcement
of this guaranty.

I can't imagine any clearer English which could be found to express
the idea that the only power of Congress under section 5 is to enforce
the prohibitions which the 14th amendment imposes upon State action,
and that has been the uniform interpretation that has been placed on
it by the courts.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I don't quarrel with you that the
language which you quote from there could be read adversely to the
contention that we make in the Cruikshank case. I think that ought
to be acknowledged.

I do think that the courting the OrCikihank case loes hold that Con-
gress can implement the due process clause by making ordinary citizens
subject to criminal sanctiorq for falsely imprisoning someone,

It seems to me if youi ok At the indictment in that case and the
counts in that indictm ent Whiph charge. the denial of. equal protection
and the denial of the right to vote, if those counts were not dismissed
by the court because ,Federal. legislation enforcing them could not,
could never reach private acts, but because the charge in that case
failed to allege any intent to ffeot discrimination on account of race
or color , .. . . ... : '

Now ihat is the contentpn tat we made in our reading of the
Cruikhank case, itlie 'bref which we,filed in the, uest case, and I
would take it that a majority of the court agrees with that reading
of the Cuikshank case. I agree, with you, sir, that the case can be
read differently.

Senator Enviri. Indispensable to the .decision in (Oruiksank is the
holding that Congress power is limited to enactment of a law that
would enforce the guarantee tl'a the States should nt do these three
prohibited thinjo. '

Attorney General KAzI wBEN ci. Senatr, I agree with.yo.u th4t it
is possible to read the h0ldingi the, khiink case, tle. decisin in
the Oruikshank case as you read it..I , l hope that you would
agree with me that/it is possible to read it differently.+' ' t~~ , V .+ " ' .,
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Whether you agree with me or not, it seems to me true to state that
a majority of the Supreme Court today has expressed the view that
you can reach purely private action under the 14th amendment. I
would hope that whether that view is reached by them, as I hope it
will be reached by Congress, and as I would road it, by distinguishing
the Oruikshank case or reached because they think the Cruikshank
case is wrongly decided, that it would still remain true that the Con-
gress has the power to implement the provisions of the 14th amend-
ment and to reach private action at least in the circumstances where
that private action is effectively denying people equal protection of
the law, add particularly where that situation arises out of prior
unconstitutional State action. .

Senator ERVIN. Mr. Attorney General, how can a private individual
deny anybody the equal protection of the laws? The State can only
act through those who make or execute or interpret its laws, isn't that
true?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. The State can only act in that way?
Senator ERVIN. Yes,.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes.
Senator ERVY. And no private individual can deny anybody due

process of law. .
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Private individuals can commit

active violence, acts of intimidation aimed at preventing people
from asserting their rights, which you and I would agree are guaranteed
as equal protection of the law, i Private citizens certainly can do that.

Senator ERVIN. But they cannot deny the equal protection of the
laws. They can commit crimes, but they cannot deny anybody
the equal protection of the laws, because they neither make the laws
nor execute the laws nor interpret the laws.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. What you are defining is equal
protection of the laws and saying that is merely and always a matter
of State action. Having so defined it, then you say,it therefore follows
that only a State can do it; . .

I think from the definition !that you put it does so follow. I agree.
The issue here is whether in trying toieffectuate the:fullprotection of
the laws, where the Congress by legislation can make criminal private
conspiracies designed to prevent people from exercising theirequal
rights, and I take the position thatCOohgress can do so ,a majority of
the Court apparently takes the same positioif andI think it is part
ticularly important to this argument; to the understanding of it: that
the reason this kind of action is neces ary is because in fact the States,
niany States, have violated section 1 of the 14th, amendment as you
read it, violated it repeatedly and repeatedly and repeatedly, and
'then, turn around arid say that no action is required by us to undo the
effects of prior violations of the 14th. amendment; existing over .a
period of years. : .-n ,

I would say that Congress has scope' and: judgment- to make in
saying that. where that situation exists whe e equal protection.of the
lawI in fact does ndt exist ::does not exist in fact' because of Variois
private actions designed to prevent that, where the State-,have indeed
encouraged this for some tune and now do ndt take 'ositive action
themselves to undo what I would regard as the resultiof prior viola-
tion, certainly in those circumstances the Conress of the, U. cited
States has the power, and I would go beyond saying it has the power
in saying it has the duty to enact legislation to deal with that situation.
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Senator ERVIN. Well, do you conceive of the Federal Government
being a government of unlimited powers?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Of course I don't, Senator.
Senator ERVIN. Do you think that--
Attorney General KATZENBACH. I am just as devoted to the

Constitution as any man I know, and I would yield to no one on that.
Senator ERVIN. Do you think that outside bf the 14th amendment

there is a single syllable in the Constitution that gives the Congress
the power to enact criminal laws generally binding on individuals?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Outside of that?
Senator ERVIN. Yes.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Oh, yes, of course.
Senator ERVIN. Where?
Attorney' General KATZENBACH. Well, there are a number of

specified powers with respect-
Senator ERvIN. I know, but my question was generally. Do you

think that Congress has any power to enact any criminal law whatever
except for the purpose of giving effect to some power it is given by the
Constitution?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. No, I think that is correct. It is
a government of limited powers and you must find for Federal action,
any Federal legislation, any Federal legislation whatsoever, a basis
in the Constitution.

Senator ERVIN. Now if your interpretation of the 14th amendment,
which I would submit with all due deference to you is contrary to its
wording as well as all the decisions, is correct, Congress can legislate
in, the entire field of criminal law, can it not?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. No, sir.
Senator ERVIN. Well, take the question of the equal protection of

the laws. Doesn't a possibility'of the question of the equal protection
of laws arise wherever a State law is either passed or applied or in-
terpreted as to any individual?

Attorney General KATZENBALH. Yes, the question of equal pro-
tettion arises under I suppose the administration at least of any
State law, and indeed it could be under the wording of the State law.

Senator ERVIN. Yes.
Attorney General KATZNBACH. I mean if you would,---
Senator ERVIN. Do you take the position that where a State has

denied no one the equpl protection of the laws, and has not abridged
the privileges and immunities of citizens, or denied them due process
of law, that Congress can enactligislation to punish purely private
action, when the State has done everything in its power to abide by
the prohibitions of the 14th amendment?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. 'I would think the answer to the
question would be no to that, Senator, if your assumption, as I under-
stand it to be, that a State has done everything in its power to carry
out all of the provisions of the 14th amendment, is doing everything in
its power to carry out all its provisions, of the 14th amendment and
that these rights are not being denied either by the State, never have
been denied b the State, it is hard for me to see what the Federal
interests woul be in that, what the necessity would be for section 5, for
enacting legislation under section 54: But in this instance yqu agree
with me) that title 5 is necessary today .i ; .

' . .1 . +'-,.. . , . .. .. . , , , , :. . . .. .' ' ::
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Senator ERVIN, No; I do not agree with you; I agree that Congress
ought to give consideration to amend the Constitution to authorize
legislation because I don't believe in violence or threats of violence.
But I think it should be done by constitutional amendment and not by
distorting the words of the 14th amendment.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Why do you think it is necessary
to have a constitutional amendment?

Senator ERVIN. To keep-
Attorney General KATZENBACH. No, I mean apart from the fact

that you think there is a need fot Federal legislation in this aiea.
Senator ERVIN. I agree that the Congress should give consideration

to the passage of a constitutional amendment. I would favor a"con-
stitutional amendment such as I propose to introduce,' fr three rea-
sons, as I stated:

Fiist I don't believe in using force and violence to deny any man
any right under the'Constitution and laws of the United States.

Second, I think the changing of the meaning of 'ou Contitution
ought to be done by Congress and the States in the manner authorized
by the fifth article. .

Third, I want to remove from' the Suipreme Court of the Unitd
States the temptation to change the meaning, of the 14h amendment
according to its words, according to its history, according to all of
the decisions. " '

I jtst don't like to have the Constitution 'of the Unitbo States
changed by anybody except 'thoe "the Constitittion itithorizes' to
change it. I have Very good support for that view' because the
Father of our Country 'who presided 'dver the Constitutional Cfhven-
tion, said in his faireell address to the American people:

If the people are ever dissatisfied with the distribution of governmental powers
made by the Constitutfoh let them change the distfibtion by an amendment
in the manner in wvhih th 'Constitution itself provides. -Let therd be no change
by usurpation for usurpation is a customary weaponiby which free government .
is destroyed. . :

Mr. Attorney General, I have been notified by some of my brethren
that they wbuld like to ask you some questions. They have some
other chores to do. In deference to them, I am going to yield at this
time and resume this interrogatioinlater, because I feel very strongly
on this point. .

Attorney General KATirl NBACji. I gathered you did, Seator.
Senator ERVIN. I am glad I have left that impression ii youi;f o

other.
Senator ScoTT. Mr. Chairman, may I be recognized?
Senator ERVIN. Yes,
Seniator SCOTT. Mr. Attorney General, in your opening statement;

title V you say: ' ' .

Provide capacity to dea effectively ilth ira al viilnc'eana the title'i aFeponse
to the number of killings ahtld ssadlts hich' hve gond uni unishd " '

Would title V have such application to te Mdredith case as.to
expand the right of the Federal Government to proceed, nth attert

Attorney eneral A NAtt CHT It.,ouldt4 nd t li t ,~t oild cover
the Mere hi case, Seritr. thi prbibly te Me dith se,
this would depend o 0re% lyl9 fioww~ng f th e ft,iti peo t; it,
Swouild think it probably was already, tored bypCii , p( the
Voting Rights Act, at least'of the state purpose his walk along the
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highway with respect to'voting. But it would be covered certainly
by title V.

SSenator SooR .r Mr. Attorney General, i on page 2 you say:
Title IV would not' ftore hii t~ spl' or rent to anyone-

N,o, that is not the clause.:.
What it would do- ' ,,

Title IV,' that is- u , * n
is assure that hses put up fo sale or rent to the puio are in fact for sale or
rent to the publi. -

. ^.wa 4t 'tq explore one .ppsole area of, what might be ca le4, the
evas8iq r.tempttq evae4e. uppose the owner of a property with
an actual vale of $30,000, lists it with one or more real estate brokers
at a valuation of $75,00,9., Fe .then receives a bjd of $27,000 fo-th
property from, a Negro, few, days thereafter he receives a bid frpr a
white pep:on of $28,000.. Howi wpuld title, ,iy of the bill operate in
thli situation? '

Attorney General ATZENBACH. Well, I would suppose that it
wpld bepernitted to pll tto woever bid the most for the property,
a'd if the white person bi d 000 , the Negro bid $27,000Q, he
would be .eptied to sell it to 'A%, 0

Now as you put the facts, you made at least suggestions thereby ; the
high .valuation,, that, he,and the,real estate agent, could be, ini ; con-
spirapy to make ure that Negroes would not get it, I iould think that
it was possible ' epedipg on 4w at fact you ssurie in this situation,
that i; coul be a volatio if the egro offer which was ade for this
was willing to match or go m excess of the white person's offer.

In other words, if your facts are meant to infer from your facts that
this was all part of a cospiracy between tihe oi er and the real estate
agent to prevent a 1Negro from getting it, and itworked out in that
way, then I would think that it would be a violation.

But ordinarily if a white person offers more for the house, he can
sell' to ,the. white person, ! ,If. the financing arrangements are. more
favorable. to him, he can, ellu to the: white person., Any of those
factors would not:be dealt with nor do I think,they should be. .

Senator ScoTT. And t hat would, be equally true if the bid was
$28,000 by both the white person and the Negro person, I take it?

Attorney General KAIZBrENAOCI. I would take it if it were the same
by both, the financing , conditions were the same on, both, that it
would be very difficult to prove anyliscrimination in the case, if you
selected one rather than the other;,:

Senator ScorT. What I am getting at, of course, is the difficulty of
establishing a conspiracy where an individual asserts that $75,000 is
his price, but when it comes actually to the sale, he retains in himself
the opportunity to decide between .bidders by being unwilling to
reduce bis price until he gets the offer which he wants to accept. The
difficulty of proving conspracy does offer that opportunity for evasion,
does it not? .. . . ...

Attorney Gen ral KATZENiAOH. I think it dods Senator, and if you
have siiggestions\' s to hpw to improve it,. I would be happy to use
them. I think in an la there are opporti cities for evasion:

o think iriost people, 'this is ny firm conviction that most 'poile,
once the l i s put bn the books, are not going'to try to evade it and

*.(. * - < .* - - -, . ^ ^ ^, . ^
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will deal with it fairly. I think. this is true of most :brokers, bankers,
and others, but it is hard to draft a law that doesn't at least have some
possibilities of evasion.

Senator ScorT. I was raising'the questions to point out, how
difficult it is to establish conspiracy in that case.:

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, it is.
Senator ScorT. Section 101 ,of S. 3296 provides for challenge by

criminal defendants but not by the Government of jury selection, if
the procedures established in section 101 have not been followed.
Why is the Government not permitted to file challenges?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Well,' for two reasons, Senator,
We considered the possibility of doing it. !

I felt that, No. 1, if a jury was challenged .by an individual, the
Government could presently cone in, as we have done in a number of
cases, and intervene and thus be in the case, if it was one which was
meritorious, So it is not;as though we were unable to do anything
in that kind of situation :

So far as the importance given to the Federal Government, the
express power there, iti 'seems to me that what our job should be
would be an effort to reform the jury system within those counties and
States-andi soforth where it wasn't operating propertly, where it was
operating in ari .unconstitutionalimanner One ofi the difficulties, if I
can just go on with this--.

Senator:ScoTT. Sure. :
,Attorney General KATZENBACH. One! of the difficulties of the indi-

vidual, challenge in; this to a particular jury is that without having
some: further power, :the individual may win his case, and he may
continue to, have unconstitutional /juries :in that State. This is
particularly true because of some of the difficulties of discovery on this.

Senator Ervin would be familiar with the whole series of'cases, in
that of the Union County, N.C., Where 'the-North Carolina Supreme
Court has said that the jury was selected unconstitutionally.

The first of these cases comes in 1958, and the jury system is still
operating that .way at least. th Supreme Court of North Carolina
feels so 8 years later, and: I think w6 need steps, some steps are needed
to reform the system, and that was the reason for giving the Govern-
ment that power. -. :;- :

Senator ERIN. I If may interject myself It this point, I was very
much intrigued by your suggestion that because the North Carolina
Supreme Court had enforced the provisions of the 14th amendment as
to jurors, that that was argument for conferring power on the Federal
Government to take charge of North Carolina's efforts to do so.

I think that is about as logical, if .you will pardon me for saying so,
as arguing that because the North Carolina courts try a lot of people
for murder the Federal Government ought to take charge of murder
cases in North Carolina, w n

Attorney General KATZENBACH. No. My point was not in any
way to criticize the North Carolina Supreme Court. In fact, I think
what they did is exactly what they should have done.

My point, in response to what Senator Scott was saying, was to try
to show that. obviously the Supreme Court of North Carolina hadn't
been able to do very much about the j ry process in Union County,
and that was the difficulty of the case-by-case approach. n
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I offered it as just one instance, and there are many, of why there
was a necessity to have power in the Federal Government to deal with
the problem and to reform the jury system, because case-by-case
adjudication simply doesn't accomplish it.

Senator SCOTT. Mr. Attorney General, S. 2923, in which I joined
with several other Senators in introducing, contains an indemnifica-
tion title which would provide that political subdivisions, that is local
governments, are liable as joint tort-feasors for civil rights damages
caused by persons acting under color of law.

H.R. 13323 by Representative Mathias of Maryland has a similar
provision. Could you tell us why an indemnification provision was
not included in S. 3296?

Attorney .General KATZENBACH. We studied the possibilities of in-
demnificiaticn. I find the idea of indemnification to be an interesting
one.

My problem with respect to indemnification is, to some extent, why
indemnification should be limited in the particular way that it is.
In other words, I think there are interesting ideas with respect to
indemnifying people who are the victims of illegal acts wherever they
may occur, and there are proposals of that kind.

I wasn't sure in my own mind that indemnification should be singled
out in this particular area, but if the committee is of the view that
some indemnification rovisions are essential on this, I don't have
great feeling for opposition. I just question to some extent if this
particular area should be selected for indemnification, particularly
because I would guess that it is going to end up by and large with the
Federal Government indemnifying people, and the right over, that is,
provided, is going to be extremely difficult to put into effect.

Senator ScoTr. S. 2923 also extends the equal employment 'pro-
visions of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to State:and local governments.
Would you tell me why S. 3296, the bill on which you are testifying,
does not do this? .

,Attorney General KATZENBACH. Because the reason for that is sort
of a simple procedural reason, reallyiSenator, and that is that at the
time of the introduction of this bill, title 7 had already gone through
one Hoitseof the Congress and been passed with a number of strehgth-
ening amendments not including this particular one, and seeingthat
that much progress had been made, quite frankly with respect to that
bill we shouldn't' throw it back into committee for further considera-
tion, in view of the urgency of getting some strengthening amendments
enacted to it. ' /

I have no opposition to this. ,I suspect, Senator, that there would
be a good deal of opposition in the^Oongress to this, based upon my
experience with that title in the 1964 act, where it was thoroughly
considered, and where a good many Members of eaci House were
reluctant to have the Federal'Government overlooking and overseeing
the States. i

Senator SCOTT. I did'suggestin the-4-
Attorney General KATZENBACH. It has problems.
Senator SCOTT. It could well be anticipated. *! did suggest in

the two previous civil fights itets4he inclusioni of a number of pro-
visions which were not finally recommended uitil the 1964'act. I
find that sometimes being ahead of the proceedings is not alWays the
legislatively tenAble position, but I did want toexplore it.

/ * / f
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Thank you yry much, Mr. Chairman. .
Senator JAVITS. Mr. Chairman?

.Senator Eanvi. If I may make. one. observation, this question of
reparations is certainly a very, effective way.of visiting the sins of
the guilty upon the, innocent;! ., , : ,

Attorney Genera(ArTz1RN3Cja. jt coldd work out that, way,
Mr. Chairman. ' ;,,o- ,;C. a -,

Senator JAVTs. lMChairmana ,,
Senator ERVIN. J:irecognize. Senator Javits,, iSenator Kennedy

waives, his; seniority on thle subablmittee in your favor,
Senator; JAvITs. Thank you,, oandr 1i will ,yield to Senator Kennedy

in a m om ent. .. ,, ,.; : , , ,, ,,,,,, . ,
i think both. Senator. Kennedy, .andIl have a few questions about

this Meredith casowbhich, has .just ,come up.. .Thi, is another in. a
series of shocks to the country, because Meredith ran right into,
exactly what he himself. predicted, he wa, going,.down to try to deal
with the. Negro's fearof just that kind of. violence, which was visited.
on him . , . , , , . * . I

In my judgment, we have had enough martyrs in this area now,
I am looking to thi bill to' strike probably as effective a blow as 'n
be struckto deal with that very Maredithisituation,.

Now, Mr. Attorney General, I think it is important that we kptow,
from you ithe Iacts, :because .ypu, areo, inyvoled,:. The newspaper,
report says that Meredith asked,:'you Ifor help. , t quotes, him as
saynig; , . . .

Katzenbaoh said it waswnot importaIAt oough' tL do ftiything. .
NOw that is a pretty imbrtant statimeit i'true, Could ybo tel

us whether any request wi m'de for Merediths protection, and what
you did abtut i it?,s

Attotiney 'G eral KATZENBAdI. Yes, I can. Might I say at '
outset-is that a quote from the Wdshi4 tbiiPo' tthis morning, ,ia
I ask ? . , :: ' ' ' , IT . ' . . . . ..

Senator. JAvlrs. Yesi. . ' "' *'  ' ;

Attorney Generil K z EN B^i. Miy I jiist ay a word ab6ii
that quote. ';

Senator JAvli. Yes.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Because I feel deeply and stii gly

about it, "
Senator JAVITs. Good. 'That is w ywer here, and I make lii

implication whatever.
Attorney General KATZiNBAHi, All right. Let me take it thisway. The source 'of the Post qute was the Hiintley-Brinkley pro-

gram last uight ii which Merediti said that a reporter had said to
him that I had said this to the reporter. The Washington Post
eliminated one of those steps.

The fact of the hnatter is I did riot say it to a reporter. I would not
have said it. I did not feel it, anid am really distressed and ipset
that a great m ~lhy inillion people in this country, a result of 'tiat'
television program and a result of the Washington Post story, would
have thought that I would have said what is a,,!ibuted t6 me in that'
statement by that device./

Senator JAVITS.' Mir. Ktzenbach, if it Will help you, I believe you.'
I really don't think you are that kind of a man, I Was amazed and
shocked, and I am delighted to hear you say what you did.

. ci rixi RIOX-M,
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Attorney General KATZENBACH. The Post did drop it from its
later editions.

SSenator JAVITS. Now can you give us the basic facts, the suggested
facts, and what did happen? What is the situation?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Well, Meredith stated that he
was going to make this walk. He wanted to make it more or less
alone. Obviously there were I suppose some dangers involved in it.
He notified tll of the local law enforcement officials along the route,
and I don't know what response they made to him.

We were aware of it. I don't believe that he asked us for protec-
tion. I can't, at least I am not familiar with it whether he did or not.
It makes very little difference really whether he did or not, because
we wanted to keep the situation under observation, and take what
steps could be taken to prevent this kind of incident or at least to
deter it.

As you know, a lot of discussions with me in the past, it is not
possible for the Federal Government, in the present circumstances,
to absolutely guarantee the safety of anyone doing anything. It is
impossible.

We get a lot of requests from civil rights Workers saying, "Send
marshals to protect us." I don't, believe that one can effectively
accompany around every civil rights worker, and that even if this is
done, it is not necessarily going to'ptotect them from violence when
you have nuts and people of 'that kind.

And in this instance what we did was to notify all of the local sheriffs,-
to notify the Mississippi Highway Patrol I can say that Governor
Johnson was and always has ,ben very strongly opposed to violence
in these kinds of situations. And then beyond that we kept an.
observation with respect to Meredith with agents of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation in the vicinity, and I, think you will find all
the newspaper reports will so state.

At the time that the shooting occurred, there were at least 15 law
enforcement officials, Federal, State and local, within yards of Mere-
dith, and as a result of that, the.person, a person was arrested within
a matter of minutes. That immediately both State local and Federal
law enforcement officials were after the person who had fired the shots
on this occasion.

One always looks back oi this kind of situation and wonders
whether this sort of sniping is something that could have been avoided.
The man was concealed. Noboy' knew that he was there. He
apparently had been concealed for 4ome time.

As you know I am sure, witlinhuthe State of Mississippi there is a
great deal of rural area. Much of it is covered, close to the road,
and I think it is difficult to absolutely guarantee safety iiY those
situations. At least the person who allegedly did this was promptly
apprehended, was put in jail, will be charged, I take .he position

.that it is probably a Federal offense as well. Assault with intent to
kill would be the charges that I imagine would be .made.

Senator JAVITr. ' o you feel, concerning this bill, tfiat the history
of acquittals and hiing j tries in civil, rights case suph as the Medgar
Evers aind other cases h4s a bearing'upon the coitinuance of this kind
of .violence in Mississpph and that therefore thisbill is necessary in
order to deal within some of these attitudes?' i

/ .
:' 1i; ''. I
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Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, I think it is absolutely es-
sential, Senator. I think that is true normally of title V, but also of
the jury provisions as well. I think that really the way in which you
can give people protection in these situations is really twofold.

One, what we are proposing in this bill is to assure the Federal
Government can try people with effective penalties on this, to insure
the integrity of the jury system.

I think beyond that, you never really can make this effective with
just that, unless the people of Mississippi, and I am sure it is the over-
whelming majority of the people of Mississippi, themselves, won't
tolerate this kind of violence.

I really believe that to be true today. I don't think that it means-
there are nut people in Mississippi, in North Carolina, probably in
New York, who have strong feelings that they can commit acts of
violence against somebody who they think is a civil rights worker,
just against a Negr6. I think the case of Colonel Penn is'an example
of that. He was a colonel returning from Reserve duty, driving along
the highway early in the morning, and somebody comes out and'just
shoots him. ' ' ' ' '

Senator JAVITS. This was Georgia, of course, and-- : ,
Attorney General KATZNBACH. Yes, but my point is that I don't

know any way in the world one could have predicted: Oolohel'Penn,
was going to be shot in that way. It seems to me the oily effective
way you can deal with'this is to try to deter.

I would have thought that'with.the! Visibility of'police officials,; ith
respect to Meredith, with their presence, that this ordinarily, in most
situations, would have been effective to deter anybody from attempt-
ing iolenee against him., ''

The very fact of immediate apprehension would tend Ito confirm
that. I don't know anything at this:moment about the background
of the person apprehended or why he did what he'did.

Senator JAVITS. Do you feel---:
Attorney General KATZENBAC. But my point is that it is so

absolutely oh, I think I will probably just use a word. I don't know
what word to use. I don't know if I should' say absolutely insane in
the literal sense, but'sort of absolutely unpredictable that anybody,
with police officials all around, would suddenly get up with aL un and,
shoot somebody. It has happened before, it has happened in many
places, I guess, unconnected with civil rights activities'

Senator JAVITs. It is said that there was an FBI eat par ed at the
side of the road.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes. '

Senator JAVITS. The car was parked while the shooting continued
Are you satisfied that the FBI really moves into a situation like this,
or is it inhibited by the fact that it is in the presence of local police
and only they can move and stop a man?

Attorney General KATnzENBAH. That situation, from all of the'
information I have, 'they moved immediately into that situation.
At least, my information is that the FBI agents as well as local and
State officials, police officers, moved immediately into that situation
to apprehend the person wlyo had done it.

Senator JAVITS. I have just one other thing that I waited to cover,
and I would like to yield to Senator Kennedy who is gracious in
allowing me to proceed. This is primary day in Mississippz, is it ntot?
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Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes.
Senator JAVIT~s. And I; understand you have poll watchers in 14

of the 82 counties. : .
Attorney; General KATZLBNSACH. Yes. ;
Senator, JAVITs. Do youtfeel lnder tlhe.circumstances that that is

adequate? . : i ,
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes. . .

Senator JXWITS, After all tiN fear of violence which is now so vivid
because there is violence .BDont y)iiu think that it is necessary really
tceoverthe State? : ,; 'i .

Attorney General KATZENBAI. Well, let me.take that up seriatim.
Senator JAvirT. Yes. > ! . ,. , ,.

, Attorney,General:KA TZBNBAOH..i I 1 think; in the first place, the poll
watchers theiirselves are not designed to, prevent violence. :These
are civil service i people who are, at, the polling., place to insure: that
Negroes, and others are permitted, to: vote, that the votes are accu-
rately counted, that illiteattesaare getting assistance, this kind of
thing;. They are.not designed, inor.equipped, nor trained, to prevent
incidents of violence. This is handled in another and different way.

Senator JAVIT&S. Ye, but. they encourage confidence if they are
there, and the, Negro wants, it vote There As .a certain amountf+-it
detcrctsafrn, the! Negiro's fear lif he sees a friendly face in authority.
That is all il mean,

Attorney General KATaUNAAc$./ Yes, .it could have that effect, in
the knowledge that, they ,eoe there. My point is that we take other
step o to tyO y deter andpreventviolence. This is.not.the function
of the poll watcher., , ,,. ! ,.

The second point that I would make on thiis:i that under the law,
I catn send pol watchers into the counties where you have designated
examiners, so that, I Jhave ,to, designate eyery, ounty in Mississippi
to have poll watchers in 82 cooitties, and actually,24,counties, counting
some, oh, two-thirds of the Negro population ofthe State have at this
point been designated. , :

I.ean also take the positionif-I haveareason! to believe that there is
going to bQesome denial ofthe right of, egroes to vote in. a, county
where haven't put ixaminers, tat that in, and of itself, if I had
reasonable grounds to believe this would justify me in designating
thatcounty for examiners; so at I could put in poll watchers..

What our practice has been ad: was in Alabama and is in Mississippi,
is to deal with this on a county-by-covnty ind, then, even box-by-box
basis. What we have been trying t do, Serator, is to encourage the
local officials to make it clear that Negroes, will be permitted to vote,
that they can do this by various ways,,by public statements that they
make, by the appointment o0 the official observers'there, by helping
illiterates with the voting, and so forth '*

In other words, I think theq objective here is and should be to
encourage them to take responsibility for the conduct of these elec-
tions. I don't think that we should try, to make Federal responsi-
bility have the conduct of all State elections. Where they have
done this, and they have, where they have made these efforts, them-
selves and the steps, thepi selves, absent from difficulty on election,
day,. some. complaints, vie have not initially assigned civil service
personnel to those counties where, after discussionsns with Nregro
leaders, after discusions with residents of the area, after discussions
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with the probate judge, after discussions with the Democratic and
Republican chairmen, we are satisfied that they are making real
efforts themselves to encourage this, to make it clear that Negroes
can vote.

I think also it has some relevance to the fact that in not very many
counties of Mississippi, in this particular primary, that are not Voting
for local officials as they were in Alabama. There is mostly the
absence of any very serious contest in most of these counties.

I would suppose for that reason one could assume, except in certain
counties, where there has been a good deal of activity, there will not
be particularly heavy turnout of either whites or Negroes in this
particular election.

Senator JAVITS. Do you have watchers or examiners in this county
in which Meredith was shot?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, we do. We decided that
before Meredith was shot, Senator.

Senator JAVITS. Do you feel this incident requires some accelortion
or intensification of your activities in Miissiippi-activities as ex-
aminer, poll watcher, and protector against violence?

Attorney General KATZENBACo. As to the latter, conceivably, yes.
As to the former, I would think not.

Now, long before anything happened to Meredith I believe that
except in certain counties there was likely to be a fairly light turnout
in Mississippi, in contrast to Alabama, because of the nature of the
election. I suppose that if there is a light turnout there will be some
speculation that this is directly related to the Meredith incident.

I think it is very difficult to know whether the effect of that would
be to have more people turn out or less people turn out, but I suppose
we will see when it comes along. It is not a very exciting election,
basically.

Senator JAVITS. You are going to look into this as you would any
Federal crime, that is, either committt I by those who assaulted
Meredith or even by the State officials?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes.:
Senator JAVITS. State officials who might have stood by or known

about it?
Attorney General KATZENBACH.' Yes, but I would like to just make

clear at this point that I -have absolutely ho',information that would
indicate that the State or local officials were doing anything but up-
holding the law in these circumstances :If I got such information, I
would act on it, but I wouldn't want to leave the impression here at
this point, that I have any suspicions at all in' that regard. '

I think they acted probably-and from what, Ithave been able to
judge, this was true of State officials as well as the county sheriff's
office--as well as the Federal officials. I wouldn't want to leave that
implication. ,

Senator JAvITS. I wouldn't want to leave the impression that I
have any either. I just wanted youth answer to the question. Mr.
Chairman, I have more questions, but I am so grateful to Senator
Kennedy I would like to just yield to him.

Senator KENNEDY. Mr. Chairman, Senator Javits'of New York
has covered many of the points thatare of interest to me. I also want
to express my appreciation to'the Attorney General for his responsive-
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ness and for:his answers. I have a brief comment that I would like
to include in the record.,

We in the Congress are now considering the third Civil Rights Act
in 3 years. There are those who say that further civil rights legisla-
tion is not needed or desirable-that we have done all that we can do
through law, that we can afford to rest on our oars, proud of the pro-
gress we have made. ;, . :

Yesterday's ambush shooting of James Meredith was a product of
race hatred-a, hatred which has flourished in this country for a
hundred years, because of our neglect, our intolerance and our failure
as a nation to live up ,to the principles of justice, and equal oppor-
tunity which we so proudly proclaim as the birthiight of all Americauns

The shooting of Mr. Meredith was an isolated act but it reminded
us nonetheless of how far we still have to go before the American
Negro can claim his rights of full citizenship.

So long as crimes of racial violence such as this one continue to go
unpunished, so long as jury discrimination continues to make-the
administration of justice only the white man's justice, so long as the
Negro lives in ghettoes and attends segregated schools, contempt for
the law and contempt for the rights of our Negro Americans will
continue to plague our society.

James Meredith was fired on while seeking to show Negro citizens
of Mississippi that they did not have to be afraid to register to vote-
but his shooting vividly demonstrates that fear and intimidation are
still a part of these Negroes' everyday life-a life described yesterday
by the Attorney General as one of "segregation enforced by lawless-
ness."

Just as Reverend Reeb, Jonathan Daniels, Medgar Evers, Mrs.
Viola Liuzzo, Chaney and Goodman and Schwerner and the long list
of others before him, James Meredith risked his life to secure the
rights of others.

In almost every case in the last 5 years, the assailants of these vic-
tims of racial violence have gone unpunished. I do not. kaow what
the fate of the assailant in this case will be. I believe tho shooting
of Meredith was a violation of his Federal rights under the Voting
Rights Act and punishable before the Federal bar of justice. :

SBut if Mr. Moredith's march had been directed toward encouraging
the desegregation of schools or the equal right to public accopmmoda-
tion, or some other Federal riglt equally deserving of protection, then
effective Federal criminal legislation would be lacking to prosecute and
punish, his attacker. :That is the reason for title V of the administra-
tion bill which would specifically pv6vide for Federal prosecution for
violation of Federal rights. :

The events of yesterday confirm the need for passage of this legisla-
tion, and the need for it now. To that end,'I pledge my full support.

Mr. Chairman, I have a number of other questions on the bill itself,
as I know a number of my colleagues do. I would like to determine
when we will have an opportunity to examine the bill or how the Chair
expects to proceed.

Senator ERVIN. I was undertaking, myself, to talk to the Attorney
General here aboit title Vi I assure the Senator from Massachusetts
and the Senator from NewXork if they havelany questions directed to
title, or.any other provisions, theycan ask them at this time,:,* * l ** -' -/** '* * " ' / / - ' 'i
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I do think it would help to discuss it title by title. I took title V,
because of the unfortunate Meredith episode. I certainly deplore
that episode, myself, for two reason. ,,

First, I think it is wrong to use vyilence toward any man. It is an
offense against society as well as t ' individual. Second,: it is, an
;offense against people like myself, v ho think these bills offend the
Constitution. It makes it much more difficult for u. to protect against
unconstitutional and unwise legislation when the public becomes con-
cerned by such an outrageous acti ,to, the extent that they. lose, their
vision of the Constitution and the necessity of having a Constitution
to protect everybody under;all ciraumstaces.,, .

I greatly deplore it, . , ,,
You may proceed to a3k any question on title . I wouldn't

undertake to restrict any member of the subcommittee.on any ques-
tion whatever on any other title.

Senator JAVITs. Mr. Chairman, if Senator Kennedy will yield to
me, I have just one other question on this Meredith incident. ,

I do agree with the Chair that it would be much more orderly if we
went into these things on the legal side on a title-by-title basis.
Personally, I would just like to ask this one other question, and then
yield my tune.

Senator EHVIN. I think this is directly relevant to title V.
Senator JAVITS. I agree with that. I would like to identify myself

with the very fine statement made by Senator Kennedy, particularly
concerning the point that the most eloquent protest we can make is
by solidarity of action which we can make on this measure which, in
a rather strange way, so directly zeroed in oh the very situation which
wo face in the Meredith case, both as to identification of the mis-
creant and the punishment.

Mr. Attorney General, apparently Meredith was given treatment
in one Memphis hospital and then moved to another. Did that have
anything to do with segregation? :.

Attorney General KATZENBACa 'NO.
Senator JAVITS. In either of the hospitals? ;
Attorney General KATZeENBACi. It was the same hospital, actually,

Senator., It was a hospital complex, and it is a very fine hospital.
And the movement, in fact, it was the hospital that he requested in
the ambulance to go to : The reason for the movement from the one
to the other was simply from the emergency room to a room. The
hospital is desegregated, and in fact, in the emergency room to which
Mr. Meredith was taken, there were both Negroes and whites., :; -

Senator JAVTS. Thank you very much.: I think that is an impor-
tant 'poit to clarify. ' '

I do, hope,Mri. Attorney General, that you will move into this situ'
ation even with the law as it is now . !There are lots of relevant aspects
to the law now. I feel very outraged as SenatorKennedy obviously
does and as our chairman does, andIhqpe very much thaityou will.
utilize all of the power of your office tomove into this situation with
the vigor it deserves.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I cert iy ntend to,,Senator.
I think the State authorities intend to, eq all.. .

SSenator JAV^e. :Thank y'ou, Tha k yoyu, ;Mt. Chairman.,
Senator fKaNNnD,. Mr. Chairman,j. appreciate the points that

have been mentioned' by the Senator from New: York. think that
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all of us agree that we should not, neither the committee nor the Co.
gress, be considering the legislation solely on the question of being
outraged. I support the point mentioned by our distinguished chair-
man and the Attorney General that what we are interested in is
orderly procedure. I think that the Attorney General this morning
has really given a brilliant definition of the basis for the authority of
title V, and I think it has been extremely helpful to the members of
the committee.

I would like to yield to the Chair for the continuation on title V.
With the permission of the Chair, I would also like to ask questions
as they come up, not in any way to iinterfere with the Chair.

Senator ERVIN. I believe it would be easier if each one of us con-
tinue without interruption.

Senator'KE'NNEDY. Fine. I will yield back the Chair and pursue
an opportunity later.

Senator ERVIN. Mr. Attorney General; that is the vote signal I am
informed, and so we will have to go to the Senate flo9r. We will take
a recess now, because by the time we get over there and vote and call
the'rolli it will be pretty near adjournment time. What time will it
suit you to come back this afternoon?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Whenever you wish, Mr. Chair-
man.

Senator ERVIN. What about 2:30? Will that be all right?
Attorney General KATSENBACH. 2:30? Yes, sir.
(Whereupon, at 12:10 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene

at 2:30 p.m., the same day.)

AFlTERNOON SESSION

Senator ERVIN. The subcommittee will come to order.

STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE NICHOLAS DEB. KATZEN-
BACH; ACCOMPANIED BY DAVID SLAWSON AND ALAN MARER,
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTIO--Resumed

Senator ERVIN. Mr. Attorney: General; I want to invite your
attention to the case of the ,United-Sttate v. Harris, 106 U.S. 629.

In this case there was indictment ,in the Federal court, under
section .5519 of the revised statutes,Whioh was the forerunner of the
statute involved in theiGuest case and which made conspiracies to
deprive persons of the equid ptotecttix  of the laws or of equal privileges
and immunities under the laws, a 9iriminaloffense.
:The validity of the indictment was challenged upon the ground

that the 14th amendment only atthorized Congress to reach State
action, whereas the !indictment alleged only private action. The
Supreme Court said this on pages 638, 639,,and 640:

'The purpose and effect of ~tiie two seCtions of the 14th; am.ndhent, ab6Ve
quoted,, were clearly defined byfMr. Justice Bradley in the ease of the United
tales v. Cruikehanks, 1 Woods 308, as follows.

Quoting from that ca'e ' '

It is the guarantee of protection against ihe aot of the State government itself.
It is a guarantee against thd eXertion 6f arbitary aBhd tytannical powri on the
p'irt of the government and the ldgislature of th'oState,6 ot a guarantee Against
the commission of individual offenses and:the power f congress, whether express
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or implied, ,to. legislate for, the. qnf roemeqt of, such A guarantee, which does not
extend to the passage of lws f6r the suppression of prine within the Sttes.
The eiforceiment of tl e' idaraiiee does iot, require, o6 tuthoiize Cbngress to
perform the duty 'that'the guarantee itself supposes it to be the duty of the State
to perform and which it requires the State to performn,: i i ', -; :n ri , i *//

That is the end of the quotation from United States v. COuikshdtk's!
The opfiion in the Hari case continues :" ' ' -

When the ease of the United Stalee v. Cr kshqnks caule to this Cpurt lthe same
view wa taken here., The Chief JAticed delivering tlie bliiion of the Couttq'i
that case said: - :

"The Fourteenth Amendment prohibits a State, from depriving any persons of
life, liberty, or property without due process of law or from denying to any pnioo)
the equal protection of the law, but this provision does pot add anything,totthe
rights of one citizen as against another. It simply furnishes 'al i dditional
guarantee against any encroachment by the StAtes upon the fundamental rights
which belong to every citizen as a member of society.

"The duty, .f protecting all its citizens in the enjoyment of an equality of right
was originally.assumed by the States and it remains there. The only, obligation
resting tpon the United States is t6 see 'that the States do 'ot deny the'right.
This the Amrendment guarantees and no mote. The'powe? of the national Gov.
ernment is limited to this guarantee !',..

So in, Virginiq yy Rives, 1,00 iOi. 313, it was declared by this court, speaking by
Mr. Justice Strong, ttht "these provisions of the Fourteenth Amendment have
refereice to State action e*ohisivlY and not to any action of private individualss'

These authorities show cor elisively that :the legislation under consideration
finds no warrant for its enactment in the Fourteenth Amendment. . , I

The language of the amendment does rot leave, this subject in doubt. When
She State has been guilty of no violation of its provisions, when it has not made

'or enforced any law, abridging the privileges, or immunities of citizens o.f 'th
United' States, when no one of Its departments has'deirived any person of life,
liberty or property without;due process of law, or denied to any person within
its jurisdiction the,equal protection of the laws, when on the ontrary the laws of
the State as enacted by its legislature and construed by its judicial and'adminis-
tered by its Executive Departments recognize and protect the rights of all persons,
the amendment imposes no duty and confers no power upon-Congress.

Section 5510 of the revised statutes is not limited to take effect only in case
the State shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States
or deprive any person of life, liberty 'r property without.due process of law or
deny to any person the equal protect of the law.

It applies no matter how well the State may have performed its duty. Under it,
private persons are liable to punishment for conspiracy to deprive anyone of the
equal protection of the laws enacted by the State. That was quoted in the in-
diotment in this case "In the.indictment in this case, for instance, which would
be a good indictment undeS the law, if the law itself were valid, there is no intima-
tion that the State of Tennessee has passed any law or'done a any ctforbidden by
the Fourteenth Amendment. On the contrary, the gravamen of the charge
against the accused is that they. conspired to deprive certain citizens of the
United States and of the State of Tennessee of th equal protection accorded them
by the laws of Tennessee. As therefore the'section of the lat Under consideration
is without references to thelaws of the State or their administration by her officers,
we are clear in the opinion that;it is 'not warranted by any 'clause---, .

And I emphasize "by any clause"- ' -,

In the 14th amendment t he Constiiution.

Now, Mr. Attorney General, if that statement which I just read from
United States v. Harris constitutes a correct interpretation of the 14th
amendment, then does it. not necessarily follow that title V of this bill
is clearly unconstitutional? ,

SAttorney General KATZENBACH. I.can answer that question best
Mr. Chairman, by saying that if the Supreme. Court at, this torm had
written the Harms .case, and in--what was thel date of .hat., about
1882--and;in 1882 had written the \iuest case instead of in this term
then I doubt that we would be here urging this legislation.. , :

65-506--6--pt. 1---9
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Senator ERVIN. Mr. Attorney General, as a matter of fact-
Attorney General KATZENBACH. I do not think it represents a cor-

rect statement of the 14th amendment. I can distinguish the case.
We distinguished it in a brief in the Guest case. I think that is possible
to do.

We can make some fine points of distinction here with respect to this
case. I can point out to you that the statute involved talked about
equal protection of the laws and clearly theright that was involved
here was a due process right. I can make that distinction. But I
think what is more important, Senator, is to recognize that it is a liv-
ing Constitution.

I think that the 14th amendment in its history gave a good deal of
indication that at least many Members of Congress in all legislative
history, that it is somewhat ambiguous, and many Members of Con-
gress thought section 5 vested quite broad powers to implement this.

There followed a period of time, immediately after the 14th amend-
ment was passed, where it seems to me that this case-I think this is
probably the strongest case that you have in this regard. I think it
is stronger than Oruikshanks which preceded it. I think there was a
period of time when the States were attempting to adjust to this,
where a view of the 14th amendment, a rather restrictive and narrow
view of the 14th amendment was taken.

SFor me it is extremely important to note, as indeed it was noted in
the Harris case itself, that there has been no background of the
State's failure to fulfill its obligations under the 14th amendment, and
that was noted in the language which you read in that respect. It is
also language you can find in the civil rights cases which I daresay
we will get to.
SSenator ERVIN. The Court was speaking, Mr. Attorney General,

of the allegations of the indictment.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. No, in the language--
Senator ERVIN. Concerning the background of the State's failure

to fulfill its obligations-the Ku Klux Klan had originated prior to
this time in the State of Tennessee, in Pulaski, and there had been all
kinds of racial violence in Tenhessee.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, sir; but--
Senator ERVIN. Much worse than any racial violence that we have

now.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. I believe I am correct in saying

that it wasn't until the late 1880's, maybe 1887, around in there, that
you began to get the first of yiour formal segregation laws in clear
violation of the 14th amendment, when you began having your de-
vices with respect to voting in some of these States.

When we had that history, starting I would say, in the late 1880's,
and it seems to me that it is also accurate to say that perhaps begin-
ning with the Gwytn case in 1915 and then; going down the line, that
a broader view of the 14th and 15th amendments.has been taken.

SAs a matter'of fact, it is an interesting aside, perhaps, to note that
Mr. Justice Bradley, in the quotation that you'read here, did feel
that the 15th, amendment did apply to purely private action with
respect to its enacting clause, 't: ' ' .

Senator ERVIN. Mr. Attorneny General Ihat to engage i control
versy with you on that, but I think he i aidxactly the opposite in
the %iil Rights Oases f 1883. .. * '
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Attorney General KATZONBACH. I believe--
Senator ERVIN. I know none of us can carry all that judges have

said in our heads, but I challenge anybody to find .that, Justice
Bradley ever in any opinion said anything to indicate that he thought
these things were interfered with by the 13th amendment. He.
considered the 13th amendment and the 14th amendment and the.
15th amendment all in the COii Rights Cases where .he wrote the
majority opinion and repudiated the idea that any of them support
such legislation as that proposed by this bill.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Speaking of the 15th amendment
in that same case, I will read .the words of Mr. Justice Bradley:

Considering as before intimated that the amendment, notwithstanding its
negative form substantially guarantees the equal right to vote to citizens of
every race and color, I am inclined to the opinion that Congress has the power
to secure that right not only as against the unfriendly operation of State law
but against outraged violence and combinations 'on .the part of individuals,:
irrespective of State laws. Such was the opinion of Congress itself in passing
the law at a time when many of its Members were the same and were consulted'
on the original form of the amendment in proposing the States.

Senator ERVIN. He is speaking there of the right to vote.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes.
Senator ERVIN. Which rests upon-
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Fifteenth amendment.
Senator ERVIN. The second section of the first article.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Which I believe, sir, he was

speaking of the 15th amendment when he said this.
Senator ERVIN. Which case are you reading from?
Attorney General KATZENBACH. I was reading from the Oruikshank

case in the lower court, the same one that you are citing here in the
United States v. Harris, and it appears in 1 Woods, page 324.

Senator ERviN. It was held in Oruikshank that the indictment was
not valid under the 15th amendment, wasn't it?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, sir.
Senator ERVIN. Because it wasn't based upon the allegation of

denial of the right to vote on the basis of race or previous condition. of
servitude.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. My point was an aside, but I
said it was interesting to note that Mr. Justice Bradley, who took this
view of the 14th amendment, took a somewhat different view of the.
15th amendment.

Senator ERVIN. But it was held in that case that the 15th amend-
ment didn't apply.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, sir; that is right.
Senator ERVIN. Because--
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Because the indictment.didn't say,

anything about race. .
Senator ERVIN. That is right.
Attorney General KATZENBAOH. Yes. The indictment had said

something but it wasn't the issue as to whether or not they could reach
private action.

Senator ERVIN. Anyway, Mr. Attorney General, do you think
that what I read from U.4ited Sates v. Harri :can possibly stand
together, both of them being tiue?. : : ; ,

Attorney General KATZENBACH* Yes, sir; I think they can: stand
together. As I say, I think that case can be distinguished. I



told you the ground for distinction, but I was trying to point out,
Senator that I think, and I think that you think, that the Supreme
Court would uphold section 5 of this law.

Senator ERVIN. I am taking the position 'the Supreme 'Court
ought not to uphold most of its provisions. I am taking the liosition
that if the Supreme Court upholds this title in most of its provisions,
it will be tantamount to the Supreme Court amending the Constitution
by changing.the meaning of the 14th amendment and changing the
meaning of every decision down to this date construing the 14th
amendment.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, sir; my recollection is you'
expressed the same doubts--

Senator ERVIN. Yes.
Attorney 'General KATZENBACH. With respect to the 1964 act,

and the same doubts with respect to the 1965 act.
Senator ERVIN. I did with respect to certain features of both of

them, but it turns out that I had entirely too much confidence in the
judicial stability of the Supreme Court.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. What I don't really understand,
Senator, is you think it is equally.possible, just as a hypothetical
proposition here, do you think it is equally possible that the Court
could have been wrong in the Harris case as against the Court being
wrong in the Guest case?

Senator ERVIN. No.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. When you cite the Harris case

for yourself, I cite the Guest case on. my side. Wouldn't you say at
least we start out from the proposition that there is no particular
reason why the Court was more right in the one case than in the other?

Senator ERVIN. I don't accept that because, as you and I agreed
this morning, the 14th amendment has nothing whatever to say in
respect to the action of individuals. It prohibits the State from deny-
ing any person due process of'law, or denying him the equal protection
of the laws, or denying hiin the privileges and immunities of Federal
citizenship. Thatis all it does,

Certainly, it is illogical, when the 14th amendment doesn't cover
private action to say that Congress, under the power to enforce :the
amendment's provisions, can reach private action. :That is not only
doing violence to the Constit ution,;bitt is doing violence to the English
language and is doingiviolence to logic.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Senator, we agreed that the 14th
amendment, absent section 5; without. implementing legislation,
clearly is a simple prohibitioon~Apon the State.. I, have taken the
view here, and I think it is the right view-obvioiisly, you don't-I
have taken the view that in the implementing legislation, it is pos-
sible for Congress to make sure that those rights are insured.

I think that is strengthened, and this is' the point I was trying to
make, is strengtheiied when you have the background and history of
not only a:failure on the part -of States to insure .that, but actual
practices designed to deny those rights. .

I don't believe that the people who drafted the 14th amendment
and gave this power /to.imnplemit by legislation to the Federal
Government in section' 5, intended, "as i thi.k your argument would
carry, to say they could Isay no, uore than what the 14th amendment
itself says, becausee the 14th. amendment 'is drafted in very broad .
t qrms. a it says. o State can do this, that or the other thing.
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r:I; fail to see that you give very much scope to the implementation
of this, if you say all it can do is restate ;what was'first said.
Now I, take the view that the importantithing here is, these were

rights, these are rights guaranteed to people, and that if the States,
if there is a history, particularly, if there isa ,history where-the $tate-
had not been securing these rights to th people, under section 6 asit
was explicitly put in there, it was necessary and important to 'putin
legislation. It uses the word "appropriate," I believe, I, think the
legislation is much more appropriate after. many, many years of denial
than it might have been at the time of the Civil Rights Act, the 1366
session and that period of time. I believe that is the view that the
Supreme,Court takes today. ,I doubt if, that was the view the Supreme
.Court took at the time of the Harris case...

Senator ErVIN. We used to have the 18th amendment which gave
Congress the power to legislate to enforce the provision abolishing the
manufacture, transportation, and sale of alcoholic beverages. Do you
think Congress under that amendment. could pass a law to prohibit
people from raising bantam chickens? i :. ,
SAttorhey General KATZENBACH. No',i sir; but you will recall the

Everett Brewery case. The legislation that Congress enacted wentto
,the prohibition, of the sale of i alcohol for.medicinal purposes. iAnd
you will recall the argument was made in- that case, 'not unlike the
argument youi are' making now, that it went beyond the language of
the:amendment, and that, again, was upheld by the Court.

Senator ERVIN. Section 5 of the 14th amendment merely says that
Congress can'ienforce by appropriate 'legislation the provisions of

I the amendment. . .: /
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes sir.
Senator ERvIN. And the provisions of the amendment merely

prohibit. State action, and that is exactly what Uiited States v Harris
said, and exactly what the Cruikshank case said, that where Congress
went beyond the enforcement of prohibition' of St&te, action forbidden
by the first section, it was transcending its power. .And I don't
think there is any question that under: those two decisions, most of
title V of this bill is clearly invalids ' : ,i

Now, title V does not have-- :
- Attorney General KATZENBACI. Senator,, I think, to) repeat, that
;the, Supreme Court today, after all of this history, which I find; ex-
tremely relevant, ,to the decision, if today: it had written the exact
opinion of the Harris case and say, at the last ,term, decided the
Giruikshank case, I dont think:I would >be heresaying that I believe
thaithis legislation-I might still believe, that the Court was wrong
but I would not believe that the Court would uphold this legislation.
I thinkthat these cases were wrongly decided even then but I think
it would be very wrongly decided if they:were to be decided now.after
all these years of history. : . . . :
!i ,Senator EtviN. Would you be here advocating the enactment of
title V, if six members of the Supreme Court had not indulged in
obiter dicta in, the Guest case?
:; Attorney General KAT'ZNBACH. Yes, sir. ,

Senator ERViN. You wguld? . ' :
Attorney Geeral KATZmNACH. .I would, object to this qualifLca-

tion. If the Court, this present Court, in the Guest case, completely
rejected the argument that we made, and itil. bad said iikiobter di
rejected ", a **' f^ *.*OaJ's,!' : h;i^*i ,i*' ( * ^ : h'( i w^t -r-~ ;'ii -h
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that you could not reach private action in this case, then I don't
think that I would be advocating.

If it had remained, that the Court had remained silent on that
point, then I think that I would have urged this nonetheless.

Senator ERVIN. You do note that Justice Harlan said in a footnote
that the action of Justice Clark and his two associates was extraor-
dinary.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I don't recollect the footnote, but I
will take your assurance that that is what he said.

Senator ERVIN. I wish you would have one of your associates
verify it. You will see that I am not a lofie voice crying in the legal
wilderness, by saying it is extraordinary for judges to announce what
they will do in the future, if a case should happen to come before them.

Attorney' General KATZENBACH. No, sir; but you appear to be a
minority.

Senator ERVIN. I don't know about that. I expect--
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Just as Harlan, at least, was a

minority on that point.
Senator ERVIN. I expect that you could find out I would either

be in the majority or a very strong minority.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Do I understand you to mean on

this point, as to whether this is proper?
Senator ERVIN. Yes, on this point and also on the other.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. But we do agree on the need for

Federal legislation in this respect?
Senator ERVIN. I agree on the proposition that before we pass

title V we should amend the Constitution. We should remove from
the Court the temptation to further twist the words of the 14th
amendment.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Well, of course, I don't think
that they are.

Senator ERVIN. And also remove any temptation for the Attorney
General to advocate such action.

'Attorney General KATZENBACH. Could I just inquire for my own
clarification, you talk about this as title V.

Senator ERVIN. Yes.
SAttorney General KATZENBACH. Is it your view that every pro-

vision of title V is unconstitutional, or just those provisions which
depend on the 14th amendment? Could we narrow the area of
controversy in that way? I don't know whether-

Senator ERVIN. I think most 4,title V depends on the interpreta-
tions placed on the 14th amendment to deal with the duty of the State
to refrain froni doing some thin.gs.

Now, there may be a provision 'in there to the effect that inter-
ference with one's right to travel interstate is a crime, I would agree
that comes under something besides the 14th amendment.

Attorney General KATZNBACH. How about voting? Are we all
right on voting?

Senator ERvIN. No; because you are dealing with individuals,
Only the United States or the States can violate the 15th amendment
because it only'applies to them. , / i .

'Attorney General KATZI BACH. How about Federal elections on

SSenator ERVx1. Federal elections, section 2, article:I, I would agree
that as far as "Feleral elections are conperne4, it would be valid&
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Attorney General KATZ]NBAC. It would be all right as far as that
is concerned.

Senator ERVIN. But you have got plenty of law on that subject
already.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. How about the employment pro-
vision?

Senator ERvIN. The employment provision possibly would come
under the interstate commerce clause which the Court seems ready to
interpret to cover everything on the face of the earth, from sexual
intercourse to burying the dead.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I don't know whether it is worth
going through them all or not, but a number of these do depend on
provisions other than the 14th amendment, Mr. Chairman.

Senator ERVIN. I would take the position that there is nothing in
title V which makes the operation of any of its provisions dependent
upon the action of a State in denying any of the rights secured against
State action, by the 14th amendment.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. No, sir; but my point is that with
respect to all except two of these, you could base them on other sec-
tions of the Constitution other than the 14th amendment, so I wold
think that probably-aid the 15th amendment on voting, although
you would confine that to Federal elections, despite the Voting Rights
Act case-it seems to me that only in terms of schools and in terms of
the old title VI part of the 1964 act that is, participating in and
enjoying any benefits service, or privilege from the. State or Federal
Government, really all of your arguments now are directed to those
two sections.

Senator ERVIN. There is a section in there ,with reference to
negotiating sales of property.

Attorney General KATZENBACH, Oh, yes, sir; but I think that that
Might be justified under the commerce power. I thought you said a
minute ago that was broad enough to do it.

Senator ERVIN. Well, I wouldn't go quite that far, but Isayr under
the interpretations that have been placed on it, that the power to
regulate commerce, which was originally intended to regulate the
movement of persons, goods, and communications, from one State to
another, now, under some decisions can be construed to cover every-
thing that affects interstate commerce. Therefore, since people are
created by sexual acts, Congress under that broad interpretation
could regulate sexual intercourse, and it could also. regulate the burial
of the dead because if the administrator buried the deceased in a
coffin that had been shipped,in interstate commerce, he would be
promoting interstate commerce, and if he refused to do so, he would
be impeding or obstructing interstate commerce. :Under the sug-
gestions in some of the cases, I don't believe I am very extravagant m
those statements. .. . ,

Attorney General. KaTZENBAI., No, sir; I don't think--you may
be stating your case fairly broadly on :this, Mr. Chairman, but:I was
interested yesterday in your quote from that Polish Aliance ,case.
It fits with:my view.. .

I don't think because Congress can constitutionally legislate some-
thing, it necessarily tneand that they should legislate that, and I don't
think you think so either. There are many things that the Constitu-
tion does not require, that the Congress deem wise, (and: thereis a
leg slative judgment which doesn't depend on the Constitution.
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'In your' quote on the Polish Alliance case of Mr. Justice Frankfurter
in your statement yesterday, I looked up the quotation afterward,
and I was interested in the way in which Mr. 'Justice Frankfurter
went on after that quotation, because from the point where you
stopped, he starts, and he says:

On the other hand- ,,,

and.then he proceeds to go on with the old admpnition--
Never become stale. This Court is concerned with the bounds oflogal power and
now with the bounds of wisdom in its exercise by Congress.. When tle conduct.
f an enterprise affects commerce among thQ States, it is a matter of practical

'judgment pbt to b6 determined by abstract motions. The exercise of this prac-
tical[ judgment the Constitution entrusts, primarily and very largely, to the
Congress, subject tothe latter's control by the electorate.

,Great power was thus given to the Congress, ,the power of legislation and
thereby the' power of, passing judgnient upon the needs of a complex society.
Strictly confined, though far-reaching'power was given to this Court, that of
determining ihehthher the Congress had excedded limits allowable in reason for
the judgment which it had exercised. ; , .'' '' *

STo hold the Congress could not deem the activities herein question to affect
What men of practical affairs pall commerce, and to deem them related to such
commerce,' merely by gossamer threads and not by solid ties would b6 tb' dii-
espect the judgmentthat is'opened to men who.have the Constitutional power

and responhlbuity to legislate for the Nation. : .

:Mi. Justice Fiatikfurter it seems 'to me was agreeing with me, that
the commerce power was extremely broad.
( Senator ERVIN, I don't think that you 'and I and Mr. ;Justice

Frankfurter: disagree bri that. at all. IT' your statement you said
something about i terpenetratiobs in modern society, and I quoted .
part of Justice Frankfurter's opinion to the effect that these inter-
'penetrations in modern society have not wiped out State lines, and
even though scholastic reasoning may ,prove no activity is entirely
isolated within the boundaries of a single State, that cannot justify
absorption 'by' the legislative power of the United, States over all
activity. '

Attorney General KATZENACa. Then he wint on to say how broad
'that power was,:

Senator ERVIN. Yes; but he 'said also thiatit couldn't cover every
activity. Now, frankly, :I think thtt unide'r judicial interpretation.
of the interstate commercee clause; the rule 'can be stated as follows:
That Congress has the power to regul&ae interstate commerce and it
has the power to regulate intrastate activitiesas a part of its regulation
of interstate commerce so far as such regulation is either necessary or
appropriate to its effective 'reguption of .interstate commerce. Of
course, with hundreds and hundreds of cases dealing with interstate
commerce;, e sometimes are goifg to have Justices emulating Homer
and nodding a, bit, and I think they nodded very much when they
said' a man couldn't raise wheat on his own land for his own con-
sumption. I don't see how that conclusion can exist under the due
process clause of 'the: fifth amendment, but the due process clause
didn't seem to trouble the Court nevertheless.

I never did see any interstate commerce there., .All I saw was the
fellow moving his jaws when he consumed his wheat, and a like action
on the 'part of lis family and domestic animals. :  ' ',

I regret it takes tihne to present nij ~)oiit on thi matter. Ift is not
for any other purpose that I present his j ,

S(Wheredipon, Senator Javitsentered ithe hearing room.), ' ':
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Senator ERVIN. I want to call attention to the.Oivil Rights Caes of
1883, which are still, insofar as interstate is not affected, in effect,
according to the opinion of Justice Stewart in the Guest case. He
cites it to sustain his decision there.

The Oivil Rights Cases reported in 109 U.S. at page 3, is often
quoted, and it has a clear exposition of the point I wish to make, which'
Think is a correct interpretation of the words ii the 14th amendment.
Incidentally, I digress to say that these cases involved the Civil
Rights Act of 1875. The opinion of the Court states, starting, at
page 10.

The first section of the Fourteenth. Amendment (which is the one relied on)
after declaring who shall be citizens of the United States, and of the several
States, is prohibitory in its character, and prohibitory upon the States. It de.
dlares that:

"No State shall make or enforce any laws which shall abridge the privileges or
immunities 9f citizens of the United States; nor shall any State deprive any person
of life, liberty, or property without due process of law- nor deny to any person
within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the lawa.

It is State action of a particular character that is prohibited. Individual in-
vasion of individual rights is not the subject matter of the amendment. It has a
deeper and broader scope. It nullifes and makes void all State legislation and
State action of every kind which impairs the privileges and immunities of citizens
of the l United States or which injures them in life liberty, or property without'
-due process of law, or which denies to any of them the equal protection of the law.

It not only does this, but in order that the national will thus declared may not be
a mere brutum fulmem, the last section of the amendment vests Congress with the
power to enforce it by appropriate legislation. To enforce what? To enforce
the prohibition, to adopt appropriate legislation for correcting the effects of such
prohibited State laws and State acts, and thus to render them effectually null, void
and inoculous.

This is the legislative power conferred upon Congress, and this is the whole of it.
It does hot invest the Congress with the power to legislate upon subjcts which
are within the domain of State legislation, but to provide modes of relief against
State legislation or State action of thekind referred to. It does not authorize.
Congress to create acode of municipal law for the regulation of private rights;
but to provide modes of redress against the operation of qtate laws and the action
,of State officers, executive of jlticiatl, When these are subversive of the: iundaE
mteital rights specified in the amiendm nt. '

Positive rights and privileges' are undoubtedly secured by the Fourteenth
Amendment; but they are secure by way of prohibition against State laws and
State proceeding, affecting those rights and privileges, and by power given to
Congress to legislate for the purpose of carrying siioh prohibition into effect; and
such legislatioA ' mntr neessarily'b6 predicted upon such'supposed State laws or
State proceedings and bedirecoted to' the correction of their operation, and efftot.

Now, I omitted s6ine thabt is not particularly germtine, and I' dod-
-tinuedonp page 13'" 94 l :"" '1 .
a An Qi the parent case, until some Sate low h been pased1d Qrome Stato

action through its Ofticrs or agents ha been taken, iidverse the rightsb'f citizens
sought to be protected by the Fourteenth Amendmentho legislatidn of'the United
States nider said amendment nor. ay proc being und.r p p ile.giktaior, can ,be
called into, activity: , for the pro9i itios .of tor. airexdwnt are against Statc
laws ad, ap done. undpr 80t te# ayl^ rl, ... ," , >,
SOf purse: legislation may, an d;a huld boeproved Ai advance .t me.'e

exigenoy when it arrives; bu t it ihoild be adapted to the nisohief and. wrong.
which ,the amend mnt,wa intoned to, provide ag I nt; .an tht is, Stti laws
*or State action of some )dnd adverse too he rights 6 the ifzep.s! re dby ,ha
amendmnm' etl.' ,to the r of " 'i\zen \ by *h

SuCh legislatn cannot properly cover tbe, Whble doman. o Jrige ItpperL
to life, liberty and property, defining them nidl provide g for their vindication,
'That would beto establi a do e 6f nIunicipilflaw'regulattive ofga priyate rights
between' min and man ip Booity. ,t, would b to, make Congres tale4!tle jlahE

gr tothe tadtel ,gilf tura ,ndd't .lr. ,,i i , .1 p91 ,,Oi ..
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It is abs,urd to affirm that because the rights of life, liberty and property (which
include al civil rights that men have), are by the amendment sought to be pro-
tected against invasion on the part oft the Sates without due process of law,
Congress may therefore provide due process of law for there is indication in every
case; and that, because a denial by a State to any persons of the equal protection
of the laws is prohibited by the amendment, therefore Congress may establish
laws for their equal protection.

In time the legislation which Congress is authorized to adopt in this behalf is
not general legislation upon the rights of the citizen, but corrective legislation,
that is such' as may be necessary and proper for counteracting such laws as the
States may adopt or enforce in which, by the amendment, they are prohibited
from making law enforcing, or' such acts and proceedings as the States may permit
or take and which, by the amendment, they are prohibited from committing or
taking.

and at page 14:
The truth is that the implication of a power to legislate in this manner is based

upon the assumption that if the States are forbidden to legislate or act in a par-
ticular way on a particular subject and the powers conferred upon Congress to
enforce the prohibition, this gives Congress power to legislate generally upon
that subject, and not merely power to provide modes of redress against such
State legislation or action.

The assumption is certainly unsound. It Is repugnant to the 10th amendment
of the Constitution, which declares that powers not delegated, to the United
States by the Constitution nor prohibited by it to the States are reserved to the
States respectively or to the people.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I think, if I might comment on
that--

Senator ERVIN. Yes, sir.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. It is important, Mr. Chairman,

to remember that the issue before the Court in that case was the
Public Accommodation Statute, and that the argument for its en-
forcement was based entirely on the 14th amendment.

I came and testified before with respect to these matters. I think
the Department of Justice expressed, with respect to the public
accommodations section some reservations as to whether, in view of
this, it could be justified on the 14th amendment. The Court there
was talking about, at least in that context of time, were considered to
be purely private rights. We are not talking about equal protection
of the laws. We are not talking about that kind of situation.

It seems to me significant that even in the language which you
read there, that it pointed out that even under the 14th amendment,
that Conress was here not'seeking to correct the effects of any past
State action, and this'was given some emphasis by the Court in there.

I think it is also important tons6te what Mr. Justice Brennan said
about this in the Guest case. *de" said, and this is on page 9 of the
opinion, Mr. Chairman:

I acknowledge that some of Lne decisions of this Court,'most notably an aspect
of the civil rights case 109 U.S. 311 have declared that Congress' power under
Section 6 is confined to the adoption of "appropriate legislation for correcting the
effect of prohibitive State laws and thus to render them effectually null, void, and
inaccurate."

I do not accept that and the majority of the Court today rejects this interpre-
tation of Section 5. It reduces the legislative powers to enforcement provisions
of the amendment to that of the judiciary, and it attributes a far too limited
objective to the amendment's sponsors.

But, again going bahk to title V itself let's ke the section which
deals with schools, for example. I think it is clear, at least it is clear
to me, Mr. Chairman, that one of the irasons' that you havd intimi-

*,' o
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dation, violence, threats, and so forthwith respect to integrated school-
ing or desegregated schooling is the fact that 'he segregated schools
were maintained by State laws, so it does seem to me that in that
regard it is pretty clear--

Senator ERvIN. And, also pursuant to the 14th amendment as it
was interpreted from 1898 to 1954.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes.
Senator ERvIN. Yes.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. And since. A long time after

that segregation has continued to be maintained. But the point
is whether or not they thought they were violating the Constitution
at that point, irrespective of Plessy v. Ferguson, it seems to me that
it would be accurate to say that a good many of the feelings in this
regard, a good deal of the resistance to this stems from the system
which the State had maintained and supported and indeed required.

Senator ERVIN. However- the crimes that are defined in title V
are directed solely against the actions of individuals and not against
State actions.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, sir.
Senator ERnvn. Yes.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, sir. I suggest that you

would be much less likely to have that individual action, had it not
been for the act of maintaining a segregated system in the schools
for a long time.

Senator ERVIN. I might interject at this point that what intimi-
dation is going now as far as the schools are concerned is being
practiced by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Senator, you know I disagree
with that.

Senator ERVIN. Well, go down to North Carolina and you will
find out they have agents down there almost telling every school
district how to run the school.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Senator, that is something of an
overstatement.

Senator ERVIN. Very slightly.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Well, I recognize we might differ

about that, but I don't think that you are free from intimidation in
the State of North Carolina with respect to the desegregation of the
schools.

Senator ERVIN. If you don't accent the bribery you lose the funds.
This is going on all through the South and I just wonder what is going
on in that respect in the Northern States.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. The same law applies to everyone,
north, south, east, and west. The same Constitution, Senator.

Senator ERVIN. Yes, but it is not being used equally. It is hot
used except in one area.

But I want to call attention to a few other cases. One, Corrigan v;
Buckley, 271 U.S. 323, which was decided in 1926. I wish to invite
your attention to this portion of the opinion. This is from page
330:

And the prohibitions of the Fourteenth Amendment have reference to State
action exclusively and not to any action of private individuals. It is State
action of a particular character that is prohibited. Individual invasion of indi-
vidual rights is not the subject matter. of the amendment.
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-Attorney General KATZENBAcH. I am not, frankly, familiar with
that case, Senator. Was a statute involved in that, or is that simply
a restatement which you and I agree about, about the first section of
the 14th amendment?

Senator ERVIN. The statute involved was one in which an effort
was made to invalidate certain restrictive racial covenants. It was:
held they were not reachable. . This was a District of Columbia case
and, of course, the equal protection of the laws doesn't apply to the
District of Columbia, it not being a State. However, there are laws,
in effect, which make the provisions applicable to the District of Co-
lumbia and the due process clause of the 5th amendment is held to
embrace equal protection. -Therefore the case has a relevancy on
this point.

Attorney'General KATZENBACH It upheld the legally-
Senator ERvIN. Yes.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. It upheld the legality of racial

covenants, but not the enforcement, is that right?
Senator ERVIN. It upheld both as far as that original case was

concerned.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Upheld the enforcement in State

courts?
Senator ERVIN, Yes. Now, the one that raises the point you

mentioned is Shelley v. Kraemer.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes.
Senator ERVIN. That is 334 U.S. 1, and I want to read at page 13.

This was the first case where it said it was State action for State courts
to enforce restrictive racial covenants. -This case originated in
Missouri. I invite your attention to this portion of the opinion of
Chief Justice Vinson on page 13:

Since the decision of third Court in the Civil Rights Cases 109 U.S. 3 (1883), the
principle has become firmly imbedded in our Constitutional law that the action
prohibited by the first section of the 15th amendment is only such action as may.
fairly be said to be that of the States.

That amendment erects no shield against merely private conduct, however
dticriminatory or wrongful. We conclude therefore that restrictive agreements
standing alone cannot be regarded as violative of any rights guaranteed to peti-
tioners by the 14th amendment so long as the purposes of these agreements are
effectuated by voluntary adherence to their terms. It would appear that there
has been no action by the State, and the provisions of the amendment have not
been violated.

Attorney General KATZENBACH, Of course, that is the point on
which we are not in any disagreement.

Senator ERVIN. It said in th t case, private action couldn't be
reached, that private action didn't violate the amendment.

Attorney General KATZENBACH No, sir. I have.attempted all
along, Senator, to agree that the amendment without legislation does
no more than prevent State action, so that we are accumulating prec-
edent for both of us on that. The issue here is whether or not, under
the legislation section, Congress can reach further than that.

As far as what the courts do, I agree that the course on this are
confined to what can properly be called State, action. That isn't
an issue between us.

My recollection in $helley v. Kraemer, is that they expressly dis-
tinguished the Corrigan case on the grounds that I suggested, that.
their enforcement was not involved.
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SSenator ERnVaN I am inclined,' have an indistinct recollection that
hei digan.case :went off on the.question of the right of.appeal:

, Attorney General ,KA^ zNBACH, Yes, , ,; . . . ,
;.Senator'ERvIN; Now, the case of Barrows.yJackson, 346 U.8049

which was handed down in 1953, held the same,thing about restrictive
racial covenants, that they did not violate the 14th amendment as
long as they were carried Out by ,voluntary action f individuals,:;,.

Over very vigorous dissent from rn hief Justice Vinson, the Court
held that you could not recover damages ,for a breach of these:restric-
tive covenants because to allow damages would be State action., ,

I might state there is a right interesting question on standing to
sue, but it is not germane to what you and I are concerned with. .

I v.ould like to put this in the record, from Barrow v. Jackso",
3.46 U.S. 249 at page 253. This first part is from the quotation' in
the Shelley case:

We would conclude therefore that restrictive agreement standing alone cannot
be regarded as violative of any right guaranteed to petitioners b7 the 14th amend
ment as long as the purposes of these agreements are effectuated: by. voluntary
adherence to their terms it would appear clear that there' has been no action by
the State and the provisions of the amendment have not been violated.

.Then after that quotation the Court continued:
That is to say, the law applicable in this ease did nbt make the covenant itself

invalid. No one would be punished for making it and -no one's constitutional
rights were violated by the covenanter's voluntary adherence thereto., Such
voluntary adherence would constitute individual action only.

,Attorney General KATZNiACH. Again,1 there is no disagreement
between us on that, Senator. ,
^iSenator EnvIN. Of course, our fundamental disagreement on that

is this-
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Our fundamental disagreement is

what the Congress can do under the legislative sections of, that, not
what the sections themselves do.

Senator EHniN. We both agree that, these decisions hold that the
14th amendment does not apply to anything except State action, and
not to private action. We agree that far, I think and these decisions
certainly hold that; .

Where we disagree,, you say that although the amendment has
nothing whatever, to do:.with private action, it authorizes Con-
gress .to regulate private action, and to punish, it, ,and that, is pur
fundamental disagreement. . ,

Attorney General KIATZEBNA CH. I don't think you are quoting me
on that Senator. : I don't think that is the way I expressed it.

Senator ERVIN. That is the impression your statement makes, on
my mind, and frankly, I am at a loss to understand how a constitu-
tional provision, which doesn't even touch a subject, can be authority
forCongress to legislate in respect to that subject. The 14th amend-
ment doesn't, touch private, individual' action, and it can't possibly
authorize Congress to legislate in respect to private individual action.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Senator, I think I can't. do much
better than restate what I have.been restating, but it does seem fo me,
and I will repeat it, ,thyt the difficulty ,with your view is that it. gives
no operative, scope to Congress in this, because you say it forbids,
and I agree on its face, the State from doing anything.
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I agree with that. And you are saying all Congress can do is keep
legislating, forbidding the State from doing it. I say that the legisla-
tive provisions of these amendments were intended to make them
effective, and I say that if they were not made effective, is those rights
were not made effective by the States, that your capacity to enjoy a
right that should be guaranteed you by a State is interfered with by
private persons, that Congress can deal with that under section 5 of
the 14th amendment and under'section 2 of the 15th amendment.

Senator ERVIN. Which is exactly contrary, as I interpret the
decisions, to what was held in the Harris case, the Civil Rights Casei,
and the Oruikshank case.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Which, as I said, I' think are
distinguishable, and I think if they are not distinguishable, which I
believe them to be, that it is pretty clear that they are not the law
today.

Senator ERVIN. I wish to call attention now to Burton v. Wilming-
ton Parking Authorities, 365 U.S. 715, which was written by Justice
Clark, and I read the statement from page 721:

Civil Rights Cases 109 U.S. 3 (1883) imbedded in our Constitutional law the
principle that the action inhibited by the first section, equal protection clause of
the 14th amendment, is only such action as may be fairly said to be that of the
State. That amendment ereuts no shield against merely private conduct however
discriminatory or wrongful.

To my mind I can't reconcile that statement of Justice Clark with
the statement in the Guest case.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I think perhaps the reconciliation
is there was no legislation involved in that case. There was legislation
involved in the Guest case. That would be the distinction that would
come to my mind, Mr. Chairman.,

Senator ERVIN. Which, of course, comes right back to the same
old proposition that a constitutional provision which gives Congress
power to prohibit certain action on the part of the State is interpreted
by you to give Congress power to regulate and punish the action of
individuals not connected with States.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Especially so, Mr. Chairman, in
those instances where the evil sought to be cured is at least in part
attributable to past State action, and at least in those cases where
the State has not taken, over a long period of time, sufficient action
to insure that those rights guaranteed to it, guaranteed to individuals .

have been effectively guaranteedto it, and that is, of course, one of the
ways in which I read the earlier i.ases, that there had been no oppor-
tunity for the States to take the4iecessary action, and indeed, in many
of them, they have.

I think in the Civil Rights Cases themselves one of the things that
the Court gave some emphasis to was the fact that there were many
statutes on the books domg exactly this under State law, and I think
that is one of the reasons why at that time and period in our history
they felt that with respect to what they considered to be a private
right, there was no power under section 5 of the 14th amendment.

(Whereupon, Senator Kennedy entered the hearing room.)
Senator ERVIN. I ,ish to ifivit t ttontion to Garner v. Louisiana,

368 U.S. 157, and to read the following portionis from the concurring
opinion of Justice Douglas as it Ippears'on pages 177 and 178 :

/ '
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It is of course State action that is prohibited by the Fourteenth Ameptment,
not the action of the individuals. S o far as "the Fourteenth, Amen meant 'it
concerned, individuals can be as prejudiced and intolerant as 'they like. They

.may, as a consequence subject themselves to suit for assault, battery or trespass
but those actions, have no footing in the Federal Constitiuion., Tie line of
forbidden conduct marked by the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment is crossed only when a State npikes prejudice and intolerance its
policy and enforces it as was held in Ci(il Rights Cases 109 U.S. 3.

Mr. Justice Bradley, speaking for the Court, said "Civil rightA such as guaran-
teed by the Constitution against State agression cannot be impaired by the
wrongful act of individuals unsupported by State authority in the shape of laws,
customs of judicial and executive proceedings.

That was a sit-in case, incidentally, in which the Court in the
majority opinion nullified the conviction on the ground that there
was no evidence to sustain the conviction, and therefore there was
denial of due process in the trial.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Essentially the same point again,
I am making. I thought it was interesting that Mr. Justice Black, in
the Harper case involving poll tax, made this distinction, because he
made it clear in that decision where he dissented by saying the poll
tax itself is not abolished by the equal protection clause, but he then
went on to say he had no doubt in his mind whatsoever that Congress
could have done it under section 5 of the 14th amendment, as you
will recollect.

Senator EnvIN. There were several strange things said in that case.
One of them gives me great discomfiture, and that is the statement
which Justice Douglas gave to vindicate the majority opinion when he
said, and I think can quote him verbatim:

Notions of what constitutes equal treatment under the equal protection clause
do change.

And he underlined the word "do." That statement is really the
only reason he gives for the decision outside of a lot of legal mumbo-
jumbo, which has no application to the case or to the opinion.

I picked up my dictionary and I looked up the definition of this
word "notion," and it gave me much concern, because my dictionary
says notions are "imperfect, general, vague conceptions or ideas of
something."

It is a terrible thing to have two opinions by the Supreme Court
of the United States and interpretations placed on the Constitution
from 1868 down to date overruled on the idea that "notions of judges
do change" and therefore the Constitution changes with them.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Mr. Chairman, I can recollect a
very distinguished former Justice of the Supreme Court of North
Carolina, who said that he didn't think any case, any issue, was
finally decided until it was decided rightly.

Senator ERVIN. Yes, that former judge of the Supreme Court of
North Carolina said that and he sticks to it, but he says that nothing
is ever decided right until it is decided in the right way by the one
having the right to decide it. And I say that the Supreme Court of
the United States doesn't have the power to amend the Constitution.

All I am trying to do is save some few remaining rienant' of the
Constitution for the benefit of future generations of American , and,
I might add of all races. /

I want to invite attention to the case of Petersonrv. OCty of Green-
ville (373 U.S. 244), which was decided in 1963, and in which the
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opi~a s 'ivr jtteW by the Chief justice . I invite attention' par-
iiujary to t4is statement on page 247:: .., , ,
" rIti c8hht be dipidted that udde bur decisions private conduct abridging in-
ividtiual)Hght cdd he violence to the equal protection olause'unless to some

ei8flcanth extent the State i' any'of its inanifetati6ns has been found to lavb
becmitne involved in I * ' ' *

Attorney General KATZENBACH. The gama point,. the same corn-
mf ent'. -ii '. '! " ; '.

S'Senator ER fI. Yes: "HoW canr Coigrss tnike acts of individuals
crimes, when individuals do' nt violate' the' amendment,' do not
'itpinge' poh 'the amendment and are riot'forbidden by the amend-
ment froith otidia':nythifg? ' ' '

' Attorney General IKArzgNAc.' By invoking its legislative powers
under section 5. ',

' Seiiatpr ERAvI. In other words, section 5, which merely authorizes
Coigres to enforce provisions' which are binding! only upon the
States, give Congress the legislative power tb regulate acti6hs of
individuals,

Attorney General KAz4tiZic iA.t Where 'those rights, at least where
those rights have not been 'effectively implemented by the States
themselves.

Senator ERVN. Well, despite the oriber dicta in the Guest case, I
can't accept that as being valid, and I take consolation from the
fact---

Attorney General KATZNBACnH. I thought if you would, we could
cut this hearing short, sir.

Senator ERVIN. One time a lawyer tried to set aside another law-
yer's will owing to lack of testamentary capacity. The only evidence
was that the testator had disagreed with certain decisions of the courts
and it was held that that was not evidence of lack, of testamentary
capacity. I take consolation in that in my fight to try to preserve
some parts of the Constitution for the people of America.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I have no quarrel for disagree-
mients with the decisions of the Court, Senator, but I don't think the
fact that one disagrees with them somehow eliminates them from the
law..

Senator ERvIN. No, that is a very unfortunate thing in this par-
ticular case. It is a very unfortunate thing for the Constitution
really.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. .YoU see, I disagree with some of
the cases that you cited earlier, ir. Chairman, but I didn't think the
fact that I disagreed with those earlier decisions of the Supreme Court
that I think they are wrongly deci ed, kept them from being at that
time the law of the land. ,

Senator ERVIN. Well, maybe you will agree with me,on the propo-
sition that the purpose of interpreting the Constitution is to ascertain
and give effect to the intention of those who framed and ratified, that
document. ,

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, sir.
Senator ERVIN. And that is certainly what Chief Justice Marshall

said in the case of Ogde , which is one of t e great cases of the country.
Attorney General KAZENBACH.. I agrqt .ith you.
Senator ERVIN. And hle M, o ay that the people who wrote the

Constitution must be deemed to have intended what thty said.
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On that point I would sayjthait 'n tii hepople ivh~ wt-eh eXjth
pendment said that the' oIlg tniddn the first stlon;. tslar

a if Was petinenV, wasi tipro ibjt cbr ain1sp6ifl6 "iV40n i 'on-the'partis
of States, it meant exactly that, and not that the Court could cofstruo
those *drkds to 'meai ioihething else And give CJngtio p6werthtt/the
'amendnient doein't gie to it; but itlah is *lat we he be'n arguing
about dvg6oddeal h 1; i

I want to read article V of the Constitution.
The'Coi grress-, wh 6 '6he r'W tluies shal dee 1Ym it ocqelssrn 'enshall

propose A niedmen 't6' this CWhstititlofi, ', n the 4ppiiattif the or i6sia-
tdres of two thirds of the seieralI ttes, shAllo o Uala v Cuvetioi ifor- proposing
Ainpndmen, whicbj in either Qi~e;,wsi*af be,_valld:,t all o pto ptar d Pl rppee,as Pp of hiq Oqaitutj, w rail4~,te~~~~r f,4r0 fou14
the sprial taes, or b Cv dntfiqnb Iahi6thefourtther6o6f sthe dne 6' the
other Mode of RatIficationl may b6Pro'Psed bY the 'Congress; Provided that n6
'Amcndment ih inayibe mrle or tthe, Year Ozie thousand eight hundred
and eight shall in any Mgnner frect !he first and fourth i lauosin the. Ninth
*eotion of thp 4rat Ar iole;, *nd -t"ia no. htt, itout its Oon~pmt/ qial, )?t de-

rived of -it #eqUal i .. Pi ' th1e Sen1t. ; .

Do you Ikow of 4ny, ,otiuq provision i0it "l0e toto tl
authorizes anybody to ameA' iit , y

Attorne 1eeral KAT ZFENBAICI. No, sir., f kno9wd nhq0 hPr, pro-
vision of the Constitutioq thiutht nzes anyone to aipienAi,

Senator ERvIN. And isn't' there a fundamental' diatin(btionetween
interpreting the Constitution and;imending -tle, onstitution? #

Attorney G eneral KATZ1EBAOH.C Yes, sir; there is a, fundamental
distinction between the two,. I 'know qf nothijpg in thp Constitution
that ays that one interpretaion by the Suprenme rt of th6etjnited
States Is inherently to be the law and to remain the lw fIre er and
ever, amen. I _1

Senator EityN. Well, ito s fence t 1east, tih-eS Y;d
''' feen 0lestcase says, if that interpretation happen Wto. be a porrectinterretatilon

of the Constitution it's to be aded to, until the onstitution is
changed; that is the phra$(elogy,is itnot? ,

Attorney. General, K* ENBAcIi, Yes, , sir; if it is a correct
pretation.

Senator ERVIN. So You still maitain that you can, take '-wrdms
that only refer to States andinfer, from them that an intprpretation
which confines the power of Congres to deal only with those matters is
an ipcorrect interpredtionof the 1th anzendment?

Attorney GeneralK KTZNBACR., Yes, str,' and. I thik ,'am sup-
ported eyen by the history of the''14th amendments in that regard. ,I
think they intended Congress to bay e broad p owrs in that, And that
Awies, that I have, ip shared, y many' members q' the Slpreme
Court.

Senator EnVIN. And lso is objected to by many, other people, is
it not?

Attorney Gene ral kATZENBACH. Yes bt I don't thn thAat you
decide these cases on a poll one way or another., -

Senator ERVINi. Pon't you know that there is .great deal offthe
history of the 14th amendment which shows that' the reason. they
pohiited action on the part, qf the'Stas rathertha action on the
part of 'the individual; *ai because' 'men who wroto th *h ' nod
mnt did not wish to fundamentJly change the nature of tii1 country,
#nd- make the'I a!dera1 Governent ia sAtopg ceptraeiqed jopwr?

W64O4-M-pt. 1-10
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r. Attorney General KATZENBACH.! Yes :sir .,
j ,SenatorEItvxN.; And they desired to leave the duty of protecting
the rights of individuals to the States where they had originally
rested,.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, that has some support in
debates, Mr, Chairman, but the very fact* that they added section 5 on
that amendment left the power with Congress, cuts to, some extent
the other way.

I don't think, Mr. Chairman, we have found a better way of deciding
what the C6nstitution, the proper, corrct interpretation of the Con-
stitution, other than having, than letting the Supreme Court of the
United States decide that issue-- L don't think that going out and
polling the populace as to what they think the Constitution means
is a very good way. Lawyers differ about this. We have left it in
our society virtually from the outset to the Supreme Court of the
United States, and Idon't know a better way,

Senator ERVIN. And you agree with me on the proposition that it
is the duty of the Supreme Court to interpret that instrument so as to
ascertain and give effect to the intention of the mei who drafted it
and the men who ratified it?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Ye§, sir; necessarily adjusted as it
would have to be to the times and conditions of the present. It is a
living Constitition.

Senator ERVIN. Well, it is not a living Constitution unless it retains
its meaning, i iit?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Retains its basic fundamental
meaning; yes, sir. .

Senator ERVIN. In other words, if the Constitution is to be inter-
preted according to the notions of judges, as Justice Douglas suggested
m Katzenbach v. Virginia State Board of Elections, then the Constitu-
tion is nbt a living document, but it is a dead document; isn't that
true?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. No, sir, I don't, I can't agree with
that statement, because I don't believe that is what Mr. Justice
Douglas did in that statement: I can't accept your characterization
of what he did.

If we were to agree that the Supreme Court was paying no attention
to the Constitution, and deciding things in terms of the'r own prefer-
ences and prejudices, and so forth, that would be a very serious mat-
ter. I don't believe that that is what the Supreme Court is doing. I
believe that every Justice on theft, whether I agree with him or not,
on any decision is being faithful to his oath.

Senator EnvtrI. Didn't bbth the Breedlove case and the Butler case
decide that a State poll tax, like that of Virginia, was valid? "

Attorney General KATZENBACH. It is correct to say that those
cases did not knock out a poll tax at that time on the arguments that
were made.

Senator ERVIN. But, didn't they actually sustain it affirmatively
as a valid exercise of legislative power of the State?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Under the, facts and arguments
then presented. I donft think the-issue was presented or argued as
it was in the Harper case. ' /

Senatbr ERVIN. Well, under the decision in that case, any Stat6
tax would be void, would'it n6t, because Mr! Justice Douglas said

/' /
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that'the Virginia poll tax denied equaltprotectioniof the laws because
it was harder for a poor man to pay his ta flt an it was for a man of

Attorney General KATZENBACI. Yes.'. ' ' ;
Senator ERViN. Wouldn't that invalidate every State tax? 'i: :
Attorney General KATiENBACir.' Yes every State tax--- - ;;:
Senator'ERVN.' Every one without exceptioniJ - :) i /
Attorney General KATZENBAOH. Every State tax as a condition to

exercising the vote. , :
Senator ERVIN. Well, the equal protection of, the laws clause doesn't

say anything about voting; does it? It has no reference to, that. It
invalidates ,every, act which denies equal *prdtoetion of the, laws.
Doesn't every State tax that is imposed put a heavier burden on, a
poor man than' it does on a man of affluence?

Attorney General KATZENBACH., Not every State tax is a condition
of a fundamental right to express yourself and to vote in a democracy,
which is what the Court is talking about in thit case. I just don't
believes Mr. Chairman, that you: believe that the Supreme ,Court
invalidated every tax and that you .could successfully maintain an
action not to pay a property tax, or cite that case as support for your
position. You are much too able a lawyer to do that. You wouldn't
do that.
SSenator ERVIN. That is the reason I wondered why the Supreme

Court would take an unsupportable position' to invalidate a State
law. They simply said that Virginia denied the equal protection ;of
the laws because it was harder for a poor man to pay.a tax than it was
for a man of affluence.

SAttorney General KATZENBAOH. And because that was--
Senator ERVIN. And the tax, incidentally was the amount of

money that a man would earn working at the minimum wage for 72
minutes which is a terrible burden..:

Let's see if we can agree on one or two:other things. I think one of
the ablest men that ever sat on the Supreme Court of the United
States, and it is rather unfortunate he came to it at an advanced age
rather than in his youth, was Justice Benjamin' Cardozo, who, of
course, acquired great fame as the Chief Judge of the New York Court
of Appeals. He said in the case of 'un Printing and Publishing
Association v. Ceramic Paper & Power Co., 235: New York 337, 139
Northeastern 470, this:

"We are not at liberty * * *"--he was speaking of the New York
Constitution-"We are not at liberty to revise while professing to
construe."

Do you have any quarrel withthat statement?
Attorney General KATZENBACH. No, sir, of course not.
Senator ERVIN. And Justice Sutherland had this to say in West

Coast Hotel Co. v. Paris, 300 U.S. 379, 440, 81 L. Ed., 703,: at 715:
The judicial function is that of interpretation. It does not include the power of

amendment under the guise of interpretation. To miss the point of difference
between the two is to miss all that the phrase, "supreme law of the land" stands for,
and to convert what was intended as an inescapable and enduring mandate int
mere moral reflections. "

)o you have any quarrel with that statement? ,



SAttorneyne G eral KATzENB4 oia As a statemdit, I don't.* He w
dissenting ih the caseiff I: recollect. iIr would suspect 'hisbrethren in

the majority would not have thought that it applied in that situation,
Senator ERVIN. But, you certainly agree that the judicial function

is that df interpretation, and that it, doe a ot include the. power of
amendment under'guise of interpretation, don't you?:

Attorney General KATZENBAOH. Of course; that is correct., e
S, Senator ERVIN. And the ,fundamental difference between inter-
pretation and amendment is this, is it not, that inthe interpretation
you ascertain and give effect to the intent of the document, and in
amendments you change thd nieaninig of the document? ii tO

Attorney General KATZENACH Yes;',that Would be a good defi
nitionj . . .

Senator EiRviN. Well now, I ami trying to find out whether you are
a convert to this theory that judges have a right to amend the Con-
stitution while:they are professing to interpret it, : ;

Attorney General, KATZENBACH.' N, of course, I don't think they
have a right to aniend the Coistitution, and I don't think there is &
Justice on the Supreme Court who thinks they have a right to amend
the Constitution. . . .

Senator ERviN. But, nevertheless, the Constitution changes from
time to time in its meaning, and has done so with great rapidity ifi
recent years without afy change in its phraseology being authorized
by Congress and the States within the purview, of the fifth article
isn't that true? , ' .

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Nd; I don't really think that is
true, Senator. It might be true to say that the Supreme Court
doesn't- always interpret the Constitution the. ay you interpret the
Constitution, or the way I interpret the Constitution.

SSenator ERVIN. Or even like it interprets it;
Attorney General KATZENBACH. What? ;

Senator'ERvIN. Or even the way it interprets it.
SAttorney General KATZENBACHi Or even the way the Supreme

Court'has interpreted it itself in the past. I think it 'is .possible
for the Supreme Court to make inistakes. I think it ist possible
for them to cotrect those 'mistakeS and still be perfectly true to its
oath. 'I think it, is possible for a' court to overrule prior decisions,
and I don't think'wh~in they overrule a prior decision which they
believe was wrongly decided, that we should put the stigma :upof
them of saying, nowithey are ampndiig the Constitution. . r .:

In general, they' add here to 'Pxicedent that giv6s a good deal 6f
stability, if they do so from timb to time. Cases are overruled in
this regard, and that has caued a'lti of debate among legal, philoso-
phers as to what' the. Constitution meant atron6 'time after its inter-
pretation and what it it ndas anothertime arid hod many other angels
can you dance on the head'of that pi.h: But the fact of the matter
is that sometimes what appears to some to be, a change in the
Court's interpretation isnot really a change in the essential meaning,
language, oit anything else of the Constitution, btit a change in the
facts. I just 6 er, without going intd: it;!it would seem t;'the"6aieea
that what the Congess could have regulated on the commerce l is
150 years ago may be diffefint t6daythdia it was 'then.; ' ''

One of the essential parts of that is that there is quite a bit of
difference in commerce. Even if the Constitution has remained the

/ / i
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same, 'the basic factual ingredients that youare dealing witbhare try
different. .. , .^ 5'i 5 lb

It seems to me quite possible-it is. a' little artificial I thhik, Mr.
Chairman, to say now'what wbuld the draftsmen of the ConstitAtion
have decided to do with respect to airplanes; simply because it isa:
kind of& an artificial 'questiohi to; ask it in that way I think 'ou an
look at What they did do with various things., You can look at'their
philosophy, their int4nts, their language, and, therefore, the Consti.
tution can grow to adjUst to the problems !that we have in our society,i
as our society changes, without in any way changing the Constitution.'
•Senator EntIW. 'I hate to quarrel <with yout agail'but thepower-
Attorney General KATZMdNACi . I real y thoughtyoui would agree

with that.
Senator ERVIN. The power of Congress to regulate interstate com-I

merce is a power which extends into the future, and, of course'l iti
attached to the airplane just as soon as the airplane started crossing
State lines, and so there is nochage:in the Constitution there at all.
The grants of power under the Constitution extends to the future. '

Attorney General KATZNBACH. 'Then. we are in agreement really

Senator ERVIN. I don't quarrel with the theory that the courts have
a right to overrule decisions, but I think that Judge Learned Hand'in
a speech he made on the life of this colleague, Judge Thomas Swan,
laid down the correct rule there. -He spoke of the rule that' Judge
Thomas' Swan applied to himself.Y He said first he would never over-
rule a prior decision unless he thought it was :untenable when. made;
and second, evei in that case he wouldn't overrule it if a larg6 body of>
decisions based on it had accumulated.! ,i ,, ,

In my opinion that is a rule which ought to be followed on overruling)
previous decisions. - : i*will have,'t sayrthat Lcan't agree with youthat
the Supreme' Cout 'bf the United States during recent years hasn't
changed the meaning of the Constitution, for all practical intents arnd
purposes, on a number of occasiolis. , ' ' .i

Ndw, maybe we can agree on thi. Benjamin Cardozo said in
his book on the nature of the judicial process: ,. . ,

If the judges inade a practice of shbstituting their pisoad notions for 4lw when
they made decisions, then the decisions we would have would 'be benevolent; deo
visions, if the judges happonqd to bo benevolent men, but that audh a coursoeof
action would mark the end of the reign of la\. , .

Now, do you have any quarrel with Jtstice Cardozb's stateiaentto
tha effecto? - . .. ' . .
-Att6rney General KATZENBAOH. NolI' don't,' and I don't have anyj

quarrel with what Judge Hand isAid about Judge Swan, and it was- a
very beautifully written piece when he said it. It was a itribute, as
I recall, to Judge S*an, and I think-itiappears in the Yale Law Journal
of theyearI editbdii '*J .;: ., ..; . ';. .i!.. ; : . , '

Senator ERVIN. Do you have:some questions on titleV? : . :h
.Mrn AuTRYR' JusttIt couple, Mr. Attorney Gehferal, I think part

of your justification of.Ithe constituti6nality of title Vpas Vou sAidii
is, the alleged histbry of' discrimination, Statesupported andprivate,
in many of our States~hicl4h, if I understand you right, did not exist
prior to the decisiois in:tlh Harris case,: the Crik hank ase; and- the
oi'vl Rightset Od8esi'Is that dorredt? )i '. , ,, I;) i;.
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, Attorney ,General KATZENBAOH. That is essentially right. I,
didn't say that it depended on that. I don't think it does.
-Mr. AUTRY. Not completely, I understand.
iAttorney General KATZBNBACH. I don't believe you can add to

your argument by making that point,
* Mr. AUTRY. It was my understanding from the legislative history

of the 14th amendment that the reconstruction amendments were
drafted nat only to eliminate slavery, but also the black codes which
had been enacted into the laws in many of the States, which were
expressly overruled by the 14th amendment, and which constituted a
much harsher history of discrimination for the consideration of the
Court in the Harri.case and the Guikshank case.

For the record, the Harris case and Civil Rights Cases are still the
law of the land, and, Civil Rights Cases I think were mentioned specif-
ically and confirmed again by the majority opinion in the Guest
case. Isn't that right?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I wouldn't say that the majority
opinion expressly confirms the Civil Rights Cases.

Mr. AUTRY. It cited the Civil Rights Cases.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. It cited them but it said it didn't

agree with them on this.
Mr. AUTRY. Without overruling the Civil Rights Cases.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. What?
Mr. AUTRY. Without overruling.
Attorney General KATENBACH. They came precious close to

overruling. I don't want to split a hair with you on that. It was,
clear that on the scope of section 5, at least Mr. Justice Brennan
stated in that opinion that he did not agree with the Civil Rights
Cases insofar--

Mr. AUTRY. The opinion of the Cou'rt which' is Justice Stewart's
opinion was the one I was speaking of. Possibly he didn't cite the
Oiil Rights Cases.

Senator ERVIN. Yes, he recites it.
.Mr. AUTRY. It was my understanding that he did, and without

overruling it, sir.
Senator ERVIN. He cites the divided position that the majority

of the Court took.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. For the proposition that we agree

about, he cited the Civil Rights Cases.
Mr., AUTRY. At least they have not been overruled yet.
Attorney General KATZENBAC. He cited it for common place,

the rights under the equal protection clause itself, and this is the
point on which the -chairman and I)bave no disagreement about.

Senator ERVIN. Yes.
Mr. AUTRY. And the concurring opinions on which you reply for

the constitutionality of legislation are not the law of the land at this
point, in the sense that these earlier cases are. _

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I rely on the 14th amendment
itself, and that certainly is the law of the land.

Mr. AUTRY. ,In otherwords, Mr. Attorney General; you are predict-
ing what the Court will hold on the basiq of the concurring opinions.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I woild say/that the coicurrmg
opinions would support my view: that t.4e 14th amendment2 section
5 of the 14th apnendment would permit title ,V, authorize title V of

:' / . - / . . :
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this bill, as I pointed out before, I.think many of the sections of its
don't depend on the 14th amendment 't afl. Some' of them, I
acknowledge, do.

Mr. AUTRY. And you are not relying on the opinion of the Court,
Justice Stewart's opinion?

Attorney General KATZENBAd. No. I don't think there is any-
thing in Justice Stewart's opinion that would indicate the other.

Mr. AUTRY. Again, just for the record, Mr. Attorney General, on
page 19 of your statement yesterday you said:

"Title V"--and this is about two-thirds of the way down in the
page-"Title V would not require proof of specific intent as is re-
quired under 18 U.S.C. 241" and so on.

Intent is required to the extent, though,isn't it, that the crime must
be committed on the basis of race or color?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes.
Mr. AUTRY. That must be there. And the 'intent---
Attorney General KATZNBACH. Section 501(a) has to have a racial

motivation related to these acts.
Mr. AUTRY. I understand. There must be racial motivation, as

for instance, a white man killing a Negro.
Attorney General KATZENBAOH. Or because of his activities on

behalf of.
Senator EnviW. But, if I may interrupt counsel, that is a limitation

on what you say is a very broad power of Congress. The 14th amend-
ment has no racial conditions in it. So anybody that interferes with
State laws giving them equal protection of the law, due process, Cbn-
gress could enact laws to make them criminals regardless of whether
they had any racial motivation or not.

Mr. AUTRY. In other words, Mr. Attorney General, there is nothing
in the 14th amendment, as there is in the 15th amendment, that the
deprivation must be owing of race or color. So that in section 501(a),
you could strike "race, color, religion, or national origin" and the
constitutionality could still be sustained, in your opinion.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I doubt it really. I doubt it. It
seems to me that section 5 refers to appropriate legislation. :The
problem that Congress has before it here, and is dealing with, is the
particular problem that has to do with denial of equal protection of the
laws because of various racial problems that exist because of resistance
to various laws that Congress has enacted, because of efforts to in-
terfere with Negroes getting equal protection of the law.

So, I think in implementing the 14th amendment, it is important
that the Congress, in doing this, act with respect to the problem, with
respect to the interference that it sees with rights that are guaranteed
under the 14th amendment, and as to which there is evidence before it.

I would have question in my mind, if I were to follow your sugges-
tion, as to whether it would remain appropriate legislation under the
14th amendment, since it would be dealing with a whole group of
problems that there is no evidence before Congress are in fact problems
under equal protection of the law.

Mr. AUTRY. Mr. Attorney General, when a man-and I know you
agree and I think you sai, this this morning-when a man'is robbed or
murdered, regardless of race, he is deprived of life, liberty, or property
without due process. I take it from what you just said then that, the
Court would require a legislative history perhaps that lawlessness
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exists in a certain area regardlessof racial motivation, before Congress
could come in and set up aFederal Co4e of Criminal Procedure? But
that it could under those circumstances.

.Attorney General KATZENBACH, iIt is hard for me to envision those'
circumstances. I would guess that if-

Mr. AUTRY. Assuming in, the 1920's in Chicago, and I certainly
wasn't there and I certainly don't claim that it existed, but assume
that gangsters were not being prosecuted, police were not doing their
jobs, then exclusive of any other Federal remedies that we might have,
under the 14th amendment, could Congress pass legislation?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I would doubt that the situation in
Chicago would have been sufficient to have made that legislation--?

Mr. AUTRY. Appropriate?
Attorney' General KATZENBACH. Appropriate.
Mr. AUTRY. What makes it appropriate today in your opinion

then is the history of State laws, section 5 of--
Attorney General KATZENBACH. I think the history of State laws

and the facts of intimidation i threats, coercion by private groups,,
usually as a result of conspiracies, is what would justify Congress tak-
ing action here, in terms of the history of the 14th amendment. It is
perfectly accurate for you to say that the 14th amendment does not
itself deal exclusively with racial problems, in its much broader
application. I don't think it would be correct to say that the 14th
amendment at the time of its enactment, that there weren't an awful
lotof racial problems on their mindsiat:the time that they enacted it.
But I don't think you can just sit and divorce it from the whole problem
of slavery and race, and so forth,i by, saying, well, it just applies
generally.

M r. AUTRY. The explicit State laws tbat existed prior to ratification
wore much more stringent than any that existed subsequently. ,The
earlier laws were the "Black Codes",whi~,h you talked about yesterday.

Attorney General KATZENBACH, : Perhaps 1 could answer your
question this way. As I believe it probably would be constitutional.
for the Congress to implement the; 14th amendment by enacting a law
which defined what they meant byidge process of law in connection
with. the arrest of various persons, the time, of arraignment, of, those
persons. I see no reason w4y Congress would not; have the power to
define due process oflaw ipi that way, and enact a Federal statute'
which dealt with aspects of police administration. . ,,

Mr. AUTRY.,,Mr.. Attorney General, you, the chairman, and, the
President have all been conceived with. ths rising national crime
problemm' You haye proposed several bills to correct this. If, this
problem became of. such important that you felt that the lopal offi-
cials were incapable of, handling ,,the si0uatio, of prosecuting ,th
guilty, of, maintaining order, could Congress appropriately under the
14th, amendment propose robbery, stattest,, assault and battery
statutes? .. . '

AttorneyGeneral KATZNBAH. ,JVihat kindof statutes? .:.,
Mr. AUTRY. Robbery-anything-enact a Federal Criminal, Code

applicable to states: in other words?, : , i.
Attorney ;General ITZENBACHN, 0I 0 Woud :fidi, ;very difficult ,to en-

vision the kind ot situation, thatyou indicte.. :-Ighink,.hypotb.tically,
if a State woe to abolish all its courts, allt, hRblice, say. everybody is

' t ,' ' . ' ./ :'
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on their own, and so forth, '"we are not goidg to support any police,.we
are not going to protect anybody around here," I would think under
those circumstances that it would be possible probably for the Fed-
eral- . ' .

Mr. AUTRY; You have ,testified on othet' occasions that in, many
instances the Ideal police now need-Federal help and training, that, they
aren't able tb handle the situation on 'their 'otvn, that they' need our
assistance. The Judiciaiy Committee is considering bills now to
accomlish this very purpose. '* ; .

.Attorney General KATZBNBACH. I, hadn't understood that this was
in order to implement equal protection of the.laws. I thought it was
rather to solve the rising crinm' rate.

Mr. AUTRY. The rising crime rate deprives people of due process
of law, of life, and liberty,: ..

Mr. Attorney General, to go on' to a technical question in title V,
you said, that there must be intent to commit a criminal act because
of race, color, religion, or national origin. It is not necessary to have
the intent :however, to deprive' an individual bf one tof the rights
protected by nine enumerated subsections?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes. :
Mr.',AvTRY.: So that if ainan who despised another because of his

race, happened to kill him while he was in the process of registering
to vot, he cbuld ,be found guilty under this statute, but if he killed
him wjile 'he wasi standing on a street corner watching the girls go
by, and he killed that man because of his rate or colors he would not
be guilty.- - .

Attorney General KATZENBACH. If he killed him; while he, was
acting, in'the act:of:votiig i because as :you say he* didn't like him,
1 don't think it ivould be a defense to this, to say that "I Idlled him
whilq he was voting because of his color, because I didn't like himi.'

IMr. AuTRY. In othei words, you have to find only one! tling--
the intent on the basis of race or, color. , , ! ; i-

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Rac or color
Mr. AuTRM. !You don't ha'e to find that he was trying to interfere

with his Federal rights; is that correct? , , .
Attorney Genral KAZENBACH. That is correct.
Senator ERVIN. Mr. Attorney General, I don't see where you can

draw the line, if the 14th amendment empowers Congress to legislate
inrespect to crimes of individuals, I don't see where you can possibly
draw the line of saying you can only legislate where the crime has a
racial motivation, because the 14th amendment has been held in
cases to apply to everybody regardless of what race they belong, and
are entitled to exactly the same protection at the hands of the State.
I think that on your theory, that there is no limit to the lengths.that
Congress could go, because the equal protection of the laws clause does
not only refer to operation of schools, but it is also concerned with the
sale of fishingglicenses.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Mr. Chairman, I-3--
Senator ERVIN. As well as every other thing that is done.

i Attorney General KAZ NBAOH. Mr Chairman, I didn't make the
test of what Congress could do within the scope of the equal protec-
tion clause without more-I said that if Congress had the power to
enact legislation, it had to be appropriate legislation. Therefore, I
thought they should be dealing with the problem that existed, that
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they believed existed and that they felt that this legislation ws
necessary and appropriate to cure. That would be my effort to draw
the line. Now you say I can't draw the line. I guess I can't draw it
to your satisfaction. I can draw it to mine.

Senator ERVIN. I don't think any line can be drawn, because
Congress has the same obligation to see that everybody is not denied
the equal protection of the laws. That is not a special privilege of
people because they are Negroes. It belongs to members of the
Caucasian race, and so if a problem exists, I don't see why under your
theory Congress couldn't pass laws to take care of people that are
being mistreated by gamblers, or even take Dr. Fell or the poet who
said, "I do not love thee, Dr. Fell. The reason why, I cannot tell.
But, this alone I know full well, I do not love thee, Dr. Fell."

I would 'say by the same token, if you are right in your position,
that Congress can legislate about conspiracies that were directed
against Dr. Fell merely because the man didn't like him, regardless of
his race.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Try it this way, Senator, to see if
we can clarify.

Here we are dealing with certain rights that are specifically guaran-
teed by the Constitution, by appropriate legislation of Congress.
We are dealing with right to vote, to go to school, to participate in
programs, have equal employment. The substantive basis of those
rights was that a certain group or class was being denied those rights.
So we are quite narrowly hitting at these specific activities based on
Federal rights or which need to be protected in order to effectively
protect Federal rights.

Now, if you take what counsel suggested, gang murders in Chicago
it is very difficult from at least my recollection of them, and I stand
to be corrected on this, I don't believe that they went to any parti-
cular class of people. I don't believe that it was a class of people
that was entitled to a particular Federal right as these are. So what
we are attempting to do here is to say, look, the Federal Government
has by Federal law guaranteed. to people certain rights, guaranteed
some of these under the 14th amendment, but it is guaranteed to
others under the commerce clause, under the raising and spending
of money, Federal money, and so forth. It is guaranteed, these
rights, to various people.

Now here we start with 'that. We are saying now, can Congress,
in enforcing, in making sure that these rights are effective, can Con-
gress prohibit private action with respect to interference with these
activities based on Federal right or so related to such rights as to
make appropriate the punishment of interference with them.

My answer to that is "Yes." It seems to me the difficulty with other
interpretations is that first of all you have got to have a federally
guaranteed right on which Congress can itself legislate before we can
then go into criminal sanctions against private individuals or con-
spiracles, attempting to deprive the,.class thus protected on that
Federal right from enjoying that right.

Senator ERVIN. The thing you overlook so'far as the 14th amend-
ment is concerned ist that under the 14th amendment whatever
obligation rests upon the Federal Governinent tosecure any guarantee

i1 ,
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that is made goes to every person in the UnitedStates regardlessid
his race, regardless of his sex, his or her sex, regardless of everthing
else. It belongs to every human being. And I don't think you can
say we can protect only Negroes and not protect everybody:'

I am talking about the question of power. Of course, if the, od-
gress wants to pick odt one group of people and say ."We are going
to protect them and we don't care what happens' to other people'
it can do that. That is the exercise of powerrather than the pow-
er, but I see absolutely no limitation upon the poweirof: Congress to
punish conspiracies and crimes of individuals on your theory, your
interpretation of the 14th amendment. I think that is the great
danger.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I. wouldn't want to be thought
to be saying, aj I think you indicated, that I thought that title V
here applied to somebody, to a white threatening or intimidating a
Negro from voting, and would not apply to a Negro, threatening or
intimidating a white from voting. I think that it will, although I
think the problem we have been talking about has been more in-
clined to be around the other way.

Senator ERVIN. Yes, but why could you say a limitation based
on race and not say that you wouldn't have the same power to legis-
late about a Republican interfering by conspiracy or otherwise with
-a Democrat, or vice versa? They are entitled to exactly the same
protection under the 14th amendment that people are on the basis
of race.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I think this billwould apply to a
Republican shooting a Democrat voting, or a Democrat shooting a
Republican voting.

Senator ERVIN. Irrespectire of the question of race?
Attorney General KATZENBACH. If it was because of his race, color,

religion, national origin.
Senator ERVIN. Under your interpretation of the bill, as far as the

Federal Government is concerned, Democrats can shoot Republicans
without being subjected to any penalties by the Federal Government,
and vice versa?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, sir.
Senator ERVIN. I just wonder why we are not as equally concerned

about the protection of Democrats and even of Republicans as we
are of people on the basis of race?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Because the Democrats and Re-
publicans, whether one was a Democrat or whether one is a Republican,
has hot to my. knowledge been the subject of quite 'the same amount
of concern in this country that the problem of securing the right to
vote and the right to participate fully in our society has been with
respect to our Negro citizens.

Senator ERVIN. Have you ever heard of Woodford County, Ky.? I
think you will find there have probably been more murders over
election there, irrespective of matters of race, than there have been
in Mississippi on racial matters.

Mr. AUTRY. Mr. Attorney General, could I ask a question in regard
to my earlier question coierning your objection to an amendment to
title V? Suppose it were worded this way: "Whoever, whether or
not acting under color of law by force or threats of force, (A) injures,
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tintimidatesj pr interferes ivithr or attempts tor injure, intimidate; bor
interfere with any person while engaging in any federally protected
right., ' .

All subseotions,and the mention ,of race and:national prigin would
be deleted. Wouldnt thataccomplish the same purpose?.., ;

Attorney GeneralKATiENBAOH. It would be very much like re-
enactment of section 241, making; very clbar that it was to applyto
private groups. I think a far preferable way of doing it because the
specific rights that are protected, areset forth in the statute. That is
-an, approach that could bb taken; I think it would; also have the
effect of bringing back the notion that you had to show specifically
what right it was he intended to interfere with. The difficulty :I
think" would be obviated by specifying these particular rights that
you don't have to go out of,the bound of this statute to know what
they are.: So I. would think as a matter of draftsmanship, and a
matter of care, and, as a matter of. professionalism, that would be far
less preferable.: Nor do I think it would have the support of the
chairman. . ;

Mr. AUTRY. If we are to limit it then to race, creed, national
origin, why would it not be preferable to take the amendment that
the chairman offered this morning, which specifically limits it to
those things, as the 14th amendment does not. . .

Attorney General KATZENBACH. The amendment that I thought
the.chairman offered this morning is an amendment to the Constitu-
tion. ,

Mr.! AUTRrY rThat is right. . *) .
.Attorney General KATZmiNACH. I don't: think; that amendment

to the Constitution is necessary..
Senator ERnvN.-It would puta limitation on thd power ,f'Congress.

.It would have that advantage.; It would restrict it to matters of
race or religion or national origin. . .
'Attorney General KIATZENBACH. As .Ihave. said, Senator, I think
the iower of. Congress.is limitediwhere it is appropriate in secti6n'5
t'o deal with problems;that are, real,~ that areractual, to which, there
has been testimony, and I don't think anybody questions the fact
that securing these rights, certainly, nobody in imy position would
question' the fact that in securing these rights it takes an awful
lot of work' and effort, and that there:is a good deal of opposition
to it.
It !seems to mel that guaranteeing these that have been there in

the 14th amendment applicable ,to everyone for a long time has not
been realized for Negroes. That was the purpose of the basic legis-
lation. It was the purpose of the 1964 act. It was the purpose of
the 1965 act.: It is the purpose of this act, and it is the purpbseof this
title.

Mr. AUTRY. Mr. Attorney General, the Senator mentioned the
Harlan footnote. I take it, for the record, you disagree with his
reasoning that part 2 of the decision seems to me.to be, at the very
least, it is extraordinary." This is Justice Harlan in the Guest case
again.

Attorney General ATZEBACH.' Yes; I disagree. I don't disagree
with Justice Harlan hAving the right to say it,/to express his view on
it, but I disagree with the view. ,, .

* ^' r
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Senator ERVIN. Thank you very much. We will recess now until
10:30 tomorrow morning.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator ERVIN. As far as I am concerned I can assure you that we

nave disposed of title V.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. There are only four more titles,

Senator.
(Whereupon, at 4:25 p.m., the subcommittee recessed until 10:30

a.m. Wednesday, June 8, 1966.)
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WEDNESDAY, JUNE 8, 1966

U.S.' SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS,

OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
Washington, D.C.

SThe subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 10!80 a.m., in room
,2228, New Senate Office Building, Senator Samuel J. Ervin, Jr.,
presiding.

Present: Senators Ervin, Kennedy (of Massachusetts), and Javits.
Also present: George Autry, chief counsel; H. Houston Groome, Jr.,

|Lawrence M. Baskir, Lewis W. Evans, counsel; and John Baker,
minority counsel.
6 Senator ERVIN. The subcommittee will come to order.
SI would like to read the following from 16 Am. Jur. 2d, subject:

|Constitutional law, section 476 at page 831.
SIn all cases where the Constitution seeks to protect the rights of the citizens

against discriminative and unjust laws of the state by prohibiting such laws, it
,does not denounce individual offenses, but the abrogation and denial of rights,
bfo which it clothes Congress with the power to provide a remedy. The Four-

teenth Amendment, therefore, does not authorize direct legislation by Congress
to regulate the conduct of citizens among themselves, even though such individual
conduct abridges the privileges and immunities of citizens of the United States.
The legislation authorized tobe adopted by Congress for enforcing the Fourteenth
Amendment is not direct legislation on the matters respecting which the states
Are prohibited from making or enforcing certain laws or doing certain acts, but
is corrective legislation, such as may be necessary or proper for counteracting and
redressing the effect of such laws or acts- although the civil rights guaranteed
by the Fourteenth Amendment cannot with impunity be impaired by the wrong-
ful acts of individuals unsupported by state authority in the shape of laws,
customs, or judicial or executive proceedings, such impairment is simply a private
wrong or a crime, and the rights thus violated remain in full force and may be
vindicated by resort to the lawsof the state for redress-the right itself is not
destroyed by such state action as to permit Congress to ifitervene.

That deals with what legislative power Congress has under the priv-,
ileges and immunities provision of the 1st section of the 14th amend-
mrent.

I now read from 16 Am. Jur. 2d, subject: .Constitutional Law,
section 545, at page 936, which has reference to the powers of Congress
to legislate for the enforcement of the provisions of the 1st section of
bhe 14th amendment insofar as it involves the guarantee against due
process.

The Fourteenth Amendment did not invest and' did not attempt to invest
ongress with power to legislate upon subjects which are within the domain of

itate.legislation. And the guaranty of due process adds nothing to the rights of
me citizen as against another. It is a prohibition applicable to the acts of the
itate, and does not, of itself secure 't individuals whoS rights may be trans-
ressed by the state, a remedy by way of reparation,
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(At this point Senator Kennedy entered the hearing room.)
Senator ERVIN. I now wish to read from 16 Am. Jur. 2d Series,

subject: Constitutional Law, section 491, page 856, the following,
which deals with the power of Congress to legislate for the enforce-
ment of the provisions of the 1st section of the 14th amendment
concerning the equal protected '6f the laws.

The equal protection clause was designed as a safeguard against aots of the
state and pot against the conduct of-private individuals or persons. It does not
add anything to the rights which one citizen has against another under the Con-
stitution. Private conduct; abridging individual grightse does no violence to the
equal protection clause unless to some significant extent the state in any of its
manifestations has been fond to have become involved in it.

I read part of footnote 15, which cites Burton v. ,Wilmington Parking
Authority,;365 U.S.715. . ,

The action inhibited by the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment is only such action as may fairly be said to be that of the states, but is state
action of ,every kind, inqludig atate participation through any arrangement,
management, funds, or property; the amendment erects no shield against merely
private conduct, however discriminatory or wrongful, unless to some sigiificant
extent the state in any of its tmaifestations' becomes involved:in it.:

Mr. Attorney Generad, I would like tb make my position clear with
respect to title'V. I do not oppose Foderal legislation which under-
takes to punishthe use of force or the threats of force, to deny any
man a constituti6bal ighl twhebthe right is hot based uppi the 14th
amendment. u .

I do not favor title V in it resent formi, even with respect to inter-'
ference with rights outside of the 14th amendment domainifor the
very simple reason I dl not believe that it is good policy for the
Government to pick "ut onpe group of citizens and protect then and.
not protect all Americans.

In other words, I agree that it is within the legitimate domain of
congressional power, and I would support exercise of such power were
Congress to make it a Federal crime to forcibly interfere with a man's
right to cast a ballot in a Federal election. ,
SI do not believe, however, in restricting that crime to mere action

based upon racial motivation, I think the Government ought to be
equally concerned with he protection of all Americans, all 190 million
of them, insofar as they areieligible to vote in Federal elections, and I
think that if a party is assaulted toiprevent him from, voting in a
Federal election, on account of the color of his necktie, that he is
equally entitled to be protected as'if the assault were based ob' the
color of his skin. So if you anend title V along these lines I would
support it.

Now my position on the'14th amendment is simply this: I am saying
this by wayof summary,'and I hope I won't have to alludeto it any-
more, the 14th ame ndment, insofar as any relevant sections are
concerted, authorizes Congress to deal only with action, by a State
which denies due process oflaw, or the equal protection of: the laws, or
deprives one of the privileges and immunities of national citizenship.

It is doing strange things to the language to maintain that a consti-
tutional provision which only authorizes Congress to act in respect to
State action also authorizes Congress to act with respect to individual
action. I would go ,along with the ~ institutional amendpient to
allow legislation, and despite my feeling that all citizens are erititled to
equal protection, I would even restrict it to racial motivation, simply

,n oI rcilmt l
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because, as a practical matter, the equal protection of the laws clause
can apply conceivably to every transactron between a State or ny
of its officials down to the policeman or the constable. I would
not want the Federal Government to assume responsibility on that
broad a field for enforcement of criminal laws or bave that powar.

Now, I recognize that six of the Justices in the uest case have made
an obiter dicta statement, which you and I interpret differently. I
interpret those Justices to say if Congress shall pass a law such as the
kind you suggest, and somebody shall hereafter viola that law, and
the case involving that violation shall hereafter come before this
Court, we promise here and now that we will adjudge the law valid
before the law is passed, before the case arises, before the facts come
into existence and before we have heard argument.

I agree with the characterization of Justice Harlan that this obiter
dicta is at the least extraordinary.

Now I recognize, and I say this with sadness, but I say it with all
the sincerity of which I am capable, that these six Justices, as they
have stated, are prepared to hold legislation of this kind constitu-
tional. I, unfortunately but very sincerely, entertain the opinion
that a majority of the Supreme Court as now constituted will un-
doubtedly uphold any act of Congress, no matter how inconsistent it
may be with the words of the Constitution, and no matter how incon-
sistent it may be with the previous decisions of the Court, and no
matter how inconsistent it may be, with the Federal system of Govern-
ment set up by the Constitution, if it has the effect of concentrating
further powers in the Federal Government, and diminishing the
powers of the States and local government.

I hate to say that but that is my honest opinion, and I might add
in this connection that I am not the only one who entertains this
opinion. I would like to read from one of the opinions of the Supreme
Court of the United States, volume 344, the concurring opinion of the
late Justice Robert H. Jackson in Brown v. Alen, and Iread from page
543:

Rightly or wrongly the belief is widely held by the practicing profession that this
Court no longer respects impersonal rules of law, but is guided in these matters
by personal impressions which from time to time may be shared by a majority
of the justices. Whatever has been intended, this Court also has generated an
impression in much of the judiciary that regard for precedents and authorities
is obsolete; that words no longer mean what they have always meant; that the
law knows no fixed principles.

Justice Jackson added this on page 546:
But I know of no way that we can have equal justice under law except we

have some law.

Justice Jackson is not the only man that shares these opinions.
As you undoubtedly know, on August 23, 1958, the State chief
justices, that is, the presiding justices of the highest courts of the
States of the Union, had a meeting in Pasadena, Calif., and adopted
a resolution in which they pointed out many decisions of the Supreme
Court which were incompatible, in their judgment, with the system
of Federal Government established by the Constitution, and in which
they took the unprecedented action of imploring the Supreme Court
of the United States to exercise the very highest of all judicial virtues,
namely the judicial virtue of self-restraint. I am not going to under-
take to read what the chief justices of 36 States said. These chief
justices came from States north, south, east, and west.
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1 'all Y ot 'attention to wVhit they said in the 6itfrth Aection of thefr
resdittiohf

Tha r bis conference believes.* ** that fundamental purpose of having a
written costittitton is to promote the certainty and stability of the provisions o
law set forth in such a constitution.'

The entire resolution which appeared in U.S. News & World Report
for October 3, 1958, will be printed at this point in the body of the
record.

(The article follows:)
[From U.S. News & World Report]

WHAT 36 STATE CHIEF JUSTICES SAID ABOUT THE SUPREME COURT

FOR THE FIRST TIME, HERE IS FULL TEXT OF HISTORIC REPORT I

The chief justices of 36 States recently adopted a report critical of
the Supreme Court of the United States, declaring that the Court
"has tended to adopt the role of policy maker without proper judicial
restraint."

This report, approved by the chief justices of three fourths of the
nation's States, found that the present Supreme Court has abused
the power given to it by the Constitution. The Court is pictured
as invading fields of Government reserved by the Constitution to the
States.

Full text of this historic document has not previously been given
wide distribution. It is printed below, together with the formal
resolution of approval by the Conference of State Chief Justices.

The Conference of Chief Justices, meeting in Pasadena, Calif., on Aug. '8, 1968,
adopted a resolution submitted by its Committee on Federal-State Relationships as
Afected by Judicial Decisions. Vote on the resolution was 86 to 8, with b members
abstaining and 4 not present. Text of the resolution:

Resolved:
1. That this Conference approves the Report of the Committee on Federal-

State Relationships as Affected by Judicial Decisions submitted at this meeting.
2. That in the field of federal-State relationships, the division of powers

between those granted to thd National Government and those reserved to the
State Governments should be tested solely by the provisions of the Constitution
of the United States and the Amendments thereto.

3. That this Conference believes that our system of federalism, under which
control of matters primarily of national concern is committed to our National
Government and control of matters primarily of local concern is reserved to the
several States, is sound and should be more diligently preserved.

4. That this Conference, wlilo recognizing that the application of constitutional
rules to changed conditions must be sufficiently flexible as to make such rules
adaptable to altered conditions, believes that a fundamental purpose of having a
written Constitution is to promote the certainty and stability of the provisions of law
set.forth in such a Constitution. /

I Report on high court: Who wrote it, who approved it:
These 10 State ustices were members of the conldittee which drew upthe report on the Supreme Court:

. Frederick W. rune, Chief Judge of Maryland, Chairman.
Albert Conway, Chief Judge of New York.
John R. Dethmers. Chief Justice of Michigan.
William H. Duckworth, Chief Justice of Georgia.
John E. Hickman Chief Justice of Texas.
John E. Martin, Chief Justice of Wisconsin.
Martin A. Nelson, Associate Justice of Minnesota.
Wlliam C. Perry, Chief Justice of Oregon.
Taylor H. Stukos, Chief Justice of South Carolina.
Raymond S. Wilkins, Chief Justice of Massachusetts.
Also voting to approve the report were chief justices from 26 other Btates:Alabama, Arizona, Colorado,

Delaware, Florida, Idaho, Illinois, Iowa Kansas, Kentucky, L6uislana, Maine Mississippi Missouri,
Montana, Nebraska, New Hiapshire, .New MOkoo, North Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma, south Dakota,
Tennessee, Virginia, Washington, Wyoming.

Voting against the report Wje choif justices from s6ve States, oqe territory: California, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, Rhode IslandUtah, Vermont,-West Virglisa, Hawaii.

Abstaning: Nevada, North Dakota.
Not present Arnas, Connecticut, Indiana, Puerto Rico. /
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5. 'That, this Conference hereby repeppctfully rge 4, bat the Sqpreae. Court of
the United States, In exercising the great power .poai ed to it for he detrmina
tion of questions as to the allocation and extent of nationaland S.tate.power
respectively, andas to the validity under the Federal Constitution,of the exercise
of powers reserved to the States, exercise one of the greatest of all judicial powers-
the power of judicial self-restraint-by recogniing and giving effect to the difference
between that which, on the one hand, the Constitution may prescribe or permit;
and that which on the other, a majority of the Supreme Court, as from time to
time constituted, may deem desirable or undesirable, to the end that our system of
federalism may continue to function with and through the preservation of local
self-government.

6. That this Conference firmly believes that the subject with which the Com-
mittee on Federal-State Relationships as Affected by Judicial Decisions has been
concerned is one of continuing importance, and that there should be a committee
appointed to deal with the subject in the ensuing year.

Following is full text of the Committee's report as approved by the State chief
justices: . , ,

FOP.EWORD

Your Committee on Federal-State Relationships as Affected by Judicial
Decisions was appointed pursuant to action taken at the 1957 meeting, of the
Conference, at which, you will recall, there was some discussion of recent decisions
of the Supreme Court of the United States and a resolution expressing concern
with regard thereto was adopted by the Conference. This Committee held a
meeting in Washington in December, 1957, at which plans for conducting odr
work were developed. This meeting was attended by Sidney Spector 'of the
Council of State Governments and by Professor Philip B. Kurland of the Uni-
versity of Chicago Law School.

The Committee believed that it would be desirable to survey this field from
the point of view of general trends rather than by attempting to submit detailed
analyses of many cases. It was realized, however' that an expert survey of recent'
Supreme Court decisions within the area under consideration would be highly
desirable in order that we might have the benefit in drafting this report of schol-
arly research and of competent analysis and appraisal, as well as of objectivity
of approach.

Thanks to Professor Kurland and to four of his colleagues of the faculty of the
University of Chicago Law School, several monographs dealing with subjects
within the Committee's field of action have been prepared and have been furnished
to all members of the Committee and of the Conference. These monographs and
their authors are as follows: ,

1. "The Supreme Court, the Due Process Clause, and the In Personam
Jurisdiction of State Court," . by Professor Kurland;

2. "Limitations on State Power to Deal with Issues of Subversion -andi
Loyalty," by, Assistant Professor [Roger C.] Cramton;

3. "Congress, the States and Commerce," by Professor Allison Dunham;
4. "The Supreme Court, Federalism, and State Systems of Criminal

Justice," by Professor Francis A Allen; and
"The Supreme Court, the Congreas and State Jurisdiction Over Labor

: Relations," by Professor BerrardD. Meltzer.
SThese gentlemen have devoted much time, study and thought to the preparation

of very scholarly, interesting and instructive monographs on the above subjects.
We wish to express our. deep appreciation to each of them for his very thorough,
research and analysis of these problems. With the pressure of the work of our
respective courts the members of this Committee could not have undertaken
this research work and we could scarcely have hoped, even with ample time, to
equal the thorough and excellent reports which they have written. on their re-
spective subjects.

It 'had originally been hoped that all necessary research material would be
available to your Committee by the end of April and that the Committee could
study it and then meet for discussion, possibly late in May, and thereafter send,
at least a draft of the Committee's report to the members of the Conference
well in advance of the 1988 meeting; but those hopes have not been'realized.

The magnitude of the studies and the thoroughness with which they have been
inade rendered it impossible to complete them until about two months after the
original target date and it has been impracticable to hold another meeting of thia
Committee until the time of the Conference.
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Even after thio unavoidkble delay had developed, there was a plan to have
these papers presented at a seminar to be held at the University of Chicago late
in June. Unfortunately, this plan could not be carried through, either.

We hope, however, that these papers may be published in the near future
with such changes and addition as the several authors may wish to make in
them. Some will undoubtedly be desired in order to include decisions of the
Supreme Court in some cases which are referred to in these monographs, but in
which decisions were rendered after the monographs had been prepared. Each
of the monographs as transmitted to us is stated to be in preliminary form and
subject to change and as not being for publication.

Much as we are indebted to Professor Kurland and his colleagues for their
invaluable research aid your.Committee must accept sole responsibility for the

iews herein stated. Unfortunately, it is impracticable to include all or even a
substantial part of their analyses in this report.

BACKGROUND AND PERSPECTIVE

We think it desirable at the outset of this report to set out some points which
rnay help to put the report in proper perspective, familiar or self-evident as these
points may be.

First, though decisions of the Supreme Court of the United States have a major
impact upon federal-State relationships and have had such an impact since the
days of Chief Justice Marshall, they are only a part of the whole structure of
these relationships. These relations are, of course, founded upon the Constitution
of the United States itself. They are materially affected not only by judicial
decisions but in very large measures by acts of Congress adopted under the powers
conferred by the Constitution. They are also affected, or may be affected, by
the exercise of the treaty power.

Of good practical importance as affecting federal-State relationships are the
rulings and actions of federal administrative bodies. These include the inde-
pendent-agency regulatory bodies, such as the Interstate Commerce Commission,
the Federal Power Commission, the Securities and Exchange Commission, the
Civil Aeronautics Board, the Federal Communications Commission and the
National Labor Relations Board.

Many important administrative powers are exercised by the several depart-
ments of the executive branch, notably the Treasury Department and the Depart-
ment of the Interior. The scope and importance of the administration of the
federal tax laws are, of course, familiar to many individuals and businesses because
of their direct impact, and require no elaboration.

Second, when we turn to the specific field of the effect of judicial decisions on
federal-State relationships, we come at once to the question as to where power
should le to give the ultimate interpretation to the Constitution and to the laws
made in pursuance thereof under the authority of the United States. By necessity
and by almost universal common consent, these ultimate powers are regarded as being
vested in the Supreme Court of the United States. Any other allocation of such
power would seem to lead to chaos. See Judge Learned Hand's most interesting
Holmes Lectures on "The Bill of Rights" delivered at the Harvard Law School
this year and published by the Harvard University Press.

Third, there is obviously great interaction between federal legislation and. ad-
ministrative action on the one hand and decisions of the Supreme Court on the
other, because of the power of the Court to interpret and apply acts of Congress
and to determine the validity of administrative action and the permissible scope
thereof..

Fourth, whether federalism shall ccntin6 to exist and,.if so, in whatfonn is ri
marily a political question rather than a judicial question. On the other hand, it
can hardly be denied that judicial decisions, specifically decisions of the Supremb
Court, can give tremendous impetus to changes in the allocation of powers and
responsibilities as between the federal and State governments. Likewise, it can
hardly be seriously disputed that on many occasions the decisions of the Supreme
Court have produced exactly that effect.

Fifth, this Conference has no legal powers whatsoever. If any conclusions or
recommendations at which\we may arrive are to have any effect, this can only be
through the power of persuasion. .

Sixth, it is a part of our qbligatidn to seek to uphold respect for law.. We do not
believe that this goes so far as to impose upon us aq obligation of silence when we find
ourselves unable to agree with pronouncements of the Supreme Court-even
though we are botud by them-or when we see trends in decisions of that Court
which we think will lead to unfortunate results.



.Wt hope that the ekpresion of our views imay have some value. T heyprtain
$o matters which directly affect the work of our State courts In ti report t
urge the dsirability of self.restraint on the part of As $uprwme (ourt in he exerc s
of the vast powers committed to it. We endeavor t to be guilty oursaelv or
lack of due restraint in expressing our concern and, at timae, our crtiol4m I
making the comments and observations which follow.

PROBLEMS Or FEDERADIBSM

The difference between matters primarily local and matters prmarily national
was the guiding principle upon which the framers of our national Constitution
acted in outlining the division of powers between the national and State govern-
ments.

This guiding principle, central to the American federal system, was recognized
when the original Constitution was being drawn and was emphasized by De
Tocqueville [Alexis de Tocqueville, author of "Democracy in America". Under
his summary of the Federal Constitution he says:

"The first question which awaited the Americans was so to divide the
sovereignty that each of the different States which compose the union
should continue to govern itself in all that concerned its internal prosperity
while the entire nation, represented by the Union, should continue to form
a compact body and to provide for all general exigencies. The problem was
a complex and difficult one. It was as impossible to determine before-
hand, with any degree of accuracy, the share of authority that each of the
two governments was to enjoy as to foresee all the incidents in the life of
a nation."

In the period when the Constitution was in the course of adoption, the' "Fed-
eralist"-No. 45-discussed the division of sovereignty between the Union and
the States and said:

"The powers delegated by the Constitution to the Federal Government are
few and defined. Those which are to remain in the State governments are
numerous and indefinite. The former will be exercised principally on external
objects, as war, peace, negotiation and foreign commerce. The powers re-
served to the several States will extend to all the objects which, in the ordinary
course of affairs, concern the internal order and prosperity of the State."

Those thoughts expressed in the "Federalist,' of course, are those of the general
period when both the original Constitution and the Tenth Amendment were pro-
posed and adopted. They long antedated the proposal of the FouTteenth
Amendment.

The fundamental need for a system of distribution of powers between national
and State governments was impressed sharply upon the framers of our Constitu-
tion not only because of their knowledge of the governmental systems of ancient
Greece and Rome. They also were familiar with the government of England;
they were even more aware of the colonial governments in the original States and
the governments of those States after the Revolution.

Included in government on this side of the Atlantic was the institution known
as the New England town meeting though it was not in use in all of the States.
A town meeting could not be extended successfully to any large unit of popula-
tion, which, for legislative action, must rely upon representative government,

LOCAL QOVBRNMENT: "A VITAL FORCE H

But it is tis s spirit of self-government, of local self-government, which has been
a vital force in shaping our democracy from its very inception.

The views expressed by our late brother Chief Justice Arthur T. Vanderbilt
[of the New Jersey Supreme Court], on the division of powers between the national
and State governments-delivered in his addresses at the University of Nebraska
and published under the title "The Doctrine of the Separation of Powers and its
Present-Dav Significance"-are persuasive.

He traced the origins of the doctrine of the separation of powers to four sources:
Montesquieu and other political philosophers who preceded him; English constitutional
experience; American colonial experience; and the common sense and political wisdom
of the Founding Fathera. He concluded his comments on the experiences of the
American colonists with the British Government with this sentence:

"As colonists they, had enough of a completely centralized government with no
distribution of powers and they were intent on seeing to it that they should never
suffer such grlevanoes from government of their own construction "

S t' , '



'HIfb~tii %iei'en th b'iBp aiatlbii e d the systehi of. ch kaBidgfal-
Sarlo 'ttd Ori d cpno th' Fountdfrin'gFatherswidth the 'Ibobi~i'distribitioi bf

'e~ll 'rtii'b!ie b tween the natin a'd the several Stated'indicdtes that he
treated thOa WFId'ofhe pla for Oi r stving ,he nation on the one side and'Tidi
-idtalfed~ioihi thd mbherin 'thi Werds thbatf the traditional tlpartite vertical
division of powers between the legisttive, th eoxecuitit dnd the jdidlial braiithes
of government was not an end in itself, but was a means toward an end; and that
the horizontal distribution or allocation of power between national and State
governments was also p means towards the same end and was a part of the separa-
tiVd '6f' poWei-which was accomplished by the 'Fediral Constitution. It is a form
Of the separation of powers with which Mdntesquieu was not concerned; but the
hbiqdontal divisiofi of powers,-whether thought of as a form of separation of powers
or not, was very much in the minds of the framers of the Constitution.

TWO MAJOR DEVELOPMENT i1 THE FEDERAL SYSTEM

The outstahding development in federal-State relations since the adoption of
the Nitional' Constitution has been the expansion of the power of the National
Government and the consequent contraction of the powers of the State govern-
ments. To a large extent this is wholly unavoidable and, indeed, is a necessity,
primarily because .of improved transportation and communication of all kinds
and because of mass production.
SOn the other hand, our Constitution does envision federalism. The very name of

our nation indicates that it is to be composed of States. The Supreme Court of a
bygone day said'in Texas v. White, 7 Wall 700, 721 (1868): "The Constitution,
in all its provisions, looks to an indestructible Union of indestructible States.'

Second only to the increasing dominance of the National Government has been
the development of the immense power of the Supreme Court in both State and
national affairs It is not merely the final arbiter of the law; it is the maker of
policy in many major social and economic fields It is not subject to the restraints
to which a legislative body is subject There are points at which it is difficult to
delineate precisely'the line which should circumscribe thb judicial function and
separate if from that of policy making.

Thus, usually within narrow limits, a court may be called upon in the ordinary
course of its duties to make what is actually a policy decision by choosing between
two rules, either of which might be deemed applicable to the situation presented
in a pending case.

. But, if and When a court in construing and applying a constitutional provision
or a statue becomes a policy maker, it may leave construction behind and exercise
functions which Are essentially legislative in character, whether they serve in practical
effect as a constitutional amendment or as an amendment of a statute. It is here that
we feel the greatest concern, and it is.here that we think the greatest restraint is
called for. ' There is nothing new in urging judicial self-restraint, though there
may be, and weithini; there is, new need to urge it. '

It would be useless to attempt to reviewall of the decisions of the Supreme Court
which'have'had a profound effect upon the course of our history ; It has been said
that the ;Dred8 ott desison made theCivil War tievitable Whether this is
really trade io not, we need not attempt to determine. Even if it is discounted as a
serious overstatement- it' remains a dramatic reminder of the great influence
which Supreme Court decisions have had and can have.

As to the great effetof decisions of tlit Couritt-o the economic development of
the country, see Mr Justice Douglas' Address on "Stare Decisis" [to. stand .by
fteieded matters] , 49 Columbia Law Review, 735. .

S , SOURCES OF NATIONAL PO'ER' '
; . * 1, " ;*i ' ' ". ' * I , ' * f * *" ' " • .."| " * '
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Mot of the powers of the National Governrmeht ' ere set forth in the original
Constitution; some have been added since. In the days of Chief Justice Marshall,
the supremacy clause of the Federal Constitution and a broad construction of the
powers gfianted.t'the National Government were fully developed and, as a part
of 'this development, the extent of national control' bor interstat commerce
became very firmly established. ,

-The trends'established in those days have never ceased tobperate arnd, in com-
paratively recent'years, haiv operated at times'ir' a startling manner in'the extent
tofwhich ttterstate commeceas been held to be iinolved, as fof example in tho familiar
asd involving 'an' elevator operator in a loft biildirg. ;' ". i

From a practical standpoint the increase in federal re.vehuetreulting from the
Sixteenth Amendnen--the income tax amendment--has been of great impor-Sitet Amnda



tace, Natina controlover State action inpany fields has been yastly expand~
'By the Fourtieenth' Aeitdnienit." . ' "

We shaji refer to some ubjto ad typo es which bear porter
p do., , TBENERAL, WLFAR1CLAUS 81 .*'

*' One provision of the Federal Constltutioh wlhfeh was included in it from th
beginning but which, in practical effect;,lay dormant for more thth a century, is
the general-welfare clause. In United States v. Butler, 297 U.S. I, the origiital
,Agricultural Adjustthent'Act was held invalid.' Ani rgument Was a'dv u tl in
that case that the general-welfare clause would sustain the imposijio of the tax
'and that money derived from the tax could be'expended for any'purposes hli.f h
would promote the.general welfare, . . '

The Court viewed this argumenit iith favor as a general proposition, but found
it not supportable on the facts of that case. However, it was not long before that
clause was relied upon ahd applied.. See Steward Machine Co. v. Davis, 301'U.S.
'548, and IIelvering v. Davis, 301, U.S. 690. In those cases the Social Security
Act was upheld and the general-welfare clause was relied upon both to support
the tax and to support the expenditures of the money raised by the Social Security
taxes.

OnANTS-IN-AID

Closely related to this subject are the so-called grants-in-aid which go back to
the Morrill Act of 1862 and the grants thereunder to the so-called land-grant
colleges. The extent of grants-in-aid today is very great, but questions relating
to the wisdom as distinguished from the legal basis for such grants seem to lie
wholly in the political field and are hardly appropriate for discussion in this
report.

Perhaps we should also observe that, since the decision of Massachusetts v. Mellon
2£6 U.S. 447, there seems to be no effective way in which either a State or an individual
can challenge the validity of a federal grant-in-aid.

DOCTRINE OF PRE-EXEMPTION

Many, if not most, of the problems of federalism today arise either in conne4o
tion with the commerce clause and vast extent to which its sweep has been carried
by the Supreme Court, or they arise under the Fourteenth Amendment. His.
torically, cases involving the doctrine of pre-emption pertain mostly to the com-
merce clause. . .

More recently the doctrine has been applied in other fields, notably in the case
of Commonwealth of Pennsylvania v. Nelson, in which the Smith Act and other
federal statutes dealing with Communism and loyalty problems were held to have
pre-empted the field and to invalidate or suspend the Pennsylvania antisubversive
statute which sought to impose a penalty for conspiracy to overthrow the Govern-
ment of the United States by force or violence. In that particular case it happens
that the decision of the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania was affirmed. That fact,
however, emphasizes rather than detracts from the wide sweep now given; to'the
doctrine of pre-emption. .: , , , .,

L IABOR-RELATIONS CASES .

SIn connection 'with commerce-clause cases, the doctrine of pre-emption, coupled
with only partial express regulation by 'Congress, his produced a state of consid-
erable confusion in the field of labor relations.

One of the most serious.problems ,n . th fied ws, 1ointed up or created-
depending upon how one looks at the matter-by the Supreme Court's decision in
Amalgamated; Association v. Wisconsin Employment Relations Board, 840 U.S.
383, which overturned a State statute aimed: at- preventing strikes and lookouts
in public utilities. ,This, decision left the States, powerless to protect their own
citizens against emergencies created by the suspension of essential services, even
though, as: the dissent pointed out, such emergencies were "economically and
practically confined.to a (single] State." . .: .

In two cases decided on May 28, 1958, in which the majority opinions were
written by Mr. Justice Frankfurter and Mr. Juetice.IAurton, respectively, the right
of an employe to sue a union in a State court was upheld. In International Asso-
ciatfon bo Machiista v. Oonzales, a union member was held entitled -to inaintiin
a suit against his union for damages for wrongful expulsion. In International'
Uriob, United Auto, etc. Workers v. Russell, an employee, who Was hot a uhion
member, was held entitled to maintain a suit for malicious interference with hid

SI . " * < -" . ,' : 1 1 , l '. ; ; h .
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employment through picketing during a strike against his employer. Pckete
prevented Russell from entering the plant.

Regardless of what may be the ultimate solution of jurisdictional problems in
this field, it appears that, at the present time, there is unfortunately a kind of
no-man'8 land in which serious uncertainty eezts. This uncertainty is in part
undoubtedly due to the failure of Congress to make its wishes entirely clear.
Also, somewhat varying views appear to have been adopted by the Supreme Court
from time to time.

In connection with this matter, in the case of Textile Union v. Lincoln Mills,
853 U.S. 448, the majority opinion contains language which we find somewhat
disturbing. That case concerns the interpretation of Section 301 of the Labor-
Management Relations Act of 1947.

Paragraph (a) of that section provides: "Suits for violation of contracts be-
tween an employer and a labor organization representing employes in an industry
affecting commerce as defined in this chapter, or between any such labor organi-
sations, may be brought in any district court of the United States having juris-
diction of the parties, without respect to the amount in controversy or without
regard to the citizenship of the parties."

Paragraph (b) of the same section provides in substance that a labor organize .
tion may sue or be sued as an entity without the procedural difficulties which
formerly attended suits by or against unincorporated associations consisting of
large numbers of persons. Section 301(a) was held to be more than jurisdictional
and was held to authorize federal courts to fashion a body of federal law for the
enforcement of these collective-bargaining agreements and to include within that
body of federal law specific performance of promises to arbitrate grievances under
collective-bargaining agreements.

What a State court is to do if confronted with a case similar to the Lincoln Mills
case is by no means clear. It is evident that the substantive law to be applied
must be federal law, but the question remains: Where is that federal law to be
found? It will probably take years for the development or the "fashioning" of
the body of federal law which the Supreme Court says the federal courts are
authorized to make. Can a State court act at all? If it can act and does act,
what remedies should it apply? Should it use those afforded by State law, or is
it limited to those which would be available under federal law if the suit were in
a federal court?

It is perfectly possible that these questions will not have to be answered, since
the Supreme Court may adopt the view that the field has been completely pre-
empted by the federal law and committed solely to the jurisdiction of the federal
courts, so that the State courts pan have no part whatsoever in enforcing rights
recognized by Section 301 of the Labor-Management Relations Act. Such a
result does not seem to be required by the language of Section 301 nor yet does the
legislative history of that section appear to warrant such a construction.

Professor Meltzer's monograph has brought out many of the difficulties in this
whole field of substantive labor law with regard to the division of power between
State and federal governments. As he points out, much of this confusion is due
to the fact that Congress has not made clear what functions the States may perform
and what they may not perform. There are situations in which the particular
activity involved is prohibited by federal law, others in which it is protected by
federal law, and others in which the federal law is silent. At the present time there
seems to be one field in which State action is clearly permissible. That is where
actual violence is involved in a labor dispute.

sTATE LAW IN VEB ITY CASES

Not all of the decisions of the Supreme Court in comparatively recent years
have limited or tended to limit the power of the States or the effect of State laws.
The celebrated case of Erie R.R, v. Tompkins 304 U.S. 64, overruled Swift v.
Tyson and established substantive State law, decisional as well as statutory, as
controlling in diversity [of citizenship] cases in the federal courts. This marked
the end of the doctrine of 4 federal common law in such cases.

1*NPERSONAM JURISDICTION OVER NONRBEIDENT8

Also, in cases involving in-personam [against the person] jurisdiction of
State courts over nonresiddnts, the Supreme Court has tended to relax rather than
tighten restrictions under the due-process clause upon State action in this field.
International Shoe Co. v. Washington, 326 U.S. 810, is probably the most signify
cant case in this development. '

/ j
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In sustaining the jurisdiction of a Washington court to render a judgment in
personal against a foreign corporation which carries on some activities within
the State of Washington, Chief Justice Stone used the now-familiar phrase that
there "were sufficient contacts or ties with the State of the forum to make it;
reasonable and just, according to our .traditional conception of fair play and
substantial justice, to enforce the obligation which appellant has incurred there."

Formalistic doctrines or dogmas have been replaced by a more flexible and
realistic approach, and this trend has been carried forward in subsequent cases
leading up to and including McGee v. International Life Insurance Co., 355
U.S. 220, until halted by Hanson v. Denokla, 357 U.S. decided June 23, 1058.

TAXATION

In the field of taxation, the doctrine of intergovernmental immunity hMs been
seriously curtailed partly by judicial decisions and partly by statute. This has
not been entirely a one-way street. In recent years, cases involving State taxation
have arisen in many fields. Sometimes they have involved questions of burdens
upon interstate commerce or the export-import clause, sometimes of jurisdiction
to tax as a matter of due process, and sometimes they have arisen on the fringes of
governmental immunity, as where a State has sought to tax a contractor doing
business with the National Government. There have been some shifts in holdings.
On the whole, the Supreme Court seoms perhaps to have taken a more liberal
view in recent years toward the validity of State taxation than it formerly took.

OTHER FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT CASES

In many other fields, however, the Fourteenth Amendment has been invoked
to out down State action. This has been noticeably true in cases involving not
only the Fourteenth Amendment but also the First Amendment guarantee of
freedom of speech or the Fifth Amendment protection against self-inorimination.
State antisubversive acts have been practically eliminated by Pennsylvania v.
Nelson, in which the decision was rested on the ground of pre-emption of the
field by the federal.statutes.

THE SWEEZY CASE-STATE LEGISLATIVE INVESTIGATION

The manifestation of this restrictive action under the Fourteenth Amendment
is to be found in Sweezy v. New Hampshire, 364 U.S. 234.

In that case the State of New Hampshire had enacted a subversive-activity
statute which imposed various disabilities on subversive persons and subversive.
organizations. In 1963, the legislature adopted a resolution under which it
constituted the attorney general a one man legislative committee to investigate
violations of that act and to recommend additional legislation.

Sweeyy, described as a non-Communist Marxist, was summoned to testify at
the investigation conducted by the attorney general, pursuant to this authori-
zation. He testified freely about many matters but refused to answer two types
of questions: (1) inquiries concerning the activities of the Progressive Party in the
State during the 1948 campaign, nnd (2) inquiries concerning a lecture Sweezy
had delivered in 1954 to a class at the University of New Hampshire.

He was adjudged in contempt by a State court for failure to answer these ques-
tions. The Supreme Court reversed the conviction, but there is no majority
opinion. The opinion of the Chief Justice, in which he was joined by Justices
Black Douglas and Lrennan, started out by reaffirming the position taken in
Watkins v. United States, 354 U.S. 178, that legislative investigations can en-
croach on -Virst Amendment rights. He then attacked the New Hampshire Sub-
versive Activities Act and stated that the definition of subversive persons and
subversi.o organizations was so vague and limitless that they extended to "con-
duct which is only remotely related to actual subversion and which is done free
of any conscious intent to be a part of such activity." . . .

Then followed a lengthy discourse on the importance of academic freedom and,
political expression. This was not, however, the ground upon which these four
Justices ultimately relied,for their conclusion that the conviction should be ret,
versed. The Chief Justice said in part: .

"The respetive roes of the legislature and the investigator thus revealed are of
considerable significance to the issue before us. It is eminently clear that the
basic discretion of determining the direction of the legislative inquiry has been
turned over to the investigative agency. The attorney general has been given
such a sweeping and uncertain mandate that ItIs his discretion which pick out
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the subjects that will be pursued, what witnesses will 'be summoned and what
questions will be asked. In this ci-oumstance, it cannot be stated authoritatively
that the legislature asked the attorney general to gather the kind of facts com-
prised in the subjects upon which petitioner was interrogated."

Four members of the Court, two in a concurring opinion and two in a dissenting
opinion, took vigorous issue with the view that the conviction was invalid because
of the legislature's failure to provide adequate standards to guide the attorney
general's investigation.

Mr. Justice Frankfurter and Mr. Justice Harlan concurred in the reversal of
the conviction on the ground that there was no basis for a belief that Sweezy or
the Progressive Party threatened the safety of the State and, hence, that the
liberties of the individual should prevail.

Mr. Justice Clark, with whom Mr. Justice Burton joined, arrived at the opposite
conclusion and took the view that the State's interest in self-preservation justified
the intrusion into Sweezy's personal affairs.

In commenting on this case Professor Cramton says:
"The most puzzling aspect of the Sweery case is the reliance by the Chief

Justice on delegation-of-power conceptions. New Hampshire had determined
that it wanted the information which Sweezy refused to give; to say that the State
has not demonstrated that it wants the information seems so unreal as to be incredible.
The State had delegated power'to the attorney general to determine the scope
of inquiry within the general subject of subversive activities.

"Under these circumstances, the conclusion of the Chief Justice that the
vagueness of the resolution violates the due-process clause must be, despite his
protestations, a holding that a State legislature cannot delegate such a power."

PUB14C-EMPLOYMENT CAnES

There are many cases involving public employment and the question of dis-
qualification therefor by reason of Communist Party membership or other
questions of loyalty.

Slochower v. Board of Higher Education, 350 U.S. 551, is a well-known example
of cases of this type. Two more recent cases, Lerner v. Casey, and Beilan v.
Board of Public Education, both in 357 U.S. and decided on June 30, 1958, have
upheld disqualifications for employment where such issues were involved, but
they did so on the basis of lack of competence or fitness.

Lerner was a subway conductor in New York and Beilan was a public-school
instructor. In each case the decision was by a 5-to-4 majority.

ADMISSION TO THE BAR

.When we come to the recent cases on admission to the bar, we are in a field of
unusual sensitivity. We are well aware that any adverse comment which we may
make on those decisions lays up open to attack on the grounds that we are com.
plaining of the curtailment of our own powers and that we are merely voicing the
equivalent of the ancient protest of the defeated litigant-in this instance the wail
of a judge who has been reversed; That is a prospect which we accept in preference
to maintaining silence on a matter which we think cannot be ignored without
omitting an important element on the subject with which this report is concerned.

Konigsberg v. State Bar of California, 353 U.S. 252. seems to us to reach the
high-water mark so far established lcy the Supreme Court in overthrowing the
action of a State and in denying to a State the power to keep order in its own
house.

The majority opinion first hurdled thd problem as to whether or nqt the federal
question sought to be raised was properly presented to the State highest court
for decision and was decided by that court. Mr. Justice Frankfurter dissented
on the ground that the record left it doubtful whether this jurisdictional require-
ment for review by the Supreme Court had been met and favored a remand of
the case for certification by the State highest court of "whether or not it did in
fact pass on a claim properly before it under the due-process clause of the Four-
teenth Amendment.' Mr. Justice Harlan and Mr. Justice Clark shared Mr.
Justice Frankfurter's jurisdictional views. They also dissented on the merits
in an opinion written by'Mr. Justice Harlan, Of which more later.

The majority opinion (next turned to the merits of Konigeborg's application
for admission to the bar. Applicable State statutes required one seeing admis-
sion to show that he was a person of good mroral,character and that he did not
advocate the vqerltrow of the National or State Governent by force or violence. The
committee of bar examinersa after holding several/hearings on Konigsberg'1
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application, notified him that his application was denied because he did not show
that he met the above qualifications,

The'Supreme Court made its own review of the facts.
SOn the score of good moral character, the majority found that Kofigsberg had

sufficiently established it, that certain editorials written by him attacking thi
country's participation in the Korean War, the actions of political leaders, :tie
influence of "big business" on American life, racial discrimination and the Supreme
Court's decision in Dennis v. United States, 341 U.S. 494, would not support any
rational inference of bad moral character and that his refusal to answer questions,
"almost all" of. which were described y. the Court as having "concerned his
political affiliations, editorials and beliefs" (353 U.S., 269),, would not support
such an inference either.

MEANING OF REFUSAL TO ANSWER

On the matter of advocating the overthrow of the National or State Govern-,
ment by force or violence, the Court held-as it had in the companion case of'
Schware v. Board of Bar Examiners of New Mexico, 353 U.S. 232, decided
contemporaneously-that past membership in the Communist Party was not,
enough to show bad moral character. he majority apparently accepted as
sufficient Konigsberg's denial of any present advocacy of the overthrow of the
Government of the United States or of California, which was uncontradicted on
the record. He had refused to answer questions relating to his past political
affiliations and beliefs, which the bar committee might have used to test the truth
fulness of his present claims. His refusal to answer was based upon. his views
as to the effect of the First and Fourteenth Amendments. The Court did not,
make any ultimate determination of their correctness, but-at 353 U.S. 270-
said that "prior decisions by this Court indicated that his objections to answer-
ing the questions-which we shall refer to below-were not frivolous.

The majority asserted that Konigsberg "was not denied admission to the
California bar simply because he refused to answer questions." .. .

In a footnote appended to this statement it is said, 353 U.S. 259:.
"Neither the committee as a whole nor any of its members even intimated,that

Konigsberg would be barred just because he refused to answer relevant inquiries'
or because he was obstructing the committee. Some members informed him that
they did not necessarily accept his position that they were not entitled to inquire
into his political associations and opinions and said that his failure to answer
would have some bearing on their determination whether he was qualified.
But they never suggested that his failure to answer their questions was, by itself,
a sufficient independent ground for denial of his application."

A "CONVINCING" DISSENT

Mr. Justice Harlan's dissent took issue with these views-convincingly, we
think. He quoted lengthy extracts from the record of Konigsberg's hearings
before the subcommittee and the committee of the State bar investigating his
application. 353 U.S. 284-309. Konigsberg flatly refused to state whether or
not at the time of the hearing he was a member of the Communist Party: and
refused to answer questions on whether he had ever been a Communist or belonged
to various organizations, including the Communist Party.

The bar committee conceded that he could not be required to answer a ques-
tion if the answer might tend to incriminate him; but Konigsberg did not stand
on the Fifth Amendment and his answer which came nearest to raising that
question, as far as we can see, seems to have been based upon a fear of prosecution
for perjury for whatever answer he might then give as to membership in the
Communist Party.

We think, on the basis of the extracts from the record contained in Mr. Justice
Harlan's dissenting opinion, that the committee was concerned with its duty
under the statute "to certify as to this applicant's good moral charaoter"--p.
295--and that the committee was concerned with the applicant's "disinclination"
to respond to questions proposed by the Committee-p. 301-and that the comn-
mittee,.in passing on his good moral character, sought to test his veracity-p. 303.

The majority,, however, having reached the conclusion above stated, that
Konigsberg had not been denied admission to the bar simply because he refused
to answer questions, then proceeded to demolish a straw man by saying that there
was nothing in the California statutes or decisions, or in the rules of the bar
committee which had been called to the Court's attention suggesting that a failure
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to answer questions "Is ipso facto a basis for excluding an applicant frotn the bar,;
irrespective of how overwhelming is his showing of good character or loyalty or
how flimsy are the suspicions of the bar examiners."

Whether Konigsberg's "overwhelming" showing of his own good character
have been shaken if he had answered the relevant questions which he refused to
Answer, we cannot say. We have long been under the impression that candor
is required if members of the bar and, prior to Konigsberg, we should not have
thought that there was any doubt that a candidate for admission to the bar
should answer questions as to matters relating to his fitness for admission, and
that his failure or refusal to answer such questions would warrant an inference
unfavorable to the applicant or a finding that he had failed to meet the burden
of proof of his moral fitness.

Let us repeat that Konisgberg did not invoke protection against self-inorimina-
tion. He invoked a privilege which he claimed to exist against answering certain
questions. These might have served to test his veracity at the committee hear-
ings held to determine whether or not he was possessed of the good moral char-
acter required for admission to the bar.

The majority opinion seems to ignore the issue of veracity sought to be raised
by the questions which Konigsberg refused to answer. It is also somewhat con-
fusing with regard to the burden of proof. At one point--pp. 270-271-it says
that the committee was not warranted in drawing from Konigsberg's refusal to
answer questions any inference that he was of bad moral character; at another-p.
273-it says that there was no evidence in the record to justify a finding that he
had failed to establish his good moral character.

Also at page 273 of 353 U.S., the majority said: "We recognize the importance
of leaving States free to select their own bars, but it is equally important that the
State not exercise this power in an arbitrary or discriminatory manner nor in such
way as to impinge on the freedom of political expression or association. A bar
composed of lawyers of good character is a worthy objective but it is unnecessary
to sacrifice vital freedoms in order to obtain that goal. It is also important to
society and the bar itself that lawyers be unintimidated-free to think, speak and
act as members of an independent bar:"

The majority thus makes two stated concessions-each, of course, subject to
limitations-one, that it is important to leave the States free to select their own
bars and the other, that "a bar composed of lawyers of good character is a worthy
objective."

AVOIDING "A TEST OF VERACITY"

We think that Mr. Justice Harlan's dissent on the merits, in which Mr. Justice
Clark joined, shows the fallacies'of the majority position. On the facts which
we think were demonstrated by the excerpts from the record included in that
dissent, it seems to us that the net result of the case is that a State is unable to
protect itself against admitting to its bar an applicant who, by his own refusal to answer
certain questions as to what the majority regarded as "political" associations and
activities, avoids a test of his veracity through cross-examination on a matter which
he has the burden of proving in order to establish his right to admission to the bar.

The power left to the States to regulate admission to their bars under Konigsberg
hardly seems adequate to achieve what the majority chose to describe as a "worthy
objective"-"a bar composed of lawyers of good character."

We shall close our discussion of KonigSberg by quoting two passages from Mr.
Justice Harlan's dissent, in which Mr./Justice Clark joined. In one, he states
that "this case involves an area of federal-State relations-the right of States to
establish and administer standards for admission to their bars-into which this
Court should be especially reluctant and' slow to enter." In the other, his con-
eluding comment-p. 312-says: "[W]hat the Court has really, done, I think,
is simply to impose on California its own notions of public policy and judgment.
For me, today's decision represents an unacceptable intrusion into a matter of
State concern."

The Lerner and Beilan cases, above referred.to, seem to indicate some recession
from the intimations though not from thd decisions, in the Konigsberg and
Slochower edses. In Beilan, the schoolteacher was told that his refusal to answer
questions might result in his dismissal, and his refusal to answer questions per-
taining to loyalty matters/was held relevant to support a finding that he was
incompetent. "Incompeteht" seems to have ben take. in the sense of unfit.

.1 . ,t
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When we turn to the impact of decisions of the Supreme Court upon the Sta
administration of criminal justice, we find that we have entered a very broad
field. In many matters, sudh as the fair drawing of jiiiesi the exclusion of force
confessions as evideiice,' and the right to'counsel at least ih all serious cases, ;we d
not believe that there Js any real difference in doctrine between the viewS held l
the Supreme Court of thb nited States and the views held by the highest courts
of the several States.

There is, however, a rather considerable difference at times as to how these
general principles should be applied and as to whether they have been duly re-
garded or not. In such matters the Supreme Court not only feels free to review
the facts, but considers it to be its duty to make an independent review of the
facts. It sometimes seems that the rule which governs most appellate courts in the
view offindings of fact by trial courts is given lip service, but is actually given the leas
possible practical effect.

Appellate courts generally will give great weight to the findings of fact by trial
courts which had the opportunity to see and hear the witnesses, and they are
reluctant to disturb such findings. The Supreme Court at times seems to read
the records in criminal cases with a somewhat different point of view. Perhaps
no more striking example of this can readily be found than in Moore v. Michigan,
355 U.S. 155.

In the Moore case the defendant had been charged in 1937 with the crime of
first-degree murder, to which he pleaded guilty. The murder followed a rape
and was marked by extreme brutality. The defendant was a Negro youth,,17
years of age at the time of the offense, and is described as being of limited educa
tion-only the seventh grade-and as being of rather low mentality.

He confessed the crime to law-enforcement officers and he expressed a desire tq
plead guilty and "get it over with." Before such a plea,was permitted to be
entered, he was interviewed by the trial judge in the privacy of the judge's chari-
bers and he again admitted his guilt, said he did not want counsel and expressed
the desire to "get it over with,' to be sent to whatever institution he was to be
confined in, and to be placed under observation. Following this, the plea of
guilty was accepted and there was a hearing to determine the punishment which
should be imposed.

About 12 years later the defendant sought a new trial, principally on the ground
that he had been unfairly dealt with because he was not represented by counsel.
He had expressly disclaimed any desire for counsel at the time of his trial. Piur-
suant to the law of Michigan, he had a hearing on this application for a new trial.
In most respects his testimony was seriously at variance with the testimony of
other witnesses. He was corroborated in one matter by a man who had been a
deputy sheriff at the time when the prisoner was arrested and was being questioned.

The trial court, however, found in substance that the defendant knew what he
he was doing when he rejected the appointment of counsel aqd pleaded guilty,
that he was then calm and not intimidated, and after hearing him testify, that he
was completely unworthy of belief. It accordingly denied the application for a
new trial. This denial was affirmed by the Supreme Court of Michigan, largely
upon the basis of the findings of fact by the trial court.

The Supreme Court of the United States reversed.
The latter Court felt that counsel might have been of assistance to the prisoner,

in view of his youth, lack of education and low mentality, by requiring the State to
prove its case against him-saying the evidence was largely circumstantial--by
raising a question as to his sanity, and by presenting factors which might have
lessened the severity of the penalty imposed. It was the maximum permitted
under the Michigan law-solitary confinement for life at hard labor.

The case was decided by the Supreme Court of the United States in 1957.
The majority opinion does not seem to have given any consideration whatsoever
to the difficulties of proof which :the State might encounter after the lapse of
many years or the risks to society which night result from thWerelease of a prisoner
of this type, if the new prosecution should fail. They are, however, pointed out
in the dissent.

Another recent case which seems to us surprising, and the full scope of, hich we
cannot foresee, is Lambert v. California; 355 U.S-, decided Dec. 16, 1O97. 'In that
case a majority of the Court reversed a conviction under a Los Angeles ordinance
which required a person convicted of a felony, or of a crime Which would befelony
under the law of California, to register upon taking up residence ii Los Aigeles.

Lambert had been convicted of forgery and had served a long term rIin Call-
fornia prison for that offense. She was arrested on suspiion of another crime a
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her failure to register as then discovered and she was prosecuted, convicted and
fined. .
, The majority of the Supreme Court found that she had no notice of the ordi-
nance, that it was riot likely to be known, that it was a measure merely for the
convenience of the police, tat the defendant had no opportunity to comply
with it after learning of it and before being prosecuted, that she did not act
willfully in failing to register, that she was not "blameworthy" in failing to do so,
and that her conviction involved a denial of due process of law.

"A DEVIATION FROM PRECEDENTS"

This decision was reached only after argument and reargument. Mr. Justice
Frankfurter wrote a short dissenting opinion in which Mr. Justice Harlan and Mr.
Justice Whittaker joined. He referred to the great number of State and federal
statutes which imposed criminal penalties for nonfeasance and stated that he
felt confident that "the present decision will turn out to be an isolated deviation
from the strong current of precedents-a derelict on the waters of the law."

We shall not comment in this report upon the broad sweep which the Supreme
Court how gives to habeas-corpus proceedings. Matters of this sort seem to
fall within the scope of the Committee of this Conference on the Habeas Corpus
Bill which has been advocated for some years by this Conference for enactment by
the Congress of the United States, and has been supported by the Judicial Con-
ference of the United States, the American Bar Association, the Association of
Attorneys General and the Department of Justice.

We cannot, however, completely avoid any reference at all to habeas-corpus
matters because what is probably the most far-reaching decision of recent years on
State criminal procedure which has been rendered by the Supreme Court is
itself very close to a habeas-corpus case. That is the case of Griffin v. Illinois,
351 U.S. 12, which arose under the Illinois Post Conviction Procedure Act.

The substance of the holding in that case may perhaps be briefly and accurately
stated in this way: If a transcript of the record, or its equivalent, is essential to an
effective appeal, and if a State permits an appeal by those able to pay for the cost
of the record or its equivalent, then the State must furnish without expense to an
indigent defendant either a transcript of the record at his trial, or an equivalent
thereof, in order that the indigent defendant may have an equally effective right
of appeal. Otherwise, the inference seems clear, the indigent defendant must be
released upon habeas corpus or similar proceedings.

Probably no one would dispute the proposition that the poor man should not be
deprived of the opportunity for a meritorious appeal simply because of his poverty.
The practical problems which fl9w from the decision in Griffin v. Illinois are,
however, almost unlimited and ate now only in course of development and possi-
ble solution. This was extensively discussed at the 1957 meeting of this Con-
ference of Chief Justices in New York.

We may say at this point that, ii order to give full effect to the doctrine of
Griffin v. Illinois, we see no basis for distinction between the cost of the record
and other expenses to which the defendant will necessarily be put in the prosecu-
tion of an appeal. These include; filing fees, the cost of printing the brief and of
such part of the record as may be necessary, and counsel fees.

SThe Giiffin case was very recently given retroactive effect by the Supreme
Court in a per curiam [by the court as a whole] opinion in Lskridge v. Washington
State Board of Prison Terms and Parols, 78 S. Ct. 1061. In that case the de-
fendant who was con, icted in 1935, gaVe timely notice of an appeal. His appli-
cation then made for a copy of the transcript of the trial proceedings to be furnished
at public expense was denied by the trial jidge.

A statute provided for so furnishing a transcript if "in his (the trial judge's)
opinion, justice will thereby be promoted." The trial judge found that justice
would not be promoted, in that the defendant had had a fair and impartial trial,
and that, in his opinion, no grave,or prejudicial errors had occurred in the trial.

The defendant then sought a writ of mandate from the Supreme Court of the
State, ordering the trial judge to have the transcript furnished for the prosecution
of his appeal. This was denied and his appeal was dismissed.

In 1956 he instituted habeas-corpus proceedings whjch, on June 16, 1958, re-
sulted in a reversal of the Washington court's decision and afi/emand "for further
proceedings not inconsistent with this opinion." It was conceded that the "re-
porter's transcript" from th6 trial was still available. In'vhat form it exists does
not appear from the Supreme Court's opinion. As in Griffin, it was heldthat an
adequate substitute for the transcript might be furnishe'd in lieu of the transcript
itself. : ,
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. Justices Harlan and Whittaker dissented briefly on the ground that "on this
record the Griffin case decided in 1956 should not be applied to this conviction
occurring in 1935." This accords with the view expressed by Mr. Justice Frank-
furter in his concurring opinion in Griffin that it should not be retroactive;. He
did not participate in the Eskridge case. .
. Just where Griffin v. Illinois may lead us is rather hard to say. That it will
mean a vast increase in criminal appeals and a huge case load for appellate courts
seems almost to go without saying. There are two possible ways in which the
meritorious appeals might be taken care of and the nonmeritorious appeals
eliminated.

One would be to, apply a screening process to appeals of all kinds, whether
taken by the indigent or by persons well able to pay for the cost of appeals,
It seems very doubtful that legislatures generally would be willing to curtain the
absolute right of appeal in criminal cases which now exists in many jurisdictions.

Another possible approach would be to require some showing of merit before
permitting an appeal to be taken by an indigent defendant at the expense of the
State.

Whether this latter approach, which we may call "screening," would be prac-
tical or not is, to say the least, very dubious. First let us look at a federal
statute and Supreme Court decisions thereunder. What is now subsection (a)
of Section 191& of Title 28, U.S.C.A. contains a sentence reading as follows: "An
appeal may not be taken in forma pauperis [as a poor man] if the trial court
certifies in writing that it is not taken in good faith. .
SThis section or. a precursor thereof was involved in Miller v. United States,

317 U.S. 192, Johnson v. United States, 352 US. 565, and Farley v. United
States, 354 U.S. 521, 523. In the Miller case the Supreme Court held that the
discretion of the trial court in withholding such a certificate was subject to review
on appeal, and that, in order that such a review might be made by the Court of
Appeals, it was necessary that it have before it either the transcript of the record
or an adequate substitute therefor, which might consist of the trial judge's notes
or of an agreed statement as to the points on which review was sought;

Similar holdings were made by per curiam opinion in the Johnson and Farley
cases, in each of which the trial court refused to certify that the appeal was taken
in good faith. In each case, though perhaps more clearly in Johnson, the trial
court seems to have felt that the proposed appeal was frivolous, and hence not in
good faith.

The Eskridge case, above cited,, decided on June 16, 1958, rejected the screening
process under the State statute there involved, and appears to require, under the
Fourteenth Amendment, that a full appeal be allowed-not simply a review
of the screening process, as under the federal statute above cited. The eQeot
of the Eskridge case thus seems rather clearly to be that, unless all appeals, at
least in the same types of oases, are subject to screening, none may be.

It would seem that it may be possible to make a valid classification of appeals
which shall be subject to screening and of appeals which shall not. Such a
classification might be based upon the gravity of the offense or possibly upon the
sentence imposed. In most, if not all, States, such a classification would doubtless
require legislative action. In the Griffin case, it will be recalled, the Supreme
Court state that a substitute for an actual transcript of the record would be
acceptable if it were sufficient to present the points upon which the defendant
based his appeal. The Supreme Court suggested the possible use of bystanders'
bills of exceptions.

It seems probable to us that an actual transcript of the record will be required
in most cases. For example, in oases where the basis for appeal is the alleged
insufficiency of the evidence, it may be very difficult to eliminate from that part
of the record which is to be transcribed portions which seem to have no immediate
bearing upon this question. A statementof the facts to be agreed upon by trial
counsel for both sides may be still more difficult to achieve even with the aid of the
trial judge.

The danger of swamping some State appellate courts under the flood of appeals
which may be loosed by Griffin and Eskridge is not a reassuring prospect. How
far Eskridge may lead and whether it will be extended beyond its facts remain
to be seen.

CONCLUSIONS: THE JUSTICES SUM UP

This long review, though/far from exhaustive, shows some of the uncertainties
as to the distribution of power which are probably inevitable in a federal system of
government. . It also shows, on the whole, a continuing and, we think, an accelerating
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tredd toward increasing power of the National Governiniet iand corresp6hdingly con-
tracted power of the State governments.

Much of this is doubtless due to the fact that many matters which were once
mainnly of local concern are now parts of larger matters which are of national
concern. Much of this stems from the doctrine of a strong, central Government
and of the plenitude of national power within broad limits of what may be "neces-
sary and proper" in the exercise of the granted powers of the National Govern*
ment which was expounded and established by Chief Justice Marshall and his
colleagues, though some of the modern extensions may and do seem to us to go to
extremes. Much, however, comes from the extent of the control over the action
of the States which the Supreme Court exercises under its views of the Fourteenth
Amendment.

'We believe that strong State and local governments are essential to the effective
functioning of the American system of federal government; that they should not be
sacrified needlessly to leveling, and sometimes deadening, uniformity; and that,
in the interest of active, citizen participation in self-government-the foundation
of our democracy-they should be sustained and strengthened.

As long as this country continues to be a developing country and as long as
the conditions under which we live continue to change, there will always be
problems of the allocation of power depending upon whether certain matters
should be regarded as primarily of national concern or as primarily of local con-
cern. These adjustments can hardly be effected without some friction. How
much friction will develop depends in part upon the wisdom of those empowered
to alter the boundaries and in part upon the speed with which such changes are
effected. Of course, the question of speed really involves the exercise of judgment
and the use of wisdom, so that the two things are really the same in substance.

We are now concerned specifically with 'the effect of judicial decisions upon the
relations between the Federal Government and the State governments.. Here we
think that the over-all tendency of decisions of the Supreme Court over the last f5 years
or more has been to press the extension of federal power and to press it rapidly.

There have been, of course, and still are, very considerable differences within
the Court on these matters, and there has been'quite recently a growing recognition
of the fact that our government is still a federal government and that the historic
line which experience seems to justify between matters primarily of national
concern and matters primarily of local concern should not be hastily or lightly
obliterated. A number of Justices have repeatedly demonstrated their aware-
ness of problems of federalism and their recognition that federalism is still a living.
part of our system of government.

The extent to which the Supreme (ourt assumes the function of policy maker is also
of concern to us in the conduct of our judicial business. We realize that in the course
of American history the Supreme Court has frequently-one might, indeed, say
customarily-exercised policy-making powers going far beyond those involved,
say, in making a selection between competing rules of law.

We believe that, in the fields with which we are concerned and as to which we
feel entitled to speak, the Supreme Court too often has tended to adopt 'the role of
policy maker without proper judicial restraint. We feel this is particularly the case
in both of the great fields we have discussed-namely, the extent and extension
of the federal power, and the supervision of State action by the Supreme Court
by virtue of the Fourteenth Amendment. In the light of the immense power
of the Supreme Court and its practical nonreviewability in most instances, no
more important obligation rests upon it, in our view, than that of careful modera-
tion in the exercise of its policy-making role. We are not alone in our view that
the Court, in many cases arising under the Fourteenth Amendment, has assumed what
seem to us primarily legislative powers. Ste Judge Learned Hand onthe Bill of
Rights. \

We do not believe that either the framers of the original Constitution or the
possibly somewhat less gifted draftsmen of the Fourteenth Amendment ever
contemplated that the Supreme Court would, or should, have the almost unlimited
policy-making powers which it now exercises.

It is strange, indeed, to reflect tht,;urider.a Cop6stitution .which provides for a
system of checks and balances and df distribution of power between national and
State governments, one branch of one govprnment-tffe Supreme Court-shodild
attain the immense and, in many respects,'dominant power which it now wields.
Wp believe that the great (principle of distribution of powers among the various
branches of government and between levels of government his.vitality todayy .nd is the
ctucial base of our democracy. .''. '* , , ' . ..
SWe further believe that, itn construing and apply 'tl institution and laws

made in pursuande thereof, this principle of the division of power based upon
/ ' /



whether a, matter s pi drily 6bfnitilii'lr t local 'pn6ern bhotild td'o be Ibit
sight of or ignored, especially in felds which bear upon the meaning of a bonsattu
tionil' or statutory. provision, bir thb validity State action olreitited for iView.
For, ':ith'due alloiviace for the changed b6nditions tenderr which It, may r 'must'
operate, 'the principle 1~ as worthy bf our' consideration tdg'y 6 d it wa6 fof the
consideration of the great men who hiettn 1787 to establish our naton'as nation

DOUBTT' R OpiN 'CDBCSIONS .

It has long been an American boast that we have a government of lawa and, not
of men. We believe that any study of recent decisions of the Supreme Court will'raise
at least considerable doubt as to the validity of that boast,: We find first that, in
constitutional cases,,unanimous decisions are comparative rarities and that multiple
opinions, concurring or dissenting, are common occurrences. ; , ;" ,

We find next that divisions in result on a 6-to-4 basis are quite frequent. We
find further that, on some occasions, a majority of the Court cannot be mustered
in support of any one opinion and that the result of a given case may come from
the divergent views of individual Justioes who happen to unite on one outcome or
the other of the case before the Court.

We further find that the Court does not accord finality to its own determinations
of constitutional questions, or for that matter of others. We concede that a
slavish adherence to stare decisis could at times have unfortunate consequences;
but it seems strange that under a, constitutional doctrine which requires all others to
recognize the Supreme Court's rulings on constitutional uesafpns as binding a'udi.
nations of the meaning and application of the Constitution, the Court itself' has so
frequently overturned its own decisions thereon, after the lapso of periods varying from
I year to 75, or even 95 years. See the tables appended to Mr. Justice Douglas's
address on "Stare Deciss," 49 Columbia Law Review 735, 756-758.

The Constitution expressly sets up its own procedures for amendment, slow or
cumbersome though they may be. , .I

These frequent differences .nd occasionall overruling' of prior decisions in
constitutional cases'cause us grave concern as to whether individual Views of the
members of the Court as from time to time constituted, or of,a majority thereof,
as to what is wise or desirable do not unconsciously override a more dispassionate
consideration of what is or is not, constitutionally warranted. We believe that
the latter is the correct approsoh; and we have no doubt that every member of
the Supreme Court intends to adhere to that approach, and believes that ie does
so80

It is o'r earnest hope, which we respectfully express, that that great Court exercise
to the fill its power of judicial self-restraint by adhering firmly to its tremendous,.
strictly judicial powers and by eschewing, so far as possible, the exercise of essentially
legislative powers when it is called upon to decide questions involving the validity of
State action, whether it deems such action wise or untoise. The value of our system
of federalism, and of local self-government in local matters which it embodies,
should be kept firmly in mind, as we believe it was by those who framed our
Constitution.

. At ties the Supreme Court manifests, or seems to manifest, and impatience with
the slow working of .our federal system. That impatience may extend to an
unwillingness to wait' for Congress to make clear its intention to exercise the
powers conferred upon it under the Constitution, or the extent to which it; Under;
takes to exercise them, and it may extend to the slow,processes of amending the
Constitution which that instruent provide. .

The words of Elihu Root on the oppoisiside of the problem, asserted at a
time when demands were current for recall of judges and judicial decisions,;beir
repeating: "if the people of our country yield to impatience which would.destroy
the system that alone makes effective these great impersonal rules and preserves
our constitutional government, rather than endure the temporaryA inconvignce
of pursuing regulated methods of changing the law, We Ahal 'not be retf~rting.
We shall not be making progress, but shall be exhibiting that l k '~f self-dontrol
which enables great bodies of men to abide the slow process of orderly govern-
ment rather than to break down thebarriers of order when' they are struck by
the impulse of the moment." Quoted in 31 "Boston University Law,Revvirw" 43.

We beliOve thatwhat'Mr. fr.ot' said is sound doctrine to be followed todprd
the Coin'stitii, ' the',iipr e Court and tsmiite rpretatihi'of th 'Cohtittitioi i
Siurely,'it is no less iiumbnit upqn the Sipreme 'Court, onits parti ' t be eqailly
restiined a"d to be' as sure is 'i1shui1imanly ibrssible thatit fsdheriig'd 'tOh
fundamentals of the Constitution with regard to the distribtitl 6 of pbwers'tiid
the separation of powers, and with regard to the limitations of judicial power which

-flOO--66--t. 1--- -1



are implicit in~such separation and distribution, and that it is not merely giving effect
Ip wh$ it may 4epnm desirable,

We may expect the question as ;t w~at can be accomplishedby the report of
this Committee or: by resolutions adopted in conformity with it. Most certainly
some will say that nothing expressed here wpuld deter a member or group of mem.
bers of an independent judiciary frpm pursuing .a planned course. ,,

Let us grant that this may be true. The value of a firm statement by is lies
in the fact that we speak as members of all, the State appellate courts with a
background of many years' experience in the determination of thousands of cases
of all kinds. Surely there are those who will respect a declaration of) what we
believe. .

SAnd it just could be true that our statement might serve as an encouragement
to those members of an independent judiciary who now or in the future may in
their conscience adhere to views more consistent with our own.

Senator ERVIN. I just add this: I have taken an oath to uphold
the-Constitution according to the way I understand it, which is based
upon the words of the Constitution and the decisions of the courts;
from 1789 to date, and notwithstanding the fact, as you very em-
phatically state, that six Justices have agreed to, decide tat the 14th
amendment means that Congress can reach individual action not
connected with the State action under that amendment, despite the
wordd, of th amendment and despite an unbroken line of decisions
to the contrary from 1868 to date, I am gonig to do the best I can
to persuade Congress that it is its duty to stand by the Constitution,
and reject 'those provisions of title V which offend the 14th
amendment as it is Worded; and as it has been interpreted.

I regret, to take this action and to say these things, but I conceive
it as my duty to.my country and my fidelity to my oath to support
the Constitution. I thank you for your patience.

STATEMENT OF HON. NICHOLAS deB. 'ATZENBACH, ATTORNEY
GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES; ACCOMPANIED BY DAVID
SLAWSON, ATTORNEY ADVISER, OFFICE OF LEGAL COUNSEL,
AND ALAN MARER, ATTORNEY, CIVIL RIGHTS DIVISION,
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE--Resumed

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Could I make a very brief com-
ment, Senator?

Senator ERVIN. Just one minute. I want to put one other thing in.
One of the most distinguished legal scholars in America is Professor
Philip B. Kurland, of the Law School of the University of Chicago.
I wish to put in the record at this point, in connection with Justice
Jackson's remarks and the resolution of. the 36 State chief justices,
what Professor Kurland said aIout the action of the Supreme Court
during recent years.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Professor" Kurland wrote that
resolution.

Senator EnviN. Yes.
r(The information follows:)

THE COURT O0 THE UNION O 'JULIUS CAEBAtl REVISED

Mr. President, on February 29 1964, Prof. Philip B. .urfand of the LaW School
of the Universit of Chicago made a most illuminatig address before a conference
upon the so-caled Courts of the' Union Amendment at the; Law School of the
University of Notre Dame. 'He entitled his, address " he Court of th Union or
Julius Caesar Revised." . /

S/ *, * ,
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SI have been privileged from time to time to read addresses and comments of
Professor Kurland upon various constitutional and legal subjects . Such reading
has convinced me that Professor Kurland possesses in, the highest degree an
understanding of the supreme values inherent in the primary purposes of our
Constitution and the dangers posed to these primary purposes by impatient
officials who would sacrifice their supreme values in their seal to accomplish ini
haste temporary ends which they desire. For this reason, anything which Pro
fessor Kurland may say upon constitutional subjects merits wide dissemination
and deep consideration' by all persons interested in constitutional government.

As a consequence, I ask unanimous consent that Professor Kurland's speech
be printed at this point in the body of the Record.

There being no objections, the speech was ordered to be printed in the Record,
as follows:

(Speech of Prof. Philip B. Kurland]

THE COURB OF THE UNION OR JUIAUS CAESAR REVISED

(By Philip B. Kurland, professor of law, the University of Chicago Law School)

(NoTE.-The paper which follows was delivered at a conference, held at the
Law School of the University of Notre Dame on February 29. It will appear in
a forthcoming issue of the Notre Dame Lawyer, and appears here with the
permission of the editors of that journal and of the author.)
. Dean O'Meara's subpena was greeted by honest protests from me that I had
nothing to contribute to the great debate over the proposed constitutional amend
ments that are the subject of today's conference. The dean apparently of the
belief that suffering might help this audience toward moral regeneration, suggested
that I come anyway, I proceed then to prove my propostiion and to test his
hypothesis. .

I have chosen as a title for this small effort:' "Julius Caesar Revised.'/? "Re.
vised" because, unlike Mark Antony, I have been invited here not to bury Caesar
but to praise him. Our Caesar, the Supreme Court, unlike Shakespeare's Julius,
does not call for a funeral oration, because the warnings of lions in the streets-
instead of under the throne-were timely heeded as well as sounded. :Caesar
was thus able to rally his friends to fend off the death strokes that the conspirators
would have inflicted. The' conspiratorial leaders' were the members of the Council
of State Governments. The daggers they proposed to use were the chief justices
of the various high State courts, to whom they would entrust, under the resound-
ing label Of "the Court of the Union," the power to review judgments of the
Supreme Court of the United States whenever that tribunal dared to inhibit the
power of the States. It should be made clear that the chief justices of the States'
would be the instruments of the crime and'not its perpetrators. You will recall
that when these chief justices spoke through their collective voice, the Conference,
of Chief Justies, in condemnation of some of the transgressions of the Supreme
Court, they asked only that the physician heal himself. They did not propose
any organic changes, however little they like the Court's work. Their report
stated:

"When we'turn to the specific field of the effect of judicial decisions on Federal-
State relationships we come at once to the question as to where power should 116
to give the ultimate interpretation to the Constitution and to the laws made in'
pursuance thereof under the authority of the United States. By necessity
and by almost universal common consent, these ultimate powers are regarded as
being vested in the Supreme Court of the United States. Any other allocation
of such power would seem to lead to chaos."

Even in the absence of Caesar's murder, however, it is possible to pose the issue
raised by Brutus: whether our Caesar has been unduly ambitious and grasping
of power? And implicit in this question is a second: If Caesar's ambitions do
constitute a threat to the republic, is assassination the appropriate method for
dealing with tha threatt ,

The second question is easier of answer than the first. Whether Caesar be
guilty or not, it would seem patently clear this his murder, as proposed, muqt be
resisted. Its consequences could only be costly and destructive civil conflict
resulting in the creation of a new Caesar in the place of the old one, a new Caesar
not nearly so well-equipped' to perform the.task nor even so benevolent as Julius
himself. / '

' Report of the committee on Federal-State Relationships as Affected by Judielal Decisions, August 1958
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'Itis probably because of the obvious absurdity of the method chosen for limiting
the Supreme Court's powers that there is today oven more unanimity in opposition
to the ,proposal than existed when Caesar was last attacked-uot by the current
self-styled patricians, but by ths plebaians under the leadership of Franklin
Delano R333evelt. For then it was only the conservatives that came to the
defense of the Court; the liberals were prepared to destroy it. Today, as Prof.
Charles Black has made clear, even if in rather patronizing tones, the conserva-
tives are solidly lined up in defense of an institution many of whose decisions.
are repugnant to thom.3 The conservatives would seem to be concerned with
the preservation of the institution; the liberals with the preservation of the bene-
fits that the current Court has awarded them. For the latter the contents of'
Caesar's will appears to make the difference.

It woull seem, therefore, that only those close to the lunatic fringe, the Birchers.
and the White Citizens Councils and others of their ilk are prepared to support
the purported court-of-the-union plan. Even in the Council of State Govern-
ments the proposed amendment was supported by a majority of only one vote.
The few legislatures that have voted in support of this amendment are those
normally concerned with their war on Robin Hood and similarly dangerous.
radicals. I do not mean to suggest that the Court is not in danger of being re-
strained. But I do think that the proposed method of destruction is not a very
real threat unless this country is already closer to Gibbon's Rome than to Caesar's.

On the other hand, to say that the plan for a Court of the Union is an absurdity
is not to answer the question whether Caesar suffers from an excess of ambitions.
The great debate called for by the Chief Justice at the American Law Institute
meeting last May has not really concerned itself with this problem. The great
debate has taken the form of rhetorical forays. Each side argues that the pro-
posed limitation on the pov3r of the Court would result in the removal of national
power and the enhancement of the power of the States. The forces of Cassius
and Brutus argue that this is a desirable result because the dispersal of govern-
ment power is the only means of assuring that individual liberty will not be
trodden under the tyrannous boots of socialist egalitarianism. Antony contends
that the adoption of the proposal would be to return us to a fragmented con-
federation impotent to carr on the duties of government in the world of the
20th century, Roosovelt's rords about a "horse and buggy era" are this time
used in defense of the Court. With all due respect, I submit that the essential
question remains unanswered. The Talmuq tells us that ambition destroys
its possessor. Does the Court's behavior invite its own destruction?

In what ways is it charged that this Caesar seeks for power that does not belong.
to him? Some such assertions can be rejected as the charges of disappointed
suitors. But there are others thAt cannot be so readily dismissed on the ground
of the malice of claimant. Allow me to itemize a few of the latter together
with some suoorting testimony:

Item. The Court has unreasonably infringed on the authority committed by the
Constitution to other branches of the Government.

Listen to one of the recent witnesses:
"The claim for judicial relief in this case strikes at one of the fundamental

doctrines of our system of government, the separation of powers, In upholding
the claim, the Court attempts td effect reforms in a field vhich the Constitution,
as plainly as can be, has committed exclusively to the political process.

"This Court, no less than all other branches of the Government, is bound by the
Constitution. The Constitution does i~B confer on the Court blanket authority to
step into every situation where the political branch may have fallen short. The
stability of this institution ultimately depends not only upon its being alert to
keep the other branches of Government within consitutional bounds but equally
upon recognition of the limitations on the Court's,own functions in thb constitu-
tional system."

This is not the charge of a Georgia legislator. These are the words of Mr.
Justice Harlan, spoken as recently as last February 17, in We8berry v. Sanders

Item. The Supreme Court has severely and unnecessarily limited the power
of the States to enforce their criminal laws. .

Thus one recent critic had this to say: , . i ..
" 'The rights of the States to develop and enforce thpir own judicial procedures,

consistent with the 14th amendment, have long been recognized as essential to
the concept of a healthy federalism. Those rights are today attenuated ,if not
obliterated in the name of a victory for the 'struggle f6r personal liberty.' But

-.Black, The Occasions of Justice 80 (1963). '
370 U.S. xxx, at xxx (164)./ 
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the Constitution comprehends another struggle of equal importance and places
on (the Supreme Court) the burden of maintaining it-the struggle for: law and
order. I regret that the Court does not often recognize that each defeat in that
struggle chips away inexorably at the base of that very personal liberty which it
seeks to protect. One is reminded of the exclamation of Pyrrhus: 'One more such
victory * * * and we are utterly undone.' "

This, I should tell you, is not the conference of Chief Justices complaining about
the abuses of Federal habeas corpus practices; it is Mr. Justice Clark expressing
his dissatisfaction in Fay v. Noia.

Item. The Court has revived the evils of "substantive due process," the cardinal
sin committed by the Hughes Court, and the one that almost brought about its
destruction.

Here another expert witness has said:
"Finally, I deem this application of 'cruel and unusual punishment' so novel

that I suspect the Court was hard put to find a way to ascribe to the framers of
the Constitution the result reached today rather than to its own notions of
ordered liberty. If this case involved economic regulation, the present Court's
allergy to substantive due process would surely save the statute and prevent the
Court from imposing its own philosphical predilectohs upon State legislatures or
Congress. I fall to see why the Court deems it more appropriate to write into the
Constitution its own abstract notions of how best to handle the narcotics problem
for it obviously cannot match either the States or Congress in expert under-
standing."

This is the hand as well as the voice of Mr. Justice White in Robinson v.
California.*

Item. The Court has usurped the powers of the National Legislature in re-
writing statutes to express its own policy rather than executing the decisions made
by the branch of Government charged with that responsibility.

Listen to two deponents whose right to speak to such an issue is not ordinarily
challenged.

"What the Court appears to have done is to create not simply a duty of inspec-
tion, but an absolute duty to discovery of all defects; in short, it has made the
B. & 0. the insurer of the conditions of all premises and equipment, whether its
own or others, upon which its employees may work. This is wholly salutary
principle of compensation for industrial injury incorporated by workmen's com-
pensation statutes, but it is not the one created by the FELA, which premises
liability upon negligence of the employing railroad. It is my view that, as a mat-
ter of policy, employees such as the petitioner, who are injured in the course of
their employment, should be entitled to prompt and adequate compensation re-
gardless of the employer's negligence and free from traditional comnonlaw rules
limiting recovery. But Congress has elected a different test of liability which,
until changed, courts are obliged to apply."

No, those are not the words of Mr. Justice Frankfurter, but those of his suc-
cessor, Mr. Justice Goldberg, in Shenker v. Baltimore & Ohio R. Co.6

Listen to the same criticism in even more strident tones:
"The present case * * * will I think, be marked as the baldest attempt by

judges in modern times to spin their own philosophy into the fabric of the law, in
derogation of the will of the legislature."

Here we have Mr. Justice Douglas in dissent from the opinion of Mr. Justice
Black in Arizona v. California: 7

Item; The Court writes or rewrites law for the purpose of conferring benefits
on Negroes that it would not afford to others.

I offer here some testimony endorsed by Justices Harlan, Clarke, and Stewart,
in NAACP v. Button: 8

"No member of this Court would disagree that the validity of State action
claimed to infringe rights assured by the 14th amendment is to be judged by the
same basic constitutional standard whether or not racial problems are involved.
No worse setback could befall the great principles established by Brown v. Board
of Education 347 U.S. 483, than to give fairminded persons reasons to think
otherwise. With all respect, I believe that the striking down of this Virginia
statute cannot be squared with accepted constitutional doctrine in the domain of
State regulatory power over the legal profession."

* 872 U.8. 391 446-47 (1963).
* 870 U.S. 660, 689 (1962).
* 874 U.S. xxx, at xxx (1963).
7874 U.S. xxx, at xxx (1963).
S871 U.S. 416, 448 (1963).
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Item. The Court disregards precedents at will without offering adequate reasons
for change.

Mr. Justice Brennan puts his charge in short compass in Pan American Airways
v. United States: 9

"The root error, as I see it, in the Court's decision is that it works an extraor-
dinary and unwarranted departure from the settled principles by which the
antitrust and regulatory regimes of law are accommodated to each other."

Item. The Court uses its judgments not only to resolve the case before it but to
prepare advisory opinions or worse, advisory opinions that do not, advise.

The testirfony here includes the following:
"The Court has done little more today than to supply new phrases-imprecise

in scope and uncertain in meaning-for the habeas corpus vocabulary for district
court judges. And because they purport to establish mandatory requirements
rather than guidelines, the tests elaborated in the Court's opinion run the serious
risk of becoming talismanic phrases, the mechanistic invocation of which will
alone determine whether or not a hearing is to be had."

"More fundamentally, the enunciation of an elaborate set of standards govern-
ing habeas corpus hearings is in no sense required, or even invited, in order to
decide the case * * * and the many pages of the Court's opinion which set these
standards forth cannot, therefore, be justified even. in terms of the normal function
of dictum. The reasons for the rule against advisory opinions which purport
to decide questions not actually in issue are too wbli established to need repeating
at this late date."
SThis is not the plea by academic followers of Herbert Weohsler for principled

decisions nor even an argument by Wechsler's opponents for ad hoc resolutions,
It is the view of Mr. Justice Stewart in Townsend v. Sain.10

Item. Not unrelated to the charge just specified is the proposition that the
Court seeks out constitutional problems when it could very well rest judgment on
less lofty grounds.

Here is the Chief Justice himself speaking in Communist Party v. Subversive
Activities Control Board:"

"I do not believe that strongly felt convictions on constitutional questions or
a desire to shorten the course of this litigation justifies the Court in resolving any
of the constitutional questions presented so long as the record makes manifest,
as I think it does, the existence of nonconstitutional questions upon which this
phase of the proceedings should be adjudicated. I do not think that the Court's
action can be justified."

Item. The Court has unduly circumscribed the congressional power of in-
vestigation.

The testimony I offer here is not that of the chairman of the House Un-American
Affairs Committee nor that of the Birch Society. It derives from Mr. Justice
Wjilto's opinion in Gibson v. Florida Investigation Committee: 1

"The net effect of the Court's decision is, of course, to insulate from effective
legislation the time-proven skills of the Communist Party in subverting and
eventually controlling legitimate organizations. Until such a group, chosen as
an object of Communist Party action, has been effectively reduced to vassalage,
legislative bodh!s may soek no Information from the organization under attack by
(duty-bound CommunIt ists. When the job ras been done and the legislative com.-
mitte o an prove it, It then has the hollow privilege of recording another victory
for the Communlst Party, which both (Congrss and this Court have found to be
anl organrl.ation uwtidevr the dlr.etlon of a foreign power, dedicated to the over-
throw of tho governmentt if t!ecssary by foreo mndl violence,"

Item. I will olosI the Ilub with the repeated charge that the due process clause
of the 14th illmnndi ment ll appllim by lthi Court conslHts only of the "evmaniwent
stllandirlds of acoh JIudg(W' notions of "'ntiural law." The charge Is most strongly
lipportAl by the oplintions of Mr. Jiltice Illacok In Adamson v, California 1 mand
Nlhrin v. California," to wlhi h I col0u ln('l youil

I h oeI tihe ,talog ilot heioitiie it Il exlhliustcd T hesi constitult but a sma11ll
partl of rutinm' indtlltint, nld til oe even inaillor proportion of the witnesses pre-
Istmrld u to tlfy to (th Court's grlsp for powtr. ThesNu wltnss(so Iare Ilpr, sIlve,
IlowOvcr, for thny are noIt ouin'nl'el of the C(our t put part of it. Moreover, their

,tA If H, M, o i J (In),
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depositions may be garnered simply by thumbing the pages of the recent volumes
of the U.S. Reports, which is exactly the way that my partial catalog was created.

Let me nake clear that this testimony does not prove Caesar's guilt, but only
demonstrates that these charges cannot be dismissed out of hand. The fact that
they are endorsed by such irresponsible groups as would support the proposed
constitutional amendment does not add to their validity. But neither does such
support invalidate them.

What then of Antony's defenses of Caesar?
First is the proposition that our Caesar has done no more than perform the

duties with which he is charged. We have it from no less eminent an authority
than Paul Freund that the Court has not exceeded its functions and he defines
them thus: '

"First of all, the Court has a responsibility to maintain the constitutional order,
the distribution of public power and the limitation on that power.

"A second great mission of the Court is to maintain a common market of
continental extent against State barriers or State trade preferences.

"In the third place, there falls to the Court a vital role in the preservation of
an open society, whose government is to remain-both responsive and responsible.
Respohsive government requires freedom of expression; responsible government
demands fairness of representation."

And so, Professor Freund suggests, the Court has done no more than its duty
and he predicts that we shall be grateful to it: 1

"The future is not likely to bring a lessening of governmental intervention iti
our personal concerns. And as science advances into outer and inner space-
the far reaches of the galaxy and the deep recesses of the mind-as physical
controls become possible over our genetic and our psychic constitutions, we may
have reason to be thankful that some limits are set by our legal constitution.
We may have reason to be grateful that We are being equipped with legal controls,
with decent procedures, with access to the centers of decisionmaking, and par-
ticipation in our secular destiny, for our days and for the days we shall not see"'

It is not clear to me that the second defense is really different from the first.
Here we are met with the proposition that the Court, politically the least respon-
sible branch of government has proved itself to be morally the most responsible.
In short the Court has acted because the other branches of government, State
and National hp.ve failed to act. And a parade of horribles would not be imaginary
that marched before us the abuses that the community has rained on the Negro;
the evils of McCarthyism and the continued restrictions on freedom of thought
committed by the National Legislature; the refusal of the States and the Nation
to make it possible for the voices of the disenfranchised to be heard, either by
preventing groups from voting, or by mechanisms for continued control of the
egislature by the politically entrenched, including gerrymandering, and sub-

ordination of majority rule by the filibuster and committee control of Congress;
the police tactioi that violate the most treasured rights of the human personality,
police tactics that we have all condemned when exercised by the Nazis and the
Communists. This list, too, may be extended almost to infinity. There can be
little doubt that the other branches of Government have failed in meeting some
of their essential obligations to provide constitutional government.

The third defense is that which I have labeled the defense of Caesar's will.
It is put most frankly and tersely by Prof. John Rocheo in this way.17

"As a )partiolpant in American society in 1903-somewhat removed from the
abstract world of democratic political theory-I amn delighted when the Supreme
Court takes action against bail policy on whatever conHtituional basis it oan

Hestablish or invent, In short I accept Aristotle's dictumr that tho ess(ence of
political tragedy is for the good to be opposed In the name of the perfect. Thus,
while I wins with Professors Wehosler and Kurland, Inter tllaos that Supreme
Court Justic"H could proceed on the stuam principal's ita lritish J dger, It (1dos not
unsettle or Irritate rme when they bolhave h1,,e Amerlenns. Jlad I been t ncinler
of thW Court in 1106I, I would unlihsitatingly have supported tim cmostitulfoiiil
d(llthi s(,ntence onl rae al sngreg ltloln, even though It r(.ems to le tlrht in a proplirly
ordered doimocratleo soclty thin anhould bI a think for the lcgsItiture. To p)arl-
phrale Hi, Augustint, ill tl il world one must t take, b brelkHs wli ret Iti finds wthetmi,"

IThlcr then arc the pleadings. I do not protond to ai capacity t) liudict the the ca(
It certalnly lsn't ripe for sunituntry juldgmint or judgnlint on the pladingsl, I fa

t rould, 'Tw HuI)rlnes (C url Uitor Attuk, , Pi U. I,. I' s. to 6 4 (IW),
I t, rt p' 7.u4
If Iltl oh Slo'h lp tleI Cx1 1 ltr m T r itttlm C1; f 1tht1 M Ier tle ) t W guil l oI otad?' 1 Im SulitM ome CVI urt
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fearful only that if the ease goes to issue in. this manner, the result will be chaos
whichever side prevails. For, like Judge Learned fand, I am apprehensive that
if nothing protects our, democracy and freedom except the bulwarks that the Court
can erect, we are doomed to failure. Thus, I would answer the question that
purports to be mooted today, whether the court-of-the-union amendment should
be promulgated, in the words of that great judge: .

"And so to sum up, I believe that for by far the greater part of their work
it is a condition upon the success of our system that the judges should be inde-
pendent; and I do not believe that their independence should be impaired because
of their constitutional function. But the price of this immunity, I insist, is that
they should not have the last word in those basic conflicts of 'right and wrong-
between those whose endless jar justice resides.' You may ask then what will
become of the fundamental principles of equity and fairplay which our constitu-
tions enshrine; and whether I seriously believe that unsupported they will serve
merely as counsels of moderation. I do not think that anyone can say what will
be left of those principles; I do not know whether they will serve only as counsels;
but this much I think I do know-that a society so riven that the spirit of modera-
tion is gone, no court can save' that a society where that spirit flourishes, no court
need save; that in a society which evades its responsibility by thursting upon ,he
courts the nurture of that spirit, that spirit in the end will perish."

I find then that I have come neither to praise nor to bury Caesar. I should
only remind those who would destroy Caesar of the self-destruction to which the
noble Brutus was brought; nor can the Antonys among us-who would use
Caesar for their own ends-rejoice at his ultimate fate. For Caesar himself,
I should borrow the advice given Cromwell by Wolsey: "I charge thee, filing
away ambition: By that sin fell the angels."

.Attorney General KATZENBACH. Could I say this first, Senator;
I have never doubted the sincerity of your views even though I have
disagreed with them. I have never doubted the sincerity of your
feelings about the Constitution even where I am in disagreement with
your interpretation of it.

Secondly, I think it is very helpful that in your statement this
morning, at least a large part of title V you recognize is supportable
outside of the 14th amendment so that many of the provisions of
title V you would not regard as being unconstitutional even if you
would regard them as being unwise.

Third, with respect to your statement about making it apply to
everbody equally, I think this ought to be said. To a large extent,
I deplore the need for Federal intervention in matters that I think
the States could and should uphold themselves, and for that reason
I think it is important in terms of protecting our system of federalism
that the Federal Government, despite its constitutional powers, in-
trude to the minimum extent that it can to solve a particular problem.

I think we have had particular problems in the racial area, and I
think those problems reflect the need for Federal intervention in
those areas at this time, and it is for that reason that it lhas hoon
narrowed down and for that reason that I would not support a far
broader Federal intrvontion into ldatlter which I think the State
(idal with under thoir obligation to Cthe Fhederal Constitutlon realin-
ticlly and olffi tively, think it is important for, (ClgrHss to confine
t /4 logla4llton to tho) mattters which It believes it 14 noom saavy to havo

Fedoral int1,voention 11d Federal law.
'For thai rolon w narrowed Tw(his n l rmial mlaittOers, nlot to givm any

partleuchir group any partl'iclr rights over anyone (sIe, )1but ),hecatLuN

thalrt iN where' tihe problem ht a h) . That Il whiero lUte lw etn-
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stitutional amendment I propose, to make a restrictionJ My restric-
tions are different, however, in that the rights secured by the Consti-
tution are not nearly as numerous as the questions that arise under
the equal protection of the law clause, because, as I have stated, and
I think you agree, such questions can conceivably arise whenever
State action of any character, legislative, executive, or judicial touches
any individual. Thank you.

Senator Kennedy, do you have any questions?
Senator KENNEDY of Massachusetts. Thank you very much, Sena-

tor.
I just have two very brief .questions, Mr. Attorney General. I,

first of all, want to state that I think you have made a very compelling
argument about the constitutionality of title V of this legislation. I
think your statements with regard to the .majority of six in the Guest
case concerning their view relative to the protections guaranteed under
the Constitution and the 14th amendment are sufficient to assure the
Members of the Congress that they can support this legislation.

In your title V as you have presented it to the committee, you men-
tion that it includes action under color of law by force or by threat of
force. It lists down through a number of different paragraphs and
subparagraphs.

I know that you had language similar to that under the voting
rights legislation. I understand as well that under the voting rights
legislation that this language was broadly enough interpreted to
include economic coercion. If, for example, an individual was either
thrown out of his house or fired from his job as a result of trying to
exercise his right to vote it would be violative of the Voting Rights Act.

I am wondering now under title V of this legislation, whether or not
this language is to be interpreted broadly enough as to provide not
only protection from force or threat of force, but also from economic
coercion.

Attorney General KATZsNBAn H. I would not think that title V
as it is drafted here would include economic intimidation, unless
this was conceivably of the most blatant kind on the particular
facts. That does exist presently in the law with respect to certain of
these rights. So I would think that the answer to your question
here would be that the intimidation that is primarily being talked
about hero is the intimidation of force and not the intimidation of
economic intimidation.

However, economic intimidation is included as far as title IV is
concerned, as far as housing is concerned; is included as far a schools
are concerned, It is included as far as public accommodations are
concerned. It is included as far as voting is concerned by existing
provisions of the law. So, it would cover most of these under separate
provilonr,

8onttor KNNsIO)Y of MagtuohuOtta, J)on't you feel that the name
resomi which justifled the lincusion of olonIomflo coerolon under those
sections conpel the inclusion of ooonmino coercion under this section
as well?

Attorney OGenera KAT'r1IaIAo., I taim ttiolled It far a the crimt
inst law isN tnltc,rInd, lin ii somIthting a crime I think we Wsould
confine it It ti h kind of breadth, fore, and physical violence, nud
so forth, thlt is included here,
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-;' think s far, a icivil remedies areo)co\eenied, hdthatherefshould be
4; remedy agait&tl ,economicintimidation . . .I think, thatotought to be,
.and thatis 4ealt with rin existing, law, or in .thi i statute: in another

eo.tion,: ~ectini 405, of his, !statute, for examlle,b with, respect to
;b u g . UW.ie ;,*.; .* -, * ,.' a ;

, J. think ;if we are going to d.oaliith economic intimidation, Senator;
it ought to be dealt with really civilly rather than try.to dealiwith it
as a crimitial matter. I think as a. practical wi tter ohn Ieconomic
intimidation you are going ,to. have a very difficult, time proving a
case to 12 jurors that satisfies them that a man should be punished
.iiriminally for: this act. < .

:Senator KENNEIY: of Massachusetts. In a different area, thb Civil
Rights Cormmission offered an amendment to 42 U.S.C. 1983, to make
the local government that employes the officials who deprive people
of the rights protected by .1983 jointly liable. You spoke briefly on
this subject yesterday or the day before.

This amendment was recommended by the Civil Rights Commis-
sion in 1961 and again in 1965. Would you give us the benefit of
your thought as to why you would notmake the officials jointly liable
under this provision, or why we shouldn't consider amending the legis-
lation to include that?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I have no great objections to
that. I doubt that it would prove to be a particularly effective rem-
edy,' but I am not opposed to it.

Senator KENNEDY of Massachusetts. So, it is really a question of
its effectiveness and whether it can be successfully applied?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes.
Senator KENNEDY of Massachusetts. What is your--

,Attorney General KATZENBACH. I think it would be very difficult
to recover damages. ,

Senator KENNEDY of Massachusetts. Against any- .
/ Attorney General KATZENBACH. In suits. I think it is sometimes

a mistake, and I don't say this ii opposition, I say this more generally,
Senator, sometimes it i§ a mistake to write provisions in the law when
they really can't be made effective to do what one would hope they
would accomplish. - I think this can sometimes add to frustrations.

1 know, to go back to the economic intimidation case, they ard
extremely difficult to prove, and to get hard evidence that is going to
satisfy people with respect to that. Yet people will have views .about
it. So I am put; in :the position of saying you are not enforcing the
law when really what I can't do i got the evidence and have it hard
enough to do it, But I don't have any opposition to that, if that is
what the committee should wish to'do,

Senator KrNNmDY of Massiaelisotts. Your Section 501 (a)(7) makes
(riminll tny interference with a person using a highway or road in
interstate cominoro. ThiNl iH limited to a (co'mnn carrier?

Attorney General KIATNrr nAo1. Yes.
e' nator K NNM~I) of ManiwhtlloettH, Therefor, It wouldn't reidrl

a situation such a that involving Lomuel Pen n o a Georgia highway;
or wouldcyou interpret the language to include snucht situation?

Attorney oGneral tKATZN , Anr. Nqo Tha'lt particular setmion
wouldn't deal with tli I'enn (ase, I think tihat t ho stion horo,
4ctiOfn )(2), it in really (b) (), "injurIoeaInimIdattv, or interforom with
or attompts to Injure, Ititlldateo, or interfeor with any peoron to dis-



edurage !suoh tpero~o or ayt)other person, ors any class ;of persons fr6m
paricpticiptik nie'd A seekin:to participate in their ~dbenbfits., !1 ,

:The Teason',rl'orithi, ptovigion was, ,if you 't tke' ae Klai-inspired
activity, where incidents similar to the Penn case occur, wherd therd
is just a sensole ss Ihootihg'knifing, beating up of a Negro 'for the pur-
pose of, Ma king him an example to others,:and thus creatingsome fear
within the community of what will happen to you, that is:what we
are"ttying toeover there. :' ! .

While I don't want td'go deeply into the Penn case itself, it seems
to me that the fact in the Penn case might support that sort of leading
of the action 'there simply going oitfon. the highway andi shooting
somebody because ie is ,Negro, in thit total'context of that part
ticular part of the State of Georgia.

Senator KENNEDY of Massachusetts. Are, you !satisfied that this
would-- .

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I am, satisfied that the would be
covered, but not under the section that-

Senator KENNEDY'of Mafssachusetts. Thank you very imich.
SSenator ERviN. Mr. Attorney General, when the law undertakes to

punish the people of a community by immersing them in damages for
the wrongful act of an individual, it certainly is an efficacious way of
inflicting the sins of the guilty upon the innocent, isn't it?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I didn't have the exact language
that was proposed. I would suppose that in terms of making them
jointly liable, that it might well be that it would require some allega-
tion of failure to carry out their duties within that community.

Senator ERVIN. Yes, and--
Attorney General KATZENIBACH. I don't know exactly what Sen-

ator Kennedy was proposing.
Senator ERvIN. Of course, when we get into the civil rights field, a'

lot of people putt i in a different dlassification. A lot of people are sort
of like'the fellow who received a-telegram which said, "Your mother-
in-law died today, shall we cremate or bury?" He wired back and
said, "Take no chances, cremate and bury."
SDon't you agreed with the generalpropositioh that laws, generally

speaking, ought to be uniform and apply alike to all people in like
circumstances? That is a good fundamental principle, isn't it?
SAttorney Gbne asKAlTZ I nAcH. Yes, sir.
Senator Eitv N. Now, if you are going to provide for indemnifica-

tion by immersing in damages people in a community for a civil rights
violating ' by the airh o token you should immerse in damages people
generally for 6ther violations of law should you not?

'Attornty (onoral 'KATMONACH. I think'I stated yesterday, or the
day bof eo, I thought that' wa one of the difficulties with indemnifi-
cation wly4 including a certain group. I was then talking .about a
Somewhat different proposal than that which I think Senator Kennedy
had inin mind. But, I would sy' treating like people in like circutm
stances, that I would ti think oe jutification for what I understand
Senator Konnedy to be Huggcitifil hero, the jlutifiction would be
that othllr pople aro i not'in those circumsHtalnco )eaucst the facts have
ildil'lted or tho exlerioene lus boon ia ftallure ol the part of at least
a number of loedI law enAircoumonlt' agrieles to carry out protection
with ronspct to Noero cltizeon.'* t 1 f t , ., -



I also understood, I think I understood that the proposal was to
make the officials liable for this, not to make the State liable for it.
I think there are problems in making the State or the municipality
liable for it.

Senator ERVIN. It is pretty hard to make the official who doesn't
participate in the thing liable for it, it seems to me. I think that you
get into a dangerous field there.

For example Massachusetts was unable to catch a man who stran-
gled five women, I believe that was the number.

Senator KENNEDY of Massachusetts. Fourteen.
Senator ERVIN. Fourteen. I think to make the people of Mississip..

pi responsible for a crime of violence, and not make the people of
Massachusetts-

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I had not understood that it was
a police official that did that strangling, and I think that is the situsa
tion Senator Kennedy is talking about, is where the employee of the
municipality-

Senator KENNEDY of Massachusetts. Under the color of law.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Under the color of law does do

this. He is now liable under 1983.
Senator KENNEDY of Massachusetts. You would make that as

applicable to Massachusetts as it is any--
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes just as applicable there. The

idea would be to make the municipality liable in similar circumstances,
and I think most municipalities could be made so liable. There is
something of an 11th amendment problem conceivably at some point
here. It certainly is if you make the State liable.

Senator ERVIN. If my recollection serves me right, Blackstone
points out in his commentaries on the law of England that that is the
way they used to vindicate wrongs. They punished everybody in the
community where the wrong occurred, but as soon as the world reached
the first dawn of civilization they quit punishing the innocent for the
sins of the guilty.
. Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, sir; but there is nothing par-
ticularly offensive, to me at least, in the idea that I employ somebody
and vest him with the powers of authority in the State, that I then
become responsible when he misuses those powers.

I see arguments on both sides about this, but I don't think that is
an inherently offensive idea, that the municipality takes responsibility
for the misconduct of its officials.

Senator ERVIN. Mr. Attorney General, I don't think you can justly
restrict legislation of that kind to civil rights cases. If an alderman
of the city of Chicago were to eemploy a policeman who wrongfully
shoots anybody, I think that by the same token the city of Chicago
should be held responsible.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. If I understood Senator Kennedy's
proposal, it would apply equally .o the city of Chicago.

Senator ERVIN. If you are going to have a rule of respondeat
superior written into Federal law, all of the superiors ought to respond
in like manner. I think yoy are going into a very dangerous field
there.

Attorney General kAIZENBACH. 1983 applies in 50 States,to denial
of civil rights and we have had investigations in many States where
people have heen allegedly picked up by the.police and beaten or
coerced and this sort of thing.
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I didn't think there is ihtentiOn to apply it only to a particular sec-
tion of the country.
, Senator KENNEDY of Massachusetts. Mr. Attorney Generali

wouldn't you say that the area of civil rights has been selected by the
passage of 1983 as an area which will be protected?

As you have so well stated, it is a suggestion which would apply to
Chicago, Massachusetts, or any place. That is, if it were determined
from the evidence that under color of law there has been a series of
abuses by local authority, then the best way to remedy this situation
is to provide for joint liability. I think that certainly we want to
make this protection of civil. rights applicable wherever there is
injustice-in Boston, in my own State, and in every other part of the
country, And I think that this area of civil rights has been identified
in 1983, and it was the suggestion that this amendment be considered
to be an amendment to that section, which would be applicable to
the 50 States.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. It would find a deeper pocketbook.
Senator ERVIN. Mr. Attorney General, changing the subject to

another phase, in my State there have been threats to deny medicare
benefits in hospitals.

Now I propose to offer an amendment to this bill providing that:
No hospital, nursing home, or other health care facility shall, for purposes of

this title, be regarded as receiving federal financial assistance for any program or
activity by reason of the fact that such hospital, nursing home, or other facility
participates in any program, which is administered by an agency or instrumentality
of the United Stater, or which receives Federal financial assistance, if such program
is designed to assist individuals who are the beneficiaries thereof'in obtaining or
in meeting the costs of health care services, and if the participation in such pro-
gram by such hospital, nursing home, or other facility consists (in tote or in
principal part) of an undertaking by such hospital, nursing home, or other insti-
tution to provide, for a consideration paid by or under such program, health care
services to such individuals.

That is what) a layman might call some legal gobbledygook but it
was drawn at my request by the legislative counsel of the Senate for
the purpose of establishing the principle that the medicare program
insofar as it rests upon social security, is an insurance program and
to establish the principle that a man has an absolute right to receive
the benefits of the medicare program insofar as it is based upon the
social security system, without interference on the part of the Federal
Government.

I would like to ask you your opinion-I realize that this is some-
thing on the spur of the moment and you may want to answer the
question later by a letter, but do you think that the medicare pro-
gram, insofar as it rests upon social security can be properly classified
as a Federal financial program or activity, rather than an insurance
program?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, sir.
Senator ERVIN. You say it can?
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, sir.
Senator ERVIN. And that is the position of the administration?
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes. I think it is covered by

title VI as it now exists. I take it the purpose of your legislation
'vould be to remove it from the coverage of title VI. I would be
opposed to that.

Senator ERVIN. Doesn't title VI expressly exempt insurance pro-
grams from its operation?
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- Attorney Gen'ral KATZiNBACH. Title VI? It speaks about "other
than a contract cf insurance or guarantee." It talks about a contract
of insurance or guarantee. I don't think the medicare program is a
contract of insurance or. guarantee.

Senator ERVIN. It is called old age and survivors insurance isn't it
and a man pays a premium for it, does he not?
, Attorney General KATZENBACH. He pays for it and there is a con-

tribution by the Government at the same time.
Senator ERVIN. Do you think that a man who is suffering and who

has paid social security upon the assurance of the Government that
he has an old age and survivors insurance to which he is entitled as
a matter of right, should be denied the right to go to a hospital in
his community simply because that hospital doesn't satisfy the notions
of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare as to what it
should do in racial matters?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I think so; yes, Senator. I think
the objective here in the medicare program is to get adequate medical
facilities for everyone. I think you would agree with me there ought
to be adequate medical facilities irrespective of race or color. I think
the only way that that really can be achieved is by hospitals partici-
pating in this, if they are presently discriminating, to stop dis-
criminating. It is the hospital that does it.

Let me just turn your case around and let's make it apply to a
Negro who is then prevented, although joining this program, pre-
vented from getting into these medical facilities by the actions of the
hospital. I think the argument that you make cuts equally the way
I would support it and the way you do.

Senator ERVIN. In other words, because the hospital may dis-
criminate against a colored man, it should allow me to remain out
and die.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. They may be allowing that colored
man to remain out and die. ,'That is my point.

Senator ERVIN. I know. I am talking about-
-Attorney General KATZENBACH. That is my point.
Senator ERVIN., I am talking about the individual. I don't know

any hospital in mny State that doesn't receive patients of all races.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. It may be that--
Senator ERVIN. I was told by one hospital in North Carolina that

they were instructed by the representative of the Department of'
Health, Education, and Welfare that in assigning patients to rooms
and wards, they should ignore the wishes of the patients and assign
them to rooms and wards in such manner as to produce the maximum
racial integration. Otherwise, theyewould be denied Federal funds.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. One of the difficulties 'of this
whole business, Senator, is that somebody says that somebody said
something to him in that regard. Now that is not the policy of HEW.
The policy of HEW in this regard is simply that patients coming into
a hospital, irrespective of color, should be given the same facilities
assigned in the same manner, that other patients are assigned, and
that manner should not be a manner which says, Negro patients go
to this ward, white patients go to" this ward. They should all be
treated alike in that regard. '

Now I can't say that out of some 2,000 people in HEW that are
trying to work this out with hospitals, I can't obviously say that
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no representative of' HEW'didn't say something that he shouldn't
have said. He may have said that. i : ':

It has also been my experience in this that sometimes the remarks
of the Federal representative in this regard are occasionally overstated
or exaggerated for purposes of showing how horrible the program is
and how unreasonable the Federal Government is. There has been
a good deal of misunderstanding of HEW's "guidelines" in schools.
There has been a good deal of misunderstanding with respect to the
hospital program. Bit the fact is that in most areas the hospitals
are coming m, are participating in that program, and are willing to
treat everybody alike.

So I don't think the amendment that you suggest here would be a
step forward in this regard. I think it would prevent, deter the
purposes of medicare, the great purposes of medicare to provide older
people with adequate medical attention and medical facilities, clearly
irrespective of their race, religion, color, sex.

(At this point Senator Javits entered the hearing room.)
Senator ERVIN. The trouble is, Mr. Attorney General, the in-

formation I receive comes from the most highly reputable people in
North Carolina, and it is that the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare sends out representatives to these hospitals who make
oral statements, and when you write HEW about these things,- after
about 3 months, if you are lucky, you get an answer in which they
disclaim it. But I have been told this by highly reputable people
who said they heard the conversation.

Now to me, any person who has paid his social security tax in
equity and good conscience should have an absolute right to receive the
hospital, the medical, and the nursing home benefits that the law says
he is entitled to. That individual ought not to be penalized and
ought not to be denied the necessary care and treatment because of a
disagreement between the officials of the hospital and HEW as to
certain racial policies.

It just means that the administration apparently would rather
a man to die than to be cured in a segregated ward, even though he
has paid for treatment and is entitled to treatment under the law.
And even though he has nothing whatever to do with any discrimina-
tion.

Senator-JAvITs. Would the Chair yield on that? ' ,
Senator ERvN. Yes.
Senator JAVITS. Mr. Chairman, I recall that in the debate on title

VI, that is exactly what was argued, and it was frankly faced that the
greatest good of the United States required that this policy be pursued.
We couldn't tolerate Federal funds being used to aid and abet racial
segregation in hospitals, and we would rather run the risk that this might
conceivably result in someone not getting treatment who urgently
needed and desired it, because the greater good to the greatest number
of those in the United States requires that at long last we come abreast
of this policy of not using Federal funds in violation of the Consti.
tution.

My understanding of the vote was that it was taken in contempla-
tion of those arguments and my judgment is that the guilt is on the
head of the hospital which segregates and not on the United States
which refuses to aid it, because the hospital violates the laws and the
Constitution.



Senator Envir. The guilt is on the Federal Government. If the
Federal Government, like the priest and the Levite, passed by and
walked on leaving the.man lying stricken there and denied him neces.
sary medical care simply because of the policy of a hospital he has no
control over I say the guilt is on the head of the Federal Government.
I don't think that it is more important to integrate than to alleviate
and cure human suffering.

Senator JAVITS. I think there is untold human suffering caused by
discrimination and segregation for a century and it is time we got over
it#

Senator ERVIN. These are not Federal funds at all but they are
funds that the man has paid for health insurance and he is to be denied
necessary hospitalization simply because of a disagreement between
the Federal Government and the policymakers of the hospital con-
cerned with which this man has no connection and no control.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Don't you think that whether he
is white or Negro he is entitled to the same treatment? I don't see
why we should leave the Negro out.

Senator ERVIN. I agree.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. In order to save the white man.
Senator JAVITS. This is exactly the point.
Senator ERVIN. I agree with you absolutely but I think it is more

important to cure the white man or the Negro than it is to see to it
that they both have to sleep in adjoining beds. I think the funda-
mental purpose of a hospital is to alleviate or cure human suffering,
and not to integrate the races. Under the policy of the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare as it is apparently being adminis-
tered, integration is put ahead of alleviation or cure.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. They simply say, let's treat every
person in the same way

Senator JAVITS. But if the Chair would yield, there are cases of
untold numbers of Negroes who have died and who have been ill and
who have not been treated because they have not been admitted to
hospitals, which had a "white only" policy. And what about them?
I thoroughly agree with the Attorney General on that.

Senator ERVIN. I would like to put in the record at this point a
statement made by the Attorney General on December 2, 1963, in
response to a request of Chairman Celler of the House Judiciary Com-
mittee about the meaning of title VI. I am not going to take the
trouble to read it at this time but J would say that although medicare
had not yet been passed I construe that letter to say that it would not
apply to a program of that kind, because that is something a man has
paid for himself and it is not from Federal funds...

(The statement referred to follows:)
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUS'riE,

OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY ATTORNEY- GENERAL,
/ Washington, D.C,, December , 19883.

Congressman EMANUEL CALLER,
Chairman Committee on the Judiciary,
House of representatives,
Washington, D.C. '

DEAR MR. CBLLER: Thie!is in response to your request for a list of programs
and activities which involve Federal financial assistance within the scope of
title VI of the proposed civil rights bill, H.R. 71A2.

For the reasons outlined below, it has been found to be impossible to cola-
pile any list' which is accurately responsive to your request or satisfactorily
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,representative of-the amounts of Federpal financial assistance which potentially
could be affected by the provisions of titleVI. The list attached should not,
therefore, be, taken at face value or used without an understanding of its limits.

-tions.. .'' i,
Titlb VI, as set forth in Committee Print No.2, dated October 80, 1063 provides

in part i ' I I " s . .. , 11
"SE. 601. Notwithstanding any inconsistent provision of. any other, law -no

person in the United States shall, on the ground of race, color, or national origin,
-be excluded frdm participation in, be denied the benefits of. ior be subjected to
discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal financial assist-

Sance." . .
"SOc. 602. Each Federal department and agency which is empowered to extend

Federal financial assistance to any, program or activity by way of grant' con-
tract, or loan shall take action to effectuate the provisions of section 60 with
respect tosuchiprogram or activity.,* ***" :

Title VI would apply to. programs and activities which receive Federal financial
assistance, by way of grant, contract; or loan. iI attach a list of appropriations
revolving funds, .and trust funds, part or all of; which may involve such Federal
financial assistance. The list is keyed to line, items in the 1964 budget, and 'is
based'oh financial data furnishedby the Bureau of the Budget. Thefollowing,
however were omittld (1) New programs which, although listed in the budget,
are not yet authorized and are the subject of proposed legislation and (2) programs
which werein liquidation after fiscal year 1962. A program description, for each
item can be found in the:appendix to the 1964 budget on the page indicated after
the program title on the attached list. . .

The dollar figures in the table are the preliminary actual expenditures for the
fiscal yer 1968 as reported by the:Treasury Department. In the case of revolving
tpd trust funds, the expenditures shown are on a net basis except in the case of

two trust funds indicated by footnotes in the attached table, which are shown on a
grods expenditure basis iin the Budget and Treasury reports., Minus figures
mdicatdenet revenues.' -, . a p c , .: .t a b

The following comments and observations are applicable, to the attached table.
1. Activities wholly carried out by the' United States with Federal funds, such

as river and harbor improvements and other public works, defense installations,
veterans' hospitals, mail service, eto. are not included in the list. Such activities,
being wholly owned by, and operated by:or for, the United States, cannot fairly
be described ad receiving iFederal "assistance." , While they may result in general
economic benefit to neighboring communities, such benefit is not considered to be
finahoial assistance to a program or activity within the meaning of title VI.'

For similar reasons, ordinary .Government procurement is not considered to be
subject to title VI. All such direct activities of the Federal Government are, of
course, subject to the constitutional requirement of nondiscrimination embodied
in the fifth amendment; in addition, contracting related to them is subject to. the
nondiscrimination requirements of Executive Order 10925 and would be subject to
the authority conferred by section 711(b) of H.R. 7152. ,.

2. A' number of programs administered by Federal agencies involve 'direct
Payments to individuals possessing a certain status. : Some such pfograins may.

involve compensation for servides rendered or for injuries sustained, such as
-military retirement pay and veterans' compensation for service-connected dis-
-ability, and. perhaps should not be described as assistance programs- others,
4uch as veterans' 'pensions and Ild-age, survivors and disability benefits under
title ,II of the Social 'Secrity Act, might be considered to involve financial as-
sistance by way of grant., But to the extent that there is financial assistance
in either type of program, the assistance is to an individual and not to a "pro-
gram or activity" 'a required by title VI. In any event, title VI would not sub-
stantially affect siuch benefits, since these payments are presently made on a
nondiscriminatory basis, land since discrimination 'in connection with them is
precluded by the fifth amendment to the Constitution, even in the relatively
few instances in which they are not wholly federally 'administered. Accord-
ingly; such'programs are omitted from the list. For similar reasons, programs
involving direct Federal furnishing of services; such as medical care at fed-
erally owned hospitals, are omitted. .: ' '

3. Programs of assistance to foreign countries to persons abroad, and to un-
ncorporated territories and possessions of the United States, are 6mitted, since

Reclamation projects have, however, been included because they may Includp conltructon under
contract of some facilities which will bo operated and ultimately owned by non-Federal entltlie, ana may
to that extent be considered to involve a form of financial assalstance to such entities.

84-4-O6-66-pt. 1---18 .
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"the application of title VI is limited to persons in the United States. Programs
of assistance to Indians are also omitted. Indians have a special status under.
the Constitution and treaties. Nothing in title VI is intended to change that
status or to preclude special assistance to Indians. Programs which involve
Federal payments to regular school districts which provide education to Indians
as well as non-Indians have, however, been included since such programs can
be regarded as a form of assistance to the school district.

4. The dollar amounts shown do not in each case afford a reliable indication
of the magnitude of the assisted program or activity. In a number of cases, the
total Federal expenditures for a given line item in the budget have been shown
even though only a small portion or aspect of the program covered by that line
item might involve financial assistance within the scope of title VI.' On the
other hand, certain very large items which may involve relatively very small
amounts of Federal financial assistance have been omitted to avoid undue dis-
tortion. Examples include: AEC, a small part of whose expendituresmay have
been spent on assistance payments to States, localities, and private entities;
research and development activities related to national defense and other direct
governmental functions, a small part of which involve grants, ,fellowships, and
other assistance payments; and procurement, some part of which may possibly
be considered to involve special assistance to contractors. Similarly, while pro.
grams involving donation of commodities, in kind, would appear to be within
the scope of title VI, and such programs have been included in the attached list
where clearly identifiable, no attempt has been ilade to identify, or place a dollar
figure on, all programs involving donation of property, or disposition at less than
fair value.

5. It should not be assumed that each program shown on the attached list will
be significantly affected by the enactment of title VI. Title VI expresses a gen-
eral, across-the-board Government policy, which has potential inipace on great
number and variety of programs. The attached list attempts to idehtify those
programs which might potentially be affected, although some may have been
overlooked. In fact, however, title VI is expected to have little practical impact
on many of the programs listed, for the reason that they are now being admin-
istered in a manner which conforms with the policy declared by title VI. Indeed,
.explicit nondiscrimination policies have been adopted by executive action in
.recent years in many areas, including housing, airports, and employment on
federally assisted construction, while other programs either do not present prac-
tical possibilities for discrimination, or have long been administered in ways which
preclude discrimination.

The impact of title VI is further limited by the fact that it relates only to
participation in, receipt of benefits of, or discrimination under, a federally as-
sisted program. As to each assisted program or activity, therefore, title VI
will re riire an identification of those persons whom Congress regarded as par-
ticipants and beneficiaries, and in rempect of whom the policy declared by title
VI would apply. For example, the purpose of benefit' payments to producers of
agricultural commodities, under 7 U.S.C. 608, Is to "establish and maintain * * *
orderly marketing conditions for agricultural commodities in interstate com-
merce" (7 U.S.C. 602). The act !i not concerned with farm employment. As
applied to this Federal assistance program, title VI would preclude discrimina-
tion in con actionn with the eligibility of farmers to obtain benefit payments, but
it we ., not affect the cmployme.it policies of a farmer receiving such payments.

The effect of title VI, on most of the programs shown on the attached list, will
be, to provide statutory support for action already being taken to preclude dis-
crimination, to make certain that such action is continued in future years as a
permanent part of our national policy; and to require each department and
agency administering a program which may involve Federal financial'assistance
to review its admini tration to mako sure that adequate action has been taken
to preclludo discrimination and to take any action which may be shown to be
necessary by such roview.

In addition, title VI will override those provisions of existing Federal law
which contemplate financial alristance to "separate but equal" facilities. Assist
unce to such felliti0l appears to bo conteonplated under the Hill-Burton Act
(42 U..C. 2le(f).--hospital construction), the second Morrill Act (7 U.S.C.
* For esanmll, tlhe Ito listed ust "1,nret rotel.tion and u lllsttlonl" under the )Dopartnmet of Arloullhur

is lhOwn at l totl I 11 tldro of I ltr ,241W a , alhoi onl 1 i mall imouillnt of rtlat total II to to ipnt
for Atle and local grarit, which mio wll ihl t o lioN ol t1ie VI I'nyi v of aduill Irationl have alsu b n
Included eioept where they appear as a lloo at Ilitem nlie Indpt,
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323-land-grant colleges) and Public Law 815 (20 U.S.C. 636(b)(F)-school
construction). The U.S. Court of Appeals of the Fourth Circuit has recently held
the "separate but equal" provision of the Hill-Burton Act unconstitutional.
Simkins v. Moses Cone Memorial Hospital, decided November 1, 1963. Title VI
would override all such "separate but equal" provisions without the need for
further litigation, and would give, to the Federal agencies administering laws
which contain such provisions, a clear directive to take action to effectuate the
provisions of title VI.

I regret that it is impossible to supply more meaningful dollar figures with
respect to programs of assistance potentially affected by title VI. As indicated,
the amounts set out in the accompanying chart are almost all total expenditure
figures, rather than the considerably smaller portions thereof which could, be
affected by title VI. Of course, most of the programs of Federal assistance
included on the list are already administered on a nondiscriminatory basis,
and, thus, though within the literal scope of title VI and included on the list
would not be affected by enactment of the title. I particularly stress the regret-
table, though unavoidable, difficulties inherent in the attached list in order to
forestall any misunderstanding or distorition of its significance or meaning by
either proponents or opponents of the legislation.

Sincerely yours, -"'" ..**** -..
e ^ NICHOLAS ifafl KATZENBACH,

N O C Depuity4ttorney General.

Program which may involve Federal financial assistant \

Executive Office 9fthe President .
Office of Emergency Planning: Stte and local preparedness i expenduture

(p. 52)- ..-------- ..--------.-----------------
Funds appropriated to theqPresident:

Disaster relief: disaster relief (p. 9.- -----------. $30, 2,990
Expansion of defense production evolvlhg fund, Dfene \

Production Act (p. 60)---- '-.------- -. -56,51,274
Public' works acceleration: lic works acceleratioi i

(p. 86).--------. ------ - ----------- 61,843,808
Transitional grants "to Alk 'tIrisitional grants t

Alaska (p. 87) .-------- - -- , .------ 3,110i295
Department of Agricuture:

Cooperative State' Experim t Station Service: Payments
and expenses (p 95)-- ...... .. -------- 37,993,460

Extension Service: Coopieativpextepsign a6rk, payments
and expenses (p. ----......-- ---------............ 74, 68, 584

Soil Conservation Service: .
Watershed protection (p. 100)-..--------------..--. 53,092,516
Flood revention (p. 103)-..---.----.-------------- 26,488,410
Great lains conservation program (p. 104)- .... , 747,075
Resourc conservationiind development (p.'05) .---.. 0

Agricultural Mrketing Service:'
Payments t tates and possessions (p. 113)..--------- 1,432,763

Removal of surplus 4gultural commodities pl16) - - 131,805, 115
Agricultural Stabilization an ion.te e: /-

Expenses, Agricultural Stabilization and Conservatioi '
Service (p. 122)-------....--------- ------------ 8\,415,517

Sugar Act program (p. 125)------------------------.. 76,929,888
Agricultural conservation program (p. 125)...---------- 211,194,214
LIand-use adjustment program (p. 127)--------------- 2,000,000
Emergency conservation measures (p. 127) ---------- 2,701,427
Conservation reserve program (p. 127)----------.---- 304,342,305

Commodity Credit Corporation:
Price support and related programs and special milk

(p. 132)....----.... .-----.. ---. ...---------- 3,486,356,042
National Wool Act (p. 137)--........----------........ .. 9,164,861

Itural Electrification AI ministration: Loan authorizations
(p. 148) ... .. .......................... ..... .. 331, 65 , 082

1 n * e4. I.." 1 ' ' ker .-. ;*
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Programs which may involve Federal financial assistance-Continued

Department of Agriculture-Continued
Farmers Home Administration: 1963 expenditure

Rural housing grants and loans (p. 151)-------------- $184, 203, 524
Rural renewal (p. 153). --------- ------------ 0 
Direct loan account (p. 153) --------------------- 58, 948, 965
Emergency credit revolving fund (p. 156)------------- 7, 888, 613
Rural housing for the elderly revolving fund (p. 155).. 0

Forest Service:
Forest protection and utilization (p. 170)------------- 197, 242, 562

Assistance to States for tree planting (p. 176)----- 1, 203, 697
Payments to Minnesota (Cook, Lake, and St. Louis

Counties) from the national forests fund (p. 177) ---- 125, 366
Payments to counties, national grasslands (p. 177)---- 303, 074
Payments to school funds, Arizona and New Mexico,

act of June 10, 1910 (p. 177)--------------------- 80, 462
Payments to States, national forests fund (p. 177)---. . 27, 235, 140

Department of Commerce:
Area Redevelopment Administration:

Grants for public facilities (p. 188) --------- ------ 476, 848
Area redevelopment fund (p. 188)------------------ - 499, 532

Office of Trade Adjustment: Trade adjustment assistance
(p. 202) --------------------------------- . 2, 820

Maritime Administration:
Ship construction (p. 223) ----------------------- 107, 483, 152
Operating-differential subsidies (p. 224) -------------- 220, 676, 686
Maritime training (p. 227)---------- ------------- 3, 297,777
State marine schools (p. 227) ---------------------- 1,420, 724

Bureau of Public Roads:
Forest highways (p. 237)..------------------------ 38, 525, 999
Public lands highways (p. 239)-------------------- 2,128, 990
Control of outdoor advertising (p. 239)-------------- 0
Highway trust fund (p. 241) --------- .----- - 3, 017, 268, 879

Department of Defense:
Military personnel:

National Guard personnel, Army (p. 253).----------- 212, 109, 751
National Guard personnel, Air Force (p. 254)--------- 45, 366, 036

Operation and maintenance:
Operation and maintenance, Army National Guard

(p. 267) ----------------------------- 174, 059, 283
Operation and maintenance, Air National Guard

(p. 268)-.----------------------------------- 193, 258, 395
National Board for Promotion of Rifle Practice, Army

(p. 269). ------------------------------------ 650,368
Military construction:

Military construction, Army National Guard (p. 306)_ 18, 383, 216
Military construction, Air National Guard (p. 306).... 21, 912, 946

Civil defense:
Operation and maintenance, civil defense (p. 313)---.. 34, 457, 221
Research and development, shelter, and construction,

civil. defense (p. 314)----------------------------- 11, 810, 129
Civil functions: Payments to States,, Flood Control Act of

1954 (p. 378)---------------------- ------------ 1,,613, 757
i This amount is on a nheeks.-ssued (gross) basis. Receipts (collections deposited) totaled $3,292,965,983

in fiscal year 1963.

• .
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Programs which may involve Federal financial assistance--Continued

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare:
Office of Education:

Promotion and further development of vocational edu- 0I expcndIure
cation (p. 402) --------. $34, 330, 192

Further endowment of colleges of agriculture and me-
chanic arts (p. 402)-------------------------- 11, 950, 000

Grants for library services (p. 402) .--------------- 7, 256, 890
Payments to school districts (p. 402),---,- ----.----- 276, 910, 035
Assistance for school construction (p. 403) ----------- 66, 241, 942
Defense educational activities (p. 404) -.. 198, 335, 518
Expansion of teaching in education of the mentally

retarded (p. 406)... .....-------------.-------.. 959, 631
Expansion of teaching in the education of the deaf

(p. 406).......... .------------------- ... ... 1, 382, 635
Cooperative resear )pr-00)-".-: .............. -- 5, 015, 385
Foreign langu raining and area studies,(p. 407).... 0
Colleges o riculture and mechanic arts (ji:'408)- 2, 550, 000
Promotion of vocational education, act of Feb." 23, 1917

(p.A 9)-..-...----.. ------.............-. 7, 144, 113
Office of Vocational Rehabilitation: '

Grants to States (O.409)--- ... .. --- ........- -- 70, 651, 560
Research and traifi~ug (P. 410) 24, 145, 307

Public Health Sprvice:
,Accident prevention (p 415) ------------- ....... 3, 679, 047
* Chronic disease and 1. -of 4 e-aged (p. 416)-----. \ 16, 303, 114

Commuhicable dieas itiies (p. 417) --------. ---- 10, 749, 235
Community health f i teihd research (p. 410) ..... 13, 946, 767
Control of tuberc ss (p. 420) . .......------ ,6, 813, 635
Control dff.enerea eas f(p. 420) - ,- .... -------- 7, 843, 535
Dental services an ur e(p. 421)------------- , 603, 482
Nursink services. d o -422)_..... - ---... 8, 373, 620
Hospital constru on ac ivit . 423) ------------... 17 432, 190

S George Washing o Unive i .jQspital construction f
(p. 4 )_e s t----a Y_------- 0Aid to edical'educa on .24 ..-------------. . 0

^ Environ mental health ie . 426)..-- .. ...... 0
SAir pollution (p. 425)....------- - 10,100, 876
Milk, food, interstate 'jnd \community sanitation (p.

426)......----- ............-- .....-- ....... -- / 8, 723, 615
ccufational health (p. 427) --......--- . --------- 4, 050, 384

R ological health (p. 428)- ...... - ... .. - 13, 466, 288
Wa r supply and water pitltiton control (p. 429) .,. 22, 554, 121
Oran or waste treatment works construction (p. 430) 51,738, 090
National institutes of Health (pp. 435-444) --.- ,- ...--- 723, 597, 286

Social Security ministration: / , (
Grants to Sta r public assistance p4) .--.-.--- 2, 723, 77, .640
Training of public nep. 463) 0
Assistance for repatriated U.. nationals (p. 4642. -~ - 412, 044
Grants for maternal and child welfare (p. 465).- A .- 76, 057, 662
Cooperative research or demonstration projects in social : > i

security (p. 468) -.......------ -----. -..--....--. 952, 654
Assistance to refugees in the United States (p. 469).... 52, 902, 237
Amern ricn Pinting House for the Blind: Education of

the blind (p. 472)--------.... --- ........- --- - - 718, 707
GallaUdet College: Salaries and expenses (p. 474)-.... 1,468, 616
Howard University:

Salaries and expenses (p. 475) ----------.------- 8, 362, 261
Construction (p. 476)------------------------ 2, 687, 024

Office of the Secretary:
Juvenile delinquency and youth offenses (p. 480).. 4, 473, 623
Educational television facilities..------.... ----. 1, 818

• . ,
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Programs which may involve Federal financial assistance-Continued

Department of the Interior:
Bureau of Land Management: 16' expendtures

Payments to Oklahoma (royalties) (p. 401) -----.----- $6, 214
Payments to Coos and Douglas Counties, Oreg., from

receipts, Coos Bay Wagon Road grant lands (p. 491). 697, 449
Payments to counties, Oregon and California grant lands

(p. 491).....----------- ----------- ---.. -... 1, 400, 136
SPayients to States (grazing fees) (p. 492) ----------- 917
Payments to States (proceeds of sales) (p. 492)...-... 249,328
Payments to States from grazing receipts, etc., public

lands outside grazing districts (p. 492).------------. 183, 632
Payments to States from grazing receipts, etc., public

lands within grazing districts (p. 492) ------------ 200, 446
Payments to States from grazing receipts, etc., public

lands within grazing districts, miscellaneous (p. 492)_ 3, 902
Payments to States from receipts under Mineral Leasing

Act (p. 492) .-------------------------- ----- 47, 147, 555
Payments to counties, national grasslands (p. 492).---- 92, 255

Senator ERVIN. Do you have questions, Senator Javits?
Senator JAVITS. Yes, I do; on title V. Section 502, Mr. Attorney

General, provides changes in the penalties for violation of title 18 of
sections 241 and 242. Long terms are provided if death results, but
no intermediate penalties are available m the case of serious injury.
Under section 242, for example, the penalty is $1,000 or 1 year for
any offense where death does not result. Why is there not, for
example, a greater penalty for cases of serious injury, aggravated
assault, et cetera?

I have offered that kind of provision and I just wondered why the
administration didn't?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. The reason for that, it is extremely
difficult, Senator, in many instances, to get a grand jury in parts of
the country, despite what I would hope would happen as a result of
the enactment of this, to hand down an indictment in these iritermedi-
ate cases, and the reason that we did this, if my recollection is correct,
is to preserve the policy of being. able to proceed by information which
we can on the lower penalty.

Senator JAVITS. Wouldn't the same purpose be served, Mr. Attor-
ney General, if you had a maximum and minimum penalty in those
cases? It seems to me that----

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Putting an intermediate step in
here?

Senator JAVITS. Yes.. I ill tteib u why I say that. It seems to
me that if you seek to make the punishment more adequately fit the
cneii and that is what you are doing death cases, and I think that
is eminently preserved, then you have to follow through because you
have no assurance, even in death cases, that there are g'ig to be
convictions, but you do want an overhanging high penalty so that a
potential criminal has at least got to stare that in the face. He is
gambling that the jury is going to let him off. I think the same
argument, and I would hope that you would give that consideration,
would apply to these so-called intermediate cases,

Attorney General KATIENBACH. I would point out; I know you are
aware of it, Senator, but, of course, in the specific instance covered
here in section 501, -whether or not he was a police official, if it ivas in
connection with any of these, he could be §o charged.
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SSenator JAVITS. . He cotild be charged under another statutei
in that case.,

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes; 501 of this rather than 242.
Senator JAVITS. I realize that. But. I submit that to you and I

hope you will giveit some study..
The other question I would like to ask you is in reference to what we

saw on the Meredith situation, to wit, the matter of walking on the
highway.. I went over these categories of interference with civil
rights very carefully in section 501, and I must say I found it difficult
to find a category in which you could fit the Meredith case.

Now it may very well be that you would equate that with the
Penn case. You understand I was upstairs in an executive session
of Labor on the minimum wage bill so I couldn't be here through
your earlier testimony. Please correct me if I am wrong, but I
understand that you found applicability to the Penn case that is,
traveling on a public highway, under section 501 (b)(1), and I think it,
would be valuable to have your opinion as to where, if at all, the
Meredith case, assuming the prima-facie case, would fit under 501..

Attorney General KATZENBACH. It is a little difficult in the present
state of the facts to answer that because I have too little information
with respect to the alleged person who did this or what his motivation
and so forth may have been.

Since Meredith had made quite public his purpose of going down
there was to encourage-that is, to urge and aid--people to, vote,-it
might fit under section 501(b)(1). It might also fit. under section,
501(b) (2) if this did in fact, which I don't know, have any connection
with retribution for his integration of "Ole Miss." And if the act
was done to discourage others from voting or engaging in any other
or all of the activities described in section 501(a), then it would
violate section 501(b)(1). , ,, i ;, i t
.-Again, to some extent you have to know what if anything the

motivation with respect to this was.
Senator JAVITS. In view of the pbpularity:of these marches, would.

you be'igood'. enough ito have your people consider expanding or
revising clause 7 to include traversing the public highway. . ,

Attorney General. KATZENBACH. Yes .,.
Senator JAVITs. That certainly is, of course, unquestionably within

the interstate cominerce clause. This section now relates to motor,
rail, water, or air vehicle terminal facilities. Well, if you use, your
legs I suppose it could certainly qualify. .The popularity of these
marches, the shoving and the pushing and, all the things we have read
even: this mboring, point up :a significant area of activity, and ,it is
always best to have it covered if it is perfectly within the principle.;

Attorney General KATZENBACft. There is no question about, the
fctthat it could be covered.; Indeedj to be perfectly frank, Senator,
in earlier drafts we did cover it. ;One of the difficulties with it is that
it gets into, when you talk about anything on the public high y,
it gets into An. awfully broad areaO f jurisdiction, and we, quite frankly
thought!that the sort of, activities you are talking: about-were coverd..
by (b) (2) here when wet are talking, about rights of peaceful assembly
and so forth, to discourage people from doing that.; >,That wasthe'
reason. The reason we did not propose this was because .we thought
its coverage was perhaps broader than it ought to be. We made an
effort to deal with the situations you are talking about in the language
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with respect, to participatingor seeking to participate in speech,
lawful assembly, peaceful assembly or any denial of the opportunity
to so participate, or urgingor aiding others to do so. We thought
this would pick up those cases.

There is always, even when we drafted this, we wondered whether'
something would occur immediately and it would be something that
we hadn't covered in it, because it is difficult in exercising this Federal
power, to pinpoint it to the places it needs to be pinpointed, without
covering the whole "waterfront" 'at the same time. i,

It is difficult as a drafting proposition. That is what I am saying.
I don't have any great feeling about including public highways on it.
It brings in'a bunch of situations that have no, that may have no
particular significancee' But I don't have any feelings about it. It
might be a good idea.

Senator JAVITS. Yesterday you told us that the Federal:Govern-
ment and you personally as the Attorney General',-believed that there
was enough basis for looking into the situation of whether a Federal
crime was committed by Meredith's assailant.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes., :
Senator JAVITS. So that your office would move into it.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes.
Senator JAVITS. And I assume it has.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, sir. ' .
Senator JAVITs. And I assume there is no change in that situation

since yesterday. ' ' ;
Attorney General KATZENBACH. No, sir. j ,
Senator JAVITs. Now, under those circumstances, ,are you pre4'

pared' now to tell us, or would you rather submit a statement for the
record, whether the provisions of section 501 as they:are contained,
in this bill would cover the situation which occurred when' James ,

Meredith, Dr. King, and others paraded, as they have and are today,
down a highway within a State,.in pursuance 'of some civil rights
activity, or in'aid of some civil rights activity? .

Attorney General KATZENBACH No; I1 belieVe that, would be:
covered,. ' '

Senator JAVITS. You believe it'would be covered? ' ,
Attorney General KATZENBEACH. By section 5011 . '. : -
'Senator JArTS'. No amendment is necessary? :,' ', i. . 7, .
Attorney General ATZENACHI . I am quite confident of that; yes.
Senator JAvits, And 'o ameidnient is necessary? ' ,, -! ,
Attorney General KAT ZNBACV. NO. : ''
Senator JAvITr. This is the authoritative statement of the Attorney

General?,i  '' '' ' ' ' ' 7' *
Attorney General K rzEN8Aoi. Yes, sir.

'Senator JAvirs. That is what 1 wanted you to say,, because I!
think it would ben important factor, if there should be a court case,
and this wvere'not amended. . ' ' / . ; e.. ,

Attorney General KATENBAO. But I have to assume in answering
that that it would be covered, assuming what ,I think would be the;
reasonable facts on soie incident occu ing, that it Would hate sbme'
racial' motivation , '' ; . . ' ,'

'Senator JAVITS'; Yes.' "* ' ft " .: . *

, : 'i . 7:
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Attorney General KATZENBACH, It is almost impossible for me to
conceive that it would not.

Senator JAivxis. Yes.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. But I am making that assumption

when I make that flat statement.
Senator JAVITS. I think that is a perfectly proper assumption.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Those are all the questions I have on
title V.

Senator ERVIN. Do you have any idea what percentage of crimes
in the United States today are committed on public highways and on
public roads?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Interstate or locally?
Senator ERVIN. All kinds.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. An awful lot. We refer to a lot

of street crimes.
Senator ERVIN. Yes.
Attorney General KATZIENBACH. I suppose there are a good deal.
Senator ERVIN. Practically all crimes connected with motor-vehicle

transportation happen on highways.
Attorney General KATZENBAC. But I understand Senator Javits

to be leaving in my qualification that it had a racial motivation.
Senator JAvITs. Entirely.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Which would eliminate a good

many of those crimes.
Senator ERVIN. But in States where there is a strong mixture of

the races, every time an interracial crime happened on the highway,
the Federal Government would prima-facie have jurisdiction, wouldn't
it?

Attorney General IATZENBACH. Yes, sir.
Senator EnviN. You would have to try them the first time in a

Federal court, and then if the jury found there was no racial motiva-
.tion, they, would have to be acquitted, and sent back to the State
court to.be tried a second time. So even with that motivation being
required, you would still have quite a problem.

Attorney General KATZNNBACH. That was the difficulty that I
attempted to express to Senator Javits in just including public high-
ways. It might be picking up a lot more than there was a need for
the Federal Government to pick up. It was our judgment we had
picked up the cases that Senator Javits is concerned about without
doing this. , '

Senator EIviN. Yes. '
Senator JAVITS. Mr. Chairman, as bearing upon the support for

this amendinent,'I ask unanimous consent that I may incliiud in the
record a statement by the Library of Congress entitled ",Recent
Murders of Persons Working for, or Exercising, Civil Rights," and
a statement which I introduced as my own statement, published as
part <f a ma gazine called the New South issued by the Southern
Regional Cod' cil, N pvember 1965, issue etited "'Some Race Related
Deaths in the United States, 1955 to 1965." 1
' Senator ERviw. That will'be put in the record.
i (The statements reSerrd to follow) '

1 Submitted to reporter.
, I: - '.



SoEs RAca RiLATED DEATHS IN 'Ta UkITED STATES (1955-65)

These are cases involving violent death between the races in the South. 'Th
list is of course not complete; it is not restricted to cases involving bivil rights.
It is compiled from newspaper accounts, and in some instances, where cooperation
could be obtained, reports from officials.

Freddie Lee Thoma* (N) 9-3-65: Near Greenwood, Miss. Body found on high-
way. Thomas' half brother claimed victim was slain to deter voter registration
efforts. Coroner's inquest ruled hit-and-run accident. No'arrests.

Thad Christian (N) 8-28-65: Near Anniston, Ala. Allegedly shot by white
man while fishing. Suspect charged with murder in arrest warrant.

Perry Smau (N) 8-27-65: Greensboro, Ala. The 87-year-old victim had
voiced opposition to demonstrations. He was beaten and tongue cut out. Civil
Rights groups denied complicity. Two Negro suspects in custody, one indicted
on murder charge. Victim was robbed of $26.

Arthur James Hill (N) 8-20-65: Villa Rica, Ga. Shot during argument with
whites. One'white suspect held for grand jury action on voluntary manslaughter
charge.

Jonathan M. Daniels (W) 8-20-65: Hayneville, Ala. Episcopal seminariai
slain after release from jail for civil rights demonstration. White man, member
of prominent family, accused of shooting that killed Daniels and wounded a
a Catholic priest. .

8-22-65: Suspect Tom L. Coleman, arraigned for murder and assault with
intent to kill; jailed for 11 hours, released on bonds of $10,000 and $2,500. Grand
jury brought indictment for manslaughter, and assault and battery. Defendant
acquitted of manslaughter charge.

Johnny Queen (N) 8-8-65: Fayette, Miss. White off-duty constable, named
in the pistol slaying, which was not connected with any arrest.

Andrew Whatley Jr. (W) 7-29-65: Americus Ga. Shot from passing car
during racial disturbance. Two Negro men indicted by grand jury as murde6
suspects.

Robert Wilder (N) 7-18-65: Ruston, La. White policeman accused in pistol
slaying. Coroner's jury ruled justifiable homicide.

Willie Brewster (N) 7-15-65: Anniston, Ala. Shot while driving home froin
work. Three white men indicted by grand jury on murder charges. Shooting
climaxed a week of anti-Negro rallies by National States 'Rights Party. Oie of
the men, Hubert Damon Stiange, was convicted of second degree murder and given
a ten (10) year prison sentence. All-white jury. The other two, Johnny Ira
DeFries and Lews Blevins, still face murder charges. .

James Waymers (N) 7-10-65: Alleriddle, S.C. White mai :harged with mur-
der in shotgun slaying. Area was scene of recent civil rights demonstrations.
Accused acquitted Oct. 21, 1965, after entering a plea of self-defepse, :,; ,- ..
SO'Neal Moore (N) 6-2-65: Bogalusa, La. Victim was one of city's first two
Negro deputy sheriffs and was shot by a white mian while walking beat in'Negro
community. Suspect charged With murder, released on bail. *'

Frederick L. Humphrey (W) 3-26-65: Hattiesburg, Miss. Shot after the
'victim, a constable, stopped car of Negro suspect during racial unrest. ; Murder
,qliarge pending. ,., , / , . ,

Mrs. Viola Gregg Liuzo -(W):
3-25-65: Shot on Hwy. 80 between Selma and Montgomery, Ala. Detroit

housewife returning to Montgomery to transport civil rights marchers.
Three klansmen c-7aged with'murder. ' ,

10-2-65: Collie Leroy Wilkins tried for murder. Jury hung., Mistrial
declared. ' '

10-19-605:In a second trial Wilkins acquitted. Chlirges Still "pedifn
Against other two suspects, William O, Eaton and Eugene Thomas. All three
received 10 year sentences for conspiracy to violate Federal, civil' right#

Statute. Bond setat.$10,000. Thethree,will appeal, All-whitq jury.
Rev. James Reeb (W) 3-12-65: Selma, Ala. Four white men accused i

bludgeon death of white civil rights sympathizer; three indicted on murder charged.
Three defendants acquitted. .': .

Jimmie Lee Jackson .(N) 2-18-65: Marion Ala. :lain bywhite,state trooper
as victim, according to witnesses, tried to shield his mother fr .m beating during
demonstration. No arrest. Grand jury clea 6d trooper, identified 1nly. by
surname.

Olie W. Shelby (N) 1-22-65: Jackson, Missi White sheriff's deputy accused
of shooting 18-year-old Negro in prison. Corner's jury ruled justifiable homicide.
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Frank Morris (N) 12-10-64: Ferriday, La. Died of burns suffered when his
shoe repair shop was fired by arsonists in, area of racial unrest. No arrests.

Frank Andrews (N) 11-28-64: Lisman, Ala. Chootaw Couuty. Shot in ba'k
by white sheriff's deputy. County solicitor said victim was attacking another
deputy. No arrests. . : I*

Charles Sammie Marrow, Jr. (N) 10-29-64: Chattanooga, Tenn. Shotin
back by a white man reportedly "to protect an attractive white waitress in a
downtown restaurant." Acquitted in criminal court.

Hubert Orsby (N) 9-9-64: Near Pickens, Miss. Body of 14-year-old yout
found in Big Black River wearing CORE T-shirt. Coroner's jury ruled death
by accidental drowning.

James Andrew Miller (N) 8-30-64: Jackson, Ga. Shot by white man during
racial flare-up. Victim had been beaten by whites a few days prior to shooting.
Coroner's jury ruled slaying a case of self-defense. Shooting suspect cleared.

Billy Wayne Wallace (W) 8-9-64: Dallas, Tex., Shot during racial row in city
park. Two Negroes arrested. One indicted for murder with court action pend-
ing; the other suspect was no-billed by the grand jury on same charge.

Charles E. Moore (N) 7-12-64, Henry Hezekiah Dee (N); Meadville, Miss.,
near Tullalah, La. Both bodies multiated. Recovered from Mississippi River.
Had been missing since May 2 1964. Charges against two white men dismissed
without prejudice Jan. 12, 1965. Prosecution said lacked enough evidence.

LemuelPenn (N) 7-11-64: Near Colbert, Ga. Victim was Washington, D.C.
educator. Shbc by whites while returning from Army reserve duty at Fort
Benning, Ga. Four Klansmen arrested; three indicted for murder; two tried
and acquitted. Federal indictments against six white men charging conspiracy
to deprive Penn of civil rights dismissed in district court, appealed to U..
Supreme Court.
- James E. Chaney (N) 6-21-64, Andrew Goodmai (W), Michael H. Schwerner
(W): Philadelphia, Miss. Three civil rights workers slain after their release
from jail. 21 white men arrested, charges dismissed by U.S. Commissioner.
Federal grand jury later indicted 18 white men on felony and misdemeanor
charges of conspiring to violate the victims' civil rights. Federal judge voided
felony charges against 17. Misdemeanor charges pending. Justice Depart-
ment is appealing the rulings. Trial of the 18th suspect pending in federal
court in Atlanta.

Mrs. Johnnie Mae Chappell (N) 3-23-64: Jacksonville, Fla, Shot while
walking along street during racial unrest. Young white man sentenced to, 10
years in the shooting.

Louis Allen (N) .2-1-64: Liberty, Miss. Civil rights worker slain some time
after testifying against a white man charged with killing another Negro. i6
arrests..

William Kinard (W) 10-18-63: St. Augustine, Fla. Victim slain as he a~nd
two other whites drove with shotgun through Negro area. Two Negroes arrested
on murder charges. .Court action pending. ' " .
SE. B. Bryant (W) 10-18-63: Jackson Miss. White gas station attendant
slain after squirting water from hose on Negro drinking from "white" fountain.
Negro suspect charged with murder, sentenced to life imprisonment.

Virgil Ware (N) 9-15-63: 'Birmingham Ala. Thirteen-year-old youth killed
by two white teen-agers while riding his bicycle in suburban area' following
downtown church. bombing, Defendants received probated seven-monith
sentences arid a stern lecture on second-degree manslaughter charges.

Johnny Robinson (N) 9-15-63: Birmingham, Ala. Killed by police after
church bombing and rioting. No arrests.

Denise MoNai (N), age 11, 9-15-63, Addie Mae Collins (N) age 14, Cynth~W
Wesley (N), age 14, Carol Robertson (N), age 14: Birmingham, Ala. Killed
while attending Sunday School by exploding bomb at church where civil rights
rallies were held. No arrests.

.John L. Coley (N) 9-4-63: Birmingham, Ala.' Suffered fatal wounds frori
shotgun pellets during riotig after a race bombing. No arrests. .

Andrew Lee Anderson (N) 7-17-63: Near Marion, Ark. Slain, by group .f
white citizens aind sheriff's deputies after white woman said he had 'molested hie
8-year-old daughter, Coroner's jury ruled justifiable homicide. No arrests. "'"

SMedgar W. Ever (N), 6-12'63: Jackson, Miss. Shot in back as he arrived
home from civil rights rally. / Re was feld secretary for NAACP.. .White man
tried twice, but hung juries brought. mistrials. Accused Byroni de le Beckwith
low free., .
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Frank G. Link (W) 6-7-63: Lexington, N.C. Killed during rioting. Three
Negroes convicted-one sentenced to serve four to seven years for second-degree
murder, and two sentenced to six-month terms on charges of engaging in a riot.

William L. Moore (W) 4-23-63: Near Attalla, Ala. Mailman from Baltimore
Md., making one-man protest march across Alabama slain by bullet. Grand
jury failed to indict white suspect.

Paul Guihard (W) 10-30-62, Ray Gunter (W): Oxford, Miss. Guihard (news
reporter from France) and Gunter (local TV repairman) slain during white rioting
over admission of James Meredith to University of Mississippi. No arrests.

Leroy Parks (W) 9-6-62: Dallas, Ga. Victim was among masked nightriders
calling on a Negro woman who was charged in the slaying. Coroner's jury ruled
shooting justifiable homicide. Suspect moved North after release from jail.

Cpl. Roman Duoksworth Jr. (N) 4-9-62: Taylorsville, Miss. Shot by white
policeman when the Negro refused to move to rear of interstate bus. No arrests.

El Brumfield (N) 10-31-61: McComb, Miss. Shot by policeman during racial
unrest. No arrests.

Herbert Lee (N) 9-25-61: Liberty, Miss. Civil rights worker shot by a white
state legislator. Coroner's jury ruled justifiable homicide.

Frank Coleman Dumas (W) 6-1-61: Shot to death in his home. Preston Cbbb,
Jr., 15 year old Negro, found guilty of murder Aug. 16, 1961 and sentenced to die.
Case retried, ending in sentence to life imprisonment. Motion for new trial
pending.

William Nance (N) 8-26-60: Near Winchester Tenn. Body found in Lakeview
Lake with slugs from three different guns and weighted with large rock. No
arrests.
SAlbert Pitts (N) 7-23-60, David Pitts (N), Ernest MoPharland (N), Marshall

A. Johns (N): Monroe, La. White employer arrested, then released in the
shooting of five of his employees; four died Victims accused of making threats.
Records of Dist. Court, Parish of Ouachita, Monroe, La., reveal that no bill of
indictment or information was ever filed.
.Mrs. Mattle Greene (N) 5-20-60: Ringgold, Ga. Died under falling debris

when her home was dynamited. No arrests.
William Roy Prather (N) 11-1-59: Corinth Miss. The 15-year-old boy was

killed in anti-Negro "Halloween prank." Eight white youths charged with the
slaying, six of whom were turned' over to juvenile court. One indicted on man-
slaughter charge.

Tommy Dwight (N) 6-13-59: Dalton, Ga. Four white men fired supposedly
over the heads of a group of Negroes intending to "scare" them, but four fatal
buckshots hit the 11-year-old victim. The four were indicted on charges of
involuntary manslaughter. Charges reduced to misdemeanor and three of the
men sentenced to serve one year. One of these permitted to serve the year
outside jail.

Jonas Causey (N) 5-10-59: Clarksdale, Miss. NAACP requested investigation
and action against 15 policemen accused of the slaying. No arrests.

Mack Charles Parker (N) 4-25-59: Poplarville, Miss. Abducted from un-
guarded jail cell and shot to death. No arrests.

James Henry Ellison (N) 9-20-58: Chattanooga, Tenn. Shot from a passing
car occupied by two white couples.' No arrests.

Emnest Hunter (N) 9-13-58: St. Mary's Ga. Slain while in jail. White
poliodnian accused of shooting reported that he and victim engaged in a struggle.
No arrests. W E 1

Joe Franklin Jeter Sr. (N) 9-13-58: Atlanta, Ga Shot by white policeman
who said victim was resisting arrest. Grand jury returned "no bills" on three
charges. . " . /  , .

Richard Lillard (N) 7-26-58: Nashville, Tenn. Died after a beating in local
workhouse by three white guards. They were indicted on murder charges on
Aug. 15 1958. Each was acquitted 6n Jan. 16, 1959.

'Woodrow Wilson Daniels (N) 7-1-58: Water Valley, Miss. Died of brain
.injury nine days after beating. White sheriff acquitted of manslaughter charge.

*Willie Countryman (N) 5-25-58: Dawson, 'Ga. Shot in his backyard by
white policeman. Federal grand jury failed to indict the policeman, who had
been accused in another death;one month earlier.

John Larry 8oldn ( ) 073-58: Chattanooga,. Tenn. The 15-year-old boy
was shot by white bPliceman., No court action.

James Brazier (N) 4-25-58: Dawson,. Ga. Victim died a few dayA after
beating at hands of white policemen. Federal grand jury refused to indict four
accused officers..
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George Love (N) 1-8-58: Ruleville, Miss. Killed by 25-man posse. No
arrests.

Willie V. Dunigan (N) 11-18-57: Lomax, Ala. Shot by sheri's: deputies
outside his home. Deputies were looking for persons) who earlier wounded
another deputy. No arrests. ,

Charles Brown (N) 0-25-57: Near Yazoo City, Miss. White man charged with
shooting the victim, a young airman, who was visiting at the home of the suspect's
sister.,

James Hollis (N) 2-3-57: Griffin, Ga. The 17-year-old boy was slain and a
white housewife wounded by husband wl o found them together partially clothed
in his home. A grand jury failed to indot the husband.

SMrs. Maybelle Mahone (N) 12-5-56; Near Molena, Ga. Shot by white man
for "sassing" him. The 71-year-old suspect was first given a life sentence on a
murder charge, Aug. 1, 1957, but was found "not guilty for reasons of insanity"
the following March 21, 1958.

Mrs. Bessie McDowell (N) 6-14-56: Andalusia, Ala. Killed by white father
and son, who were indicted on first and second degree murder counts.

Rev. C. H. Baldwin (N) 4-22-56: Near Huntsville, Ala. Victim struck by
heavy rock. White man convicted of second-degree manslaughter, sentenced to
12 months at hard labor.

Dr. Thomas H. Brewer (N) 2-18-56: Columbus, Ga. Prominent physician
and NAACP leader shot by white man. Grand jury refused to indict. : 1

Milton Russell (N) 1-21-56: Belzoni, Miss. Burned to death in his home.
Whites suspected of foul play. No arrests.

Richard King (N) 1-6-56: Eufaula, Ala. White man given life sentence for
pistol slaying. He was later paroled, violated his parole and "might be back in
prison," according to Barbour County's court clerk.

Edward Duckworth (N) 1-56: Raleigh, Miss. White man reportedly admitted
the shooting, but claimed self defense. Suspect died of heart ailment while
awaiting grand jury action.

James E. Evanston (N) 12-24-55: Near Drew, Miss. Body of school prin-
cipal found in Long Lake with neck broken and no water in lungs to indicate
drowning. Negro press called it civil rights slaying. Death officially ruled
suicide.

Clinton Melton (N) 12-3-55: Glendora, Miss. White suspect was indicted on
a murder charge and later acquitted.

John Earl Reese (N) 10-22-55: Near Longview, Tex. The 16-year-old boy
died of injuries from shotgun blast into cafe from a moving car. Two whites
indicted for murder, one given a five year suspended sentence.

Emmett Till (N) 8-28-55: LeFlore County, Miss. The 14-year-old boy from
Chicago.was slain after "smart-alec" talk to a Mississippi white woma. -Body
found in a river, beaten and shot. Two white men indicted for murder and
acquitted.

Lamar Smith (N) 3-i7-55: Brookhaven, Miss. Victim was shot down on
lawn of county courthouse in broad daylight. A grand jury failed to indict
three accused white men.

Rev. George W. Lee (N) 5-7-55: Belzoni, Miss. Killed by a shotgun blast
from a car carrying several whites. No arrests.

THs LIBRARY 60 CONGRi8ss,
LEGISLATIVE REFBRiNOCB SeBRVIC,

Washington, D.C., April 7, 1966.

RECENT MURDERS OF PERSONS WORKING FOR, 0 EX)AROISiNG, CIVIL RzItHTS

1933

William L. Moore (white); Attalla, Alabama, April 23, 1963; Etowah County
jury refused to indict suspect, September 14.

Medgar W. Evers (Negro); Jackson, Mississippi, June 12; Hinds County juyr
twibe refused to convict accused man, second mistrial declared, April 17, 1964.

/ •
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Mrs. Johnnie Mae Chappell (Negro); Jacksonville, Florida, March 23; no
further report found in the New York Times.

Michael H. Schwerner (white), Andrew Goodman (white), James E. Chaney
(Negro); Philadelphia, Mississippi, June 21, 1964; Nesheba county did not indict
any persons- Federal jury indited suspects for plotting to murder; Federal court
dismissed felony charges against 17, upheld indictments against sheriff, deputy
sheriff, policeman for violating civil rights under color of law, and upheld indict-
ments against all 17 for conspiracy to violate rights February 25, 1965; Supreme
Court reinstated Federal criminal charges against 17 men, March 28, 1966.

Charles Moore and Henry H. Dee (both Negro); bodies found in Mississippi
River, July; charges against two men were dismissed in a Mississippi court,
January 11, 1965.

Lemuel A. Penn (Negro); Athens, Georgia, July 11; two accused men acquitted
by Georgia Jury, September 5; Federal court dismissed charges against six men of
conspiracy to violate civil rights, December 29; Supreme Court reinstated Federal
charges, March 28, 1966.

1965

Jimmie Lee Jackson (Negro); Marion, Alabama; shot February 18, died
February 26; no charges brought.
.James J. Reeb (white); Selma, Alabama; attacked March 9, died March 11;

three accused men acquitted by Alabama jury, December 10; the three have
been charged with violation of Federal law, but have not been indicted.

Mrs. Viola G. Liuzzo (white); between Selma and Montgomery Alabama,
March 25; Wilkins one of three Klansmen accused, acquitted by Alabama jury,
1October 22; three Klansmen convicted by Federal jury of conspiracy to violate
civil rights, December 3; Eaton, Thomas still faces murder charges by State.

O'Neal Moore (Negro); Bogalusa, Louisiana, June 2, 1965; no further report
found in New York Times.

Jonathan M. Daniels (white); Hayneville, Alabama, August 20; accused man
acquitted by Lowndes County jury, September 29.

1966

Samuel L. Younge (Negro); Tuskegee, Alabama; January 3; suspect arrested
by Alabama, January 4.

Vernon Dahmer (Negro); Hattiesburg, Mississippi, January 10; FBI arrested
13 members of White Knights of KKK, March 28 on charges of violating civil
rights. Fourteenth KKK member charged by FBI surrendered himself, March
31.

PAUL M. DOWNING,
Government and General Research Division.

Senator EnviN. Do you have anything else?
Senator JAVITS. That is all on title V, thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator ERVIN. Mr. Attorney General, referring to our colloquy

about hospitals, I want'to put in the record at this point an editorial
from the Greensboro Daily Neiv4 ,Greensboro, N.C., May 28, 1966,
and have it printed in the record in full, but I will read only this part.
The editor expressed the opinion that:

* ** there can be nb'case tor denying a' private citizen his lawful right under
a program into which, he may well have paid hundreds of dollars.in premiums.

(The editorial referred to follows:)

[From the Greensboro Daily News, May 28,1966]

"RAcIAL'BALANCIE" IN TiE HOSPITALS

The mounting frenzy over the preparedness of the nation's hospital beds-
woefully short in ahy case-has been needlessly complicated by the decision of
Health, Education and Welfare officials to use Medicare payments as a lever to
force their own program of anti-discrimination. ;

We have no brief here for local hospital boards thatneedlessly defy national
poliqyi; and like it ornot, Congress and the courts have established the principle
that federal funds are not to be used to perpetuate racial discrimination.



. But te issue raised here is more than a simple collision between stubbo n!9 al
boards aiid federal bureaucrats over that princile. "

The rationale of Medicare under Socda Security, due to go Into effect July 1;
1s that a citizen 65 or over shall enjoy its benefits as a matter of rightr,-not as a
beneficence of public or private charity that can be given pr withheld on the basis
of a means test or any other test. Social Security is not a tax program; it is a
program of social insurance. And ideally the fact that it is government-operated
should be as incidental and as unobtrusive as possible. It should be as unoom-
plicated and as accessible as a private insurance policy. /

In the present encounter, however we have an arbitrary decision by well-
meaning but short-sighted officials in Washington to complicate the administra-
tion of this social insurance by linking it with an antidiscrimination policy. And
however desirable that policy in itself, it should take a back seat to problems of
acute illness. ,
SEven assuming that the use o' social insurance as a wedge is wise or just in this

instance-and we think not-the precedent is dangerous. Do the officials at
HEW seriously say that if ordinary monthly Social Security payments to the
elderly should run athwart a federal policy, they could feasibly suspend those
payments-perhaps depriving citizens of food, clothing and shelter? We doubt
it. And yet what they propose to do to some of the elderly with respect to
Medicare is identical in principle.

After all, Social Security is a buttress of the welfare of the private 'dtizen; not
of institutions sudh as hospitals-which as many of the holdouts show could very
welldo without Medicare payments. The deal of a citizen's right is noiproper
way, practi<}aly or ethially, to discipline the policies of an institution,.especially.
when some hospital boards are only too anxious for a pretext to sabotage Medicare
anyway. " • . • . 1 •
' There may be a case under Title VI for withholdin other forms of federal sub-

sidy-for hospital buildings, say.-as a policy lever. ut there can be no case for
denying a private citizen his lawful right under aprogram into which he may well
have paid, hundreds of dollars in premiums.

,Further, the Department of Health, Education and Welfare would do well to
ikonder the practical implications of this policy.

Is it now to be the case, as we feared when Title VI and its powers of blackmail
were written into a, civil rights billwith many good points, that every single
programn-educatinal, medical or otherwise-is to be ensnarled by the discrimi-
nation isue? Especially, one might add, when the policies or "guidelines" laid
down for compliance reflect no specific directive of Congress and are subject to
whimsical 'change from year to year?

If so, the; day Is; foreseeable when Congress, under popular pressure, will hy
from almost every piece ,f social ,legislation, however desirable, becauseit
threatens to create another administrative nightmare. '

Somehow a balaiee must be struck: and struck soon betwee' the demands of
racial engineering and the practical demands of the citizen for education, health
care and basic security. Certainly that balance is not being struck in the present
hospitals., imbroglio., ; , . . , .;. .

Senator ERVIN. I know of no hospital in North Carolina which does
not receive people , of all races, and. undertake to give .them necessary
medical attention. And none' of these cases arise: where that, is, a
denial, sofar as I know, of the admission of anybody of any race, toA

They arise out of controversies between representaves of HEW
andfhospital authorities conceninig HEW's insistence that integration
shall be t the aii be hospital rather than the alleviation of
patients. i That is a.very unfortunate situation. ,

Do you have anything further? ,
Seinator;K EiNNEDif of Massachusetts Not at this time,
Senator ERVNlq. ,Mr. Attorney General, to go to title I, so far as I

am individually concerned, I have no major objection to title I. But
what doesraise a question in my mind is why the proposed legisla-
tion embodied in title; was not sub mitted to the Judicial Conference so
,that.we might have the benefit of th0 thoughts of t6e Judicial Conl-

f-. I j
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ieri'6 BSan d the"thoughts of :the Ameripan Law institute 4iid the.
thoughts of the American Bar Association on the matter?, ,

Attorney General KATZENBAOhU. It is not to my knowledge cus,
toerary to refer all legislatie proposals that this coimnrittee or this
subcoimiittee has to groups of distinguished lawyers. I.'think it
would be fine to get their e lows upon this if they wished to give any
views upon this. The Judicial Conference from time to time proposed
legislation. That is perfectly true. But iot all' legislation that
affects the administration of justice is put to the Judicial, Conference.
SWe did in drafting of this legislation have the benefit of a study

done by the Judicial Conference some years ago. We made use of
that in drafting it. We certainly did consult with a number of judges
with respect to this.,

We did our own surveys of practices and got our U.S. attorneys,
who are quite familiar with the jury selection processes in various
places.

I am satisfied.that as drafted this is a necessary piece of legislation,
and Isee no reason why we should delay its enactment. *,,.

If there are' things with respect to this that we are unable or you
gentlemen in your deliberations are unable to predict, if 'there is any
adverse consequences of anything, this' is a relatively simple thing to
amend. Beyond that, I would say that, while, of course this has to
do with the conduct of the courts and the way they administer things
it also embodies 'another extremely important principle in it, which I
believe in deeply and strongly, and that is that this is the right of
people to serve on juries, the right and duty of people throughout the
United States to serve on juries;

One of the reasons we took this approach was to put that fundamen-
tal'obligation of citizenship, and I think right of citizenship, and to
put that equally with a scheme of fair trial.

It is possible obviously to have fair trials without taking a broad
selection of jurors but that doesn't give the opportunity privilege
and duty of people to participate in the process, and I think the
legislation is needed and necessary now, and I don't think it should
be delayed for thatpurpose. '

The Amrican Bar Association is:perfectly capable of commenting
on this. The American Law Institute rarely comments on legislation.
I amisurprised that that suggestion--- ,

Senator: En IN. I am under the impression from many years' service
on the Senate Judiciary Committee that virtually all proposed legis-
lation which the committee considers, which has to do with matters
of court procedure and the like, dre considered by the Judicial Confer-
ence before we are requested to abtApon it.

Attorney General KATZENBAC'. .Well, they often are, iand if: they
have views on this, then I think the committee should hear their views.
I don't know of an instance where it has been submitted to the Ameri-
can Law Institute.

Mr. AUTRY.iMr.' Attorney General; 'this was the suggestion of the
Chief Justice as quoted in the New York Times and was placed in the
record on the first day by Senator Kennedy .

Attorney General KiZENBAOc . I don't think that is ain accurate
'statement, counsel. I 'don't believe thati'the Chief Justice suggested
that this co'miittee should submit legisltib6n. I think he suggested
that the Ameridan Law Institute might well look at a number of pro-

. / , C



posals that were there. , That was 'what he suggested. I dop't think
be, suggested ,his comiitte should subinmit t.

Mr. AUTRY. That is right,
Senator EnVIN. It is somewhat difficult to say what---
Attorney General KATZENBACH. I have never seen the American

Law Institute do this frankly. They decided their projects that they
are going to work on, and I have never known them to comment on
other pieces of legislation. They comment on things, the drafts that
that are preparing, the model codes that they are doing, the restate-
ments, and so forth. That has been their activity rather than com-
menting on legislation. So I thought it was rather an innovation
that they shoud even consider it.

Senator ERVIN, I will renew my.disclaimer of haviL g any authority
to speak for the Chief Justice or to interpret the meaning of his
remarks. But the New York Times for May the 19th does state that:

Clhef Justice Earl Warren warned today that "ill-advised" proposals ponding
in Congress to bar racial discrimination in the selection of juries could, if enacted,
encroach on the rights of the States.

Speaking before the annual meeting of the American Law Institute, the Chief
Justire of the United States departed from his prepared text to note his appre-
hention over some of the 34 bills being considered by Congress.

S"some of themgo a long way and may radically change the relationship between
the Federal and State Governments," he said.
SAlthough he assured the lawyers that the bills would be "carefully scrutinized

and studied" by the committees of Congress and the Judicial Conference, he
suggested that the institute might also study the subject.

Otherwise, he said, he is "apprehensive that some legislation might go through
and at the same time be ill-advised."

The Chief Justice, declined later to elaborate on his statement or to indicate
which cf the pending bills might have caused his apprehension.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Don't you think it is a fair state-
ment, .Mr. Chairman, to state that the provisions of title I having
to do with the selection of Federal juries could scarcely encroach upon
the rights of the States?

Senator ERVIN. I agree with you as to title I.
Attorney General KATZENBACIH. Yes. I think at least we could

agree tht.t he wasn't talking about title I.
Senator ERVIN. Well, I would agree with you in that observation,

but in order that we might have this historical remark preserved for
future reference, we will put it in fiil in the record.

(The article referred to follows:)

(The New York Times, May 19, 196)

WA IRvN DISCERNS STATE RIG HTs PERIL IN JURY BIAS BILL

(B.yFred P,.Graham)

WAsim oTolr, May 18.4- Chief Jubtice Earl Warren warned today that "ill-
advised" proposals pending in Congress to bar racial discrimination int the selection
of Juries could, if enacted, encroach on: the rights of the states.

Speaking before the annual meeting of the American Law Institute, the Chief
Justice of the United States departed from his prepare)l text to note his apprehen-
sion over some of the 34 bills being considered by Congress.

"Sothe of them go a long way and may radically change the relationship between
the Federal and state governments," he said.

Although he asirted the 4iwyers that the bills would be "carefully scrutinized
and studied" by the committees of Congress and the Judicial Conference, he
suggested that the institute might'also study the subject. ::

Otherwise, he said, he is 'aDrehengive that some igislation might go through
and at the same time be ill-advised."

) s;nC-f :c--n 1-- 1
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The Chief Justice declined later; to elaborate, ot' his statement or to Indicate
which of the pending bills might have caused his.apprehenson.. I

Observers assumed that he was not referring to the jury irovlso)n of the
Administration's proposed Civil Rights bill of 1966, which has been attacked by
liberals as being too soft on the states.

PROVISIONS IN '8 BILL .

The Administration bill requires that Federal juries be selected from lists that
include a cross-section of the community. It leaves state jury-selection n.ethods.
untouched unless racial discrimination is proved.

In such cases it authorizes the' Attorney General to request a Federal court
order to eliminate the discrimination.

Some liberals have criticized the lack of an automatic "trigger" to allow the
Federal Government to move to end jury discrimination in states.

Representative William F. Ryan, Democrat of Manhattan, has led this group.
Mr. Ryan has 'called for a law what would allow Federal jury commissioners to
take over the preparation of state jury lists if the Attorney General found that
Negroes were being excluded. , I *

After the Chief Justice's speech the institute turned to its second day of debate
on the controversial model code of prearraignment procedure.

The discussion brought a degree of agreement on the sensitive issue of police
interrogations and confessions, which had been the center of the heated con-
troversy that proceeded the meeting.

The draftsmen of the model code agreed to defer any vote on the sections
involving the rights of newly arrested suspects until next year's meeting, when
the Supreme Court will have handed down its decisions in six pending confessions
cases.

This concession came in response to pleas by Dean Louis H.: Pollack of the
Yale Law School, John P. Frank of Arizona and others that the interrogation
procedures in the model code would be unconstitutional under the forthcoming
high court rulings.

The model code requires the police to warn suspects of their rights, but allows
four hours of interrogation before. suspects must be brought before a judge.
Suspects would be allowed to see lawyers or friends but indigent suspects would
not be provided lawyers by the state.

A possible area of compromise on the touchy confessions issue came to light
when Prof. Jack B. Weinstein of Columbia Law School proposed that all arrested
persons be brought immediately before a judge, but that the judge be authorized
to remand the suspect back to the police for questioning.

This would preclude "dragnet" arrests because the judge would immediately
release anyone whom the police di4 not'haive probable cause to hold. The
jud'ee would also satisfy himself that the suspect understood his rights.

This procedure is not feasible in most states now because suspects have a
right to post bail as soon as they are charged before a judge.

PRAISE pOR8 PROPOSAL

Federal Appellate Judge George Edwars, of Michigan ., one of the, institute's
most eloquent opponents of the model code, surprised many of the participants
by praising this proposal. : . , ,.-

Judge Edwards said confessions Qbtained in questioning both before and after
the judge's Warnihg dould be constitutitna'i as l'ng as'there wasib uno i6rasonable
delay in bringing a suspect before ..tle juge, ,

Long applause followed a stttherit by federal Appeals Judge Henry J.
Friendly of New'York when he indicated, that he spoke for the majority when
he said theIlaw must preserve "legitimate nonooergive questioning , :

If the courts cut off all questioning of suspected rf mlnls, Judge Frendly
said, "that is not a rule that society will long endure.".

In the morning session,the institute overwhelmingly endorsed, in principle,
a model "stop and risk" law by a 164-tor40 vote. , This approved,in general,
a proposal that would allowthe police to stop and search suspects. o the, street,
and question their for up to 20 minutes. . , . ,

James Vorenberg, prinipa draftsman of;the model;code, ;aid he would 9on9Mider
limiting this power to, violent crimes andthreatered escaps.

Opponents said it should exclude from; evidence any "windfall" evidence
resulting from such searches, to discourage capritiouss searching. ,

"Ij
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' The institute,' composed of 1,800rof the country's leading judges lawyers and

legal scholars, is devoted to the clarification and improvement of the law,
Mr. AUTTRY. Mr. Chairman, the official transcript which we had

requested just came in this morning.
Senator EnvIN.. We might read that into the record at this point.
Senator KENNiDiY of Massachusetts.' I think we asked that the

whole transcript be included.
Senator ERVIN. Yes; but I will read the remarks alluded to in the

New York Times and let f0at be put in separately for emphasis and
then put the whole transcript in.

As evidence of the general interest in this subject, there are no less than 31 bills
now pending in the House of Representatives and three bills in the Senate affecting
jury selection. Undoubtedly these proposals will be carefully scrutinized and
studied by the committees of Congress and by the Judicial Conference of the
United States.and might well be the subject of a study also by the American Law
Institute. : , ,
* Many of these suggestions made to the Congress at this particular time may
be appropriate, but in just surveying them generally, it seems to me that some of
them go a long ways and would very radically change the relationship between
our Federal and State Governments, and for that reason alone should receive the
most careful consideration, and unless the bench'and the bar and our learned
societies such as this become thoroughly interested in the matter and debate the
changes that are suggested, I'm apprehensive that some legislation might not go
through and at the same time be ill advised.

There seems to be a slight discrepancy in the phraseology in the
newspaper and that in the speech.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Some people have that experience ,
Senator ERVIN.' Yes; let the whole speech be printed at this point

in the record. ,
(The speech referred to follows:)

: Tai AiMERICAN LAW INSTITUTE,
. Philadelphia, Pa., June 7, 1900.11on. Sis J. ERYvLN, Jr., .. -' : I I

.Chairtnan, Committee on the Judiciary Subcommittee oi Crnstitutional Righd,
U.S. Senate, Washingtor, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR ERVIN: Pursuant to your request of June , I am pleased to
.enclose a transcript of the address to The American Law Institute on.May 18,
1966, by the Chief Justice of the United States.

Yours truly,
P AUL A. NOLKN,

Ass8itanl Jiiratmn
President DAh8it L. Gentlemen:, thb Chief 4Jutice has arrived. We will on-

tinu6 this after he has flieshed his Addre . ' .: .
[The meeting rosq ahd applaudl.,
Ouri speker thi mori iigas yOdift. h Ie st so clearly demonstrated, is an old

friend ' f Othe' Instltitte Wio for the thirtenth time comes to address us on thk
satWe of the court and jud icial administaton.; .

"A I aiif i ieu ed' ahttthed'openin' session' yesterday, his appear h4r before 'us,which usiially o6cuitsat tht session, wa p stpOntid at his request until today due
to an unexpected" developieht, *'

Sine6 his last a6 barAtia before us 6merthing has happened to the Chief. He
experienced his first birthday party, widely: noted in the press, upon reaching thedistinguished' ag6 of threescore Aid fifteen. We congratulate you, Mr. Chief

.Justice. We welcome you here. We are honored by your presence. You will
have our full attention. ([Aplause] ' ' .
:The'Hbnoable Chief stice of the tVqted'States EARL WAnfiN. Mr, Pregl-dent Ladies and Genitleinen: I hope there is nothing auspicious abott this being

my thirteenth tinie'h'te, ibt I'm happy to be here, and I want to make an apology
at th bein Itwst an absolute unavdable ingng that took me awayfrom here yesterday , but I did have anh opportunity to go down to Cape Kennedy

.and see what we thought was going to be a great space exploration, antd bedlase

cMuMI IllGHr "
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those things happen so seldom when I can go, and because this was the first real
invitation that I had to do it, I just played hookey and went down three and saw it,
[Laughter] But I'm sure, except for the fact that it disarranged your program
there will be ithiiig lost, because there is nothing that I.ihave to say or would
have said yesterday that can't just as well be oaid today, . .

, Now, following my upual custom I'll present a report, pn thq general condition
of the busineQs in the several federal courts. Once again I must report a con.
tinuing'rise in the number of cases filed in both district courts and courts f appeals
with a growing lag in dispositions. '

T making the courts of appeals first, as of March 81, 1966, the ntimber of cases
docketed reached 5,343 for the first nine months of the fiscal year as compared
with 4,945 for the comparable period last year. This is an increase in new appeals
of 8 percent. During the same period terminations in the courts of appeals did
increase from 4,014 to 4,682 this year, but, because the increase in filings was so
much larger than the increase in terminations, the number of oases pending rose to
5,436 on last March 31, as against 4,711 on that date in the year preceding. The
increase pending in the courts of appeals is 15 percent.

Looking further back in point of time, it appears that since 1961 the number of
appeals filed has increased 61 per uent while the number of appeals pending has
risen by 101 per cent. The courts which in 1965 had the greatest increase in the
number of appeals filed were the Ninth Circuit, where the appeals docketed in-
creased by 35 per cent, the Fourth Circuit with an increase of 31 per cent, and the
Sixth Circuit with an increase of 23 per cent.

In the district courts there has been a small decrease during the last year in the
number of new criminal cases. The total number of criminal cases during the
first nine months of this present fiscal year was 23,741 as compared with 24,491
cases during the same period of the year preceding. A comparison of the criminal
cases terminated, however shows. 2,072 c~jes closed as compared with 22,103
a year ago. As of March 31, lo6, crininiil'cases pending in the district courts had
increased to a total of 12,563 cases as compared with 11,848 pending the year
before.

With respect to the civil cases in the district courts, I must report an even greater
increase in both filings and cases pending at the end of the year.

During the first nine months of the current fiscal year the total of civil cases
filed in the district courts reached 52,292 as against 50,142 filed during the
comparable period of time. This represents a 4 per cent increase in the number
of civil filings in one year. The number terminated was 47,682 as compared with
47,815 in the comparable period of the prior year-a decrease in terminations.
On March 31, 1966, the number of civil cases pending in the district courts had
reached the total "of 79,005,' tnihredse of almost 5,000 over the prior year-
and by far the highest figure on record.

.The trend in bankruptcy cases is similar. The number of new bankruptcy
cases docketed during the nine month of the present fiscal year rose to 141,515
over 131,927 the yearbefore, an increase of 7.8 per cent. Bankruptcy dispositions
also rose during this same period to 133,418, a new record for dispositions, but
the pending bankruptcy caseload as of March 31, 1966 also reached a new high
of 170,469 as compared with 164,500 pending a year before.
. .Jn, giving sigificane tq thqseAgutra, however, it must be borne in mind that

business bankruptcies constitute a very small cton. of the total of bankruptcy
cases filed; in fact, only 8.9;per cent. ",The bulkof the cases are individual bank-
riruptoies. 'There has, been no significatt increase' during the past y.ea 'in the

number of business bankruptcies filed,,.so should say that because the i tividual
bankruptcies are rather simple as a 'rul- ;ost of them wage earer ' bank-
,ruptcies--thatfthero hasbeen no significant increase or loss I the bankripty area.
: ,n the Supreme Court there has also been a marked increase in the caes on the
dockets during the past term boti on the appellate docket and on the Court's
miscellaneous docket. The total cases at this point in the current term is 3,012
as against 2,514 at this time last; year. The regular appellate docket has rien
to 1,317 over, 1,173 jat year,. and the miscellaneous dooket has ripen to 1,695
oases over 1,341 oases a year ago,, ,

The Supreme Court, however, has been able to keep abreast of its work, This
.term theCourt hqs heard arguments in. 31 ses ina period 192 houersas com-
pared with 122 cases in 177 oursoJast term. This year roT both of it dlpckets the
Supreme Courthas disposed of 2,145, case as compared,#ith 1,921 oases at this
point in 1965. ,We are current. We have hear all the caes that' are Tready to
be argued this term and we have evefryreason to believe that all of our 'Spli ot
w11 e; rady to land down tin tiWmefihrmaio In ourni t , , ,

/ i
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The Cbngress'has been prompt to recognize that the Federal Judiciary is losing
ground in the' stremi of new litigation in spite of the esiable inoreae;in the num-
ber of jildgeships authorized by the' Congress only five years age. ' ' f.

Since I last reported to you, Congress has enacted into law a new Omnibusi
Judgeship Bill'authorizing 45 additional federal judgeships, 10 being on the courts
of appeals and 35 on the district courts. The new judgeships were recommended'
to the Congress by the Judicial Conference of the United States after a rains,-
taking analysis of the judicial workload in each district and 'each! oircuit, and'
Congress is to be commended for acting promptly and providing the additional
judgeships when the need became- apparent rather than letting judicial business
bog down. The Judicial Conference is no longer waiting until there are emer
gency demands for additional judgeships but is reviewing at least every two years
the current requirements for judgeships. Through its Statisticd Committee the
Judicial Conference conducts a continual study of the needs of the courts.

The increase of 4 additional judgeships will undoubtedly, and in the course of
time, have a favorable impact on the administration of justice in the federal sys-
tem. But the question is: How much difference will it make? We must not be
lulled into thinking that this increase in judgeships will solve our problem. It
hasn't in the past. The experience of the past has demonstrated that increasing
the number of judges is no more than a partial solution of the problems of ju-
dicial administration. It is up to us, judges and the bar, to meet our responsi-
bilities in making our courts efficient and effective institutions. To do this we
must together find better ways of disposing of judicial business. The need for
new tools is. of course, a familiar theme.

In connection with this subject, I am- glad to be able to report the substantial
progress that has been made in the area of court rules of practice and procedure:

Last September the Judicial Conference of the United States approved and
sent to the Supreme Court proposed amendments to the Rules of Civil Pro-
cedure and the Rules of Criminal Procedure. The Court approved these pro.
posed amendments and transmitted them to the Congress on February 28 and,
unless Congress takes some action with regard to them, they will become ef-
fective on July 1 of this year. As you know, these amendments are the product
of more than four years of effort and consideration. The proposals were twice
*circulated to the bench and bar for study and criticism and the resulting corm
ments were given most thorough analysis by the members of the committees.

The amendments make many important changes; but I think that undoubtedly
the outstanding achievement is the merger of the Rules of Admiralty Procedure
with the Rules of Civil Procedure. This monumental step: was taken with the
full cooperation of the Admiralty bar and is one which will be observed carefully
by the members of the Advisory Committee on Admiralty Rules who will review
the operation of these amendments thoroughly after they have been ih effect for a
period of time in order to give consideration to further modifications or improve-
ments as may be deemed'necessary.

Both the Advisory Committee on Civil Rules and the Advisory Committee on
Criminal Rules are also continuing committees and, in fact, each ofthem is meeting
Agaii within the coming week.

The Advisory' Cminittee on' Appellate Rules has completed a large portion
of its work. 'The Judicial Conference has recommended to the Congress imple*
meeting legielatlonto authQrie the Supreme Court to promulgate uniform appel
late rules a it doe~ the civil and criminal rules; Bills to accomplish this are now
pending in the Houseo and Senate.

Last year'I eported to you the formation of an Advisory'Committee on Uniform
Rules 'f Evidence, 'This committee now has held several meetings, but;,by the
very nature of its task, it mustbeantieipated that this committee will be at work
for a long 'tim~ : As in the case of the other committees, all of its proposals, when
ready, will be'litrulated to the bar and ample time and opportunity for comment
will be afforded.d ' : . : ,,

The Advisory Committee on Bankruptcy Rules also has the major portion of
its task still Ahead of it. You will recall that legislation enacted in Octoberi 1964
enlarged the scope of this committee's activity to include rule-making authority
and, accordingly, the committee during the past year has begun work on this new
task which should ptove a significant forward step in the administration of bank'

Si take ever t ppttunity thht I can to observe these committees at work and I
Ban report to yo that I have never seen more dedicated, hard-working nien than
the members of thee advisory committees. 'They are ak honorto' the:pro-
feassion -every' judgeaiid every lawyer owes ,a debt of. gratitude to thenI'for A
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record of public service that Js. hard to surpass,., Much of the, credit for these
accomplishments is also due to. the members of the standing Committee of the
Judicial Conference and ite.distinguished Chairman, Judge Albert B. Maris, who:
has given leadership to the entire program., , ,

The work of the rules committees is undoubtedly a vital and major contribution
in improving and promoting the efficiency of the federal court system. But our
rules and- procedures are t-i product of judgeslawyers, and scholars working
together within the limits of ancient and traditional mechanical systems for
handling legal work. The clerk's office is an illustration of what I have in mind.

The office'of the clerk came into being at a very early date and in largest part
to meet the need of having a place and a person where legal proceedings could.
be presented, recorded, and preserved in the form of materials on which judicial
action could be based and reviewed., The mechanics involved paper, pen, and
ink, and somebody to do the filing and' storage, Instead of pen and ink we are
today, in most cases, suing typewriters and duplicating equipment in place of
scriveners, but the basic process is not substantially different. We use this system
of recording, retrieving and.presenting facts and information in legal causes
because we have always done it that way and because it has not occurred to us,
or at least to very many of us, that there might be in the modern world quicker
and more accurate ways of carrying on the mechanical part of the business of
the courts.

It seems to me there is a definite need for thorough analysis and study of the
mechanics-in its physical aspects--of carrying on the business of our courts.
I am led to this belief by the accomplishments of new data processing methods
employed in other fields-medicine, for example. The use of data processing has
enormously increased the accuracy, speed,, and efficiency of medical diagnosis.
Today it is not only possible but is common medical practice for a physician with
a patient having puzzling symptoms to feed the data into a machine, receiving
back, with no loss of time wheatever, complete information on all the other
recorded cases exhibiting any such combination of symptoms.

There is no magic in this. It is all done by the basic process of recording and
storing information and having it readily available,for subsequent use. What
makes this modern miracle possible is that the medical profession is no longer
using just pen and ink for these purposes,

Now, why should not the mechanics of legal business be analyzed and studied
from this same point of view? I would not venture to foretell the outcome of
such a study, but in view of what has happened in medicine and science it would
be surprising to me, indeed, if tremendous improvement in judicial administration
did not result.

I hope I shall not be misunderstood on this subject. I do not mean to suggest
that there should be any change at all in the judging process. : But we do need,
I daresay, new'tools and new methods for recording, retrieving, and presenting
the factual and procedural information' upon which judicial judgments are based.

I suggest that as a profession we are not giving this possibilit of improvement
the:attention that it deserves. It fully justifies the.careful study by the bar and
the law schools and, above all, by the research foundations with their resources
for practical experiment and testing. The potential from such studies s so great
and so attractive to the barias -well as-to thejudiciary, that it seems to me we
should all do our best to stimulate interest and actionin such an undertaking.

It may be that there are some of you who believe that, mechanically speaking,
everything is up to date in the federal' stem just as, iJ the worda:of,the song,
everything's supposed:to be up to datqln Kasas City. Let me tell you of the
condition n the clerk's office of a federal court in one of;our large metropolitan
areas. Because this court was very far behind in its dockets and was having
obvious administrative difficulties, the judges requested the Administrative Office
to survey the court's practices and procedures, including the operations in the
office of the clerk. In the course of this survey it was observed that one of the
deputy clerks whose desk was next to the wall made frequent,trips, disappearing
into the corridor, and it was then observed that these trips, appeared to be in
response to a knocking on the other side of the wall. In de, course the reason
for this mysterious conduct was disclosed. On the other side of the wall was the
probation office which had a telephone, while there was po telephone in the clerk'
office. (Laughter.'] Consequently, knowledgeable lawyers who needed to tele*
phone to the clerk's office Would call the probatipn officer, Who- would knock on
the wall so that the deputy clerk would come to answerthe telephone..: Laughter
-This, strange practice arose because, the clerk did not permit a telephone ln

,the office : He said he was opposed to the telephone, onprinciple. daughter )
f * / '"' ,*
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I want to say to you that this incident is not from the dark ages.. It happened
in 1958, and in one of the greatest metropolitan centers in this country. -

Now, even in the Supreme Court we haven't kept pace with the times, and I
want to state our deficiency also, because it/' in line with what I have just said.
For instance when, I became Chief Justice in 1953, the docket entries were still
being made in longhand, and it wasn't until 1957, four years later, that we began
using a typed loose-leaf docket, which simplified the work and the manpower
in the office very greatly, and the speed also, of course.

Incidents such as this-and tiere are others-of themselves suggest the need
for a thorough systems analysis of the mechanical operations involved in our
court system.

The Criminal Justice Act became effective August 20, 1965, and is of special
interest to all members of- the bar since, for the first time, it provides at least
some remuneration for lawyers appointed by the court to represent defendants
in federal criminal cases.

The statute is administered under a variety of plans adopted in the district
courts with the approval of the judicial councils of the circuits, although the
claims for compensation are paid centrally by the Administrative Office.

The number of counsel appointed between the effective date of the Act, August
20, 1965, and April 30, 1966, has reached 12,383, and it is now believed by the
Judicial Conference Committee on the administration of the Criminal Justice
Act and the Administrative Office that the number of counsel appointed in the
federal courts per term is not likely to exceed 20,000, unless the statute is amended
to cover postconviction proceedings and other cases which are not now included.

There is, of course, a considerable interval between the time of appointment
and the presentation of claims on completion of service, so it is understandable
that the volume of claims has not yet reached the Administrative Office and
that it is still too early to estimate the costs of carrying out the statute. The
report to the Judicial Conference last March indicates, however, that, in general,
the statute is being administered with restraint and judicial discretion. This is
a tribute to appointed counsel, to the appointing judges, and also to the careful
planning of the Conference committee under the chairmanship of Chief Judge
John 8. Hastings of the Seventh Circuit.

I have in previous years expressed my concern over the costs of administration
in bankruptcy proceedings. The Judicial Conference and the Administrative
Office have been pursuing a -two-pronged effort during the past two years to
effect a reduction! in these costs of administration and, for the first time, we are
beginning to take hope that some success can be achieved. In 1965 costs declined
slightly from the 1964 high of 26.6 per cent of assets realized to 25.7 per cent of
assets realized:

For the past three years annual seminars have been conducted for referees
and at each of'these seminars a roundtable has been devoted to programs for
reduction in costs of administration and related subjects of fees and allowances
aahd' conservation and liquidation of estates.

In addition, detailed studies of costs of administration have been prepared by
the Administrative Office and mailed to all federal judges and referees. -These
studies, which bring iinto focus the particular items of costs of administration
exceeding the national average, have been most helpful in presenting oot data
to the courts. The'presentation of these wst studiede to the chief judges of the
districts ii which costs appear to he excessive hi brought an encouraging response.
Our corts and urt referees must remain always alert to the need for economy
ini bankruptIy administration. : It is to be hoped tl .t the slight reduction achieved
last year is Atne beginning of a trend.

SNow we haVe -a renewal of interest in improving the jury system, The trial
jury is, of course, one of our oldest, most revered and most characteristic judicial
institutions. ', F or a long time most of us have been inclined to take the jury
system for granted. But recently there has been a healthy renewal of interest in
making the jury: systemfairer and more effective in its operation, and there is
much need'for this. 'Complacency about the federal jury system is unjustified.

This is a subject worthy of the attention of everyone.. Since it is so basic to the
administration of justice, it deserves the attention of all courts, state as well as
federal. As far back as the early 1800's President Thomas Jefferson in his first
inaugural address listed the principle bf 'trial by juries impartially selected"
among those principles which "form the bright constellation which has gone before
us, and guided our steps through an age of revolution and reformation.? - l

As evidence of the general interest in this subject, there are no less than 31 bills
now' pending in the House of Representatives and 3 bills in the Senate affecting
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jury selection. Undoubtedly these proposals will be carefully scrutinized and studied
by the committees of Congress and by the Judicial Conference of the United StOBes and
might well be the subject of a study also.by the American,Law Intitute.,

Many of these suggestions made tothe Congress at this particular time may be
appropriate, but in just surveying them generally, it seems to me that some of them
go a long ways and would very ,radically change the relationship between our
Federal and. State Governments, and for that reason, alone should receive the
most careful consideration, and unless the bench and the bar and our learned
societies such as this become thoroughly interested in the matter and debate the
changes that are suggested, I'm apprehensive that some legislation might not go
through and at the same time be ill advised.

One matter above all others which we face as a profession which is of most con-
cern to the American people today is the problem of crime. This concern is
expressed in every walk of life and at every governmental level. So seriously does
the President regard this problem that he has appointed a national commission to
study it and he has appointed a separate commission to study the special problems
of crime in the District of Columbia. In addition, he recently devoted an entire
message to the Congress on this topic and proposed methods in which the nation
can attempt to combat the high incidence of crime in our society. In his message
to the Congress the President pointed up the unrelenting pace of crime and its cost
to our people, not only in dollars but in death, injury, suffering and anguish.

The Congress has manifested its concern through numerous legislative proposals
and through hearings which have already taken place or which are scheduled for
the future.

Certainly, no single group in oar population should be more concerned with
studying the manifold aspects of this problem, its causes and the methods of
meeting them than the bar of this country. Some critics who apparently do not
share the opinion of most of us that we can successfully combat the criminal ele-
ment and five within our constitutional guarantees take the easy approach of
placing the blame for our high rate of crime on our courts and our system of law
enforcement.

Now, you and I know, I believe, that as the President has recognized in his
message to Congress, crime is a problem the root causes of which go deep into the
whole fabric of our civilization and into our moral, social and economic systems.

The work which the Presidential commissions are now doing requires the full
cooperation of our bench and bar; it suggests also the importance of the study of
these problems, not only at the federal level but by our states and our munioipali.
ties. What is required today is intensive study and research into every facet of
crime, of law enforcement and of the administration of justice. We of the bar
face a tremendous challenge and we must respond to that challenge intelligently
and wholeheartedly but without fear, rancor or emotion. ..
SAs a nation, we are dedicated to the rule of law. We take pride in our system.

We have urged upon the other nations of the world the importance of the rule of
law in solving the problems of mankind without resort to arms., We, therefore,
have the duty and obligation to insure that the, rule of law, as we know it, is
administered fairly; that it represents the hopes and aspirations of our people and
that it will fulfill the purpose of the founding fathers setiforth in the Preamble
of our Constitution. . . .. : ,' . ,

The world has already crossed the threshold into the, space ago,i .:We are in
times of rapid change, when people; are not willing to. wait long, periods for solu-
tions to their problems , The problemfwe have,:been discupsing this. morning
need the urgent attention of all of us, W, live in a time when some of the world's
oldest disciplines are reexamining their institutions and bringing their operations
.up to the demands and requirements of thltage. The benoh and, the bar of this
country have the responsibility, likewise, of insuring that our system. pnd our
institutions are responsive to the challenges and requirements of, the age in which
we live. . - . l. . . ; , . .

And, ladies and gentlemen, because I believe that theAmerican Low Institute is
interested in just such things and has dedicated itself to them, I am more than
happy to be here this year and all the preceding yea." ' , have had the pleasure
of oining with you. Mr, President, thank you. , .

[The meeting rose and applauded ; , . i . ,
' President DA4a L. ,Thank you, Mr, Chief Justice, for bringing us. up to date
on the state of the courts an what's. been going on. It was an excellent report,
and we very much appreciate it/ , . , .
; I was very much interested in what.you said about, 4utomatio data proessing
and information retr val. ; We -have through the Joint Committee puti on several^n normali Tet / o
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program fot lawyeypi qu46elabdrate *Onih&itsubject ah4 found iln s4rera1 places
a great deal of interest and I supjpose it will come4 .7~ sb'ould qttzdy 0 hA~ fiqrtlier.;

We will also note "hat you so~ltaOout itjr legslation, nd, weyq y a
concerned with this grime inaittet'whc~iyo~ii hae ~ptesged i qoa. '

You'are veriy W'*el6bni& *t ~ Iwth udi at,~g~yu Ws.~W w6hare a
motion pending before the floor relating to the police's right to stop and frisk;
[la"JghterJ And tjpnot mi~ttpricf bt1ucnss $ tpjop wbpt tppqna Vth~t potjn

Cef Justice WARREN.A fi nlay stay without bngfisked, Il
[Laughter and applause

$enator ERVIN. Onq of. the hazards of saying,4qyt~iing, i Whot you
wl e misquote n if yow are not wisql~oted yol4 ar'e Ike~ Jo b

miscostud I Vik M.AAPrney (Qeneralv1a o YA ~teos r
tions of, the, chief Justice apply to title sL~ow: title TX undirtakes to6
tell the ,State ;whose. names, are .,to goi in; the oJury, boxes- or the,~r
wheels, does itn not?'

Attorx~y General KtEBAwiJ. No,, sir.
senator ERVIN. Well,'it undertakes to .name. the persons,' no, by,

name but by, clopeii whosu, Xiames are- requirq4 to be placed by the
State in the jury boxes or the jury wheels, or to have their civi and
criminal prQsecutwnp$ ended jwi thout. ti41,plne or. the other .,

Attorney. Qenerotl KAT*,NBAOU.) 1, think Mr Cha irma, that it isa,
fair statement ,Qft ile ,U to say. that section, 2Q1, ,constitutes a state-!
Ment of prohibjikqR that ithe State cannot, J4 the selection of its, jurYr,
that is ,it, cnpot diserinminatQ against' certain .people for -certain,
reasons,:

Most. fh~ ol hn were emiode nth on tjtut 9Qn
itself, perhaps :alLof; then, Te only one, that. would eause any..ques.
tion I think abouithe Constitution iW~f -would :be, economic. sta't Ius..I wold. think rae,co or, religion', sOx; naional. origin; would, be, dis-
oriminA vewud .tions that~ $he Stat w o no eabl' to midie, in any event.,
should.notIake, ,i

Beyond that-it includes economic status. 14%n man 40i avoid.
that4 ~I thiok ithat i18 the only( issue we really lgwe. there if .we have
one1  ~ alL , eon ,d that, whaC it dooa is prescribe a propedur0 which
cati, be invok~dtry doermining.,whetheror -snot? any oof ,'thqo~ diocrim-,

~t merits tState t widest ,kindrof !lotitqde within those, linil-
tations in how they, wont -,to, aelee;t jri04t Jnliko; ao ite; , it4oesn't,
tell thexn~whatflsts they m~~y use) how; they, may, 4oO.ts Jrth**

It '~~sa~ the~ad dscinh~a~e n that basi,10 40d; itjlerinit Ithlem,
afargr trl~itiae ~in, title litq, the,,Federal-7--

Senator ERVIN. May I makje; 8,svgeii n cstrutivie: 4Mrend-,

In any proceding Instituted pursuant'4 , iwthin 202 (0f this billb'setlon' 1989
o tt 142 of th United Stdte: Cbde, br in ~any-oritinal poceeclngAn: aniy State

'I wolld egtithat-.that-b6.amenided! to f"prior to tbeiasepti6n! andl
impanelinF of the juyd The way itii.now;yoni! impai~o1- the Jur~
theA 'youmqjl_1_re whether the jty-is fit to! be, iffipaxneled..

'Attorney, efiar~od a KTvtik~cm~ V1tbink itijsidifficult until, y.uJ
know who the jurors are to determine wtither or 'not there has , been,

~ As~I; edestau tibU'a lth uri have. to/be,
drow frm~ti!~ ~he~totbeuryllboxp- I!'otheords;4 tbill
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abolishes the custom that prevails in my State where you can summon
bystanders as jurors to serve.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. No, sir,
Senator ERVIN. I can't find a word in this that allows that to con-

tinue to exist.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Can you point to the word "pro-

hibited," sir?
Senator ERVIN. It says exactly how they.are going to be drawn.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Under title I, Senator, it does, and

it does prohibit that with respect to Federal juries. Under title II
it does not, and I think that kind of underlines the reason why, if that
is your selection of a jury, you can't possibly know whether there has
been discrimination or not until they have gone out on the street and
hauled them in.

Senator ERvIN. This says exactly whose name goes in. Rather it
specifies the classes of persons.

Attorney General IATZENBACH. Which section are you referring
to, Senator?

Senator ERVIN. I am talking about title II. Most courts, all the
courts that I know anything about, the State courts, have a list of
jurors that are summoned. Their names are a matter of public
record, and they are available to counsel. Therefore, it seems to me
that this ought to be amended to say before the jury is impaneled.
Now you don't impanel the jury until after they are selected, becaL.,
under this, after you have impaneled the jury then you can raise the
question. In North Carolina practice, a challenge to the jury must
be raised before you impanel the jury and start trying the case.

I would seriously suggest that you give consideration to striking
out the words "prior to the introductionof any evidence" and to say
"prior to the impaneling of the jury," to make it certain that youget
to raise these questions. ;

Attorney General KATZ NBACH. Senator it f is possible that that
would be adequate in some jurisdictions but you are dealing -here;
with literally thousands of'different ways of selectiigijurors,i and I
think that under those circumstances it is safer to'leave the language
that we have here, which'I believe underpresent lawyou can challenge
a jury any time prior to the introduction of evidence. .

Senator ERvIN. In most- States you can only chlllenge a' juror
prior to the time the jury is impaneled 'If i yu don't challenge him'
prior to that time, you waie'the right to do it, 'under State practice,
which I think is a very salutary;practie. ' /

Attorney General K2ATZENBACH/ Ifdon't see the diffioultyi Senator
frankly, of the language that we ha'e here. What is the difference
whether the jury has been selected? .

Senator ERVIN. The difference is this, Mr. Attorney Generah f Why.
waste the time of impaneling the jury and the~ after you have im-
paneled the jury pass on the question whether the'jury-oughtito have
been impaneled in the first place? ' ; :, i; ;i;

Attorney General KATZENBACH. At' the :chance that counsel is
taking on that, Senatbri I, would think .that Would4 be a deterrent,
unlesshe had:a pretty g0dcase.. i, , t . ° . -

Senator ERVIN. What chance does the attorney take? ,; ,
Attorney General KTZM4iAOdH.i I thiik, aftet that jury is im-

pineled; he is taking quite a chance because if he findsno disorimi-
/ I
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nation he proceeds to go ahead and try the case and in factthat is the
Hobson's choice that every defense counsel faces when he challenges'
a jury, and it is a tough one. . . ,

Senator ERVIN. I think orderly procedure would require that the
challenge be made before the jury is impaneled, - He knows not only/
whose names appear on the jury list, but he also knows any juror who
is called in. They don't impanel him before he is called in. f

Attorney General KATzENBAc -I don't think that I would have
any strong objections to that, Senator, where it fitted the jury practice
You are talking about practice in North Carolina. I think practices
go everywhere. As you mentioned a few minutes ago, that you some-
times ran out in the street to get jurors, if you ran out of names. In.
those situations a fellow runs out and picks 12 white people or .12
Negroes, and he comes in with them. In that situation discrimination
would be taking place right at that moment. If he couldn't challenge
it then, he would have waived his rightiwith absolutely no knowledge
as to what the basis of the selection.is going to be.

Senator ERVIN. But no juror would be impaneled if discrimination
was raised. He ought not to be allowed to accept the jurors, and then
after he has accepted them, challengethem. , In other words, he ought,
to raise that point before the jury is impaneled. I think that is a very
serious question as a matter of orderly procedure, myself. Of course,
it may be that my opinion is based on the practiced have always ob-
served, which I think is a very sound and salutary practice, If a man
is going to challenge a juror, he ought to do it before the jury is
impaneled.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I will be happy to give it further
consideration, Senator.

Senator ERVIN. Now you make an observation that title II only
affects the laws of four States, I believe.:,,I don't know whether: I
misconstrued it. I don't want to misconstrue it or misquote you.

Attorney General KATZENnBACH. I don't believe that-
Senator ERVrn. I believe you said six States as to women and two

'other.States obsome 6thergo.upd. ;. , : ,
AttorneyGeneral KATZNsBACH. Under title II, two types of State

laws regulating jury service by women would be nullified, Is that
what you refer to? ! , . : :

Senator ERnvI. Yes.
Attorney General KA ZTuNBACH. Page 6 of my statement,
Senator EnRk . iAnd 1 believe you said two others,, on some other

ground. . *
Attorney General KATZENBAwCH. Yes sir, three other States with

respect to wbmeni;.Flotida,, Louisiana, and New Hampshire , They
would be.nullified. 1 ;was, talking here} about,tho, State..laws, and
these are the only State laws that It amfamiliar with, after we have
reviewed the,50 States, that:deal with women;
. Senator? ERVIN." iYes. *
-Attorney General KATZNBACs. It :would also affect a number of

State laws, the economic status provision. It could :affect a number
of then State laws, ' .

: Senator EVIN. I was going to suggest that I i
Attorney General KATZNBACI. Yes; that is quite correct.,,

All.',x * .
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SSenator IEnvINi there :are. many States, for example, New York
State is I understand it, requires urors under certain circumstances
to own as much as $250 worth of property. , : '

Attorney; General KATZBNBACH. That is correct, and that law
wbuld benullifiedby title I1. . > .i

Senator ERVIN. We have a law in North Carolina, for example,
that makes a distinction between a regular juror who does not have
to be a freeholder and a tales juror who does have to.be a freeholder.
This law would certainly invalidate that. i

Attorney General KATZENBAOH. Yes; it would.
Senator EnVIN. Now, if I construe this title right, it is designed to

give every person who has a civil action, or any person who is accused
in' a criminal case, the right to demand that the jury shall be a repre-
sentative body, that is at least the sources from which the jury is
selected shall be representative as far as race is concerned, as far as
religion is 'concerned, as far as sex is concerned, -as far as national
origin is concerned, and as far as economic status is concerned; is
that correct? .

Attorney General KATZBNAOH. If I understand your statement
correctly, Senator, I would differ with it. I ,think! that it doesn't
require that with respect to a particular jury that it be representative
in anyrespect at all, as long as those names are chosen bya random
system. Ift does require in setting up a jury list that you not dis-
criminate on any of these bases. So that I would -now your jury list
could be representative or not very representative, by the system that
was taken. But what it couldn't do, it couldn't have been set up in a
way that was designed to discriminate on any of these grounds, You
might end up with quite an unrepresentative jury list on this. It is
possible that an unrepresentative jury list could have been chosen
without any discrimination. 'In other words, it doesn't say if there is
10 percent Negroesin'this county, that 10 percent of the list has to be
Negroes. It doesn't say anything of that kind; nioir indeed, does even
titl6 lin that regard. i:
SSenator ERviN. Well, is this title proposed for the benefit, of liti-

ganti or for the' benefit bf the citizens generally? In: other words, is
this juit nderely to exif.'ce a person's right to serve on anjury?

Attorney General XA'ZENBACH. No, sir. I think it is both.
Senator ERvIN. .nd ii' this means what it says,'for exatnple, under

the present decisions, asNkgro has a rightto raise the question whether
members of his race have, eenaystematically) excluded 'from juries?

Attorney General KATZENb.'ICH. That is right.
Senator EnviN Now the way th4 is phrased, can a4 Negro raise

the issue if White iien have been s~stematically-excluded from juries?
Attol'nby Genferal KkA~sjnAci. :Ye,; he could raised hiatt

" Senator ERvn.i And a 'millionaire dould raise the question whether
paupers have been systematically 'excluded fromn the juries.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, sir. I didn't think the status,
ex 'oir color df'the defendant has anything to dd with the jury sys-

tem indi t' selectiot i  * '**'^ * * *--* * ' . 0 ,- .*.'
Senator EVIN. In other words, is this departing froin theprinciple

that the right to challenge a jury is based 6 4*oh prejudice to the
challenges'? .*, .:. .' , '.- , , ..

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Th t the jury selection system
of that partioilay county is in accord with' the Constitution of the

, I i \ . " "
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United States and with this provision of law. Any defendant could
raise it.! '" .d

Senator ERVIN. This is certainly based upon the equal protection
clause of the' 14th amendment aid nothing else, isn't it? :.

Attorney General KATZENBACH; Yes,' sir. : ' :: : : .
Senator ERV'Ik. Now, normally a person is not entitled to raise

any point in a case unless he has some grounds for raising it, and shows
there is some reason to believe that such, grounds exist; isn't that so?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes. Normally, he :can't raise
it unless he cianshow some prejudice in his particular case, and we
quite conscientiously thought that there were two difficulties with
this, Mr. Chairman. One, what it means is that as long as.a particur
lar defendant gets a fair trial out of this: other defendants may not
raise it. He may continue to have an unconstitutional system of
selecting juries.

The second point for which we raise it, are merely related to the
same thing, I think the problem is to try to. have a jury, selection
system that' oerates in accord with the Constitution, and that ought
tb be the objective of legislation. I think as I said yesterday, to
some extent, the problem is' illustrated by the: fact that thesupreme
court in your State has had to deal, over quite a periodof:t ime, with
one county where it keeps finding thatthat systein is unconstitutional.
Yet it seems :t be' unable to make that county revamp and reform
its system t be in accord with the Constitution. . ,

Senator jRnviN., Well, that is one county but of 100. .
Attorney; General KAZENBACH. I am sure yoh, would agree ,with

me if it is 'bie county, it is one county too many',i . i. :; .
Senatori'EAxr. But Mr. 'Attorney General, the fact that North

,Carolina is enforcing the 14th amendment, in this respect 'islpretty
good' reason for the' Federal' Govetinent not to take control of the
procedures in North Carolina,in myiudgmeritj' 1 , '": i .i

Attorney General KATZENBACi. -We are notiattemptingt0 really
control the irbcedufte itn av T ryw lajor way;land I didn't want:to
. id wbildrti":in teid to single 6ut North :Caroina : just thought
you would be familiar with these cases. IT would tlink'the problems
in North~ i" frliina 'were oensideirably less than th6 problems' in*many

Seinat:dr Eifvl Yes, I think they ie areand that is one reason Itthink
wei  d hadiibtter leaed these niatters to the 'States,' subject to the!power
of the coprt to set aside unlawful State action:i': -.., i; i :.r w
S'Unde 'hatit ecedoes the ,lFederal G6verkment have the right to
ir'esribe i O'fs idcedudeoW State co f * tsl l

I A oirhd GdrhaE ral KA BNs Ad. Ia bld thin as a part of effec-
tuating the equal protection clause of the 14th amendment they could
d' this;- AftrAll, hae have resbribed somewliat' imila procedures.

:"Senator" ERVIN. The' differences r a~ lsed it ,is this : The equal
protect n ttae gives'Oo ogress the iighte t prohibit tho State froni
doing something, but it doesn't give Congress theAright to reqiire'tli
State to do it in the way the Federal Go6verimeit wished;~, Title I,
section 204 'off: this bill donstititte an' attempt fon the p~ai:t of 'the
Congress of the United/ Stiate to piricribe rules! iofi pocedure ifor
State courts. Isn't that true?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes. It requires rules of pro-
cedure; yes sir.
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Senator ERviN. Mr. Attorney General,:do you know of any, Federal
statute which has undertaken to prescribe rules of procedure for
State courts? . '

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Well, the act of 1866.
Senator ERVIN. What does it say?
Attorney General KATZENBACH. In 42 U.S.C. 1982, I don't have

the full text in front of.me, but it requires State courts to recognize
the rights- of now freed men to sue, be parties, and give evidence.
SSenator EviN. Yes.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Those are rules of procedure.
Senator ERVIN. But they are to give evidence according to the

rules of evidence established by the State courts, and they are to be
parties according to the rules of procedure established by the State
courts.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. That is correct, but ,as far as
principle is concerned, they are certainly prescribing a rule of pro-
cedure when they say you must permit these people to give evidence.

Senator ERVIN. The difference is they were given the right to give
evidence according to the laws of evidence established by the State
courts, and to be parties according to the laws of the State. This
goes beyond that.

Attorney Genel KATZJBNBACH. :This goes further, yes.
Senator ERVIN. 'Now, 'of course, Congress can forbid the States

from violating the Constitution, but it can't tell the States how they
are going to function in their search for truth.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Senator, certainly under the 14th
amendment, as interpreted by judicial decisions, a number of rules
of procedure are in effect required as the result of those decisions to
be used in State court proceedings. .

Senator ERVIN. Yes, but is it not true that all of those rules of
procedure were established by: th; States?

Attorney General KATZE(BAH, No, sir.
Senator ERVIN. And not by the Federal Government?

SAttorney General KATZENBACH. Let's take something like com-
ment on a defendant's failure to take the stand.

Senator EnviN. The majority of the Supreme Court hed in that
case that a State law which permitted counsel for the prosecution, to
comment upon the failure .of the defendant to take the stand was
in violation. of the, due process clause of the 14th amendment, if I
recall the case correctly., , .
, No that wasn't an effort to ifescribe how the State would operate
its courts and what procedure it wouldhave. It merely invaldated
a State. law for violation of the 14th amendment, and left it to the
State to adjust its law as it might see fit.

Attorney General KATZENACH. Sir, it seems to me thai the effect
of that, whatever the rules of State procedure were, to say you can't
have that procedure. You can't be permitted :to comment on it.
How aboutproviding free transcript ,
SSenator ERVIN. Providing what?
Attorney General K4TZNBACH. Providing ,a 'free transcript to an

indigent. How about providing counsel? :

* . ^ . / .-tC~ ' '~ - ' . .r ~:/~
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Senator ERVIN.' I don't think that the Federal Government has
any authority to pass a law requiring the State to provide a free
transcript. ' The courts might hold that a failure of a State to do that
constituted a:violation of the 14th amendment, and any act of the
State justifying such action was unconstitutional. But that is a far

Scary from the Federal Government passing a law telling the State what
kind of comments a lawyer could make and what kind he could not
make.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Suppose we drafted this and said
That the appropriate State or local official shall fail to furnish a written
statement of jury selection information subscribed to under oath
containing a detailed description of the following, then it will be in
violation of the 14th amendment. That is just another way of
saying it.

Senator ERvIN. That would be trying to beat the constitutional
devil around the stump and I don't think you can do it.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. No, sir. I am just simply taking
the approach that you took.

Senator ERvIN. No, I don't take that approach.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. You say these are prescribing

procedures and that approach is no good.
Senator ERvIN. I don't take that approach. I take the approach

that'under 'the Constitution the Federal courts have the power to
invalidate State procedures which contravene the 14th amendment.
But I take the position that Congress has no power to go beyond that
and adopt laws which establish affirmative State procedures which the
State courts are required to follow.

Attorney General KATZENB AOH. Sir, you say that is a way of
getting around it. The enactment of the matter is, it seems to me,
with respect to transripts, with respect to provision of counsel, with
respect to commenting on the evidence, with respect to requiring a
State court to go into the voluntariness of a confession, in all of these.
instances the court has said, "'If you don't do these things, you are in
violation of the 14th amendment."

Now it seems to me that when Congress enacts a statute under sec-
tion 65 it can say in effect, "If you don't do these things, you are in
violation of the 14th amendment. These are required practices and
procedures. for you to do."

If you 'feel better about, this by saying "If you don't do this you
can't ,proceedwithithe trial, it seems to me that is not really!very
different from stating the bther. , I would call to your attention a
SC case, the decision of the Court. SC-made a somewhat similar
argument, and the Court said:

We, therefore, reject SC'sb'gument that Congress may appropriately do no
more than to forbid violatiotr of the 15th amendment in general terms, that the
task of fashioning specific remedies or reapplying to the particular localities must
necessarily be;lef. entirely to the Co0rt:. ,

SThat wa. under section 2 of the 15th amendment, but it is pre-
cisely what we are attempting ta do here under the 14th amendment.

Senator ERViN. Mr. Attorney General, I respectfully submit that
the distinction between that case and the point we are discussing is
about Pa wide as the guf which yawns between Lazarus in Abraham's
bosom and Dived in Hell. '
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In that .case Congress was acting uzder a grant of power to enforce
the right of citizens of thel United States to vote, In this case. Con-
gress has no affirmative leisTlative power to prescribe'rules .of pro-
cedure for State courts. Of, course, Federal courts, have a right to
compel obedience to the, Constitution and they have a right to in-
validate State procedures which do. not, comply: with I the constitu-
tional; standard; but I deny that! (ingress has any power ;to adopt
an affirmative rule of procedure for State courts to follow .

Attorney General KATZNBAC. .Senator, leV/s !take one of the de-
cisions of the Supreine Court, any, ohe decided under the 14th amend-
inent. Suppose that Congress. decided either before or after: that,
that it wished to, in implementation of this, use its. legislative power
to prescribe it. Suppose Gorgress said, any of the ,things I' have
just mentioned. In every State court proceeding there must be an
assignment of counseL In every St&te, court proceeding the, judge
must inquire into the voluntariness of the confession., In every State
court proceeding ;the prosecutor may not comment on, the evidence.
And they just simply put that as requirements in implementation of
the 14th amendment. ,' ,l: 1  i: .

I .would suppose they had the legislative power to do it.: And
I don't really perceive how you can have theiri power ito :do that, under
the 14th amendment by;judicial decision but that somehow or other
Congress is denied from stating it in fn affirmative way. under section
5 inm nplemeitation of its, provisions., .w . .. , : , .;

SSehator: ERViN.' That is entirely as' you' put it, ,The distinction
is that the 14th amendment is;aiprohibitib , i. It is not an'affirmative
grant of power to legislate procedure! for the States. On the other
hand the Federal courts,'undoubtedly have, the power: to invalidate
any State procedure which violates, theConstitutiohn. .

Attorney General KATZENBACH; This is' precisely the point of
the SO, case which I cited. The quotation there follows the dis-
cussion dfi the 14th amendment, 18th amendment,, 15th amendment,
and they simply reject the argument thatiyou are making. I;don't
know what the gap was. I can't repeat the gap. . I dont think it
exists ; ' . ' ! : i

Senator ERIN.: Mr. Attorney General, that is a voting rights case.
Attorney General KATZENBAiH. Yes, ir. ,. . i
Senator ERvIN. And it had to do with affirmative legislation of

Congress relating, to Federal matters) and thisis affirmative legislation
regulating Stateatmtters becausethei quxition of priocedre in a State
court;is a State matter ard not aederal-State matters ii' ;! : ;

Attorney General KATZENBACHi4 I is a Federal matter to the extent
that we have the 14th amendment ixvoled,sand Iniust say I simply
don't perqeive he distinction, , T ,guent, C made i , fat case
was you don'taveany powTeruider thel 4 th amendment to do any-
thing but prohibit the Statesfrbm doing something, and the Supreme
Court of the United States said, just as'y6uo hye 'said; Congress
was exercising its affirmatiVe. powers undet the. ljth amendment,
and, here I.am suiggestinig thatd Congress i an exercjie its afrm4tive
powers under the 144th amendment .and i siee n6th g;sacrosanct in
State court procedures: If Ithey, under this, as; Iwould hope you
would agree, if,:they ca, state certain iirles for police offlial under
this matter we talked about yesterday, why i' t they tate, j certain
rules for courts, if these are designed to implement the guarantees j

mi



of the 14th amendment, I don't perceive why judicial procedure
in a State court, should be somehow. o o their scratchy, q.U t as ar
implied exception to ,te power of Congress under section o of the
14th amendment. ,

Senator ERVIN. Mr., Attorney General, you take the position, if
I construe your language right, that Congress would have the power.
under the equal protection -clause of the 14th amendment to, adopt
an entire code of civil procedure which States would have to follow.,

Attorney General KATZENBACH, That was considered appropriate,
legislation by Congress with respect to the implementation of equal
protection of the laws, then I w9uld suppose they had that power
to do it. But I again would raise the same issue that I raised yester-
day as to whether in that broadly defined area such legislation could
really be regarded as appropriate without indication of: a problem.,

Here there have been repeated cases of discrimination .with respect
to State court juries, and the effort here is to straighten out these
procedures, and to allow you to raise it in a State court.

It would be possible I suppose to say any time this, is raised you'i

have an absolute right of transfer to the Federal court and thep
prescribe these exact rules as far as the Federal court iscocerned and
enjoin going any further on it. I don't see a constitutiot)al diffr..
ence in approaching it one way rather than the other. ,,

Senator ERVIN. You see no limitation whatever on the powers, of
Congress udepr the 14th amendment. Is that you position?

Attorney General ATZIENBACH. No, sir. ,lt my be your interpret
tation of what I said, but not what I meant to say.-

Senator ERVIN. I don't want to misinterpret or misconstrue you,
but I thought you said "if Congress thought it was appropriate ,to
pass it,"

Attorney General KATZENBACH. If it was appropriate.
Senator ERVIN. I thought you said if Congress deemed it appro-

priate, Congress would be the judge of its own powers and they
would be unlimited in, ature.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. No, if I said that I didn't mean to,
say it. If Congress deemed it appropriate and the Suprem ,C6ur t
found it appropriate. .

Senator ERVIN. Mr. Attorney General, do you mean to tell me
th3t you think Congress has the power to pass a law which ,would'
determine how long a lawyer would have to argue a case before, a
State jury? ,

Attorney GeneralKATZENBACH. How long he would have to airue;
a case? :

Senator ERvIN. Yes; how long he would be permitted to argue. a
case before a State jury? . '

Attorney General KATZENBACH. It is a little difficult for mei to 0e
the relation of that to equal protection of the law.

Senator ERVIN. That is a question of procedure. Thata is a question
of how State courts proceed in their efforts to try cases and adjudicate,
controversies.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. OI would say matts dof procedure
can affect equal protection of the laws. Where, i isi ecefary to
prescribe a particular procedure in order to effectuaitf the guarantees
of the 14th amendment, I believe that Congress his h"ipower t.doQs,
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In the example that you give, I have great difficulty seeing how
that particular matter of prbeedure would affect equal protection of
the laws. But I can envision that if they said, "If you are defending
a Negro client you can argue for 30 minutes, and if you are defending
a white client you can argue for an hour and a half." and I think that
the Court would have the power to' throw that law out, arid I think
Congress would have the power to say, "You must permit the same
length of time in argument in a case before your court irrespective
of the race, color, sex, or religion or national origin of the defendant
or the plaintiff," and that they could prescribe that by statute and
it would be. perfectly appropriate for them to, although I think quite
unnecessary. ,

Senator EWviN. I would agree with you on the proposition that if
a' State had a 'law: hich said that counsel representing a Ngro
could argue only 15 minutes, whereas, counsel representing a white
party had unlimited time, that the Federal courts could and would
adjudge that as being invalid as denying equal protection of the law.'
But' it does not follow that Congress has the power to tell a Stat
Cou6t hbw i6hg counsel may argue a case.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. No; I agree with you. I said I
thought would be very difficult to relate the length of argument to
equal protection of' the laws if everybody was treated in the same'
way, but I take it you: would agree with me that Congress as well as
the Court could say in a statute, "In all State judicial proceedings
counsel must be given the same rights irrespective of the race, color,
national origin, religion, sex."

Senator ERVIN. I have no quarrel with the fact that Congress can
enforce the prohibition, but I do quarrel with the proposition that
Congress can pass a law establishing affirmative rules of procedure for
State courts. States would have no reason to exist if that were so;
they would have no powers.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I believe that if it is reasonably
necessary to effectuate the guarantees of the 14th amendment, the
Congress has the power to prescribe such procedure. It is my firm
conviction, and I think the idea that all you can do under the 14th
amendment is prohibit something is an idea that the Supreme Court
has unanimously rejected.

Senator EnviN. Mr., Attorney;'General, the Federal Government
can't prescribe the action to be taken.

Attorney General KATZENBACJ .-Where it is necessary to effec-
tuate? ' Y -

Senator ERVIN. I think that the Federal courts could set aside a
conviction or triMl if the State did hot"establish a procedure that would
afford a litigant a reasonable opportunity to present his clairi.

But I disagree with you most affirmatively on the point .whether
Congress can go beyond that 'aid establish State procedure.

It .can certainly invalidate the State's action if its procedure does
riot afford litigants their constitutionaltights. But Congress cannot
exercise the power of the State legislature by prescribing the procedure'

fbr the' State courts. 
"I think perhps-yob 4nd I hve feached an impasse' and your elo-

quence is not going to persuade me that Congregs can'enforcq a pro-
bibtidn'by adptinga i affirmative couitsebf acti;tin; andI do:h6;tlhk
that my feeble efforts are going to convince you of the rectitude of my , I
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thoughts on thi subject, sb I am willing to let that proposition rest
there, except to say that---

Attorney General IKAIZENBACH. I do not give ip hope Mr. Chair-
man.

Senator Evivi. I do not think there is anything in the Constitition
that gives the Congress the power to prescribe rules of procedure to
govern State courts. '

Attorney General KATZEhACH. Do you put rules 'of procedure in
some special category? '
: Senator EiIN.' No, I put them in no special category. The fact

is that the 14th atnendment prohibits certain State action, and it'does
not give Congress the power to supersede the legislative authority
of the States in an affirmative manner.

Attorney 'General KATZENxpAJI. It really is the proposition that
all that the Coibgress cari do under section 5 is to negate various
State procediires, and that it cadrnot prescribe the affirmative steps
that a State tnust take'in this regard?

Senator ERnvN. I would say that under the 14thamendment the
Congress cannot usurp the power of the State to pass affirmative
legislation. All the Congress can do is to establish prohibitions
as the amendment does against State action. Otherwise, Mr. Attor'
ney Generail, the Congress can entirely supersede the State legislatie
power.

Attorney General KATZE4NBAC. The reason why I wanted t6
clarify that point is because it is precisely the argument that you
just made, that the Supreme Court unanimously rejected in the South
Carolina case.

Senator ERVIN. Mr. Attorney General, in the South Carolina case
the question of State court procedure was not involved at all. What
was involved was enforcement of the provisions of the Constitution,
which Congress has the power to enforce.

Now I do not agree that they should have been enforced,"as you
know, in the way that act says, but that question is not involved in
the remotest here, because the only procedures that are set there
concern; Federal courts and not procedures in State courts,

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Whether you put procedures in a
particular point. I thought we clarified the fact that y6ti thought
the power'of Congress wlas limited in terms of negating various State
laws aid practices, and my point was that the Supreme Court quite
explicitly said that it is not confined to negating that legislation, to
take steps reasonably necessary' to prescribe what has to be done: in
order to fulfill this.

Senator ERVIN.. 1 tak6 the position tlat Congress cannot, under
the 14th amendment, step into the field of legislative power which
belongs to the States, and exercise that legislative power of the State
in any pattidular whatever t . .' . .:'

Attorney General KAFZENBACH. You draw a distiiction -btween
saying'-i State may not convict a person, tmay noti constitutionally
ebnyit at person who is not; represented by counsel, and the position
that a Stite mist- provide counsel for defendants in criminal cases:

Senator ERVIN. Yes.. / :
SAttone ~ General KA;xTNBiAOCif. You see those af tWo different.

things? ''' * ** ; * * ..
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Senator ERVIN. Yes. One of them is the enforcement of pro-
hibition and the other is the exercise of affirmative legislation. In
other words to clarify the thing and make it specific about rules.of
procedure, the Federal courts can invalidate State procedure which
is not in harmony:with the assertion of a constitutional right. But
the Congress cannot prescribe the rule of procedure.

Now let's go a little further beyond that point.
Under pedtion 204, a person can challenge the jury without having

any basis whatever for so doing, can he not?
Attorney General KATZENBACH. IHe can challenge a jury, yes, and

as part of his right in challenging that, he can find out how the jury
was selected, the procedures whereby the jury was selected.

Senator ERVIN. He has an absolute legal right to challenge the
jury, even though he has not the slightest basis for so doing.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. He has an absolute right to get a
statement as to how the jury is selected, and if that is the purpose of
the challenge, he has an absolute right to get th t. It is at that point
that you proceed further.

It is very hard, Mr. Chairman, if you cannot even know how a jury
is, selected, and if that information is kept away from you, it is rather
difficult to challenge.

Senator ERVYN. Well, I think the information is normally available.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Well, in that instance all we are

doing here is saying that information has to be, made available.
Senator ERVIN. Mr. Attorney General, as a practical matter, if this,

statute is enacted, and held valid, I can prevent practically any case
ever coming to trial in a State court anywhere in the United States.

In most of the United States there are rural counties. There are
courts of general jurisdiction like the superior court in North Caro-.
lina, which convene at stated periods for short periods of time to try
cases. A lawyer, if he wants to take advantage of an absolute legal
right conferred upon his client can challenge the jury in every case or
in any case;by merely asserting that any rights secured by section 201
of this title have been denied or abridged. He can do that without
having any ground. whatever for so doing, and without having any,
reason whatever to believe there is any merit in his assertion. Is
that not true?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. It is true that he can do that in
order to get this information with respect to juries. It is also true he
can challenge jury selection todayvwithout having any basis. He can
say, "QP information and belief, f think Negroes have been totally
excluded from this jury."

You then have to have a hearing An this subject. A
Senator ERVIN. Yes..
Attorney General KATZENBACH Counsel who does this, and there

the jury has been selected, and selected fairly, had better think a
good deal about it.. This is somewhat offensive to the jury in this
situation, and often somewhat offensive to the court, in this situation.
And so I.would doubt that he would do this anymore than le would
do it today. All he gets out of this is a statement as to how the jury
is selected. I do not see whv--

Senator EBvxN. Here is the difference, and it a very broal differ-
ence, and from a practical standpoint it is a!f wholly irreconcilable
difference. /

/ . i *"
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Now, if counsel challenges a jury, the court says'"All right, we will
hear your titiiony"-and if counsel says "I have no basis for my
challenge that ,I am able to show to the court," the court will 'no4
entertain the challenge and will go ahead and try the case.

But under this procedure, counsel can make the assertion without
having any reason to believe the assertion to be true, and require the
State jury officials to furnish a written statement as' to how they select
people to serve upon the juries.

Senator JAVITS. Mr. Chairman, will the Chair yield for one in-
stance?

Senator EnviN. Yes.
Senator JAviis. To give us an idea of time. I see it is 12:40. 'We

are still on titles I and II. I have have some questions on titles I and
II. So has'Senator Kennedy. We have not yet reached, the floor.
Can we 'have some idea of the disposition of the Chair on this stibjct?

Senator EimN. If y'6u gentlemen want to ask questions at, any
time I will yield to you for it, because I know that every Senator has a
multitude of tasksto 'do, and I know that under the practice in the
Senate, when a man happens' to be chairman of a subcommittee, the
primary obligation to preside and stay rests on him rather than' on
other Members.: So I am perfectly willing io yield to either one of
you,

Senatdr JAvrrS. Mr. Chairman, I wold suggest that Senator
Kennedy proceed if he chooses to and I will follow with questions on
titles I and II:'. Then if the Chair would let us know if the witness
is expecting to finish this afternoon, which wopld mean completing
title IV' I would be ready to ask my questions.

Senator ERVIN. I doubt very seriously that we can reach title, IV
today, because I have received communications from several Senators
who are interested in title IV asking that 'e not reach questions on
title IV today. '

I am frank to state I have a good deal more on title II. ' "
Attorney; General, KATENBACTH. Codld I, in view of your descrip

tion of that, Senator, I would like if I might, with youl permission, to
read a quotatioh from $tate v. Wilson, a 1964 decision of the supreme
court of your State 262 North Carolina Reports 419. ,'

At p&ges 423 to424; itsay s: ,

Reliance byit etate up thie burden of.proof rule and the consequent failure
of the State to offer evidence itsUlly results ih dehyilg the judge th beitefit of
the crucial facts and in arousing suspicion that there has been discrimination as
alleged. : In the instant.case, for example, the evidence fails tc show th iuniber
of white and Negro taxpayers the numl r of white and Negro males subject tq
poll tax, the number of white and Negro women taxpayers, the number of white
persons, male and female 6n'the jury list, the number of Negroes male and female
on the jury list, the matter of drawing jury panels for seSsidns of court, whether
any names drawn from the box for jury service were discarded,: laid' aside or
deliberately not: summoned, the matter of selecting grand juries, *the panels
actually drawn over a reasonable period prior to the current couit session with
disclosure of their racial composition, and lists of grand juries previously hi
service with disclosure' of their racial composition. If these and other pertinent
definite facts were presented, trial judges could make clear findings of fact and
more readily reach proper conclusions. ., . '. ;

It was upon that basip and upon our.feeling that you can, when
the facts are totally! within the control of the jury commission, it'is
extremely difficult for the defendant in a case. He says, "I think the
selection matter !has been discriminatory here."'
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He says, "There are 12 white jurors on here."
The court says, "That does not prove it is discriminatory."
He says, "I think it is, but I do not have any other evidence because

I cannot get it from the jury commission. do not know how they
were selected."

The court says, "You have not proved your case," the North
Carolina court would reverse it.

Senator EavIN. You would put the litigant in the position of the
defendant who did not have counsel. The court asked if he would
like for the court to appoint a counsel and he said, "Yes, but I would a
whole lot rather for the court to furnish me with some witnesses."

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Well, it was for these reasons in
that very fine decision of the North Carolina Supreme Court that we
felt we were entitled to some information here, that it was hard to have
a fair procedure, Senator, that does not allow a person some oppor-
tunity to see whether or not the jury has been selected fairly.

Senator ERnvN. I appreciate you reading a North Carolina case.
I think we have run things pretty well in North Carolina, and I do not
think that we need to have the Federal Government doing the legis-
lating as well as the adjudicating in this field.

Senator KENNEDY. Mr. Attorney General, I gather from the
testimony which you have presented to this committee, and which
you have substantiated here this morning, that you feel that there is in
many areas in many States of the South a serious problem of dis-
crimination against Negroes in serving on State juries as well as on
Federal juries.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I think there is a problem of
discrimination in a number of counties at least with respect to State
juries.

I think the Federal problem has been somewhat different, Senator.
To the best of my knowledge there has been no discrimination in
Federal juries of any intended or unconstitutional sort, but the jury
panels have resulted because of the system of jury selection in quite
disproportionate representation on the panels with respect to Negroes.

Senator KENNEDY. Now, the Southern Regional Council has
provided some figures, and I would like to. know whether they are
substantially what you would agree with, that in Alabama 30 percent
of the voting age population is Negro, yet it is estimated that only
5 or 6 Negroes are on a typical jury panel of 110.

In Arkansas, which has a population that is 20 percent Negro, it is
estimated that 4 Negroes are on aqouble panel of 50, and in 11 States
of the South, 6f the 28 court clerks and 129 jury commissioners
attached to the Federal courts all ape white and all are appointed by
65 white district judges.

The point that I am trying to suggest, and I think itis borne out
well by your testimony, is that there is a critical need today for
making provisos for this section 2.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I certainly think there is, Senator,
and there have been at least six decisions on jury discriminations
since January of this year.

'Senator KEN DY. Apld you fundamentally believe that in order
to :provide justice that home kind of adjdstment<has to be nmade-I
am just now directing my. attention to.ititle. H 'on; this-as far as
State juries are oncetned in order to provide q ual justice under law |
inthe South. / ,
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Attorney General KATZENsAC. i. Yes, I do, Senator, ...
Senator KENNEDY. Now the approach which is followed and sug-

gested by title II, as I understand it, is modeled after the approach
which was initially used and eventually adopted in the Congress and
the Senate in the civil.rights bill of 1967, as far as giving power to the
Attorney General to participate in these suits.

Could you describe for the members of the committee, what your
reasoning was for utilizing that approach an approach many of us,
in light of the recent history and experience, would question rather
than a triggering device or a more dramatic effort which has substan-
tially been supported in the more recent civil rights bills, and which
I think provide a greater degree of effectiveness in meeting this prob-
lem?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Well, there would be two reasons,
Senator.

First, I think the effort by the Federal Government in 1957 and 1960
to see whether you could not get voluntary compliance with voting,
given the facts at those times made sense, rather than taking the much
stronger affirmative remedies that were taken with respect to the 1965
act.

Admittedly, the case-by-case approach of doing this did not work
there primarily because of the fact that voting registrars simply did
not comply with it.

It would be my hope at least that in the field of juries, where the
responsible officials are judicial officers themselves, that the great
bulk of them would review their jury selection system and bring it
into compliance and would be assured that their jury commissioners
were in compliance.

I would hope that that would be true. If that did not prove to be
true, if you had to have repeated litigation, then I would think the
Congress should act to do more. But it really is an effort-I do not
know whether the chairman would agree with me or not-it is an effort
to put as much State responsibility as I think can be put to secure as
much voluntary compliance with the law to leave States as free as
they can be left and still do justice in these cases.,

I am frank to say it may not work, Senator, as we would hope that
it would work. I would like to try it.

Senator ERvIN. I would say although I do not share your opinion
about the desirability of this legislation, I do share your desire of
leaving as much authority as possible in all circumstances to local
people, because I happen to believe what a great Bostonian once
said to be the truth: Justice Brandeis said that the States are the only
breakwater against the ever pounding surf which threatens to submerge
the individual and destroy the only society in which a personality can
exist.

I think when we keep concentrating power in the Federal Govern-
ment, especially if we go beyond what is absolutely necessary, that
we are making an error for the future welfare of the country..

Senator KENNEDY. Do you think Mr. Attorney General, that :in
light of the recent experience it would be reasonable for us as members
of the committee to conclude that the other means of. a triggering
device would be the most effective way as far as your role as the
chief law enforcer? Do you see any real problems with regard to the
constitutionality of a ,riggeripg device, if the; me bers of this com-
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mittee feel that this would be the most effective way of combating
the problem?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I would think at least, Senator,
you would have a problem on youth triggering device as to the accuracy
of statistics in this regard, which I think could cause a problem which
we were able to avoid in the voting situation.

Senator JAVITS. Would the Senator yield?
Attorney General KATZENBACH. I think it could raise some prob-

lems there.
Senator JAvIrs. I have offered a triggering device amendment, and

I hope the Attorney General will give us his views on that at his
earliest convenience and have it printed in the record.

AttorneyGeneral KATZENBACH. I would be happy to Senator.
I would not want my remarks to be thought to believe that title 2
here is going to be ineffective. I think it can be effective.

The triggering device, I do not know what the problems may be in
particular. 'I cain suggest there might be a lot of litigation with re-
spect to the selection process. 'I am not sure that over the long haul
on this you db not get more voluntary cooperation out of this kind of
thing than you do out of a triggering device, which is almost sre to
get a at least initial resistance to it. .

I believe that with the increased registration of voters and the in-
creased political partiipation generally by Negroes bf the South, that
while we have a loihg ay to g6, there has been a considerable change in
attitudes, considerable compliance with other statutes, and I would
hope that the tremendous resistance that we got on voting which re-
quired the 1965 act would riot alsi be tiue in the ease of the selection
of jurors.

Senator KENNEDY. Cbuld I ask yo' this: In light of the Swain
case and the. opinions .of Goldberg, th' Chief Justice and others,
what is your feelirig on shifting the burden of'proof to the States in
situations such as this?

Attorney General KATZEN4ACH. We have come, it seems to me
vbry close to doing that really' here, by requiring that all the deb
fendant here, or the person complaining, has to do to benefit under this
system has to have some evidence. And if heproduced som efidenice
then the State must produce, its' records and, if the records d6 not
permit a determination to be definitely made, then the burden shifts
to, the appropriate State officials to produce additional evideine that
shows that the denial 6r abridgement did not occur. It is shifted
at least to that extent. '

I think that that is a pretty satisfactory-if after ydu have gotten
a complete description of how the idry system woiks, if at that point
you have not been able to produce any evidence of discrimination,
I would think that at that point you could drop it. But if there. is
any evidence of discrimiiatibn, then you move ahead.

"Some evidence" is a terni of art, and it is a god deal less than a
prima facie case that you have to. make. I think you ought to have
to show some evidence f you have this much information given you.
So We really di shift thb burden aftbrthe initial stage.

Senator KiNNEDY.' It w e'wre tO spell that out inclearer language,
do you have any reservations? :

'Att6rney Geieral KAft nu tBiAcx: No. '0
'It mnay well be tat it ain be spelled bdut e66 early. n

/ * /
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Senator KENNEDY.' I Want'to ask what your opinion would be with
regard to requiring the States to record on the basis of race their jury
records. What would be your opinion about that?

Attorney General KATZENBACHI. To keep them that way?,
Senator KENNEDY. Yes.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Oh, I think that is a reasonable

requirement. I think it is almost essential if you are going to be
able to prove it and make a case. That kind of recordkeeping, there
is nothing unconstitutional in that kind of recordkeeping. It has
been recognized by the Supreme Court with respect to decrees and so
forth, that it may be necessary to keep that kind of record.

Senator KENNEDY. You would find no problem if: therewas an
amendment to include that kind of provision in the bill?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. No. It is a little awkward in a
way, Senator, because we have not prescribed here any records 'that:a
State has to keep, other than the records that it keeps itself. We then
said if, however, there is some evidence that if they do not have any
records they are going to have a hard time carrying the .burden
where there is a finding of discrimination, then you can require a
kinds of records be kept.

We have niot prescribed what records they would keep or be re"
quired to keep.. . :

Senator Kennedy. One of the things that might be done is to
require States to keep whatever they report with respect to jury
service.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes; that approach could be taken,
Senator.

I think they are going to be hard put if they do not have records
to prove that this system has not resulted in discrimination. So I
think this is sort of an incentive really to keep records in the manner
suggested by the extract I read from the decision of the North Carolina
Supreme Court.

Senator KENNEDY. You mean if a question is raised by a defendant
as to the system by which the jurors are selected?

Attorney General KATZENBACH, Yes .
Senator:KENNEDY. Then you think it would be almost essential for

the State to carry the burden of demonstrating from records that
they keep on the prospective jurors and the jurors' race that there
has been no discrimination.

Attorney General KATZENBACH I would, think so. . .
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you very:much.

..Senator ERviN. In fact, you would have to have a quota system
would you not? ;

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Quota system?
Senator ERVINi Yes.

.Attorney General KATZENBACH. No. I :think there has to be some
relationship. .I think there are. the laws of, chance, and if you have
got 30 percent Negroes the laws of chance would be against your get-
ting 1 percent on the jury. 1I do not think they would be against you
getting 16 percent or. 18 percent.: I .

Senator ERnvi. The opnly sofe thing for the State would be to
establish a quota system would it not? ,
,Attoriey General KATziiNBACaH. .I think that a. system iof selection

with a quota system would be quite clearly ii violai'on:sof this.. , i
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Senator ERVIN. That is what I thought, but I thought that would
be about theonly way the State could have the proper percentages.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Would they not have to say they
had a quota system when you asked how they were selected?

Senator ERVIN. Yes.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. You would not expect them to

perjure themselves.
Senator ERVIN. No; you would set it aside on that ground. I was

just pointing out that if the State wanted to have evidence of no
discrimination they ought to have a quota system, even though that
would be unlawful.

Senator JAVITS. Mr. Chairman, I will keep the witness not over
10 minutes., Will that be satisfactory?

It is 3 minutes to 1. It would be a great accommodation to me,
knowing that it is lunch time.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. You can keep me all day, Senator.
I. am at your service.
, Senator JAVITS. Mr. Attorney General, one of the amendments

which I have put in would give the prosecutor under title I the power
to challenge the composition of the jury himself. That is not now
contained in the law, and I gather you have said that the right
exists under existing law. Has that right ever been used in modern
experience?

SAttorney General KATZENBACH. I cannot recall a case where we
have challenged a Federal jury. I can recall cases where we have
suggested in our prosecution, one recent one, that the jury was not
selected as it should have been selected, and the case should be retried.
And I can recall other instances where we have found that the jury
system.was not in accord with what we thought was right, where we
have suggested that changes be made in the jury system.
' f-I do not recall any challenges, at least in terms of a trial.

Senator JAVITS. May I say that the reason this has troubled me is
because I do think, and I am speaking carefully as a lawyer, that there
has been very grave concern in legal circles that in many of these cases
which have resulted in acquittal, the acquittals might not have been
granted if another jury were sitting on the case. This is because of
local climate in which such decisions have been made, and the compo-
sition of thesejuries. / .

Now again, as I said, and I speak carefully as a lawyer because this
is a very dangerous idea you cannot rely upon juries in certain States.
Hence the reason for endeavoriig insofar as we can, to enact titles
I and II, which I consider constitutional, as you have them, and
extremely important to tb total scheme of this legislation..

That is why I was so doTly concered with the question ~f< giving
the prosecutor the same right, because you cover everything which
might prejudice a defendant but you donot cover what might preu-
dice the Uiited States specifically, and therefore I. wondered whether
you felt you were on strong enough ground, without. anything in title
I, to give yourself that right as a prosecutor .

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I simply ave confidence that as
far as the Federal system is concerned, that the Congress prescribes
this, that the judges wSuld carry it out ii the fashion here prescibed.

, Senator JAvTrs. And yoi< see no needfor giving the authority to
the prosecutorspeifically? :

/ , i . I
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Attorney General KATZENBACH. I do not think it is really neces-
sary. I am not trying to say that as opposition; I thik' I am
reluctant because of my own views as you are and as you have indi-
cated, Senator, to give too much power to the prosecution.

Senator JAVITS. But you do give the power to the defendant?
Attorney General KATZENBACH. The defendant does have the

power.
Senator JAvITs. If you feel the courts would carry it out anyway,

there must be some reason for giving it to the defendant. Is not
that reason broad enough to give it to the prosecutor as well?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Well, it is a right that the defend-
ant has a good deal of stake in. We could not take the right to chal-
lenge a jury, I do not think, away from him.

Senator JAVITS. He can raise an appeal today under existing law
and it does cover him there.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. He can raise it habeas corpus.
Senator JAVITS. That is right.
Then he goes through jeopardy, however. This is the thing that

troubles me, however. I offered the prosecutor's amendment because
of the acquittals in cases which have made such a very bad impression.

Now, again I repeat as a lawyer, I cannot challenge them.- They
were acquitted. But I. do think we can take precautions to see that
at least we put our best foot forward in that regard.

Attorney General KATZoNBACH. I would be happy to consider your
amendment.

Senator JAVITS. Thank you,
Now what will happen if a prospective juror refuses to disclose his

race or religion as required by 1865(a)? Will he then be disqualified
from service?

Attorney General KATZBNBACH, No; I state that for the reason that
it is not a qualification for being a juror.

Senator JAVITS. So that he could refuse to answer?
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Perhaps I ought to make it clear.
He does not have to disclose on that form anything that does not

go to his qualifications for being a juror. The reason for the: dis-
closure is simply to have records to tell you something about how yoii
system is working, and if he objects to disclosing any of those things
that have no relationship to--

Senator JAVITs. Intimidationj for example, could be effective to
cause that to happeih.. ,

Do you fear any holes in what you are trying to legislate as attrib-
utable'to that faCtf? I really do not* think you can do muihlabout it.
SAttorney General KATZENBACHL. Ido not think so. I: do not quite

frankly think, while religion is in here. I do not quite frankly think it
makes very much difference, because I am not familiar thatther e are
really problems of religion in any of the Federal systems. I do not
really have strong feeling about disclosing that.

With respect to. the disclosure of race, it would seem to me under
this procedure that if a person did not want.to disclose the race,' that
it would be relatively simple for the jury commissioner to simplyinote

Senator!JA VTS. Now one last -technical question oh title I
We note that subsection (c) of section 1867 speaks of the pro

cedures in this title as the exclusive means by which. a person may
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challenge any jury in a case. I hope that it will be made clear, and I
would like the Attorney General to do that, that this is not taking
Away:any existing right to challenge an appeal, but rather conferring
a new and additional right.

Attorney General KATZBNDACH. That is correct.
Senator JAVITs. That is correct.
Now, moving to Title II, under the title as you have drafted it,

can suits be brought by the Attorney General on a statewide basis or
must they proceed on a county-by-county or.district-by-district basis?

What is the Attorney General's understanding of that?
SAttorney General KATZENBACH. They can be brought against

a State or'a political subdivision, but I suppose whether yor can bring
it against a State depends whether this is a statewide practice.

Senator JAVITS; Ye,
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Or a practice peculiar to this

particular political subdivision?
Senator JAVITs. The authority is broad enough to give the Attorney

General the discretion?
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, if the State is an appro-

priate-
Senator JAVITs. I understand.
The reason is that many of these States have enormous numbers

of counties. Georgia, for example, has over 230 counties,
Attorney General KATZENBAOH. Yes, I am very familiar with that.
Senator JAVITS So. that I just wanted the record to be clear that

the Attorney General felt he had that authority.
: Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes.
Senator JAVITS, I assume you consider that you have great flexi

bility in joining groups of counties, sections, districts, or the State?
,.Attorney General KATZENBACH, Yes, you could join them, I

think where there was a like problem, you could join them.
Senator JAVITS. Now section:204 we note gives the parties the

right to obtain records. Can we assume that if discrimination is
demonstrated, proceedings will be enjoined and a new jury selected?

As we read the statute, it does not follow through. It maybe less
obvious, but I do think it should be made clear as to exactly what
does ;occur. ' .

Attorney General KATZBEBACH. It is not stated, and perhaps it
should be, but' Ithink it is clear thatif you do not; follow the pro-
cedures set down in here, you cannot have a constitutional conviction
if you and I are right about the ftnstitution. _

Senator EnviN. Pardon me. ~nder this if a State:is found to be
in- violation, of the bill's provisionV it could riot. operate its courts
unless it reconstituted its jury source, as. I construe it.

Attorney: General KATZNBAAOH. The State dould not operate its
courts unless what? /

Senator ERVIN. The State could not try the case because there is
compulsion here inferentially to; reconstitute the jury. .
. Attorney General 'KATZBiNAc. That is correct: .,; :
SSenator JAvitrs. Ourtpoint is that the procedures are spelled out

when the Attorney General brings - suit. What I am trying to do
is to got the !analogy fo when the parties act al hne. Will the same
thing hsppen?-. '-, .:n: *' *. ' T-

IJin other; words, does the :statute; as the Atto'ney General has
draftd it contemi ato- that the same thine will haDDen? Must a
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jury be reconstituted and a new jury selected? Must those proceed-
ings be enjoined?

You see, we find in reading it-perhaps the Attorney General and
his staff would like to go over it agaia--

Attorney General KATZENBACH. It is not spelled out. Perhaps it:
should be spelled out.

I think the sanction we depended on here is if you proceed with a
jury that is not in accordance with the procedures here, you have got
an unlawful conviction and it has to be set aside.

Senator JAVITs. On appeal?
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes.
Senator JAVITS. On appeal?
Attorney General KATZENBACH. If they proceeded, it would have

to be set aside.
Senator JAVITS. Will the Attorney General re-read that to see

whetheriit would be desirable to spell out the procedure which Wouldi
ensue on suit by the parties is the same as that for a suit himself

I come lastly to this triggering device. Now the thing that mbti-
vates me there, and I would like the Attorney General's commenton
that, is that the 1957 law to which analogy is made here was ineffec-
tive. ;We had to pass a 1965 law. The 1965 law was based. on a
triggering device, and the courts have sustained it.

Now the question. Why should we not therefore profit from
experience and include the triggering device here, since we have been
over this course before, and found that the other is too slow, too
ineffective, too limited in its case-by-case application to effect the
measure of remedy which the situation in the 1957 Act on Voting
required. If there is an analogy then, why do we not profit by
experience?

Attorney General KATzENBACH. I would I think just repeat what
I said to Senator Kennedy, that I would hope that we have made more
progress than that. We are dealing with a different group of officials.

I believe I am correct in saying that even under your triggering
device somebody would have to go to court to go through this, would
they not?

Ithas that difference from the voting, where that was not required.
Senator JAVITS. That is true.
Attorney GOneral K(AZNBAOH. You would still have to go through

the litigation process, and it really goes more to the judgment of, the
evidence in it than it does to, it seems to, me, speeding up the process,
and I am not saying that in saying that that is not a, proposal that
ought,Atoi be considered. We considered it, something like that, and
thought that this might be as effective and might not have the diffi-
culties of having to proceed by judicial proceeding.

Senator JA'rs. I think this is true, but of course you do settle the
question of proof very firmly and make it, very much simpler to prove
the case, and--
, Attorney General KATZiNBACH. Except for the statistical problem.
Senator Jvrrs. -Yes.;: . :,
Attorney General KATZENBAOH That we may have. ,
Senator JA7WTs That s true. It will require recordkeeping, but of

course we have that in the voting records and the census figures of the
number of Negroes and the number of whites who are in a particular
community . To that extent you already have that kind of record
vailable which could also be applicable to these jury cases. : i$ :
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Personally, I believe that we should have i*atriggering device, that
this is a really serious injustice, for which there has been much suffering
over very long.period of time, that we should profit from our experi-
ence in the fact that it is slow and cumbersome and difficult to prevail
in a case-by-case method with a largely open-end method of suit.

But I do agree that this will still require suit.. I do think that we
are entitled to give the suing party the benefit of: every ingenuity
which we have which will stand up under the Constitution to. correct
what is admittedly a situation of gross injustice-discriminating in
who shall serve upon a jury to judge a man in respect of his liberty and
perhaps his life.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Could I make just two minor
observations on that.

I have been encouraged by the extent to which the States' supreme
courts, two decisions, for example, by the Supreme Court of Mississippi
have found the jury selection recently to be unconstitutional, and it
indicates some willingness, interest, integrity on their own part to try
to do something about this.

Again in line with my earlier statement, we are dealing with judges
here. We may have more at this time, in effect, with these people
voluntary compliance than one might expect with respect to voting
in 1957.

The second comment I would make is that I would think if the
statistics under the triggering device, your automatic rule were avail-
able and able to be used and so forth, that probably those same statis-
tics, the same procedure would serve to show the discrimination under
our rule. I am not sure that there is a very major difference between
them.

Senator JAVITs. Mr. Attorney General, there is a question of very
important purpose in what you say, and'I would like to reply to that.

It implies and I doubt that you mean it, but it does imply that to
induce appellate courts in areas of the country where there has been
a gross evil to do what is right you have to give them a statute which
is less than the maximum we can devise in order to bring about justice.

I would challenge that concept. I think if these courts have the
desire to do what is right, they are going to do it anyhow, and they
ought to do it anyhow, and that we should not do less than what is
required of us in order to bring justice to a highly unjust situation,
because we wish to make the courts feel well, we are not going too
hard on the subject now, andi therefore they will be more likely to
do what they ought to do. '"

I think that I detect that in the approach, and I think it is wrong.
I do not say that in any sense of opposition. I think we are both
very much on the same side in trying to do everything that needs
to be done. But sometimes it is good to have these things laid on
the table for one's own consideration as I lay it on the table for your
consideration.

I do not think we are going to changoeone decision in any Southern
court by doin. all we can to correct, this situation, and I am for
doing all we c -a, rather than, as we did in 1957,'go,part of the way
and then in 1965 find that it does riot wbrk adequately. We have
to go the rest of the way which we could have gotne in 1957 especially
because we are dealing with judges, and yoiudo not have the impact
of the civilian who, you could perhaps mollify 'somewhat by nob |
being too. trong., ! ' ' .
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Senator ERVIN. We have pretty good juides down there. .j . 'T
Senator JAVITS, I am not quarreling with that, Senator. Y ou

yourself were one of the best. It would be invidious to qtarrel wibl
that. But this is the framework and mores ofi entries. We under-
stand that only too well, and we are hoping and praying that it may
have an influence upon! thinking in these areas as I. think it jaready
has. . . ' - , * . .. : : :

I do not think that: we ought to stay our hands. If ingenuity and
wisdom can devise the best means, we ought to legislate ithe best
means.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. . .
Senator ERVIN; I just make the observation I am always intrigued

by triggering devices because you can hit something without aiming,
It happens in many cases that it is not the appropriate target as has
been proved in North Carolina by the triggering device in the voting
Rights Act of 1965. .

We will take a recess now until 2:45, if that is satisfactory to you.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes. .:
Senator ERvIN. Thank you.
(Whereupon, at 1:15 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene

at 2:45 p.m., the same day.)

AFTERNOON SESSION

Senator ERVIN. The subcommittee will come to order.
I think we have agreed on the proposition that under title II,

counsel for any litigant has an absolute right, regardless of whether
he is able to show any basis for so doing,' to assert that the rights
secured by section 201 have been denied, and automatically, the ap-
propriate jury officials must furnish a written statement concerning
the method of jury selection.

STATEMENT OF HON. NICHOLAS deB. KATZENBACH, ATTORNEY
GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES, ACCOMPANIED BY DAVID
SLAWSON, ATTORNEY ADVISER, OFFICE OF LEGAL COUNSEL,
AND ALAN MARER, ATTORNEY, CIVIL RIGHTS DIVISION, DE-
PARTMENT OF JUSTICE-Resumed

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, I think that is essentially
right, Senator.

Senator ERVIN. Now this written statement requires a detailed de-
scription of the following:

First, the nature and location of the sources from which names
were obtained for inclusion in the wheel, box, or similar device.

Second, the methods used and the procedures followed ia selecting
names from the sources referred to previously for inclusion ini the
wheel, box, or similar device.

Third, the methods used 'fr selecting names of prospective jurors
from the wheel, box, or similar device for testing, or otherwise der6non
strating their qualifications f6r jury service.

Fourth. The qualifiqations, tests, standards, criteria, and proce-
dures used .in determining whether prospective jurors re qualified to
ser e as jiirtrs. '++ : . . " +' i ,'++ +:+ ' ,
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Fifth. The methods used for summoning or otherwise calling per-
sons for jury service and assigning such persons to grand and petit
iury panels.
SHow long do you think it would take, after the assertion was made,

for local jary officials to get up a statement in that detail?
fAttornoy General KATZENBACH. I do not know, Senator. I sup-
pose that it could be done in a few hours, and I would suppose once
done, if it were true; it would be done for that district for all cases.
In fact they might even do it in advance just so'they could have that
statement to file.

Senator ERVIN. That would be the wise thing to do because con-
ceivably it might take several days for them to be able to furnish this
written statement.

In my State the jury list is compiled by the Board of County Come
missioners, most of whom are laymen, and it would be quite a tedious
task for them to compile a written statement of this magnitude and
detail. ;, I can conceive of it taking 3 or 4 days to do that, unless they
follow the example of the man who had a copy of a prayer perched on
the head of his bed and pointed each night to it and said, "Lord, them
is my sentiments."

Now of course they could set up a form, but that form would hardly
apply to methods used for summoning the jurors except in times
past, would it?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. It just does. not impress me,
Senator, as a very formidable task. I would assume that the people
selecting the jury wouldd have some knowledge, I would hope some
fairly detailed knowledge, of what it was they were doing. That is all
that is asked here. It says "Sit down and describe what you are
doing."

Senator ERVIN. I think they would be aware of what they are
doing, but they are not only required to state what they have done, but
they have to state what the law of the State is.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Well, that is something that can
be found.

Senator ERVIN. Yes.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. And it is something that they

have to not only-Gosh, Senator, if they do not know what the law of
the State is, they are not familiar with it, they are not very good
jury commissioners.

Senator ERVIN. I would thinkthe lawyer in the case ought to be a
little bit better posted in the law than some layman.

Attorney General KATZENBACHt. Yes.
Senator ERVIN, And also, the statutes of my State concerning jury

selection cover several pages. It would take quite a long document
just to set out the standards and the qualifications that the law
requires.

I would say at a minimum that the furnishing of this kind of a
statement would delay a trial anywhere from 3 or 4 hours to possibly •
3 or 4 days, all of which is done without any evidence whatever that
there has been any improper action in connection with the preparation
of the jury lists.

Now I will call your attention ito the provisions of section 204,
subsection (b) as they appear on the top bf page 19, starting With the
word "provided " in the first line. /

/ */
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Attorney General KATZIeNBACO . Yes.: , ,
'Senator ERVIN. I will ask, after the jury officials have furnished this

detailed statement, the party who has not elicited a single syllable of
evidence; to indicate aby discrimination in preparation i of, the jury
lists, can subject the jury officials to crossexamination as a matter of
right?: ', '

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes.
Senator ERVIN. He can ask them questions. raout anything that

is relevant to the manner.' i which the jury selections were, made?
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes.
Senator EnviN. I live in an. average county. We probably have

25,000 people who air old noigh ungde r laws to serve on tWe jiry,
and as I .construe tlhs bill, the a4todey who has made 'the objection,
which may be totally without basis, can then priced to ask each
one of these jury commissioners every relevant question about not
only the people whose ames were placed in the jury box, but he can
also ask every question that has any relevancy about each of: the
people of the age of 21 years and up whose names were not placed in
the jury.boxor the jury wheel, can he not?

(At this point Senator Kennedy entered the hearing room.)
Attorney General KATZENBACH. I would suppose that it;would be

very difficult to establish the relevancy of that. But if you, assume
which I would not, that that is relevant, then I suppose he can ask
any relevant question. I am sure he can ask any relevant question on
cros-examination. , . .

Senator ERVIN. The title requires that there be no discrimination
on account of race or religion or sex or national origin or economic
status, and it is plainly apparent to me that the attorney can ask
each one of the jury officials any questions which are necessary to
reveal the race or the religion or the sex or the national origin or the
economic status of every person whose name is included in the jury
box or the jury wheel, Is that not so?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I would not think so, Senator. I
honestly,woul4dnot.

I would think the questions here are to the method of selection of
how those hings are accomplished, and I think you can satisfy people
that this is done by a random arbitrary basis, then I would not think
it was relevant to say what do you know about each individual in
this county, that if that is not perfectly clear fromthis, as I believe it
to be, then certainly we ought to say that he cannot ask about every
person in the county.,; It does not seem to me that that would be
done. ;

Senator ERnvN., I would have to hold if I were the presiding judge,
that an attorney had a right to ask all those questions, not only about
everybody whose name appeared in the jury box or jury wheel, but
everybody of age to serve as jurors who were resident in the county.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Do you take the view, Senator,
to help me a little bit on this, that that can presently be done?

Senator EnviN. No because presently an attorney must show that
there is some basis in fact for his assertion.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. You think if he made whatever
he would regard as sufficient showing to be done, he would then be
entitled to ask about all these people from what did you say, 2,500
people?.,

#IN-5MlP--r 4.-nt 1-..-1 P
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Senator ERVIN. 25,000 I said in. my county.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. 25,000?
Senator ERVIN. Yes, sir.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Do you think when the Supreme

Court in North Carolina in State against Covington at -258 North
Carolina 495 at page 500 said this, they meant that? They said
there:

When the trial court denied defendant's motion to'require process for issue of
certain named officials in Union County to appear and give evidence relative to
the preparation of the jury list and the drawing of jury panel and grand jury for
the February term 1962, and denied his motion for reasonable time to inquire
into alleged facts in respect to the intention of exclusion of Negroes born of their
race from the grand jury which returned the indictmients, it would seem that
defendant was denied a reasonable opportunity to produce evidence, if any such
evidence exists as he contends.

Senator ERVIN. No, not under North Carolina practice but under
this bill he would, and in that case a preliminary showing was made
indicating that there was some discrimination.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Suppose that he did. I thought
your proposition was if you permit cross-examination, all of this is
relevant.

Now, if that is your proposition, and certainly some of these
things you will agree with me are embodied in the Constitution itself,
that he can go and inquire as to all those 26,000 names under existing
practice; if not, then the law of North Carolina must be that hb cannot
cross-examine these witnesses or examine these witnesses on relevant
questions.

I do not think they are relevant, that is all.
Senator ERVIN. The difference is in that case, as in all North

Carolina cases, the North Carolina court did not make an inquiry
into this matter unless the accused or the litigant first makes some
showing indicating that there is some basis to believe that the jury
has not been properly constituted. But underr this bill, no showing
is required in the first place, and even though the jury commissioner
Makes a statement under oath which indicates that there has been
no discrimination, nevertheless under this bill,' the attorney for the
litigant' has an absolute right to cross-examine as adverse witnesses
these jury commissioners, and anybody else having knowledge of
relevant facts.,

Now, the relevant 'fact is, have people been denied the right to
serve on grand or petit juries on account of race?

-How are they going to determine that question without determining
both the race of the people whoe names are in the jury box or the
jury wheel and the race of the parties who are excluded from\the jury
box or the jury wheel?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. No, sir.
I think what is relevant here is the methods used, the procedures

followed in selecting and the qualifications, tests, standards, criteria,
procedure used, and the other matters./ ,

The purpose of this provision is to say that after the jury commis-
sioners have stated th procedures which they follow, counsel may
cross-examine them--lt me start again-Lcounsel may cross-examnine
them in order to determine' whether they have"in fact followed the
procedures that they say they hvtre follo'edand he may in dddition
to that, if they or example use the keyman system, he may 'inquire
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of the keyman if the Iprocedures that they say they are following
were in fact followed by those keymen.

Now this is precisely. the problem that came up in these North
Carolina cases. What the court said in; those cases, in all of them
was this information is peculiarly in the hands of the commissioner,
and you can discriminate from here to eternity, if somehow or other
he cannot get this information. You do not see anything-

Senator ERVIN.. But Mr. Attorney General, how are you going to
determine whether the procedures used by the jury officials deny
people the right to serve on juries because of race, without making
an inquiry as to the racial character of the people in the jury box and
the racial character of the people whose names are excluded from the
jury box?

That is the purpose of the inquiry. So those things are relevant.
You cannot show, for example, that ,virtually all the people in the
jury box are members of the white race without going into an inquiry
as to the race of the people whose names are in the jury box. And
you cannot show that people have been excluded on the basis of race
from the jury box unless:you go into the racial:character of the people
who have been excluded, and that means that you could go into the
character of all the people in the county, racially speaking.

Attorney General KATZENBACI. Senator, I dislike differing with
you, but I think you can.

For example, if a commissioner says, "I have not the faintest idea
of the race, religion or anything else of these people," that would be
relevant evidence to me that he was not discriminating. You ask
the commissioners what instructions they have given about race.
If he says, "Well, we instructed them not to recommend any Negroes,"
that would .be pretty good evidence that they were discriminating.

If the instructions to a key man in a key man system was that
"We would like recommendations from a fair cross section irrespective
of this, that, or the other thing," I think that would be evidence of
no discrimination,

I do not think you have to go into, in fact it would not do you much
good to do it.

Senator ERVIN. Under that interpretation all the jury commis-
sions would have to show is that they are totally ignorant about the
people whose names they put in the jury box, and therefore, they
could not possibly be quilty of discrimination?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. That is correct, plus all the
instructions that they had given to the key men as to how they were
to select;people, and so forth.

I think that is all that is necessary. Then you would have to ask
the key men whether' they were guilty of discrimination. They were
told not to discriminate and if they recommended nobody but white
people, and this was true of all of them, I would find the system was
probably discriminatory.
. Senator ERVIN. I do not believe it is going to be quite that easy
on the jury commission.

I do not think that a man can discharge his duty as a jury com-
missioner without knowipg something about the people whose names
are placed in the jury box under his direction.

For example, in North Carolina there is a requirement that jurors
hall be men with sufficient intelligence and character. , : :

, :' ;i ' ; i i ' * ' ^ ^ ' i .? J J ' , t^ i i 1-I ' ; ., . i ?**, ;;'. '*-\ * '.. 1 . ' J ;)^ , "
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Attorney General KATZENBACOH That is right.
Senator ERVIN. I do not see how a jury commissioner! an perform

his duty, if he does not pay any attention to whether he is putting into
the jury box the names of people who are brilliant or the names of
men who are idiots. I think he has to know something about them.
SAttorney General KATZZNBACH. If he knows something about them,

he can be asked whether or not any of these people, whether or not he
has excluded people, Negroes, whether he has given instructions that
these same standards should be applied in that way. He can be asked
questions about how he applies those standards, what his criteria are,

.I would think, Senator-suppose in North Carolina today counsel
makes affidavit on information and belief that Negroes have: been
excluded from this jury. Would he then be entitled to examine the
jur ? . . . .. ' "

Senator ERVIN. In my judgment, no.
Attorney General KATZENBAOH. This is exactly what happened in

the Covington case and the Supreme Court said that he was.
Senator ERVIN. He would have to make a showing, either by the

absence of men of a particular race from the jury panel, or in some
other way indicate, that there is some basis for making that contention.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. The Cotington case on that affi.
davit, the Supreme Court held that he was entitled-the Supreme
Court of North Carolina held-that he was entitled to subpena the
commissioners and examine them.

Senator EtviN. Oh, yes. He is entitled to subpena witnesses with-
out an affidavit.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. All we are saying here is that he
should be entitled-is your objection to the word "cross-examine"?

If you want to change that to "examine the commissioners", I
would have no objection.

Senator ERVIN. That is a different point. In the Covington case;
counsel wanted a subpena to'issue for witnesses.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, sir; without showing anything.
Senator ERVIN. Yes, but he alleged in his affidavit that the witnesses

would furnish evidence and the trial court absolutely refused to allow
him to summon the witnesses. That is clear violation---

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I do not think that he made an
affidavit that they would so testify in anyway at all. I think he just
said on information and belief he thought Negroes had been excluded,
and on that basis alone the court said that he was entitled to examine
the commissioners without showing anything more.

Senator ERVIN. Mr. Attorney/General, anyone is.entitled, under
North Carolina law, to subpena a witness as a matter of absolute right,
and of course the trial court erred in not allowing him to subpena
witnesses. ,

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Senator, perhaps we are in agree-
ment. That is all we are saying here is that he -is entitled at. this
point to subpena and examine these people. That is all we are saying.

Senator ERVIN. The bill provides an absolute.right to make this
examination without requirng any showing whatever indicating any
improper discrimination .

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, sir, that is exactly what I
understand North Carolina law to be. .i /

Senator ERavx. I have not read that case in ; good while, but I
think it was not jubt based on an affidavit. Counsel has a rioht to
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subpena witnesses to show that the Constitution has not been c6m
plied with, but the trial court'denied him even that right. '

Senator KENNEDtY. Mr. Chairman.
Attorney General KATZBNiBACH; The witnesses that he wanted were

the jury commissioners. . .,
Senator ERviN. Yes. You can subpena anybody as a witness. It

is a matter of right,4without,the court's consent. . i
, Attorney General KA~EzNBACH. Then I do not think we are in
disagreement, because all this statute says is that he is entitled to
subpena these witnesses. Tht, is really all it says.

Senator ERVIN. It goes further than that- . . ' .
Attorney General KATZBNBACI. Does it? f) i
Senator ERVIN. Itisays that he has; the right not only to subpoena

them but he has the right to cross-examine them.
Attorney General KATZNBACH. I said It would change "fcross-

examine" to "examine." A subpena without a right to examine is
not worth much.

He wants to ask some questions when he subpehas them. That is
the purpose of subpenaing. .. . ':

SSenator ERVIN. Counsel is entitled to bring his witnesses in, and
to present his witnesses, but unless it appears that they have some
knowledge that is relevant, the court is not going to let them testify

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I would suppose the commissioners
would have some knowledge .that was relevant. I cannot imagine
that theywould not. .

Senator ERVIN. Not only that, he can inquire of every man in the
county concerning his religion, though I think that is sort of tilling oni
soil which the Federal Government has no business plowing,

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Where would you conceive----
Senator ERVIN. Or his sex, or his national origin, or economic sta-.

tus. I do not see how you ever would getto trial.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. I am afraid with the exception of

the economic status, which I grant is not a factor under the North
Carolina law, I would suppose that North Carolina would be hard
put to it, having said you have a right to subpena and examine the
witnesses on relevant questions, they would be hard put to it to say
but you cannot examine this category of witnesses who have relevant
information. Where do they draw the. line? Cannot you examine
anybody with relevant information on that information?

Senator ERVIN. Absolutely.
Attorney General KAZENBAOH. Then what is the difference?
Senator EnvN. The difference is inNorth Carolina you can only

examine them if you havemade some kind of a showing.. You cannot
stay there forever. The bill gives the absolute right to cross-examine
the jury officials, and to offer as witnesses any other person having
any relevant knowledge.

And, what is relevant knowledge? It is whether people have been
excluded'from a jury box by reason of race, or by reason of sex, or by
reason of religion; or by reason of national origin, or by reason,of
economic status. ' '

Attorney. General KATENAaouiH Which one of those rights would
you not have under, Noth Catolina law?; Could you examine ,a
witness who had relevant knowledge as to discriminatioon on-account
ofirace? Could you do that? ;-. ' - . ;-' . .
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-Senator ERVIN. You could hot examine them on any of those
subjects under North Carolina law as I understand it, and as I have
applied it and as I have seen it applied, unless you first make a showing
that there is some reason for the assertion that there has been an
improper discrimination in the preparation of the jury list. That is
the only way.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Senator, could you help me out
on how this man establishes what you say he has to establish, if he
cannot subpoena anyone?

Senator ERVIN. Oh yes. He can show, for example, all of the
members of the jury are white men.

Attorney General KATZENBAOH. Is that enough?
Senator ERVIN. Well, they are sitting there in a jury room.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. And that is enough?
Senator ERVIN. No, that is not enough. That is one way though

he can show there is some basis.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. That is enough to get witnesses?

SSenator ERVIN. No, that is enough to let the court make an inquiry.
Or he can show by witnesses that there has been virtually nobody
summoned to serve on juries or who have served on juries except white
men. Under North Carolina law, as I have always seen it applied,
he has to do something along that line before he can cross-examine
everybody in the county.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. We do not agree that he can cross-
examine everybody in the county, because I think it highly unlikely
that everybody in the county would have relevant knowledge as to
how this jury was selected, if that is what you are asking about.

Senator ERviN. Everybody but the counsel for the defense, who
does not have any knowledge at all.
* Attorney General KArZENBACH. Well, if he does not have any

knowledge as to how it is done, it is because the jury commissioners
were unwilling to give him any idea as to how this jury was selected.
They are unwilling to say the nature and the location of the sources,
the methods they used or anything else.

They say, "You go ahead and prove we discriminated, but the one
bit of evidence you cannotihave and which we forbid you from having
is how we did it."

It justs seems to me that puts him in an: awfully difficult position.
"We will not tell you *Whether we complied with the law or not. We
will not tell you how we went about it. We will not tell you what
instructions we gave. We are noticing to tell you anything about how
this jury was selected, and you/ re not entitled to know anything
about how this jury was selected, unless you can show we discriminate.
You cannot even ask us." \

Senator ERVIN. Well,' certainly when the question raised by the
assertion is whether people have been excluded from the jury box on
account of race, or excluded from the jury box on account of religion,
or excluded from the jury box on account of sex, or excluded from the
jury box on account of national origin, or excluded from the jury box
on account of economic status, any evidence relevant to disclose those
characteristics doncernig any person of the age eligible for jury service
in the area covered by the jursidiction is uite relevant.

Under this bill, in my honest judgment, a, man has an a solute
right to cross-examine witnesses about those matters, even though he

.. ./ ./'. / -
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never obtains the slightest evidence of any discrimination on any of
those grounds.

Now in many States women serve on juries only if they are; willing
to, and it seems to me that question should be determined on the local
level and not on the Federal level.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I agree with you about this, Sen-
ator. For that reason, we allow the State to exe., pt women, if they
wish to exempt women, if they want to be exempted.

Senator ERVIN. I believe you have some questions.
Senator KENNEDY. I have just one question that I did not have a

chance to ask this morning. I would appreciate it if I could ask the
Attorney General if this is in regards to title 1 on Federal juries.

Now, as I understand it, under the present system, there are three
different ways of selecting the jurors.. You have the keyman role.
There are various public lists. Then you have court clerks and jury
commissioners, 'the recommendations of their friends and acquain-
tances.

As I understand it, this is generally the way in these three broad
criteria that jurors are selected under the Federal system throughout
the country, and selected in the southern part of our country, and
that you have reached, from your own study, the conclusion that this
means of selecting the jurors does not provide and has not provided
in the past equal representation by the Negroes in certain parts of
our country.
SI think that this evidence is substantiated by the Southern Regional

Council in'a study which is entitled "Racial Discrimination in South-
ern Federal Courts."

I am wondering if it is correct that the Justice Department surveyed
districts in Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Missicsippi, and
Texas with regard to the percent of Negroes who are on Federal jury
panels versus the percent of the Negro population. The Justice De-
partment--

Attorney Generil KATZENBACH. Yes, we did. We have got our
U.S. attorneys in that area to do a survey of it, and we have some
figures on it. I do not know that they have all the accuracy of a
Census Bureau official, but they are the best figures that we were able
to come up with, and if you wish, I could submit this for the record,
Senator.

It shows quite a disproportion between the panels and the popula-
tion, which varied from one place to another. In some cases there is
absolute accuracy, because we have been able to get hold of the records
to do it. i In other cases it is not.

In some cases I would say it was not so disproportionate as to be of
serious concern. In others, I would say it was quite disproportionate.
I think to find a percent on the panels-well, I will just read the Ala-
bama figures to give an example.

In the northern district and these are estimates by U.S. attorney.
about 5 to 10 percent are regroes and the percentage of population is
about 21 percent. In the middle district, 5 to 15 percent of the popu-
lation, percent of the population is about 32 percent.

Senato KENNEDY. That does not actually reflect the number of
Negroes who actually setve on juries though.

Attorney General ;KATZENBACH. They are on the panels. .
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SSenator KENNEDY. On the panels?,
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes. :
Senator KENNEDY. From Which the jurors are selected?
Attorney General KATZENBACH. From which the jurors are selected:
Senator KENNEDY. It is your experience, that the numbers that

actually serve on the jiries are less than the numbers that would be
reflected on the panel lists? Do you have any wayof indicating this?

Attorney- General KATZENBACH. .cannot really state i that to be
true. It is hard to know what the operation of a challenge system
would be, were 'the challenge, for cause or not, but I can perhaps
offer this for the record. , ,.,

Senator KENNEDY. If we could have that for the record, Mr.
Chairman. ..

.(The document referred to follows:) :

TABLE SHOWING NEGRO REPRESENTATION ON JURIES IN qSUTHERN FEDpRAl
CouR Ts

Number of Negroes, appearing on Federal jury panel, as compared with number of
Negroes of jury service age, in the ditricts within the 6th circuit .

District Division

Alabama..............

Florida.................

Georga.................

Louisiana...............

Mississpp ........

Texas.'.................

4 4'

. N ........... .... ............... . ....... ..... .. .N.................................................
Mobile...'.. ................ ..................

N.: B ,elms............... .......................
8.:

Pensacols ......................................Marbiala............ .........................
Pensacola ...................................

Malnesvllea...............................

Atlantase......... ........................
Rome ......... ,...............................atlnetaille................................Rome.........................................

Newman ..........- .... ...... ......----
M. (Macon division only, involved In Jackaon and
' Rabfnowifzo ses).
8.:

Augusta ...................................
Brunswick.-... . ... . . . . . . . . . . ............ . . . . . .Dublin.....................................
Savannah-.....:..........................
Swainsboro...................................
Waycross...-.. -...............................

W.:E:---------------------"
Alexandria............. ......... ..
Lake Charles ..... , ..- .........-..-.-..
Monroe ............ .....................
Opelousas............ . .........
Sfireveport..---..------ .-----.-----....

N Lafayette-.............- ................
N,...........................................

-dln------ ---. , - -------- ,-S.:
Meridian-.........-... -- -
Hattlesburg.....................................
Jackson......................................
Biloxl........................................

N.................................................
S o.........-................................E............................---- .... ..............

W.. I . I , . * , ; ,. * . . -
San Antonlo...... ... ........

SAust ........................... ...

I I
Percent on

panels

5-1(

'8-10
, '

*7
t4-0

117-28
'17-23

18-9
117-23

5.0

120
, 20

S20
'20'20

16-10

138
S11

16

112t 12
*12-21

18-5
' 5-10

Percent oft,
population

0 * 21
'32

'33

414
I " '17

437
4l8

il-....-.-.-

38

140
140140
140

#'30. 140

4 19
836

'82

422. -...*...,.K«44
t 5-0

'12

i7
I 7-110

. *' 
t

I Estimate by U.S. attorney or assitnt ijrf .attOrey. " ' '.
SPercent appearing pnecent panels
SPercent appearing ni ry lt. .' . .!
4 1960 census figure for ge 21 and over" category.
* Recent survey orgenrl population / /
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, Senator KEN EDY. I 'understand that:the suggested re6oiomenda-
tion of the administration approach is first of, allto consider or ihdjust
these lists, considering 'the voter' registration in a' given' area or
secondly, t6 supplement the se lists' as well by recommendations 0 f
lists made by the judicial council of that particulardistr ibt. ' ..

Now I think that ie are aware of the rather significant achievement
in recent months 'ofk increasing tlie percentage 'of Negroes who Hlive
been registered to vote. I think there are probably a number of
different States in which that percentage still is not as high as perhaps
it should b, for 'a ariety of seasons, ' . . . .

Ate yjou satisfied' that evef by utilizing the register of. voters pr*.
haps in Alab6ma or i a number of Stihern States, you are going
to alleviate what I would certainly consider to be a rather critioal'and
crucial problem as far its providing Negroes oh these southerni juries?

Attorney General KATZENBAdH. Yes I ::am, senator. Asl yob
point out, that caa be" supplemented wherever the judicial council
doe& not. feel that that adequately reflects the population in any
district. I would think that in the very near future; your registrAtion
figures with the Voting Rights Act would be a fair methbd of going
about it . ' ' ., ' i :! " ,* ', . '. .: '
It :is just a very difficultpropogition frankly to find lists that do

not have biiilti4n biases of, one kind' or another in! ,themie: and ithe
voting list is the best we can come out with in terns of a listing device.

We corresponded for quit a while with the. Census Bureau on this
as to the validity of other lists in' this'regard' and they do not. i 'We
have had's6me amusing experiences in terms of lists.

One district which I will not name found that the jury commissioner
had been' using the PTA list as a list, of/jury -officials, whiohiseemed
to excludean an ful 'lot of people *hd did not have children in school.
And the telephone directory, city directories all of these have a much
bigger bias built into them and the voting lists, and that was the only
uniform list thab we could find that seemed to be free of any of the
biases discussed here.' : .;

Senator KE'NEDY. 'Are you satisfied that by supplementing the
voting list where the Chief Justice feels it is necessary to do so, are
you satisfied that the judicial council is equipped to make these lists
available? Are you satisfied that they have both the manpower and
machinery as well s the wherewithal? ?

Attorney General KATZiNBAnH. Yes, I think they could supple-
ment the list. I would frankly hope it would not really ever be
necessary. I think the way we, are going uwder the registration, it
would be, unlikely to have to use that privilege.

Senator KENNEDY. In view of the Voting registrar's list approach
and the judicial council's recommendation, I would be interested in
your response to an area sampling approach in order to make any
necessary adjustment.

In the conversations that we have had with the Census. Bureau,
they feel that this can be done and that it can be done economically.
It seems that the area sampling approach would :be 'of particular
value in areas where registration today is not at the level we would
like it to be. :This kin of an approach, in a selected way, would
make a good deal of sense. ;
SAttorney General KATZEBACH. I would not havb any objection

,to that, Senatoriand perhaps would bd a useful way of going about it.
l : :t a . . .. , .
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,I1 think it is important to remember that, at least in my judgment,
the objective is not; to create on any particular jury or even on any
particular jury panel a mathematically exact sampling of the popula-
tion that you have. It Would not:bother me if there were 30 percent
Negroes in the area, it would not bother me if you had 20 percent on
one panel and 40 percent on another panel, or even if you just got
within that range. I do not think-we are not tryingto create a
cross section here.

Senator KENNEDY. That is right.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. And if you allow. a little bit of

elbow room and latitude on this, then I. think your voting list-your
voting registration list would tend to be adequate, There may be
some underrepresentation of Negroes on it, which would come about
for a little while, but I would suspect that by the time this is law,
which I would hope would be in the very near future, that you are
loing to have 50 percent of your Negroes registered in most places
n the most difficult areas, as against maybe 75 percent of the whites.

So there will not be a big built-in disproportion even there.
Senator KENNEDY. But if this committee were to believe that any

area sampling approach would be appropriate, particularly, if it
appears that the voting rights lists do not reflect a cross section of a
community, you would not have any reservation yourself about this
kind of an approach.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. No, if I understand correctly just
in that area what sampling means, how you can pose a list from there
in effect it could be insulated the way jury lists should be, I would
have no objection.

Senator KENNEDY. And you are satisfied that as far as the eco-
nomics of both systems, that under the Judical Council's recommenda-
tion, they have both the manpower and the technique, and that it
would not be an undue--

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, I am satisfied that they could
do that. I think you will tend, in the rural South, to have some under
proportion, under representation of Negroes even under this bill, be-
cause you are going to have a higher percentage of illiterates among
the Negroes than you are among the whites, and we have to preserve
at least a minimal literacy requirement here, so I would expect to see
some disproportion continue for that reason. But I would expect the
figures that I submitted to change considerably, if the voting lists
were used as the basis.

Senator KENNEDY. Thank you,/Mr. Chairman.
Senator ERVIN. I think that counsel has one, or two questions about

technical aspects of titles 1. and 2. .
Attorney General KATZENBACH. All right.
Mr. AUTRY. Mr. Attorney General, I believe the chairman and

Senator Javits both today alluded to the requirement of religion,
which appears on page 6, title 1, on the form for prospective jurors.
It was their understanding that it was not necessary for them to
fill out the blank as to religion.

Attorney General KA rZENBACH. Yes, I think the only things they
are required to say anything about'are those things that go to: their
qualifications as jurors. '

Mr. AUTRY. I suppose you know the AntiI-Dfamation League and
the American Civil/Liberties Union and others qbjeot to this use.

/ . . ^ <I



SAttorney General KATZENBACH. Yes. .
Mr. AUTRY. Do you have any objection to the subcommittee

striking that?
Attorney General KATZENBACH. I do, not think religion has been

a problem, and for that reason I have no particular objection to doing
it. I would like it to be clear ththat that is y reason.

Mr. AUTRY. Right. I believe that was also their position, that
they had no evidence of any discrimination.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. If there had been discrimination,
then at least in my judgment it would be important to try to deter-
mine that.

Mr AUTRY. And of course that is why you require rac, Now I
think perhaps this morning you said you did not require a prospective
juror to fill out what his race might be.

Attorney General KATZENBAC.O. No. If he objects to filling it out
in the form, he does not have to fill it out.

Mr. AUTRY. The language of section 1865, the new section 1865,
is "shall appear before the clerk and fill out a juror qualification form
to be prescribed by the Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts in
consultation with the Attorney General. The form shall elicit his
name"-and so on-"including race."

Does the card not give the impression that they are i qdired to
fill in what their race might be?~

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Well, we have not got a card yet.
But insofar as-I think your point is perfectly valid.

I think what I am saying here, when I do not see they should be
required to fill that out if they object, it is not made clear in this
statute and perhaps it ought to be made clear either there or in the
report that if any person objects to filling out those things specified
here that do not go to his qualifications for jury service, he does not
have to fill them out. It could be clarified, I agree.

Mr. AUTRY. Excuse me. The chairman has spoken of the right of
privacy. I think that you might agree that another reason for not
requiring race would be the difficulty sometimes of determining it.

I notice the Columbia Encyclopedia defines "race" as "an obsolete
division of humanity based on hair color, color, skin color, and other
conspicuous features."

Attorney General KATZENBACH. If we could enact that into law, it
would be a great thing.

Mr. AUTRY. I agree. This provision would apply to Hawaii where
you have a variety of races just as it would apply to Florida and
Louisiana and other States?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes.
Mr. AUTRY. Then we have a mixture of, I suppose, what is called

Polynesian and oriental and the Caucasian races, and it might be very
difficult, do you not agree, unless it is made clear, for them to fill in
this blank?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes.
Mr. AUTRY. Ohe more question in that connection, Mr. Attorney

General. There is a case, Gideon versus tUited States, and this is not
the famous Gideon case; it is an 8th circuit case that came out of
Missouri in 1931. The court held that it was reversible error to
permit the court to send a summons to petit jurors with questionnaires
respecting religion, occupation, age, family, and previous service as
a juror.
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This was a circuit case, not; a Supreme Court case. have a copy
of that here-do you see anycoriflict with that holding, or do you
disagree with that holding?
-' Attorney General' KATZENBACH. 1 am frankly not familiar'enough

with the case to say. .
Mr. AUTRY. I understand that.
Attorney General 'KATZENBACH. I Would 'say this. The Supreme

Court has'made it clear, at least as far as the decrees are concerned,
that records of race may be kept in various instances. As I just look
at the case as you have handed it to me, it seems to me at least some
of the questions that they ask on this are: married or single, how
many children, boys, and girls, and are you in'favor of prohibition,
I think that would go' along with your court on that. I ,think that is
the wrong thing to ask somebody.

Mr. AUTRY. The thrust of the opinion I think is on page 429, and
I think I have the same copy you do, the right-hand column, in which
the Court states:

The question of the questionnaire upon jurors must have been painful. They
must have been led to believe that the Government had some purpose in asking
questions about their beliefs and was keeping a record of their answers for future
use. They doubtless were led to believe also that in the minds of Government
officials at least their usefulness as urorsas urs some way affected by their beliefs
about which inquiry was made. It is not impossible that they. were led to think
that the Government intended to influence them in their beliefs. ::

Itgoes on to say: " ' :
S'Had such a questionnaire been sent out by attorneys for some of the defendants

awaiting.trial, we cannot doubt that Ihe proceeding would have been open to
severe criticism.

SYou do not believe that in the, conte title I, the Courts criticism
of that questionnaire is a serious problem.

Attorney General KATZENpACH, No; I would think-I would not
think so.

Mr. AUTRY. Another question. I know you have noticed in recent
weeks-- ....
. Attorney General KATZENBACH. With. the exception. of religion.
This does not go to any beliefs, opinions, anything of that kind.

Mr. AUTRY. And you did state that you would have, no objection
to striking religion., .

Attorney General KATZENBACH. That is right.
Mr. AJATRY. Right. I have absolutely no knowledge as to the

existance of discrimination against Mexican-Americans in some,part
of our country but in recent weeks there have been increasing allega-
tions of such discrimination. There is nothing in the questionnaire
which would elicit information as to whether these people might be of
that, I do not know what you would call it, national origin, ancestry,
race. ,

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I suppose that would be national
origin.

Mr. AUTRY. But national origin is not included in title I.

/ ' "*,



SAttorney General KATZEJs caH.' No;fit is not an item of imfnrmation
that would be elicited on the form, ,

Mr. AuTRY. And you do not see any necessity for including it?,
Attorney General KATZNBACH. NO. I do not believe. so., Ido

not have any objection to national origin, to the extent that that is
felt to be relevant. If there has been discrimination in that regard,,
then I do not have any objection to it.

Senator ERViN. I have always wondered what national origin is.
Mr. AUTRY. Just as race and sometimes religion, are sometimes

undeterminable. I am not sure everyone knows exactly what their
national origin is and there might be arguments in the same family
as to what that would be.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. That is true. It proves too much
in a way.

Mr. AUTRY. Exactly.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. When you say race, it can be

difficult to determine. The fact of the matter is that race is usually
determined or determinable at least in theways that affect bias and
I think you say national origin it is difficult to determine, That
may be true, but I think it has been true in the past in parts of this
country and perhaps in the present, but Mexican-Americans have
apparently been identifiable enough to be discriminated against.

Mr. AUTY. The.point I am coming to, Mr. Attorney General, is
that if you do not think on this same basis that we could also elimi-
nate race from the form. It would seem that the procedures that
you have built into title I do not allow any room for discrimination.
I think that you have gone to great lengths to insure that, and I
just wonder if there is any need for asking race on a questionnaire.

Attorney General KATZENBACIR. I think we have gone to lengths
to avoid this. The reason for this being in was really just as a cross-
check for the provisions which allow you to supplement the list from
voter registration lists... i

That is if you find that out of this you are not getting very much
of a proportion,, then perhaps it could be done in that way,' That
is the purpose of it, and I would think that without the extent that?
tht :purpose is not necessary, that sufficient information cin .e
gotten from voter registration lists alone, these things on the form
could be eliminated. But since many voter lists do not reflect race,
we need to elicit that on our form.

The difficulty of eliminating race is you never know what you have
done afterward, and there may be some satisfaction at least for a
period of time in knowing what kind of a cross section you are getting.

Mr. AUTRY. But it would be impossible to compile meaningful
statistics, if people are not required to fill in race as you have,said
they should not be.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I thought the race problem was
relatively simple. At the time I was thing of it I must confess
I was not thinking of Hawaii but perhaps there could be some diffi-
culties on this.

But my response this morning was I think that if they do not want
to fill in their race, if they do it in the presence of the jury commis-
sioners, the chances are it is not going to make many mistakes on
this in the jury situation. It may make a few.
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S(Mr.~ AUTRY. 'In a reply 'to'the'chairnan a- few minutes ago, you
made it clear, and in your statement I think also, that title II would
not ,ullify laws which exempt Womnen from service or offer other !x-
emptions from' service on juries.

Attorriey General KATZENBACH. The type that prevent women
from serving, it would'nullify thosd.

Mr. AUTRY. Right, but an exemption.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. There is the type that say women

are exempted unless they volunteer, I'believe it would eliminate those.
Beyond that, if they want, to exempt women on their request, it would,

hot effect that.
Mr. AUTRY. The only reason I mention that isithat Judge Vander-

bilt-I am sorry I do riot have ainy :lataerstatistics, but I.could riot
find any-said that 26 States automatically excluded those classes:of
persons who had exemptions, such as women, doctors,:lawyers, public
servants, because there was no sense in having them come down to
the courthouse, if they had an exemption.

They presumed that persons in'the exempted classes would probably
go ahead and use their exemption. I just wonder if: this remains true,
if it would not frustrate the policy of:titles I and II, and whether you
have any information on that.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I do not really have any informa-
tion on that. I would think that that would come pretty close to
violating section 201. If you say since women are permitted the
privilege of being exempted, we are never going to let a women be on
a jury panel, I would think that was probably denying them the right
to serve.

Mr. AUTRY. In practice it would be denying the right to serve.
Attorney General IATZENBACH. And [ would think that that prac-

tice would be outlawed here. I mean after all, let me put it in another
context and say suppose they said "We are going to exempt Negroes
from service. Therefore we will not ask any. Negroes." It might
make a clearer case.

Mr. AUTRY. As the chairman said this morning, Mr. 'Attorney
General, the subcommittee contacted the Judicial Conference and the
American Law Institiute and the American Bar Association, 'and the
American Trial Lawyers Association; and requested all of them to
give us any opinions they had' any criticisms they had of title I and II.

Each of the organizations, with the exception of the American Trial
Lawyers Association, Which is going, to testify in favor of title I, said
that it would take at least a yest, more probably, for them to go
through the normal processes-to o6me ip with an official opinion.

Several lawyers at the same time vere very concerned that we did
not have these, expert opinions, although as y6u pointed but this
morning we are not required to receive expert testimony;

Congress passes legislation without it. But as you also know, it
is the normal practice of the Subcommittee on Improvements in
Judicial Machinery to request the concurrence of at least the Judicial
Conference in its legislation.

The same lawyers suggested that if you waited this long-and on
such proposal was madq in the 1964 act or the 1965 act-that you
could wait another year uhtil these organizations' did have a chance
to go over this legislation in fine detail. :;,

It is alleged, that there is less jury discrimination now than at any
previous time in the South. ,
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:I note that in ,th6Wshingtoi Post on March 9, :966) the headline:
"White Jury Convicts Four Others in Beating." This was a Ki Klux?
Klan case, and 'yui'areIprobably aware of it. .

Or course in the Liuzzo case there was a conviction from ta jury
which was composed of i11 whites and 1 Negro.
. I have a: letter from the publisher ' or the managing editor of the

Annjston, -Ala., Star who states that the Library of Congress is rmis-
taken:r

i"tibert Damion Strange was convicted ii November 1965 for the night ridi'ig
slaying of -Wille '3irwsgter, a Negro foiundr ;worker. The incident occurred on
the night of July 15,.1965 following the second of a series of so-called white man's
rallies at the "county court house,, . ' ; . ,
I'Thestate had no physical eYidence or no eye witnesses to present at th trial

which Jurors explained was the reason they ioted to cbivict Strange of'a reduced
charge of second degree murder. lfHe was sentei'ced tb6 tci ear in the tate
penitentiary

I also note in the Washington Star another case where an'all white
Mississippi jury convicted a white iian'f6r raping a Negro girl.

In view of that, and in view of wht you said this morning don-
cerning the Mississippi Supreme Couit is there an improved climate in
the last year?

Attorney General KATiZENBACH. Yes, I think there is an improved'
climate. I think we have a long iay to go to get where I would like
to see us be.

Mr.AUTYlR. Is there any reason the administration did not pro-
pose laws such as this last year or the year before?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes, there were reasons for it.
One major reaon for it'is that we had great difficulties devising title I
and devising that kind of a system with respect to Federal courts
until the Voting Rights Act of 1965 was passed, because e had no
list that we had great confidence that we could go to. We did propose
legislation which would have taken us a little of the'way, not very far.

Mr. AUTRY. Arc youspeaking of H.R. 5640?
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes. There were those reasons.

Furthermore it seems to me that both the Civil Rights Act of 1964
and the Civil Rights Act of 1966, neither was presented by the
administration on the theory that this was all of the civil rights legis-
lation that was ineessary and important to be enacted. I' understand,
the thrust of you question, it is why did we not propose these bills
in 1963.

Mr. AUTRY. If the problem was worse last year than it is this year,
why was legislation not proposed last.year, and why can we not wait
one more year so that we can get the opinion of the Judicial Conference.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Well, I think that it is important
to deal with this at- this time. If you want the opinions of those
groups, they wait to have the opportunity to see how this is in
operation, if they want to make amendments they could make those
amendments. , But I would be very strongly opposed to waiting fr'
what I think is important and necessary legislation, and I hope, .1
believe that it can and should be enacted this year.

Mr. AUTAY. Since you mentioned the bill which youdid propose
last year and which has passed the fibuse and was reported out of
the Judicial Tmptrdvements Sfbcommittee, I'll ask you if, by support-
ing this measure, you withdraw your support of H.R. 5640 which to

24&
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some extent .at least would conflict with the bill,that is before ue
today? ,

Attorney General KATZORNBACH. This is. the bill that .we want:
This bill would supersede anything that is, necessary in that bill.
It incorporates the parts of that bill that we thought were important.

That bill was introduced in 1961 actually, if Irecollect correctly,
and in that instance the Congress waited some time to enact it. It
was introduced because a number of judges felt that they had no
control over what the jury commissioner was doing, even if a jury
commissioner was doing something that they disapproved of.

I disagreed then and I disagree now with the view that the district
court judge cannot tell his jury commissioner how to select a jury
and the process to put in, and if he does not like that, cannot get rid
of the jury commissioner and get another one.

About half of the judges or somewhat more of the judges think they
have that power. Some think they do not. But really the major
purpose of that bill was simply. to tell the judges they had a power
that I quite frankly thought they already had, and it was not aimed
at any really of the problems which this bill is aimed at.

It was just aimed at such things as PTA lists, where we were in
great fear that any prosecution we succeeded on could be undone
because the way the commissioner was selecting the jury list, even in
instances where the chief judge agreed with us, that this was terrible.

Mr. AUTRY. Mr. Friesen testified just last year on this bill, and
one of the reasons for proposing it was the flexibility that it would
permit in jury qolection to account for the needs of particular districts.
Of course S. 3296 would invoke a standardized procedure, would it
not?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Yes; and I think the two state-
ments are totally consistent, I think without the Voting Rights Act
of 1965, without being able to use the Voter list there, in order to ac-
complish the same objectives, it was essential that there be flexible
approaches ifp any steps were to be made in this direction.

t think with that kind of a list available that the need for flexibility.
and the arguments for flexibility fall by the wayside.

Mr. AUTRY, Mr. Attorney General, the remaining questions I am
asking at the request of either the American Trial Lawyers Associa-:
tion or the attorney generalof Wyoming, both of wh have w av ritten
to us. If you would 'please, sir, comment on this program from the
attorney general's statement:

We have been proud in this State 9'blue ribbon juries used in U.S. District
Court for the District of Wyoming. There has been no discrimination on account
of race, color, religion, or sex, national ori D, or economic status. The currently
existing system has been above and beyond criticism.

I therefore oppose all provisions of S. 3296 having to do with change in the
present system of selection of U.S. district court juries. I am entirely satisfied
that it would significantly lower the quality of juries which we have enjoyed in
this great State on Federal matters.

Any comment on that? Of course, you disagree. 'I think you have
made that clear.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I would like to ask how on earth
you have a blue ribbon jury that never discriminates in theway in
which he says it never discriminates. I jupt do not think it is possible.

Mr. AUTRY. I think perhaps he * referring tp. blue ribbon juries
that may be chosen for complex antitrustmnattirs and tax cases.
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Attorney General KATZENBAC. He is saying that if you have a
bli"i l3bb fi ui 'there,' it' ikes no" disorininatotionn among other

*Ifiids econ6nio states t: ' ';;  * ,)* - ,

'Mr. 'AfrRY Ys'. Biit oii the matter of intelligeie, I believe that
'in' ike sense iji which 'he.iwa referring to blueribbrn juries. BltUe

ribbdi' tr ies nevertheless would be abolished'by it. - '
Attorney 'General KATZNBACH. 'H; may'have a different meaning

of blue ribbbn juries than I have customarily thought of them being.
ButI thought that blue-ribbon juries in general had been taken frdm
the ipper strata of yor society.

Mr Atfif'. His objection .to title II, Mr. Attorney General, is
based' 6n Wyoming statutes which require among other things that a
person t1 be a juror be assessed on the last assessment role of the
county. He claims this would be stricken by title 'II. Do you have
any opinion on that? -

Attorney General KATZENBACU. Let me look at the Wyoming law.
Mr. AtJTRY. I suppose this would be something like the chairman

mentioned in North Carolina.
Senator ERVIN. Mr. Attorney General- : '
Attorney General KATZENBACH. I think it probably will be. :I

think the answer is that that probably would be void under the
economic status.

Senator EnRIN. Mr. Attorney General, I am confronted with the
problem of a ioll call vote *at the present moment, and I am going to
leave. Mr. Autry has some other questions, which he may ask after
I leave.

Because some of the Senators are not yet'prepared to ask you iques-
tidns about title IV, we cannot'possibly finish today

We wish to have you back at as early a date as possible, partib-
ularly with reference to title IV, and at that same time I can ask a few
questions I have about title III.

I want to take this occasion to express my appreciation personally,
Sand as chairman of the subcommittee, my appreciation for the very
'fine way in which you 'have cooperated with the subcommittee in
giving us the benefit of your views of the constitutionality and the
desirability of the bill. I appreciate those efforts on your part, not-
withstaiding the fact that I do not fully concur in what you have to

a I , f , c t th a t.g i *
say.:

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I
appreciate your courtesy .

Senator ERViN.; We shall try to arrange a convenient date for you
to appear again as soon as reasonably possible.

Mr. AUTRY. Mr. Attorney, General, I do apologize' for holding
you,' but h order that'the'hearings wd'ld not be delayed, we did not
offer an opportunity to all lawyers who wished to testify on his own
Siidividiiabe lf iand who had an intrest'in' titles I and II but we
did offer them a chance to send in statements arid questions which
they thought should be put to you.

Attorney Getdral KATZENBACH. Sure.
Mr. AUTRY. I will try to be very brief. Several have suggested

that an age limit be placed on Federal jurors of 70. Do you have
any comment n that?
,Attorhe' General KATZNBA4H. An upper age limit?

Mr;AtTifiY. An upper ae limit.
65-500--06-pt. 1--17
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Attorney General KATZINBACH. I do not have any strong feelings
about it. My own experience has been that people in upper ages
vary considerably in their abilities, and I would have thought that
it would be sufficient to provide as we do in hre that a person is not
incapable by reason of mental or physical infirmity. I think you
can get a lot of jurors of a fairly advanced uge that are perfectly
and physically and mentally capable of serving, and I do not really
think they should be denied the opportunity to do so.

Mr. AUTRY. It was suggested that for the convenience, of the
prospective jurors, that the form be sent out by certified mail and
returned by mail rather than requiring prospective jurors to come
into the clerk's office to fill out the forms. I surmise that the reason
that you did not authorize this is that the literacy requirement is
fulfilled by the filling out of the form in the clerk's presence; is that
correct?,

Attorney General KATZENBACH. That is correct. I can see the
burden of a two-trip system. We do use it in many places even today.
I think it would be possible to devise at least in areas where the dis-
tances Were long or there was expense involved in this, I think there

Should be ways in which that objection could be met.
I do not think the certified mail would do it for the reason you

suggest. I think perhaps filing it out and having it notarized, if you
filled it out in front of a notary public and.sent it in might be one
possible suggestion. It is worth trying to think of ways not to make a
burden of this and still meet the standards of the statute.
' Mr. AUTRY. Under title II, again for the record, is it permissible for

States to authorize a blue ribbon jury, either grand or petit, for any
kind of special purpose?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Nb, sir.
Mr. AUTRY. Or special trial?
Attorney General KATZENBACH. No, sir.
Mr. AUTRY. And I take it from your answer that you do not think

that policy is ever served by requiring or authorizing a blue ribbon
jury, even in a State case?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Speaking as a prosecutor I can
see a lot of advantages to a blue-ribbon jury. Speaking as a citizen,
trying to be a little more objective about it as a prosecutor might, I do
not see much excuse for blue-ribbon juries.

Mr. AUTRY. The requirement that prospective jurors fill out forms
indicating race, to get back to that just a minute, is in conflict with
New York State law. Do youhappen to know whether that is true
or not? I was informed that it ws true.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Filling out a form for Federal
jury service?

Mr. AUTRY. No. Under. certain circumstances would jurorss not
be required to state their race, in the discovery procedures under
title II?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Only if they kept those records.
Mr. AUTRy. Only if they kept them.
Attorney General KATZENBACH If they did not keep those records,

they would not. If they were found to be discriminating, the court
could, by issuance of a decree,, requir, them to keep thos records,
and it would Pe I think just a simple supremacy proposition in that
instance.

/ / " *(
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Mr. AUTRY. Mr. Attorney General, this is a quote from the office
of the American Trial Lawyers Association:

The real source of discrimination in jury service- ,

And I think he is speaking of economic discrimination especially-
stems from the severe economic burden which falls on the working man and
family man who puts his employment and income in jeopardy by the requirement
that he serve for 30 days.

Even the $20 per diem is not enough in certain cases to alleviate
this hardship. The suggestion is that we reduce service to 1 week
or the completion of one case. Do you have any comment oxn that?

Attorney General KATZENBACH. One week minimum or the com-
pletion of one case?

Mr. AUTRY. The point is that the juror----
Attorney General KATZENBACH. I see the point of it, but what I

cannot honestly answer is what that would do in certain districts,
whether this would involve such a rapid turnover of jurors in some
of the major districts that I do not know what the effect of that
would be. We thought 30 days was a pretty reasonable minimum
figure. I think my inclination would be that 1 week was too little.
I think there could be compromises in between those two.

I might just make a comment on the blue-ribbon point. You
could have, by educational requirements, some blue-ribbon effect
that could be left to the State. You could require certain educational
requirements, as long as they did not bite too deeply into economic
status and raise the suggestion that you were discriminating on that
score. So in that sense we eliminate it from the Federal system, I do
not make too flat an answer in terms of elimination in the State system
because objectively applied, educational criteria could be used.

Mr. AUTRY. A college education, for instance.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. Could be used in the selection of

a jury, as long as in that respect it was not a device used to exclude
people because of economic status or race, or something of that kind.

Mr. AUTRY. A college education, for instance, would be an objective
device for a State.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. I would think that would be going
too far.

Mr. AUTRY. Too far.
Attorney General KATZENBACH. It would be eliminating a tre-

mendous amount of your population when you do that.
Mr. AUTRY. The official who intends to testify for the American

Trial Lawyers Association in favor of title I, and I think title II also,
informs us that he may testify to the effect that he is a member of the
bar of both Connecticut and Florida, and that although there is no
purposeful discrimination on the basis of race in either State, that
there is effective discrimination on the basis of race, but that is prob-
ably worse in Connecticut than it is in Florida.

You do not have any surveys or information on the States other
than those which you have already provided the subcommittee, do
you?

Attorney General KAIZENBACH. No. I think Florida was one of
the States in there.

Mr. AUTRY. Florida was; yes.
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'Attorney Geriertl KATZiENBACH. The Negro population in Connect-
icut is quite small.

Mr. AUTRY. In the cities?
Attorney ,General. CATZEIBACH. ,Yes; it really is quite small, the

percentage is really quite small, smaller than I had thought t was
iwhenI looked at the actual figures,

Mr. AurRY. Mr. Attorney General, I think that concludes it, and
I am awfully gorry I had. to detain you, and I do appreciate your
staying and being so, courteous.

Attorney General KATZENBACH. Thank you.
(Whereupon, at 4:10 p.m., the subcommittee recessed to recon-

vene at 2 p.m., Thursday, June 9, 1966.)

I 7
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THURSDAY, JUNE 9, 1966

UNITED STATES SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS

OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
Washington, D.O.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 2 p.m., in room 2228,
New Senate Office Building, Senator Sam J. Ervin, Jr., presiding.

Present: Senators Ervin, Smathers, and Javits.
Also present: George Autry, chief counsel; H. Houston Groome,

Lawrence M. Baskir, and Lewis W. Evans, 'counsel; and John Baker,
minority counsel.

Senator ERVIN. The subcommittee will come to order.
I believe counsel has a statement to make with reference to the in-

ability of Senator Hart, who was scheduled to be the first witness, to
appear at this time. I will ask counsel to make that statement, and
then we will hear from Senator Douglas.

Mr. AUTRY. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
The first witness originally scheduled for today was Senator Hart,

who is the principal'sponsor of the administration bill. However, be-
cause of his duties today on the floor as manager of another important
bill, he has been rescheduled as the first witness for tomorrow morn-
ing. Therefore the first Witness today will be the Honorable Paul
Douglas, Senator from the State of Illinois.

Senator ERVIN. Senator, we will hear your statement at this time.
I express the hope on the pAi't of both of us that we won't have any
more voting interruptions until you have an opportunity to finish
your statement, because I understand you have to go to Illinois as
soon as you reasonably can.

Senator DoUGLAS. I will try to give adequate time to the grueling
cross-examination which I know I will experience.

Senator ERVIN. Well, sir, I will promise you here and now that I
will refrain from: cross-examination.

STATEMENT OF HON. PAUL H. DOUGLAS, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF ILLINOIS

Senator DOUGLAS. Thank you very much.
Mr. Chairman, I am here today to testify on behalf of S. 2923 which

I and 20 of our colleagues introduced as early as February 10.
In the areas where S. 2923 overlaps in subject matter with the

administration bill (S. 3296), of which I am also a co-sponsor, I
believe on the whole that the provisions of S. 2923 are superior. There
are some provisions in our bill which are not in the administratiotnbill ,

and our group urgently believes that these should be includedin a
; * '

;
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meaningful civil rights bill this year. It is possible that the ad-
ministration bill has copied some of the features of our earlier bill;
if so, we are pleased.

In addition, in the administration bill, one provision-title IV;
namely, that on housing--is not a part of our bill, and I am also here
to testify on behalf of that provision of the administration bill. What
I am saying, Mr. Chairman, is that we hope we can essentially pass
the main provisions of S. 2923, plus the main features of the housing
provisions of the administration bill,

The major provisions of our bill include (1) first of all, (title I sec.
101) the improvement of jury selection in Federal courts so as to avoid
discrimination on grounds of race, color, sex, religious or political
affiliation, oi economic or social status-in other words, so that juries
may represent a true cross section of the population.

Secondly, (title I, sees. 105 106, 107 and 198) where people have
been systematically excluded from grand or petit juries on grounds of
race or color in a State or local court and where a showing and proof
of such systematic exclusion can be made, then the provisions of the
Federal jury selection can apply to the State and local courts, by
action of the Federal district courts.

Third, the bill provides (title II, sees. 201 and 206) for the Federal
courts to have jurisdiction over certain crimes and trials arising out
of civil rights cases where this is necessary to make certain that the
Constitution of the United States is carried out. I do not find any
equivalent protection in the administration bill and I regard this as
vital, although title V of the administration bill, which was added at
a later moment than the advance release, does attempt to deal with
this matter. We also, under our bill, amend the United States Code
to broaden Federal offenses in the area of civil rights (sec. 207).

The bill also provides for civil preventive relief, in the form of in-
junction, to those who exercise their rights under the 14th amendment
(title III, sees. 301-303). The purpose of this provision is to provide
for protection in advance of police or private violations against those
who are attempting to assert their lawful and constitutional rights.
In other words, we would not wait until the crime is committed, but
would try to prevent the crime in advance by obtaining a restraining
order before a Federal court.!'

In addition, the bill/ provides for the removal of defendants from
State to Federal courts where it can be shown that there is a segregated
and discriminatory system of justice. Later, Mr. Chairman, I will
speak about the objective criteria which we attempt to lay down
to determine whether or not there is/a segregated and discriminatory
system of justice.

Our bill also provides for civil indemnification awards where those
who are exercising their lawful aid constitutional rights can be com-
pensated for injury to them or their property.

Finally, our bill extends the FEPC ~provisions of, the 1964 Civil
Rights Act to State and local government units .and, especially, to
those State and local government units administering just ce. These
are just a bare summary of the major provisions oflour bill.

Now, let me return toi the need for and 4i more detailed description
of our bill. .i .

I believe. that,all of. us had hoped, when th ,Ciil Rights Act of
1964 and the Voting' Rights Act of 1965/ wreq passed, that those
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acts would be the last for a rather long period of time and that it
woiild not be necessary for Congress to' pass any more legislation in
the field of civil rights in the immediate future.
'But what has' unfortunately happened is that, despite the judicial

findings of the Federal courts, and despite the affirmations by Con-
gress in the form of legislation, it has become extremely difficult for
individuals to advocate their constitutional rights in certain sections
of the South. In fact, over a large portion of the country,'men and
women do not feel free in asserting their legal and constitutional:
rights.

It is not my purpose today to call the roll of the brutalities and
murders which have been committed, nor cite the instances in which
juries have refused to convict when the evidence would seem to the
outsider to be clear, nor to go into too much detail and discussion of
the composition of those jures and of the influences which were being
brought to bear upon them.

I have assembled a large number of such cases and, if challenged,
they can be submitted. -But in the over 17 years in which I have
debated this issue in the Senate ever since I joined our body in 1949,
and in the years that I have discussed this issue in virtually every
section of the country, I heft been careful not to use any language
which might inflame the passions or set one race against another or
one section of the country against another.

I know that this is a real world, and that passions exist and that
injustices occur, and, as a human being, I, like the vast majority of
my fellow Americans, feel keenly about these issues. However, I
believe we have been successful in conducting the discussion in the
Senate on the basis of logic, with a minimum appeal to the emotion-
arousing instances which could be enumerated at great length.

Nevertheless, we as Senators cannot pretend to be ignorant of what
as men we know is real. We read the newspapers. We have friends
over the country. We talk to aggrieved parties. We have friends
in the South. And so we know what has been going on. What has
been happening is that there is a matter of great risk, in certain sec-
tion ' of the South-I do not say in all-for people to assert their con-
stitutional rights, and it is excessively difficult, even when the case is
overwhelming, to get action in State courts, and sometimes in Federal
courts.

Those are the clear facts of the situation. They can be documented
in great detail. I am riot indicting any section of the country. The'
great crime of slavery-and for that crime we have been paying for
a century after the abolition of slavery-has poisoned the relation-.
shis of 'people, not merely in the South, but over wide areas of the
rest of. the country as well. I have often said that in the North and
West as well as in the South that if the situations were reversed the
people in the North would not behave any better than the people in
the South and rould, in all probability, have acted in a similar way.

The bill, which 21 of us introduced, is a relatively simple bill.
It is designed to assure due process of law and the equal protection
of the laws where crimes of intimidation, violence, and murder
against'NegIoes and civil rights workers lawfully seeking to enf6ice
the Constituition now go unpunished. I emphasize the words "law-
fully seeking to enforce the Constitution.' , . i
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SThe bill would carry out many tf the proposals of the Civ Right
Commission.
:In going over, the report of the Commission on Civil Rights, I

would say that.virtually: every enforcement provision of the present
bill merely carries out a recommendation previously made by the
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights.

In the first place, the bill is designed to improve the selection of
juries in both State and Federal courts. Jury lists are sometimes
manipulated in a strange and wonderful way to obtain virtually all
white juries or such overwhelmingly white juries as to make any 9ther
representation merely token and of no account. Our bil provides
for a representative cross section of the population on jury lists, and
to avoid discrimination on grounds of race or color in the selection of
juries.

We, in effect, provide for a broad list, and then selection within
this list by lot, with the proviso that the representation of any race
should not be less than two-thirds the proportion which that racial
group has in the population.

In other words, if 20 percent of the population of the State is
Nogro, that on the list not less than 13 percent should be from the
Negro race. Very frankly, Mr. Chairman, I think this should also
include the Latin Americans of the Southwest, who in many respects
are 'treated as badly as Negroes. We are interested in the protec-
tion of all minority groups, and in a jury system which will not be
weighted against them or weighted against any group.

That is buttressed by provisions which would set up jury commis-
sions in each Federal district court, which would put into effect a
sampling plan subject to the approval,of the Director of the Adminis-
trative Office of U.S. Courts which would furnish a representative
cross section of the population of the Federal district without exclusion
on the basis of'race, color, sex, religious or political affiliation, or
economic or social status.

In addition, literacy tests are banned for Federal juries, but the
judge may exclude.illiterate jurors from particular cases where read>
ing is a significant factor, except that no person shall be excluded 9n
this ground who has completed the sixth grade in an English language
school.

With regard to the State' courts, when a Federal district court finds
that there has been discrimination on the ground of race, or color, the
Director of the Administrative office of the U.S. Courts would take
over and would administer the/selection of juries under the Federal
system created by this act, and hp might use the Federal jury list if
that were practical. In other words, discrimination on grounds of
race or color is the trigger for Federal action, but where this discrimi-
nation is found, the jury rules for fair juries apply.

These can be ordered into effect only y a Federal judge and upon
appeal of the Attorney General. Of* course, the. assistance of the
Bureau of Census can be called upon in the preparation of repre-
sentative cross sections of the population. '

The second feature io an extremely importantone because it makes
it possible for the Federal courts to haveijurisdiction of certain crimes
when Federal prosecution is necessary .iio assure equal protection of;
the laws.... That may seem to some to be A' yery radical proposal,
biut I would lile t6'read from the report of the Civil Rirhts Commis-:
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sion for 1963, page 125, recommendation No. 4. The Commission
recommended:

That Congress amend Section 1443 of Title 8 of the United States Code to'
permit removal by the defendant of a state civil action or criminal prosecution
to a district court of the United States in cases where the defendant cannot, in the
state court, secure his civil rights because of the written or decisional laws of the
state or because of the acts of individuals administering or affecting its judicial
process.

So we are merely carrying into effect the very important recom-
mendation on this point by the Civil Rights Commission. That was
a unanimous recommendation.

If we may put this in simple. terms, perhaps I should list the objec-
tive criteria for determining whether or not there is discrimination in
State courts. Such discrimination would be judged to exist:

Where members of the racial or color group are:
1. Systematically excluded from jury service.
2. Systematically denied the franchise in elections for judges, prosecuting offi-

cials, states attorneys.
3. Systematically segregated or' discriminated against in jails, police stations,

courts or other public buildings relating to the administration of justice.
4. Systematically subjected to harsher punishments upon conviction.
5. Systematically subjected to more onerous terms or conditions of bail or

conditional release.

We have tried to spell out, five objective criteria which the several
district courts may follow in determining whether or not a civil rights
case should be transferred within a given jurisdiction from a State to
a Federal court.

There must be proof of such a segregated system of justice, and in
the second place, a certificate by the Attorney General of the United
States for prosecution in the Federal court would fulfill the responsi-
bility of the U.S. Government to assure equal protection of the laws.

Under similar circumstances, the Attorney General may remove to
Federal court a case which has already been commenced in a State
court. Under our bill these provisions last for only 10 years and expire
on the first of January 1975, or perhaps more technically spealkng,
10 years after the date of enactment of this measure.

We hope that this will stimulate the States to purify their own jury
systems and to improve their own systems of justice so that the
transfer of jurisdiction need not occur m many cases, but will be held
in reserve and be employed only if the States and the civil subdivisions
thereof continue to be derelict.

(At this point of the proceedings, Senator Smathers entered the
committee room.)

This title would also amend section 241 of the United States Code
to broaden Federal offenses in the area of civil rights. It is believed
that this broadening of Federal offenses may be the least important
part of the title, But we submit, Mr. Chairman, the killer.of a civil
rights worker ought to be tried for the crime of murder in a Federal
court rather than for depriving someone of his constitutional rights,
which is the main avenue of approach now. Basically, that is what
this title does.

In addition, we have part III which really restores the original
title III of the 1957 civil,rights bill. This provides preventive relief
in the form of injunctions to those who exercise rights under the 14th
amendment to the Constitution. As I have said, this is in a sense
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the old title III or part III of the 197 bill, which was debated efor
the Senate for many weeks, and upon which there was a rather clQse
vote. It permits an individual or the Attorney General to obtain
injunctions against violations of constitutional rights. This is now
true in many circumstances, such as segregation in the schools, segre-
gation in public facilities, the denial of voting rights, and the rest; but
the proposed authority would also provide protection against police
violence .and private violence, and do it in advance, rather than to
have, as so often occurs at present, futile subsequent trials almost
universally resulting in acquittal.

The fourth title provides for the removal of defendants in certain
cases from State to Federal district courts. What I discussed before
was where a person guilty of attacks, offenses, could have their cases
transferred and the other is where defendants can have their ceses
transferred. This is where a county or other political subdivision
provides a segregated and discriminatory system of justice, and the
criteria are the same as those which I have already mentioned.

Where a county or other political subdivision provides a segregated
and discriminatory system of justice, those who attack Negroes and
civil rights workers have almost universally done so with impunity,
while Negroes and civil rights workers who themselves are charged
with crimes have not received fair trials.

Just as title II of this bill provides for the prosecution in the Federal
courts of those who attack Negroes and civil rights workers in, areas
of segregated justice, to title IV permits the removal to Federal
courts of Negroes and civil rights workers who are subjected to
prosecution in such areas.

A somewhat novel feature is introduced by title V, which I think
is crucial. It provides for civil indenmification awards by a Federal
board in certain cases where a person is injured in his person or
property or is deprived of his life while he is lawfully exercising rights
protected by the Constitution. This would be done by creating an
indemnification board within the Civil Rights Commission to indem-
nify persons killed or injured or who have lost their property because
of lawful civil rights activities. I emphasize lawful civil rights
activities. Just as the Federal Government assists those who have
setfed their country, and just as States provide compensation for
injured workmen, so those hurt in the struggle for civil rights should
also be compensated.

Under this title, the Federal Government would make payments
to the injured person and would& then have the right to collect such
payments from the person or persons who caused the injury and from
the State or political subdivision here the injury was caused by a
person acting under color of law.

The idea that persons injured by unlawful acts should be allowed
to bear the full burden of their losses, physical and financial, is being
gradually replaced by the idea that the community owes some respon,
sibility to those people. . This proposal is an attempt to apply that
principle to the field of civil rights.

Title VI provides that the FEPO provisions of the 1964 Civil Rights
Act shall no* be made applicable to State and'local governmental
units. It is only by integrating State ind local personnel 'epgged in
the administration of justice that equal.protection of the laws can be a
reality. / ,

'' * / " * **"
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,As I have stated; the Civil Rights Commission supports most
these provisions;. , ; ...

A recent study by the Southern Regional Council cites 93 deit
arising out of civil rights activities, between 1955 and 1965 ,;

The American Friends Service Committee. the Natioal iCod uil of
Churches, and the Southern Regional Council have documented more
than 500 cases of violence in civil rights matters from Janiiary 1961
to May 1965. .

The Civil Rights Commission reports 150 serious racial inside ts' i
Mississippi.

The NAACP has forwarded hundreds of complaints to the Depart-
ment of Justice.

I do not call the roll of these complaints, though I have some of the
most prominent cases here, for the reasons I have mentioned; but the
solid evidence indicates that there is a need for action. It may be
that not every feature of the bill is perfect, but I hope that it will be
seriously considered, not only by the committee, but also by the general
public, and that we shall recognize the deep practical problem which
underlies this whole matter.

We sometimes say that justice delayed is justice denied; but
justice which operates under the threat of fear, intimidation physical
violence, and other improper pressures is a justice which largely
tends to be inoperative, justice which sometimes proceeds on. the
assumption that not the murderer but the murdered is guilty. We
can enact all the laws we want; the courts can hand. down all t)h.e
decisions they wish; but if there: is no will to obey these decisions
and if those who resort to the crudest of, methods and then deny
them and are often almost certain to be freed in any court before
which they may be brought, we have an inoperativesystem. . ,,

I do not believe anyone is more desirous of preserving the functions
of localities than I am, I started my political life in a humble way
as an alderman of a city. I have always felt the importance of local
self-government.

It is my sincere hope that this threat of the removal of cases to the
Federal court may serve as such a stimulus to State action that it
will be seldom invoked.

I live in the hope that a new spirit is rising in the country under-
neath the ashes, and that more and more the American people in their
hearts want to make these principles of equal rights a reality and
are not condemning people because of their race or color.

This requires to a certain degree a good deal of change iA our
thoughts...

My mind goes back to 1956 when we were able to get only six votes
in the Senate for a civil rights measure. However,, something ws
started with that discussion which helped to bear some fruit iin 19?,
1960, 1963, 1964, and 1965. I hope that, the measure we have intro-
duced may have a somewhat similar effect, ; , ,

And now may I take up title IV of the administration' bill vhcl
deals with housing? : Many southern advocates of segregated schools
have reproached us northerners who have supported the, supreme
Court decisions ontdesegregation, and, who have tried to gave, thein
practical vitality, with being insincere,and, in, fact, hypocrites. They
told us and they still tell us, "You are opposed to legal segregation of
the schools in the South but you defend de facto sagregaion i the



North" First,'let me say that de facto segregation is not as bad as
legal segregation since in school districts, in mixed neighborhoods, the
schools are desegregated while in legally segregated school districts a
change in neighborhood conditions cannot produce an increase in
desegregation, without taking legal action.

Nevertheless, de facto segregation is not desirable and we should
proceed in the North to practical desegregation. Our support of
title IV, of the administration's bill, should be proof that we are not
hypocrites and that we are willing to apply to ourselves what we
prescribe for the South.

For the large degree of de facto segregation in the big cities of the
North is due to the practice of tightly compacted Negro and Latin
American neighborhoods. Elementary schools must, in the main,
follow neighborhood patterns because of the necessity that a child
should not have to walk too far to his school. On the whole, a 15-
minute walk is about as far as a child should be asked to travel on his
way from home to school. Perhaps 10 minutes would be a more
convenient radius. The distance for high school students can be
greater, but even here there are limits. If virtually all the homes in
the neighborhood are lived in by people of one race, then in practice
the schools will be attended by the children of that race. That is
why all Negro neighborhoods give rise to all Negro schools and all
Latin American neighborhoods create all Latin American schools.
That is the fundamental reason behind de facto segregation in the big
cities in the North.

Now, to a certain degree, many, though not all of the people of the
same race like to live together since they share a large number of
common interests and possess much the same background. What
Franklin H. Giddings of Columbia used to call "The consciousness of
kind" acts as a cohesive force to hold such communities together and
to produce as a voluntary derivative a large degree of racial similarity
in the people who live in the same neighborhood and whose children
attend the same schools. No law should interfere with this voluntary
type of residence provided it is truly voluntary and not forced or
compulsory.

But there will be some who, for one reason or another, will want
to live in a neighborhood lived in largely by those of another race or
other races. If landlords, however, will not rent or sell houses to
them solely because of their color, the minority groups will be held
against their will in segregated neighborhoods and they will be forced
together by iron bands. And their children will be forced to attend
schools which-naturally enough-will also be largely segregated.
If the minority groups are also economically poor, as they so often
are, the children will suffer from the disadvantages of poverty and it
will be hard for the schools to compensate for this lack-

As long as potential buyers and tenants of homes are not considered
on their merits in the sale and renting of homes but are discriminated
against solely or primarily because of their race, then we will have
de facto segregation ini the schools and we wil justifiably lay our-
selves open to the charge of implicit hypocrisy.

But let it be understood that the adoption of fair renting or home
selling practices does hot mean that texiants oif purchasers Must be
accepted merely because they are members of a minority race. If
they are of a bad moral character, their' applications for renting or

' ' . *
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purchasing a house or apartment may be rejected just as firms may
refuse to hire incompetent or immoral workmen. Qr, if people are
known to take poor care of their homes or apartments, properties
need not be sold or rented to them. All that is required is that they
should not be discriminated against because of their race, And that
if other grounds are alleged, these must be real and justifiable grounds
and not mere verbal devices to cover up basic racial prejudices.

By adopting this title in a proper form, Congress can do a great deal
to promote desegregation in northern schools as we have been attempt-
ing to do in southern schools. Speaking for myself, I can say that
those of us who feel as I do and who live in the North are filing to
take the sam, medicine we prescribe for others. I hope that this will
silence the cries of "hypocrisy" which have been raised against. us for
so many years.

It so happens that I live in the Hyde Park-Kenwood neighborhood
in Chicago and have for nearly a half century. This was once an
upper middle class completely white community. It is now probably
the most racially integrated neighborhood in Illinois and possibly in
the Nation. Our experience has, on the whole, been good. We have
had our troubles, of course, but. mostly caused by people from outside
the neighborhood. But the community is composed in the main of
men and women who have wanted to make desegregation work, and
who have tried to work out living together peacefully and coopera-
tively. We have largely succeeded although, of course, we have not
established a Utopia. I am proud to have played some part in this
desegration, because I felt one should practice in one's own life what
one tries to prescribe by legislation. There are, however, unfortu-
nately, residential communities in Illinois and, indeed, in the Chicago
area which are to all intents and purposes segregated and where the
schools are, in consequence, also segregated. I do not think that
many people in these communities will welcome my testimony. I ask
these good people to study the experience of Hyde Park-Kenwood
which should eliminate many of their fears. We in Hyde Park-Ken-
wood would not like to go back to the old order.

I think you will find that ultimately the fears now expressed about
title IV of the administration's bill will prove to be as unsubstantial as
those which were once' expressed about the future of Hyde Park-
Kenwood.

Thank you.
Senator ERVIN. Senator, does Illinois have any so-called open

occupancy laws?
, Senator DOUGLAS. No, it does not. The Democratic House of the

Illinois Legislature passed such a law, but the Republican Senate re-
fused to approve it. We do have in, Chicago an open-occupancy
ordinance directed primarily at real estate agents.

Senator ERvIN. Now in addition to that, as far as Chicago is con-
cerned. President Kennedy's Executive order on housing went into
effect in 1962, which was,4 years ago. Has there been any marked
increase in integration of housing in phicago since either the adoption
of the ordinance or, since the pronulgation of President Kennedy's
open occupancy? .

Senator DOUGLAS. 'ipere has beon some; increase in the so-called
Pilsen area, but not a marked increase.

I think this is due either to sabotage within ,th EFederal housing
Administrtion, or to the fact that the Federal o siilin Aldini4tr.
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tion will only guarantee or itire loans in 'neighborhoods which they
believe have an economic future, and when you have a large admix-
ture of Negroes into 'a neighborhood, then FHA will tend to say,. well,
the community doesh't.have ah economic future, it will be dangerous t6
insuirethe loans, so that the loans will not be insured.

Si practice, therefore, the act I will not say is being evaded. I will
say it is being avoided.

Senator ERVIN. Isn't it true that neither the Executive order of
President Kennedy nor the ordinance of the city of Chicago have
produced any marked increase in--

Senator DUrGLAs. They have produced some improvement.
Senator ERVIN. Very slight, though; isn't it?
Senator DOUGLAS. I would not say that it was marked. It has

produced some improvement.
Senator ERVIN. Senator, on page 11 of your statement you come

pretty close to expressing some convictions which I hold. I have
observed in the North, the South, East, and West, throughout the
United States that where people are left at liberty to select their own
associates and associates for their immature children, they almost
invariably select people of their own race. Is that not true?

Senator DOUGLAS. Yes, I think that is true, and we don't propose to
change that. We do want to say that it should be a voluntary choice
on their part, and not a forced choice, that if people want to move
elsewhere and are of good character, then they should not be prohibited
by real estate owners or landlords from doing so.

Senator ERVIN, Well, is it not true that in Illinois as elsewhere in the
United States, that the great majority of people prefer to live in
residential neighborhoods inhabited by people of their race, rather
than people of other races?

SENATOR DOUGLAS. Well, I would say this is in laige part true.
If you take a population which descends from foreign stock, this is
markedly true in the first and second generations. By the time of
the third generation,' there is a tendency to move away, and by the
fourth generation they are largely homogenized into the general
population.

But the Negro, because of the fact of color, cannot move into these
other classes of population in the same way that an Italian or a Greek
or a German or an Englishman or a Scotsman can do.

Senator ERVIN. Is there anly inherent evil in members of the
Caucasian race, for example, preferring to live in a community inhab-
ited by other people of the Caucasian race?

Senator DOUGLAS. There is nothing to interfere with their own
choices. I would say, however, tfiat if a Caucasian wanted to live
in a Negro section of the towli, that he should not be prohibited by
Negro landlords from so doing, and conversely I would say that if a
Negro, who wants to keep his property in good shape, wishes to move
into a white section, that a landlord should not refuse to sell or rent
to him either solely or primarily becatise of color.,

Senator ERVIN. Senator, you are not moved,'however, to support
the' housing provisions of the administration bill by the fact that
there is any great demand of members of the aiaucasian race to be
allowed to live in areas inhabited by nonwhite' are you?

Senator DOUGLAS. Well, I have known that to occur. I don't
think they should be discriminated against by the Negro race, if they
't124h tn mt in / ' / / ( h...
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Senator ERVIN. Yes, but there is no necessity of which you are
iiwae& for the Federal Governmen t totake away from 'nonwhites the
right to sell or rent property they own, in order that the Caucasians
Sight buy or occupy that property.

Senator'DotraGAis I do. not favor black nationalism. 'I am op-
pised to black nationalism, to Muhammed X, and to' some of the
recent statements by some leaders of branches of the so-called civil
rights movement. I think we should be treated as individuals and
as citizens with equal rights; that Negroes should not discriminate
against whites, and whites should not discriminate against: Negroes.

Senator EVIN. But you don't believe in allowing the individual to
make that choice. You would prefer for the Federal Government
to force that'choice on him.

Senator DOUGLAS. In social matters, there is no obligation to in-
vite people into your home. There is no obligation to admit people
to your club. But where the schools depend upon the'racial admix-
ture of the neighborhood, what I am saying is that where you have
segregated schools in the North, they come not from laws but from
segregated neighborhoods, and I have heard you, my dear friend,
criticize the North for having the de facto segregation, and I must
say I have writhed-

Senator ERVIN. No, sir, I have not criticized-
Senator DOUGLAs (continuing). Under the verbal lashings which

you have administered. You stirred the consciences of all of us,
and this is an attempt on our part to redeem ourselves in your sight,
and I hope you will not deny us the opportunity to improve and to
reform.

Senator ERVIN. Senator, everything I have said on this subject is
recorded in the Congressional Record, and I have never criticized
the North for having de facto segregation.

Senator DOUGLAS. Well, some of your esteemed colleagues have.
Senator ERVIN. Yes, sir. But, not me. I think de facto segre-

gation is the product of a law of nature, and that law of nature is
like seeks like.

Senator DOUGLAS. But suppose you want to escape from having
too much like? Suppose you want a little variety in your life or you
want better schools for your children.

Senator ERVIN. Senator, I would say to the people in those com-
munities, if they want to alter their communities, they should have
the privilege of doing so. But I do say that it is not the function of
the Federal Government to deny people basic rights of property,
and to force a choice on them which they are not willing to make
themselves.

In other words, the trouble with this proposal is that it robs members
of the Caucasian race of the right to select associates for themselves
and their children for the alleged benefit of a minority.

Senator DOUGLAS. You know, Mr. Chairman, people who deny
these rights are very frequently not people who live in a community
at all. They are property owners who live outside the community,
and they are making decisions for others, both those who live in a
community and those who would like to come into the community.

I would like to see an admission on the basis of quality. Are you
,of good mora' character? Do you keep your house clean? Do you
keep the sidewalk clean? Do you plant a few flowers now and then?
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Let those he the tests. Do you behave yourselves? That should be
the test, not what is the pigmentation of your skin.

You know if you start that what happens to people from the East-
ern Mediterranean stock? We have got a section in here in Washing-
ton which I think as I remember it prohibits sale to Iranians. I think
the Iranians are good people.

Senator ERVIN. Senator, I think you must fundamentally agree
that the reason you have de facto segregation in the North is that
people live in communities composed of members of their race or their
ethnic origin because they prefer to do so.

Senator DOUGLAS. Mr. Chairman, we have gone over this many
times. Let me say that to the degree that this is a voluntary choice
on the part of people, of course we should not object to that. But
where a person wants to live in some other area, either for advantages
to himself or so that his children may go to better schools, and we
know there are differences in the quality of schools, then he should
not be forbidden because his color is black or brown or yellow.

Senator ERVIN. The practical effect of this whole title is that if a
man of the Caucasian race in a Caucasian residential section had a
piece of property to sell, and he thought that it would be more appro-
priate to sell it to a member of the Caucasian race he could not do so.

The result would be that you would have to sell to people of the
minority race. It is discrimination against the majority in favor of
the minority. I don't believe in discriminating even against the
majority myself.

Senator DOUGLAS. Well, I don't believe in discrimination against
anyone, and a great Justice of the Supreme. Court once said the
.Constitution is colorblind. It was John Marshall Harlan, the
grandfather of the present Justice.

Senator ERVIN. That is the trouble with this proposed legislation.
It is not colorblind. It picks out people on account of their color and
gives them special privileges and special legal rights by the denial to
other people of their privileges and their rights. This bill frag-
mentizes the American people by race, by religion, by economic status,
and it does it for the benefit of just one group of them.

Senator DOUGLAS. Mr. Chairman, I don't believe it discriminates
in favor of the minority. It merely provides that they are not to be
discriminated against because of their race or color.

Senator ERVIN. Senator, do you believe the Attorney General of
the United States, in the political climate which now prevails in the
United States, is going to bri'g any suit to compel people to sell
property to whites under this bill; if it is enacted?

Senator DOUGLAS. Well, I would say that is legally possible.
Senator ERVIN. But practically and politically impossible; isn't it?
Senator DOUGLAS. I don't know that it is politically impossible,

but if the black nationalist movement gathers headway, that might
arise.

Senator ERVIN. If the Attorney General acts,,he is going to 4ct for
the nonwhite, and it rpeans that this is a bill to'giye special privileges
to the nonwhiites in buying and renting propertyat the expense of a
majority of the Ameri an people's basic rights of freedom and pjroerty.

.Senator DOUGLAS. It is not, unfortu ately,,the people do~n at the
bottom of the heap who customarily dicrimimate against thdse at the
top of the hea. J introduce that as sort of d hiumrous effort to sh6w
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the quality of the bill. It is generally the top dogs who discriminate
against the underdogs. May I quote one of my favorite authors?

Senator ERVIN. Ye s.
Senator DOUGLAs. Anatole France Wrote a novel called the Red

Lilly. He spoke of the mnasjestic quality of the laws, which forbids
the rich as well:as the poor from sleeping under bridges and begging
in the streets for bread. And that is true. If a rich man were to
sleep under the bridges of Paris he would be arrested as a vagrant.
If he took his hat in his'hand and stood outside the Opera in Pars and
begged he would be arrested as a beggar. But because of his money
he does not have to do that, and therefore it falls upon the poor and
unfortunate. Similarly in these discrimination it is the people with-
out resources and property and social standing and ownership of
homes, and so forth, that get it in the neck. When I introduced this
reference I know that you would not, shall I say, take it as immediately
applicable to indicate that we also believe in the majestic quality of
the laws and 'that the poor should not discriminate against the rich.
The Negroes should hot discriminate against the whites, but I agree
that at the moment this no hot what happens.

Senator ERVIN. Well, as a matter of fact, this law as a practical
matter has no equality about it. It says to the caucasians "You
cannot live in residential areas inhabited by your people because if a
nonwhite wants to buy there, the Federal Government is going to
compel you to sell to him."

In other words, you are going to deny them their rights for the benefit
of the minority and there is no equality in that.

Senator DOUGLAS. You know if they stayed and did not take flight,
they would find conditions were not so bad. In the first place, this
would apply only primarily to those who can meet the economic test,
those who would have money enoligh to pay a relatively high rental
or pay a relatively high price, so that this would apply in the main to
the fringes of the Negro population.

Senator ERVIN. Yes, sir.
Senator DOUGLAs. We havo never claimed anything more than that,

Mr. Chairman. But that is a very considerable factor.
Senator ERVIN. And that is one of the things that shows this law

is not concerned with those who sleep under bridges or beg for their
bread, but it is to give special privileges to those who are wealthy
to intrude themselves into neighborhoods where the majority of the
people would prefer for them not to come. That is not equality
either. You are still leaving the others to Fleep under the bridge.

Senator DOUGLAS. You are not going to cure all the economic
inequalities of life very speedily, Mr. Chairman. I used to think
that we could, but after somfe years of experience I have decided it
is going to take some years.;

Senator ERVIN. I am bout to violate my assurance to you to let
you finish, blt I am intrigued by your statement on page 9 of your
statement. You say :

The American iFrienldsService Coiimittee, the National Council of Churches
and the Southern Regional Cotincil have docuimeiinted mote than 500 cases of
violence firom JanuaFy 196A to May 1965. , ':

Senator DoUGLA8. Referring to civil rights matters, sir, yes.
Senator ERvINv, Do you knoWho lOw mny murders have taken place

in Chicago luring that 4-year period of time?
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o,;Senatorl oupLAs. We have had quite a number. I am not de-
fending that;pimarily.

Senator ERVIN. I just want to say, Senator, in these 4 years there
have been probably 6,000 crimes of violence in Chicago.

SSenator DOUGLAS. Oh, no. There is a article --
, Senator; ERviN. ,You think the :estimate is too hii?'
Senator DOUGLAS.' There is an article in the W 'l Street Journal

which is a very conservative paper which I just put into the record a
few minutes'a o indicating the tremendous improvement which has
occurred in Chicago under Mayor Daley and under the superintendent
of police. Now, it is perfectly true that we have had and still have
more crime than we would like. Part of it comes out of the very slum
conditions which we are trying to remedy, because, the program of re-
ducing crime is not merely one of repression or of sentencing. It is
also trying to eliminate the moral and economic cesspools from which
crimiials are made. I will say this, Mr, Chairman. If you will sub-
mit a list of murders in Chicago, I will submit a list of crimes, civil
right crimes in the South. I have refrained from doing that. But if
we get into a challenge of comparative instances, I wil match it.

Senator EPVIN. Senator, I am not trying to cast any aspersions on
Chicago.

Senator DOUGLAs. Well, I thought that to be the imPiort of what
you said.

Senator ERVIN. I will frankly concede that in that Garden of Eden
known as North Carolina that there were far more than 500 cases of
crimes of violence between January 8, 1961, and May 1965. 'Now
there is a provision in this bill that would apply the Federal FEPC
to State officials, particularly those concerned with the admiiistra-
tion of justice. How; would you go about telling the. people of the
State whom they had to have for public officials, especially those
charged with the administration of justice?

Senator DoUGLAS. Not every official is elected. They have
bailiffs, judges have bailiffs, clerks of courts.

Senator ERVIN. Yes, sir, but all the bailiff does is to cry and pray
for the court, and all the clerks do is record his records.

Senator DOUGLAS. They can do a great deal in setting the-
Senator ERVIN. The people who administer justice are the judges.
Senator DOUGLAS. I notice very gentlemanly young men arranged

behind you and I am sqre they add greatly to the dignity and genteel
,bearing of this committee room. The same is true with the bailiffs
and clerks.

Senator ERVIN. Well, these young men who sit behind me are more
'handsome than most bailiffs and clerks that I have seen, but the ad-
ministration of justice is fundamentally---

Senator DOUGLAS. And what about police officers?
Senator ERVIN (continuing). Through the judges
Senator DOUGLAS. What abput police officers?. They are ap-

Spointed, not elected. Very frequently tley are biased.
Senator. ERVIN. Police officers do not administer justice. They

try to enforce aad keep peace arid arrest people' foi violating the law.
I would just like to know as a practical matter hqw you can make it
work.

Senator DOUGLAs. They are informal agents of justice. I want to
come back, however, to a point you made. I think yqu have given

/ ,
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very eloquent testimony really in favor:of mn;ypieaure:' Ydu spoke
of murders in Chicago. We ha e laws against inurders iii Ohicago.
They don't rk perfectly bft they work nmuh b'ftter'th, n if1 v e did
not have laws. You have rial violence in the LSouth but you don't
have effective laws against this, so if we have laws against minrders
we should also have laws against violence in civil rights 4natters. I
want to thank you for the very eloquent argument you have made in
defense of my measure.

Senator EnvIN. We have laws against racial violence already so far
as that is concerned but I would say there are no laws in any area of the
country which operate perfectly. There are many crimes that go
unpunished, many of them in all areas. But I am intrigued by this
suggestion about a Federal FEPC to control the officials who ad-
minister justice in the States. How can that be done without
destroying the States as effective entities of government, if the Federal
Government is going to tell them who their officials are going to be.

Senator DOUGLAS. What we are trying to do is to prevent the
nonelected officials from being too heavily weighted against civil
rights workers and participants. If you have satisfactory language
to clear up any of the structural defects, I would welcome it: I don't
pretend that I am a perfect draftsman.

Senator ERIN.. I believe, as Chief Justice Chase said mi Texas v.
White, that the Constitution in all its provisions looks toward an
indestructible union composed of indestructible States and when the
Federal Government sets up an FEPC commission to tell the States
who their officials who administer justice are to be; you are destroying
the States, and I am not willing to draft language that would accom-
plish that.

Senator DOUGLAS. I was primarily speaking of police officials,
Bull Connor, Jim Clark.

Senator ERVIN. I believe Bull Connor was voted out by the people
of Birmingham.

Senator DOUGLAS. Yes, that was fine, that is fine, but there are
others who are not. Yes, I welcome the defeat of Bull Connor.
Also, I hope for the defeat of Jim Clark. I am afraid what I say
will support both of them politically.

Senator ERVIN. I notice that S. 2923 proposes to establish civil
indemnification awards?

Senator DOUGLAS. Yes. This is a pioneer proposal.
Senator ERVIN. But the bill does 'not propose to allow those re-

wards to be made in courts of justice, but it proposes to set up some
kind of a board comparable to the Commission n Civil Rights.

Senator DOUGLAS. If you would accept this provision I would ac-
cept an amendment to provide that the amoufit should be determined
in the courts. May'we get your acceptance of that proposal?

Senator ERviVI. No, sir; I do not accept that because I don't
believe in inflicting the sins of the guilty upon the innocent, and that
is exactly whit this civil indemnification would do. I believe in
punishing the guilty ahd not the innocent.

Senator DOUGLAS. Oh, well,'this Would not punish the innocent.
Senator ERVIN. Oh, yes.
Senator DOUGLAS,. This would help to indemnif--
Senator ERVI. The innocent taxpayers would pay the' damage.
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Senator DOUGLAs. Oh, I see.
Senator ERVIN. They could all be at home praying on their knees

that there never be another act of violence done in the history of the
world, and some twisted brain could commit a crime, and then they
would have to pay for the crime.

Senator DOUGLAS. Well, you know, Mr. Chairman-
Senator ERVIN. Even if they are doing as they did down in Missis-

sippi where they had deputy sheriffs around trying to protect a man.
Senator DOUGLAS. Particularly after the atrocities committed by

Hitler, who burned to death, or gassed to death 6 or 7 million people,
predominantly Jews, but.also slaves. I have talked to a great many
Germans on my trips to Germany, and they all denied knowing any-
thing about it, but I think they are guilty of the crime of indifference,
and I have come to believe that indifference and not being concerned
about the evils that go on about them is a crime and that we do bear
some responsibility, even if we are not active participants in injustice,
the fact that we allow injustice to continue without protesting against
it makes us liable in a sense.

And I think it is this feeling which accounts for a g"nt many
people who have not themselves been offended by anti-Negro, anti-
racial acts, feeling that they. owed it to society to protest. Now a
great many people say they are just troublemakers, but I think in
the majority of instances, they have stirring in them the feeling that
they cannot be indifferent to what is going on, that we are our brother's
keeper, as Jesus said, and I think we bear some responsibility for what
happens to innocent people, an innocent advocate of civil rights who
is beaten up or killed and leaving his family destitute. I do not think
that even enough justice is done by punishing his murderer, although
even that is very difficult now.

But this underlies all problems, Mr. Chairman. It is not peculiar
to civil rights. This is a pioneer proposal. If it is too far in advance
of the times, it can be stricken. But it is something I think that
society must face.

.Senator ERVIN. Well, it certainly visits the sins of the guilty upon
the innocent. There is no way to erase that proposition.

Now in those cases tried in Federal courts under the provisions of
S. 2923, who do you contemplate is going to prosecute?

Senator DOUGLAS. In the, Federal court I would think the U.S.
attorney.

Senator ERVIN. The U.S. attorney?
Senator DOUGLAS. I would thiftk so.
Oh, wait a minute, you might prosecute against the person who

committed the attack upon a civilrights worker. You mean where
the civil rights worker himself was being accused. I think in those
cases, though I am not an expert in legal procedure, that probably
the local State's attorney or county, attorney should have the right
to prosecute.

Senator ERVIN. It seems to me sometimes that the cure is worse
than the disease. You can cure a man's headache by shooting him
through the head with a .high-powered revolver. 'That will cure the
headache, but destroy tpe man. "

How can a State exist if it is deprived bf the capacity to prosecute
its own citizens for crimes against it in its own peourts? _

Senator DOUGLAS. It should not be if those-courts are fair. I
have tried to avoidinflammatory lannI5wp; Mr.O'1hpirmn
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Let me say that I have friends who have examined! cases vry
thoroughly involving capital offenses. I think this is true, that I
have never found a case where a white man has been executed for
murdering a Negro in the South. Where a Negro murders a white
man, the judgment is almost invariably guilt. When a Negro mur-
ders a Negro, this is generally regarded as something outside the law
which the legal authorities can more or less disregard. But if you
can produce any case where a white man murdering a Negro has been
condemned and executed, I will be very grateful. I have not found
any.

Senator ERVIN. Senator, I would have have to take issue on one
part of your statement as far as North Carolina is concerned. I
have spent about 30-odd years in the administration of justice in
North Carolina as a practicing lawyer or as a judge, and I Would
say very few Negroes are sentenced to death or die for killing white
men.

Senator DOUGLAS. Have you ever known a white man convicted
or executed for killing a Negro?

Senator ERVIN. As a matter of fact---
Senator SMATHERS. I have known several in our State.
Senator DOUGLAS. I said convicted and executed.
Senator SMATHERS. But who have been sentenced to life imprison-

ment and have served life imprisonment.'
Senator DOUGLAs. Nearly always the sentences imposed upon

whites for offenses against Negroes are much less severe than the
sentences imposed upon Negroes for offenses committed against
whites. We know that. We can support that.

Senator SMATHERS. I do not believe that is supportable by the facts
in the last 10 years. That was the case 25 years ago.

Senator DOUGLAS. Let me say this: Due. to the agitation of those
of us in Congress and elsewhere who favor civil rights, there has been
a big improvement in the South in the last 10 years, and in the North
too.

Let me also say to my good friend from North Carolina that we have
always regarded North Carolina as the best State in the South.

Senator ERVIN. Well, thank you.
Senator DOUGLAS. We regard North Carolina as the Wisconsin oi

Illinois of the South. We commend you. May you improve this
virtue.

Senator SMATHERS. I am not going to object to that because I
come from North Carolina originally.

Senator ERvIN. I thank you for paying that tribute to North Caro-
lina, but I am not going to concede that you and others who advocate
civil rights are responsible f6r all the improvements going on in North
Carolina.

Senator DOUGLAS. No, not for all. You know the proddings of the
North have helped the conscience of the South.

Senator ERVIN. Well, is it not like looking after another man's
conscience?

Senator DOUGLAS. Oh, yes, that is:true. .,It is much easier to take
care of others. This is really an. attempt, you know, on our part to
reform our practices, and I really thought you ouldjoin in this. This
is much more applicable to the North than to the South.
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S,,have been accused of, serving political ends in advocating civil
rights in :the South. Believe me, this, isnpt a political advantage to
me in the North, Mr, Chairman, in t slightest bit. But we would
like to reform too. Do not deny us the beneficent things which we
have done for, the South .

Senator ERVIN. Well, Senator, I sort of envy people who worry
about the South from a long distance, because I wish I worried about
the sins of Chicago rather than those around me. :

Senator DOUGLAS. That is exactly what I thought you were doing,
worrying more about Chicago than the South. I am worrying about
them both.

Senator ERVIN. Now I noticed in the State of Mississippi a short
time ago an all-white jury convicted a white Mississippian for the rape
of a 15-year-old Negro girl end sentenced him to the penitentiary for
life.

Senator DOUGLAS. What if a Negro had done that to a white girl?
What would have happened? Would he have been sentenced to life
or would he have been executed?

Senator ERVIN. I would have to: wait and see.
Senator DoUGLAs. What would have happened, there would have

been a sentence of death.,
Senator SMATHERS. I am beginning to worry about) what happens

under that kind of a situation in the District of Columbia, when a
colored boy rapes a white girl. It seems to.me that we do not see the
equal application in vigor in bringing about justice in such a situation.
It has gotten to the point thatif you happen to be a minority group
that perpetrates this kind of an act in certain areas of the country,
you do not have the same vigor of prosecution as though you were a
white Protestant or something like that.

Senator DOUGLAS. May I say I happen to be a white Protestant
myself. Let me say that I am not asking that special privileges be
given to the Negro race or to the Latin Americans m our country, but
that equal justice be granted to them. That is all.

If a Negro commits an offense, he should be punished, although we
should realize the circumstances behind it. Very frequently people
you know go in the wrong direction because of lack of advantages and
because of circumstances under which they were brought up. It is
not wholly their fault. I thiik all this means that we should introduce
a certain amount of compassion in our judgments.

Senator EaVIN. The, Chair is glad to have Senator Smathers with us
today. This is the first day he his sat as a member of this subcom-
mittee since he was assigned to raembership on it.

Do you have any questions of th e:Senator at this time?
Senator SMATHERS, Thank you, Mr. Chairman. : ,\
I merely want to ask one question.,
On page 12,:Senator Douglas, you state:
Let it be understood the adoption of fair renting or home selling does not mean

the tenants' or purchasers must b( accepted merely because they are members of
the minority race.

.Senator DovGLAS. That is correct. , .- .
Senator SMATHERS (o0ntiing):" .
If they are of bad moal chhka6ter their applications f6i renting or purchasing a

house or apartment may be'rejedtd, just as firns may refuse to hire incoinpetent
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or iimbiral wo kmn, or if people' ie kiiown8 to take poor care of' their homeior
apartments, properties need not be sold to; them. ,. ,

Now if I tudersta id that statement correctly, and I'do not knbow
that I do, does that mean that you are saying that the seller villi'hate
the right--and not be prosecuted-if he determines in his'own'mind
that the person who has sought to buy his property is a person' iho
probably would not keep that home as well as would another person.
Would you say that is a basis upon which he cannot sell it to one and
sell it to another?

Senator DOUGLAs. Well; I would'say that such reasons as I say in:
the subsequent sentence, should be real and justifiable, and not mere
verbal devices to cover up basic racial prejudices.

Senator SMATHEPS. What I ai' driving at is how do we really de-
termine and who is it that determines whether or not a person has a
basic racial prejudice,'or whether in point of fact that person believes,
that the person who has sought 'to buy his house is nbt a particularly
good owner?

Senator DoupLAs. The procedure would be for the aggrieved per-
son to bring a case, and then for judgment to be made before the proper
tribunal. But he would have to prove that it was discrimination, ot
justifiable rejection for immorality,; bad behavior, or poor home
maintenance. '

Senator SMATiiHERS. In other iords, you are saying that the person
who claimed discrimination, they would file the suit, and then the
bUirden' oof r of is on that person?

Senator DoUvGLAS. That is correct.,
Senator SATHE RS. To establish before the court?
Senator DOUGLAS. That is corret, much the same thing follows in

the FEPC provisions.
Senate SMATHERS. Right. '
Nw in the bill as I understand it, there is provision that the

attorney's fees would be taken' care of if it is determined, that there.
was discrimination. As a matter of fact, it is a subsidized proceeding,
I believe.

Does this not put a homeowner in the position that if he had his
house ip for sale aid if two people, each of them made an offer of
$25,000 apiece, would not the homeowner be just generally well
advised to always sell that.particular piece of property to the mber
of the minority group, sb that he could guarantee himself that he
would'iiot be subj ctetdtosomb sort of a lawsuit?

Senator DOGLAS. Well, 'I miay say: that the costs are limited, the
actual'cdsts, 'up t $500 of piiitive costs, so that the sky would not
be the limit.

Seiiator ERvi. If you will pardon me, Senator, I think you are
wrong on' that. He could recover'attual damages for humiliation;
ahd mental anguish, which' could go to: the skies, and he can also
recover punitive damages, punitive' damages' are limited to not exceed
$500. He is allowed to recover actual damages for humiliation and
anguish Aiid there is no limit whatever on th6se.

(t this point, Senator Javitg entered the hearing room.)
Seinto r i Dj UGLAs r. Chirthari, if you are. not satisfied with

the language on obsts, I will be' very glad to accept amendments
which will briri this line
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Senator ERVIN. And on another point relative to what Senato;r
Smathers is asking about, if the person desires to purchase or lease,
he can get a court-appointed attorney. If he wins the.case, he can
get the attorney's fees allowed. If the owner of the property wins
the case, he gets nothing except the bare court costs. He cannot
get back attorney fees.

That shows how unequal and prejudiced the bill is. That is not
your bill but that is the administration bill.

Senator DOUGLAS. If the plaintiff loses the case, he has to bear the
entire cost himself, and this is a deterrent against capricious suit.

Senator ERVIN. No, he gets a court-appointed attorney. He does
not have to pay him.

Senator DOUGLAS. He pays his own costs. That is a deterrent.
Senator ERyIN. If he is a pauper he does not have to pay that.

Ho does not even have to secure the payment of costs because he can
bring suits without securing the costs, which shows how the law is
one-sided instead of being equal.

Thank you, Senator.
Senator DOUGLAS. A pauper could not afford to go to law.
Senator SMATHERS. Let me just ask this question.
The Senator is of course familiar with the provision of the Constitu-

tion which says that one shall not be deprived of-
Senator DOUGLAS. Life, liberty, and property without due process

of law, yes.
I am also familiar with the same clause in the 14th amendment.

No State shall deny to any person the equal protection of the laws.
Senator SMATHERS. We are all familiar with that.
Senator DOUGLAS. Not so familiar.
Senator SMATHERS. But what I am trying to get at is in point of

fact not the way the language of this bill is drafted such that it would
deprive in fact a person of his right of property, in that it does not let
him make a disposition of that property in a manner which he might
choose to do.

Senator DOUGLAS. I need not remind you, Senator, of the way in
which this issue has been fought over for 60 years, for 80 years.
Originally the courts gave a very strict interpretation. No, I would
say a very forced interpretation of due process.

They threw out the minimum wage laws for women, maximum hours
laws for women knowing this interfered with the right of a woman to
work for less than the minimum wage if she wanted to or to work
excessive hours if she wanted to.,,, radually that point of view has
been superseded, and it has not stretched as far as it used to be.

We have also seen expansion of the commerce clause. The com-
merce clause has been extended to'agriculture. Even if a, person
produces agricultural products for his own use, this has been-

Senator SMATHERS. The point I am trying to make, Senator, is
this, and I do not want to argue with you. Just want to get your
(comment about it.

lYou said in your answer to Senator Ervin that what you were really
seeking to do is that people would have the voluntary right to asso-
ciate with each other, and that ought to be protected certainly, as
you say. I do not think anybody could oppose t)at,

Should not a person also have tie voluntary right to disiose of
that which they ihave worked and acquired over the course of yeiua
in a manner which they wanted to?
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Is that not an equal right?
Senator DOUGLAS. I do not think you should have the iight t

discriminate. I do not think they have a right to discrimiite on'
such extrinsic grounds as race or color or religion. ' 'really do riot,
think so. People should be considered as individuals on their merits:

Senator SMATHERS. Well, if what we said, if what you said were
carried to its logical conclusion, there would really be no reason thebl
for us to have different churches or different neighborhoods or different'
anything.

Senator DOUGLAS. No.
Senator SMATHERS. Because everybody would be of the same

means, the same norm.
Senator DOUGLAS. We could have variety based on voluntary

choice, but not forced association or forced disassociation.
Senator SMATHERS. I do not believe that if a person in Chevy Chase

wanted to sell their property to somebody who they thought would
give them a good price first, and I think that is going to be the govern-
ing thing in the disposition of property every time, who pays the most,
and usually when a person is getting ready to move-they do not much
care who gets it as long as they pay the price, but it seems to me to
tell them that they cannot make a disposition of it without firit -t
exonerating themselves of any sort of discrimination, real or .4nied,
I think puts the homeowner and the property owner'in a disadvan-
tageous position, and I do not know whether the Senator really wants
to do that or not. I do not think he does. That was the retsun
that I raised the question.

Senator ERvIN. Senator Javits, do you have any questions?.
Senator JAVITS. Yes. I was going to first of course compliment

my old colleague in arms for.his personal and durable struggle for
civil rights. He has always faced the problem directly.

Senator DOUGLAS. May I say I am greatly pleased that you should
be on this bill, 2923.

Senator JAVITS. I am very honored to be. To have had two such
stalwarts as yourself and Senator Case join in this legislation is a
matter of great satisfaction to me. This kind of coalition is what you
and I have spent most of our lives here trying to bring about.

Senator DOUGLAS. That is correct.
Senator JAVITS. I am very gratified. The bipartisan tradition of

civil rights has been preserved.
I would like to ask, if I may, Senator Douglas, about a number of

unique features of this bill. There are not too many, but they seem
to me to stand out.

The first is the fact that you do have a title in the bill for the
removal of cases from State to Federal courts.

Senator DovoULA. Yes.
Senator JAVITS. Now I might say that I favor that very strongly

ind the Association of the Bar of the City of New York ihas articulated
a bill on that subject which is very well researched and very substan-
tially backed. I have introduced that measure as drafted by the
Bar Atisociation of the City of New York, which is composed of lawyers
of all ideological complex, conservative as well as liberal, as itan iCnd-

eont to the ponding bill, and I gather that you, Senator Douglas,
pl)co considerable store in this provision; do you not?

Seoltor DOUOrLA, . Very imnc
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The Association of the Bar of the City of New York is a very
distinguished body. I think perhaps it is the most socially conscious
element in the bar in the country. I will say that I think we beat
them to the punch, Senator, because on February 10 we introduced
our bill, and in that we laid down five criteria. I do not know how
they compare with the bar.

This is in transferring cases, civil rights crimes, to Federal courts
they must 'involve a victim who is a member of a racial or color
group subject to discrimination or a person advocating or supporting.
equal protection for such racial or color group.

Discrimination exists where members of the racial or color group
are first systematically excluded from jury service. We have already
had the testimony on that.

Second, systematically denied the franchise in elections involving
judges or prosecuting officials.

Third, systematically segregated or discriminated against in jails,
police stations, courts, or other public buildings related to the admin-
istration of justice.

Fourth, systematically subjected to harsher punishments upon con-
viction.

Fifth, systematically subjected to more onerous terms and conditions
of bail or conditional release.

In other words, this is not something to be picked out of the air.
Take these five elements and then see whether or not they apply.

Senator JAVITS. In any case it is very good to have this eminent
bar association's proposals on removal, and I just wanted to emphasize
the importance that the Senator attaches to it.

I notice also that in your reference to an extension of what we call
part 3 of the 1957 bill, you speak of the fact that "injunctions may now
be obtained in many circumstances such as segregation in schools."

It is a fact, is it not, that the administration bill seeks to strengthen
the power of the Attorney General in that area?

Senator DOUGLAS. Yes; that is true.
Senator JAVITS. And that therefore it is-
Senator DOUGLAs. I think that also may have been taken fird our

bill.
Senator JAvITS. There is some echo in any case in this bill, in the

administration's bill.
Now, the other idea that I would like to call to your attention is to

me the most unique idea in this legislation, and that is the indemnifica-
tion section.

Senator DouoLAS. I have just undergone very severe cross-exami-
nation from our very able chairman'on that point. If you continue
the argument with him, you may do much better than I.

Senator JAVTrs. I do not wish to have an argument, I was just
going to mention that philosophically I think it does establish a

edoral responsibility and obligation, We have provided for indemni-
fication because we have boon at fault for not bringing about com-
pliance with thle Constitution and the laws for po many decades, tliat
we imnpost. To me it is amllogous with thi fact that you (cn sue the
city if it fails to fix the $idowilk because that is its job, You cani be
shown to be negligent buti, you imay suo aud recover, so I thilk that li
right, -
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In addition, when the Federal Government is called on to send
marshals or somebody else into a particular area in order to see that
civil rights are given and enjoyed, I think that it would give a greater
sense of responsibility to know that the alternative to such action is
that someone could be liable for damages, and that the States would
have to pay.

In the amendment which I have put in, Senator Douglas, to carry
out that concept in the current bill, I included a trust fund of $10
million, so that you would not have to depend upon a day-to-day
appropriation.

Do you have any feeling about that?
Senator DOUGLAS. I think that is a very valuable suggestion. It is

awfully hard to get a special bill through the Congress, particularly
of this nature.

Senator JAVITS. To pay a judgment against the United States.
And finally, Senator, and please feel free not to answer this next
point because I do not want in any way to embarrass or press you.
As I say, you are a Senator of the Democratic Party and in the
majority, but if you do have a comment I would appreciate it out of
my love and respect for you.

I have made the point that since the door has been opened by
President Kennedy toward dealing with housing discrimination by
Executive order, it is not tactically very wise now to submit this
whole issue to the Congress where it turns out to be the stormy petrel
of the whole civil rights bill, where from all indications you are not
going to do as well as you could do by another Executive order. We
are convinced from our study that an Executive order building upon
the Kennedy Executive order could deal with 80 percent of
discrimination in housing.

Senator DOUGLAS. Wait a minute, that would only cover public
housing and FHA housing; would it not?

Senator JAVITS. Well, it could also cover under the same theory
housing under guaranteed mortgages and housing loans made by
federally insured banks and savings and loan associations.

If the Senator has any comment on that as to the validity of-
Senator DOUGLAS. I have great respect for you, Senator, but it

seems to me that the President is honoring the prerogatives of the
Congress, and is trying not to invade the legislative powers of Congress
by Executive order.

I have heard so many members of your party--not you-so many
members of your party inveigh against the invasions by the executive
or the legislative branch that I think perhaps they may have made the
President sensitive on this score, and if you can persuade your fellow
Republicans to lay off on criticisms of Executive action, I will try to
persuade the President to apply and operate in this field by Executive
order, and when you succeed, I will try to succeed. But I do not
believe in unilateral action,

Senator JAVITH. Senator, I do not want to fence with you about
this matter. I am dooply convinced that since President Kennedy
his acted, and this action stood up, that an extension of that action
in very much wiser and 'more prudent in the interests of the civil
rights cause than to throw it in the maelstrom of---
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Senator DOUGLAS. You have always been fine on this, but if you
will get your colleagues to favor a.strong Executive when the Demo-
crats are in power, I will advocate the exercise of that authority,

Senator JAVITS. President Kennedy did act and I think President
Johnson could and should act.

Senator DOUGLAS. I can imagine what would have happened from
other members of your party had he done so.

Senator JAVITS. I would say with all respect, Senator Douglas
that I can imagine what would happen to other members of your party
had he done so.

Senator DOUGLAS. I would say that is tit for tat.
Senator ERnvN. If I may interject myself, I am glad that my friend

from New York has brought the Senator from Illinois and the Senator
from North Carolina and the Senator from Florida to agreement on the
proposition that laws ought to be made by the Congress rather than
by the President.

Senator DOUGLAS. That is what we are trying to do, embarrassing
though it may be.

Senator JAVITS. Senator, just to conclude, obviously the President
could not issue an order which enlisted the legislative powers. I
believe he has the Executive power.

President Kennedy asserted it, and I believe President Johnson
could assert it.

Senator DOUGLAS. The Executive order of President Kennedy still
continues, but I think that applied only to public housing and FHA.

Senator JAVITs. It did.
Senator DOUGLAS. Guaranteed housing.
Senator JAVITS. It did. It was limited to that.
Senator DOUGLAS. This is only a minority of public housing.

There are about 700,000 public housing units in the country. Only
about 2.5 percent of the housing units. FHA insurance is still a
minority. The vast majority of housing is privately owned and
privately financed.

Let it be said in the books that here you are a very eminent
Republican asking the President to use more authority.

Senator JAVITS. That is correct, I am, where he has already used it,
and where his authority to expand the existing protection from 23
percent of housing to 80 percent---

Senator DOUGLAS. Senator Javits, you and I agree on so many sub-
jects, let's not fall out.

Senator JAvITS. No. I thank you, Senator Douglas, for your testi-
mony, and I pay tribute again to your tremendous leadership in this
field.

I thank the Chair.
Senator DOUGLAS. It has been very minor really.
Senator ERVIN, I want to thank you for appearing before tie com-

mittee and presenting your views in respect to the proposed legislation
in such a genial and such an eloquent fashion. At th e same 'time, let
me express my regret that you do not entertain the same soutd views
on this legislation that I do.

Senator DouOLA. 'Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman n.
I always feel a privilege in appearing before you. You have had so

much experience as a lawyer and a julgeo, and I hope you will forgive
any inuaequacieo which I displayed,
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Senator ERVIN. Well, you have not displayed anything that re-
quires forgiveness.

Senator DOUGLAS. Thank you very much.
Senator ERVIN. And I hope you have a very nice trip out to your

State.
Thank you very much..
Senator DOUGLAS. I hope to- mend some fences. Finally, Mr.

Chairman, I would like to include in the record as part of my testi-
mony a fine analysis of the provisions of our bill, principal bills intro-
duced in the House, and the bill prepared by the Administration.
While I believe the analysis to be most accurate I should point out
that it was drawn up on the basis of reports of the content of the
administration's bill rather than on the final wording of the text of
that bill. But again I say that the analysis is an especially useful one
for comparing my bill with that of the administration.

(The matter referred to is as follows:)
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In suit brought by Attorney General, courtmay require recordkeeping as part of reliefgranted.
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New provisions cover personal assaults
that interfere with exercise of equal
rights or opportunities when use of
interstat commerce or anything that
has moved in commerce is involved inassault

ealties me Increased and made flexible.
Range from 1 to 20 years' imprisonment,
depending on gravity of offense.

All Federal rights protected from Inter-
ference by anyone because of race orcolor.

Right of free speech or other expression
used to advocate equality of persons or
opportunity also protected in areas
where discrimination is shown.

ttrney General or person whose rights arethreatened.

Criminal eases or criminal or civil con-
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Any case involving freedom of expression
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not before the Supreme Court.)
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Source: Prepared for Leadership Conference on Civil Rights by J. Francis Pohlhaus.
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3. In event of death, award could be madeto estate or dependents.
A new agency the Indemnification Board

is estahisbed in the Commission on Civil
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gte complaints and refer them to theBoard for hearing. After hearing, Board
cond make a monetary award, payablefrom Federal appropriations.

Wherever an award is made, the United
States would have the right to recover
in a civil suit (to its full constitutional
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All State and localgovernmentalemployees and applicants for employment would be covered by amendment of title VII of Civil Rights Actof 1964.
Enerement would be by complaints to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission or by suits filed by Attorney General or Inl-vidnuls under title VIIL

Gmve bodily injuryor deth inflictd in violation of police oeffical's constitutional duty and because of tbe race or color of the victim. Wouldalo Indde willful failure to ut such violence.
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Mr. AUTRY. Mr. Chairman, the next witness is Prof. Sylvester
Petro, of New York University.

Senator ERVIN. Professor Petro, we welcome you to the committee.
I would like to make this statement. Prof. Sylvester Petro is an
A.B. and J.D. graduate of the University of Chicago. He received his
master of law degree from the University of Michigan. He is a
member of the Illinois bar. He is the author of a number of articles
in various' legal publications and he is the author of two of the very
finest books that have been written in our generation, one of them
being "The Labor Policy of the Free Society," and the other being a
book entitled "Power Unlimited" which dealt with and made an
analysis of the findings of the McClellan committee. It is a great
privilege, Professor Petro, to welcome you here, and the subcommittee
certainly appreciates you taking the time to come down from New
York to express your views concerning this bill, or such phases of it
as you desire to discuss.

STATEMENT OF PROF. SYLVESTER PETRO, PROFESSOR OF LAW,
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW

Mr. PETRO. Thank you very much, Senator Ervin, for having
invited me down. I find that the subject to which I am going to
address myself is one of the most fascinating that I have encountered
in a long time, one of the most incredible as a matter of fact. I find
it hard to this day to believe that in this country, which prides itself
on freedom, so thoroughgoing an assault upon so intimately a signifi-
cant freedom as the right of property should be possible.

I understand that there is a tremendous amount of confusion every-
where in the world, not only in this country today, concerning the
meaning of key terms, such as freedom, voluntariness, compulsion,
and so on. I sincerely hope, Senator, that I am going to make a con-
tribution today toward the clarification of some of this confusion.

Freedom is a condition to which the right of private property is
indispensable. If you tell me that I must sell my house to A instead
of to B, or instead of taking it off the market, you have deprived me
of my right of private property, and of my freedom. If you force me
to sell without providing me with traditional safeguards, then you
have not only deprived me of liberty and property, but you have done
so without due process of law. The fundamental defect of title IV of
Senate bill 3200 is that it proposes the most far reaching, the most
offensive, and the most arrogant deprivation of property without due
procos in the history of thelUnited States.

I address myself to title IV exclusively. I wish to oenplsimzo this
point, becuiHso title IV in it sCIHem to me sharply distinguihable from
the other titles of the bill. The other provisions propose to remedy
deinils of civil and peoronal rights. As Htuch, they cannot ho called
defective in principle, though they might prove to be evil in policy.
and prltic, 111(n I holievo that tht is Ho, that they wouIld provO evil
iln practice. 'Titlo IV however, (xo0IdnH0e mo a great deal more, For
it It a 0ltr doenil of right vicious ill both 1principhle atl practice,
b1cuemo it caIImmoI, mos4ibly be admlinisteored in lactfordalco with (duo
i)rocomn of law, aind )becaull it nd11( mtoeriailly to tlie forceio alrol(ly
tit work to introduce tho police stat ito nt this country. It iN jolHt
possible that title IV will not work (t ill, And I ihall try to oxplitato

idl
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my reasons for that statement before long. But if it does, if it does
work, it will do so at the expense of liberty, property, and due process.
I propose now to demonstrate the accuracy of this charge.

My first point is that freedom and the right of private property
are one and the same thing.

It is customary among proponents of such legislation as title IV to
praise it in the name of freedom. However, the briefest examination
of the legislation and the barest acquaintance with the condition
known as freedom will expose the error of identifying title IV with
freedom.

Title IV would force individual homeowners, real estate brokers,
and financing institutions to sell and finance the sale of homes in
circumstances in which they would prefer not to do so. Home-
owners are told in section 403 that, no matter what their own prefer-
ences may be, they are compelled by law to sell, rent, or lease their
dwellings without regarrtee eraeolortreligion, or national origin
of prospective pur flers or tenants. Brokers and financial institu-
tions are subjected to corresponding and implementing deprivations
of their righty" Sections 406 and 40.7, as we shall see encourage the
most aggressive possible proqecuti6n of the policies of 'te legislation.

No great acumen and.no tortured analysis are necess ry in order
to perceive how drastically title IV invades and restricts freedom and
property, and therefore how incorret and deceptive it is to identify
title ]Y with freedom. -A~ tr'fre precisely to the extent that
his property rights are int aepuse ,the condition of freedom and
the condition of slavery a distinguished on the basis of the right
of private property. A fra ,qepyns himself and whatever he comes
by law fully. slave ows pt. idg..n He does not own himself and,
if he is in full silvery, f can"owfi going else; not even his children
are his. They elong tq is mast -. . j

Ownership, however, means ire han the possession of formal
legal title to th igs. It meon ol Control means authority
over use, and over dispositioii" well. It means the cor ijition in
which oihe has the authority to follow his own preferences. Obviously
it does nt mean that one may use his property in a way which destroys
the property of others. The rights and the freedom of others are
entitled to ie same status aid conidition'ds his. But that qualifica-
tion poses no oious problem. It is easy to see ttllrproperty rights
and freedom canho exist where some are permitteo.t6 invade the rights
of others. .. *

Legislation such as tte- asorotimes advocated on the theory
thalt fredom involves the right tolive vwhorovoer ondiloos. Indeed,
I infer that this is Senator I)ouglas' position. It"~i tho position of
people who speak in those terms that one is not free unless he is in a
position to buy whatever lie wants to buy. But this is an incorrect
IIsage of the term "freedom", and it i very easy to demonstrate the
error. For if I hlivo tho right to live wh'1rovr 1 choose, then someone
olso im)ist have the duly to popnit 1me to o so. Suppose I prefer my
eiglhbor's home to Imy own. Have 1 the right to force him to seil to

m11( Obviously 1 do not-not in It free country, anyway. For if I
did, I should poHH14s , niot, freedom, but power. And if ho weor obliged
to Noll, it would bo foolish to spok of him as a frooeuin with his property
rights Intact,
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-The same is Irue of the so-called "right to buy." No one in' a iree
country, when one thinks seriously about these matters, has a right
to buy anything. If he is a freeman, what he has is a right to offer
to buy. And if the man on the selling side is a freeman, in a free
country, he has the right to offer to sell or to refuse to offer to sell.
A completed transaction occurs, in a free country, when a willing
and able buyer encounters a willing and able seller and they get
together on terms which are mutually satisfactory.

Title IV does not promote freedom. It destroys freedom and
Creates power on one side. To speak of it in the name of. freedom
is to engage in an ugly perversion of the central principle of the good
society.

I read the Attorney General's statement before the House Judiciary
Committee, and there were a number of things in the Attorney Gen-
eral's statement that I thought interesting enough to call for comment.
It brought out some of the issues that I think are paramount, in a
particularly striking way. He said, for example, that "the ending
of compulsory residential segregation has become a national neces-
sity." His use 'of the terminology "compulsory residential segrega-
tion," to speak kindly, is strained. Taking the words in their natural
meaning, one would have to conclude that the Attorney General is
engaged in fantasy or science fiction. I am not aware of the existence
of "compulsory residential segregation" anywhere in the United
States. Indeed, since the Supreme Court's decision in Shelley v.
Kraemer, even contractual residential segregation is no longer possible,
for that case held racially restrictive covenants unenforcible.

,The truth is that the only kind of residential segregation which
exists in the United States today is purely voluntary. The further
truth is that the persons ultimately responsible for such voluntary
housing segregation as exists are individual homeowners. The
Attorney General seeks to shift the onus. He said to the House
Judiciary Committee:

I believe it is accurate to ay that individual homeowners do not control the
pattern of housing in communities of any size. The main components of the
housing industry are builders, landlords, real estate brokers and those who pro-
vide mortgage money. These are 'e groups which maintain housing patterns
based on race.

Everywhere in the United States today homeowners are free to sell
their homes to whomever they wish among those vwho bid. Nowhere
are they prevented from selling to Negroes, Jews, Puerto Ricans, or
any other so-called minority. It is unlawful everywhere for anyone
to interfere with a man's right to dispose of his property as he sees
fit. If one real estate broker refuses to deal wivh members of a given
race, the homeowner is free to seek another. If he can find no broker
who will deal indiscriminately, the homeowner may take over the
selling function himself, as many do. I am confident that there is not
a newspaper in the United States which would reject an advertisement
offering a house for sale or for rent to all comers.

The Attorney General's strained use of the strange terminology,
"compulsory residential segregation," I believe must be accounted for
by his natural reluctance to describe the effect of title.IV accurately.
But no valid purpose' is served in beating about the bush. The
purpose and effect of title IV are to deny freedom and tp restrict the
right of private property, not to protect and advance them. The

c2iVlt 'Riras
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particular and ultimate victim is the homeowner-not the builder;
not the real estate, broker, and certainly not the bannker. For them,
in 'their commercial roles housing is purely a commercial matter.
They will not be hurt in those roles by a law forbidding the discrimi-
nate sale or renting of private homes. But the individual homeowner
will be. He will find his freedom and his most cherished values
savagely mauled.

I want to refer to another aspect of the Attorney General's strained
Terminology about compulsory residential segregation: his reference

to, "national necessity."
S When one removes the tortured indirectness from the Attorney
General's language, what remains is this assertion:

S The policy of this Administration is to. favor a compelled amalgamation of all
races, colors, and creeds in re idetTial areas; f"ilividual preferences, the right of
private property, and persofral freedom must all be sacrificed to this overriding
policy. ,

Senator ERVIN:" There is a vote call. We will dash-over there and
get back just 'as soon as possible. ,When we scheduled'this hearing
we had no reason to anticipate, that' w wwer going to havea constant
succession of record votes. J

(Short recess.)
Senator ERnvN. The subcommnitteeivill resume. I
Mr. PETRO. Shall I resumni Senator? *,
Senator ERVIN. Yes, sir. ' ' i
Mr. PETRO. I was spea iig aouvt the Attorney General's Use of

the term "national necessit.' " ,
Senator ERVIN I would" uut,.like i6 j6in you in emphasizing your

Statement on page 7 that lfk ing third bill as it stands, the policy of the
administration in advocating this housing provision is to compel
amalgamation of \all ciltures an -'ee6ds in 'all- residential: areas.
Individual preferchces, the rigliat*Vfprivate property, and personal
freedom must all be sacrificed to this overriding policy.

Mr. PETno. I think we have the heart of the bill there.
Senator ERVIN. It s,ems to me \that Yours is a most effective

statement, in\q nutshell, of the policy'which underlies thi6 bill.
Mr. PETRO. T4 ank you, Senator. I would like t6 continue in

plain talk, becausK, erbal byplay must not be allowed to conceal the
real meaning of tlhe ttorney General's staterrient. He refers to
"national necessity." Wha.,xeaning.axeVe to give ,,I "national
necessity" when that expression runs counter to individ$flpreference?
The purpose of title IV, to repeat, is to produce a rac1nl' mixture in
residential areas. If that mixture does not now exist it is because
individual homeowners have preferred something else. But this is a
nation of homeowners. Is not the residential pattern therefore an
expression of their desires, and as such an expression also of national
policy? By what right does the administration arrogate to itself the
authority to frustrate such desires and to identify contrary wishes as
"national necessities"?

A man's family and his home are dear to him, the things he cherishes
most in the world. He will work for them as he will work for nothing
else. In fact I have a considerable number of callouses right now
on my hands, Senator, from clearing several acres of woods, a living
testimonial to the drive built into a man to take core of his home.
A man will wbrk for his family and his home as he will work for nothing

~4 ""-" '
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else. And out of such striving great things have emerged. America
as we know it today, with all its power and wealth, is a byproduct of
the efforts that men have expended in building their families and
homes. All the massive edifices in Washington, D.C., all the vast
means at the disposal of the Government of the United States, are
mere incidentals to the main business of the ordinary American, who
works for his family and his home-not for "national necessity,"
whatever-that pompous phrase may mean.

We must get these things straight. Governments do not produce
either men, families, or wealth. Men produce those things. The
only thing that government produces is more government. If, in
producing more and more government, a country should destroy the
mainspring of human striving, the fact that. the destruction has been
cloaked in the verbiage of "national necessity" will not change tlhe
consequences. The country will regress; its wealth diminish; its
government become a fourth-rate power; its general tone will become
puny.

I take no position one way or the other on the desirability of racially
amalgamated residential areas, and I do not see how any other mere
mortal can do so, for it seems to me to be entirely a matter of per-
sonal preference.

I believe it was the right of the people in Senator Douglas' Hyde
Park-Kenwood area to undergo the integration experience that they
have undergone, and I might add from personal direct knowledge
that the experience was a good deal more horrifying than Senator
Douglas suggested. To repeat, I don't know what the pattern of
any residential neighborhood should be. What I do know and assert
is that the goodness, wealth, and power of this country are products
of the striving of freemen in the pursuit of their preferences; in short,
products of the right of private property. I know, furthermore,
that title IV, whatever the Attorney General may say about it, is the
most far-reaching and thoroughgoing invasion of the right of private
property that has ever been proposed in this country. The Attorney
General refers to title IV as a "national necessity." I believe it
better described as a national 'disaster.

Senator ERVIN. Again, I am going to have to vote.
(Short recess.)
Mr. AUTRY. Pursuant to, the request of the chairman, the witness

will continue with his prepared statement. The chairman will return
as soon as the vote is completed. ,

Mr. PETRO. All right, Mr. Autry. I turn now to the procedural
aspects of this bill. I find the procedural aspects of title IV as ques-
tionable as its substantive policy perhaps far more serious in the
inroads it makes on the rights of homeowners.

It encourages unmeritorious and vexatious litigation despite the
crowded conditions of court dockets all over the country. It creates
evidential problems which are likely to make a mockery of due process
of law. Its provision for remedies are likely to intimidate the decent
citizen. The powers of intervention granted the Attorney General
are vague andill defined and smack more of the police state than of a
society ruled by law, ;

Consider the matter of unmeritorious and intimidatory litigation.
Section 406(b) authorizes the Federal courts, whenever they "deem
just," to subsidize proceedings against homeowners who have allegedly

i; 4i
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refused to sell or rent on the basis of race, creed, or national origin,
No such subsidy is made available to the defending homeowner;
Thus a disappointed purchaser has everything to gain and nothing
to lose by suing the homeowner. Under section 406(b) the would-b0
purchaser may commence a civil action "without the payment of fees,
costs, or security * * *." This means he may secure even an ex
part restraining order, preventing the homeowner without notice or
hearing from selling to another, without forfeiting a bond or security,
This is different from the situation which prevails in the casetof any
other kind of litigation whatsoever.

There is no need to dwell at length upon the evils of this provision.
They are obvious. Every homeowner in the country is a potential
victim when he puts his house up for sale, whether or not he has vio-
lated the law. The normal restraints upon vexatious litigation are
gone.

Mr. AuaTY. May I interrupt for just a moment, Professor? Sena-
tor Smathers is back, and he will assume the chair in Senator Ervin's
absence.

Senator SMATHERS. Will you go right ahead?
Mr. PETRO. Thank you, Senator. The normal restraints upon

vexatious litigation are gone. As we shall see it is likely that the
burden of proof will come to rest swiftly upon the homeowner, rather
than, as is traditional,.at.least in dueprocess, countries, upon the com-
plaining party. The difficulty of sustaining the burden of proof
together with the subsidizing of the complainant add up to a massive
instrument for the intimidation of homeowners.,

Even without the subsidy provision, title IV, if enacted, is likely to
produce a flood of litigation, and litigation of a peculiarly complicated
character. With the subsidy, of course, there will be even more. I
do not suggest that the litig:ation-breeding charge is ever a valid
argument against an otherwise meritorious law, for I believe that if a
proposal has merit, it should pass even though it increases the burden
on the courts. The trouble with title IV, however, is that it is both
bad in principle and likely to encourage great volumes of unmeritorious
and purely vexatious litigation, when the Federal courts are already
heavily burdened.

The probable result is that proceedings under title IV will work the
most vicious kind of injustice. Complainants, that is to say, dis-
appointed purchasers from a minority, will ask for restraining orders,
pending a full trial, which is likely to be long and drawn out. Home-
owners will thus lose their purchasers, while the complaining parties,
on the other hand, will have nothing to lose, especially when even their
attorneys' fees and security costs are covered by the taxpayers. The
net effect is likely to create discrimination in favor of members of
minority groups. Indeed, that seems to be the object of all the pro-
cedural features of title IV. The compulsions and the denials of
freedom which characterize the substantive features of title IV will
probably be surpassed by the compulsions inherent in its procedural
features.

I turn now to problems of proof and due-process implications;
Every time a belligerent member of an identifiable minority bids

unsuccessfully on a home, or a rental, he is in a position to make life
miserable for the hapless homeowner. Suppose a Jewish homeowner,
with his house up for sale, receives equal bids from two persons, one a
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Jew, the other an Italian. If he sells to the Jew, the disappointed
Italian has the basis for a suit. The Italian may petition for a
temporary restraining order, thus blocking the sale to the Jew, pending
full trial. How long will the Jewish purchaser keep his offer open?

And what will happen at the trial? The law is vague. It forbids
refusing to sell to any person because of race, color, religion, or national
origin. How much proof is required? What kind? On whom will
the burden of proof come ultimately to rest?

We have considerable experience with a similarly vague law. An
analogous provision in the National Labor Relations Act prohibits
discrimination by emnployers which tends to discourage union member-
ship. The National Labor Relations Board considers itself as having
a prima facie case of discrimination when a union man is discharged
by an employer who has betrayed antiunion sentiment. At that
point the burden of proof shifts to the employer. He must show
that thei'e was some good cause for the discharge-aviolation by the
discharge of some strictly enforced rule, or a failure by him to meet
objectively demonstrable standards. If he fails in this showing,
the employer will be found guilty of unlawful discrimination.

The homeowner under title IV is in a much more difficult'position
than the employer under the National Labor Relations Act. How is
the homeowner to prove-in the case I give-that he had some object,
tively demonstrable cause-other than race or religion-when the
Italian made the same offer that the Jew made?

It is possible that the Federal courts, unlike the National Labor
Relations Board, will require objective evidence of discriminatory
motivation before they hold homeowners guilty of title IV violations.
But if the courts take that position, title IV will become a dead letter;
ocular proof of discriminatory motivation is in the nature of things
unavailable. Hence the probability, if title IV is to be viable, is that
the courts will do what the Labor Board has done; that is rely upon
presumptions and inferences. In that case title IV will become an
even more pervasive instrument for the denial of due process that the
Labor Act has been. .The burden of proving lack of discriminatory
motivation will fall upon the homeowner, and in 99 cases out of a
hundred, he will be unable to carry that burden. He will not be able
to prove, in the case :I have cited, that there was a nondiscriminatory
basis for his refusal to sell to the Italian.

Add this to the fact that he will probably have been restrained by
the court from conveying to the Jewish purchaser, pending trial, and
it becomes evident that title IV,puts the homeowner into an impossible
position when he is confronted with purchasers from different minori-
ties. No matter which he chooses to sell to, the other is in a position
to make life miserable for him. An age-old instinct of the common
law was to conceive rules in the manner most likely to encourage and
promote the alienability of realty and chattels. It would appear
that the aim of title IV is, at least, in part, to frustrate realty trans-
actions.

If the homeowner is confronted with offers from a Negro and a
white Anglo-Saxon Protestant he has no choice under title IV at all.
Preferring the Anglq-Saxon will, if the disappointed Negro is belligerent
or fronting for a pressure group, produce an immediate restraining
order, frustrating an immediate sale and probably inducing the
purchaser to, go elsewhere, for many important family matters hinging
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upon the timing of home purchases. Again, there will be fa trial,.
probably prolonged, and how will the homeowner establish that his:
choice was not on the basis of race or religion? He has everything too
lose and nothing to gain from fighting the case.

Title IV takes away his precious freedom, his right of private prop-
erty, and makes a mockery of due process while doing so, "National
necessity" is cited as the justification for this vicious betrayal of
some of the best of the American tradition. But I am unable to under-..
stand how it can be nationally necessary to destroy what is good
and strong in a nation. Title IV is an instrument useful only to beat
the country's homeowners into a state of supine submission. Perhaps.
they will rebel against it, however, in which case there will be chaos,

Perhaps title IV will stimulate evasive hypocrisy on a universal scale,
an even more repulsive possibility. But meek submission is,what the
bill seems to aim at, and, I can think of nothing more foreboding than.
the realization of that.aim. No great, society was ever built by sheep!
or cattle...

Intimidatory remedies.: Ther is .an infinity of evil in title V
Section 406(c),provides: that-*, : , .i, . ,.
the court may grant such relief as it deems appropriate, ittBl ditig'a pirmaient or!
temporary injunction,: restrainng order,, .or other rdor, ,and may award daimges
to the plaintiff including damages for humiliation and mental pain and suffering,,
and up to $500 punitive' damages.; * f: , 

t  : '" .

Section 406(d) authorizes the'court to- .: I
allow a prevailing plaintiff a reasonable Attdrhey's fee aslpart. of the cost. i

In the light of these penalties, the homeowner will have td, be
foolhardy indeed who refuses to sell to the member of any minority
group.

The bill puts no limit on the amount that may be awarded for
"humiliation and mental pain and sufferingg" Apparently the sky
is the limit. It is true that there is a "reasonable" limitation on the
amount which may be assessed against the defendant for a successful
plaintiff's attorney's fees. The fee may still grow to a substantial'
amount, however. Equity proceedings and a prolonged -trial may
easily involve work and.time for which thousands of dollars constitute
a reasonable fee. And it must never be forgotten that the victim o(
title IV will usually be an individual homeowner. M6re tha that,
he will usually be a man of modest' neans, for the wealthy will never
have problems under title IV, and even 'the well off will rarely have
trouble with it.

Special note must be taken of the variety of court orders authorized
by section 406(c): "permanent or temporary injnction, restraining
order, or other order." Obviously there is plenty of room:inf this
catalog for the most extreme type of court order, the mandatory
injunction. In short, a homeowner may be ordered, to convey his
property to a person to whom he does not wish to sell it, or even, in-
deed, after deciding to withdraw it from the market. Consider this

-type of case, which occurs often enough! after getting only one offer
for his home, and that from a Negro, the homeowner decides after all
that he does not wish to sell; the Negro, dr some supporting organizt-
tion, gets its wind up,.creates a great deal of publicity, leading to what
may be called humiliation for the Would be purchaser, and then files
suit, demanding a mandatory injunction and, all kinds of damages
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allowed for iih the bill. Moreover, the Negro convinces the court that
he lacks means and thus acquires a subsidy for all court costs, fees,
and other costs.

What is the position of the homeowner in such a case? He made
no formal announcement that he was withdrawing his house from the
market. Born and raised a freeman he felt no obligation to clear his
change of mind with anyone. He just went ahead and adjusted
numerous complicated and intimate family plans to his new decision.
But how will he prove that there was no discriminatory motivation
in the face of the evidence-the prima facie case-against him?
Should he fight the case? If he fights, the costs will be heavy, and
his means in all probability slender. There is no provision in the
law covering his costs, if he wins. Can one afford to fight such a case?
Why fight, anyway? Why not just let the court take away the house
and convey it to the person who wishes to purchase. It's only a
house, after all and the family can adjust to a move.

I said title IV would stimulate the growth of police state conditions.
What I had in mind was sections 407 (a) and (b) which give the At-
torney General a roving commission to institute or to intervene in
title IV proceedings pretty much as he pleases. Section 407(a)
permits him to institute suit whenever he (not the court)-
has reasonable cauae'to believe that any person or group of persons is engaged in
a pattern or practice of resistance to the full enjoyment of any of the rights
granted to this title.

All the forms of relief available in private suits are made available
in suits instituted by the Attorney General.

The Attorney Qeneral has event broader and more vaguely defined
power to iritervene in actions commenced by private parties. Under
407(b) he has the authority to intervene if he merely certifies that
the action is of "general public importance."

The effect of these two sections is to authorize the Attorney General
lo police every real estate transaction in the United States. Obviously
even the enormous tax revenues of the United States and its prodigious
number of officeholders are not sufficient to permit the Attorney
General to intervene in every transaction yet. He will have to pick
and choose. The picking and choosing is likely to be dictated in title
IV cases largely as it is in all similar instances of governmental inter-
vention. Political, publicity, and psychological considerations will
play an important part. Thus the full power of the Federal Govern-
ment will be thrown against the homeowner who happens for one or
another of these reasons to constitute a suitable target. The police
state implications of this boundless grant of power are too obvious
to require comment. Pity the poor homeowner who finds himself
caught in the middle.

In conclusion, there is no doubt in my mind of the proper disposi-
tion of title IV of S. 3296. It should be rejected. I repeat: I take
no position on the question whether racial amalgamation of residential
neighborhoods is desirable; in a free country, residents should make
that decision each for themselves-not politicians or government
agents, or courts. What I am convinced of is that compulsory
amalgamation has no place in a free country. What I am convinced
of further is that title IV is a measure devilishly and deviously con-
trived in each of its provisions to work -a compulsory amalgamation.
Title IV is advertised by its proponents as a "national necessity"
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designed to promote freedom and justice. In fact, it is a national
disaster which destroys freedom while spreading injustice across the
land. Whatever the Attorney General may say about it, the prin-
cipal target and ultimate victim is the individual homeowner. This
lonely individual will find himself in title IV proceedings fighting
against preposterous odds for the things most dear to him. He will
finance his opponent in individual proceedings in many cases, and his
tax money will be used against him in proceedings brought by the
Attorney General. Title IV is a stacked deck against the individual
homeowner, his liberty and property. If title IV is passed it will
amount to a declaration of war by the Government of the United
States against its sturdiest and most productive citizens, the home-
owners of the United States. The consequences for the country
cannot be anything but evil.

That concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman.
Senator ERVIN. As I construe your statement, your position is

that title IV of this bill is inimical to the basic freedom of Americans
to acquire homes for themselves wherever they desire to acquire those
homes, so far as they can obtain those homes by free action on part
of the persons from whom they acquire them.

Mr. PETRO. Precisely.
Senator EnvIN. In other words, the basic issue you see here is the

fundamental issue of freedom.
Mr. PETRO. Freedom and human rights.
Senator ERniN. And your position is that except insofar as they

may have been altered by artificial actions of government, all the
residential patterns now existing in the United States are patterns
which have been created by Americans acting in accordance with
the freedom given them by the right of private property and the right
to contract freely with reference to private property.

Mr. PETRO. Yes, sir. It cannot possibly be anything else. Where
the Attorney General got the idea that there is compulsory residential
segregation is beyond my understanding.

Senator ERVIN. And can we not act upon the assumption that the
residential patterns which have been established by freemen acting
in the exercise of their right of private property and in the exercise
of their right to freedom of contract in reference to private property
are the racial patterns which express the will and purpose of the people
themselves?

Mr. PETRO. Yes, Senator. I think perhaps this should be ampli-
fied somewhat. It is not correct to view this enormous, beautiful,
varied and fantastically interesting country as a monolith, you know.
The residential patterns of this country are as varied as the rest of
the country.

I find this is good. Of course I stay away from Washington,
Senator, and therefore I do not get this thing you call Potomac fever,
the idea that I have to impose my will on everyone else.

I mean that I find it interesting that in some areas the residential
patterns go one way and in other areas they go another way. That is
a life, because only in a dead society are patterns fixed and rigorous.

God knows, 100 years from today, a voluntary society may have
produced a perfect mix/ one that will please even so stanch a New
Dealer as Senator Douglas. But it would do so voluntarily, if we
maintain the free character of the country.

1;
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Senator ERVIN. In other words, you say that whatever pattern may
be evolved by the exercise of freedom on the part of freemen is a
pattern we should have, and we should not have a pattern which is
fashioned by the artificial use of the coercive power of law contrary to
the wishes of the people.

Mr. PETRO. Sure, and there are an infinite number of examples
indicating the disastrous consequences of interfering with the free
course of life.

Consider how the Japanese, I believe it was, used to bind the feet
of their women. The result was deformed feet, very much like the
desire of some of the people in our Government to bind the Nation
up into a pattern that they think appropriate. It is no man's right
to tell another man how to live or how to dispose of his property.

Senator ERVIN. I will not do any bragging on myself except to
,one extent, and that is I rejoice to say that I have been here 12 years
without contracting Potomac fever. I still believe that the people
who sent me here can manage their personal affairs, such as that of
selecting homes for themselves and selecting the persons with whom
they wish to contract or associate and in so doing can build a far
better country than could be done by direction and control of the
people on the banks of the Potomac.

It is one of the odd things that so many men elected to the Congress
of the United States come to the conclusion that the people who
sent them here have not got sense enough to manage their own affairs,
but that on the contrary the affairs of those people who sent them
here must be managed by some bureaucracy up here on the banks
of the Potomac.

Mr. PETRO. You know, it creates a really paradoxical situation, if
such a man thinks it true. The people that he is not willing to
permit to run their own lives are the people who selected him. Did
they have sense enough only to elect somebody to be their slave driver?
Is that the extent of their competence?

Senator ERvIN. To me-
Mr. PETRO. Wait a minute, Senator, please let me interrupt,

because I think there is no one who has greater respect for the Gov-
ernment of the United States than I do, and I want to make it per-
fectly clear that I do not believe- that every man who comes to Wash-
ington contracts this fever.

Senator ERvIN. That is true. If all of them had contracted it, all
of our differences would now be vanished dreams.

Mr. PETRO. Yes.
Senator EnvIN. And the only reason we still maintain many of

them is the fact that all people do' 4ot contract Potomac fever. If
they did, we would have a thoroughly regimented society with no
-freedom of choice whatsoever left to the individuals, and that is
.what I understand your position fundamentally is. I know your books
have been an inspiration to me, because you have said things with
reference to maintaining a free society which express what I feel is
the great truth about this country. I his country was made great by
freedom, and this country will remain great so long, and so long only,
as it adheres to the belief that the most precious value of civilization
is freedom.

Senator SMATHErS. I would merely like to state this, Mr. Chair-
man. I do not know when I have listened to a more powerful and

'' -,. J , , ,. -*
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persuasive statement with respect to any question that we had
efore us that equals that just made by Professor Petro. I congratu-

late you on it.
I wish that every Member of the Senate had had the opportunity

to listen to you' as we had. I would like to wish and hope that each
Member of the Senate would read it, and I do not believe that will
be the case, but. I hope that many of them do. If they do read it- I
do not see how they could then i any manner support or vote for
title IV of this so-called civil rights bill. , ,.

1 would like to get for the record once more what I think the chair-
man has already stated, but I did not hear it very clearly when you
introduced the witness. I would just like to have you repeat. Where
did you get your law degree, from what university was it?

Mr. PETRO. The University of Chicago, a very great and a very
misunderstood university.

Senator SMATHEnS. And then you got a master's degree in law from
where?

Mr. PETRO. The University of Michigan.
Senator SMATHERS. And do you have any other degrees?
Mr. PETRO. A bachelor's degree.
Senator SMATHERS. You have a bachelor's degree. And you are

now teaching?
Mr. PETRO. New York University.
Senator SMATHERS. New York University. All right, that is all I

have. I again want to congratulate you.
Mr. PETRO. Thank you very much, Senator.
Senator ERVIN. Counsel said he had just one or two technical ques-

tions about the enforcement provisions of title IV.
Mr. AUTRY. Mr. Chairman, I hesitate to open my mouth. I think

that everything that needs to be said about title IV has just been said.
But for the record, I would like to know if the professor knows of any
precedent, State or Federal, in tort law, where plaintiffs are provided

- with court appointed attorneys? I know workman's compensa-
tion-

Mr. PETRO. Tlis is a big country and there are a lot of fantastic
laws on the books of the various States, but to my knowledge no such
law exists, as obviously the common law would not have provided for
anything like this.

It would not have been so insane as to attempt to exacerbate the
already litigious instincts of so many people. This is a perfectly solid
way to make the courts real barriers to getting anything done. Fill
them up with people whose litigations have been subsidized.

Mr. AUTRY. Thank you. And do you know of any tort statutes in
which are enumerated damages for humiliation plus damages for
mental pain plus damages for mental suffering plus punitive damages?

Mr. PETRO. No. Again this proposed legislation breaks entirely
new ground in the destruction of due process of law.

Mr. AUTRY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator ERvIN. I just want to reiterate what I have said before.

You have made a magnificent statement. I do not believe it could
be improved on as to the fundamental defects in the proposal embodied
in title IV of this bill. You have rendered a distinct public service.
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I would like to have your permission to insert your statement in the
Congressional Record for myself and Senator Smathers, in order to
give it as wide a dissemination in the printed page as possible.

Mr. PETRO. Thank you kindly, Senator. Permission granted of
course.

Senator ERVIN. The subcommittee will stand in recess until 10:30
in the morning.

(Whereupon, at 5:05 o'clock p.m., the subcommittee adjourned to
reconvene at 10:30. Friday, June 10, 1966.)

* 
1

* I-
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FRIDAY, JUNE 10, 1966

U. S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS

OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:30 a.m., in room
2228, New Senate Office Building, Senator Sam J. Ervin, Jr. (chair-
man) presiding.

Present: Senator Ervin.
Also present: George Autry, chief counsel; H. Houston Groome,

Lawrence M. Baskir, and Lewis W. Evans, counsel; and John Baker,
minority counsel.

Senator ERVIN. The subcommittee will come to order. Counsel
will call the first witness.

Mr. AUTRY. Mr. Chairman, the first witness on the witness list is
Senator Sparkman. He has agreed to allow Senator Philip A. Hart,
Senator from the State of Michigan and principal sponsor of S. 3296
to be the first witness this morning.

Senator ERVIN. Senator, you are welcome before the subcommittee.

STATEMENT OF HON. PHILIP A. HART, U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF MICHIGAN

Senator HART. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much for having me.
While I shall thank Senator Sparkman when I see him I should like
the record to reflect my appreciation for the courtesy he has shown.
As Senator Ervin knows, there are too many subcommittees, and I
left the Antitrust Subcommittee to come up to this one. I am doubly
grateful to Senator Sparkman.

Mr. Chairman, as the primary sponsor of S. 3296 and a cosponsor
of S. 2923, I appreciate this opportunity to appear befo-e the sub-
committee in support of these bills.

Although encouraging progress in civil rights has resulted from the
enactment of recent civil rights acts and the Voting Rights Act of
1965, much remains to be done before the democratic ideals upon
which our country was founded become a reality for all of our people.

The President recognized this fact in his recent message on civil
rights when he stated that-

No civil rights act, however historic, will be final. We would look in vain for
one definitive solution to an injustice as old as the Nation itself.

The importance of S. 3296 lies-in the possibility it offers of further
alleviating discrimination in three vital areas: the administration of
justice, education, and housing. Who is to say which is more im-
portant? All three areas are but parts of this whole complex problem.

65-506-66-pt. 1-20 205
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While we may analyze and study one area separately, we must never
forget that every advancement reveals the interrelationship of all
aspects of civil rights. It is impossible to deal with the employment
problems of Negroes without also taking into consideration dis-
crimnination in education, training, housing, and personal security.

Titles I, II, and V are designed to modify our system of admin-
istering justice so as to tighten the protection of physical security
of all Americans and assure them of equal justice under the law.

In some regions the record of continuing violence against the
advancement of equal rights' is frightening.

The primary purpose of such terror and violence becomes crystal
clear when we see its effects extending far beyond the victims and
encompassing the entire community. No Negro American failed
to understand the intended message carried in the photographs from
Mississippi in newspapers of 2 days ago.

Every assault, every murder, every bombing which goes unpun-
ished, has encouraged and reinforced efforts to stop the advancement
of equal rights through violence and intimidation. Such assaults on
the free exercise of constitutional rights constitute a compelling
reason for immediate enactment of proposals such as title V which is
designed to insure that all who work for and advocate equality are
protected from interference and violence. May I interpolate here
that there is no one in the Senate, in my judgment, who is more
offended by violence of this character, more distressed by it, than the
chairman of this subcommittee.

Senator ERVIN. I thank the Senator. That is certainly true.
Senator HART. Titles I and II are concerned with assuring equal

opportunity to participate in jury service by strengthening the
constitutional guarantee that accused persons will be judged by
impartial juries. It is generally agreed that a jury drawn from people
of different backgrounds, races and religions, a jury from which their
peers have not been arbitrarily excluded, would be most likely to
adhere to this constitutional mandate. Opponents of this provision
argue that we should be very careful about tampering with the jury
system, one of our basic institutions. I suggest that the jury system
as originally conceived has already been tampered with by the wide-
spread practice of omitting members of certain groups from juries.
Because of the variations among our people, it is highly unlikely that
a jury system which systematically excludes members of a certain race
or group could provide the type of impartiality contemplated in the
Constitution.

The weaknesses of the administration of justice are dramatically
portrayed in the failure of juries toaconvict killers of dedicated civil
rights workers. Without the possibility of conviction in this area,
there is encouragement for such crimes to multiply. A strong jury
system is essential to deter future violence of this type.

The Attorney General, I understand, is reported to have said that
at the time of the Meredith shooting on Tuesday at least 15 lawmen
were within yards of: him. Yet- the fact that the presence of these
officers did not prevent the shooting is an indication that Congress
should tighten the laws relating to administration of justice to the
point where no man can mistake that justice of the courts will be
prompt, effective, and unwavering. I admit there is one possibility.
If a madman is surrounded by 15 police officers, the presence of that

' '¢ '" : " ,' )'"*,,' ' ,," ' ., k, ,,- ...;, .' ,€,,, ., :,.. - , , . .;. . .o .,_ = . t.,, ,.m ,4, ;',, ""I'"P',: ,, ,,.* , ,:.:. ... , ,., . , • ., , . , -,,, €' ¢
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deterrent pressure which would operate on the normal mind would
not apply. But absent the madman, it seems strange to me that a
man in possession of his senses could, when surrounded by 15 police-
men, commit another assault, unless lie felt that the justice that
would result would not be the kind of justice that we preach to the
world that we apply here.

It was in this spirit that S. 2923 was introduced by Senator Douglas,
who testified yesterday, and the cosponsors. In this proposal we
have attempted to provide the statutory provisions we believe re-
quired to completely handle tho breakdown of machinery for the fair
administration of justice. This goes beyond the administration's
bill, which I introduced. But I believe the events of the past few
days undrline the reasons why it is important that this subcommittee
and the Congress review proposals such as the following:

1. The removal of certain types of prosecutions from State courts
to the Federal courts.

2. Provisions for civil indemnification of those killed or injured
because they participated in lawful civil rights activities.

3. The removal of defendants from jurisdictions where a breakdown
of effective justice has occurred.

4. More direct and automatic methods of reaching the problem
of jury exclusion.

Both bills contain provision for broadening the power of the
Attorney General to permit him to institute suits for the desegregation
of schools and public facilities. The continued slowness of the school
desegregation effort speaks more clearly than ever why there should
be little disagreement over this long-delayed provision.

Finally, S. 3296 contains a provision against discrimination in the
sale, rental, and financing of housing. This clearly has touched the
most sensitive nerve.

Most of the opposition to this proposal is based on the argument
that it represents an unconstitutional interference with property
rights. This argument was also made with respect to the public
accommodations provision of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. How-
ever, experience has shown that this provision was the effective and
the constitutional way to accomplish the national goal of equal access
to public accommodations.

In the metropolitan areas of our country are many independent
local jurisdictions. In many such metropolitan complexes there are
two or three State jurisdictions. I can think of no greater problem
than attempting to coordinate the adoption of local fair housing
ordinances or State statutes to cover residential and rental housing
in these independent jurisdictions.

The opportunity for manipulating real estate markets in a situation
where one local jurisdiction has an effective fair housing ordinance
and others do not are obvious.

Clearly uniform national action is required. Many of the metro-
politan problems-freeway location, downtown renewal, outdated
educational facilities-are compounded by the open practice of closing
new rental and homeownership opportunities to Negro families.

It would seem to me the very economics of expanding the potentials
for homebuilding and apartment construction to fill the obvious
market available for better homes and apartments for these families
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would mean that the real estate and home construction industry
would welcome a uniform and effective national policy.

Certainly we will never rebuild the American city to its fullest
economic and human potential until we have met squarely this
problem of housing discrimination. Here, Mr. Chairman, as we all
know, we are not talking about a region of the country, a section
where history has a long-reaching arm. We are talking about every
neighborhood in the country, north and south, east and west, in the
middle, in the mountains, everywhere.

I know, Mr. Chairman, you and other members have expressed
grave doubts concerning the constitutional powers available to the
Congress to enact such a statute. I hope that the excellent legal
memorandum prepared by the American Law Section of the Library
of Congress would be a part of this hearing record, if it has not been
introduced to date. It was prepared by Vincent Doyle, and I re-
viewed Mr. Doyle's discussion of the powers available under the
commerce clause and the 14th amendment.

Senator ERVIN. Senator, do you have available copies there?
Senator HART. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Senator EnvIN. If you desire the chairman to do so, I will havethat

printed in the body of the record as part of the record immediately
after the conclusion of your remarks.

Senator HART. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would appreciate it.
I think a reading of that admittedly not short memorandum fairly
establishes that Congress does have a constitutional basis.

We had much this same argument 2 years ago in discussing title II
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. The Court upheld our actions under
the commerce clause. I believe this would occur if we enact title IV
of the proposed bill.

Some weeks ago I asked the Department of Defense to prepare a
report for this hearing on the problems faced by Negro enlisted
personnel and officers of the armed services in finding adequate
housing for their families in off-base housing. Mr. Chairman, I
would ask leave to have this report printed in the record at the con-
clusion of my remarks. I think it describes certainly factually and
eloquently the problem we are attempting to meet in title IV.

Attorney General Katzenbach referred to a few instances mentioned
in this study, and I would like to read an excerpt from it:

Adequate, decent off-base housing for Negro personnel in the Armed Forces is
the most stubborn and pervasive form of segregation and discrimination affecting
Negroes in the Army, Navy (includingthe Marine Corps) and the Air Force. The
problem is nationwide. It is encountered in the North, as well as the South. It
is along the Atlantic, as well as the Pacific Coast, and it is also found in the Middle
West.

Some of the cases described here would shame all but the most
insensitive American. The report, by way of general conclusion I
think, says:

Commanders at 102 Defense installations. (43 percent) reported that their men
encountered many forms of severe discrimination in seeking either to buy or rent;
They were refused rental houses and apartments because of their color. They
were required tq live at places distant from their duty'stations, in inferior dwellings
in deteriorated neighborhoods and often charged inordinately high rentals and
often when attempting td purchase, the price *ould be doubled. It was reported
that 39 trailer parks situated near the 235 installations refused to accept Negro
soldiers, sailors and airmen. .
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Mr. Chairman, I close my statement with the observation that we
live in the midst of many anomalies which are difficult for our citizens,
lit alone the people of the world, to understand. But, one of the
toughest ones to explain, and the one that ought to be resolved in this
year 1966, is our Nation's willingness to call a man to expose himself
to fire in Vietnam and not ask him what his skin color is, but be unwilling
to see that when he goes to a rental agent or a real estate office near his
base, he is treated as any other man wearing the uniform of his coun-
try should be treated.

That may sound a little emotional. However, I think it is hard to
discuss it even in its barest outlines without having that tone come
through. I know the legal skill that is represented on this subcom
mittee, and I am sure that the record that will be developed here will
reflect fully all the varying points of view, as it should.

(The reports previously referred to follow:)

REPORT: "RACIAL DISCRIMINATION AGAINST NEGRO AND OTHER MINORITY
GROUP SERVICEMEN AND THEIR DEPENDENTS IN OFF-BAsp HOUSING"-
JUNE 2, 1966

The Department of Defense and the Military Departments place high priority
on the housing available to Armed Forces personnel and their dependents. This
applies to the quarters provided on-base by the Services and to the housingre-
quirid off-base in the communities adjacent and near defense installations. The
kind and quality of housing afforded our personliel is ah important factor affecting
morale and military effectiveness,

The adequacy of off-base housing for military personnel is measured by-speciflo
criteria:

1. Proximity of housing to the duty station.
2. Cost of housing. When the rental costs, iiicluding utilities (except tele-

phone) exceeds the'maximum allowable housing cost, the unit is conside'ed in-
adequate. Under certain conditions costs of traisp6rtatidh to and inm the
duty station are considered part of the total housing cost.

3. Physical condition and environment. The unit niust be ft compete dwell-
ing unit with private entrance, with. bath and 'kitchen for sole use of the occu-
pants,' and so arranged that both kitchen and bedrooms can be entered without
passing through bedrboms. The utiit ,riust be well constructed and in good
state of repair with heating and kitchen equipm e6it provided, and it miust be
located in a residential area which meets acceptable standards foi health anid
sanitation and which is not stibject to :offensive fitifes, industrial noises and
other objectionable features. The unit -must be adequate in size for military
families.

The problem of adequate housing for military personnel takes on added sig-
nificance when other facets of his situation are recognized. First, the soldier,
sailor or airman is not in a community by personal choice, but because of the
necessary requirements for the nation's security and defense. Second, the
frequency of change of duty station places an additional serious hardship on the
serviceman and his family in terms of adjustments, dislocations and uprooting.
Assuming normal circumstances a civilian employee and his family come to a
community, locate a home, puts their children, if any, in school, establish a
relationship with the institutions and their services, adjusts to the social and
physical environments and sinks roots in the community. Stability and relative
permanence is achieved. The situation for military service personnel is quite
different. The Army states that their personnel move on the average every
2j years, while the Navy moves its personnel every 3 to 3% years. This means
that there is a high frequency of mobility causing the soldier, sailor and airman
and their families to pull up tent and roots, move to a new community and start
all over again the process of searching for and locating housing, establishing new
relationships, having the children adjust to new schools and school situations.
In fact, they must start all over again.

The very nature of the process incident to adequate housing with frequency
of change is a difficult matter of accommodation and adjustment. Add. to this
segregation and discrimination based on race and color and the difficulty becomes
compounded and aggravated. Adequate, decent off-base housing for Negro'
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personnel in the Armed Forces is the most stubborn and pervasive form of segre-
gation and discrimination affecting Negroes in the Army, Navy (including the
Marine Corps) and the Air Force. The problem is nation-wide. It is en-
countered in the North, as well as in the South. It is along the Atlantic, as well
as the Pacific Coast, and it is also found in the Middle West.

Since .1963 the Department and the Military Services have given increasing
attention to eliminating every vestige of segregation and discrimination in the
Armed Forces, both on-base and off-base in the communities near defense in-
stallations. In 1963 the United States Commission on Civil Rights published
a Staff Report-Family Housing and the Negro Serviceman.' The report reflected
the findings of the Commission's staff on the patterns of discrimination and
segregation in housing to which the Negro soldier, sailor, and airman had been
subjected.

In June 1963 the President's Cominittee on Equal Oppbrtunity in the Armed
Forces, in its Initial Rbport, 2 called attention to the difficulties and problems
experienced by Negro servicemen in their quest for.housing in communities near
their duty stations. , On the basis of the many complains directly called to. their
attention, base c6hihianders were se6kirg guidance in dealing with these 'difficult
problems from the Chiefs of the' Mhlitaty Departmenets. '' '

By March of 1963 the Department of Defense was sufficiently cognizant of
the dimensijns bf: th'e problem to take the first' of its corrective actions. On:
Marbh 8, 1963, DOD suedd -a Memrorandum on Nofidiscrimination iriFamily
Housing8 that, among other things, required that the leases for all faiilyhousing
inolude a nondiscrimination clause consistent with the provisionss of the Presi-
den4's Execitivp Order N.. ' 11063 of November 20, 1962. . Th Meinoranduma
also directed 'tfie i',busing, offices, at defense ins llations niot to mhihtain any
listings of housing i4nitsthat were not available t all prsonlel without regard
to race, coloi', creed .r national origih.. p e e ' , '

A further step was takeit on July 26, 1963 when the. Secretary of Defense
issued a, Directive on Equality of Opportunity in the Armed' F6rc :,clearly
reaffirhingi arid articulating the Department's cd6mitmedt to equal treatment
for all of its military and civilian personnel. The DPrectivo said:

"It is the policy of the,Department of Defense to conduct 'all of its activities
in a manner which is free from racial discrimination,. an4' which provides equal
opportunity for all uniformed members and all civilian employees, irrespective of
their color.

"Discriminatory practices directed against Armed Forces nienbers, all of
whom lack a civilian's freedom of choice in where to live to work, to travel
and to spend his off-duty hours, are harmful to military effectiveness. There-
fore, all members of the Department of Defense should oppose such practices
on every occasion, while fostering equal opportunity for servicemen and their
families, on and off-base."

The Directive also provided the Military Commander with renewed and re-
inforced authority to deal with discriminatory conditions, including segregation
arid discrimination in housing, affecting his men off-base. It said:

"Every military commander has the responsibility to oppose discriniinatory
practices affecting'his men and tieir'dependents and to foster equal opportunity
for them, not only iri areas under his immediate control, but also in nearby com-
munities where they may live or gather in off-duty hours. In discharging that
responsibility a .commander shall not, except with the prior approval of. the Sec-
retary of his Military Department, use the off-limits sanction in discrimination
cases arising within the United States."

Military Commanders provided, ith this new Directive of July 1963 began to
give leadership through negotiation, conciliation and conference in getting the
real estate industry in the adjacent communities to remove racial barriers in the
housing field. In some' few instq4nces the commanders were successful in over-
coming the resistance 'to accord equality of opportunity in housing to Negro
servicemen. Durirqg 1964, the Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary. of De-
fense for Civil Rights conducted informal negotiations and conferences with the
Intergroup Relqtions Office in the Federal IH6using Administration witli a view
toward obtaining their'cooperation in respect to alleviating discrimination against

* U.S. Commission nm Civil Rights Staff Repott-Family Housing fnd the Negro Serviceman.
SThe President's Comnmittee on Equal Opportunity in the armed Forces Initial Report "Equality of

Treatment and Opportunity for Negro Military Persofinel Stationed Within the United $tates," dated
June 1903.:

*Memorandum dated March 8, 1963, "Nondiscrimination in Family Housing"
*Department of Defense Directive 6129.86, "Equpl Opportoalty in the Armed Forces," dated July 20,

196. ,
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Negro servicemen in communities near defense installations. It was informally
understood that they would lend their good offices in affected communities and
would provide information upon request of the commanders as to the properties
covered by FHA insured mortgage loans. On February 8, 1965 5 a formal under-
standing was arrived at in which the FHA agreed to maintain current listings with
base commanders showing the housing units in their area covered under the pro-
visions of the FHA and which were subject to Executive Order 11063. It was
agreed to provide base commanders with a list showing properties which had been
obtained through FHA mortgage insurances and were either being repossessed or
placed in the default status because of default in the terms of the mortgage.

The Department of the Army on July 2, 1964 issued their Army Regulation
"Equal Opportunity and Treatment .of Military Personnel", and the Air Force
issued its revised Air Force Regulation of the same title on August 19, 19Q4. 7

The Navy in Febrdar'y 1965 issued its "Sec Nav Instruction entitled "Equal
Opportunity and Trbatmbrit of Military. Personnel." ' In each of the aforemen-
tioned doiuntmeits, guidance was provided the commanders in reference to thqir
responsibility ii nsing their gbood'bffl cets nd leadership resources' to achieve!equal
and adequate'housing for Negr6 aid othbr minority group personnelin' off-base

,nh6usin *'.' . o p-l'in' offb
Aifhder action takdri by the Department Was In nrie and 'Jly 1i964 whts

it undertook to obtain from state and ldcal :Co6rhmissih on Civil and' Huiniant
Rights their cooperation in eliminating racial discrimination and making available
their good offices in assisting local base 'comirianders in carrying out their respon-
sibility.0  Twenty-four. sech . tte commissions agreed, ,to .participate. in, this
effort. Inspiteof these aqtins tf^ problem still persists. .';
: In'.t rect survey rqir.e ythe Departmeit of Defense 0 235 inallatons

of tfe Ar y Navy 4nd Airorkgo i was 6und .that Negro servci men enoiichter
disoriminaion in meeting their ieeds fo' bff.base p te uing. Comanders
at 102 pefese, installations (43%) reported that tlefr.e enountered many
formal pf sever dis'riminatipn seeking either.'to b uypr't. They, ere fused
rent houses aind apartments' because of their color., Thy tWere reqiueid to live
at ' e di kant from their duty stations," in inferior, dwellings in de.4teorated
neigiborho ds' and often changed iniodinately. high rentals and often 'when
attempting to purchase the price would be doubled. It Was reported that :39
trailer parks situated near the 235 installations refused to accept Negro soldiers,
sailors and airmen.

Even though our Base Commanders have exercised more affirmative leadership,
mobilized community support, utilized existing state and local agencies in the
field of civil and human rights the fact still remains that our iNegro and other
minority servicemen and their families still encounter racial discrimination in
off-base housing. While there has been some substantial progress. made in the
reduction of this form of segregation and discrimination it.still remains the most
pervasive and stubborn, morale impairing social evil confronting the Negro
servicemen off-base.

Set forth below are brief descriptions of,,cases cited to the Department of
Defense by the Military Departments as illustrative of the problems and diffi-
culties encountered. by Negro and other' minority group, servicemen in their
attempts to obtain off-base housing:

ABSTRACTS OF CASE ,HISTORIES OFF-BASE HOUSiNG DISCRIMINATION
ENCOUNTERED BY MEMBERS OF THE ARMED FORCES

CASE NO. 1

The Commander of a Defense installation in the northeastern part of the
United States says:

"An analysis of the housing conditions ,affecting Negro personnel reveals that
white and Negro personnel of comparable economic status do:not in fact enjoy
equal opportunity for adequate off-base housing in this state, particularly in the
vicinity of .this installation. White personnel can rent or purchase a home any

' Memorandult dated Februar , 1965, "Family Housing Units Covted by Executive Order 11063
(Equal Opp6rtunitk in Hoisin),' . .

Department of tle Army Regulation 600-21 dated 2 July 1964, "Equal Opportunity and Treatment of
Military Personnel."

t Department of the Air Force Regylation 3-78 dated August 19, 1964, "Equal Opportunity and Treat-
ment of Military Personnel."

* Department of the Navy SecNav Instruction.5350.6 dated January 1968, "Equal Opportunity and Treat-
ment of Military Personnel."

* Memorandum dated July 30, 1964, "State Commissions on Civil Rights."
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place they desire provided, of course, they can afford to pay the cost. There is
little difficulty for white personnel to secure mortgage loans. Generally they
need only a perfunctory credit check. Conversely, in order for Negro personnel
to get a mortgage loan, credit checks are thorough, cumbersome, and delayed over
a protracted period of time. As a result, Negro personnel find themselves forced
to accept properties in predominantly Negro or mixed areas. Also, as a general
rule, desirable housing for sale is about twice the cost for Negro personnel as for
white personnel for the same piece of property. It can be readily seen that the
high cost of desirable property places Negro personnel in a.position of financial
hardship considering the initial cost and the maintenance outlay."

CASE NO. 2

A Commander at an installation near the Nation's Capitol states:
"An allegation was made by a Staff Sergeant that he was refused housing when

he attempted to rent living quarters from a private apartment project that
advertised in the base newspaper. He was told by the apartment management
that they did riotrent to Negroes. The matter was investigated and finding the
facts to be substantially as alleged the base newspaper discontinued acceptance of
advertising from this and any other private housing projects that might be
identified with such a policy in the future."

CASE NO, 3

A commander at a Defense installation in a Southeri state says:
"It is anticipated that off-base housing will not improve in the immediate future

as concerns Negro personnel assigned to this station. This in all probability,
will be that last area to remain segregated, in the local area. The local community
is essentially a resort community of a high level with careful aid studl6ut8 ffoit
to allow only the 'acceptable' modes of construction and occupancy in thbp rithary
areas of the city. In vieWof'thei fact that this is air irea not fully covered bythq
proscriptions of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, the officials of the base are left to few
devices except the power of persuasion. In the past, this effort, howeVer skillfully
applied, has not changed in a vefy serious condition."

CASE NO. 4

From a Defense installation in the far northern region of the Middle West it is
stated:

"In December 1965, a Negro Lieutenant complained that he was refused housing
by ten landlords in the largest civilian community near this base because"of his
race. The Equal Opportunity Officer referred him to the Fair Iousing Conm
mittee, with instructions to return if he did not get satisfaction. He did"not
return and elected hot to file an official complaint."

"CASE NO. 5

It is reported from an installation in the central northwestern portion of the
United States that:

"During 1965, one of our Negro servicemen answered a newspaper ad looking
for living quarters for his family. The agent would not rent him the house when
it was discovered that he was a Negro."

CASE NO. 0

In the north central United States, the ommander of a Defense Installation
states:

"A Negro Sergeant attempted to purchase a house through a real estate broker.
When the broker realized the prospective purchaser was a Negro, he advised him
that the owner of the home would not sell to a Negro. This complaint was
referred to the Federal Housing Administrator at the nearest regional office who
indicated that he would investigate this matter. Shortly thereafter, the Negro
indicated he desired to withdraw the complaint as he had found another house to
purchase."
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CASE NO. 7

A Commander of a Defense installation in the central midwest of the United
States says:

"Three cases of discrimination in off-base housing occurred in the Spring of
1965 in which military personnel assigned to this installation were involved.
Two cases involved off-base housing and the third involved off-base trailer courts."

CASE NO. 8

The Commanding Officer of an important training center in the southwest
reports:

S"A female Negro nurse assigned to our hospital registered a complaint against
one of the apartments in August 1965, alleging refusal by the manager to rent her
an apartment because of her race."

"Another female Negro nurse rented an apartment in the largest pity adjacent
to this installation on February j3 1966, making an advance payment of rent.
On February ,4, 196 the apartment manager informed her 'that because of com-
plaints from other'tenants he was returning the advance rent and asking her to
move. She was served with a three-day notiib to vacate."

CASE NO. 9

The Conmander of an important Defense installation guarding the security
of the Nation's Capitol states:

"Off-base housiIng in the form of separate houses and/or apartments can be
obtained within reasonable commuting distance. However, there are both
apartments and separate houses where Negro personnel can neither buy or-rent.
During the past year three off-base housing complaints have been investigated
with no solution proovied nor available since the property constructed did not
involve the use of Federal Governmeht funds."

CASB NO. 10

Frdm a defense installation in the central Midwest of the United States comes
the report:. .

"On 27 October 1964, a serviceman en route overseas complained that he had
attempted to obtain parking space for his mobile home throughout the greater
portion of this large metropolitan are4 without success. Trailer parks in local
areas were also contacted and most professed to be 'filled up.' The serviceman
departed for overseas on 12 November 1964. A desirable convenient site was
obtained at .....- , ....- , however, the serviceman's dependents residing in the
metropolitan community failed to accept same since they were now going overseas
to join the serviceman. .

,"On 22 November 1965, a female officer attempted to rent in the .....-----...
Apartments, in the community near theinstallation by telephone. She was ad-
vised that vacancies existed however, upon arrival she, could not obtain a comr
mitment until further checking by the resident agent. Later she was advised all
apartments, were taken, that the last family was expected to move in within three
weeks. The officer subsequently located an apartment in' the nearby arqa ....

"On 9 May 1966, a serviceman complained that he was unable to obtain suitable
quarters for his family in the nearby community, though he did find and is occu-
pying -housing he describes as not suitable. This case is still being processed."

CASE NO. 11

irom an important Defense installation along the Atlantic Coast in the north-
eastern United States it is reported:

'"On 25 April 1966, a Staff Sergeant complained that he was unable to.find a
suitable trailer cam P:i which to place his trailer. At that time, thc .erge pt was
given the names of six trailer courts in the areas near the Defense installation
which were listed in base family services as trailer courts which did not discrimi-
nate against renters on the basis of race, cree, color or national origin. Shortly
thereafter, he chose one of the six trailer courts in which to relocate his trailer and
says he is very satisfied at this time.

"Oniv 2. May 1966, a. female officer complained that she was unable to rent an
apartment in ..--. , ....... Apartments, Inc.,.located in the adjacent com-
munity, because of her race She was advised;that she had no redress under the
existing laws. The law expressly excludes the sale or rental of houses, apart-
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ments and other dwellings as a place of: public accommodation. The Federal
Housing Administration office in the community.has advised us that the subject
apartinents have liot bd8e fiiaticed by federal loans, rno have tany' loAn to the
apartments been guaranteed or insured by the federal government. The 6fflceb
was advised that she had no redress under either the Civil Rights Act of 1964,
or the President's Executive Order for Equal Opporttihity in Housing."

CASE NO. 12

From a Dbfense installation in the southern portion of the United States, the
Commander reports that:

"On April 7, 1965, a formal complaint was received from a serviceman stationed
at the base against the owners of newly built apartments in one of the cities
adjacerit to the irtallation; Inquiry revealed that these apartments were not
subject to the Civil Ri hts Act of 1964, however, the officer received assistance in
preparation of a formal request for suit over his own signature.

"On September 20, 1965, a 20 year old serviceman with four ad one-half years
service complained about off-base housing accommodations available to Negro
military personnel and their dependents."

CASE NO. 13

The Commander from a large Defense installation in the southwestern United
States reports:

"A Negro Lt. Col. on 7 December 1965, indicated that he had signed a contract
with a large construction firm for the construction' of a home. -The president of
the firm refused to fulfill the cofittact after it was determined that the Negro
Colonel desired to have the house constructed in a district that did n6t contain
other Negto homes. The president of the company directly'stated to the Com-
mander that the construction would not be accomplished bedhuse of the Colonel's
race.

"The Post Staff Judge Advocate provided assistance to the Negro Colonel in
transmitting the circumstances to: the PHA. In addition, the Commanding
.General wrote the Chamber of, Commerce requesting an inquiry an(c corrective
action. The Colonel departed for Vietiianm without favorable iresolutfon of the
problem." . , , , '

S ASE NO. 14.

From the sam': Defense installation, the Cbmmnande .writes:'
"A Sgt. First Class on 13 April 1966 contracted, with'the agent fof a realty

company for piurhase of a home in a suburban community near the Defense
installatioti. The Sgt. presented $250 as a' contract binder on 17' April and
offered additional funds to the builders. Subsequenitly, changes' Wverb made in
the contract without the Sgt's agreement involving payment for certa$y miscel-
laneous services and materials. These additional requirements made it impossible
f6i the Sgt. to comply' with the new purchase price. This appeared t.be. a
deliberate attempt by the ownbrsto void' the contract. A letter was initiated by
the Sgt. to FHA providing details of the transaction and requesting assistance.
The Comimanding General has contacted the local Chamber of Commerce for
assistance."

CAS5iNO. 15

From an important training center -and military department school, the Com-
manding Officer reports:

"A Staff Sgt. on 12 April 1966 contacted a realty company in the community
almost at the gate of the installation to rent a house. He was advised that the
house could not be made available because of his race. He subsequently contacted
another representative of the firm and was again denied consideration because of
his race. The Commanding General of the installation advised the Mayor, the
Secretary of the Board of Realtors, and the Biracial Civic Committee of the refusal
to rent to the Negro Staff Sgt. and requested corrective action."

CASE NO. 16

An important Defense installation near the Nation's capitol reports:
"A Negro Lt. Col. during January 19, 1966 attempted to secure rental housing

in two communities neighboring the installation and was denied because of. his
race. ' As a resultof this denial the Negro officer found itnecessary to putohase
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a home in another :oomnuriity further away from..his' duty. station' nd: incurring
.increased financial burdens because of the racial discrimination he had encountered.

"The Commanding Officer contacted the trealtors and management personnel
involved in the rental and sale.of housing in the communities and communicated
with various civic organizations in efforts to secure housing Without discrimination
.for Negro applicants. Notwithstanding these efforts, except in the case of FHA-
.sponsored units, rental housing on a nondiscrimination basis is generally' not
available in the area near the defense installation."

From the same Defense installation the Commander reports that:
"A Negro Lt. Col. was scheduled to depart for Vietnam.and desiredto relocate

his family from on-post quarters prior to his departure for overseas. He at-
tempted to purchase a home in several communities near the base. His purchase
application, however, was denied because of his race. The Colonel contracted
in November for the construction of a home in another community ; and im-
'mediately left for Vietnam. The Commanding Officer of the base has authorized
the continued occupancy of on-post quarters for the Colonel's family until com-
pletion of their home," ...

CASE NO. 17

A high-level official of one of the Military Departments in reporting on their
findings of discrimination in housing in the farwest state said:

"One of the Military Departments made an extensive survey in order to deter-
mine family housing needs for the FY-1967. From data obtained in the' survey,
the department stated that 89 service members stated that their dependents
did not accompany them to their present duty station because of racial discrimina-
tion in off-base housing. These persons were presently located in 13 states in

I every section of the country. An officer of one of the Military Departments says
that the area in which discrimination is felt most severely is in off-base housing.
Continuing, the officer said that although:there has been a great deal of progress
recently made in this area, the attitudes and practices of some realtors, landlords
and home owners associations still reflect discriminatOy policies."

S CASE NO. 18 '

The Commander of one of the Defense installations in the West Coast stated
that:

"Whereas families of minority groups are:found in virtually all areas of the base .
city and the surrounding communities it is a fact that Negroes are concentrated
and located in one particular area, Trailer parks, with two exceptions are -iot
available to Negroes in .the community and adequate hotsihg is not available
except in a particular area in a city near the base." ' : * .'

SCA5F1 NO. '

From a Defense installation in a farwestern state the Commander reports:
"One man stated that, in the Summer of 1963, he arrived from overseas and

attempted to contract for several rentals. On one occasion he was denied a
rental because of his racial origin. Another' man reported that, in May 1965, on
two or three occasions he was told frankly that the landlords would not rent to
him because'he was a Negro.

"In another community, the Commander reported a complaint in which t
Negro alleged discrimination in a trailer park because of his race. Another factor
contributing to the refusal was the size of the serviceman's trailer which was too
large for accommodation in the trailer park. The commander pointed out that
some Negroes have to be separated from their families who can only find housing
accommodations in a larger metropolitan community, thus causing addi-
tional expenses for increased commuting time, commuting expenses and family
separation."

CASE NO. 20

The Commander of a Defense installation in the south says:
"Negro personnel do not have equal opportunity as to the location of adequate

housing off-base, but in one of the communities near the installation they do have
equal opportunity in the quality of the dwellings.

"In another nearby community the Commander reports that all off-base hous-
ing for personnel in that area is substandard, inadequate and is separated from
the white.areas. Recently, however new units of low cost for off-base housing
have been built. 26 are designated for occupancy by whites and the remaining
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14 are set aside for non-whites. As to trailer parks the commander says: Trailer
parks in the area, with one exception profess to be nonsegregated. About one.
half of them would probably accept colored tenants and the others, except one,
grudgingly. One will positively accept only white tenants. The only specific
complaint by an individual concerning housing involved a newly married officer
of Mexican extraction and swarthy complexion, who was refused dwelling accom-
modations in white neighborhoods. He was transferred by headquarters as a
solution to the problem. It is not believed that he would have been offered suit,
able housing in this area although the president of the local real estate board was
brought in on the case. He was offered government housing which was refused."

CASE NO. 21

From another southern state the Commander of a Defense installation says:
"There is limited integration in housing. Segregation is practiced on an indi-

vidual basis. The community is divided into the white community and the Negro
community.' Sales and rentals are handled on a racial basis and the majority of
houses available to Negroes are below average. Negro visitors in housing occu-
pied by whites are resented by landlords. Tenants may be evicted if they have
Negro guests."

CASE NO. 22

From far away outpost of the United States, a Commander relates that:
"A. large number of his military personnel, approximately 80 in number,

reported experiencing difficulties in securing adequate rental housing. The
command stated that the evidence was sufficient to conclude that discriminatory
practices against Negroes by individual realtors and landlords is prevalent.

CASE NOo 23

The Commander of a Defense installation of a midwestern state says:
"The only apparent condition adversely affecting equal opportunity for military

personnel and their dependents is off-base housing which tends to be segregated.
Our off-base located Negroes live in areas that are predominantly all Negro.
These areas are not created by governmental restrictions in any way, but are
rather imposed by local property-home owners and real estate men whose personal
prejudices and interests foster segregation, i All other services and facilities are
completely integrated. However, those facilities in predominantly all-white or
all-Negro residential areas tend to be segregated. This segregation, it appears,
is due to choice of the clientele and/or the owner, or operator, but not by local
or state governmental directives.

"The letter from twelve officers assigned to various base activities addressed to
the Secretary of Defense, dated 8 October 1965, also discusses the housing problem
in the area near the base."

CASE NO. 24

The Commander of a Defense installation of a northern state says:
"Two complaints were received alleging that de facto discrimination exists,

despite the command's requirements that the landlord or owner certify that they
will not object to a person on the basis of color creed or national origin when
listed with the base housing office. ,The landlords involved were de-listed."

CASE NO. 25

The Commander of a Defense installation of an eastern state says,that:
"Generally, segregation exists, either admitted or de facto, in the entire off-base

housing community (20-mile radius). Housing available to Negroes is. almost
entirely limited to that located in time-honored Negro housing neighborhoods.
Most personnel live in title 8 housing, now Public Quarters, adjacent to the base.
Other apartments and homes are available. Usually there are few homes avail-
able for purchase by Negroes, and these are frequently in substandard areas,
About half of all off-base apartment owners will rent to Negroes. There is no
local "fair housing law": and there is general, passive resistance to any change in
historically established general segregation by color..

"A.Negro Sgt. was refused an apartment for rent in 195 in this area and another
Negro Sgt. was refused. realty service." .

/
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CASE NO. 26

The Commander of an installation in a southern state says:
"Negro personnel are restricted to housing in the colored sections of the city.

In most cases this is substandard. However, Negro personnel living off-base do,
so by their own choice in that Capehart housing is available with an average four
to six weeks waiting period. In addition, there are no integrated trailer parks,
in this area."

CASE NO. 27

From another southern state, Ithe Commander of a Defeise installation says' .

"In one area, 83% of the Negroes who have dependents presently live in public
quarters. Only 55 live off-base. Housing is in segregated areas.

"Trailer parks and the 'for sale' and 'for rentr' housing in one of the counties in
this area remain largely segregated. The housing problem for Negro personnel
at one of the camps in this area is mitigated to a degree by the availability of
government housing. Approximately 10% of .tlhe government-owned trailers,,
now disposed of, were rented to Negro families in 1965, .88% of the Negroes who
have dependents presently live in public quarters. There is a deficient military-
oivilian; community housing market. An annual survey completed on 31 May
1963 confirmed a gross deficit of 4,224 adequate family housing units in the military
and civilian communities,"

CASE NO. 28

From another southern state the Commander says:
"New apartments are being constructed. It is reported that these are segre-

gated, being located in either all-white or all-Negro neighborhoods.
"Local housing pattern has predominantly Negro and white areas. Most

housing available is on a segregated basis. The elimination of government
trailers caused a problem since there was no other suitable available housing
aboard the base. There are no trailer parks which lease to Negroes."

CASE NO. 29

A First Lt. of the Marine Corps tells in a letter to his Commanding Officer
some of the details of discrimination encountered in the effort to get off-base
housing:

"Since my arrival in this area on 6 January 1966, or there about, I have been
trying to rent a house for myself and my wife, without success. As I stated to'
you when I made my request for a waiver of children requirement to Capehart
I had tried almost a dozen places. Over the phone, they all had places 'to show
and rent.' However, upon seeing me in person, * * * 'have just rented or * * *
nothing left.' As example:

"(a) A First Lt. who rented his place from a realty company, called the realtor
and told him he had a friend, me, looking for a place to rent. The realtor's wife
took the call as her husband was in the hospital for a few days. She stated they
had two (2) places coming up for rent within the week and I could have my pick;
one at $105.00 per month and the other at $110.00 per month. She told the
First Lt. to bring me by and she would talk to me about the apartments. When
I met her in person * * *. 'Don't know when they will be vacant.'

"(b) The m anager and his wife, reside in one of the apartments. I went there
with a First Lt. and ENS who wanted an apartment. There were two available,
they took one. A week later, I called the manager and his wife answered the
phone. I identified myself, she stated she remembered me. I asked what'they
had available in two bedroom apartments. She stated there were two (2) unfur-
nished and I could have my choice; (this was on Monday, 31 January 1966).
I told her I would be down Wednesday to give a $50.00 deposit on one of the
apartments. She said fine, she would hold one for me. The next day, I heard
from the First Lt. telling me not to send a deposit as the manager stated * * *.
'We have nothing available.' I called the manager the following mnorriii and
asked him the reason for the sudden change. He simply stated * * *. "Fella
we don't have anything nor do I know when anything will be available.' 'F' la
Nice address.

(c) I was riding with a First Lt. and we made a wrong turn. I saw a sign
"House for Rent.' I called the mentioned number, and spoke to the relAtor.
He stated the house was for rdrit. I made an appointment to see the housc that
afternoon. The First L. drove me to the house. We got out of the crr and
approached the realtor. There was a smile on his face as he looked at tbh First
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Lt. When I spoke and introduced myself, the smile left. He showed us the
house and told me he would "call me tomorrow." The call never came. I called
his office for the next four (4) days. His secretary answered each time, and when
I introduced myself * * * "He is not in, I'll have him call you." The call never
came. '

(d) I made an appointment with a man of a realty company as a last effort to
get housing (buy). Upon meeting me in person, he asked * * * "Are you a
Syrian?" If you are O.K., if not, we cannot rent to non-white skin peoplel He
stated also * * * "The real estate men are not allowed to rent or sell to non-
white skin people in this block of homes." FHA Financing even

(e) And so it went with several other realty companies and a private house for
sale, "Nothing available."

CASE NO. 30

Twelve commissioned officers of one of the Military Departments forwarded
a memorandum to the Secretary of Defense via the chain of command and the
Civilian Secretary of their Department in reference to racial discrimination, and
recommendations concerning the subject. Their comments on discrimination in
housing are relevant. They said:

We would all readily agree that this (housing) has been our greatest problem
area. All of us are married, most have children, and we were all subjected to
overt racial discrimination as we sought to find decent public housing for our
families. In some cases, civilian advertisers who indicated to housing authorities
that they would rent or sell without regards to race refused to accommodate us.
We often saw white non-rated men move into facilities which were "unavailable"
to us. In many cases we were separated from our families for long periods as we
watched persons reporting to the area after us acquire accommodations and rejoin
their' families. Often persons have recommended "nice colored" locations usually
served by "nice colored" schools which offer our children substandard education.
Fortunately and unfortunately most of us have been given priority on the base
housing list due to our "handicap." Whereas we realize that this was necessary,
in fact we usually requested it; we take no pride in being given "special consider-
ation." We simply want to be able to find decent housing just as easily (or with
as much difficulty) as anyone else. When a door is slammed in our faces because
we are Black, we feel that the full stature and determination of (the Military
Departments) should back us up. * * * It appears that something more than a
half promise from a local official is needed. Often it is said that our situation is
understandable and everyone sympathizes with us but very little can be:
done. * * *

We suggest that the full economic and diplomatic weight of the government be
brought to bear in areas where this problem is proven to be prevalent. (That
would include most of the country.) This has been suggested and in fact ordered
in the past but the situation remains basically unchanged. We feel that if certain
accommodations are not open to all military personnel no military personnel.
should be allowed to acquire those accommodations. With regards to housing
we are desperately in need of assistance and support.
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"It is the policy of the United States to prevent, and the right of every per-
son to be protected against, discrimination on account of race, color, religion,
or national origin in the purchase, rental, lease, financing, use andoccupancy of
housing throughout the nation." H.R. 14765, S. 3296, Title IV, Section 401.

"Title IV applies to all housing and prohibits discrimination on account of
race, color, religion or national origion by property owners tract developers,
real estate brokers, lending institutions and all others engaged in the sale, rental

I or financing of housing.
"It also prohibits coercion or intimidation intended to interfere with the right

of a person to obtain housing without discrimination-for example, the coercion
of a mob attempting to prevent a Negro family from moving into a neighborhood.

"And it prohibits retaliatory action by real estate boards or associations against
real estate agents who refused to discriminate against Negroes or other persons
of minority groups.

"Title V provides a judicial remedy. An individual aggrieved by a dis-
S criminatory housing practice would be enabled to bring an action in either a

Federal district court or a state or local court for injunctive relief and for any
damages he may have sustained. In the court's discretion, he could also be
awarded up to $600 exemplary damages.

"The title empowers the Attorney General to initiate suits in Federal courts
to eliminate a 'pattern or practice' of discrimination, and to intervene in private
suits brought in Federal courts.

"Title IV is based primarily on the Commerce Clause of the Constitution and on
the Fourteenth Amendment. I have no doubts whatsoever as to its constitutionality."
(Italic added.)

(Statement by Attorney General Katzenbach before Subcommittee No, 5,
House Committee on the Judiciary in support of H.R. 14765, May 4, 1966.)

THE POWER OF CONGRESS To PROHIBIT RACIAL DISCRIMINATION IN THE RENTAL,
SALE, USE AND OCCUPANCY OF PRIVATE HOUSING

Title IV of the Administration's proposed Civil Rights Act of 1966 would
prohibit discrimination on account of race, religion or national origin in the sale
or rental of every house and every apartment or room in every house in the
United States. The Administration's spokesmen have no doubt that constitu-
tional bases for its proposal are to be found in the Fourteenth Amendment and
the Commerce Clause. There are others, however, who have pronounced doubts
about the efficacy of the one or the other of these constitutional provisions as a
basis for federal legislation restricting rights which have heretofore been considered
so personal and transactions which have been considered so local that no power
of Congress could reach them.

Those who doubt that the fourteenth Amendment is an adequate basis for such
legislation point out that in 1883 the Court held unconstitutional some provisions
in the Civil Rights Act of 1875 because they purported to prohibit privately-
owned inns, places of amusement and carriers from refusing service on account of
race. The Fotrteenth Amendment prohibited acts of discrimination under color
of State law but not private acts of discrimination. Civil Rights Cases, 109
U.S. 3 (1883). Administration spokesmen point out that there have been hints
in recent cases that the 1883 decision will be overruled and that Congress, under
Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment, will be held to have the power to protect
Fourteenth Amendment rights against any acts which interfere with them whether
or not there is any color of State participation in them. E.g. United States v.
Guest, 383 U.S.- (decided March 28, 1966), concurring opinion of Mr. Justice
Clark and opinion, concurring in part and dissenting in part, of Mr. Justice
Brennan.

Those who doubt that the Commerce Clause is an adequate basis for such
legislation point out that, even in the decisions which interpret the commerce
power very broadly, the Court has recognized the existence of transactions so
local that they have no substantial effect upon interstate commerce and therefore
cannot be reached by Congress. They argue that the selection by a home owner
of the person to whom he will sell it and more especially the rental by a home
owner of an apartment or room in the house he lives in are such transactions.
Among the cases to which the Administration would point in refutation of this
argument are Wickard v. Fillburn, 317 U.S. 111 (1945), which held that Congress
could penalize a man for growing more wheat than the law allowed even though
it was to be consumed on his own farm rather than sold, and Katzenbach v.
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McClung, 370 U.S. 294 (1964), which held that Congress could prohibit a local
barbecue stand from refusing service on account of race because some of the
products it sold had moved in commerce.

The first part of this paper will deal with some of the cases most relevant to a
determination of the adequacy of the Fourteenth Amendment as a basis for
Title IV. The second part will deal with the scope of the power of Congress
under the Commerce Clause.

The ultimate resolution of the constitutional issues raised by Title IV must of
course await action by the Supreme Court. The Congress, however, has an
obligation to make its own initial determination. Indeed, when Congress, in its
deliberations, explores the constitutional issues thoroughly, when it sets forth
in the record the facts which occasion the enactment of a law, its determination
that a measure is constitutional is given great weight by the Court in its subse-
quent deliberations. It is hoped that this paper will' have served its purpose if it
describes the constitutional issues raised by Title IV as well as the principles
enumerated by the Court in its earlier opinions and on which it might rbly in
resolving them.

THE POWER OF CONGRESS UNDER THE FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT 1

From 1883, when it decided the Civil Rights Cases, 109 U.S. 3 (1883), through
March 28, 1966, when it decided United States v. Price, 383 U.S. 786, and United
States v. Guest, 383 U.S. 745, the Supreme Court has consistently held that the
Fourteenth Amendment protects the individual against state action, not against
wrongs done by individuals. As it stated in. Shelly v. Kraemcr, 334 U.S. 1, 13
(1948):

" * * * the action inhibited by the First Section of the Fourteenth Amendment
is only such action as may fairly be said to be that of the States. That Amend-
ment erects no shield against merely private conduct, however discriminatory or
wrongful."

Most recently, in United States v. Guest, supra (decided March 28, 1966, slip
opinion, p. 9), the Court said:

"It is a commonplace that rights under the Equal Protection Clause itself
arise only where there has been involvement of the State or of one acting under
the color of its authority. The Equal Protection Clause 'does not * * * add
anything to the rights which one citizen has under the Constitution against
another.' " United States v. Cruikshank, 92 U.S. 542, 554-555. As Mr. Justice
Douglas more recently put it, "The Fourteenth Amendment protects the in-
dividual against state action, not against wrongs done by individuals." United
States v. Williams, 341 U.S. 70, 92 (dissenting opinion). This has been the view
of the Court from the beginning. United States v. Cruikshank supra; United
States v. Harris, 106 U.S. 629; Civil Rights Cases, 109 U.S. 3; Hodges v. United
States, 203 U.S. 1; United States v. Powell, 212 U.S. 564. It remains the Court's
view today. See e.g. Evans v. Newton, - U.S. - ; United States v. Price,
383 U.S. 786.

In the Civil Rights Cases supra, the Court did more than hold that the
Fourteenth Amendment itself did not reach an individual's acts of discrimination;
it held that Congress, in the exercise of its power to enforce the Fourteenth
Amendment, could not reach an individual's acts of discrimination. It held
unconstitutional Sections 1 and 2 of the Civil Rights Act of 1875 (c. 114 §§ 1 & 2,
18 Stat. 335, 336) which guaranteed all persons the right to equal enjoyment of
the accommodations and privileges 'of inns, public conveyances on land and
water, theaters and other places of public amusement without regard to race or
color, and punished violations of those rights. Although this case has not been
overruled, that aspect of it which would deny to Congress the power to punish
individuals for interfering with rights guaranteed by the Fourteenth Atnendment
may well be overruled as soon as the Court is presented with a case in which such
a holding would be appropriate. Before discussing the separate opinions in
United States v. Guest, supra, in which a "majority of the Court express the view
S* * that § 5 [of the Fourteenth Amendment] empowers Congress to enact laws

punishing all conspiracies to interfere with .the exercise of Fourteenth Amend-

I Sections 1 and 5 of Amendment XIV provide as follows:
Section 1. All persons born or naturalized in the United States and subject to the Jurisdiction thereof, are

citlzons of the United States and of the State wherein they reside. No State shall make or enforce any law
which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States; not shall any State deprive
any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor deoo to any person within its juries.
diction the equal protection of the laws.

Section 5. The Congress shall have power to enforce, by appropriate legislation, the provisions of this
article.

• j • ,
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ment rights, whether or not state officers or others acting under the color of state
law are implicated in the conspiracy" (United Slates v. Guest, supra, opinion of
Mr. Justice Brennan, joined by the Chief Justice and Mr. Justice Douglas, con-
curring in part and dissenting in part, slip opinion, pp. 8-9), and their possible
effect upon the constitutionality of Title IV, it would be well to consider the
cases in which the Court has dealt with discrimination in housing.

The City of Louisville had an ordinance which prohibited Negros from occupy-
ing residences in any block of houses predominantly occupied by white persons
and which prohibited white persons from occupying residences in any block pre-
dominantly occupied by Negroes. In Buchian v. Warley, 245 U.S. 60 (1917)
the Court considered a suit for specific performance brought by a white house-
owner who had contracted to sell his house to a Negro. The Negro, though willing
to purchase the house, conditioned the sale upon his being permitted to occupy
the house. The Court reveiwed the provisions of the Fourteenth Amendment
and the statutes enacted to enforce it, then asked:

"In the light of these constitutional and statutory provisions, can a white man
be denied, consistently with due process of law, the right to dispose of his property
to a purchaser by prohibiting the occupation of it for the sole reason that the
purchaser is a person of color intending to occupy the premises as a place of
residence?" Id. at 78.

The Court answered that question in the negative and in holding the ordinance
invalid it stated:

"The right which the ordinance annulled was the civil right of a white man to
dispose of his property if he saw fit to do so to a person of color and of a colored
person to make such disposition to a white person." Id. at 81.

It went on to say:
"It is urged that this proposed segregation will promote public peace by prevent-

ing race conflicts. Desirable as this is, and important as is the preservation of the
public peace, this aim cannot be accomplished by laws or ordinances which deny
rights created and protected by the Federal Constitution. Id at 81.

"We think this attempt to prevent the alienation of the property in question to
a person of color was not a legitimate exerce~o of the police power of the State,
and is in direct violation of the fundamental law enacted in the Fourteenth Amend-
ment of the Constitution preventing state interference with property rights except
by due process of law." Id. at 82.

Although the Court's holding was based upon the ordinance's violation of the
due process clause by interfering with the white owner's right to sell, it should be
pointed out that it also recognized the Negro's right to be free from the discrimina-
tory operation of such ordinances, stating:

"The Fourteenth Amendment and these statutes enacted in furtherance of its
purpose operate to qualify and entitle a colored man to acquire property without
without state legislation discriminating against him solely because of color." Id
at 79.

When "homogeneous" neighborhoods could not longer be maintained by munici-
pal ordinances, there was a widespread resort to restrictive covenants. Real
estate developers and groups of neighboring householders caused to be included
in their property deeds prohibitions on sale to or occupancy by Negroes and, de-
pending upon their particular prejudices, by Jews, Catholics, Orientals, Mexicans,
or Arabs, as well. The users of such covenants were given aid and comfort
by the Supreme Court when it held that the covenants themselves did not violate
the Fifth, Thirteenth or Fourteenth Amendments. Corrigan v. Buckley, 271
U.S. 323 (1926). The Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments are directed at acts
of the Federal and State Governments, respectively and not at acts of individuals;
the Thirteenth Amendment, though directed at acts of individuals as well as
governments, prohibits slavery and involuntary servitude but does not protect
individual rights of Negroes in other matters. Id. at 330.

The issue of judicial enforcement of racially restrictive covenants, left undecided
in Corrigan, supra, was reached in Shellry v. Kraemer, 334 U.S. 1 (1948). Cove-
nants restricting occupancy to members of the Caucasian race had been enforced
by State court orders which enjoined Negro purchasers from continuing to occtipy
the properties. The Supreme Court held that judicial biforcement of racially
restrictive covenants was state action prohibited by the Fourteenth Amendment.
In an opinion to which there was no dissent, though three Justices did not partici-
pate, Mr. Chief Justice Vinson noted, however, that the Fourteenth Amendment
"erects no shield against merely private conduct, however discriminatory or

wrongful" and stated:
"We conclude therefore, that the restrictive agreements standing alone cannot

be regarded as violative of any rights guaranteed to petitioners by the Fourteenth
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Amendment. So long as the purposes of those agreements are effectuated by
voluiitary adherence to their terms, it would appear clear that there has been no
action by the State and the provisions of the Amendment have not been
violated." Id. at 13.

On the same day, the Court considered arguments that enforcement of such
covenants by courts in the District of Columbia violated the due process clause
of the Fifth Amendment. In Hurd v. Hodge, 334 U.S. 24 (1948), the Court
found it unnecessary to decide that constitutional question, holding instead that
enforceinnt by District of Columbia courts violated a statute derived from
§ 1 of the Civil Rights.Act of 1866. That statute provides:

"All citizens of the United States shall have the same right, in every State and
Territory/ ass enjoyed by white citizens thereof to inherit, purchase, lease, sell,
hold, and convey real and personal property." [Now found at 42 U.S.C. § 1982

Of that statute, the Court said:
"We may start With the proposition that the statute does not invalidate private

restrictive agreements so long as the purposes of those agreements are achieved
by the parties through voluntary adherence to the terms. The action toward
which the provisions of the statute under consideration is directed is governmental
action." Id. at 31.

The Court also stated, however, that, even in the absence of the statute, the
District of Columbia courts could not have enforced such restrictive covenants
because it would have been contrary to the public policy of th United States to
permit them "to exercise general equitable powers to compel action denied the
state courts where such state action has been held to be violative of the equal
protection of the laws." Id. at 35. It should be emphasized that in both of
these cases third parties sought the aid of the courts to defeat the rights of a willing
seller and a willing purchaser.

In Shelly and Hodge the Court had held that restrictive covenants could not be
enforced by injunction. It was in Barrows v. Jackson, 346 U.S. 249 (1953),
that the Court held that judicial enforcement of such covenants by assessment of
damages was prohibited. But again in Barrows, the Court cited with approval
the language of Shelley indicating that racially restrictive covenants were not
prohibited by the Fourteenth Amendment. Id. at 253. Here again, a third
party had sought the aid of the Court to penalize 'a seller because he was willing
to sell his property to a willing Negro purchaser.

In 1954, the Court had an opportunity to. explore another aspect of the restric-
tive covenant question: Does the Fourteenth Amendment prohibit a state court
from permitting a racially restrictive covenant to be raised as a defense in an
action for money damages? ,t first, an evenly divided Court affirmed, per
curiam, an Iowa decision that it did not. Rice v. Sioux City Memorial Park
Cemetery, 348 U.S. 880 (1954). It would be rather difficult to find a case more
highly charged with emotional factors. Sgt. John Rice who was 11/16 Winnebago
Indian, had been killed,on active duty in Korea. His widow, who was white,
had purchased a plot and made arrangements for burial at a private cemetery.
While thegraveside service was being held the cemetery managers noticed that
most of the mourners were American Indians. They inquired of the funeral
director whether Sgt. Rice had been an Indian and upon learning that he had
removed the body from the gravesite and informed Mrs. Rice that they could
not bury her husband because he was not a Caucasian. In Mrs. Rice's suit for
damages, the Iowa court permitted tfle cemetery to interpose its contract with
Mrs. Rice, as a defense, refusing to bold that the restriction of burial privileges
only to Caucasians was invalid even'though it was unenforceable.

After it had affirmed the Iowa Court'i decision, the Supreme Court granted a
petition for rehearing when its attention was called to an Iowa statute, enacted
since the commencement of the suit, Which prohibited cemeteries, other than
those operated by churches or established fraternal organizations, from refusing
burial solely because of the race or color of the decedent. Rice v. Sioux City
Cemetery, 349 U.S. 70 (1955). Delivering the opinion of the Court, Mr. Justice
Frankfurter, after reviewing the facts, state:

"The basis for [Mrs. Rice's] resort to this Court was primarily the Fourteenth
Amendment, through the Due Process and Equal Protection Clauses. Only if a
State deprives any person or denies him enforcement of a right guaranteed by
the Fourteenth Amendmeht can its protection be invoked. Such a claim involves
the threshold problem whether, in the circumstance/ 'of this case,' what Iowa,
through its courts, did amounted to "stat.; actipn". This is a complicated
problem which for long has divided opinion in this Court. [Citations omitted.]
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Were this hurdle cleared, the ultimate substantive question, whether in the cir-
cumstances of this case the action complained of Was condemned by the Fourteenth
Amendment, would in turn present no easy constitutional problem.

"The case was argued here and the stark fact is that the Court was evenly
divided." 348 U.S. 880. Id. at 72-3.

Thereafter, the opinion discussed the Iowa statute prohibiting racial discrimirta-
tion by cemeteries, and in the light, of it) vacated its earlier affirmance of the
Iowa court's decision, and dismissed its original writ of certiorari as having been
improvidently granted. Id. at 75-80.

There stands' the matter of racially restrictive covenants They are not en-
forceable but they are not void. Though the Court was evenly divided in Rice,
an additional vote to reverse the Iowa court would not have had the necessary
results of'invalidating such covenants, or even of subjecting all such covenantors
to damage suits. The Court could have adopted with respect to cemeteries the
approach it adopted in Marsh v. Alabama, 326 U.S. 501 (1946) with respect to
discrimination by a privately owned company town:

"The more an owner, for his own advantage, opens up his property for use
by the public in general, the more do his rights become circumscribed by the
statutory and constitutional rights of those who use it." Id, at 506.

Such an approach would be more consistent with earlier, as well as more recent,
decisions with respect to Fourteenth Amendment violations than to hold that the
right to purchase or occupy property without discrimination on account of race
is so secured by that Amendment that the individual home owner cannot with
imputy refuse to sell or rent his home or any part of it on such a ground.

The more recent decisions, though they do not deal with residences, do deal
with privately owned facilities or private acts of one kind or another. The
rationale the Court has used to find in them violations of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment is to find in them links With the State which convert them from individual
action to "state action". Thus, in Terry v. Adams. 345 U.S. 461 (1953), the
Court prohibited the Jaybird Party in Texas, a private club, from excluding
Negroes because the function it performed was an integral part of the election
process even though not formally recognized by State law. The function the
club performed was so much a public one that its private act of discrimination
constituted "state action" prohibited by the Fourteenth Amendment,

The Court found another kind of link with the State in the discriminatory act
of a private restaurant operator in Burton v. Wilmington Parking Authority,
335 U.S. 715 (1961). This case involved refusal of service to a Negro by a
private restaurant operator on premises leased from an agency of the State of
Delaware. The restaurant. was located in a building constructed with public
funds and used for a public purpose, that is, a municipal parking facility. The
restaurant was one of several leased areas in the facility which the Court found
to be an "indispensable part of the State's plan to operate its project as a self
sustaining unit." Id. at 723-24. The opin on by Mr. Justice Clark very care-
fully pointed out that the Court's conclusions in this case could not be considered
"universal truths on the basis of which every state leasing agreement is to be
tested." Id. at 725. In defining the limits of its inquiry, the Court stated:

"* * *What we hold today is that when a State leases public property in the
manner and for the purpose shown to have been the case here, the proscriptions
of the Fourteenth Amendment must be complied with as certainly as though they
were binding covenants written into the agreement itself." .Id. at 726.

The "ast-iri" cases offered the Court several opportunities to broaden the thrust
of the Fourteenth Amendment. In those cases, Negroes had been arrested for
trespass or disorderly conduct for remaining at white-only lunch counters after
the owners had refused to serve them because of their race and then asked them
to leave. Some had thought the Court would extend the principle of Shelley and
Barrows by finding the arrests and convictions to be state action in support of
private discriminatory acts and therefore violative of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment. Others thought the Court might extend the principle of Marsh v. Alabama
and find that the restaurant owner, because he opened up his property, for his
own advantage, for use by the public in general, had circumscribed his right to
discriminate among his patrons on account of race. The Court did neither of
these things in any of the cases, though in each of them it found some link between
the acts of the proprietors and the government to warrant striking down the
convictions as violative of the Fourteenth Amendment.

In Peterson v. Greenville, 373 U.S. 244 (1963),. the link Wvas found in a city
ordinance requiingg separation of the races in restaurants. In:Lombard v, Louist-
ana,' 373 U.S. 267 (1963), there was neither a State statute not a city ordinance
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requiring separation of the races. In reversing convictions for violation of a
trespass statute, the Court did not hold the statute invalid or even inapplicable
to enforce refusals of service because of race, but simply unenforceable in these
particular cases because there had been statements by the Mayor and the Super.
Intendent of Police to the effect that the City of New Orleans would not permit
Negroes to seek desegregated service in restaurants. The statements of these
officials linked the discrimination to the State. An earlier sit-in case arising in
Louisiana had been disposed of on the ground that evidence that the defendants
sat peacefully in a place where custom decreed they could not sit was not sufficient
to convict them of the crime of disturbing the peace as defined in the Louisiana
statutes. Garner v. Louisiana, 868 U.S. 157 (1961).

Perhaps the most remarkable thing about these sit-in cases ie not what the
Court did but what it did not do. It did not hold that restaurant owners were
not free to refuse service on account of race. In Peterson the Court said:

It cannot be disputed that under our decisions "private conduct abridging
individual rights does no violence to the Equal Protection Clause unless to some
significant extent the State in any. of its manifestations has been found to have
become involved in it." [citations omitted 373 U.S. 244, 247 (1963).

And in his concurring opinion, Mr. Justice Harlan stated:
"The ultimate substantive question is whether there has been "State action

of a particular character (Civil Rights Cases, supra (109 U.S. at 11))-whether
the character of the State's involvement in an arbitrary discrimination is such
that it should be held responsible for the discrimination.

"This limitation on the scope of the prohibitions of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment serves several vital functions in our system. Underlying the cases involving
an alleged denial of equal protection by ostensibly private action is a clash of
competing constitutional claims of a high order: liberty and equality. Freedom
of the individual to choose his associates or his neighbors, to use and dispose of
his property as he sees fit, to be irrational, arbitrary, capricious, even unjust in
his personal relations are things all entitled to a large measure of protection from
governmental interference. This liberty would be overridden, in the name of
equality, if the strictures of the Amendment were applied to governmental and
private action without distinction. Also inherent in the concept of state action
are values of federalism, a recognition that there are areas of private rights
upon which federal power should not lay a heavy hand and which should properly
be loft to the more precise instruments of local authority." Id. at 249--50.

In the Lombard case, supa, in which the link with the State was found in
the statements of the Mayor and Chief of Police, Mr. Justice Douglas, though
he joined in the Court's opinion, wrote a separate concurring opinion in which
he stated his view that even in the absence of any exhortations by governmental
officers the convictions could not stand. He would have extended the rule of
Marsh v. Alabama supra, and held that the Fourteenth Amendment prohibited
discrimination in all privately owned public restaurants just as Marsh prohibited
discrimination in a privately owned company town. He drew a careful distinc-
tion however, between a restaurant business and a home:

"If this were an intrusion of a man's home or yard or farm or garden, the
property owner could seek and'obtain the aid of the State against the intruder.
For the Bill of Rights, as applied to the States through the Due Process Clause of
the Fourteenth Amendment, casts its weight on the side of the privacy of homes.
The-Third Amendment with its ban on the quartering of soldiers in private homes
radiates that philosophy. The F6urth Amendment,. while concerned with
official invasions of privacy through searches and seizures, is eloquent testimony
of the sanctity of private premise, For even when the police enter private
precincts they must, with rare exceptiofls, come armed with a warrant issued by
a magistrate. A private person has no standing to obtain even limited, access.
The principle that a man's home is his castle is basic to our system of jurispru-
dence." 373 U.S. 267, 274-75.

Remarkable also, is. the fact that the Court in these sit-in cases did not apply
the doctrine of Shelley v. Kraemer, supra, and find prohibited "state action" in
the judicial enforcement, of the trespass statutes when the reason for asking
customers to leave was on account of race. Perhaps this is less remarkable if it
be remembered that in Shelley the property owner ws willing .to sell, while in the
sit-in cases the\property owner was unwilling ito serve.

The Court had a further opportunity to extend the priinciple of either Shelley or
Marsh in Bell v. Maryland, 878 U.S. 226 (1964).. Negrd sit-in demonstrators were
convicted of violating Maryland's criminal ~espass law when they "refused to
leave a Baltimore restaurant after being asked to io so solely because of their
race. Neither the Mayor nor the Police Chief had made any statements; there
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was no city ordinance; at the time of the arrest, conviction and affirmance by
Maryland's highest court, there was no State statute requiring or encouraging.
racial discrimination by restaurant operators, unless the criminal trespass statute,
itself, could be said to have that effect. However, after the State court had'
affirmed the convictions, the State legislature had enacted a law, applicable int
Baltimore, making it unlawful for restaurants to refuse service because of race.
What the Court did was vacate the Maryland judgments and remand the case to
the Maryland court for reconsideration in the light of the subsequently enacted
statute, with some rather strong suggestions; that the convictions be reversed.
It did not consider at all the question whether the trespass statute could have been
enforced against these defendants had there been no subsequent anti-discrimina-
tion law.

There were five Justices, however, who did consider that question. Mr.
Justice Douglas and Mr. Justice Goldberg, in two separate concurring opinions,
would have held in effect that the Fourteenth Amendment imposes an obligation
upon the States to prohibit racial discrimination in restaurants and other places
of public accommodation. Mr. Justice Goldberg, in his pinion, was careful
to draw a distinction between the protection afforded a man's private and his
public choices, between civil rights and social rights:

"* * * Prejudice and bigotry in any form, are regrettable, but it is the con-
stitutional right of every person to close his home or club to any person or to
choose his social, intimates and business partners solely on the basis of personal
prejudices including race. These and other rights pertaining to privacy and
private association are themselves constitutionally protected liberties.

"Indeed, the constitutional protection extended to privacy and private associa-
tion assures against the imposition of social equality. As noted'before, the,
Congress that enacted the Fourteenth Amendment was particularly conscious
that the 'civil' rights of man should be distinguished from his sociall rights."'

He went on to say:
"This is not to suggest that Congress lacks authority under § 5 of the Four-

teenth Amendment, or under the Commerce, Clause, Art. I, §8, to implement the
rights protected by § 1 of the Fourteenth Amendment. In the give-and-take
of the legislative process, Congress can; fashion a law drawing the guide-lines
necessary and appropriate to facilitate: practical administration and to dis-
tinguish between genuinely public and private accommodations." Id. at 317.

Mr. Justice Black, who was joined by Mr. Justice Harlan and Mr. Justice White,
would have held in effect that the Fourteenth Amendment did not prohibit the.
State from enforcing its trespass statute under these circumstances:

"The Amendment does not forbid a State to prosecute for crimes committed
against a person or his property, however prejudiced or narrow.the victim's views
may be. Nor can whatever prejudice and bigotry the victim of a crime may have
be automatically attributed to the State that prosecutes. Such a doctrine would
not only be based on a fiction; it would also severely handicap a State's efforts to
maintain a peaceful and orderly society * * *. The worst citizen no less than
the best is entitled to equal protection of the laws of his State: and of 'his nation.
None of. our past cases justifies reading the Fourteenth Amendment in a way that
might well penalize citizens who are law-abiding enough to call upon the law and
its officers for protection instead of using their own physical strength or dangerous
weapons to preserve their rights." Id. at 327-28.

It should be noted, however, that even this opinion was prefaced by the obser-
vation' that "This case does not involve the constitutionality of any existing or
proposed state or federal legislation requiring rrestaurant owners to serve people
without regard to color." Id. at 318. It might be well to add that by the date.
the opinion was handed down, June 22, 1964, the House of Representatives and
the Senate had passed differing versions of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 which
prohibited racial discrimination in several kinds of public accommodation.

This then was the state of the law before the Court handed down its opinions in
United States v. Price, supra, and United States v. Guest, supra, While continuing
to acknowledge -hat the Fourteenth Amendment did not of itself reach acts of.
private racial d itnination, the concept of prohibited "state action" was broad-
ened to prohibit such acts because of their link with the State as in Burton v,
Wilmington Parking Authority, supra, or, while:not prohibiting the acts themselves,
to prohbit enforcement of them by specific performance or recovery of damages as
in Sheley and Barrows with respect to restrictive covenasnts. The Court had not,
and has not yet, held that a State cannot enforce, a restaurant owner's right to
refuse service on grounds of race through its trespass statutes, though the enact-
ment of Title II of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 has allbut removed that issue from
the Court's ken. It has not yet held that the Fourteenth Amendment in any way
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limits an owner's right to refuse to sell or lease a home or apartment on racial
grounds.

None of these 20th Century cases, however, had held anything with respect to
the power of Congress under Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment to prohibit
private acts of discrimination which were not prohibited by the Fourteenth
Amendment itself. It was the Civil Rights Cases, 109 U.S. 3, decided in 1883,
which had held invalid an attempt by Congress to prohibit such acts insofar as they
involved discrimination in inns, carriers and theaters. Because the rationale of
this opinion so shaped the subsequent thinking of the Congress and the Court, it
is important to examine, at some length, what was said about the Fourteenth
Amendment and the power of Congress to enforce it:

"It is State action of a particular character that is prohibited. Individual
invasion of individual rights is not the subject matter of the amendment, It has a
deeper and broader scope. It nullifies and makes void all State legislation, and
State action, of every kind, which impairs the privileges and immunities of citizens
of the United States, or which injures them in life, liberty or property without due
process of law, or which denies to any of them the equal protection of the laws.
It not only does this, but, in order that thenational will, thus declared, may not be
a mere brutum fulmen, the last section of the amendment invests Congress tuith power
to enforce it by appropriate legislation. To enforce what? To enforce the prohibi-
tion. To adopt appropriate legislation for correcting the effects of such prohibited
State laws and State acts, and thus to render them effectually null, void, and innocuous.".
Id. at 11 [italic added].

"Such legislation cannot properly cover the whole domain of rights appertaining
to life, liberty and property, defining them and providing for their vindication.
That would be to establish a code of municipal law regulative of private right
between man and man in society. Itwould be to make Congress take the place
of the State legislatures and to supersede them. It is absurd to affirm that, be-
cause the rights of life, liberty and property (which include all civil rights that men
have), are by the amendment sought to be protected against invasion on the part
of the State without due process of laiw, Congress may therefore provide due proc-
ess of law for their vindication in every case; and that because the denial by a State
to any persons, of the equal protection of the laws, is prohibited by the amendment,
therefore Congress may establish laws for their equal protection. In fine, the
legislation which Congress is authorized to adopt in thts behalf is not general legisla-
tion upon the rights of the citizen, but corrected legislation, that is, such as may be
necessary and proper for counteracting such laws as the States may adopt or enforce,
and which, by the amendment, they are prohibited from making or enforcing, or such
acts and proceedings as the State may commit or take, and which, by the amendment,
they are prohibited from committing or taking." Id. at 13-14 [italic added].

Although the majority opinions in United States v. Price, 383 U.S. 786, and
United States v. Guest, 383 U.S. 745, contain no new departures with respect to
the meaning of Section 1 of the Fourteenth Amendment or the extent of the power
of Congress under Section 5 to enforce it, the concurring opinion in Guest of Mr.
Justice Clark joined by Mr. Justice Black and Mr. Justice Fortas, as well as the
opinion of Mr. Justice Brennan, joined by the Chief Justice and Mr. Justice
Douglas, concurring in part and dissenting in part, must be combed rather care-
fully for portents of changes to come. The principal holding in Price was that a
prosecution would lie under 18 U.S.C. § 241 for a violation of the Fourteenth
Amendment's guaranty of due process. The case, which arose out of the 1964
murders of three civil rights workers ihfPhiladelphia, Mississippi, presented "an
issue of construction, not of constitutional power." (Id. slip opinion, at 1.) It
had been thought that § 241 protected only rights which are conferred by or flow
from the Federal Government but not Fborteenth Amendment rights because the
section reached individuals not acting under color of law and there could be no
violations of Fourteenth Amendment rights except under color of law. Price did
not hold that §241 reached violations of Fourteenith Amendment due process by
individuals who were not acting under color of law. It did not hold that under
its power to enforce the Fourteenth Amendment Congress could punish violations
of due process by individuals who were not acting under color of law. The indict-
ment the Court considered alleged "that the defendants aeted "under c6lor of law'
and that the conspiracy included action by the State through its law enforcement
officers to punish the alleged victims without due process of law in violation of the
Fourteenth Amendment's direct admonition to the States." (Id. slip opinion at
11.) The Court's conclusion was "that §241 must beread as it iswritten-to
reach conspiracies 'to injure * * * any citizen in the free exercise or enjoyment
of any right or privilege secured to him by the Constitution or laws of the United

'~2 '1i
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States * * * ;' that this language includes rights or privileges protected by theFourteenth Amendment; that whatever the ultimate coverage of the section may be,it extends to conspiracies otherwise within the scope of the section, participated in by
officials alone or in collaboration with private persons; and that the indictment * *; *
properly charges such a conspiracy in violation of § 41." (Id. slip opinion at 10-11;underlining added.) As an appendix to its opinion the Court printed the remarksof Senator Pool of North Carolina who introduced the provisions of what is iow§241 as an amendment to the Enforcement Act of 1870. Although the Courtstated that the Senator's remarks wcre included only toshow that he intended§241 to cover Fourteenth Amendment rights, the Court went on' to say:

"He acknowledged that the States as such were beyond the reach of the ptii-
tive process, and that the legislation must therefore operate ,up6n individuals.
He made it clear that 'It matters not whether these Individuals be officers or
whether they are acting on their own responsibility.' We fird'no evidence whatever that § 241 should not cover violations of Fourteenith Amendment rights, or '
that it should not include state action or actions by stit officials." 7d. .liO:.opinion at 17.

United States v. Guest supra, grew out of an alleged conspiracy of terror againstNegro citizens around Athens, Georgia, oluninating in the killing'of Col. LenuelPenn, a Negro educator from the District of Columrbia, as he was drvig through
Georgia on his way back to the District. Ai irdil9tihenti chrgg ih spitaby
in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 241 was set forth inlve nitbered p' :agrIp 1 Node
of the individuals charged was in any way connected with the Site 'ior Was anyalleged to have acted "under color o lAw'. The first numbered paragraph which
alleged a conspiracy to injure Negro citizens in their right td equ l 4e~Si ent ofthe accommodations of theaters, restaurants and other piace of pnbtRicomm-'
dation, was framed in language drawn from Section 201(a) ifthe C ivil Riits
Act of 1964 (42 U..C. § 2000a(a) (1964 ed.)) though that statute Was iot c ted.The District Court dismissed the indictment as to that paragraph because it failedto include an allegation that the defendants were motivated by race whidh itthought to be essential in describiig an. offense under that section ot the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, The Supreme Court held that it had no jurisdiction toconsider a direct appeal from a judgment which rests on the deficiencies of anindictment as a pleading.

The second numbered paragraph charged that the cohispracy itifrin ed:2. The right to equal utilization, without discrimination upon the basis ofrace, of public facilities in the vicinity of Athens, Georgia, owned, operated ormanaged by or on behalf of the State of Georgia or any subdivision thereof;"..
The indictment also alleged that it was the purpose of the conspiracy to achieveits objects, that is, interference with the rights set forth in the five numbered

paragraphsby the following means:
1 By shooting Negroes;

"( 2 By beating Negroes;
"(3 By killing Negroes;

(4) By damaging and destroying property of Negroes;
5 By pursuing Negroes in automobiles and threatening them with guns;6 By making telephone calls to Negroes to threaten their lives, property.

and persons, and by making such threats in person;
"(7) By going in disguise on the highway and on the premises of otherpersons;
"'(8) By causing the arrest of Negroes by tneana of false reports that such

Negroes had committed criminal acts; and
(9) By burning crosses at night in public viqw." (Ittli added,)The District Court had two things to say about the second pragraph of 'heindictment: (1) it described rights protected by the Equal Protection Clause ofthe Fourteenth Amendment and § 241 does not purport to protect any 'Fouir-teenth Amendment rights, and (2) if § 241 purported to protect Fourteenth

Amendment rights, it would be void for vagueness. The Supreme Ciurt acceptedthe lower court's conclusion that this part of the indictment described rights pro-
tected by the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth, Anenidment but' rejectedboth its conclusions that § 241 did not purport toprotect Fourteenth Ametdinietrights and that if it did it would be void for vagueness.

For its own conclusion that § 241 proteqted Fourteenth Atendizent rit,
the Supreme Court relied on Price, supra. It pointed out that althQugiP ric
had held that § 241 embraced offenses against the tue Process Cause of theFourteenth Amendment, there is no reason to suppose that if it embraces dueprocess it does not embrace equal protection. For its conclusion that thus aiter-
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preted § 241 was not void for vagueness, it relied upon Screws v. United States,
325 U.S. 91 (1945), pointing out that since the essence of the offense described by
§ 241 is conspiracy it requires a specific intent to interfere with the federal rights
involved.

But unlike the indictment in Price, this indictment named no individuals
alleged to be acting under color of law, and as the Court stated:

It is a commonplace that rights under the Equal Protection Clause itself arise
only where there has been an involvement of the State or of one acting under the
color of its authority. The Equal Protection Clause 'does not * * * add any-
thing to the rights which one citizen has under the Constitution against another.'
Uited States v. Cruikshank, 92 U.S. 542, 554-555. As Mr. Justice Douglas more
recently put it, 'The Fourteenth Amendment protects the individual against
statk action not against wrongs done by individuals.' United States v. Williams,
341 U.S. 76, 92 (dissenting opinion). This has been the view of the Court from
the beginning. United states v. Cruikshank supra; United States v. Harris, 106
U.S. 629; Civil Rights Cases 109 U.S. 3; HIodes v. United States, 203 U.S. 1;
United States v. Powell, 212 U.S. 564. It remains the Court's view today. See,
e.g. 1Evans v. Newton, - U.S. -; United States v. Prive, 383 U.S. 786. Id. slip
opiiiln at 9."

Since the Fourteenth Amendment of,itself does not protect an individual against
wrongs done by individiials and since this indictment named only individuals
without alleging that they were acting under color of law, the Court might have
had to affirn the dismissal unless it was prepared to find that § 241 was intuded
to reach equal protection offenses by individuals who were not acting under color
of law and further that Congress had the power to reach such offenses. It did not
so find. Aftet stating that "the Equal Protection' Clause speaks to the State or
thosa'coting under the color of its authority", it went on to say that:

"In this connection, we emphasize that § 241 by its clear language incorporates
no more than the Equal Protection Clause itself; the statute does not purport to
give substantive, as opposed to remedial implementation to any rights secured
by that Clause. Since we therefore deal here only with the bare terms of the
Equal Protection Clause itself, nothing said in this opinion goes to the question'
of what kinds of other and broader legislation Congress might constitutionally
enact under § 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment to implement that Clause or any
other provision of the Amendment." Id. slip opinion at 8-9.

What the' Court did instead was find in the indictment an allegation of State
involvement linking the acts of the individuals to the State. It found such an
allegation in the charge that the objects of the conspiracy were to be achieved,
among other wys, "by causing the arrest of Negroes by means of false reports
that such Negroes had committed criminal acts". The Court conceded that
"the allegation of the extent of official involvement in the present case is not clear"
and that the bill of particulars or the proofs, if the ease went to trial, might dis-
close no state action prohibited by the Fourteenth Amendment. Nevertheless
it held that the allegation was enough to prevent dismissal of the second para-
graph of the indictment.

The opinion of the Court;'in Guest was delivered by Mr. Justice Stewart. In
addition, there were three, separate opinions in which a total of seven Justices
joined. In a concurring opinion, Mr. Justice Clark, who was joined by Mr.
Justice Black and Mr. Justice Fortas, felt it necessary to say an additional word
about the Court's disposition of the second paragraph of the indictment. Noting
that the indictment with respect to the' conspiracy to deny Negro citizens the
right to equal utilization of State controlled public facilities was upheld because
it alleged that the conspiracy was accomplished, in part "by causing the arrest
of Negroes by means of false reports that such Negroes had committed criminal
acts" Mr. Justice Clarkiaid:

"The Court reasons that this allegation of the indictment might well cover the
active connivance by agents of the State in the making of these false reports or in
carrying on other conduct amounting to official discrimination. By so construing
the indictment, it finds the language sufficient to cover a denial of rights protected
by the Equal Protection Clause. The Court thus removes'from the case any
necessity for a 'determination of the threshold level that State action must attain
in order to create rights under the Equal Protection 'Clause.' A study of the
language in the indictment clearly .shlowsthat the Court's construction is not a
capricious one, and I therefore agree with that construction as well as the con-
clusion that lollows." Id. concurring opinion of Mr. Justice Clark, slip opinion
at 1-2.

Noting that thi-rinterpretation of the indictment avoided any question of the
power of Congress "to'punish private conspiracies that interfere with Fourteenth
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Amendment rights, such as the right to utilize public facilities". Mr. Justice Clark
went on to say that "there now can be no doubt that the specific language of § 5 em-
powers the Congress to enact laws punishing all conspiracies-with or without State
action-that interfere with Fourteenth Amendment rights." Id. at 2 (italic added).

Mr. Justice Harlan, in his separate opinion, concurred with the Court's disposi-
tion of the second paragraph of the indictment without any additional comment
upon it, although he made the following comment upon theconcurring opinion in
which Mr. Justice Black and Mr. Justice Fortas joined Mr. Justice Clark:

"The action of the three Justices who join the Court's opinion in nonetheless
cursorily pronouncing themselves on the far-reaching constitutional questions
deliberately not reached [in disposing of paragraph 2 of the indictment] seems to
me, to say the very least, extraordinary." Id., opinion of Mr. Justice Harlan,
concurring in part and dissenting in part, slip opinion at 1.

Mr. Justice Brennan, with whom the Chief Justice and Mr. Justice Douglas
joined, concurred in part and dissented in part. He could not agree with the
Court's construction of §241, stating: .

"I am of the opinion that a conspiracy to interfere with the right to ,equal
utilization of state facilities described in the second numbered paragraph of the
indictment is a conspiracy to interfere with a 'right * * * secured * *:. ; by the
Constitution' within the meaning of §241-without regard to whether state
officers participated in the alleged conspiracy. I believe that §241 reached sich
a private conspiracy, not because the Fourteenth Amendment of its ownr force
prohibits such a conspiracy, but because §241, as an exekrise of congressional
power under §5 of that Amendment, prohibits all conspiracies to interfere with
the exercise of a 'right * * * secured * *: * by the Constitution', and because
the right to equal utilization of state facilities is a 'right * * * secured * * 4 by
the Constitution' within the meaning of that phrase as used in§ 241. Id., opinion
of Mr. Justice Brennan, concurring in part and dissenting in part, slip opinion
at 4.

He went on to say:
"For me, the right to use state facilities without discrimination on 'th' basis

of race is, within the meaning of §241, a right created by; arising under and de-
pendent upon the Fourteenth Amendment and hence is a right 'secured' by that
Amendment. * * * The Fourteenth Amendment commands the State'to provide
the members of all races with equal access to the public facilities it, owns or man-
ages, and the right of a citizen to use those facilities without discrimination on the
basis of race is a basic corollary of this command. Cf. Brewer v, Hoxie School
District No. 46, 238 F. 2d 91 (C.A. 8th Cir. 1956). Whatever may [bej the status
of the right to equal utilization of privately owned facilities, see generally Bell:v.
Maryland, 378 U.S. 226, it must be emphasized that we are here concerned with
the right to equal utilization of public facilities owned or operated by or on behalf
of the State. To deny the existence of this right or its constitutional stature is to
deny the history of the last decade, or to ignore the role of federal power, predi-
cated on the FourteenthAmendment, in obtaining nondiscriminatory access to
such facilities." Id. at 7.

It is perhaps the following statements from the opinion of Mr. Justice Brennan,
however, which must be weighed most carefully in considering the availability
of the Fourteenth Amendment as a basis for Congress to prohibit racial discrimina-
tion in private housing:

"A majority of the members of the Court express the view today that ' 5
empowers Congress to enact laws punishing all conspiracies to interfere with the
exercise of Fourteenth Amendment rights, whether or not state officerA or others
acting under the color of state law are implicated in the conspiracy.?' Id. at 8-9.

"I acknowledge that some of the decisions of this Court, most notably an aspect
of the Civil Rights Cases, 109 U.S. 3, 11, have declared that Congress' power under
§ 5 is confined to the adoption of 'appropriate legislation for correcting the effects
of . . . prohibited State laws and State acts, and thus to render them effectually
null, void, and innocuous.' I do not accept-and a majority of the Court today
rejects-this interpretation of § 5. It reduces the legislative power to enforce
the provisions of the Amendment to that of the judiciary; and it attributes a far
too limited objective to the Anmendment's sponsors." Id. At 9-10.

And 'the following, of which the italic sentence was quoted by the Attorney
General in his testimony before Subcommittoe No. 5 of the House Committee on
the Judiciary, 1966: .. . '

"Viewed in its proper perdSective,; § 5 appears as a positive grant of legislative
power; authorizing Cogress to exercise its discretion in fashioning remedies to achieve
civil.and political equality for all citizeid. No one would deny that Congres'could

... "
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enact legislation directing state officials to provide Negroes with equal access to
state schools, parks and other facilities owned or operated by the State. Norcould it be denied that Congress has the power to punish state officers who, in
excess of their authority and in violation of state law, conspire to threaten, harassand murder Negroes for attempting to use these facilities. And I can find noprinciple of federalism nor work of the Constitution that denies Congress powerto determine that in order adequately to protect the right to equal utilization of
state facilities, it is also appropriate to punish other individuals-neither state
officers nor acting in concert with state officers-who engage in the same brutal
conduct for the same misguided purpose." Id. at 11.

Though there were other aspects to Guest, most notably a holding that an
allegation of a conspiracy to infringe upon the right of Negro citizens to travel
freely to and from a State and to use highway facilities and other instrumentalities
of interstate commerce within a State charges an offense under 18 U.S.C. § 241
it is the comments on the power of Congress to enforce Fourteenth Amendment
rights and the considerations of what rights are secured by the Fourteenth Amend-
ment which Ire most relevant to a discussion of the adequacy of the Fourteenth
Amendment as a basis for Title IV of the Administration's bill.
Conclusions on the fourteenth Amendment as a basis for a federal fair housing law

The Supreme Court has not yet held that where a State or political subdivision
exercises no element of coercion upon a home owner to discriminate the home
owner is not free to discriminate without violating the provisions of the Four-
teenth Amendment. The Court has not even been able to muster a majority to
hold that the Fourteenth Amendment prohibits the owner of a restaurant or
other place of public accommodation from discriminating among customers on
account of race which is a much easier conclusion to support. See Bell v.
Maryland, 378 U.S. 226 (1964).

To conclude that the Fourteenth Amendment, itself, does not prohibit the home
owner from discriminating on account of race is not necessarily to conclude that,
in the exercise of its power to enforce the Fourteenth Amendment, the Congress
could not prohibit such discrimination. However, the Court has held, in the
Civil Rights Cases, supra, that the Fourteenth Amendment does not empower
the Congress to prohibit owners of inns, carriers and places of amusement from
discriminating on account of race. Although Congress, in 1964, enacted new
legislation prohibiting owners of certain inns, restaurants, and places of amuse-
ment affecting commerce from discriminating on account of race, basing the Act
in part on its power to enforce the Fourteenth Amendment, the Court has held
the legislation constitutional on the basis of the Commerce Power. Two of the
Justices would have upheld the law on the basis of § 5 of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment, Heart of Atlanta Motel v. United States, 379 U.S. 241 (1964); Katzenbach v.
Moelung, 379 U.S. 294 (1964).

To the extent that the Civil Rights Cases, supra, would confine the power of
the Congress under § 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment to the adoption of "apro-
priate legislation for correcting the effects of * * prohibited State laws,
and State aots, and thus to render them effectually null, void, and innocuous",
three Justices have indicated a readiness to overrule it. United States v. Guest
supra, opinion of Mr. Justice Brennan, joined by the Chief Justice and
Mr. Justice Douglas, concurring in part and dissenting in part, slip opinion at 9.
To the extent that the Civil Rights Cases would be inconsistent with the conclu-
sion that ."the specific language of §~. empowers the Congress to enact laws
punishing all conspiracies-with or without state action-that interfere with
Fourteenth Amendment rights" three additional Justices have indicated a willing-
ness to overrule it without specifically nafiing it. Id. concurring opinion of Mr.
Justice Clark, joined by Mr. Justice Black and Mr. Justice Fortas, slip opinion
at 2. .Can these three and three be put together to add up to a majority that would
hold Title IV to be a valid exercise of congressional power under §6? Not
necessarily.

Let us assume for a moment, what would seem to be, or at least about to be-
come, a completely valid assumption, that $ 5 does empower Congress to enact
laws punishing all conspiracies-with or without state action-that Interfere with
Fourteenth Amendment rights. Is the right of a prospective home-buyer not to
have his purchase offer refused on account of his race such a right? It has never
been held. to be and the c mbined opinions in ,Guest, supra, would not seem to
compel such a conclusion. Guest dealt with the question whether there was a
Fourteenth Amendment right to utilize publio.facilities, that is, facilities owned
or managed by State or local government. Mr. JustideBrennan, in his separate
opinion in Guest, *oujd consider the Fourteenth Amendment to command to the
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State to provide all races with equal access to the public facilities it owns ormanages and would infer that "the right of a citizen to use these facilities withoutdiscrimination on the basis of 'race is a basic corollary of this command." 383U.S.-separate opinion of Mr. Justice J]rennan slip opinion at 7. He went bnto emphasize that Gvest was concerned only with the right to equal utilization of
public facilities owned or operated by or on behalf of the State, not with privatelyowned facilities.

In measuring the breadth of Federal power to be inferred from the'dictum, inGue8t, that section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment "empowers the Congress toenact laws punishing all conspiracies-with or without State action-that inter-fere with P ourteenth Amendment rights", it should be noted that the acts withwhich the Court was tlere concerned, were conspiracies carried out in part "byshooting Negroes; by beating Negroes; by. killing Negroes." They were actsclearly criminal and the only question was whether the United States had madethem punishable or had the power to make them punishable by Federal law. Tothe extent that Title IV prohibits the intimidation or coercion of a mob attemptingto prevent a Negro family from moving into a neighborhood, the dicta in iuestwould seem to indicate that the Fourteenth Amendment is a sound constitutionalbasis for Title IV. The acts reached are fcearly criminal and the only questionis whether the Congress has a concurrent jurisdiction with the States to puiishthem. To the extent that Title IV forbids an individual home owner to refuse tosell his home, or rent an apartment or room in it because of the race of a prospectivepurchaser, there would seem to be a leap beyond the dicta in Guest. Nothing inthe Fourteenth Amendment makes the discriminatory act of the home owner. in
refusing to sell or rent on account of race unlawful. Nothing in the FourteithAmendment, as it has been construed until now requires the State to make suchdiscriminatory act unlawful.. What Fourteenth Amendment right would Con-gress be enforcing?

It is true that Congress in the exercise of its power to enforce the Fourteenth
Amendment, as well as the Fifteenth Amendment or any other constitutional
prohibition, may prohibit acts which the Amendment or constitutional provisionitself does not prohibit. Thus, although the Eighteenth Amendment prohibitedonly the sale of intoxicating liquors for beverage purpose, Congress, tinder the
necessary and proper clause, as well as the power to enforce the Amendmeit byappropriate legislation, was held to have the power to prohibit the sale of ritoxi-cating malt liquors for medicinal purposes. Everard's Breweries v. Day, 265 U.S.545 (1924). As the Court said, in that case:

"The ultimate and controlling. question then is, whether in prohibiting physi-
cians from prescribing intoxicating malt liquors for medicinal purposes as a meansof enforcing the prohibition of traffic in such liquors for beverage purposes, Con-gress has exceeded the constitutional limits upon its legislative discretion.

In enacting this legislation Congress has affirmed its validity. That determina-lion must be given great weight; this Court by an unbroken line of decisions havingsteadily adhered to the rule that every possible presumption " i n favor of the validity
of an actof Congress until overcome beyond rational doubt" Adkins v. Children'sHospital 261 U.S. 525, 544." Id. at 560 (italic added).
Tne Attorney, General argues persuasively that Federal prohibition of dis-crimination n thesale or rental of using,is an appropriate exercise of the ppwer

of Congress to enforce the Fourteenth Amendment:
Segregated housing is deeply corrosive both for the individual and for hiscommunity. It isolates racial minorities from the public life of the community.It means inferior public education, recreation, health, sanitation and transporta-

tion services and facilities. It means denial of access to training and employ-ment and business opportunities, It prevents the inhabitants of ghettos fromliberating themselves, and it prevents the federal, state and local governmentsand rivate groups and institutions from fulfilling their responsibility and desireto help this liberation. Statement of Attorney General Katzenbach, supra, at p. 16.I have pointed out already how segregated living is both a source and an en-
forcer of involuntary second-class citizenship. To the extent that this blght onour democracy impedes states and localities from carrying out their obligationsunder the Fourteenth Amendment to promote equal access and equal opportunityin all public aspects of c immunity life, the Fourteenth Amendment authorizesremoval of this impediment."* Id. at p. 20.'

It may be Mr. Justice Halan, in his concurring opinion in Peterson v. Green-
ville, 373 U.S. 244, 250 (1963), who has given the most eloquent answer to thisargument:
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"Underlying the cases involving an alleged denial of equal protection b
ostensibly private action is a clash of competing constitutional claims of a high
order: liberty and equality. Freedom of the individual to choose his associates
or his neighbors, to use and dispose of his property as he sees fit, to be arbitrary,
capricious, even unjust in his personal relations are things entitled to a large
measure of protection from governmental interference. This liberty would be
overridden, in the name of equality, i. the strictures of the [Fourteenth] Amend-
ment were applied to governmental and private action without distinction. Also
inherent in the concept of state.action are values of federalism, a recognition that
there are reas of private rights upon which federal power should not lay a heavy
hand and which should more properly be left 'to the more precise instruments
of local authority."

There is not much doubt that Title IV lays a heavy Federal hand on areas of
rights which had heretofore beon considered private. It admits no exceptions
to its restrictions. The private religious home which rents accommodations to
the elderly of its faith would lib longer be able to exclude members of other faiths.
The Swedish Old Folks Home would be required to ipen its doors to the elderly
of other ancestries. The owner of a home Who has fallen upon hard times and
decides to rent p. few, rooms to tide him ovet would have his choice of tenants
circumscribed. I

If the Federal power can ieach'this far into individual private lives, is there
anything .to, prevent it from reaching into private associations-private clubs,
private schools, private organizations of any kind?

It might not be illogical to conclude thht Title'IV, insofar as it is directed at
"institutionalized" discrimination in housing-thAt is, discrimination by people
and organizations in the housing business: bankers, brokers, developers, owners of
large apartment buildings-is a valid exercise of the power of Congress to enforce
the Fourteenth Amendment. Insofar as it circumscribes the freedom of the
individual home owner to sell or refuse, to sell his home or the freedom of the
freedom of the individual home owner to choose the tenant for the apartment or
room in the houie in which he lives, however, it may not be illogical to assume that
Congress has failed to "fashion a law draining the guidelines necessary and appro-
priate to facilitate ipactical administration and to distinguish between genuinely
public and private accommodations" which Mr. Justice Goldberg was certain it
could do to enforce section 1 of the' Fourteenth Amendment. Bell v. Maryland,
supra, 317 (concurring opinion).

There would seem to be little doubt, now, that the constitutionality of legisla-
tion to enforce the Fourteenth Amendment will be measured by the test formulated
by Mr. Justice Marshall in McCulloch v. Maryland, 4 Wheat. 316, 420 (1819):

"Let the end be legitimate, let it be within the scope of the constitution, and all
means which are appropriate, whi6h are plainly adapted to that end, which are not
prohibited, but consist with the letter and spirit of the constitution, are con-
stitutional."

The question to be answered by the Court should Title IV be enacted, would
seem to be "Is this law prohibited? By the First Amendment prohibition against
denials of the right to freedom of association? By the Fifth Amendment pro-
hibition against deprivations of property without due process of law or against
the taking of property for public ,tse without just compensation? By the Ninth
Amendment's recognition.of the existence of rights retained by the people, with
the classical expression of one such tight perhaps being that 'a man's home is his
castle'? Or by the Tenth Amendment,-Whioh is more than a State's rights amend-
ment, reserving as it does those 'powers Wfot delegated to the United States by the
Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States * * * to the States respectively
or to the people' (italic added). The Court's answer to that' question is less
likely to be "Yes" the less the law attempts to limit the hdme-owner's choice of a
tenant and the more it concentrates on the regulation 'of discrimination in the
housing business. But, as we shall see, it may be easier for Congress to reach the
housing business under the Commerce Clause than under the Fourteenth Amend-
ment.

THE POWER OF CONGRESS UNDER THIf COMMERCE CLAUSE 2

Perhaps more than any other one factor it was the failure of the Articles of
Confederation to provide for regulation of commerce by the Federal Government
which led to the adoption qf the Constitution. Because of/the almost universal
agreement that Congress should have the power to regulate commerce, there is
very little difference between the first draft of the clause submitted by, Charles

SArticle I, Section 8, clause 8 of the Constitution gives Congress the power "To regulate Coinmnerce with
foreign Nations, and among the several States and with the Indian Tribes!'.

m UI ' ' !
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Pinckney and the one ultimately adopted. "The Legislature of the United States
shall have the power * * * To regulate commerce With all nations, and among
the several States;" was the language first placed before the convention. 2
Madison Papers (1841) 739-40. "The Congress shall have Power * * * To
regulate Commerce with foreign Nations, and among the several States, and with
the Indian Tribes;" was the language finally incorporated in Article I, Section 8,
clause 3 of the Constitution. The debates at the convention throw very little
light on the intentions of the'Framers with respect to this power. It is in the
opinions of the Supreme Court that its meaning is explored.

In the first case the Suprene Court considered under the commerce clause,
Mr. Chief Justice Marshall made the following comment upon the scope of thd
power:

"We are now arrived at the inquiry--What is this power? It is the power to
regulate; that is to prescribe the -rule by which commerce is to be governed.
This power, like the others vested in Congress, is complete in itself, may be exer-
cised to its utmost extent, and acknowledges no limitations, other than are pre-
scribed in the Constitution. These are expressed in plain terhs,, and do not
affect the questions which arise in this case, or which have been discussed at the
bar. If, as has always been understood, the sovereignty of Congress, though
limited to specified objects, is plenary as to those objects, the power over commerce
with foreign nations, and among the several States, is vested in Congress as ab-
solutely as it would be in a single government, having in its constitution the same
restrictions on the exercise of the power as are found in the Constitution of the
United States. Gibbons v. Odgen, 9 Wheat. 1, 196-197 (1824).

Until relatively recently, not since the days of Marshall has the Court given
the commerce clause a scope as broad as Marshall thought it was intended to have.
The narrowness crept into the Court's opinions during the Taney era, and, oddly
enough, it was based upon the existence of a "completely internal commerce of a
state" outside the reach of the commerce clause which Marshall had recognized
in Gibbons v. Ogden, id., at 195.

Characteristic of the approach of the Court during the years when the spirit of
Taney was dominant was a dictum in Kidd v. Pearson, 128 U.S. 1, 21 (1888), to
the effect that if the power to regulate commerce were held to include any power
to regulate manufacturing, "The result would be that Congress would be invested,
to the exclusion of the States with the power to regulate not only manufactures,
but also agriculture, horticulture, stock raising, domestic fisheries, mining-in
short, every branch of human industry. For is there one of them that does not
contemplate, more or less clearly, an interstate or foreign market?" This Kidd
dictum influenced many subsequent holdings which took entire industries out of
the scope of the commerce power and restricted Congress in a fashion which
Marshall would have thought defeated the results desired by the architects of the
Constitution.

During the last three or four decades there has been a noticeable return to the
Marshall view, perhaps, even as some think, a leap beyond it. It may be a
statement from United States.v. Darby, 312 U.S. 100, 118 (1939), which contains
the best definition of the commerce power as it relates to the current proposals
with respect to prohibiting discrimination in housitig:

"The power of Congress over interstate commerce is not confined to the regula-
tion of commerce among the states. It extends to those activities intrastate
which so affect commerce or the exercise of the power of Congress over it as to
make regulation of them appropriate means to the attainment of a legitimate
end, the exercise of the granted power of Congress to regulate the interstate com-
merce."

Although the commerce power has been said to be plenary, this is not to say
that every attempted exercise of it is constitutional. On several occasions, from
the Taney era through the early days of the New Deal, the Supreme Court has
held that Congress overreached its power. In United States v. Dewitt, 9 Wall. 41
(1869) the Court held unconstitutional an tiiternal revenue provision making it
a misdemeanor to mix for sale naphtha and illuminating oils, or to sell such
mixture, on the ground that it was a police regulation, relating exclusively to tho
internal trade of the States and not supported by the commerce power. The
Trade Mark Cases, 100 U.S. 82 (1879), held unconstitutional the original trade-
mark act and certain penal provisions enforcing it because its language was
intended to embrace commerce between citizens of the same State. More recently
the original Child Labor Law was held unconstitutional in Hammer v. Dagenhart,
247 U.S. 251 (1918). In Schechter Poultry Corp. v. United States 295 U.S. 495
(1935), the commerce power was said not to reach the sale of unfit chickens by a
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wholesale poultry dealer who purchased chickens shipped in from other States for
resale to retail dealers. While acknowledging the power of Congress to regulate
intrastate matters "affecting" commerce as well as commerce itself, the Court
thought that it could not reach acts having only an indirect effect:

"But where the effect of intrastate transactions upon interstate commerce is
merely indirect, such transactions remain within the domain of state power.
If the commerce clause were construed to reach all enterprises and transactions
which, could be said to have an indirect effect upon interstate commerce, the
federal authority would embrace practically all the activities of the people and
the authority of the State over its domestic concerns would exist only by sufferance
of the federal government." Id. at 546.

In Carter v. Carter Coal Co., 298 U.S. 238 (1936), the Court held that the
Bituminous Coal Conservation Act of 1935, which attempted among other things
to regulate the wages and hours of coal miners, was not sustained by the commerce
clause.

If,, like the holding in the Civil Rights Cases, the holdings in these and other
cases setting limits upon the power of Congress under the commerce clause had
come down to us unimpaired or almost unimpaired, the commerce clause might
be no better a basis for legislation prohibiting private acts of discrimination in
housing than the Fourteenth Amendment would be. Unlike the Civil Rights
Cases, however, many of these cases have been expressly overruled as was Hammer
v. Dagenhart in United States v. Darby, 312 U.S. 100, 115-117; or limited, as was
Carter .v. Carter Coal Co. in the same case, id. at 123; or distinguished and ex-
plained so frequently that they might as well'have been overruled, which is the
fate the Schechter case has met in National Labor Relations Board v. Jones and
Laughlin Steel Corp., 301 U.S. 1 (1937) upholding provisions of the National
Labor Relations Act of 1935 and United States v. Wrightwood Dairy Co., 315 U.S.
100 (1942) upholding the power of Congress to regulate intrastate commerce in
milk affecting interstate commerce in that commodity.

In United States v. Darby, supra, the Court said:
"The power of Congress over interstate commerce not confined to the regula-

tion of commerce among the states. It extends to those activities intrastate
which so affect interstate commerce or the exercise of the power of Congress over
it as to make regulation of them appropriate means to the attainment of a legiti-
mate end, the exercise of the granted power of Congress to regulate the interstate
commerce." 312 U.S. 100, 118 (1939).

Then, after noting that, in the absence of Congressional legislation on the sub-
ject, state laws which do not obstruct commerce are not forbidden even though
they affect interstate commerce the Court continued:

"But it does not follow that Congress cannot by appropriate legislation regulate
intrastate activities where they have a substantial effect on interstate commerce.
See Santa Cruz Fruit Packing Co. v. National Labor Relations Board, 303 U.S.
453, 466. A recent example is the National Labor Relations Act for the regula-
tion of employer and employee relations in industries in which strikes, induced
by unfair labor practices named in the Act, tend to disturb or obstruct interstate
commerce. See National Labor Relations Board v. Jones and Laughlin Steel
Corp., 301 U.S. 1, 38, 40; Nationa Labor Relations Board v. Fainblatt, 306 U.S.
601, 604, and cases cited. But long before the adoption of the National Labor
Relations Act this court had many times held that the power of Congress to
regulate interstate commerce extends to the regulation through legislative action
of activities intrastate which have a substantial effect on the commerce or the
Congressional power over it." Id. at 119-20.

In footnote the Court listed some of the activities it had held Congress could
regulate:

"It may prohibit wholly intrastate activiti s which if permitted, would, result in
restraint of interstate commerce. Coronado Coal do. v. United Ifetal Workers,
268 U.S. 295, 310; Local 167 v. United States, 291 U.S. 293, 297. It may regulate
the activities of a local grain exchange shown to have an injurious effect on inter-
state commerce. Chicago Board of Trade v. Olsen, 262 U.S, 1. It may regulate
intrastate rates of interstate carriers. whore the effect of the rates is to burden
interstate commerce. Houston, E. & W. Texas Ry. Co. v. United States, 234 U.S.
342; Railroad Commission of, Wisconsin v. Chicago, B & ORy. Co., 257 U.S. 563;
United States v. Lquisiana, 290 U.S. 70, 74; Florida v. 'United States, 292 U.S. 1.
It may compel thd adoption of safety appliances on rolling stock moving intra-
state because of the relation to and effect of such appliances upon interstate traffic
moving over the same railroad. Southern Ry. Co. v. United States, 222 U.S. 20.
It may prescribe maximum hours for employees engaged in intrastate activity
connected with the/movement of any train, such as traintidispatchers and toleg-
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raphers. Baltimore & Ohio Ry. Co. v. Interstate Commerce Comm'n, 221, U.S.
612, 619." Id. at 120.

The Court then described the functions of Congress and the Court with respect
to determining the scope and validity of such legislation:

"In such legislation Congress has sonietimes loft it to the courts to determine
whether the intrastate activities have the prohibited effect on the commerce, as in
the Sherman Act. It has sometimes loft it to an administrative board or agency
to determine whether the activities sought to be regulated or prohibited have such
effect, as in the case of the Interstate Commerce Act, and the National Labor
Relations Act, or whether they come within the statutory definition of the pro-
hibited Act, as in the Federal Trade Commission Act. And sometimes Congress
itself has said that a particular activity affects the commerce, as it did in the
present Act, the Safety Appliance Act and the Railway Labor Act. In passing on
the validity of legislation of the class last mentioned the only function of courts is
to determine whether the particular activity regulated or prohibited is within the
reach of the federal power. See United States v. Ferger, supra; Virginian Ry. Co.
v. Federation, 300 U.S. 515, 553.

"Congress, having by the present Act adopted the policy of excluding from
interstate commerce all goods produced for the commerce which do not conform
to the specified labor standards, it may choose the means reasonably adapted to
the attainment of the permitted end, even though they involve control of intra-
state activities. Such legislation has often been sustained with respect to powers,
other than the commerce power granted to the national government, when the
means chosen, although not themselves within the granted power, were never-
theless deemed appropriate aids to the accomplishment of some purpose within
an admitted power of the national government. See Jacob Ruppert, Inc. v.
Caffey 251 U.S. 264- Everard's Breweries v. Day, 265 U.S. 545, 560; Westfall v.
UnitedIStates, 274 U.S. 256, 259. As to state power under the Fourteenth Amend-
ment, compare Otis v. Parker, 187 U.S. 606, 609; St. John v. New York, 201 U.S.
633; Purity Extract & Tonic Co. v. Lynch, 226 U.S. 192, 201-202. A familiar like
exercise of power is the regulation of intrastate transactions which are no com-
mingled with or related to interstate commerce that all must be regulated if the
interstate commerce is to be effectively controlled. Shreveport Case, 234 U.S.
342; Railroad Commission of Wisconsin v. Chicago, B & 0 Ry. Co., 257 U.S. 563;
United States v. New York' Central Ry. Co., supra, 464: Currin v. Wallace, 306
U.S. 1; Mulford v. Smith, supra. Similarly Congress may require inspection and
preventive treatment of all cattle in a disease infected area in order to prevent.
shipment in interstate commerce of some of the cattle without the treatment.
Thornton v. United States, 271 U.S. 414. It. may prohibit the removal, at destina-
tion, of labels required by the Pure Food & Drugs Act to be affixed to articles
transported in interstate commerce. McDermott v. Wisconsin, 228 U.S. 115.
And we have recently held that Congress in the exercise of its power to require
inspection and grading of tobacco shipped in interstate commerce may compel
such inspection and grading of all tobacco sold at local auction rooms from which
a substantial part but not all of the tobacco sold is shipped in interstate com-
merce. Currin v. Wallace, supra, 11, and see to the like effect United States v.
Rock Royal Co-op., supra, 568, note 37.". Id., at 120-122.

Under the Fair Labor Standards Act held constitutional in the Darby case,
Congress regulated the wages of any employee engaged in any process or occupa-
tion "necessary to the production" of goods for interstate commerce in any State,
Among the employees held covered under the Act were warehouse and central
office employees of an interstate retail chain store system; the employees of an
electrical contractor, locally engaged in commercial and industrial wiring and
dealing in electrical motors and generators for commercial and industrial use,
whose customers are engaged in the production of goods for interstate commerce;
employees of a window-cleaning company, the greater part of whose work is done
on the windows of industrial plants of producers of goods in interstate commerce.
Even publishers of a daily newspaper only about one-half of one percent of whose
circulation is outside the State were held to be engaged in the production of goods
for commerce. Mabee v. White Plains Publishing Co., 327 U.S.. 178 (1946).
(It should be noted that, in the Fair Labor Standards Act, Congress did not intend
to reach every activity which could be reached under its commerce power. FQr a
longer list of occupations held to fall both within and, without the scope of the
Act as well as citations to the cases, see note 78, pp. 189-91 The Constitution
of the United States of America, Analysis and Interpretation, 1964, Senate Docu-
ment No. 39, 89th Cong.,. 1st Sess.; pages 150-296 of that volume discuss the
Supreme Court cases interpreting the commerce clause.)
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The National .Labor Relations Act has a broader scope than the Fair Labor
Standards Act and enables the NLRB to reach activities "affecting commerce"
as defined in § 2(7). (61 Stat. 138, 29 U.S.C. § 142(7)). In Meat Cutters v.
Fairlawn Meats, 353 U.S. 20 (1957), the Court held the Act applicable to a retailer
operating three meat markets in and around Akron, Ohio even though all of its
sales were intrastate and only slightly more than $100,000 of its annual purchases
of almost $900,000 came directly from outside Ohio, saying:

"We do not agree that respondent's interstate purchases were so negligible that
its business cannot be said to affect interstate commerce within the meaning of
§ 2(7) of the National Labor Relations Act." Id. at 22.

In another comment upon the reach of § 2(7) the Court said, in Polish Alliance
v: Labor Board, 322 U.S. 643, 638 (1944):

"Congress therefore left it to the Board to ascertain whether proscribed practices
would in particular situations adversely affect commerce when judged by the full
reach of the constitutional power of Congress. Whether or no[t] practices may
be deemed by Congress to affect interstate commerce is not to be determined by
confining judgment to the quantitative effect of the activities immediately before
the Board. Appropriate for judgment is the fact that the immediate situation is
representative of many others throughout the country, the total incidence of which
if left unchecked may well become far reaching in its harm to commerce."

It is perhaps the case of Wickard v. Filburn, 317 U.S. 111 (1942) which illustrates
most dramatically the extent to which the commerce power can reach instrastate
activities. Filburn harvested 239 more bushels of wheat than he was allowed to
under an Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938 allotment. This subjected him to
penalties under the act which did not depend upon whether any part of his wheat,
either within or without his quota, was sold or intended to be sold. Filburn con-
tended that to penalize him for growing wheat on his own farm to be consumed on
his own farm was beyond the reach of Congressional power since these are local
activities and their effect on commerce is at most "indirect". The Court said
that questions of the power of Congress were to be decided not by reference to any
formula based on words like "direct" and "indirect" but rather upon "considera-
tion of the actual effects of the activity in question upon interstate commerce", id.
at 120. In holding that even as applied to wheat not intended for commerce but
strictly for home consumption the Act was within the commerce power of Congress,
the Court stated that the effect of the statute was "to restrict the amount of wheat
which may be produced for market and the extent as well to which one may fore-
stall resort to the market by producing to meet his own needs. That appellee's
own contribution to the demand for wheat may be trivial is not enough to remove
him from the scope of federal regulation where, as here, his contribution, taken
together with that of many others similarly situated, is far from trivial." Id.
at 127-28. The Court also observed:

"This record leaves us in no doubt that Congress may properly have considered
that Wheat consumed on the farm 'where grown, if wholly outside the scheme of
regulation, would have a substantial effect in defeating and obstructing its pur.
pose to stimulate trade therein at increased prices." Id. at 128-29.

The Supreme Court has also held that in the exercise of its commerce power
Congress may prohibit racial discrimination. Boynton v. Virginia, 364 U.S.
454 (1960); Heart of Atlanta Motel v. United States, 279 U.S. 241 (1964); Katzen-
bach v. McClung, 379 U.S. 294 (1964).

In Boynton a Virginia Court had held that a Negro interstate bus passenger
who refused to leave a white-only restaurant in the bus terminal after being
denied service and ordered to leave was properly convicted of trespass under a
Virginia statute. The Supreme Court ,held that under Section 216(d) of the
Interstate Commerce Act (49 U.S.C. § 316(d)), which forbids any' interstate
common carrier by motor vehicle to subject any person to unjust discrimination,
the Negro had a federal right to be served in the restaurant and Virginia could
not convict him of trespass for remaining even after he had been ordered to leave.
Though the restaurant was not operated by the carrier it was operated as a part
of the carrier's terminal facilities and was therefore embraced within the prohibi-
tions of the Act. The Court was careful to point out that it was not deciding
that the Act required unsegregated service every time a bus stops at a roadside
restaurant. On 'the other hand, the Court said nothing one way or the other
about the power of Congress under the commerce clause to require unsegregated
service every time an interstate bus stopped at a roadside restaurant.

Heart of Atlanta and McClung were decided after Congress had enacted Title II
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 which prohibited rAcial discrimination in hotels
and motels providing lodging to transient guests arid in restaurants and other
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facilities selling food for consumption on the premises if they serve interstate
travelers or a substantial portion of the food they r sell has moved in commerce.

The plaintiff, Heart of Atlanta Motel, which had 216 transient rooms, sought
an injunction against enforcement of the provisions of Title II claiming that it
exceeded the power of Congress under the Commerce Clause, that by.depriving
it of its right to choose its customers Title II took its liberty and property without
due process of law and without just compensation and that by requiring the motel
to rent rooms against its will to Negroes Title II subjected it to: involuntary
servitude in violation of the Thirteenth Amendment. To the motel's objection
that because its activities were local and therefore beyond the reach of the Com-
merce Clause, the Court said: [assuming that its operation be local] 'f[i]f it is. inter.
state commerce which feels the pinch, it does not matter how local the operation
which applies the squeeze." United States v. Women's Sportswear Mfrs. Aed'n,
336 US. 460, 464. 379 U.S. 241, 258 (1964).

To the due process and just compensation arguments, the Court replied:,
"Nor does the Act deprive the appellant of liberty or.property under the

Fifth Amendment. The commerce power invoked here by the Congress is a
specific and plenary one authorized by the Constitution itself. The only questions
are: (1) whether Congress had a rational basis for finding that racial discrimina-
tion by motels affected commerce, and (2) if it had such a basis, whether the
means it selected to eliminate that evil are reasonable and appropriate. If they
are appellant has no "right" to select its guests as it sees fit, free from governmental
regulation." Id. at 258-59.

The Court dismissed the other arguments of the plaintiff, as well, and, after
holding Title II constitutional as applied to hotels, stated:

"It may be argued that Congress could have pursued other methods to eliminate
the obstructions it found in interstate commerce caused by racial discrimination.
But this is a matter of policy that rests entirely with the Congress not with the
courts. How obstructions in commerce may be removed-what means are to
be employed-is within the sound and exclusive discretion of the Congress. It is
subject only to one caveat-that the means chosen by it must be reasonably
adapted to the end permitted by the Constitution. We cannot say that its
choice here was not so adpated." Id. at 261-62.

McClung's Barbecue had a seating capacity of 220, employed 36 persons, and
during the year before Title II was enacted it purchased locally about $150,000
worth of food almost half of which was meat from a local supplier who had secured
it from outside the State. As the Court did in Heart of Atlanta, in McClung
it looked at some of the testimony at the congressional hearings on the Act linking
racial discrimination to commerce, and conclude that Congress "had a rational
basis for finding that racial discrimination in restaurants had a direct and adverse
effect on the free flow of interstate commerce." 379 U.S. 294, 304 (1964). The
Court continued:

"The power of Congress in this field is broad and sweeping; where it keeps
within its sphere and violates no express constitutional limitation it has been the
rule of this Court going back almost to the founding days of the Republic, not to
interfere. The Civil Rights Act of 1964, as here applied, we find to be plainly
appropriate in the resolution of what the Congress found to be a national com-
mercial problem of the first magnitude. We find it in no violation of any express
limitations of the Constitution and we therefore declare it valid." Id. at 305.
Conclusions on the Commerce Clause as a Basis for a Federal Fair Housing Law

From the cases thus far decided it is clear that, under its commerce power, the
Congress can prohibit racial discrimination. It is also clear that under the com-
merce power, the Congress can regulate intrastate activities if they have a sub-
stantial effect upon commerce. The cases hold that the commerce power can
reach retailers whose sales are wholly intrastate and only one-ninth of whose pur-
chases are made out of state. Meat Cutters v. Fairlawn Meats, supra. The cases
hold that Congress can reach a farmer who grows wheat on his own farm for his
own consumption even though the amount he grows may be trivial. Wickard
v. Filburn, supra.

Is there really any activity which can be considered so local that Congress cannot
regulate it or is it true, as a cynic might suggest, that whenever money changes
hands the transaction affects the GNP, therefore that's commerce and Congress
can reach it? Are the limitations on the commerce power real or only theoretical?
The question is one to which Mr. Chief Justice Marshall addressed himself in
Gibbons v. Ogden, 9 Wheat. 1 197 (1824):

"If, as has always been understood, the sovereignty of Congress, though limited
to specified objects, is plenary as to those objects, the power over commerce with
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foreign nations, and among the several states, is vested in Congress as absolutely
as it would be in a single government, having in its constitution the same restric-
tions on the exercise of the power as are found in the Constitution of the United
States. The wisdom and the discretion of Congress, their indentity with the people,
and the influence which their constituents possess at elections, are in this, as in many
other instances, as that, for example, of declaring war, the sole restraints on which they
have relied, to secure them from its abuse. They are the restraints on which the people
most often rely solely in aU representative governments." (Italics added.)

As significant as the wisdom and discretion of Congress unquestionably are in
imposing limits on the exercise of the commerce power, it is not too difficult to
find some limits within the Constitution itself. We have seen from Mabee v.
White Plains Publishing Co., supra, that even a daily newspaper,' whose out-of.
state circulation has only about one half of one percent of its sales, could be
reached under the commerce power by way of the Fair Labor Standards Act.
Suppose, however, that instead of trying to regulate the wages and hours of the
newspaper's employees, Congress tried to regulate its editorial policy. Suppose,
for instance, that there had been so much editorializing on automobile safety
that people stopped buying automobiles which in turn caused plant shutdowns
and threatened the entire economy of the nation. Suppose that Congress, after
extensive hearings linking the economic depression to safety editorials, decided
that the only way to relieve unemployment and get the nation back on its wheels
was to prohibit editorials on automobile safety. Could this be a valid exercise
of the commerce power?

In addition to the question whether the rental of a room or the sale of a house
by its owner is a transaction so strictly local that the Congress casnot reach it
under the commerce power, Title IV, as presently farmed, presents questions akin
to that posed by an attempt to reach a newspaper's editorial policy under the
commerce power. Does Title IV, by prohibiting a religious home from discrimi-
nating on account of race or religion in the disposition of its rooms, infringe upon
the First Amendment right to free exercise of religion?

Does Title IV, by permitting a court to order a man to sell hid home, on which
he has invited bids, to a person whose bid was rejected on account of race, religion
or national origin, interfere with any of the homeowner's constitutional liberties?

Does Title IV infringe on any constitutional liberty of a racial, religious or
national group by prohibiting it from subdividing an island or other tract of
land for homesites to be sold or leased only by approval of the group?

Does Title IV infringe any constitutional liberties of a man who rents a room
or two in the house in which he lives by requiring him not to discriminate among
prospective tenants on account of race, religion or national origin?

These are threshold questions very difficult to answer. When the Congress
enacted an Equal Employment Opportunity Law in Title VII of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964, it eliminated the need for raising similar questions with respect to
constitutional liberties by carving out a series of exceptions: employers of less
than 25 people were exempted; religious organizations were exempted with re-
spect to employment of persons of a particular religion for work connected with
religious activities; educational institutions were exempted with respect to em-
ployment connected with their educational activities; bona fide membership clubs
were exempted. Similar threshold questions were avoided with respect to Title
II, the public accommodation provisions, by carving out exceptions: private
clubs and other establishments not in fact open to the public were not covered;
proprietor-occupied establishments with pot more than five rooms for hire were
not covered.

Whatever determination the Congre6s makes with respect to these threshold
questions will be entitled to great weight i] the Court's deliberations. It is the
Court, however, which will have the final word, since the Court is the ultimate
arbiter of the meaning of tbp Constitution. Although the commerce power of
the Congress may be plenary, it is the Court which will determine whether the
activity reached is truly commerce as well as whether the method by which Con-
gress has chosen to regulate it is prohibited by some other provision of the Con-
stitution. Perhaps the fairest generalization which may be made is that the
closer Congress comes to restricting the purely'private prejudices of the individual
home owner, the more likely will the Court be to find 'that the Congress has
exceeded its power.

Senator ERVIN. Haved you finished, Senator?
Senator HART. Yes.
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Senator ERVIN. Don't you think there is quite a wide distinction
between the Public Accommodations Act and the housing provisions
of these proposed bills?

Senator HART. Yes, I think there is a distinction, Mr. Chairman,
but with regard to the point of the constitutional foundation on which
Federal action could reach the public accommodations and the
private accommodations, I think that the support is as solid for the
latter as for the former.

Senator ERVIN. But if you accord the commerce clause its plain
meaning, it gives Congress the power to regulate the movement of
persons, goods, and coii uniiiiatiohs from one State to another,
does it not?

Senator HART. It does.
Senator ERVIN. And the courts have elaborated on this to the

extent of saying that the Congress can regulate intrastate activities
insofar as the regulation of those intrastate activities is necessary or
appropriate to the effective regulation of interstate commerce itself,
that is to the movement of goods, persons, and communications from
one State to another?

Senator HART. Correct.
Senator ERvIN. Now the Public Accommodations Act was upheld

upon the theory that it dealt with interstate travelers, and upon the
theory that it involved the sale of goods which had moved in interstate
commerce, was it not?

Senator HART. It was.
Senator ERVIN. When a man buys a home, he is buying a place

for a permanent residence and not lodging in interstate travel, isn't he?
Senator HART. That is correct.
Senator ERviN. And therc is exactly an opposite condition existing

in the purchase of homes from that which exists where people are
traveling in interstate commerce.

Senator HART. In the fuller sense; yes. Of course, there are those
who travel in search of homes.

Senator ERVIN. Yes; but whenever they find the home, they end the
travel as far as acquisition of the residence is concerned. Personally
I have never yet seen any real estate moving in interstate commerce
except when a hurricane threw some dust from one State to another.
If this is valid under the interstate commerce clause, then every
human activity is subject to regulation under the interstate commerce
clause.

Senator HART. Any human activity where hundreds of millions of
dollars of financing crosses State lines, it might be; yes. Any activity
where commodities in the total sum of hundreds of millions of dollars
cross State lines, yes.

Senator ERVIN. Is it your position, for example, that if I receive
some dollars across a State line, any activity I may engage in thereby
becomes subject to regulation as interstate commerce?

Senator HIART. Not in and of itself, but when related to the entire
picture that we are here discussing, as was, so I think, effectively out-
lined in the Attorney General's opening testimony to this subcommit-
tee, we do feel that the commerce clause reaches.

Senator ERVIN. This Wvould cover cases where no money at all
passes through interstate commerce, wouldn't it?

Senator HART. That is correct.

329
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Senator EnvIN. Now, on this housing proposition, is it not a fact
that everywhere in the United States when this question has been
voted onby the people, it has been rejected, without exception?

Senator HART. Knowing the care that the chairman applies to such
research, if he says so, I am sure it is so, and I am not suggesting that
that record is something that any of us can be proud of, even those who
voted against open accommodation.

Senator ERVIN. Well, as a matter of fact, I don't ask the Senator
to accept anything on my assurance, but doesn't the Senator know that
in the city of Detroit there was a referendum on the question of so-
called open occupancy, and that the people of Detroit rejected the
proposal?

Senator HART. The chairman is correct, and I like to think that
there have been some happy second thoughts. The leader of the drive
on that referendum found his popularity such that he became a
member of the Common Council of the City of Detroit. but happy
second thoughts removed him last time.

Senator ERVIN. Yes, but so far as you know, the other 137,670
persons who voted against open occupancy in Detroit have not
suffered any ill consequences.

Senator HART. In the sense that I described, the leader of the
movement?

Senator ERVIN. Yes.
Senator HART. No, he was the only candidate.
Senator ERVIN. In the referendum, the proposition voted upon reads

as follows:
The purpose and substance of the proposed ordinance is as follows: To define

certain rights of Detroit residents and owners of residential property to privacy
and to the free use, enjoyment and disposition of residential property including
the right of selection or rejection of any persons as tenants or purchasers, the free
choice of real estate brokers and to require such brokers to follow the instructions
of the owners, and to fix penalties for the violation of the provisions of the
ordinance.

Wouldn't you infer from the vote in Detroit that the majority of
the people participating in that referendum felt that open occupancy
invaded the right of privacy as well as the freedom of persons to
dispose of their property in such manner as they see fit?

Senator HART. Why don't I limit my answer to saying that the
majority of those people voting in that election adopted the language
of the referendum.

Senator ERVIN. Yes, and the'language of the referendum was a
very emphatic statement of the right of privacy, and the right of
people to select their own tenants and to sell their property to whom
they pleased, free from governmental interference on the part of the
city council or the city of Detroit.

Senator HART. Again 1 would content myself with the statement
of the proposition. I should add also, Mr. Chairman, the next chapter
to that story. The State of Michigan adopted a new constitution,
and there are two relevant sections.

The first is article I, section 2, equal protection under the law:
No person shall be denied the equal protection of the laws; nor shall any person

be denied the enjoyment of his civil or political rights orbe discriminated against
in the exercise thereof because of religion, racp, color or national origin. The
legislature shall implement this section by appropriate legislation.
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Section 29-
Senator ERVIN. But that wouldn't cover this situation in my

judgment.
Senator HART. No-
Senator ERVIN. Because no one has the civil right'to compel some-

body else to sell him his property or rent him his property.
Senator HART. The attorney general of Michigan and you are in

disagreement. That is part of this next chapter.
Senator ERVIN. Yes, but I am in thorough disagreement with him

because there is no book in the world that says any man has the
civil right to compel somebody.else to sell him any property.

Senator HART. I would assume he is in thorough disagreement with
you.

Senator ERVIN. Yes.
Senator HART. This is article V, section 29:
There is hereby established a civil rights commission which shall consist of

eight persons, not more than four of whom shall be members of the same political
party, who shall be appointed by the governor, by and with the advice and
consent of the senate, for four-year terms not more than two of which shall
expire in the same year. It shall be the duty of the commission in a manner
which may be prescribed by law to investigate alleged discrimination against
any person because of religion, race, color or national origin in the enjoyment of
the civil rights guaranteed by law and by this constitution, and to secure the
equal protection of such civil rights without such discrimination. * * *

It shall establish procedures. The commission is given the power
to investigate instances of alleged discrimination against any person
because of religion, race, color, or national origin, and so on.

Now, why is this the next and necessary second chapter in the
story of that homeowners ordinance? This constitution also was
adopted by, not alone the people of the city of Detroit, but the
people of the State of Michigan, and under the civil rights com-
mission, after it was constituted, sought the opinion of the attorney
general as to their status.

The attorney general expressed the opinion that the action of the
people in adopting this constitution had preempted the field. That
the authority of the civil rights commission extended throughout
the State; that the Detroit ordinance was in effect annulled. And
on that basis, Federal funds then were released for certain hard-core
center city urban renewal projects.

Now I should have, and with the leave of the chairman, would
like to file the attorney general's opinions. I do not have them.

Senator ERVIN. Yes, they will be accepted and printed as part
of the record.

(The document referred to follows:)

STATE OF MICHIGAN-FR4NK J. KELLEY, ATTORNEY GENERAL

Civil Rights Commission: Powers of.
legislature: Powers over Civil Rights Commission.

The Civil Rights Commission, established by Article V, Sec. 29 of the Revised
Constitution, has plenary power in its sphere of authority to protect civil rights
in the fields of employment, education, housing and public accommodations.

The Civil Rights Commission has authority to enforce civil rights to purchase,
mortgage, lease or rent private housing.

The legislature is without authority to abrogate or limit th6 power of the Civil
Rights Comrtission in the fields of employment, education, housing alid pUbli
accommodations.
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The Constitution empowers the legislature to make annual appropriations to
finance the effective operation of the Civil Rights Commission. The legislature
may in its discretion prescribe the mode and manner in which investigations are
to be conducted by the Civil Rights Commission. Failure to enact such legisla.,
tion is in no.way a restriction upon the authority of the Commission.

In its rule-making power the Civil Rights Commission is not subject to Article
IV, Sec. 37 of the Revised Constittion. The legislature is without power to
set aside the rules of the Civil Rights Commission.

The Civil Rights Commission in promulgation of its rule 'is bound by the due
process clause of. both the state and federal constitutions.

JULY 22, 1963.
Opinion No. 4161.
Hon. WILLIAM: G. MILLIKEN,
State Senator,
Traverse City, Mich.:

You have'requested my opinion relative to the authority of the Civil Rights
Commission created under the Revised Constitution. Specifically, your questions
are:

"1. Does the Civil Rights Commission establish by Art. V Section 29, of the
new Constitution have the plenary power to secure the equal protection of civil
rights in the fields of employment, education, housing and public accommodations?

"2. Does the authority of the Civil Rights Commission over housing extend to
the enforcement of civil rights to purchase, mortgage, lease or rent private housing?

"3. Is the Legislature empowered to abrogate or limit in any way the au-
thority of the Civil Rights Commission in the fields of employment, education,
housing and public accommodations?

"4. Must the Civil Rights Commission await appropriate legislation before
it may undertake the investigation of alleged discrimination against any person
in the fields of employment, education, housing and public accommodations?

"5. Are the rules and regulations adopted by the Civil Rights Commission
pursuant to Article V, Section 29, subject to legislative authority contained in
Article IV, Section 37, or any other provision of law?"

In the Revised Constitution approved by the electorate on April 1, 1963, the
people have established a Civil Rights C6mmi ion in Article V, Section 29 thereof.

Article V, Section 29 provides as follows:
"There is hereby established a civil rights commission which shall consist of

eight persons, not more than four of whom shall be members of the same political
party, who shall be appointed by the governor, by anid with the advice and consent
of the senate, for four-year terms not more than tw6 of which shall expire in the
same year. It shall be the duty of the commission in a manner which may be
prescribed by law to investigate alleged discrimination against any person be-
cause of religion, race, color or national origin in the enjoyment of the civil rights
guaranteed bylaw and by this constitution, and to secure the equal protection of
such civil rights without such discrimination. The legislature shall provide an
annual appropriation for the effective operation of the commission.

"The commission shall have power, in,accordance with the provisions of this
constitution and of general laws governing administrative agencies to promulgate
rules and regulations fok its own procedures, to hold hearings, administer oaths,
through court authorization to require the attendaiice of witnesses and the sub-
mission of records, to take testimony, And to issue appropriate orders. The com-
mission shall have other powers provided by law to carry out its purposes.
Nothing contained in this section shall be construed to diminish the right of any
party to direct and immediate legal or'equitable remedies in the courts of this
state.

"Appeals from final orders of the commission, including cease and desist orders
and refusals to issue complaints, shall be tried de novo before the circuit court
having jurisdiction provided by law."

The people have mandated in Article I, Section 2 of the Revised Constitution
that::

"No person shall be denied the equal protection of, the laws; nor shall any
person be denied the enjoyment of his civil or political'rights or be discriminated
against in the exercise thereof because of religion, race, color or national origin.
The legislature shall implement this section by appropriate legislation."

In the Address to the People, the framers of the Revised Constitution made the
following comment relative to Article I, Section 2 of the Constitution:

"This is a newsection. If protects against discri ination because of religion,
race, color or national origin in the enjoyment of civil and political rights and grants
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equal protection of the laws to all persons. The convention record notes that 'the
principal, but not exclusive, areas of concern are equal opportunities in employment,
education, housing and public accommodations.'

"The legislature is directed to implement this section by appropriate legislation
and the proposed constitution establishes a Civil Rights Commission in the
Article on the Executive Branch." (Emphasis supplied)

Consideration must be given to Article I, Section 4 of the Revised Constitution,
which states in pertinent part:

("* * * The civil and political rights, privileges and capacities of no person shall
be diminished or enlarged on account of his religious belief."

Article VIII, Section 2 of the Revised Constitution provides in part as follows:
"* * * Every school district shall provide for the education of its pupils with-

out discrimination as to religion, creed, race, color or national origin" .
The people, by self-executing provisions of the: Revised Constitution, have

established a constitutional body possessed of jurisdiction over the investigation
of alleged discrimination against any person because of religion, race, color or
national origin in the enjoyment of civil rights guaranteed by law and by the
Constitution. This entity is designed to secure the equal enjoyment of such civil
rights without discrimination, to adopt rules and regulations for its own pro-
cedures, to hold hearings, to administer oaths, to require the attendance of wit-
nesses and the submission of records through court authorization, to issue appro-
priate orders including cease and desist orders, and to have such other powers as
shall be privided by law to carry out its purposes.

From a plain reading of Article V section 29, it is clear that the people have
conferred plenary power upon the Civil Rights Commission in its sphere of au-
thority as a constitutional commission to investigate and to secure the enjoyment
of civil rights without discrimination. Plec v. Liquor Control Commission (1948),
322 Mich 691.

The authority of the Civil Rights Commission is limited only by the Revised
Constitution and the Constitution of the United States. State v. Mountain
States Telephone and Telegraph Company (N.M. 1950), 224 P 2d 155.

The grant of power in the Constitution carries with it by implication the au-
thority to do all things necessary and appropriate to accomplish the purpose in-
tended by the people. Thus the Civil Rights Commission created by the people
in the Constitution is not limited to the powers expressly granted, and the Com-
mission may exercise all powers necessary and essential in the performance of its
duties. Board of Supervisors of Atala County v. Illinois Central Railroad Compainy
(Miss. 1939), 190 So. 241; Gavey v. Trew(Ariz. 1946), 170P 2d 845.

The powers of the Commission should be liberally construed and every power
explicitly granted or fairly implied from the language used which is necessary
to enable the Commission to exercise the powers expressly granted should and
must be accorded. City of Portsmouth v. Virginia Railway and Power Company
(Va. 1925), 126 SE 362, 39 ALR 1510.

Thus there can be no question but that Article V, Section 29 of the Revised
Constitution empowers the Civil Rights Commission to conduct investigations,
hold hearings and issue final orders upon its own motion when the public interest
demands.

-It is equally clear that the Commission has been commanded by the people
to serve the cause of elimination of discrimination in the fields of employment,
education, housing and public accommodations because of religion, race, color
or national oriain and to adlvne equal opportunities therein through the fostering
of educational programs, studies, and reports. This furthers both the public
interest and the interest of the individual. .

The legislature cannot decrease or abrogate the constitutional powers of the
Civil Rights Commission. It may increase its authority and delegate additional
powers to the Commission. Oliver v. Oklahoma Alcoholic Beverage Control Board
(Okla. 1961), 359 P 2d 183.

There can be no question that the people have conferred authority not subject
to legislative restraint on the Civil Rights Commission to investigate alleged
discrimination against any person because of religion, race, color or national origin
in the enjoyment of civil rights guaranteed by law and by the Michigan Con-
stitution and to secure the equal protection of such civil rights without such
discrimination. The provision is self-executing.

Since the authority of the Civil Rights Commission is 'mited only by the
State Constitution and the Constitution of the United States, he legislature may
not restrict the Commission in the exercise of such authority. Article V, Section
29, empowers the legislature, in its discretion, to prescribe the manner in which
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investigations are to be conducted by the Commission. But this power in the
legislature is circumscribed by the terms of the Constitution itself as set forth in
the section. Where the people use the word "may" and the word "shall" in the
same provision of the Constitution, the words should be given their ordinary and
accepted meaning. Smith v. School District No. 6, Fractional, Amber Township
(1928), 241 Mich. 366.

It must follow that within its sphere of authority the Civil Rights Commission
is supreme in the exercise of the powers entrusted to it by the people.

The law appears to be well settled that the citizens of a community enjoy certain
basic civil rights which are inherent and derived from citizenship in a particular
body politic. In discussing civil rights, Corpus Juris Secundum expresses in
Volume 14, page 1159 Section 1, the textbook view that:

"A civil right may be defined as one which, appertains to a person by virtue of
his citizenship in a state or community, a right accorded to every member of a
distinct community or nation. * * * .

"In its broadest sense the term 'civil rights' includes those rights which are the
outgrowth of civilization, the existence and exercise of which necessarily follow
from the rights' that'repose in the subjects of a country exercising self-government.

"The term 'civil rights' is also applied to certain rights secured to citizens by
the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Amendments to the Constitution of the United
States, or by various acts, state and federal."

In the field of employment, the public policy of the State has been spelled out
by the Michigan Fair Employment Practices statute, being Act 251, PA 1955,
as amended; CLS 1956, §423.301; MSA 1960 Rev Vol § 17.458(1), which defined
the civil right to equal opportunity in employment. In Section 1 of the Michigan
Fair Employment Practices statute it is said:

"The opportunity to obtain employment without discrimination because of
race, color, religion, national origin or ancestry is hereby recognized as and
declared to be a civil right."

The new Constitution by establishing the Civil Rights Commission marks a
further development of the same public policy.

In the field of public education, Michigan has long maintained a well-defined
public policy that public education was tobe afforded to all of its citizens without
discrimination. This public policy was first enunciated by the Michigan Supreme
Court in People v. Board of Education of Detroit (1869), 18 Mich 400 where the
court ruled that resident children have an equal right to public education without
exclusion because of religion, race or color.

The legislature has confirmed this public policy in section 355 of Act 269, PA
1955, being OLS 1956 §340.355; MSA 1959 Rev Vol §15.3355, in proscribing
Michigan school districts from maintaining separate schools or departments for
any person or persons on account of race or color.

Finally, public policy has been inscribed in Article VIII, Section 2 of the Revised
Constitution, supra.

In addition to the above declaration of public policy at the state level, the
United States Supreme Court, in the case of Brown v. Board of Education of
Topeka (1953), 347 US 483, struck down racial discrimination practiced in state
supported schools. In its historic decision the court declared:

"We conclude that in the field of public education the doctrine of 'separate but
equal' has no place. Separate educational facilities are inherently unequal.
Therefore, we hold that the plaintiffs and others similarly situated for whom the
actions have been brought are, by reason of the segregation complained of, de-
prived of the equal protection of the laws guaranteed by the Fourteenth Amend-
ment.* * *"

In the area of public and private housing we have clear and decisive public
policy in Michigan establishing a citizen's civil right to purchase, lease or rent
both public and private housing. The Michigan Public Accommodations statute
in Section 146 of Chapter XXI of Act 328, PA 1931, CLS 1956 §750.146; MSA
1962 Rev Vol §28.343, sets forth:

"All persons within the jurisdiction of this state shall be entitled to full and
equal accommodations, advantages, facilities and privileges of inns,' hotels,
[motels,] government housing * * *." (Emphasis supplied)

In addition to this' statute regulating government hotising, the United States
Supreme Court held in the cases of McGhee v. Sipes, which originated in Michigan,
and Shelley v. Kraemer (1948), 334. U.S.. 1 11, that the enforcement by state courts
of covenants restricting the use or ocoupan6y of real property to persons of the
Caucasian race constitutes state action and: is h violation of the equal protection
clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. The *United' States Supreme Court, in
the Shelley case, stated: ,
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"It cannot be doubted that among the civil rights intended to be protected
from discriminatory state action by the Fourteenth Amendment are the rights
to acquire, enjoy, own and dispose of property. Equality in the enjoyment of
property rights was regarded by the framers of that Amendment as an essential
pre-conditfon to the realization of other basic civil rights and liberties which the
Amendment was intended to guarantee. Thus, § 1978 of the Revised Statutes,
8 USCA §42, 2 FCA title 8, §42, derived from §1 of the Civil Rights Act of
1866 which Was enacted by Congress while the Fourteenth Amendment was also
under consideration, provides:

" 'All citizens of the United States shall have the same right; in every State
and Territory, as i,enjoyed by white citizens thereof to inherit, purchase, lease,
sell hold, and convey real and personal property.' "

Thus, it is clear that the Civil Rights Act of 1866 creates a civil right to inherit,
purchase, lease, sell, hold and convey' real and personal property. It is signifi-
cant to note that the Civil Rights Act of 1866 draws no distinction between
public and private housing. Consequently, one must conclude that Congress
intended to create a civil right in the area of private housing as well as public
housing. Moreover, the civil right to purchase, hold and convey both private
housing and public housing necessarily embraces the right to mortgage both
private and public housing, for mortgages are part and parcel of the right to
convey and purchase property.

The civil rights afforded by the Civil Rights Act of 1866 were safeguarded by the
promulgation and adoption of the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution
of the United States, thus placing the provisions of the Civil Rights Act beyond
the destructive reach of an ordinary majority of Congress forever, within
the haven of a constitutional provision. Charles L. Palmer, "The Fourteenth
Amendment: Some Reflections on Segregation in Schools," American Bar Asso-
ciation Journcl, July 1963, Vol 49, page 645.

The Civil Rights Act of 1866 was re-enacted in Section 18 of the Act of May
31, 1870, subsequent to the adoption of the Fourteenth Amendment.

That the equal opportunity to housing, both public and private, is a civil right
protected by the Michigan Constitution is supported by a reading of Article I,
Section 2 of the Revised Constitution, Article V, Section 29 of the Revised Consti-
tution, and the Address to the People in support of Article I, Section 2, as well as
the Debates of the framers of the Revised Constitution approving the organic
law for submission to the people of this State.

In the area of public accommodations, the public policy of the State of Michigan
has been established since 1885 when the legislature established a civil right of all
Michigan, citizens pertaining to the use of all places of public accommodation.
The Equal Accommodations Act, being Section 146 of Chapter XXI of Act 328,
PA 1931, supra, provides: .

"All persons within the jurisdiction of this state shall be entitled to full and
equal accommodations, advantages, facilities, and privileges of inns, hotels,
(motels,) government housing, restaurants, eating houses, barber shops, billiard
parlors, stores, public conveyances on land and water, theatres, motion picture
houses, public educational institutions, in elevators, on escalators, in all methods
of air transportation and all other places of public accommodation, amusement,
and recreation, subject only to the conditions aihd limitations established by law
and applicable alike to all citizens and to all citizens alike, with uniform prices."

The public policy of the State is declared by constitution, by statute and by
judicial decision. Groehn v. Corporation and Securities Commission (1957), 350
Mich 250; Skutt v. City of Grand Rapids (1936), 275 Mich 258.

In addition to the foregoing review of civil rights created by the Revised Con-
stitution, legislation and case law, it is appropriate for us to review the pertinent
aspects of the deliberations of the framers of the new Michigan Constitution for
the purpose of determining the scope of the authority of the new Civil Rights
Commission as understood by the delegates to the Constitutional Convention.
The law in Michigan is well settled that a court, in attempting to interpret the
meaning of the language of a constitution, shall consider the proceedings of the
Convention which approved the language and the official Address to the People
upon the subject in question. Kearney v. Board of State Auditors (1915), 189
Mich. 666. 1

On March 29, 1962, the 110th day of the proceedings of the Convention, the
Convention adopted an amendment sponsored by Delegates Austin, Barthwell
Binkowski, Nord, Norrie, Young and Mrs. Daisy Elliott, which created a Civil
Rights Commission and asserted that the Commission shall have jurisdiction
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over the specific fields of employment, education, housing and public accommoda-
tions. That amendment stated in part:

"It shall be the duty of the Commission * * * to investigate violations of, and
to secure the protection of the civil right to employment education, housing, public
accommodations, and to such other rights as provided for by law and the constitu-
tion." Uncorrected Journal of the Constitutional Convention, Part 2, page 840,
March 29, 1962.

On April 5, 1962, the 115th day of the proceedings of the Convention, Delegates
Van Dusen, J. B. Richards, John Hannah Goebel, King, Martin and Bentley
offered a substitute amendment which deleted explicitly the aforementioned four
areas. Delegate Van Dusen said:

"Mentioning them again in this section would'in our opinion be redundant.
There is no intention to change, in any respect, the natue of the civil rights
protected by this commission from the amendment as adopted by the committee
of the whole to the substitute."

Delegate Van Dusen continued:
"In the finhl paragraph, which spells out the powers of the commission, it has

beeh made clear that the powers granted by the constitution are self executing
as in the case of the Austin amendment. * * * No newlaw would be necessary.
* * * There is nothing in the substitute'Which in any way vitiates the amendment
adopted by the committee of the whole. It established a civil rights commission.
It provides for the powers of that commission. It is self executitig in both of those
respects."

Delegate Binkowski in addressing himself to the subject matter of the jurisdic-
tion of the new Civil rights Commission, remarked:

"For the record, I would like to defer to Mr. Van Dusen because I think that
this point should he clarified in case we have a judicial reView of this section so that
it is clear if this Convention does not go on redord as adopting the Austin and
Elliott amendment that certainly it is not to be construed that we do not want
a civil rights commission operating in those enilmerated areas."

Delegate Van Dusen, in answer stated:
"Mr. President, I would answer Mr. Binkowski's question very clearly. I don't

think that the substitute amendment intends any substantive difference in this
area. I thought I made that reasonably clear in my opening remarks. The only
reason for omitting the 4 enumerated areas of discrimination was that in view of
the report of the committee on declaration of rights, suffrage and elections in con-
nection with Committee Proposal 26, that committee made it very clear' that among
the civil rights protected by the constitution and among the civil rights therefore, to be
within the area of concern of this commission, are the matters of equal opportunity in
employment, education, housing and public accommodations. If I may, in further
response to Mr. Binkowski's question, I would like to just read very briefly from
this report in which the committee on declaration of rights stated. (The following
report is from Dr. Pollock's opening statement in support of Committee Proposal
26 at the first reading of' that proposal):

" 'Several factors have impressed the committee With the advisability of in-
corporating an equal protection and civil rights section in the new constitution.
Delegate John Hannah who it Will be observed is the chairman of the United
States Commission on Civil Rights, gave impressive and moving testimony before
the committee upon the Wisdom and necessity of such a clause to protect Negroes
and other minorities against discrimination in housing, employment, education,
and the like.' " (Emphasis supplied),..

Delegate Van Dusen (continuing): ,
"Later on in the same report they state that:
" 'The principal but nbt exclusive ares of concern are equal opportunities in

employment, education, housing and public accommodations.' 'Uncorrected
Journal of the Constitutional Convention, 1961, Part 1, p. 354. See Also Address
to the People Article I, Section 2, supra.

Delegate Van Dusen (continuing):
"The only reason for the mention of the specific areas of disciminiation from

the substitute amendment.now in consideration was that it would be redundant
to mention them in the light of the action already'taken with respect to committee
Proposal number 26; and further it would be construed perhaps as a limitation
upon the powers of the commission which was not intended,by the sponsors of the
Austin amendment or by te sponsors of the substitute iow before the Convention."

After Delegate Van D uen concluded. Delegate Pollock commented:
"Mr, President I merely want to make this observation as the chairman of t1he

committee on rights, suffrage and elections, that precisely the same pibnt as Mr.
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Van Dusen has pointed out, was thoroughly discussed in our committee. It was
then thoroughly discussed on the floor of this Convention in connection with the
minority report which Mr. Norris prepared and we agreed unanimously, a little
bit later, that these words were not necessary; they were not good constitutional
language and it is nobody's intention to exclude these areas - * *" .

The "Norris" report referred to by Dr. Pollock is found in the Uncorrected
Journal of the Constitutional Convention 1961, Part 1, pp. 360-62. The report
subscribed to by Delegates Noris, Dade, Hatcher, Hodges and Buback recom-
mended the following language for the equal protection clause:

"Each person in Michigan shall enjoy the equal protection of the law. No
person shall, because of his race, color, religion, national origin or ancestry, be
discriminated against in employment, housing, public accommodations, educa-
tion, or in his enjoyment of all other of his civil rights, by the state or any political
or civil subdivision thereof, or any firm, corporation, institution, labor organiza-
tion or any other person."

It is readily apparent that it was the: lear and unmistakable itrterition of the
framers of the CorstitutiOn that the seibstitote ahnendetint which' whs adopted;
yeas 111, nays 10, granted' authority to thCdivil Rights Commission to protect.
and secure the equal opportunity in' employment, education, housing and public
accommodations. Nor ca there be ay question that the framers of the' Revised
Constitution intended that the Civil Rights Commission wotldimplement the
protection afforded by Article I, Section 2 orhthe Revised Constitution.

My reading of the Revised Constitution is'supported by an examination of the
Proceedings of the Convention after the substitute amendment to Article V,
Section 29, was adopted on April 5 1962, supra.

On the 129th day of the Proceedings'of the Convention, April 26, 1962, Dele-
gate Stevens offered an amendment to Article I, to add a new section 22 to read
as follows:

"The right of the owner of real property to convey, grant, or devise said prop-
erty shall be limited only by law.'

The amendment was not adopted. See Uncorrected Journal of the Constitu-
tional Convention 1961, Part 2, Page 1151.

Another unsuccessful effort to amend Article I of the Revised Constitution in a
similar manner was made on May 7, 1962, the 133rd'day of the Proceedings of the
Constitutional Convention, through amendment offered'by Delegates Stevens and
Kuhn to add section 24 to Article I to read as follows:

"The right of the owner of real property to convey, grant, or devise said prop-
erty shall be limited only by general law. The Legislature shall not delegate this
power."

The amendment was not adopted. Uncorrected Journal of the Constitutional
Convention 1961, Part 2, Page 1244.

It is most significant that the fruitless efforts to amend the Revised Constitution
were made after provision for the Civil Rights Commission through Article V,
Section 29 of the Revised Constitution had been approved by the delegates.

The intent of the framers is therefore clear that the Civil Rights Commission
has plenary power to investigate and to secure equal opportunity in the field of
housing.

Article V, Section 29 of the Revised Constitution is the supreme law of the State
of Michigan after January 1, 1964. Because the people have conferred exclusive
power upon the Civil Rights Commission to investigate and secure civil rights in
the field of employment; education, housing and public accommodations, the Fair
Employment Practices Commission, authorized by section 5 of Act 251, PA 1955,
as amended, being OLS 1956 § 423.305; MSA 1960 Rev Vol § 17.458(5), shall be
without authority to investigate and to hold hearings because of discrimination in
employment practices in the State of Michigan after January 1, 1964, the effective
date of the Revised Constitutibn.

It should be stressed that the authority of the Civil Rights Commission is
plenary within the sphere of its powers as set forth in Article V, Section 29 of the
Revised Constitution.

Because Article V, Section 29 of the Revised Constitution recognizes that the
rights of any party to direct and immediate legal or equitable remedies in the
courts of the state are not to be diminished, any persons aggrieved because of
denial of any accommodations, privilege or -facility afforded by Section 146 of
Chapter XXI, Act 328; PA 1931, as amended, supra, could pursue legal remedies
afforded by Section 147 of the act; and such other remedies as may be provided by
law . * ' * ' . .
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The Constitution expressly authorizes review of final orders of the Commission,
including cease and desist orders and refusal to issue complaint to be tried de novo
in the circuit court having jurisdiction as provided by law. In this regard con-
sideration should be given to the decision of the Michigan Supreme Court in
Darling Company v. Water Resources Commission (1955), 341 Mich 654, where the
court, in construing a statute providing for an appeal from an administrative
agency to the circuit court in chancery as a "review de novo," held that the statute
imposed a right and duty upon the court to pass judgment upon the decision in
the order of the commission on the record of such proceedings before said Com-
mission.

In the construction of constitutions, language used by the framers is presumed
to be employed in the sense in which it has been judicially interpreted. Sec
People v. Powell (1937), 280 Mich 699; In re Chamberlain's Estate (1941), 298

:Mich 278 Knapp v. Palmer (1949), 324 Mich 694.
No. 1. Therefore, it is the opinion of the Attorney General that the new Civil

Rights Commission, established by Article V section 29 of the Revised Constitu-
tion, has plenary power within the sphere of its authority, to protect civil rights
in the fields of employment, education, housing and public accommodations.

No. B. No purpose would be served in restraining the authorities that have been
advanced in support of the conclusion contained in answer to question No. 1.
Suffice it to say that when 4he people conferred plenary power upon the Civil
Rights Commission to protect civil rights in the field of housing, included within
such grant is the enforcement of civil rights to purchase, mortgage, lease or rent
private housing.

Therefore, the Civil Rights Commission has authority to enforce civil rights
to purchase, mortgage, lease or rent private housing.

No. 8. Because the people have provided for the Civil Rights Commission in
the Revised Constitution, the authority of the legislature over that constitutional
body must be found in the Constitution.

I find no authority in the Constitution under which the legislature could
abrogate or limit in any way the power of the Civil Rights Commission in the
fields of employment, education, housing and public accommodations. It is
equally clear that the legislature, in its discretion, may prescribe the mode or
manner in which investigations are to be conducted by the Civil Rights Com-
mission. Failure of the legislature to enact legislation relative to the manner
or exercise of this power is in no way a restriction upon the authority of the
Commission.

Nor may the legislature abrogate or limit the authority of the Civil Rights
Commission through the admitted constitutional power of the legislature to ap-
propriate moneys for operation of the Commission. Although the people have
expressly provided that "the legislature shall provide for an annual appropriation
for the effective operation of the Commission" (emphasis supplied), there is reason
to believe that the legislature will fulfill the mandate of the people in this regard.

Therefore, it is my opinion that the legislature is without authority to abrogate
or limit the power of the Civil Rights Commission in the fields of employment,
education, housing and public accommodations.

No. 4. With the exception of appropriations to finance the operation of the Civil
Rights Commission under the authorities listed herein, there appears to be no
question but that the Civil Rights Commission is self-executing and shall exercise
the authority vested in it by the people under Article V, section 29 on January 1,
1964, when the Revised Constitution becomes effective.

So that the Civil Rights Commission may discharge the duties imposed upon it
by the people through constitutional mandate, appropriation to insure "effective"
operation of the Commission on and after'January 1, 1964 requires that the legisla-
trre fulfill the obligation reposed in it by the people in the year. 1963. In this
regard the Governor should consider the inclusion of an appropriation for the Civil
Rights Commission within the call for a special session of the legislature contem-
plated for the fall of 1963.

No. 6. Article IV, section 37 of the Revised. Constitution provides as follows:
"The legislature may by concurrent resolution empower a joint committee of

the legislature, acting between sessions, to suspend any rule or regulation promul-
gated by an administrative agency subsequent to the adjournment of the last
preceding regular legislative session. Such suspension shall continue no longer
than the end of the next regular legislative sesison."

It is clear that the above provision applies to nonconstitutional administrative
bodies, and consequently this legislative power'would not be applicable to a con-
stitutional body such as the Civil Rights Commission, which is a constitutional
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authority serving in the executive branch of the government. OAG 1943-44j
p. 444. See, also, Plec v. Liquor Control Commission, supra. The people intended
Article IV, section 37, to apply to those administrative agencies created by the
legislature, to which the legislature has delegated the rule-making power.

The court in the case of Sylvester v. Tindall (1944), 18 So 2d 892, emphatically
declares that the legislature cannot set aside the rules of constitutional bodies
when it observes on page 900 of its opinion:

"Thus the people, when acting through a constitutional amendment set up an
administrative commission, such as the one we are dealing with here, to accom-
plish certain public purposes, it can clothe the commission with power to adopt
rules and regulations to carry out the purpose of the amendment which would have
the effect of repealing any and all statutes relating to the same subject matter
which are in conflict with the purpose and intent of the constitutional amendment
and with the rules and regultibns adopted pursuant thereto." See, also, Price
v. City of St. Petersburg (1947), 2 So, 2d 753, and A. A. Beck and Joe Griffin,
et al. v. Game and Fresh Water Fish Commission of the State of Florida (1948),
33 So 2d 594.

In both cases the court followed the rule established in the case of Sylvester v.
TindaU, supra.

In the promulgation of its rules, the Civil Rights Commission is bound by the
due process clause of both the State and federal constitutions.

In answer to your inquiry, then, it is the opinion of the Attorney Generil that
Article V, section 29 of the Revised Constitution is aelf-executing and confers
upon the Civil Rights Commission plenary power within its sphere of authority
which includes securing equal protection of civil rights in the fields of employment
education, housing and public accommodations.

FRANK J. KELLEY,
Attorney General.

STATE 01' MICHIGAN-FRANK J. KELLEY, ATTORNEY GENERAL

Civil Rights Commission: Power to declare and secure enjoyment of Civil Rights
in field of housing.

Municipalities: Power to declare and secure enjoyment of Civil Rights in field of
housing.

If either the "Open Occupancy Ordinance" or "Property Owners' Rights
Ordinance" of the City of Detroit is adopted, it will be superseded by the Consti-
tution on January 1, 1964, the effective date of the Revised Constitution.

Opinion No. 4195 OCTOBER 3, 1963.
Honorable MICHAEL J. O'BRIEN,
State Representative,
1010 City-County Building,
Detroit 26, Mich.:

You have requested the opinion of this office in regard to the following questions:
1. Does Section 29 of Article V of the new Constitution pre-empt the field

of civil rights to the extent that any imit of government may not pass legis-
lation of this type at a local level, specifically referring to the proposed ordi-
nances in the City of Detroit known respectively as the "Open Occupancy
Ordinance" and the "Property Owners' Rights Ordinance."

2. Whether or not the proposal known as the "Property Owners' Rights
Ordinance" submitted by initiatory petition is unconstitutional and whether
it may be placed on ballot.

Taking the second question first, this office is advised that this very question
is being considered by the Circuit Court for the County of Wayne in a pending
suit. It would, therefore, be inappropriate and unnecessary for .this office to
render its opinion inasmuch as a court determination is forthcoming.

Consideration will now be given to your first question.
Because the Revised Constitution, approved by the people on April 1, 1963,

will not become effective until January 1, 1964, the provisions contained in
Article V, Section 29 will not be the supreme law of the State of Michigan until
that date. Should the ordinances referred to as the "Open Occupancy Ordinance"
and the "Property Owners' Rights Ordinance" be adopted by the City of Detroit,
the provisions of the Revied Constitution will not have any impact upon them
until January 1, 1964.

I! ''* Wr
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The Civil Rights Commission is created by Article V, Section 29 of the Revised
Constitution, which reads as follows:

"There is hereby established a civil rights commission which shall consist of
eight persons, not more than four of whom shall be members of the same political
party, who shall be appointed by the governor, by and with the advice and consent
of the senate, for four-year terms not more than two of which shall expire in the
same year. It shall be the duty of the Commission in a manner which may be
prescribed by law to investigate alleged discrimination against any person because of
religion, rape, color or national origin in the enjoyment of the civil rights guaranteed
by law and by this constitution and to secure the equal protection of such civil rights
without such discrimination. The legislature shall provide an annual appropriation
for the effective operation of the commission.

"The commission shall have power, in accordance with the provisions of this
constitution and of general laws governing administrative agencies, to promulgate
rules and regulations for its own procedures, to hold hearings, administer oaths,
through court authorization to require the attendance of witnesses and the submission
of records, to take testimony, and to issue appropriate orders. The commission
shall have other powers provided by law to carry out its purposes. Nothing
contained in this section shall be construed to diminish the right of any party to
direct and immediate legal or equitable remedies in the courts of this state.

"Appeals from final orders of the commission, including cease and desist orders
and refusals to issue complaints, shall be tried de novo before the circuit court
having jurisdiction provided by law." (Emphasis supplied.)

The scope of the Commission's powers in regard to civil rights has been previ-
ously considered.

"From a plain reading of Article V, section 29, it is clear that the people have
conferred plenary power upon the Civil Rights Commission in its sphere of au-
thority as a constitutional commission to investigate and to secure the enjoyment
of civil rights without discrimination.

"The intent of the framers is therefore clear that the Civil Rights Commission
has plenary power to investigate and secure equal opportunity in the field of
housing." (Emphasis supplied) OAG 1963, No. 4161, July 22, 1963. See also
Plec v. Liquor Control Commission, 322 Mich 691.

Article V, Section 29 is not the only provision of the Constitution which will
have an effect on any proposed ordinance adopted by the City of Detroit in the
field of civil rights. Consideration must also be given to Article I, Section 2 of
the Revised Constitution, which provides as follows:

"No person shall be denied the equal protection of the laws; nor shall any
person be denied the enjoyment of his civil or political rights or be discriminated
against in the exercise thereof because of religion, race, color or national origin.
The legislature shall implement this section by appropriate legislation."

I have ruled in my Opinion No. 4161, dated July 22, 1963, supra, that equal
opportunity to housing, both public and private, is a civil right protected by the
Revised Constitution and that the investigation of alleged discrimination of this
civil right has been vested by the people in the Civil Rights Commission under
Article V, Section 29 of the Reyised Constitution.

All of the foregoing is, a clear expression of the public policy of this State.
In Attorney General, ex rel Lenane, v. City of Detroit, 225 Mich 631, the Court

considered a minimum wage ordinance of the City of Detroit. There was no
State statute on the subject. But the G~urt held that the State had the power to
regulate in this area. The Court said:

"The police power rests in the State., * * * [No provision] of the home-rule
act delegates to municipalities the general exercise of all of such police power.
Nor do the constitutional provisions above quoted work such result.' While the
municipality in the performance of certain of its functions acts as agent of the
State it may not as such agent fix for the State its public policy * * *." (Emphasis
supplied.) At p. 638:

"In the provisions under consideration the city has undertaken to exercise the
police power * * * over matters of State concern; it has undertaken not only
to fix a public policy for its activities which are purely local but also for its ac-
tivities as an arm of the State. * * * If * * * the city possesses such of the
police power of the State as may be necessary to permit it to legislate upon
matters of municipal concern, it does not follow that itpossesses all. of the police
power of the sovereign so as to enable it to legislate generally in fixing a public policy
in matters of State concern. This power has not been given it either by the Con-
stitution or the home-rule act. * * *." (Emphasis supplied) At pp 640-641.
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The Court, in City of Grand Haven v. Grocer's Cooperative Dairy Company, 330
Mich 694, considered a municipal ordinance relating to the pasteurization of
milk. It was asserted by plaintiff that the ordinance was invalid on the ground
that the State had enacted statutory provisions which covered the field of pasteuri-
zation. The Court found that "by enactment of the pertinent statutory pro-
visions, the legislature intended to and did take over plenary control of pasteuriza-
tion of dairy products." (Emphasis supplied)

The Court went on to say that:
"* * * There is no provision in the State law granting to cities the power to

impose additional restrictions or requirements. It follows that section 7(b) of the
city ordinance, which seeks to impose an important limitation and requirement
in addition to those provided in the State statute is invalid." (p 702)

In Article VII, Section 22 of the new Constitution, the people have provided in
part:"* * * Each such city and village shall have power to adopt resolutions and
ordinances relating to its municipal concerns, property and government, subject
to the constitution and law * * *."

The people of the State by their adoption of Section 29 of Article V and Section
2 of Article I of the new Constitution clearly established the policy of the State
regarding the protection of civil rights against discrimination in their exercise or
enjoyment because of religion, race, color or national origin. At no place in the
now Constitution is there any delegation to municipalities of authority to regulate
or jurisdiction to enforce civil rights against the prohibited discrimination.

The impact of Article I, Section 2 and Article V, Section 29 of the new Constitu-
tion demands the conclusion that the declaration and protection of civil rights
is a matter of State concern. There is no inherent or delegated power in a city,
such as the City of Detroit, to enact ordinances relating thereto. Nance v.
Mayflower Tavern, Inc. (Utah, 1944), 150 P 2d 773.

Applying these principles to the proposed ordinances in question, it is clear
that the "Open Occupancy Ordinance" which would seek to bar discriminatory
housing practices, and the "Property Owners' Rights Ordinance" which would
seek to declare certain civil rights of persons to make disposition of their property
as they see fit, will be beyond the powers of the City of Detroit after January
1, 1964, the effective date of the new Constitution.

Ordinances such as those creating a human relations commission which has as
its primary purpos education, counseling, conciliation, mediation, etc. are within
the authority of a city since they do not seek to create or enforce these rights.
Indeed, it would seem that agencies engaging in such .techniques should be
encouraged ..

Therefore, it is my opinion that if either the "Open Occupancy Ordinance"
or the "Property Owners' Rights Ordinance" of the City of Detroit is adopted,
it will be superseded by the Constitution on January 1, 1964, the effective date
of the Revised Constitution.

FRANK J. KELLEY,
Attorney General.

STATE OF MICHIGAN-FRANK J. KELLEY, ATTORNEY GENERAL

Cities: Ordinances Creating a Human Relations Committee.
Ordinances creating a Human Relations Committee which has as its primary

purpose education, counseling conciliation, mediation, etc., are within the
authority of a city since they do not seek to create or enforce these rights.
Constitutional Law:

Such municipal ordinances conferring authority upon a human relations com-
mittee to conduct investigations is not in violation of the Michigan Constitution
of 1963.

NOVEMBER 18, 1963.
Opinion No. 4211
Honorable PAUL C. YOUNGER,
State Senator,
609 Prudden Building,
Lansing, Mich.: /

In your letter of August 16, 1963, you have requested an opinion of this office
in regards to certain questions which have been rephased in the following manner:

1. Does the Ordinance establishing the Human Relations Committee
adopted by the City of Lansing violate the provisions of the Revised
Connstitution of 1963?
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2. If the Ordinance gave the Human Relations Committee the power to
initiate investigations and make investigations on their own volitions, would
such powers violate the provisions of the Revised Constitution of 1963?

There is contained within the Ordinance on Human Relations the following
sections:
"17B. 2. The Human Relations Committee shall:

"(a) Foster mutual understanding and respect among all racial, and nationality
groups in the City of Lansing. It shall discourage discriminatory practices
among any such groups, or any of its members. It shall cooperate with City,
State, and Federal agencies as well as with nongovernmental organizations; it
shall examine and make such studies in any field of human relations as in the
judgment of the Human Relations Committee will aid in effectuating its general
purpose.

"(b) It shall advise and recommend methods for furnishing equal service to all
residents of this City; it shall develop pamphlets for city'employees to study which
prescribe methods of dealing with inter-group relations which develop respect for
equal rights and which result in equal treatment without regard to race, color,
creed, national origin or ancestry; assuring fair and equal treatment under law to
all citizens; it shaU give counsel and advice on how to protect the rights of all
persons to enjoy public accommodations and facilities, and to receive equal treat-
ment from all holders of contracts or privileges from the City, and advice the best
methods of maintaining equality of opportunity for employment and advancement
in the City government.

"(c) It shall study and examine problems arising between groups in the City of
Lansing which may result in tensions, discrimination or prejudice on account of
race, color, creed, national origin or ancestry.

"(d) It shall formulate and carry out programs of community education and
information with the object of discouraging and eliminating any such tensions,
prejudice or discrimination.

"(e) It shall examine, and if it deems advisable, make public report on any
complaints of discrimination, tensions or prejudice filed with or referred to it.

"() It shall further issue such publications and reports of examinations and
research as in its judgment will tend to minimize or eliminate prejudice, intolerance,
race or area tensions and discrimination or which will promote or tend to promote
good will.

"(g) It shall strive to secure the cooperation of various racial, religious, na-
tionality and ethnic' groups, formal or informal groupings in the community,
veterans' organizations, fraternal, benevolent and service groups, in educational
campaigns devoted to the need for eliminating group prejudice, racial or area ten-
sions, intolerance, and discrimination.

"(h) It shall cooperate with other public, governmental or private agencies in
developing courses of instruction for. presentation in public and/or private schools,
in public libraries, or any other suitable place, showing and illustrating the con-
tributions of various religions, nationality and ethnic groups to the culture, tradi-
tion and progress of our City, State and Nation, and further showing the deplorable
effects and menace of prejudice, intolerance, discrimination, racial, and area
tensions.

"(i) It shall cooperate with 'Federal, State and City agencies and departments
which request advice in carrying out projects within their respective authorities
to eliminate inter-group tensions, and to promote inter-group harmony. It shall
recommend to the Mayor and to the ,ity Council measures, including legislation,
aimed at improving the ability of the various city departments and agencies to
insure protection of any and all persons and groups from discrimination because
of race, color, creed, national origin and ancestry. It shall advise any official of
competent authority onany matters involving civil rights or the violation thereof
that may come to its attention.

"(j) It shall prepare and submit reports to the Mayor and City Council of its
activities. At least one report shall be made annually.

"Section 17B.3. * * *
"Section 17B.4. The Human Relations -Committee shall receive and examine

complaints of tensions, practices of discrimination and acts of prejudice against
any person or group because of race, color, creed, national origin or ancestry, and
may conduct private or .public hearings with regard thereto; carry on studies to
obtain factual data to ascertain the status and treatment of racial, religious, and
ethnic groups in the city, and the best means of progessively improving human
relations in the city.

/
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"Section 17B.5. The gathering of factual ipf6rmation is vital to the Human
Relations Committee in the performance of its duties. In the event any person
or persons find it impractical to supply such information to the Human Relations
Committee, the Committee may in its dissretion make its report to the City
Council."

This office, on October 3, 1963, issued its Opinion No. 4195 in which was stated
the following:

"Ordinances such as those creating a human relations commission which has as
its primary purpose education, counseling, conciliation, mediation, etc are within
the authority of a city since they do not seek to create o', enforce these rights.,
Indeed, it would seem that agencies engaging in such techniques should be
encouraged."

In answer to Question No. 1, the Ordinance adopted by the City of Lansing in
establishing a Human Relations Cominittee dpes not violate the provision of the
Revised Constitution of 1963. The duties and functions of the Hitiman Relations
Commitee as set forth herein could serve as a guide for other cities throughout
the state,

This office, in its Opinion No. 4161 dated July 22, 1963, outlined the powerT, of
the Civil Rights Commission as created by Art. V, Sec. 29 of the Revised'Co1nitu-
tion, and I quote:

"From a plain reading of Article V, Section 29, it is clear that the people have
conferred plenary power upon the Civil Rights Commission in its sphere;of author-
ity as a constitutional commission to investigate and to secure the epjoyment,,of
civil rights without discrimination."

A human relations committee created by ordinance in order to fulfill its function
of education, conciliation, mediation, etc. must be able to ascertain the facts.
This necessitates inclusion of the power to conduct investigations. Such power to
investigate can be conferred. It must be stressed however that such power does
not relate to the enforcement of civil rights. Therefore, in answer to your Question
No. 2, ordinances providing for human relations committees may confer power
upon the committee to conduct investigations and such conferred power would not
conflict with the Michigan Constitution of 1963.

FRANK J. J KLLEY,
A tiorney General.

Senator HART. Incidentally, 2 days ago the city of Flint adopted an
open-housing ordinance-the city of Flint, Mich.

Senator ERVIN. The city council adopted it?
Senator, HART. Yes.
Senator ERVIN. Without a vote of the people?
Senator HART, Yes. Mr. Chairman, this raises the most basic

question as to y9ur and, my responsibilities, Do we votethe way we
think the majority of the people would, like us to, or do we vote
consistent with what we feel is right and wrong?

.Senator ERVIN. Well, I think that we are supposed to be repre-
sentatives of the people, and I don't believe Congress ought to rob
190 million people of their rights, especially when a large segment of
those people have had an opportunity to express an opinion and have
said that they don't want to be robbed of their rights in this field.

Senator HART. Let's assume that 190 million, people elected that
they would deny me my right to go to church where I wanted to.
That is a pretty clear voice. But what is our responsibility?

Senator ERVIN. Well, fortunately, that is one part of the Constitu-
tion that thus far is left intact, and so that law would be unconstitu-
tional.

Senator HART. But I think it points up the dilemma that confronts
a public official when there seems to be an attitude reflected at the
polls which he feels is not right. Under those conditions I think his
constituency is entitled to his best judgment. They can yank him
out at the end of his term. But that is the way I look at it.

0 65-6500-60--pt. 1--23
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Senator ERVIN. Apart from all the legal questions, doesn't this
housing title embody the policy that the people of the United States
shall not be at liberty to create their own residential housing patterns,
and on the contrary, the Federal Government itself will undertake to
create those housing patterns by the coercive power of Federal law?

Senator HART. I think it is one more in a series of actions which:
do restrict persons with respect to the use and disposition of their
property. I may like pink shingles on my house, but the code says
you shan't have pink shingles. Or I may be very comfortable throw-
ing my rubbish out the back door, but I am not allowed to. I am not
even allowed to dispose of my own property on my death, without
some restrictions. That doesn't affect anybody but my own family.
So we are not talking about something new, really, in that sense.

Senator ERVIN. I don't know of any restriction that prevents a
man from disposing of his property as he sees fit, with the exception
of the fact that under the laws of some States he is required to leave
a certain amount to his wife.

Senator HART. No, the law in restraint on alienation is on our
books. I don't know about North Carolina's.

Senator ERVIN. This law places restraints on alienation.
Senator HART. Sure.
Senator ERVIN. It places a drastic one.
Senator HART. Yes, but it is just another one.
Senator ERVIN. You cannot prefer a man of your race or of your

religion over a man of another race or of another religion, and, if you
do, you subject yourself to unlimited damages, in a suit that can be
brought by an attorney appointed by the court for the plaintiff.
But no attorney is appointed by the court for the defendant. It
seems to me that does violence to the concept of equal protection of
the laws-to have one kind of a law for one side of the case and an
entirely different kind of law for the other side of the case.

Senator HART. I think the circumstances explain why that differing
treatment is suggested.

Senator ERVIN. Yes, the circumstances do. All residential patterns
throughout the country up to the present date are dictated more or
less by the operation of the free enterprise system; are they not?

Senator HART. Yes.
Senator ERVIN. For example, let us assume a residential community

that is inhabited exclusively by people of the Jewish religion, and one
of the residents must sell his home.

Senator HART. You mean thi is a resident who wants to sell his
home?

Senator ERVIN. Wants to sell his home, yes, and in making the sale
of his house he preferred a person of the Jewish religion ove'. a person
of the Catholic religion or the Protestant religion. He, would be
subject to a suit, in which he would be immersed in an unlimited
amount of damages for any mental suffering or humiliation, plus
punitive damages not to exceed $500. Wouldn't he?

Senator HART. If he'violated this act; yes.
Senator ERVIN. Now wha: is inherently wrong in a person of the

Jewish faith, residing in a Jewish -community, preferring to sell his
home to another person of the Jewish faith? What is there wrong in
that? .

344
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Senator HART. Mr. Chairman, I a Romian Catholic. Let's
assume I wanted to sell my home; but I put up a sign "only Catholics
need apply," or conversely take the sign that confronted my grand-
father, "Catholics don't need to apply." I hope I would be as offended
by that practice today as my grandfather was when he tried to get a
job in the late 1890's. It is just wrong. We want to be judged as
individuals who are good or bad, not while we are 50 feet away because
we have a different skin color or not by the church from which we are
seen to leave. Now it is as simple as that.

Senator ERVIN. It is very simple, because this bill would say to a
person of the Jewish faith residing in a Jewish community that if he
sells his property to a person of the Jewish faith in preference to some
person of another faith who offers equal terms, he subjects himself to
a lawsuit in which conceivably a jury could award $1 million, or above
$1 million for humiliation and mental anguish. Now, isn't that so?

Senator HART. It depends on what kind of scars you leave on
society if you tolerate the continuance of the limitation of what
we talk about as the "American dream."

Senator ERVIN. Well, what is it?
Senator HART. One part of that dream is that everybody can dream

that the day will come when he will be able to buy a home, where his
means permit, and not limit the dream to white areas.

Senator ERVIN. Well, the American dream is that the American
people should have freedom; is it not?

Senator HART. Freedom, but not freedom to be cruel to your
neighbor.

Senator ERVIN. This bill would take away from 190 million Ameri-
cans the right to be free in the sale of their property or in the rental
of their property.

Senator HART. Provided only that they shall not discriminate.
Senator ERVIN. Where is there any invidious discrimination for a

person of the Jewish faith, residing in a Jewish community, to say,
'I would prefer to sell my property in this Jewish community to a

person of my faith rather than to a person of another faith." What
evil is there in that?

Senator HART. Perhaps an understanding of that depends on the
degree to which one has been.a member of a minority group.

Senator ERVIN. What is there essentially evil in that?
Senator HART. I think, Mr. Chairman, that I could turn it around

and say what reason is there for us to hesitate to insure that that
colored soldier can get decent housing?

Senator ERVIN. You are going off the subject.
Senator HART. No; I am not going off the subject.
Senator ERVIN. Yes, sir.
Senator HART. I am staying ,ight in the target. You are going to

the periphery of it. I am talking about the great core of the problem,
the American Negro. We encourage him to be responsible. We
encourage him to go to school to advance himself economically. We
encourage him to have a stable family, "but don't come near me."
Now this is just wrong and it invites great trouble down the road.

Senator ERVIN. Senator/ that would be perfectly responsive to my
question if the bill had been restricted to preventing discrimination
in the rental of housing to servicemen, but that is not the main pur-
pose of this bill.
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Senator HART. Because the serviceman dramatizes it, the harm,
the cruelty is the same whether he is in or out of uniform.

Senator ERVIN. This bill covers all residential property in the
United States. It would require a man who wanted to stay out of
the toils of the law and be free from vexatious lawsuits, to discriminate
against people of his race and in favor of people of other races, and
require him to discriminate against people of his religion and in favor
of people'of other religions. Now, isn't that so?

Senator HART. I know what you would say when I say that the
law does not require that. You would say, "Yes; but to be safe from
a lawsuit you have got to do it that way."

Senator ERVIN. Yes.
Senator HART. Well, that depends on the prudence of enforcement,

and that is separate and distinct and apart from our discussion of the
provisions of the bill.

Senator ERVIN, Doesn't the word "discriminate" mean that a
man is making a choice between alternative courses of conduct?

Senator HART. I propose an easy definition-but I doubt if it is
precise enough for use in the dictionary-to say that we shall treat
people on the same terms in comparable situations, and not inject
the question of how do you spell your name, what is your color, where
do you go to church. And that is a pretty good method on which to
base a society, and where we fail to do it, we ought to take corrective
action.

Senator ERVIN, Don't you discriminate-I am not speaking
racially-but don't you discriminate scores of times every day.between
one course of conduct or another?

Senator HART. Yes, surely.
Senator ERVIN. And so the only way a man would be safe if this bill

were enacted into law, would be for him to decide against people of his
own, race and his own religion in favor of people of another race and
another religion. Otherwise he could be embroiled in a lawsuit,
couldn't he?

Senator HART. I think, Mr. Chairman, you are suggesting that the
bill is impossible of enactment because either way you play it under
those conditions--

Senator ERVIN. No.
Senator HART (continuing). You violate the law, because you are

rejecting your fellow because he is of your faith, and it would be a
colored judgment.

Senator ERViN. The difference is that the bill is passed for one
segment of society and not for the other segments of society.

Senator HART. This bill is goi4g to be passed for the benefit of
our society.

Senator ERvIN. It is proposed for the purpose of making people
discriminate against the people of their race and their religion in
favor of people of other races and other religions when they sell or
rent their property. That is the practical effect of the bill and that is
what the bill is intended for, isn't it?

Senator HART. I think the bill is intended, Mr. Chairman, as I
indicated at the outset, to insure against discrimination based on race,
religion, or color, and that is a very desirable:objective in my book.

Senator ERVIN. In other words, if a nan in making a sale or rental
of his property, in any way allows any consideration of race or religion
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to enter his mind and then reaches the conclusion that it would be
more appropriate to sell or rent his property to a person of his own
race or his own religion he would be violating this statute, wouldn't
he?

Senator HART. Mr. Chairman, the language isn't all that complex.
Senator ERVIN. It is as simple as that.
Senator HART. But what is good what is desirable about the con-

tinuation of ghettos? Unless you have a law like this, how are you
ever going to break them? How are they ever going to escape?
And isn't our society better for their escape and the elimination of
the ghetto?

Senator ERVIN. Well, why rob everybody of their rights, to ac-
complish that purpose?

Senator HART. I would not support the purpose if it is to sustain
a ghetto,

Senator ERVIN. Well, that is what this bill does. It robs 190
million people of their right to sell and rent their property to whom
they choose.

Senator HART. Senator, not to extend the argument, I don't
interpret it that way but I know you do.

Senator ERVIN. Well, I think it is indisputable that this bill is
designed to deter white people from selling or renting their homes to
members of their own race when members of other races desire to
purchase or rent them, and it is, therefore, designed to make them
discriminate in favor of other races and other religions.

Senator HART. I remember, Mr. Chairman, somewhat the same
line of discussion with respect to the public accommodations section.
I know there is a distinction which you can draw.

Senator ERVIN. Yes.
Senator HART. But the same argument is made.
Senator ERVIN. Yes, and I was opposed to the public accommo-

dations provision because I am opposed to the destruction of liberty.
I believe if people don't have theliberty to do what the Government
thinks is unwise as well as to do what the Government thinks is wise,
they have no liberty whatever.

Senator HART. I can't count on you for a very good auto safety
bill then, can I?

Senator ERvIN. Yes, you can.
Senator HART. That certainly deserves going through-
Senator ERVIN. That is different. No man has the right to get

on a highway and run over other people.
Senator HART. Why? Because it hurts people.
Senator ERVIN. But a person ought to have a right to sell his

property to anyone he may select, btt we could pursue this at great
length and I am satisfied that I wouldn't be able to convert you to my
sound views on this subject.

I just want to ask you one more question. I have placed in the
record at your request a report prepared by Vincent A. Doyle. Mr.
Doyle is Legislative Attorney for the Legislative Reference Service of
the Library of Congress. He says-

Senator HART. This is his statement'you are reading?
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Senator ERVIN. I am reading his statement:
There is not 'much doubt that Title IV lays a heavy federal hand on areas of

rights which had heretofore been considered private. It admits no exceptions to
its restrictions. The private religious home which rents accommodations to the
elderly of its faith would no longer be able to exclude members of other faiths.
The Swedish Old Folks Home would be required to open its doors to the elderly
of other ancestry. The owner of a home that has fallen on hard times and
decides to rent a few rooms to tide him over would have his choice of tenants
circumscribed.

There is no doubt that his statement is correct, is there?
Senator HART. That what, sir?
Senator ERVIN. That statement in your opinion is undoubtedly

correct, isn't it?
Senator HART. I believe it is,
Senator ERVIN. Thank you.
Senator HART. But you know that "heavy hand" has been laid a

number of other times, and when it was laid, there were many who
were shocked by its imposition. But in the passage of time, we
generally concluded that the extension of the power was right, and we
can begin with the prohibition against hiring kids 7 years old to dig
coal, and go all down the line, and I think in the long run we are the
better for having done each of those things.

Senator ERVIN. Yes, and you and I have reached a point of agree-
ment. I will agree with you the history of the world shows that the
thirst of government for more power over the lives of people is insati-
able, and that it cannot be stayed short of tyranny, unless it is re-
strained by a Constitution which it is required to observe. It was
for that very reason that the founders put in the Constitution the due
process of law clause providing that people should not be deprived of
their property without due process of law.

Senator HART. Yes, but, Mr. Chairman
Senator ERVIN. A multitude of decisions down to this date, which

may be. reversed any minute, have said that among the rights of
property, secured by the due process clause, is the right to sell or rent
your property to whom you please.

Senator HART. Mr. Chairman, in that review of history, where you
suggest that all that has happened is extension of Government with
consequent denial or reduction of freedom, I think in most of those
cases you can identify a new and perhaps a more desirable element of
freedom as a result of restraint.

I was prohibited from minting my own money centuries ago, but
the flow of commerce was accelerated because of this security with
respect to the exchange.

When I was prohibited from marketing milk unless it had certain
treatment, my freedom was denied, but the community's freedom was
protected in that it got a more secure milk supply. Conceivably,
restraining one from discriminating in the sale of property will make
all of us a little stronger because we will have a better conscience.

Senator ERVIN. Yes, make the Government stronger and us weaker.
Of course, you can adopt the theory that people should have no
freedom to make any choices and the Government should make all
choices for them. Since the Government is all-wise and the people
all-foolish, the decisions of the people ivould be unwise and the de-
cisions of the Government wise. Of course, all of the people would
be slaves. Thank you.

/
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Senator HART. Thank you very much.:
Senator ERVIN. I m' sorry to have detained you sO long '. '
Mr. AUTRY. Mr. Chairman, the next witness is the Honorable John

Sparkman, Senator from Alabama, and chairman of the Subcommittee
on Housing of the Senate Labor and Public Welfare Committee.

Senator ERVIN. Senator, we are delighted to have you with us.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN SPARKMAN, U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF ALABAMA

Senator SPAP.KMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mrl Chairman,
for 30 years I have worked to provide safe, decent, and sanitary
housing for America's citizens.

Senator ERVIN. If I may interject myself at this point, I would say
that there is no human being in the United States who has done as
much to accomplish that purpose as you have.

Senator SPARKMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Legislation which
I have sponsored and legislation which I have supported has made it
possible for millions of Americans to own their own homes.

I thirik I may say that I know something about housing and some of
the problems connected with it. And that is why I am dismayed by
the housing provisions of the legislation you are considering today.

As a lawyer, I am disheartened by the provisions of the proposals
which would limit State power of law enforcement and which would
further erode the principle of federalism.

And as an American, Iam hopeful that this bill will not become law.
My first objection to the housing provision is that it clearly violates

the right to the free use and disposal of property.
Throughout the history of Anglo-American law, the distinguishing

feature between types of ownership has been in the degree to which an
individual could use and dispose of his property.

Mr. Chairman, this bill, if adopted, would irrevocably destroy that
right. The private owner would no longer have a free choice in
selecting his buyer. He would no longer have a free choice of sales
price or conditions of sale. The landlord could not exercise his own
free will in selecting the tenants who will share his home with him.

Let me emphasize that this bill applies to every room for rent in
every home in Anerica, every apartment and every house. There are
no exceptions.

The legal significance of the property right was recognized by the
eminent jurist, Blackstone, when he observed:

There is nothing which so generally strikes the imagination, and engages the
affections of mankind, as the right of property; or that sole * * * dominion which
one man claims and exercises over the external things of the world, in total
exclusion of the right of any otherindividual in the universe.

Now, Mr. Chairman, things have changed since Blackstone. The
property right is no longer an absolute right. But in those areas
where it has been limited there has been a tangible real harm from
which the society had to be protected. And there has been a strong
legal basis for the protective action.

Where is the legal base for this action that is proposed?
This invasion of rights applies equally to homes which in no legal

or logical manner are connected with interstate commerce.
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This invasion of rights applies equally to property transactions
which create no threat to the peace, security, health or safety of a
community and hence provide no legal basis for the proper exercise
of State police power.

This invasion of rights cannot be said to rest upon the "due process"
clause of the 14th amendment. Interpretation of that right has uni-
formly been that it applies only to action by State agencies, and not
to those of individuals.

Where is the legal basis for such repugnant Federal action?
The answer, Mr. Chairman, is that there is none.
It is an arrogation of power, unprecedented, unjustified, and unwise.
But strong voices have been raised in support of this bill.
We are told that this bill is the ultimate action to solve all social

problems. 'We are told that this bill is a panacea, a cureall for our
Nation's social ills.

But, Mr. Chairman, we have heard that argument before. With
the introduction of every so-called civil rights bill in the past, advo-
cates of each bill have told us in effect, "This is the last one. This
is the answer."

What has been the result? There have been street demonstrations,
and disorders with the passage of each new bill.

There has developed a malignant theory that if a group has a gripe
in our society, it takes to the streets to solve it.

The results of each and every piece of so-called civil rights legisla-
tion in the past should be proof enough that the Congress cannot
legislate solutions to problems of human relations. Social engineering
by legislative edict has been proved grossly ineffective.

We are also told that this bill is addressed to the controversy
between property rights and so-called human rights. And we are
asked to believe that somehow the former are unworthy and the
latter are an ultimate good.

The first answer to that argument is that the ownership of property
is a human right.

The second answer is given by no less a liberal spokesman for human
rights than Walter Lippmann when he said:

It has hoen the fashion to speak of the conflict between human rights and
property rights, and from this it has come to be widely believed that the cause of
private property is tainted with evil and should not be espoused by rational and
civilized men. In so far as these ideas refer to . . . great impersonal corporate
properties, they make sense. . . . But the issue between the giant corp6ratibn
and the public should not be allowed to pbsoure the truth that the only dependable
foundation of personal liberty is the personal economic security of private property.

Mr. Lippmann went on to draw the conclusion "Private property
was the original source of freedom It is still its main bulwark."

Now, Mr. Chairman, those of us who support this point'of view
are always the subject of attack. We are pictured as supporting
the greedy landlord who stands in the doorway turning away the
poor, but deserving applicants. We are labeled "bigots," and we are
told that we are biased, reactionary, ignorant, and'prejudiced '

These labels are but semantic substitutions ,for thinking, which
cannot obscure, the fact that this proposal simply means a Federal
official can tell me to whom and under what circumstances I can sell
my home.
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This proposal simply means that my freedom of choice and freedom
of association must be sacrificed for no legal reason and for no rational
basis.

I think also, Mr. Chairman, that this bill, if passed, will have results
not anticipated by its supporters. Consider the following hypo-
thetical example: A church group which had purchased property for
construction of a home for its elderly could not legally build such a
home for the exclusive use of members of its faith. This example is
but one of many that show the danger of such sweeping delegation of
power.

I may say, Mr. Chairman, I take a great deal of pride in legislation
that I sponsored that made it possible for the building of homes
specially designed for elderly people, and as might well be expected,
the various church groups throughout the country have been leaders
in taking advantage of that program that is provided for under the
law, of providing a place where their elderly retired people may live,
and this bill, if enacted into law, would destroy that very helpful
program that has been designed and has been accomplishing so much
good. Many more could be given, but I think this is a good example.

That leads me to the final objection I have to this part of the bill.
The whole process of democracy is one designed to draw legal, ra-

tional limits between the rights of various citizens. No right is an
absolute right.

We all know that the right to free speech does not extend to shout-
ing "fire" in a crowded theater. It has been said that my right to
swing my fist ends at my neighbor's jaw.

In like manner, this bill is an attempt to choose between two na-
tional policies. The right of the property owner to sell, rent, or lease
his property is a right supported by many centuries of Anglo-American
law.

The right of a buyer to buy any house anywhere is a right never
before established.

I believe that it is at this point that we must support the established
right. The fundamental difference between our free enterprise system
and totalitarianism is the right of free property.

This bill infringes on that right.
But the weaknesses of this bill are not confined to any one section.

Other sections of the bill attack the traditional Federal-State relation-
ships in State law enforcement matters and the selection of State
juries.

Congress has no legal right to destroy the division that has always
existed between the Federal and State legal systems, and it was estab-
lished under the Constitution itself. This action is nothing but a
naked encroachment on the valid legal power of the State.

You know, Mr. Chairman, the erosion of the principle of federalism
is a phenomenon so often occurring that I fear it is beginning to lose
its impact. No greater indictment could be made of our performance
as national legislators than that we failed to understand the signifi-
cance of that erosion.

During my 30 years in Congress, I have witnessed more and more
attempts by various groups to resolve all their problems at the Fed-
eral level without even considering that there might be a workable
solution found at the local level. I for one, am a firm believer in the
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abilities and aptitudes of the many fine people responsible for our local
governments..

Many problems call for a special solution which can best be deter-
mined by local initiative. I submit that the Federal Government
does not always have the last word in problem solving. True, situa.
tions arise in our complex society which call for assistance from the
Federal Government and this cannot be ignored.

But as legislators, we should allow the States and the local com-
munities to meet the challenge of resolving their own difficulties
before running to Washington to seek a solution.

Mr. Chairman, I have confidence in the people at the grassroots
level.

No greater attack could be made on any bill than that it furthers
the destruction of federalism.

The ignominious proposal to put the Federal Government in the
business of selecting state juries deals a lethal blow to our dual system
of government.

The right to trial by jury is one of the oldest and most cherished
rights of man. It was Thomas Jefferson who, in his first inaugural
address said that:

Trial by juries form the bright constellation which has gone before us and
guided bur steps through an age of revolution and reformation . . . should we
wander from them in moments of error or alarm, let us hasten to retrace our
steps and to regain the road which alone leads to peace, liberty, and safety.

For centuries the right to trial to jury has been one of the bulwarks
against tyranny. The jury trial is one of a citizen's oldest protections
against the power of the sovereign.

This bill destroys that protection because the sovereign is now
involved in choosing the jury.

The jury system is worth protecting. It is the best trial system
ever devised by freemen. It should not be tampered with.

Federal jury packing is not the answer to any problems of our
society.

In summary, Mr. Chairman, this bill is an ill advised attempt to
subvert the rights of States and the rights of peoples to the arbitrary
commands of the Federal Government.

This bill rests on no legal basis and its passage would be a serious
blow to basic American philosophy and American law.

It must be rejected.
Senator ERVIN. Senator, I would like to call your attention to a

magnificent statement by Justice:Harlan in his concurring opinion
in Peterson v. Greenville 373 U.S. 244. He says in effect that in
controversies of this kind we have a 9lash between liberty and equality.
I wanted to direct your attention to this:

Freedom of the individual to dispose of his property as he sees fit, to be arbi-
trary, capricious, even unjust in his public relations are things entitled to a
large measure of protection from governmental interference. This liberty would
be over-ridden in the name of equality if the strictures of the 14th Amendment
were applied to governmental and private action without, distinction.

Don't you agree that if a man has to conduct himself according
to the dictates\of the Government, he has no liberty? And isn't one
of the fundamental purposes of this bill to deprive him of liberty in
respect to his private property?
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Senator SPARKMAN. I think the statement of Justice Harlan is
incontrovertible, and I certainly agree with the conclusions stated
by the distinguished chairman.

Senator ERvIN. And he adds to this opinion, also, something that
you called attention to very eloquently:

Also inherent in the concept of state action are values of Federalism, a recog-
nition that there are areas of private rights upon which federal power should not
lay a heavy hand and which should more properly be left to the more precise
instruments of local authority.

Now do you know of any decision ever handed down which holds
that the Federal Government has power to legislate in respect to the
title to real estate or the use of real estate within the borders of the
State, in the hand of private owners?

Senator SPARKMAN. None whatsoever.
Senator ERVIN. Hasn't it always been considered that under the

Constitution, the sole power to regulate the disposition and the use of
privately owned property belongs to the States and that the Federal
Government has no authority whatever in this field?

Senator SPARKMAN. I certainly agree with that statement.
Senator ERvIN. And isn't the housing provision of this bill totally

incompatible with that principle?
Senator SPARKMAN. It certainly is, in my opinion.
Senator ERVIN. I want to call your attention to something in the

report from the Library of Congress by Vincent A. Doyle, which I
am making a part of the record at the request of the distinguished
Senator from Michigan. Mr. Doyle says this:

There is not much doubt that Title IV lays a heavy federal hand on areas of
rights which,htive heretofore been considered private. It admits of no exceptions
to its restrictions. The private religious home which rents accommodations to
the elderly of its faith would no longer be able to exclude members of other faiths.
The Swedish Old Folks Home would-be required to open its doors to the elderly
of other ancestries. The owner of a home who has fallen upon hard times and
decides to rent a few rooms to tide him over would have his choice of tenants
circumscribed.

As I construe that statement, it is in complete harmony with the
points which you have made in your statement.

Senator SPARKMAN. I think it coincides.
Senator ERvIN. Now in Forsyth County, N.C., at the present

moment members of the Jewish faith are erecting a home for elderly
members of their faith.

I will ask you if this bill should become law and be upheld as valid,
could not members of other faiths go there and compel the manager
to receive them as renters notwithstanding the fact that the home
was built by Jews solely for the benefit of the elderly of the Jewish
faith.

Senator SPARKMAN. That would be true. That would be the case.
Senator ERVIN. Is there not a principle known as freedom of asso-

ciation which is sanctioned by the first amendment as interpreted by
the Supreme Court of the United States in a number of cases, and
does not this principle guarantee to all Americans the right to associate
together to accomplish legitilaate purposes?

Senator SPARKMAN. It certainly does.
Senator ERVIN. And while no law is valid which bars a man's

power to sell or rent his property to any individual of any race or
religion, didn't the Supreme Court declare in Shelley v. Kraemer that
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if the people of a community by voluntary action maintained a resi-
dential neighborhood for members of their race, that there is nothing
in the 14th amendment to invalidate such action?

Senator SPARKMAN. I believe the chairman is correct.
Senator ERVIN. And do you not think that freedom of association

guaranteed by the first amendment gives members of any race a right,
which cannot be abrogated by Federal law, to maintain their com-
munity for people of their own race?

Senator SPARKMAN. I agree with the chairman in his conclusion.
Senator ERVIN. Title II undertakes to establish, does it not, a rule

of procedure for State courts. It passes upon the question whether
or not people have been excluded from juries on account of their race
or their region or their sex or their national origin or their economic
status?

Senator SPARKMAN. That is title II.
Senator ERVIN. Are you familiar with any act of Congress that

has been passed since George Washington took his first oath of office
as President of the United States whereby the Congress undertook to
prescribe rules of procedure to govern State courts?

Senator SPARKMAN. Not at all, and in fact, some very strong
statements have been made against any such action.

Senator ERVIN. Now Chief Justice Samuel P. Chase stated in the
celebrated case of Texas v. White that the Constitution in all of its
provisions looks to an indestructible union composed of indestructible

states. Can such a union exist if Congress has the right to supplant
the State's power to prescribe rules of procedure for the operation of
its own courts? Wouldn't that negative the federal system as a vital
part of our constitutional Government?

Senator SPARKMAN. Yes it would be contrary to the intent of the
Constitution and to our system of government.

Senator ERVLN. Doesn't title II provide in effect that an attorney
in a case can assert that the provisions with reference to the compo-
sition of juries have been violated, and without offering any basis
for his assertions, require all of the jury officials in the jurisdiction
involved to come in and make a disclosure of all details about how
they select the jurors?

Senator SPARKMAN. That is the import of the language.
Senator ERVIN. And he can do that without making any proof that

there is any basis for his assertions; can he not?
Senator SPARKMAN. It could b0 done on a simple charge.
Senator ERvIN. And even afte&vhe receives the sworn statement of

the jury officials, and that sworn'statement shows that there has been
no violation of the statute, he can then cross-examine those jury
commissioners and any other person concerning any matter relevant
to the question whether there has been any person denied the right
to serve on the jury on account of his race or his national origin or his
sex or his economic status; can't he?

Senator SPARKMAN. That is right. It brings the Federal Govern-
ment right into the jury box.

Senator ERyIN. I will ask you as a matter of fact if any lawyer
could not virtually prevent any case from ever coming to trial, under
the provisions of this bill, owing to the fact that it would be .relevant
for him to inquire into the race, the national origin, the sex, the religion,
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and the economic status of every adult whose name either appeared
in the jury box or whose name was excluded from the jury box?

Senator SPARKMAN. There could be almost interminable delay.
Senator ERVIN. And is it not true that in most of the rural counties

of the United States with which you are familiar the courts of general
jurisdiction meet only for limited periods of time at stated intervals
throughout the year, and under this title would this not provide a
method by which a lawyer could prevent the average case from ever
coming to trial?

Senator SPARKMAN. The Senator is correct.
Senator ERVIN. And he could do all of that without showing there

is any basis for his action whatever; can't he?
Senator SPARKMAN. That is correct.
Senator ERVIN. Now, just one question with reference to title III.

Under existing law, the Attorney General can bring suits to desegre-
gate school districts only if he has a complaint that discrimination has
existed in those school districts, and only if the persons making the
complaint are unable financially to maintain the cost of the litigation
themselves. Isn't that your understanding of existing law?

Senator SPARKMAN. That is correct.
Senator ERVIN. Now, does not title III vest in the Attorney General

the absolute authority to bring desegregation suits without any com-
plaint being made, and without making any inquiry into the financial
ability of any body to bring suits?

Senator SPARKMAN. That is right.
Senator ERVIN. Individually.
Senator SPARKMAN. He can start an action any time he personally

wishes to do so.
Senator ERVIN. Is it not one of the fundamental principles of our

Constitution that constitutional rights are individual rights, and
whether they are to be exercised or not is a matter solely for the de-
termination of the individual possessing the right?

Senator SPARKMAN. That is correct.
Senator ERVIN. Does not title III vest in the Attorney General

power to do violence to that constitutional principle, and to make
the determination himself whether or not rights which belong to
individuals shall be exercised even in cases where those individuals
may not wish to exercise those rights?

Senator SPARKMAN. That is right.
Senator ERVIN. After the decision in the Brown case, on remand, did

not the Federal courts in South Carolina and Kansas declare that the
Brown case did not require integration-that it merely prohibited
discrimination consisting of the exclusion of a child from a particular
school on account of his race?

Senator SPARKMAN. That is right.
Senator ERVIN. And did not those courts declare and have not

other Federal courts since declared that the Constitution does not
require integration? It merely prohibits exclusion from schools on
the basis of race, and if all the schools of a community are open to all
children regardless of race there is no violation of the Constitution
involved.

Senator SPARKMAN. That is my understanding.
Senator ERVIN. And wouldn't title III in practical operation give

the Attorney General the power to nullify the interpretation made
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of the Constitution in the Brown case, regardless of the wishes of the
people of the communities?

Senator SPARKMAN. It certainly would give the Attorney General
that power.

Senator ERVIN. Now, with reference to title V, which purports to be
based in part on the 14th amendment, does not the 1st section of the
14th amendment merely provide that no State shall deprive any person
of the privileges and impunities of Federal citizenship or of due process
of law or of the equal protection of the laws? Isn't that its substance?

Senator SPARKMAN. That is the provision.
Senator ERVIN. No power whatever is given to Congress under

those words to regulate or to deal with anything except the prohibi-
tions on certain kinds of State action; is that not true?

Senator SPARKMAN. That is my interpretation.
Senator ERVIN. And does not section 5 of the 14th amendment

merely provide that Congress shall have the power to pass legislation
which is appropriate to enforce those prohibitions against the for-
bidden State action?

Senator SPARKMAN. The Senator is correct.
Senator ERVIN. And hasn't every authoritative decision of the

Supreme Court of the United States and of all of the lower Federal
courts from the time the 14th amendment was ratified stated that
section 5 does not reach individual action at all, unless that individual
action is concurred in by State action of some kind?

Senator SPARKMAN. That is my understanding.
Senator ERVIN. And would it not be impossible to uphold these

provisions relating to the action of individuals in title V, unless there
is a total repudiation of both the language and the interpretations of
the 14th amendment?

Senator SPARKMAN. I feel that that is the effect that title V would
have.

Senator ERVIN. You can make a very good case for the proposition
that if you want to engage in logic as to the powers of Government to
do what is best for the people, the Government should have power
to prescribe what the people will eat or what their diet should be in the
interest of keeping them fro.n overeating.

Senator SPARKMAN. Well, that conclusion could be drawn. I may
say, Mr. Chairman, I am a strong believer in our system of govern-
ment, which does provide for what I consider a strong Federal Govern-
ment, a strong National Government, but at the same time the protec-
tion of the States and the individuals in the rights that were there
before there was a Federal Government. I believe in that dual system
of government and I think we ought to respect it.

Senator ERVIN. I share your conviction in that regard. 'I think
we have the most marvelous system of government ever created by
the mind of man, and that is so because it was created out of the entire
experience of the English-speaking people in their fight for self-Govern-
ment and dignity and freedom of the individual. The Constitu-
tion divides the powers of the Government between the Federal Gov-
ernment on the one hafd and local government in the form of the
States and subdivisions of States on'the other, and I think that when-
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ever you let the Federal Government invade the fields that are reserved
to the States, you are destroying the best system of government ever
devised by the mind of man.

This bill to a large extent, where it doesn't offend the letter of the
Constitution, offends, in my judgment, sanity and sound action under
the Constitution.

Thank you very much.
Senator SPARKMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. AUTRY. Mr. Chairman, the next witness is the Honorable

Frankie Freeman, Commissioner of the U.S. Commission on Civil
Rights. She is also the associate general counsel of the St. Louis
Housing and Land Clearance Authority.

Mrs. Freeman, if you would for the record, please identify the two
gentlemen accompanying you.

STATEMENT OF FRANKIE FREEMAN, COMMISSIONER, ASSOCIATE
GENERAL COUNSEL, ST. LOUIS HOUSING AND.LAND CLEARANCE
AUTHORITIES, U.S. COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS, AC.
COMPANIED BY WILLIAM L. TAYLOR, STAFF DIRECTOR, AND
HOWARD A. GLICKSTEIN, GENERAL COUNSEL

Mrs. FREEMAN. Honorable chairman and distinguished members
of this subcommittee, I am Frankie M. Freeman, a member of the
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights. Accompanying me are Mr.
William L. Taylor, staff director and Mr. Howard Glickstein, General
Counsel of the Commission on Civil Rights.

I appreciate this opportunity to appear before you in support of
legislation which, I believe will afford urgently needed protection to
all Americans.

The Commission supports the objectives of S. 3296-to provide
more effective and impartial means of selecting juries, to make more
secure the right to equal educational opportunity and to equal access
to public facilities, to remove racial discrimination as a barrier to
obtaining housing, and to strengthen and supplement existing criminal
sanctions against officials and private citizens who intimidate Negroes
and civil rights workers in connection with the exercise of their rights.
We have suggestions for what we believe will be improvements-but
they are offered as changes tending to strengthen the bill and make
more certain our Nation's approach to its objectives.

TITLES I AND II

It was one of the central purposes of the 14th amendment to do
away with awdual standard in the administration of justice for whites
and Negroes. One hundred years have elapsed but we have failed to
achieve that purpose in some areas of this country. In parts of the
South the instrumentalities of justice have been used, in the words of
my fellow Commissioner Erwin N. Griswold, "to perpetuate a system
of social control." Exclusion of Negroes from juries is one of the
ways in which this social control is exercised. Crimes or civil wrongs
of certain types, committed against Negroes or whites believed to
sympathize with Negroes, cease to be crimes or wrongs at all. Dis-
proportionately large penalties are imposed .on Negroes believed to
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have flouted prevailing social mores. And it is not difficult to ap.
preciate the effect that knowledge by Negroes of racial discrimination
in the selection of juries may have in deterring them from seeking
civil remedies in just causes.

Titles I and II of the bill are designed to deal more effectively with
discrimination in the selection of juries and thereby make inroads
upon the dual standard. These titles also could help to end racial
violence by increasing the likelihood that the offenders will be made to
answer for their crimes.

Several proposed amendments of a technical nature to title I and
other titles of the bill are incorporated in a staff memorandum, which,
with the permission of the subcommittee, I will submit for the record.

(The memorandum referred to follows:)

UNITED STATES COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS, WASHINGTON, D.C.

STAFF MEMORANDUM

Subject: Recommendations on Technical Amendment: to S. 3296 and Supple"
mentary Comment on Title V.

TITLE I-FEDERAL JURIES

There are two areas in Title I where technical improvements should be made:
Summoning of Jurors-The Administration's Pill amends and renumbers the

sections of the present law which would not be changed, but omits the provision
now numbered as Title 28 U.S.C. §1867, without adding a substitute provision.
Present section 1867 provides for the summoning of prospective jurors at the time
they arc required to serve.

Testing of Jurors-The Administration's Bill requires prospective jurors to
appear personally before the clerk to fill out a juror qualification form. This
would require prospective jurors to make a special trip to the Federal district
court, often some distance from their homes, without any compensation. We
recommend that the Bill be amended to permit the juror qualification form to be
returned by mail and, if necessary, completed on his behalf by someone other than
the juror. Only if a person did not respond to a mail request would the person be
asked to appear in person. This would mean that the literacy test portion of
the form would have to be administered by the clerk after the prospective juror
had been summoned to the court for actual jury duty, and that all persons sum-
moned would be compensated whether or not they were accepted for jury service.

TITLE V-INTERFERENCE WITH RIGHTS

Interference with Persons Using Interstate Highways-Section 501(a) should
include an additional subsection making criminal any interference with a person
using any road or highway in interstate commerce. Section 501(a) (7) is limited
to travel by common carrier. While 18 U.S.C. § 241 has been interpreted to make
criminal any interference with interstate-travel, that section requires the Govern-
ment in a prosecution to establish the./xistence of a conspiracy. By covering
interstate travel in this legislation, the Government would be protecting against
interference with persons using the highways even where there is not a conspiracy.

Repeal of Criminal Sanctions Against Intimidation Contained in Voting Rights
Act of 1965-As Mrs. Freeman's statement notes, Title V as presently written
applies only to acts involving "force or threat of force." It does not extend to
economic intimidation. Her statement also notes that Section 502(c) repeals the
criminal sanctions against economic intimidation now contained in the Voting
Rights Act.

The Commission has repeatedly drawn attention to the problem of economic
intimidation directed at Negro exercise of voting rights. In its 1961 report,
Voting at pp. 91-97, it examined difficulties in the enforcemc't of 42 U.S.C.
§ 1971(b). In its 1965 report, Voting in Mississippi at pp. 31-40, the Commission
explored the effects of fear of economic reprisal and published the results of a
four-county poll of public school teachers showing the direct relationship between
fear of economic reprisal and failure to attempt -to register.

It is impossible ,o measure at this time the effect which the threat of poPsiblo
criminal prosecution has had on persons who might otherwise have attempted
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economic coer'con against Negro voter registrants. We do know that the Attor-
ney General, testifying before a subcommittee of the House Judiciary Committee
6n the proposed Voting Rights Act of 1965, stressed the need for new tools to
combat existing economic intimidation and urged adoption of a criminal sanction
prohibiting intimidation (including economic intimidation) of persons voting or
attempting to vote as a "substantial deterrent to intimidation." :Hearings before
Subcommittee No. 5 of theHouse Judiciary Committee on H.R. 6400, March 18,
1965, at p. 11. It is certainly clear that large numbers of Negro citizens have
been encouraged to register by the 1965 Act. Without convincing proof that the
present criminal sanction has been without effect in deterring economic reprisal,
elementary caution would dictate that the sanction be retained.

Repeal of the criminal sanctions of the Voting Rights Act applicable to intimi-
dation involves still other problems.

"Voting" is defined in the Voting Rights Act as including the right to have one's
ballot counted and included in the appropriate totals. It is also defined in that
Act as extending to elections to party office. It is not clear that a court would
read these terms into Section 501 a) or 501(b), which are criminal provisions to be
strictly construed. Accordingly, threats of violence aimed at persons partici-
pating in precinct meetings, circulating petitions for nominations or challenging
failures to tabulate may not be reached under Title V of the proposed 1966 Act.

In a prosecution under the Voting Rights Act for violating Section, 11(b), it is
not necessary to establish a racial motive. Under Section 501 (a) (1) of the pro-
posed 1966 Act, however, it is apparently necessary to prove that the injury,
intimidation or interference, or attempted injury, intimidation, or iiiterference
was "because of * * * [the victim's] race, color, religion, or national origin * *. "
Something akin to a racial motive also would have to be proven under Sections
501(b) (1) and 50 (b) (2). Under Section 501(b) (1), the Government would have
to establish an itent to discourage the person interfered with from participating
in voting or other protected activity without discrimination on account of race,
color, religion or national origin. Section 501(b) (2) requires an intent to intimi-
date a person because he has "so participated" in the protected activity, i.e.,
participated "without discrimination on account of race, color, religion or na-
tional origin."

In his testimony before Congress in 1965, the Attorney General urged ith
adoption of the criminal sanction against intimidation now contained in the
Voting Rights Act on the ground that proof of purpose in civil litigation under 42
U.S.C. §1971(b) had "rendered the statute largely ineffective." Title V of the
proposed 1965 Act would appear to reestablish a "purpose" requirement similar
to that which the Department of Justice has found difficult to establish in the
past-only this time the Department would have to prove purpose beyond a
reasonable doubt.

We see no justification for withdrawing criminal sanctions which presently
exist, substituting other criminal sanctions which are not as comprehensive or
effective, and thereby increasing needlessly the likelihood of economic intimidation
and physical violence now restrained by the threat of Federal prosecution.

With respect to State jury selection, dealt with under title II, the
Commission found in 1961 that:

The practice of excluding Negroes from juries or account of their race still
persists in a few States. The burden of combating such racial exclusion from juries
now rests entirely on private persons-almost invariably defendants in criminal
trials.

Accordingly, the Commission recommended-
that Congress consider the advisability of empowering the Attorney General to
bring civil proceedings to prevent the exclusion of persons from jury service on
account of race, color, or national origin.

S. 3296 would do that, and in addition would cover .discrimination
based on religion, sex, and economic status. The Commission en-
dorses these additions.

Although the enforcement provisions of title II are appropriate, I
believe they could be strengthened.

Section 201 creates a right which it vests in potential jurors. Under
section 204 the Attorney General and private litigants may bring
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injunctive proceedings to enforce the right. Criminal defendants are
empowered" to enforce the provisions of tie law. We recommend tha
plaintiffs and defendants in civil litigation in State courts also be per-
mitted to enforce the nondiscrimination right, as they can under
section, 1867(b) of title I in Federal cases.

Sections 204 and 205 provide suitable discovery proceedings and
impose the requirement of preserving jury records. A further provi-
sion should be added requiring the recording of racial data.

Establishing the race of each name upon relevant jury records
would be an impossible requirement for most private litigants. The
Attorney General outlined to the House Committee on the Judiciary
the extreme conditions of jury exclusion in Lowndes County, Ala.,
found by the district court on February 7. In preparing that case
the Department of Justice expended extraordinary effort to sift
through the thousands of names of persons appearing on jury records
and to establish the race of each person on those records. In Missis-
sippi, where State law prohibits recording the race of registered
voters, the Justice Department has spent thousands of man-hours
establishing the racial identity of persons on voting rolls in litigation
to enforce voting rights. Voter rolls serve ts a basis for jury selection
in Mississippi.

We recommend that whenever a prospective juror is called to
demonstrate his qualifications for jury service, the State should be
required to record his race, color, religion, sex, and national origin.
The relevant provisions of title I, section 1865(a), impose this re-
quirement with respect to Federal juries. It is equally necessary in
title II in order to make the discovery procedures and recordkeeping
requirements of sections 204 and 205 meaningful.

Lastly, I believe title II would be improved by further facilitating
proof of jury discrimination. Consideration should be given to
provisions such as those contained in the pending Douglas-Case bill
(S. 2923) creating a rebuttable presumption of jury discrimination
where there is a recent court decree finding such discrimination or
disproportionately low participation of any protective class over a
period of time.

TITLE III

Experience over the last 2 years demonstrates the need for refine-
ment and extension of present civil remedies for the protection of
Federal rights.

The Commission supports the proposal in title III to authorize the
Attorney General to bring civil actions against public officials wherever
such actions are necessary to desegregate public schools and other
public facilities instead of limiting him to action only upon",a signed
complaint from a private party who is unable to bring suit. The
burden should not rest upon citizens deprived of rights-whether or
not they are indigent-to pit their resources against the far more for-
midable resources of the State or local government which is failing to
comply with well-settled constitutional obligations.

We also particularly urge the enactment of section 301(b) 6f title
III. which would authorize the Attorney General to institute civil
actions against persons, whether or not they are' public officials, who
intimidate threaten, coerce, or interfere with persons attending or
helping others t' attend public schools or any other public facility.
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The Commission has found that fear, intimidation and harassment
of Negro parents are still substantial. deterrents to desegregation of
public schools in' the South. In a recent report on school desegrega-
tion in the Southern and border States, the Commission found numer-
ous instances of intimidation, harassment and violent attacks on
children and parents of children who attempted to attend formerly
all-white schools. 'For example, in one county in Georgia, bottles,
stones, toilet paper, and paint were thrown at the home of a family
whose daughter was one of the first four Negro children to attend
the county high school which formerly had been all white. The
family of another of these four children had lived under such attacks
for a year.

These families continued to send their children to the desegregated
schools, but many others gave up. In another Georgia county, all
of the Negro children who selected white schools under a desegrega-
tion plan approved by the Office of Education changed their choice.
The father of one Negro student said that within 48 hours- of sub-
mitting the choice form designating a white school, he was 'told by
his employer, who was also his landlord, that he would lose his job
and home if his child attended a white school. In a county in Mis-
sissippi, two families who had chosen white schools and had altered
their choice were nevertheless evicted by their white landlords.
This confirmed the belief of other Negro families in that county that
they could not afford to send their children to the white schools.

Such acts of intimidation and harassment constitute an important
reason why school desegregation in the Deep South continues to be
restricted to token numbers of children. It was this finding that led
the Commission to recommend legislation similar to that embodied
in title III.

If this bill is enacted, the Attorney General will have the authority
to bring civil suits for injunctive relief in the areas of voting, housing,
jury selection, schools, public accommodations, and employment.
But we think this sanction should be available against interference
with the advocacy of racial equality, Title III should be expanded
to give the Attorney General this additional authority.

We also recommend that Congress amend 42 U.S.C. 1983 to per-
mit suits by private persons for injunctive relief against persons seek-
ing to interfere with the exercise of rights specified in title V of the
administration's bill. Section 1983 as presently written would be
applicable to interference with title V rights only when such inter-
ference were under color of law. The decision of the Supreme Court
in United States v. Guest, decided March 29, 1966, suggests that Con-
gress has the power to permit suits by individuals for injunctive relief
against private persons seeking to interfere with the. exercise of these
rights. Congress should exercise that power.

We also suggest a few additional amendments to the bill to improve
existing civil remedies. Most of these proposals have been recom-
mended previously by the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights.

1. We suggest that the administration's bill be amended to give
persons who suffer physical injury or property loss as the result of
exercising any of the specific rights protected by thecriminal provisions
of title V of the administration's bill or as the result of rging or aiding
others to exercise such rights, a right of action for money damages in
Federal court against those responsible for the injury or loss. This



would provide a more effective remedy for assuring compensation
to those who are injured by racial violence than is available under
existing law. Sections 1938 and 1985 of title 42, United States Code,
are inadequate because they are limited to actions against persons
acting under color of law or pursuant to conspiracies to deprive indi.
viduals of protected rights.

2. In addition, we propose that 42 U.S.C. 1983 be amended to
include a provision that any county, city or other local governmental
entity which employs officers who deprive persons of rights protected
by section 1983 should be jointly liable with the officers to persons who
suffer injury or loss from the misconduct of such officers. This
amendment-recommended by the Commission on Civil Rights in
1961 and again in 1965-would not only assure the recovery of suf-
ficient funds to compensate for the loss, but would encourage local
governmental entities to hire more responsible law enforcement
officials. Several States, either by statute or judicial decision, already
make local governments liable for the wrongful acts of their agents.
But Federal remedies for violation of Federal rights should not be
dependent on State law.

We regard these remedies as minimal steps which should not pre-
clude a serious study of proposals to establish Federal administrative
machinery to indemnify the victims of civil rights crimes.

3. The administration's bill also should be amended to allow private
persons to obtain injunctive relief, notwithstanding the anti-injunction
prohibitions of 28 U.S.C. 2283, wherever State prosecutions are
brought against persons for properly exercising first amendment rights
directed at obtaining equal treatment for all citizens regardless of race,
color, religion or national origin. Such a proposal was made by the
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights in its law enforcement report in
1965.

4. We also believe that equal treatment under law will become a
reality sooner if law enforcement and the administration of justice
become the work of all people, without regard to race. Negroes are
still barred in many localities from becoming law enforcement officers
and court officials. We urge that title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights
Act be amended to cover discrimination in public employment in
State and local governments and agencies. It is anamolous that
under title VII as now written obligations are imposed upon private
employers and unions that are not imposed upon government.

TITLE IV. EQUAL OiPORTUNITY IN HOUSING

Title IV would outlaw discrimination in the rental, sale, financing,
use, and occupancy of housing. In doing so, it would reaffirm and
implement the national policy-declared as long ago as the'Housing
Act of 1949-to realize "as soon as feasible ** * the goal of a decent
home and a suitable living environment for every American family."

Studies by the U.S. Commission on-Civil Rights over a period of
years have provided ample support for its conclusion that "housing* * seems to be the one commodity on the American market that
is not freely Available, on equal terms to everyone who can afford
to pay." This limitation on availability of housing to nonwhites is
not simply the result of individual decisiqos by individual homeowners
and tenants who wished to segregate themselves.
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On the contrary, during the past 30 years we have seen the develop.
ment of large new communities in metropolitan areas made :possible
by Federal assistance and constructed under Federal policies which
encouraged the creation and maintenance of racially homogeneous
areas. From 1935 until well after World War II-a period during
which approximately 15 million new homes were built-the power of
the National Government was employed openly to prevent integrated
housing. Federal policies were premised upon the hypothesis that
social and economic stability could best be achieved by keeping
neighborhood populations as homogeneous as possible. For example
the 1935 and 1936 Underwriting Manuals of the FHA recommend
the insertion of racial covenants in deeds and warned that "inhar-
monious racial groups" or "incompatible racial elements" would
reduce the value of property. The 1938 FHA manual advised:

If a neighborhood is to retain stability, it is necessary that properties shall
continue to be occupied by the same social and racial classes.

Even after 1950, prior to the issuance by President Kennedy of
Executive Order No. 11063, none of the Federal agencies concerned
with the extension of housing and mortgage credit took significant
action to assure that the institutions they assisted-builders, mortgage
lenders, and realtors-made their service available to all persons upon
equal terms.

In large measure as a result of these policies, the increasing numbers
of Negroes and members of other minority groups who have migrated
to urban areas have found themselves confined largely to deteriorating
areas of the central city. With little new housing available to them
they have paid exorbitant prices for housing that is overcrowded
and often unsound-all contrary to the policy announced in the
Housing Act of 1949 to eliminate substandard and other inadequate
housing.

Other Federal policies-such as highway construction and urban
renewal-have frequently aggravated rather than remedied this
situation. In its recent hearing in Cleveland, Ohio, the Commission
heard testimony from a Negro witness who was uprooted by highway
construction froni a $22;000 home he owned in a predominantly white
section of the city. Unable to find a home in the same area and
unaided by the government which had displaced him, he was compelled
to move back to the slum area he had left 10 years earlier.

With this background the Federal Government has a clear responsi-
bility to correct the injustice which it has done so much to create and
perpetuate.

The guarantee to all citizens of free access to housing within their
means is, we believe, essential to the fulfillment of other rights.

Senator ERViN. Pardon the interruption. Didn't the event which
you just described occur in the State of Missouri?

Mrs. FREEMAN. Cleveland. Cleveland, Ohio.
Senator ERVIN. Cleveland, Ohio?
Mrs. FREEMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator ERnIN. Thank you.
Mrs. FREMAN. It has been suggested that access to housing is

largely an economic matter, and there is a good measure of truth in
this assertion. But jobs increasingly are being dispersed from the
central city into smaller cities and suburban areas. Negroes barred
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from obtaining housing in these areas often are effectively excluded
from access to better paying jobs.

They are also hinidred in their efforts to obtain better education and
increasingly are relegated to segregated and inferior schools. In
establishing a right to nondiscriminatory access to housing, S. 3296
will also open the doors to equal economic and educational oppor.
tunity.

Although we support the major provisions of title IV, we believe the
bill should be amended to make the remedies more effective. As
presently written title IV relies exclusively upon the initiation of law-
suits by the aggrieved party or the Attorney General. Experience in
the field of civil rights has shown that exclusive reliance upon indi-
vidual lawsuits is not an effacious way of remedying widespread vio-
lations of Federal law. In the field of voting, Congress provided this
type of remedy in 1957, 1960, and 1964 and ultimately conceded its
failure by enacting the Voting Rights Act of 1965 establishing non-
judicial remedies. The House has passed amendments to title VII
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to strengthen the administrative en-
forcement machinery of the Equal Employment Opportunity Com-
mission-suggesting that in the employment area, too, there is a
recognition that judicial remedies alone are inadequate. Our already
overburdened courts, moreover, provide little hope for prompt en-
forcement, and the Attorney General's office already has major
responsibility for suits in other important areas. Thus, we propose
that Congress vest in a Federal agency administrative authority to
investigate and make prompt determinations of fact in cases involving
violations of this title, and to issue cease-and-desist orders enforceable
in the courts.

We also believe that the bill should be amended to make more
effective use of another sanction, the conditioning of Federal financial
assistance upon action to afford equal housing opportunity.

Several years ago, the Commission examined in some detail the role
of the Federal Government in relation to housing finance. We con-
cluded then, and we believe it is equally true today, that "the Federal
Government is the Atlas of the Nation's, home finance community,
supporting the entire structure with its resources, its prestige, and its
blessings." Through programs of FHA mortgage insurance and VA
loan guarantees, the Federal Government insures private lending in-
stitutions against los§ and facilitates the entire housing market. As
of January 1, 1966, the total outstanding FIA mortgage insurance
was estimated at $47.6 billion aW- the outstanding principal balance
of VA guaranteed loans was.estimated at $30.4 billion. The Federal
Government also grants charters, and inspires accounts of lending in-
stitutions that are responsible for a major portion of .the 'Nation's
home financing. As of January 1, 1966, these institutions held, in
the aggregate, residential mortgage loans of over $170billion. It has
been estimated that the combination of federally underwritten loans
and conventional loans made by federally supervised lending institu-
tions accounts for more than 80 percent o' all home loans. Surely
this massive Federal involvement in the housing market should be
brought into play in making equal housing opportunity a fact of
American life.

To some extent, of course, the sanction of futid withdrawal is already
provided by law.; Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and Execu-
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tive Order 11063 on equal opportunity in housing, issued by President
Kennedy in 1962, both address themselves to preventing housing
discrimination by means of the leverage of Federal assistance. Both
title VI and the Executive order however, are limited in theircoverage.

Title VI excludes FHA and VA insurance and guaranty programs
from its ambit. The Executive order, while it covers new housing
provided through FHA or VA assistance, does not deal meaningfully
with housing provided under assistance agreements executed before
the date of the order. Thus, for example, hundeeds of thousands of
multifamily units built prior to the order, but still assisted by FHA
mortgage insurance, are not subject to any Federal requirement of
nondiscrimination. The order, moreover, covers only an estimated
17 percent of the new housing starts. In recent years the FHA and
VA share of the new housing market has been declining. Furthermore
neither title VI nor the Executive order relates at all to Federal
assistance by way of Federal chartering or insurance of accounts in
federally supervised lending institutions.

The Executive order has not had a significant impact even with
respect to housing which it does cover. By administrative regulation,
FHA has eliminated owner-occupied one- and two-family houses from
coverage. FHA and VA have relied exclusively on complaints, under-
taking no affirmative action to enforce the nondiscrimination require-
ment. Many cases become moot either because the Negro family
involved cannot wait for a house panding.conclusion of the adminis-
trative proceedings or because, owing to the lack of machinery for
immediate relief, the house is sold. Furthermore, sanctions against
builders have proved ineffective because they have been able to turn
to conventional financing free of any nondiscrimination' obligation.

Title IV of this bill would correct the existing gaps in coverage by
extending coverage to all housing, regardless of how it was financed;
We believe this breadth of coverage should be supported by legislation
requiring federally chartered or insured banks and savings and loan
associations, as a condition of continued chartering or insurance, to
follow nondiscrimination policies in mortgage lending and 'to include
in loan agreements executed with builders a provision that the builder
will not discriminate ;on the basis of race, religion, or national origin
in the sale or rental of the homes for which the financing is provided.
Proposed legislation along these lines might appropriately be enacted
by amending title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

Finally, we think it important to recognize that 6ven if this legisla-
tion is enacted and is effectively implemented, it will be of benefit
primarily to those who have the means to afford middle income hous-
ing. Adequate housing within the reach of people with lov incomes
is available only in limited quantity outside the central city. Tho
problem is compounded by the unavailability of land for low income
housing outside the central city and the refusal of suburlian author
ties to permit within their jurisdictions the construction of federally
subsidized low iticome housing. The Departmenit of Housing and
Urban Development, if it is to make a contributions to solving the'
problems of our large cities, must address itself to the preparation of
policy measures designed to provide better housing opportunities for
citizens 'of all incomes throughout our metropolitan areas.
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TITLE V: CRIMINAL SANCTIONS TO PROTECT FEDERAL RIGHTS

Finally, we must develop effective legislation and executive measures
to remedy the intolerable condition, found in parts of the Deep South,
of violence and intimidation which goes unpunished. Assuring that
juries are selected in a fair and nondiscriminatory manner is one im,
portant requisite to deterring and punishing racial violence. But
Federal criminal remedies also must be strengthened if this goal is to
be accomplished. In November of 1965, the Commission completed a
study of discrimination in southern law enforcement. It found that
in county after county, the persons responsible for bombings, arson,
beatings, and murder of Negroes, and whites assisting Negroes in
asserting their rights, were not being brought to justice. The per-
petrators of the triple murder in Neshoba County, Miss., during the
summer of 1964, the Penn killing on a Georgia highway, and the killing
of Jonathan Daniels in Lowndes County, and Rev. James Reeb
in Selma, Ala., are still unpunished. Based on testimony at its
Mississippi hearing, the Commission found that between September
1963 and September 1964, in and near Adams and Madison Counties,
Miss., there had been multiple instances of bombing and arson of
Negro homes and churches, and of whipping, shooting and even killing
of Negroes. No one was brought to justice by local law enforcement
officials in Adams County; two men pleaded no contest and received
minimal fines in Madison County.

The Commission found, in effect, that the administration of justice
has broken down in pa ts of the South. Investigations of incidents of
violence by the responsible law enforcement officials were perfunctory
or nonexistent. In some cases officials treated civil rights workers as
suspects rather than the victims of the violence.

Since the time of the Commission's investigation, law enforcement
has improved in some parts of the South. In many places, political
and community leaders have spoken out clearly against violence and
have directed law-enforcement officials to provide protection for
people and ideas they do not like.

But racial violence continues. On January 11, 1966, Vernon
Dahmer, a Negro leader who had encouraged and assisted Negroes to
pay their poll taxes and register to vote was killed during the fire
bombing of his home in Hattiesburg, Miss. And this committee
knows that even as these hearings began on Monday, James Meredith
was struck down by a sniper as he marched in Mississippi, to urge
Negroes to vote, and assure they there was nothing to fear. There
have been numerous other recent acts of violence in some areas of the
Deep South which have gone an( continue to go unnoticed by the
national news media. The Southern Regional Council, in a report
issued iu May of 1966, collected newspaper and other published reports
listing nearly a hundred incidents of racial violence in a number of
Southern States occurring between September 1965 and February
1966. It appears that in many areas the responsible State and local
officials are still not completely willing or able to carry out their
duties.

In this situation, thqre is a clear Federal responsibility for protecting
the rights of citizens to be secure against violence and intimidation.
Congress, in the last centry, enacted laws to fulfill this responsibility,
but these laws have not proved effective.
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Title V, unlike previous Federal criminal statutes to protect civil
rights does notrequire the Federal Government to prove that the as-
sailant specifically intended to deprive the victim of a specific consti-
tutional right. Instead, the Government need only prove that the
assailant intended illegal violence which has the effect of depriving the
victim of a Federal right. The statute would cover acts of private
individuals, whether or not they conspire together and regardless of
whether local governmental officials also were involved. It also would
provide for penalties graduated in accordance with the seriousness of
the crime.

The Commission's investigations in Mississippi in 1964 and 1965
revealed that much of the violence that occurred was aimed at persons
selected at random, and that such violence intimidated the Negro
community as effectively as if directed at a person actually engaged
in civil rights activities.

At its Jackson hearing, the Commissioners heard testimony from
one Negro resident of Adams County, Miss., describing a beating he
had received from eight hooded men. The witness testified that he
was not registered to vote and had never been involved in civil rights
activity. of any kind. He said:

. . they pulled my clothes off . . .shoved me down on my stomach, then
they started beating . . . (They said:) "we know you're the leading nigger in
Nathez, the NAACP and the Masonic Lodge". . . then they got me to my
knees 'and put a double-barrelled shotgun right at the end of my nose . . . and
said, "Well, now, you're going to tell a white man the truth." Then . . . he
hit me in the face until he knocked me over. And he said, "Nigger run . . ."
and when I fell '. , they clamped the light out and they shot right where they
seen me last . . .

This kind of attack to terrorize the Negro community would be
dealtwith expressly by section 501(b)(1). This section will strengthen
existing laws by covering random acts of violence against persons who
have not attempted to exercise any of the rights enumerated in
section 501(a), when such violence is intended to discourage other
persons from exercising these rights.

Title V makes other improvements in existing law. As this com-
mittee knows, the Commission's 1965 law enforcement repo-- recom-
mended that the FBI make on-the-scene arrests when civil rights
violations are committed in their presence. One objection that has
been raised against this proposal is that because of the vagueness of
sections 241 and 242 of title 18, FBI agents would be required to make
complicated determinations about the intent of the assailants. Title
V, by making specific the conduct prohibited, should remove this
obstacle to: on-the-scene arrests.

We recommend, in addition, that Congress give serious considera-
tion to amending title V in the following respects:

1. Congress should enact a companion provision to 18 U.S.C. 242
whidh would enumerate those specific denials of due process rights
which would constitute criminal acts. Such a provision would, for
example, punish any law enforcement officer who inflicted bodily
injury upon a person in the course of eliciting a confession to a crime.
The provision would supplement the coverage of equal protection
rights provided by title V of the bill. 'This addition would eliminate
the need for establishing the specific intent to deprive the victim of
his constitutional rights which is now required to be proven in all
section 242 prosecutions.
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2. A section should be included which would forbid private conduct
designed to preclude a fair trial. Such a statute would reach lynching
by providing punishment for private individuals wh6, acting lone or
in a group not including law enforcement officials, for example, killed
a person who was in custody awaiting trial for a crinid.

3. Title V should be amended to prohibit acts of economic as well a
physical coeircion. Title V as now written applies only to acts invlrv-
ing "force or threat of force." In fact, the bill would narrow existing
law by repealing criminal provisions in the Voting Rights Act whici
make intimidation and .coercion by State registration officials ahtd
private persons, by any means inchiuding threat of firing or eviction, a
crime. Yet economic coercion, as Congress recognized in: connection
with the Vptirig Rights Act of 1965, remains 'a serious impediment to
the exercise' of Federal rights. Since September 1965, newspapers
have reported that 100 Negroes in St. Francisville, La., and 20 in
Lowndes County, Ala., have been evicted from their home for regis-
tering to vote. The Commission found in February of this year that
in some areas of the South where Negroes hitre elected to attend
formerly all-white schools the Negro community has been subjected
to evictions and loss of jobs as well as to other forms of intimidation.
I have cited some examples previously.

There are many others. For example, the mother of a Negrd
student who selected a white school in Sumter County, Ga., was fired
from* her job as a maid within 24 hours after submission of the choice
form.. In Webster County, Miss., two Negro families who had selected
formerly all-white schools for three children scheduled to enter the
first grade in September 1965 were told by their white landlords to
move out of their houses. Evictions of Negro families enrolling their
children in previously all-white schools have been reported in'Thomas
County, Ga., and Merigold, Miss. Parents of such children have been
reported threatened with, or actually subjected to, job loss in Baker
County and Waynesboro Ga., Rolling Fork, Anguilla and West
Point, Miss., and Demopolis, Ala.

Such' practices are properly treated as criminal acts, for they are
deliberate and often effective efforts to interfere with the exercise of
Federal rights. Since economic coercion is by its very nature a cal'
culated act, it may be susceptible to deterrence by criminal sanctions
even more than violence, which frequently is irrational. Acts of
economic intimidation directed against the exercise of any of the rights
protected by title V should be covered by the bill. And surely there
Is no warrant for taking the retrogressive step of repealing the criminal

-sanction against economic intimidation presently contained in the
Voting Rights Act.

CONCLUSION

Mr. Chairman, although Congress spent many long and arduous
hours in enacting the landmark Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the
Voting Rights Act of 1965, that legislation was in a real sense only a
beginning-not an end. It did not attempt to deal with the critical
problem of discrimination in housing, and itdid not fully secure their
rights which it was the high purpose of those statutes to vindicate.
Those rights were not fully secured because, to the extent that judicial
remedies were provided, the remedies afforded were not wholly
adequate. More important, intimidation of persons exercising or
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attempting to exercise their rights 'has not been effectively met,
partly because the available criminal sanctions against such intimidia-
tion are inadequate and partly because juries discriminatorily selected
cannot be relied upon to convict the guilty.' Unless we move swiftly
to secure these rights in fact as well as in theory, we risk a serious
loss of faith and bitter disillusionment by those who, upon passage of
the 1964 and 1965 acts, believed that the doors to equal opportunity
finally had opened for them.

Senator ERVIN. Your recommendations are rather drastic. In the
interests of time I am not going to cross-examine you about them but
I will only make the observation that if the recommendations of the
Civil Rights Commission were enacted into law, States would be sub-
stantially destroyed as effective instruments of government, State
power would be supplanted in fields that have always been assigned
to States, by Federal power. The rights of private contract would be
most seriously curtailed, what are properly justiciable controversies
would be transferred from the courts, where certain rules of law
prevail, to boards, and the Federal Government would for the first
time in American history embark on a program of enacting and en-
forcing criminal laws generally. Thank you for your appearance.

Mrs. FREEMAN. Thank you.
Senator ERnvI. Do you have any questions?
Mr. AUTRY. Just one, Mr. Chairman.
Mrs. Freeman, at the bottom of page 3 of your statement you say:
We recommend that whenever a prospective juror is called to demonstrate his

qualifications for jury service, the State should be required to report his race,
color, religion, sex and national origin.

You may knowthat the American Civil Liberties Union and the
Anti-Defamation League and the chairman of the subcommittee all
objected to eliciting a prospective juror's religion on the grounds of
privacy. Also, I believe the Attorney General said that he did not
know of any discrimination in jury service on account of religion.
Does the Commission have any evidence that jurors are being
discriminated against because of their religion?

Mrs. FREEMAN. I believe, sir, that there have been charges of
discrimination. The Commission supports the administration's bill,
and if the form would indicate and give the person a choice, where he
would not be required to state religion, the Commission would have
no objection.

Mr. AUTRY. And as to national origin, if the prospective juror
objected to stating national origin, would you say the same thing?

Mrs. FREEMAN. No. I think that we would not have the same
feeling about race or national origin. Take the case of Mississippi,
where as you know as of the last reports only 7 percent of the Negro
persons qualified to vote were actually registered-

Mr. AUTRY. Excuse me, I was referring specifically to national
origin. I wasn't referring to race there. The reason I bring this up
is that the chairman of the subcommittee has a colloquy with the At-
torney General concerning the use of the words "national origin."
And I don't want to put words in the mouths of either one of them,
but both the Attorney General and the chairman of the subcom-
mittee, I recall, felt that under many circumstances they didn't know
what "national origin" meant.

-**, 4 j.
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Mrs. FREEMAN. The position of the Commission is that where a
class is discriminated against, there should be such record-keeping
as would make proof of the discrimination possible. The Spanish-
speaking Americans would be an example.

Mr. AUTRY. Mexican-Americans?
Mrs. FREEMAN. Mexican-Americans.
Mr. AUTRY. But this would apply to everybody, and that is the

difficulty that the subcommittee has found with this. What is
national origin? Of course,. with Mexican-Americans you have just
said what it is. Those are people who have recently come to this
country perhaps, Spanish.speaking people, as you have just said.
Technically, however, their national origin is-wouldn't they be for
the most part American, except for those who are naturalized citizens?
What I am trying to define here is whether you mean only naturalized
Americans of a class or whether you mean all Americans of that class?

Mrs. FREEMAN. I am trying to understand your question. Are
you suggesting that the committee does not know the meaning of
national origin?

Mr. AUTRY. I am suggesting that both the subcommittee and the
Attorney General had some difficulty with the definition of the term
"national origin."

Mrs. FREEMAN. It is a part of the 1964 act under title 7.
Mr. AUTRY. Those references were prohibitive in nature. .They

did not require that the information be elicited from every American.
Mrs. FREEMAN. They required recordkeeping.
Mr. AUTRY. On the basis of national origin?
Mrs. FREEMAN. Title 7, section 709(a):
In connection with any investigation of a charge filed under Section 706, the

Commission or its designated representatives shall .

Then going to 709(c):
Except as provided in Subsection (d), every employer, employment agency and

labor organization subject to this title shall (1) make and keep such records
relevant to the determinations of whether unlawful employment practices have
been or are being committed, (2) preserve such records for such periods, and (3)
make such reports therefrom, as the Commission shall prescribe by regulation or
order, after public hearing, as reasonable, necessary, or appropriate for the en-
forcement of this title ..

Mr. AUTRY. And you feel that language requires that we elicit
from all Americans what their national origin is?

Mrs. FREEMAN. I believe the Commission has the power to get
such information as is necessary tp carry out---

Mr. AUTRY. Yes, exactly, but d6 we want national origin included
in a questionnaire required of all prospective jurors?

Mrs. FREEMAN. We want the bill to be as inclusive as possible to
end the discrimination that is in existence.

Mr. AUTRY. Thank you.
Senator ERVIN. I still wonder why you put that in because your

origin and mine are both American I would say, and I have never
had anybody yet cite me a single instance where anybody has ever
been excluded from a jury service on account of fiational origin.

Mrs. F .MAk. Are you referring to the Spanish-Americans?
Senator ERvIN. Yes, they, too. Most of them are Americans.

Most of them are born in Texas. Their national origin, I would say,
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is American; Of course, you go back to national origin, my ancestors
came from Scotland and North Ireland and England and France.
I don't think my national origin is French. I think it is American,
and I think this is a wholly meaningless term thht is put in for so
much window dressing. And yet under title II, you could spend a
week questioning whether people because of national origin have been
excluded from juries, and none of us know'what we mean by the term.
Thank you.

Mrs. FREEMAN. Thank you.
Mr. AUTRY. Mr. Chairman, the next witness is the Honorable

Jack P. Nix, State superintendent of schools, of Atlanta, Ga.
Senator ERVIN. I presume, Mr Nix, you would rather proceed

with the hearing at this time rather than adjourn and come back
later in the afternoon?

STATEMENT OF HON. JACK P. NIX, STATE SUPERINTENDENT
OF SCHOOLS, STATE OF GEORGIA

Mr. Nix. Yes, Mr. Chairman, because I have a plane tb get back
to Atlanta.

Mr. Chairman, I am a State constitutional officer elected by the
people of Georgia, responsible for the administration of the Georgia
program of public education, including vocational and technical
education.

It is appropriate, I think, that I provide this committee with some
factual situations we have experienced in Georgia with our 196 school
systems in their efforts to comply with the intent of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964; and, in particular, the desegregation guidelines issued
by the U.S. Office of Education applicable to the 1965-66 school year
which we have just concluded, and in more recent days, the revised
desegregation guidelines issued by this same office which are applicable
to the 1966 summer school program and the 1966-67 school year.

I feel it incumbent as State superintendent of schools of Georgia
to mention to this comriittee some factual statements concerning
the current status of public school education in our State.

During the past 4 years, in particular, the General Assembly of
Georgia, the Governor of the State of Georgia, the State board of
education, the State department of education, our professional educa-
tion associations, civic groups, and other people interested in educa-
tion have taken a serious look at our program of public education.
Under the leadership of these groups every hamlet of Georgia has
heard the story that public schools exist solely for the educational
welfare of children, and instruction is the basic purpose of schools.

It is our contention that when lay people, together with State
and national leadership, accept this philosophy of public school
education, then and only then will our public schools be permitted
to do that which they were established to do-instruct children.

After some years of self-evaluatio and study, the 1964 General
Assembly of Georgia acted on what we call the minimum foundation
law. Under this law we were attempting to establish equality of
educational opportunity for all Georgia's children and youth regard-
less of where they may live or what their stations in life might be.
This program was adopted in 1964 and became law, and upon its
enactment our State board of education began to assert its full
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leadership in moving toward the kind of instruction asked for by the:
people and required by our State legislature.

Following this law we had a study made by Dr. W. D. McClurkin
of George Peabody College of Teachers, on the organization of
school systems in Georgia, which pointed us in the direction of larger
area school systems and larger schools which would provide the
necessary financial support for quality instruction.

In addition to this we have recently adopted standards for system-
wide schools in our State approved by the State board of education.
We are in the process of having an 8 months' evaluation of these
standards.

In addition to this, an additional study relative to education in the
Southern States was carried on by Dr. Jackson of Peabody College
in Tennessee, and the composite thinking in all of these studies
incorporated into our foundation law point in the direction of quality
instruction desired by Georgia.

Too, they identify the kind of an organizational vehicle in which
we must travel to obtain quality instruction. These spectacular
reports and this law are serving as a basis and foundation for building
a good educational program in our State. This effort on Georgia's
part to attain its educational objective and to keep before our people
the basic purposes of schools-that of instructing our children-will,
of necessity, require time, leadership, patience, and money.

In the 1964-65 fiscal year our financial receipts for the maintenance
and operation of public schools in Georgia consisted of some $304
million plus, provided with 30 percent local money, 63.9 percent State
money and 6.1 percent Federal money. For school year that is just
closing and at the end of this month at the close of this fiscal year, we
anticipate that the percentages will change to 26.6 percent local funds,
61.4 percent State funds, and 12 percent Federal funds.

In the employment of over 42,000 teachers in our State during the
1964-65 school year, 6.1 percent of them represented 2,568 teachers,
leaving 39,536 teachers for the State and focal systems to finance.
I think this illustrates the meager contribution the Federal Govern-
ment is making toward the maintenance and operation of public school
education in Georgia. I assure you that we appreciate even this
contribution; however the noise that is being made in some places
could infer that the Federal Government is underwriting the total
program of instruction in the States.

School administration, to be successful in the fulfillment of the basic
purpose of schools, must be kept as close to the child, the teacher, and
the classroom as possible an-d practical where instruction and learning
actually take place. The experiencewe sustained this year in operat-
ing a local school system from the State level, after having been named
the receiver of the school system by the Federal courts, definitely
proved the wisdom of this statement. Actuating a law from the na-
tional level through a multiplicity of rules and regulations that doubled
in 1 year's. time is rather confusing and distracts the attention of local
people from the basic purpose of schools-that of instructing children.
Herein, in my opinion, lies one of the difficulties in the implementation
of the guidelines of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

For purposes of simplicity and effectiveness, I wbuld like to address
my remarks to two aspects of the 1964 Civil Rights Act and Senator
Ervin's amendment to the administration's 1966 Civil Rights Act:

() .,The provision for tho cutoff and "deferment of funds ; and«i.;i- , a 1,- -".- f< *i*i1 . y ,
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! (2) The requirement for racial balance contained in the two sets of

guidelines previously referred to but not contained in ,the act itself as,
passed by Congress.

Title VI, section 602, provides that-
conpliance with any requirement adopted pursuant to this section shall be effected
(1):by .the termination of or refusal to grant or to continue assistance under such,
program or activity to any recipient as to whom there has been an express finding
on the record, after opportunity for a hearing, of a failure to coniply with such a
requirement. * * (2) by any other means authorized by law; provided, how-
ever, that nosuch action shall be taken until the department or agency concerned
has advised the appropriate person or persons of the failure to comply with the
requirement and has determined that compliance cannot be secured by voluntary
means. ..

I am sure the members of this committee are eminently familiar
with the general "Statement of Policies Under Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964," respecting desegregation of elementary and
secondary schools, issued by the U.S. Office of Education, applicable
to the 1965-66 school year. Under this statement of policies, local
school systems were expected to file a voluntary plan of desegregation
with the U.S. Office of Education if in local application, the system
had had a record of operating a dual school system and had not pre-
viously been subject to a court order.

As I have previously stated, we have 196 school systems in Georgia.
All but two of these systems filed voluntary plans or submitted court
orders to the U.S. Office of Education last year. It was later deter-
mined one of these plans was not acceptable to the U.S. Office of Edu-
cation. As a result of the two systems' failure to file (Lincoln and
Glascock Counties), Federal financial assistance was withheld from
the systems, initially without any hearing.

However, it is the third system to which I would like to direct my
remarks and point out the inequities existing in the cutoff provisions of
the act and how those who need the funds the greatest are subject to
further inequities as & result thereof. As a matter of fact, I am of the
opinion the cutoff provisions of this act in this case constituted an act
of discrimination against the children so affected.

Taliaferro County had submitted a plan of desegregation which was
not acceptable to the U.S. Office of Education. Early in September
of 1965, as a result of racial demonstrations in the county, the matter
was taken into Federal district court and the State superintendent of
schools was made receiver for the Taliaferro County school system.
Pursuant to the instructions of the court, a plan of desegregation for
the balance of the school year 1965-66 was filed and approved b the
district court. This approved plan was presented to the U.S. Office
of Education as a basis for compliance with the desegregation guide-
lines. The then State superintendent of schools, Dr. Claude Purcell,
requested by letter that the U.S. Office of Education approve this plan
as a means for continuing Federal assistance to Taliaferro County.
This request was turned down and the county has not received any
Federal assistance for this school year even though the desegregation
plan, as previously stated, had been approved by the Federal court.

Later in the school year, more particularly January of this year,
at which time I became State superintendent of schools, the Court
itself indicated a great deal of concern as to why remedial instructional
assistance had not been given to the transferees and the children re-
maining in the system resulting from the plan ordered by the Court.

^ ' i,..; 1. , ; .. ; ,- .,... , , ,. ,, . ,. ^ , ., .. . , .
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It was pointed out that the U.S. Office of Education had not approved
the Court's plan and, therefore, refused financial assistance for any ofthese children. In other words, the application of the guidelines by,
the U.S. Office of Education, which were outside the scope and intent
of the act itself, in my opinion, prevented the children of this county
from participating in programs to improve instruction provided withFederal funds.

The system was entitled to approximately $74,000 this year just
closed which would have been used in a much-needed remedial in-
structional program, a Ieadstart program, and upgrading the quality
of the instruction for riore than 500 Negro children who chose to
remain in the system and about 241 children who chose to transfer
out of the system. It seems to me this was an act: of discrimination
on the part of the U.S. Office of Education against the very children
who were in most need of the assistance.

At the present time, we have in Georgia eight systems-this weekwe had two additional systems to qualify so we have only eight-out
of the 196 who. have elected to not sign the compliance form 441-B.
It is our understanding, and I have this understanding'in the form of
a telegram from the Commissioner, that these systems are immediatelyplaced in the noncompliance category and are not eligible for further

Several assistance under new programs. In other words, the systems
are deemed to be guilty of discrimination, even though no complaint
of discrimination has been registered and withoutt an investigation.

Senator ERVIN. And I might add, Mr. Nix, as I construe it, they
have been not only' denied F'ederal assistance for failure to comply
with the announced guidelines and without any evidence of discrini-
nation, but they have been denied Federal assistance in violation of:
the act which merely authorizes: cutoff or denial of fhnds where there
has been discrimination which the courts have defined to be merely
the exclusion of a child from a particular school on account of his
race.

Mr. Nix. Yes, sir, Mr. Chairman, and I think in addition to this,
that the cutoff of funds is supposed according to the law to take
place after a hearing and not before a hearing.

Senator ERVIN. That is correct. The law you previously quoted
expressly provides that.

Mr. Nix. This is one of the reasons or the reason that we support
vigorously section 606(A) of your amendment to the proposed Civil
Rights Act of 1966.

It is our position that a local school system should not be prohibited
from participating in Federal assistance programs until the statutory
provisions required by the 1964 Civil Rights Act have been met.

I might digress here a moment, Senator, to inject that system
superintendents and boards of education have a very difficult time
in staffing for programs, and with the uncertainty of whether or not
they receive funds, they cannot contract for people for programs that
will be initiated in July or in September, unless they have some as-
surance that funds will be forthcoming.

With this procedure that the U.S. Office is now following, we have
no assurance that funds will continue, because mdst any day a tele-
phone call, or a letter, or a telegram from the Commissioners Office
could direct me, as State superintendent of schools, to cutoff funds
to any system in our State, and I would have no authority other than
to comply with this directive.
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This, then, puts the local superintendent and the system board of
education in a most embarrassing situation with the people they have
employed. It also interferes with the education of children, which
we are trying to do in this business of public education.

Senator ERVIN. I would like to state at this point that, when title
VI was before the Senate, I did the best I could to bring some sanity
to its provisions, and some regard for due process of law. Although
I was opposed to the bill, I tried to make the bill as workable and as
fair and as just as possible. I introduced a number, of amendments.
to accomplish that purpose. Unfortunately, when there is a bill up
in the Congress that is labeled a civil rights bill, it makes no difference
what its provisions are. You can reason as much as you will, but the
majority-I hate to say it about the body I belong to-the majority of
the Members come over there and vote for the bill just like it is, with-
out even hearing your argument, without even giving it consideration.

I introduced an amendment to this provision. I have never be-
lieved in letting executive agencies exercise what are in effect judicial
powers, so I offered an amendment to eliminate the power of Federal
agencies to cut off funds, and to substitute due process of law in the
Federal courts for agency action. My amendment provided that no
funds should be cut off by the Federal agencies, but whenever the
Federal agencies had reasonable cause to believe that discrimination
was being practiced, then they would report their evidence to the
Attorney General, and the Attorney General could then investigate
the case, and if he found out there was probable cause for so doing
could bring a suit to enjoin further discrimination.

I expressly provided that, instead of having to go to the drastic
course of cutting off food and milk programs for helpless little children,
the court could make a decree which would prevent further dis-
crimination. That would have accorded with the ancient Ameri-
can concept of a hearing which even the statute requires, before one
is condemned, and vould have afforded an opportunity to adjust the
controversy without denying the schools adequate funds insofar as
there were any funds given by the Federal Government, or denying
lunch programs or milk programs. But unfortunately that amend-
ment was voted down, by men who were making large protestations
about their great love for due process of law.

Mr. Nix. Mr. Chairman, I would like to point out here that this is
getting to be more difficult as time goes along rather than getting
better for us to administer programs. I would like to point out a
specific example.

Under the new Elementary and Secondary Act, title 3 section, we
were to submit new ideas and innovative projects for educational
purposes, improving the education of children. We started last
October with a project covering our Ninth Congressional District to
cross county lines with instructional services, in order that the children
in small systems, as well as large systems, would have the benefit of
the same quality of education, regardless of the size of the system,
the children, race or anything else.

The U.S. Office of Education officials liked the idea. We have
refined this, and on May,12 of this year I sent two members of the
staff and one of the system superintendents to converse with them.
They, in all fairness, indicated the project was approved and that we
could start on June 1.

, 05-506--06--pt. 1--26
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On Monday of this week we received notice from one of the officials
of the U.S. Office of Education that it was held up in the civil rights
unit of the U.S. Office 'of Education, the equal educational oppor-
tunities unit, even though it is an approvable project.

Now, in my opinion, as I told the Commissioner by telephone, he
did not have the right to disapprove that project, because it was
approvable. 'He did have the right to hold off the money if we were
not following the civil rights law. We had written in the project that
any system in the Ninth Congressional District that did not comply
with the'Civil Rights Act or the guidelines would not be a participant.
Yet they are still holding this project, even though there has been rin
hearing, there has been no complaint filed or anything else. The
fiscal year is almost gone, and people we would like to employ are no
long" available. We had interviews set up for the first of June. So
it is .ally getting worse rather than better, Senator.

SIt has been out experience in Georgia that system superintendents
and boards of education, are willing to comply with section 601 of
title VI of the Civil Rights Act c 1964 which provides-

No person in the United States shall, on the grotind of race, color, or national
origin, be excluded from participation in, being denied the benefits of, or being
subjected to discrimination of any program or activity receiving federal financial
assistance-

but the same superintendents and boards of education are reluctant
and are finding it almost impossible to comply with the racial transfer
percentage requirements required by paragraph 181.54 of the "Re-
vised Statement of Policies for School Desegregation Plans Under Title
VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964," issued by the U.S. Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare, in March of this year.

They are even more convinced and concerned that the requirements
of paragraph 181.13, with reference to faculty and staff desegregation,
are completely outside the scope and intent of section 601 of title VI
of the Civil Rights Act. Attitudes and feelings are more intense in
our State, and I believe I can say, Senator, that those responsible
individuals with whom I have talked throughout the country feel as
I do, that the encroachment of the Federal Government into State
governments is greater at this particular time than at any time during
my lifetime. I think many people, responsible people, are now look-
ing at State'Officials, governments, and constitutional officers, as being
not much more than clerical workers of the Federal Government.
This is a real danger to our form of government if we are going to
maintain a strong Federal Government and a strong State government.

Attitudes and feelings are more intense when school officials read
section 604, which states-

Nothing contained in this Title shall be construed to authorize action under this
Title by any department or agency with respect to any employment practice of
any employer, employment agency, or labor organization, except where a primary
objective of the federal financial assistance is to provide employment.

Our people feel the intent of the act,is the same as was stated by
the assistant majority leader at the time the act was passed. To
quote the words of Vice President Humphrey:

While the Constitution pi'ohibits segregation, it does not require integration.
The busing of children to achieve racial balnitc(i would be an act to effect the
integration of schools. In fact, if the bill were to compel it, it would beta viola-
tion, because it would be handling the matter on the basis of race.
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I believe the opinion of the majority of system superintendents
and boards of education in Georgia is that the desegregation guide-
lines recently issued by the U.S. Office of Education are outside the
scope and intent of the 1964 Civil Rights Act. In fact, therequire-
ment for racial balance mandatory transfer provisions are in flagrant
violation of the act itself.

To follow these provisions to the logical conclusions in, everyday
application would require, in effect, that a .public utility company
would be discriminating unless it insisted that a certain percentage
of the minority race sit in the front of its buses or, likewise, a certam
percentage of the minority race would be, required to use the, public
golf courses and swimming pools. By the same token, they would
be saying past acts of discrimination could not be effectively-removed
until a certain percentage of the minority groups are voting in; each
election

I am sure it is obvious to this committee that acts of discrimination
have existed in certain areas of our public life, but I also believe human
decency and, commonsense dictate that this discrimination has been
removed in practical application in the above examples.

The Civil Rights Act of 1964 is now a fact. Our people are gradually
moving into an acceptance of its intent. Eventually, if patience is
manifested, its intent and 'Georgia's philosophy of public school
education, which is the instruction of children, can be reconciled and
effectuated.

It does seem to me, though, if the Federal Government is actually
interested in the instruction of children, it could more wisely spend
the available money for the instruction of children rather, than
Federal policemen to badger boards of education !with a multiplicity
of ambiguous guidelines. Using a 6.1 percentage contribution to
dictate the spending of the other 93.9 percent is rather presumptuous
and absurd.

Congress never intended or implied when it used the words "by
any other means authorized by law" to give birth, or pedigree to any
Federal agency to incubate its own rules and regulations and let them
travel unrestricted under this cover of authority.

It has been our experience in Georgia that the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare is using the words "cutoff of funds"
under section 602, paragraph 1, and the words "deferral of funds"
under paragraph 2, to extend regulations beyond the law. To the
recipient of the funds, this is bureaucracy at its worst and a play on
words, in additionto circumventing the intent of Congress.

It does not make any difference to the receiving system under what
provisions the funds are withheld as long as the funds are not forth-
coming, and the system has not had the full benefit of the protection
intended by Congress.

Mr. Chairman, I respectfully request, on behalf of the 1,140,000
schoolchildren in Georgia, your careful consideration and evaluation
of Federal programs involving the expenditure of funds for educational
purposes. We must have your help to give back to the States author-
ity to operate public education programs for the benefit of children.
Thank you.

I would like personally to thank you as chairman of this committee,
and as a Senator of this great Nation for your personal efforts to help
us with this particular problem.
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Senator ERVIN. Thank you, Mr. Nix. Isn't it fair to state that the
people of States like Georgia and North Carolira have spent a greater
portion of their earthly substance for the education of Negro chil.
dren than the people of many other States in the Union, simply
because they have more of such children, and have had through the
years?

Mr. Nix. Not only that, Senator, but in our State we are spending
over 59 percent of all State revenue for education.

Senator EivIN. And isn't it true that States like North Carolina
apd Georgia embarked upon programs to give adequate education to
all of their children of all races long before any such civil rights can-
coctions that are now presented were ever suggested?

Mr. Niu. Senator, in the early 1950's when Senator Talmadge was
our Governor, we started a school building program, a $200 million
program at that time, and I am firmly convinced that during the
1950's and early 1960's our Negro students were the best housed
Negro students in this entire country. Their building facilities were
in the poorest condition in the early 1950's, and we started at that time
to develop facilities that would be good in terms of sound educational
programs regardless of what color the children's skins might be.

Senator ERVIN. Isn't it a fair statement to say that in States like
yours and mine, the people who actually control the State govern-
ments and establish its policies are dedicated to the proposition that
every child of every race should have an opportunity so far as it
lies within the physical resources of those States, "to burgeon out" as
the great educational Governor, Charles Aycock, said, "everything
within him."

SMr. Nix. Mr. Chairman, in my own personal opinion the greatest
thing that any State of this Nation has is the minds of its youth. It
doesn't particularly make any difference what color the child's skin
might be. Our purpose in Georgia, and I am sure it is the same in
North Carolina, and I would hope that it would be the same through-
out the Nation (but I don't think it is in the minds of all individuals
at this time) is that this is the greatest responsibility we have to
develop the minds of children to be effective citizens in terms of pro-
ductivity and successful living, to build a truly great democracy. I
fear this is endangered with some of the edicts that are now being
issued on the part of some of the Federal officials, and in my own care-
fully considered opinion, the Congress didn't intend for them to issue
some of these edicts they are sending out now.

Senator ERVIN. I think that your statement and the words of title
VI itself show the absolute soundness of that observation. Title VI
said, as you point out in your statement, that funds would not be cut
off without an opportunity to be heard.

It said that desegregation of schools should not be construed to
require racial balance.

It stated in express words that there would be no authority to
require the busing or the transportation of children from one point to
another in order to integrate school.

It stated that the Federal Government would have no authority
over the employment; of State officials, State employees, except in
those rare cases where the only purpose of the program was to promote
employment. In my judgment the guidelines laid down by the Office
of Education of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
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violate all of those provisions of the act. And they also go;beyond the
terms of the Constitution even as construed in, the Brown case, bepa5e
the Constitution thus far has been construed merely to pr.i ie,
discrimination, that is the exclusion of a child from a particular qi ol
solely upon the basis of his race, and not to require ipntgration 9 fthe
races. And yet these guidelines are based virtually entirely upon tAi
theory that they must either, browbeat or bribe school districts .ito,
establishing racial balances in the schools. ,
* I am a man who believes in speaking plainly, so I can't be mis-
understood, and some people don't like, me for so doing, but I; am
convinced, from a consideration.of the guidelines established by the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, that the Department
is more concerned with integration than it is with education, msofar as
southern schools are concerned.

Mr. Nix. Senator, I think speaking one's mind is one of my weak-
nesses, also,1but I am so concerned about the education of our children
that I think it is unreasonable for anyone, either on a State or National;
level, to place local'system superintendents and boards of education in
the position, of trying to staff and operate public schools when, they.
don't know, from the beginning of one fiscal year to the end. of that.
fiscal year, what additional rules and regulations are going to be issued.
that would cut off their funds, their source of futds, or cut off a par-
ticular program that had been built into a total -educational effort.
This is my plea to the Federal officials: Tell us what you can do for the
entire year, and then leave us alone and let us run the programs within
your rules and regulations, but don't cut the' money.off during the
middle of the year.

Senator ERVIN. I have been concerned with the same problem, as a
result of being requested by school districts in North Carolina to
intercede with the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare and
ascertain what they were requiring, ... ,
; I am frank to state that in some instance. it has taken me 6 weeks

to get a reply to a letter addressed to the Department. Any depart
mhent that can't answer a letter in 6 weeks has got no business under-
takig to manage the schools of the entire country or of an entire,
section of, the country.

Now, when title: VI was before the Senate I predicted whit has
come to pass., I requested the,Senate to write into the bill what.
the exact requirements were, to spell out the meaning of "discrimina-
tion," and not leave the definition to 40.or 50 different e Federal agencies
administering 40, 50, 60, or 100 different Federal programs, Iwqsn't.
heeded on that point. Referring to Caligula, tbh Roman emperor
who wrote his laws, in small letters high on the walls so the people
couldn't read them, I pointed out that compared with title VI, Calig-
ula was a far more just legislator than the Senate: if ,it passed that
bill in its present form, because the Senate would be saying the meaning
of law;is going to be determined by what may hereafter be devised by
Federal administrators. In that way the Senate was farmore unjust,
than Caligula because if somebody had a long enough ladder andi
magnifying glass he could have climbed up and read Caligula's, lias. ,

But we passed title VI, qnd left the laws unidisclosed in what Ie,
as far as the 'thoughts on this proposition wore concerned,. ththon,
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empty craniums of Federal administrators. We have one depart-
ment making one interpretation of the law and another department
making another interpretation of the law and one agency making one
interpretation one day and.another on another day. I predicted then
we were going to have chaos in the educational field and in other fields,
because these funds would be used to bribe local officials into an accept-
ance of whatever notions these different and varied agencies adminis-
tering these acts might entertain.

I think you point out very effectively that there are people sitting
on the banks of the Potomac, representing the Federal Government,
which contributes only 6.1 percent of the total expenditures for schools
in your State, who want to assume virtually complete domination
of those schools.

It is also to be remembered that a substantial part of that 6.1
percent which comes from the Federal Government was undoubtedly
paid into the Federal Treasury by the people who made the con-
tribution of the other 93.9 percent. I do not see how our Federal
system of government can endure, if the determination of how schools
are to be operated is to be transferred from the school districts
to the banks of the Potomac, and there vested in a department which,
with all due respect for it, I have observed closely for 12 years, if you
give it an inch of authority, it always takes a mile.

Mr. Nix. Mr. Chairman, I would like to inject one thought here.
You know, history records that nations last for about 200 years.
Our Nation is 190 years of age. If this trend continues at the rapid
rate that it has in the last few years, I have a fear for the type of a
government that we will have by the year 2000.

Whenever you remove the control of public education away from
the parents and the people in the individual communities and States,
and centralize it all into one body on a national level, I think you are
on the road to destroying this great democracy that we have.

Senator ERViN. I find myself in 100 percent agreement with that
observation, and that is one reason I still fight, sometimes against
great odds, to try to preserve the Federal system of government. I
am a great believer in the principle of the Founding Fathers, which
was expressed by Thomas Hobbes, the English philosopher, when he
said that liberty is government divided into small fragments. That is
the reason the Constitution divides the powers of government between
the Federal Government on the national level and the States on the
local level, and assigns legislative powers to one department of govern-
ment and executive powers to another, and judicial powers to another.
But we pass laws which ignore these distinctions, which attempt to
concentrate all the powers of government into one central government,
and give the judicial powers of that government to executive agencies,
and also give the legislative powers of that government to executive
agencies.

I think that we are in a serious condition when so many men are
willing to destroy fundamentals for the sake of accomplishing, in a
hurry, objects that they deem to be desirable.

I appreciate your appearance here, and the amendment which I
offer is merely to bring a little due process and a little justice into these
programs. In my mind it is abhorrent for the Federal Government
to cut off lunch programs and educational programs that are designed
for the education and welfare of little children, just because the Fed-
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eral Government doesn't agree in some instance with some of. the ac-
tions of the men who have control of the schools.

Certainly, the children have no control of the schools. As you
pointed out very well in your statement, the people who are injured
are not only people that don't make the policies but they are the
people who stand in the greatest need of this assistance.

Mr. Nix. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this privilege.
Senator ERVIN. Thank you very much, Mr. Nix.
The subcommittee will stand in recess until 10:30 Monday morning.
(Whereupon, at 1:25 p.m., the subcommittee was recessed, to re-

convene at 10:30 a.m. Monday, June 13, 1966.)
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MONDAY, JTNE 13, 1986

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON CONSTITUTION RIGHTS

OPFiiE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,

" Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met pursuant to recess, at 10:33 a.m. in room

2228, New Senate Office Building, Senbitor Sam J. Ervin, Jr. (chair-
man), presiding. . ".

Present: Senators Ervin and Scott.
Also present: George Autry, chief counsel; Houston Groome, Jr.,

Lawrence M. Baskir) and Lewis W-rEvans, counsel; and JohnBaker,
minority counsel.

Senator ERVIN. The subcimittee will come to order. Counsel
will call the first witness. / ' {

Mr. AUTRY. The first with6ss isr)r. Alan Emlen, chairman of the
Realtors' Washington Conimitteer - fthe National Association of
Real Estate Boards, Washirgton, DL. -Mr. Emlen is accompanied
by Mr. John C. Williamson counsbl-'fi'ithe Realtors' Washington
Committee.\ . / ,

Senator ERVIN. Gentlemen, we-are-deblighted to have you with us.
The Chair wishes to recognize the distinguished Senator from Pennsyl-
vania at thip time. /

Senator SCOTT. Mr. Chairman, your witness, Mr. Alan L. Emlen
is a neighbor apd friend of mine in the community of Chestnut Hill
in Philadelphia,\ real estate broker who has been engaged in that
business, as his statement indicates, for 21 years, and,4ie is appearing
on behalf of the Realrs' Washington Committee.

He has held high office inhe Pennsylvania' eal Esate. Commis-
sion, and he is a very well knowr'"htt elphian. ( )

While he and I may always with our constituents n'o agree en-
tirely in all matters of law, I have indicated disagreements with title
IV which are postulated on different reasons from those which I think
Mr. Emlen will propose.

I would like to add, however, that in our community a number of
residents, representing many people who are quite well known, in-
cluding both U.S. Senators, I think we are fairly well known up in
our neighborhood anyway, joined in a public advertisement not long
ago in which we said that we would welcome the entry into that
neighborhood and the purchase and occupancy of real estate by.any
person who in good faith became the owner of that real estate, that
we would welcome neighbors without any discrimination of, race,
creed, or color, and it represented, community and local action which
I regard as of high importance, because this community does contain
and has contained many of the holders of public office, a greater per-
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centage than any other community in the city of Philadelphia, and
I think that statement ought to be made to show the good will of the
residents of the community. We do welcome Mr. Emlen here and
his counsel.

Senator ERVIN. We certainly appreciate your appearance and your
introduction of Mr. Emlen. I wll make a confession at this point
similar to the one you have just made, and that is I also have a few
constituents that don't share the same views I maintain on all subjects.

Senator SCOTT. Judging from the returns every 6 years, you seem to
have a substantial majority in agreement with you.

Senator ERVIN. Thank you. You may proceed. We are delighted
to have both, of you gentlemen with us.

STATEMENT OF ALAN L. EMLEN, CHAIRMAN, REALTORS' WASH-
INGTON COMMITTEE, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REAL
ESTATE BOARDS; ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN C. WILLIAMSON,
COUNSEL FOR THE REALTORS' WASHINGTON COMMITTEE,
WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. EMLEN. Mr. Chairman, any questions that the committee
would have to ask me in connection with law, points of law and the
Constitution, I would like the privilege of referring them to my
counsel, Mr. Williamson.

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, my name is Alan
L. Emlen and I am a real estate broker with offices in Philadelphia.
I have been engaged in the residential real estate brokerage business
in the Philadelphia metropolitan area for 21 years. My firm main-
tains five offices in Philadelphia and contiguous suburbs. I am also a'
former member of the Pennsylvania Real Estate Commission. I
appear today as chairman of the Realtors' Washington Committee
of the National Association of Real Estate Boards to present the
views of the association in opposition to title IV of the pending Civil
Rights Act, S. 3296.

Our association consists of more than 83,000 realtors whoare
members of more than 1,500 local boards of realtors in every State of
the Union.

I am attaching for the record a copy of the policy statement adopted
by our last convention which serves as the basis for this appearance in
opposition to title IV< The key tcrothis policy statement is in the first
sentence which I shall quote:

We reassert our support of the principle of equal opportunity in the acquisition
and enjoyment of real property and the 'right of individuals to determine the
disposition of that property .

We are here to raise our voice against the injection of the element of
legal compulsion-of the police expedient-in the relations of a home-
owner or any other residential property,owner and the one who seeks
to buy or rent his property.

We concern ourselves only With the private action of an individual
property owner i an area where the State is in no way involved. We
deplore the attempt in title IV to proscribe private action in private
dealings between private individuals in the disposition of privately
owned property. : ' '
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The Attorney General in his testimony of June 6, said that he had
no doubts whatsoever as to the constitutionality of title IV. He relies
almost wholly on the dictum in a concurring opinion in the case of
United tates v. Guest decided by the U.S. Supreme Court on March
28 1966, a few weeks before the introduction of . 3296 and more than
2 months after the President advised the Congress that this legislation
would be sought. Perhaps if this dictum, which Justice Har an in a
concurring opinion to the Court's opinion described as "extraordi-
nary," had not been forthcoming, we would not be here today.

Nevertheless, this dictum suggested that the 14th amendment of the
Constitution could be extended to the acts of individuals, without
the necessity for determining any level of State action. Thus a
century of Supreme Court decisions on this point including the intent
of the Congress as expressed in the language of the 14th amendment
were swept aside asthough they had never existed. A quotation from
Supreme Court Justice Benjamin N. Cardozo on this extraordinary
reliance of the Attorney General on the dictum in the Guest case is
most appropriate:

We do not pick our rules of law full-blossomed from the trees.'

s For a century there was neither obscurity nor opportunity for
diverse judgment in interpreting the 14th amendment. Supreme
Court Justices throughout the century have written an eloquent
chapter in the law as to the meaning of the 14th amendment and its
limitation to the actions of the State in abridging the privileges or
immunities of citizens depriving one of life, liberty, or property
without due process of law, or denying one the equal protection of
the laws.

Justice Douglas, concurring in the fairly recent opinion in Lombard
v. Louisiana,2 said: *

If this were an intrusion of a man's home or yard or'farm or garden, the property
owner could seek and obtain the aid of the State against the intruder. 'For the
Bill of Rights, as applied to. the States through the Due Process clause of the 14th
Amendment, casts its weight on the side of the privacy of' homes. .The 3rd
Amendment with its ban on the quartering of soldiers in private homes radiates
that philosophy, The 4tli Amendment, while concerned with official invasions
of privacy through searches and seizures, is eloquent testimony of the sanctity of
private premises. For even when the police enter a private precinct they must,
with rare exceptions,, come armed with a warrant issued by a magistrate. A
private person has no standing to obtain even limited access. The principle that
a man's home is his castle is basic to our system of jurisprudeh ce.

Yet in title IV, the Congress would authorize the omnipotent arm
of the Attorney General to reach into a private home, unlatch the
door, .and dir.e;t the owner to rent a room or sell the home to a person
with'whom he does not choose to execute a rental or sales agreement.
The very breadth of the implications of the Attorney General's
position casts doubt upon its validity.

Justice Harlan, in his concurring opinirsoin Petersn v. Greenville,
underscored the suppression of individual freedom which would in-
evitably ensue were the Congress to enact title IV as an implenonta-
tion of the 14th amendment, In the opinion he stated:

* * Freedom of the individual to choose his associates or his neighbors, to
use and dispose of his property as he sees fit, to be irrational, arbitrary, capricious,
even unjust in his personal relations are things all entitled to a large measure of

SIf'The Nature of the ludiocal ProeaW"-t-OCdozo.
s 878 U.8. 267 (19).
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protection from govetrinhental Interference. This iiborty would be overridden, in
the named of equality, if the strictures of the Amenomdnt,were applied to govera.
mental,and private action without distinction., Also inherent in the concept f
state, acti0p are values of federalism, a recognition that there are area of private
rights upon which federal power should not lay i heavy han'dand whibh sh oid
properly be left to the more precise instruments of local authority.' '

We insist,' that nothing in the Federal Cnstitutipn gives to one
citizen the right to acquire property from another citizen Who dd e
not 'wih' to' sell it to him, regardless of the reason. 'h legal usage a
right involves'a legal relationship between people. The capacity to
create enforciblq legal relations by one's volu tary act such as con-
tract rights, property rights, the marriage.relation, and so on, is an
essential ingredient of citizenship. Federal constitutional guarantees,
implemented by the Congress, prevent any State from denying these
rights on racial grounds; but these rights are enforcible only against
State officers and not against private persons. A may desire to buy
B's home, but A does not have a right to iiy B's hom6'qnless there is
a valid contract-that is to say, a legal relationship. The Congress,
in title IV, is being asked to assert the coercive power of the State td
give A this right, 'and this cannot be done without depriving B of a
right that is deeply rooted in our traditions as well as in the common
law.

Compelling the homeowner or rental owner of real estate to enter
into a contract with one not of his choice is an affront to the American
tradition of freedom of contract, the very underpinnings of which
rest on the proposition that no American, without his consent, need
become an unwilling contractor with any other person.

The Attorney General in his testimony referred to the Shelley v.
Kraemer casa e which held that.racially restricted covenants were not
enforceable in either State or Federal courts. A statement from the
majority opinion in that case is most pertinent to consideration of
title IV. The opinion says:

* * * the principle has become firmly embedded in our constitutional law that
the action inhibited by the first section of the 14th Amendment is only such action
as may fairly be said to be that of the State. That amendment erects no shield
against merely private conduct, however discriminatory or wrongful.

The Attorney General also cites the commerce clause as a consti-
tutional basis for forcing homeowners and rental property owners to
contract with persons other than those of their choice. The Attorney
General is, of course, predicting the attitude of the U.S. Supreme
Court toward this new role for the commerce clause, and we regret
that his view is nurtured by ample precedents that the power of 'the
Congress to regulate commerce among the Stateg is almost without
limtnitation. '
SI say "almost without limitation" because we cannot 'oncede that

the Constitution, whose underlying 'thesis is one of limitation and
enumeration of powers, would give the Congress the power to bring
every intrastate sale within the scope 6f the comimtirce clausd:'

A hoie is' part of the land; its constituent parts; although once
having flowed in commerce, have eonie to rest. " To 'cntendi that the
rental'of' a room in onq's home, or-the sale of a'homeiis interstate
commerce is to state a concept of, law which realism 'onnot accept.

' We hve i~tiidpd the precedentss cited by th t'ti'rn GriXGi''al iit
reliance on the commerce clause and respectfu lly suggest hat hei ay

334 U.S. 1 (1048). / ' ': . - ..,



be on, a judicial shopping spree to find appropriate constitutional
"hooks" upon which topeg his conclusion. One of the cases cited,
Wickard v. Filbura8, arose out of a violation of a Federal Aicreage
allotment and the Court held that rowing wheat in excess of. th,
Federal allotment would have a substantial economic effect on inter-
state commerce. The constitutional question had already been r-.
solved that the Congress had the power to regulate the production of
wheat in order to stimulate trade in wheat at increased prices. The-
Attorney General found an analogy to the home in the fact that all of
the wheat was consumed on the farm. However, the analogy does not
stand up even under cursory analysis.

Senator EnviN. If I may interrupt you, I would like to ask you a
question here at this point. The case of Wickard v. Filburn involved
an interpretation of the power of the Secretary of Agriculture under
the Agricultural Adjustment Act, and the Agricultural Adjutment
Act was an act whose primary purpose was to regulate interstate and,
foreign commerce in farm commodities. Did they not make the strange
ruling in Wickard v. Filbum on the basis that Congress has the power
to regulate intrastate activities to the extent and only to, tje extent
that the regulation of such activities is necessary or appropriate to the
effective regulation of interstate or foreign commerce itself?.

Mr. WILLIAMSON. That is correct. The Court had, to fifid that
the production of the wheat had a substantial effect on the power of
the Congress to regulate the production of wheat, and its marketing
in interstate commerce.

Senator ERvIN. You may not concur with my language, but don't
you concur in the substance of my thought, that Wickard v. Filburn
is just a "fool" application of a sound principle of law?

Mr. WILLIAMSON. That is right..
Mr. EMLaN. The Attorney General also relies on Katzenbach v.

AcClung,8 a case arising out of the public accommodations title of the
1964 Civil Rights Act, to rebut the assertion that building materials
having been put to rest as part of the land, the element of interstate
commerce no longer obtains.

Q However, the McClung case is readily distinguishable. Here in
the case involving Ollie's Barbecue, the meat having traveled in
interstate commerce did not in fact come to rest. It was sold in a
niatter,9f hours to persons traveling intrastate as well as interstate
However, lumber and roofing materials not Ahly come to rest, bit
lose thqir separate identity to become Part of the land.,

If the Congress enacts title IV and thereby fa' to exercise some
restraint on the J.S. Supreme Court, then I doubt that there is any
element f private human endeavor--social, political, or eoonomio-
that can escape the commerce clause. Even rihe, 9)~5 school cases
could,' have been decided under the commerce clasias. Private
school, private: clubs-yes, even housekeeplpig7-wpuld fa14 within
the all-encompassing grasp of the commerce lause-e ryhi an4
everyone that makes use of an article that poslessyRd a el etwliibhi
at' one, time .lowed im commerce. We hope,taB t ,he rongresIby

ejecting nite IV will thereby sonid .a note of iCut1 iontIa thifb are
reasonable limits beyond whbiib, the Congress w l npl tempt the
Oourt tso so write" the commerce clause
* 817 U.B . 111 , 30042). - - * . ' : . .*. .- ' ' . ,.
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The moral end advanced by title IV cannot justify the means
through which it is sought to be attained. The obliteration of the
distinction between public and private affairs, a necessary consequence
of title IV, represents a sharp erosion of individual liberty. If in-
dividual freedom is worthy of preservation, it behooves all Americans
to mark well the distinction between public and private affairs and
to employ most sparingly the force of law to coerce human conduct
in the area of private affairs.

For the remainder of my testimony I would like to discuss some
rather serious obstacles to the enforcement provisions of title IV.
As an association of licensed real estate brokers we are of course con-
cerned with the effect of title IV on the sale of homes. We have
studied title IV and we are convinced that the language is not only
destructive of the rights of property ownership, but attempts at its
enforcement are certain to adversely affect the sale and transfer of
homes.

Under section 406 of the bill, a plaintiff has within 6 months after an
alleged discriminatory housing practice or violation has occurred to
file suit in a Federal, State, or local court.

Assume that a contract for the sale of a home was executed on
January 20 and final title search preliminary to recording of the deed
occurred on April 20. On April 19 a complaint was filed against the
seller alleging an act of discrimination in the sale of the house. the
previous November or December. Because the suit is quasi in rem,
that is, it relates to the house which is the object of the title search, the
title attorney will not certify title, thereby preventing disbursement
of the mortgage proceeds and bringing the sale of the home to a grind-
ing halt. I can comprehend of no legislative proposal more destruc-
tive of the growth of homeownership than title IV, because the mere
allegation of discrimination would shift the burden of proof to the
defendant homeowner. His would be the almost impossible burden of
establishing that he made a subjective judgment for good and sufficient
reason other than those proscribed by title IV.

Let me cite another example of the mischief that this legislation niay
generate. A suit for preliminary injunction is filed and on the basis
of pleadings, and without the taking of testimony, the injunction is
issued. The seller would have to wait from 1 to 3 years in many
jurisdictions for an opportutiity to prove that this refusal to contract
with the complainant was based on grounds other than racial or re-
ligious discrimination. During ~te interim the house must remain off
the market. /

Under the common law, a contract does not come into existence until
a legally binding offer has been "accepted." The offerot may withJ
draw an offer at any imne prior to such acceptance. Unless specifically
worded so as td constit'ite an offer, an advertisement for sale of a piece'
o6fproperty is merely an invitation to receive offers. The seller in this
case retain the right' to reject any and all offers or to withdt&w the
prperty frob sile for ariy reason whatsoever.

Title V would riousily impair this freedom of' actith , 'th' seller
of a hbme. It: ,uld, i effect, 'convei't1 advertis et i'to
legally binding offT wih respect t any persbin wiio alli s violation of
section 403. The action by suli' person, howeir,' "6iI1d'fot be foi
breach of contract, but for violation of an entirely new riglt-tha of
the right to buy real property advertised for sale. Thus the placing
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of an ad incurs legal consequences hitherto unknown to the common
law. It not only restricts the seller's freedom to bArgain and negoti-
ate with a number of offerors, but it also.restricts his right to withdraw
the property from sale.

We note, also, that the damages for "humiliation and mental pain
and suffering" are without limit, and no standard or criterion for
gaging such damages is even suggested by this bill. Section 406(d)
allows only the prevailing plaintiff a reasonable attorney's fee as part
of the costs. The entire bill, including the authority of the Attorney
General to intervene on behalf of the plaintiff, is heavily weighted
against the homeowner. The most frivolous harassing complaint
could wipe out an owner's equity in his home even were he to prevail
ultimately.

Sction 403(d) would even prohibit reference in an advertisement
to the proximity of a parochial school for even this would, under the
terms of the bill, be hold to indicate a preference for a purchaser of a
particular religious faith.

We are not hero in the interests of the segregationist but in the
interests of tuhe homeowner and the owners of rental property. We are
convinced that the cause of improved race relations will be retarded,
not enhanced, by the enactment of this measure. Jn every case where
a similar law has been submitted to a referendum of the people, it has
bcon overwhelmingly rejected.

The hopeful assumption that open occupancy will solve all the
problems inherent in any biracial society is surrounded, with gr 'vely
challenging difficulties even under noncoercive policies. To. raise this
assumption to the level of law, thereby overthrowing deeply rooted
constitutional guarantees of private property, is a manifest distortion
of any rational aim.

We urge the subcommittee to reject title IV of S. 3296.
That concludes my testimony, Mr. Chairman.
(The statement of policy referred to follows:)

STATEMENT OF POLICY ADOPTED BY THE DELEGATE BODY OF THE NATIONAL
AssocIATION OFREAL ESTATE BOARDS, CHICAGO, ILL., NOVEMBER 18,1965'

PROPERTY OWNERSHIP

We reassert our support of the principle of equal opportunity in the acquisition
and enjoyment of real property and the right of individuals to determine the
disposition of that propQrty. This principle does not and should not establish
special privilege for: any particular group.

Government should not -deny, limit, or abridge, directly or indirectly, the
fundamental right.of every person to sell, lease, or rent any part or all of his real
property, or to decline to sell, lease, or rent such,real property. . ,

We deplore tie trend toward abandonment of responsible citizenship in allowing
property destruction to dccur. Riotous and irresponsible disrespect for law and
authority results in additional costs to society in law enforcement and :ompensa-
tion for property loss or damage. : . * /.

We urge all citizens to communicate to their duiy elected public officials their
alarm and concern with such acts, to the end that the human right to qwn prop.
erty is maintained and strengthened; for With every right there is A duty and with
every privilege there is a corresponding responsibility.

Senator ERVIN. Does counsel have a question? "
Mr. AUTARY. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Emlen, on page 7 you testified, I believe that title IV wolidd

liae the' effect of; hot inprdving interstate' coirinerce, but rather
retarding inteitate binmerce; is that correct? !



Mr. EMEN. Yes.
Mr. AuTRY. Is that assumption correct? That is in the first

paragraph. The Attorney General has testified that because of
discrimination in various States, this bill would improve the sale and
rental of homes and would increase the flow of commerce. I believe
you arrive at a different conclusion here; is that correct?

Mr. EMLEN. We think it would retard the sale 'of homes.
Mr. AUTRY. You would feel it would have exactly the opposite

effect on commerce that the Attorney General would; is that correct?
Mr. EMLEN. Yes, sir.
Mr. AUTRY. The Attorney General also testified in his statement

to the effect that title IV would be welcomed by property owners,
realtors, builders, and lenders, and would operate as an "economic
shield," I believe he said, and protect them from what would other-
wise be economic retaliation in the absence of a law prohibiting racial
discrimination by anyone.

Would you care to comment on that?
Mr. EMLEN. Yes, I would. If the economic shield were the only

thing that concerned this association, I don't think we would be here.
I would like to explain that the National Association of Real Estate
Boards, by and large, is made up of small real estate offices. They
are not, the preponderance of our members are not big operators, and
the preponderance of our members deal almost entirely m the sale of
used housing, owner-occupied largely. These are one- two-, and
three-man offices, and these people have an entirely different stake
than a great big operational builder with 6,000, 6,000, or 7,000 houses
involved, like Levittown, or something like that.

The real reason that the national association is stirred up is because
these homeowners, that these member brokers of ours represent are
the ones that are stirred up, and it is not the realtors who are stirring
up the owners, it is the owners stirring up the realtors. It is the other
way around.

Mr. WILLIAMSON. Mr. Autry, I think the Attorney General's
comments were based largely on the testimony of Mr. Levitt.

Mr. EMLEN. And Mr. Rouse.
Mr. WILLIAMSON. And Mr. Rouse. Both of these gentlemen are

substantial developers, and' their activities are geared to Federal
programs, and, of course, thdir activities are subject to the Executive
order. That is really a horse of a different color. .If somebody wants
to deal with a Government progrin, then I think they ought to con-
form to reasonable rules laid down by such a Government agency.

:Senator ERnvN. Not only that, hut as a practical matter he had
better curry favor with the Government by saying "amen" to what-
eve, pronouncements it makes..

Mr. WILLIAMSON. That is right.
Mr. EMLEN. HI has got to.
Mr. WiLLAM8sON. I think all of Mr. jLevitt's activities were subject

to FHA and VA.and I think the only reason why Belair in Maryland
was not subject to the Executive order was that he, was able to get a
master commitment on'the entire subdivision prior'to the issuance of
the Executive order..

Mr. AUTRY. a'Thaik you. For the record, I understand that yours
is not a s4egeated or restricted organization; i that true?
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Mr. EMInN. That is right. I can't give you an accurate count of
the number of Negro members. We don't keep our membership
records that way anyway. But in answer to the allegation that has
been made that we exclude Negroes from the national association I
would like to comment that when I was the president of the Phila-
delphia Real Estate Board in 1958 and 1959, I nade a very con-
scientious effort to create an atmosphere conducive to the application
of Negro members by appointing a Negro as member of the admis-
sions committee of that board, a man in very good standing in that
community, both socially and businesswise, so that I know we have
several Negroes in the Philadelphia board and I know several dozen
boards throughout the country that do have them and where they are
welcome.

Mr. AUTRY. Both the Attorney General in his opening statement
and you have characterized this as a "forced housing' law, but for
different reasons. Would either you or Mr. Williamson like to elabo l

rate on the differences of your interpretation of that phrase?
Mr. EMLEN. It is forced housing in our opinion because of the

element of legal force that is injected into this proposed legislation.
At the State level we have 15 or 16 States with fair housing laws or
forced housing laws; whatever you want to call them. The 10th
amendment reserves to the States the police power for a matter of
this kind. Even at the State level we object to ;this as an under-
warranted use of the police power.

Mr. ATRY. And how did your organization arrive at its decision
to oppose title IV?

Mr. EMLEN. Well, if I could just take one second, like other trade
associations of a similar nature, when this legislation was introduced
in May, we had a meeting of the board of directors of the association,
consisting of about 200-some directors, in Chicago, and the proposition
was put to the board of directors for a vote as to what their position
was going to be on it, and it was virtually unanimous. There were
perhaps one or two dissents but there were no reported dissent in the
board of directors. That then became the national association's policy,
and I suppose that among our 83,000 members there are a few objec-
tors, but they haven't been vocal. Realtors are overwhelmingly in
tavor of the position we are taking, probably 95 percent.

Mr. WILLIAMSON. I might add that the basic policy statement
was adopted by our national convention in;Chicago and in the year
prior in Los Angeles. The policy statement that was quoted here,
and that was ratified by the delegate body of approximately 6,000.

Mr, AUTRY. Thank you, Mr. Emlen.
Mr. EMLaN. Thank you. '
Mr. AUtTRY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator ERnvxr Do ybu wish to ask questions, Senator?
Senator ScoTrT. Mrj Emlen, as I think you know, and as I said in

the beginning, we postulate a concern 'as to title IV for different
reasons. I have already said here that I think that the incumbent
President of the United States and his immediate predecessor have
vailed to keep thbir promise to issue an.Executive order, a "stroke of
the pen" so-called, which by Federal direction involving the bbliga-
tion of the Executive to administer and implement our national house.
ing policy, an estimated 80 percent of the privately owned (property
in the country coutldi-be' ffetedi with the Federal interest, through
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VA- and FHA-insured housing, federally insued mortgages, and so
forth.

Since that has not been done, I would like to ask a couple of ques-
tions that concern me as to the operation of the proposed Civil Rights
Act itself. For example, interfamily relationship. Do you find in
title IV any provision which would protect the right of a man to sell to
his own bother, if they had been, let's say, in business together for
20 years? Is there any provision that you know of that would
protect the man's right to sell to his own brother, if he so desired,
for example, to continue the harmonious operation of the business, of
the very property from which they are operating their business?

Mr. EMLEN. There is nothing, in the number of times that I have
read the bill, that I can see there, Senator.

Senator ScoTT. I can't find anything that protects.
Mr. WILLIAMSON. I think, Senator, if it were a private sale, I don't

think that there would be anything in title IV to prohibit it. But if
the house, let's say, were held out to the public for sale or advertised
for sale, I think that an act of discrimination could lie even though-

Senator SCOTT. You think the danger is in holding out? If it
were a private sale nothing in this act would prohibit such an action?

Mr. WILLIAMSON. That is my opinion. I might be reserved.
Senator SCOTT. Would that be true also-I am just trying to clarify

sections of the bill, because I am not sure-would that be true also
if a person had said, an employer had said to an employee 10 years
previously, "In about 10 years or sometime in the future I intend to
turn over my home to you. You have served me all these years. I
intend to turn it over to you at a fixed price;" which is understood by
both of them to be well below the market. Is there anything in title
IV that would prohibit that, assuming there is no offering to the
public?

Mr. EMLEN. There is nothing that would prohibit it; no, sir.
Senator SCOTT. But once there is an offering to the public, and a

bid, then there would be a prohibition in selling to one's employee
in spite of an earlier indication.

Mr. EMLEN. Unless you could prove that you were doing it for
reasons other than race.

Senator ScoTT. Yes. I mean assuming the absence of an actual
contract but an oral promise which we know is not enforcible here,
but an understanding that in 10 years you will be able to buy the
property at $10,000, meanwhile thp property has gone up to $30,000,
if it is offered for sale and someone bids $20,000 for it, then what
happens to the desire of the emloper to convey to the employee at
$10,000?

Mr. EMLEN. I suppose he would have to convince the-judge, when
the complaint was made, that he had made this oral agreement with
this man for a future date, and see whether::the ljtdge believed him.

Senator SCOTT. Now with every understanding that real estate
transactions are not nornially accompanied, by, evasion, would it
not be possible to evade title IV by offering a property at $75,000
whose real valut was $3 ,000, and then rejecting bids at $31,000 once
offered for sale? In other words, couldn't the owner offer it at any
price he wants, and offer it at a given !price only, say $750)0, and
refuse to sell until the purchaser he preferred, came along at a bidi
even though th bid is far above the offered Irie ?
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Mr. EMLEN. He could do that. Of course, if it was a modest home
and subject to FHA financing, that would be a pretty difficult thing
to do because it would have to come in at the FHA appraised value
or close to it.

Senator SCOTT. If it is not coupled with a Federal interest other
than-

Mr. EMLEN. You could manipulate it any way you wanted to if it
wasn't covered by any-

Senator SCOTT. The Attorney General testified
Senator ERvIN. You had better read subsection (b) of section.403

on page 26.
SSenator SCOTT. Before we do that, the Attorney General testified

that such a case could, not necessarily would, raise the question of a
conspiracy. If a conspiracy could be proved it would be violative
of the act.

Mr. WILLIAMSON. I think any claimant who'offered a price that
was in excess of the price at which the hofis was sold could, if he were
a member of a minority group, file a coioplaint alleging discrimination,
because there would be a pr:umption that thert was some element
such as discrimination that may have inflioinced the seller to sell the
home at a price below the complainant's 6ffer.

Senator ScoTT. That is all I have.
Senator ERVIN. Is there any provision whatever in title IV that

makes any reference to an offer to sell to the public?
Mr. WILLIAMSON. No, sir.
Senator ERVIN. The whole tenor of section IV is that the house is

available for sale, isn't it?
Mr. WILLIAMSON. Yes, that is right.
Senator ERVIN. And can it be said that virtually every house is-

available for sale at a price?
Mr. WILLIAMSON. Yes, sir.
Senator ERVIN. And this bill covers every roeidenie.
Senator SCOTT. That is not true'if you have to deal with some of the

maiden ladies that he has to deal with ii bur community.
Senitor ERVIN. Yes, but they are a' rate exception. Now with

reference to sale of a man's property to his birkther, I will ask you if
under this bill that if a man waits to sell his house to his brother, and
some other man of another race or religion wants'to buy it, on 'the
same terms, and the owner prefers to'soll it to his brother rather than
to the man of the other race or religion,' he is committing an illegal-act
under this bill, isn't he? ./ J

Mr. WiLLIAMSON. It is possible; let's say if tlie house was vacant or
there was evidence to shoir that the'h6use was for sale. Earlier when
I discussed this, I was r'fferfing tod a private sale' whBrkthe person just
decided to buy another hotnmd nd Sll'bis home to hi brother. Now
as I sa, that is my own opinion, bit i is a debatibletiy answer is a
debatable one.' ; '
SSeiator ERVIN, Now as a:f-attrt of'fatb; if theowner of the house

is desirous of selling, even t6 his bother; iaand thit,fact becomes known
to inan of another race or rcligiop, anid'thl mathe m 4o'th heher race o
religion (omes'and offers tb buy it o exait:ly the sambtetri that the
mfan is illifig to sell td'his brother ' and' tv Ntetir Jo dS hetad'tA iti sel
to his brother, because he prefers to sell to his brother rather thira'to a
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man of another race or religion, then he is violating the act, isn't he,
the plain wording of the act?

Mr. WILLIAMSON. I think that the prima facie case of discrinina-
tion would prevail if the member of the minority group offered slightly
more than what the brother was paying for it.

Senator ERVIN. Yes, because in that case he would be hit right
square by.subsection (b) of section 403, because he would be dis-
criminating in respect to the terms and conditions of sale.

Now I wish you would follow this act very carefully.
Mr. EMLEN. Senator, I would like to make another comment in this

vein about the capriciousness of homeowners, and this is a thing that
really isn't accounted for. It happens in the business that I am in,
which is entirely residential all the time. Now, this is one example
which would be very greatly affected by an act like this.

A man in the community where Senator Scott and I lived several
years ago gave us a house for sale for $20,000, and we got him a
buyer within 24 hours for this house at the asking price and I went
to the seller of this house and I told him and he said, "I wouldn't
sell this house to that man if he were the last man on earth. I really
hate him," He belonged to his same church and club and everything
else. I said, "What do you want me to do?" He said, "I have got a
friend who said he will pay me $18,000 for this house and he bought it."

This is human capriciousness and prejudice and everything. Of
course, there is no element of race here, but suppose under this act
he had turned the Negro down at $20,000 for a reason other than race.
This is a very capricious gentleman. The burden would be on him
and he would never get out from under that allegation that he was
discriminating for reasons of race.

Senator ERVIN. And although. the house might not be worth more
than $20,000 or $25,000, he could have $1 million damages awarded
against him as far as the terms of this bill.

Mr. EMLEN. That is right; yes sir.
Senator SCOTT. May I ask, Mr. Emlen, whatever happened to

the Moi case, when someone of oriental origin either bought or sub-
divided property in your community. I don't know whether you
had any connection with it. What happened to that?

Mr. EMLEN. Senator, the Moi case involved a man of Korean extrac-
tion, who made an offering simultaneously within 20 minutes with
that of a Caucasian, I guess you would say. They made identical
offers within a half hour of each otjer on a property in Chestnut Hill
where Senator Scott and I live. Mr. Moi went to the Human Rela-
tions Commission in Philadelphia aqd filed a complaint. They have
jurisdiction over the fair housing' ordinance in Philadelphia. He
complained that he was discriminated against because of his race,

Well, there were various aspects of this case among which was that
his deposit check was returned for insufficient funds. But he never-
theless stuck to the racial issue and it went to the Court of Common
Pleas in Philadelphia, I believe, Senato, just in the last week or two
it was dropped. I don't know why it was dropped, but the case
was dismissed, and there was no,.charge of discrimination finally
that stuck against the bwner. The othey man got it. But I ttiink
that it was colored with a lot of issues other thaa race, which 4mpli-
cated it .

CTV1J,,,Rr1EE6
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Senator ScorT. I had forgotten what happened. I want to make
it lear I ram i' favor of this bill, Mr. Enlen, but I have doubts for
different reasons than you orf titl IV.

Mr. EMLEN. That tied that property up, you see, for over 2 years.
The owner couldn't sell it for over 2 years. ,
*'Senator ERVIN. I call attention to section 406, which is enforce

ment by private persons. Anybody of another race or religion can be
a plaintiff under section 406, even though he hasn't been refused the
sale or the rental of a house; 'isn't that true?
, Mr. WILLIAMSON. I didn't get the question.
Mr. EMLEN. Even if he hasn't. ben refused, he may do it.
Senhtor ERVIN. Yes. For example subsection 3 of section 403

says that it is unlawful-
to print or publish or cause to be printed,or published any notice, statement or
advertisement with respect to the sale, rentald or lease of a dwelling that.indicates
any preference, limitation or discrimhihtlon based on race, color or national
origin or an intention to make any such preference, limitation or discrimination.

Now that is a violation of the act, just to.place an advertisement.
Now I invite your attention to section 406, subsection (a):
The rights granted by sections 403, 404 and 405 may be enforced by civil

actions in appropriate United States District Courts without regard t' the
amount in controversy and in appropriate state or deal courts of jurisdiction
i civil action shall be commenced within six months after the alleged discrimina-
tory housing practice or violation of section 405 occurred.
SSub-section (b). Upon application by the plaintiff and in such circumstances

as the Court may deem just, a Court of the United States, in which a civil action
under this section has been brought, may appoint an attorney for the plaintiff
and mny authorize the commencement of a civil action without the, payment of
fees, cost or security. A Court; of a State or subdivision thereof may do likewise
to the extent not inconsistent with the law or procedures of the State or sub.
division.

Sub-section (c). The Court may grant such relief as it deems appropriate,
including a permanent or temporary.injunction restraining order or other order
and may award damages to the plaintiff including damages for humiliation and
mental pain and suffering and up to $500.punitive damages.

Sub-section (d). The Court may allow a prevailing plaintiff a reasonable
attorney's fee as part of the cost.

Now that is the only section of this title which deals with who is
going to be the plaintiff and about relief, isn't it?

Mr. WILLIAMSON. That is right.
Senator ERVIN. It doesn't even 'have a retirement that the

plaintiff shall have been refused the rental or purchase of real estate,
does it?

Mr. EMLEN. That is right.
Senator ERVIN. This title applies to all corporations. Under

section 403, the word "person," includes-
individuals, corporations, partnerships, associations, labor organizations, legal
representatives, mutual companies, joint stock companies, trusts, unincorporated
organizations, trustees, trustees in bankruptcy, receivers, add iidiearies.

iow that would include a cohurh, would it not?
Mr. WILLIAMSON. That is right.'
Senator ERVIN. Either as a corporation or a volun tar i rgania-

tion or association? , ,/ : ' . , .,' ,

etxiator ERvN. NO ea sAh y
Methodist Church, and tie Lutheran C hurci aea:ehayeed iaf
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homes for the elderly members of their congregations, and the people
of the Jewish faith are now engaged in building such a residential home
for the elderly people of the Jewish faith. I will ask you if under sub,
section (b) of section 406 if it wouldn't be an unlawful act for any of
those religious denominations to place an advertisement in print of any
kind saying that they were operating these homes for the benefit of
the elderly people of their respective faiths?

Mr. EMLEN. Yes, sir.
Senator ERVIN. And if they should put such an advertisement in

print, they could be sued by any person of any other religion, for
damages, and it would be possible for a person who hasn't even applied
for admission to that home, if he is of another religion, to recover
unlimited damages, wouldn't it?

Mr. WILLIAMSON. That is right, Senator and even if the com-
plainant in this case purchased the home and obtained title, he could
still maintain a cause cf action that he had to pay a larger down-
payment than somebody else who may have tried to buy the house.

Senator ERVIN. I am not a Lutheran, I am not a Methodist, and
I am not cf the Jewish faith. If I applied to any one cf those homes
to receive me, and if they rcfdsed to receive me, I could sue those
churches for unlimited damages, could I not?

Mr. WILLIAMSON. That is right.
Senator ERVIN. I don't know why it took the Department of

Justice from January until May to draw this bill. Senator Scott just
called my attention to subsection (b) cf section 406. You will notice
the plaintiff can get a court-appointed attorney, can't he?

Mr. WILLIAMSON. Yes, sir.
Senator ERVIN. There is no provision for the defendant to get a

court-appointed attorney.
Mr. EMLEN. No, sir.
Senator ERVIN. And so if a widow who was forced by economic

circumstances to rent one room in her dwelling house, and she pre-
ferred to rent that room to aI 6rson of her race in preference to a
person'of another race, and even though she had no money, and she
claimed that she wasn't guilty, of, any illegal, preference, the court
would not have the power to appoint an attorney to represent her,
but would have the' power to appoint aA attorney to represent the
plaintiff, wouldn't it?;

Mr. EMLBN. Yes sir. ,
Senator ERVIN. And then yoiuret down to subsection (d) of sec-

tion 406, if the widow lost the case the court could make her pay the
attorney's fee.fo, the plaintiff, cqul it not?

Mr. EMLN. Yes, sir. .
Senator ERVIN. But if she won the case she couldn't recover a

pernn in attorney's fees? '
Mr, WILLIAMSON. That is'right..
Senator ERVIN. Don't you think it is a pretty sorry statute for

Congress to pass, which would load'll the legal "dice"' in favor of
one side and against the other?

Mt. M'LNfJ.Yes, sir
Senator ERVIN. Don't you think that Congress would be guilty of

as gross a discrimination as what this title undertakes to prevent, if ib
should enact a medial statute of that nature?

MrA EML£iN. Y9es, sir. :

396
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Senator ERVIN. Why.should Congress put itself on one side of a
lawsuit rather than 'nother? Can you think of any reason that
justice requires it? ,

Mr. EMLEN. No, sir.
Senator Scorr. Mr. Chairman, it seems to me that equity would

be done-I know we in this committee have debated this in a number
of cases, in a number of other bills, the business of allowing attorney's
fees to one side only-equity could be done if you were to allow at-
torney fees at all, by changing the word "plaintiff" to "party," that
"the Court may allow prevailing party reasonable attorney's fees as
part of the cost," because if a harassing suit were brought by a rich
person against a poor person, and the poor person wins, and is al-
lowed to keep his or her house, the poor person has to pay his or her
attorney's fee and the rich person has it paid by the poor person.

This just strikes me as a highly inequitable provision and I have
argued against it in other matters which have no relation to civil
rights at all.

Mr. WILLIAMSON. It would still be heavily weighted against the
defendant, primarily because of the nature of the suit. The mere
allegation of discrimination would shift the burden to the defendant
in all of these cases.

I was recently co-counsel on a case before the Federal Housing
Administration involving discrimination, where sanctions were im-
posed against a realtor, and the allegation of discrimination, the mere
fact that the Negro family was turned down, shifted the burden, even
though the realtor submitted evidence that he sold homes in the
development to two Negro families, and the third Negro family he
rejected because he did not believe that they had enough income to
carry the mortgage. This was economic discrimination that he.
admitted. But, nevertheless, the mere fact that the Negro family
was turned down shifted the burden to the realtor to;prove that the
discrimination was economic and not racial, but he couldn't prevail.

Mr. EMLEN. Also, Senator, almost all residential real estate' rans-
action, as you know, up until the last minute, is oral, and it is almost
always a salesperson talking to a purchaser or to a seller. You very
seldom have very much in writing to "hang your hat on" for proof to
back anything ;up, .whether it involved race or anything else. It
would just put the defendant in an impossible position.

Senator ERVIN. I will ask you if on account of that, very thing--
well, let's go back a little bit. I will direct this question to Mr.
Williamson. Hasn't it always been one of the recognized principles of
American jurisprudence and American constitutional:: law that the
right to regulate the title to real estate and the right to regulate
contracts relating to real:estate belongs to the States? ,

Mr. WILLIAMSON. Yes, sir.
Senator ERvIN. Do you know any decision, from the time George

Washington took his first oath ofoffice as President of the United
States down to this moment which holds that Congress has the power
to regulate either the title to real estate or the nature and terms of
contracts relating to real estate?

Mr. WILLIAMSON, Sir,Cthe law students refer to that as f'hornbook
law." ,S ,

Senator ERViJiAN. t. Yes' e mn : .
SMr. WtLLXa"MSONW That is elementary.
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Senator ERV N. Yes. Title ,V of this bill if enanted into law would
undertake to ohango that which has been accepted horabook laoway
accepted constitutional law since the foundation of this ,Rpubli,
wouldn't it? . t 1

Mr WILLIAMBON..Yes, sir . . . i '.
Senator EavN.. Now really, when you get down to it in the ultimate

analysis, isn't this an attempt on the part of the Federal Government,
to regulate the thoughts of people and to punish them because of thb
thoughts they think? ,;

Mr. WILLIAMSON. Yes,.sir, . ,
Senator ERVIN. In other woids, the thrust of this bill is to say to

every homeowner in the United States, "When you sell your home,
you must totally eliminate from your mind any thought or any
impression concerning the race or religion of anybody you deal with
in respect to real estate."

Mr. WILLIAMSON. That is right.
Senator ERVIN. If the owner of real property wants to sell it, and

two people of different races or of different religions apply to him to
purchase it, unless he sells to the person not of his race or the person
not of his religion, he has made out a prima facie case against himself;
hasn't ho?

Mr. WILLIAMSON. That is right, sir.
Mr. EMNLEN. Yes.
Senator ERVIN. And so isn't the real objective of this statute to

try to coerce a homeowner to sell his property to a person qf some
other race or some other religion, rather than a person of his race
or his religion?

Mr. WILLIAMSON. That is correct.
Senator ERVIN. And to borrow Shakespeare's expression, if he

wants to stay on "the windy side of the law," he is going to discrimi-
nate against the man of his.race or the man of his religion in favor
of the man of another race or another religion, in order to avoid the
possibility that he may be immersed in damages.

Mr. WLIoAMSON. That is correct.
Senator ERVIN. So, the truth of it is the ultimate objective of this

bill is to deprive all Americans who own residential property or prop-
erty which is susceptible of development as residential property of
their right to control either its sale or its rental. Isn't that the
objective of the bill?

Mr. WILLIAMSON. That certainly is the case, .
Senator ScoTT., Mr. Chairman/before you proceed, because I hav

to leave for another appointment, may I indicate that in committee
if necessary, I may offer an amendfnent, because the members of the,
Judiciary Committee are certainly not against lawyers, I think that
is hornbook law, too, and I think we ought'to. provide that 'the
prevailing ptrty" whoever it is "be entitled to reasonable; attorney's
fees as part 'of the ,ost" if any; provision is in the bill And whilk
some people say "Hang all lawyers,'" Iwouldsay at least hang them,
equally or elevate them equally, as the casemayibe..I ; i, K:

Senator ERVIN. Senator, I would like to iannotmeelit this time
that I will oppose yoir; amendment a;, well r) oppose ,the/present
provision of the bill. . ;

Senator ScoTT. I am glad to find yotton'the dppositeide again.
Senator ERvfNi The Scripture tellahs ithaittha<Deviltr6telto

I X / *,
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and ,fro, seeking whdm hn may devour. Therefore, I am opposed to
legislation !hichi allows lawyer's fees. I am a lawyer and I 'have
high respect for them, but I don't want to offer an inducement for
lawyers to follow 'thb ,kaminple of the Devil t' go :abroad ,seeking
lawsuits in ordbr. to get '" fee allowed by 'the court. I believee each
client ought to compensate his own lawyer.

I want you to folloW he closely on how this bill is drafted. I dtart
with section 403 and I am going to leave out unnecessary words, in
order;'to red the complete obligation this section would put on
homeowners.. : ; ' '
' It shal be unlwful for the owner to refuse to sell, rent, or lease a dwelling to

say person because of 'race,; clbr, religion, or national origi.

Now isn't that a c6oplete statement?
Mr, WILLIAMSON. Yes, sir.
Senator ERViN. That is not leaving out any essential part of' the

obligation imposed upon the owlier.
Mr. WILIAMSONw. That is right.
Senator ERVIN. In other words, there is no requirement that the

owner even be willing to sell; is there?
Mr. WILLIAMSON. No, that is just implied, but I could see where a

court might rule otherwise.
Senator ERVIN. Yes. Well, I can't see how it is iinplied. It just

says it shall be unlawful for the owner "to refuse to 'ell, rent; or lease
a dwelling to any person because of race, color, religion, or national
origin." In other words, if I am an owner of property anid a man
comes and wants to buy it, and I am not offering it for sale, and I say,
"No, I am not going to sell it to you. I am not going to sell it to
anybody and particularly I am not going to sell it to you because of
your religion," I would be under the act; wouldn't I, according to its
phraseology? .
Mr. WILLIAMSON. I would say that taking a literal interpretation

of the words tha- the authors of the bill use, that could happen.
Senator ERVN. 'Yes. . .
Mr. WILLIAMSON. I don't think it is their intent. . ' i ! .;

:Senator EAiIN. Thek intend many things that they dont'.spell out
in it. ' '

Mr. WrLLIASON. . If wt just judge therintent by the language they
use, that could happen :'
: Senator ERvIN, Ye§ .it certainly could, and I 'know; tie Attorney
.General talks about. offering to sell to the public, bul those,~ords are
hot in here. :..IDotyou think that laws ought to bte writ wiitlimnore
certain language than that? ". io

Mr. EMLEN^.eni.tp I would like tp ,ay, referring back, this
ponaeotiop and i my testimony, tit I think the mop Qt4g)pusjgrea

pa Sundayaij they hAave. a, theiroordersictniele, qn (

actually hve pt t la h house on the mar o^ iian

anopis~4go!,bA 4w. A I 0ji. 1 ~tsc~rsita
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, I can see a wide area for abuse in this regard, where the complainant
would say, "Well, he took it off the market to prevent me from
owning it."

Senator ERVIN. The more I read this title, the more I marvel at
why it took the Department of Justice from January to May to draw
it. I want to read another section of this.

Mr. WILLIAMSON. I think they were waiting, for the dicta in the
Guest case.. .

Senator ERVIN. Well, I don't see why they didn't put in ,the
phraseology and say what they meant. There is not a single thing in
here that says this only applies if a man is offering to sell his property.

Now I want to read you another portion to see if this is not so:
Section 403. It shall be unlawful for the owner to deny a dwelling to any person

because of his race, color, religion, or national origin.

If a man came to me and asked for my dwelling and I denied it to
him on account of his race or religion, I would be guilty of an illegal
act under the terms of that phraseology; would I not?

Mr. WILLIAMSON (reading):
It shall be unlawful for the owner to deny * * *

Senator ERVIN. To deny.
Mr. WILLIAMSON (continuing):

* * * a.dwelling to any person.

Senator ERVIN. Because all of that is in the conjunctive.
Mr. WILLIAMSON. Obviously, "deny" must mean something other

than sell, rent, or lease.
Senator ERVIN. It must mean something other than what it says;

mustn't it?
Mr. WILLIAMSON. Yes, sir.
Senator ERVIN. Yes. But that is what it says. It says it is

unlawful for an owner to deny a dwelling to any person because of his
race, color, religion, or national origin, and if you denied a dwelling
to any person under the exact phraseology of this law, taking the
words to mean exactly what they say, he could be sued, couldn't he?

Mr. WILLIAMSON. Yes, sir. In other words, a complainant could
make out a cause of action because an owner was withholding hi,
property from public sale on the grounds of race, religion, or national
origin.

Senator ERVIN. That is right. Now listen to this in section 403:
It shall be'unlawful for the owner td refuse td negotiate for the sale, rental ot

lease of a dwelling to any person because of his race, color, religion or national
origin.

I ask you if, according to the phraseology of this bill, that is not a
complete separate offense in itself, refusal to negotiate?

Mr. WILLIAMSON. Yes, sir; and we could even go a step further.
I think it would be a violation of section 403 if a homeowner refused to
admit some person to his house who wanted to take a look at it pre-
paratory to making an offer. '

Senator ~~ IN;. In other words, a man could 6e sued and immersed
in an unlimited amount of damages if he refuses to negotiate for the
sale of his property which he doesn't desire to 'ell. In other words,
he has got to negotiate a contract thatihe doesn't iritend to make.

f I
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Now go back just 1 minute to the fact that it is hornbook lawt that
the State has the power to regulate title to land and contracts relating
to land. I will ask you if every State in .the Union, to avoid 'uncer-
tainty and vexatious litigation m this field, has not enacted a statute
of frauds, which requires all contracts relating to the sale of land to be
in writing.

Mr. WILLIAMSON. Yes, sir.
Senator ERVIN. And be signed by the party against whom it is to

be enforced or by his authorized agent.
Mr. WILLIAMSON. That is right.
Senator ERVIN. And yet under title IV of this bill, everything could

be dependent upon oral conversations, couldn't it?
Mr. WILLIAMSON. That is right. In the testimony here, Mr.

Emlen made one statement that is a very, very important one, and
that is that under the provisions of this bill, somebody who wants
to buy property would be vested with a right that is unknown in
the common law, a right to buy property in violation of all of the
statutes of frauds and a violation of everything that we know in the
common law related to the transfer of real estate.

Senator ERVIN. And this title, among other things, would nullify
every statute of frauds enacted by the 50 States of the Union. wouldn't
it?

Mr. WILLIAMSON. Yes, sir.
Senator ERVIN. Now this would substitute for written contracts

required by statutes of fraud, oral testimony plus reading the minds
of people, wouldn't it?

Mr. WILLIAMSON. Yes, sir.
Senator ERVIN. I think that there is something in the Scriptures

which we might well ponder before we enact a law of this kind and.
that is that God judgeth not as man judgeth; that man looks upon
the external appearances and God looketh upon the heart.

This title is calculated to require the courts to exercise the same
power that God has and to look into man's mind and into his heart
and ascertain what is there. But man doesn't have the ability to do
that.
* In other words, the legality of every transaction under title IV

will depend on what a man has in his mnd and his heart rather than
pon his' external action, won't it?
Mr. WLIAMSON. That is right. Senator, there is one other pro.

vision that the Attorney General-of course, he hasn't testified with
respect to title IV,' but under 406(c), 'The court may graft such relief
asit deems appropriate including permanent or temporary injunction
restraining order or other ordered ' . And I think the Attorney General
ought to be interrogated on this but from my reading of the plain
language of the subsection, a court cold issite an order setting aside a
sale, where an innocent purchaser had already taken possession of a
home.

Senator ERVIN. Yes.
Mr. WILLIAMSON. The court could set aside the sale and order the

property transferred to the complainant, . i
. Senator ERVINn That is/right, whatever relief the court deems ap.
propriate. In other words,: instead of Congress defining the relief
the court is given blanket authority to do anything it pleases.

Mr. WILLIAMSON. That is right.
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SSenator ERVIN.,! Or anything that it deems appropriate.
Mr. WILiaAMsoN. And even assessing damages for humiliation and

mental pain and suffering, without any standard as we normally
have for damages for mental 'piin and suffering in the court on negli
gene cases t :They generally,/ Ithink, in all Statesamust be related to
some physical injury.

Senator ERVIN. And since the word "court" usually refers to the
judge;iunless the context requires, otherwise, it looks like the judge is
the one that is going to pass on athe damages:rather than the jury .

Mr. WILLIAMSON. Oh; yes, sir.
:Senator ERVIN.. Wearo.i so anxious to regiment people that we

destroy the spirit, if not the, letter of the constitutional provisions
about jury tials.

Mr. WILIAMSON. Yes, sir.
Senator EVIN. People, 'sitally, pick, out a scapegoat when they

argue for the passage of legislation: which robs people of their rights
and in this case they pick out the.real estate brokers as the scapegoat.

Mrn EMLON. That is right. .
Senator ERVIN. We have had witnesses testify that real estate

brokers determine wvho shall be the purchasers of homes; I would like
to ask you in your experience as a real estate broker, whether, in the
great majority of cases, the ultimate decision as to the identity of the
person to whom the property is to be sold is made by the real estate
broker or by the owner of the home? ..

Mr. EMLEN., Senator, I am glad you asked me that, because , feel
pretty strongly about this position. My business is in thePhiladel-
phia suburbs where we are beginning to have open occupancy and there
are Negro buyers looking, and it is pretty hard to take, to constantly
be told that this responsibility is the real estate broker's and the
brokers ard the ones stirring up the communities. I know in my own
office, where my practice and knoWledge is restricted to, that we never
ask a seller of a property one way or the other whom he wants to dell
to. ,If we got it, wb get it gratuitously from the seller. He will say,
~! dont itant any Negroes here,' ? "I don't want any Catholics here,"

"I don't want any Jews here" or whatever he says.
' No.Wi we have been asked by some. of these groups to refuse to take
bhism listing ifthis sellerwishes td discriminate, with which I. carit
agree at all. But it is a fallacy to say that the brokers go to sellers
of properties. nd say; "Now I dont'?want you to ever sell this..pl6ce
to a Negro ;we donft,,want to break this: black up,!' and so forth. It
justsnt so in the circle of rep tsable bokers that I khow :, ~,

.i We r d4q carry ouit the wishes of t4he riellers. " Now, we have ,ellers
who: say, "I: do not care 6hoigets this house, and I dont care 'whether
iti is, a Negrovor' a Jew :or whatever, and then we act. accordingly,
and the recordss df my office will show that ,we have acted thatiway.
,f Mr' WiWrLLAMosoN:. I ill BayLthbs,;Senator. ,That more and nidre

real estate brokers throughout the country, some of our most promi.
nent, and I am referring to some of dur past-priesident4* have now
elianged their pbtlicy andare not!takingilistingkthat have anpyrestric-
tion. The California Real Estate Association, I think, in all/of their
multiple listings of all iotheir ioahdis in (hlifornid' thatiless thn one-
lialf'of 1i erentihhd any ind of testricticail One other iote& .4t: li f

.w ;; .J .*i ii v .c \ i'..{!?*-- i .i^ n . ;i rn 'f*)*'I
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violation of our code of ethics for a realtor not to take every bonifide
offer to the seller, to let the seller make the determination.

Mr. EMLEN. Senator, I think this is very pertinent to your question,
This is a proposal adopted at the Los Angeles conVentionL This is
our national association policy, not a policy statement but a procedure
we follow in this regard:

Being agents realtors individually and collectively in performing their agency
functions, have no right to determine the racial, creedal or ethnic composition
of any area or any part thereof. No realtor should assume to determine the
suitability or eligibility on racial, creedal or ethnic groups of any prospective
mortgagor tenant or purchaser, and the realtor shQuld Oubinit to the client. all
written orders made by any prospect in connection with the transaction at hand.
Upon acceptance of the realtor's client of any offer, the realtor should exert his
best efforts to conclude the transaction, irrespective of the race, creed or nation.
ality of the offerer. Each realtor should feel completely free to enter into a broker,
client relationship with persons of any race, creed or nationality. Realtors should
continue to condemn any attempts by persons licensed or unlicensed within or
without the real estate business to solicit or procure the sale or other disposition
of real estate in residential areas by conduct intended to implant fear in property
owners based upon the actual or anticipated introduction of any racial, religious
or ethnic group into such area.

That is our national position now.
Senator ERVIN. With reference to "blqckbusting," isn't this bill

designed to put the Federal Government into the '"bloqkbusting
business," putting it in plain and simple English, which I unfortu
nately have the habit of doing sometimes: :

Can it not be truly said that virtually all the residential patterns
in the United States are set by the homeowners within those sections?

Mr. EMLEN. Yes, I think so.
Senator ERnvN. And is it not true, as far as your observations go

that the overwhelming majority of people prefer to live in: residential
section inhabited by people of their race?

SMr. EMLaN. Yes, sir.
SMr. WIILAMON. I think Senator Douglas wa very eloquent on

that point in his testimony. :
Senator ERVIN. Yes, I thought so. HeAendJ agreed very much on

it. My own opinion is that people segregate themselves in their resi.
dencem, on the basis of race in obedience.to naturall law,, which is
that like prefers to live among like. That is the reason the provisions
of title IV are sort of artificial.

I notice the Wall Street Journal aays^ speaking of some of the
diffic ties of integrating residential eghborb)ods .

Many ,Negroes, don't went to. inva .e alwhibte developments,
Lots of Negroes, just like whites, prefer not toliv wit. members of the
other race. Some estimate it at 85 perent,'iian4 that par of the
statement, "Lots of Negroes, just like white prefer not to live with
members of the other race, some estimate it, at 85 percent" is in quota,
tions, andit is attributed to Robert .A., Sur,-an equal opportunity
officer forthe Department of using and ba Development. ,

Now, you agree with me on the proposition ,tat.if people are going
to have any freedom at all, they must have the riit to do thingsaccord,
ing to their own notions rather than in obedience to governmental
edicts? / .

Mr.EMLEi. Certainly. . .
Senator EBvIN. And am a person who bei ves h,thih e supreme

value of civilization is freedom, and I am pe ectly willing to let
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people ,keep whatever their notions ate, aind to let them keep their
allergies if they want to. I think that that is one of the prerequisites
of freedom.: !I

Apirt fromnlall of the loose phraseology of the bill and all of itW
purposes and, dbjectives, isn't the fundamental objection to title IV
of this bill is that it undertakes to rob all of the people of America
of the right and the freedom to own and use and sell and rent their
property as, they please?

Mr. EMLEN. Yes, sir.'
Senator ERn~. 'The Attorney General bases his claim of con-

stituitionality for title IV on ,the commerce clause, and while the
commerce clause has been dealt with in 1,700 or 1,800 cases by the
Supreme Court of the United States, and it has been somewhat
distorted, doesn't interstate c'tfiherce essentially have reference
to the movement of people, and goods and communications from one
State to another? .

Mr. WILLIAMSON. That is the essence of it.
Senator ERVIN. It gives Congress the power to regulate the move-

ment of goods and communications.
Mr. WILLIAMSON. That is right.

'Senator ERVIN. From one State to another.
Mr. WhihAMSON. That' s the gist of what the Supreme Couft

had to say onlit: ' ": . .
Senator EnvIN. And isn't it in the very nature of things impossible

for real estate-that is land-to move from one State to another,
across State lines?

Mr. EMLEN. Yes, sir.
Mr. WILLIAMSON. It can't be; only in the event of a tornado.
Senator ERVIN. Yes. Sometimes they blow some dust over, but

that is a regulation of the Lord's rather than )of Congress.
Now, I think it was well pointed out here the distinction between

this and the public accommodations provision. The public accom-
modations provision was upheld on the ground that it dealt with
interstate travelers and with goods which were moving or which had
moved in interstate commece.t '6

Now many of the houses in the United States are built of timber,
aren't they?

Mr. WILLIAMSON. Yes, sir.
Senator ERVIN. Which id cut within the borders of the State and

the houses are built within the Jorders of the State, and nothiftg in
it moves in'interstate commerce, .except perhaps a few nails, and they
have come to rest and become integrated in the structure.'

Mr. WILLIAMSON. It becomes pat of the land.
Senator ERVIN. D6h't you have difficulty in reconciliiig the theory

that title IV is valid under the interstate commerce clause with the
meaning of some very simple English words? I couldn't reach that
conclusion myself without doing violence to the integrity of my intelli-
gence. I don't say that:'t anybody else's. They may have ai'more
elastic intelligeAce thAh' I have.

Mr. WILtIAMSON;. If'this can be justified under the commerce clause,
then I think any element of human endeavor could also. The Con-
gress could enact a uniform divorce law Under te theory that lack of
uniformity p'its' burden on theinterstate travel ofdivorced people.

Senat6o EAvrNu. Thit is right. ' '
* / ~, - .
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Mr. WILLIAMSON. There would be no limit, and that is' why'wo
hope that the Congress won't tempt the Court to' so rewrite the
commerce clause. .

Senator ERVIN. Woodrow Wilson stated; and he.was a great consti-
tutional scholar, whenever you abolish the distinction between intra-
state and interstate conimerce, you abolish the system set up byi6ur
Constitution. , ' . : "

Mr. WILLIAMSON'. That is right.'
Senator EnvIN. I hate'to see it abolished. It has already been

mafihandled to a considerable extent. But I can reconcile those deci-
sions which manhandle it'with the theory that Congress does have the
power to regulate intrastate activities where such regulation is essen-
tial or appropriate to the effective regulation of interstate commerce.
SBut the final issue her6 is whether the American people are going

to be permitted to exercise the free enterprise system, and the rights
of private property with respect to the sale and rental of their homes,
is that not the fundamental question?

Mr. WILLIAMSON. That is the issue.
Senator ERVIN. And the question is whether they are to be robbed

of that right and whether the Federal Government is going to manage
exactly where the people of the United States live and ' who their
neighbors are to be.

Mr. WILLIAMSON. That is right.
Senator ERVIN. And when the Federal Government regiments

people to that extent; they have mighty little freedom left, in my
judgment. " .

Mr. WILLIAMSON. Well, if title IV is enacted, I think you will find
that theme in the Civil Rights Act of 1967 or 1968.
.Senator ERvik,. Yes.
Mr. AUTRY. Mr. Emlen, one more question Isn't it true that

integrated neighborhoods have voluntarily been maintained by those
who wish to maintain them around the country, by setting up a sort of
an unofficial quota system, which is voluntarily enforced within the
neighborhood, so that an integrated neighborhood does not become
either all white or all Negro?

Mr. EMLEN. The benign quota is well known. There is one de-
veloper who has been working on open occupancy housing that I
know, Morris Milgram, who has done quite a lot of work. He was in
Philadelphia once and now is in Chicago doing it. I know at one time
at least Morris Milgram believed in the benign quota to try to estab-
lish a 60-40 ratio or something like that, which I imagine would be a
pretty hard thing to do.

Mr. AUTRY. Wouldn't this bill prohibit that?
Mr. EMLEN. Yes, sir. There couldn't be any benign quota or

anything like it in title IV.
Mr. WILLIAMSON. I think the witness for the Illinois Association of

Real Estate Boards will have some testimony on that point as it
operates in the Chicago area.

Mr. EMLEN. Certainly you are right. It couldn't possibly operate
that way under this title.

Mr. AUTRY. It could destroy those neighborhoods that have
voluntarily integrated.

Mr..EMLEN. Certainly.
Mr. AUTRY. Thank you.

W
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Senator ERVIN. If, a bill of this kind could be sustained under an
interpretation of the interstate commerce clause, the only limitation
whatever on the power of Congress under that clause would be what
ever limitation the due process clause of the fifth, amendment im-
posed, wouldn't it?

Mr. WILLIAMSON. That is correct, that would be the only limitation,
Senator ERVIN. And has it not been the general trend in the past

that the due process clause of the fifth amendment as against the
Federal Government and the due process clause of the 14th amend-
ment as against the State government has been construed to protect
the right of private property and it has been held in a multitude of
decisions that property consists not only of the physical things, the
property, the land or the house, but it also consists of the attributes
of the property, and that among those attributes ar i the right to sell
freely and the right to determine the lawful use of the property freely,
and the right to lease the property freely.

Mr. WILLIAMSON. That is right.
Senator ERVIN. On behalf of the subcommittee, I want to thank

Mr. Emlen and Mr. Williamson for making their appearance here.
Mr. EMLEN. Thank you, Senator.
Mr. AUTRY. Mr. Chairman, the next scheduled witness was to be

Mr. Roy Wilkins, the chairman of the Leadership Conference on
Civil Rights. However, Mr. Wilkins called, from New York this
morning at 10 o'clock to say that his flight was fogged in at the New
York airport and he would be unable to be here. Therefore,, we will
reschedule his appearance at a mutually convenient time a little later

Senator ERVIN. The subcommittee will stand in recess until 10:30
tomorrow. ,

(Whereupon at 12 p.m., the subcommittee recessed until 10:30 a,p.,
Tuesday, June 14, 1966.)

*I ,, j
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TUESDAY, JUNE 14, 1966

U.S. SENATE,
SuBcoMMITTEE ON CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT

OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
Washington, D.O.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:37 a.m., in room
2228, New Senate Office Building, Senator Roman L. Hruska pre.
siding.

Present: Senators Hrska, Kennedy of Massachusetts, and Javits.
Also present: George Autry, chief counsel; H. Houston Groome,

Lawrence M. Baskir and Lewis W. Evans, counsel; and John Baker,
minority counsel.

Senator HusKA. The subcommittee will come to order. We will
continue the hearings on the several civil rights bills now before
the subcommittee.

Our first witness this morning is one of our distinguished col-
leagues, the senior Senator from the State of Florida. We always
welcome him in any committee, and particularly in the Judiciary
Cormnittee.

Senator Holland, you have filed a statement. It will be printed in
the record in its entirety. You may either read it or summarize
it, as you choose.

STATEMENT OF HON. SPESSARD L. HOLLAND, U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF FLORIDA

Senator HoLrAND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the
chance to appear before this distinguished subcommittee. My
prepared statement, was drawn in contemplation of the fact that the
chairman of the subcommittee would be presiding, and I refer to hint
several times in the statement. That will be without dero ation upon
the present presiding officer at all, but because of the facts that I
thought, would prevail at the time of the appearance. amn sorry
that the death in Senator Ervin's family made it impossible fbr him
to be here. '

I wish to thank the chairman and the members 'of the Constitu-
tional Rights Subcommittee for the opportimity to express my viens
on the. serious implications of S. 3296, the legislation they are pres
ently considering. I will not impose upon much of the iuboomnnit-
tee's time, and lYdo not wish to' duplicate thie fine testimony already
heard with respect to theee pirposal. I will, if the' Chair pe rmits,
coPfine myself .o ,a few brief comtnents on certain aspects of the

': - :'..n ,^ :-" "H *;* :'-"- r ,*,)*, / *. . '* : : OT ^
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administration's bill, S. 8296. Of course, I shall be pleased to
answer questions on the other portions of the bill if that is desired.

The provisions I primarily direct myself to are titles II and IV,
I believe these provisions deserve especial comment because with
respect to each title, they are novel, dangerous, and arrogant as-
sumptions. The assumptions are novel because they presume to over-
rule 100 years of uniform, consistent, and reasonable interpret.
tion, both legal and political concerning the grant of power to the
Fed,3ral Government under the 14th amendment. The assumptions
are dangerous because in their logical extensions they presume the
existence of unlimited Federal power over the other two repositories
of sovereignty in this country-the States and the people. Finally,
the assumptions are arrogant, because they presume a godlike and
omnipotent fount of wisdom in representatives of the Federal Gov-
ernment, and no wisdom at all in the representatives of the States,
nor, indeed, any wisdom in the people themselves.

As to title I, it is clear that Congress has authority to legislate
as to Federal juries. I trust this subcommittee to do so wisely. Let
me say only that there are certain details of the proposal which
disturb me greatly. These are the parts of the title which require
citizens to disclose to the Federal Government matters of their own
conscience, details of their national orgin (which, except for foreign.
born citizens would certainly be "American"), and matters of their
financial circumstances. I do not believe that government has any
business delving into these areas. Who can guarantee that these
unwarranted and unnecessary intrusions into individual privacy-
here claimed for a worthy end-will always be used worthily ?

I am pleased to note that the Attorney General has consented to
the principle that these inquiries into private matters will be entirely
voluntary. I am hopeful that this will be m,.de explicitly clear in
any legislation which may be reported to the Senate, and that if it
becomes law it will be made clear to every citizen when the form is
presented to him. Of course, when the Federal Government, in all
its majesty, presents a citizen a form to fill out, "voluntary" gener-
ally becomes an empty word.

I would add as to title I, that as a lawyer, I have great respect
for the jury system-a system which. is older than this country. I
hope that the belatedly found need for these important and drastic
changes in the Federal jury systeih will not tempt the Congress into
ill-advised and impetuous legislation. They clearly deserve careful
and dispassionate study and expert technical testimony.

Now as to title II. This title attempts to eliminate discrimination
in State jury selection. I do not object, and I know the chairman
does not object, to laws preventing racial discrimination in jury
selection. Nor do I-and I know of no Senator who feels differ-
ently--object to Federal laws against racial' discrimination in
choosing State juries. There are now such laws; they have been
used with success and they could be more vigorously applied.

However, discrimiation--and I hesitate to use the word-has
been a basic policy (jf jury selection in all States and, indeed, is
presently the policy of the Federal system, as well. Thil is dis'
crimination based upon intelligence, moral standing, and a' number
of other grounds.,
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Some discrimination is built into jury selection by vesting in the
jury official a certain degree of controlled discretion. Their function
is to choose-not randomly but careful ly-so that a fair and in,
telligent cross section of the community is available for duty. Jury
duty in these States is not like voting-it is not open to all-illiter-
ate, unintelligent, senile, immature, mentally or physically unfit.

Title II, however, is philosophically antagonistic to discretion in
jury selection. It is inevitable that challenges will be made toState
juries under the proposed procedures. Even if these challenges are
successfully defeated--since the discretion we are talking about does
not necessarily result in imbalance-practical necessity will force
the States to protect against disruption of their criminal processes.
They will inevitably have to abandon any semblance of discretion
and turn to completely random systems such as that proposed in
title I.

Now, I do not think that the random selection approach is in-
herently evil. But it is not the one chosen by many of the States
most notably those who allow special juries for certain kinds of
cases, and those which have blue-ribbon grand or petit juries. Who
is to say which approach is preferable? I, for one, will not presume
to set up one or the other as the only one to be used. Why should
the Attorney General-or this Congress-make such a hasty, im-
perious decision?

Now, this is not the only kind of "discrimination", in State jury
systems. There is even discrimination in some States based upon
economic status. Many States exempt--and exemption is tanta-
mount to self-exclusion in practical effect-certain occupational
groups. Second, the length of jury duty, even if for a short time,
is a tremendous burden to some economic groups. Fees for jury duty
are low, and even where high enough to compare with the wages of
a low-paying job, that job is likely to be unskilled, unsecured, and
easily filled by many others. Consequently, i; a 1man were forced
to serve on a jury, even with assurance that he would suffer no
great financial loss, he might be endangering his job. As a con-.
sequence, most States allow considerable flexibility in their exemp-
tions, and judges and jury officials are quick to relieve such persons
from duty. ni fact, I might mention that Florida, has sought to
avoid built-in economic discrimination on its juries by prescribing
a 1-week tour of jury duty for petit jurors unless the circumstances,
in the opinion of the judge, require such jurors to serve for a longer
time, as would be the case where the trial of a certain case being tried
by a petit jury lasts over 1 week. We also, in Florida, allow to each
party in a jury case a substantial number of "arbitrary" or per-
emptory challenges which may or may not be used in any given case
and may be wholly based on discrimination of many kinds. In that
connection, Mr. Chairman, I think it might be interesting to insert at
this time that provision of the Florida statute which allows for
arbitrary or peremptory challenges.

Senator IHT SKA. It will be so ordered.
Senator IOLrLAD. It is found in section 013.08 of the Florida

Statutes Annotated, and to' quote it just briefly, it allows 10 peremp-
tory challenges to both the State and the defendant if it is a capital
case, br where a life sentence is involved; and second, six if the
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offense charged is 'a felony; and three if the offense charged is a
misdemeanor, that is three to each case; and fourth, that if two or
m6re defendants are jointly tried, each defendant shall have his
full number of pereiptor challenges.

I haven't tried cases in many States, Mr. Chairman, but in the
two or threO States that I have tried cases in, all had some provision
upon this point, so that a defendant can be protected against a juror
whom he inherently feels will not be fair to him and he doesn't
have to state any reason for the position.

(The provision of the Florida statute referred to follows:)

FLORIDA STATUTES, ANNOTATED

oo. 918.08. Number of peremptory challr ges.
The State and the defendant shall eacu be allowed the following number of

peremptory challenges:
(1) Ten, if the,offense charged is punishable by death or imprisonment for

life;
(2) Six, if the offNt'se charged is a felony not punishable by death or ir.

prisonment for lifa;
(3) Three, If the offense charged is a misdemeanor;
(4) If two or more defendants are jointly tried each defendant shall be

allowed the number of peremptory challenges specified above and in such case
the state shall be allowed as many challenges as are allowed to all of the
defendants.

I know the Attorney General has said that title II would not affect
such "invidious compassion," as he called it, which results in eco-
nomic discrimination. But )IoW is one to prove a challenge of such
discrimination under this bill. Quite simply-and this is explicit
in some of the "quick on the trigger" devices in other proposals
before the suibcommittee--one merely compares the percentages,
And in States with such "invidious compassion" the percentages will
quickly show that lower economic groups are not being represented
as they should. How is th6 Stats to defeat this showing-to present
testimony from every official on every hardship exemption-and then
have the individual testif tp 'confirm the facts? I fear that the
diversity,. :.e discriminationt," hitfiert thought valid in State jury
selection, will fall before the grim reaper of this Federal law.

Bit there is a greater objectioil to title II. The enforcement pro-
Visions of this title interpret the l14h' amendment as a grant of power
to the Federal Governinent to prescribe affirmative rules of pro-
cedure for State judidcil pr -eefings. I must say that it is most
extra6rdiiiary to: translat "ii State shall"-and those are the
words of the 14th ameidmehit-inio "States shall * * *." The At-
tbinie General's arguments' hre ost ingenious and he is certainly
a better .logic splitter than Liicoln was a rail splitter. however,
thero" i' real differihd between' forbidding an act and requiring
one. Now, of course .one can always forbid n6t doing an act, and
tlihn say that this is he same in practical effect as requiring that act.
But the basic difference between forbidding an at aand prescribing
a course of condut is, precisely the amount pf 'freedom .allowed the
individual actor. . .

Tolitarian stats,; which' deny the! essential freedom of man
pisc&ibe a coii e of. coiadct f r all citizens All acts nobt rmiitte_
art fibidd e.' If no ato utv is u o the.ct, jit is o'ut flawed.

/ , /
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A free society adopts the opposite principle. All acts not destructive
of public order, safety, or stability are permitted.

The example is clear. There is a real difference between the power
to forbid and the power to require. To say that the 14th amendment
"due process" requires allowing an attorney a reasonable time to
present his case is not the same as saying that due process allows
the Federal Government to establish a State law that all attorneys
are allowed 1 hour only to argue and, facetiously, perhaps 2 hours
in civil rights cases only.

I think it is important to note that the assumption of power which
is the foundation of title II is not limited to discovery rules, burdens
of proof, and the like. It has no natural limits. It encompasses to
the fullest extent the affirmative legislative power of the States. It
includes rules of police operation, appeal procedure, and all the
ramifications of the administration of justice. And since the 14th
amendment is not limited to "due process," this assumption of power
covers the entire gamut of: "equal protection" and "privileges and
immunities," both of those terminologies being taken also out of
the 14th amendment. Consider the length and-breadth of the laws
considered by Congress. How many of them will be justified as laws
applying to the States if we merely say they are necessarily to pre-
vent the States from offending 14th, amendment rights? One glance
at the history of the commerce clause reminds us how far imaginative
legislators and ultraliberal judges can stretch a grant of, power.

I wish to make one comment more about title I. by referring to
title V. This title, "The Criminal Title," also applies a noveFin
terpretation to the 14th amendment. , Inhis justification, the Attorney
General chopped some more.logic and, bedeviled comminortnse. , He
saw 'No. State * * *" and read "No; persons ** *." With the
amendment now used to support, legislation directly imposing Fed-
eral power upon private action, the administration arrogates another
source of unlimited power. What laws are not justified to pre-
vent ,private persons from denying duepprocess, or, denying equal
protection, or adversely affecting the privileges and immunities of
citizenship? This power claime by the Federal Government cannot
be limited to racial matters--equal protectio is not, so limited, nor
is due process, nor are privileges andimmnunities. It is all-encompas
Ping. The Attorney General in his appearance lst week as uel: as
sad so. I, for one, cannot see that by passing the 14th amendment
the drafted s or the, ratifiers .contemplated an amendment. which
would swallow up all the other limitations jn the Constitution. I
cannot,.believe that tihe Attorney -Generalhonestly thinks ,o either.
I wonder; whether the civil rights ,Wil of 1967-r-that is the one, whilh
wq may consider next year, Mi. Chairman-will find us withia, 14th
amendment which reads, Private .persons shalt *, 4, instead of
fNo State shall; * , f. ,fe fear that the combinationfiithe assump-
tions behind title II and title Vamount to just that danger ,

The chairman knows that no one deplores more than I sioe vo-
lence as recently occurred in the Meredith case, but he also qows
that we, should, not attempt, to. combat, racial vidlece, by destoy)ng
the rights of :all Americans,. (When. Fe4ral ation A rs cesary
situations inw which it is not authoriz ,y ithp %6 t!tuw io



the Unitel States, we shoulld act to amend the Constitution. It was
with this in mind that I proposed and sought ratification of the 24th
amendment abolishing poll taxes in Federal elections.

I commend the Senator from North Carolina for approaching this
problem in the right manner in proposing his amendment to prohibit
crimes of violence against an individual because of his race or color,
and I will 'join him ii supporting such an amendment. In this way,
we can do what needs to be done in the way that the Foundiig
Fathers prescribed that we do it.

Regarding title III, and the Attorney General's request for hu-
thority to institute his own actions unsupported by a formal com-
plaint. I only, suggest that the Department 6f Justice should stay out
of serious situations when it would appear everyone is satisfied.

Additionally, I would like to refer briefly to the chairman's amend-
ment to the 1964 Civil Rights Act and to lend my support to its pro-
vision. ! Although the chairman and I unsuccessfully fought this act
because: it granted too much power the Department of Health, Edu-
cation; and Welfare has gone far beyondd even what was granted,

The legislative history of the 1964 act seems clear, at least up to
the'd-y' the Department 'of Health, Education, and Welfare began
to imnletient its provisions. The subcommittee has been reminded
by witnesses, arid indeed by the dhaiiman himself, of Vice President
Humphrey explanationn (when hi was participating in the debate
as t' enator) bf thl meahig of the 1964 act and of the constitu-
tiotal 'p prohibitions 'cmerning segregation. Additionally, the Fed-
eral' judiciary i% in fall agreement with this history as it ha con-
sistertly diklared that While b ublic racial segrtgat6n may be out-
lawed, racial integration 'cannot 'be enforced by law.

'Despit tiiese facts, the! Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, through' its administrators, is presently enforcing regula-
tions designed:to achieve tiaci,' balance in schools and hospitals.
For what they call the natiotial iite'resti they are jeopardizing the
health andi education of millions of Americans of all races and of
all ages.* ,

The T.S.. Commission on' Civil Rights has reported that the legis-
lativo history of title VI of th6 1964 Civil Rights Act does hot tiake
clear the relationship s'if ahy and I underscore "if any," "of the
Supreme Couirtdecisionst to le Office of Education standiads." To
Bven suggest thktan ai'ency ftie' Federal Government should not
ibe responsive 'itfs aMVtivities to he rulihgs of the Stpreme Curt is
Astotundiig. attast to me," "' th pr , s

' ,am deeply'iroubled by.the,' tnce .f vitty i the , eparation
lof" 'txwi whidh have, histdri4daly been so beneficial to this great
R ubli.' :Aiid f eibr eifieally, 1 ami troubled by the 'lack of du6
p±otes of law exHibited -by'the' National Government, i its civil
rights priced m. For ihis 'resoin 'I A confident thit this amend-
ment spons red' bY Seiators6 Ervtn ard iFlbright' will restore lhe
elements of dgie process so :6long injodyd by the American, people.

This brings' iiie .noy to title' IV, 'the most 'coitroversial 'sectioil
bf 8, 8296, aiid deservingly so.'. For this title pretends' to dq exactly
what" 'i br ted te1 fiomenit' go in the hypothetical "1967 Civi
Riglt' Act, l"Privite persons' shall * * t sell thir homes and

/ - .
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rent their ygoms to minoritygroup 4in- prefereiwe , to majority
groUpS.),

This r'esacches* the ultimate in usurpation of control b th Federal
Government.', This legislation is proposed in the iame of liIerty, and,
freedom, The, Attorney General has sttd it is ecess tofr
minorities from "compulsory, residential segregation.' iThat isiindebd
strange use of language. The faet cs t1at the p tterns of residootial
housing. which exist i4t e United States today ar thd,result of t4i
free and oluntary decisions 'of ho meowners. Nowhere i the, country
today does ,"compulsory residential segregation exist, Jts last
vestige was i.eovd in 1948 when the Supreme Coftt held tia aobly
restrictive covenants: wore, unenforceable, (Suoey14, ,v. KM'aurnkar, 334
LS. 1). ,$herei the United States is any p4ern evete4 from

selling or renting his home, to whomever he wishes. Tho Attorney,
General pMrert the. meaning of the English language 1to: te~i4
otherwise. , ), 4

Thetruthot at es th'tt title IIwould destroy th fieo o f
asll for ~ove~nex~ntrol ofll. .It wuldr ,plap the judgmet of
frefi' Viwi theudgmnt of. the state, This, oontOl pfindivdual
actionis :the la.f ttatjtaria. govyqrnJ its , .

Thus, the provisions of title V coftrqJlipgJAA e o. aipoAiti
f, real propry, onstidute~iepriva io, of liberty nd o~ propsity

",without due pnocess of'pr lqw." q.l
The poponts of tlis legiO1ationhavo aiAd that Congress has( fhe

power to enact it under the authority granted by article, 1, setiok S
of th0 Coustitution to regulate, intstate _cmmrm , J s' perfectly
&,ear -ai ibeyo;d doubt,.as has -been pointed ogt by the chairman, lby
te minoriy le* er, Senator 1irksen, and,'by others, that xeal property,
~osnot move cross tatelines. This isso because the tributowhi

is distinctive rt eal property is i ovabltsy, It does not move
at all. I, therefore, fil to ee how! legislation which 4ttemptsto pegun
late the sale or rental of immovable, prportyjAnN .e euacted, by Con-,
gress under a grant of power;to reula W intertate commerce.' 1
4 Furthermore the pidiations ireh0 title, IV, if enacted, would pot
b effective to accomplsh tat wich its proponents wish to aconp1plish,
They, wish to provide uat. andintegrat d -housing forw miOity
groups. Although most of the am where the 14rges# unsand
ghettos eist are covered by State or lcal fair, housing lawst.-,he,
passage of'such laws has had noimpti4 on4uclA prokleirnsf ; 'iForbirds
of a father still insist, onlockng together. i uai4 aerns
unchanged., As. 'apoi ted oit ,by the P*iMnqA whepi fe d te0
hai'igs, th at~onl Cnnitte AgaiS& ,Discrimina, tion in, FJum
called title IV "totally ;in&Ulqdqate oq met~ today' orjtqJl nationqt4
problem of the explop" *. racial ghetto, . : even ,could ' u be
trenthened *, gue a prposafa thiatgiementytrsm:
.,.ahope amonq the.N ero massep which cannot possibly be "fMy ille

thy theisproposal. . a ~ne an'ituas exaetly-the .rsing q
flse hopeby he passage of- the 1964 Civil ihts ct, whioh. aq
brought' on or ,encouaged the disorders, which havoccured ir el
many places since that time. We must not encourage , fase hopeand
illusory pxpectatipt thfS time bythe passage of an t which sim ply
Pannot prOVihat it :Is pr!Dpo~to~pr o o ,i
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The enforcement provisions, because they are so umiisual and so
based on intimidation, require serious examination apart from con.
siderations of the constitutionality or the desirability of title IV. The
subcommittee has already heard from witnesses who have discussed
these problems in detail and will hear others, so I shall not catalog
all of them. I should like, however, to point out two things which
I believe are particularly dangerous and unjust. First the provision
for appointment of an attorney for the plaintiff and allowing a pre-
vailing plaintiff to recover as part of the costs reasonable attorney's
fee, is unique in tort law in the United States. It seems to me that
equal protection of the laws requires at least that the same provisions
be inade for the defendant. Second, by giving the Attorney General
authority to'institute suits on his own and to intervene in private suits
the bill allows the Federal Government to intrude itself directly iint
all private real estate dealings in the country. Of course, the Attorney
General cannot intervene in every suit but he must make a selection.
His selection 'in title IV cases will no doubt be based, at least in part,
on purely political considerations. Thus, the homeowner whd hap-
pens to be atthe wrong place at the wrong time will have the full force
of the Federal Government against him, where he may well be finane-
ing his private opponent as well.

In the final analysis, title IV, is ati attempt to create a new so-called
right to "open occupancy" at the expense of liberty and property

Rights specifically protected by the 5th and 14th amendments and with-
out due process of law.

In conclusion viewing this legislation in its entirety Mr. Chairniai;
it is an extraordinary piece of work. Title I reverses te entire history
of Federal jury selection. It chooses one theory-equal and uniform
and random jury selection--over the predominant approach*-careflil
and personal selection of jurors of quality. There is no consensus'on
either approach' Congress should not be stampeded into requiring
one or the other before careful thought.

Title II is even mdre revolutionary because it imposes pro6edural
rules of 'criminal justice hpon the States and plainly claim the p6WMer
to subject all State justice to the Natibnal Legislature.

Title III deserves little couneit. Already clothed with thelargest
latitude 'f power in thehistory of our Nation the Attorney Genierd
seeks still mbre power, though one would think he could do all 'he
wishes with the present authority. . , '.

Title IV eliminates all sense of estraint'in the coinfirce clhuse. It
binds land and personal; freedoni to the desires of the minority, afid
beyond its arrogant assumption of p6wer, it recommends the most im-

rtadcial, unjust, and fantastic implementingprovisions.
SLastly, title Vwreaks havoo upon tradition, restraint, comm6nsense,

and legal conscience by torturing'the plain meaning of woids into a
dangerous and disingenuous theory which admits i ho limits hht-
ever upon Feder~alpower. In its implications, it presumes A gra; hht
power fir wider than any ever considered by any legislative grant in
the Constitution-greater even than the commniete clause at its 'nst
imaginative scope. '
!This bill Mr. Chairman, deserves the ost ,areful and sehrehing

analysis. One would hae hoped,' in moe rational times, that sucdh
** . / '
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legislation.would never have left the hopper. But in the emotiQonof
the perennial civil rights crusade, all things are possible, as w1e kaly
know so well., I compliment the chairman, and also the present presid-
ing officer, on theirefforts to search out the.meaning and.the impliga
tions of the provisions of the bill. An objective reading of the record
of these proceedings clearly; shows that they nave reduced the pro+
ponents to platitudes. As the Chair has said, bereft of law and facts,
they can only. "give 'em hell."' I hope that this will not be enough this
time to prevail over reason and constitutional law.

Thank you. -
Senator HRusna . Thank you,. Senator Holland, on behalf of the

chairman of this subcommittee, who unfortunately is absent this morlar
ing, and also on behalf of the subcommittee, for your very fine,
clearly thought out statement. I have only a few questions.,

With reference to title II, which constitutes an incursion, the first
one of its kind, by Federal authority :into the State judiciary system,
it will be recalled that some States have what they call blue,ribbon
juries, and they have served well in selected cases. Perhaps the classic
examplewere the blue ribbon: juries in the 1930's I b~levq, whq
Dewey, then district attorney in New York City, was able to prosecute
successfully,the racketeering elements in the produce, food, and meat
business in the State of New York. What will this law, in yqur judg-
ment do, to such States as have seen fit, in their own judgnen$ and
based on their own experience to resort to blue ribbon jurinos , :

Senator HOrIt n. It would eliminate that, prospect or possibility
entirely, and there are other States which have special requirements
for juriesin special cases. For instance, some provide that freeholder
only can sit on the jury when ejectment is the issue, ejectment a~d th
question of title, and there are others that provide,similar restrictions
upon jury service to fitting classes of cases. All those would l e dis-
carded, and the combined wisdom and judgment of all the people. n
all the States which have .9oved in their several ways to set up their
jury systems would be.discarded. , ,. *.

For instance, in my State I have already made it clear that we have
to protect for any defendant the peremptory challenge right, which
goes way beyond, any question of having to assign a reason, and;it is
a very g eprous peremptory challenge right w'ch is gwep. Al o
these thing tliat tend to,get away from dierinuation, and ae base
upon experience in the various States, and ,i their courts, would be
discarded bythe adoption of this law,. 1 ' , i
j Senator HpNoSA. Now another question relating to title I affecting

the State jury system. In your testimony you have indicted at the
enforcement provision of this title are a grant of power to the Fed-
eral Government "to presribe afirmativerules of procedure for Staf
judicial proceedings" , . .

That, of, cure, has been denied, and it is contended ,by, the prqT
ponents of this plan that it. is .. negative rather than affirmativee

S grant of,power. ,However, if you have a copy of the bill before you,
I should like to refer to page 16, setion 208, which provides that undet
certain circumstances tei UTS. district, court "shall enter an order
effective for such period of, time a'may. a appropriate: : , .
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Then skipping down to subsection (b), "requiring the use of objec-
tive criteria.

And subsection (c) "requiring maintenance of such records and
additional records as may be necessary," and so forth.

Subsection (c) "appointing a master to perform such dutie of the
jury officials as may be necessary to secure that the rights secured by
this title are'not denied or abridged."

Would the Senator care to comment on the propositions, as to
whether this comprehends the exercise of negative power, or whether
it has in it some of the badges of affirmative power I

Senator HOLLAND. Of course, the question answers itself. These
provisions that the Senator has quoted are all the exercise of affirmative
power in the field that the Federal Government has never claimed
before. It has never claimed the right to supervise and control and
o6trect, in the judgment of the district court whatever that judgment
might be, to correct the procedure in the State courts.

Senator HRIU8A. Now, one question on title IV, which has to do
with housing. In your statement, Senator Holland, you stated that
others besides yourself subscribe to the idea that real property does
hot move across State lines. So certainly in the traditional and con-
ventional sense it cannot'be conceived that the sale of it or the rental
of it' atually involves interstate commerce.

However, we do know that the Supreme Court has embarked upon a
much. broader concept of interstate commerce. They say anything
which affects commerce, is interstate commterce,'and in that sense a

6tel or a bilrbeque stand, which probably has Very little, if any,
interstate travelers among its patrons, is in interstate commerce be-
iause it affects interstate commerce. .' '
.What: 0omn rnnt would you have oh that, with reference to houses?

Do the inmintenance of houses, their sale and their rental affect inter-
state onimmerce? '

; Senatoi HoLnta). i I don't think so. I thought that the Court and
the Congress both adopted a very strained idea of interstate commerce
when they Wtdcpted the title in the 1964 act which brought, in the item
6f ntertaiA nto f !guests on' the road, Bither by serving food Or by
givin them f:ctrtn , but itseems to me that that isstretching the matter
bouf as fat' as it could.J possibly be stretched and to saythat.a' home-

bnerWhbwatits to' sell his home cannot use his discretion first as'o
whtheithe e] 'ls it oi libt, 'seond,.,as to whom, he sells: it brnot, is a
completely different kind of operation froi' the matter f givirig room
Ait lodging to a:tr.f ~ling guest if a' motel or h6tel or itti .rtesattrant
eb service shtion. *''

-S4enator !HmusXA. There are those whd point'to the Constitution
Which says the Coingress shall have jiiisdiction bver commerce among
the several States and of foreign commerce. If this line of decisions,
Sand' if the reasoning of advocates of this particular affectingg com-
itreOAo doctrine is pushed to its ultimate conclusion, would' there, in
yoir jiudgenet, 'b any.,such thing as intrastate commerce except at
the sufferane ofthe Fed ralGd vernment .
- Senator Hoixk. No, I think yu couid find soiae implication upon

every act and' vei'y ttrnsactioi of business within a' State which is

/1
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clearly intrastate which haw some reference to Federal transactiQns,
and that the Qourt, if it is once, allowed to get.that far, afield, can
simply do away with intrastate commerce, except where in he grace
of the prosecutors aid the judges, intrastate commerce may be per-
mitted to exist, at leaf temporarily. '

Senator HIUsxKA. Of course. The Constitution pridess that the
Congress shall have jurisdiction over commerce among the, States.
This gives rise to a clear implication, an inescapable implication, that
there is such a thing as intrastate commerce.

This "affecting commerce" doctrine that totally rewrites the Con-
stitution in effect, doesn't it ,,,

Senator HOLLAND. It does, and I am always hoping that the:salva-
tion may yet come to the Court, and that that small minority of the
Court that has kept its feet on sound grounds in this particular matter
may find its influence augmented and enlarged to where it becqnes a
majority of the Court and perhaps even a unanimous. Court in behalf
of the maintaining of private rights and maintaining State rights and
maintaining the existence. of intrastate, business pid intrastate trans,
actions.- The Federal Government is already too, big., r We allJn w,
it here in Congress. The scope of Federal acvitiitie s so great thatno
conscientious Member can begin to grasp all the implications of all the
legislation that he. is asked, to consider* .Nor, can any, exeutive who
is-handling any department or lesser branchiof Gover meant grasp aul
the implications of the inportantimatters which are entrystedtoibmi

Now the talk about making this Federal Government the super gov-
ernment with control, over everything that citizens do in .connection
with, their property is, I think, to absurd and so ridiculous and so hope,
lessly unwise that not for a moment would I agree that th is pngress
should follow such a path.., ., i ..*.

Senator HRUSKA. In expressing the hope that there is a possibility
of salvation and redemption both in our ederal jiudciary.and in our
Federal Legislature I think the Senator betrays himself ,min incor-
rigible optimist, and a man of great:and constant hope., I: hope that
he does, realize that in the remaining years .of his life, anpd sees some
progression that diection,, .. ' :. ., , ::

s enator HLO mAND. I, thapk the Senator !orthat wish,;aId l would
certainly join him it., I k iof w how rdenty he desires su.ce millen
lum to co beIJac k. . , .... , _. , : ' . ,.'. . , (i ' -,

senatorr ieUKA. I vwe; ho further, ques ias k ka er
muc for, apperinghere, Snator la

Senator H9 hankyouy1,s, rfO your kindness. ,,
MrAirrm , Chainnrman, their ritnes ik,Mr., Dennis:M. Lynch,

the president of te iode Island Iet.4 ssoCation Paw ucket,
R.T., whose, appeaice has been a chduled at: the request o ,ealo
Pel. .n o

1, r. Lyngh It k 1y e ae gra gentlsea accompay ig, yo,
Wouldyoul aseidnti them f6r , rec .i ,

nor uaA.,Mr. ly ch, you aye jleda stet~mient ugyms nt t
the rules an procedureOf the subcommittee. ;,t wil be,uisetedin
the record in ietirety. in ay either readit ot y rUmay summa-
rize it as you choose. . , . , ,,,

the -1'' t
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STATEMENT OF DENNIS M. LYNCH, PRESIDENT, RHODE ISLAND
REALTORS' ASSOCIATION, INC. ACCOMPANIED BY RALPH
GREASY, CHAIRMAN, HOMEOWNERS DIVISION; HON. OLIVER L.
THOMPSON, fR., REPUBLICAN MINORITY LEADER, RHODE
ISLAND HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES; AND HON. FRANK A.
MARTIN,. IR., DEMOCRAT, RHODE ISLAND HOUSE OF REPRE.
SENTATIVES

Mr. LYNOH. I would appreciate the opportunity to go through the
statement, Senator.

Senator HRUSKA. Very well, proceed.
Mr. LYNCh. I would like to introduce the gentlemen with me.
Senator HRITUKA. Will you do that please, so we will have a record

of their presence here?1
SMr. LYNCH. The gentlemen with me are those listed on the cover of

our statement. They are Ralph F. Greany to my left, the chairman of
our homeowners division in Rhode Island, Hon. Oliver L. Thompson,
Jr, Republican minority leader of the'Rhode Island House of Repre-
sentatives, and Hon. PFrank A. Martin, Jr., Democrat, Rhode Island
House of Representatives.
' Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, we appreciate the
opportunity you have given us to appear before you to state our opposi-
tion:to title IV of S. 3296, the Civil rights Act of 1966.

Due to the fact that consistent misrepresentation, intentional or
otherwise, is given whenever you take a stand and speak out against
particular phases of civil rights legislation, we would like to set the
record straight from the outset that our only intent and purpose here
today is to oppose what we must refer to the "forced housing" section
of the proposed eat.

We arecognizant of the fact, for instance, that the recent shooting
down of Jame Meredith will be used by some to look with a jaundiced
eye upon those Of us of good will who; sincerely believing a section of
the civil rights bill such as title IV to be absolutely wrong, oppose it.
These people will use this deplorable eyent to ridicule and confuse our
very .reaso fr being here: For we are men ot good will, even if we
are thb oly ones to say so, and we're sincere when we say that we
condemn such racial bigotry that leads any man,to threat n or ending'
the liffe 'f another. We deplore this action just a d th on
of the bigoted person who slht at th car of a State legislator of Rhode
Island, wlo.oposed "fdrced housing" legislation in Our' State,. 'e
deplore t~Tlctioh aso just as wedi he action of the equally bioted
persdn, w6h i 'reatened the life'f Aother Rhode Islanid leisla&or who
also oipSd, sincerely and openl, pri posed "forced h ouing" legisla
tion in Rhode Island. We are opposed to this prejudice on both de
of th6 isst~iiha' weekss to plvefi. 6e of good will on both sides Pbho
disagree only on tle means iofatt&iinent'of goal from i freely w ork-
mg towa*d 'tdhet itueobect-euality bf tllmieh. Wdi hvet6 rcogiize,
however, that despite .the higher law of God--the Ten Command-
meiits- that hi'even mi these extreme a.nd vicious incidents was not a
deterrent to the act.

There are some other misconceptions and misinterpretations that we
would like to helpclear up since they are closely lined with our opposi-
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tion to this type, of legislation. We are already hearing again many
of these misconstrued notions that are largely appeals to sympathy
and which rest on misleading generalities and unwarranted assump-
tions of fact. As far as our industry is concerned we have heard time
and again, in Rhode Island and across the Nation, that our opposition
to "forced housing" legislation is emotional resting on vested interests
and caused byI bigotry; and prejudice against Negroes., -'hose Who
make this argument are only appealing to emotionalism lnd prejudiced
Their efforts are still aimed at presenting this issue as being exclusively
concerned with the rights of some, whereas the real issue is concerned
witheverybodys rights in a free society. i ,

Another misconception that is consistently flouted in our faces is the
age-old line that human rights are more important than property
rights. We cannot state too strongly that this is Intt an isUte. There
are no rights but human rights, and what are spoken, of so derisively
as property rights are only the human rights of individuals to piop-
erty. This is not a controversy between people and moneyed interests,
no matter what anyone thinks.. This is a legitimate controversy be-
tween those who believe that questions of such intimate personal con-
cern as are involved in the sale or rental of private housing shoild.be
left to the judgment and free choice of individuals and those people
who believe that such matters should be subject to control by the
Federal Government.

We believe that civil rights are those as defined by Bouvier, "which
have no relation to the establishment, or management, of government.
These consist in the power of acquiring, and enjoying property, of
exercising the parental and marital power, and the like." They are
the absolute rights of persons, the right to personal security, the rights
.of personal liberty, and the right to acquire and enjoy property as
regiuated and protected by law. They are the rights which we had
thought to be inalienable according to the fundamental principle of
American Government. These 6ivil rights that we hear so much
about today are either conferred upon us or are inherent in-all of us
and supposedly protected by Government. Our complaint, in part,
is that the Government is abrogating its responsibility to protect these
rights for all of us. Among the conferred rights which we believe
must be protected by Government are the right to vote, the right
to jury trial, the right to worship as we choose freedom of speech and
assembly, and significantly. the right,; of, life, liberty, and prop.
erty, and subject only, to, due pocesst of law and the accordance
of equal protection of the law.. Dating way back in this Ameridan
society of ours the individual has far more occasion to live out hi
life through exercise of rights which are sobasio as to b beyond the
provir -e of Government to retain or control, much less create.

These rights relating, to the doing of something or not doing or
something asthe spirit moves are reservedto the individual person
without guarantee of attaining them or without, impediment to ac
complish them being afforded by Government, Among the civil
rights of which we speak are,' for example the right to love or to
hate;, the right to be ambitious or'lay; thee eight to disposeiof,ones
property as, one sees fit the right to ~iq ire wealth or forsake it; the
right to otract;the right to embrace ote's assooiatee while rejecting
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others; the right to seek associations with mankind or withdraw from
them, and many others.'

STitle IV of this act ignores the fact and yet helps to bring home
the point that these rights are available, but in many cases their ful-
fillment is dependent on the attitude and reactions of other people.
SIf we are sincere in trying to change people's reactions and atti-

tudes, no worse way could be found than through title IV, because
this created democratic society of ours has led us to believe that a
man's home is his castle, and that it meant something for a man to
acknowledge and be proud of his right to life, liberty, and property.
Are we now to relieve him of his right to his hard-earned property?
If so, how do-we claim that he still has his life and liberty ?

How can we separate any of these three without destroying all of
them ? Whileno decent person will defend racial or religious hate,
it does not follow that every possible action taken to eliminate them
is either good or necessary.

Prohibition was termed a "noble experiment" but it did more
harm than good; because it abridged everyone's personal freedom
without justification. The same basic error permeates title IV of this
act. To condemn title IV no more makes us a proponent of bias than
opposition to prohibition made one a bootlegger or drunkard.
SAnother widely spread argument that only adds to the confusion is

the one that equates other laws on the books with "forced housing" as
proposed under title IV. The argument goes that private property is
already subject to the "police power" of the State, and a housing pro-
posal such as this would simply be a proper extension of that power.
Proponents also add that the same arguments are used now that were
used previously to other legislation. We clearly submit that the
"police power" is inherent in government and we recognize its neces-
sity in order to protect the health,' safety, and general welfare of the
people, biut the very necessity for its exercise must be clearly shown.
Too much. use of the "police power" leads to a "police state."

Property regulation by zoning, or even traffic regulations are often
.ited in support of this'argument but this is a poor example as these
thifigs are for theinutual :benefit'and protection of all. If you see fit
in your wisdoid to report but title IV, you have taken an unwarranted
step away from the'mutual protection fall toward the utter destruce
tion of the sanctity and privacyof a man' home. This is unjuttiiable
and' is an inexcusable assault of thevery rights of those yiouwold pro-
tect. ' Fortit is our position that every man, regardless of his race or
color, shbuld have ilndmust have the pight to dispose of his hard-wo1i
prbperty.-: :* :" *; *'* < ̂>' * * ' :

{.iTtter'li"ao can set in in future years when it begins to become ap
parent.thati veonr o* has lost this pr~ioits righttht has always been
held sacred.; Wear,ibntvnced that title IV only itosses ai attempt
to do soinethiing by law vhich, by its ve~y.lituie andncorpositn, t
will<l'timatily destroy.
fi;We'are futthe coiintedthat as bad as this section i it is orily oie

ntore stepaldng thie wgdy kfti'the sial en ieers are desiniiin for' ll
o~us, s ~ ~,<ii yyi hgtalte! a thi frigh freasio i i4 the
right, tdis'6af ais'pt6t ty witili sj will, anil thi i #iAt
yt1 wea#ld ' tY*lithet isii i6ubt' ht tht c futur- takd

( * i
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away a man's right to own property. Ridiculops, We hardly tiQk
so when such proposals as title IV were, labled ridiculous" only14
short time ago, . . ,, _.,

We share the President's hopes and high expectations thathis coun
try can build cities in which people can come together to lead the good
life, but the law proposed itself takes away fundamental rights which
it purports to guarantee by legislation to every American entitled to
these rights under our Constitution., , i

Wholesaling of civil rights by legislation under title IV is nothing
but a phony; high-sounding effort that unfairly pffers,pie in the, sky to
people who need help and then it isn't there. This is part of the story

i Rhode Island where we now have a law. .:By the admission of some
of its stanchest proponents after a year on the books, it is completely
ineffective. Because of administration? No. Because of the law,
In Rhode Island the law is a sham. It was a pitiful waste of precious
time and hasn't helped solve a problem we all lkow exists. Disap-
pointment has set in. People who thought thore would be help, find
none. Proponents who maintained this law was all they wanted,
couldn't wait a year before trying further and more stringent methods.
Still they miss the point in Rhode Island, just as title V misses the
point. The foundation of law should neither be the promotion of in
tegration nor the promotion of separation in private living, but to in-
sure that any willing buyer and any willing seller, regardless of race,
religion, or color, can have the opportunity to meet in a free market-
place and deal with one another as they see fit.,

If a member of a minority group needs a home, and a roof over his
head, he does not need a law or a lawsuit; what he needs is living ac-
commodations.

It seems quite clear to us from our long battle in Rhode Island be-
fore the law passed, that the money and effort that was expended on
both sidds by either fighting for or against the legislation could have
been better used in doing something about the problem.

If proponents were sincerely interested in providing homes for
people instead of setting a course or way of life for us all to follow'
then much: could' have been accomplished. One reason we ,were
t0ld we needed, this type of legislation in Rhode Island was becau
the community had failed to properly relocate families isplaced from
their homes in the Lippitt Hil section of Providence. Well, we fin
some of the leading proponents of this type of legislation.,s the
eventual owners of this area where surveys early, showed a desire by
the people living there to,remain in the same general area, and also
that th rents were an extremely low average of $85to $0 permonth
with. most families neediU ree bedrooms. .' .

But wat h s happened in this littleState of ours where the proble
shouldlpt'ihave ;bee insurmountable? Well, we nowiI d i the area
cose by minidentally~S.t a large educational institution, s. known as
University Heights and the beautiful housing finally bei g.constructed
after, nuch, delay has a rent saie starting with one-.roon ri eliency
apartment at! $90 per.montli up.tp ovr $2f00 when you fMa, ily hit the
thre-beroo,o unitsthosedsacseediren need of, ,

l Thi,OU cou S; ;io 've4rtised as t'ry being an intera housing
development. It is integrated all right--the rich witht .. rioperv
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Why even the lower priced apartments on the scale are kept ghetto
style together in the same building, separate and not equal With the
higher priced ones. If the proponents in Rhode Island were sincere
they had a chance in this area to help instead of working for a state-
wide law as a panacea which has proven to be worthless.

A few years ago, when much more time could have been saved in'
our State, we offered a piece of legislation that would have started the
ball rolling on cooperation between all people of good will. But we
were shunted' aside, laughed at, and then forgotten. We have gotten
used to this type of treatment because it is repetitive whenever ycu
mention another way of attacking this problem other than law.

Now we have the law-it isn't working-and there are people laugh-
ing. People who need homes are beginning to find out now that those
of us who were considered their opponents and were accused of various
things, including bigotry, are really not so bad after all. Knowing the
laiv won't work, wet ave submitted and offered cooperation on a prac.
tical five-point program which hits at the problem. Suddenly there
is.acceptance of our program which is encouraging.

Btit strangely it is the same type program we offered before, but
in the headlong rush for legislation it was ignored and brushed aside
by those who should have known better.

Perhaps we have been somewhat at fault for being unable to get our
positive program over before this time but again the same thing is
going on now under title IV. When you are talking about voluntary
groups it becomes a physical impossibility to protect your rights
against the onslaught of unfair legislation and at the same time do
everything you should to alleviate the problem.

What we have offered in Rhode Island' is no quick cure' but it is a
sure one and reasonable men are beginning to see its merits. We
think that instead of considering title IV that men of good will, con-
science,'and a sense of justice should use this type of program.

The problem i a 'local one arid acceptance and support of the fol-
lowiiig program should be given by local leadership.
* 1 To' establish an assistance program through cooperation with
community leaders that will serve individuals and families who are
having difficulty in 'obtaining housing they can afford located in
areas of their choice. To work simply without redtape. To encom-
jas all sections of a community. To offer' its help to all'applicants.
*"? . To build neighborhood opintgn to accept, without objection or
htiasmhent,' minority families. .
S'6. TO induce acceptance of the right of any citizen to purchase pro-
perty and the Tight of any cititsri to sell property-by voluitary
contract without harassment by others not party t the contract. In
thli s ay the right of voluntary contract,' which isd important and
basic to all, can be protected instead of destroyed as title IV would do.

4. To stamp out the fear-exploiting blockbustingg! practice which
is opposed by all of us. ' :

'. To encourge the formation of nonprofit housing corporations,
preferablyj under church aid civic (auspieS, which 'with current and
improved programas'f oyeirnment supp can tiuly hit at thp prob-
lem of good, integratedlow-income housing whiAh cannot be supplied
by private enterprise. ' ,
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If we have been lax in some regards in th6 past, and we admit our
responsibility and obligation to do what we can as good Americans,
then this is more than true of many church groups who have only given
lipservice to the'problem and now expect the Government to do their
work for them. They, above all people, should know that you can't
rely on a law to carry out a Christian ethic.

It's time for some of these people to stop moralizing and get off
their right and more reverend rear ends and do something construc-
tive. Signs of constructive action by such groups are becoming more
evident and this should be further encouraged. We have one such
group in Rhode Island starting despite the many obstacles that must
be overcome to 'do good work in this field. In areas where urban re-
newal has been urban removal to minority groups these people must
be offered their help.

We offer our help unequivocally to such a program. Attempts to
solve the problem' by other methods such as title IV will only fail.

In fact, in Rhode Islud with our law the easiest course for us to
take would beto ignore the law we are so convinced is ineffective. But
the easiest way is not the best way in most things,, and that holds
true here. We want to accomplish something now. We are sincere,
and more than this, we are convinced we are right.

There e are many truly untestd approaches on biracial housing that
should be explored. e are not prepared to say our fellow Americans
in the church, school, and home have failed. We know that the mainA
problem is an economic 6ne not easily or practically handled by pri-
vate enterprise. We shall continue to keep the needle out to spur and
encourage ourselves, church, and civil groups to live up to our re
sponsibility. Responsibility has'been shirked long enough. We have
admittedly missed some of ours. We intend to correct that while
still maintaining ou opposition to law in this field.

We had made forecasts in Rhode Island about our law aiid can do the
same thing, we are sure, nationally under title IV--that it will be' in-
effective and will not provide housing. "It has become apparent that
some leaders of minority groups and proponents of "forced hounilng"
legislation do ndt want to solve the hoi ing problem, but s a result
wish to force integration by using it as a tool.

The attitude of some has been to tniss the opportunity for good
housing by being willing to sacrifice housing for iitegration, and this
is a matter of record Respectable housing for Negroes and 9ther
niinorities lIas been sacrificed on the altar of integration by wasting
time trying to accomplish something through force of a law that can-
not and will not work.

This is what title IV does C'Changing or wierin down title IV
won't help.' The objective remains the same and we know that those
who seek the law will, under title IV, as our exeprience has shown us in
Rhode Island only seek to amend it Until they think they have what
they want, whateve r tha si i; They tend to concentrate one-sidedly
upon the seeking of! justice, but justice alone is not enough-there
must be Christian clrity-ad Christian charity will not be invoked
by law in this ease, ' , y ; i '

(At this point Senator Javits entered the heating oom.)
Mr. LYNcH, One further point 'egarding our real estate industry is

that in Rhode Island, and beginning to spread across the Nation, is
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Sgrassroots homeowner, division which is giving organization and
representation to the homeowner of:his views for t, e first time. This
program is growing, ani one reason is,obvious. Iti growing because
of the opposition of th homeowner fromnall walks oflife to subjection
of his cherished right of free association to a law of force under the
police power of the Government.

These are.the people we represent. To dismiss us as representing
only a self-centered vested interest is not only unfair, but not true. If
it were true, it would be easier to take the view as some have before
this Congress that we could sell mbre houses if everybody were covered
by the law. This is a weak argument and should be dismissed as being
unworthy and certainly not aimed at the charitable objectivee of true
equality without force, for all men., ..

Thus while we recognize the legitimate function of government in
the fielA of housing we are concerned with the use of legal force to-
ward the accomplishment of open occupancy housing. We qrp con-
cerned that the mention in title IV of 'access to or participation in"
multiple 'listing systems in this country might conceivably open up
the question of the right of free association within a trade union.

The people of this land are beginning to recognize that the enact-
ment of such laws as title IV divests them of a right that they had as-
sumed until this day was inviolable. They begin to. wonder if a new
title IV in the future will restrict their mobility and ability to move
from place to place. These things used to seem remote but now the
homeowner wonders what expedient might, under pressures from
minority groups, be used under force of law against him tomorrow.

"Every difference of opinion is not a difference of principle," said
Thomas Jefferson, and we subscribe to that theory in registering our
opposition to title IV. We are interested in the search for methods
to better afford to minorities means of overcoming prejudices that
effectively prevent their realizing, citizenship rights., While other
minorities have faced similar discrimination, the Negro presents a more
difficult problem of such long standing that he has the right to seek
solutions aggressively. If he does not obtain sympathetic help, he
can make mistakes in this field of housing that may seriously damage
the Nation. Not only do we not want to damage the Nation, but we
also do not want to damage tle right of an individual.

If title IV passes, although it would be generally ineffective there
is no doubt but that individuals will be damaged. We are God-fearing
and law-abiding citizens. Even if puch a drastic measure as title IV
became law we would obey the law. This is true even in such times
as now when men are encouraged tgbreak the law if they disagree
with it. We must, however, take whatever legal steps are necessary
to change any law that we are convinced is against the public interests.
This we will do in Rhode Island and this we are sure the people will
dointheNation.. '

We are not basing our argument on whether this, bill is unconstiti-
tional or not, although we are convinced that it is, because a bill can
still be bad and against the public interests while being found con-
stitutional. This applies fully to tithe IV which qilite bVuntly hits us
as being un-American by destroying basic tenets that gave us all mo-
tivation and initiative and a resulting pride-in our country. I

6 ., : ~.
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A problein exists. Let us not refiu to take 'lt in:hand. "ThI ob
lem calls'r more itetion tan we sA other have b i ee4 f1ig
give it. Let us' foreclose further daydreaming. ,.The stage was set
for us some 12 generations ago for this Nation to be racially hetero-
geneous. The pressures fof recogriition, politically applied, will not
go away, although / pliticpressure is not reason enough for a liw
like title IV, political pressures do result in such laws, and they can
be dangerous as well as beneficial to individual welfare and freedom,
When churchmen 'and others ask you to pass title IV, ask yourselves
whom they; reresent truly, and ask yourselves if they are not abrogat-
ing their duty and asking you to doit for them. .

"Forced housing" laws first applied only to brokers-licensees of
the State--then to Government assisted housing. Next they expanded
to private multiple rental units-to the landlord-and now to the in-
dividual homeowner, and from there God knows where. Each step
has been successively unsuccessful in serving the objective because they
will all ultimately fail until people are educated to accept one another.

The alternative to laws like titleIV, and they are legitimate and
meaningful alternatives, are such as we have previously suggested.
It is no longer sufficient to be only either for or against legislation
Community effort and cooperation must be exerted to this end.

Upholding the principle that any citizen has the right to buy, use,
and dispose of property without interference by others we strongly
urge you to eliminate and defeat title IV entirely from this bill.

If we are ever to truly have a Great Society let's find it where.it
really is under the guidance. of church,school, home, and men of good
will. If we are willing to fight for freedom on foreign soils--let's not
give it away at home. Let's finally and forever learn to live together
and do something concrete for people who have a dire need for homes-
not a useless law. ' ,

Thank.you, Mr. Chairman. .
Senator HRUSKA. Thank you, Mr. Lynch. You have tetsified that

Rhode Island has a law in this general field. Counsel and staff will
insert at some suitable place following the testimony which you have
given a text of that law.

(The document follows:) -

RHOIDB ISLAND

L " PUBLIC rOUSING

(Citation: R.I. Gen. Laws Ann.: § 11-24-1 to -4; 28--8 to -6 (1956), as
amended, R.I. Gen. Laws Ann. 5 28-5-11 (Supp. 1963).)

11-24-1, -All persons entitled to full and equal aooonmodations.-All persons
within the jurisdiction of this state shall be entitled to the full and.equal ac-
commodations, advantages, facilities and privileges of any place of public ac-
commodation, resort or amusement, subject only to the conditions and limita-
tions established by law and applicable alike to all persons.

11-24-2. Disoriminatory practices prohibited.-No person, being the owner,
lessee,'proprietor, manager, superintendent, agent or employee of any place of
public accommodation, resort or amusement shall directly or indirectly refuse
withhold from or deny. to anyi person on account of race or, color, religion or
country of ancestral origin aniy of: the accommodations, advantages, facilities or
privileges thereof, and no pef*on shall directly or indirectly publish, circulate,



i4ue, display, poet,or mal any written, printed or, pasted communication nqtie
or a4yertisement, to the effect that any o0 the, acconmdationMs, vantages; far
Cllities and prlvileges 6f ary such lac b'hillbe refused, ithhell f*o0n or denied
to any person on account of race or eolor;'religion or eount of anoetral' origin
or that the' patronage or custom threat of any,person belonging to or, purporting
to be of any particular race or color, rellgion or country .oanceatral origin is
unwelcome, objectionable or not acceptable, desired or solicited. ~i e production
of any such written, prinete o painted comdnicdlatioi,! n11i1 r:dvertisement,
purporting to relate to any such 'place and to be made by any person beiig the
owner, lessee, proprietor ;;superttendent or- manager ; thereof, shall be pre;
sumptivp evidence sq any action that the same was authorized by such person

11-244-. Places of pbtio acqommodaton defined.--4 place of puibli accom-
ni6dation, resort or amusement within the meaning of. !l11-24-; '14 11-24-3,
inclusive, shall be deemed to include, but hot be limited to. i . iplblid housing
projects. Nothing herein contained shall be construed to include any place of
accommodation, resort or.,amusement which is ip its nature distinctly private,

1-24-4. Enfor ement of anti-dior~im(naton provfsons.-The Rhode Island
commission against discrimination& is empowered and directed, as berelnafter
provided,to prevent any personn from violating any of the provisions of §§ 11"24-1
to 11-244-3 inclusive, providing that before, instituting a formal hearing it hall
attempt by informal methods of conference, persuasion, and conciliation, to
induce compliance with the said sections, Upon the commission's own initiative
oi' whenever an aggrieved individual oi an organization chartered for thel ur-
pose of combating discrimination 'or racism or of safeguarding civil liberties,
such individual or organization being hereinaftbr referred to as the complainant,
makes a charge to the said omission that apy person, agency, bureau, corpora.
tion or association, hereinafter referred to as the respondent, has violated or
is violating any of the provisions of §I 11-24-1 to 11-24-8, inclusive, 'the said
commission may proceed In the same manner and 'with the same powers as pro,
vided in I§ 28-5-16 to 28-5-27,. inlusive, and the provisions of '§I 28--18 and
28-5-16 to 28-5-86, inclusive, as to the powers, duties and rights of the com-
mission, its members, hearing examiners,: the complainant, respondent, inter-
viewer and the court shall apply in any proceedings under this section.

28-5-8. Commission' against disorimination-Composition.-There is' hereby
created a Rhode Island Commission against 'discrimination, to consist lof five
(5) members to be appointed by the governor, with the advice and consent of
the senate, one of whom shall be designated by the governor as chairman.

28-5-9. Terms of commission members.-The members of the commission shall
be appointed for terms of five (5) years each, except'that any member chosen to
fill a vacancy occurring otherwise than by expiration of term shall be appointed
only for the unexpired term of the member whom-he shall succeed. , . ,

28-5-10. Quorum of .commisson.-Three (8) members of said commission
shall constitute a quorum for the purpose of conducting the business thereof. A
vacancy in said commission shall not impair the right of the remaining members
to exercise all the powers of the commission.

28-5-11. Compensation of commission members-Reappointment.-Members
of the commission shall receive compensation not exceeding twenty-five dollars
($25.00) for each day, or part thereof, necessarily spent in the discharge of their
o' iclal duties with a maxinium of.one thousand dollars ($1,000) in one (1) year.
In addition, they shall be entitled to expenses actually and necessarily incurred
by them ir the performance of thbir duties. All members of the commission shall
be eligible for reappointment. .* •

28-5-42. Removal of commission membqer.-Any member of the commission
may be removed by the governor for Inefficiency, neglect of duty misconduct or
malfeasance in office, after being given a written statement of the charges and
an opportunity to be heard publicly theeron.

28-5-13. Powers and duties of ommission.--he commission' shall have the
following powers and duties:

S(A) To establish and maintain a principal office in the city of Providence,
Rhode Island, and such other bffes within the state as it may deem necessary.

(B) To meet and function at any place within the state.
(0), To appoint a full-time executive secretary to the commission and deter-

mine his remuneration. Thq executive secretary shall be selected on the basis
of being exceptionally well qualified by education, training, and experience im-, 'i I



partially td enfortor the' provlsibl of thils cliter so as to reduce asid lii nate
unaWfulr employment titcttes. -Th' comilisloni is also eimpwered to a'ppoint
such personal as it shall deem necessary t6 effectuate the purposes of thoelhapter.
Provided, hWever, that the provisions of chapter 4 of title 35 shall hot' apply t
the chapter. '' * ' 1 - ' * * ' * . ' {

(D)' To adpt, promulgate, amend, andrescind rules and regulationte reffe&
tuate the provisions of this'chapter, and the policies and practices of the conitals
sion in connection therewit h , , .. ' , ': .., . i

(E) To'formlate pollcies to effectuate the purpoes of this chapter. i .'.
(F) To receive, investigate, and pasS Upon charges of unlawful e ployment

practices, < . ' '
(G) T'o6 hold hearings, subpoena witnesses, compel their attendance, administer

oaths, take the testimony of any person under oath, and, in connection therewith,
to require the production for examination of any books and papers relating to Any
matter under investigation obrin question before the commission. The commit
sion may make rules as t9 the issuance of subpoenas by individual commissioners.
Contumacy or refusal'to obey a subpoena issued pursuant to this section, shall
constitute a contempt punishable, upon the application of the commission; by the
superior court int the county in which the hearing is held or in which the witness
resides or transacts business.

(H) 'To Utilize voluntary and uncompensated services of private individuals
and organizations as may from time to time be offered and needed.

(I) To create such advisory agencies and councillation councils, local or state-
wide, as will aid in effectuating the purposes of this chapter. The commission
may itself, or it may empower these agencies and councils to (1) study 'the prob-
lems of discrimination in all o specificfields of human relationships when based
on race or. color, religion, or country of ancestral origin, and (2) foster through
community effort or otherwise good will among the groups and elements of the
population of the state. Such' agencies and councils may make recommendations
to the commission for the development of policies and procedure in general
Advisory agencies'aid conciliation councils created by the commission shall be
composed of representative citizens serving without pay, but with reimbursement
fok'rcthal.and necessary traveling expenses. .

(J) .d Issue'such publications and sUch results of investigations and research
as in its Judgment will tend to promote good will and minimize or eliminate dis-
criminatoin based on race or color, religion, or country of ancestral origin. .

(K) From tilte t to time but t 'less than once a year, to report to the
legislature and the governor, describing the investigations, 'proeedings, and
bearings .the commission has conducted and their outcome, the decisions it has
rendered, and' the other 'woIk performed by it, and make recommindations for
such further legislation, eoniering 'abuses and discrimination based bn race ox
color, religion, or country f ancestral oigin, as may be desirable.

28-6-10. Poeer to prOvent ' Utolawfu1 prdotices-Prefere"we for ftiformal
methodsi.--he commission is'einmowered and directed, as hereinafter provided, to
prevent aAny person' from engaging in unlawful employment practices, provided
that before instituting the formal hearing authorized by -I 28-5A4 to 2-5-27,
inclusive it' shall attempt, by Infornal methods of conference, persuasion, and
coricilatibi, to induce comlliaice with this chapter. ,  :

28-5-17. (onciliation o charge of unlawful practices.-Upon the commi*
ston's o6iw initiative or lienever an aggrieved individual or an'organihzation
chartered for the purpoAe bf combating discrimination or racism, or bf safeguard-
ing civil liberties,, or of promoting full, fee, or equal employment opportunities,
sucli individual or organization being hereinafter referred to as the complainant,
pakes a charge to the commission that any ... person, hereinafter referred to as
the resp6ndenit, has engaged or iS engaging in unlawful employment practices,
the commission may initiate a pfelimninary investigation and if it shall deter-
tine after such investigation 'that it is probable that unlawful employment prac-
tices have ben gr are bei ng engaged in, it shall endeavor to eliminate such
unlawful employment practices by'informal methods of conference, conciliation,
and persuasion Nothing said or done during such endeavors may be used as
evidence in any subsequent proceeding. If, after such investigation and con-
ference, the commission is satisfied that any unlawful employment practice of the
respondent will be eliminated, it may, with the consent of the complainant, treat
the complaint as conciliated, and entry of such disposition shall be made on the
records of the commissiOn.



28-418. Complea.oand noUtQe o/f'hewiSng.*-f the commission 1fals to effect the
elimination of 4uch. unlawful; employment. practices and to obtain voluntaryy
compliance, with this chapter, or, if the circumstances warrant, lin advance of
any such preliminary investigation or endeavors, the commission ball have the
power to issue and cause to be served upon any person or respondent 4 complaint
stating the charges in that respect and containing a notice of hearing before the
commission, a member thereof, or a hearing examiner at a place therein fixed to
be held not less than ten (10) days after the service of such complaint, Any
complaint issued pursuant to this section must beoso ssued within one (1) year
after the alleged unfair employment practices were committed.

28-5-19. Amendment of complaint and answer-Partioipation by commi.s
sioner assigned to preliminary hearing.-r-The commission, memober:,thereof, or
hearing examiner conducting the hearing shall have the power reasonably and
(airly to amend any written complaint at any time prior tothe issuance of an
order based, thereon. The respondent shall have Ilke power to amend its answer
to the original or amended complaint at any time prjor to, the ,isasgnce of such
order. The commissioner assigned to the preliminary hearing of any complaint
shall take no part in the final hearing except as:a witness upon competent mat-
ters and will have no part in the determination or decisionn of the case after
hearing.
. ;28-5-20. Answer to complaint-Respondent's rights at hearing.-The re-
spondent shall have the right to file an answer to such complaint, and shall
appear at such hearing in person, or otherwise, with or without counsel to
present evidence and to examine and cros-examine witnesses. ,

28-5-21. .Rules >of. evidence.-In any such, proceeding the commission, its
member,; or its agent shall not be bound by the rules of evlde q prevailing in
the courts of law or equity. , : . . ' ' i

28-5-22. Evidence qf predetermined pattern.-The commisip shall in ascer
talking the practices followed by the respondent, taLe Into account all evidence,
statistical or otherwise, which may tend to prove the existence of a predetermined
pattern of ... membership; provided that nothing herein contained asall be
construed to authorize or require ; ,,. membership in the proportion whch tleir
race or color, religion, or country of ancestral origin bears to the tp tapolula-
tion or in accordance with any criterion other than the individual qualiflcations of
the applicant. ;. , .. . .

2-5-~23. Testimony ci hearing.--The testimony taken atthe hearing shall be
under oath.and shall be reduced to writing and filed with the commisplon. There-
after, in its discretion, the commission upon notice may take further testimony
or hear argument. . .. ... ,

28-5-24. .Orders to pease and desist aand for further action-Compliance.--If
upon all the testimony taken the commission shall determine that the respondent
has engaged in or is engaging in unlawful employment practices, the commission
shall state its findings of fact and shall issue and cause to be. served on such
respondent an order requiring. such respondent tocease and desist from such
unlawful employment practices, and to take such further afirmatlye or other
action as will effectuate the purposes, of this chapter. . .. Upori the submit
sion of such reports of compliance the commission, if satisfied therewith, may
issue its finding that the respondent bas,geased to engage in unlawful employ-
ment practice, . .. . .. ,

28-5-25. . Order dismissing compkint,t-If the, commission shall flnU that no
probable, cause exists for crediting the charges, or, if upon all, the evidence, it
shall find that a respondent has not engaged in unfair employment practices, the
commission shall state Its findings of fact apd shall issue and cause to be served
on the complaipant an order dismissing the,said complaint as to such'respndent,
A copy of the order shall be delivered in all cases to the attorney general and
such other public officers as the commission deems proper.

28-5-26. Modification of findings or orders.-Util a transcript of the record
in a case shall be filed In a court ashereinafter provided, the commission may at
any time, upon reasonable notice, and in such manner as it shall deem proper,
modify or set aside, in whole or in part, any of its finding .or orders.

28-5-27. Publicity as to proceedings or unlawful practices.-tJntil the com-
mission shall determine that 4 cease and desist order shall be issued, no publicity
shall be given to any; proceedings before, the commission,either by the commis-
sion or any employee thereof the complainant, orhe respondent, provide .that
the commission may publish the facts in the case of any complaintst wh bi has
been dismissed. *
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If any individual, prior to resorting to 'the procedures established by this
chapter, shall wilfully make available for publication Information purporting
to establish an Unlawful employment; practice against him, he may not sbse.
quently resort to the procedures established by this chapter. "'

28-5-28. Right to judicial review or enftroement.-Any complainant, inter-
vener, or respondent claiming to be aggrieved by a final order of the commission
may obtain Judicial review therof, and the commission may obtain an order of
court for its enforcement, In a proceeding as provided in If 28-528 to 2 -8 .,
inclusive. Such proceeding shall be brought in-the superior court of tie' state
within any c-nty wherein the unlawful employment practices which 'are the
subject of the commission's order were committed or wherein any respondent,
required in the order to cease and desist from unfair employment"practices o"
to take Other affirmative action, resides or transcts business.

28-5-29. Initiatit of judicial proceedings-P6er# of cdiut.--Bch 'Oroeed
Ing shall belinitlited 'by the filing of a petiti6d in j uh t court together' it h ''a
transcript of the record pon the hearing before the commission, and the service
of a copy of the said petition upon the commission and'upon all parties who
appeared before the oanimision, Thereupon the court shall have juiisdiction
of the preceding and of the questions deterniined' therein, and shall have' pwet
to grant such temporary relief or restraining order as it deetis just andl proper
and to mike and enter uipon the'pleadings, testimony, and proceedings set f6rth
in stch transcript an order enforcing, 'modifying and enforcing as so modified

oi setting aside in Whole or in part the orlde of the commission.
S28-5-30." ObJeotion hot urFi~d before; i6mntisotn.-Ah objection that has not

been urged before the commission, its member, or agent shall not he considered
by the court, unless the failure or neglect to urge such objection shall be excused
because of extraordinary circumstances '

28-5-1.- Additional evidence in .court.-If either party shall apply to the
court for leave to adduce additional 'evidence and shall show to the satisfaction
"f'theicotlrt that such' additl6nal evidence is'matbril' and that there were
reasonAblegrouids for the failure to Adduce siuchevidence in the hearing before
the commission, its member, or agent, the court -may order such additional
evidence to be taken befoie'the commission, its 'embln or agent and to' be inade
a part of the transcript.' . ' ' ' : '

S28-5-82. Modif nation of commission's findings and orders on additional evi-
dence.-'The commission may modify its findings as. to the facts, or make ne#
findings, by reason of additional evidence so taken and filed. The commission
shall file such modified or' new findings and1ita 'ecbd mendationid, if any,' for
the'modification or settig aside of its original order. ':' ' "

28-5-88.', Eclusti e urisdiction of court--Apeal to supreme court.-The jur-
isdiction of the court shall be exclusive and its judgment and order shall be,
when necessary, subject to' review, by the i supreme'court 'as provided by law,
to which court appeal f irom uch judgment anddrder may be made as provided

28-6-34; 'Conmisson'sc py of (testimon.y-Hebarin on transcript.-The coin
mission's copy of the testimony shall be available at all reasonable times to all *
parties without cost for, examination and for the purposes of judicial* reiew
of the brdek of the commission. 'The petitibi shall be heard on the transcript of
the record without requirement of printing.

28-5-35. Commission's attorneys.-The commission mAy appear in court by
its own attorneys : :

28-5-30. Decree for enforcement of commission's order.-If no proceeding
to obtain judicial review is instituted by a cOmplalliant, interventer, or respond!
ent within thirty (30) days from the service of an order of the commission
pursuant to 1 28--24, the commission may obtain a decree of the court for the
enforcement of such order upon showing that -respondent is 'subject to the com-
mission's jurisdiction, and resides or transcacts business within the county'in
which the petition fot enforcement is brought. :" . ':' , '

JI. URBAM RENEWAL HOUSING

(Oitation BR. I. GON. LAWS ANN. If 84-7-1-44-87-11 (Supp. 1065).)
NOTE.-E-These provisions are/set forth below under the title Private Housing,

but they also apply here., ' : l  -
AI l ip,
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,: .. , .IU. OTIEB PUBLIOLY ASSISTED IHOUVSING (YlTA,' ETO,)

WBoqde island has no statutory prohibition against discrimination in ot5hr
publicly assisted housing,..

i ,l. 't ,.e , IV. PRIVATE , HOUSING ,

(Citation: R. . GEN. LAWS ANN. §II 43 7-4-87- 1 (Supp. 19O ).)
84-37-1. Finding and declaration of polioy--In the state of Rhode Island and

Prgovdence Plantations, hereinafter referred to as the state, many people are
denied equal opportunity in obtaining housing accommodation, and are forced
to live in circumscribed areas because of discriminatory housing practices based
upon race or color, religion or country of ancestral origin. pUch practices tend
unjustly to condemn large groups of inhabitants to dwell in segregated dis-
tricts or under depressed, living conditions in crowded, unsanitary, substand-
ard and unhealthful accommodations... Such conditions breed intergroup tension
as well as vice, disease, juvenile delinquency and crime; increase the fire hazard;
endanger the public health; jeopardize the public safety, general welfare and
good order of the entire, state; and impose substantial burdens on ,the public
revenues for the abatement and relief of conditions so created. Such discrimina-
toryand segregative housing practices are inimical to and subvert the.basic
principles upon which the Colony of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations
was founded and upon which the state and; the United ,tates were.later estab-
lished. Discrimination and segregatiop in housing tend to result in segregation in
our public schools and other public facilities, which is contrary to the policy of the
state and the constitution of the United States. Further, discrimination and
segregation in housing adversely affect urban renewal programs and the growth,
progress and prosperity of the state. In order to aid in the correction of these
evils, it is necessary to safeguard the right of all individuals toequal opportunity
in obtaining housing accommodations free of such discrimination.

It is hereby declared to be the policy of the state to assure to all individuals
regardless of race, or color, religion or country of ancestral origin equal oppor-
tunity to live in decent,' safe, sanitary and healthful accommodations anywhere
within the state in order that the peace, health, safety and general welfare of
all the inhabitants of the state may be protected and insured.

This chapter shall be deemed an exercise of the police power of the state for
the protection of the public welfare, prosperity, health.and peace of the people
of the state.

84-87-2. Right to. euaqi housing opportunities.-The right of all individuals
in the state to equal housing opportunities regardless of race or color, religion or
country of ancestral origin, 'is hereby recognized as, and declared to be, a civil
right.

84-87-8. Deflnitione.--When used in this chapter:
(A), The term "person" includes one or more individuals, partnerships, as-

sociations, organizations, corporations, legal representatives, trustees, .other
fiduciaries, or real estate brokers or real estate salesmen as defined in chapter
20.5 of title. 5.,

(B) The term "housingaccommodation" Includes any building or structure, or
portion thereof, or any parcel of land, developed or undeveloped, which is
occupied, or is intended to be occupied, or to be developed for occupancy, for
residential purposes, but does not include a room or rooms rented or let to a
roomer or lodger within a dwelling unit occupied by the owner or tenant;
neither does it include a dwelling unit offered for rent or lease within a two-
family or three-family dwelling structure one of whose dwelling units is oc-
cupied by the lona fide owner thereof as his bona fide residence. ht

(0) The term "commission'? means the Rhode Island commission against dis-
crimination created by §§ 28-5-1 to 28-5-39, inclusive, of the general laws of
1956. ' -

(D) The term "discriminate" includes segregate or separate.
34-37-4. UnTawful housing practices.-(A) No owner, lessee, sublessee, as-

signee, managing agent, or other person having the right to sell, rent, lease or
manage a housing accommodation as defined in subsectioi (B) of § 84-7-3, or
an agent of any o( these, shall make or cause to be made nly .written or oral
inquiry concerning the .race br color, religion or country of ancestrial origin of
any prospective purchaser, occupant or tenant of 'such housing accomniodation I
or shall refuse to sell, rent, lease, let or otherwise deny to or withhold from
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any individual' such housing accommodation because' of the 'race o: color,
religion or country of ancestral origin of such individual; or shall Issue any ad-
vertisement relating to the sale, rental or lease of such housing accommodation
which indicates any preference, limitation, spectflabadon or discrimination based
upon race or color, religion or country of ancestral origin; or shall discriminate
against any individual because of his race or color, religion or country of an
cestral origin in the terms, conditions or privileges of the s Ie, rental or lease of
any such housing accommodation or in the furnishing of fa llitite or services in
connection therewith. '- :

(B) No person to whom appleation is made for a loan or other form of finan-
cial assistance for the acquisition, construction, rehabilitation,' repair 'or main-
tenance of any housing accommodation, whether secured or unsecured, shkll make
or cause to be made any written or oral inquiry concerninA the race or color,
religion or country of ancestral origin of any individual' seeldng such financial
assistance, or of existing or prospective occupants or tenants of such thusing
accommodation; nor shall any such person to whom such app'Ication is made ii
the manner hereinbefore provided discriminate in the terms, conditions or piivi-
leges relating to the obtaining or use of any such financial assitance against any
applicant because of the race or color, religion br country of ancestral origin of
such applicant or of the existing or prospective occupants or tenants.

-(0) INothing in this section contained shall be construed in any manner'to
prohibit or limit the exercise of the privilege of every person and the agent of
any person having the right to sell, rent, lease or manage a housing accommoda-
tion to establish standards and preferences and set terms, conditions, limitations
or specifications in the selling, renting, leasingor letting thereof or if the furnish-
ing of facilities or services in connection therewith which ard not based on the
race, color, religion or country of ancestral origin of any prospective purchaser;
lessee, tenant or occupant thereof. Nothing in this section contained shall be
construed in any manner to prohibit or limit tie exercise of the privilege Of e ery
person and the agent of any person making loans for or offering financial assist
ance in the acquisition, construction rehabilitation, repair or maintenance of h6ous
ing accommodations, to set standards and preferences, terms, conditions, limita-
tions, or speciflctlons for the granting of such loans or financial assistance which
are not based on the race, color, religion or country of origin of the applicant for
such loan or financial assistance or of any existing or prospective owner, lesee,
tenant or occupant of such housing accommodation, ' et' ', i

84-874. Prevention of unlaWtful houetng praettces.- (A) 'The commission It
empowered and' directed; as hereinafter provided, to prevent any person from
violating any of the provisions of this act provided that before Instituting a
formal proceeding it shall attempt by informal methods of conference, persuasion
and conciliation to induce compliance with the said sectntt '

(B) Upon th4 commission's own initiative or whenever an aggrieved individ,
ual or an, organizations chartered for the purpose of or engaged in combating
discrimination or racism or of safeguarding civil liberties, Buch organization
acting' oi behalf of one Or more Individuals being hereinafter referred to as the
complainant, makes a complaint, in writing, under oath, to the said commission
that any person; agency, bureau, corporation or association, hereinafter referred
to as the respondent, has violated or is violAting, to the best of complainant's
knowledge, and belief, any of the provisions of. this act, the said com-
misi n may initiate a preliminary investigation and if It'shall determine
after Auch investigation that it 'is probable that' unlawful housing prac-
ticeS have been or are being engaged In, it shall endeavor'to eliminate such
unladwful'housing practices by informal methods of conference, conciliation, and
pe~rasion,. Nothing said or done during such endeavors may be used as evidence
In any dnbAeqretit proceeding. 'If after such int0stigatiol' and conference, the
commission is' stisfled that any unlawful housing practice of the, esbndent will
be eliminated, it may, with the consent of the cotplilinant, treat the complaint as
conciliated, aind entry of such. disposition shall 'b 'mide on the records of the
commission. If the commission fails to effect'the elimination of sudh Unlawful
housing practices aid to obtain voluntary compliance with this act; or, it the
circumstances warrant, in advance of any such preliminary investigation or
endeavors; the, commission shall have the power to issue and cause to be erved
upont aiy perki or respondentt a coniplaint statitg'the charge ini that respect
and contalping a notice of hearing before the commission, a memberthreof, ~ i
hearing examiner at a place therein fixed to be field hot less thanten (10) days
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after, the service of such complaintL: Any complaint issued pursuant to this sec-
tion must be so issued within one (1) year after the alleged unfair housing prac.
tices were committed. . - .'* .
, (0) The commission, .member thereof, or hearing examiner conducting the

hearing shall have the power reasonably and fairly to amend any written com
plaint at any time prior to the Issuance,of an order based thereon. The:respond-
eats shall have like power. to amend its answer to the original or amended
complaint at any time prior to the issuance of such order. The commissioner
assigned to tPe preliminary hearing of any complaint shall take no part in the
final hearing except as a witness upon competent matters and will have no.part
in the determination or decision of the case after hearing. , ,
, (D) The respondent sball, have the right to file an answer toisuch complaint

and shall appear at such hearing in person, or otherwise, with or without counsel
to present evidence and toexamine andcross-examine witnesses. .. j,,

,(E) In any such proceeding the commission, ita member, or its agent shall not
be bound by the rules of evidence prevailing in the courts of law or equity,

(F) The commission shall in ascertaining the practices followed by the re-
spondent, take into account all evidence, statistical or otherwise, which may tend
to prove the existence of a predetermined pattern of discrimination in housing,
(G) The testimony taken at the hearing, shall be under oathand" shall be

reduced to writing and filed with the commission, Thereafter, in ts discretion,
the commission upon notice may take further testimony or hear argument. .

S(H) If upon all the testimony, taken the commission shall determine that the
respondent has engaged minor is engaging in unlawful housing. practices, thecom-
mission shall state its findings of fact and shall issue and cause to be served on
such respondent an order requiring such respondent to cease and desist from
such unlawful housing practices, and to take such further affirmative or other
action as will effectuate the purposes of this chapter.

(I) If the commission shall find that no probable cause exists for crediting the
charges, or, if upon all the evidence, it shall find that a respondent has not en-
gaged in unfair housing practices, the commission shall state its findings of fact
and shall issue and cause to be served on: the complainant an order dismissing the
said complaint as to such respondent. A copy of the order shall be delivered in
al cases to the attorney general and such other public officers as the commission
deems proper,. . , , .. *,: . .

(3) Until a transcript of the record in a case shall be filed in a court as
hereinafter provided, the commission may at any time, upon reasonable:notice,
and in such manner as it shall deem proper, modify or set aside, in whole or
in part, any ofits findings or orders. , :

(K) Until the commission shall determine that a' cease and desisti order
shall be issued, no publicity shall be given to any proceedings before the com-
mission, either by the commission,or, any employee thereof,, the complainant,
or the respondent, provided that the commission :may,publish the facts n the
case of any complaint which has been dismissed... . ,: . , .

If any individual,, prior to resorting to the procedures, established, by tbi
chapter, shall wilfully makeavailable,for publication information purporting
to establish an unlawful housing practice against him, he may not subsequently
resort to the procedures established by this chapter. :

34-37-4. Judicial revuiewo qd enforcement.- (A) Any complainant, intervened
or respondent claiming tobe. aggrieved by a final order of the commission, may
obtain judicial review, threqf, and the commission may obtalq an order ,of
court .for, ts enforcement, i a preceding as provided in this section.., Suel
proceeding shall be broughtin the superior court of the state within ny, coputy
wherein the unlawful housing practices which are the subject, of the conmis-
sion's order were committed or wherein any respondent, required in the order
to cease and desist from unfair housing practices or to take other affirmative
action, resides or transacts business. ,

(B) Such proceeding shall be, initiated by the filing of a petition in, such
court, together with a transcript of the record upon the hearing before the
commission, and the service of a copy of the said petition upon the commission
and upon all parties who appeared before the commission', Thereupon the court
shall have jurisdiction of the proceeding and of the questions determined therein,
and shall have power .to gant such temporary relief or restraining order as
it deems just and proper, and to. make and enter upon the pleadings, testimony,
and proceedings set forth in such transcript an order enforcing,, modiflyng and
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enforcing as so modified, 6r. setting aside in whole or In part thbe order pf the
commission. , .

(0) An objection that has not been urged before the commission, its mmber
or agent shall not be considered by the court, unless the failure or neglect to
urge such objections shall bb excused because of extraordinary circumstances.

(D): If either pa rty shall apply tothe court for leave to adduce additional
evidence and shall show to the satisfaction, of the court that .such additional
evidence is material and that there were reasonable grounds forth lifallure t
adduce such evidence in the hearing before the commission, iti niemnbe, ;or agent,
the coiirt may order such additional evidence to be taken before the commission,
its member, or agent and to be made a part of the transcript, i
(E) .The commission may modify its fndltgs asto the facts, or make new

findings, by reason of additional evidence so taken and filed. The colmllsion
shall file such modified or new findings and 'its iec6mmendations, iftg'Ay for
the modification or setting aside of its original order. . . '

(F) iThe jurisdiction of the court ball be; exclusive and its judgment and
order shall be, when.necessary, subject ,to review by the supreme court as pro-
vided by law, to which court appeal from such judgment and order may be made
as provided by law. .' .

(G) The commission's copy of the testimony shall be available at all reason.
able times to all parties, without ;coot for ex;misption and for the purposes
of judicial review oft the, odr, ofthe .co i si ipL., ,Ihe pletitio shall beheard
on the transcript of the record without requirement of printing. ,

(H) The commission may appear hi court by It# dwn attorneys. '
(I) If no proceeding to obtain judicial review is. instituted by a complainant

intervener, or respondent within thirty (30) days from the service of an order
of the commission pursuant to subsection, () of $ 84--4 ,hqreof, the scom-
mission may obtain a decree of the urt' fr the enforcement of such order
upon showing that respondent is subject to the commission's urlisdlctioni and
resides or transacts business within the county in, which the i'etition for/enforce-
ment Is brought.,, . p i aI

(J) The said commission may proceed in the same amounts proved 1i
[j] 28-5-13 of the general laws of 1956, as to the powers, duties and rights of thB
commission, its members, hearing examiners, the complainant, intervenor: and
respondentI , : .

S34-87-7. B4uoat o;i prworn.--(A), 1 order to eliminate tle iscrminatory
practices based upon racepr color, religion or Iopntry of pcestral o gin,, and
the resulting conditions thberfim, as more ifll set forth in ,§84- 7-1; the
dnmmulslon and the esat phaiRtmedt of education are )ointly'ditected to prepare
a comprehensive educational program, designed for the students the public
schools'of this state and for All etler residents thereof, calculated to emphasize
the origin of prejudice 'aglpst minority groups, its haijinful effects, apd is
compatibility with American pifiiples of equality and falr play.

(B) 'he commission' is hereby authorizedd 'to accept contributions from any
person to assist in the effectuation of this section and may seek and enlist the
cooperation of private charitable, religious, labor, civic, and benevolent organiL
nations for the purposes of this section . . .

34-37-8. Apprtopaio.--he general. asae bl .shall annuallY appropriate
such sums as is deemed necessity tb carry oUt'the purposes of this chapter; and
the state' controller is hereby' authorized aid: directed to dra* his orders upon
the general treasurer for the payment of said sum or po much. thereof as may be
required from time to time upo the receipt by him of properly' authenticated
vouchers.a

S84-7-9. O Cti-tti'db n.--'Th provisions of this chapter shall ib construed lib,
rally for the accomplishment ofthe purposes Intended and any provisions of any
law. inconsistent with any, provisions hereof shall not apply. .Nothing contained
in thla chapter shall be construed to repeal anyof the provisions of any law of
the *tate prohibiting disiAimpin-4tn based on race or color, keilgion or country
of ahcestral origin.' " . :

34-37-10. Separability.-If any. clause, sentence paragraph, or part of this
chapter. or the application thereof to any person or circumstance shall, for any
reason, be adjudged by a court of competent jurisdiction to, be invalid, such
judgment shall not affect, Ilnpair, or invalidate the remainder 6' this. chapter
or Its application to other persons or circumstances. . .

84-37X1. , SBhort ; itfle.4-- is: chhpter diay be'cited as "the Rhode Island fair
housing practices t.t, ct ,: ,. , ,, ; , . ..
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Senator HRusKA. You have indicated, Mr. Lynch, that the law has
not worked in its application. Could you give us some specific exam-
ples or elaprate on that a little bit I

Mr. LYNCH. Yes. Mr. Chairman, as I mentioned earlier, I would
appreciate the fact if the gentlemen with me could aid in answbring
the questions that I might iot particularly or personally be as qualified
as they to answer.

The law'in Rhode Island to my knowledge and in my opinion I
would say that it has not helped one single family obtain housing.

Mr. MLATR . Senator, there have been approximately four cases--
Senator H1RUSKA. Your name, please t
Mr. MARTIN. Frank A. Martin, Jr.
There have been approximately four cases brought under the Rhode

Island, law though the Commission Against Discrimination 'because
of trouble in finding housing in Rhode Island. I personally am in
the legislature'and have! fought this bill for 7 years and repeatedly I
said that once they got the law on the books they would try to amend
it. 'This year they tried to amend it b~~cse they fund that it is not
effective. It has not solved the problem, We who opposed it repeat-
edly said the problem is an economic problem, and his this law would
not help them.

Senator HRusxA. Yout referred to four caseq that were brought.
What was the nature of those cases b

Mr. MARIN. Discrimination in housing.
Senator HRUSKA. And was it a suit against the owner for refusing

to sell? .
i Mr. MARTIN. To my knowledge it did not involve a broker. It
involved a purchaser in one case and rentals in three others.

Senator HRUSKA. 'Dealing directly with the owner' df the home?
Mr. MARTIN. Dealing directly 'with the oi ner.
Senator HRUSKA. They were individual structures, were they, rather

than, apartment houses? '
.Mr. MARTiN. Well, in Rhode Island you find a lot of two- and three-

famitil ouses. I would say it was a two-.or three-family house.
Senator HRUSKA. While you were giving your testimony, Mr. Lynch,

the senior Senator from New York came in. We are glad to see him
here.

Senator Javits, havq you any questions of the witness?
Senator JAvITS. Yes, I do, Mr. Chairman.
Gentlemen, I noticed with interest your five principles at pages

7 and 8 of your statement. Now, is there any reason why, even if
there is a law on the books, Federal oi State, those five principles
cannot be.followed by private business? Is there anything that pre-
vents the five principles from being applied even if there is a lawf

Mr. LYoNH.; No, I would say that is true, Senator. Even if there
is a lavw,. I wiild say that these five pbits should be applie.. They
should have been applied in the past. I think our point is that this is
more the answer rather than legislation.

Senator JAArrs. Now you do agree, do you not, gentlemen, that
there is a problem. ., ' ,

Mr. LYNCH. Yes, sir. : . ,..,, '
Senator, JAvrr. In other words, it is a. fact that there has been

housing discrimination on the grounds of race and colort. '

434
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Mr. LYNxoC That is right' I' think we probably would differ as to
the matter of'degree. ' n : i i i * '

Senator JAvrr. But there isa problem , :
Mr. LYNHo. Yes, sir; .
Senator JAVITS. A problem large enough to require remedial action,

whether by voluntary action on the part of the real estate industry
or by law or by both. ' :" ": ' ', ,

Mr. MARTIN. We would like to point out here that in the' States
where they have passed a law it has not solved the problem, i

Senator JAvrrS. Yes. :
Mr. MARTIN. In Rhode Island we agree there is a slight problem.

The law has not solved it. Massachusetts has had the law for several
years. It has not solved the problem. Several other States have
had the law. It certainly has not solved the problem. We are saying
it best should be done through economics, education, and the churches
and the schools..

Senator JAvrrS. The law has been on the books in Rhode Island for
how long?

Mr. MARTINm One year.
Senator JAvITs. One year. Do you feel that that is a fair test
Mr. MARIN. There are only four cases. It has been the law for

several years in Massachusetts. Certainly the problem is greater ii
Massachusetts than it is in Rhode Islind.

Mr. LYNxH. I would say in this regard, Senator, that in the argu'
ment for the bill, it was constantly brought across to us that cases of
discrimination were in such quantity that this law was needed im
mediately and now, Even though 1 year is a short time, we have
found only four cases.

.Senator JAVITS. As a practical matter of course that would depend
somewhat'on the terms of the law, would it not?

Mr. LYNCH. That is true.
Senator JAVrTB. I am not aware of the terms of the Rhode Island

law, but you are placing them on record as our chairman quite
properly provided. We will study them. I would like to ask you
this question, however.

Before there was a law in Rhode Island, what did the real estate
industry do about trying to deal with'discrimination in housing in
applying its five principles and how successful was it

Mr. LYNCH. Well, in 1963 these five points that we e a again trying
to put forth were incorporated in a law that was introduced by Mr.
Martin and Mr. Thompson with bipartisan support in the House of
Rhode Island. The law got nowhere. ..

Senator JAvITs. 'Did you'feel that you could do anything with your
principles unless you had some kind of a law, even a law which would
just incorporate those principles

Mr. LYNCH. We were having difficulty getting our type of program
across quite honestly. In Rh6de Island we are a monopoly State con-
derning the newspapers. We are almost a one-paper State, a small
State, and we were in opposition to that particular paper, and we had
a constant problem of trying to do anything positive. I think I have
mentioned and brought forth in this statement that in many .cases
that We have been lax in trying to take a positive approach here.

\.,.'"i 1i ''" . ii I '''i ' i\.
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But we do have a number of cases where realtors prior to the law have
tried to accomplish something positive in this program. In Woon
socket, R.I., which borders on Massachusetts, the northern part of
Rhode Island the Woonsocket board of realtors agreed to meet and
cooperate with the task force on civil rights in that area. They
opened lip all of their listings within Woonsock6t to this group. They
did not get one single answer or request to even see this housing.
And then, to cap it all off, the task force met and decided to boycott
the realtors suggestion.

Senator JAvrrs. How long ago was that
Mr. LYNCH. This is 2 to 2 years ago.
Senator JAvirs. That was while the effort was binpp .e t get a

law passed. ,
Mr. LYNCH. That is true.
Senator JAvrr~ . A fair housing law.
Mr. GRBNY. Senator Javits, I am Ralph Greany from Newport.
I can cite an example of a principle in that in 1961 I personally, and

on my own initiative, approached the leader of the local chapter of the
NAACP who I know very well, and I asked if he would join me in an
effort to solve some of these problems. Now as far as the law is con-
cerned this was quite a few years ago in 1961, and he absolutely refused.
The general tenor of his remarks was they want a law.

Senator JAvrrs. It is a fact, is it not, and you may answer affirma-
tively or not as you choose, that before this law was passed you could
not get the bulk of the real estate industry to subscribe to and imple-
ment your principles; is that not so

Mr. LYNCH. I would say that though I am not exactly sure I think
that is probably a fair statement. In the last couple of years there is
no doubt in my mind that the majority; of our industry, certainly
within our own State; and I have come to know more of national
policy in the Inst couple of years, there is no doubt in my mind that
it is now true. I can speak of my own personal case.

I sold to a Negro minority family m my own neighborhood and I
received complaints from people who told me, "Well, everybody in
St. Joseph Parish is upset." I said, "Upset over wha t" I said,
"That is not true anyway because I am in the parish and I am not upset
and these people are certainly a credit to our location and to our
neighborhood."

We have other cases where, having received front page newspaper
treatment in Rhode Island, we called these people to say, "Well, we
read in the paper you are having trouble finding housing, we would like
to do something about this."

We have a number of instances where it became obvious after\work-
ing very hard to find them the type of housing that they were looking
for, that these people-and I am not saying that this holds true now
for everybody who needs housing-but these particular people who

-were hitting their breasts and saying that legislation is so necessary
were not sincere in looking for this housing. They gave us a lot of
running around. All they were interested in was the law, and not to
help provide housing for ppople..

Mr. THOMPsoN. Senator Javite ---
Senator JAvrrs. You say most of the housi g in Rhode Island istwo-

or three-family dwellings; is that right?.

486
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Mr. MARTIN. Around the cities the majority is two- and three-family
houses.* ." ;

Senator JAvrrs. Is it not a fact that the Rhode Island law exempts
two- and three-family dwellings

Mr. MAwrN. Owner occupied.
Senator JAvrrs. What about the generality of these buildings, are

they not owner occupied ?
Mr. GREANY. Not in my area, no.
Mr. THoMPSON. Senator, I am Oliver Thompson.
There has been some misinterpretation of what was said here.

That misinterpretation is that I believe you said that we. could not get
the real estate profession to implement our program. It is not the
real estate profession that we have the problem with in implementing
the program. The problem exists with the opponents to the plan.
The real estate industry was willing to implement the program, but it
was not met with success on the other side of the picture.

Senator JAVITS. You say the real estate industry was willing.
What is your evidence

Mr. THOMPSON. I can give you concrete evidence. The Woon-
socket plan is one evidence of the problem. I was president of the
realtors association for 2 years of the 7 years that we were in opposi-
tion to this program. The problem in this particular case, I made
the offer in behalf of the Rhode Island State Association of Real
Estate Boards and the homebuilders association that we would build
and we would sell an integrated housing project. We would do it at
cost, and we would do it without any commission, if somebody would
finance it, particularly the opponents, the AFL-OIO and anybody
that wanted to finance it. Nobody is willing to finance the program.

We met with these people, and I am talking now of the opponents,
asked them if we could meet and determine the program. I sug-
gested that we meet in private to see if we could come up with some
program that would be suitable to everybody, and they would not
meet unless we had the press present, and we had publicity on the
program.

Now, over the years we have tried to do what we can in implement-
ing this program.

Senator 'JAvrIT. I have two observations on that. One is you of-
fered that program in lieu of the law. You wanted them to give up
the law, is that not right?

Mr. MARTN. Because we felt the law would not be effective.
Senator JAvrre. I understand, but that is what you wanted.
Mr. THOMPSON. We think there are certain things wrong with the

law.
Senator JAvrrS. You offered them an alternative. If they gave up

the lawyou would---
Mr. THOMPSON. No, no.
Senator JAvITrs. You did not care whether the law stayed on the

books or not.
Mr. THoMPsoN. The law was not on the books at the time.
Senator JAvrrS. But the price of your going ahead with your plan

was that these people would no longer press for the law ?
Mr. THOiPsoN. .That is not true.
Senator JAvrIm. That is not true?
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Mr. THOwPsoN. No. .  ..
Senator JAVITS. You Were perfectly willing to have them press for

and pass the law.
Mr. THOMPSON. No.
Mr. MARTIN. We were opposed.
Mr. THoMPsoN. We were willing for them to press for it, but not

pass.
Senator HRUSKA. Gentlemen, you know the reporter has only one set

of fingers, and he has to make a record here. If you speak up in
unison it is going to be very difficult for him to get it. May I suggest
that Mr. Lynch will answer the questions when questions tire given,
unless the Senator wants to address a particular witness, and we will
make a better,record.

Mr. LYNCH. I do not think we can resolve that one, sir.
Senator JAVITS. May I ask you this? Is there anything which

would have stopped your realtors from having adopted these prin-
ciples and implementing them regardless of whether the opponents
agree or not ?

Mr. LYNCH. Yes.
Senator JAVITS. What?
Mr. LYNCH. The lack of cooperation. We cannot do it alone.
Senator JAVITS. You can offer housing alone, even if they do not

cooperate. You can make the offer. If anybody calls for housing any-
where and he is a Negro, then you see that your boards, according to a
code of ethics that you have adopted and enforce, will sell it to them.
If nobody applies, nobody applies.

Mr. LYNCH. We are doing this now, Senator.
Senator JAVITS. You are doing it now since the law was passed.
Mr. LYNoH. No, and before the law I can tell you this. I personally

will not accept a listing where I am told by the owner that it must be
racially restricted.

Senator JAVITS.-Sir, I pay you all honor and credit, but we are
talking about the totality of your business in the State. I am just
trying to find out whether there really was an adequate statute. Our
friend has just told me that you offered them a project. Well, you
know that patronization is as much anathema to the minorities as
discrimination. They do not want a project. They want a break with
everybody and in every project, and why not ?

Mr. LYNCH. I think you are talking about Mr. Thompson's usage
of the word "project." I do not think that is the correct--we were
not talking about a housing project As you and I would probably think
of them. We were talking about housing developments into new areas.

Senator JAVITS. I understand, but why should they be barred from
any area if the proposition is valid? But may I ask yoi one other
question ? Understand that I am very interested in the private sector
myself, and I am really anxious to find out what can be done in the
private sector.

President Kennedy issued an Executive order in 1963 which affected
allegedly about 20 to 30 percent of the housing. Did'that have kny
measurable effect upon the situation in Rhode Island '

Mr. LYNCH. I would not say so, no., '
Senator JAvrrs. In other words, that was.not particularly evident.

particulaly - Ci r
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Well,gentlemen, I appreciate the practicalities, and we want to hear
them. I would like very much for you gentlemen as you testify aiso
to bear in mind that we have had very similar testimony on fair em-
ployment practice commission as well as elsewhere. People predicted
that you are going to cause complexities in work and there would be
many vexatious and onerous claims and suits. It has not worked out
that way, certainly not in my State, nor does not seem to be working
out that way in the Federal establishment. So that I would hope that
you gentlemen and future witnesses can give us some reason why you
feel that the situation in housing is as different from employment as
I gather you have implied.

Mr. LYNOH. I have tried to do that in the statement, Senator. I
think I was at that point just shortly before you came in.

Senator JAvrrs. 1 have read your whole statement carefully and I
do not feel as yet that the real estate people have met that particular
issue, so I invite either you or others to do it.

Mr. LYNCH. All right.
Senator JAvrrs. Finally may I say that I think it would be splendid,

whatever happens to this law, if the real estate people of the country
really got together, either by States or throughout the Nation, and
tried to implement the principles you describe. Really enforce them
upon brokers and make them stick, but not with the idea, you know,
that you can confine people in this day and age to a project in outlying
areas.

We must face it, gentlemen. We are going to have to do it or the
revolution will inundate us.

Mr. L onH. No, that is not our intent, Senator, and with the previ-
ous statement we would concur wholeheartedly.

Senator JAVITS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I do not
want to detain the witnesses any further.

Senator HRUSKA. Very well.
Thank you, gentlemen for appearing here before the committee and

contributing to its record.
Mr. LYNxH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HRUSKA. The next witness, Mr. Counsel?
Mr. AUTRY. Mr. Chairman, the next witness is Mr. E. G. Stassens,

president of the Oregon Association of Realtors, Beaverton, Oreg.,
appearing at the request of Senators Neuberger and Morse and Con-
gressman Wyatt.

Senator iRusKA. Very well, Mr. Stassens, you may proceed with
your testimony,

STATEMENT, OF . G. STASSENS, PRESIDENT, ORGON ASSOoIATION
OF REALTORS, BEAVVRTON, OREG.

Mr. STASSns. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee,
my name is E. G. Stassens and I am a real estate broker with offices
in Bepaverton and Portland, Oreg. I have been engaged in the resi-
dential real estate brokerage business in the Portland metropolitan
area for 23 years. My firm maintains four offices ii Beaverton and
Portland suburbs., :' appear,today as president of the Oregon Asso-
ciation of Realtors pet the. view of the association i opposition
to title IV of the pendfig Civil Riglit Act, S. 8296.

65-506--6-Dt. 1-29
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(At this point Mr. Kennedy entered the hearing room.)
Mr. STASSBNS. The Realtors of the State of Oregon, representing a

large segment of the property owners and other concerned citizens,
must of necessity oppose S. 3296. Believing in the fundamental and
basic principles of the individual rights as set forth by the Constitu-
tion of the United States, we sincerely feel these rights are being en-
dangered by such legislation as is being considered by this subcom-
mittee.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, have you gentlemen
considered the unfairness of requiring a property owner accused of
alleged discrimination being forced to defend himself at great pos-
sible financial burden and valuable loss of time against- a charge in
which he, as a taxpayer, must, by law, share the legal expense of the
complainant? Has the subcommittee considered that a property
owner, because of financial neessity, having to dispose of his property,
or requiring the funds to seek employment elsewhere, must, because of
an alleged act of discrimination and a permanent or temporary injunc-
tion taking his property off the market, could be caused not only em-
barrassment and mental suffering but financial chaos and bankruptcy

The State of Oregon, having had civil rights legislation since 1955
in the interest and protection of all of its citizens-and this State

having strong enforcement agencies which have adequately and prop-
erly policed the violations of the existing laws-cannot but oppose
further legislation which can only be considered as unnecessary and
in direct conflict with constitutional freedoms as given by the Found-
ing Fathers of this Nation.

Since 1959, the State of Oregon has had a fair housing law. During
that time all charges as to discrimination were heard and found to be
invalid, except for one case where one of the principals involved died
and the case was never heard, or it may have been discovered that it

,also had no basis for its complaint. Under this law people are now
harassed from time to time, costing a great deal of time and money
for the hearings, and it is our opinion that should this proposal be
enacted into law, harassment of the innocent would become the new
style of entertainment and amusement for any crackpot that might
think he had a claim, and supporting his admission with funds fur-
nished by our Government.

One of the most important factors that has contributed to the wealth
of this Nation, causing it to be the. wealthiest in the world today, is
the encouragement of property-ownership. Yet we firmly believe
that if this bill were enacted, by virtue of the various provisions in
the bill-and. more especially sectipn 406--it would discourage and
take away the incentive of people investing in real estate:, There-
fore, I strongly suggest that this subcommittee take into consideration
the effect on the Nation's economy that the enactment of this bill
would cause. There are multitudes of elderly people who are presently
investing in duplexes, fourplexes, and other types of small rentals so
that they can peacefully occupy their 'own home aind augment their
social security and other retirement plans with additional income.
The enactment'of this lill would leave the door wide open for harass-
ment lawsuits, embarrassment, and mental suffering of these very
people who are endeavoring to help themselves.
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I would pose this question: How many community builders, com-
jnercial investors and property developers who bave for yr bi~ ee
directly responsible for the business growth of our country would
continue on this same basis knowing that the possibility of continued
harassment would also be a part of their investment 'Under these
circumstances, an investment of Government bonds would be moire
desirable. The general economy of the entire country would suffer.
Lumbering, steel industry, construction industry, property develop-
ment-they all would have terrific cutbacks while the trend toward
socialism would be enhanced by the growing need for housing which
now the individual would be reluctant to supply-again offering to
Government a new excuse for furnishing public housing, leading us
further and further into socialism.

Gentlemen t this proposed legislation is supposed to be designed to
protect the rights of the minority groups in this country. However,
after carefully scrutinizing title IVof this bill, the so-called minority
groups are going to be harmed by this legislation as much as anyone
else. I am sure the so-called minority groups in this Nation of ours
want the right to rent, lease, sell, or buy to or from whomsoever they
so desire. I am sure that in the so-called minority groups there are
people who would not want to rent, sell, or lease their duplex to
derelicts and people of questionable character and morals yet under
this proposed legislation a citizen would not have his feedom of
choice without possibly subjecting himself to a discrimination charge.

Throughout the many past years I have tried to keep abreast of all
legislation that affects our country. : want to, say to you today that
nothing has disturbed me more than this proposed legislation. I have
talked to many citizens of the State of Oregonregarding this and they,
too, feel as I do that the enactment of this legislation would be the
most socialistic legislation that has ever been proposed, and if this
bill is enacted we will have taken the biggest step towards socialism
that this Nation has ever seen. Our forefathers, who worked so hard
and sacrificed so much to start this Nation and bring it forward, would
probably turn over in their graves.

While we are concerned with title IV in its entirely, we are par-
ticularly concerned with section 406, permitting the court to grant a
permanent or temporary injunction, restraining order, or other order.

It could easily be assumed that a property owner desiring to immedi-
ately dispose of his property through personal or financial necessity
could be deprived of such action, because of adverse conditions caused
by a permanent or temporary injunction. He could be caused not only
humiliation, mental anguish and suffering, but also unwarranted
financial loss and possible bankruptcy. Because of alleged and un-
proven discrimination the property owner would be deprived of, or
delayed in, the disposition of his property and the obtaining of neces-
sary funds from the sale or rental to improve his position as to housing
or employment in Oregon or any other State.

With respect to provisions for penalties or damages, the language
in this section is totally unacceptable in that it forces the property
owner, because of an alleged but unproven act of discrimination, to
seek necessary defense through legal counsel with possible burdensome
expense, while the complainant who claims discrimination is given
legal counsel and assistance at the taxpayers' expense.
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It should be recognized that the realtors of the State of Oregon,
jiinig with'their colleagues in the other 49 States of this great Na
tibn,believe in and support the Constitution of the United States and
the principles for which we have fought for thpse many years. We
inust oppose title 'V because of the proposed denial of the rights of
citizens as they pertain to property ownership. Freedom has been a
cherished symbol of this Nation since the beginning of its existence,
and wars have been fought and are now being fought to defend this
ideal throughout the world. We cannot believe the legislative body of
'the greatest nationn that has ever been known to mankind wold now
deprive all of its own citizens of the individual freedom that has given
:t1is ouritry its greatness.

We urge tie subcommittee to reject title IV. I thank you, Senator.
Senator HRUSKA. Thank you for your testimony. You have also

referred to the Oregon statute, and there will be inserted at the con-
clusion of your testimony a summary of the statute or its text as staff
decides.

(The statute referred to follows:)

OREGON

SUMMARY

Oregon prohibits discrimination by persons engaged in the business of selling,
leasing, or renting real property. Although no particular type of housing is
specified, it would seem that persons engaged in leasing, or renting public housing
as well as those engaged in the business of leasing, renting or selling urban re.
newal housing, other publicly assisted housing, and private housing, would be
covered.
SAny aggrieved person or the Attorney General may file a complaint with the

Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor, who notifies the person named in the
complaint. That person is then prohibited frdi taking any action which would
render the property unavailable to the complainant. (The violation of this latter
provision gives rise to a cause of action by the complainant against the respondent
in which compensatory, and reasonable exemplary damages may be recovered.)
The Commissioner investigates and, if a violation is found, the discriminatory
practice may be rectified through a written conciliation agreement In the event
that this attempt fails, the Commissioner may call a hearing and, if he finds a
respondent has engaged in the unlawful practice charged, issues a cease and
desist order.

Any conciliation agreement or cease and desist order may be enforced through
mandamus, injunction, or a suit in equity. Persons aggrieved by an order may
obtain judicial review thereof. The violation of an order of the Commissioner
is a criminal act punishable by imprisonment for not more than a year and/or
a fine of not more than $500. Further, the Real Estate Commissioner may
suspend or revoke the license of any reil estate broker or salesman who violates
this act.

r. PUBLIC HOUSING

(Citation: ORE. REV. STAT. § 9 659.010-.115, .990 (1968); 183,810-.510
(1963).)

NoTE.-These provisions are set forth below under the title Private Housing,
but they also apply here.

II. URBAN RENEWAL HOUSING

(Citation: ORE. REV. STAT. I § 650.010-.115, .990 696.800 (1968) ; I188.810-
.510.510 (1963).)

NOTE.--These provision are set forth'below under the title Private Housing,
but they also apply here. ** / i
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m. orTHER PUBLICLY ASSISTED, HOUSING (FHA, ETO.).

citationn: ORE. REV. STAT. J5 659.010-.115, 990, 690.300 (1903); I 188.810-
.510 (1968).)

NoT.--These provisions are set forth below under the title Private Housing,
but they also apply here.

IV. PRIVATE HOUSING

citationn: OR. REV. STAT. g§ 659.010-.115, .990, 696.300 (1963); 183.810.
.510 (1968).)

659.010 Definitions for OR8 659.010 to 659.110.-As used in ORB 659.010 to
659.110, unless the context requires otherwise:

* * * , * * *

(2) "Cease and desist order" means an order signed by the commissioner,
taking into account the subject matter of the complaint and the need to super-
vise compliance with the terms of any specific order issued to eliminate the
effects of any unlawful practice found, addressed to a respondent requiring him
to:

(a) Perform an act or series of acts designated therein and reasonably
calculated to carry out the purposes of ORB 659.010 to 659.110, eliminate
the effects of an unlawful practice found, and protect the rights of the com-
plainant and other persons similarly situated;

(b) Take such action and submit such designated reports to the commis-
sioner on the manner of compliance with other terms and conditions speci-
fied in his order as may be required to assure compliance therewith; or

(c) Refrain from any action designated in the order which would
jeopardize the rights of the complainant or other person similarly situatedL
or frustrate the purpose of ORS 659.010 to 659.110.

(3) "Commissioner" means the Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor.
(4) "Conciliation agreement" means a written agreement settling and dis-i

posing of a complaint under ORS 659.010 to 659.110 signed by a respondent and '.

an authorized official of the Bureau of Labor.
* * * * * * *

(10) "National origin" includes ancestry.
(11) "Person" includes one or more individuals, partnerships, associations,

corporations, legal representatives, trustees, trustees in bankruptcy or receivers.
(12) "Respondent" includes any person or entity against whom a complaint

or charge of unlawful practices is filed with the commissioner or whose name
has been added .to such complaint or charge pursuant to subsection (1) of
ORS 659.050.

* * * * * * *

(14) "Unlawful practice" means ... any violation of ORS .. 659.033 [Dis-
crimination in selling, renting or leasing real property] ... or rules and regula-
tions adopted pursuant to subsection (1) of ORS 659.103 but, does not include
a refusal to furnish goods or services when the refusal is based on just cause.

650.031 Deflnitions for ORS G59.033.-As used in ORS 659.033, unless the
context requires otherwise:

(1) "Person engaged in the business of selling real property" includes:
(a) A person who, as a business enterprise, sells, leases or rents real property.
(b) A person who sells, leases or rents real property in connection with or

as an incident to his business enterprise.
(2) "Purchaser" includes an occupant, prospective occupant, lessee, prospective

lessee, buyer or prospective buyer.
659.033 Discrimination in selling, renting or leasing real property prohibited.-

(1) No person engaged in the business of selling real property shall, solely
because of race, color, religion or national origin of any person:

(a) Refuse to sell, lease or rent any real property to a purchaser.
(b) Expel a purchaser from any real property.
(c) Make any distinction, discrimination or restriction against a pur-

chaser in the price, terms, conditions or privileges relating to the sale,
rental, lease or occupancy of real property or in the furnishing of any
facilities or services in connection therewith.
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(d) Attempt to discourage the sale, rental or ease of any real property
to a purchaser.

(2) No person shall publish, circulate, issue or display, or cause,to:be, pub-
l1shed, circulated, isued or-displayed, any communication, notice, advertisement
or sign of any kind relating to the sale, rental or leasing of real property which
indicates any preference, limitation, specification or discriniination based on
race, color, religion or national origin.

(3) No real estate broker or salesman shall accept or retain a listing of real
property for. sale, lease or rental with an understanding that a. purchaser may be
discriminated against with respect to the sale, rental or lease thereoftsolely be,
cause of race, color, religion or national origin.

(4) No person shall assist, induce, incite or coerce another person to commit
an act or engage in a practice that violates this section.

059.045. Complaints of discrimination in housing or in place of publio accom-
modation, resort or amusement or in private vocational, profesional or. trade
Pohool.-(1) [A]ny person claiming to be aggrieved by .. . a violation of ORS
059.033 may, by himself or his attorney, make, sign and file with the Commissioner
of the Bureau of Labor a verified complaint in writing which shall state the
name and address of the person, the place of accommodation, resort or amuse-
ment or the vocational, professional or trade school alleged to have committed the
act complained of and which complaint shall set forth the particulars thereof.
The complainant may be required to set forth in the complaint such other infor-
mation as the Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor may deem pertinent.

(2) The Attorney General may make, sign and file a complaint in a like
manner as a complaint filed under subsection (1) of this section whenever he has
reason to believe ... that any person has violated the provisions of ORS 059.033.

659.050 Elimination of unlawful practice by conciliation; written agreement.-
After the filing of any complaint under ORS 059.040 or 659.045, the commissioner
shall cause prompt investigation to be made in connection therewith. If during
the course of such investigation or upon the conclusion thereof it appears to the
commissioner that additional persons should be named as respondents In the com-
plaint the names of such persons may be added as respondents thereto. If the
investigation discloses any substantial evidence supporting the allegations of the
complaint the commissioner shall cause immediate steps to be taken through con-
ference, conciliation and persuasion to effect a, settlement of the complaint and
eliminate the effects of the unlawful practice and to otherwise carry out the pur-
pose of ORS 659.010 to 659.110.

(2) The terms of any settlement of a complaint under this section shall be con-
tained in a written conciliation agreement filed with the commissioner. Such
agreement may include any or all terms and conditions which may be included in
a cease and desist order.

(3) The commissioner may relax any terms or conditions of a conciliation
agreement or cease and desist order, the performance of which would cause an
undue hardship on the respondent or another person and are not essential to pro-
tection of the complainant's rights. In. the absence of such relaxation by the
commissioner, no respondent shall violate any terms or conditions of a cease and
desist order or conciliation agreement to which he was a party; nor shall his
agent or successor in interest to the particular business involved violate any
terms or conditions thereof.

659.055 Complainant not to be deprlved of . . . real property . . . pending de-
termination of complaint.-Prior to a final administrative determination on the
merits of a complaint filed 'against him under ORS 659.010 to 659.110 and subse-
quent to receipt of notice from the commissioner or his deputy that shch com-
plaint has been filed subject to ORS 659.105 (Civil action for damages), no re-
spondent shall, with an intention to defeat a purpose of this chapter, take any
action which makes unavailable to the complainant therein, any . . . real prop-
erty . . . sought by said complaint upon administrative determination on the
merits thereof.

659.060 Charges by Attorney General; hearing on coplaints; findings; or
ders.-(1) In case of failure to resolve a complaint after reasonable effort under
ORS 659.050 a copy of the records on file in the case shall be certified by an officer
of the Bureau of Labor familiar with the detailsithereof. He shall deliver such
copy, together with a list of available dates for hearing, tb the Attorney General
or an Assistant Attorney General authorized to receive It.'

(2) Upon receipt-of the copy of records referred to in.subsection (1) of this
section the Attorney General shall prepare and serve upon the commissioner and
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each respondent required to appear at a hearing before te ecmmisloner, specific
charges in writing he intends to prefer against such respondents, together wfth a
written notice of the time and place of such hearing. ,The commissioner shall
immediately schedule a hearing on the case at the time and place specified, in the
notice prepared and served by the Attorney General.

(3) All proceedings before the commissioner under this section shall be in
conformity with the provisions of ORB chapter 188.

(4) After considering all the evidence, the commissioner shall cause to be is-
sued findings of facts and conclusions of law. He shall also issue an order dis-
missing the charge and complaint against any respondent not found to have
engAged in any unlawful practice charged and an appropriate cease and deaist
order against any respondent found to have engaged in any unlawful practice
charged.

(5) Nothing stated in ORS 659.010 to 659.110 shall be construed to prevent a
settlement of any case scheduled for hearing under the provisions of ORS 659.010
to 659.110 by conciliation, conference and persuasion, nor to prevent the commis-
sioner from appointing a special tribunal to hear and determine matters of fact
under ORS 659.010 to 659.110, reserving to himself the conclusions of law and
formulation of an order appropriate to the facts as found.

659.070. Enforcement of conolliation agreements and orders.--Any concilia-
tion agreement or order Issued by the commissioner under ORB 659.060 may be
enforced by mandamus or injunction or by a suit in equity to compel specific per-
formance of such order.

659.080. Appeal to circuit court.-Any party aggrieved by an order of the com-
missioner issued after hearing under ORB 659.060, may appeal from such order
to the circuit court in accordance with the provisions of ORS chapter 188. For
the purpose of this section a conciliation agreement disposing of a complaint is an
order of the commissioner against a complainant who did not approve of such
agreement, and such complainant is a party aggrieved thereby.

659.090. Appeal to Hupreme Court.-Either party aggrieved by order or decree
of the circuit court may appeal therefrom to the Supreme Court in the same'
manner that appeals may be taken from a decree in a suit in equity.

659.100. Elimination and prevention of discrimination by Bureau of Labor;
employment of personnel.-

* * * * * * *

(3) The Bureau of Labor may eliminate and prevent violations of ORB 659.033
[Discrimination in selling, leasing or renting real property]. . . . The Bureau of
Labor hereby is given general jurisdiction and power for such purposes.

(4) The commissioner shall employ a deputy commissioner and such other
personnel as may be necessary to carry into effect the powers and duties conferred
upon the Bureau of Labor and the commissioner under ORB 659.010 to 659.110
and may prescribe the duties and responsibilities of such employes, The Com-
missioner of the Bureau of Labor may delegate any of his powers under ORS
659.010 to 659.110 to the deputy commissioner employed under this subsection.

(5) No person delegated,any powers or duties under this section and ORS
659.103 shall act as prosecutor and examiner in processing any violation under
ORBS 59.010 to 659.110.

659.103. Rules for carrying out OR$ 659.010 to 659J110.-(1) In accordance
with any applicable provision of ORS chapter 188, the commissioner may adopt,
reasonable rules:

(a) Establishing what acts and communications constitute a notice, sign
or advertisement that public accommodation or real property will be refused,.
withheld from, or denied to any person or that discrimination will be made
against him because of race, religion, color or national origin.

* * * *

(d) Establishing rules for internal operation and rules of practice and'
procedure before the commissioner under ORS 659.010 to 659.110.

(e) Establishing rules covering any Other matter required to carry out the
purpose of ORS 659.010 to 659.110.

(2) In adopting rules under this section the commissioner shall consider the
following factors, among others:

* . * ' * * *

(b) Available reasonable alternative ways of obtaining requested informa-
tion without soliciting responses as to race, religion, color, national origin or
age.
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'''(c) Whether, a statement 'or inquiry: soliciting Information as to race,
1 !1lgioh, color,; national origin or age communicates an idea independent of

an intention to limit, specify or discriminate as to race, religion, color,' ia.
tioloal origin or age.;

(4) Whether the independent idea communicated is relevant to a legitimate
objective of the kind of transaction which it contemplates.

(e) The ease with which the independent idea relating to a legitimate ob-
jective of the kind of transaction contemplated could be communicated with-
out connoting an intention, to discriminate as to race, religion, color, na-
tional origin or age.

659.106. Cause of actio for violation of ORS1659.050 or 669.055: defenses.-
(1) Any person aggrieved by a violation of ORS 059.055 [Deprivation of real
property pending determination of complaint] or subsection (3) of ORS .659.050
[Violation of conciliation agreement or cease and desist order] shall have a cause
of action against the violator thereof for damages sustained thereby and also for
such additional, sum as may be reasonable as exemplary damages.

(2) As a defense to any cause of action arising under this section based on a
violation of ORS 659.055 the defendant may plead and prove that either:

(a) Subsequent to the defendant's conduct on which the plaintiff bases his
cause of action, the complaint under ORS 659.040 or ORS 059.045 has been
dismissed by the' commissioner or his deputy, or that court, either for want:
of evidence to proceed to a hearing or for lack of merit after such hearing; or

(b) Defendant's conduct giving rise to plaintiff's cause of action was
neither committed Within the first 90 days after notice by the commissioner
or his deputy of the filing of the complaint of discrimination under ORS
659.010 to 659.110, nor within any extended period of time obtained at the
request of respondent for disposition of the case.

659.110 Willful interference with administration of law and violation of orders
of commissioner prohibited.-(1) No person shall willfully resist, prevent, impede
or interfere with the commissioner or any of his authorized agents in, the per-
formance of duty under ORS 659.010 to 659.110 or willfully violate an order of the
commissioner.

(2) As appeal or other procedure for the review of any such order is not deemed
to be such willful conduct.

659.115. Advisory agenotes and intergroup-relations councils.-(1) The Com-
missioner of the Bureau of Labor shall create such advisory agencies and inter-
group-relations councils, local, regional or state-wide, as in his judgment will aid
in effectuating the purposes of ORS 059.010 to 659.110. The commissioner may
empower them:

(a) To study the problems of discrimination in all or specific fields of
human relationships or Inspeiflec Instances of discrimination because of race,
religion, color, or national origin. *

(b) To foster, through community effort or otherwise, good will, coopera-
tion and conciliation among the groups and elements of the population of
the state.

(c). To make recommendations to the commissioner for the development
of plicies and procedures in general and in specific instances, and for jto-
grams of formal and informal education.

(2) Such advisory agencies and councils shall be composed of representative
citizens, serving without pay, but with reimbursement for actual and necessary
expenses in accordance with laws and regulations governing state officers.

(8) The commissioner may make provision for technical and clerical assist-
ance to such agencies and councils and for'the expenses of such assistance.

659.990. Penalties.-.(1) Violation of ORS 059.110 [Willful interference with
administration of law and violations of orders of commissioner] is punishable,
upon conviction, by imprisonment in the county jail for not more than one year
or by a fine of not more than $500, or by both.

696.300 Grounls for revocation or suspension of icenses--(1) The (Oregon
Real Estate] [Olommissioner may, upon his own motion, and shall upon the
verified complaint in writing of any person, provided such complaint, or such
complaint together with evidence, documentary or otherwise, presented in con-
nection therewith, Shall make a prima face case, investigate the actions of any
real estate broker or real estate salesman, or any unlicensed person who assumes
to act in either such capacity within this state, ard has the power to suspend or
revoke any license issued under ORS 696.005 to. 96.4900 and 696.610 to 696.730
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at any time ... where the licensee, In performing or attempting to perfprM
any of the acts mentioned in OR8 696.00 to 690,490 and 060.600 to: 98,740 I
deeded to be guilty of :

* * .* -* * *

(v) Violating ORS 659.033 [Discrimination in selling, renting or leasing real
property].

188.810 Definitions for ORH 183.810 to 188.S10; agencies eaoepted from define
tion of "agenoy."--As used in ORS 188,310 to 188.510:
i * * * * * *

(2) "Contested case" means a proceeding before an agency in which the indl-i
visual legal rights, duties or privileges of specific parties are required by statute
or constitution to be determined only after an agency hearing at which such
specific parties are entitled to appear and be heard and shall include in all cses
proceedings for the suspension, revocation or refusal to renew of licenses required
to pursue any commercial activity, trade, occupation or profession where the
licensee demands such hearing.

* * * * * * C

183.420 Notice, hearing and record in contested cases.-In any contested case,
all parties shall be afforded an opportunity for hearing after reasonable notice.
The notice shall state the time, place and issues involved, but, If, by reason of the
nature of -the proceeding, the issues cannot be fully stated in advance of the
hearing, or if subsequent amendment of the issues is necessary, they shall be
fully stated as soon as practicable and opportunity shall be afforded all parties
to present evidence and argument with respect thereto. This section shall not
be construed as authorizing any agency to proceed against any person unless
there is reasonable cause for such action. At such hearing, each party shall have
the right to introduce evidence for the record and to 'be represented by counsel.
The agency shall prepare an official record which shall include testimony and
exhibits, in each contested case, but it shall not be necessary to transcribe
testimony unless requested for purposes of rehearing or court review. Informal
disposition may also be made of any contested case by stipulation, agreed settle-
ment, consent order or default; provided that an order adverse to a party may
be issued upon default only upon prima facie case made on the record by the
agency. Each agency shall adopt appropriate rules of procedure for notice and
hearing in contested cases. Testimony shall be taken upon oath or affirmation of
the witness from whom received unless all parties affected stipulate in writing
to the contrary. For purpose of judicial review under ORS 183.310 to 188.510,
testimony not taken upon oath or affirmation shall be excluded from the record
of the case. Officials presiding at such hearings shall have authority, subject
to the rules of the agency, to administer oaths and affirmations to witnesses,

* * * * * *

183.440 Subpoenas in contested cases.-Agency subpoenas authorized by law
shall be issued to any party to a contested case upon request and, to the extent
required by agency rule, upon a statement or showing of general relevance and
reasonable scope of the evidence sought. If any person falls to comply wIth any
subpoena so issued or any party or witness refuses to testify on any matters on
which he may be lawfully interrogated, the judge of the circuit court of any
county, on the application of the agency or of 4 designated representative of the
agency, shall compel obedience by proceedings for contempt as in the case of
disobedience of the requirements of a subpoena issued from such court or a
refusal to testify therein.

183.450. Evidence, cross-examination and. official notice in contested cases.-
In contested cases:

(1) Any oral or documentary evidence may be received, provided that hearsay
evidence shall not be admissible over an objection based on lack of opportunity
to cross-examine, but every agency shall, as a matter of policy, provide for the
exclusion of irrelevant, immaterial or unduly repetitious evidence, and no sanc-
tion shall be imposed, or rule or order be issued, except upon consideration of
the whole record or such portions thereof as may be cited by any party, and as
supported by, and in accordance with, reliable, probative and substantial evi-
dence. Agencies shall give effect to the rule of privilege recognized by law.

(2) All evidence shall be offered and made a part of the record in the case,
and except as provided in subsection (4) of this section no other factual Informa-
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tion br evidence shall be considered in the determination of the. case. Docuh
inentary evidence hay be received in the form of copies or excerpts, or by incor-
poration by reference..

(8) Every party entitled as of right to hearing under subsection (2) of ORS
183.810 shall have the, right of cross-examination of witnesses who testify and
shall have the right to submit rebuttal evidence. Parties permitted to intervene
by: the :Egency shall have such rights as determined, by the agency by rule or
otherwise.

(4). Agencies may take notice of judicially cognizable facts, and' they may take
notice of general, technical or scientific facts within their specialized knowledge.
Parties shall be notified, either before or during the hearing, or by reference
in a tentative decision, or otherwise, of the material so noticed and shall be
afforded an opportunity to contest the facts so noticed. Agencies may utilize
their experience, technical competence and speclelized knowledge in the evalua-
tion of the evidence presented to them.

183.460. rEamination of evidence by agency in contested cases.-Whenever in
a contested case a majority of the officials of the agency who are to render the
final decision have not heard or read the evidence, the decision, if adverse to a
party entitled as of right of hearing under subsection (2) of ORS 183.810, but
not including the agency itself, shall not be made until a proposal for decision,
including findings of fact and conclusions of law, has been served upon the
parties and an opportunity has been afforded to each party adversely affected to
file exceptions and present argument to the officials who are to render the deci-
sions, who shall in such case personally consider the whole record or such por.
tions thereof as may be cited by the parties.

188.470. Decisions and orders in contested oases.-Every decision and order
adverse to a party to the proceeding, rendered by an ageny in a contested case,
shall be in writing or stated in the record, may be accompanied by an opinion,
and shall be accompanied by findings, of fact and conclusions of law. The find-
ings of fact shall consist of a concise statement of the determination of each
contested issue of fact. Parties to the proceeding shall be notified of the deci-
sion and order in person or by mail. A copy of the decision and order and
accompanying findings and conclusions shall be delivered or mailed upon re
quest to each party or to his attorney of record.

188.480. Judicial review of contested cases.-r-(1) (a) Except as otherwise
provided specifically by statute, any party to an agency proceeding aggrieved
by a final decision in a contested case, whether such decision is affirmative or
negative in form is entitled to judicial review thereof under ORS. 183.310 to
188.510.

(b) Judicial review of decisions in contested cases by parties shall be solely
as provided by ORS. 183.810 to 183.510.

(2) Jurisdiction for judicial review is conferred upon the Circuit Court for
Marion County and upon the circuit court for the county in which the petitioner
resides or has his principal business office. Proceedings for review shall be
instituted by filing a petition in either of such courts. The petition may be
filed within 60 days only following entry of the decision. The petition shall
state the nature of the petitioner's Interest, the facts showing how the petitioner
is aggrieved by the agency decision, and the ground or grounds upon which the
petitioner contends the decision should be reversed and set aside. True copies of
the petition shall be served by registered mall upon the agency and -all other
parties of record in the agency proceedings. No responsive pleading shall be
required of the agency. The court, in its discretion, may permit other interested
persons to intervene; provided that this section shall not be construed sQ as to
authorize the court to grant any right to such intervening parties where agency
action is required by law for such grant.
(3) The filing of the petition shall not stay enforcement of the agency decision,

but the agency may do so, or the reviewing court may order a stay upon the
giving of a bond or other undertaking or upon such other terms as it deems
proper. All proceedings for review shall be given precedence on the docket
over all other civil cases except those given equal status by statute. Any bond
or other undertaking executed pursuant to this subsection shall be in favor of
the State of Oregon' for its benefit and for'the benefit of Wh6m it may concern
and may be enforced by the [agency or any other persons/concerned in an ap-
propriate proceeding as their interests may appear,'
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S(4) Within 30"days after, service of the petition, or within spch further timn
as the court may allow,' the agency .hall transmit to the reviewing court the
original or a certified copy of the entire record of the proceeding i der revieAt
but, by stipulation of all parties to the review proceeding the record may be
shortened. Any party unreasonably refusing to stipulate to limit the ,rt"cor
may. be.taxed by.the court for the additional costs. The court may require or
permit subsequent corrections or additions to the record when deemed desirable.
Except as specifically provided in this subsection, the cost of the record shall
not be taxed to the petitioner or any intervening party.

S(5) If, before the date set for hearing, application is made to the courtfor
leave to present additional evidence to the issues in the case, and it is shown
to the satisfaction of the court that the additional evidence is material and that
there were good and substantial reasons for failure to present it in the pro.
ceeding before the agency the court may order that the additional evidence be
taken before the agency upon such conditions as the court deems proper. The
agency may modify its findings and decision by reason of the additional evidence
and shall, within a time to be fixed by the court, file with the reviewing court, to
become a part of the record, the additional evidence, together with any modifica-
tions or new findings or decision, or its certificate that it elects to stand on its
orginal findings and decision, as the case'may be.

S(0) The review shall be conducted by the court without a jury as a suit
in equity and shall.be confined to the record, except that, in cases of alleged
irregularities in procedure before the agency, not shown in the record, testimony
thereon may be taken in the court. The court shall, upon request, hear oral
argument and receive written briefs.

(7) The court may adopt the agency findings of fact and affirm the decision
of the agency; or it may reverse and set aside the agency decision, or reverse
and remand for further proceedings, after review of all the facts disclosed by
the record, and any additional facts established under the provisions of sub-
section (6) of this section. The court shall thereupon enter its decree. In
the case of reversal the court shall make special findings of fact based upon
evidence in the record and conclusions of law indicatifig clearly all respects in
which the agency's decision is erroneous.

183.490. Agenty may be compelled to at.-The court may, upon petition as
described in ORS 183.480, compel an agency to act where it has unlawfully
refused to act, or unreasonably delayed action.

183.500. Appeals.-Any party to the proceedings before the circuit court
may appeal from the decree of that court to the Supreme Court. Such appeal
shall be taken in the manner provided by law for appeals from the circuit courts
in suits in equity,

Senator HRUSKA. Since you have commenced your testimony, Mr.
Witness, we have been joined by the junior Senator from Massachu-
setts, though I see now that he has left. However, Senator Javits
is here from New York and I will ask him'if he has any questions at
this time.

Senator JAvrrs. I don't have many, but I would like to ask the wit-
liess one or two questions. The'Oregon law was passed in 1963; is
that right? :

Mr. STASSENS. Well, we adopted a form of fair housing in 1959.
Senator JAvrrS. In 1959. Now has that destroyed the real estate

business in Oregon . :
Mr. STASSENS. We have a unique proposal there. We have what I

referred to as a discrimination bill m opposition to a discrimination
law.

This law in Oregon is aimed at the broker himself. The property
owner in our State still has a freedom of choice. The broker does not.

Actually, Senator, I believe that in Oregon we have probably had
a unique experience because basically we have very, very little racial
problems. Possibly this is because we are considered probably the
last of the frontiers. The Negroes coming to Oregon were accepted
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as free people, and I think that their job opportunity is probably
greater than it is in other sections of the country I believe that there
has been discrimination against the Negro, but in my personal opinion
not in the form of housing.

They have been discriminated against as far as fair employment is
concerned, and I believe if the job improvement for Negroes would
improve, that they would be able to buy a home wherever they could
afford to buy one, and there would be nothing said. I think that this
is pretty much proven in the Northwest States, especially the State
of Oregon.

Senator JAVrrs. So that whatever the law dealt with in terms of
realtors, it hasn't materially spoiled your business. It is a pretty good
business out there.

Mr. STASSENs. Of course the law was put in and naturally some of
the real estate people in Oregon were apprehensive. However, I
can't speak for all 100 percent of the real estate people in Oregon.
There are some 8,500. But I can speak for the greatest majority
and I say that all of these brokers have conscientiously endeavored
to assist in the sale of all property to any one that wished to buy it.

Senator JAVITS. My point is that the law hasn't spoiled your busi-
ness has it?

Mr. STASSENS. This particular law has not.
Senator JAvrrs. Has not.
Mr. STASSENS. That is right.
Senator JAVITS. So if we passed a similar law at the Federal level,

the logic of it is that it shouldn't spoil your business either, should it
Mr. STASSENS. It would spoil the principle on which this Nation

is founded, freedom of choice.
Senator JAvrrT. But I am talking now' about the practical business

aspect. If your own State law didn't spoil your business a similar
national law wouldn't spoil your business either, would it

Mr. STASSENS. I would think that it definitely would hurt my
business.

Senator JAVITS. It would ?
Mr. STASSENS. Yes, sir.
Senator JAVITrr. What is the difference between a State law and a

Federal law?
Mr. STASSENS. The difference in my opinion, Senator, is that if I

as an investor and admittedly the investors of this Nation are basi-
cally responsible for its tremendous growth, they are the farsighted
people that went out and built cities, communities, and businesses,
I would say that if I as one of these investors were required, upon
construction of real estate projects, and so forth, that I would have
nothing to say as to who would go in them and I would hesitate to in-
vest in this property.

Senator JAVITr. 1 think that we are talking at cross purposes. You
said that the Oregon law, didn't hurt the real estate business. I said
that if we passed a Federal law, similar to the Oregon law, logically
it shouldn't hurt the Oregon real estate business either, should it?

Mr. STrASENs. Then J misunderstood you. You'are correct.
Senator JAVITS. That is correct? /
Mr. STASSENS. A similar law if it were nationally effective I would

say it wouldn't affect us.

450
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Senator JAVITS. Really you are opposing the terms of this law.
Mr. STAssBNS. This new bill
Senator JAVITS. The terms of this new bill.
Mr. STAsSENS. Yes.
Senator JAVITS. Now may I ask you this question. This law is

heavily premised upon enforcement by the individual himself.
We will get into the ideology-I understand your point on that

and we could argue at great length on that I am sure--but as a busi-
nessman, do you think a commission enforcement type is better than
an individual enforcement type? Do you feel that you would avoid
a multiplicity of suits, by going through the commission, which is a
quasi-judicial body and that therefore it is to be preferred from the
business point of view

Mr. STASSJjNs. Well of course I personally don't like the elimina.
tion of any freedom of choice. However, in answer to your question,
if we had to have such a thing, the program as we have it in Oregon,
now it is a part of our State real estate law that a broker cannot
discriminates and if action is brought against a broker involving dis-
crimination, and he should be found guilty, he will lose his license
to sell real estate, So naturally this is a policing job done by a com-
mission, and it has been accepted and it has since 1959, we have had
quite a number of harassment cases.

But to this date none of them have proven that there have been
actual discriminations. I believe that this could be worked out very
amiably on the basis of a commission; yes.

Senator JAVrrS. Thank you very much. Now you understand too
of course, sir, I noticed that you and the Rhode Island people talked
about price; in other words, the capability of the individual minority
member to acquire property.

Of course there is nothing in this legislation that deals with price.
If he is not capable of buyig on the same terms as anyone else, or
at least as another offeree, there,is nothing in the law that changes
that.

Mr. STASSBNS. No.
Senator JAvrmS. You understand that.
Mr. STA88ENS. Yes, .I do. In one of my offices, Senator, we are in

the north end of Portland where probably 95 percent of the Negro
population in the State of Oregon resides, and consequently we sell a
number of houses to Negro people, and our problem there is these
people, due to the type of jobs that they have, are financially unable
to buy homes in an area of their desire, and their desires are the
same as any one of us American people.

They want homes to satisfy the needs of their family, and they
want good schooling'and education for their children, and that is
why I made the statement a moment ago that if all of our efforts
were extended that are now being extended toward this forced hous-
ing bill, were extended to job improvement for the Negro people,
they would rise on their own merits arid they would be entitled to
buy homes wherever they desire.

I could sell them many homes in other areas, but their credit and
financial situation won't allow it. I believe that this is the answer,
not forced legislation.

,, ,,~
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Senator JAVITS.'Thank you very mu6h.
Senator HRUSKA. Very well. Thank you, sir, for your appearance

here.
SMr. STASSENs. Thank you very much for having me.
Senator HRUSKA, The next witness, Mr. Counsel.
Mr. AUTRY. Is professor Sparks here
Senator HRUSKt . The witness is absent momentarily from the com-

mittee room. He will be here very shortly. We will take a brief
recess.

(A short recess was taken.)
Senator HRUSKA. We will resume the session. Counsel, will you

call the next witness, please.
Mr. AUTar. Mr. Chairman, the next witness is Bertel M. Sparks

professor of law at New York University. Professor Sparks received
his LL.B. degree from the University of Kentucky and his masters and
doctorate degrees from the University of Michigan. He is the author
of two books on contract and property law.

Senator HnRUKA. Mr. Sparks, you may proceed in your own way.
You have filed with the committee a memorandum. You may either
highlight it or you may read it, whichever you choose.

STATEMENT OF BERTEL M. SPARKS, PROFESSOR OF LAW, NEW
YORK UNIVERSITY

Mr. SPARKS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. If I may, I would prefer
to present the statement, and if there are any questions later, I will
be glad to answer them as best I can.

Senator HRUSKA. Very well, you may proceed.
Mr. SPARKS. First, I am deeply grateful and I feel highly honored

at the privilege of being before this distinguished committee to pre-
sent my views. This is especially true in view of the fact that am
here for no reason and in no capacity other than that of being a citizen
of a free Republic. I am not representing any particular group or
faction or special interest or anything of that sort.

A person might be against a proposed piece of legislation because
he does not approve of the objectives sought or he might approve of
the objectives but still be opposed to the particular statute because he
does not consider it a proper means of achieving the desired goals.
It is assumed, and I am willing to assume, that the objectives of title
IV of Senate bill 3296 are to provide additional means for enforcing
the constitutional provisions for equal protection of the laws and to
give to Negroes, and possibly other groups, a better opportunity to
obtain more desirable housing.

These are worthy goals indeed and it is doubtful if anyone can be
found who will disagree with either of them.

I assume that there is no one present or absent who would disagree
with that.

But in spite of the good intentions inquiry must be made into the
actual results title IV is likely to produce in the marketplace. For I

'believe that Daniel Webster spoke the truth when'he' said the "Consti-
.tution was made to gukrd the people against the dangers of good
intentions." \
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In the popular press, the bill is being referred to as a civil rights

bill. But the experienced legislator can never be content with lab!si
alone. He must ask himself, in connection with ivil rights, what
rights, to whom are they being given, and who is giving them? Upo7 n
these questions title IV is extremely ambigous. It purportso tgiye
right to everyone to purchase or lease real estate without regard to
his "race, color, religion, or national origin." But that right already
exists in every instance where the prospective buyer locates the de-
sired housing and offers the price for which a willing seller is prepared
to sell.

That brings us more directly.to the question as to how title IV pro-
poses to improve the buyer's position. A reading of the bill, espe-
cially section 403, makes it quite clear that its purpose is to improve the
buyer's position by providing for him a willing seller in circum-
stances where a willing seller might not otherwise be available.

There are a number of rather extensive enforcement provisions
concerning the bringing of lawsuits, payment of attorney's fees, and
the regulation of real estate brokers and financial institutions. Many
of these are of highly questionable viability within themselves.

I might say that I have assumed that a lot of them were put in there
for negotiating purposes. But that is not what I am going to talk
about now, because I assume they are all in one way or another to
support or supplement whv,t purports to be the one basic right ex-
tended to the buyer. It is that central basic provision that I wish to
discuss. And it will be my position that if the bill is enacted, its
principal effects will be (1) to reduce the total amount of housing
available by discouraging building, and (2) to put Negroes and other
groups the legislation is intnded to help at an increasing disadvantage
in their attempts to buy what is available.

The bill attempts to provide a willing seller by denying to every
property owner the right to consider "race, color, religion, or national
origin" as influencing factors in the selection of a tenant or customer.
But that provision raises two further questions of primary importance:
(1) What personal right does this take from every homeowner in the
land? and (2) What effect will this have upon the ability of Negroes
and other minority groups to obtain better housing? These are im-
portant questions..

The constitutional prohibition as well as the longstanding legal
tradition against the taking of property without due process of law
brings us down to bedrock as to the meaning of the word "property"
and what constitutes a "taking.". The question is an important one,
not only because of the provision in the Constitution, but also because
of its significance in every aspect of human'affairs. I am afraid that
my discussion on this point will appear excessively esoteric, to some
and excessively simple and unnecessary to others. Whichever group
you happen to be in, I beg you to bear with me because I believe a
careful analysis of the nature of the property being taken is essential
to an understanding of the effect this bill is likely to have in the
marketplace. ' : ,:- -:

In its legal sense, the wotd "property" does hot refer to material
things such as houses and lands, articles of clothing, tools, machinery,
or other things capable of being owned. But rather property has
reference to an individual's legal rights with respect to those things.
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There is the right to use, the right to exclude others, the right to sell,
the right to devise, and others. A person's property in a given object
then consists of thetotal bundle of rights he hasi it that object. Those
different rights are all different items of property. :They are not all of
equal importance.

it is possible that one or more of them may be taken away while the
others are left undisturbed. One of the dangers inherent in this pos-
sibility is that we might consent to having them taken away one by
onbe until there is scarcely anything left in the bundle. Another danger
is that we might let one slip away thinking that we can hold on to all
the others and then discover too late that that one, the one we have
surrendered, is the one upon which the very existence of all of the
others essentially depend.

The particular right involved in title IV is the right to sell. And
here I am using the word "sell" to include the right to transfer for a
term, that is to say, the right to rent or lease. In an effort to evaluate
the importance of that particular right it might be well to begin by
reminding ourselves briefly of a bit of history that all of us have been
taught but which we might have a tendency to forget in this age when
we are more concerned with the enjoyment of the fruits of freedom
than we are with the sacrifices necessary to achieve it. And I might
say necessary to maintain it.

And if I seem to dwell too long on what appears to be history of a
bygone age, my purpose is to call attention to the fact that the right
to sell, the right that is under attack in title IV, is the very right which
supports and sustains most of the civil and political liberties held
sacred by all Americans. While we might overlook that fact in our
day, the Founding Fathers certainly did not forget it in theirs.

From the very foundation of our Republic, and in English juris-
prudence even before that, down to the present time, our legal system
has considered the right to sell as an essential feature of any free
society. Some of our State constitutions have provisions declaring the
right of property to be "before and higher than any constitutional
sanction." (Arkansas constitution, art. 2, sec. 7.)

And more recently it has been declared that, "In organized societies
the degree of liberty among human beings is measured by the right to
own and manage property, to buy and sell it, to contract." (Garber,
"Of Men and Not of Law" 34 (1966).)

Now one, certainly, is justified in asking whether all these asser-
tions are mere examples of holidayThetoric or whether they actually
do epitomize the lifeblood of freedom and the building blocks of a
free society and economic stability.

A close examination will reveal that it was the right to sell to give
away, or even to dissipate one's;interest in property that ena'bld the
serfs and villeins of the feudal period to emerge from their servile
status to the status of freemen.:

Maybe it doesn't appear that there is any need to go back to that,
but I think there is, It puts us right in our present predicament.,

The men who occupied the land and tilled the Soil were referred
to as freemen even in th 'feudal period, but then, as is true in 'the
minds of some men even now, freedom had become deeply involved in
semantics. A freeman in that period could not transfer his holdings,
se.ma s . .: : "
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which hi ptactical experience meant he could riot cash in on the fruit
of his 6Wn labot without the conseitpf his lord iis lord representing
an ascending political hierarchy with the 'crwn, in, other words the
state as'the 0timatte authority.
Of course the lord was under a similar burden so far as his efforts

to transfer his bwn holdings were concerned. But his position was
different in that his holdings were larger and of a higher order. He
was economhically secure and had a comfortable income.
" It was the fellow who had the least that was under the heaviest bur,
den for until the man higher up let loose, there was nothing available
for the man on the bottom to Acquire. And whether a clog on the
right to sell is labeled medieval doctrine of feudal tenure or a Civil
Rights Act'of 1966, its effect in the marketplace will be the same aid
the man at the bottom will still be the loser.

Of course it must be recognized that during the feudal period there
were restrictions upon the right of inheritance, use, and other incidents
of property ownership as well as upon the right to transfer. But the
point to be made here is that the right to sell was the particular right
that held the center of the stage, and until that right was achieved,
political freedom and tle whole gamut ofo ivil rights, that we like to
talk about so much, lay dormant, and it will become dormant again.
And that right to sell, that economic mobility, or in the jargon of -the
profession that freedom of alienation, boonL became the chief factor
in the development of individual freedom of all kinds and it stimulated
the economic development of property.

When the occupant of land becam free to sell at a price agreeable
to him without seeking the consent of his lord and without paying a
fine to his lord for having done so, he began to take on the coloration
of a freehian in the true sense of that wOrd

This might sound rather obvious to us, but we should remember that
that right to transfer land his not prevailed throughout the world
and has not prevailed throughout history. But where it has prevailed
happens to be that particular area of the earth's surface where the bet-
ter things of life we might say, the comforts, have been developed.

Ownership took on new meaning. It included a power to cash in as
well 'as a power to use. And when that freedom was obtained men no
longer remained serfs, they no longer remained slaves, arid the economy
no longer remained static. It is no mystery that the real beneficiaries
of this political and economic transition were those who possessed the
least, it was the "have nots" rather than the "hates."
' With' free economic' mobility the fellow at the very bottom of the

heap could exchange his services for a share in what was held by the
man near the top. n this system of fiee exchange, not only Was there
no ieccisityfor serfs or slaves but thereceased to be any police for
parasite. Property tended to shift to those who put it to the most
economic use. nd there emerged the day of plenty :which, although
it is iiiqe in the history ofthe world and is to this day confined to a
comparatively small part of the earth's surface, it is is taken foi
granted :j this country'that'we tend to 'forget its souirc. :

But this personal liberty to deal ini dispose f#and! profit from own-
ership of property did noi come at a single stroke notr will it be lost
tat a single stroke. Its coming was step-by-step process in which each
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step was characterized by :a bitter struggle, Those who are already
wealthy. who are already entrenched, who "have it made, are more
likely to be interested in preserving their holdings than, they. are in
searching for easier means of transferring it. But ,unless t hat right
to transfer is recognized and is readilyavailable the "have not" fellow
has little opportunity to improve his lot. The legal history from the
feudal period into the industrial economy of our present era can be
quite accurately described as a struggle for an .expansion of the rights
of property ownership available to the individual and it can be,as-
serted with a:high degree of confidence that if we retreat back into a
lethargic age of tyranny, it will be a step-by-step surrender of those
tame personal rights. And. let no one forget that it is a personal right
that we are dealing with in title IV., It is the right of an individual
to deal with the fruits of his own labors in the way that seems most
pleasing to him. And if he is not,free to sell that which he acquires,
he will be much less interested in acquiring it. If the restrictions im-
posed by title IV are imposed upon the ownership of property, it is
inevitable that there will be less incentive to acquire, build, and de-
velop. This means that there will be less housing and.you will not
improve the housing of Negroes or anyone else by reducing the total
amount of housing available ., .; 

You might point out to me that title IV doesn't take away the right
to sell, that it takes away; only a limited part of that right, that is to
say the right,to select one's own customers, and that is true. But how
much have you withdrawn from the rights of a prospective seller when
you have withdrawn; or.even restricted his power to choose the persons
with whom he deals?

There is a 1965 decision in the North Dakota Supreme Court [Holien
v. Trydahl, 134 N.W. 2d 851: (N.D. 1965)] that casts some light here.
It held that freedom to select one's customers was such n inherent
part of ownership that an arrangement entered into by the voluntary
act of private parties requiring an owner, even though offering his
property to a particular person before being permitted to sell to any-
one else, was void.
SIn the North Dakota case the restriction wasn't imposed by the

State. No principles of constitutional law were involved. Neverthe-
less the North Dakota Supreme Court considered even this mild re-
striction on the power to select one's own customers, such a state of
ownership that' it was not to be tolerated in a free society, even where
the parties so desired.

It is doubtful if very many of out courts will go quite as far as the
North Dakota court did, but it does illustrate the importance, at least
some judges have attached to the doctrine of economic mobility.
STitle IV proposes, not only to permit a much greater res,triction on

the freedom,to select customers, but to impose that restriction without
regard to the wishes of the parties. . * .

Now to say that a provision such as title IV will discourage building
,and thereby make less housing available is no idle guess, An, y kind o
building, whether it be.individual home ;or apartment houses calls
for a substantial investment, ;It requires the assumption of.subtan-
tial responsibility.c : ', ' :,:. . , ,

There will always be some people wo ill prefer therelativb calm
of remaining a tenant to the responsibility and, uncertainty involved

' ,

A96
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in ownership. And the' tenant by preference group will necessarily
be enlarged by anything that increases the risks of ownership without
offering commensurate hope of reward.

There are a number of Sttes, as you gentlemen are all well aware
that already have laws similar to title IV, although I do not know of
any that is quite so broad in the extent of its coverage. I have'not
heard or read anything to indicate that housing is any more readily
available to minority groups in these States than it is elsewhere. Nor
should anyone be surprised at that.

The so-called ghettos, where members of a particular racial or re-
ligious group are congregated in large numbers:are not brought about
by the refusal of landowners in other areas to sell to the members of
that racial or religious group. The thing that prompts a free man to
sell is his own self-interest, and the price he receives is far more impor-
tant in the marketplace than is the racial characteristics of the person
from whom the price is being obtained.

Some'of the high concentrations of a particular racial or religious
group 'have developed because 'the members of that particular grodp
chose to live near each other. , Others have developed because the mem-
bers of conflicting racial or religious groups have moved away. This
tendency to move away until the nuiority becomes the majority is
probably the biggest single factor in the development of what is popu-
larly known as ghettos or ghetto areas.

I believe that each one of you can confirm that within your own
experience, if you will just take a serious look at the Negro sections of
the cities with which you are familiar-riot what I say, not what you
read, not anything else. Just look at those areas with which you are
personally familiar and Tdare say that you will find very few if any
that have developed because of a refusal of persons outside that area
to sell to Negro customers.

What you are more likely to find is that a once thriving white popu-
lation has moved away. That is precisely what is happening in New
York City, especially Manhattan at the present time. And New York
City was one'of the first, if not the first, localities in the country with
a so-called fair housing law. And although it started in the city, it
was soon extended to the whole State.

The is no evidence that I: have been able to see anywhere that the
statute has had qny effect on the continued tendency of Negroes and
'Puerto Ricans tdobecome c6nce ntrated in particular areas. Title IV
makes no provision for preventing whites from moving away from
these areas. We may say it would be sad if it did, but it doesn't. And
yet this tendency to hove away, not the tendency to keep others from
buying, appears t6hivd beeh the principal factorin the development
of the existing ghttos.;

But even if the freedom to select one's own customers should be
considered less important than I have indicated, and'if it did not have
any depressing effect upon th6 Webiiomi: Aid did not curtail the total
housing available, the'ques o'n still ixdniaiis' as to Whether title IV wi
make it. asie r for a;'Negro or eier f son other"miority 'op
,to purcihnse appro private ou ers. i r t i ou

I should like tiredu't't y siiie trs and disu it from
the. point of view of a homeowner who is ready to sell 'his house and
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has listed it with a real estate broker. When a prospective buyer
presents himself there are many factors to be considered and many
reasons might arise as to why the seller does not wish to deal with that
particular buyer. The most important of these is usually the buyer's
financial position.

Concerning that one item, uncertainties and doubts might arise that
cannot be. objectively demonstrated, but which are sufficient to dis-
courage the seller, who will then choose not to deal.

Or on purely subjective grounds, but for reasons sufficient to him-
self, the seller might suspect that the buyer has such a personality that
he will be difficult to deal with on the matter of the transfer of posses-
sion, condition of the premises at the time of transfer, or some other
relevant circumstance of that sort. For any one of these reasons, or
for no reason at all, the seller might elect to do business or he might
elect not to do business with that particular buyer who has presented
himself.

If title IV becomes law, how have you changed the situation ? If
title IV becomes effective, a potential seller will be in precisely the
same position as we have described, ectept for one thing. In his mind
now all customers, all prospective buyers, are divided into two groups.
In the usual situation, for this is the main target of the limitation,
one group will be whites and the other group will be Negroes. Let's
say that our particular seller is unconcerned as to the race of the buyer,
but he is still interested in these various objective factors previously
mentioned.

Title IV tells him that if he rejects a white buyer for whatever
reason, no explanation will be called for. But if he rejects a Negro
buyer, he will subject himself to possible litigation, and the necessity
of proving that the Negro was not rejected because of his race. What
kind of proof will he present?

As already indicated, many of the usual reasons for refusing to deal
with a customer are subjective, and they are not susceptible to judicial
proof. But even if our seller succeeds in his proof, he will have been
subjected to troublesome, embarrassing, and expensive litigation, in
which no good citizen desires to become involved. Faced with this
situation, with these two groups and these two prospects, what is the
seller most likely to do? If he is at all prudent, he will avoid seeing
any colored buyers

Now I realize that the proposed law prohibits this but such a pro-
vision just can't be enforced. It hos been analogized by some people
before this committee as being soqpewhat similar to the prohibition,
but I think that is treating it top fairly. I would say it is. much
more analogous to a law prohibiting a man from kissing his own wife
in his own home after dark. Anyone who knows anything about the
buying and selling of real estate knows Low easy it is to avoid offers
he doesn't want to receive.

One method that I am told is currently a common practice in some
areas where State laws similar to title IV are already in effect is that
of managing not to begat home when the broker shows up with a
Negro to look at the house. There. are many ways' that this can be
done and still be absolutely immunefro*m the detection by even skillful
investigators.
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But this is only one method ' of never'receving this unwanted offer,
and while it has some practical shortcomings, assure you that there
are lots of ways that can be used, and no broker's office need be con-
fined to any particular Acheme

The important thing here is what title IV has done to the Negro.
The seller in our illustration had no objection to selling to Negroes. In
the absence of title IV, he would have had no objection to seeing them
or selling to any one of them who otherwise met with his approval.
But now the danger of litigation that has been forced upon him is
going to force him into searching for devious ways to avoid ever
receiving the offers that he would have otherwise been happy to receive
and possibly have been happy to accept.

Or let's take another illustration. There is the university profes-
sor who takes a year's leave of absence, in order to accept a temporary
appointment at another institution as a visiting professor. He plans
to move his family to the new location for 1 year. He would like to
rent his house, and he has no objection to renting it to a Negro. But
he wants to be reasonably sure that he can trust the tenant to take
reasonably good care of his furniture.

He also knows that if he rejects a prospective tenant Who happens
to be a Negro, he might be called upon for the same kind of proof
that was demanded of the seller in our previous illustration. But
here the real reasons are likely to be even more subjective and less
susceptible of proof than they were when a sale was involved.

As a result, the professor is likely to employ some scheme similar
to that used by the seller or he might decide to avoid the difficulty by
leaving his house vacant for the year.

If lie chooses the former, a prospective Negro tenant has been de-
prived of the opportunity to bid on an accommodation that was actu-
ally on the market.' If he chooses the latter, there will be one less
housing unit in that city that year than would otherwise have been the
case. In one instance, Negro tenants are the losers; and in the other,
all tenants, both Negro and white, are losers.

Someone might ask "what about the seller who refuses to sell for no
reason other than the race of the buyer " We must assume that some
sellers of that type do exist, but I would suggest that any estimate
of their number is likely to be based more on emotion than it is on fact.

It should be pointed out, however, in order for them to exist at all
there will have to be a seller who is more concerned about the race of
his buyer than he is for the purchase price that he receives. I doubt
if there are very many sellers who are that oblivious to the power of
the dollar. But even if they exist in large quantities they will always
have available to them all the devious subtleties employed by the non-
prejudiced sellers who are merely trying to avoid exposure to litiga-
tion. Their apprehension will be next to impossible.

If title IV becomes law, it is going to have two significant effects, in
my judgment. It is going to discourage building, and it will deprive
the members of minority groups of opportunity to compete for the
housing that remains available. The entire bill, gentlemen, should
be rejected.

Senator HRUsKA. Thank you, Professor Sparks, for your statement,
It represefits a fine addition to our record on this very important
legislation.
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.: Yo have goneinto some of:;the situations whore, by devious routes,
a seller, a potential seller, or one who wants to sell, could probably
circumvent the law. You have also outlined some of the unfairnesses
that might be thrust upon him in certain specifie.situations.
. One situation which has been called to our attention, and discussed
in some detail is this: Where a price will be asked let us say for the purl
poses of convenience, a price of $20,000. All of us know what hap-
pens when a house is offered for sale, A price of $20,000 is quoted,
and perhaps it will be a price that the owner at that time would be
willing to.accept.

A potential buyeriappears and says, "I will buy it." He will offer
$18,000 rather than the $20,000., And the offer is refused.

Time goes on. The owner must sell for some reason. The man
who bid the '$18,000 disappears. He is not there to renew his offer.
Eventually the house is sold for $17,000.

Now, under those circumstances, if that prospective buyer who bid
$18,000 can come along and show that the actual sale was for $17,000
to a white man, and he himself was colored, what do you think the
court will do under circumstances of that kind by way of entertaining
proof? What would be the situation with reference to the owner of
that house in a legal way ?

Mr. SPARKS. It is very difficult to predict precisely what would hap-
pen there, but what I would expect to happen, if I understood you cor-
rectly, it is the Negro buyer who offered at one time $18,000 for a
house that is now sold for $17,000

, Senator HRUSKA. That is right.
Mr. SPARKS. Once he has shown that fact, I think that there is going

to be such a presumption against that seller in most of our courts that
he is going to be in real trouble, and I think what is an even greater
danger is that when he is about to sell it for $17,000, but he hasn't
really sold it yet, and our Negro buyer who offered $18,000 will come
into court asking for injunctive relief.

The court will enjoin our seller from selling it at all. And now let's
suppose that our seller can go on through with his proof, and that he
can convince the court that his reason was not racial. By the time he
is through with his litigation, it is likely that both buyers will have
faded away, and he still has an unsold house. I think that is really
likely to be the result.

Senator HRUSKA. That was in the thinking of those who have ad-
vanced that type of situation. The restraining order, even the tem-
porary restraining order provided or is a pretty severe remedy.

Mr. SPARKS. Yes; it is.
Senator HRUSKA. A pretty severe remedy, and one in which nor-

mally there is required the posting of a bond.
Mr. SPARKS. And unfortunately we have the specific provision in

this bill as it now stands that not only will he not have to post a
bond, he will not have to be responsible for attorney's fees. He can
do it purely for annoyance, with nothing'to lose.

Senator HRUSKA. What about the man who dbes come along and
buy a house front a seller? What assurance will.he have that there
are no clouds against tle title of that house on account of dealings
of that seller with someone else which wer not successful ahd not
fruitful toward the sale?
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' Mr.' SPA'Kl.' I hvthquight'o f that vety thit here; and so far
a anything I can fid in the bill, it doesn't speifically*cover it, but.
in view of this provisili. fis injunctive relie for eqittable relief .f
all kitids, it is alihist a' completely blanket'eluse, I assume that the
sale might be set aside, and if'it is, well, then all real estate titles atr
going to.be uncertain. .,

Senator HnUSKA. And there is a period of 6 months within which
suit may bd brought. i

Mr. SPAR~I . Right. : : , , ;
Senator HRusKA. And until that time has run there wutld be t

cloud as we lawyers like to call it, a'cloud-on the passage of title.
,Mr. SPARKS. And Once We have a decision to that effect in burt,

we have immediately clouded titles everywhere. ' Eve i assuming that
some lawyers are not afraid of the bill itself. As soon as we have the
decision we do have that cloud, and real estate transactions are going
to be in a state of turmoil that they have not been in in this country
heretofore.

Senator HRUSKA. Of course, we could require'that the moiey be
put in escrow for 6 months and the transaction be consummated 6
months later, but that would represent a real impediment in the
ordinary course of commerce, wouldn't it ?

Mr. SPARKs. More than that. Usually when you are buying a
house, if it is a house for a home, it is because you are moving to
that community and you need to get in it. And if it is for business
purposes, which could be equally covered here, the situation is
equally bad. If I am ready to go into business, I am either going
to go into business or I am not. I can't wait 6 months for the deter-
mination of this title before I do any building on it.

Senator HRUSKA. Mr. Counsel, have you any questions ?
Mr. AUTRY. Just two, Mr. Chairman.
Professor, it has been called to the subcommittee's attention that

successful voluntary projects have been assumed around the country in
integrated communities whereby neighbors get together and establish
arbitrary quotas and maintain an integrated community.

Since these actions are by definition based upon sale according
to race and color, this would be absolutely outlawed by this bill
wouldn't it?

Mr. SPARKS. I would assume that it would. You asked for my
opinion. If it is at all relevant further, I think that kind of ar-
rangement is extremely unwise in any event, because what you are
doing then, you are laying down racial or national origin patterns
for housing and for living and for business. You are really estab-
lishing the very thing which we thought we were wanting to get
away from.

Mr. AuriY. Professor, the Attorney General, as you may know,
advanced two theses to justify this legislation: first, 'humanitarian-
more housing should be available to Negroes; and secondly, that the
absence of a title IV provision nationally provides us with an adverse
impact on interstate commerce.

I think your conclusion is that title IV would have exactly the
opposite effect of that which the Attorney General professes.
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SMr. SPAiwi. That. is my position, I cannot conceive of how
you are going to increase the quantity of housing available by mak?.
ing it more difficult to build a house, and you are not going to in
crease:the amount of housing available by imposing extra burdens
upon the man who sells a house. You are making it more cif4iclt
for him to sell.

You are making it more difficult for him to get rid of it. You
are complicating his building. You are imposing added burdens
upon his ownership. If he decides to rent it, he is at the same dis-
advantage, only even more so.

Mr. AvnY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HRusKA. Thank you, Professor Sparks, for your ap-

pearance before this subcommittee.
Mr. SPARKS. Thank you.
Senator HRusKA. We stand in recess until 10:30 tomorrow morn-

ing in this same chamber.
(Whereupon, at 1:15 p.m., a recess was taken until 10:30 a.m.,

Wednesday, June 15, 1966.)
; * . ' ' ' .

c '
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WEDNESDAY tfiE' 15, 1966

SS. SENATE: .
StBCOMMITTE ON CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS .

OF THE COMMrrrTE ON THE JUDICIARY,
Washingtont , D.O.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:35 'a.m., in room
2228, New Senate Office Building, Senator John L. McClellan
presiding.

Present: Senators McClellan and Javits.
'Also present: George Autry, chi6f counsel; H. Houston Groome,

Lawrnce M. Baskir, and Lewis W. Evans, counsel; and John Baker,
minority counsel.'

Senatoir MCCLELLAN. The committee will come to order.
Senator Ervin is chairman of this subcommittee, 'He is unable to

be present today but he had hearings scheduled and some witnesses
were advised they could testify today, and in order not to incon-
venience them, and with the view of also proceeding expeditiously
with these hearings, he'asked if I would preside in his absence, which
I agreed to do; I am advised that other members of the subcommiittee'
may be able to attend during the morning. Some of them will be

S late. There is no one else P esent as of now but I see no reason why
we cannot proceed.

Our first witness this morning is Mr. Charles J. Bloch, attorney, of
Macon, Ga., who is appearing, as I understand it, at the invitation of
the chairman of the subcommittee, Senator Ervin.

Mr. Bloch, we are very glad to have you. I notice you have a pre-
pared statemefit, do fuoi

STATEMENT OF CHARLES 3. BLOCM, ATTORNEY AT LAW,
MACON, GA.

Mr. BLooH. Yes, sir.
Senator McCLELLAN. Do you wish to read your statement?
Mr. BLObH. I wfoild prefer to read from the statement, skipping

parts of it; .
Senator MCCLELLAN. I direct the reporter that any part of the

statement that Mr. loch may not read will be inserted in the record
as if read at the proper place. ,,

Very well, Mr. Bloch, you may proceed.
Mr. BLOcH. I am here, Senator McClellan, athe invitation of my

dear friend, Senator Ervin, and I have used as a basis of the proposed
S. . 4 40 3
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discussion Senate bill 3296, which is denominated the Civil Rights
Act of 1966.

Title I thereof amends chapter 121 of title 28, United States Code.
Chapter 121 is entitled "Juries; Trial by Jury." Its provisions are
confined to grand and petit juries in the district courts of the United
States.

Title IT has as its first section:
No person or class of persons shall be denied the right to serve on grand and

petit juries in any state court on account of race, color, religion, sex, national
origin or economic status.

The quoted section indicates the purpose of that title II, and indi-
cates to me its utter invalidity on the basis of presently established
rules of law.,

Title III is entitled "Nondiscrimination in Public Education anld
other Public Facilities."

Title IV has as its first section:
It is the policy of the United States to prevent, and the right of every person

to be protected against,'discrimination on account of race, color, religion, or
national origin in the purchase, rental, lease, financing, use and occupancy of
housing throughout the nation.

The quoted section indicates the purpose of that title IV, and, too,
to me indicates its utter invalidity as tested by the Constitution of
the United States as presently construed.

STitle V is entitled "Interference with Rights."
SEvidently it seeks to supplant or amend section 241 of title 18,

United States Code.
, Such seeking doubtless stems from the decision of the Supreme Court
of the United States in United States v. Guest et al. (March 28, 1966)
383 U.S. 745, 86 S. Ct. 1170.

In that case, I was appointed by the Supreme Court of the United
States to represent one of the appellees. Therefore, I have more than
ordinary interest in and familiarity with the case.

It was argued orally and by brief November 9, 1965. It was de-
cided almost 5 months later, March 28, 1966. The time factor and
the opinions in the case demonstrate the thorough consideration given
by the Court to the problems and questions there involved.

Mr. Justice Stewart delivered the opinion of the Court, reversing
and remanding the case to the district court for further proceedings
consistent with that opinion for the reasons stated.

Mr. Justice Clark wrote a concurring opinion in which Mr. Justice
Black and Mr. Justice Fortas joined.

Mr. Justice Harlan wrote an opinion concurring in part and dis-
senting in part (86 S. Ct at p. 1180 et deq.).

Mr. Justice Brennan wrote an opinion in which the Chief Justice
and Mr. Justice Douglas joined, concurring in part and dissenting
in part (86 S. Ct. atp. 1187 et seq.).

Here is the following language in the concurring opinion of Mr.
Justice Clark, supra, in which Justices Black and Fortas concurred
(86 S Ot. atp. 110) :

The Court carves out of its opinion the question of the power of Congress,
under subsection 5 of the fourteenth Amendment, to enact legislation imple-
menting the Equal Protection Clause or any other provision of the Fourteenth
Amendment. The Court's interpretation of the indictment clearly avoids the
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question whether Congress, by approplrite legislation, hbA the power to punish
private conspiracies that interfere, With ,Fouiteenth Amendment rights, such
as the right, to utillse public facilities. My Brother Brennan, however, says
the Court's disposition constitutes an acceptance of appellees' aforesaid con-
tention as to subsection 241. Some of his language further suggests that the
Court indicates sub silentio that Congress does not have the power to outlaw
such conspiracies.

Although the Court specifically rejects any such connotation, tante, p, 1176, it
is, I believe, both appropriate and necessary under the specifle language of sub-
section 5 empowers the Congress to enact laws punishing all conspiracies-with
or without state action-that interfere with Fourteenth Amendment rights;

That suggests the question: What is a "14th aiiendment right"?
While that will be more fully discussed later in this memorandum,

I suggest that actions of private individuals against private individ-
uals with respect to rights which the Constitution merely guarantees
from interference by a State cannot be classified as 14th amendment
rights.

The opinion of Justice Stewart in the Guest case (86 S.Ct. 1170, at
1179) cites United States v. Moore, 129 Fed. 630, 633. Of course I do
not know exactly' what language at page 633 he had in mind, but I
call attention to this categorical statement of District Judge Jones at
page 633:

The power conferred upon Congress by the Constitution concerning these rights
in some Instances, as under the Fourteenth Amendment, is corrective merely of
invasion of them by state law or authority.

The second headnote in that case commences (129 Fed. at p. 630):
The fourteenth amendment of the federal constitution * * * adds nothing to

the rights of any citizen against another, but merely furnishes additional guaran-
ties against any encroachment by the states upon the fundamental rights which
belong to every citizen as a member of society.

District Judge Jones who wrote that opinion was Judge Thomas
Goode Jones, of Montgomery, Ala., appointed to the Federal bench by
President Theodore Roosevelt in the early part of the century. In
April of 1865, it is interesting to note, particularly in the light that
his opinion was cited by Mr. Justice Stewart, Judge Jones had been
aide to Gen. John B. Gordon at the surrender at Appomattox. Gen-
eral Gordon was a.ft6rwards Governor of Georgia and a U.S. Senator
from Georgia.

At page 1176 of the opinion in the Guest case as reported in 86
Supreme Court Reporter is this cogent language:

It is a commonplace that rights under the Equal Protection Clause itself a-lse
only where there has been involvement of the State or of one acting under the
color of its authority. The Equal Protection Clause "does not * * * add any-
thing to the rights which one citizen has under the Constitution against an-
other." United States v..Oruikshank, 92 U.S. 542, 554-555, 28 L. Ed. 588. As Mr.
Justice Douglas more recently put it, 'The Fourteenth Amendment protects the
individual against state action, not against wrongs done by individuals" (United
State# V. Wtltams, 841 U.S. 70, 92,9 71 S. . t 581, 598, 96 L. Ed. 758 (dissenting
opinion)).

Senator McCLELLAN. May I interrupt to say now it is your con-
tention here that the Congress would be exceeding its authority in
undertaking to protect one individual against a wrong committed by
another individual, a wrong which might trespass upon that individ-
ual'srights

Mr. BLOCH. That has been the construction of the 14th amendment
from the beginning.
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Senator McCOm;L ., Up until now.
Mr. BLoon . Down to March 28, 1966.
Senator MOCLELAIN. We do have a practice up here of reversing

all previous precedents, you know.
Mr. BLooH. Well, they had an opportunity--
Senator MCCLELrAN. You would not be greatly surprised if it hap-

pened again, would you?
Mr. BLooI. All we lawyers can do with it is deal with it as we find it.
Senator MCLEuLLw. We deal with it as lawyers and the court

deals with it as the final authority.
Mr. BLOOm. They have the right to take it all back.
Senator MCCLELAN. Go ahea- and make your case. Proceed. I

can sympathize with you.
Mr. BwLOC. Shall I go ahead, sir?
Senator MoCLELLAN. Yes.
Mr. BLocH. This has been the view of the Court from the beginning.

United States v. Cruikshank, supra; United States v. Harris, 106 U.S.
629 (1882); Civil Rights cases, 109 U.S. 3 (1883); Hodges v. United
States, 203 U.S. 1 1905); United States v. Powell, 212 U.S. 564
(1908). It remains the Court's view today. See e.g. Evans v. Newton,
382 U.S. 296 (1965); United States v. Price, 383 U.S. 786, 86 S. Ct.
1152 (1966).

While we are discussing title V, we may as well complete the dis-
cussion as to that title, applying to it the rule just emphasized as the
Court's view, as of March 28, 1966.

That rule is summarized in headnote 6 of the Guest case as it appears
86 S. Ct. 1171, as follows:

Equal protection clause of Fourteenth Amendment speaks to state or to those
acting under color of its authority.

The eighth and ninth headnotes are:
Rights under equal protection clause arise only where there has been involve-

ment of state or of one acting under color of its authority; equal protection
clause does not add anything to rights which one citizen has under constitution
against another.

That is not quite 3 months ago that they said that.
Fourteenth Amendment protects individual from state action, not against

wrongs done by individuals.

I repeat this isnt m erely "old law." It is a restatement of "old
law" as announced by the Supreme Court less than 3 months ago.

Senator MCCLELLAN. Was that decision unanimous?
Mr. BiLOOH. That is the decision in the Price case and in the Guest

case. '
Senator McCLELAN. Was it a unanimous decision of the Court?
Mr. BLOCH. No, sir, the Price case was practically unanimous.

There was a slight what may be called a dissent by Justice Black.
But the Guest case had all these opinions that I have pointed to in my
statement, and I analyze them here in this memorandum just a little
later, because it is right hard to tell just who decided what, as I will
point out to you in just a few minutes..

The opinion of the Court of Mr. Justice Stewart in that case shows
clearly that he was of the opinion that the indictment at issue there



"in fact contains an express allegatio of State involveOment sufficient
at least to require the denial of a motion to dismiss." 'He proceeded to
show (p. 17 7 ) what that allegation was, and concluded: r'

Although it is possible that a bill of particulars, or the proofs If the ease goes to
trial, would disclose no cooperative action of that kind by officials of the State, the
allegation is enough to prevent dismissal of this branch of the indictment.

So the chairman will see that, as I construe it, the reason that Judge
Bootle's decision in the (itest case was reversed by Court was because
the opinion of the Court, written by Mr. Justice Stewart, concluded
that there was a sufficient averment in the indictment to constitute a
charge of State action, State participation. .,

Now therefore, having been reversed on that ground, what the other
justices may have said with respect to whether or not State action was
required would be purely dicta. I interpolate this in my statement. It
is not in the written statement. That case is coming' up for trial
again in the District Court of the United States for the Middle Dis-
trict of Georgia sitting in Athens on June 27, I believe it is. I make
that statement from having read it in the newspapers. I have no fur-
ther connection with the case. I was simply appointed by the Court
to represent one defendant there who had no lawyer, who'had been
admitted to the Court, and after the decision my connection with the
case ceased, and other counsels were appointed to do the trial of it.

True it is, that the concurring opinion of Mr. Justice Clark
concludes :

* * * there now can be no doubt that the specific language of subsection 5 (of
the amendment) empowers the Congress to enact laws punishing all conspira-
cies-with or without Otate action-that interfere with the Fourteenth Amend-
ment rights.

I interpolate this. The chairman may have noticed that I empha-
sized as I read, and I will show you why Just a little later, I emphasized
the phrase "punishing all conspiracies."

True it is, too, that the opinion of Mr. Justice Brennan, with whom
the Chief Justice and Mr. Justice Douglas joined, which opinion con-
curs in part and dissents in part, contains similar or even stronger
language.

True it is, too, that that opinion contains these words:
But since the limitation on the statute's effectiveness derives from the Congress

failure to define-with any measure of specificity-the rights encompassed,
the remedy is for Congress to write a law without this defect.

Evidently it is now suggested that Congress accept that invitation
by enacting title V.

.Inasmuch as Justice Clark used the phrase "14th amendment rights,"
as do the opinions of some of the other justices (e.g., .p 1175, second
column) it seems that the first facet in a discussion of title V ought to
be a determination, or certainly a consideration of what is a 14th
amendment right?

There can be no doubt in my mind but that 14th amendment rights
are these and only these:

1. The right of a citizen not to have his privileges or immunities
abridged by the making or enforcement by a State of ,any law;

2. The right of all persons not to be deprived by 'anyi State of
life, liberty, or property without due process of law;

Afi'7ndiv RIoEtS
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3. The right of all persons within the jurisdiction of a State not
to be denied by that State the equal protection of the laws.

The second facet in a discussion of title V must be a complete real-
ization that in the Guest case the Court was considering a statute which
sought to punish a conspiracy (18 U.S.C. 241) and an indictment
which specifically charged a conspiracy. The Court took pains (p.
1175) to point out that "The gravamen of the offense is conspiracy. '

Also the.opinion of the Court (p. 1176) contains these words:
* * * nothing said in this opinion goes to the question of what kinds of other

and broader legislation Congress might constitutionally enact under subsection
5 of the Fourteenth Amendment to implement that clause (the Equal Protection
clause) or any other provision of the Amendment.

[In Pettibone v. United States, 148 U.S. 197, 203, the Court said:]
A conspiracy is sufficiently described as a combination of two or more persons,

by concerted action to accomplish a criminal or unlawful purpose, or some pur-
pose not in itself criminal or unlawful, by criminal or unlawful means * * *

Title V in section 501 of the proposed bill thereof departs from title
18 U.S.C., subsection 241 involved in the Guest case. It departs from
any rules of law governing conspiracies. It seeks to make certain acts
substantive crimes.

Illustrating, section 501 (a) (5), carved out of its surroundings, would
read:

Whoever, whether or not acting under color of law, by force or threat of
force-(a) injures, intimidates, or interferes with, or attempts to injure, In-
timidate, or interfere with any person because of his race, color, religion, or
national origin while he is engaging or seeking to engage in-(5) selling, pur-
chasing, renting, leasing, occupying, or contracting or negotiating for the sale,
rental, lease or occupation of any dwelling; * * * shall be fined not more than
$1,000.00 or imprisoned not more than one year, or both; and if bodily injury
results shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not more than ten years,
or both; and if death results shall be subject to imprisonment for any term of
years or for life.

If that is enacted into law, then a private person, who hears that a
Buddhist is about to rent a house next door to him, goes to that Budd-
hist and says: "I hear you are negotiating to rent a house next door
to me; I warn you that if you rent it and occupy it, harm will come to
you and your family," he would 'be guilty of a Federal crime, and sub-
ject to the punishment quoted.

I say to you that there is nothing in the Constitution of the United
States which authorizes the Congress to enact such a law.

I have carved out and quoted 501 (a) (5).
I say to you that under the law 6f the land as declared in the Guest

case Congress has no constitutional power to enact any part of pro-
posed section 501 of title V for all of it is addressed to private persons,
not acting under color of law.

The Supreme Court made it abundantly clear in the Guest case
that-

The Fourteenth Amendment protects.the individual against state action, not
against wrongs done by individuals * * * This has been the view of the Court
from the beginning * * *. It remains the Court's view today (March 28, 1906).

Decided that same day was United States v. Price et al, that was a
Mississippi case. The G0test case was a Georgia case. The Price case
was a Mississippi case (86 Sup. Ct. 1152) in which' Mr. Justice Fortas
wrote for the Court. There was no dissent except perhaps a short
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one of Mr. Justice Black (p. 1163). At page 1160 (of 86 Sup. Ct.)
the Court said: .

As we h4ve consistently held "The Fourteenth Amendment protects the In-
dividual against state action liot against wrongs done by individuals." * *

In the present case, the participation by law enforcement officers, as
alleged in tho indictment, is clearly State action, as we have discussed
and it is therefore with [sic] the scope of the 14th amendment.

In other words, I interpolate, the Price case, the indictment was
held good because it charged the participation of State officers in,what
the individuals did out there in Mississippi as charged, were alleged
to have done as charged in the indictment.

Just after this quotation, the Court (speaking through Mr. Justice
Fortas) has, in the words which I now quote, stated the question
which was presented for decision in the Price case:

The argument, however, of Mr. Justice Frankfurter's opinion in Williams I.
upon which the District Court rests its decision, cuts beneath this. It does not
deny that the accused conduct is within the scope of the Fourteenth Amendment,
but it contends that in enacting subsection 241, the Congress intended to include
only the rights and privileges conferred on the citizen by reason of the "sub-
stantive" powers of the federal government-that is, by reason of federal power
operating directly upon the citizen and not merely by means of. prohibition of
state action.

This-and what follows-is important particularly because of a
statement made by the Attorney General before Subcommittee No. 5
in support of H.R. 14765 on May 4,1966.

Said he:
The really important fact about the Guest decision, however, is that six

justices declared that Congress has the power under section 5 of the Fourteenth
Amendment, to reach such purely private misconduct if it chooses to do so.

Page 25 of his statement.
I do not so read what the six Justices said in their varying opinions.

I have referred to them hereinbefore, and shall again hereinafter.
I do know that the Price case (from Mississippi) was argued prac-

tically contemporaneously with the Guest case (November 9, 1965)
and decided the same day (March 28, 1966).

Practically speaking there is but one opinion in the Price case-
that of Justice Fortas.

There is no doubt of the meaning and intent of thAt opinion.
I quote from its concluding paragraph:
The present application of the statutes at issue (title 18 subsections 241, 242)

does not raise fundamental questions of federal-state relationships. We ate
here concerned With allegations which squarely and undisputably involve state
action In direct violation of the mandate of the Fourteenth Ameridment--that
no state shall deprive any person of life or liberty without due process of law.
This is a direct, traditional concern of the federal government

And almost the very last sentence of the opinion is:
Today, a decision interpreting a federal law in accordance with its historical

design, to' punish denials by stite action of constitutional rghts of the person
can hardly be regarded as adversely affecting "the wise adjustment between
state responsibility and national control . . .'

Parenthetically, there ip an historical error in Justice Fortas' opin-
ion as reported at page 1162 of 86 Sup. Ct. Reporter. There it is
stated:

On June 18, 1806, the Fourteenth Amendment was proposed, and it was rati-
fied the next month.
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As a matter of'historical fact, it was proposed June 16, 1866, but it
was by no means ratified the next month. It was not ratified until
2 years and a month had elapsed, to wit, in July 1868. (See U.S.C.A.)

I am advised, since I wrote that, by the -eporter of Decisions of
the Supreme Court that this error was detected and immediately cor-
rected. That ratification came only after considerable arm twisting
in certain pf the late Confederate States.

Justice White's name is not mentioned in the opinions in the Guest
case.' Justice Stewart delivered the opinion of the Court.

Justice Harlah wrote an opinion, concurring n part and dissenting
in part. It is quite clear from it that he did not declare or believe
that Congress has power, under section 5 of the 14th amendment, to
reach purely private misconduct if it chooses to do so.

So the statement of the Attorney General as to what "six justices
declared" in the Guest case must have as its basis something written
by Mr. Justice Clark, with whom Mr. Justice Black and Mr. Justice
Fortas joined (p. 1180 of 86 Sup. Ct.) or something written by Mr.
Justice Brennan. with whom the Chief Justice and Mr. Justice Doug-
las oiiied. (86 Sup. Ct., pp. 1187, et seq.)

Previously, I have quoted what Mr. Justice Clark had to say in that
respect (p. 1180).
So, it remains to inquire what Mr. Justice Brennan had to say, and

then it will remain for us to learn what Congress will have to say on
the subject.

It is to be hoped that Congress, in having its say and in enacting any
legislation will recall that since the Civil Rights cases 109 U.S. 3,
were decided in 1883, almost a century ago, it has been the law of the
land--"that Congress' power under subsection 5 is confined to the
adoption of 'appropriate legislation for correcting the effects of * * *
prohibited state law and state acts, and thus to render them effectually
null, void, and innocuous."

Those words were uttered by the Supreme Court of the United
States on the 15th day of October 1883. Many Congresses have come
and gone since; many Presidents have come and gone; many Chief
Justices and Associates Justices have come and gone; opportunities
to amend the Constitution to correct any erroneous opinion of. the
Court if it were erroneous, have come and gone, but it wasn't until
March 28, 1966, that any Justice of the Supreme Court of the United
States even went so far as to say, after quoting the above woris from
the OiVil Rights Oases, "I do not accept-and a majority of the Court
rejects-this interpretation of sdction 5."

That interpretation has been the law of the land for 83 years.
The opinion of the Court in thexcase to which Justice Brennan's

opinion is appended categorically states: "It remains the 'Court's

view today."
If at this late day that time-honored view is to be repealed, let it be

done as provided in article V of the Constitution.
Too, Justice Brennan's opinion seems to have as its'broadest thesis

only, "For me, the right to use State facilities without discrimination
on the basis of race is within the meaning of section 241, a right
created by, arising under and dependent upon the 14th amendment

i ~~~ ( '" ' $~IY :
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and hence is a right 'secured' by that amendment" (pd 1190 of:86
S. Ct.).

Previously (p. 1188) in that same opinion,,he had written:
I am of the opinion that a conspirAcy to inteffer with the right to eqal

utilization of state facilities .. . s a conspiracy to interfere with "a right
.. secured . .. bythe Constitution' ,

If those and similar words constitute the basis of the Attorney Gen,
eral's statement, I submit that they .utterly fail to support legally
title V in its entirety.

They fail for at least three reasons::
1. Title V goes beyond punishing conspiracies;
2. Title V goes beyond punishing discrimination 'on:the basis

of race"; it seeks to punish discrimination (injuries, intimida-
tions or interferences) on account of "race, color, religion, or
national origin";

3. Title V goes beyond punishing discrimination in the use of
"State facilities." In this respect, particular attention is called
to title V, section 501 (a) (9), and its breadth,

Under that section, if a person sought admission to a "motion pic-
ture house," and another person said to him, "You can't go in there;
you are not a Christian," that latter person would be guilty of a Federal
crime I That is reducing it to its least common denominator.

Examine closely, too, section 501 (a) (7).''
Titles I and II-these may logically be discussed together although

title I deals with juries in the Federal courts, and title II with juries
in State courts.

In the original Constitution, article III, section 92,paragraph 3, it is
provided that the "trial of all'crimes, except in cases of impeachment,
shall be by jury."

In the Bill of Rights amendment VI provides that in ,al: criminal
prosecutions the accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy :and public
trial by an impartial jury of the State and districts wherein the crime
shall have been committed. Amendment VII provides for trial by
jur in suits at common law where the value i controversy exceeds

The origins of the right of trial by jury in criminal cases antedate
Magna Carta.

Amendment VII answered a queWtion which had been hbtly debated
by the delegates in the Federal Cohvention of 1737. Hugh Williamson
of North Carolina and Elbridge Gerry of Massachuse~ts had urged the
adoption in the Constitution of a general provision to safeguard the
jury system in civil cases. The proposal was defeated not because the
delegates opposed the' ise of juries in such eases but because they felt
that differing practices of the States made it impossible to frame a
general rule.

What were the practices of the various States at the time of the
adoption of the Constitutioni What were the practices in the years
just after the adoption of the Constitution? And what were the prae-
tices in later years in States subsequently admiitted to the Uniofi

I have particular reference to' qualifications of jurors. There, Mr.
Chairman, you will find in the memorandum about five pages which
are devoted to the laws of the various States with respect to the quali-
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fictions of jurors in.State courts. I divided them into three classes of
States. I had an examination made of the old laws as to what were tlie
qualifications of jurors as to three groups of States:
, One, the group of States, the 13 Original States which adopted the

Constitution.: What qualifications did they have?
Secondly, I took the States which were admitted to the Union shortly

after 1789. What laws did they haverwhen they came into the Union?
Thirdly; to show a continuity of practice, I took the States which

had been most recently admitted, Arizona and New Mexico. I did not
take Hawaii and Alaska, I believe, but I did have Arizona and New
Mexico and some of the other States more recently admitted so as to
show, and it does show, almost without exception, that every one of the
13 Original States, every State admitted shortly after the adopbion of
the Constitution, such as Misssisippi, Alabama, Louisiana, Ohio, Ver-
mont, and the more recent States all have property qualifications as a
condition for service on a State court jury.

Now that is important to be considered in connection with some of
the decisions of the Supreme Court of the United States.

First, let us examine the statutes of some of the 13 Original States
at the time of their formation of the Union.

In Connecticut, jurors were required to be "able, judicious freehold-
ers * * *." Statutes of Connecticut, book 1, page 426 (1808).

(The word "freeholder" is generally used to designate the owner of
an estate in feein land. See, e.g. State v. Ragland, 75 N.C. 12, 13.)

In Delaware, jurors were required to be "discreet and judicious free-
holders" (Laws of Delaware, 1700-1797, p. 241).

Georgia required jurors to be "free, white, male citizens above the
age of 21 years and under 50 years" (Georgia Digest, 1755-1799, p.
627).

In Maryland, jurors were required to be "freemen of their respective
counties, of the most wisdom and experience, having a free hold of 50
acres of land in his county, or property in the state above the value
of three hundred pounds current money .. ." (Maryland Laws 1692-
1784, vol. 1, October 1777, ch. 16).

In Massachusetts, jurors were required to be freeholders, qualified
electors, "good and lawful men" of their town and "of good moral
character" (Massachusetts Laws, 1780-1787, vol. 1, p. 184).

In New Hampshire it was required that "the selectmen of each
town, and of each parish . . . shall take a list of the names of all
persons living within their respective limits, qualified, in the opinion
of the selectmen, to serve as petit jurors; each of whom to have an
estate of free hold of forty shillings per annum,o other estate to
the value of fifty pounds" (New Hampshire Perpetual Laws, 1776-
1789, p. 43).

In New Jersey, jurors were required to be "a citizen of this State
and resident within the country, above the age of 21, and under the
age of 65 years and (have) a freehold in land, messuages or tenements
in the county . . ." (Lhws of New Jersey (1821) 1797, p. 311).

In New York jurors should "every one of them, be above the age of
21 and under the age of 60 years and shall each of them have . . . in
his own name or right, or interest' for him or in his wife's right in the
same county, a freehold in land messuages or tenements, or of rents
in fee or for life, of the value of sixty pounds, free of all reprises,

472
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debts, demaxids or, encumbrances whatsoever . ." (Laws of New
York, 178781788, vol. I,p, 275), .

In North Carolina, jurors were only required to be "freeholders"
(North Carolina Revised Laws, 1715-1796, vol. I, p. 395).

Pennsylvania jurors were required to be "sober and judicious perry
sons of good reputation and none other" (Pennsylvania Statutes at
Large, 1682-1801, vol. XI, p. 487).

Rhode Island jurors were required to be freeholders who have "a
sufficient estate to him free of this State" (Rhode Island public laws,
revised 1798, p. 186).

In South Carolina, jurors were drawn from Jists drawn up by the
general assembly. The laws provided that,"the several persons whose
names; are mentioned and contained in the Jists or schedule hereunto
annexed and all persons who hereafter shall be named and appointed
to serve as jurymen by the General Assembly . . shall be deemed
and taken to be qualified to serve and act as jurymen on all trials and
inquests whatsoever . . ." (South Carolina Statutes, 1716-1752, p.
781),

In Virginia, jurors wei.e required to be "discreet freeholders" and
"citizens of the State" (Virginia Laws, 1776-1801, pages 139, 442).

Soon after the adoption of the Constitution, Alabama, Illinois,
Louisiana, Ohio, Mississippi, among others, were admitted.

In Alabama, jurors were required to be over 21 years of age, under
60 and not in ill health (Alabama Digest of Laws, 1833, p. 295).

Illinois required her jurors to be "good and lawful men." House-
keepers were also deemed qualified (Pope's Digest 1815, vol. II, p.

Louisiana required jurors to be qualified electors. Qualified elec-
tors were those persons who owned at least 50 acres of land in the
State. (General Digest of the Acts of the Legislature of the State
of Louisiana, 1816, pp. 192,282).

In Ohio, jurors were required to be "judicious persons having the
qualification of electors. . . ." (Ohio Laws, revision 1824, p. 95).

Qualified electors were- 
all white male Inhabitants above the 'age of 21 years, having resided In the State
one year next preceding the election . . . who have paid or are charged with
a state or county tax . . . (Statutes of Ohio, vol. XXII, p. 21).

In Mississippi, the jury requirements were that-
No person under the age of 21 years, or above the age of 60, nor, any person con-
tinually sick, or who may be diseased at the time of the summons . . . shall be
summoned on a jury.

Additionally, only "freeholders" and "householders" were drawn for
such service (Statutes of the Mississippi Territory (1816) pp. 157,
182).

Of the States later admitted, I have selected at random Arizona,
California,-Florida, Oklahoma, Oregon, Michigan, Montana and Nvew
Mexico.

Arizona required her jurors to be citizens of the United States,
electors of the county in which they are returned, but failure to pay
poll taxes would not disqualify persons from serving as jurors, over
21 and undei 60 years oftage, iii tie possession of his natiual faculties.

In California, a juror was required to: (1) Be a citizen of the United
States, a qualified elector of the county, and a resident of the township
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at least 3 months, (2) be in possession of his natural faculties, (3)
have sufficient knowledge of the language in which the proceedings
of the courts are had (with the exception of certain counties), (4)
have had assessed oh the last assessment roll of the township or county
on real or personal property or both, belonging to him, if a. resident
at the time of the assessment. (California General Laws, 1850-1864,
p. 561.)

In Florida, all jurors were required to be free, white, male citizens
of the United States; householders, inhabitants and residents of the
State, above the age of 21 years and under 60 years (Florida Digest
of Laws, 1847, p. 344).

Oklahoma required her jurors to be male residents, qualified electors
over 21 years of age and of sound mind and discretion (Oklahoma
Laws, 1907,1908, p. 467).

Oregon and Michigan both required their jurors to be electors.
(Oregon Stat. 1853, p. 166; Michigan Rev. Stat. 1838, p. 35, 429.)

SMontana required jurors to be taxpayers (Montana Compiled Stat-
utes 1887, p. 1008). New Mexico required jurors to be owners of real
estate and head of a family (Laws 1865, p. 496).

Down through the years, it has always been the' law that the quali-
fications of jurors in State courts are matters of legislative control,
subject only to the 14th amendment (United States v. Roemig, 52 F.
Supp. 857; Homie v. United States, 15 F. 2d 762; Tywnai v. United
States 297 Fed. 177).

In the Federal courts, Congress may determine such qualifications.
State legislatures determine the qualifications in State courts.
In my State, jury commissioners select from the books of the tax

receiver "upright and intelligent citizens" to serve as jurors.
The late Justice Warren Grice of our supreme court, who was for

many years one of my law partners, wrote on the subject in Watlehis v.
The State, 199 Ga. 81, 95. He used language which is still Worthy of
consideration. By the way, Justice Warren Grice has a son, Justice
Benning Grice, who is now sitting on the Supreme Court of Georgia.

Jury service is not a right, nor a privilege; but a burden which the State
summons certain of its citizens to bear. In the administration of justice with
us, issues of fact are submitted to a jury. Mr. Justice Black in Smith v. Texas,
supra, (311 U.S. 128) remarked that, "It is a part of the established tradition in
the use of juries as instruments of public justice that the jury be a body truly
representative of the community."

Justice Grice continues:
No such tradition has been established in Georgia. In every community in this

State, as in every other State, there are idiots, insane persons, men enfeebled by
age, vagabonds, and also men of bad character, white' and black. We' in this
State exclude all such from jury service.' We also exclude (1945) fenaleg and
minors.

That was in 1945.
Our juries, therefore, are not bodies "truly representative of the community."

We go further. We impose the burden only on those who are upright and intel-
ligent, and not upon all of them. We leave it to the discretion and judgment of
the jury commissioners to place on the jury list such of these as in their opinion
constitute a, sufficent number of carry on the work required of juries. Under
our system, theJutry is noti therefore, necessarily a crosa section of the entire
community, but a chosen body selected from a'larger fnimber to assist in the
administration of justice.
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It was after that that the Thiel case, which was referred to by the
Attorney General in his statement before the House committee was
decided. Not Thiel v.,Union Paolfw, but Thiel v. Southern Paoifoc R.
Co. 328 U.S. 217--it is important to note that.

That case pertained to the composition of juries in the Federal
courts and announced the rule that,prospective jurors should be se-
lected by court officials without systematic and intentional exclusion
of any economic, social, religious, racial, political, and geographical
group of the community.

In that case, as Justice Frankfurter pointed out in his dissent ,(328
U.S. at p. 227) no constitutional issue was at stake. The sole question
was whether the established practice in the northern district of Cali-
fornia not to call for jury duty those otherwise qualified but dependent
on a daily wage for their livelihood required the reversal of a judg-
ment which was inherently without a flaw.

The Court decided six to two that it did.
This Congress has a perfect constitutional right, if it so desires, to

write into the Federal statutes the principle of that decision and so
prescribe a rule for the composition and selection of juries in the Fed-
eral courts.

It has a perfect right, if it so desires, to provide for a jury commis-
sion (sec. 1863) and compel that jury commission to maintain a master
jury wheel, and to place in it "names selected at random from the
voter registration lists" (see. 1864).

Probably realizing that those lists may now contain names of those
whom the State may not subject to literacy tests, the drafters prescribe
some qualifications for jury service (sec. 1866) which shall be deter-
mined by the jury commission solely on the 'basis of information pro-
vided on the juror qualification form or a returned summons (sec.
1865).

(At this point Senator Javits entered the hearing room.)
Those qualifications would debar certain people (sec. 1866(b)).

Among those debarred from jury service would be a person convicted
in a State or Federal court of a crime punishable by imprisonment
for more than 1 year whose civil rights have not been restored by
pardon or amnesty.

It would make no difference that he had been many times convicted
of various misdemeanors. He would still be qualified to pass on the
life, liberty, or property of persons prosecuted or litigating in Federal
courts.

If the Congress desires juries so composed to act in the administer-
ing of justice in the courts it has ordained and established, Congress
has that power. Such juries will sit in the North as well as the South,
in the East as well as the West.

But I suggest to you that today, when the courts are so zealously
and jealously guarding the, right of trial by jury, it does seem to me
that the Congress would be of the mind to strengthen the jury
system rather than weaken it. Those juries ought to be so composed
as to be equipped to decide intelligently as well as numerically the
questions which are presented to them. A jury composed of people
without sufficient intelligence to understand the instructions given in
charge by the presiding judge is no jury. When the Constitution
preserved and guaranteed trial by jury it contemplated trial by a
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jury whose members were equipped to determine the questions sub.
mitted to them. Due process so requires.

A person may be able to read, write, speak, and understand the
English language (sec. 1866(2)) as required by the bill, and yet not
be able to add 2 and 2, or know the meaning of the simplest terms
which recur in the trial of the simplest law suit.

Even as applied to Federal courts, this bill is just another step in
the process'of establishing a government of the ignorant by the ignor-
ant, for the ignorant.

Of course, it vill be quite a boon to the Department of Justice to be
able to try income tax cases and condemnation cases and antitrust
cases or any other cases involving the property of' citizens before a
jury composed of those dependent of their subsistence on payments of
one kind or another from the Government. But will that boon tend
to promote impartial, complete administration of justice? So much
for the juries in Federal courts.

Title II presents very different questions.
Its basis is section 201:
No person or class of persons shall be denied the right to serve on grand and

petit juries in a state court on account of race, color, religion, sex, national
origin, or economic status.

In the first place a person has no "right" to serve on any 3ury.
Jury service is a privilege conferred by the State upon such of its citi-
zens as it deems worthy of the privilege of participating in the ad-
ministration of justice.

It is no more a right than is the privilege or license of engaging in
the practice of law or medicine, or of practicing as a barber, beautician,
embalmer, or plumber. The State may require certain qualifications
in those whom it permits to affect the health, safety, and general wel-
fare of its citizens-and it may require qualifications deemed necessary
by it to be possessed by those to whom it entrusts the life, liberty, and
property of those within its jurisdiction.

The right of a State to establish those qualifications existed when
the Union was formed. The right was reserved to it by the 10th
amendment.

The right may now be exercised as the judgment of the State dic-
tates unless it has been restricted by an amendment later than the 10th.

Does the 14th amendment give to Congress the right to enact a
statute providing that a State may not restrict the privilege of jury
service to males?

Does it give to Congress the right to enact a statute providing that
a State may not consider the economic status of its citizens in deter-
mining their qualifications for jury service in courts of the State?

Those are the great questions which this bill in title II involves.
Strader v. West Virginia, 100 U.S. 303, was one of the very first

cases decided construing the 14th amendment. The Court there held
that-
compelling a colored man to submit to a trial for his life-by a jury drawn from
a panel from which the State has expressly excluded every man of his race,
because of color alone, however well qualified in other respects-

is a denial to him of equal legal protection. That his been the law since
1883.
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It was in this case, that, too, the Supreme Court said:.
We do not say that within the limits from which it is not excluded by' the

Amendment a State may not prescribe the qualifications of its jurors, and in so
doing make discriminations. .t ,may..confine the selection to males, to free-
holders, to citizens, to persons within certain ages, or to persons having educa-
tional qualifications. We do iiot believe the 14th Amendment was ever in-
tended to prohibit this (p. 310).

Contemporaneously, the Court held that that did not mean that
every colored man had a right to be tried by a jury composed in pat
of colored men.

Virginia v. Rives ibid, page $13.
And see Neal v. Delaware, 103 U,S. 370.
When it was the "law of the land" that the first 10 amendments to

the Federal Constitution contain no restrictions on the powers of
the State, but were intended to operate solely on the Federal Govern-
ment, the Supreme Court (1899) decided th6 case of Broan v. New Jerr
sey (175 U.S. 172).

This case dealt with the validity of what was known to the New
Jersey statutes as a "struck jury. ' These statuites provided for a
method of choosing a jury from a panel.

In the course of the opinion the Court said:
The State has full control over the procedure in its courts, both in civil and

criminal cases, subject only to the qualification that such' procedure must not
work a denial of fundamentC1 rights or conflict with specific aid applicable pro-
visions of the Federal Constitution.

S. "The 14th Amendment does not profess to secure to all persons ii the
United States the benefit of the same laws and the same remedies. Great diversi-
ties in these respects may exist in two States separated only by an imaginary
line. On one side of this line there may be a right of trial by jury, and on the
other side no such right. Each State prescribes Ifs own method of judicial
proceeding." ,

* * * The State is not tied down by a provision of the Federal Constitutioi
to the practice and procedure which existed, at the common law, Subject to
the limitations heretofore named it may avail itself 6o the wisqom gat~ered.by,
the experience of the century to make suchichanges as may be necessary, Fir
instance, while at the common law an indictment by the grand jury was an
essential preliminary to trial for felony, it is Within the power of a State to
abolish the grand jury entirely and proceed by information. ffurtado v. Cali-
fornia, 110 U.S. 516. In providing for trial by a struck jury,, impaneled n
accordance with the provisions of tlie New Jersey statute, no 'fndamental right
of the defendant is trespassed upon. The manner of selection is one calculated
to secure an impartial jury. "The accused cannot complain if he is still tried
by an impartial jury. He can demand nothing more" (op. cit. p. 175).

Even if under more recent adjudications of the Supreme Court, the
sixth and seventh amendments now apply to the' States, the legal sit-
uation would not be changed for property owning and taxpaying
qualifications were not forbidden by the common law. As I have
shown, many of the original 13 States had them.

As late as 1946, the qualifications of Federal court jurors were deter-
mined under State law. (28 tT.S.C.A. old sec. 411.) Undoubtedly
the sixth and seventh amendments applied to the United States but
such application was not deemed to have any effect on their adoption
of the State law. (See Ballard, et al. v. United States, 329 U.S.
187 (1946).)

In 1948, old section 28-411 of the United States Code, was revised
so as to prescribe (sec. 28-1861) uniform standards of qualifications
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for jurors in Federal courts instead of making qualifications depend
upon.State laws.

Even that revision had a provision (sec. 28-1861(4)) that one could
not serve as a Federal juror if he was incompetent to serve as a grand
or petit juror by the law of the State in which the district court was
held.

In 1957, that section was amended by eliminating that provision.
The next year it was decided that Congress has authority to set

up qualifications for Federal jurors without regard to qualifications
that may be set up by State legislatures of the States wherein the
Federal district courts sit. United States v. Wilon, 158 F. Supp.
442, affirmed 255 F. 2d 686, cert. denied 358 U.S. 865, 79 S. Ct. 97.

Fay v. People of the State of New York, 332 U.S. 261, was decided
in 1947.

The opinion of the Court contained this language; this is New
York we are talking about:

The function of this federal Court under the 14th Amendment in reference to
state juries is not to prescribe procedures but is esesntially to protect the integ-
rity of the trial process by whatever method the st.te sees fit to employ.. No
device, whether conventional or newly devised, can be set up by which the
judicial process is reduced to a sham and the courts are organized to convict.
They must be organized to hear, try and determine on the evidence and the law.
But beyond requiring conformity to standards of fundamental fairness that
have won legal recognition, this Cotirt has always been careful not so to inter-
pret this Amendemnt as to impose uniform procedures updii the several States
whose legal system from diverse sources of law and reflect different historical
Influences.*

More recently (1961) the Court has decided Hoyt v. Florida, 368
U.S. 57, wherein at pages 59-60, the Court said-it is particularly im-
portant on account of the provision in this bill as to sex:

"We of course recognize that the 14th Amendment reaches not only arbi-
trary class exclusions from jury service based on race or color but also all other
exclusions which "single out" any class of persons "for different treatment not
based on some reasonable classification."

It was in that case that the Court said:
We cannot say that it is constitutionally impermissible for a State, acting in

pursuit of the general welfare, to conclude that a woman should be relieved from

** "While English common law is. the source from which it often is assumed a uniform
system was deprived by the States of the United State It must not be overlooked that
many of them have been deeply influenced by Roman and civil law to which their history
exposed them. None of the territory west of the Allehlenies was more than briefly or
casually subject to common law before the Revolution. French civil law prevailed in most
of the Ohio and Misalisslp Valleys from their settlement until Wolfe's decisive victory
before Quebec In 1768. Its ascendancy in the north then was broken, and in 1803, the
Louisiana Purchase ended French sovereignty in the rest of the Miseslsippi area. Lousll-
ana continues, however, a system of law based on the Code Napoleon. The Southwest and
Florida once were Spanish. See Colvin. Participation of the United Statesaof America
with the Republics of Latin America In the Common Heritage of Roman and'Civil Low,
10 Proceedings of the Eighth American Scientific Congress 407.

"Even among the early seaboard States, the English common law had rivals. The
swede on their banks of the Delaware held one of the earliest Jury trials on this continent.
rThe Governor followed Swedish law and custom in calling to his aid In judging 'safestants'
who were selected from among 'the principal and wisest inhabitants' and were both judges
and jurors and sometimes witnesses. See 1 Johnson, The Swedish Settlements on the
Delaware (1911) 450 et wJq. In New York, there was a deep and persistent Influenco
from Roman and Dutch law. Upon capitulation of New Amsterdam, It was stipulated
that certain Dutch law, and jhdgments and customs should be rejected. But even beyond
this, in the organization of the courts the Dutch rule persisted although contrary to the
'Duke's Laws' enacted by the conqueror. fthe history of the early Dutch Influence in
New York court procedure Win preserved by the diligence and foresight of Jdge Daly.
1 I. D. Smith's Rteports (New York Common Pleas) xvII, xxxiv, xxxvill. The Roin I-Dutch
element In Now York law 1 recognized by its courts, e.g. Dunham v. Williams, 87 N.Y.
251, 258: Van 0(meaen v. Bridgford, 88 N.Y. 848, 86*0; Smith v. Frsts., 181 N.Y. 1009. 17,
80 N.E. 54. 15 L.R.A. 188,"
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the civic duty of jury service unless she herself determines that such service is
consistent with her own special responsibilities (op. cit, p. 62). i

That being the law of the land, how, then, can Congress say to the
States that no person or class of persons shall be denied the right to
serve on their juries on account of sex

There remains for discussion, therefore, the question of whether a
State may establish some form of "econmic status" as a criterion or
classification for jury service.,

It is important in this connection to recall that many of the States
at the time of the adoption of the Constitution and thereafter required
that the jurors in their courts be taxpayers or freeholders.

For many, many years the Federal Qovernment recognized the rea-
sonableness of this criterion or classification by adopting the State '
rules of qualification as its own, . . ,

Another important factor is stated by Mr. Justice lack in, the
opinion of the Court in Kotch et al. v. Board of River Port Pilot Com-
missioners /fo the Port of New Orlean, et al, 30p U.S. 552, at page
557: "And an important factor in our consideration is that tbls case
tests the right and power of a State to select its own agents and officers.
Taylor v. Beckwith, 178 U.S. 548 -- ; nowden v. Hughes, 321,<U.S.
1, 11-13. .. , :

Just a few weeks ago, March 24,1966, Justice Black very forcefully
applied the Kotch case, supra, in his'dissenting opinion in the Virgina
Poll Taw case, 86*S. Ct. 1079, 1085, In the final analysis, I assumne that
if Congress enacts title II of this bill its constitutionality will be
determined by the yardstick of that case. (Harper v. Virgnia State
Board of Elections, 383 U.S. 663,86 S. Ct. 1079.) * ,

So this phase of this statement may well conclude with applications
to this title of (a) Justice Black's dissent; (b) the dissent of Justices
Harlan and Steward; (o) the reasoning of the opinion of the Court
delivered by Justice Douglas.

The rest of this memorandum deals with excerpts from the decisions
in that Virginia Poll Tax case and justifies in my opinion the conclu-
sion that the States have a perfect right historically, constitutionally,
and, legally to include economic status of its citizens a§ a factor in
whether or not the States will permit tipse.citizens, regardless of race
or color or religion, talking about the pure question of economic status,
that under the McGotwan case, the Maryldd Sunday Law case, if it
is a reasonable classification and the Congress has no right to say to the
States under the Constitution as it now exists that you can't consider
that factor.

Time does not permit me to include in this statement the entire dis-
senting opinion of Mr. Justice Black. Even if it did, it would be un-
necessary, for anyone desiring to read all of it will find it beginning
at page 1083 of 86 Supreme Court Reporter (advance sheet of April
15,1966).

Bear in mind that what the majority there held was that voter
qualifications have no relation to wealth nor to paying or not paying a
tax.

Justice Black pointed out:
The equal protection cases carefully analyzed boil down to the principle that

distinctions drawn and even discriminations imposed by state laws do not vio-
late the Equal Protection clause so long as these distinctions and dlscriinna-
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tions are not "irrational," "irrelevant,". "unreasonable," "arbitrary," or "in.
vidlous." The restrictive connotations of these terms * * *

citing cases-
are a plain recognition of the fact that under a proper interpretation of th,
Equal Protection clause States are to have the broadest kind of leeway in areas
where they have a general constitutional competence to act.

At this point Justice Black quoted from Metropolitan Casualty In-
surance Co. v. Brownell, 294 U.S. 580, as follows:

A statutory discrimination will not be set aside as the denial of equal pro.
tection of the laws if any state of facts reasonably may he conceived to Justify
it.

Bear in mind that the equal protection clause applies not only to
j citizens but to all persons within the jurisdiction of the State.

Despite that, certainly a State may restrict service as jurors to
those persons who are citizens.

And, there is nothing in the 14th Amendment which prevents a State from
excluding and exempting from jury duty certain classes on the bona fide ground
that it is for the good of the community that their regular work should not be
interrupted.

Rawlins v. Georgia, 201 U.S. 638 (per Justice Holmes).
So lawyers, ministers, doctors, dentists, railway engineers, and fire-

men may be excluded. There may be age limits.
And "economic status" as a factor will not be considered as arbitrary

or invidious if there is any state of facts which reasonably may be con-
ceived to justify it.

I should think that if a person is entirely dependent upon the Gov-
ernment of the United States or the State government for his sub-
sistence, that the State might well think that he should not be a juror-
particularly in cases in which the United States or a State is a party.

I should think that if a person has not been able to accumulate and
retain an amount of property sufficient for his name to appear on the
tax digests of his county that the State might well think that he should
not adjudge the rights of a fellow citizen whose life, liberty, or prop-
erty were in jeopardy.

'IEconomic status' as a criterion cannot be judicially determined to
be arbitrary and capricious when we know that--

In England a property qualification for jury duty was required by statute at
a very early date (Commonwealth v. Dorsey, 103 Mass. :12) and similar statutes
have from time to time been enacted in this country. Although . . . these stat-
utes usually relate only to the ownership and occupancy of real property, in
some cases the statutes may require the ownership of personal property of a
certain value. (Conway v. Clinton, 1 Utah 215.)

Juries, 50 C.J.S. Section 147, p. 869 (citation interpolated). See
also 50 C.J.S. Section 147(b), p. 869; and Kerwi v. People, 96 Ill.
206; Bradford v. State, 15 Ind. 347; McKnight v. Seattle, 39 Wash.
516, 81 Pac. 998.

Under some statutes it is required that a juror be a person whose name is on
the assessment rolls as a taxpayer. (50 C.J.S. Section 148.)

The Supreme Court of the United States in Brown v. Allen., 344
U.S. at page 471, quotes from Strauder v. West Virginia, 100 U.S. 303,
310 (supra) showing that a State was permitted to-
confine the selection (of jurors) to males, to freeholders, to citizens, to persons
within certain ages, or to persons having educational qualifications.
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The Court today might not aree with that Court of 1880 "composed
of Justices familiar with the * 'lls the amendment sought to remedy"
but whether or not it agrees, that ruling would prevent a classification
as to "freeholders" from being arbitrary or capricious.

8 And in that case at page 474 (Brawn v. Allen, 344 U.S. 443, 474) the
Supreme Court said:

Short of an annual census or required population registration, these tax lists
offer the most comprehensive source of available names. We do not think a use,
non-discriminatory as to race, of the tax lists violates the 14th Amendment . . .

Justice Black continued:
And if history can be a factor in determining the "rationality" of discrimination

in a Atate law (which we held it could in Kotoh v. River Ports Pilot Comma.
supra), then whatever may be our personal opinion, history is on the side of
"rationality" of the State's poll tax policy. Property qualifications existed in
the Colonies and were continued by many States after the Oonstltution was
adopted (86 S.Ct. at pp. ..108.5-6). W***". t

Georgia was using the ooks of the receiver oftax. returns as a basis
for determining the constitution of "the body of petit'jurors" certainly
as early as 1861. ,(See Code of 1861, sec..3837.)

Those books were not being so used for the purpose of barring
Negroes from lury service for they were expressly barred, Code of
1861, sec. 3836) by a section of the same code which confhd com-
petency to "free white male citizens."

Passing to the dissent of Justip ei rl~n an d Stevart, at page\1090,
they posed the question at issue jstlere a national basis forVirgiiia's
poll tax as a voting qualification ,"

They thought the answer t atqestion to be "Ye" They up-
ported their opinio thus:. .....

Property qualifications and pb 1 taxes h ve been a traditional part of our
political stucture. In the Coloni the fra clise was generally a restricted one.
Over the years these Ond other striction wes gradually lifted, prlm rily
because popular theories of political rpreagtatoh had changed. Often rtric-
tions were lifted only after wide public'debater'The issue of wo!ian suffrage, for
example, rafied questions of family relationships* of participation in public
affairs, of thekvery nature of the type of society in'which Amiericans whed to
live; eventually a consensus was reached, which culminated in the 19th Amend-
ment no more thn 45 years agol /

Similarly with property qualifications, Jt is only by'fiat that it qdn be said,
especially in the context of American history, that there can be no rational debate
as to their advisabiit. Most of the early Colonies had them, many of the
States have had them diing much of their histories; and whether one agrees or
not, arguments have been still can be made in favor ft em. For example,
it is certainly a rational ar t that paymentof sme mipl al poll tax
promotes civic responsibility, weedn itt-those* o do not caTr 4ilgh about
public affairs to pay $1.50 or there abouts a year for the exercise oalth franchise.
It is also arguable, indeed it was probably accepted as sound poltlcal theory
by a large percentage of Americans through most of our history, that people with
some property have a deeper stake in community affairs, and are consequently
more responsible, more educated, more knowledgeable, more worthy of con-
fidence, than those without means, and the community and Nation would be better
managed if the franchise were restricted to such citizens. Nondiscriminatory
and fairly applied literacy tests, upheld by this Court in Lassiter v. Northampton
County Board of Elections, 360 U.S. 45, 79 S. Ct. 985, 3 L. Ed. 2d 1072, find justifi-
cation on every similar grounds.

Property and poll-tax qualifications, very simply, are not in accord with current
egalitarian notions of how a modern democracy should be organized. It is of.
course entirely fitting that legislatures should modify the law tb reflect such
changes in popular attitudes. However, it is all wrong, in my view, for the
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Court to adopt the,political doctrines popularly accepted at a particular moment
of ouri history and to declare all others to be irrational and Invidious,, barring
them from the range of choice by reasonably minded people acting through the
political process. It was not too lohg ago that Mr. JUtice H6lmes felt impelled
to remind the Court that the due process clause of the 14th amendment does not
enact the laissez-faire theory of society, Lochncr v. People of 8tate of New York,
198 U.S. 45, 75-76, 25 S. Ct. 539, 546, 49 L. Ed. 937. The times have changed,
and perhaps it is appropriate to observe that neither does the equal protection
clause of that amendment rigidly impose upon American an ideology of un-
restrained egalitarianism.

The foregoing are the views of the three dissenting Justices.
It remains to be demonstrated that the reasons assigned by the

majority of the Court for nullifying Virginia's poll tax would by no
means support the conclusion that a State cannot use "economic status"
as one of its legislative criteria for th determination of the competency
of jurors in its courts.

The very basis of the majority opinion is that the right to vote in
,Federal elections is conferred by the Constitutio, and once the
franchise is granted to the electorate, lines may not,be drawn which
are inconsistent with the 14th amendment.
. Service,on a jury is a privilege-not a right. The Constitu ion
confers upon no one the right to serve on a jury. The State legisla-
ture grants the privilege which is quite, different from "the political
franchise of voting" and not a "fundamental politicaxriglt, because
preservative of all rights." i . *''

The concludingpragraph of the opinion graphically,.demonstrates
the differences.

Justice Douglas concluded "* * *wealth or fee paying hs, in ou
view, no relation to voting qualifications ** *." ..

"Economic status" did under the common law of England have a
elation tothe privilege of serving on a jury, and.coAtiniues to haire,
in the view of many State legislatures, a relation to that privilege.

The question is not whose "view" is correct..
The question is metrly'@hether the view of the State legislatures is

arbitrary, capricioi, invidious, without any' justification based on any
state of facts which may be reasonably conceived.

In the light of repeated decisions of the Supreme Court of the
UtUited States, it is diffiult to imagine hdw this question is capable of
being answered sve in one wamy. '

I cannot see.how there can be a more complete answer to it than that
given by Chief Justice Warren ,jn his opinion -for the Court in Me.
Gowa, et ;4, v. State of Ataryhnd, 366 U.S. 420. That case was
decided My 21, 1961. Oinl Justice .Douglas dissented,, Justices
Black, Clark, Harlan,' Brennan,afid Stewart.of those nowv ol the
Court were there then.

Restating the age-old doctrine, "A statutory digcrimiiiati6diwill not
be set asideif any, state of facts reasonably may be cipceived to justify
it,? the Chief Justice and the Court (save Justice Douglas) applied it
in upholding Maryland's Sunday closing laws or Sunday blue law s.

Almost continporaneousl y ay 29, 1961), Chief Jusice Warren
wrote for a majority of the,Court i Gallagher v. Crown Kosher Sper
Market of Massaohusets, In., et al., 366) U.S. 67 , and in Two.Aouys
from Harrison-Allent~mon, Inc. v,, MdGinley, 866 U.S. 582,. and n

*~~~ ~ ~ * / ,***
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Braunfield, et al. v. Braun, 866 U.S.'599, all tiphl6ding' tate Sunday
closing laws (May 29,1961).

Finally as to this title let it be observed that if it becomes effective,
its application will not merely be local.., It will not affect the South
alone. The States of the North, the East and the West will feel its
impact perhaps even more strongly than the SothernStates.

Title 1V--section 401 of this title provides:
It is thepolitcy of the United States to prevent, and the right of every person

to be protected against, discrimination on account of race, color, religion, or
national origin in the purchase, rental, lease, financing, use, and occupancy of
housing throughout the nation,,

Assuming that to bl a correct statement of the policy of the United
States, which I rather doubt when I read the outcries against this par-
ticular title, the question is whether the Congress has the constitutional
power to enforce that policy as it is requested to do in the sections of
the title which follow 401.

As I write this (June 8, 1966) it appears that the "policy" expressed
in section 401 may be abandoned by its sponsors.

The principle expressed; in the policy may be about to succumb to
political expediency.

Writing of this section that would in the words of the editorial
writer "ban discrimination 'in sale or mental of residential units," an
editorial writer in the Atlanta Constitution of June 8,1966 (p. 4) says:

Laudable as the ains of this section are, the proposal is questionable on con-
stitutional grounds. And, more to the point, it simply doesn't have the Republi-
can support needed to counter-balance Southern Democratic opposition. It's time
to be realistic., The housing section just doesn't have a chance at this sessop.
The personal protection and jury list sections are vital. So it's time to separate
the housing section from the main bill and press on to adoption of the other
portions. . ,

The statement that the section Js "questionable on9 constitutional
grounds" is a model of understatement.

The statement that the jury list. section is vital would be difficult
understand in the absence of the thought that thewriter of that edi-
torial had probably never read the'"jury list section" or, if he had, had
considered its implications.

I then go on to demonstrate that this section 401, aside from any ap-
plication of it, which is sortof out of my field, that section 401 is
absolutely unconstitutional under the law of the laid has it, has been
declared up through yesterday.

That the section is unconstitutional is thoroughly demonstrated by
the Olivil Rights Oass, 109 U.S; 8 which itill/ Ve and were applied
by the court in the famous case of Shiley v. KIraemer, 334 U.S. 1, whi
held (1948) tliat State court enforcement of restrictive covenants which
have fo' their purpose tile exclusion of persons of designated race or
color from ownership or occupancy of real property could :iit be
justified. , '*

But, eve in so holding, the Court said: .
Since the"deCision of thi Court in the Oivl Rigfhts cases, 1883, 109 U.S. 8, the

principle has become firmly embedded in our constitutional law that the action
inhibited by the first section of the 14th amendment is only such action as may
fairly be sail to be thatof the States. That amendment erects no shield against
merely private conduct, however discriminatory or wrongful (384 1U. . at p. 1).,
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As late as March 28, 1966, the Court said:
This has been the view of the Court from the beginning ** *.' It remains the

Court's view today (80 S.Ct, 1170, at p. 1176).'

And just 2 months before (Jan. 17 1966), Mr. Justice Douglas had
written in Evans, et al. v. Newton et a., 86 S. Ct. 486,488:

There are tw eodfiplementary principles involved in this case. One is the
right of the individual to pick. his own associates so as to express his preferences
and dislikes, and to fashion his private life by joining such clubs and groups as
he chooses.

And further, p. 489: -
If a testator wanted to leave a school or center for the use of one rf e only and

in no way implicated the State in, the supervision, control, or management of
that facility, we assume arguendo that no constitutional difficulty would be
encountered.

Despite these established principles of constitutional law, the At<
torney General of the United States, on May 4, 1966, commenced his
discussion (before the: House committee) of th housing title by
saying:

In the CiVil Iiglit Act of 1866 Congress dlelai ed
"All citizens of the United 'States shall have the same right, in every State and

Territory, as is enjoyed by white citizens thereof to inherit, purchase, lease, sell,
hold, and convey real and personal poperty. (42 U.S.C. 1982)."'
: That.is a correct statement. ,  ,' . ,

It is also correct to say that this section was formerly section 1978
of the Revised Statutes, and, 8 t.S.C., section 42. .When so desig-
nated it was considered by the Supreme Court of the United States
in Hurd'v. QHodge, 334 U.S. 24, arid f it (pp. 31-32) the Court said'

We may start with the proposition that the statute does not invalidateprivate
restrictive agreements so long as the purposes of these agreements are achieved
by the parties through voluntary adherence to the terms. The action toward
which the 'provisions of the statute under' consideration is directed is gbvdrn-
mental action. Such was the holding of Corrigan v; Buckiey, supra (271 U.S.
328, 46 S. Ct, 521). .

Co'rigan v. Bukley, as well as Hurd v.I Hodge; involved restrictive
covenants as to the sale of real estate.' The former ! involved dewll
ing houses of S Street between 18th and New Hampsliire Aveune in
the city of Washington. In it (271 U.S. at p. 880) the Court said

. .the prohibitions'Of the 14th Amendment "bave reference to State action
exclusively and not toany action of private individuals." . :"it is state action
of a particular character that is prohibited. Individual invasion; of individual
rights s, not..the subject-matter of: the,Amendment" Civil Rights, Cases, 109
U.S. 3, 11 ,. . it is obyiou. that none of these amendments prohibited private
individuals from entering into contracts respecting the control and disposition of
their own property .'.. ' '

At page 331, cdnisidedin, among others, th "very statute which the
Attorney Geiieral took s thCourt said !

... it is obvious, upon their face, that while they provide, inter alia, that all
persons and citizens shall have equal rights with white citizens to make con-
tracts and acquire property, they, like the constitutional 'mendnient under
whose sanction they .were enacted do not n1, any manner i'prohbit Ir. invalidate
contracts entered Ipto, by private, individuals :in respect to the control and dis-
position of theirown property ,

The Ciooift hihl s 1 s ated; was headed by Chief .ustie Taftaind
had among its members iustices Holmes, a ideis, ifid' Stone. 'hi6re
were no dissents. ',/'
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Despite this, established law of the land, ithe,Attorhey General seeoks
to -have Congress' enact legislate on' b nIng-idd rendeirlng illegal,
"coiitracts'entered iinto- by private individu~and cats -and, ctns-.
of 'private individuals, and seek tojustify sMc lgsaI primarily "
on the commerce- clause of ,thevConstitutidn, anid on 1the- l4th.18mend4-
Ment."- '41 have-no, doubts, he .says, "as.to its
constitutionality."')

So far as the 14 th amendment is concerned, I- have no doubts what-
soeVer as to its utiistitutionalit' unless~the Supriameo'0urt' should,
for some' reason; overrule- a contin uous -line of -authorities extending
over a period frdm 1883' to Marchof 1966. '

As ,to the commerce clause, I merely say that since the decisions in
the Hear't of Atknta MHbtel case' (379'U.8' 241)- and ffatzenbaoAv.
Ao~icgln (A79 U.S. 294),'1I do-not-preteii'tO ,k1o0W just what -the
scone f the commorp clause !is.,

suggest that 411i the Heart,:df Atkxnta Motel'case, th opinion of
the Couirt cnsidet'ed and deemed' withoutt precedential', value" the
decision in the civil rights ch§ssbocause the 1815' actl :th~te involved,
broadly, pridseribed discrimninattion in inngf 't coterw 'iVithout limiting
the categories of affected businesses to those impingigg ipon - ir-i
stitte, Ommeflce"l (p."25O)' ' ' d .cj

"In contrast" said the Court (p. 2504251) -
th6 a~~blllty-o i~the U1s ca~reiiiy 1itet'o ti rlses havlh'aii'eud
gttbstp~ntia 'reIOgi to :the Ifiterstite 119w, of 4goodaand, i&Wie,' ex~ept 'whe~e
state action Isihv'ovedi 'I '. ;

In th 6 'g,'&se, th6 Cburt c6Akiee h 'plti6n' i tidf
if 't t rt.sfihht~which 6ei v6fobd W*816bkttn~Ahl-%. FjOt Ibx1df~whidiiaas.
moved in commerce" (p.2 98).-

In title IV of S. 3296; 'I d6 hboL find 'an--y reforeiib'6't Ii6 oiimfco
clause, or its language, or any wordi- Indilhi~ flint t1d.1#i6Aifia-
tions sought to be banned ha,&A~ ea~o hdif o 'the itx~t
flow of goods and people.,' 0 ~ :i~ H""n

If'- "A 'refutss -to -rbuot a ' dwelli ng to6 B- b~c~iise'o fk' '616Ebi, rie-
ligionf , or. riat1inld oigifi' title IV; so~ 40. a, Ci'I~sbef'n
to see how eb 6m& e bet~ ' he a s s 6 4f&tW4 'i§

Tihe . impossibility, as far asI am concerned, extexndq. to ~Ect".n
4 y b.3and to 'ec tion 404, atuhIhaerad Aiatti At p6iey

General said on that Phas of 'the s hb e ,, 2
statemLint d theiI H s c'mni~tte) &tnit6 'P'2 tsqdfhi

The Attoine Geiieral ree m .g tol& g reiatl ~ i., 1V~ ~pirn
(311 U.-S. 111) *~her6id~the Cour t held ta hAr'lt~~1Ajit
mfenft-Adt 6nlci Wlidly ip ii firmer who idwed'6hl~2a M.i, R6Xd.f
whdat ii s'Wilolf;hd vas esue o i frm"' h~ hsi
M OA; imnpoitatth to hatve in mind, deajiiik wit h th- ti ih
Afttoney Gebl Istfite 'in 148' stMt~mbit bef6 the Hbi wiffitt d
that, the: h 1, pstr e ousing sectioii,-geetii 40;iasjn 16djit

cleause. .MCC6iIJL4 'Jh~tified, tiid&r the 'coinnc bl u~ S6'

Mr lc.Tner'th 16 rcchti f h Cohstitfiti~i." Itia i
jitstified under the -power t~o i'glate 'cbihioei~e, bet
as well as under the 14th amendment, he stated'." s'.!.
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I live in a dwelling which I purchased in 1919,,, I have lived in it
continuously since. The mortgage which formerly covered it has long
since been removed. If its brick or hardware or plaster or paint ever
"moved" in interstate commerce, they have long since come to rest. If
I should refuse to sell that house to a person because of his race, color,
religion, or national origin, would I be subject to the sanctions of
title IV? Where does the 14th amendment come in? Where does
the interstate commerce clause ?

Senator McCLELLAN. Selling a house that adjoins his residence,
or if he owned a house that adjoined his residence, could he refuse to
sell it to a Black Muslim, or would he be guilty of violating this
statute?

Mr. BLOCH. As I construe the statute, if a person refused to sell his
own home, such as the one I am talking about--

Senator MCCLELLAN. Not only his own home but I am talking about
sometimes people own houses and live, in one and have another one.
Some relative lives in it and they decide to move away or they decide
to sell it. Would he be compelled to sell ?

Mr. BLOOH. I don't so construe the statute that he would be com-
pelled to sell it.

Senator MCCLELMAN. He couldn't refuse to sell it if he had it up
for sale.

Mr. BLOC.. If.he refused to sell it to a person on account of his
race, color, religi n, or national origin, and that was followed to
its logical conclusion then it might result that he couldn't sell it at
all. But I don't think the statute as I read it attempts to compel him
to sll it to a person of a certain race, color, religion, or national
orign.

Senator MCQl an A. It has the same effect.
Mr. B3LOH.:t has the same effect.
Senator McCLELtN. If he has to keep it.
Mr. BLOCH. It reaches the same conclusion.
Senator MoCCuEL N. If he sells he has got to sell, if the applicant

or proposed purchaser happens.to come within that category, heas
got to sell it, or, if he refuses to, he has committed a crime.

Mr. BLocH. That is right, because it has the same effect, Mr. Chair-
man.

Senator MC~ELLN. It is compelling to the extent that if you
decline or refuse, you have committed a crime.

Mr. BLOCH. If he declines or refuses he has committed a crime.
Senator McCoLEAN. That is pretty compulsory in my opinion.
Mr. BLocH. It has the same effect as the school case. They started

out by saying that the school segregation cases didn't compel inte-
gration, that they simply w ere designed to prevent segregation. But
in the 12 years or so that have passed since the school cases were
handed .down on ITday 17, 1i4,, now the guidelines that are being
adopted by one oi the departments not only seek to prevent segre-
gation, but to compel integration.

Senator McQLoCEw . {This compels you to sell or be subjected to
punishnient, under a giyen state of.circumstances. You either must
sell or be subjected to the.penalty of he law. .'

Mr. BLocH. That is right. .
I

486
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Senator McCLEmAN. You can refuse to sell, but you are penalized.
Mr. BLoiot. That would be th6 effect of it.
Senator MCCIEIAN. Well, that is it. That is what it is intended

to do.
Mr. BLOOr. I think so.
Senator MdCLELANw. Nothing else.
Mr. BLOCI, It wold *ertainly be the effect.
Senator McCLELlAN. What else does it propose to do except that?
Mr. BOCH. I think that is what it intends to do, but I am not

sufficiently familiar with the language of the bill to say tlh it would
compel a man to sell his house to a' colored person or a person of a
different race.

Senator MCCLELLAN. The only way he can escape the penalty o the
law would be to sell.

Mr. BLOCH. That is right.
Senator MCCLELLAN. That is just as near to compulsion as you can

make it.
Mr. BLocH. It might be.
Senator McC aELAN. Except you are willing to pay a penalty not

to be compelled.
ML. BLocP. That is right.
Senator MoCji N. I thiik that is clear.
M. B ciin. But I can't say in all fairness that the langago of thi

statute is such that it compels you to sell it to anyone, .
Senator MCCLELLAN. It doesn't use the woi d "compel," but the

consequences and ultimate effect is to compel or to punish.
Mr. BLOOH. That is right. , I thoroughly agree with that.,
Senator MoCisU 'All right.
Mr. BLooCH. You either do or you will be sorry.
Senator :McCLLLAN. That is right. That is compulsion. in my

book. That is not freedom. '
Mr. BLOCH. I didrt het r that, sir. ; n
Senator MoCLELLN. '' at is compulsio n my book. tis er-

tainlyx ot freedom.; ''
Mr. BrooH. Certainly, it is practically compulsion.
Conclusion-I cannot conceive of a better reply to tih statindiit df

the Attorney General to which I have referred than words o Mr.
Justice Hugo Black uttered March 24, 1966, in his dissent in the case
of Harper, etal. Appellants v. Viriia State Board of letions et a.,
86 S. Ot. 107; 1087-8. .

They are, I think particularly apt and timely because of the appeal
which is being made to the Congress to disregard the pAit adjudica-
tions of the Court, to disregard the Constitution, and to substitute
for them its own conceptions of right' aid wrong, to enact i law paid
to be "desi ged td help ahieve equality in the marketplace" (p. 165)

Justice Black 's words follow:
The Court's justification for consulfng its own notions rather than following

the original meaning of the Constitution, as I would, apparently is base on
the belief of the majority Qf the Court that for this Court to be bond by the
original meaning of the C onstitutibn Is an Intolerable and debiliitting evil;
that our Constitution! should /not be "shackled to the political theory of a par-
ticular era,' and, that, tosave the. oyptry from the original Constitution theCourt must have constant power tq renew it and keep it ,abreast with this

65-500- 6-- pt. 1-- 2
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Court's more enlightening theories of'what, is best for,our society. It seems
to me that this is not only an attack on th great vlue of our Constitution
itself but also on the concept of a written constitution which is to survive
through the yearS as originally written unless hanged'thdigh'the itiefidment
process which the Framers wisely provided. Moreover, when a "political

Theory" embodied in our Constitution becomes out-dated, itseens:to me that a
majority of the nine members of this Court.are no~only without constitutional
power but are far less qualified to choose a new constitutional political theory
than the people of this country preceding in the m-jfner provided by Aticle V.

I suggest therefore that the Congress ougli iot t be isked to nact
a statute, lid certainly should not enact it merely, because the Court
may test its validity not by established constitutional principles but
by some "iew coistihttiona political theory."

That far in my quoting from Justice Black he was.treating of the
Court's poweranld duty.

He proceeded:,
.Thepeople have not found it impossible to' amend their Constitution to meet

new conditions. The Equal Protection Clause itself is the product of the people's
desire to use their constitutional power to amend the Constitution to meet pew
problems.

I interpolate: So are'the income tax adenidment, a'ai te direc elec-
tions of Senators amendment and the woman suffrage 4pndminet.
So was the prohibition apindment, apd it repqa h lli aen i nt.
So was the amendment imiting. the terns sf seryi of Pr4ideit.
When onie i int was elected Presidet four succssive ternm, tihepepple
acted as provided infi'li Coistitution. , ,

Justice BlI k *rocd Y o . 'd:
Moreover, the, people, i; Seetlon 5. of there 14th iAmlendment, designated the

governmental' tribunal they wanted to provide, additional rules jo enforce the
guarantees of that Amendment. .The branch o govermihient, they chose was
not the Judicial Branch bit 'the Legislative. I 'haveib d6ubt at all that Con-
gress has fthe ower under Section.5 to pass legisititon to abolish' the poll tax
in order to protect the citizens of this country if it beliees,ththatthe p11 tax is'
being used as a device to deny voters equal; proteqtio;! op, te law., See my
concurring and dissenting opinion in Soith CaroUl. ,V. KWatZnbach, 84 S. Ot. 803.

It is quite clear that discriminatory use by tle e pf a.,ppll tax
created by State statute would be "State action'? and tlerefore:subject
tp,control by appiopriate egislation under the, i4tli.~mendment (sec.
5,) In tie Katzenbach case, (,p. 832) Justice B4l. al had said:
., Ihav no doubt Whateveri as to the poWer of Congress.i' . tio enat'6 the pro-

visions of thq Voting ights Act of 1965 dealing with the suspension of state,
Voting tests that have been used . .. to.deny and abridge voting, rights on
racial grounds. , .

It is equally clear that Congress es noIt hav' the power under sec-
tipn 5 tp pass legislation , reventing t liscriminationt if the dicri m-

ttiiton consists of wrpgs ^onie jb- inividuals (86, S. Ct. at t176):
"This'l as been the vipw of the Curit trom h1,begimnng * **. i t
remains the Couirt's vew today" (6 S Ct. 1i (Mar. 28, 1966)).

Thank you very much.
Senator MCCiLELAN.' Anything further?' ,'
SiMr. BprcH. '6;' that is,a ll. : , . .
SSenator MCQLEqAN. Thank you kindly tI appreciate very much

your presence. I am- sorty that your good friend; th chairman of
this subcommittee, couldn't be here t hear ydir tettii6ony, but I know
he will be very interested in ieadiing the record.



Mr. BLOCH. -Thank you sir.
Senator MC.LIELLAX., Thank- you' kindly.
Mr. BLOCH. Thank you, sir. I am glad you were here..
Senator MPCLMH AN. -The next jvitness, is Mr. ArthurlF MAlil1
Will you eome around, please, sir?
Mr, Mfohi, I understand you are appearing at, the request of Senator,

Dirksen.

STATEMENT OF 4RTHUR F. OI, ON BEHALF_ , F THE 41LIOIS
ASSOCIATION OF REAL ,ESTATE BOARDS; 'ACCOMPANIED BY
ROBERT E* COOK, EXECUTIV.UVICE PRESIDENT-2

Mr.'Moiir,. That isi correct, sir.i i,.
Senator'MCCLELLANtr. Will you identify yourself for the' record

then?
Mr. MoLIL. My name, Mr. Chairman, is Arthur F.,,Mphl7 of -Chi-

cago. I have been engaged in the real estate business',inChicago for
30 years.. 1 appeal here as: spokesman for the Ili-nois. Association
on eal. Estate'Boards-and unoffiqially aw bpokeswon ffor those i~lr.
lions and thousands o? frugal prvoperty , owners whose best interests,
are in Jeopardy.-, ''7:

We uirge tli~ rejec~tion of ~title IlV of 1110CivilRights Act 'of.1,966
for, thefolloly M*9grea~ns:, / F

1. Title IV requires 4 citizen to unWi~lingly; rent :or "ell to, anptber
citizen. Such a requirement might Wejustlf it ~ie~te ui
inter~st,*,btit herd :Jkis. improperly! , ivyked. forth enftf. n
citizen against another. .* ,2~~~~~g TifpVP~e o, contribution to. the 4pyglm 'teghto
a's e3videnced: by.,the faet that Now, Tork.'04ty7-wjth slvcii, .,ajpr .8,

substanda rd 11ousing ,IP)its, overr( a 10-year.'eiiod, ,wjiiJ~ hicago
withot suchjaj aw-t-Jhad no. major riots-and, Wida3-pereqp re4~c
tion in substa itqrd:housjng units. ;

* enito0! McPCIUrJ 4 thjougl4 you :were abut tohave uti
Chicago :thisosyeek, we'rp 4~yot 1

Mr. MonkIL W'e dd ot ell it'l f a njo', rio~t,, Ir. Chairipfn.., do
not thiik it hadjtuy,.rapia-..-

ISeliator McCI# .,LAT, we P1ave goktj ee ripts, cQwn. now,, t4?,,vherewve classify them a8- 11tl , di0r-
Mr. orn. Wedo n~ thnk ha;anyhouig or, racial. overtones

$enatlor MC~N Yr el
'M, oU. ,,TileIV, has no ineanx for doh, violate'

unes' he p~use dmt vilto~ ost propeity owners refrain,
from assign ng ea sons for refusal to. seJ1l-o'y p nt., Inevitably thos
whylo prosecuted pisure te. ''; ee int- hain t ' hisihoc
by, maki ng hnr i~ 4 , r snfrrya. ndi ~'~in
son, base&. on .~ujr . 4"': exoe i ef't hr~e ea~t

achievedlie qxpo hs"byf~ibl~ itertio~ Xtspher ist 9 onrs
char~ IIs.



succeeded. With title IV on the books Marynook would become all
Negro, because the residents would be prohibited from 'holding out
for a white buyer.

Even though they may not acknowledge it, Lake Meadows and
Prairie Shores, which are privately owned urban renewal projects in
Chicago and which are successfully integrated, use quotas in order to
maintain stable integration, but title IV would make such a system
illegal. The report of Chicago Housing Authority chairman, Charles
Swibel, on October 26, 1965, stated clearly that despite its nondis-
crimination policy, it cannot achieve integration so long as it is not
permitted to assign apartments on a quota system.

As an example, its Leclaire Courts project in an all-white area
started out 80 percent white in 1950 but by 1965 its white population
was down to 4 percent.

Senator MCCLELLAN. Why is that?
Mr. MOHL. Why is it?
Senator McCrLELAN. Yes.
Mr. MOHL. Because it follows naturally that when a predominance

of Negroes move into a building, a predominance of white people move
out. This is a human nature fact of life.

Senator MCCLELLAN. Can we change that by law, by compulsion?
Mr. MOHL. You cannot change human nature by compulsion of law.
Senator MCCLELLAN. That is what we are trying to do, are w, not?
Mr. MOHL. I agree with you, sir.
Senator MCCLELLAN. Proceed.
Mr. MOrtL. Most successfully integrated communities maintain bene-

volent quotas, which title IV would outlaw.
Gentlemen, title IV attempts to deal unnaturally with human beings.

We believe, therefore, that the enactment of title IV would contribute
to, rather than thwart the growth of, segregated neighborhoods. For
this reason alone we urge the subcommittee to reject title IV.

We submit that any law which attempts to regulate a personal rela-
tionship between two individual citizens, where the public interest is
not involved is un-American and undemocratic.' It is a device by
which minority rule prevails, for the great inajority of citizens have
opposed such a law each time they were permitted to vote.

We hope that the subcommittee in its consideration of title IV will
weigh carefully the future consequences of enacting into law a concept
which prohibits private individuals from exercising 6ome degree of
selection in the choice of those with whom they will execute a contract
for the sale or rental of property/ The American is basically an in-
dividualist who guard' carefully 'his inherent right to choose his
friends, his associates, and those who desire, to share his residence
whether it be a home, a duplex, or a multifamily structure.

The problem in race relations which develops in the intimacy of
housing are far more complex and more delicate than those in educa-
tion or in employment. We are fearfulthat the injection of the legal
force of the State in the making of these choices will generate resist-
ance and bitterness which' would inevitably retard rather than ad-
vance racial armity. "Far decades,progres in race relations was
slow, but now it is improving rapidly foi every' eaYr sees more and
more integrated neighborhoods achieved.through natural voluntary
methods.

civL eIGrrHTS490
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We strongly urge that you do nothing to .impede progress, :for
progress is baing made, Let us not ,forget that in California the
people voted 2 to 1 against legislation puch as title IV, nevertheless,
through voluntary efforts they are achieving notable results,

For example, for the first 11 months of 1965, of the 286,406 ljstinig
in all of the State's multiple listing systems, less than six-tenths of 1
percent contained some racial, restriction. ' This is an example of
voluntary effort toward open ,occupancy which I am sure is being
duplicated throughout the United States. Give this a chance.

We hope you will reject title IV.
I appreciate the privilege of appearing here, Mr, Chairman.
Senator MCCLELLAN. Thank you.

'; You did not.identify the gentleman with you. Will you identify
yourself for the record ?

Mr. Coo. Yes, my name is* obert, E. Cook, executive vic presi-
dept of the Illinoi Association of Real Estate Board.

Senator 'McC i~ N. 1 )o y;b isli to make any cbmnments,'Mr.
Cook? 0 : . ;

Mr. COOK. No, sir.
Senator MCCLELLAN. Very well. ' '
Do I Understand this law, yo6 made some reference to it here, this

proposed title IV would apply to a room in one's residence if lie wanted
torentit?
S'Mfr. MoA L I a~ in t sure, but I believe it does. '

'Mr. Cobk..Yqe. 'Y ' . ,
Senator MCCLELLAN. The way I read it, it does. There used to be

such things as folks having a spare room to rent. I think that still
exists to some exttt. ' -.-

Suppose a family in 'their residence' had a spare room that they
wanted to rent. Now apply title IV to that and tell me whether there
could be' iiy disretion, any choice made by the owner,. by the resi-
dents of that home, as to whether he c6uld have a whitetenanit, a
coloied teinnt, a Baptist;,Cathohlic, oi a Muslim.
'Could he make'any choice, discriminate in any area whts6ever?

Mr. MOiL. The definition under title IV includes any portion of a
st ucture, which would include the room .

Senator MCCLELLAN. What we would call a spare room?
Mr. MoHL. That is 66rrect.'
Senator MCCLELLAN. Which one sometimes wants to rent.
What was that fellow's name, X, Malcolm X, if one of his tribe

came along and said "I warit to rent this room, you have got it adver-
tised here for rent, I will 'pay you th price", if the:;declined to rent
it to him'.becauise'of his religion or because of his lor, this proposed
statute would applywould it not?

Mr. MoHL. It certainly would.
Senator McCnLtA. What would the penalty be?
Mr. MoiL.: There is money penalty upto a $500 fine.
Senator McCLELLAN. Up to $1,000, is it not, or isit $500 ?
Mr. Mom.. Itis $500.
Mr. ATRY. That'is punitive damages.
Senator MCCLELLAN. This is punitive, that is damages up to a $500

fine and a yeari in jail, iit t?
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Mr. MOHL. That is correct.
Senator MCCLELLAN. Tlie Sentenced can take his choice, the owner

of the property. He can rent it or Mr. Malcolm X can make him pay
a fine and he can go to prison for a year. Is that what we are coming
toin this country r

Mr. MOHL. That is correct.
Senator McCLELLAN. Thank you very much for your appearance?
Mr. MOHL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MCCLILLAN. The next witness is the Reverend Walter

Royal Jones.
All right, you have a prepared statement.

STATEMENT OF REV. WALTER ROYAL JONES, JR., CHAIRMAN,
COMMISSION ON RELIGION AND RACE, UNITARIAN UNIVER-
SALIST ASSOCIATION, CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA.; ACCOMPANIED
BY ROBERT E. JONES, DIRECTOR, DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY, WASHINGTON OFFICE

Reverend JONES. I do, sir. , .
Senator MCCLELLAN. Will you identify yourself for thl record,

please, sir
Reverend JONES. I am Walter Royal Jones, Jr., minister of the

Thomas Jefferson Memorial Unitarian Church of Charlottesville, Va.,
and chairman of the Commission on Religion and Race and the De-
partment of Social Responsibility of the Unitarian Universalist As-
sociation.

Senator MCCLELLAN. You have someone with you, Reverend ?
Reverend JONES. I have Mr. Robert E. Jones, who is the director of

our Washington department.
Senator McCELLAN. You may proceed with your statement.
Reverend JoNii. I appear here today in support of S. 3296, a bill to

assure nondiscrimination in Federal and State jury selection and serv-
ice, to facilitate the desegregation of public education and other public
facilities, to provide judicial relief against discriminatory housing
practices, to prescribe penalties for certain acts of violence or intimi-
dation, and for other purposes.

The revolution for civil rights taking place in our time is delayed
thunder from the bolt of lightning that struck in 1776, when Thomas
Jefferson and his colleagues proclaimed the concept of a government
and a society predicated on the equality of men before God and the law.
Our Nation's history has in large mesure been wrought in the rever-
berations issuing from that original hock. The civil rights movement
is but the latest, although in many ways the widest spreading, as it
touches the dignity of men among all minorities.

The Congress is to be commended for its growing sensitivity and re-
sponse to the mounting imperative, over recent years. But the legal
posture of our Nation is still wanting in some particulars, a need
which features of the present bill are designed tq meet..

The Unitari.n Universalist denomination, and its antecedents the
American Unitarian Association and tie Uniyersalist Church of
America, have a history of commitment to human rights going a
far back as 1790, when Universalists adopted one of the earliest'resolu-
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tions against slavery. Down across the years in pronouncements and
action, laymen and ministers continued this witness.

At its most recent general assembly in Miami May 16 to 22, tle asso-
ciation adopted a comprehensive consensus on racial justice, fathering
and rounding out the substance of resolutions passed over the past. 5
years. All of the matters touched in the present bill find echo and
support in that consensus, which was passed with a near-unanimous
vote of the delegates.

I believe there were tallied 3 dissents at the time out of 800 dele-
gates. A copy of the consensus is appended to this testimony.

I am also submitting for the record the reports of two official ob
servers to the trial of the men accused of slaying the Rev. James J.
Reeb, held in Selma, Ala., the week of December 6,1965.

Senator JAvrrs. Without objection, let it be received.
Reverend JONES. We have copies here.
(The document referred to follows:)

SPECIAL REPORT-THE REEB MURDER TRIAL

I. JUSTICE IN AN ALIENATED COMMUNITY

by Rev. Walter Royal Jones, Jr.

Chairman, Unitarian Uhiversalist Commission on Religion and Race Minister,
Thomas Jefferson Memorial Unitarian Church, Charlottesville, Virginia

: THE GENERAL SITUATION IN SELMA

Selma is getting ready for Christmas. The pervasive shabbiness of Broad
Street is partly concealed, partly accented by the bright decorations which, espe-
cially at night, give an air of commercial gaiety. But Selma is still a town out
of another generation. There are a few contemporary bank buildings and stores,
but by and large the architecture.dates from the 19th century and earlier, more
often decrepit than graceful. As/,one approaches the ,Edmund Pattus Bridge
from Highway 80, one sees a, billboard extending welcome from the Selma Na-
tional Bank. Selma, it proclaims, is "the Town With 100% Human Interest."

On the surface, little tension Is visible.. Negroes can be seen patronizing Broad
Street stores alongside whites, despite a partial boycott. Dolls for Negro girls
grace the windows of the five-and-ten-cent store, alongside white dolls. There
seems to be full freedom of movement for Negro shoppers.

Although it takes a while to penetrate, however, the, tension i there. I was
only one of many outside r in Selma the week of the trial, of course. But my
presence was noted, In the courtroom, where I sat beside Daniel Bickford, a
Boston attorney also observing the trial for the Unitarian, Universalist Associa-
tion, I heard whispered speculation whether we were Department of Justice
lawyers. In restaurants, the strange face was noted, with many a lengthy and
inquiring glance. In the Negro section, on the other hand, quite to my surprise,
there were some. who allowed as having recognized me from March ninth. What-
ever the case of memory, identification with the Unitarian Universalist Associa-
tlon was an instant open-sesame.

Monday evening (December 6) I retraced the steps of the march to the bridge,
having parked--quite by coincidence-directly in front of Walker's Cafe. The
highway and streets bore nothing but traffic, this night. Trafic, and,the ghosts
of another day. It seemed a longer walk, than in the tension of that other after-
noon, with the Sheriffs deputies lining the streets, taking photographs, and mak-
ing cryptic radio reports from their patrol cars.

I stopped at the parsonage of the Brown Memorial Chapel, to inquire after
Lonzey West, who might put me in touch with the Rev. Francis Walter, an
Episcopal priest who is our interreligious "man in Selma." He is the new di-
rector of the Selma Inter.Rpligious Ministry. At West's home, and later in the
Brown Chapel where Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., once again spoke on Tuesday
night, I learned about the SOLO boycott of downtown stores, and the projected
march to protest segregated southern justice.

'493
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The trail to Francis Walter took me first to Father MacNeice of St, Ldmunds
Mission, and thence to Rev. Everett )Venrilk, an, Episcopal theological student
who, with his wife, has taken up residence in Selma to continue the witness of the
martyred JonAthan Daniels. Wenrick Is working on the Poverty Program, and
has so far succeeded in maintaining tenuous contacts with both the'Negro com-
munity and local Episcopal churches,, The poverty project is a particularly:sore
point with the Negro leadership. There has been no breakthrough in employment
in Selma, and a resolute refusal by the city.to seek any of the Poverty Program
funds SOLO and SNCC workers tried loihg and unsuccessfully to' engage the
Mayor and the white establishment in joint sponsorship. At length, fearing
Federal support might go to Negro leadership alone, by default, the Mayor sub-
mitted a plan of, his own, which, behind a facade,of elaborate committees and
subcommittees, left final control of funds and program in his hands.: It was re-
jected both by Selma Negroes and in Washington. Meetings continue, seeking
a workable compromise, but thus far unavailing.' Wenrick was stopped by police
from distributing leaflets calling attention to a meeting of the Poverty Program
Council. He expected that an appeal to Police Chief Wilson Bakerwould remove
the interference. The boycott of stores by Negroes at Chriltmas is aimed both
at frustration over failure to obtain employment and to launch the Poverty P'ro-
gram. Speakers at the Brown Memorial Chapel recounted how merchants 'had
asked for a reprieve from an earlier boycott, so that they could act "without being
under pressure." The 'boycott had been lifted-arid nothing happened. So it
is being revived.

Tuesday, I succeeded in reaching Francis Walter, who i1 also working in Tusca-
loosa, Selma, Camden, and Wilcox County. Walter confirmed the impressions I
had gained from Wenrick and West about the Selma situation. He added that
SCLO and SNCO are involved in a deep re-appraisal of tactics, tending to de-
emphasize marches now, in favor of reorganization and cultivation of resources-
economic and educational-in the Negro community itself. This is partly in
response to the more sophisticated (and frustrating) attitude of the white Estab-
lishment, since March. Acts of violence against demonstrators are rare. The
new tack is to give them police escort, receive them with a show of cordiality,
send them off again, and do nothing!

There is little sign of re-appraisal in the white community. Segregationist
literature crowds the newsstands. Radio programs originating in Selma's local
station, or linked with the hard right-like Carl MacIntyre's "20th Century
Reformation Hour"-din the favorite fantasy into listeners' ears day and night,
During the trial, the Selma Times Jpuonal carried a page. two photograph of the
defendants jovially gathered with their attorney in the court library. But for
the caption beneath, one would have taken it for a group of visiting delegates to
a Junior Chamber of Commerce covnentl6n, just a few fine up-and-coming Amer-
ican young businessmen. Drinking fountains in the Court House are of the
cup-and-faucet variety, the fountains having been plugged. Sheriff Clark still
proudly displays'his gold NEVER button, even in court, as he stalks the corri-
dors with that curiously menacing smile which is the special accomplishment
of policemen and Senate Investigators. Doctors' offices downtown still anmiouce
Colored Waiting Rooms in, the rear. It is alleged that there are five or six
chapters of the John Birch Society in Selma. There are no Negro police of-
ficers. The hospitals are segregated. :During the trial the defense attorney
asked Dr. W. B. Dinkins, a Negro physician who first attended James Reeb,
whether Good Samaritan Hospital (a Catholi mission hospital) was not in
fact the best equipped in Selma. He coulil: not answer, said' Dinkiis, because
he had never been permitted inside the others.

Selma is a small town, even though its internal subdivisions are share. Cul-
turally' ingrowrn, it lives in a world but little penetrated by ththe th century,
and inclined to close ranks defensively against any incursion in depth. Efforts
on the part of Negro and white civil rights leaders to build bridges with their
Establishment couritr iparts have ben rebuffed, so far. With white Selmh, it
is still a family affair, with the tangible virtueb and appalling hazards of pare-
chialism.

S. T HIC TRIAL

The trial began Tuesday morning (December 7) with judge Moore'~ charge
and question to 1the 104 potential jurymen. News reports have it that 18
among these were Negro. Dan Bickford'and I saw only' four, and, in any dase,
none was selected. ,Several jurymen sought to disqualify themselves on ground

/1 /
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of close relationship, fixed opinion, and -opposition ito capital punishment, and
were excused. To the additional stipulation, suggested in absentia by Alabama
Attorney.General Flowers, concerning bias against civil, rights workers, two
men rose and sought to be excused. It was an Interesting, look into the !outh,
ern conscience struggling with itself. I could not withhold resp1ec from these
men, wrestling with fairness, even though they were eventually not excused,
having affirmed that if they were truly convinced by overwhelming evidence,
they would have to find a verdict of '"guilty" despite all. None of those who had
sought disqualification were included in the final panel. But one juror proved
to be, later, the brother of a key witness of the defense, whose testimony would
have to be evaluated by the jury. :Why either prosecutor or defense counsel
allowed this, I find hard to understand.

The case was tried by Circuit Court Justice L. S. Moore, a paternal and
seemingly conscientious figure. From what I saw, I was convinced he sought
to conduct the trial with true impariality.

The prosecutor, Circuit Solicitor Blanchard McLeod, was a weak figure,
perhaps attributable in part to his convalescence from a recent heart attack,
but over and above that obviously reluctant in his role - Deputy Disrtict Attor-
hey Virgis Ashworth carried the major burden of the prosecution. He was at
his best in discrediting defense alibi witnesses; and in resisting Defense Attorney
Pilcher's occasional efforts to make emotional hay with resentment against the
civil rights movement as a whole. But he had little to work with. The prosecu-
tion's case was meagre. Only three out of six witnesses ever got to the stand
at all. Strongest were Clark Olsen and Orloff Miller, whose positive.identifica-
tion of Elmer L. Cook as one of the assailants was never, to my mind, effectively
refuted. The fourth witness was declared incompetent, after an inquiry that
was itself fantastic, with the witness's medical history including very personal
details being paraded before the court by a doctor presuming to offer a psychia-
tric analysis, although he was not a psychiatrist and had never examined the
man in question. The fifth witness, R. B. Kelley, was dismissed since he in-
tended to invoke the Fifth Amendment, being threatened with indictment in a
Federal Court for a similar charge. The sixth was in Mississippi, and prudent-
ly elected not to come at all.

For a liberal, observing the Fifth Amendment episode was excruciating. There
was no doubt of the witness's being in jeopardy, and thus entitled to its protec-
tion. At the same time it was the virtual death-blow to the prosecution's case
to lose this witness, who may have testified earlier to a grand jury. Was such
testimony available, if it occurred? Would it, too, be covered by the Fifth
Amendment now?' These are distressing, unanswered questions. The prosecu-
tion offered no visible objection to the judge's ruling, which was made with
apparent reluctance.

As the state rested its case, two things only had been established: 1-Elmer
C. Cook had been identified as one of the assailants, and 2-James Reeb had died
as the result of the blow received; although his actual attacker was unknown.
Judge Moore refused a defense motion, however, to dismiss charges against the
Hoggle brothers, insisting that the jury should hear all the evidence.

If the prosecution's case was weak, the defense was ludicrous. It consisted
of three points: l-an alibi for the presence of O'Neal Hoggle at a nearby cafe
at the time of the attack, 2-a string of witnesses to attest all three men were
dressed in clothing different from that described, by, Qlsen and' Miller on that
day, and 8-an effort to insinuate deliberate delay and perhaps additional injury
to the wounded man, for the purpose of producing a martyr for the civil rights
cause. . ..

The first alibi seemed plausible enough, until it was disclosed that the
witness 1-was a brother of one of the jurors, 2-was a business partner, of Elmer
Cook, and 8-that his testimony was being tied to the succession of witnesses on
clothing. The longer this; succession continued, the lesa convincing. (t became,.
I was: more sure the Hoggle brothers were involved in the attack, after the
defense had concluded, than when it began. Of the third point, it need only
be said that it was as cruel as it was fatuous. Only in Selma could it be taken
seriously by a jury, if indeed it was. . . .

I regret that I was unable to, stay in Selma for the prosecution's and defense's
summations and the judge's/charge to the jury. Dan Bickford will fill in
details on these. When I heard the radio account of the verdict, later on Friday,
I was not surprised, although I had hoped for the possibility of a hung Jury-at
least that much of a glimmer of conscience in Selma. But there was none.
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News reports told of applause and, joyous. greeting of the defendants. The
family had come: through; our boys were safe again.
* Friday morning, before court opened, Solicitor McLeod saw some old friends

sitting among the family of the Hoggle brothers. Wreathed in smiles he came
over,: and there was warm handshaking. Apparently no one doubted it would
come out all right. They were not disappointed. .

JUSTICE IN AN ALIENATED COMMUNITY

. When a determined jury defied both magistrate and the law of the.colonies
to find John Peter Zenger not guilty, of sedition, for his criticisms of the Gov-
ernor of New York, a powerful blow was,,struck, not; only for the freedom of
the press, but the independence of juries. It was also a testament, handwriting
on the wall, to the emergence of a new community, later to cut its ties with
England altogether. We cite the incident with approval, for the new community
is our own.

But Selma is also a severed community. Its cord, cut In the 1860's, has
never wholly been repaired. This is ironic, for the same belligerent local pride
that alienates it from the overall American community, is deemed to unite it in
the more bellicose aspects of super-patriotism. This affinity for the violent is
mistaken for authentic unity and devotion to American ideals.

To a degree this is.the plight of the total Deep South, for whom Americanism
is a mixture of hard-core political conservatism, economic atomism, anti-Com-
munism, fundamentalist religion, sex puritanism, and segregation. This is the
official Dixie package; and deviation from any particular is viewed as an
attack on the whole. In this complex the Negro is welcome only if he accepts
"his place." But from Reconstruction days onward, his political ambitions
have always been viewed as a menace, the rise of a rival and therefore hostile
power center. It is one of the ironies of history that the Southern poor white,
whose plight both politically and economically most closely parallels that of
the Negro, has been effectively neutered as a force for change by exploitation
of race tensions. One Of these days he will wake up and discover he has been
"had," victimized by his own propensities for hating the colored counterpart.
But for the moment he still dwells in the reverie of identity with the white estab-
lishment, whose ladder of opportunity he may hope to climb, and to which he
does indeed have a marginally better access than the Negro.

Withal its inner contradictions, however, the Southern community is a com-
munity, and tensely self-conscious. It has been long under attack by the culture
of the 20th century, with its antifparochialism in politics tand world affairs, its
religious pluralism, and the drives towards racial equality. The stance of
the South is therefore defensive. It has admitted at a superficial and tech-
nological level the world of today; but it steadfastly resists the implications of
that world for religion, mortals, and society.

Our American system of law, more particularly our tradition of court action,
cuts across such local differences: that is both its majesty and its peril. For the
finely-made instrument, with Its built-in protections for accused, is orily partly
responsive to its own precedents. It may function perfectly as an instrument;
it cannot escape the influence of the community, working through the persons
who set out the drama.

The trial in Selma may have had soine defects, but by and large the effect of
these defects on the outcome was minis~ile compared to the forces with which the
court could not possibly cope; which indeed it had to do its best to Ignore, by the
legal pretense of banishing them, throug oaths, and proper instructions to the
jtirv. * 4 N
' The jurors swore to come to an Impartial judgment. But could they keep their

oath? They could swear not to be swayed by the fact that James Reeb was in
Selma as part of a civil rights protest; and the defense attorney coild be pre-
vented from ringing the changes bf this theme But could it be eliminated from
their thinking? They could try not to recognize the three defendants as neigh,.
birs and friends, as members of "our side" in the siege, while the victim was the
outsider and thus the eneiny. But could this possibly'be forgotten?:, The law
prescribed the ultimate penalty for first degree murder.; Mdst people consciously
or ihconsciously recogni A capital punishmentifor what it Is: int justice'but
retaliation. CoUld Selma's jurors by any stretch of im'aginatfon-be seen calling
foi' the act of vengeance against their compatits,oi however dismayed they might
e'ahttheconsequneaofarash act? .. '' . '': ~' ' 8 :" .
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.Given the properrequirements that a verdict of guilty must be rendered only
if there be not the slightest shadow: of doubt, did anyone:expect that doubt would
be expellable? The climate also affected the prosecution, however valiantly it
may have tried to be objective. To proceed with vigor would be to court the
enmity of the entire: community, 'It presented the evidence' it could 'not help
presenting; there is no sign of any effort 'above and beyond the call of duty'? to
get more. .: . , ..

To say this is not to discredit the courts, but only to recognize the limits of
judicial effectiveness. Murder is riot murder except in the community that re-
gards it so. And beyond that, murder is not a self-defining act. I That would be
true only in a universal, community, which exists in principle, perhaps, and in
legal theory, but not in social fact. Murder is defined by the margins of com-
munity consciousness: it depends less upon a man being killed'than who he'is.
Our frustration with the recent ciilt rights cases comes out of our assumption
that there is a single, 6rganic American community, in whith American citizens
have been killed for working towards legitimate American alms. From this;
perspective, the slayings are murders. But that is not the perspective of Haynes-
ville and Selma. From their view, conspiratorial and un-American outsiders
have been killed by overzealous and perhaps unwise, but basically decent anld
patriotic defenders of the true' way. The circle of community never included
these who died. It is'mansldughter-perhaps - sop to larger citizenship-but
not murder, not in the sense that calls for outrage and revenge, for the "full
measure of the law." In this the South is not sitructorally different from other
self-conscious communities. We have'h o ground for self-righteousness; we are
under the same judgment. 'It is only that for a moment we can see what is op-
erating in our legal system, because in this instance the alienation and contradic-
tion of community-consciousness is so obvious.,

The answer to the dilemma is self-eVident. Both the death of James Reeb
and all his companions in the civil right struggle, and the infuriating inability
of the Southern courts to grapple with 'the issue, point to the same problem and
the same solution. The insularity of the embattled community must be broken.
The resources for a larger community must be uncovered and drawn out. It
may be possible to accomplish some of this by further exercise of federal au-
thority, extending protection to civil rights workers; fof" example, beyond the
authority of state governments. But this is not the best answer, a measure to be
taken in desperation Only. Nor will it directly meet the underlying problem,
which is the alienated community. '

The only answer is to bring the Selmas arid 'aynesvilles Int' the, American
community at a far deeper level than they have yet beeii willing t cfme. Aid
this will bs hcoplished, it Oms to me, less by new legislatioi,'than' by the
quiet but determined work of individuals ad groups, to take advantage of the
ground already gained, to undercut decisive ahxieties, and.prepare the way for
the voluntary relinquishing of attitudes that.are no longer useful nor attractive.

I say this, not to disciirage .work toWards legislation tht may yet be needed,
nor demonstratiots'thht may yet bear justified' witness t wrongs suffered, but
to encourage the :tonstretive work at 'deeper' levels without which further
progress seems a vain hope. . I look for a.shift of emphasis, as a'alri of Aieiican
maturing, with the' outcome of creating a genuine community iti whili the limes
Reebs will not be slain,'id the coiirts will not hav' o try the slayers. This I
thiik, is what he Would h~v 1 worked for, tob.,.

:" ' T5 ' i l :l:TlrSI KB MvORDE TRAL . . * : *' t.

(By Daniel B.' Bickford, special counsel, UitArian Universalist association,
parteri Ely, A&rtetf; BroWn & Pictor, Bostn) '

THE FIBRT PAY

The courtroomwas packed with witnesses, jurors, and spetatoirs# There as
no trouble gaining admittance to the otort, :There were ri pollee or deptites o
court officers checking. I ihad to stand in the rear of .the court, along with 80
to.75 others. The seatingcepacity of the room Was inthe neighborhood of 8t0,
exclusive of the seating index the!bar enclosure. Inside the latter, there was
ample seating capacity for all counseldefeidants, prosecutors; aid others.- (The
Court is well laidiout. IThe fledg site -where-he .en be seeniand can command
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the witnesses are close to the jury; the prosecutor sits directly in front of the
witness, and the defendants in front of the Judge.)

The proceedings began .with the Judge climbing the few steps to his seat
and calling for order. (It took me some time to figure out who the Judge was,
as he wore no robe and entered the room without introduction. He carried what
appeared to be the docket books. No one stood when he entered the courtroom.
There was no indication that he was other than a clerk.) The proceedings began
about 9:15 a.m. on Tuesday, December 7,1965.

The first order was the calling of the State's witnesses, followed by the calling
of the defendants' witnesses. The Judge apparently was calling their names from
a docket entry which he had in front of him.. As the witnesses' names were
called, they would step forward to the bar. The State had about 12 witnesses
sworn, and the defense must have had about 75. The defense attorney indicated
that most of the witnesses he had were character witnesses. The witnesses, with
the exception of the character witnesses, were sequestered, that is, they were not
allowed to attend the trial.

Next came the qualification of the jurors. This was a process whereby all the
jurors stood, were sworn, and then were allowed to sit down while the Judge
asked a number of statutory questions. These included: "If anyone was under
21, he was to "inform the Court;" if anyone was not a resident of Dallas County
for the last year, "he was to inform the Court;" if anyone had been indicted for
a felony in the last year, "he was to inform the Court;" in anyone was convicted
of a felony in the last six years, "he was to inform the Court;" if anyone was re-
lated to the defendants, "he was to inform the Court;" and if anyone knev lie
was mentally incompetent, "he was to inform the Court." (The Judge assumed
by the silence of all jurors that the answers were negative.)

Questions as to capital punishment were asked; that is, whether or not therg
were any jurors who did not believe in capital punishment. There were four
such jurors. Questions were asked with respect to belief in the use of circumstan-
tial evidence, and one juror spoke up. On "voir dire" by defense counsel, the
answer finally was that he could convict on circumstantial evidence.

Lastly, the solicitor was allowed to ask a question which he read after saying
that the Alabama Attorney General, Mr. Flower, had asked that the question
be asked. He read the question in a slow, almost inaudible tone. The question
was lengthy and was, in substance, as follows:

"In the evidence was to show that the victim had dined with 'niggras' and had
otherwise socialized with them, and if the evidence were to, show that the victim
felt that 'niggras' were equal to white, and if the evidence were to,show that the
victim had come to Selma, Alabama, to assist the 'niggras' in establishing their
equality, would that make the victim such a low person as to effect the juror
in his consideration of the guilt of the defendants?"

Apparently because the question was read with such lack of enthusiasm and
so inaudibly, the Judge asked if the question was in writing. On learning that
the answer was in the affirmative, he asked for the question and read it pains-
takingly to the prospectAve jurors. (In my opinion, the question was made
clear by the Judge, who read it slowly and paused after words to define them
where necessary.)

Three urors jumped to their feet and indicated that it would prejudice their
deliberations. Roy D, Maples said, "Iam leaning against a man who came down
here from Boston when he should hale been preaching up there." W. E. Dozier
admitted his bias when he said, "I fel Reeb didn't belong down there." L. H.
Smitherman said, "I am sick of civil rights. I, have a fixed opinion." Again,
the defense took the prospective jurors on "voir dire," and two of the three
agreed tha t t would not affect their decision if the evidence ws su b-that the
three defendants in fact committed the crime. The third prospective juror in-
dicated that it would, and he was excused. '(The other two were eventually ex-
cluded by a State's challenge.)

In my opinion it would have been far better to question each juror individually
as to his beliefs on this subject. I am sure, that experience-must show that it is
difficult for an individual to volunteer to give a "yes" answer in front of 850
other persons. .However, the question was asked to, the group, and each juror,
by not volunteering,, might feel obligated to the Court to exclude, consciously,
any consideration connected with the identity of the.victim. Would it have
not been better to propound the question individually so that a prospective juror
would not have to become a volunteer in exposing his prejudice? I would guess

I'
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that th, prosedutiont by, lengthy examination of each Individui juror, would
have been unable to qualify many, of. thrm, If the aseumptloi is made that, the
Inhabitants of Selma are, hostile to the civil rights workers As a matter of 'trial
technique, the custom 4s, to emamIne, each, Juror,lndivldually if the. attorney
wants to eliminate certain people with a bias. .

The next procedure, was: the !'striking". of jurors.: There were 67 jurors left
after the above.qualifylng procedure. The State, was allowed to challenge
(elIminate) 13, the defense, 42. ; (The obvious implication of the procedure needs
little comment.) The Jurors who were selected, and their occujition, are as
follows: '' 2.

'Billy 0. Bo'itr, Mai izairler.'
Wiliam Kl. Biirrett; Ynsuaniic agent.'
Raymond V. Schiffer, A'uto sales ia'aag r.
Will C. llhiifgton, Sales=uu.
Milthn ,. Adams, Officer-electric cbripany.,
T. Maynaid Busby,' Grocery manager.''
William W. Vaurhan, Ow cmpan.
M. Woods Culpepper, Logger.
Cecil (0. Campbell, Truck driver.
J. Cooper, DeRamus, 3r,, Cigal store *employee.

It iihould be pointed' out that tlher, were four Negroes in the pool, but they
were eliminated i4y the defense.

After the strJitijgf te: jurors,. the prsecution'made its opening statement
to the Jury. he, setiaemet w as.',wde,'by theCircuit Sollcitor, Blauchaillfc-
"iod, and as very shot. The. Solicitor said 'that he would show that the

three 4efenda#'ts, "did the Id~in '1!l: e then' went on to, pay that, because of a
heArttek, k, dctora 'had orderly that he 'not t' a case until after the, 1rst
of JauUiry,' and that he, was turilng the prosecution of this case over to Mr.
Virgis Ashwortl' ., A worth A former qate rep~efentatlve; It Is my un-
derstanding that this is the first' cas in whch' he'wks paricipating as a prose-
cutor.

Thie'defeise' theA made a' 6pehidhg statement wliich if substance outlined their
defenses. The defense would be that the wounds'tht the Rev. 'Mr. Reeb 're-
ceied was notthe,:Wounds i"ch aused lisa ead, 4and that the wounds were
"'altered" from the ilme that'he w'Vas In 'Selma 't6 the tlm&. that he was see4 In
Birininghll. The second defense would be that the defendants weree tot' in 'the
area'whti Reebi was Vttcked. M6re specflcaU, O'Neal ] Hoggle iaa',iii a

iur~iut and Fnie±. nCoo~k and' Sjtsanley HoWgg 6 Were at' their Placs ' "f, bus
hess., 'There were thee ct iMeses vWho would testify to these' facts. TheodoelnRe

rsi,''1ited, ofit tha t tle'Would sh'ow'Ithat thert6 were three 6r fur othei groups
otbjersfs 16 the'area tit the time of the assiult, 'fih tattMhs6erou I Pi oild have
Aiicl probably (lid cause tile injiries.h

Th 'first witness was'then clIed by th, StAt e. ie was "the R4v. (Clak Olse&.
M, Olsen.' $dentiled hhfiself 44'h ciertmiii) from Calforia. Whi asked wlio
his attackrs *ere, Mr; Oisn 'Identifted Cok' from more ,thawti 300' pele- It th e
Coutr6$nm and 'the"idotli(ca'tioii wasmade ,by standingand ponting t that
Specific defetftnt., 'With respctd o the 1th6e acs' was "nily -able to
aay tat, the t~o qiX~ibel b similar Ifiin pperanee, bit he odld not
i"sjoitly" if 'tIheix, aridtbtbey enibedA Abne degree the men

nmn ie didask'tl Jtle ittle titht1o 'defendants
*'ould a fid,"bN'uithe' 3udg6 'said "4no.e":

Mr. Olsen tes(Ifled that he had had dinner at Walker's Cafe on WtAdlhtigtoli
Street some time'between :)80 -p.mi. 'ad tO:O p.ni,' ina, that ' r nriied In
the Cafe from 1% to 2 hours. He estimated that It was about 7:30 p.m. when
he and the Rev. Orloff Miller and th6e ii. haes Reeb left the Cafe-and turned
right. on Washpgton Street and, that. It was.,a few moments ~ter.htt., ,tey
vereeattacked eaOr 'the 1'r 4kC,'e t 'the Ix#6jveistIon Of Wi s~n
gtrwtiid Selma -Avenue. le lf#d, that a thxey_ near'eo the '8l1r bor
Cf. F"eur attknin ws attraeIt y. 1 r ba u who staOre to'COiQaft~'rius
omi M_ across the street* ',They shouted 4 us apgcabe In a tbregtenhg maer

Z~2e sakl ,: veirfoii ive me, uap Itiiat the grqUI: n uire1 * kiIn
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club and hit Reeb on the side of the,head. He .saw Miller crouch down to
avoid a blow, and he,himselfiran a few, steps away from the at tackers. On6
of the attackers, however, came at him. He testified that he was caught after
running a few steps and was struck several times ard lost his glasses., He
testified, "I had an especially good View 'of the man attacking me.; I turned
to face him. I raised my arms to protect myself and saw him as he hit me."
When the brief attack stopped, he stated that he looked back and saw one or
two of the men (attackers) kicking iReeb, and Miller. Olseti established the
duration of the attack to be about SO seconds, .1 ;,- .* . -*

After the men had withdrawn, and he did not know in which direction, he
returned to the side of Miller and Reeb to see, if he could, aid them. He
described Reeb as being badly hurt and unable to 'peak cherently immediately
after the beating, his words babblig out. ; /

He and Miller assisted Reeb to his feet, had him lean against the building, and
when he was able to speak, and, appeared to be conscious, they help .d him to
the Boynton Insurance Agency. As far as he was concerned, Olsen could only
observe a small wound. Reeb, however, complained of a terrible headache.

In describing the man who attacked him, Olson again said he had a "very
good view of the man who attacked me."

Olsen stated in great detail the subsequent events at the Boynton Insurance
Agency, where they finally got an ambulance and took Reeb to the Burwell
Infirmary in Selma, where he was treated by Dr. Dinkins, a Negro physician.
It was here that Reeb's condition worsened, and he lapsed into unconsciousness.
Arrangements were made by Dr. Dinkine for Reeb to be moved to Birmingham
for treatment by a neuro-surgeon. On leaving the Burwell Infirmary, for Bir-
mingham, and about four or five miles out of town, the ambulance got a "flat
rear tire," and they decided to return to Selma. On returning, they drove to a
local radio station where they called for a -gEcnd ambulance and madae a tele.
phoie call for police protection. After placing Reeb in the second ambulance,
they returned to the Bbynton Insurance Agency to pick up a check for $150
which they had learned would be required to have Reeb admitted to the
Birmingham Hospital. In the meantime, Dr. Dinkins was obtaining an auto-
mobile so that he could follow the ambulance.

Olsen Went on to testify in some detail as to the events which took place at the
Birmingham Hospital where he said they arrived at about 1U:00,p.in, Reeb
had still not regained consciousness.

With respect to the. cross-examination, of Clark Olsen, the defense attorney
apparently had use of the FBI report. There was an attempt to show photo-
graphs, to the witness, as well as earlier statements which had been made to
investigators. Qlsen testified in cross-examination that he had lost his glasses
in the attack. On further cross-exainnation, the defense brought out that
Olsen had arrived in Selma from California less than four hours before Reeb
was fatally beaten and that he had come to Selma to join in the demonstrations
because he felt that he wanted to come as an individual to lend bis assistance.
He was asked questions as to whether or not he was a pacifist. He said he
was not. He admitted that he had been driven: from Montgomery, to Selma it)
a car chauffeured by a Southern' CUristian leadershipp Conference driver. .Upon
his arrival in Selma, he went to hear the Reverend Martin Luther Kig, Jr. After
that meeting, and subsequent to the march, he went to Walker's Cafe. (Walker's
Cafe is, apparently a well-known Negro restaurant In Selma." Attempt were
made to point out this fact by asking questions such as, h Wl was in the
Pafe?" etc.),

The trial recessed at 4:80 p.m,, with Olsen still on the stand,,

TA SECOND DAY

Olsen' was oh the stand. at the beginning of the second da., Under ctoss-
exaination, he testified that, In bis opiibn, Cook was not t'he nan who
ktrick Reeb, but he was positive that Co9Ik was the man Whb striik hin , .

The second witness called was thie fev, bOloft Mille, 'ho identified him-
selif ~, a Unit4rian Uifivsialist' clrgyi ni tfrom " Hinghabhm Massachuiett.
Millet testified tfat he .i, able tb identify Cook a t leader' 6 thegrotip
which attacked Oisen;, e,' and hitself : r ithe~, estified thAt ine6 the
other minh's Ives.'e ir t atare, he wouldd no be p9tivt , but ,thel defnitel
w*re men e badseerh6i thit.da ,"

1 ~ : I
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Miller teti ed that he bad beenlin aWalker's Cafe, but bad let, about five
minutes before the others to go outside for a cigar, and that the; other, Reeb
and Olsen, joined him outside and started to walk toward the intersectionof
Washington Street and Selma Avenue, where they planned o turn right and
proceed to the Boynton Insurance Agency. As they were walking, four or five
white.men came from between parked cars, one shouting, "Hey, you niggers,''
They thereupon Quickened their pace,, the men approached from behind and
to the left -Miller! testified that "Jim was struck to, the pavement , I heard
the blow!' He further testified that he immediately turned around, dropped
to the pavement in.a crouched position, as he had been taught to do, and was
attacked or kicked on the forehead and on the arm. He described the attack
as "'an eternity, but was probably about 80 seconds." He testified that he.saw
the attackers and that he could identify them, whereupon he rose and identi-
fled Oook and stated that:he was in the lead of the attackers that night. He
went on to describe what subsequently happened after the attackers left, and
the problems which :they had in getting Reeb to Birmingham.: Miller told
about going to the Boynton Insurance Agency, getting an ambulance from the
funeral home, going to Burwell. Infirmary,- proceeding out of town, proceeding
to the radio station, getting a second ambulance, getting the money, and start-
ing off for Birmingham with Dr. Dinkins following. In' answer to a question
by the prosecutr, Miller said that he had kept notes and stated that they
arrived in Birmingham at.about 11:00 p.m.

In cross-examination, Miller was asked to designate the position that he took
during the attack, and he did! this. He then agreed that he saw little, after
the attack began. He recalled that it was not dark, but that he street lights
had come on while: he swas outside smoking his cigar. He did not see the
instrument that hit Reeb, but he did reaffirm that he got a good look at the
lead man.

Miller described in great detail the ambulance trip, and it was brought out
that the injured man was not lying on his stomach, that there was no emer-
gency equipment, such as oxygen tanks and respirators used to keep the circu-
latory passages open. Miller described Reeb as being unconscious, and in
great pain. He further testified that he did nothing because he knew of
nothing to do.

The prosecutor went into great pains to inquire of Miller whether or not
the wound which Reeb suffered was a "compound, communated multiple skull
fracture." There was no objection raised by the prosecution to these questions,
but Miller said that he was not familiar with this terminology.

The prosecution did suggest that the defense describe such a wound, which
the defense did, and that the skull "would be crushed like an egg shell with
fragments of bone penetrating through the skin." With this description, Miller
asked whether or not such a condition would go unnoticed immediately after
an'injury, but Would develop as pressure increased from swelling.:

Miller further testified' that on the ambulance trip to'th'e Birmingham Hols-
pital, the stretches did not fit the ambulance and had to be kept p against
the side by him. He said that it had a tendency to roll. .

A waitress, Oulda Larson, who worked at the Slver Moodn Cafe, testified
that sbe saw Cook and the two Hoggles together' in the Caie some tihie
between 6 i80 p.m. and 8:00 p..' On cross-examination, she' was unable to
pinpoint the time, and she said that she heard nothing about the beating until
the nextdy '.' ; * - :diy.

The remainder of the day was take' tup with the qualifying of an "incoi-
petent"' witnes, kdgar W.; Stipling. The Public Safety Director of Selma,
Wilsoih Bakerio"nAd 'Peter Lrackeos, testified, as well as Dr. DeBardelebeh.

'Wilson Baker testified that he had noticed Stripling, who as a ' art-time
employeeat'the SilVer Moon' Cafe, 'shadowboxing with parking ~ eter, and,
on occasion talkingb with his coffee dcup and saucer. Mr. Baker was put on
by' the defense with the intitionh 'of giving evidence to disua alify the' Stfe's
proposed'Witness.' Stripliig had already :been sworn and bhaqd answered que
tions with respeet'to his betig able 't tell the difference btwefn truth and
fantasy; He had then been excused so that the defense could put' on some
withnem 'i

Following Wilson Baker to the stand, Peter Lackeos (who spoke with a
foreign accent and was diflcolt to understand) identified himself as the owner
of the Silver M4on Cafet and as the employer and friend f Strililf g fio a
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great many years He testified that 'Stripling had told him of fights, which
he claimed had taken place at the Cafe during his absence, and which he
knew had not taken place. - i:;

Dr. DeBardeleben was called, to the stand by the defense and: testified that
he specialized in internal medicine and that he ,was, a general practitioner in
Selma. He read: extensively from Veterans' Administration records which in-
dicated that Stripling had been in and out of Veterans':iospitals ,ona number
of occasions., Thelast time was in 1959, 'and.indicated that Stripling was a
residual schiophrenic: The doctor said that certain types of this iltlness make
it impossible for a patient to distinguish between, factand fantasy at times,
He further testified that he did not -know -Stripling and! had never examined
him, and that the only information he had was obtained from the records of
the Veterans' Administration.

At. this time it should be noted 'that the State'made no attempt. medically to
qualify this witness, nor did it object to the testimony of a general practitioner.
On the other .hand, however, When the doctor was testifying as to his quali-
fications, the State admitted that he was a qualified doctor. There is no
indication on the record as to the qualifications of the defense's expert on
mental illness. The evidence is quite, strong to the contrary, in that. the
doctor is .a general practitioner,' had. nadd no examination of the proposed
witness, arid was basing his so-called opinion testimony solely on the basis of
records, the last entry in which was made six years prior to his, testimony.
At the most, he testified that it would be difficult for the'proposed witness to
determine the difference between truth and fantasy. Alabama has a statute
which permits: a Judge to disqualify a witness if the Witness, at the time
of his testimony, does not understand the oath which is being administered.*
There certainly was no testimony that this witness did not understand the
oath at the time it was being administered.

The Judge found that the witness was disqualified and stated 'Y'I realize that
it is a serious thing to determine whether a man is competent to testify.: He might
be able to tell the truth or he might not, I do not know. But I feel It would not
be right to lay this witness before the jury in the face of his medical record and
ask them to take credence in what lie has to say.'1  .

S. THIE THIBD DAY '

The next witnessto be called by the State was Mr. R. B.,~Kelly., (Kelley was
arrested with the three defendants, but was never indicted.), , The defense ob-
ected to Kelley's testifying, and,represented to the Court that there were Federal

conspiracy charges still being considered which would, iivolve.the same matters
which this witness would be required to testify tQ, and. that,the witness had
availed himself of the Fifth Amentment privilege., The State argued thatit should
be allowed bt ask 3,elley questions anq that, .,, to those questions :which he felt
would incriminate. in, he could avail himself ,of, the' Fifth ,Amendmenrt. The
Judge wopld ngtallow 'ts and stated in ,pffeot that he could !not, imagine any
question which would not aloo be involvedin theiconspiracy case,and, therefore,
le would nqt require t;he witness tq testify. -(lbe 0tate.na 4e no effo t ?toargue
that the witness might well be; granted Iaunuilty, if he was forces to testify,

tltough ths is ,debatable point because immunity may not be effective fo fore-
stall a Federal Co prj proe4ing.) , hit is pot clear ,wlt repeot.t o Kelley i
whether he had ever given any statements beforthethebrand Jury or whether he
had otherwise waved his privilege through prior testimony. . I , .

Dr. DInklng was called by the prosecution ; and ai4d ithat, he.examined Reel?
aroun 8:30 p,m. at the B1urwell Infirmary. Hg iniial,xanationi ndpioted
.tat b suffereda lacerationand contusion of the left upp&e,: p0~he ordered
a, X-ray, taken, but it .was' not gp4d, enough to, read, I:,' r meantimebhe re
ported that the condition of the Injured man worsened and the:symptoms,showed
that he ia sud sulaed n injury ,ofa type that required, adWtional:study and
treatment,. Dr. Dnkins thereupon made arrapgeent for Reeb to enter, TJn ver
fity Hospitl i Blrminghain. He testified t1I~t there were n euro-surgeons in

elmh a. On crossexamlnat~ on, ,he testified tiat ,he ,wasnt le to determine
whether Reeb h~d a skull fracture, and there was no Idication on .hisrfst

*The Statute' reads s'"Perob6h ho have not the use 6a rados, a, liotal, lunatis disiln 6lunacy, and children wo do not understand, the. atpr of an oathb are .inoomptentvwitnessec." J
* / 2
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examination that Ithere was pressure on the brain, but that within 10 minutes
he did note pupillary reflexes which would indicate that pressure was being
exerted on the brain.

He testified that, on the trip to Birmingham, the first ambulance threw a recap,
and it became necessary to return to Selma and that they called for a second
ambulance from a radio station. While that was coining, he said that he returned
to pick up his own car.

He testified that Reeb received no treatment prior to his arrival in Birmingham,
and that there were no respirators, tubes, or oxygen used to keep the air passages
clear and that he gave no instructions to the ministers who rode with the victim.
He further 'testified that, on the trip to Birmingham, there was a 10 to 15 minute
delay while he got his ear, and that the reason for his getting his automobile was
that they were unable to get assistance from law enforcement officials. They left
Selma for Birmingham at 0:30 p.m.

(I wonder why the prosecution called Dr. Dinkins, in that he really added
nothing to the State's case. On the contrary, his testimony was not only em-
barrassing for him, but indicated that he was probably ill-equipped to handle this
type of injury.)

Dr. Dinkins was asked, on cross-examination, why he did not take the patient
to a Selma hospital, and pictures were introduced to show that the hospital in
Selma was a rather modern facility. He stated that he had never been asked to
step foot in the hospital.

Following Dr. Dinkins' testimony, the depositions of four Birmingham doctors
were introduced by the State, although they had been taken by counsel for the
defendants. The procedure which followed was for the defense counsel, Mr.
PlIcher, to read the questions, and for one of his assistants, Mr. Radford, to
read the answers.

Dr. Thomas H. Allen testified by way of deposition that he had administered
to the patient by performing a tracheotomy and assisting in surgery to relieve
the pressure on the brain. It was his opinion that Reeb died as a direct result
of the head injuries.

Dr. James Argires, the neuro-surgeon at the University Hospital, outlined
in detail the emergency operation performed. He testified that it was his opinion
that Reeb died because of irreversible brain damage, and that the severe cranial
head injury "would have led to death" in any patient.

Dr. Stanley Graham, another neuro-surgeon, testified that he had seen Reeb
in the operating room and that it was his opinion that the fact that none of the
usual procedures for dealing with vomiting were employed and the respiratory
passages were not kept clear might have contributed to Reeb's death. This
doctor also said the delay in getting Reeb to the hospital played a significant
part and that, if Reeb had arrived one hour earlier, there would have been a
greater chance of survival, and that the delay "seriously impaired" Reeb's
chances for survival.

The final deposition was that of Dr. Ernest S. Tucker, a pathologist at the
University Hospital, and it was through this deposition that 13 autopsy pictures
were introduced. The autopsy disclosed that pneumonia contributed to some
extent to the death of the patient, but that death came as a direct result of com-
plications following one or more blows to the head.

The last witness to be called that day was Dr. Robert G. Johnson, a state
toxicologist, who observed the autopsy. It was his opinion that Reeb died as a
result bf brain damage and pneumonia, both of which were direct and indirect
results of the'blow. He described the fracture resulting from the blow or blows
as severe in the sense that it was Severe compatible with life, but not severe
to the extent of what one would expect to see if a person had been :hit by a
railroad train. He further testified thht stch an injury would result in almost
certain death, if untreated. In cross-examination, he stated that, ii his opinion,
if competent continuing treatment had been given immediately, the survival rate
would be something like one outof two or one out of three.

' THE FOUBTHI DAY

At the opening of the session, the State said that it had one material witness
which it was trying to convine to come to Selma from Mississippi, Billey Ed.
wards, of Greenville Mississippi. 'Mr. Ashworth stated that he had talked with
Edwards on the telephone and that Edwards had indicated that he would come
to Selma on the first available plane. The Court recessed for 45 minutes, and
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Ashworth made another call. He said that he called the man's employer, and
that Edwards had gone to work and was making no effort to return to Selma.
Ashworth also said that Edwards had been a resident of Selma on March ninth.
(There is no indication that the prosecution had exhausted all efforts in trying
to obtain the testimony.of this witness, and there is a Federal fugitive statute
which makes it a Federal offense for a material witness to flee from the juris.
diction bf a state in order to avoid giving testimony. In any event, the subject
of this testimony is not known.)

This ended the State's case. The defense moved for a directed verdict as to
the Hoggle brothers, and the Judge denied this request.

The defense then made its opening statement, and indicated that it would show
that the defendants were not present, that there were intervening events which
caused Reeb's death, and that, in fact, the death was caused by a fourth person.
The first witness called by the defense was Selma Public Safety Director, Wilson
Baker.

Mr. Baker .testified that there was a great deal of tension in Selma on the day
of the fatal attack, but was prohibited from testifying by the Court as to what
caused the tension. The questions indicated that the defense was trying to show
that it was caused by the Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr., and the civil rights
workers who were in town. The defense attorney, in a speech after the Judge
excluded the statements, charged that the civil rights workers needed a "martyr,"
and that these groups were willing to let him die. He said, "I propose to show
(by the questions) that there was motivation on the part of other persons to
injure Rev. Reeb or willfully permit him to die . . . There wa motivation on the
part of certain civil rights groups to have a martyr . . ." Baker admitted that
his department received the first call on the assault from a nurse at Burwell In-
firmary, and placed the time around 7:50 p.m. He said that he sent patrol No.
22. He testified that he was unable to afford protection to all of the people in
town on that day. Baker further testified that he had been looking for Floyd
Grooms since that day in connection with the attack.

Following Baker, F. J. Ellison, a Selma policeman who was in Oar 22, the car
sent to the Burwell Infirmary, said that he interviewed both Miller and Olsen
at the infirmary with respect to being able to identify the individuals who at-
tacked them. They said that they were unable to identify the individuals.
On cross-examination, it was learned, however, that what the policeman meant
by identification was ability to swear out a warrant and identify the attackers
by name.

Following Ellison's testimony, General MacArthur Brown testified that he was
in the restaurant, but had not eaten there. He testified that it was approximately
7:00 p.m. when he followed three ministers out the restaurant and followed
them down Washington Street to Selma Avenue and saw nothing happen. He
did say, however, that he saw Cook standing in the doorway of his store when
he left. He placed the time around 7:00 p.m. He further testified, on cross-
examination, that he was a friend of Cook and that he did not know whether
or not the three men that he followed were the three men who were later attacked.
He testified that there were other white men in the Cafe that night, and the
three could have been others. He denied that he had told the FBI agents that
Stanley Hoggle stood and looked into the window of the Cafe while he was
inside.

The next witness was Mr. George Hanmm, a retired Baptist minister working
as a janitor in a local factory. He ,p peared to be a rather reluctant witness.
He testified that he had gone into the Silver Moon Cafe to try to make a tele-
phone call between 7 00 p.m. and 7:30p.m. When the phones were busy, he
decided to telephone from outside, on Washington Street. He placed the time of
his call at around 7:80 p.m. Hamm testified that he noticed an wasault on the
other side of Washington Street and it looked like somebody i-unn ng together.
He said:that it wasn't light and it wasn't dark. After the assault, he went into
the Coffee Pot Cafe where he saw Edgar B. Vardo':.,, who was sanding at a
counter. He was unable to identify any other individual in the Ca.'e. He was
unable to identify the attackers, as they "just flushed :ot like bird " He did
see an individual drop to his knees or all the way to the pavement.

The next witless to take the stand was Edgar B. Varddman, who stated that
he went into the Coffee Pot Cafe with O'Neal Hoggle, and that he (HogglbI was
making a telephone call when Hamm came into the Caf6 and mentioned the h:"1  I
dent. Vardaman, however, testified that he was sitting down when he spoke to I
Hamm.
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Vardaman then identified three sets of clothing which he remembered ,wre
the exact clothes which the three defendants wore that day. One was a blue
service station uniform, worn by O'Neal Boggle, another was a suit worn by
Cook, and the third was a port Jacket worn by Stanley Hoggle. Needless to
say, on cross-examination. Vardaman admitted that he wasn't sure that they
were the same clothes. He further testified that he was a business associate of
O'Neal Hoggle. (This witness is the brother of one of the jurors, and it should be
pointed out that the State should have known of the relationship prior to the
time the jury was selected, because the defense had listed their prospective wit-
nesses and had had them sequestered. Also, the witness himself probably should
have known that he was to be called because the nature of his testimony was
that of an alibi witness which means that he must have gone over it with
the defense. In any event, it is apparent that the prosecution should have moved
for a mistrial because of the relationship between the witness and the juror,
It would be difficult for a juror to disbelieve his own brother's testimony.)

Following Vardaman to the stand, the manager of the Coffee Pot Cafe, Mrs
Frances Bowden, testified that O'Neal Hoggle was there about 7:30 p.m. She
further testified that she left with Vardaman to go to supper at the Bamboo Club.

Following Mrs. Bowden's testimony, Paul Woodson, one of the owners of the
Bamboo Club, testified that he saw all of the defendants at the Club between
8:00 p.m. and 9:00 p.m. on the night of March ninth.

On cross-examination, Woodson testified that he could not remember any other
person at the Club that night, and he did not remember Mrs. Bowden and Mr.
Vardaman. Following Woodson's testimony, the other owner of the Bamboo Club
testified that he was at the bar and that the only person he recognized in the
Club that night was Cook. He did not see the other defendants, nor could he
remember the names of any other persons in the Club, even though he was
familiar with both Vardaman and Mrs. Bowden.

The next witness to testify was J. South, a bread man, testifying that he was
at Buchanan's Service Station with Charles Buchanan. He saw the ambulance
go by, hearing toward Birmingham, and decided to follow that ambulance, since
it was going in the direction of his home. The ambulance turned around, and
he followed it back to the radio station where it stopped. He said that it was
traveling at a slow rate of speed on the way back. He examined the ambulance
and found nothing wrong with it, but another ambulance came along with a
faulty signal light which he fixed. He further testified that he left the radio
station briefly to get Mr. Buchanan to have him call the police, as he felt that
something funny was going on. South testified that it was some 80 to 50
minutes before the ambulance departed, and that no one was doing anything
for the patient during that time. On cross-examination, South admitted that he
was making it his business to find out what was going on. (The implication was
that he was a trouble maker.)

Following South's testimony, Charles Buchanan, the owner of the service
.station, testified that he saw theambulance go by bis station as he was closing
up, anid that he later had a chance. to examine the ambulance at the radlo station
and found that there was nothing wrong With the tire'.'

The next witness to be called was Paul Bodiford, an auto repairman. He testi"
fled that he arrived at the Silveri Moon Cafe at about 6:30 p.m.; after observing
the rally at Brown's Chapel and the march oti Water Street. He said that he
drank beer inside the Cafe for 80 or 40 minutes and then went outside, and that
he saw nothing happen until he left at about 8:00 p.m; He testified that he was
standing outside for most of the time between 7:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.ti, except
when he went to get a bottle of wine. He said that he was standing with Floyd
Grooms, and that Grooins had been talking and 'was telling him abott"a fight
with a group of civil rights workers and of Grooms' attempt to upset a station
wagon, Bodiford said that he had not seen Grooms since. He ald that another
man, Winston Smith, was standing outside with him. With this testimony, the
defense rested its case. The time was abibit 11:20 a .m.

Before lunch the prosecution made a brief argument. Mr. Ashworth told the
jury that he expected that they would do their diity as jurors that they would
find a true verdict according to their consciences. He told the jury that he was
not "sticking up" for the civil rights workers, but that the system of justice was
on trial. He told them it wad an important caseand they must do their duty,
'as he knew they would."
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After the brief opening (about five minutes), the jury went to lunch. After
lunch, the defense argued and reviewed the evidence. The defense rested heavily
on the lack of identification implicating the two Hoggles. Very little was said
about the defendant Cook, except that he did not deliver the blow. Argument
was made concerning the injuries not being the same and that the treatment
which Rev. Reeb received was "grossly negligent."

.Following the defense's argument, the prosecution closed by pointing out that
the Judge would charge that the defendant Cook need not be identified as being
the person delivering the blow, as long as he was a member of a group, one of
which did deliver the blow.

The Judge's charge to the jury was very good, in my opinion. He charged with
respect to each and every element of manslaughter in the first and second degree
and murder in the first and second degree, and said that they could find each
and every defendant guilty of any one of these offenses. He also charged that
it was not necessary to identify the defendant who struck the blow; that it was
only necessary to find one or all of the defendants were part of a group that con-
tained an individual who struck the fatal blow. (The law of Alabama, much
like that of the Federal Government, has abolished the distinction between ac-
cessories before and after the fact, as well as principals in the first and second
degree.) The Judge continually used Cook as an example in the charge, but at
all times, he made it clear that what he was saying applied to the Hoggle
brothers, as well.

The jury returned a verdict of "not guilty" as to all defendants in 97 minutes
after they began deliberations, a most unusual occurrence.

There was no real defense offered for the defendant Cook, except that during
the day he was wearing a dark suit, as compared to what Mr. Miller and Mr.
Olsen described as a light suit. The defense's own witnesses clearly put Elmer
Cook at the scene, and the State's witnesses made him one of the attackers. The
Judge charged that this would be enough to convict. The jury took only a limited
hour and one-half to determine otherwise. In my opinion, the case involving
Cook should have taken a great deal longer to consider. This belief is bolstered
by the reported fact (although inadmissable as evidence) that Elmer Cook had
been arrested 25 times and charged with assault and battery on 17 occasions.

THE REEB MURDER TRIAL IN SELMA

SThe acquittal of the three defendants in the trial relating to the murder of our
colleague, the Rev. Mr. James J. Reeb, was held in Selma early in December.
Rev. Orloff Miller and Rev. Clark Olsen, who were with Reeb on the night of the
fatal attack, were witnesses. Also present in the courtroom was Daniel B. Bick-
ford, special counsel to the Unitarian Universalist Association and a Boston at-
-torney, and the Rev. Mr. Walter Royal Jones, chairman of the Unitarian Unl-
versalist Commission on Religion and Race. The presence of all four was made
possible through grants from the Unitarian Universalist Freedom Fund.

The day after the verdict was announced, a press conference was held at 25
Beacon Street involving, Dr. Dana McLean Greeley and Mr. Bickford. Their
prepared -statements are given below. The Commission on Religion and Race
is making available longer statements by Mr. Bickford and by Mr. Jones and
these may be obtained gratis from the Commission at 25 Beacon Street, Boston,
MA02108.

One method of protesting. the acquittal of the men accused of James Reeb's
murder, is to work for new federal legislation to strengthen the judicial process
in the South. The Board of Trustees of the Unitarian Universalist Association
adopted a resolution on protection against racial assault in their meeting on
October 12, 1965. The Washington Office of the denomination is now working
closely with the Leadership Confereice on Civil Rights. for the enactment of
such legislation early in the next session of Congress. Further information will
be available in the SR Newsletter.-H.A.J.

\ DB DA*A M'LEAN GREELEY'S BTA1EMENT

The martyrdom of Jami J. Reeb is of deep and Imimasurable concern to our
denomination and, of course, to the entire nation. I foiid people this i'st sum-
mer in South Vietnam, in Europe, and bven in Eastern Europe identifying James
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Reeb with the best in our American democratic heritage. Therefore.I fear what
will be the worldwide reaction to this failure of justice in Selma yesterday.

We are dismayed to learn that the trial of the men accused of murdering the
Rev. James Reeb and injuring two of our other ministers, the Rev. Orloff W.
Miller and the Rev. Clark B. Olsen, has ended with what seems to be much less
than justice.

Of course, revenge is not what anyone seeks. Jim Reeb is dead, and his minis-
try and life are now part of history.

On the other hand, rapid acquittal by the Selma, Ala., jury suggests that there
is little protection under Southern justice from the violence perpetrated upon
members of minority groups and upon persons trying to assist those minority
groups to secure their legitimate rights.

This is one of the great unresolved problems involving civil rights in this coun-
try, and it is extremely disappointing to me that once again it appears that a
Southern jury has refused to come to grips with this problem.

The rapid acquittal suggests that the jury did not take seriously the testimony
of our two ministers who survived the attack last March ninth. It seems clear
to us upon reading the testimony that one of the defendants should have been
found guilty after being definitely identified.

All Americans should be aroused by the Selma acquittals, which leave un-
resolved the murder of James Reeb. Those guilty of the bombings, the beatings,
the killings, and the snipings in the dark cannot remain unconfronted. The
violence has to be checked.

We feel that the state of Alabama did not press hard enough for conviction of
these men, but we understand that the Department of Justice has this case undei
consideration and intends to present evidence to the Federal Grand Jury.

We earnestly hope for the democratic accomplishment of justice in this and all
comparable situations and urge again such federal legislation as in the future
will strengthen the judicial process.

Our special counsel, Mr. Daniel B. Bickford, of Ely, Bartlett, Brown and Proc-
tor and former U.S. Attorney, who observed the conduct of the trial, will discus
this trial in greater detail.

MR. DANIEL B. BICKFORD'S STATEMENT

The following questions arise from observing the trial of the defendants in the
so-called Reeb murder trial.

Having in mind that the ircuit' Solicitor or prosecutor, Blanchard McLeod, had
told newsmen in an interview prior to the trial that "I don't have a very strong
case," the question must he asked as to what efforts the Solicitor employed to ob-
tain witnesses to this fatal attack. One witness described as a "material witness"
did not appear, apparently having moved to Misissippi. Another apparent wit-
ness to the fatal attack was disqualified by the Judge as mentally incompetent,
without any indication what the testimony was on the basis of a Selma physician's
testimony from a reading of the man's medical records, the last entry being made
In 1959. No effort was made by the Solicitor to qualify this witness. This would
not have been difficult in view.of the fact that the witness had testified that he'
understood the oath and he knew the difference between truth and fantasy. His
credibility may have been questioned, but should not his testimony have been
heard? .

Another question must be asked regarding the impaneling of a juro who was
a brother of one of the defenders' key witnesses. The witness was known to be
a defense witness prior to the impaneling of the jury. Should not the relation-
ship of the juror to the prospective witness have been brought to the attention
of the court either by the defendant's counsel or by the juror himself? Should
not the Solicitor have moved for a mis-tial when he heard of the relationship,
after the testimony of the witness?

The question of the propriety of the Sherift appearing in the Jury room during
the deliberation and vote is a question which must be resolved.

The most difficult problei facing the Solicitor in this case was the empaneling
of a 'jury ivbich wo'ld receive the evidence in a murder trial Involving a civil
fights worker. The Solicitor did propound one question to the prospective jurors

regarding their prejudice to ear thee.videncfe. IHowever, the question was pro-
pounded to the jury as a group. Although three jurors did irepond that it would
Effect their deliberations, the other jurors stood mute." The -ourt determined,
and the oliiltor accepted, the findings that silence was tantamount to a negative
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answer. The question now should be asked as to whether a juror should have
been asked to volunteer that he was prejudiced or whether the Solicitor should
have examined each juror individually with respect to each juror's prejudices in
respect to civil rights workers?

PROTECTION AGAINST RACIAL ASSAULT

Whereas, enactment of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and of the Voting Rights
.Act of 1965 has made possible great advances toward equality of rights and
opportunity for all Americans In the areas of education, public accommodations
and facilities, employment, Federal-aid programs, and the exercise of the
franchise; and

Whereas, the full and free exercise of these new rights and opportunities is
dependent on the safety of the individual from intimidation, coercion, and bodily
harms, or threats of bodily harm; and
* Whereas, many brave men and women, including ministers of this free faith,

working to secure these rights and opportunities for themselves and their fellow
men, have suffered bodily harm and even death In the effort; and

Whereas, the Board of Trustees of the Unitarian Universalist Assoclation is
mindful of its responsibillity to those of its own ministers and laymen who are
risking their lves in the cause of racial justice and brotherhood, and is mindful
of its concern for the safety and well-being of all those engaged In the movement
for equal rights f nd opportunities;
* Be it therefore resolved that the Board of Trustees of the Unitarian Uni-
versalist Assoation urges the Justice Department to press with renewed vigor
the prosecution under existing law, of those guilty of the beatings, the shootings,
the bombings and the killings; and

Further resolves that the Board of Trustees of the Unitarian Universalist
Association urges the President to recommend and the Congress to enact new
Federal legislation at the earliest moment to protect the security of the individual
from assault or threatened assault upon his person or property, where that assault
has a racial purpose or effect; and to provide civil damages for the victim of
such assault.

Adopted October 12,1965.

(From the New York Times, Dec. 14, 1965]

MURDER UNPUNISHED

'The name of the Rev. James J. Reeb can now be added to a sad, strange honor
roll. Other names on that roll 7ead: Andrew Goodman, Michael Shwerner,
James Chaney, Mrs. Viola Lluzzo, Medgar Evers, Jimmy Lee Jackson and Jona-
than Daniels. Negro and white, cleric and layman, man and woman, they share
the common fate that they died in the South for their civil rights convictions-
and that their murders go unpunished.

The trial of the three men accused of Mr. Reeb's murder that ended the other
day in an acquittal in Selma, Ala., was not an isolated event. It featured testi-
mony by two eyewitnesses positively identifying one of the defendants as the
leader of the gang that attacked the dead man. But their words carried no
weight with a local jury apparently determined not to convict. Two months ago
another jury in Haynesvllle, Ala., ignored equally compelling evidence in the
murder of Jonathan Daniels, a New Hamlshire seminarian.

Such verdicts have to be "expected from time to time. They are.the price
you have to pay for the jury system." That was the comment" of Attorney
General Nicholas Krtzenbach after the Hayneville fiasco, It seemed an Inade-
quate response to the problem then,; It is even more defective now.

The need is clear--as we have hoted here before-for a law making it a Fed-
eral crime to commit an act of violence or to threaten violence with racial pur-
pose or effect against any person. T.he United States Commission on Civil,
Rights recommended such a law last month; bills to this effect have been
introduced in Congress by embers oft both parties but have not been acted
upon because of JustceD department pppostion. j / /

One reason for that opposition, is the reluctance of he Federal Burau of
Investigation to become, in effect, a local police agency trying to: solve local
murders. The F.iB.Is concern is understandable but exaggerated. The violence

/ /
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in the South is not likely to persist. It is the last spasm of a dying social
order founded upon racial inequality and intimidation. If the Federal Govern-
ment makes it plain that it will not permit lvblence to go unpunished, these
murders will dwindle, for the men who commit them are as cowardly as they re
despicable.

The fact that, the three men who were accused of the murder of Mrs. Liuzzo
and acquitted in a state court were subsequently convicted in a Federal court
of conspiracy to deprive the dead woman of her clyll rights is not a sufficient
answer to the problem. A conspiracy statute is an awkward device with which
to prosecute a capital offense, and the penalties possible under it are incom-
mensurate with the gravity of the crime. A Federal law facing up to the full
range and seriousness of these crimes is necessary. Murder can no longer go
unpunished.

(From the Boston Globe, Pec. 11, 1965]

WHAT COULD WE EXPECT?

The trial of three men in Selma, Ala., for the murder of the Rev. James J.
Reeb of Boston has ended with the acquittal of all three. The jury's verdict
was what had been expected.

Fifteen white spectators in the courtroom applauded, and 100 Negroes groaned.
This is not to say that the verdict was not necessarily in accordance with

what evidence was presented. Perhaps it was. But when the defense counsel
called it "a tribute to the Jury system," he should have said, "Southern jury
system," which allows the brother of a witness to be a juror.'

The Reeb case, in any event, is not ended any more than the quest for justice.
is. Other recent cases in the South have shown that the Federal Government
can invoke the new Civil Rights Act against acquitted defendants. It should
do so now.
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Keverend JONES. One of these observers was Mr. Daniel B. Bick-
ford, a former prosecuting attorney in the Boston area, and special
counsel forthe Unitaiian Uriiversalist Association. I was the other.

I would like to take up each title of the bill, in order, and comment
on each.

TITLES I AND I.-FEDERAL AND STATE JURIES

. Weiare in general accord with the provisions of titles I and II re-
lating to insuring fair representation of a cross section of the com-
munity on grand and petit juries in Federal and State jurisdictions.
However, we wonder if too much reliance is placed on the defendants
or litigants to initiate action on discrimination in selection of jurors.

We suggest consideration be given .an.iautomatic triggering device
similar to that enacted in the Voting Rights Act of 1965 where, as you
know, Federal examiners, or registrars, are authorized to be sent
into any State where that State's voter registration or total vote in
the 1964 presidential election was less than 50 percent of the voting-
age population,, This haA proven to be a most effective way of getting
the desired.goal achieved, as witness the registration of thousands of
new Negro voters in the Deep South.

Federal action to inspire repsentative juries should be triggered
upon a fiidiig that, ovr a certain period of time, the jury selection
failed to adequately reflect a cross section of the population of the
district.

An acceptable formula is found in the Douglas-Case bill; S. 2923
providing Federal action "whenever it is shown that over a period of
two years the ratio which the number of persons of any race or color
within the county or other political subdivision bears o the total
population of said county or other political subdivision exceeds by
one-third or more the ratio which the number of persons of that race
or color serving on grand and petitjuries bears to the total number of
persons serving on such juries, oi the ratio which the number of per-
sons of that race or color registeredto vote bears to te total number
of persons registered to vote * * *"L

TITLE m.-NNDISCnRMINATION IN PUBLIC EDUCATION AND OTHER
PUBfLIC FACILITIES

We are delighted that the administration is providing better enforce-
ment tools for 'Schievini desegregation of public schools and public
facilities by giving thp,Attorney General pb'er to iistituitO civil,
actions in these cases, It was, placing too, heavy a buren on

I
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individual persons, subject to extreme community pressures and iiiim-
idation, to take the initiative by written complaint as provided in the
1964 act. And it was a needless timewaster to require the Attorfiey
General to sue only if he determines that the aggrieved person or other
interested groups are unable to afford the burden of htigation thei-
selves.

Adoption of title lI should speed up the process of desegregatioii of
the public schools and other public facilities.. It is now 12 years since
the Brown decision and, according to the U.S. Office of Education, only
7.5 percent of the Negro students in the 11 States of the Deep South
are enrolled in school this year with white pupils. This is still token-
ism and unfair to a generation of children.

TITLE IV.-PREVENTION OF DISCRIMINATION IN THE SALE OR RENTAL OF

HOUSING

President Johnson has thrown down a challenge to all of us to
break the vicious circle of discrimination and segregation by attacking
head on the problem of the ghettoizing of the Negro and other mi-
nority groups. This is a problem of increasing severity in our northern
cities and metropolitan areas.

The Negro, the Puerto Rican, the Mexican-American has not, gen-
erally, been able to participate in the great post-World War II move
to the suburbs of his white brother. The move outward from the core
city, with its decaying slums and drab neighborhoods into the suburbs
with their new homes and with new well-equipped and staffed schools
to serve their children, has meant a liberation for many millions of
our people. The members of minority groups have not shared in
this liberation and instead have been kept confined to the least de-
sirable neighborhoods by a "white noose" around the core cities.

If I may depart from my text for a moment I would like to cite
a little personal experience here because in my local community I
serve as the chairman of the real estate subcommittee on the fair hous-
ing committee in Charlottesville and Albemarle. For the past year we
have been trying to find homes for Negro families outside of the
ghetto area. These families range in economic status from a postal
employee at one end of the scale to an executive of the Department of
Health Education, and Welfare at the other. These persons by any
fair standards would make good neighbors in any community. And
yet we have been rebuffed place after place, not only by private own-
ers but by realtors.

I may say also that the persons coming to us for relief or help ih
this respect have in many cases long since exhausted all efforts to obtain
housing through the realtors in the community. It is not that all
realtors are unsympathetic. Several of them are ,sympathetic. But
under the present circumstances they are unable economically to take
the risk even of showing houses to these persons, although they are
personally qualified as neighborisby any other standard.

I think that the passage of a law of this kind would remove the
onus froni these willing:realtors, and open the door fo t freer mvye-
merit out of the ghetto kr o the suburbs where they, would be perfectly
good neighbors by any normal itaiidards. ,
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.We are impressed with,the broad coverage of this title and. we think
it extremely important that the Congress make manifest, as in section
401, that:

It is the policy of the United States to prevent, and the right of every person
to be protected against, discrimination on account of race, color, religion, or na-
tional origin in the purchase, rental, lease, financing, use and occupancy of
housing throughout the nation.

We are disappointed that the President did not see fit to do by
executive means what he is now asking by legislative means. We
would rather have had him extend President Kennedy's Executive
Order No. 11063 on Equal Opportunity in Housing to include all
mortgage loans made by financing institutions which are regulated
or supervised by the Federal Government and to broaden coverage of
the order to include all federally assisted housing, not just that built
after November 20, 19762.

Also, we feel the housing title may have the same defect which is
found in the equal employment opportunity title of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964; namely, that reliance for enforcement is placed on the
courts and no administrative remedy is possible. This title would be
greatly strengthened if an administrative agency-a commission on
equal opportunity in housing, for example-were empowered to issue
cease and desist orders when it finds cases of discrimination in hous-
in. Of course, to safeguard rights of all parties, judicial review of
a inistrative actions should be provided.

TritE V,-f-INTERFERNO WITH RIGHTS

SThis title is, perhaps, the most urgently needed civil rights reform
at this time.

Tragically, as the advances in civil rights and equality under the
law have been made, certain persons, feeling they can no longer pre-
serve the old ways of segregation and subjugation by legal means,
have resorted to terror and violence. The night rider and the bomber
and sniper have made their reappearance in American life.

Striking in the nighttime on a lonely road, or even in broad daylight
on a peaceful Sunday morning, these terrorists have sought to cow
the Negro into acceptance of the second-class station in life which has
been his for so long. And the white person who tries to aid the Negro
in his cause finds that he, too, is in danger of life and limb from these
same cowardly terrorist elements.

The list of the victims of terror is long and it is interracial-the four
little Sunday school girls in Birrmingham-Addie Mae Collins, Denise
McNair, Carol 'Robertson, Cynthiw Diane Wesley; the three civil
rights workers, two white, one Negro, killed in Philadelphia,'Miss.-
Michael Schwerner, Andrew Goodman and James Chaney; Medgar
Evers, shot and killed in front of his Jackson, Miss., home; Leihuel
Penn, gunned down on a Georgia highway, and last. spring, 'i fast
succession Jimmie Lee Jackson, fatallyWounded by police in' Marion,
Ala., the Reverend, James Reeb mortally clubbed in the streets of
Selma, and Mro. Viola Greeg Liuzzo, shot to death on Highway 50
following the Selma-Mntgomery marchh; and lat 'summer the Rev-
erend Jonathan Daniels'shot asid killed by deputy sheriff in Hayne-
ville, Ala.

-/ / . i
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Many more killings, physical assaults, and bombings could be listed.
Most of these crimes are unsolved, and the killers and assailants have
gone unpunished. It goes without saying that much of the violence
has taken place because the perpetrators thought they could commit
these crimes with impunity-they knew that southern white; juries
would acquit regardless of evidence and they knew there is no Fedeial
crime for murder, and penalties under the old Reconstruction statutes
are light.

Some 93 deaths attributable to race or civil rights activity have beei
documented by the Southern Regional Council from May 1957 to
September 1965. Birmingham has had at least 29 bombings since
1957. Some 35 churches were burned and 31 homes and other:build-
ings bombed or burned in Mississippi in a 4-month period of 1964.,
SThis terror hit home to those of us of the Unitarian Universalist

movement in the past year. James J. Reeb, a dedicated young man,
a member of our Commission on Religion and Race, who worked hard
in this city and in Boston to help the poor and defenseless and to bring
the races together, was one of our ministers.

Donald A. Thompson, minister of our church in Jackson, Miss,,
active in the Mississippi Council on Human Relations, was struck
'down in a shotgun ambush last summer within a few days of the Jon-
athan Daniels slaying. Luckily, Mr, Thompson survived this un-
solved shooting.:

And, of course, we are all very well aware of the recent shooting of
Mr. James Meredith.

Title V will do much to strengthen the defects found in both sections
241 and 242 of the U.S. Criminal Code, in that it specifies the rights
protected by the Constitution and the 14th amendment.

Furthermore, it makes violations of these rights punishable by
penalties that fit the crime. Whereas, sections 241 and :42 carry
maximum sentences of 10 years and 1 year, respectively, this new title
will carry a maximum sentence of life imprisonment for taking a life.

Here again I would like to make a parenthetical comment.
As a longtime opponent of capital punishment, I am very happy

that this was made the supreme punishment for taking a life. It is
my belief that State laws which prescribe capital punishment for these
crimes actually work against the bringing in of verdicts against white
persons accused of killing other persons in racial strife.

I am sure-I cannot prove this, I feel this-that in the case of the
accused slayers of James Reeb, this was a factor in the background
of the jury's mind. There were other factors there which played a
part in arriving at their verdict.

Again, I can only speak of my own opinion. I felt that the court
tried very hard to execute the law justly, but there' were some odd
things. Although there were numerous Negroes in the original panel,
nbne of them appeared on the final jury. One of the jurists turomne
out to be a brother of the defense star witness, and there were other
peculiarities. .

The whole climate of Selma argued against bringing in a verdict
even if the evidence had been strong, which I must admit as a laaytan
itedid not seem to me t ever, strong, altho6igi I felt (again as a
laymain) that the positive identification of one of the assailants had
never been successfully shaken m

i18
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To introduce the Federal power and the Federal authority into this
area by making a crime such as that committed against James Reeb a
Federal crime in addition to being a State crime would bring the
resources of the Federal agencies of investigation to the process of
acquiring evidence and presenting the cast. It would have brought a
different jury to be paneled with respect to it. I think there might
very well have been a different verdict under those circumstances.

But I am advised by Mr. John Doar of the Justice Department that
it is not anticipated at this time that a case against these particular
defendants will be brought by the Federal Government, partly be-
cause the crime does not technically come under the 1870 statute. It
was not committed under the color of law although it was committed
in a climate which had been covered in part by a Federal injunction.
Nevertheless, these technicalities impede what seems to me to be a
carrying out of justice in this case.

Coupled with the jury reforms in this bill, these new penalties ought
to serve as strong deterrent to the terrorists, and go far toward pro-
tecting the rights of Negroes, workers for civil rights, and peaceful
demonstrators.

We would ask, additionally, that there ought to be provision made
for civil indemnification of the victims or survivors of victims of racial
,assault. Insofar as it is proved in proper hearings that the injury or
death resulted in whole or in part from action taken under color of
'law, the political subdivision and/or the State under whose authority
such action was taken should be held liable along with the person or
persons committing the act of assault.

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY

We believe an additional title ought to be created in this bill, to cor-
rect deficiencies in title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, dealing
with equal employment opportunity.

As mentioned earlier, one of the great defects in the employment
title of the 1964 act was that jt did not provide the administrative
agency, in this case the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission,
the power to issue cease-and-desist orders upon making a finding of an
unfair employment practice. Instead, the 1964 law, on the one hand,
relies heavily on medication and conciliation (certainly important
first steps) and, on the other hand, upon bringing suits into court as
a last resort. ' . , *

iThe Commission 'should have administrative enforcement powers
as other Federal regulatory agenfcies..and as already exist in 27 State
fair employment agencies. '

Also, it would be: desirable for the equal employment opportunity
title to cover public employees on State, county, and municipal levels.
Federal employees are covered presently by Executive order but the
administration of justice in many parts of our lahd is distorted by
white officials and personnel in State and'county courthouses andpolice
forces.

We therefore\recomm#nd that a new title VI incorporate tlheiexcel-
lent provisions of H.R. 10065 (Hawkins bill) whiph passed thq Hbuse
'on April 27 by overwhelming vote. andl that: these prbvisons be
amended to cover State and local public eihployees.

S" / / / '
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I think President Johnson expressed it well in summing up his civil
rights message to Congress of April 28 when he said:

We are engaged in a great adventure-as great as that of the last century,
when our fathers marched to the. western frontier. Our frontier today is of
human beings, not of land.

If we are able to open that frontier, to free each child to become the best that
is in him to become, our reward- both spiritual and material-will exceed any
that we gained a century ago through territorial expansion.

The Unitarian Universalist Association strongly supports the Civil
Rights Act of 1966 with strengthening amendments, and urges this
committee and the Congress to speedily enact it into law.

We thank you very much.
Senator JAVITS. Thank you very much, Reverend Jones.
The consensus on racial justice which you have attached to your

statement will be made a part of the record without objection.
(The document referred to follows:)

UNITARIAN. UNIVERSALIST STATEMENT OF CONSENSUS ON RACIAL JUSTICE

Inasmuch as one of the purposes and objectives of the Unitarian Universalist
Association, as stated in Article II, Section 2 of the Constitution, is "To affirm,
defend and promote the supreme worth of every human personality, the dignity
of man, and the use of the democratic method in human relationships"; and

Inasmuch as the General Assembly of the Unitarian Uniyersalist Association
of 1962 affirmed that segregation and discrimination, wherever practiced, con-
tinue to be a matter of major national and international concern and reflect atti-
tudes contrary to moral, religious and ethical commitments;

Unitarian Universalists pledge themselves to:
Work to eliminate all vestiges of discrimination and segregation in their

churches and fellowships and to encourage the integration of congregations and
of the Unitarian Universalist ministry, and

Work for integration in all phases of life in the community.

SEGREGATION AND DISCRIMINATION

The 1962 General Assembly's resolution also continues "Such discrimination
is economically wasteful and psychologically destructive to members both of
majority and minority groups. The treatment of a large part of our population
as second-class citizens and the indignities to which they are subjected destroy
confidence in the moral leadership of the United States.

In spite of the passage of Civil Rights Acts in 19i7 and 1960, the comprehen-
sive Civil Rights Acts of 1964, and the Voting Rights Act of 1965, inequalities
of treatment and opportunity continue to exist in American society. While
these inequalities affect members of all minority groups, attention has been
focussed on the special problems of the Negro minority in the United States.
Negro citizens and other persons engaged in the civil rights movement find
themselves at the mercy of individuals who hope to prevent progress toward
full equality 'of the races by resorting to physical violence and acts of terror-
ism, and the yictitm are often denied justice when they face all-white courts
and juries.

A double standard of justicee exists in somle communities and states. All-
white police forces, court officials, judges and juries, and segregated courtrooms
and jails have operated to deprive minority group persons of the equal protec-
tion of the laws In violation of the United 'States Constitution. In everyday
terms this means, at the least, harrassment and discourtesy from law officers
and, at the most, summary trials without adequate counsel, and severe and
unreasonable sentences or fines meted out, especially where the offense may 1
committed against a white man. Conversely, whites accused of crime of vio-
lence against minority group persons or civil rights workers of any race, are
acquitted by prejudiced jurels or otherwise treated leniently, pecially in the
Soutb.
:Members o' the minority races nid ethnic groups find much public school

education still segregated in defiance of the landmark 191 4 itpremeCourt. deci
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sion, They find doors to fair employment opportunities still closed in many
places, face uneven compliance with the public accommodations part of the 1964
Oivil Rights Act, and see authorities in some places closing rather than opening
public facilities to all groups.

Probably the most difficult hurdle, aside from jobs and education, continues
to be housing where the Northern Negro especially finds himself confined to the
decaying neighborhoods of the central city and the avenues of escape to the
white suburbs effectively blocked by restrictive real estate practices. The Fed.
eral Government, though possessing the power under the Olvil Rights Act of
194 to cut off the flow of Federal funds to programs and activities in the states
which are administered in a discriminatory manner, has not chosen to exercise
this power to any significant extent.

A whole private area of American life, including club associations, fraternal
memberships, and, shamefully, church membership, remains almost totally seg-
regated. Several states maintain laws forbidding racial intermarriage, thus
arbitrarily interfering in the most sacred of human relationships.

Much remains to be done to implement the concern of Unitarian Universalists
for the supreme worth of every human personality and the dignity of man.

RACIAL VIOLENCE AND THE ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE

The rise of violence in the political and social conflicts of American life en-
dangers freedom of speech and assembly essential to democratic society. These
freedoms and, in general, life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness are, and
have been, Federal rights of all citizens since the founding of the Republic. To
secure these freedoms, the President should appoint a commission to investi-
gate the collapse of law in such acts of terrorism and make remedial recom-
mendations wherever constitutional rights are denied. The local police should
invite the assistance of the FBI in cases of terrorism.

The' Justice Department should press with renewed vigor the prosecution
under existing law of those guilty of the beatings, the shootings, the bombings
and the killings. The President is urged to recommend and the Congress to
enact new Federal legislation at the earliest moment to protect the security of
the individual from assault or threatened assault upon his person or property,
where that assault has a racial purpose or' effect, and to provide civil damages
for the victim of such assault.

State and local officials are urged to curb police brutality, to institute human
relations programs in local and state police departments, and to end the use of
unwarranted curfews wherever they exist. Support is also urged for Federal
legislation to protect individuals against unreasonable use of force by law en-
forcement officers and to make such law enforcement officers and their civilian
superiors liable for civil damage suits.for unnecessary and unreasonable use of
force resulting in physical injury. Enforcement officers formally charged with
unlawful violation of the rights of persons should be suspended from their duties
pending trial. Local civilian review boards to hear complaints of police bru-
tality should be established.

The Department of Justice should enforce existing laws such as the 1875
statute making jury discrimination punishable by fine of up to $5,000, and seek
new legislation making for a uniform system of choosing jurors which will fairly
reflect the racial composition of the ouft's, jurisdiction. Also, legislation for-
bidding discrimination in appointment Y court officers and police s needed. ..

The Justice Department and Federal Birea of Investigation should, make
on-the-spot arrests where constitutional rights are being violated by local law.
enforcement officers or other persons, aq t ey.are empowered to do.upder exist-
ing 'law. -

The President of the United tates should appoint men to the, Federal judici-
ary who are free of racial prejudice and who do not owe their political careers
to the system of white supremacy. . ,

Other needed reforms to assure equal protection of the law include supportfor.
public defenders forthe Indigent, installment paying of flies, and lipite on ex-7
cessive ball. . . . , ; , ** n z

-FD FBANOBXSE,

The right to vote I eleme.tl itin or American siety. effortt y the Federal
Government to implement the provisions of the Voting Rights Act of 1965 should
be supported so that all'obstacles to the right t vote 'iay be removed 'h local-
ities where' tbeystill exist.

" / . / ." ;
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The efforts of private citizens in voter-registration campaigns should be sup-
ported and the Department of Justice should be vigilant to extend the protection
of the law to these workers so that intimidation of any kind will not delAy,
hamper, impede, or pervert the exercise of the franchise.

Federal voting examiners should be used in every county in which dibcrimina-
tion still exists. Federal authorities should also observe voting subsequent to
registration to make sure that once registered, persons are not prevented by any
device from voting, and that their votes, once cast, shall be accurately tallied.

EDUCATION

Denial of equal opportunities for education on account of race or color
continues to be widespread though several years have intervened since the
historic Supreme Court declaration of 1954 that the United States Constitution
forbids it. Such disregard for the supreme law of the land presents a moral
crisis no less than that resulting from the violation of the human rights in-
volved. Public schools should be promptly integrated at all levels.

Since passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, it is no longer necessary for the
Executive Branch to rely on the Federal Courts for implementation. Therefore,
the Office of Education should move' speedily to require desegregation and
integration of the nation's public schools, North and South, and to use the
powers granted under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to withhold
Federal-aid funds from school districts which continue to segregate white from
minority group pupils. "Freedom of choice" plans achieve only token inte-
gration and leave minority group parents who exercise "free choice" exposed,
in many localities, to intimidation qtnd reprisals.

De facto segregation of schools is an unconscionable and harmful as formal
segregation is unconstitutional Citizens and government on all levels should
work to correct discriminatory racial Imbalance and improve the quality of
education in the public schools.

We urge adequate preparation of teachers in the field of human relations so
that they may give meaningful instruction in human relations and we encourage
federal and state authorities to work towards that end.

Preschool education for socially disadvantaged and culturally deprived chil-
dren should be a necessary preparation for school integration.

HOUSING

Comprehensive open-occupancy legislation should be enacted at all levels
and such legislation should embody firm and unambiguous enforcement pro-
cedures. The President of the United States should be encouraged to extend
the President's Executive Order No. 11063 on Equal Opportunity in Housing to
include all mortgage loans made by financing institutions which are regulated
or supervised by the Federal Government and that the Order cover federally-
assisted housing, not just that built after November 20, 1902; and that more
adequate funds be appropriated for the vigorous enforcement of the Executive
Order.

Furthermore, members of our churches and fellowships should support such
legislation at the state and municipal levels. In order to make such legislation
effective, individual Unitarian Uhiversalists should introduce into every phase
of the acquisition, purchase, building, financing, and occupancy of real pioperti"
the banning of discrimination due to race, religion, or nationality. Legislation
should be encouraged, consistent with the objectives of open occupancy, to curb
panic selling or blockbusting*

Our churches and fellowships and individual members should undertake active
efforts with others in their own communities for the integration of their own
neighborhoods and our members should scrutinize off-campus or sorority and
fraternity housing in colleges and universities as it affects minority, students
or foreign students and other students and,seek to eliminate discriiilnation .

Our .chitrches and fellowships should call upon their individual members to
make all housing, urban and suburban, new or old, which they control as owners,
dealers, brokers, builders, or mortgagors, available to any qualified person, With-
out regard t. race, color, creef, of national olg t; and should call tipon all real
estate dealers, brokers, aid morgagors, to do tli same. Educational programs
and other activities should be encouraged t, promote equality of opportunity I_
housing.
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Churches and fellowships should take the initiative in their communities to use
funds provided in Section 221(d)(3) of the Federal Housing Act. This enables
non profit groups, including churches and fellowships, either to build low-cost
housing open to all groups or to renovate slum dwellings.

There is promise in the proposal of some urban authorities to slow down the
building of mass low-cost public housing in or adjacent to racial ghettoes, thus
reinforcing patterns of de facto segregation, and instead to scatter new low-cost
housing in upper and middle-income white residential areas, thus integrating
both neighborhoods and schools. To be commended also is the new federal pro-
gram to subsidize the purchase and rental of a percentage of publicly subsidized
middle-income housing for low-income families. Plans for the renewal of pres-
ent ghetto areas should ultimately include provision for their integration. Uni-
tarian Universalists should be involved in helping to win acceptance and support
of such programs.

EMPLOYMENT

Discrimnathut in employment stifles individual initiative and wastes valuable
human resources. Government at all levels should enact strong legislation to
assure equal opportunity in employment in the conditions of labor and in hiring
and firing procedures and in training and apprenticeship programs. Compensa-
tion should be nondiscriminatory. No person should be discriminated against
on the basis of race, religion, national origin, or sex.

The Federal Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, activated in July
1905, should be given the power to issue cease and desist orders against employers
who practice job discrimination. In the meantime, the Department of Justice
should move to use its power under the Civil Rights Act of !964 of filing suits to
secure equal opportunity, where it finds a pattern or practice of discrimination.
The Department of Defense and other government agencies should be urged to
use, whenever necessary, the powers granted under Title VI of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964, to bar bidding on contracts, or otherwise withhold funds, from those
who practice racial discrimination in employment.

Unitarian Universalists as employers, should practice equality of opportunity,
both in private enterprise and in public positions they may hold; and churches
and fellowships are encouraged to hire members of minority races or nationalities
in their institutions.

PUBLIC ACCOMMODATIONS AND FACILITIES

Freedom of access to places of public accommodation and public facilities is an
essential condition to fulfillment of the ideal of human dignity. The individual
must be free to seek food, drink, and lodging, to enjoy equal access to the market-
place, and to find recreation and nourishment.

Members of Unitarian Universalist churches are urged to use their personal
influence in their local communities to secure service without discrimination in
all places of public accommodation.

Progress has been made since the first student sit-ins of 1960 and since passage
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, in generally opening to all races, hotels, motels,
restaurants and lunch counters, public libraries, museums, hospitals, parks, sports
arenas, and theatres. However, In the 1964, Act, retail businesses, as such, are
exempt from coverage, unless they haveeating facilities, and clothing stores and
barbershops are exempt unless they are ppft of a hotel facility. Spectator sports
are covered, but consumer sports such as bowling lanes, swimming pools, tennis
courts, golf courses, and golf ranges, privaely owned but open to the public for
profit, are also not covered. Legislation should be enacted at all levels o0 govern-
ment to correct these weaknesses in the federal law.

FEDERAL-AID PROGRAMS

The Federal Government, which (has been moving steadily' forward in advanc-
Ipg the rights of its citizens,, thrc th a series df legislative acts and court deci-
sions; should rot continue to subsidize segregation and discrimination through its
Federal-aid programs.

A powerful weapon for eforement of.civil rights is Title VI of the Ci0il
Rights Act of 1064 which prohibits discriitiatio in all Federally-assisted pro-
grams. This section should be Used less timidly and sparingly. Unnecessary
delays in compliance are countenanced by the regulations issued by a lumber;
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of departments and agencies. This part of the Civil Rights Act should be
revitalized.

The use of Executive Orders to direct all federal agencies to administer federal
programs without discrimination should be extended; the Federal Government
should withhold the expenditure of federal funds from such state or local pro-
grams and agencies which discriminate against persons on the basis of race or
religion in the granting or disbursement of their facilities, property, finances, or
services,

Federal hospital and nursing home construction funds provided under the
Hill-Burton Act should be withdrawn from institutions that practice discrimina-
tion against minority group persons.

DEMONSTRATIONS AND CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE

The people have the constitutional right peacefully to assembly to petition for
redress of grievances. Every protection of the law should be extended to secure
this right for civil rights demonstrators and to protect them against individual,
mob, or police violence. Injunctive power should 'be granted to the Attorney
General to protect the constitutional rights of petition and assembly.

Individuals should be defended in their right to engage in nonviolent demon-
strations and should be supported in the exericse of their moral choice to engage
in responsible civil disobedience for greater racial justice.

INTERRACIAL MARRIAGE AND ADOPTION

Marriage between two persons is a sacred human institution. Persons who
enter into the marriage bond should be able to do so with complete freedom of
choice, since the choice of a marriage partner is a personal, not a public, decision.
All laws which prohibit, inhibit or hamper marriage or cohabitation between
persons because of different races, religions, or national origins should be
nullified or repealed.

Adoption agencies are evidencing a more open attitude regarding the adoption
of children of races other than that of the adoptive parents. This new attitude is
commendable, especially in view of the pressing need of adoptive homes for
children of mixed or minority races.

PERSONAL ASSOCIATIONS

All Unitarian Universalists should refrain wherever possible from joining any
and all organizations which discriminate on the basis of race, creed, and na-
tional origin and all individuals should work for the elimination Of discrimina-
tion in any organization of which they are already members.

Individuals should work in human relations councils and similar groups formed
to further better understanding among people and should improve their practices
in all areas of human relationships.

INTEGRATION OF, THE CHUROHES. AND MINISTRY

The Commission on Religion and Rce is reaffirmed and its duty shall continue
to be to explore, develop, stimulate, and implement programs and actions to
promote the complete integration of Negroes and:other minority persons into
our congregations, denominational life and ministry and into the community..

The Unitariah Univirsallst ministry should become integrated as rapidly as
possible. This goal is essential for the denomination as a whole, for the individual
churches, and for individual laymen as well as for the clergymen involved. This
goal can be reached through'special, efforts, in the recruitment, training, and
settlement of' Negroes and members of other minority groups. The denomina-
tion-its 'departments, churches, and agencies-should give this goal a high
priority. The denomination needs the services of trained Negro ministers as
much as, and probably more than, these ministers need opportunities within the
denomination.

Integration of our congregations is a continuing goal. Efforts beyond the mere
declaration of open membership may be necessary if congregations are to become
truly inclusive: use of the cpmmainications'media, including the ethnic press,
personal invitations to friends ,o attend services and meetings, and most im.
portantly, the active involvement of the congregation and minister in the human
rights movement.

BEST AVAILABLE COPYs.non-nna- -- a_4
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The sincerity of our commitment to racial justice will be proven by our
response, as a denomination and as members of churches and fellowships, to a
variety of tests. Congregations are urged to include' members of ethnic mi-
norities in leadership positions on church boards, committees, religious educa-
tion and youth programs, and other church activities. The content of programs
for youth and adults should reflect our concern for human brotherhood. Par-
ticular attention should be paid to the religious education curriculum so that
textbooks and instruction promote the goal of integration. Exchange programs
with Negro churches, groups, and individuals should be encouraged. Employ-
ment of staff, purchase of supplies, contracting for building, purchase, sale; rental,
or use of property, should all be done with the church or fellowship always making
the stipulation that it practices integration and that it does business only with
firms which practice integration in their hiring and other policies. Each church
or fellowship should examine its investments and loans and do business only with
firms which, are non-discriminatory and integrationist in their employment
practices. Churches and fellowships should patronize places of public accom-
modation whi6h are open to all,

This consensus is adopted by the 1966 General Assembly of the Unitarian
Universalist Association, consisting of a broadly representative group of laymen
and ministers. This consensus reflects, a substantial preponderance of opinion,
although not necessarily unanimity on all points, of the majority of individualQ
present at the General Assembly and presumably of a substantial majority of
members of our local churches and fellowships.,, Since this denomination
cherishes and recognizes the freedom of individual members, this consensus does
not presume to speak for all delegates to the General Assembly or all members
of our Unitarian Universalist churches and fellowships. .We recognize that
strong differences of opinion may exist on specific questions among sincere and
thoughtful Unitarian -Universallsts notwithstanding their common religious
affiliation. . ..

As adopted by the fifth general assembly of the Unitarian ,Universallst Asso-
ciation at Hollywood, Florida, May 20, 1966. The vote to adopt was virtually
unanimous.

Senator JAvi. May I say, Reverend Jones, that you have given
me an opportunity which I value very much to comment briefly on the
role of the religious organizations in the civil rights struggle.

I think it has been most creditable to the Protestant, Catholic, and
Jewish faiths of the country 'that many ministers have participated
in civil rights marches and have taken an active part in the civil rights
movement. As you have just said, there are many martyrs in this
field, including the Reverend Peeb, whose killing was a tragic and
direct martyrdom for the civil rights cause.

What you have done is to identify this cause with the morality of
the country: and it is a moral cause. You have also identified it with
the meek capacity of religious faith ito express indignation. You
have rather quietly and in a gentlemanly way spoken of the murders
and the burnings, and to this may4 added at'the very least hundreds
of beatings and other incidents 1~bl do not qualify as lineous crimes
comparable to those you have specifically mentioned. .

That this should occur in our country, citizens are denied their
constitutional rights in 1965 an 19696 is almost beyond-belief. We
should be much more indignant than we are, and idignance is an
extremely desirable quality which religion brings to this cause. We
should not tolerate denial of a citizen constitutional rights for a'
moment.

Many of the things to which you have testified lh6ie already covered
by amendments to this bi)1 and to the-bill on discrimination in employ-
ment, which is in the' Oommittee'on :Labor aid ,Public WelfAre, on.
which I Am the rankig ineibge er. Howeer, "to;have iitduced thW

/ / . : t
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amendments is a long way from getting the law enacted, and the law
enacted is a long way from enforcement, as you have shown yourself
by the figure of 71/2 percent of the South's Negro children who are
even now in integratedcoinditions in schools.

It is not always those who are against us who have a tendency to go
a little slowly or not to do what is right, and I could not agree with
you more about the President and the Executive order on housing.

I think the President is sincerely devoted to civil rights. .But I
think the President has made a very serious error in assuming that he
is going to get as much from the Congress on the housing section as he
could get by the stroke of the pen which would take in four-fifths of
all housing; 'here it is going to be a big issue and may very well be vory
seriously damaged. What his reasons are I cannot -fthom, but cer-
tainly the result is a very bad one as far as the cause is concerned.

I hope very much that you will keep up your work so that ministers
like the Reverend Reeb may be honored as the leaders and saints that
they are, and I can assure, you that people like myself in the Con-
gress will certainly move heaven and earth to be worthy of the cause
which has such exalted support.

May I ask you just the one question. I was very impressed with
the other things that you have answered Or which are answered by the
amendments already introduced .

I would like to ask you about your observations at the trial of those
charged with the killing of Reverend Reeb.

I understand that their were only 13 Negroes on the jury panel
of 131.

Reverend JoNis. There were originally, according to the newspaper
reports, 13. I only observed three or four and none of those were
selected.

Senator jAvrrs. And so it was an all-white jury ?
Reverend JONES. Yes.
Senator JAVITS. And the atmosphere, as you have already said, was

hardly conducive to---- .
Reverend JoNis. The climate of the community was so abundantly

plain that when we first arrived there, the courtroom was filled with
75 or mire persons as character witnesses for the accused men. They
were recorded by th6court and excused, but this wa lust a temper, an
index of the general tmiper of the communtwi th respect to these
particular men. ".' *" *

Senator AviriT. How d6 you explain, Mr. Johes that ia religious
people- -and t)i6 eoplo in'thi South are very lkrgely religiois, with
much m ore1ch ate i dAnc thaii in m ny other parts of the Dun-,
trf~ how do you. icouHfor the moirl jiistifibatiqn in terms f reli-
gious faith of a h61e cnintiuity like the one tlat' yoiu a ?

'iRverend JoNSd . il nm suire that they have a ery astrbng sense of
o6omiiunity solidarity,' afd:thai their feelings of mo'al responsibility
tend t6 be limited to' that"ather visible aid close c66O niiity. . amn
sure they regarded not,only'JTaies.Reebl but all of thlise who weht
f6o elma at til tii, as intiuders yith iio'ral justiftion for being
there, as creators'of, di3sti rbanee'aidith reore"a hallng tto law id
oideir'i the 'coiimunity.l This fWa 'tie .view fhalf't ihad."' .

'Io'iow tlt almost all cbmmiihit.eiitdnd'ro a ii soinethere,
respecting the people they inlide'in their feeliig"f inoral resion-
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sibility toward and those they do not. We always have the "we" and
the "they,'! aid: we protect the lives of the people who are in the
circle that weo endorse. The people that are outside thle circle we
either are callous about, or possibly even hostile.

My feeling is that these people feej there is no compromise with.
their religious Views, that they are defending the sanctity of thf
community which embodies these views. This is the way in -which
I am sure they justify it to themselves. ,I

SSenator. JAvrrs., Reverend Jones, do you feel that acts of this char-
acter against a human being indicate a bankruptcy of religious teach-
ing or religious leadership in a community ?
SReverend JONEs. I think that an essential burden of religion par-

ticularly in the Judea-Christian tradition has been the potential uni-
versal community which embodies all persons. Therefore all people
come under the same moral laws and need to be respected in the same
way. Ancient Israel had a law respecting the sojourner and the
stranger in the land handed down by Moses. I am sure that some of
the Hebrew people,at that time must have had the some feelings of an
exclusive community. But the law for them was that you shall treat
the sojourner and the stranger by the same law as you treat, yourself,
because, you once were strangers and sojourners in a foreign land.
And there is this implicit universality which is a part of our Western
heritage I think has been ineffectively or inadequately presented in
the religion of some of these people.
SSenator JAvrr. Have the organized religious groups had a suffi-

cient impact upon each other so that this kind of inspiration would
be communicated to ministers in other areas of the country where
theie is this deficiency in religious understanding ?

In other words, they may be just as heroic as you gentlemen have
been in the actual struggle. , Has there been any real effort to inspire
each other to call forth higher standards on the part of those who
represent the faiths in these communities?

Reverend JONEs. I am sure that the record will show that all of the
major denominations have taken forward stands in this respect, and
called upon their congregations and ministers to be sensitive to, this
issue, and to promote it in their own way in their own communities.
I cannot cite chapter and verse on this, but I know, for example, that
the Presbyterian Church has just recently taken a very advanced
position with, I believe, disciplinary measure respecting their con-
gregations and clergy in this matter. But there is a rising tide of con-
sensus among people of all churches and denominations, Protestants,
Catholic Jewish, all kinds. To the level to the extent,to which we
are able to have good communication throughout the length and
breadth of theland in our denomination, this morality is being born.

Senator JAVrrS. May I say that I am glad to hear what you have
said about discipline, because it seems to me that silence on these mat-
ters is as much of a dereliction in one who is a spiritual leader as
speaking out and preaching a false doctrine.

I do not think there is any refuge in just being silent because the
community is known to feel a certain way on race relations.

Reverend JoNEx. In adition to pronouncements, many denomina-
tions cooperate in local projects. We have what we call theSelma
presence, for example; which is jointly sponsored by the Na'tional

/.
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Catholic Welfare Conference, the American Associatioin of, JeWish
Congregations, the American Unitarian 'Association, I' believe' the
National Council df Churches has something in there, to maintain
lines of communication in the Selma community, attemptingto build
some bridges between the Negro and the white segments of thei'cm-
munity, and to, as much as it is possible for us to, reshape the climate.

Senator JAvrrs. May I say, Reverend Jones, and I am sure you feel
as I do, that one does not condemn every person in a community.

Reverend JONES. By no means. , . -
Senator JAVrrs, There are many very enlightened people who'have

suffered probably as much as 'any of us in these very communities
and I do not exculpate them if they do'not fight aid speak up, but
think it is the climate we are talking about; is that not correct ? .
SReverenid JONES. That is right.:

Senator JAVITS. Rather than individuals. : :
Reverend JONEs. That is correct . - :
Senator JAVITS. And also, I am sure that you feel as I do about the

fury system. We value the jury system. We do not wait to impair
it. I have been very careful myself as a lawyer not to imptgn -the
jury even in the case you described, because the system! is'more im-
portant than any of us or any case. This is all the more reason for en-
ldeavoring to purify the system by a bill like this one. Ydu would

agree with that? ' ..
'Reverend JoNws. Yes, indeed.
Senator JAVrrs. And that is the basis for your advocacy of the au-

tomatic triggeringdevice? . ,:
Reverend JONES. That is correct.
Senator JAvrrs. With which I thoroughly agree.
Does counsel to the committee have any questions?
Mr. ATrrY. Just three briefquestions, Mr. Chairman.
Reverend Jones, on page 2 of your statement, under the subtitle

"Federal and State Juiries,? the second paragraph you "suggest con-
sideration of an automatic triggering device similar to that enacted
in the VotingRights Act of 1965?'

Do you feel that this is needed in both titles I and II, or is this
recommendation limited to title TI and the State jury system?

Reverend JONES. I would like Mr. Jones to answer this.
:Mr. AUTRY. I just did hot think it was clear from your statement.
SMr. JOi*ES. I think we feel this is most vital in terms of the State

juries, and thht it would not apply to the Federal.
Mr. AUTRY. Thank you.
On page 3 you give- the percentages of the Office of Education to

the effect tlht 7.5 percent of the Negro students in the 11 Staites6f th
Deep Sbith ire enrolled with white pupils.

You do iot happen to have similar statistics for the i'6cord for States
outside the South, do you?

Reverend JONES. No, I do not.
Mr. AtrraY. On page 7, and this is fle last question, you endorse

amendments and proposals before the committee to indemnify the tic-
tims of civil rights crimes and racial assaults. :

Reverend JONES. Yes . ,
: 'Mr , AUTRY. Would you limit it to these crimes or would you have

it include the victims of all crimes or assaults?
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r: Ieverend JoNEs . We are dealing, here with efforts of people to at-
tain their rights which. re; guaranteed by the Contitution,of, theUnited States., 3his seems to me to be a limited, rea;., People whohave beenwviotimizedin a legitimate constitutional effort deserve this
indemnification under this lawi I think. .

Mr. AurRy.,,Thank you. , , /
That is all, Mr. Chairman, i.,
Senator JAvrrs. On theissue of indemnnification, I have an amend-

ment to provide a $10 million fund for the purpose, and as I see its jus-
tification, it is because we are harvesting violence by our failure over
the past 100 years to do all we could to enforce our laws.. The same
cannot be aid of the criminal laws. . ;

Reverend JONEc. That is right.
Senator JAvrra. With the criminal laws, we have done all we could.

Here we did not, and the xieglect is what in my judgmentmakes an
equitable case for compensation.

Thank you very much, gentlemen.
Reverend JoNE. Thank you, Senator.
Senator JAvrs. The subcommittee has one other witness J. D.

Sawyer of Middletown, Ohio.
Is Mr. Sawyer here
(Mr. Sawyer, would you iome forward. I would like to give you

your choice. I am the only one here who is able to preside. I have10 minutes. I have no more because I have other appointments. iOr
we can lay the hearing over until 2 o'clock, which ever you prefer.

Mr. SAWYER. Senator, I think we would'prefer to lay it over, with
your kind permission.

Senator JAVrTS. Until 2 o'clock?
Mr. SAWYER. Yes sir.,
Senator JAvI. Would that seriously inconvenience you ?
Mr. SAWYER. No, sir. We can appear at 2.
Senator JAvrr. All right, the committee will stand in recess until

2p.m.
(Whereupon, at 12:30 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene at 2

p.m., the same day.)
AFTERNOON SESSION

Senator JAVrrs. The committee will come to order.
Our witness this afternoon is J, D. Sawyer, appearing for the

Ohio Association of Real Estate Boards. Mr. Sawyer, would youidentify for the record the gentleman with you?

STATEME T OF J. D. SAWYER, CHAIBMA, REALTOR'S OHIO COXM
MITTEE, LEGISLATIVE AND GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS COMMIT-
TEE, OHIO ASSOCIATION OF REAL ESTATE BOARDS, COLUMBUS,
OHIO; ACCOMPANIED BY PHIL P01X, LEGAL COUNSEL AND
GEORGE MOORE, PRESIDENT

Mr. SAWYER. Thank you, sir. On my left Mr. Phillip K. Folk, the
counsel for theOhio Aqseciation of Real Estate Boards of Columbis,
Ohio. Additionally inithe room is the presidentof the Ohio Associa-
-tion, Mr. George Moore of Toledo, and. several other officers of the
association. 

' |
/ ' I-
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7, Senator JAvnrr. Would you like to; bring Mri Moore forward and
have him sit with you

Mr. SAWYER. I would.be delighted to. Mr. Moore, will you join-me,

Senator JAV~fi .Will you proceed. ,; ,,.. .
:Mr. SAwyE. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee I
am J. D, Sawyer a realtor of Middletown, Ohio appearing heretoday
as chairman; of the Realtors OhioCommittee, which is the legislative
and governmental affairs committee of thetOhioAzssoiation of Real
Estate Boards, We wish to testify in, opposition to title IV of ..3296.

The Ohio Association of Real Estate Boards is an organization .:f
over 12,000 members in all facets of the real estate industry .

The Ohio association is a part of the National Association of Real
Estate Boards which came into, being 59 years ago.:to elevate the
standards and ethics of, the real estate business throughout the Nation
and to otherwise promote and protect the ownership of real property.

The Ohio association is governed by a board of trusteeselected from
each,of its 76 constituent boards of realtors.; ,*- ), :, " ,:

In the January 1966 meeting of the board of trustees, the;matter
of discrimination in housing accommodationswas discussed at length.
By unanimous vote the trustees adopted the followiingpolicy: ,

We assert the tight' of equal opportunity of Any, person to acquire any parcel
of real property, and the right of every property owner to determine the dispost-
tion of his property.,; , ' , .

We hold steadfastly to the, prinlcple that the right to pwn, rent, and dispose
of real property, and the right t6 use it freely within the limltt of necessary
measures to protect the public health and safety, are inherent in a free society,
traditional in our nation, constitutionally protected, and indispensable to the
preservation of individual freedom,

Government should not deny, limit or abridge, directly or indirectly, the funda-
mental right.of every person to sell, lease, or *ent such real property.

S Basically,'we believe. that there is serious doubt as to the constitu-
tionality of title IV of the bill; however, we would first like to dire t
your attention to other compelling reasons why we believe tho Senate
should reject title IV.

Traditionally the Ohio association does not promote but indeed con-
demns discrimination in matters of housing.

In testimony before the Ohio Legislature the association is on record
as follows:

Most certainly if laws were ever passed prohibiting sales of real property
to any member of a certain race, color, religion, national origin or ancestry, the
Association would oppose with just as much vigor.

Conversely, our association, as previously stated, steadfastly defends
the right of every individual to deal freely in a free market with per-
sonally owned real property. . ' ,

To summarize our baSic pdliy, we abhor racial discrimination in
matters concerning real property. We are convinced t)iat in the
absence of such discrimination all of the people would proceed in an
orderly manner to aline themselves in neighborhoods f similar finan-
cial status, cultural standards, and personal preference. Then indi-
vidal diserninatbon, not racial discrimination, would prevail in the
best precepts of our free American society.

We further urge you to rejec title IV of the bill because it is overly
broad and encompassing. It s permeated with ambiguity and lack of
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Definition which would be extremely dificult'if not impossible equitably
to enforce.

The lack of definitive standards establishing criteria ffor a court
interpretation raises a serious question as to whether or not section 406
of title I is constitutionally void for vagueness. Specifically, there is
an inordinate repetition of the permissive word "may." For instance:
The court "may" appoint an attorney for plaintiff. The court "nay"
dispense with fees, costs, or security y. The court "may" grant "appro-
priate" relief. The court "may' grant an injunction. The court
"may" grant "other relief." The court "may" grant damages'without
limitation. The 'court "may" allow reasonable attorneys fees for
plaintiff. The court "may" allow punitive damages up to $500.' Thus
we see that the practical effect of section 406 is to create almost unlim-
ited discretioh, not only in'the Attorney General but in the judiciary
as well. This, of course, can widely vary not only from court to court
but from judge to judge. This, then, creates 'a new and unacceptable
condition of judgment by man rather than by law. This situation
again emphasizes the question df unconstitutionality due to vagueness.
Section 406 also raises the question as to whether the 'section was
designed as a vehicle for harrassment rather than for resolution of an
unhappy social problem.

Section 407 of title IV, providing for enforcement by the Attorney
General, is likewise replete with generalization and lack of definitive
standards. For example, section 407 provides in part: "Whenever the
Attorney General has reasonable cause t believe ** *." What is the
definition of "reasonable," what is "cause"? What standards are set
forth to make determinations from these undefined general statements?
The subjectivity of these words is obvious as well as dangerous. What
one man may honestly "believe," another may not. .Even then, if the
Attorney General dpes find "reasonable cause to believe," no duty is
imposed upon him to act; he simply 'may" bring a civil action.

What is the definition of a "pattern or practice of resistance"? How
will the Attbrney General recognize these circumstances? What
standards of definition are set ?, We find none, Are we to have gov-
eiirient by discretion of man or by the law ,

We certainly do not attribute any improper or malicious intent to
our Atbrney General; however, realism co6ipels us to consider what
a potentially dangerous and political weapon of harassment section 407
creates.

IIn section 403 we find the following language:
It shall be unlawful for the owner, lessee, sublessee, assignee or manager of,

or any other person having the authority to sell, rent, lease, or manage a
dwelling * * *. i. \

The bill, as proposed, does not even require the house-to be offered
for rent or for sale, etc., in order to mke the prohibition operative.
To illustrate, a homeowner with authority to sell, who does not iritend
or wish to sell, nevertheless under strict interpretation of this section
could be found to be in violation., We are certain the Cohgress does
not wish to leave even a possibility of such interpretation of the, iw.

In summary B' consider title IV'ill-conceived, tbaly drafted, iriap-
pronriate, and ineffective to cure the ilis of social'discriminatiotn.

We respectfully subinit that title IV, i passed. would only foster
confusion and gross inequities. We sirnerely,'believe that it would
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prpoe neff v to remedy the. lj pf racial, scrii on in. hous
it igas aee4m ithe At rney q0epera arid, 4er propqneit Iom-
pu ion, contention, and litigation in this area would prove ni oi

!t. solution onf tep , prpnly education and un ea
will make signicant contriibuiions. Acts of ove'i compfni oce
against all property owners will mitigate against the signifcantro-
res alre a y mdcm hhi db inceri en o ood -il
.i.TIe einfrcement provisions provide vehicle for pi °ani d 4i-'

criminatory enf pr ient. , i
It is e 4imngl'int today flit xf 10ci hl oif the

Nation' s pes aO tier convnunlcatrios media are r&aisig questions
ag to the p rprietyt pf ituionali y, d a isailt te'F eera
Gvernmen's effortt to enact Comipulsory legislation ' Wthe field of
individually owned homes.. ' . .

The press generally has championed the cause of civil I islatioi in
lIe field pf4 pubMe aomm t o, voti nv , d ati4, and equal em-

ploymeht. It seems now, however that inthe issue rai in titli
TV even they havE p se to consider ithe grai of he im icat
of this proposed legislation. i.ti i
.We bliev the editorial thinking of the pre clearly, reflects te

adverse views of te i majority of ourcitizens. Thi extension of Gov-
erninnt control compelling private, intrastte contractual i6dilihk il
individually owned real property is quite properly frowned d iipon.

Squotein pwrt reveal editorial views, to, demonstrate this attitude.
The Post and, 'T es-Star Jof Cincinnati, Ohio, in an' editorial on
April 30, 1966;, ,

The fair housing: proposal, however, goes' to the question .of a homeowningdetizen's rights in using or dipsing of hs priva pro perty- t much more dell-
cate matter that will arouse the antagolsni even of niany who disapprve ofhousing discrimination '*: :-* : ., ,
Als,, the reihedy provided* by the blll-~tate or Federal oiut, suits brought

either by individuhJl 'or th6 Attorney Genera ---would seem, to be less effective
and certainly more abrasive than alternative echnlques.,

The Cleveland Plain Dealer said editorially on May 7, 1966:
But "il h housing" and all homesites That'is a 'great 'deel to cove' with

Federal law. Such a wide sweeping proposal raises serious questioies. This
huge Federal law,i if passed, would knock out of existence many State and 10oalfair housing laws. It would brush Ohio's new fair housing law aside and take
over in its place. .

The June 2,19.66, Columbus Dispatch said:;
If the day comes when the iqghtful will of the majority of the American people

is trampled under one party's heedless pursuit of political opportunity, the future
of popular government as we have known it, will be seriously endangered * * *
if we abandon the concept of majority rule which has given us our strength, weabandon the rights of all-of minorities along with those of the majority.
Oi May 13, the Wall Street Journal said in part:
Government authorities, wo have frequently said, have an obligation to dowhat they can to Insire that Negroes enjoy the same:rights as all other citizens.They have no rightto discriminate against the majority.. And.wheni they' try tolegislate personal decisions they do wholesale injury to a free society.
Further evidence thit 'te citizens as a whole do not support the gov-

ernmental inltrusiQn into'the sale or rental ,6fpivite property is evi-
denced by the action in California and other States where the issue has
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b eri;'lijecte: t6opopular vote. I The electoiate i Cliforniia vfted by
over a 2 illibni nk joity to iullify its fair housing statute 'nactd by
their legislature.

'ThA'lll Street: Journal ioniirinted editorially on the Cialifrnia
vote s follows:

The point is that the amendment was originally approved 2 to 1 by Cafornia
voters, and the reason for the large margin is that it expressed what the United
State has :always' until recent years, regarded as a fundamental huiian'right.

In Akron, Ohio the city council passed a fair li isn' ordinance it
1964. A Cobnitiee fbr Home Owners' Rights ws formed and 20,000
signaturesfor a referendumoion he ordinance oere obtained i less than
3 weeks, altfiugh bnily 8,510 signatures weme robuired. The referen-
dum vote wvas overwhelmingly passed to reject the fair housing ordi-
nance4, .

In Dayton, Olib almost the same situation reviled. .t is ihter-
tming to note in the:Dayton' : se that some of te heavily populated

Tegro wards opposed the coercion of the Daytor law.
In Berkeley, Calif., the electorate rejected a fair housing ordinance

in 1963.
Tacoma, Wash., rejected sucl 'an ordinance. Seattle Wash., voted

down an, o4inancei, b1964.
W e areaware df jo popular vote which has accepted a fair housing

Further the proposed title IV is so extreme we would anticipatt an
even stronger reaction by the people, shouldit be en acted.

We turn now to the constitutional questions involved.
Attorney General Katzenbach testified before the House subcommit-

tee that he ihd no doubts concerning the constitutionality of title IV
based on the commerce clause and the 14th amendment. .

We respectfully differ; we submit that the Supreme Court of the
United States has not yet extended section 5 'of the 14th amendment to
authorize congressional power over private action as opposed to State
action.

SWe would be presumptuous to include in this,statement a brief on
the constitutional law involved, It is oominon ground in many cases
and opinions ot Justices of the Supreme Court that the 14th amend-
ment is directed against State action onlj. Indeed, recent opinions
of the Court clearly indicate that substantial sophisticated analysis
has been required to find State action. It is now apparent that the
simplistic view which many of us ,had of what constituted State ac-
tion is no longer valid. State action is broader today thn' in times
past. .'

This does not, however, detract from our positioii that StatB action
as opposed to private action must be found in order to:support Fed-
eral legislation. Indeed, the very subtle and sophisticated analysis
which the Court has used to fihd State action indicates that they have
not abandoned this legal precedent established in the civil rights cases
of 1883 and followed to this day.

We feel, however, th4t we should comment on the recent cases of
United States v Oii8 ((34 Law Wee 432)., It was to'this case that
the Attorney General alluded in his testinonybefore the subcommit-
tee. The gratuitous dicta in two cdncurring opinions which suggested
that the 14th amendment now could reach private action may be com-

/ */
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foting to p poiients, but the fact remains that th spe',upreMi.: '~ft
o .the Tnite4 '$tAte de ded the (iue case, Qn tt basis 6o $
action. <

The long line of cases limiting the vitality of the 14th amendment
to State action h^v fiht been overruled, and utiless or'tiutil they l W
ben, they reliii t law~R, f tii land. ' ' "

Turning to the asserpd constitutional basis of the commerce ;lause,
we are aware of the ever-expanding web woven by that clause. Never-
theless, the commerce clause is ndtb f iall-encompassin as to hold that
private, contractual intrastate dealings where the residence dealtwith
is a structure attached to the soil, within the State:andd for all practi-
cal purposes immovable for all time, are within'the 6mbae, bf that
clause.

We agree with Senator Dirksen's analysis that the commerce clause
does not reach that far. Indeed if t doek rch i=rh to te A i rican
home, theii that 'claiie uiriit be unlimited ini~ose. s i 'lanriage of
the commerce clause refutes such a contention as It is obviously a
limited rather than unlimited grant of power.. ;

We further ubmit. that it is not only the judicial branch of gov-
ermnent, which haspower to iterpret the meaning of he Constitu-
tion. The legislative branch is composed of Membrs, who :also took
an oath to protect and defend the Constitution. We maintain that
the Congress has not only th rihht,.but the duty, to make independent
judgments.on the extent:of congressional power. -, :., .,

Other constitutional impairments to the passage of title IV which
have been posed are that:the impaired right to sell iSan encroachment
upon the constitutional right to possess, and that'title IV constitutes
a'deprivation of that right without due process of law in violtifon of
the "th and 14th amendirients. We believe that f is argument "

some merit. : , ,
We respectfully urge that title IV be rejected in its entirety.
Senator JAvrrS. Does that end your statement, Mr. Sawyer i
Mr. SAWYER. Yes, sir.
Senator JAVITS. Mr. Sawyer, I just have one oV:'t~ro questions yo

and then we will have counsel for the, con~ mteequestion you. r.
Sawyer, there is a law against discrimination in housing in Ohio :is
there not?

Mr. $AWYER. Yes sir.
SSenator JArs. Fhav a, summary of that'liak e, repairj d

by the. Library of Congress, together ,with its: various. provisions,
Would you mind ifthat went inas part of the record I :

Mr. SAWYER. Indeed not. In'fact, Senator, wp have a full copy of
the laWiwhich we would be.delighted to offer.

Senator JAVTs. All right, without obiectioii then the summary pre,
pared by the Library of Congress will be printed in the record with
a reference to the Ohio statute.' , , I

Mr, SAwYRA . Than you, sir, that will be fine.
( e document referred to follows:)

' ' : ':: : ' :' OHIO ' : '
Summary :  ; '
,;'hlo prohibits discrimination in the sale or rental of al categolres of hoi sig.

except the sale or rental of an oner-occupied 'twofamily dwelling. The Ohio
Civil Rights Commisalon is authorized to receive complaints of unlawful dis-



scrIina thnQ. ;,The Opminiaion jlnvestigates, and if, reas9oable: ,.se exists or
n g thaft'vi on a ot has occurred, the Comjisibn atptto ettle the

matter L dcit6diat . If c6nciliation fails, n hiif ais held befo the-Co'mmis-
alon or a panel of hearing officers. In the event the Commission finds that an un-
fat i.'actice ha,'been xgaged in, it issues a cease anddesist order and i any re-

Squlrei other ailrzpaive action.. The Commtisson May petition, for curtt eqforce-
ment of the order and either the complainant or respondent ;may obtain court
review of an order dismissing, the, complaint, or a cease atid desist oder. Vtfola
tlon of the court's orders are to be punished aS contempt .'

I . ,. PvrBn ? HousINo

Otatot.- PRge's Ohio Rev. Code. Ig 4112.01-4112.07 (upp. '195).
. jNoti.-These provisions are set forth below under the title Private Housi
ing, but they also apply here . . . '

II. UMBAXT RENEWAL

, i<atiy P 9ge's bio. ,Rev. Code 8I 411201-4112.07 (Supp. 1965)
ng ' ,- these provisions are vt forth below under,the title Private Houps

ie Ing, bit'they'also apply here.

III. OTHER PUBIOLY ASSISTED HOUSING '(FIHA, ETO.)

CtOatt6n.i age's Oh iR kv. Code 0 4112.01-4112.07 (Supp..1908).
' ; NoT.-thesee irovslosins are et forth below under the title Private Houb-
Sing, but they also applf here . . . ,

t ': " (' ' - IV. PRIVATE HOUSING

Citation.-Page's Ohio Rev. Code §14112.01-4112.07: (Supp. 1965). .

'As used In sections 4112.01 t 4112.08 , bidlusiv, of the Revised Code t
(!A) i!'Persoi1'i includes ond, or more individuals, partnerships, associations,

orgaapeltlons, corporations, legal, representatives, trustees, trustees, in, bInk
ruptcy, receivers, and other organized groups 9f persons. It also,lncludespbut is
not limited ito, any owner, lessor, assigi6r, builder, inaniager, broker, salesmaiiin,
agent, employee, lending institution; and the state, and all political subdivisions,
authorities; agencies, boards and €ommissldns thereof. ' ,

* * .i.* '.;4. .. < * . - .*.* . *

(F) "Commission" means the Ohio civil rights commission, created by section
112.0. of the Reve Cd , . ,;. ,,

(G Y " eDi& lmiate" tnc des segregate or separate.
'(H) "Unilawftl i dlriinat6ry practice" means any act prohibited by'seciflo1

4112.02 6f the Revised Code. , : .
* * * * e. * , *

(3) "Housing accommodations" includes any building or structure or. portion
thereof which is used or occupied or is intended, arranged, or designed to be used
or 'occupied 'as thlie.'libb residence or sleeping lace of one or more individual,.
groups,' 6r families Whether br not livitig independently of each other , ahd any
vacant land offered fdr'sale or leased forcommercial housing.

S(K),"Comlercial housing" means housing accommodations held or offered for
sale or rent by a real estate broker, salestian, or agent, or by any other person
pursuant to authorization of the owner, by the owner himself, or by legal repre-
sentatives, but doed not, icluidd any personal residence offered for sale or rent
by the dwner or by his broker, salesman, agent, or employee. i

(L) "Personal residence" means a building or structure containing living
quarters occupied or intended to be occupied by no more than two Jidividuals,
two groups, or two families livfin' independently of each other and occupied by
the owner thereof as a bona fide residence fdr himself and any members of his
family forming his household. If a personal residence is vacated by the owner
it shall continue \to be considered ownep-occupled until occupied by someone
other than the owner or unill sold by the owner,!whichever occurs first, .

(M) "Restrictive covenant" means any specificatio~i' limiting the transfer,
rental, lease, or other'use.of any housing becatiseioif rce, color, religion, national

/ . , , , .... . . . . . .
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origin, or ancesti' 6or a'iylihitatfibnbadMd upon aflhMllti*H bjh or api*oval by
any person, directly or indirectly, i Mloyfig race, color', rliioki' atlonalorlgin,
or An6epbtryOfisa corditldn of afllfaitidb6r approval ' . :

S *2M.Q8 Unfa wfil diwmPi'ryprqctiece8. ", , ,: a
It shall be an unlawful discriminatory practice:. ;.

(H) For, any person to: (1) Rase to sell, transfer, assigp, r~nt, leseiu
lease, finance, or otherwise deny or witthold commercial housing from pny, ner-
son because of the race, color, religion,,,ancestry, or national prigln ,opf~ 1
prospective owner, occupant, or user of such commercial housing;

(2) Represent to any person that commercial, housing, is not availablee for
Inspection wbhe in fact it is so available;

(3) Refuse to lend money, whether or not secured by mortgage or otCerWise,
for the acquisition, construction, .rehabilitation, repair, or Xmaintenance of .cor
mercial housing or personal residence or otherwise withhold financing pf~omo-
mercial housing or a:personal. resdence from apy person because of the race,
color, religion, ancestry, or national origin of any present or prospective owner,
occupant, or user of such commercial housing, prodded such person, whether. an
individual , corporation, or associatilou of any. type, lends money, as one of the
principal aspects of :Ms .business. or incidental, to. his principa business ap~
not.only,as a part of the purchase price of an owner-occupied residence he is
selling nor merely casually or occasionally to a. relative or friend;.,. ,. .

(4) Discriminate against any person. n, the terms or conditions of spiling,
transferring, assigning, renting, leasing, or subleasing any commercial housing
or in furnishing facilities, services, or privileges in connection with' th6'owhek'-
ship, occupancy, or use of any commercial 'housing because bf' the race, color,
religion, ancestry, or national origin of any present or-prospective owner, oc-
cupant, or user of such commercial housing;, , .

(5) Discriminate against any person in the terms or conditions:of any loun of
money, whether or not secured by mortgage or otherwise' for the acquisition,
construction, rehabilitation, repair, or maintenance of commercial housing or -a
personal residence because of the race, color, religion, ancestry, or national origin
of any present or prospective owner, occupant, or user of sucel'commercial hous-
ing or personal residence; :A

S(6)' Print, publish, or cinrulate any statement or adVertisement relating to the
sale, transfer, assignment, rental, lease, Sub-lease or acquisition of any commer-
cial housing or personal residence or the loan of money, whether or hot sechbred
by mortgage or otherwise, for' their acquisition, construction, rehabilitation,
repair, or' maintenance of commercial housing or a 'personal residence Which
indicates any preference, limitation, specification, or discrimination based'upon
race, color, religion, ancestry or national origin;

(7) Make any inquiry, elicit any information, make or keep any record, or use
any form of application containing questions or entries concerning race, color,
religion, ancestry, or national origin in connection with the' sale or lease of any
commercial housing or the loan of any money, whether or not secured by mortgage
or otherwise, for the acquisition, construction, rehabilitation; repair, or mainte-
nance of con)mercial housing or a personal residence;

(8) Include in any transfer, rental, or lease of commercial housing or
personal residence any restrictive covenant, or honor or exercise, or attempt to
honor or exercise, any such restrictive covenant,'provided that the prior inclu-
sion of a restrictive covenant in the chain of title shall not be deemed a violation
of this provision , ; . -

( () Induce or solicit or attempt to Induce or solicit a commercial housing or
personal residence listing; sale; or transaction by representing that a change has
occurred or may occur with respect to the racial, religious, or ethnic composition
of the block, neighborhood, or area in which the property is located, or induce
or solicit' or attempt to induce or solicit such sale or listing by representing that
the presence or anticipated presence of persons of any race, color, religion,
ancestry, or national origin, in the area will or may have results such as the
following: ,

(a)' The lowering of property values; .
(b) A change in the racial, religious, or ethnic composition of the:block,

neighborhood, or area in which the property is located;.
( c) An increasein criminal or antisocial behavior in th6 area; . . -
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(4) A dqeclle in, the quality of the schools serving the area.
, No, pero shai); discourage or attempt t J courage th purchase by a pro.

spective purchaser of a commercial housing or a personal residence by rep
resenting that any block, neighborhood, or area has or might undergo a change
with respect to the religious, racial, or nationality composition of the block,
neighborhood, or area. .

(I) For any person to discriminate in any manner against any other person
because he has opposed any unlawful practice defined in this section, or because
he has made a charge, testified, assisted, or participated in any manner in any
invetigatin, proceeding, or hearing under the provisions of sections 4112.01
to 4112.07, inlusive of the Revised Code. . L

(J) For any person to aid, abet, Incite, compel, or coerce the doing of any act
declared by this section to be an unlawful discriminatory practice, or to obstruct
or prevent any person from complying with the provisions of sections 4112.01
to 4112.07, inclusive, of the Revised Code, or any order issued thereunder, or to
attempt directly or indirectly to commit any act declared by this section to be
an unlawful discriminatory practice.

, (K) Nothing in division (H) of this section shall bar any religious or denomi.
national institution or organization, or any charitable or educational organization,

hiCh' is operated, supervised, or controlled by or in connection with a religious
organization, or any bona fide privateor fraternal organization, from giving
preference to persons of the same religion or denomination, or to members of
suh' private or fraternal organization, or from making such selection as is calcu-
lated by such organization to promote the religious principles or the aims, pur.
poses, or fraternal principles for which it is established or maintained.

S414.01 .1 rocee afnge on complaint; fin4(ngs;: transcript of record
(A) The Ohio civil rights commission shall, as provided in this section, prevent

any person from,,engaging in unlawful discriminatory practices, as defined in
section 4112,02 of the Revised Code, provided that before instituting the formal
hearing authorized by this section it shall attempt, by Informal methods of per-
suasion and conciliation, to induce compliance with Chapter 4112, of the Revised
Code.

(B) Whenever it is charged in .writing and under oath by a person, :reerred
to as the complainant, that any. person, referred to as the respondent, has en-
gaged or is engaging in unlawful discriminatory practices, or upon its own
initiative in matters relating to any of, the unlawful discriminatory practices
enumerated in divisions (A), (B), (C), (D), (E), (F), (I), or: (J) of section
4112.02 of the Revised Code, the, commission may initiate a preliminary Investi-
gation. Such charge shall be filed with the commission within six months after
the alleged unlawful discriminatory practices are committed. If it determines
after such investigation that it is not probable that unlawful discriminatory
practices have been or are being engaged lni it shall notify;the complainant that
it has so determined and that it will not issue a complaint in the matter. If it
determines after.such investigation that it is probable that unlawful.discrimina-
tory practices have been, or are being engaged in, it shall endeavor to.eliminate
such practices by, Informal methods of conference, conciliation, and persuasion.
Nothing said or done during such endeavors shall be disclosed by any member of
the commission or its staff or be used as evidence in any subsequent proceeding.
If,zafter such investigation and conference, the. commission is satisfied that any
unlawful discriminatory practice of the respondent .will be eliminated it may
treat the complaint as conciliated, and entry of such.disposition shpll be made
on the records, of the commission. If theqcommission fails to effect the elimina-
tion of such unlawful discriminatory practices and to obtain voluntary com-
pliance with! chapter 4112, of the.Revise: Code, or, if the circumstances warrant,
in advance -of any such.preliminary investigation or endeavors, and if, with
respect to an alleged violation of division (H) of section 4112.02 of the Revised
Code, the commission finds that the complainant acted with intention of fulfilling
any contracts or agreements he was seeking, the commission shall Issue and
cause to be served upon any person or respondent a complaint stating the
charges in that respect and containing a notice of bearing'before the commission,
a member thereof, or a hearing examiner at a place therein fixed to be held not
less than ten days after the service of such complaint. Such place of hearing
shall: be within the .county where the alleged unlawful discriminatory Ipractice
has occurred or where the respondent: resides, or transacts business. The at-
torney generalshall'represent the commission at such hearing and present the
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evidence in support of the complaint., Any complaint Issued puruant to this
section must be .b issued within one year after t, apeged ith al! di-?
criminatory practices were committed.

(0) 'Any such complaint may be amended by the c'hi ission,b r a member'
thereof, or its hearing examiner conducting the heairitig; at' tb' time prior t
or during the hearing based thereon. The respondent has the right to file an
answer or an amended a answer to the original and amended complaint ad to Al-
pear at such heaing, it perbn;, :or by attorney, ory otherwise to examine and
cross-examine witnesses.,

(D) The complainant shall be a party to the proceeding anid any person who
is an indispensable party to a complee t determination 'or settlement of ai question
involved in a proceeding shall be joined. Any person' who has or claims a
interest n the subject of th edhering and in obtaining or preventing relief against
the acts Or practices cQrdiplgined of may be, in the discretion of the person or
persons onducting' the haring, permitted to appear for the presentation of
oral or written argumieni. :

(E) In any proceeding, t0e member, hearing examiner, or commission shall
not be bound.by the rules o evidence preViling in the courts of law. or equity,
but shall, in ascertaining' the practices followed by the respondent, take into
account all reliable, probative, and substantial evidence, statistical or otherwise,
produced at the hearing, which may tend to prove the existence of a prede.
termined, pattern or employment or membership, provided that nothing con-
tained in this section shall be construed to authorize or teiire any person to
observe the proportion which persons of any race, color, religion, national origin,
or ancestry bear to the total population or in accordance with any criterion
other than the individual qualifications of the applicant.

(P) The testimony takeii at the hearing shall be under oath: pin shall fJe reduced
to writing and filed, with' ?he commission. Thereafter, 'i i its discretion, the
cominision upon notice t' the complainant and to the respondent with fin
opportunity to be present, may take further testimony 6 hear argument.

No person shall be compelled to be a Witness against himself at any hearing
before the commisslop or a hearing examiner of the commission.

(G) If upon all the' reliable, probative, and substaintidi evidence the conmis-
sion determines that the respohdent has engaged I, or is engaging in, any unlaw-
ful discrimidntoy practice, whether against the complainant or others, the
commission shall state its finklings of fact and conclusions' o lawv' and shall
issue and, subject to the iroVisions of Chapter 119 of the. Revised Code, cause
to be served on such respond(et an order requiring such rehjondent; to cease and
desist from such unlawful discriminatory practice and to take such 'fuhtier
affirmative or other action as will effectuate the purposes of sections 4112.01
to 4112.08, inclusive, of the Revised Code, including, but not limited to, hiring,
reinstatement, or upgrading of employees with, or with4ot, baek pay, admision
or restoration to 'unioh membership, including 'a requirement for reports of
the manner of compliance. If the commission directs payment of back pay,'it
shall make allowance for interim earnings. Upon the submission of such reports
of compliance the commission may issue a declaratory order stating that the
respondent has ceased to engage in unlawful discriminatory practices.

(H) If the commission finds that no:probable cause exists for crediting the
charges, or, if upon all the evidence, the commission finds that a respondent has
not engaged in any unlawful discriminatory practice against the complainant or
others, it shall state its findings of fact and shall issue and cause to be served
on the complainant an order dimissing the said complaint as to such respondent
A copy of th border shall be delivered in all cases to the attorney general and such
other public officerS as the commission deems proper.

(I) Until .a transcript of the record in a case is filed in a court as proyVded
in section 4112.08 of the Revised Code, the commission may, subject to the pro.
visions of Chapter 119 of the Revised Code, at any time, upon reasonable notice,
and in such manner as it deems proper, modify or set aside in whole or in part,
any finding or order made by it.
S411.06 Jitdiiat review

(A) Any templainant, or respondent claiming to be aggrieved by a final order
of the commission, including a refusal to issue a complaints may obtain judicial
review thereof, and the commission may obtain an order of court for the enforce-
ment of its final orders, in a proceeding as provided in this section. Such proceed-
ing shall be brought in the common pleas courts of the state within any county
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whero$npthe uidwiaw di4riqilnatory practice which is the Subject 6f the c6iniis-
fsin' order wa codtmitted or wherein any. respondent required ifi the order

,to cease and deasit frmi an unlawful discrIninatory practice or t ake affirmative
action resides or tranMte business.,

S(B) Such proceedings 8hal be initiated by the iling of a pntitfnii in court as
provided in .division (A) 'of this section and the service of a ce6py of the said
petition upon the cotnmissMi and upon all parties who appeared before the
commission. Thereulboh the commission shall file 'With the curt a transcript
of the record upon the hearing before it. The ,transcript (shall include all
proceedings in 'the caSd, including all evidence and, proffers of evidence. The
court shall thereupon'have jurisdiction of the proceeding and of the questions
determined therein and shall have power to' grtht such temporary relief of
restraining order as it deems just and proper and to make and enter, upon the
record and such additional evidence as the ~otrt has admitted, an order
enforcing, modifying aid enforcing as so modified, or setting; aside in whole or
part, the order of the commission. The court shall require the posting of a
sufficient bond liefor g'anting temporary relief or h: restraining order in a case
involving a violation of division (H) of section 4112.02 of the Revised Code.

(C) An objection that has not been urged before the commission shall not be
considered by the court, unless the failure or neglect to urge, such objection
is excused because of extraordinary circumstances.

(D) The court may grant a request for the admission of additional evidence
when satisfied that such additional evidence is newly discovered and could not
with reasonable diligence hav- been ascertained prior to, the hearing before
the commission.

(E) The findings of the commission as to the facts shall be conclusive if
supported by reliable, probative, and substantial evidence on the record and
such additional evidence as the court has admitted considered as a whole,

(F) The jurisdiction of. the court shall be exclusive and its judgment and
order shall be final subject to appellate review. Violations of the courts order
shall be punishable as contempt.

(G) The commission's copy of the testimony shall be 'available at all reason-
able times to all parties without cost for examination and for, the purposes of
judicial review of the order of the commission. The petition shall be heard
on the transcript of the record without requirement of printing.

(H) If no proceeding to obtain judicial review is instituted by a complainant,
or respondent within thirty days for the service of order of the commission
pursuant to this section, the commission may obtain a decree of the court for
the enforcement of such order upon showing that respondent is subject to the
commission's jurisdiction and resides or transacts business within the county
in which the petition for enforcement is brought.

(I) All suits brought under this section shall be heard and determined as
expeditiously as possible,

'4112.07 Posting of notice.
Every person subject to divisiOn (A), (B), (0), (D), or (E) of section

4112.02 of the Revised Code, shall post in a conspicuous place or places on his
premises a notice to be prepared or approved by the commission which shall set
forth excerpts of this chapter and such other relevant information which the
commisison deems necessary to expliaf' sections 4112.01 to 4112.07 inclusive, of
the Revised Code.

Senator JAVITS. Mr. Sawyer, in view of the fact that you have had
this law for some years, have you not----

Mr. SAWYER. No. sir. It went into effect October 81,1965.
Senator JAvrrs. You have had, let us say, 6 months or so experience

with it. What makes you think that Federal laws are going to be
very much harder to live. with than your State law

Mr. SAWYER. We have not suggested, sir, that the iFederal law will
be hard to live with. The Ohio law, we believe, is and has been in-
effective, and we merely/suggest that the Federa law in our opinion
will be equally ineffective.

Senator JAVITS. The-Ohaio lw lias ben efectiv?.
Mr. SAWYER. I ineffective.
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Senator JAvrrs..In hatway i " ' : &
Mr.: SAWYER. It has not solved the problem that it press ies t

solve.
Senator JAVITS. It has only been on the books 6 nionths.
Mr. SAWYER. Precisely.
Senator JAVITS. Has there been many cases under it'
Mr. SAWYER. Yes, sir. Counsel, if you please, has statistics on

that.
Mr. FOLK. Since the law went into effect in the public housing area,

there hive been 56 complaints filed, all of which are in the conciliation
stage. Approximately 80 to 85 percent of these complaints are in the
rental area. In my discussions with Mr. Ellis Ross, who is the direc-
tor of this in Ohio, he told me that only a very small number, atnd I
personally only have knowledge of two cases which were filed against
realtors. In the one case there was a situation where the complainant
alleged matters which came within the exclusion of the law. In the
other case, at the conciliation meeting, with the members and the re-
feree for the Commission, we were able to show that the realtor had
done everything that the law required of him. Actually what had
happened here was a lady thought that she had been discriminated
against, and so she filed against several realtors and a builder and it
was kind of a "shotgun" sort of a thing that ensnared this particular
realtor. So, so far as the realtors are concerned, we have--

Senator JAvTrs. The Ohio law has the commission form of admin-
istration, does it not?

Mr. SAWYER. Yes, sir. It is administered by the Civil Rights Com-
mission. The Ohio law is greatly different, however, than the pro.
posed Federal law in that it does not apply to single family dwellings.

Senator JAVITS. Or to two- family dwellings.
Mr. SAWYER. Exactly, owner ocupied in part.
Senator JAVITS. Would that make a major difference in your opposi.

tion to this measure
Mr. SAWYER. None whatsoever, sir. We simply think that the

method of approach is wrong.
Senator JAVITr. If there were a federally established housing dis-

crimination law, would you rather have a commission type of adminis-
tration or the individual suit type which is contained now in this
administration bill ?

Mr. SAWYER. We think there is a wide latitude. I have personally
been a member of a commission, and we think that justice is many times
bent in commissions by the admission of evidence that wouldn't be
admitted in a court of law, et cetera. So that I believe I would rather
see it adjudicated in the court system.

Senator JAvrrs. Individual suits
Mr. SAWYER. Yes, sir.
Senator JAVrrs. No further questions. Counsel for the comniittee.
Mr. ATRY. I won't be but a minute, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Sawyer, on page 4 of your statement the last paragraph wasn't

quite plear to me. You say the enforcement provision provides a
vehicle for political and discriminatory enforcement?

Am I correct in stating what you aver to there is the discretion
given to the Attorney General as to when and where he may bring
suit?

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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Mr. SAWYER. Precisely, without direction and without a set of de-
finitive standards by which one could make an adequate defense.,

Mr. AUTRY. Perhaps your counsel may want to answer this question.
Have you a copy of the bill there?

Mr. FOLK. Title IV is all I have. .
Mr. AUTRY. That is all right. I call your attention to ;section

403(c), if you will look at that for just a minute please. It is my
understanding that in Ohio there are several Catholic colleges.
SMr. FOLK. Yes..
Mr. AUTRY., Assume that in the vicinity of. the campus of one of

these colleges there is a Catholic family that advertises rooms for
rent in the paper which says "Catholic family has room to rent to
Xavier student." Now, in your opinion, under the terms of 403(c),
would this be in violation ?

Mr. FOLK. It sounds to me like it would be, because I would think
that as soon as they indicated what they were, that this would be an
implication of, an indication of an intention to make a preference.
There might be some question as to whether or not this would be pro-
scribed under the Ohio law, but I would think it would be under the
proposed statute.

Mr. AUTRY. Can you tell me whether in your experience since
the Ohio law has passed there has been an impact on the housing
industry, the real estate industry in one way or another such as might
affect the flow of commerce?

Mr. FOLK. We have only had the thing 7 months. I can't really
say that there is any impact on it at all. It looks to me like things are.
about the same now as they were before.

Mr. AUTRY. If you will refer to this for just a second, I would like
to call your attention to section 406(c). Let us assume that title to a
house has already passed to a third person who has taken possession.
Could the court order the sale set aside and have title transferred to
a complainant, in your opinion?

Mr. FOLK. I think that is a good question. I think that the defini-
tive language here, where the court may grant such relief as it deems
appropriate, is just as broad or just as narrow as that particular court
might wish to make it.

Mr. AUTrY. It is possible?
Mr. FOLK. It is a possibility, it is a real possibility.. It is a real

danger in this draftsmanship.
Mr. AUTRY. Mr. Sawyer, just one question of you. Could you tell

me how you personally handle yeal estate transactions? Is there any
discrimination as far as the real estate profession is concerned?

Mr. SAWYER. Of course, there i both overt and covert discrimina-
tion. Indeed there is, and we make no denial of this. Buthow do we
handle cases?

Mr. AUTRY. How do you handle a case, if a property owner asks you
to restrict the sale of his house to members of his race

Mr. SAWYER. If I may just for a moment speak of the Reverend
Walter Jone testimony this morning, wherehe said that realtors were
often guilty of with ding houses from minority groups. I think
that there is a grave i aisunderstanding,sometiies by misinormation
sometimes by malicious intent, of the realtor's role in this~ business.
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We are agents for sellers, and the sellers direct us, as is common in any
agency procedure, as to what they wish to do, and I don't think that
any intelligent realtor would withhold any offer from any owner. In
fact he would be in violation of our State law if he did, and he cer-
tainly would be something less than prudent if he attempted it. So
basically we act under the direction of the person with whom we are
contracting the owner, and, therefore, we think the realtor discharges
his responsibility quite properly in that respect.

Mr. FOLK. If I may comment on that a little bit further, I think that
it is interesting to note that if you look at the Ohio statute, I might say
we have a complete text of the statute and an analysis of what the hous-
ing meant which we mailed to all 12,000 of our members, advising them
to comply with the law and this is what the law requires, and so on and
so forth. But, it is interesting that the impact, that the thrust of this
law is directed at the people that really have the right to make the de-
cisions, the people who put their names on the deeds. This is not a law
that is directed at reactors. It is a law that is directed at owners.

Senator JAVITS. That is the Ohio law
Mr. FOLK. The Ohio law.
Mr. SAWYER. Yes, sir.
Senator JAVITs. Has any effort been made, Mr. Sawyer, and the

president of the association, in your State by individual boards, that
is in cities or areas, to come to an agreement on enforcing a code of
ethics against discrimination or segregation ?

Mr. SAWYER. Yes, sir. As I read to you, we adopted this code of
ethics, and we mean it and we believe in it, and we have held innumer-
able educational seminars to enforce it.

We think that we, as realtors and brokers, are willing, ready and
certainly want to shoulder our equal responsibility across the body
politic of the community, but that we certainly are not to be singled
out for infractions that are imaginary or harassing.

Senator JAVITS. But you also testified that if the owner of a piece
of property tells you to discriminate, you will.

Mr. SAWYER. If you consider that discrimination, sir, the answer
is yes, but we do not. We consider it a legal responsibility of our
agency agreement.

Senator JAVITs. I understand. But if the owner says, "Don't sell
this property to a Negro, don't bring me a Negro offer, don't bring me
any Negro to look at it," you don't.

Mr. SAWYER. We would either do one of two things. Not become
a party to the agency or we would then abide by the direction of the
contract.

Senator JAvrrs. But your code of ethics doesn't say that you should
reject any such agencies.

Mr. SAwYER. No, sir. Neither does it say that we must go out and
carry the burden for the moral responsibility of the whole community.

Senator JAvrrs. I see. All right, gentlemen, if there is nothing else
to be added-

Mr. SAWYER. We are very grateful for the time and we appreciate
the opportunity to appear.

Senator JAVITS. Thank you. We are delighted to hear your views.
The subcommittee will stand in recess until 10:30 a.m. tomorrow.
(Whereupon, at 2:85 p.m., the subcommittee recessed until 10:30

a.m., Thursday, June 16, 1966.)
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THURSDAY, JUNE 16, 1966

U.S. SENATE,SUBCOMMITrEE ON CONSTITUTIONAL RiTrs,
Suscommnqzr~E oiCowsTrruoNAL RIG11Ts,

COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
Washington, D.O.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:35 a.m., in room
2228, New Senate Office Building, Senator Edward M. Kennedy of
Massachusetts presiding.

Present: Senators Kennedy of Massachusetts and Javits.
Also present: George Autry, chief counsel; H. Houston Groome,

Lawrence M. Baskir and Lewis W. Evans, counsel; and John Baker,
minority counsel; Rufus L. Edmisten, research assistant.

Senator KENNEDY of Massachusetts. The subcommittee will come to
order. Our first witness this morning is Mr. Roy Wilkins.

Mr. Wilkins, I want to welcome you to this committee. As Mr.
Wilkins is taking the chair, I would like to state for the record that
Senator Ervin is unable to be here today because of a death in his
family. Senator Ervin has invited me to preside and I am delighted
to do so.

Mr. Roy Wilkins is a gentleman who has appeared many times on
many different questions. I consider him to be one of the outstanding
authorities on questions of civil rights and civil liberties. He is a
man of great dedication and great commitment, and he is a represenia-
tive of a very effective and dedicated organization. He is here to
speak for that organization today.

This morning, he has with him two associates. They need no intrtb
duction to the subcommittee, but I will permit him to present theni
to the connittee if he so desires. .

STATEMENT OF ROY WILKINS, CHAIRMAN OF THE LEADERSHIP
CONFERENCE ON CIVIL RIGHTS AND EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR O
THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT, OF
COLORED PEOPLE (NAACP); ACCOMPANIED BY JOSEPH i. IAUttI
JR., GENERAL COUNSEL FOR THE COJFEENCE; AND tARi NCi*
MITCHELL, CHAIRMAN OF ITS LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE AND
DIRECTOR, WASHINGTON BUREAU QP THE NAACP : '

Mr. WILKINS. Thank you, Senator Kennedy. -First, I should like
to thank the subcommittee for the opportunity of appearing before it
and to express my regret over the circumstances that cause Senator'
Ervin's absence today. I am sure we all extend to fli nd his friends
our condolences.,' ., . " .... , . , 'i " '.
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With me today, in order to supply the information which I cus-
tomarily, habitually lack, is Mr. Joseph L. Rauh, Jr., the general
counsel of the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights, on my imme-
diate left, and Mr. Clarence Mitchell the director of the Washington
Bureau of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People.

I ask the subcommittee's permission for them to supplement my
testimony ds far as certain details are concerned with which I am not
technically familiar.

Senator KENNEDY of Massachusetts. Their comments will be ex-
tremely welcome. I must say from my own personal experience I know
the value of their contributions to the important civil rights leg-
islation that hus been passed by the Senate and the Congress in recent
years, and I, for one, feel that their contributions have been extremely
significant, and I feel that this committee is extremely fortunate to
have the benefits of their thinking, so I welcome them as well.

Mr. WIKINs. Thank you, sir. Mr. Chairman, before embarking on
this statement, I would like to say that I speak today as chairman of
the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights4 an organization 'epresent-
ing more than 100 civil rights, religious, labor, civic, and other groups
dedicated to equality for all, as well as executive director of the Na-
tional Association for the Advancement of Colored People.

I submit for the record a list of the organizations, sir, who have
formally endorsed the testimony which I am about to give. This list
is up to date, from those who were not on it some time ago,

(The list referred to follows:)

LIST OF OVER 100 ORGANIZATIONS THAT ENDORSE THE STATEMENT OF ROY WILKINS,
CHAIRMAN OF THE LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE ON CIVIL RIGHTS

African Methodist Episcopal Church.
AME Zion Church.
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority.
Alphia Phi Alpha Fraternity.
Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America.
Amalgamated Meat Cuters & Butcher Workmen.
American Civil Liberties Union.
American Ethical Union.
American Federation of State, County & Municipal Employees.
American Federation of Teachers.
American Jewish Committee.
American Jewish Congress.
American Newspaper Guild.
American Veterans Committee,
Americans for Democratic Action.
Anti-Defamation League of B'nal B'rith.
A' Philip Randolph Foundation. .
B'nai B'rith Women ,
Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters.
Christian Family Movement.
Christian Methodist Episcopal Church.
Church of the Brethern Service Commission.
Citizens Lobby for Freedom & Fair Play.
Congress of Racial Equality.
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority;: '

Episcopal Society for culturall & Racial Unity.
Frontiers Internatlonal.
Hotel, Restaurant Employee & Bartenders Internatilonal filon. .
Improved Benevolent & Protective Order of the Elks of the World.
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LIST or OVER 100 ORGANIZATIONS TRAT ENDORSE THE STATEMENT OF ROY WILKINSi

OHAInMAN OF' THE LEADERSHIP CONFERNCZOE'CN WCVl RIOHTS--Continued

Industrial Union Department-AFL/CIO
International Ladies Garment Workers Union of America.
International Union of Electrical, Radio & Machine Worker'.
Iota Phi Lambda, Inc.
Japanese-American Citizens League.
Jewish Labor Committee.
Jewish War Veterans.
League for Industrial Democracy.
National Alliance of Postal & Federal Employees.
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People.
National Association of College Women.
National Council of Puerto Rican Volunteers, Inc.
National Association of Colored Women's Olubs, Inc,
National Association of Negro Business & Professional Women's Clubs, Inc.
National Association of Real Estate Brokers, Inc.
National Bar Association.
National Beauty Cultilrists League, Inc.
National Catholic Social Action Conference
National Catholic Conference for Interracial Justice.
National Community Relations Advisory Council.
National Council of Catholic Men.
National'Council of Catholic Women.
National Council of Churches-Commission on Religion & Race.
National Council of Jewish Women.
National Council of Negro Women.
National Council of Senior Citizens, Inc.
National Dental Association.
National Farmers Union.
National Federation of Catholic College Students.
National Federation of Settlements & Neighborhood Centers.
National Federation of Temple Sisterhoods.
National Jewish Welfare Board.
National Medical Association.
National Newspaper Publishers Association.
National Organization for Mexican-American Services,
National Student Christian Federation.
National Urbah League,
Negro American Labor Council.
North American Federation of the Third Order of St. Francis.
Northern Student Movement
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc.
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity.
Phi Delta Kappa Sorority
Pioneer Women.
Presbyterian Interracial Council.
Protestant Episcopal Church-Division of Christian Citizenship.
Retail, Wholesale & Department Store Union.
Southern Beauty Congress.
Southern Christian Leadership Conference.
Transport Workers Union of America.
Union of American Hebrew Congregations..
Unitarian Universalist Association-Commission dn Religion & Race.
Unitarian Universalist Fellowship for Social Justice.
United Automotile Workers of America.
United Church of Christ, Committee for Racial Justice Now.
United Church of Christ, Coiincil for Christian Social Action.
United Church Women.
United Hebrew 'rades; '
United Packinghouse, Food & Allied Workers. :
United Presbyterian Church, Commission on Religion & Race. .
United Prosbyterian Church, Offce of Church & Society.
United Rubber Workers.
United States National Student Association.
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J 4 OF QVEB 100 ORGANIZATIONS THAT ENDORSE THE STATEMENT OF RO WYIKJNS
QIHAIRt AN. OW THp LADERBHIP CQON FECP JFNCE ON CIVIL RIHTS-Continued

United States Youth Council.
United Steelworkers of America,
United Transport Service Employees of America.
Women's International League for Peace & Freedom.
Workers Defense League.
Workmen's Circle.
Young Women's Christian Association of the USA.
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority.

OTHER ORGANIZATIONS

Citizens Crusade Against Poverty.
Executive Committee of the Division of Human Relations and Econonic Affairs,

General Board of Christian Social Concern of the Methodist Church.

NOTE.-Other organizations will be made a part of the record as we receive
them.

Mr. WILKINs. With the subcommittee's permission and in the in-
terests of conserving the time of the Senator, I should like to sum-
marize and touch in points upon the written testimony which has
already been submitted for the record and which I would like to re-
quest be included in the record in toto.

Senator KENNEDY Of Massachusetts. It will be included id its
entirety.

Mr. WILKINs. And then, sir, I would like at the conclusion to pres-
ent a short supplementary statement.

At a meeting on May 5, specially called to consider the administra-
tion's civil rights program as proposed in S. 3296, the Leadership.
Conference on Civil Rights endorsed the program and agreed to
recommend that its associated organizations work for its passage.
Pursuant to the will of the conference as expressed at that meeting,
I am here to present the conference's views on this proposed legislation.
We support S. 3296 and urge certain vital strenthenmng amendments.

The need for me and others to return to testify on another major
civil rights bill so soon after passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
and the Voting Rights Act of 1965 is occasioned by the cumulative ef-
fect of nearly a century of neglect-of section 5 of the 14th and section
2 of the 15th amendments. These sections, which athoiize Coiigress to
enact appropriate legislation to enforce the amendments, were a dea4
letter from the 1870's until passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1957.
This long period of congressional inaction spawned problenis which
could not be resolved in any oe oi-r'even a number of congre6sioinaI
enactments, in the light of the existing political realities. As Congress
responded to pressing needs by passage of civil rights legislation in
1957,1960, 1964 and 1965, experience under this legislation and reactioli
and resistance to it have, indicated'the need fo' father leg ti
action to refine and protect the rights encompassed by, these laws, We
believe that the proposal sent to Congress by the President goes a long
way toward pointing out the areas of concern in which such legislative
action is urgently needed. '

The first two titles of S. 3296 concern themselves with reform of
the jury selection system-both Federal and State. ,The conditions that
make this reform necessary are a prime example of , situation created
by the Nation's neglect to which I have previoily referred. I si(te
the adoption of the 14th amendment 98 years ago ad despite tie
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Supreme Court's upholding, in ea parte Virginia in 1880, the statute
making jury discrimination a criminal act, the practice of exclusion of
Negroes from juries still exists. It exists not on an accidental or
limited basis, but as part of widespread, systematic, and concerted
State action practiced in contempt of the Constitution and in total
disregard of the civil rights of millions of American citizens whose
skin happens to be colored..

I need not elaborate on the details on where or how this racial exclu-
sion is practiced. I am sure the subcommittee has been well briefed on
this point. I cannot, however, refrain from citing once again the case
of Lowndes County, Ala., which I believe the Attorney General has
already brought to your attention. In this county a Federal court
found that no Negro had ever served on a jury, despite the fact that
Negroes comprised 72 percent of the population from which juries
were selected.

Through the years jury exclusion has been a matter of continuing
concern to civil rights organizations, and a substantial number of
cases have been handled by lawyers of the NAACP and the NAACP
legal defense fund, including such landmark ones as Hale v. Kentucky,
Hill v. Teas, and Shepherd v. Florida, to mention only a few. This
experience in the courts has led the Leadership Conference to the con-
clusion that while case-by-case litigation may secure justice in specific
instances, it is not an effective means of combating the problem of jury
exclusion with all of its ramifications. We, therefore, welcome efforts
to reform the system itself to eliminate the curse of racial discrimina-
tion. That the President's program is concerned with the total jury
selection system inspires hope that Congress will meet the crying need
for a complete overhaul of jury selection procedures.

We are pleased that the bill offered to carry out this program attacks
all types of discrimination-on the basis of sex and economic status as
well as race, color, religion, or national origin.

It is significant to us that in those States where women are barred
from jury service--Alabama, Mississippi, and South Carolina-harsh
treatment of Negroes in judicial procedures is often the rule rather
than the exception. We would hope that the inclusion of ladies in the
jury system would add elements of both mercy and justice. This hope
is inspired by our memory of the valiant work that women-and es-
pecially Southern churchwomen-performed in the long and ulti-
mately rewarding fight against the evil of lynching.

The prohibition of discrimination because of economic status is a
necessary complement to that barring racial discrimination. It would
be of little moment to Negro litigants in areas such as the Mississippi
Delta if prospective Negro jurors, having overcome the factor of race,
were struck from the list because of- a means test. The unfortunate
historical and socioeconomic factors that have relegated masses of
Negroes to lower economic classifications would then become as effec-
tive a barrier to jury service as the jury commissioner's deliberate
policyof handpicking "white only" venires.
We are likewise pleased that the provisions of S. 3296 apply uni-

versally--to Federal as well as State juries--to practices in the North
as well as those in the South. While our experience in 'Federal courts
in the South is generally better than in most local courts, we see in the
Federal system many of the deficiencies in jury selection that prevail
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in the State system.., In the North, the private prejudices of the per-
sons selecting jurymen may be:more subtle-in some cases even un-
conscious-but the ultimate result is often the same--juries that
conform.to the selector's conceptof what a jury should be, rather than
one composed of a representative cross section of the community. In
some cases-such as my/own State of New York-these prejudices are
reinforced by statutory standards requiring ownership of property or
payment of specified taxes as qualifications. That the bill before the
subcommittee seeks to eliminate these practices indicates it is not
regionally oriented.

Conditions that exist nationwide require that there be a new, speedy,
nondiscriminatory jury selection system, under which the authority
of the individual selector or selectors is replaced by an automatic
system of choosing those who serve.

Closely associated with the jury system is the prosecution of crimes
against Negroes and against civil rights workers, Negro and white,
because of their pursuit of racial justice. Too often have we seen such
crimes go unpunished, either because of failure of local authorities to
act, or because juries, selected under the conditions noted above, are
more sympathetic to the criminals than to their obligation to see that
justice is done.

The murders of Medgar Evers, William Moore, James Chaney,
Michael Schwerner, and Andrew Goodman, the four young girls in
Birmingham, Jimmie Lee Jackson, Col. Lemuel Penn, Rev. James
Reeb, Jonathan Daniels, Vernon Dahmer, Sanuel Young, and others,
all as yet unpunished, cry out for removing the trial of racial killers.
from the control of local courts and juries which as President John-
son has said may tip the scales of justice one way for whites and
another way for Negroes, and placing it in a forum more likely to mete
outi impartial justice. So long as such crimes go unpunished, none'of
us, white or colored, can be assured of the rights guaranteed by the
Constitution and by the great congressional enactments of recent years.
Rights exercised in fear are not rights at all. To us it is both ftting
and logical that Federal rights should as far as possible be protected
in Federal courts. '

We were, therefore, gratified to see the response of the Attorney
General, set out in title V of the bill, to the invitation that the Supreme
-Court extended in the Guest and Price cases. It is a matter of the most
urgent national policy that we protect in full the basic civil rights that
have far too often been jeopardized by unruly mobs, by the Klai by
terrorists who strike in the dark, and by other unlawful elements,
some, unfortunately, who wear the badges of officers of the law.
.,'* We are most hopeful that vigordius enforcement of theseprovisions
when enacted will serve as a deterrent to those who have often relied on
their locally administered brand of "justice" to protect them from
just punishment fori their deeds. We look forward to the day when
constitutional rights may be exercised without fear of reprisal.:

Having skipped to the last substaliiive title of the bill, I will now
return in regular sequence to title III, dealing With desegregation of
public facilities and public schools and authorizing the Attorney
General to file suit to require that schools and other facilities be
operated free from discrimination. And on that section having to

/
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do with the added powers of the Attorney General in school deregre-
gation cases, it is well, t remember that $it i~ 12 year-jthat a onL
May 17, 194--in which it was held racial segregatio n the public
schools to be inherently unequal ad hence unconstitutional. .

This month thousands of colored schoolchildren who enteredfirst
grade after that great decision was rendered by the Supreme Court
will graduate from high school,without having benefited from that
ruling. Their entire elementary-secondary school life will have been'
spent in a condition of inherent inequality. Unless significant
changes occur in the immediate future, additional thousands of chil-
dren will be totally denied the benefits of the Brown decision.. For,
as the President has pointed out in his message to Congress on this
legislation, only 1 in 13 colored children in the South attends school
with white children; and I must say that many informed sources con,
sider this estimate to be on the optimistic side. In the North thou-
sands more colored students spend their entire school careers in de
facto segregation.

If I may interject here, Mr. Chairman, only this morning the New
York Times recorded a report of the Board of Education of the
City of New York, in wuich officially the board pointed out that
in the past recent years, de facto segregated schools in the city of
New York, that is those composed predominantly of Puerto Rican or.
Negro or both have "sharply increased" so that the question of de
facto segregation is one squarely before the Congress. It is not a
historical matter. It is right here in our own presence.,

Senator KENNEDY of M.ssachusetts. And what you are suggesting
by that observation is that it should be a national goal and a national
policy if we are going to realize the spirit of the rBown case, and that
we have an obligation to institute positive steps to insure that de facto
segregation is eliminated. Is that correct?

Mr. WILKINS. Yes, Senator, and I would say sir, if I may be per-
mitted to do so, thatyour own advocacy in the tat of Massachusetts
against imbalance, racial imbi lance, ini the schools and. your own
record there is one entirely in keeping with the spirit of tlis legisla-
tion and with the needs of the day.

Massachusetts under the stimulation of leaders, like yourself ;nd
others in your State has taken official action against racial imbalance
in the schools and directed its cities to correct such imbalance on
pain of having their State assistance withdrawn, and it is interesting
to note that only this.week the School Committee of Bosto, Mas
and I am sure I am not telling you anything new-

Senator KENNEDY, of Massachusetts. ;That is right, . '
Mr. WILKUis (continuing). Has reversedd itself and voted idnani-

mously to begin a program of correction of imbalance because some
$4 million in State aid has been withheld from the iBoston schools.
I think this is in lihe with , cur own suggestion ,

Senator KENNEDY of, Massachusetts. It rs. The, poit that is still
somewhat distressing, Mr. Wilkins, !is that the-board Jn; Boston still
has not really agreed on a final program for the bussing o' students.
They are meeting at the present,time as you quite accurately pointed
out. The State is presently withholding funds. Tlowver, I am cer-
tainly hopeful, as you ar that, there can be reached, in the noi too dis-
tant future, a solution to the problem.
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I would like to make a comment on this particular subject. I think
the opportunity of withholding funds in situations such as this is some-
thing which the Congress should carefully consider. I have intro-
duced legislation that would'provide for various school communities
the opportunity to receive Federal assistance and Federal funds when a
school board br a school district is attempting to reach a racial balance.

This would provide funds first of all for different kinds of technical
help aid assistance in drawing up boundaries and redesignating
boundaries to provide a point of balance.

Secondly, it wotild provide funds for transportation to help and
assist students who want to go to other schools. Funds would also be
available to consider necessary curriculum changes.

This would not be coercive in any way, but it would offer aid to
those communities and school districts which desire assistance in
achieving a better balance.

Mr. WILKINS. Yes.
Senator KENNEDY of Massachusetts. I know you haven't had an op-

portunity to consider it, but I am just wondering about the possibility
of two approaches. One, involving the restriction and the withhold-
ing of funds, the second, offering school districts the opportunity to
receive Federal help and assistance, if they are sincerely interested in
making adjustment. Do you feel that the first approach is worthy of
consideration?

Mr. WILKINS. Senator, I can'say to that flatly and completely that
our conference and our association has always been in favor of any
inducements, legal and constitutional, to induce and assist the school
boards and school districts in making this change. In fact, immedi-
ately after the 1954 decision, we were among the pioneer advocates of
the so-called "carrot" approach, the assistance approach. This is a
strange field.

Senator KENNEDY of Massachusetts. Yes.
Mr. WILKINS. They need assistance. It is an extraordinary drain

on school budgets. They need help. They need the training of
teacher's technicians, the study of boundaries, transportation problems,
and all the things you have outlined:

Senator KENNEDY of Massachusetts. Yes.
Mr. WILKINS. So that there is no conflict here.
Senator KENNEDY of Massachusetts. Yes.
Mr. W KINms. In fact, we, are for any constitutional assault that

will accomplish the diminution and the abolition of de facto segrega
tion in the North.

In that connection I would like to emphasize that point in our testi-
mony on the freedom of choice matter which we touch upon., 

We have always felt that the executive branch of Government
had a speical obligation to implement the principles enunciated in
the Court's school desegregation opinion. For this reason we sup-
ported titles III, IV, and VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, But
unfortunately the resistance to the right to enjoy equally the use of
public schools and facilities has been so great tht these provisions of
law, while helpful, ha e not been able to secure the free exercise of
constitutional rights. Discharge from employment, denial of credit,
refusal to renew farm tenancy agreements an d other econorric pres-

f .'
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sures have been exerted against those seeking rights for themselves
or their children. Where these tactics have proved ineffective, im-
timidations subtle and pyert have been used.

The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare was given the
task of securing compliance with title VI.

Senator KENNEDY of Massachusetts. Mr. Wilkins, with your per-
mission we will recess for just a few moments and then continue. I
am needed in the Labor Committee.

(Short recess.)
Senator KENNEDY Of Massachusetts. The subcommittee will come to

order. I appreciate your indulgence, Mr. Wilkins. Continue.
Mr. WIKINS. Thank you, Senator Kennedy. I was saying in con-

nection with de facto segregation and with segregation in the South
which has been outlawed that previously existed by law, title VI of
the 1964 civil rights bill and its enforcement were entrusted to the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, and that freedom
of choice has been the battle cry of those who seek to cling to the status
quo. But they have refused to allow the choice to be free. Studies
and reports published and complaints filed by civil rights organiza-
tions, including American Friends Service Committee, SNCC, the
Urban League, Southern Regional Council, the NAACP, the NAACP
legal defense fund and others, show that time and time again the
choice of parents has been thwarted by the organized opposition.
Principals and teachers have been used to influence the selection of
schools. Threats of failures, of nonparticipation in athletic events
and other extracurricular activities, have been utilized. Discharges
of colored teachers have been widespread. Transportation has been
refused to colored children attending desegregated schools. They
have been psychologically and physically harassed inside and outside
of school while the authorities have done nothing. Violence and the
threats of violence have been the last resort of the die-hard segrega-
tionists. Freedom of choice is segregation with a new ritual.

We regret, Mr. Chairman, that the Department of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare, either through its inability for lack of staff or be-
cause of the conviction of some of the people below the high admin-
istrative level and conviction of Secretary Gardner, is accepting the
freedom of choice excuse of Southern States and southern school dis-
tricts as evidence of compliance with title VI, and that as a matter of
fact the southern political structure as represented by an impressive
number of Senator and Governors has protested and resisted the so-
called guidelines set down by HEW for the schools who are to comply
with title VI..

As a matter of fact, Mr. Chairman, these guidelines we regard as
being comparatively mild. They are not by any means as strict as
we would have them be, nor did the Congress provide the funds
which would enable HEW to police this title as we would like to have
it policed. In effect, HEW here in Washington must accept an Ps-
surance from a school board in deep Florida or South Cirolina or Mis-
sissippi or Texas which says that "We are in compliace, we have
freedom of choice, and ye have satisfied your guidelines," when as a
matter of fact e 'en a casual inspection of the past record or the present
activity would demonstrate that the guidelines are not being observed.
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I don't have to cite for this committee, I am sure, all of the examples
of this kind of thing that have taken place.

Senator KENNEDY of Massachusetts. Mr. Wilkins, I have seen sta-
tistics'that point out that there is only 1 Negro child in 12 attending
schools which are integrated. Could you give me your general im-
pression as to the accuracy of that figure ?

Mr. WILKINS. Senator, our impression is that this is an optimistic
estimate. I don't know, of course, statistics can be handled in a
variety of ways.

Senator IKNNEDY of Massachusetts. Yes.
Mr. WiLKINS. But it is our belief from the information that we

have, and we don't have the investigative facilities or the resources,
financial resources to do a complete study, that to say that 1 in 12 or
1 in 13 is optimistic. It might 'be more nearly 1 in 20, and this is'
not amazing when you consider that in the first 10 years of the de-
cision of the Supreme Court in Broon v. Board of Education, the de-
segregation rate in Southern States and border States was at the
rate of less than 1 percent a year, and that even in these statistics, de-
segregation was counted as where one Negro child attended one school
in one school district, and that school district was then said to be
desegregated and was counted among statistics.

Now less than thatI think it was nine-tenths of 1 percent a year,
that was the average rate, and the only reason it was as fat as that
was because you had the averages of Tennessee and West Virginia and
Oklahoma and Missouri and Kentucky, the so-called border States,
to average against the Deep South States. Else it would have been
nearer to four-tenths of 1 percent rather than nine-tenths of 1 percent.
So that when we consider those statistics, Senator Kennedy, it is not
unbelievable that the present rate is greater or less, depending on your
point of view, than 1 in 12.

I will cite a few examples to show the range of tactics used. In
Wilcox County. Ala., the school superintendent has written to the
parents of the Negro students advising the children to return to their
segregated schools, regardless"of what the Federal Government does.
In Coosa County, Ala., the loss of welfare benefits was threatened if
requests 'for school transfers were not withdrawn. In Mitchell
County, Ga., a parent was, severely beaten; in Burke County in the
same State, the hom bof a child attending a desegregated school was
shot into. In Maryland community a cross was burned on the lawn
of a home where a student lived. v These represent only a sampling of
the coercive tactics used. The cumulative effect of intimidation and
threats has been to discourage many parents from applying for trans-
fer for their children; many more have withdrawn their children after
their transfer to a desegregated school.

The authority of the Attrney General under the 1964 act to file
school desegregation suits is inadequate. It requires a written com-
plaint to invoke its use. The same conditions that discourage school
transfer applications discourage complaints. It does little good to
say that suchl'omplaints are confidential; thd Negro leaders and par-
ents in the conmiinitt are well known to those, who resort to terror.
A new approach is needed under which the initiative for filing desegre-
gation suits is placed'in the Attoriey General/,
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There is another coinpelling reason why the Att6rney General should
be granted this authority. Title VI of the 1964 act reaches only those
programs and communities that accept' Federal funds. The 14th
amendment reaches all public schools and facilities. Some political
leaders see the refusal of Federal funds as' a method of both avoiding
desegregation and grabbing racist political headlines. To attain these
objectives they are willing to compromise the future of their State's
students, both white and colored, by denying them the Federal assist-
ance needed to bring their school system "into the 20th century. Al-
ready over 100 school districts have failed to even file plans under the
relatively mild guidelines issued by the Office of Education under
title VI. Those who defy the Constitution and jeopardize the future
of thousands of young people must be convinced by the Federal Gov-
ermnent that equal educational opportunity is the national policy,
whether or not Federal funds are involved. This can only be done
on a scale large enough to make it convincing by the Federal Govern-
ment, acting through its chief law officer.

We welcome the inclusion in the pending bill of the provisions in
title IV aimed at the ghetto system that disfigures residential areas in
all parts of the country. With the whole housing market dominated
by practices of discrimination, one finds all over the country the pat-
tern of the central city with ever increasing ghettoes surrounded by a
ring of completely segregated suburbs. Because of their confinement
to limited areas, minority group families are forced into doubling up
and other expedients that breed slum conditions, with resulting in-
creases in delinquency, fire losses, depressed health conditions, and
other evils.

No less important is the fact that continued bias in housing is nullify-
ing gains made elsewhere in the fight against inequality. Residential
segregation means segregation in schools, playgrounds, health facili-
ties, and all other aspects of our daily lives. It is primarily responsible
for the widespread segregation in northern urban and suburban pub-
lic schools. It has even impaired the job opportunities opened up by
fair employment laws. Finally, it 'is the most potent source of the
intergroup tension that too often explodes in violence--a fact atteted
by a longlist of names like Cicero, Rochester, and most recently Watts,
and only this week Chicago, where the Puerto Ricans are reported to
have been in the midst of violence with the Chicago police over the
shooting of a Puerto Rican there and the consequent actions and
attitudes of the department. All of the dispatches from Chicago men-
tion that the basic cause abscribed to this by Puerto Rican leaders was
the breakdown of communications between the city and the Puerto
Rican community.

Now I submit that this housing section of the proposed bill is
directed at eliminating these enclaves, these ethnic enclaves that are
so easily shut off in communication from the main body of the cities
and from the main city officials. If you have either a segregated
school system or a segregated housing community which can be iso-
lated, cut off from the mainstream of American cities, and if you build
fences there without any, communication by reason ef this exclusion,
then you have the ingredients there of a riot.

Title IV of the present bill is designed to come to grips with this
problem. It would bar discrimination not only by the owners of
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housing but also .by their agents and, by those who provide necessary
financing. Most important, it would apply to all housing, That is as
it should be. .Recent .proposals, for. example, to exclude "Mrs.
Murphy's boardinghouse would make unnecessary compromises with
principle. Once Congress recognizes that housing bias works a harm
to the.national interest that it has power to prevent, it should do the
job that needs to be done. It should not leave pockets of bias in the
housing market.

There are some who;say that this is of no concern of government-
that the sale of housing is a private matter to be left to the whims and
prejudices of the parties involved.. This ignores the realities of recent
years. Suburbia asit now exists was made possible largely by FHA
and VA insured financing. Its residents are served by facilities con-
structed with Federal assistance, commute to work over highways and
are treated in hospitals built with Federal funds.

In this connection we read just this week of the new plan to build
a 120-mile-an-hour-train communication between Boston and Wash-.
ington, and this is being pursued with Federal funds. All of the re-
search, all of the building of the experimental trains, all of the assist-
ance to the Pennsylvania and New Haven Railroads for the creation of
rights-of-way, curbs, signals, and so forth, are being done with the
initial appropriation of $90 million by the Federal Government, and
to say that private enterprise is private in one sense but public when
it comes to getting funds from the Federal Government, and that the
Government cannot step in and set up any regulations is leading us
down a path of inconsistency.

The children of these objectors attend schools receiving the benefits
of Federal programs. To say that it is no concern of the Federal
Government that Negroes are denied the right to live in these com-
munities that would not exist except for this massive Federal assist-
ance is to us an absurdity.

I note that this housing section, of course, has caused a great deal
of discussion, and one of the leading discussants is the eminent and
valuable and respected and colorful Senator from Illinois, the Hon-
orable Everett McKinley Dirksen. Mr. Dirksen was joined by a less
colorful witness this past week, the president of the National Associa-
tion of Real Estate Boards. But their philosophy is almost identical.

They both believe that it is a great tragedy and threatens the end
of the American institution of free enterprise if a man cannot sell his
property to whom he wishes, and it.is a great crime for the Govern-
ment to step in and to say to whom' he may not sell. These people,
including the good Senator from Illinois who knows better, pretend as
though there had never been any restrictions on the use of private
property and, of course, this is simply not so.

There are regulations everywhere on the use of private:property.
The first that must occur to any member of this committee and to
Anyone in this room must be the zoning laws. We have zoning laws
specifically to say to property owners that you may or may not do this
or that with your property. It must set so many ,feet back from the
sidewalk, It mut,,do thisfit must notdo that. , ' .

We even have rent control laws and we tell them what rent they
can ,charge, and we have laws which say they -miy not evict people
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during certain times under certain conditions. So that if, they get
a tenant they; are stuck with him.' ,

And we also have laws that do with grazing rights out here on our
great wide open spaces. A man cannot just graze his cattle wherever
he pleases. JHe has to graze in accordance with grazing laws.

He may not build fences over his land in certain places because of
Federal restriction.

It was once cited that a man who owns a shipment of hogs or cattle
and is disposing of them as a private owner in thiQ marketplace and
shipping them to slaughterhouses has to, comply with certain Fedral
regulations as to how long he ,may keep them without water.;and
without exercise. ,Uie must open up the cattle trains and let them
out and feed them. and exercise them and water them at certain
intervals. So that these cows are not his property to do absolutely
as he pleases with them.

We have laws about setbacks and easements and entrances, sanitary
codes, sprinkler systems, and a variety of other safety measures. We
have never regarded it as an invasion of privacy to be involved here,
and thereis no preservation of the status of people.

This discussion of housing comes in the realm, Senator Kennedy, of
the discussion of God and home and mother, and takes on all the over-
tones that we customarily ascribe to these so-called sacred subjects.
Yet the people who say this never raise any objection when it is dis-
covered, for example, that ladies of a certain easy profession areent-
ig apartments in the most exclusive areas say of the East Side of New
York and have gentleman callers at all hours of the day and night.
The people who live in thosp apartment houses do not raise any objec-
tion with the landlord, or if they do, it has no force and effect, and one
of the leading kings of the, underworld in the United States lived on a,
certainI avenue in New Yoi k City in a very plush duplex apartment,
and he was the overlord of gambling, prostitution, drugs, and God
knows what else. Yet nobody objected to his staying there and no-
body said that nobody.should interfere with him,

Yet if the Negro family went to church everySunday and sent tir
kids to school regularly and took :a bath every morning, not every
Saturday night, tried,to rent, that apartment, there would be all this
palaver about privacy and about the use of, a man's property, about
the preservation of the neighborhood and about the status of the family
and the protection of mothers and the future of the children, and so on
and so forth., ,

We simply believe, sir, that this housing provision is just and right,
should be enacted.,

Now we realize, of course, that there is a tremendous investment n-
volved. The National Association of Real Estate Boards sells not
only houses and lots but it sells location and status and exqlisiveness
and a variety of other things, .It ll1 goes in the, price. Probably. a
$15,000, house has a $5,000, status tag added to, it. But even so, we
point----

Senator KENNEDY, Mr. Wilkins, would part of your.,theme, be, as
related ito title IV, that under present laws, particularly iI the. field
of puibli housing, theiFederal government' has actualy help.edand
assisted in the continuation ofEgigrgation.in manyof ,ouru~a an;eas

Mr. WILKINS. Yes, it has.
6-508--00-pt. 1--80
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Senator KENNEDY. Has that been your--
Mr. WILKINS. The Government has been a partner in this, sometimes

iiiionsiously.
Senator KENNEDY. That is right.
Mr. WILKINS. And sometimes, without meaning to be so--
Senator KENEDgY. That is right.
Mr. WILKINs. But nevertheless, it has been such a partner. And it

has made certain efforts to correct these in the regulations it has handed
out, but these fall afoul of bureaucratic interpretation and enforce-
ment, so that actually the Federal Government's position, while stated
clearly, has not been enforced effectively.

Senator KENNEDY. Public housing has encouraged the continuation
or the perpetuation of segregation in many instances. Would you not
also agree, that it has been through FHA and VA loans that suburban
housing has really been built up and established in recent years ?

Mr. WILKINS. Oh, indeed so.
'SBnator KENNEDY. In suburban areas?
Mr. WILKINs. Indeed so.
Senator KENNEDY. So actually, the interest of the Federal Govern-

ment in this is very real ?
Mr. WILKINS. It is very real.
Senator KENNEDY. That is right.
Mr. WILKINS. In terms of not only millions of dollars, but provid-

ing living space for our people and therefore the Government has, it
seems to me, a right to make these housing developments available to
all of its people without distinctions between them on the basis of race.

Why should the Government spend hundreds of millions of dollars
building up suburbs, desirable locations, underwriting builders and
guaranteeing mortgages to provide an opportunity for families to
escape from the central cities, but shall say to the black families that
want to escape, "You cannot do it because this would be a bad national
policy"?

Senator KENNEDY. Is it not true that a number of States have fair
housing laws and that the States that do have it contain close to 50
percent of the Nation's population ?

Mr. WILKIN. I think there are, Senator, some 17 States.
Senator KENNEDY. That is correct.
Mr. WILKINs. And they do. They have about half the population

in the United States. This suggestion that the people in the South by
a vote of their own representatives have recognized this area as a
critical one to be corrected, to attempt to correct it through legisla-
ion, and the Federal Government ought not to follow behind these
States.

As a matter of fact, the Federal Government ought to be out in
front.. I think it was President Harry Truman who said as long ago
as 1947 that the Federal Government cannot wait for the slowest State
to make up its mind, but must lead the way.' He spoke in the general
field of civil rights.

Senator KENNEDY. Yes.
Mr. WLKINS. 4And he was a true prophet, of course. But here we

have the spectacle of 17 States and some municipalities with fair iqus-
ing ordinances out in front of the Federal Government.

I . .. ^ **-
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Now, if you want to pursue that, ir, 'on nation policy, we he
established the national policy of nondiscrlinatio o ace. We hiav
done it through legislative enactment, through court prono6ncements
and through executive action arid through the statements of Somid if
our great Presidents, including your late brother.

The policy of this country is uiinistiikable; The'official national
policy is against racial discrimination, and yet in this on great area,
which has to do with family life, with the rearing of children, with
the inculcating of ideals, with the opening tip of: anibitionis nd the
providing of opportunities as well as health, welfare, and all the
things that we glorify in America, we say to the Negro, "Yoi cThnot
have this because you are not the right color."

This is the reason why we are for the enactment of this provision,
and we believe that it ought to be enacted.

We would hope-we o not want to get into an argument with the
Senator from Illinois because he is not really wrong. He is just
misguided. But ve would hope that we could recruit him to this
position, because in his own State he has a growing problem there as
a result of this housing deprivation.

Senator KENNEDY. I think the point you make is very well taken.
It suggests that if we are really going to meet the problems in educa-
tion, job opportunities, and the other areas which President Johnson
stressed so eloquently in his address at Howard University a little
over a year ago, this is fundamental. This is basic to achieving those
aims and those goals.

Would you not agree
Mr. WILKINs. That is right, Senator. You are absolutely right.
I just want to mention briefly the proposals we have for amend-

ments. We are for all these sections. We propose in the matter of
the jury selection procedures that trigger be constructed based on
stattical evidence of honparticipation of Negroes in the jury service,
that this trigger be included in the bill for the purpose of suspending
discriminatory State qualifications in appointing a Federal official to
select State juries where discrimination exists.

I am not trying to spell out the details of such provisions. Mr.
Rauh, who has the technical information, will be glad to supplement
this.

The second amendment we propose is ttat'tlie provisions apply to
State and local public employment practices, because one of the aber-
rations of the present system in the administration of justice in many
areas is the all-white personnel policy. As commentators have
pointed out, it is possible for a colored defendaiLt o be arrested, jailed,
and arraigned and indicted, tried, convicted, and fined without see-
ing anything but wlite faces in the whole, process of. the. judicial
procedure. ,

Now this may seeM at first 'blush to be ai smll matter, an yet it
emphasizes the very thing thtnot n only this bill iDut our whole civil
rights action is endeavoring :o get rd of; namely, the racial differen-
tiation. And if jt is impressed upona Negro pl'aitiff or defeidant
as he comes into contact vPith the' li iial process that hle s dealing
here with them over there who:are white against Aie who is black, if
le gets that in his immd, no iiatter what the judicial determination
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may be, it is hard for him to conceive of it as being just and on the
acts rather tlht on the color of his skin.
I, am not saying that merely one person over theie of his own race

would co mletely reassure him, but tt least it would help to destroy
that persisting suspicions i mi at e is mihe victim of the juidi-
cial procedure because of his color rather than because of any crime or
alleged crime he may have committed.

Senator ,KNN EDY. i thiik that the Soithern Regional Council
study mentioned, that in 11 States of tlhe old Confederacy, 28 court
clerks and the 109, jury commissioners attached to Federal courts were
all whites and were all appointed by 65 white district judges.

Mr. WiLKiNS. Yes.
Well, this hears out my point. It drives home to a Negro who comes

into court the man who arrested him was white, the paddy wagon he
rode in was driven by a white man, the jailer was white, the fingerprint
man was white, and when he came up for arraignment he was arraigned
in a white court, he was tried by a white jury, a white judge sat there,
and if le was convicted, le was sent back to jail and went to a white
prison, and that sort of thing, the jailers and everybody were white,
sometimes he feels justifiably so, that he is the victim of color injustice
rather than justice.

Mr. Chairma, the next amendment we suggest, the third oie, is in
connection with the persons injured because of race in their efforts to
establish racial justice. We propose that 'an indemnification be in-
cluded for the family, for the survivors of all victims.

The State of California has recently experimented with this legis-
latively and provided indemnification. The contention is that maybe
this ought to be extended to all crimes. "We feel that because this is a
civil rights bill and these people are being punished because they are
advocating conformity with civil rights, that it ought to be restricted
to that. But we do urge it andmost vigorously, that this amendment
be included.

The final amendment, Mr. Chairman, is to ask that administrative
enforcement be included in title IV, that's the housing title.

This provides at present that the complainant may file suit in court,
and this is a long, time-consuming matter and also expensive, and he
may not for a variety of reasons be able to do so. But an administra-
tive remedy ought to be provided for him, so that he could go and make
a complaint, and a hearing could be held, and a cease-and-desist ruling
could be handed down. This would follow in the same kind of case as
the chairman has cited, of the Stat(legislation that has been passed.
It is also consistent with the action of the touse of Representatives in
adopting the Hawkins bill providing or administrative enforcement
of the equal eniployiientt opportunitylaw.

Now, Mr. Chairmanfi these suggestions do not represent a criticism
of the administration's program, nor are they offered in derogation.

.We believe it would be a national tragedy, if Congress failed to enact
the administration 'bill. Our changes here suggested aire advanced as
a supplement in.the same maniinr that th lead er ii'conference in 54
and -196 offered\ suggestIfons adopted by tie Congress, suggestions
which went beyond'the origilil bill asintrodiced. ,i

The time has cime td break the vicious c rl thatik confines Negroes
to second-class h6ousii g tatiis. This caii be donebl oly by a totalFid-



eral program, legislative and Executive.' The legislative aspect will
commerce with the adoption of title IV. It will not only be effectiv
in its own right; it will stimulate action by the executive branch to
make housing desegregation a prime goal of Federal action.

I cannot complete my comments Without reference to the Presi-
dent's request that the bill sponsored by Congressman Hawkins (H.R.
10065) be included as part of the administration's program. We hved
already gone on record in support of this by testifying aid working
for its passage ,

Since the H house has already passed the bill with overwhelming bi-
partisan support, we hope the Senate will include it as part of 'the
pending bil just as it passed the Equal Employment Opportunity 'At
as title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

For all the reasons I have noted, we will wbrk for the passage of S.
3296. For the same reasons, however, we will support with all our re-
sources efforts to make this bill an even better vehicle for the protec-
tion of the rights of those persons who are represented by our com-
bined organizations, by addition of reasonable, constructive amend-
ments.

At the May 5 meeting of the leadership conference, to which I have
previously referred, there was general agreement that four proposals

met this criterion and should be specifically brought to the attention
of the Congress.

It is our belief that the jury selection procedures' particularly as
they relate to State juries, should be strengthened tobetter assure that
the prohibitions against discrimination will be enforced. We are all
only too well familiar with the failure of reliance on case-by-case ju-

dicial procedures to assure the right to vote.
Accordingly, the Congress last year adopted an "automatic trigger"

to suspend State literacy requirements and to appoint Federal ex-
aminers for the election processes. .

We propose that a similar trigger, based on statistical evidence of
nonparticipation of Negroes' in jury service, be included in the bill,
for the purpose of suspending discriminatory State qualifications and
appointing a Federal official to select State juries where discrimination
exists.

I will not attempt to spell out the details of such a provision. One
possible approach is the presumptive method 'contained in Congress-
man Diggs' bill (H.R. 12807) and other House bills, and in S. 2923,
sponsored in the Senate by Senators Douglas, Case, and 19 bipartisan
colleagues.

Another would be a certification by the Attorney General that a
given statistical formula of nonparticipation of Negroes in jury serv-
ice had been met. We are confident that the Senate can devise and
adopt a more expeditious arid effective riethod of enforcement than
is contained in the present administration proposal.

One of thi aberrations of thiepresent system of the administration of
justice in maiany i eas is its all.hite personnel 'pliky. As coimmenta-
tors hkve tainted out,1 i" is possible for a colbiediaefendatt to be ar-
rested, jailed, arraigned, indicted, tried, convicted, and confined, :ith'
out seeing anythi bi t White f~ces in the 'hble piSoes f the judicial
procedure.' i * ' ' *
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SToat.least begin to break dqwn this obstacle to equal justice, we pro-
posed thit the equal employment law (title VII of the 1964 act), either
as now. constituted or as amended by the fHawkins bill, be amended to
cover State and local public employment practices.

Next, we would urge the Congress to give most serious consideration
to establishing a program of indemnification for persons injured be-
cause of race or their efforts to establish racial justice, along the lines
of the Diggs'and Douglas-Case bills.

There are those who say that such a program should not be con-
sidered unless applied to all victims of crime. We believe, however,
that there are valid reasons for beginning this program with mdemnifi-
cation for victims of the civil rights struggle.

This is a civil rights bill, one of the principal purposes of which is to
deter violence against Negroes and civil rights workers. It is our belief
that the Klan, and other night riders and perpetrators of violence,
would be deterred if they knew their victims could receive an award of
indemnification and that they, in turn, would be sued by the U.S. Gov-
ernment for the amount of that award.

The rights here protected are Federal rights, rooted in the Constitu-
tion. Therefore, their denial or abridgement by violence is a matter
of Federal concern, unlike the usual crime, which is primarily within
the jurisdiction of local government.

Another reason for Federal interest is that the victims of these
crimes are engaged in activities that further the national policy of
equality of opportunity. They are not victimized, as are most persons
subjected to criminal assaults, by, chance, but are specifically chosen
because of their efforts to make the Constitution a living reality.

Medgar Evers, the Chaney-Schwerner-Goomdman trio, Mrs. Liuzzo,
Reverend Reeb and others can properly .be compared to those in the
service of their country in Vietnam, in that they died to protect and
advance our American ideals.

Finally, we feel there,is an obligation to compensate the victims
of racial violence or their kin because, the violence to which they are
subjected results from governmental action in the true sense. This
violence stems from 100 years of official, State action suppressing the
constitutional rights of Negro citizens, and from nearly the same
length of :Federal indifference to .this systematic denial of rights.
Surely if ever an institution were a creature of government, it is that
of racially motivated violence to suppress legitimate aspirations of
millions ;of. Negro citizens and ,their white advocates, That the
Government should now indemnify for this suppression is certainly
not too much to ask., .

The, other major change we ask i. the bill is that administrative
enforcement be included in title IV.,. This isconsistent with our
long-established policy of supporting administrative enforcement of
civil rights statutes. It is also consistent with, the action of the House
of Representatives in adopting the tHavkins billy roiidin for admin-
istrative enforcement h of the equal employment opportunity law.

A few of the advantages ,of. the administrative procedure may be
mentioned i.. n <\. oito" ' ita , 4na /I

:First,. it ineutralizes .the well-known fact that victims of dicrimi
nation are rarely in a position to initiate ,nd carry through lengthy

'*/
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court proceedings. Under.l th administrative process, the burden is
largely lifted, from the complainant once he myokes .the stagutry
procedure. From that point on, the administrative agency takes over
responsibility for carrying out the public purpose of preventing and
remedying violations of the law. "'

SSecond, the administrative press assures expert treatment ij
dealing with a difficult and frequently technical area. .Expertise is
needed both in evaluating, the facts and in shaping the appropriate
remedy. It is needed also in the vital task of continuing supervision
of past offenders, . ..

Third, an administrative agency can deal with whole sectors of a
problem in a unitary fashion.; This is difficult, of course, acting on
a case-by-case basis.. Moreover, the agency can concentrate its forces
at the points most in need of corrective action. .

Fourth the administrative! process protects persons against un-
warranted charges.: The agency can quickly screen out those charges
of bias that arise out of pique, misunderstanding, or vindictiveness.
It is a well-known fact that litigation has been kept at a very low
level under all administrative civil rights laws.

These considerations, fully buttressed by experience, have been per-
suasive with the State .legislatures. In State after State antibias
laws of the old-fashioned type have been amended to provide, for ad-
ministrative enforcement and most new laws contain that feature,
'At present, of the 18 fair-housing laws; in,7 States and:the District

of Columbia, all but one are; enforced adiihnistratively.; The cor-
responding figures for employment are 30 out of 35; for public
accommodations, 23 out of 36. , , :. ,
.It should be noted that none of the evils so feely predited for

this type of law have eventuated. Neither hotel owners, employers
nor housing: developers:ihave, been harassed by overzealous bureau-
crats. They have not been put out of business, by being forced to
defend themselves against floods of complaints.

SOn the other hand, steady,. though, unfortunately inadequate, gains
have been made toward practical equality of opportunity.

Administrative, enforcement of title. IV should supplement rather
than replace the present. enforcement features of the bill. In many
States, -parties aggrieved by.,discriminatory practices may make an
election, between filing a complaint with, the State, antibas agency
and bringing their own suit in court. Although. experience i sows
that the. latter alternative is,rarely used,. its availability is a: valuable
counterto the everpresent danger of bureaucratic sluggishness.

In a conference oprdinating the; legislative interests of over 109
separate organizations,,,therq are, many, opinions as, to other changes
that would improve the proposed legislation and each organization
retains the right to suggest: addition amendments to the Congress.
But the four changes have urged, represent a firm consensus wtlhi
the leadership conference as to what ci il rights groups slu1,d supl-
portas a minmumn.ip n ,, , , n . .. ..
STlese, suggestions 'do not represent A criticism o te admiirst,,.
otion's program, nor, re they offered in derogatio ofi , f t e beh ve

it would be a nation0il ,er dy, Congress faile4tophenact, the. ad r i
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Oir changes' are advanced as a supplement, in the same manner
that ihe leadership conference in 1964 and 1965 offered suggestions
that were adopted by the Congress-suggestions that went beyond
the original binl as introduced.

.It is our hope that just as in 1964 and 1965, the voice of public
opinion let Congress know that what we ;sought was reasonable
just, and practical,. it will again convey to'the Congress the sense of
necessity and urgency for the strengthening changes we advocate.
We shall dedicate our efforts to seeing that this message is relayed
to the members of your subcommittee, committee, and the full
Congress.

Finally, in closing, Mr. Chairman, I would like to have a word of
supplementary testimony which I filed with the clerk, but I would
like to read it.

Last week I talked for more than a half hour with James H. Mere-
dith in his hospital room in Memphis, June 7. I addressed two
rallies there, one crowd packed in to the doors, and talked with
numinbers of Negro citizens in Memphis.

My estimate is that the mood of the majority of the Negro com-
munity at present is one of slow-burning anger and of a growing
feeling that the method of the law is not helping them where they
lhuir most.

They nod their heads and they agree in logic that the path of law
is the sensible way. But they look at the gunning down of James
Metedith by a man who apparently drove to neaf the ambush point,
pkiied his car, took his time in rising from cover, called out to
distinguish Meredith from the others, and then fired three times.
When apprehended in a matter of minutes, he was calmly making
his way back to his parked car.

The Negro people with whom I have talked, in the South and in
the North, are shocked and outraged over the Meredith ambush.
They feel strongly that a lawi is needed at once which will authorize
Federal action against this kind of crime, a law which will operate
from the outset through to trial anidverdidt in a Federal court.

The people-except for an exceedingly active and explosive
minority-are not yet in the riot mood of quick, retaliatory, and
desti-uctive anger. Their afiger is the more dangerous kind in a
society based upon law anhd'order; they are being instructed by the
Meredith shooting and by a long list of similar shootings, burnings,
and killings that the law either cannot or will not protect them.
They suspect strongly that when' they seek their citizenship rights
in areas where hitherto these have been denied, individual white
citizens, confident of the sympathy of a part of the white community,
feel free to become terrorists and assassins.

These persons know that too often they can depend upon overt
or covert assistance onn the part of some local and State officials in
law enforcement agencies.

They know, too, that they have little to fear froi present Federal
laws, since none of these apply directly and forcefully to their activ-
ity. Thee pebble klqi, too, th rt tpreent Federal statutes compound
their inherent' ealiikf ese through ciimbe!o6ie procedures hahipered
at every turn by court interpretation..i These rulings' haVi6 give
precedence, even in bald and shocking examples of State court

/
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actions, to local and State peremptory and su~nnaryprpce4ures. aid
verdicts where Negro citizens have been the adversaries of liJW
citizens .. , . .

It is most urgent, therefore, and I cannot say, this too strongly, ,r.
Chairman, that there be prompt and favorable action by .the CoA-
gress on the pending civil rights bill., The deadly assaults upon
Negroes and upon the advocates of their cause during the past, years
have been savage ones upon the person. Most; of these have gone
unpunished, some without even the initial formality of an arrest.
, The nature of these attacks aild their casual disposition are erod-

ing what little confidence in the law some Negro citizens had been
able toimaintain.

If the present civil rights bill should be defeated or should be
enacted in an emasculated form, the assassins ,will have won in the
minds of growing numbers of Negro citizens) and the law and demo-
cratic processes will have lost.

More disturbingly-and more tragically-the preachers of violent
retaliatory action will have won: more converts than they could have
enrolled had they not had the aid of .the zealous technicians in our
legislatures. The legislators have been backed by the cooperative
sympathy of those whose experience with the law have never included
the burning down of one's home or one's church and the wanton slaying
of a loved one. Not one white Senator or Congressman, for example,
has ever been told he could not purchase a home or rent an apartment
because he is white..

In such circumstances all people, white as well as black, are be-
wilderedand unconvinced by theoretical arguments on the .desiability
of law as against potentially explosive and blindly resentful punitive
action,

SAny solid beginning on interracial peace must contain the basic re-
quirement that the law function without regard: to race and color.
There can be but skepticism among Negro citizens on any phase of a
program directed toward! eradicating inequality and openingup op-
portunities until it is demonstated min unmistakable fashion that the
law can protect Negroes from:personal racial /persecution.
SIn this climate, so potentially damaging to the Nation, it is dismay-

ing to have the report thit some Members of the House were restrained
im their attempt and suggestion: that title- V,! the title authorizing
Federal action in cases like the Meredith shoting -be completely
eliminated from the'pending bill.:
S:I cannot imagine a move so slightly in contact with the racial facts

of life in 1966, or one more disastrous in its effect upon our national

, Since as early as February those persons in the civdl rights field have
been met with the: question on-the possibility ;of what has been called
a long, hot suminer.?' The answer may have been taken oit: off their
mouths.by the:snipere-who shot James Meredith in the back June 6 as
the young man walked peacefully down U.S. Highway 1 -near Her'
nando,'Miss, - -'' - f i ' w-i ) *- i

What a tragedy it would be for human deteidy. and for, an ordered
Society if the tmidity or the opportunism or the plain ignorance o£f ur
lawmakers shoulder oduce legislation that will deepen thedespairlof
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the helpless and reinforce the arrogance of the architects and prac-
titioners of racial oppression.

On such a day each one of us should hide our faces in shame and
draw a shroud over the plaques and other mementoes of our national
ideals. Before the world we would stand as the Nation mighty enough
to rebuild the European Continent, yet one too weak in will to protect
the basic physical birthright of the humblest American within the
borders of his own country.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator KENNEDY. Mr. Wilkins, I want to commend you for your

testimony. It is extremely helpful and comprehensive. I think the
suggestions which you have made will be considered very carefully
arid with a great deal of sympathy.

Is it your feeling and the feeling of the Leadership Conference that
while 'the passage of title V, which deals with crimes of violence, is
certainly an important and a fundamental part of this legislation that
what is more fundamental is an attitude which can really be corrected
to a substantial and significant extent only by the acceptance of all
the various provisions of this bill, especially title IV, the housing sec-
tion Itcertainly is mine.

I feel that inherent in the shooting of Meredith is the contempt for
Negroes in certain parts of our country. I am sure that much of this
contempt arises out of misunderstandings that result from the NK pro's
isolation from the rest of society. Thus the title IV provisions are
equally as important because they are designed to help remedy the
ghetto problem and to remove barriers to understanding.

Mr. WILKINS. Senator, I could not endorse more completely this
sentiment.

I am sure you recall that it was your illustrious brother who came
to the conclusion in 1963 that we could not enact piecemeal legislation.
Consequently he sent a lOitle bill to the Congress. It was a compre-
hensive bill for the first time in the history of the country.

What he was saying by that, it seems to me, is precisely what you
are saying now and what I believe the leadership conference is saymig,
and that is as long 'as you separate out the Negro and put him in a
special position, you invite the contempt and the differential treat-
ment on the part of other citizens, and that if you seek to correct only
one phase of it, you leave him still in an exposed position as a de-
tached member of society.

I am sure my colleagues, Mr. Mitchell and Mr. Rauh, have comment
on this, and I want to thank the 'Senator for going really to the bot-
tom of this whole thing. It is of a piece.

I think the President a year ago referred to it as a seamless web,
in his speech at Howard University, the whole fabric of discrimination
and racial segregation, and unless it is recognized and treated in some
such.fashion as we have indicated here, because if this bill is chopped
up and a piece passed here and the other piece discarded, it will still
leave the Negro exposed.

Mr. RAUH. Mr. Chairman, I would just like tp make two points, as
Mr. Wilkins sugestedI do so..:

The first poimt:is that I think the questions of oinstitutioniaity of
title IV are not raised in good faith. I do potthink that there is any
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longer any constitutional question concerning the powers of Congress
to deal a civil rights matter. .

When Senator Dirksen and the others say that they question the con-
stitutionality, they do not really mean that. They ddonot mean that
they have any doubts that the Stipreme Court will'uphold the stAtute
of Congress. What they mean is they have some idea that the Supreme
Court should not do so. But I respectfully suggest thatthe Suprene
Court is the highest Jegal body in this land, and that if it is blear, as
I respectfully suggest it is clear, that the Supreme Court will uphold
title IV on the basis of its invitation for action of this kind in its recent
decisions, then I do not think it is in good faith to say "I question the
contitutionality * * *."

I respectfully suggest that both under the commerce clause and under
section 5 of the 14th amendment, there is no question that the Supreme
Court would uphold title IV, and 'that, it seems to me, is the only
question put before the Congress, not whether a Senator himself wants
the Supreme Court to do that.

Second, I would like to say a word about the four amendments
which Mr. Wilkins referred to.

We are concerned lest the absence of these four amendments weaken
the bill in the Congress rather than strengthen it. Without these four
amendments, there is a serious question whether the bill is strong
enough to do the job. We think you will get more support with the
amendments than you would have with the bill in its present form.

(At this point, Senator Javits entered the hearing room.)
Mr. RAUJH. We are concerned lest these amendments be treated as

a mere pro forma effort on our part. They are not. Without these
four amendments there will be a large part of the civil rights move-
meit that may not feel they can really give everything they have to the
bill, and we strongly urge each'of them upon you, and I would be
happy to answer any questions about the four amendments, but Mr.
Wilkins certainly did express, did state them accurately and well.

With the last question which you put to Mr. Wilkins, concerning the
integration of the problem, I could not agree with his answer more.
It is more eloquent that I could say it, so I simply subscribe to it.

Mr. MITCHEuL. Mr. Chairman, I would like to comment on that, too.
Before I do, I would just like to say that I think your action at a parade
some time ago is an illustration of what must be done when you are
confronted with practical instances of discrimination. It is my recol-
lection that there was a parade, and that some Negro paticipants in
that parade were the objects of persons on the sidelines who were
throwing trash aid other debris at them. As I understand what hap-
pened from the newspaper reports, you got out from the head of the
parade and went to a place where the trouble was occurring and pro.
ceeded to expose yourself to the same missiles that wdre possiblyaimed
at the Negroes.

I think that is the kind of personal commitment we need on the
art of public officials these days, if we ae to save th country from
chaos that comes necessarily after people lose hope. :think people
ivould lose hopeif.the amenmeits that e have spokeii Ai but are hot
included and I 'wtild 'like particularly to stress, a addition 't;thie
others, the indmnification aeiidiidieinit, e" d cause' yesterdi~t thI sub-
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committee of .thel ouse Judiciary Committee, by, a voice, vote as 1
understand it, declined to include that amendment in the bill..

It seems, to me this is a very callous thing to do when you recognize
that in many of these instances people who assert their constitutional
rights lose their homes, their abilityto make a living, and their lives,
simply because they have taken a stand for whatis just.

I believe that the Government of the United States, which can pro-
tect people.in hurricanes, which can come to the aid of persons who
are stricken by earthquakes in Alaska, and which can reach out to
protect the economic interests of Spanish farmers who lost their
land because we dropped an atom bomb or an H-bomb on their
property and therby contaminated the soil, it is my belief that this
same government .ought to be able, to have the resources aid the
means of indemnifying people who. are the victims of problems be-
cause they took a stand for human rights.

Senator KENNEDY. I would like to ask you one or two questions
with regard to the suggestions and recommendations you made. Mr.
Rauh, you mentioned the advantages of an automatic trigger in title
II, the State jury section.

We questioned the Attorney General on this point. He feels that
the current,legislation would be sufficient to meet what I think Mr.
Wilkins has pointed out to be the dramatic inequities as far as the
judicial system in the South.

The point that concerns me and a number of the other members
of the committee is that it appears that we have tried a case-by-case
approach in the past and subsequently, a year or two afterward found
ourselves considering the kinds of approaches which were utilized in
the administration bill with regard to voting rights.
. I am wondering if you would develop this point to some extent,
describe the basis for the conclusions which you reached here, and give
the reasons why you believe that the current provisions in the legisla-
tion are not suitable to do the job.

Mr., RAUE. I would like very much to do that, Senator Kennedy.
You have put the thing yery, well when you referred to the voting
rights: analogy.

In 1957 Congress,.passed a voting rights bill which provided for
a, case-by-case method, and7 years later it had to pass another bill,
because the cae-by-case method had not worked. I would have
thought the lesson was perfectly clear to the Justice Department, since
they ha been the ones who for, .ears had been unable to make the
voting rights, thing work under'"a case-by-case,method.

We suggested that wo wanted to iodel the 1966 bill on the 1964 bill,
not on the 1957 bill. , hey rejected our contention. and went back to
th195 b ill. .We think tiat is a mistake. , '

,Weth!ink it should he modeled on the 1964 bill. The simplest way
to do this would be to say that were the Attorney General makes a
finding that the ratio of, Negres on a. jury to the total jury service
is so muc. under egro population t6 total, population, then he can
send. in a jury commissioner just as he can send in a votingregistrar.

This s, our firt, choice. I think it Is, riglt. [ think it is the way
tdo it,, t is ndeled perfectly on the voting,: ghts bill, a'd it has
already been upheld by the Suprene .oi, i xtwn tu olia v.
Katzenbach. /,
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If, however, I had to fall back from rthbt position, which I do ot
want to do but if I were forced to, I Would say better than the present
bill would be some procedure whereby if the Attdrney General certifies
that the ratio is such, then a commissioner can be sent in there tetm-
porarily while the matter is being litigated.

I prefer the first, but the second, too, would seem to me to workP
To go this way I am afraid what is going to happen is, the people

are going to be disappointed again. You have head :Mr. Wilkins on
what happens when Negroes today are disappointed, and I cannot add
a word to that, but I can say that I think the way the jury provision is
now written, if it is not strengthened, you are going to have a lot of
disappointed people back here a year from today saying "Well, there
are no Negroes on the juries in my county," and, of course, there will be
a litigation going there or there will be a litigation in some of the
places.

But the basic thing of trying to get a wholesale revamping of the
jury system, where there has been exclusion, is not provided for in the
bill. That is why we have come before you with this amendment and
why we have come before the House.

Senator KENNEDY. And that same reasoning has applied as well in
the fields of education where there has been a case-by-case and district-
by-district, county-by-couty approach. Has it not ?

Mr. RAUH. Mr. Wilkins just pointed out a very good analogy. You
needed title VI because case by cas6 did not work in education. Case
by case does not work, and we are most anxious to get an automatic
trigger in here, and we would just hope that you who made the wonder-
ful fight last year for the poll tax, and which I believe ultimately
had a real effect on the outcome of the poll tax fight, which is now
behind us, would help us with this.

Senator KENNEDY. Could you extend this same reasoning to the
title IV provisions in the housing section

Do you feel that there shouldbe provisions made to have an admin-
istrative agency which would bear the responsibility for the enforce-
ment of these provisions as well as judicial machinery to implement
it?

Mr. RAtnr. That is certainly clear of the housing, that speed will
come from an administrative agency. I do not mean that they arO
always so fast.

Senator KENNEDY. Yes.
Mr. RAUH. We have got some criticism about the speed with which

the Goveinment is going on the 1964 and 1965 laws, but it does speed
it up from what you will have if we have to go to court every time
with the individual himself. So that certainly the comments are apt,
as you suggest on the housing.

Now on the education, we already have a wholesale method, if the
Government will use it.

Mr. Wilkins spoke of the title VI slowness of Secretary Gardner,
and we are quite critical. We recognize he has got a lot of political
pressure on him from ththehter side, bit we feel that he has been given
a bill to enforce, and that you: have a: wholesale method there to en-
force it, and I cannot thifk of an automatic trigger there really to
suggest that would not rather discredit 'my' belief that' these other
things are workable.
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For example, to suggest an automatic trigger with the Federal
Government taking over the educational system I think would be at
this moment not well received, and I ,would rather not make that
suggestion, as I would feel that other suggestions that we make here
very earnestly are colored by it. I think that we are wellon our way
in education if Secretary Gardner will really enforce title VI, and
if we can have thip additional provision for suits where title VI does
not bring compliance.

Senator KENNEDY. Can I ask you whether from your own experience
and from the studies that have been made what the effect, if any,
title IV will have on the valuation of property. I know that you are
familiar with a number of studies that have been made.

Could you give us the results of these studies?
Mr. RAUII. As far as I know, and I am sure Mr. Mitchell and Mr.

Wilkins know more, it simply is not true that real estate values go
down, and there was a very good study that I say approximately a
year ago on this point.

What happens is that in particular moments, due to ugly blockbust-
ing and vicious real estate practices, you may have a temporary reduc-
tion in values, but that has nothing to do with real value. What hap-
pens if people are frightened in any situation, you can have that happen
in the stock market. People get frightened and you get a temporary
reduction in value. But the real value is still there, and as far as the
long range is concerned, there is not the slightest evidence of reduc-
tion in values in any study.

I am sure Mr. Wilkins and Mr. Mitchell agree.
Mr. WILKLIS. Senator, I endorse this of course, but I recall a study

done at the University of California under the Commission on Race
on Housing, in which Earl Schwults, the past chairman of the board
of the Bowery Savings Bank was general chairman. Earl Schwults
of course cannot be accused of being a civil rights pink liberal. He
is a hardheaded businessman banker, and yet this study, conducted
at the University of Chicago, in seven cities, selected cities across the
country, three of them as I recall pn the west coast, showed that in
controlled experiments in the observations of housing, there was not
only no depreciation of property but an actual increase in some in-
stances in the value of property, by reason of Negroes moving in the
neighborhood.

Actually all studies, in addition to the University of California, have
shown this to be true.

Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. Chairman, I would just like to cite the testimony
of Mr. William Levitt.

Mr. Levitt, as you know, is one of the great builders in this country
and we have tangled with him quite often on his discriminatory pol-
icies. But in his statement to the House he said:

Our sales volume for the fiscal year just completed-

Presumably referring to 1965-
came to some $74 million. That is a fivefold increase i the five years since we
began to sell on an open occupancy basis. Just to keep things in the right per-
spective, I want to point out that this growth L not in any way attributable to
boom conditions in the homebuilding industry. Obviously integration ,certainly
has not hurt us, and that is why it is logical to believe there is absolutely no
reason for anyone to fedr the ceonomc impact of title IV on the homebuilding
industry.
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He further testified, in response to a question, that he had notrou-
ble in the resale of property that had been occupied by Negroes, and
there was no adverse effect on value., .

Senator KENNEDY. I think that certainly supports another study
that I saw with Dr. Luigi Lorenti who did a three-city study, San
Francisco, Oakland, and Philadelphia. Lorenti compared the price
movement in test neighborhoods with those in similar neighborhoods
remaining all white in the same period. He maintained 85 percent of
the cases showed upward improvement or remained stable.

I think all these demonstrate fairly conclusively that there have
been a great many estimates whichhave been made which are certainly
not substantiated by the tests that have been made.

I know Senator Javits is interested in developing some questions.
I would like to just ask you one final question for now, and that is, as
I understand title IV, we have to recognize that this is not going to
be the answer to all the problems in housing, and you are really not
maintaining, as I understand it from your testimony, that it will be
the final answer, but that you do feel that it is a fundamental answer,
and it is a question of both of national policy and national direction
in one of the most basic areas, and you feel that there are those that
say, "Well, this is not going to be the answer." You are not even
suggesting that it is the answer, but as I gather, what you are saying
is, it is absolutely fundamental and basic and that if we are going to
carry through the purposes of the 1949 act to guarantee to all Amer-
icans the opportunity to own homes and develop and grow in the so-
ciety, that this is absolutely fundamental to achieve what has already
been stated as our national goals in the field of housing.

Mr. WILKINS. That is correct, Senator. We do not maintain that
this section will answer all the housing problems or cure all the hous-
ing ills or even the ills in the area of race.

Senator KENNIEDY. Yes.
Mr. WILKINs. But we think it is an essential beginning.
Consider just two items if you will.
First, we are making efforts in other areas, employment, education,

to upgrade Negroes. We are telling them they ought to be better citi-
zens they ought to train themselves, they ought to become technically
available. The jobs are here and the corporations are hiring them.
And they are getting technical and managerial salaries.

Are you going to say to such a man who trains himself and moves
into a $15,000, $20,000, or $25,000 job that he has to live in a slum, and
that he cannot move into a comfortable apartment? So that if we do
not do something about housing, we nullify all the other efforts we are
making in the fields of education and employment.

The second point is that we feel that this housing measure as a
broad national policy will encourage people like Levitt, who want to
obey the law who have found that the law does not hurt their sales,
and many others even in the Deep South, just as they did with the
Civil Rights Act of 1964, we had compliance in a surprising number of
areas, of people who said, "Well, it is the law now and we want to
obey the law."

Senator KENNEDY. Very good.
Senator Javits?
Senator JAvrrs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.



May I express my dwni appreciation to the Chair' for keeping this
hearing going all morning, We are all very much engaged on urgent
business. I welcome tle opportunity to question the witnesses.

As you are my witnesses, I will do nothing to impeach you I assure
you. Btit I did want to ask you this: How do you feel about the
question of a Presidential Executive order in lieu of title IV?

And bearing on that, the grave problem which I see is that if for
any reason title IV should be watered down, or should be defeated on
the floor, it would then be very difficult to get an Executive order.
Yet our research indicates that as much as 80 percent of the housing
in the Nation could be covered by an Executive order, that is, by
escalating the famous 1963 order.

Mr. WILKINS. Senator, our feeling is that always if you can get
something in legislation it is better than having an Executive order.
We have no doubt that an Executive order properly drawn and issued
and properly enforced and observed might cover 80 percent of the
housing. But it is our belief, and the Leadership Conference on Civil
Rights debated this for months on end, that the law was preferable
to Executive orders.

Now we had before us President Kennedy's Executive order which
was issued in 1962, if I recall, and it has been notable for the fact that
it. has not been observed. It was drawn in good faith. It applied
to a certain segment of the housing problem. But even in that seg-
ment, it has not been enforced.

And you face also the difficulty of the interpretation of an Execu-
tive order as being the will of one man.

Senator JAVITS. He happens to be the President.
Mr. WILKINS. He happens to be the President, but nevertheless, in

the eyes of Americans, as I am sure you recognize, both with respect
to Republican Presidents, witness our last one, and the present one,
they all had their areas of opposition, even within their own parties.
So that we cannot afford to discount this attitude that an Executive
order represents the will of one man. It was not issued by a court.
It was not issued and passed by the Congress. It is just what he says.
And in this sense of a touchy field, that interpretation is not likely to
be given large weight.

In addition to that, there is the difficulty of policing, enforcing.
You recall the difficulty of getting FHA regulations changed. It took
10 or 15 years.

Senator JAVITS. I was a party to that.
Mr. WILKINS. You were a party, that is right. For that reason,

not because we are opposed to Executive orders, nor to the idea behind
it or the purpose, but just as a matter of feasibility and effectiveness,
we feel that the law is better.

I do not know whether there are any technical answers that Mr.
Rauh or Mr. Mitchell have to add to this.

Senator JAVITS. You say that on balance, notwithstanding the fact
that 80 percent of housing might be covered by the Executive order;
is that correct, Mr. Wilkins?

Mr. WILKINS. 'Mr. Rah---
Senator JAVITS. I want to get your judgment because you are the

leader here.
Mr. WILKINS. Yes. I am only here intepreting our debate. We

debated and arrived at this conclusion.
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Senator JAvrs. All right, that is all I want to know. /You arrived
at this conclusion :

Mr. WILKINs. That this is preferable, that legislation is preferable
to the Executive orders. . .

Senator JAVITS, We will get to Mr. Rauh and Mr. Mitchell in a
minute.,

Mr. WILKINS. Yes.
.- Senator JAvrrS. You know that I will never deny them the right

to be heard. But I am anxious to pursue one thing with you.
Under those circumstances, is it not a fact that title IV becomes the

critical part of this bill, because we are in great danger here. We are
in greater danger with title IV than we are in any other title. We
can come back to any other title, but with this one we give the possi-
bility of an Executive order, we accept the hazards of legislation.
Therefore, title IV becomes the focus of the bill, does it not ?

Mr. WILKINs. -Oh, yes.
Senator JAVITS. And so talk of giving up title IV, watering it down,

letting it go because without it we will get the whole bill passed faster,
you reject that, do you not

Mr. WIMtINS. Yes. We considered all the hazards, Senator, of the
legislation, and it strikes us that whatever becomes of title IV, that the
Congress nor the country, neither one will be able to dodge this ques-
tion of housing.

Now if we were to say, speaking only strategically now, if we were
to say we will give up title IV and we will take the rest of the bill,
because it is a tough area, and we will try to settle title IV with an
Executive order, and we will just have this bill dealing with this, we
have found in the civil rights movement the minute you name a prior-
ity, all the guns are trained on that priority. If we remove housing
from this bill, al the guns will be trained on some other section of the
bill.

In this case we want all of it. I cannot stress this too strongly. And
we recognize the hazards. But we also rest in the conclusion that hous-
ing is an issue that this country will never be able to dodge whether
it talks about Executive orders or legislation or how tough it is or
whether it endangers this, that and the other. The fact is that we
have got to face up to housing either in 1966 or 1967 or 1968. We can
postpone it or play with it in Executive orders, pieces of paper, legis-
lation, court orders or what have you, but we have got to face it.

Senator JAvrrs. So that you would say I gather that the housing
discrimination problem must be dealt with if Congress is really to do
its job in the CivilRightsAct of 1966.

Mr. WILKINS. If youimean by that question that we will regard
it. as a failure of the Congress if it does not deal with the Housing
Act, I would say we would regard it as a failure but not the complete
failure, if you mean by that to say that other sections of the bill which
might survive will be of no consequence.

Senator JAvITS. No, I do not say that at all.
Mr. WILKINS. Very good.
Senator JAVrrs. You see, you are leaders. You are the leadership

conference. There are Congressmen and Senators who want to know
what you think.

Mr. WILKINS. Yes.
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Senator JAYvrs. They are not bound to follow it.
Mr. WILKNs. I understand.
Senator JAVrr. They want to know what you think.
Mr. WLKINS. We are trying to make it plain.
Senator JATrrs. Good. That is what I am trying to help you do

because I think that is the service that questioning by a committee
performs.

Now dia you, before the President sent up this bill, urge him to
issue an Executive order?

Mr. WILKINS. Yes, we did. We joined with others in the request
for an Executive order on housing, because we have never left the
housing issue out of the total civil rights picture. It has never been
far behind any immediate consideration, and we have persisted in it.
We have persisted for expansion, for example, of President Kennedy's
order. But we came to the conclusion, and helped along by adherents
of legislative procedure, that it would be helpful. I do not think any-
body can maintain that this administration, which runs certain risks
in certain areas of the country 'because of certain expressions on the
civil rights issue, would deliberately pick out an issue which is as sensi-
tive and as touchy as housing equality legislation, and back it without
the conviction that this was a channel to effective results.

Senator JAVITr. Did the leadership conference recommend legisla-
tion or was their effort directed toward an Executive order?

It is true that now you have decided to follow the legislative path,
but did you people recommend legislation rather than an Executive
order?

Mr. WILKINs. We were in the early stages discussing the advisa-
bility of an Executive order, and in the course of the discussion and
the give and take back and forth, we have some 38 or 40 legislative
agents who give us the benefit of their advice on practical dealings
with Senators and Congressmen, and in the debate back and forth on
this, we came to the conclusion, we moved from the Executive order
to the legislative approach.

Mr. MITCHELL. Senator Javits, I do think the record ought to show
though, that the National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People has consistently always advocated the passage of housing leg-
islation, and the only reason the leadership conference was in the
position of asking for an Executive order was because at the White
House Planning Conference, those who are most active in the housing
field asked us to support the effort to get an Executive order, and we,
in an effort to be cooperative, did so.

But I think there is nothing in, our record which shows that we
have failed to'give priority to the legislative approach.

Senator JAVITS. Mr. Wilkins, I know from my assistant that you
gentlemen were rather harsh on the minority leader, Mr. Dirksen, on
this subject.

Mr. WILKINS. No, I think we were very-
Senator JAVITS. Very fair?
Mr. WILKINS. Oh, very.
Senator JAVITS. In pursuance of this fairness, may I ask you this

question? r

Mr. WILKINS. Yes.
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Senator JAVITS. You recall, do you liot, that Senator Dirksen was
pretty vehement on the question of the public accommodations section
of the 1964 act; is that not true ?

Mr. W LKINs. That is right.
Senator JAVIrs. And that ultimately he was credited with being-'

I will not say the principle architect, though I think that is correct,-
certainly a principal architect of the inclusion of a public accommoda-
tions section in the 1964 act. Under those circumstances, do you think
we ought to quite give up on him on this one ?

Mr. WxILINs. Well, I refer the Senator to my testimony, which
ended with the expression that we might yet convert Senator Dirksen
and with respect to his role in the public accommodations section, I
believe the word "catalyst" rather than the architect of the final
solution.

I think Senator Dirksen was most helpful there and everyone now
realizes it and acknowledges it. I wls the first one to say so to him.

Senator JAVITS. You were. You were very generous.
Mr. WILKINS. I was the first one, and we have not given up on

Senator Dirksen at all. We do not condemn him outright. Of
course, since he is a master in this field, we cannot match him in the
exchange of what might be called pleasantries on this matter. But in
our weak way we did express the hope that he would come back to the
mourners' bench and eventually be converted.

Senator JAVITS. I have great hope. It is unilateral at the moment,
but I have great.hope that our history in 1964 may repeat itself.

Finally, Mr. Wilkins, my assistant tells me that you raised a rather
interesting question, which interests me for obvious reasons, that white
Senators perhaps do not know what housing discrimination means.

Mr. WILKINS. No. I had you in mind when I wrote that sentence,
sir. I had you in mind when I wrote that sentence. The senterice
was that white Senators and Congressmen have never had the experi-
ence of being told that they cannot buy a home or rent an apartment
because they are white.

I was fully aware that some Senators, sir, had been refused homes
because of their religious affiliations, and we know about that, and
of course we decried it at the time.

Senator JAVITS. It does not hurt any less, I am sure you understand.
Mr. WILKINs. Yes; it does not hurt any less, but I was careful I

think to protect my flanks in that matter.
Senator JAvrrs. All right.
Now finally, gentlemen, these amendments which you suggest have

all been offered. They will be before the committee. They will be
before the Senate. I have offered them, but only as an instrument.

Will you be good enough to give us the benefit of a memorandum,
a critique of my amendments or perhaps others that have already been
offered, because I have the greatest respect for the expertise of Mr.
Rauh and Mr. Mitchell in this area. Give us your ideas on the subject
so that when we come to offering the bill we will have the benefit of
a polished and chiseled bill. Your views on my indemnification
amendment would be particularly valuable. That amendment , inci-
lentally, in my judgment, isbased upon compensation for a century

of repression and neglect, in which the Federal Government played
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direct par4!because Senator Ervin I think has quite properly chal-
lenged us to ask ourselves if we want a general policy of compensation
for the victims of all crimes, or all violations of the Constitution. 1
think we have to make the point that we are compensating for a
century of neglect and repression and default of duty on the part of
the Federal Government.

My amendment suggests a $10 million fund so that there need not
be annual appropriations, and uses the experience which we have in
war claims, to establish a fund. So if you can now or in due course
give us your critique of that, it would be greatly appreciated.

Mr. MITCHELL. I would like to comment on that amendment, Sen-
ator Javits, and commend you for your boldness in facing up to what
is a real problem. I am in the category of some of the Negroes Mr.
Wilkins was talking about who have a deep sense of anger about
some of the unjust aspects of the law. Many times around here I have
been reassured by your championship of constructive things. This
is one of the times.

It is inconceivable to me that this Congress would dodge its responsi-
bility to help the widows, the maimed, and the orphaned by making
finds available as you have proposed. There is only a slight difference
between what you propose and what was surreptitiously knocked out in
the House Judiciary Committee yesterday, in an effort to meet what
we consider the legitimate requests.

We made a ceiling of $50,000 for awards in indemnification, and
also we attempted to relate it to the provisions of the bill, section 501-A
I believe it was, in order to make certain that this was not just a shot-
gun approach providing indemnification for any kind of little crime,
as some people objected to.

But even with that effort on our part to be constructive and reason-
able, the committee did not have the willingness, I would like to use
another word but some of those people are my friends and I do not
want to say anything too critical, but they did not have the willingness
to put this in, and I want to thank you for doing it.

I think your proposal is tremendous. It is niy belief that we would
certainly be 100 percent for it.

Mr. WILKINS. Mr. Chairman, may I say that in that connection,
in connection with Mr. Mitchell's answer to Senator Javits, I join in the
commendation and I want to point out one example, Senator, of this
application of this indemnification. The president of the NAACP
chapter in Natchez, Miss., is a man by the name of Metcalf, who worked
at the Armstrong Tire & Rubber,Co. there in Natchez and who had
finished 4 hours of overtime and left iis job and went out to the park-
ing lot to get in his car and go home, stepped on the starter and, a bomb
exploded and he is a cripple for life. tHe cannot work.at the Arm-
strong Tire & Rubber Co. any more. He cannot finish the purchase
of a home that he started.

Here is a man who is deprived of his right to earn a living as well
as the use of his limbs, not because he committed any crime, robbed
anybody or bamboozled anybody, or embezzled any money, or did any-
thing except to head upa campaign. for voter registration among the
Negro citizens of Nntchez. This was the extent of his "crime." He
was simply seeking to register people to, exercise their right to vote
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and for this he is a cripple for life and must sit around in a wheelchair
or hobble around on crutches.

In such a case indemnification is a must, and I don't see how anybody
can deny it. . .

Senator JAvITs, Mr. Wilkins, one thing that we do not see enough in
civil rights debates is indignation. It is unbelievable what we tolerate
in the fashion of gentlemen, murders, beatings, bombings, killing of
little children-all in the name of cool anidlofty debate. Again I
would like to close by saying that the attitude of the Negro people has
been one of the most extraordinary examples in history of discipline
and restraint and, I hasten to point out, that is why they are getting
somewhere. The other way they would get, in my judgment, nowhere.
They must continue such discipline and restraint, and.1 hope you
gentlemen will continue to lead in that direction. But this doesn't
stop, and shouldn't stop, some of the rest of us from showing indigna-
tion during the course of this very very historic process which is try-
ing to make up for so many decades of the deepest kind of injustice.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Senator KENNEDY. I want to once again express the appreciation of
the members of the committee for your appearance hdre, Mr. Wilkins.
Excuse me, the counsel has some questions.

Mr. AUTRr. I will try not to be long, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Wilkind,
in connection with your statement concerning what Senator Dirksen
said about the sanctity of the home and right to privacy, I thought
that I should read-because I knew if the chairman were here that
ho would-a short quote from Mr. Justice Douglas' .opinion in Marsh
v. Alabama:
The Bill of Rights as applied to the States througli the due process clause of

the 14th amendment casts its weight on the side of privacy of homes. The third
amendment which extends to quartering soldiers in private homes radiates that
philosophy. The fourth amendment, while concerned with official invasions ,9f
privacy through searches and seizures, is eloquent testimony to the sanctity of
private premises, for even when the police enter private precincts they mitst with
rare exceptions come armed with a warrant Issued by a magistrate. A private
person has no standing to obtaifeven limited access. The principle, that a man's
Some is his castle is basic to our system of jurisprudence.

Do you have any comment on that statement, either you or Mr.
Rauh?

Mr. WILKINS. I really don't. Privacy isn't involved in this at all,
of the kind quoted in this..

Mr. RAUt. Mr. Wilkins' statement is perfect. It is ridiculous to
compare the maxim that a inan's home is his castle with his right to
sell it. It is his castle because he lives there and 'someone sholdh't
come in there and take away his rights. But when he sells that docu-
ment, that house, that castle, it no longer remains as that. To compare
the fact that you can't intrude upon a man's home when he is there
and living in it with his right to sell it discriminatorily is a non sequi-
tur. There is just no relationship between the two problems.

Mr. AuTRY. Certainly, in a sale that is a distinction. How about
Mrs. Murphy, that lady we keep alluding to, who supplements her
social security by rentingout a room ?

Mr. WILKINS. I don't know about Mrs. Murphy from the stand-
point of what Senator Javits referred to as the area of cool ard intel-
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lectuhl debate, but I would say that if Mrs. Murphy advertises her
home as one in which rooms can be rented by transients, then Mrs.
Murphy has no right to differentiate between the transients who come
there, unless she wants to say that they must not be drunk or disor-
d-rly; but on the basis of race or religion, if anybody presents them-
selves and wants to live in a tourist, home for the night and pay the
rate, and is as far as can be determined an orderly person, then I don't
believe Mrs. Murphy ought to be excluded from this, because we come
here, as I am sure the Senator would recognize but wouldn't acknowl-
-edge, we come here to the point of the differentiation between citizens
on the basis of race and region, and the courts and the legislature, the
Congress have said that the national policy will not permit such dif-
ferentiation.

I have no doubt that people possess these in their own minds. We
all have our personal prejudices. I have my own. But these cannot
be made public policy. If you have any way of enforcing your private
prejudices, for example, if you want to go and live in the deep recesses
of the Sierra Nevada Mountains in order to get away from either Ne-
groes or Indians or Mexicans or Catholics or whatever you choose, that
is your right and privilege.

Mr. AUmwRY. Mr. Wilkins I think you made very clear in your col-
loquy with Senator Javits, that no exceptions should be made to cover-
:ago of title IV. Because possible exceptions have been mentioned
so often in the press recently .it is important that your opinion be in
the record. Is it correct that there should be no exceptions to the
coverage of title IV as it is presently writen even as to owner-
occupied dwellings or as to religious homes?

Mr. WILKINS. We think title IV ought to be enacted with the addi-
tion of the amendment we suggest on administrative remedies. We
don't think title IV is a monumental piece of legislation that will cure
all housing ills, as I attempted to make clear to Senator Kennedy, but
it certainly is a desirable piece of legislation.

Mr. A.TRY. I think you did make that clear. However, since you
mention it, your own State of New York, I believe, has as strong a
State law as any other State. Has this State law had a great impact
on the ghetto?

Mr. WiImINs. It hasn't had a great impact on the ghetto nor has it
produced the terrible consequences that the opponents maintained. It
hasn't, for example, depreciated property. It hasn't destroyed real
estate values. It hasn't interfered with real estate brokers pursuing
their profession. It hasn't done any of the things that the detractors
of this type of legislation say.

Now as far as removing ghettos is concerned, no law except a hous-
ing law with adequate relocation provisions is going to melt solid
masses of populations settled in one spot. But the important thing, it
seems to us, is that there shall be no restriction based upon race or
ethnic origin or religion upon those who may want to or who reach
the point of their ability to escape such ghettos. ,

I am fond of saying that there are Negroes living in Harlem whom
you could not get out 6f Harlem with a team of oxen. They simply
love Harlem and they kre not going to move. You can offer them a
gold-plated acre in Westchester and they will hot go there, just like
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there are Jewish people who still live on the Lower East Side of New
York and who haven't moved to Riverside Drive, who haven't moved
to West End Avenue, who haven't moved to Grand Concourse, and
are not interested in Park Avenue or Fifth Avenue, -id there are
Germans who live in Yorktown in New York who lived there for years
and who will continue to live there for years. But nobody tells a
German in Yorktown that he cannot get out of Yorktotan if'he does
want to go to Park Avenue, and that is what we feel as to this
legislation.

Mr. AuTRY. I understand that. It has been alleged before the com-
mittee that title IV would have a sizable impact on eliminating the
ghetto and that was the reason I asked the question.

Mr. WIuINS. It will help to eliminate the ghetto, but it won't hap-
pen tomorrow morning.

Mr. AUTrY. In connection with elimination of the gheto, I am sure
you are familiar with neighborhoods around the country which have
been integrated voluntarily. I believe that this is usually maintained
as an integrated neighborhood by a voluntary quota system. Is that
correct?

Mr. WLKIrNs. I don't know. I am frank to say that I don't know
the devices, if any, that are used. But I do know there is a growing
number of integrated neighborhoods. There is a street, for example,
in the Bronx in New York which claims to have had an integrated his-
tory for about 40 years, one street I think, Fox Avenue or Fox Street.
I am not sure about it.

But how it was maintained, whether it had a quota system or not or
whether it just maintained itself I don't know. But the people there
are very proud of the fact that for 40 years Negroes and whites have
lived on this same street.

Mr. AuTrRY. I wonder if these integrated neighborhoods maintained
by voluntarily imposed quotas would be destroyed by title IV.

Mr. WILKINS. Don't think so. I don't see how any piece of legis-
lation that advises what you practice every day could destroy what you
practice.

Mr. AUTRY. So that the spirit of title IV would overcome the letter
of it?

Mr. WILKINS. I don't see that. I see the opposition to title IV in
two great categories. One is the entrenched, organized, and under-
standably biased real estate category, and the other is in the category
of homeowners who have been brainwashed into believing that the
presence of Negroes or other different people-we had the same preju-

ice against the Irish when they first came here. They said to have
Irish in the neighbrohood would ruin the neighborhood. Now they
are so glad to have Irish in the neighborhood.

Mr. AurTRY. It is a status symbol.
Mr. WILKIN.' But this argument was against the Irisl, it was

against the Italians, it was against the Jews, it was against the Hun-
garians, and it is against-in Chicago, for example, it is against the
hillbillies who come from Apalachia, and even among the Negroes it
was against the new migrants who came fresh from the plantations of
the South.

But all of these fade it seems to me in front of this kind of legisla-
tion. In fact this legislation ought to be regarded as an educational
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tool to bring these people closer to the Americdn ideal. You know we
can always find a; law when we want to.

I was interested to see how quickly we came up with legislation or
suggested legislation-it hasn't been enacted yet-when we found that
'certificates of deposit paying 5 and 51/4percent were draining billions
:of dollars from savings and loan associations, who couldn't pay 5/4
percent, and the commercial banks were draining off this money which
was ordinarily going into home mortgages, and right away we went
and enacted a law or are proposing a law to make it impossible or dif-
ficult or to prescribe the means by which commercial banks will issue
certificates of deposit and making it illegal for them to do so under
certain circumstances, and thus offering protection to the savings and
loan associations. Well, if you can protect savings and loan associa-
tions, and if the law is a good thing for that, why is not the law a
good thing for providing housing for Negroes on an unsegregated
basis ? We are a society of laws.

Mr. AuTaY. Thank you, Mr. Wilkins. Mr. Rauh, did I understand
you correctly that the duty of Congress on this legislation is to con-
sider its desirability. But as far as the constitutional questions are
concerned, you feel that they should be left to the Supreme Court as
the Supreme Court has in your opinion expressed itself that such a
law would be constitutional?

Mr. RAu.. I don't know if I agree with that exactly, but in general
I agree with that. It seems to me that where the Supreme Court has
gone as far as it has in civil rights, to make clear that this is a national
problem which can be dealt with by Congress, where only last month
they upheld the Kennedy-Javits amendment, which everybody was
saying was so doubtful as to its constitutionality and they didn't have
any trouble with it at all, where this situation is clear, I am saying
that most of the senatorial talk on constitutibnality, and especially the
junior Senator from Illinois is not saying this is unconstitutional.
What he is saying is, "I wish it were unconstitutional," because lie
knows that the Supreme Court would uphold title IV. So what he is
saying is not that is it unconstitutional, not that the Supreme Court
will knock it out, but that "If I were on the Court I would knock it
out." Now he is not on the Court and it is unlikely that President
Johnson is going to appoint him. The fact of the matter is that the
judges who have been appointed to the Court and who have been con-
firmed by the Senate will uphold this, and that the job is to compare
the statute with the decisions that have already been rendered, and one
who compares the statute with the decisions that have already been
rendered can have no doubt about jts constitutionality. Therefore, I
say that all he is really doing is not deciding constitutionality in the
sense of what the Supreme Court would hold, but he is deciding a kind
of a political constitutionality that I don't think is correct.

Mr. AuTRY. But isn't it true though that the Court does give a pre-
sumption of constitutionality to all acts of Congress, and that legis-
lators must satisfy themselves in their own consciences and minds
that it is constitutional before they send it to the Court? Isn't'it in
that sense their duty to consider constitutionality aside from this pre-
sumption which the Court gives to acts of Congress?

Mr. RAUH. Their.duty is to try and make sure that what they are
presenting willing all probability meet the requirements of the Supreime
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Court, and here there isn't evenany r.hasonable double as to whalt~the
Supreme Court would do il this kind of situation. , * 

i  ' Y

For any Senator to say, "I don't like this because even though the
Supreme Court will uphold it, I don't' think it should," that is not a
constitutional argument. That is a political argument, because the.
Constitution is what the Supreme Court says'it is, at the particular
moment, and here there is no question. The Senator has a perfect
right to get up and say, "I know the Supreme Court would uphold
this, but that is nothing to me. I don't think it should." All I an~
saying is that that is not a constitutional argument. That is a politi-
cal argument of his own, namely that he doesn't think that we should
pass this because he doesn't think it is within the Constitution.

Mr. AuTRY. I am not sure there is disagreement; but for the record
I will just read two sentences into the record from U.S. v. Gambling
Devices 346 U.S. 441 at449:

This Court does and should accord a strong presumption of constitutionality
to Acts of Congress. This is not a mere polite gesture. It is a deference due to
deliberate judgment by constitutional majorities of the two Houses of Congress
that an Act is within their delegated power or is necessary and proper to
execution of that power.

As I say, I am not sure there is any disagreement, but for the record
this is the Court's view.

Now, if I can just ask you some technical questions, Mr. Rauh.
You have a copy of 3296 ?

Mr. RAUrH. Yes.
Mr. AurIY. At the bottom of page 5 and the top of 6 there is

designated a form which all prospective jurors are required to fill
out. The American Oivil Union and the Anti-Defamation League
have suggested that the question of religion be deleted. 'I believe
the Attorney General, as I understood him, agreed that since he has
no evidence of discrimination on the basis of religion, he would delete'
that. Do you have any suggestions?

Mr. RAU. The Leadership Conference supports the position of the
ACLU and Anti-Defamation League concerning that word "religion."

Mr. AuTR. Also, there was some discussion earlier, Mr. Rauh-
you are probably aware of it-as to the question "race" on 'this
proposed form since it might present particular problems in States
such as Hawaii and New York, and it might present problems to those
who object to such questions. Do you feel that "race" is necessary on
this form?

Mr. RAUm. Yes. It is the position of the Leadership Conference
that in this particular, "race" should be in there. There is no penalty
for someone who refuses 'to give his race, so that you do not get a
serious problem of infringement of rights, but I understand that the
Leadership Conference meeting, where we agreed on the word "re-
ligion " it was the gneral feeling that we would support the word
"race) as it is.

Senator KENNEDY. Just on a related point, Mr. Rauh, would you
support an amendment to title II which would permit the maintaining
of State lists and including the word "race" in there so there could be
a clear determination in the assembling of proof to find but the color
of a man's skin, to find out whether they are being represented on
juries?
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Mr. RAuH. My answer would be "Yes," subject to any criticism by
my colleagues. I think it is the same problem you have on the form
here and my answer to your question would be, "Yes."

Mr. AUTRY. Mr. Rauh, I refer you to section 301(b), page 23. Do
you see any drafting problem with that section, especially as it refers
to "attempts or threats to intimidate, threaten, coerce, or interfere
with"?

Mr. RAuH. Yes, I had that pointed out to me. I think there is a
drafting mistake there. I think you shouldn't be indicted for threaten-
ing to threaten, and I suggest on line 21 that you delete the words "or
threatens" and then it makes perfectly good sense. I think they made
a mistake and I am sure they would say so.

Mr. AuTRy. A typographical error?
Mr. RAUH. It may have even been a typographical error.
Mr. AUTRY. You don't see any problem with "attempts to threaten"?
Mr. RAnH. No.
Mr. AUTRY. You would have it read "or has attempted to intimidate,

threaten, or coerce or interfere with." You don't see any constitution-
al problems of vagueness or freedom of speech there?

Mr. RAUH. No. If you dress up in a white gown and go around
threatening somebody, but he isn't the least bit intimidated, I think
you could well have committed a crime, but I don't know if it really
would have been a threat. I don't see any difficulty if you take out
the words "or threatens."

Mr. AUTRY. Just one more question on this point. This is a criminal
provision I believe, isn't it? Do you think this would be more prop-
erly covered in title V than in title III, and specifically by amendment
to section 501 (a) (2)?

Mr. RAUr. I think that is a perfectly sensible suggestion. I know
the history of this. It was put in 301 (b) before there was a title V
because they hadn't brought down the Guest and Price cases, and so
there wasn't any title V when this was first written.

I certainly would have no objection to moving it to title V, now
that that has been included.

Mr. AUTRY. Thank you. You have a proposed substitute for title
VI, I believe on indemnification.

Mr. RAUn. I didn't understand the question Mr. Autry.
Mr. AUTrR. "Substitute the following for title VI," that is the title

of your proposed indemnifications statute.
Mr. RAUH. Oh yes, we have a proposal.
Mr. ATimiY. I just wanted to call your attention to page 2. It seems

to me there might have been a drafting error there. Maybe I am
wrong. Right at the top of page 2, do you have that in front of you,
or Mr. Mitchell or Mr. Wilkins ?

Mr. RAuir. I have it now, I think.
Mr. AuTRY. As I understand it, reading just the top line on page 2,

there must be intent "for the crime to be committed because of race or
color,"-this is the phrase immediately preceding what you have un-
derlined-is that right?

Mr. RAUH. That is correct. The specific intent required would be
that the act is because of race or color. There is no specific intent
required, that the violator know that the person being hurt was exer-
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cising one of these rights. All that the violator must have is an in-
tent to do this because of race or color.

Mr. AUTRY. We received testimony yesterday on the Reeb case.
Reverend Reeb was, as I recall, a white man. Was the violence done
to him because of his race or color? This is purely a technical ques-
tion.

Mr. RAUII. Race or color as defined in the bill includes not only race
but those who are urging racial equality. Reeb was clearly in that
category.

Mr. AuTRY. So you think this reference back to title V is sufficient
to make it clear? You do understand what I am talking about?

Mr. RAII. Yes, I understand perfectly clearly.
Mr. AUTRY. I just wanted to get it on the record.
Mr. RAUH. I see now what tle blem.i. The provision you have

before you is title V of thee ed Douglaasase bill. It was taken
from it. In that bill have in the definitions of race or color any
person who is urging uality on the grounds of race or color. There-
fore, if this is taken separately without that definition, ' definition
will have to be added. It would depend on Where you were'lding it.
Previously we had said that what ive were standing by was thisection
of that bill, because that Svas the! one that the leadership conf rence
had drafted and proposed. WithIthe deflnitidn of raceor color Jiave
given you, it considers Reverend' b aind,that was the intention.

Mr. AuTrY. Let me ask yoit i 'T and Mr. Wilkips. Will this
cover the Natchez case, since s j understand it the man involved in
the car explosion ther~swas n s k or attempting t6 exercise any
of the rights enumeiated in.ti e 1 ,

Mr. RA n. I think he was' fercisiingf veal of the rights in titleV.
Mr. WIrLKINS. Yes
Mr. RAPTH. Mr. Autry, I thin if yo iiU6ok, he was urging people

to vote. , /
Mr. AUTtY. No, I aii not talking about the Meredith case. /
Mr. RAUH.I know. .
Mr. WILKIAI. You are talking about the Metcalf case in Natchez.
Mr. AUTRY. ,e was urgingpeople to vote?
Mr. WILKINS. e was urging peoplito register to vote. /
Mr. AUmy. I amsorr. This is where I got confuse, there was a

recent case reported in tchez where a Negro was ited who had no
connection with any civil r ahtactivity. ., -S

Mr. WILKINS. Yes, in the lastF2I rthe-lan i8 hours, soi ng like
that. I am speaking of the Metcalf case. It does apply t l.

Mr. AUTRY. Thank you very much. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator KENNEDY. I just wanted to ask one final question. . Title V

applies only to acts of "force or threats of force." The question which
I would raise is, do you think that there ought to be an amendment to
prohibit acts of economic as well as physical coercion, similar to the
provisions that were made in the Voting Rights Act?

Mr. RAUn. We certainly have every reason to support broadening
this in any way. That was not among those we had agreed on, but my
personal reaction to it at once is that it would be a strengthening pro-
vision that we would support. I would also not only support that but
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point out to you that we have some things we call minor amendments..
The four major ones we gave you.

Senator KENNEDY. Yes.
Mr. RAUir. But I would like to point out that there is one thing that

is troublesome in 501 (a), and that is No. 7 at the top of page 33, where
you see the words "using any vehicle, terminal, or facility of any com.
mon carrier by motor, rail, water, or air." We would like to see the
words "common carrier" stricken, because we feel that a person driving
on a road ought to be protected, too, from shooting because of his race,
and I give you the case of Lemuel Penn. It is true the Supreme Court
upheld that indictment, but there are very serious questions whether
they could prove some of the statements they made in the indictment,
and we feel that 7 could be strengthened.

We had proposed that to the Attorney General, and he has not yet
been willing to strengthen it, but we feel that 7 should be strength-
ened, and we also would support the suggestion implicit in the question
you put to me.

Senator KENNEDY. If you have some other changes, I will ask that
they be submitted, and that they be included at the end of your
testimony.

I asked the question of the Attorney General. He thought that
there was a real problem in the assembling of proof on questions of
economic coercion under that provision. I would appreciate it if at
your leisure you could review at least the exchange that we had with
the Attorney General, and, conscious of that exchange, you would be
kind enough to give us the benefits of your judgment. That would be
helpful.

T want to thank you once again. You have been extremely helpful
and constructive in your comments, and I want to say how much the
members of the committee appreciate it.

The subcommittee stands adjourned until 10:30 on Tuesday
morning.

(Whereupon at 12: 50 p.m., the subcommittee recessed until 10:30
a.m. Tuesday, June 21,1966.)

I
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TUESDAY, JUNE 21, 1966

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOraMrITTEE ON CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS,

OF TIE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
.-- - a8hington, D.O.

The subcommittee m tirsuant to recess, at 1l a.m., in room
228, New Senate ce Building, Senator Sam Ervin, Jr.,
presiding. / - ... 

Present: Sen lrs James 0. Eastlad, chairman of the 11 com-
mittee, Ervin, And Smathers' t 1

Also preset: George. -Autry, Ichief 'counsel . and staff di tor;
Houston Grobme, Law nce M. iskir amd.Lewis WEvans, cou sel;
and Rufus Edmisten research aS / \

Senator EnRVi. The subcom ll cdne to/,brdel.
Counsel *ill call the first witi \ 'I
Mr. AuaRr. Mr. Chairman, fibwitne Mr. Ijon RisCasi

and with him Mr. Williim Cso, reprseti g 'the.-ferican Trial
Lawyers Association\ .. ))

Senator ERVI. Ge tlemen,1 e are d t t welcome you to the
subcommitt e. \ \ / / .

Senator $MATHERS. MrChai wI re this wiTnhss start I
wonder if I bright intei'ect this word.as a foi of introduction.

Senator Eivi. Yes, certainly.. \
Senator SMXVaiER. I may -have to leave to qo t/ti meeting the

Finance Comnm . I wan-to-welcome these itf'esses, pa cularly
Mr. Bill Colson, No comes from my State, one of the fin d most
distinguished lawye we have had in our State and a pas resident of
the American Trial L -ers Association. I am sur ou will make
a fine contribution to th ters which are this conittee.
He knows. what he is talking n4 eg* circles and, isi Abatter
of fact, we have great hopes for him in political circles iiuh State
in the near future. So we are happy to have him.

Senator EivxN. I appreciate these remarks from my colleague,
Senator Smathers. I would like to add this, as one who has just
returned after spending 8 days in Florida, I found that my colleague
on the subcommittee, Senator Smathers, rises above even the Scrip-
tures. The Scriptures say that no man is without honor save in his
own country, and I found that Senator Smathers has honor even in his
own country.

Mr. CoLsoN. That is correct, sir.
/ .579
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STATEMENT OF LEON RisCASSI, CHAIRMAN, LEGISLATIVE COM-
MITTEE, AMERICAN TRIAL LAWYERS ASSOCIATION, HART-
FORD, CONN., AND WILIAM COISON, PAST PRESIDENT, AMERI-
CAN TRIAL LAWYERS ASSOCIATION, MIAMI, FLA., ACCOMPANIED
BY WAYNE SMITH

Mr. RISCASSI. Senator Ervin, and it is so good to see Senator
Smathers looking so well-Mr. Chairman, the American Trial Lawyers
Association their legislative section, has a great interest in the jury
bill, naturally, because by far and wide, in tort litigation, the greater
percentage of trial of same takes place before juries. Senate bill 3296
is a bill which will do much to cure the inequities which have been in
existence in the past in the experience of all trial lawyers, be they
Bill Colson or myself, or others who do not have too many cases to
try before juries. This bill is far superior to 5640, the House version,
.which passed the House and which was such a disappointment to active
trial lawyers. I think integral and important m every measure so
that the unwilling citizen will be made to see every importance of
jury duty and the fact that he has to be present are two points.
Those two points revolve around a short term of service and secondly,
an opportunity to serve, and that opportunity can only be given by
having a cross section of the community.

Now, in reference to 3296, the Trial Lawyers Association endorses
title I of that measure wholeheartedly, with the following amendments:

On page 3, line 18, we should like to have stricken the words, "at
random," and we should like to substitute in lieu thereof the words
there, "by lot."

And we should like to add on page 8 after line 19, after the words,
"it serves," the following sentence. This sentence is taken from the
prevailing law in the State of Washington and it reads as follows.
It is descriptive of what is meant by the words, "by lot":

The selection of prospective jurors within a given Judicial district or division
shall be by selection of names in a given and identical numbered seqiueice based
upon the number of Jurors to be selected therefrom.

Simply translated, if you have a registration list bf 500 hiines, you
need ' jurors, you select your 1st number, and assuming that that is
11, you move o' rhythmically and take every 10th number until you

have gotten yotir 0 prspectivejurors for your jury panel. Wesubmit
tha there is no substitute for thissystem.

' I have before me an article fr6im the Times, a Londoni, Enigland,
newspaper, January 1965, and there ,l committee has been recommend-
ing sweeping changes in the selection of jury service. There they
have recommended that the jury be--represent a cross section hnd that
it be drawn at random from the community. I think that the words
"by lot," are more specific and leave nothing to the human element.

Ballentine's Law Dictionary defines ,"lot"--
Senator Envir. It might be helpful to insert the' nwspaper item

you referred to in the record.
Mr. RisCAssi. Yes, Iwould like to submit it into the record. There

are other features of this article that are very interesting, would be
very interesting to the committee, having to do with disqualification.
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It also states here that the names shall be selected fr6m the votin
registsation.list, and I think this is what they ar atempitinig t; gt
across in the Federal judiciary in the selection of juries, :.

Senator ERVIN. Let the record show that the statement will be
printed in the body of the record at this point.

(The material referred to follows:)

[From the Times, Jan. 26, 1965]

,COURT OF APPEAL

TniAL BY JURY

S WARD v. JAMES

Before the MASTER OF THE ROLS LORD JUSTICE SELLERS, LORD JUSTICE PEARSON
LORD JUSTICE DAVIES, and LORD JUSTOs DIPLOOK

The CounT, in a reserved judgment, dismissed this appeal by the defendant,
Sergeant Brynley John James, now stationed in the Far East, from an order of
Mr. Justice Roskill, given on' July 80, 1908, in the exercise of his discretion under
R.S.O. Ord. 86, r. 1, and' dismissing an appeal from Mhater Lawrence, that an
action for damages for personal injuries brought against him by the plaintiff,
Warrant Officer Thomas Robertson Ward, of "Chaselby, 'Southeliff, Eastbourne,
should be heard by a Judge and jury and not by a Judge alone.

The action arose out of an 'accident on a road in Germany when' the plaintiff
was a passenger in the defendant's car.' The car overturned anid as a result the
plaintiff had become a permanent quadriplegic. The defendant denied negli-
gence and, did not admit the damage. On November 2, 1964, 'the defendant
applied for leave to appeal out of time and'on November 10, 1964 (The Times,
November 11,' 1904)' the Court of Appeal enlarged the time for appealing, gave
leave to appeal, and adjourned the 'appeal for hearing before a full Court. The
hearing took place on December 7,8, and9, 1964 (The 7 Tin e, December 8, 9, and
10, 1964).

Mr. F. Tudor Evans, Q.0., and Mr. Roy Beldam appeared for the defendant;
Mr. Martin Jukes, Q.C. and Mrs. Margaret Puxon for the plaintiff.

JUDGMENT

The MASTER OF THE ROLLS said that it was unlikely that there would be any
I serious contest on liability. The substantial question was: What damages should

be awarded?
i The case was to be tried by jury. It was set down for trial inthe jury list

and was about to come on for hearing. Then, on November 2, 19004-15 months
after trial by jury was ordered-the defendant sought to have the mode of
trial altered. He wanted trial by Judge alone. He applied foi' leave to appeal
out of time. On November 10, 1964. Lord 'Justice Sellers and Lord Justice
Russell enlarged the time for appealing, gave leave',t appeal from the order
of Mr. Justice Roskill -and ordered that the appeal be heard by a full Court.
Both parties agreed to accept the decision of the full Court and not to appeal
to the House of Lords

The reason why leave was given was so thdt the view of the full Court might
be obtained on the question'of trial'by jury ih personal injury cases.:

Up to 1854 all civil cases in the Courts of Common Law were tried by juries.
There was no other mode of trial available. Since 1854 trial by jury in civil
cases had gradually lessened' until itwas how only some 2 per cent o 'the whole.
The governing enactment' today was section 6 of thd Administration of Justice
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act; 1953. It gave a right to trial by jury by a
party in the Queen's Bench Division where fraud was charged against that party
or a claim was made for libel, slander, malicious prosecution, false imprison.
ment, seduction, or breach of promise of marriage.. Then for all the remaining
cases (which included personal injury cakes) it said: "But save a" aforesaid,
any action to be tried in that Division may, in the discretion of the Court or a
Judge, be ordered to be tried either with or without a jury." '

F6ur years later section 6 of the Act of 1988 was considered by the full Court
of Appeallh!iHd6 e Y; Great Western 'Railway Co. i([1937] 2,K.B. 180). That'case
had commonly been supposed to decide that, once a Judge in chambers had
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,rcdsed.Qbhi7rqtios.t.r !,by Jury or, nqt, ,the Court o Appeal, would
hQltintwferae vith it; forhis Is1qretion was absolute.;Hfs OIrdship did not
think the 'ca decta'c'e Un' itch-' i-hg. l In his LOrdshtp's 'oqpnion "iope's *cas
was a decision simply on the ) construction of the Act 'atd the 'Riles then in
$f0rce. ,/It 'decided:that the mode of trial:was in the discretion of the Court or a
Judge, without his being fettered, by any! prnaumpfto p1f law i favour,of ,or
against a jury. It did not decide t'at the, discretion of the Judge in chambers
was absolute, or incapable of review by the Court of Abpeal That 'poiit was.
never discussed at all.

0 AtlSOato'DISOtlb toN

The decision in Hope's case had, however, been constantly misunderstood,
Probably because of a phrase used by Lord Wright at one point that the discre-
tion of the Judge was "completely untrammelled". The editors of the Annual
Practice stated thereafter, year. after year, that the discretion of the Judge is
absolute" in the notes to Crder 80, rules 1 and 2, as then in force. That was
so much taken for granted that in 198, the Rules Committee amended Order 86,.
rule 1(8) so as to say: "the discretion of a Court or Judge in making or vary-
ing any order under this Rule (as to mode of trial) is an absolute one".

What did the word "absolute" mean here? He thought it was so used in the
sense in which we 'spoke of an "absolute monarch". It meant that the discre-
tion was unfettered and unrestrained, not subject to review by any Court. If
that be the sense in which the word "absolute" was used in the Rule, then in
his Lordship's opinion the Rule was ultra viros.

Section 6 of the Act of 1988 spoke of "discretion" simply. The Rule added
the word "absolute" to the Statute, and in adding, altered it. That it had no
right to do. Whenever a Statute conferred a discretion on the Court or a
Judge, the Court of Appeal had jurisdiction to review the exercise of that
discretion: save only as to costs, for them the Judge had the last word,

No rule could diminish the jurisdiction of this Court so given by statute. In
his Lordship's opinion therefore the word "absolute" either added nothing: or,
if it added something, it was ultra vires. It could be ignored.

This brought him to the question: In what circumstances would the Court
of Appeal interfere with the discretion of the Judge? At one time it was said
that it would only interfere if he had gone wrong in: principle. But since
Evans v. Bartlam ([1937] A.C. 478) that idea had been exploded. The true
proposition was stated by Lord Wright in Charles Osenton v. Johnson ([1942]
A.O. at p. 148.) This Court could and would interfere if it was satisfied that
the Judge was wrong.

Even if the Judge had given no reasons which enabled this Court to know
the considerations which had weighed with him, the Court might infer, simply
from the way he had decided, that the Judge must have gone wrong in one
respect or the other and would thereupon reverse his decision,

RIBULS TO GUIDE DISlORIlON

In Sims v. Howard ([1904] 2 ,W.L.R. 794) this Court had laid down a rule
for the guidance of the Judges. It said that in personal injury cases a jury
should not be ordered except in special circumstances. That rule had been
challenged. It was said to be an unwarranted fetter on the discretion of the
Judges. Yet is was of the first importance that some guidance should be given.
Else you would find one Judge ordering a jury the next refusing it, and no one
would know where he stood. It might make all the difference to the ultimate
result of the case. That would give rise to(much dissatisfaction. ' .

It was an essential attribute of justice in a community that similar'decisions
should be given in similar cases; and that applied as much to mode of trial
as anything else. The only way of achieving that was for the Courts to set
out the considerations which should guide the Judges in the normal exercise
of their discretion. And that was what had been done in scores of cases where
a discretion had been entrusted to the Judges.
, The cases all showed that, when a statute gave a discretion, the Courts must
not fetter it by rigid rules'from which a Judge was never at liberty to depart,
Nevertheless the'Courts could lay down the consideratios which should be
borne in mind in exercisin, the discretion: anq point oit those considerations
which !should be Ignored. That would normally,deteriine the way I1 which
the discretion was exercised and thus ensure.some measure of uniformity of:
decision.'
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,71, From time ,to time the considerations might change, as ipubjlic policy hanged:
tand-so the pattern pol dec(sbntnight. change; That was eal.part of the evolu-
tlonary process. That had beenso in the exerpi4eop discretion in divorce case.
!o .also In the mode of trial. Whereas it was common to. order, trial by, jury,
now it was rare. ., . , .,
/., Le t it not:be supposed that this Court,,was ip !any way opposed to trial by
jury, It had been the bulwark of our liberties too long for any of ,us.to eek
to alter it. - Whenever a man was on trial for serious crime; or when in/a icvil
case a man's honour or ntegrlty was at, stake: or when oneor other party must
.be deliberately lying; then trial by jury had no equal.: But in/personal injury
cases trial by jury had;given place of, atestotrial by Judge alone because in
those eases trial by a Judge alone was more acceptable to the, great majority
:of the people. Rarely did a party ask in those cases for.a jury. That was why
jury trials had declined,, It was because they were not asked for. i

The Important consequence followed: the. Judges alone, and not juries, in the
great majority of cases, decided whether there was negligence or not. They
set the standard of care to be expected of the reasonable man. They also assssesed
the damages. They saw, so far as they could, that like sums were given for like
injuries. That had its impact on decisions as to the mode of trial.

If a party asked for a jury in an ordinary personal injury case, it was often
because he had,,a weak case, or desired to appeal to sympathy. ,If no good re-
son was given, then the Court ordered trial by Judge alone. Hence, nowadays,
the discretion in the ordinary run of personal injury cases was in favour of
Judge alone. It was no sufficient reason for departing from it, simply to provide
a "guinea-pig" case.

'SBIOUS INJURB1E

For many years, however, it had been said that serious injuries afforded a
gpod reason for ordering trial by jury, or that it was a consideration which
should be given great weight. Recent experience had led to some doubts being
held on that score. It began to look as if a jury was an unsuitable tribunal to
assess damages for grave injuries, at any rate in those cases where man was
greatly reduced in his activities.' No money could compensate for the loss of
much that made life worth while. Yet compensation had to be given in:money.
The problem was insoluble. To meet it, the Judges had evolved a conventional
measure. They went by their experience:in comparable cases. But the juries
had nothing to go by.

His LoRDSHIP referred to specific cases of personal injuries: (1) Lose of a
limb, (ii) Loss of expectation of life, (iii) Loss during a man's shortened span,
(iv) The "unconscious" cases, (v) The quadriplegic eases .

In referring to Morey v. Woodfield ([1964] 1 W.L. V. 16) and Warren v.
King ([1964] 1 W.L.R.1) two casesof girls paralysed in all four limbs where
juries had awarded damages of £50,000, his LoRDsHIP said that if those cases
had been tried by a Judge alone he would have had before him the comparable
cases of people paralysed in two limbs (paraplegics) where the general run of
awards was £15,000 or £20,000, and he might well have arrived for a quadriplegic
at a figure of £80,000 or £85,000 which was the very figure that this Court had
thought proper in each case. But the jury had no guidance at all.! ': ,' ':

Those recent cases showed the desirability of three things: first,' assessibility.
In cases of grave injury, where the body was wrecked or the brain destroyed, it
was very difficult to assess a fair compensation in money. So difficult thht the
award must basically be a conventional figure, derived from experience or from
awards in comparable cases. Secondly, uniformity. 'There should be some
iheasure of uniformity in awards, so that similar.,decisions were given :il

similar cases. Otherwise there would be great dissatisfaction in the community,
and much criticism of the administration of justice. Thirdly, predictability.
Parties should be able to predict with some, measure of accuracy the sum which
was likely to be awarded Ii a particular case, for 'by that means'cases could
be settled peaceably and not brought to Court. A thing very much to the public
,good.

None of those'three was achieved when the damages were left at large to the
.Juryi Under the present practice the Judge did not. give them any help at all
to assess the figure. The result was that awards might vary greatly, from beiig
much too high to much too 16w. There was no uniformity and no predictability.
But could they not do more than at present'to secure some measure of uitformity?

< *; ** * . ' ; *. , ' .i , ' : ' . * ' . . * ,' ' *" : ' . ; * ' * * * ' . . *
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One remedy suggested was that the Court of Appeal should be more ready
t correct the verdict of a jury and to correct it 'in much tle'samte walthaAtit
corrected the decision of a Judge. The test was similar, nevertheless In practice
the result was very different. In case after case the Court had held that it could
not interfere with a jury as readily as with a Judge. .

One reason was the difficulty of showing the basis of the jury's award. They
gave no reasons. They found no facts. Their verdict was as inscrutable as the
sphinx. So you could not pick holes in it. In cases of personal injury the jury
were ignorant. The award was basically a conventional figure: but the jury
Were not told. what that' figure iwas. No wonder they 'want wrong sometimes
When they did, they would be the first to wish it to be put right.

Their Lordships could not change the principles on which the cases were de-
cided but they could, he thought alter the emphasis. In future this Court would
not feel the same hesitation in upsetting an award of damages by a jury. If it
was "out of all proportion to the circumstances of the case"i that is, if it: was
far too high or far too low, the Court would set it aside. On setting it aside the
Court had pdwer, he thought, to order the fresh assessment to be made by a'
Judge alone. This could not be ddne in the old days when there was a right to
trial by jury. But now that the mode of trial was a matter of discretionn, this
Court could, on granting a new trial,"order that it be held by h 'Judge alone. That
power was, he thought, contained within the words of Order 58,,rule 9 (8), '(6).

(OAN THE JURY BDI OIVEN MORE GUIDANCE?

In lieu of ordering a new trial, the Court could substitute ts, own figure, but
only where the necessary consent was forthcoming under Order 58, rule 10(4).

The other remedy suggested was that the jury should be given more guidance.
All in all, he was quite satisfied that the present practice Ashould be maintained
where the jury were not told of awards in comparable cases.' As to the suggestion
that the jury should be told of the conventional figures by the Judge being at
liberty in his discretion to indicate to them the upper and lower limits of the
sum which in his view it would be reasonable to award, such 'As between £4,000
and £6,000 for the loss of a limb there was little point in having a jury at all.
You might as well let the Judge assess the figure himself.

He had come to the conclusion therefore that they must follow the existing
practice: and their Lordships could not sanction any departure frbm it.

The result of it all was: They had come in recent years, to realize that the
award of damages in personal injury cases was basically a conventional figure
.derived from experience and from awards in comparable cases. Yet the jury
were not allowed to know what that conventional figure was. The Judge knew
it. But the jury did not, That was a most material consideration which a
Judge must bear in. mind' when deciding whether or not to order trial by jury.
So important was it that the Judge ought not,'in a personal injury case, to order
trial by jury save in exceptional circumstances. Even when the issue bf liability
was one'flt to be tried by a jury nevertheless he might think it fit to order that
,the damages be assessed by a Judge alone. .

As far as the present case was concerned, on July 30, 1068, when it was before
him, Mr. Justice' Roskill exercised' his disretionn n thelight of the considera-
tions then current. He had not the benefit of the three decisions since then,
particularly Sims case. Nor, of course, 'had he the guidance which, his Lordship
hoped, was to be found in the present judgment.

The defendants acquiesced In the,6brder for trial by jiry for months and
months. It was not until the case was j Upt about to come for trial before a jury
that they sought to change the mode of trial to Judge alone. It seeined to his
Lordship they came too late. He was not disposed in these circumstances to
interfere with the order made 'by the Judge: and all the more so when he thought
that, if the jury should go seriously wrong, the Court would not feel the same
hesitation as it formerly did in upsetting them. He would, therefore, dismiss
'the appeal.

LORD JUSTICE SELLERS, LORD JUSTICE PEARSON, LORD JUSTIfE DAVIES and LORD.
JUSTICE DIPLOOK agreed. ,. ' '
; :Solcitors.-ers.Mesr Wm. Charles Crocker; Messrs. Thompson, Smith & Puxon,
Colchester.

Mr. RISOASSI. May submit for the record, is, if Imay, senator ,
one 'ther newspaper icipping on the s t e subject, havin to do with
the fact that, in England, where the right to a civil jury trial is within/ ,' / i ' "''
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the purview and dis ir ithe presiding judge thit's ystemis being
questioned tnd' the ri h4t tAe Gfod-giVei igh"or the law ivei dri
to a trial by jury in ll civil cases is beiigsought even there. ,.

(The documents referred to follow:)
LONDON LETTERB

(By Francis Cowper) , ,

, ' o0s4bE AND JirY

Few factors have so much altered the British Bar and the British'legal taene
as the almost total disappearance of the jury from civil litigatioii. Iin .the in-
equity courts there was id jury, tradition, and for centuries counsel and judges
threading their way through labyrinths of legal learning and technical. termi-
nology lived in a cloistered seclusion'of their own creation utterly insulated from
the world of ordinary human beings. But in the common law courts the entire
atmosphere was different. Into their' the great, big, rough, technically uhtrMined
outside world burst every dqy in 'the person of twelve ' Jrymen, plucked' t
rahdomi and tunwilligly' from their lioaes to determine all disputed issuel 'of
fact in civil and criminal litigation alike.' Their presence transformed the whole
face of advocacy. While they 'were there the courts could never be just cosy
little committees of lawyer. ' The successful' advocate had to k6w how the
mind of the ordinary man worked and' (yet more" 'nprttant)',' how his heart
worked even if it was only for the purpose of flattering his vanity or befogging
his judgment. That meant that the advocate had to be a man of the'world, If
possible somewhat larger than life, able to talk to the juty "as man' to man
and yet with a compellingly persuasive authority. He bhd' to cultivate the ats
of the actdi, and the auctioneer, and the more roles there were In his repertblr6
the better his performance. But since the war the civil jury ha gone outO'of
fashion and has become a rarity in any but fraud and defamation cases, so thit
in the common law courts just'as much as in the equity cortst 'oratory is but
and quiet' conversational 'exchanges between lawyers are the rule. There are
no more great forensic gladiators whose feats were followed daily:by the press
and public alike. The "image" of the Bar has sadly shrunk.

TIE APPEAL 0OURT AND THE JURY

Nobody appears to mind mich. Indeed, in the technological temper 'bf the
times the most forward-looking progressive seem ready to welcome a, Bench l nd
Bar composed entirely pf electronic computers and "ie detetors," which would
lqave as little function or the jury as for,the lawyer,, iBtt now qi4te.suddenly
juries find,themselves tiuxpectedly basking in a bright patch of'prgessive popi-
la'iity. This is the eq~el to a recent decision of the Ciort bf'App.al on a point
'of procedure in the case of Ward v. James (1964, 2 W.L.R. 455) an action ,or
damages for serious personal injuries sustained in a road accident. iIn,July,
1963, Mr. Justice Roskill had mage an'order in chambers that tle trial should
be before a judge and jury and hnt, as 'Ns id the' almost ivariabe practice
in such cases, before a judge alone. Fifteen months later, after the ease had
actually been set down for hearing): the defendant appealed, against ithe 'oder,
asking that the trial should be by judge alone. 'After g ,toree-day, hearing,, the
court reserved judgment for a month and a half and then dismiss d the appeal
because the defendant, had acquiesced so long ii. a trial by jury ad;'d hd ap-
pealed so late. Buti in giving judgment Lrd Deiding took the opporth~ ity
to review the whole field of trial by jury in actions for damages in achieving
assessibility, uniformity and predictability. He said :that it .was, within 'the
jurisdiction of the Court of Appeal to interfere wth a Judge's dlcret(oin in order-
big a trial 'tO be by 'juy.' He; also sid that a jury's' ward of ldatiges was
not sacrosanct and that if It was either far too high o ar, too0 1ow'and o6t of
all proportion to the circumstances of the case, the Court'of Appeal ,dul. set
it aside and order a fresh assessment by a judge alone.: , . ,: ;

iNMxPEOTED OLAMOiB ll

In the course of. 4is ,obervations Iord Denning palida perfectlyprthodox.trib-
uto to the jury as "the bulwark of our liberties" and there seemed nothing lii.ie
perfectly sensible principles he laid down to set liberty-loving mobs vatuibhnyg in
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4the JAwwiourts totlyincl) it Judge . i But of r oent years theye, :has, grown up in
some. qParters at l se diat of neggig the "1'61 etabeijshn ete" anid carping
at the law. Cosequently the, in'iediate reaction to the Court of Appeal's deci-
sion was a motion In'the 4xi ie of Cdifimo~ s by a hiidred of thii more tongenitally
critical Socialist members of Parliament there, affirming the 'desirability of the
right -to a jury being available" and expressing apprehension at "any usurpation
of the legislative function by decisions calculated to override the declared inten-
tion of Parliament." This attack on the judges by a large body of its supporters
considerably, embarrassed thb' government. In the House of Lords, Lord Dil-
horne, who was Lord Chancellor in the late Conservative government, questioned
its present Lord Chancellor, Lord Gairdner, who replied that the motion "neither
,required nor received the approval of the government." In the House of Com-
mnons the Attorney General, Sir Plwyn Jones, said that, while the government
recognized that the present state of the law and practice relating to the assess-
ment of damages was unsatisfactory, a full enquiry would be necessary before
amending legJslation could be introduced and the Lord Chancellor was consider-
ing what form such an enquiry should take. The fact Is that nobody really knows'
whether judges or juries give higher damages. Some say that juries give lower
damages because they are middle-class men unaccustomed to "thinking big,"
while judges as richer men, moving in richer circles, have higher financial staid-
ards. Others say that juries give higher damages 'because they are in touch with
current values and rising prices, while judges are old fossils who know nothing
of the world around them and whose money values are a quarter of a century
out of date. The hundred Socialist members of Parliament think that judges are
class-conscious capitalists who give small damages to working class plaintiffs and
-big damages to the middle and upper classes. The fact is that since both judges
and jurors are human beings they work unpredictably on imponderables and in-
tuitions, unlike the computer which is arbitrarily instructed on a limited num-
ber of considerations. Another complicating factor is that even the intimidating
robed English judges are, as was said long ago, "one-third a common juror beneath
the ermine," Nor have they an entirely Olympian indifference to outside atmo-
sphere. Since the controversy started, awards of damages by judges for personal
injuries have perceptably risen and soon afterwards Lord Denning in the Oourt
of Appeal in upholding an award of £7,004/7s/4d to a young Jamaican who had
lost all the fingers of his right hand in a factory accident remarked, with evident
satisfaction, that the figure was far higher than it would have been a few years
ago and that the judges do keep pace with the times.

Mr. .RsCAssi. Now, selection by lot from the registered voting list
will insure a cross-section of the community, with nothing left to
chance, as would be in the case of jury selection at random. Now, the
second amendment that we propose is rather than have thes6 prospec-
tive jurors come in for the observation of the clerk and to fill out their
questionnaires at the loss of a day's work, I think that that can be done
bymail. That is the system that is used in Connecticut, it is the system
tlat is used in Florida, certainly in Pinellas County, Senator Smathers,
because I visited there and inquired.

SAnd there is a saving there, particularly in view of the fact that-
there is a saving of time and of morey, both.

Senator ERvN. If you will paido ' my'interruption, Ithink that is
a very wise suggestion, because this deals with prospectiveFederal
jurors--

Mr. RIsCAssr. And the districts are large.
,Senator ERViN. And in manly cases jurors would have to travel 50,

100, or 150 miles to fill out their questionnaires.
Mr RRisCssI. Yes, sir. / .
The last one, in 3296, has to do with the length of service. Now, 5640

was deficient infthat it lhad nothing to say about the length of service;
8296 mentions 80 days. %That is on page 1, service as a petit juror for
more than 80 calendar days, except when necessary to complete service
in a particular case. ,.
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Now, the? greateit.wekness and the re~onl'W hy, itil many jirisdie
tions, you have your jury panels, which finally; endvup heaving casee
these panels are composed of elderly people who are supplementing
their social security income by seeking this service an'd they (get it fort
the followingreasons, l4ut when you send out; a questionnaire or, by(
statute or by Federal enactment, you state that someone' has t derve 1

80 days. Unless you guarantee their pay, I submit,. and even if you
do, I submit, Senator, that that is a hardship on thd great majority of
the people. That is why we end up with these elderly people in these
jury boxes and in the trials of these cases. '

The comment that goes along with this amendment reads a fbl-
lows, that the failure to select prospective jurorstby lot, together with
insufficient pay and a long term of service, always result in juries that
are not a true cross-section of the community. A maximum of 70
calendar days of service, together with adequate pay, would, nake it
difficult for anyone to find an excuse to evade jury service, Excuses
are usually offered by the young with family on hardship i groimnd.
It is hard for a judge to refuse them, and the net result is that the jury
panels end up overloaded with old, retired pensioners, well meaning
but nonetheless not a true cross-section of the community to which
a litigant in our courts is entitled.

The State of Florida has a 1-week time limit for petit jury service,
Here the system has worked -most effectively: in this regard. There
have been no complaints of difficulty in administration. They do it
entirely with a 5-cent stamp and the mail.

Not only that, although title I in this civil rights bill perhaps does
not get the scrutiny orthe time or will not get the time that titles III,
IV, V, VI, or II will gqet still title I is as importantt; if not more
important than any of theother sections of this bit of legislation
And we have in this, country of ours today .an overwhelming amount,
of jury work, All of our courts,are loaded up to the gunwle,-a 'd
we haveto do things that will streamline th0,procedure and that will
give, at the same tine,;everybodyan equal opportunity to serve. ,

Now, one of the things that is true in Florida, is the fact that when
anyone serves for a week alone, the ,presiding judge will keep them!
there after school in order to finish that case so that those people do:
not have to serve over the 1-week period There is no good and ade-
quate reason why any perPon should have to serve on':a jury morethan
once or twice in a normal lifetime. If everybody is:given an oppor-
tunity to serve, you will, find ,out, that that will, be the average and,
there will be that many that will not have that wonderful pleasure of:
watching your system at work. The objective .should be. to make,
jury service a duty attractive and instructive to allisegments. ; .

Senator EViw.N It is also true' is it not, that any person, no matter.
how busy, could reasonably be called on by his country,to. serve as a
juror for a week ; :

Mr. RxsCAssi. Yes.... :
'Senator EnviN. But if a man has a business or a procession and he

iscalled to serve 80 days out of the year, this is a disproportionate sac-
rifice because it may mean that a lot of other people who owe the
same obligation to the country do not serve at all ?

Mr. RisCAssi. Yes; and in our Federal system today, .unbelievable:
as it may seem, they have these jury panels that sit for a term, the whole



term of the court, 2, 8, and 4 months. And how, I ask you,:can you
ever get everybody or give all an opportunity to serve under circumn
stances such as that ' The limit must be named. It should not be
more than 1 week, because no one can then claim a hardship, and the
butcher, the baker, the drugstore man, the garage man, everybody
should be given an opportunity to participate.

Senator Elfvi. Do you not agree with me in the thought that one of
the wisest things about our system of administration ofjustice is that
we have the jury system and we have laymen from the body of the
citizenship to assist in the administration of justice

Mr. RIsOAssI. Yes; that is the most wonderful part of our jury sys-
tem. Only the trouble is that at the present time, In a great number of
the States, the people that come in and sit as jurors are cynics and they
deride the system rather than being boosters of the jury system. That
is something to be really alarmed at.

In keeping with that, I want to close by stating that this committee,
if it is within its power, should also give attention to the use of 6-
man juries on a compulsory basis in civil cases, rather than the use of.
12-man juries. Now, there is no good and adequate reason why these
Federal courts trying oivil cases, a lot of which revolve around who
was at fault at an intersection or whether or not a banana peel lay oil
a sidewalk for an hour or a week, things of that sort, why a 6-man jury
would not do as well as a 12-man jury. That goes for the larger cases,
also.

The expense that is involved here, you bump the pay up to $20 a
day; you are giving them $1 a night if they lay over. You give them
transportation both' wys, you have increased the three categories and
it is worthwhile. I think you could have a tremendous savings, both
in tim~6--because when you pass these exhibits around in the trial of a
chse and you have 6 instead of 12 looking at it, and when they file out,
*here a question of law is being argued, as happens many times in the
trial ofa case and: the judge wants the argument in the absence of the
jury, all of these' factors which are so'iimportant toddy, so that we can
get away from this hue and cry ina lot' of quarters that we should
Iav a conipeinsation system for the trial of civil' cases, would be done
away with if we used a six-man jury, if we used' a shorter term 'so we
could'get away from' ynibs, who, No' 1, abuse the system and 'deride
the system, and if, we ue across section in the itiception. : '

Senator, if'there is kything I can'tell "ou' after 83-years practicing
generally as a smalltown practitioner, it us this7 that the cross-section,
that theselectiolnby lot in theine tio is most important. ' This 5640,
which whs the bill that passed in the House,'which"called fir a jury
commissioner 'to 'select the originall panel subject to' dirtiO kito lb
givnithini by the presidinP judge, still gets the hunan'eemneit'ifth'ere,
whib h gives ot' t ry if hi'h, in the' finA1 arilyjis," carn oly be h o-
flection of the selector. And if you are going to do it so that it is fatii
and equally applied to everybody so that everybody un'it se e e aid
leitthat duity, No. 1, it'has t'o"be bi lot frbmn~he registratibn ist,
which'I think i~'aboittas fair i't system as yh' e l 6tlget;'partiiilarly
when' you brig it up to date ifn the So~thrflt Stt6s. 'And the'bill
makes provision for tliB chief idge ettig tiit n nimi rty grouPs
if'thieyare' tt-fairlyrprenqrited at the, setime . ' '
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.And then the short term, that week term, is the rock upon which all
of these measures have fallen so that people have not been able to get at
fair trial. .. ." " '

I wish to thank the counsellors to your very capable committee ilh
whom I sat prior to this time, particularly Mr. George Autry, and you,;
Senator, and you, Senator Smathers, for permitting me to speak.

Senator Eayw. Thank you.. We certainly appreciate your 'apear-
ance. Youhave made some very thoutful su ggestions, and I might
add you have pretty good Scriptura warrant for selection by ot
because the New Testament tells us that after Judas betrayed the Lord
his successor Matthias, was selected b' lot. '

Mr. RisCAssi. And I wish to point out in reference thereto that the
greatest travesty, in my opinion, has been what has been going on in.
many of our States. There are only two States in the Union to amy
knowledge that have selection by lot of the jurors in the inception.
One is the State of Washington and one is the State of Connecticut, be-
lieve it or not. We passed it there 2 years ago ' If it is possible in'
Connecticut it should be possible on a Federal level. '

Senator E rmI. We appreciate your taking the time andthe trouble
to appear before 'the subcommittee; and give us the benefit of' your
experience, thoughts, and philosophy on is subject.

(The complete statement of Mr.RisCassi follows:) ,

STATEMENT OF ATTOBNE LEON RISOASSI, HABTFORD, CONNOTIOUT LEOGILATIVE
CHAIRMAN, AMERICAN TRIAL LAWYERS AsooIATION ,

The undersigned wishes to be registered in favor of Title I of S. B. 89'06
with the following amendments and comments thereto.

Section 186.4. Master jury wheel
A. On page 8 line 18 strike out the words "at random" and substitute in lieu;

thereof "by lot."
B. On page 4 line 10 strike out the word "random" and ubstitute in lieu theeof

Sthe word "by lot." .
0. By adding on page'8 line 19 after the words: It serves" the f6ilowtiig

sentence, "The selection of prospective jurors within a given judicial district
or division shall be by selection of names in a given and, identical number
sequence based upon tue number of jurors to bp selected therefrom.", i

'Coniom~men. Billeitthoe jaw Dictionary dbflnd, "lIt"i 6 a nithd, tb'deer-
mine a question by chance or without the actish of ina's choice or will.

The language of the amendment is utked in: the Statutes of the State of Wash-'
ingtonandSt,tnof .Connecticut.: ,, , .. . ; . ,

,.electlpn by lotfrom regi ered vohng j1 ts will' insre cross p action' of tie
comuiity witl, tiothing r~l: to' choice as would b e heise' thb seletio
of jurortin the incebti t'ran&rm'. : ' e *e: i : ' , , ' "lti

Section 1866. DWhunf 6b nane4s'fdms teasterfry i wieei "" '

8 trir o i't 'i e ' 'i;e 'and ' ie tfo I ng "siaish i'h r bere
clerk addll' A11 Ut 'litd tbdtUttith In ii:t tebf "jhlAll' b itlle b' the !ler'4

Comments. A saving in time and money to the government 'and'~to6,th
prospective jpror. ,; ; , : f J
Section 1860. , iooluionfrom jfur servtced ! / i ' ,li '

( On page 12, line strike! out the iord "thirty? ~ and substiute in lieu 'thereof.!
the word u, earen., ,. i. r , . . , u o.

Comment. The aiiure to select prospective jurors by lot,, toeth1r wit in-:
sufficient pay and a long term of. service, always tijstlts in juries that r6 hrio a
true across secotioni of th4 'doiniiity. A maitimi of ievnti' blnitdar, dar of
service together with adeqtiatwyay will iiake' t difficult for anyone to' rtid ail
excuse to evade jury service. Excuses are usually offered by the ;young? of



famiy'oh lardshlp'gloudstire g iThey are 'hard to ,refuseI and the net resal is
that, the jtity panels ,nd; up .verlog1ted! with! Old, i retired pensioners, ;.Well!-
meaning, but nonetheless not a trle cross section of the community to which a.
litgant in our courts Is entitled.

The Stahe of '*lrida his'a oi weelk timep'liit for petit jury service. Here
the system has' wrked' most eftetiVely' in this regard. there have been no com-
plaints of difficulty In admitistration.; ,

The objective should be, to ipake jury service a duty attractive and Instruc-
tive to l al4 segments of oilt society. It should' never discriminate against the
youig, working class people who make up the great bulk of 'the population.
Jury service should never be permitted to be used by the pensioner as a means
to supplement Social Security Income. The opportunity and the duty to serve
should be uniformly applied if we are to insure an effective Federal jury system.

Senator ERVIN. We would be glad to hear from either of your
associates.,

Mr. RIsCAssr. I would like you to hear from Mr. Colson, who is
an outstanding trial lawyer in Florida, with great experience, and
a past president of this organization who. will tell you how it has,
worked out in Florida.,

Senator ERVIN. Mr. Colson.
Mr. COLSON. Thank you. :I want to thank Senator Smathers for

his remarks, and thank you, Senator, for coming to the Florida Bar
Association meeting last week and making your very fine major ad-
dress.

I come in support of this bill with certain minor exceptions. I think
that one or two of them are important enough that we should comment
on them:

I have had the privilege to study the jury systems in all 50 States
during the last 2 years, both in the State and the Federal courts. As
a result of my travel I can say that at the minimum we do not have
the same system of jury selection in all 50 States, not even in the
Federal courts. I do not know which systems are the best. I am not
here to pretend that I know, but I will say they are different. There-
fore, they are not offering a jury of our peers of our equals, because
our systems are not equal. It is wrong that in 1966 we should still
have such a system.

I have tried cases both in the North and the South in 1966; in Al-
bany, N.Y., and in New Orleans, La. I feel that it is wrong, for ex-
ample, when a State attorney in a Mississippi county, in a case that
I am personally handling voluntarily dismisses the indictment be(
cause he recognized thath the jury was wrongfully selected. In 1966
1 still cannot get a fair trial for a Negro defendant in Mississippi, in,
my opinion. I am not going to, ge a jury that represents a cross sece
tion of his community. That is wrong. I have to try the :cse purely
on the hope of getting that defendafit to a higher court whi e I keep.
attacking the jury systems.

I think that we should take a hard look at blue ribbon juries. While
blue ribbon juries is a wonderful phrase, very often they have been
color conscious instead of color blind. The condition still exists where a
guilty rich white man is not going to the electric chair. , Something
iW basically wrong. r o

Now, I apltud this bil. The thing that concerns me most of all,
about the bill is the word "random." Mr. RisCassi mentioned the
word "lot." '
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Senator 'ERVI. I hive always figured that when you select sCnie-
:thing at random, you wind up with something iiondescript.

Mr. COLSON. I will show you the'way we select juries at random in
Miami, for instance. ' I think that Miami has a fine system free from
discrimination. There is an attempt in many of our Federal courts
to make sure that we have a certain percentage of lower and higher

,incomes represented, or a certain precentage of Negroes on juries.
What we have to tmderstand is that the very fact that a man, a human
'being, makes' such a decision or determination allows the very oppor-
tunity for discrimination to exist. The opportunity to avoid discrimi-

S nation gives the opportunity to achieve discrimination.
In our State courts, in Miami, they use the voter registration list.

For some reason the Federal court uses the city directory. Our jury
commissioner picks names from the city directory which are then
placed in the jury wheel. Once the names are placed in the jury
wheel no one is concerned;about their selection by lot. Everyone is
satisfied that it will be done. The key to this all is the selection of the
overall group that is going to be placed iii the jury wheel, the initial
selection of prospective jurors, whether by lot or at random. In Con-
Inecticut this most important stage is handled by computer. There,
they hit a certain number on the computer and from all the names
in the computer, those names that are to go into the jury wheel are
automatically produced. Thereafter, the judge or clerk selects, by
lot, from the jury wheel' those jurors needed for a particular trial.
This bill must be very clear about getting those names into the jury
wheel in the first:place.

In my 'opinion, this is not made clear by the words "at random."
It is possible for a: jury, whether civil or criminal, to be selected by
merely looking t tthe -occupations of the prospective jurors. For
instances, here is a bank president, here is a carpenter, a bookkeeper,
and a student. I canmtell you whether they are male or female and what
their income is. 'If we are able to pick out the people that we think
a jury, ought to be com6psed ofj, in this manner, then one side, in a
criminal, or civil case is going to be, off to a tremendous startby
stacking a jury: independently. : .

This is not what ';we wait. We want a cross section. I want to
make sure at this. level, that whether by city directory, voter regis-
tratidn list, or anything else, the selection is done:entirely by riurhber.
I Iam concerned, as:you are Senatoi, about the questionnaire provi-

sion of the bill. I do not have ananswer to it. I share your concern,
'however, sir, and I will speak more about it-if you want.

I strongly suggest that you consider the provision for 1 week service
by jurors. It certainly helps them and removes one of the iajor

,causesfor excuse I believe that more people should participate in our
jury system; those who love, understand, and appreciate it. Those who
do not are primarily thi critics. Thel 1 week limitation on service;has
another built-in advantage; that is, a judge has more compulsion to
finish the case within 1 iveek,

In traveling to the different States, I have found that the judges 'f
this county try cases in completely different ways.: Some judges do
not hurry if they.know that the jury has to be there for 80 days anyway.
If a case goes over 2 or 8 weeks the judge can easily hold the jury vder.
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But if a jury is waitingfor a case to end, the judge.is likely togive it
priority over any other matter. Beside, the economic benefit, I think
that this is another worthwhile consideration. i .;
,it ralso;endorse the;experience we havehad ith the six-man juryin
JFlorida. Withi the exception of: capital punishment' cases and eminent
*,domain proceedings, we use a six-man jury; even in criminal cases.
.Whereas we might limit the use of the 6,man jury to just civil:cases,
(I do not seethe necessity of the large: 12-man jury;at all times., 'i;

Senator ERVIN. I wonder if thereis any constitutional question- that
can be raised. I do not recall any Federal decision offhand, but I know
there are some State decisions which hold that the number ,of jurors

.has to be 12 where the Constitution is interpreted in light of the cbm-
mon law. I wonder if either of you has any ddubt as to the constitu-
tionality of 'reducing the number by legislation rather than by con-
Sstituti6nal amendment? '

Mr. CooLSN. I have none, Senator. I am positive. I cannot give
you a citation, but the six-man jury has been tested by the Florida and
the U.S. constitutions. I believethat our system would be improved
by requiring the service of our juries for a shorter time. In this way
.we could get our cases along much faster and with less' cost. But I
urge you to make sure that the original selection of namesto be placed
in the jury wheel is by some mechanical system out- of the hands of any
human being.

Senator ERVIN. I certainly share your belief that it is highly desir-
able to get as many citizens as possible to serve on juries., I1 think it
gives a good deal of confidence in the administration of justice on the
part of the public generally if they are familiar wih itht. I think they
will come away from the average court persuaded that weihave about

'as fine a system as can be devised to accomplish justice.
SDo you have any questions
SSenator SMATrHES. No questions. I just concur with your state-

menit. . ..
Senator EnvwN. I was a trial judge for :T years. On onvening of

,the court each week I knew that a lot of the jury panel would like to
be excused, so I would give them a littl'lecture in advance about cer-
tain duties a man owed his country, and one of the most imipoftant
was that of serving upon the jury when he was chosen to do so. Icon-
cluded by: saying, however, 'there are certain exigencies that justify
a man asking to be excised, so if any of you now have any reason you
think would justify you in asking-the court to excuse you from the
performance of one of your sacreddduties to your country, I will hear

,"it at this time." :
SMr. COLSON. You would have to be in-Anierican '.;

Senator ERVIiN. I very rarely got any; requests to be excused after
,that., . ' ....

Do you have anything you would like to add -
Mr. SMITH No, thank you, Senator. .
Senator ERVIN. We are certainly indebted to the. Association of

TrialLawyers for:your appearance. I know thereis no group of men
Sin America who are more interested in having fair and impartial
juries! than' the : trial la, wers,. and you liav* th Jexperienceo which
.makes your observations of unisuailworth in the considerationsaof the
subcommittee. I thank you very much.
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Mr; MAmyi' r Chairmiiii ihe next witness i§ AIfMAviny.b ci

Senator ERVIN. Professor Avins is a native of New York City. E16
,has saB.A.: degree, from! Hunter; Colege aiitt LLAd:3 degree fro
Coblumbia Tniversitv ' an', LL-.AM.deree- Irdm. 'New, York UnivemsitY.
and L.M and J.S.D. degrs fom the Uniersitpz 6f c ig 1
.holds 'a;. Ph.-D-. degree from -Cambridge .Uliveritiy ;yIHo. is a .member
pf the bars of, WNw York, the ])istrict of Colfmbia, -l96d6,' ad lii
nois.. Rewa a special deputy. attorney, general of New Yorn 956
and,9ls7.!

Professor Avins :has, prepared several N memorandumaB conderniug
the' constitutionality of varius portions of S. -8296 tnd th e gil
tive history ofi the 14th amehdmen. These: il.be pIinted ,ii t he
record immdiatly f.olo ing Professor Atrins' tetimony ., "_-. i i "

Professor Avins is also genekkl, editor of .,,the,. book, 9'Open Ocmuz
pancy Versus Forced- Housing Tnderth6 14thAmendment?, a cop* of
which i's before eacihmember 6f thissubom itee. ui /;

Profssor, you mtiy now wish to summarize our: poitione 0on this
legislation, " Before you .doi;howeveri, I woud like totihank,.you for
your willingness to ap pear and give us the benefit of your vastxiowl-
edgenthisifiekb' ,

I also would like to say I have read a number of artiles which ou
have written; I was very much -interested itL your, argatieuts, before
the Supreme, Court, in the, literacy test situation',, But unfortunautely
for the cause. of constitutional government, I have. t6osay that I think
the Supreme Court has usurped the power to amend thW Constitution
in that case#

STATEMENT .OF PROIF.- ALTI'ID ANs, THE. SCHOOL OF Lw ,
MEMPHIS STATE UNIVERSITY, MEMPHI, TENN.; ACCOMPANIED

BY S0M UCRUTOHFIELD '.' K .7<.. <7
Pofessor AvlINsi Thaxik iou, Senator.,- Since argued a baA

. Mirai, I coul hlatd~ly . oayiei'sei thtan tht . bagrve' ith

Senator ERwIN. I might add'that 'have a reat deal of consterniL
,tion whenever I consider that case. There are to'cifie priions
'in the Constittion:' -fiprt secion 2 of artick I; wh0chdearly is te

SStdtes 'the rih t to,-, prescribe thlief!4ufictions foir -votinig, subjet W no
* excptfiou other thafi those6e-bodied in' the 14th and '15 th am nd-
ments, which was put in the Constitution before t6he14th, amendment, -
and second, the 17th ameiident;, which' wag inserted in! the COnsttu-
tion long aher, the 14th arneudmennt. To, have a qkieial expressio iin
the14th amendment illify twoscific 6nstitutiofiilprorisi&nbrnie
wtedtin'g the, amnndmdt and he, 'other f psd iin it,? and at the
same time, havl the court! indulge In the statemjnt~httheaStes have
the power to'prescribe 4ualificftilons'foi votih4Aud theni ay, thSat Cli-.
!gress could presiibe thm in thiS paitioular case icuse me to wonder.
I do not belevany ofushas tiny security apart thin 6.h4Constitutidn
as it was written. WMhen, the Court professed'its' adhereiii e rto' ti
prifteilethatth ' Stated havethe power4t,6p be qulifi t rion s for
voting and immediately ignored that and annu flodthe Stiteisi rqrj fir&o-
'hients, TI culd otimelp ebut fe]J as I used to 4wennry faher o~fme

~s;98
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that to punish miehurit thim worse than it didme.' I juit did-not believe

Professor, A. 0Ns Thank you, Senator. '. Before I go further I. want
to introdude.for therecord my'colleagu,. Who haa been assisting me, Mn
Sam Crutchfield, of the Distict of Columbia bar..

I am goingI to start byindicating for the record, that I have submitted
or illsubm it mdmoriandums solefy o"the questions of constitutionality
:for each of thertitles other than title I, which'is' a Federal'problem and
is therefore a problem of policy. I intend to ditect myself this morn-
in*,g. solely to the questions of constitutionality and -not to questions of
poihy_4 which-1 think wv'e could argqe, at length, before the, committee.
'l,!Inrespect totit1U II IhaV' submitted a memoiranduml entitled; "The
14th Ameidrnent and 5~ry Discrimination: The Original Understand .
.inaP 'Tht covers questions of title IL.:

iR,- respetto title 11 ZIIJhav &iVeubinitted- twnieornduinas .one
entitled "De IFato axid De Juieo.Scho6l Segregation: Some -Reflected
:Light on the lHthAmenidment Fromi the Civil, Rijghts Act of 1875,"
,anUf '"Racial, Segregatioxi, in Public Accommodationsi Sbme' Reflected
Light 'on the 4' A mndent rom the. Civil Riglhts Act of 1875."1

In respect to title IV, there is in my book, "Open Odcupancy Versus
FEorced Hounsing".- - ~
'Senator ERVIN. -L et the record show, that all the obserVations- b

Professor Avins 'will be printed in the body of the record immediately
after his oraltestimony. ' '

'Profess6rA1Ns.,- Thankyou,- Senator.
There is in my book an article entitled "The 14th Amendment and

Real Property Rights "which starts at page 68.
I' aditibn t. that ad respnctin.' ciitaln spedtil problkhiksf State

action , Jwould lik0 to', refsrto9_.!niarticie in'th.emostrneeit issue of the
Columbia Law eview volume 61 at page 873 eied: "Civi Rihts
Act of- 18Th: Some ReAected Lght on fhie i4f1i ndien nt.i P"u ic
,Acoommodatioixs.V which, appears .,inz the most recent, issue. -of the
Rolumbil Iaaw R~view. I Twill,]; hope, before the hearing closess, have
an opportunity to submit a supplemental' memorandum on this par.
titularr pootb lso. it jisa queson of Stpteaction. -

IJnwrespect to title V-r.. ,_ ' , .

Seor Mntw - would like here, for the purp, ecof thoeeordl, to
isay that the siibcommittee vill obtain a: copy of -tearti&leiin the Law,

vieoW and print.thit tin, the body,, of the record immediately. after
.yourtestimony,with yn pemipion.,

Professor AvUis.& Yes, thank Yifu 4 Senator4 . 7 i.

i Ini respect of title V I a -nitubmitting) two itemorandlms, onte en-
,titled t '6, i 0 eerder Power .Punislh !divi'dual, Crimes Under the 14th
Atnencdnrent: ,The Origial. ,Understadi'? which carries ;egislative
history upto -1870j and -thescod etitled"Th Ku Klux Kan Acts f
1871 : Some Reflect iWight on State Acotio' 4nd the6t4th Amendment."
>Then, finally, .1, bave a gdneralizpd: 4iscussio'h entitled. "Fourteenth

,Amendmeat Limitationsln Banning 'Raoia and Religios Discrini-'
-nattion : TheOriginal Tandrstanding" -,-

SSentor;E~tiiN. All the, documents referred to will ,be ,printed at the
.end -of ybur.Wtetin16fity ;' r
',) 1fProfesor Avxws. -Before going any' furtheinir summlrizin some of
this material atid what -its significance is, I gould like 'to direct my.

1'i
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,attention' first to the Questidn-o f the generaL sigiifianqof legislative"
history in interpreting constitutionarlivwi and, in particqlitdr, iiuter-,--
retig the 1,4th amendmenntk,. I; -say this because I, think, it''rather-

6rucia[ to t1he, tentir e question -of ; the ico stittionality qf teeftitl
titlesH, I, 11iIV, ad Vafn'd . thwbil '!as to"the mannerin whiCh ..h the 14th
amendment shouldud be .interpreted. '.I also y this in slight ogoua
remarks about Supreme Court decisions, and a rather' fundamental
qaestionas to. the, weight to be given Supreme, Court decisions versus
the weight to-- be- given to The original understinditg o Co'r "i
proposing! a constitutional- anefidment. I leave off etirlythe que=
tion of ratificati6n, and assume, for the purposes of this discussion that
rio"rdblem, eists inthat qufretr.

Now, I received from the editor of the Virginia Law Review, a; Mt.
ThErl Dudley,a seiies of questions on this point'in respect to an article
of minie whiohJic ,onidered to be rather, astute "uestions,,and ,which
lead me naturally ifito, answering this matter. U should;like t6 read
each of these, questions and answer them, :beaulise they, 6ill, fl effect
answer this kiiestirion as:to *hat -the effect should be "of the legislttivi
history in interprtihg the14th gmefndent.' , 1

His first question i: 'How do;weselect from: the debates, on givenvn
piece of 'legsltioii, those st;at&ments whh; -c:sqture the intent'l'of
the legislature when supporteri and oppoentsq ofi the bill- make con.
flicting- statements, con(erning its Minidort a whenthere, is ,asviria-'
tion of opinion airiong the supporters themselves, to' whose statements
do we, attach the greatest wei ht -What happens if,.f oue f theO
people whom ,you chose as (paM ed to speak' for gtlegislature:itislf
makes contrtdicetoi7, statemfents, different' times; or logically 'iicoi4i
sistent, st4tezent within 1he'sainseet of rem arks3

'Applying, this !qieion to(, the, 14th:- amending the! 4esfon, is.
really one of determiciinthltnt of a bdy' wixh 'can onlbe
,determinddi- of cu'se from ithe'- public- statements mrn'adoe :'b bthe m em.
bes of the! body' primarily. onw th flooi< ikf Congress soiiiewhat ecL
6ndarily iT com itee epr There was-a fairr ref poit of
the JfintC.Comimitteo bn- Reconstructioin and- hen, of 6otrs* fertalli
spplementineal i\ei ! always helful, such as seec'they 'mayE~

have made to their constituents to report in the local press. Ofi6ithirset
these 's pecheg 'i far more, -generalized: than! the, bnes ina;de ithe
floorat"ad:tlherofore'it is worthwhile to puy, attention' tod i tateiftend
Ma~tde in' thie' (J3'ng~es aL~l:beo t hifh~rfirl~'votrhn il t ;':

I;. miht ay tha i preartnbn' orflhis mmrandum,. Ii r:e '
suppose, abdut 165,O00 pages 6f ,speehesi made durizig. this, period,- pus
iitiiments and vrioii ohenatial " i H t r'

Now, of course, prime attention should be given to, first, the draft-4
men of the6 neasure In the easloflthe first section, it- was fepreserita-
five John AL "Bi xghi m-p Repub'ieani" Rep resentfativel ;f6m hio'Ohi
good lawyer though somewhat given to a- bit of rhetoric and In regpedt.
to the floor' ieade in- the ' Houde-I Representative'Th&add us Ste enfi§tof'
Pnnsylvania,-.a' radial Republca'; in the Senate',t0the dpehink e -
marks of Senhtorf Jaob,,X I toward of 'Michigan t ' sedond'arily, 'to
lawyers, speaking in support'of the ~hendnft inostpairticularvlthege
geneal' V Piews'o)F 1~03those' : ;les4 "

.'Senator EiviNzf. lam gong toohave to ask yo' tko xcuse "meju one
moment.

59
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,Pr6fessb Avns,; iBy all means. May I continue my remarks?
SSeiator ERVIN Yes, that will be fine. i

.ProfessoriAviNS. Especially to.lawyers who are what I may call
the marginal proponents of the measure. By marginal proponents L1
mean those lawyers in the rather narrowly divided Senate, whb chose
to vote forthe measureand yet just wanted to go a little distance, not
as far as the radicals..

There Were somevery welldefined views on different matters during
this particular period; Some Senators and Representatives were what
was kndwn ias radicals. Others were known as moderates.in the Re-
publican ranks, and then there: were conservatives who voted against
the 14th amendment, and of course, the Democrats were all against
the 14th amendmentn .

SI have not found in the remarks any really contradictory statement
In fact; they are really quite consistent, the whole body of them. There
are a few contradictions in some political speeches by incumbent Demo-
crats, obviously, made for political effect, and these I discredited. As
a matter of fact, Representative Janes A. Garfield in 1871 and Repre-
sentative John FarnswortliofEIUlinois, in reviewing speeches them-
selves, discredited these politicaliremarks by Democrats,

But the 14th :amendment was basically, especially the first section,
intended to be a very modest and moderate measure. -And the state-
ments are quite consistent from all the Representatives. Some wanted
to go further than the amendment did, but accepted it simply because
it was the bestthing they could get.

,Going on now to the' second question that he poses, once we have
identified what the legislature intended to be the interpretation of this
bill on any given question, is there any point at which we should deviate
from the letter of this interpretation to serve the larger purposes of the
legislation in the context! of hanged, circumstances If so, what are
the criteria for selecting those points which we will discard? Should
we approach this problem differently depending on the nature of the
legislation , That is, should a constitutional provision, because of
its simple and fundamental character, be read more flexibly than a
piece of, very particularized legislation designed to deal with a specific
problem?

, My answer uto q ion is that every constitutional provision,
like every legislative'provision, must, as a matter of constitutional law.
be interpreted in accordance with:the intent of people framing it and
passing it, and that there iS absolutely no authority whatsoever for
deviating from what the origi-~l intent was. That is the point at
which I part company from the J;S; Supreme Court in a number of
its recent cases' : .: .

Senator ERVIN.i If that were noteo, the meni who drafted and ratified
the original Constitution wouildinever have provided article V, would
they?9

',Professor AviNS. ;No, there would be absolutely no point. You:
could let the Supreme Court do all the amending. You could writhe
a generalized section that would. say let the Supreme Court fill in the
blanks Wherethey find blanks to fill in. - /

Senator EnvrN. IfI they had intendd for the Supreme Court to
amend the Constitttion, they woMdd h.ve :pu in article V something

- / :



liket-Iii q "Th6i.06i gtituti 611 of th 0 United S tti tes shkl I aA oziia* kihIly'
change its m ea''nii- gfroxii 'tim6: to thnioviAliquish y,ohn,nige, 1 b Oh Inw- 0)
in -its phraseology, and majority of 'the Supreme, Cbuft 4ha hl' v 6

occurs andth6iiavareand'-wo" e1of siich;autom&ti6 amefidinbn6Y L,:
ProfeggovAvims. Y. bs ! ariT the' lt,-*oul&Ibe' bf 00AirSe2..thit'

U.S. Supreme Cour&'QuId be a, permanent flqdi:dg16nstitutionvX
convention. I am not sure that is not true today."

SenatorEitvw-. Afi "vve'wotild,16s6:ttlltho*,ben6fit 'inher tIin A ;the
written Cbn6titutibh!, would we not t

Professor Mims. Right. There, is no pokt ,. to--having: go" WkItteht

n '*on.,
enAtdr, R*iX. T6 P"u f'-it;iWplftin English 'instead 'of, b6i0ml6d. b-
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t %
for the, cbuli N1

eve el11 , .. I )of'thd's ub 66-'mi es nt 1416f, me.k&eftdyw6#b g
tutional amena;;Zt. PJ-Let seems, to me, 4 46d'g gr6tt,'dedt 6f

A

He'ceitAinl y''CoWd'h9ve 'Aidi;w6h; 16f t Oem'do" Iit' and .he 6fiv cVi -
savedlin self 6, sudit deal of thx4'ixfd'ii6ubIe and spenf th6 f 6 "d

toion.,

thai"th6re i4tiq p6ifit'th' 'aying a consfiiii
stitdional. amendments if the S Of6m6, c6VAM-oi the C61i - i s., ncf..

W1, . gr! s.
n6*.re r paoi oiily t6-s6di V 'fih Rik4ts- A Viiiih-&LL6th6i i&1'061' n1g r6ss'b' 4 4 pid 0 h &I & ih" Ay , .,in ry 0- u fefti

OM ft,"' IDVniC6uit"*b' "dml'i- if""' 0 b biirioi' d', i6 0118tiug
-c ang Ihe 7 Mt,-if if 61f i 56f 64,16

Senator No Nj>wis.iCh6t' quri4Or rd'adonJ6fAh6-C6nst4Vj
tibil-'that"th6',offly-p6*6r'th6lsil i6fi6,Cour OrtheUnlf, ,48-'-tateshas

eArn ng
,Prof69soioAVxjq4.*. Yes.
S4n6k 4Hi ik."'Ah& that* ig 8 '806Y nl,

thos6'Wh6l drifted, tiAd'loatifi6d' ifj Ili~ 16 6 seIft th& So"Professor Avi*6.' 'Pre6is6ly., And ere
&eme C6urt bii& td b ifiirwhi

N6 oecoi&i ';fh6IU ,0 "' did inth 
Ai;6,oi-r

lip its y 6 prk e 2 Ath4) th
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Bu t, 6th se l Ii the' Nuf r." .606 11 n6io 'thifik',6f I

on 61'.
thek- simplfI-ej6ctqd it i b6i h or'Yea OV, i6nog r tYP6

Senator Egviw, I wds mudh intri 6d"'as well''as Mu, .-di6de#§ d
b?,- th6 d&i§id*'in, th6-,P611 Tai6'6ase , d I saw

f*,n"gi*th6 tfiijori 1 ion thtLt was r0l6vaiAlb the'd sion, Y
WAS i s6it6M6nV Of D60



"%tono Iof, -whft. o itseud ranei thol equali pro;.

Setor ERVI.]R Tlw aem nnlqibetb~I~mr o~
cerned when. I looke upi jteitionwrT. wh4 noio ad ,

si~t tha notons re gnerl, vgueand mper.cteoptions ~or
idoas;of -nothing.:,_,

Professor Aviiis. Ye -,!' ; ~ u~nta ieito pno

held 1i hW case that when notions' o-f jwgo chang,-thp!,VonsfitUW1
Pr~eso~v~s 1es V a~i mi~jht say t in arguiflng csem

f~und~ that.11r. Justice, Pougs KWOW 1 41 dre in, iip. law.
~e~~asedth. f4~as o; sai4 his, Wpion,. li tth 4ndiaa'n lWcToial

system worked er w, haig nin pehes translated jixtq th

J~oi4~atve laguges.~Sin~IUbihj %boolk oA I 4iai4 Wo

eit4iqsA4 Xniai '",eswhich saidttAi: an. 12din - ative,'oul',nof
betrapisferred from hisvareas to another Cn mi~ auesh QJ

Eigish, bece he, could niq* uneIs 4n1 th e I~e lage cer-,
t %iiil basic in. a, situation like thit.

8uelt tha'i 'if 'ono, were writing,, b ,kfi oIp the ""e C ~rt", PA

PwaAny Ad*htadteS~ei ~ulae diwut arn4,iome,
othr'swhch sppse willxio,,Trqp lebates by ,Ja~~i n

a~othersot q uV ~eh

99gn'bac&to the ,third, eSti~4wa ow owe ie4soe9
4 iei oythele~ilature is suiy hn t wit,04 r'i~go

the leislafion4 itself, We 'Congreshas don6 ~,~atn
legislatong$h1 the lw oii4- ntpM o~ywa isad g~
the 6oigr esionafli purpose ormi ineftos an in or~r
tati"on as the word1. of the st~tute ill1 bqir,~

I n~tsay Mhi 0nase t ht t hh" L4Pinipn,4 n
estiti is quite ad* uto~ d 'TIt make t t
to make. 1 ome oi tlai 4 "rreonstrectioni leilinU,

amtlkn~abutth~~ Nr ecI , t p Si P.

clause ,which, siply erdorbe 01h af:e eciat*o ispy v~eso
2 A'P toj 1asiies io' allthe t,~shilbd I iq * AAVL

Sec~i fr~t ~s~iqpl an enforcptget ~e,,J)fii fT r t
ciizns~ Ie~epess ql O 0'c sitip~bu plcbo

of~le ~e~ra~due, proc ~ icauet h~sta, iVin. efjecct 9yruIx
] irron a ams§ ~l h pl t1,od1 j 4ciI4rio,
and 'Bingl ah wtas sml'oddlded

impion 4A , ,eW ,i ,s p esigne AP, ca rry theod4 e
Sonsver with It., ;WtL

the 6%4ia]lr ip
wor(' "proteto pqr p out otue qqual ptlcei jlusxsnd,; i At!

p~~ditto'pa~ ~gftsf beets,t Veeawee~,houacit,'l \va
tened o ive1~perons, eve aiens thd right to eqal poetin0



life,' liberty; and: Orop ,yj t which simply,* said, ndbo dy -was. bntitl4
ch6p y6hk head'off: if you were a tftvelor*,,Or strami eir"oi.voby6uot*olur
Oropprty;,, Mig-ihas beqom6 theAftA)sectio4 9Point or ss this 4-6**6 n 'i b'''f a little bit liter t6'disctii WAUSe,
-of. courage, it i rekyafitib" that,, gedtioh'q" , j."
.. ,But in,3te'r'mslof,*Chis 06ii6tal-questioh;
diffi U'lt ' in'understandintr .,thatlth'o, dro'balAhtent'. *r-fit Jeast
where'TK& i&eascame1 ron Vby., the-, 89i 0-1 , oingiress in-Aniftanit '' d,
posing -this,pitrtioular,-Ieiislatiori,.whatsoi3.,ver.,fourth, question h &s, the constant]. h A 6The IS),, OW, d Y -.0 an
oflaxiguageim-DMaeu 'on.thi§.6fttirepr' &whenwe'Arei9al
,Iez'islation-drahe&angdeb ted,-"M',(th'e.!',*ocabulary,.of
When mdst pe'q- Ii ' ", f i today;' ' otild. e6 w turaJlyjrqad,, the wbr. d4-- of a-
statute -oil, -cohstitUtional , amendffient; to, mean' , 6&'th in and' peo'p,16
df an evirlierda to, mean anothbg,.thin#, is':,thb Coiirt " 9 iund-,]VIW -
etyinologry of an eailier'day V Tlos -Pr- 6blem''Oemsto be-?patti6plaily'
i6ute*g re'the CongrOs r6ads sdbhJangupg6 as .44equal. pr6ticii0iA, oftholaw -br'f dtiepkocess,.6f'-Ia*? l.,deliNrateI 'b d a'A6 Ao' -Y so roa -. s mand
consideiable'-,intexoretation'iti:likht 6f.changling

Where would'-fhe antitiu'st la*s, be today, fbr example, if -!thd, CoUrt
had JAb:ar'pfdted restraint of riride'as fimitid strictly; t& -those're'straipts
6onsid6rM, ill6galT at colyimoii kw,1 i6stlyf i rmementi , AotAo, comPete
bet*ee'n"xh-a kArs'a" fid 1h6ir 1 ornior:,apprentic es .-ahdlo those'_,wbi6 -,th6
f rame's,- of the SherfiianAct ini i 80 0 ..i ctually;forOgaw 1 We, *04d-be
of hhtring a1ekisl 'Wre;. that is, to ! 6ity'thb

,I. re is no: purpose
legislatu±6 unless. itle moaerh, e erien 6.&416 W'
particular. prbvisibin, beA'* 66nstituiibnal provil io.cor.,ai legislo4y.4
ptovisioni 'i's ina&4"tbin-'thellghtof ch6.n#ingeireum'-t ticeoiitlh i 'i
absolutely no. reason in the4orld,.*hy aiiimendment cannot be-, passedUke,6are nging..cito of-,,6h% 4'rdOngtaft6es;'-which-, is.what JxOlho

k M.tljtnkthe , ea'on for haVhig artick & iii tli'6.,C'ons;tithtioh- is And* oj gkeffi
spenidi-ai-ateat deal 6fiini6diiotWiing.aaj endmenta: to priorlegiol on0 lekislstion t, osiibWtufa1qr.q1d.J" li dxij etr CeteM
--,, So, that 66,,probi .
a-partibfilai ,pkovisioh W&l4tivelprovisi'mi, W
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oiitt is;iir Ias ~ood a po~ition to :taie ~ general consensus of T ~e
6ounryasthe Cong;ress is -itermstof a legislative bill, or as the Con.
greMs and the Sttes combined arein terms ofa constitutional amend.

Senator ERVIN. I find a very ,striking similarity; between .your
observation ad that mad6 by James Madison in the Federalist on
the :uestion-of the fifth article.,:': He said the -reason they adopted
that is they realized that experieftlce: Would show thatfsoe changes
would 'be needed in the. Constitution,' and"'therefore, they ;put: inxa~
method of" amendment by the' two-thirds vote of Congress and three-
fourths of -the States because it kepthe 'Constitution from being too
mutable ',on 'the one hnd, 'and, on, ithe other hand, i prevented th
Constitutiom- from' perpetuating what. might' be discovered to be, de-
fccts. 'They certainly intended the ,iConstitution to be our iost, stable
legal document, but they 'intended. it to be changed when, the needs

~,r.h~w~ m~a ajose;:.
An o~ffurs, the court usurps the authority to amend the Consti-

tution: every- time, it sits, and' instead, of 'being, the stable document
intended,. it' has become about ag stable as -a quivering aspen leaf.

Prfeiaor Avn'rs. Itis likel the, ,value of fluctuatti' 3curreney.l It
depends on-,-you 4need a telegraphto find., out- what te .Constitutioii
is from,, day "today. might sayI .did teach constitutional.'law-, and
I 'foinid my case books were constantly; obsolete. %Finally, I. had -to
use the New'York;Tims-that wag aboutt the. only' thing Icould use.
"'-; Thefifth question iSj ht'hap ens: when, a specific question -arises
which the framers, did, not, address themselves to at- allT ,Is the -Court
free o read' the.-words of' the statute in their normnali ,modern mean-

in&d husr perhaps,'to 6reate'a'body of law broen backed out of
joint iih itself, or must it: ini e e"ty:caso limit itself to 'the concepts
which' had currency in'the period' *vhen legislation was framed'?,.': i-:,:

W614. then an*er to' tha really follows the -. answejr to the-;prior
questions .If,, of course; the friifeii had no'conceptioAi of problem
imiplyi'eiasue it is alnew gadget-oi something of the#type-.,--ir1anesa
et cetera-what you have tW d6 is'ktkW the genrail principled which The
frtinereimitended 'and sipl appC themtd a, new concept. IT his is
frll not' ift hade 'a sd 'onel in ,gie , 'bec s , I think ithe i'am rs

realized that theremwould be at ea new, ihnentions;., (r-TheyYrovibd
for new linventiong in the' Constitution-. itself in, apa&Tin iolMiei I
tlink-0they'(relized,.th couhtity -might chang e in ;territory'bec~use
th~yp ov'ided' fdr th6; additi6ASof -t A*eI. Th .ey seizedd; itm eur
that _b ec,6fqmyf'the country ml' changeJ
f So I think if this question 'ib 'tA&resedto th6 commerce clause, that
really- nol great, problem exists 'cau4 the framee. realized tlhat 'the
economy (may change, ';the land- irea ap change' there, may,--be new
inpenib3;' ' and iin thatcae y'g~ ~takte te erliked 'priniples of
the institution an'a l'ytheem to the nesii'uation., ;;.: I .'!

Senator ERviti.JI beievei ignme of, theaemes say that the grants4 bf
onsigtiiutioial' authority -, the NationAVIGlbveimnent et:end iito the
future ~' ' v

Professor Avrs. Yes.' ''/ "''

i..~ i rER lx t 'i you 4r.6~h~Sentonm. T ffti h point yo pt~ Akindft ',

Pofessor v Yeis* qite'

/ 'g'



,However,, 1I might, make, thigh pitj (that,, -after r~ntg~s
about 15,000 puges of. debate, I hMe, o Me. to a concuson,* what
might 'say lrottdrutwhtImgonto yhii
realy new has been said in'the last hundredyar P
race relations or human relations 'or suffrage., Or tho jpgh k1Wt typ .di~
who should vote, or protectidn,!or, varioUst problems f.twot o,44r tr

Therefor' do not rsilyhik ,there-is anythingi~:o ~esljqt
really.. Were is new phraseology, and loger'fooWote.4 anjtb
longer articles today, but I'do -not, really think, therp is..myth ng, N
that anybody has, really conceived. of, "A the last Idr eAr tY,
has not been said, really, in perhaps different language, -100.years ago.
So really1, it; is applyiiig old prineoiples to old'.4tupotionsk raher tha
old' principles to new situation . , , ,

In addition to which, Ii might ssy that pI .ealy Ibi no Wizifc
differene betwe ithe terminpog used Orr~r~a~~U h t

minoloy u~edtodaynor do I, finid any. great, differences u h. o
cepts. . So I come to the 0ouchisjon, tha~t ,inrfo4,th-ere peallyis 4ii
ndw' as respects. ati least. the -lot sec~iou.6f the u4tU aminedrtj, 4n
therefore,: there is noi -problem: fit-Interp eting it, in aecord4141304with
its original meaninioriirnd

Senator. ERtviN. Do you no eive the megi a i g\
clearly stated in-the 1 st wetioix bf .the 1.411! a4nencdmowt.

Professor Avwsi, Yes,J ,think, the ori~inal.maigi ar~ger
-Senator l,9xtikh. AS you pointed ,out, J ut t-j pojIt~n
teStatosfjthey hllnodprve "any. p 0oi ,f th i'vgsa4

immunitieis!'of citizenship they-- sheJLnqt,;AeIprive .any! pqrsonpi~j
their *urisdi~t-ion of-due process~of law ,and tJey shq ll ,.4tppnvq t.~
person of the equal, pr ucto of the lw

Professor AVtxf.. Right
Senator ERviN. *,The only reference-in tW Atton,Whihi 1 ~

tinthat'is invoked are three prohi44tions on~tato 44nt :*''
Professor,, Anwo.s e,Pnd-Jhrert, aow p *1At 1

Senator ERvis, And t shows a intent.9j u 'l C1ge
th~Staeswh~11ratified, t to ~pe Ix~ tQ

snorERvirx, And t~ierea.i's,~t~~IL'
aendmnentta a n r4r'~

ere.on~iy ~
Jrofemor 4vin -. No,; thery 1 n' ~iec to*iv

is a rifthe'pecun~ar conep tha wa iaig around ,

Ifr
SentorEn Of, I'm lopnscyuv eAnU of , th f qnesj P. r~sas tii~;eltv itr lato iwew ye q I Ip &

a1 trmnouanu o- Ise, ~ hauiec. J
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( Prfssor Avnis; Thank ybu, sir. There are a few new ones floating

:' Senhor EVit. Of course, and test cases; as Justice Harlan said, are
bit it'aordinary.' ' ; ; : :
'Professor Av~ s. Yes.
Lt'iii'ego tb title V, first, because I think there is a great deal of

current interest in that, and second, because I think it is probably the
most difficult from the legal point of view. Let me see if'! can sum-
marize the basic points of these memorandums. One is a 42-page one
which'I will submit today, and then the earlier one, which I have
submitted. ; : '

Prior to the Civil War-the War between the States, if you will-
there was a cape decided in 1842 a rather well-known case by Mr. Jus-
tice Storey, entitled "Prigg against Pennsylvaniia." The question in-
volved the interpretation of Congress power under the' fugitive slave
provision of the Coistitution, now, of course, obsolete, which provided
for the rendition of fugitives from service in other States, which. is
bracketed int aticle IV, section 2, of the original Constitution. The
question arose as to whether, under the necessary and proper clause,
Congress had any power to create machinery for the enforcement of
this section, or whether it was solely directed to States who are obli-
gated as a matter of good fith to enforce this particular section.

Now, the section does not address itself tb the States at all in terms-
I do nibt have it before ie, but in substanceland effect, it saps that fugi-
tiv6s from oiie State Who fleeiinto another Statte fugitivewfrom service
arid'labor-I an not mnow talking about the criminal extraditioncases--
shall n6t be permitted to throw off their obligations of service, but
rather shall be returned to the State from which they .came. Now, in
fact, it did not only apply to Negro slaves, it also applied to white ap-
prentices. "There wer a number of cases-not in the courts, but they
are in co;mitIt e: repoits~idicating number of cases of rendition
of white 'pp&itices 'ho wev ,iunde obligation to serve arid fled ifto

another State. A pprOntieshili was at bie time enforcible by criminal
ht te in the United States, and by:various other statutes. .

:* I. Justice Sto ry hold thatthisri' ht imiparts a remedy, that since
it iiitlith Federal Con titiitii, it nieessarily implies that Congress
would have the power to create the remedy and that it would in fact
be violation of tle,separation of powers between the Federal Gov-
lntiit i d Zihe ttest ~b efu6 the States.t give this remedy.:
' Nw, thisti'se6 sw eiy' i 6mtt both politically and legally ini
the perIod. it was the foundation bais for the fugitive slave law of
1856. ( hi6h;'a, at of the cotnprojfise of 1850, is itimportant as a is-
tbril al fatt1 atna naturally, i np ligd itself very imu0h 6 northern
thinking.

SIn addition, it was important because similar language is fouid in
th&' sebtiori f aiticle I,\sectl6ib w)iiih provide that citizens of

. ch State i l htve the pridil' and munities bf citizins 'he
iAral Stats, Whiicils, ii terni is itl dirteid State'avtibli a

eNow tlie, Oivi g h Act 6f iU as pased hi dq / tis
pWivilbges aid Iiitii1tie <aus. bblive fyr fes idi

c *
// I/



teresting theory, and there is some language in th debats)hald 'is
confusing on this, but in fact, itilad nothing t dowithlthie qu\tiof
slavery but the rights of citizenship ,the rights to buy and stljproQpert
. The theory was that the case of Prigg v oe winyba uiannp lieslihat

Congress could directly, provide an agency !for enforcipngith cpozati
tutiorial provision against individuals; and that it applied asmuch
to the privileges atfd immnnities clause! under the fourth article as it
applied to the fugitive:slaye clause, i

Representative Binghwi pof Ohio and, a small group of other :RB
publicans thought thatithis wa ,incorrect, that in effect, Congress had
no power to enforce these provisions in the; fourth article secondisec-
tion;,; They rested on the good faith of the States. But he didhithisk
the privileges and immunities clause oughtto be enforced by Congress
because the States were ignoring it.. i , ; , ,

Therefore, what he did in.February 1,86 was introduce anamend
ment which gave the Congress the power to enforce the privilegesand
inimnunities clause,,which would in effect embody in the Consitution
the theory of Prigg against Pennsylvania..
, Well,.a number of Republicans objected. For example, Senator Wil-

liam Stewart of Nevada objected that this would obviate th need for
State legislatures, because Congress could go around protecting every-
body. So Bingham was forced to withdraw this and to drop the
amendment by putting in one which was a limitation on the actions
of States exclusively, which is the exact text today in the first section
of the 14th amendment, other than the declaration of citizenship, which
was added by the Senate afterward, when the House draft came to the
Senate. ;: :

Now, what happened was, however, that a number of the Senators
and various other people of the period who were in Congress were
not familiar with, or not familiar with, the history and significance
of this redraft in the House. Therefore, they continued to t1ilik that
the case of Prigg. against Pennsylvania,,was applicable' to tqhe t4th
amendment. That thought persists because the Justice Department,
in the Guest brief continued to cite Pig, v. Pensyvanca as applicable
to;the14th amendment, whereas, in fact, it had been taken out by the
redraft.

This is. where a lot of the erroneous theories that were floating
around at the time came from, particularly the Eniforceient Act of
1870. Senator John Pool of North Carolina, who introducedthis pro-
vision,. tied it to the fugitive slave law enforcement sections and to
Prigg against Pennsylvania. But he:had not been in the 39thl Con-,
gress, because, as you may remember, North Carolina was not repre-
sented in the 89th Congress. Therefore, he was not, apparently,
familiar with this redraft. He was laboring under a mistake...

When, however-this is the memorandumIhave not yet submitted-
Congress came to the Ku Klux Klan Act of 1871, a number of Repre-
sentatives got up and said, in respect to the first Sheiabarger pro-
vision, you cannot do this, you cannot make a provision which says
if the States deny protection, Congres ma offrd it by punishing
A, , C, D, and E crimes-murder .and so; ,frt, asoni what have
you. You cannot do ththa because there was this iedraft,:the Bingham
redraft in the House. You could shave done it under the first draft
but you cannot do this under the second draft.



B; I Garfield-i' ami' now referring to Representative James A;
(%Gafield 'f Ohioi wh6 later became President of the United' States-
R.presentative'ohn Farnworti 'of ~illinois-very good Republicans,
.I might: say, and very much' ini favor of reconstruction measures gen-
erally-said, you cannot do this constitutionally. However, the House
did say this: They said that the equal protection clause, which is a
double negative-:no State shall deny equal protection-is the equiva-
lent of saying the State shall afford equal ,protection andthat if an
individual interferes with a State'6fficer in providing protection, then
Congress may punish hint on the: same theory that it may punish
interfering with a letter carrier delivering a letter. That is the abso-
lute 'liiit under the 14th amendment, interfering with a State officer
in, ffording equal, protection, or a local officer,local sheriff, for ex-
ample, or inducing him not to afford protection. You may recall that
the companion Piid case ii the 'U.S. Supreme Court was somewhat
decided on this theory, bit it Went further.
SLet me explain this. The district judge in the southern district

of Mississipi said, under the 14th amendment and under section 241,
I believe, of the Criminal Code, these private people, who allegedly
shot the thiee civil rights.workers in Mississippi in 1961 or 1962 were
punishable for conspiring with the local deputy sheriffs but they were
nrot punishable for the substantive offense of 'depriving these civil
rights workers of life, liberty, or property.' They were punishable for
indcing the sheriff and the deputies, the policemen, to deny protec-
tioin, but they were ' not punishable for the substantive offense, of
the orime itself-not the crime of, murder, but the crite of denying
life without due process of law. But the sheriff was punishable for
breaking his oath to support the Federal Constitution by denying
life without due process of law.
,Now, when tlhe case came to the U.S. Supreme Court, this was re-
versed in the Supreme Court unanimously, and I think erroneously;
it held'that the individuals were punishable for the substantive offense
of denying life without due process of law if they were conspiring with
the local deputy sheriff, I think that is wrong. What that does, in
effect, is say if th6 local sheriffs deny you protection Conegrss may
step in and, through the agencies of the Federal courts, 'afford -equal
protection directly. .This issimply'going back to Prigg v. Pen yl-
Waniail and I thinkithi is erroneous, and I think on the legislative
history;itierroneous.' ' '

The G st case goes a lron bokghot beyond that, because the guest
cas6 provides that even if the State provides equal protection, Con-
gress may provide pirotedtih as welthrough itsowii agencies through
the Federal coutit. This'wa a theory that everybody rejected during
the period, because the 'basic predicate, by' both Sentolr 'P6l and
everybody 'else during the period, was that if a State' affords protec-
tio-; then Congress Hls hno power under the 14th amendment to do
anything., 't is Oly" heh the State 'dnies protection that the Coo-
gress may step ni; sme"lele said it could afford it directly and
other people sid'it' 'c d prievenj iltetveintthit Pron: protecting-
uinder latter vi~W,th6t private peions 66pld only bB restrained if they
Sinterfered ',1th State officials frm :aff6rding. protection, or ex-
aMpile, if ydou i ho6bt t evenuei cillectir; tyui oan be punished. 'You

-" / ' / '
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are interfering with the revenue collector from doing his Federal
duties. Only under that theory could the affording of protection
be punishable-could a private individual be punishable. .

,So I thidik therefore; in conclusion that even .the Price case is too
brad. The (hzs8t case-the opinions of six judges in the Guest case,
I think, are wholly unsupportable under any theory I can imagine,
and it would necessary follow,of course, that since title V, :first of
all, is not predicated on a State denial of protection and secondly,
has nothing to do with interfering with State officials, it is beyond
anything that I can find in Congress' power under the 14th amend-
ment to do anything with.

Senator ERvIN. Could it not be said in an attempt to justify the
P i4 .case that it constitutes a misapplication of a sound principle?
One of the Justices said this:
. We are here concerned with,alle nations which' squarely and indispiitably in-

vo ve thte'ation ii direct violation of the mandate of the l4tihamendment that
no State' shall deprive any person of life or liberty without 'due processes of
law. ,

Of course; the facts did not quite fit that, but I would say you might
recotiile it to some extent with the previous decisions on the ground
that it is an incorrect application of a sound principle.

Professor AvNs. There are various statements made throughout
the opinion. Some of the principles in the opinion are, I think, quite
sound: and I think some of them go tob far. They 'are, beyond the
original intent as reflected in the Ku Klux Klan'Act, which I might
say I consider to be a very bad case of drafting based on legislative
history, and I have come to the conclusion that UJ. v. Harm, which
held the statutes which were obtained from that to be unconstitutional
was an inevitable result by a group of Republican judges, radicals o
the period, based simply on the fact that the statute was ab6minably
drafted. :It'w~ s a very Vague section that particular section, and the
i'esult is' that the judge' had no alternative but to hold it'uticonstitu-
tional bectiise it was not made r:e'ar that, the conspiracy rgst be diP
reteed at .compelling or iinducig a State'officia to violate his Federal
const;itrit a dttes. I' I' other '6irds, a State official takes an oath
to sUtipt 6t 'e dnstittitiobi 6f th'TUnitd 1States. Oie of the olii'ga-
tibhis l tis t ri idd e ch of these p eole With equal protection. I am
not goirin t gd itiit6'tis question at ih m eiefit. I 'will 'g6into' t just
a wee bIt ,'Ae is' tohi ether all th6se things' mentioned in V are

Ieqal protecti; That is another question. I am right now on the
pari~itila question of :whif "youf cak hit a' ivate individual. The
point I am mking is you can, only hit htfi for iidiciiig a Stkte
official to Vi6late his Federal 'bithibecaiise the original theory of the
14th ,nidoiieht vas; that this rinme hit State officials wo violated
their Fd'Bd l'bistittitoiivl6Aih~thi afford 'tli rilee s 'aiid' iiiuiti-
nities 9pf r'p tectidir and diue process to citizens; his theoty vaSr  that
if a'pri ate. tizeni cptpiels ai dfficifti, b6 it Federal o State, to Violate
his :Fediea' iiiittiohal, oath, th h private citizen is punishable for
iadiiin~ a cmpllitig a fficiat o 6ohlte his ath. It iwould'be tih

sti ory trig ibi Rkd"jr seriative in"'Cohigrss; bi srie-
tiili'!ke tia . Y6uiiau'e u hhh t6 vilate his bath' of federall 'b
ligation, so even as a private cities, you are piihitblei It' is really



Just! as'prifcipl( t hat hisben! !applied since their lfoundatibn .of the

No, a far ,Sth imle question 'df -State ion i clneroed;
in my estimeat6i, there is aboltely 'I'othii in'titleTV: wbiah isnip-
portable in, any waywhatsoevr.-- This is entirely aside from -the'tiothet
iriites .qut ion 'i ''1. ' i/

F, w;jd lik'to to, title I), which st1s 'the $t j t ejt, sectio.O
This liesomthing lwhidhJ did submit a, memoraiduno<f 494 n. lft
iy'estlatibnlthoe'Fedoel'GG vernment hsr' absoluielnoh
sbever0tobh'ave- anything todo w'iithstte juries. i asUrB thaSiijonei
of ithe gentlemen in sup p of thea bi. l were here thel~irst thn' wold
hear, Nis St rapi4 e v. .Weat.Viina. In Mm 66tfalt ishve coe to
the c no"'usionnthat in Strudwl vi. gt Virgini the dissenti4g OPIni oi
of Justices Field and Nelsq'n are correc, ratherthan the 6ther
inns, for this r Ts: Ihe" kight t-erve xoixa State iury is o i pr -

ege or imunity o1 hai l Citizeiish. prive i ni-
ties of nation-al citizenship were deemed to be those hich werelfunda-
mental and embodied the old privileges and immunities clauses: of

#rtclWe IV, section .2, suh as, the -righ to trav1. in another -State, the
right to do business in another Stte, to make ,coitrcts 'in , another
State, to buy lanid, assuingou had, a willing seller, nptito be suWe
*ect'to the disabilities, of alienaoge, and ivariotig others, p certain
?ederal Contitutioncl guaranteeses, There,- has been a tlot.Oif .qtistion
as to exactly how ntich the Bill, of Rights, applies.: Wi6tout t g
into this dispute;j Iwuld say that som e of that, hrteprinli'tpvilege,
for example, of freedom of speechc, is deemed to beia privilege and
immunity of ;national citizenship and therefore,,no State .can deprive
you of it.

In fact, one- ofthe -purposes of the 14th amendm entpas toevent
PnY Stateo .froi ickniga person, out ezaus6hA printed or. saI some-
thing, which; the people'in the', State, did not like. One of tihe tracks
made, for.' example, on the Southern States'before the' war .*s that
they used to ride people -oit who spoke gais slavery. This wa one
of the things that constantly iritated the NOrth, the', so-called' Ho ar
incident of. 1844which was something that, very rich ,iritatedI the
North at- the tiie. A i f er Itepresentative and a it. schusetts
lawyer who wanted tobrna awSuin. Sout Cwralina whsic ws not
popular was booted ou _ of Siuth Carolina by the4Ieisia re.

utht the right to seI :on a Sate jry was never cosidto b a
privilege nd immunity under the-old section ofar tice IV, sectionn
2,' becausoe'aijcle IV seption 2, gcanteed wha week ii a
be'llum dys a civil rights.

Now, .there is a lear. distfnoition A;n betweelpolitical ,anid ~c~iil
rights. This is the, p6int I r rped in, Morgan .,. 6'.."Kaf g & -tient I
might, say I am not saying anything heore that 1: did. n ,ot tAAS

Supreme Court in My argument whic I tjm I g ht 8 4i,:ihi sis equally Op Ce 0, to, th6'questionof eivill, itlioi rr

Und political rights. r drw a she.icn ieton'eenthquestion
of civill riglhts and political rights before, the 'Cui A he only thing
the Coiift could spy " was they .woulhave io o'erue ll their recent
am,endmeints holding 64,Jt exthit 14h mendnen'to ino&e poli rights.
Iisaidthoi ighti*'touBefiei.e Ilk

,,:- > / I" ' ~ - : i ;';
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qupafiC f, hei,
bc'

M66 Ati6mey., Generalt, 6hduld-,' ha ' withiribig rthe'privilqo
t6iide4y a ioertbn th6 kightio wax'V&Ihi 'Onstituti dl, fight if i4laot'

ts".. ,,such cohstitutidnal-,ri#ht. 6xis
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tmhst4r'tW6,46'iioholx-iatejit', lights -i6',Ze AttojrnoY GenoraL RIB; 11W
sellifig,, iomk6dy,,the, Bibbklyn, Br* lid it) and then -'transferringthe deed
to'som6body 61se, you..seeWh6n, the, Tst'se*11 or did not have the B qok-

Sefiifor ERvii;. I Cefttdn'ly it is'fi ne ati 6 n of lib6ity, fd
'6ion 'i.-th'attkifidt6'b6'-ihvide b3r -.6ii6 ed6raliofficialieven.-it hopgh, 6
-be th6wisedt of All men. lxememb4wthe AtWrney General. when,'Pi6f6 8or'Av1xs, I tell ,you'' 0
he was a" -'professor of law:kle University' of Chicago., :J was takir4
.rqy-.,Ao6thkia'te then; 'Whereas, L have a, greiC deal- -of likink,1or"'the

r sity .of Chicago law f acu'lty.I would not be pre 3ated', to:transfar
this,, ddoiminatiori fo'the entire of, Chicago law -f AMR
sittiiij as. a 16culty,, and therefore, :not, t6 'them i n, &A I' gh
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: rorerty without. duevro eess Of Iaw.-, T)Iejr6-,,is anotherodio'n4hicht
Y " I orshall Iprivteipr6pert ,,b& tkoa

aonip6nsatiofio ",; f priiittv property 69111 )*'I'aken fmipriv4t6)usoj *itk--
1U0.:C0mpepEition,,'*h
The fifth, affiendments& *IvaW Jropekiy,. cinhot, W;tskeif 16rioitblip
46,unlessf 6ugive
the, flfthafiaendinenti irnlittekltpro

M17 pbrty. to,,b , taken- Ior private,, iwe-
thq would have draned4he # mendiiqeM jto day- VrIvate.,OrppqH i iIAR
ofbe takew for;Oublie" use, or, fok)piivat6 m4hout juiti!bdmpe fia-

tiOfi, $o leaving but th6 word,, i private 11,1- a sdme!,thev9fpr6,pflvste,
property!canhotle taken: 16r,.priivato;uge ifultitow,,.Aud- if thw taking.,
6f.,one.-iii n'siprivit6,'Propetty,,,is mot., taktw th6 Iiouse,, for'.prWutw use-
eve*with Jui3i compen&66n 1-cannot, unde ia fid.what, kind 6f mse it iic,
fit8 en 401 BRvlm- Certainl. , i6is& Oanndwof -onatrudio ft- of,,&ILwriV
teiv docuinentso-,.,wliether-,,iheybecoh tittitionsr,,'statuWsi, ,,or.- .e6ntra''t,
thd qkpiessiowof t6no-,thiz menowex0lusionibf dhother.t,;;..'

'it s sto,',me Ahig -him f.been:
around in, the ., comihon-lom' so; Imig -i to tho old-Triglish
commonJaw, that, I enhIV imaginO,:%oI*i anvbodv,,- 6'uldV ' i64W igfifth amezidthb'nt,,any-)iaither ' way.--t Itseem8,46,

e 0

z mriva 
, ptakin Off. to ropekty .,, fort yriv ate, upe!'ahd -therefor, 6',,U birrod;e '-by amendment, evenif -:it i4,1n,

116useis not privat6pr9prty, it.isiha'rd to,, -*h" rop
hy is; Aiid if living in one's oivn house, is ;hot, privUe, us',-.itils haidt,

to imagine what privateatUII:is;n; prelimixfary'Ap mfipte.Senator ERvim, -Th I have-tried
to.,get i f ostpo&d, hecaus6 I= anxiou's to heihr, all, ,your ,testi'mony;
butj ufifoit0hately J, ain -the flook -maha#jr. of ..tlwo bankruptqv,,,NM ,
I wond6i if it woum , 'Meet your schedule if werecess uAtil

Pivfessor.,.Avziqs' -.ThaCI's:Sn6.
Sonat;or- iRym.- I Ph-,Ig6ing, to, try to,

it.i§t be&usb.ih6 floorman ,tgeirshi Otthftebilis-detaifisin '..
iv Profeador Av mii&rstaAT ' .
j SOnd0iI RVIN. 11 Vbifld Iiketo; pmyj: howevekj,.Tih ,Ye; been-, rather,

illu m inaW 'by. you r di 60sqio'n Ihis m66i
::,:Protes.sbrAvixi;.,.,,Tb'ank you- Senat6ri'&*I try., tobebridfat 2 :30. ,,at,.12:20 ean Ahe A bcuponi ommItte6 TOCOnvene

4k poW.,bIVthe..s9me day.
t:
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andthextl--*ill ,i*uponlthoLim6momcxduins.that,.T-, hadfsubmitte&to tho',
ODMMide6, Ahd j rihl-1, -subMit",furtherA memordnduws;!dji ; thia dohAit*"

t"If J !1^11 1.1101' 'J't
iiifd6rstaAdi*m1A ilro d d6al haa beqw made of the -pi aexk((

AM", wmeh*fts passedeiweffed,116 eh okce11he,.bldprivi1*s.-,aad

,habit ntg,'O*fe"ve;iYiram,,,ancl(colbf; shall,,,,ha e hd- saijap right,,Aopako,-eofttracts;totsueAoW)p4 0*494aherit4ipuicNOan&edfcn ee rtA6611 1 41 pl,hqld -4 'ad donvey(Ireal -apd, Pe ropetb i,
it', q1jft6',ob ioii9,.th't, ") swtidA$( it is, statute -which

waslhq- forbrunfterofthe'Uth. giv6s
ev,#Y s cltik h the'-1sma,)righCto.,buy! and rll'iproPentyi that; every; o her',srliv qlila - h"'OltiAn' t h",, iffoi* g.1pi*ehaser,..Or-,f9eU That lis itoi say,fr6iii,,w *i1firig , 6r.' 4a
JS*Sepieventin, pwpleftmlbuy ngmidise vk6perty, Ylt, givesno
xii bN :prop6rtY,,:froiji a, person whoo, .is not
wjh" to any y ' i to,, buy, aAdt s0l

I ling, t6.buy.-,.ot. lto, $%Yi you.qahiiot. f6fte--sdmebody elOe
Und6r._thb thdory.riof thistbilltd be,&-:'p&rty!to &-trhnsaoti6whe dbmnot.*f At t6 bb'& ipaitw-toJ -., rTVw.oi;ld:: ljo.,fiieonceivdble ;for, exsll pl.P, to, SU&
geA' that one-h-aa ihe .,iighi to- miherOCoropekty if roni an IMwilling, tesW
tok, Mi- the bill.Woilla 6ie itobealr that construction onewerel- ,
gay, th6,1866 a et niedht!t.hst,:oneh6A;'a'iright-to1 property I rpm, an
unWlillngi seller )4y ,al,-Va' reZ&ing, snA wit, in the'. ve
stffttej on 0"1 would be nfitredt to., fiihdritproperty fioriioan, un*illin , a
festifor'twh6 " &d -nob, make;, & nwffl cutting, you, in., i I thihk- the r'eiu t'.

uldle'adto ' 'absolute manifest absurdity ,
f'.4t J'Woul&, also,,, e-iyowith6trikhb &tVAo % Urc aser,

be6auseiyou - same, rig. 16, buy
-,Ai&npttwaiittq have4he

thit I ha#&, id sell, 'iivhieh.L.beliav6 everybody.*ouldi -a is

MoreoveiT 1have, S, - at doal of diffic114yi f khdAhi4l ia-.the,,inatter '
W-inyfinkl.-,m6iiio" An C rmy -relates., f6 -all: jo6etions:,6f f the,- bill

tthinkthi 
t hioh

thbiig: . stoho4fit -ktibiilariiii-deterininingitvhittbasis,,),-what
o6nsfitutibnal'basise-I
tindl' ottonf Polip singling outi ftoial, -ifid
teliji6iii'discrimi6tion vifhddutother'kin& ofdiscri'm on

thifil oiiat;,,ill4th-a hendmefit, limitat'16ns
nmg)' ori !Ad

on bgn' rAdi ; , 4 e .
standifizoll -Which points tip thi ,,problem-. "Sub 1-4heoid dliC% i " I ike,
this rAji tind' that"is that the equal protection, c4uselhat .1 protect :'
aaraffi-st16n6lind, of disbrimittitioi) -inust,,newsWily., proteck against a

-Nowl- thel diafA)'qWbAi6fi11ffi&t
tiot, -4 pst:K p rev011 er rqY*O P e,ffiff6kili td1b D
money- for I RseeiTAt&-m6,-thWi40U

polite*, scrimmation., Now,'for emai#plejkppe, of the idombers h'6 nb 0*bf 14&6 76 of
th6, A P. W; A 43 -VAS 0, 1 Of

tz Wfikl 16-0,16t
t4 801
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u 'W h0glho rifffit'''Y 'o Wpiot46Th
rrv'6 f6porty. Y dtt * t
Vor 466C is h6t'!hbffbct ihaf'ft§ --Jt A-4iAh4 tWO' h it

6rrN)tbi ),kh

effect, wliat you call today publid utilities. But private bus 06ss sliwply
c6uidd" 116t' come ioider Ihi- WRO. 'This twits the 1875 bill, on'6,that.A, ' , $- -, "'k8upre' m e- Cf % uftde' nywa

en, pe6pl In , C 'h' m- 9, *h I d d" ",'e0h6te t infl, ..#P"S A J§'U* 991 'YOU
touch Pki*qt t6kh'lq' qblid' U
pti, Atd butiiiegg. 079d gteiA diffi'cttlt ridergilifidoh h''t

' :- ql'W a
Mblio' l6$*l'- Outhbiit' 6' 6kiitle--rvo

men voned: b676i 6:th4t to jn'6 Ah" '116166§ -bhfi, Ifittod
'66toss;'Sthte lift 'b " 6k 6 41 dAh in- thd m661tLe-66N "'66! ni 61 -o lt
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THE, FoUtm~p TH AMtENDMENT AND Jux Ulm IIN'O TBOxei1
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ha ~vta 32 a~jl ~ A ,INa ' '~ ' a.'1 a , 3 3 j

'10The failure-of sever~a1 southernjurles to convIat whfte perso Apcused of p',e4
against Negroesatid civil rights workers has renewed propowas for strangthePr ,ng,
federal laws to dealL ,with -,rieai dlscrlwbp4tion in,,the o et~l 2 f~ilu 3
addition, last terinte, Supreme Court one againaiconsidered thesllleotloo V,. racial
discrim inationin, jury ,selectlot,! a problem which has engaged, theC ourt'S attvq,

I n alloftthese many cases which the C3ourt 1ha0 considered over tbe'yeare, 4tb"' -o
never. reviewed. the legislative history, of the Jflourteenth Axendmneut to det~rmW4-e
the original understanding pf the framers of that,.doumnent as regards jury ee
tion,, ,:ven the-earliest of, the gaaes falled-,to'inake any such reviewOO. oxisiderigt
thevarlous proposals now beinginade, it Is appropriate toxrevlewithat history.,and
to determine, Just; wat, the, Intent, of the framers -covered. -Both Ahei original,
intent; as 'reflected'Am.-the -debates preceding. lhe, proposal, aby.; Oopgress pfth
Fouteenth Amendment ltself,- andrVefleeted, light deriyed frontsubsequent, debates,
during the. reconstruction perlodiwill be used In this analysis. ~

It. .THVt VOIJTEENTE AMENDMENT DEBATES'

In 3v19w of ithe faoL ,.that,.thgeeileiiveltoVp h. w'tnh
Ameadn~ent h4~ several Wines been -airendy covered,5 It is not' nec-essary to ex.6

nm~b 1 indetil.e~cpt Ist ziay at6*l**l~be~ro the xight eo. sit en I juty
A, brW oni* iy'ls e deote'ig Ib4 af wtoleas so.~ubrii
-played a prominent role 1ni the, subsequent debate on the right of Coidgre" tp.1or.

ti, , the qualifications for: jurors in3 federal', courts was. under -the ;Power, o0
Congress to set, while state constitutions or'htiwj governe thetfa lato6* o
Jurors, ina state, court~ iesvrl~ae h.d baI 2Wi V'arityo lnht
eveni on the right,6 whitee "males to''sit onjuiines. , l'urors mliht'be disqualified
if they etto'ldO "or. t66 young* or-qc Itccd knwleg49-f. te_ lnsuage.w '.1"

Se,..'NXVY. Thnes, -Oct. f 810 1965, p, 75 'eol., 8 80a ,4, p' 6D o ' Times,,
Dee. i , . ,ile Jan3,4,19'6O, p. 7, ,oI.1. a

-'8rue.v. West VltgtCft;; .100! U.'808~ .(1870)1;, Virginia .Rvs (O 8 $
(1879); 3attVgti 1pU. 9(17) ' a 2 a

'See M. atsitetal, "The Fohrteenth, Amendmhent and Re4al, Ptoperty Itighto," I
Ope 6 cpzv; Fce'H Tsen nder: the F~otrteth "AW~ex t 68' (Avlns ed.
M96), Biekeli he:orfgirnti Udereftas#4n- and the HegregattosfDe6W.oi% 69.lHarv I, Rev..
1 J19515); Foaiman, Does the Fourteenth Amendment, incorporate the-Bill Wf. Rightet.
2Stan;. i- e~(99~ a

KeC&ine .iihrge to Gratid 4uzyi 80WIN &. 10421 74 86)
I Bee Mttloy:*V 4..ttt .88 Tex.'uo 5" iiN.1~2J' us'16)Willazs wv. gtete 8M07 1 ( F185~)2
10 Atlas Min C'96. v,. Johneton, 2 8 Wieb., 8 ~'~ ... a
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loght'bar ft tiror Dr idi Obfi lin, W, 0 1 f. 11 161, Q " i-i7 OM M th

tetl&i r6 U6116dVAth etshiwofv sj 70cjded. a6ii tdof !r
theij" J*,"Al

W. " ;, Qi1M4A was'. yor,j.*to I
r 1W tbe'rl, t to, 0 Word i.4ee w, ith4us be, 4' jjkoA 't Aidl 'fh' t1o of V6teis:), tth161*M0 

taliftiAtidn Afthf4ft1k M P JuA im, the , tight tW*6tei 4hd Oliticrr
iwere not; Pdvileee# j"djuiijaunitloo 014,prbtecW AmdeV tha I IiiterOAte, 8 Op tecmbrIginal. Constitutloj419. so the rJghti1j*TVR %1n, 007 w# wo,U er I i 06'. 9 )nd "' this clause' either.20 This Is of 81gli 4 JiDhn

1) U n em
A Blbgharn; the P TI: f t
Seootlon of the FourteentW4Wsjddm 0
Sihip, did not cover any rights not tDcluded under the old lnterstat6 Privileges

i it' s, ji 'I V,* 1 )0 ;'1'By''way of contrAsto dpovoiti, s6i,'and 0 ry*.'pther
limitations on the right 6'be Jurors' were not disqualification s" ot witnesses
before th6'O1vA War. Even chJ1.0r9xi ogjgpoer Zears readmittedd as witnesses
If Ahey knew the nature of. anoath llut'therb was a glaring exception. Inmany states,, both in the North.,A Xwi ellrAs .Ooutb, a slAve or even a free, Negro
could not be witness' against a white man.'"-This rule was not based onthe
inaVitifYlbf--'ai-Negto' toobgerveI or ispeak'o*;biati6iiieast4?6,.,beetiuserailelAv&'or

could,- be'(alwitness 'against ahotheir; -Negk6, O, The,"SupremeVourtof
OfiliforlitivUld lthgt this -rulewawapplicable JW, a -case,'Whefe- * whitw jAviw stolb

watch from',a', Negro;, and -there were-no iwbitewitnesgesif saUittheithief, as
wresult-of the, ruie.iwwi 1freod.1 T'The!Tesult,,of thls'rule,w.as thAttNegrdesi were
not protected In thele person or' property, as a practical "metttqr ,ffom ',Whlto
)p4s6ns;,?becaube! the' ild* Which ,protedtvj-,itj)eriton---Agvlnst ,!a drim6j,'thrt;! or
briiachbfi contract 1byi ahother,19 *kthd la,*;wblch dciter6 theiwkongdoer, by,,punishi
meht. orda, award of bompensatiodi aa:the-11aw m aypro*lde;t-,- Althoughthe-out -
Atantive; r6le was'the ' ,hamd, r6r, Xegr666,, sinde, they,, 4ebe , baired-ft6& tte6tifyinm&'frequentlyVuiikb1O to., pii4ve:they,,wer thb,',*roA9.;b6dau4e there,, were ind;white
,W1thesses6o'jHWb; the -practical, effodt of the rule:*R&W denythei , theiamoUfit of,'
legal,,protcLetioii)irt,,inhny,,cases,,,equal(W'ibat"of,,Wliite jWfsohO;wh6ieould testify.'

Phe obj&t Is t of('M
o -#r6sarJkW. A:A ldddi mmpetenc#1

nesseit And, ln prescrlbinj thht rule,'no attention Is paid to the moral character
4 4

Crockett v tate, 8P A1,11SIDOO6-v. Jlte, 19'lau* 2 -(,1855)11 ta tW Ooa;ile,114i aj180s 11(j860),41stait6 Y.
o tatI , ,eb j1nh 8 'Oh

"RA16Y: VI* A e 8 41);0 TbUt6fi, VJ
fttld -,:Life -Assutl goo. 1,17 Abo.z Trac,; 268 i, .1868Y 1 X164*10k V.r ftrieri- 8:code-P*V.-2 4 -(NY., 1851).

18U.S. & JohWsto, 8, j4p. 15 49.0 ec,
("18 lo 

t 

8.

871 AUJ 1 1' 0 , 48 Mit on-,(1, -waWo') log, 4
Wealth 0 f rat., 72T; 60; w.,I)ew 8141 (1852-iiv,' It; j 4Inc ter iv.7 ParA gnoo(A25, ag en 

e 1.)Ca It.11 71 in
Pat s6ir"v", miffe *I I dt I

cHi 440, (Md. -1,79% Ab "Vij Bayloy,#8 Mass.;, (0. 1 d , ,4?09,; 891 k(l het tlk494s.. qps.;Attyf:,Shdobs , I , v, lyIhAn a Co. Zes,
H.R. ROP. No. 22, 41st Con., 8rd Sees. I

P State.4. -Morft 21 Ala W .3f1841)3,Pedjre!,v viState 01 Ga.,85-(1678 -1
wasAurw v. People,,. U ;jIate 'Vs Wl11tttlW 11, Me; (9 Shdp,)'(841 AnL(Decil 2 44 42),F;

2 .Ualted Atates v.' 1SIXoN 24 FX;Oaqj-4148; No.-AL4n590
i pon, liveroB ti.
gis 98, Fed; i C40., 9,5%;-No. -18#190% (QC.D.C.-, 186j) ;: Sinytij V-0 kla, 8911--Ow 62&'.- Grahaw. -v^ f QrotkeM; .-I 't185 ;,brady'V. State 76 udj,.119 ', (1802)ottsv ,Usbqq4Iqwo;h (ime ;Vragey.

Lamhoon,8;liq.'T,'L*ai275 (,1826),i,4 ,t, arter, 47, KY4'!'(8'D. W ";,tolt'0849) -Fd3e V.
Tenn.,OMel ;I Jo

also. Cftg, GlobOj 89tb Con$t.,*, lpt-, .-A01,159 f(Delano-,Nlbloe 418 0 .. A')
tin t4d Oates V. krreh 6 Fed. Ca1 91,

V6 T' 2d a. 1051, No. 15,074 (C.C.D.C.1188T U h1t#dStAtO
gry,. ,, 1 "edi,%a jW45C (C.O.D;0,1800) -,United, St4ites v4,t 6 1 V. Fed. C as.10 564 ) ; Elliott vo worgani;l r ! 'h -BAr,,816,"ifeiiii&42- 'ti';Wood*hrd '

Mtate, G Ind, 492. (181 6;:I ; WeYv.Xnoi,28X4 ,i %%%Mo 1 .(,1828),-; lied i%'StAte,Miss, 804 Q857)';'Cojv&ua4 rAfttej'i 6f /J161).: StSWY1#,Benj,8 xe m4q la 1).Veo8le Vr HQWAido IT. Cal. 68, (ijeo).j ail®r"14 iRep.100(184.6),



,6f
awlin, ni'&fil w0ti-testffy -Vh6"trUthWill "not,;bo, recelO& ftoni! Wblackf inan;

dy InAd6i lbivii; b6 Tufts,40wi -6r,-KUhAMMa WtUnbel bf good ObAraded
Or'bad; even let him'W sunk to thelowest depths of -degradation; hey'may!be:a -

oidudetfroth-,giviug dvid6Ab*WheW* white mair-14 WpUrt3t 411M.114nil"l, "J""Oov,
I , Osjt Would the,, pawertof-theiwbfte; [ Me
Whito maw ma ,Jndw 'Oluftrthe, h6po 'of ihts property .Ibemqpi gbuxe lds,.Versonij
'he ,May i takw big 111fe 0, H4, ma3r, doAh1w 1h; 01*adayllghto i In, tbb presence/of; MWItH
t4des, Who wftesg- lh& ittansactl6n,', land)-ho, tauik, go, iloquittK,:,unl",,Derob,-tooe

ISO' 9 . t4,, , But4% as
there metwbite-inaw-presea so,'construe thiststatute, -

'that"*a 1 blaek 4hAn' 1: citt hoti when, su6d-,upon, a:, writteii, tnbtrumon4 18W4001to(tile
trdik of:his!bledi andyob tall In, tliolcouktwoz, juatIcit6,atd*udwmIst ia,. ar*.Ing
6ut'a, 1,j3kstefn, oZ6D0preiAIon*: .;&(1*hItiD% man would have: motbAtig to,:!do..buV1O(
forge,. the, noteandt eommiidceMx fjuiLf) %%o ilawssays'ho. shall, zot bbibolwdto
prove it, -unless, the foleA, , tw sworn to.,, -But, tbeple4- cAu hot,.-bo iswoft, tofliocause
the ' defendant Is i &,I)lacki inaw.dhd, no othekbut, thw defen4i mt %imiw1f, can swear
to' the'plea. ''Th6tonsequebebAK tho4orger, throughAho. InstrUwaiitality ofa
court bf Iustlr iiteaps the , fruits, of.. his 4illanyv:noti in(I)tintthmentorbutita., a
judgment which) eilables thtin i t& dobrlve his-neighbor.,of his I)roperty,,'.

".;, 11;,)
"in i , f W as a- lie"at 'ALV'WO'bar And-

"a Oilpglonot recollect hichPP., 41
18,of P4 U 0 046ntr4r jtera f 0 U cor

both* '' lic Edd-iNA
0 oblobi Owle'thb, ,Sii, 40, r04614il fgld"q 6tioloo

ih ineF'j6,,Woke'111jid1Ah611, lhkoilng'-U a AtgtW' " nikfib&%
th pe't6ih-'t-'tIf "M 'A'' 'in

"Amarlly" oii ifiW f '47otf IMial ere, an &Io, :Iho awt ,Miii.
as, "a t 164 ",,difi,4Ltii I& A100" iilj6 or 0 of" ih IP

d6geMbd th6 r u1i wo !P J; n
M, '21106'ifi W Q6641ff 0 8 1
_q 

gw'', I t
fi. ih; f4ff 10, i Ir#Y (Alm t6j re'ifghtif" oil" t i'sta nq$rf I

bidden to testi In. t e urts, of law of [Californiqeielbrb t 'R b A116,Id 11, Irqd ki Tit t 6 M 4 1 2 16
&1 '11, 84 lift
IT I :uld 4i U

Ofaftl c I Onk 12 ti black A"JA"
fsted td iW1tiA4W w a d6ok, of 14* d, *hdAie lifid

k 11 862,the State I turp'.i6pe1hidd-06- JAWdt et, V9T 4e 'hIt*jA'6i Wbrd! artlesss tboj$tAt' o y
Inj 'the Wiik6lfdil t "fit', , )WAI IW 4.'iaAff "Iff ib*" ai.lge 6hl
8041uen e*,Ot.lo'f sdt*i'tfi,'thitOiiiWtd?' I vitifitell"i'dutVi bit 4
rebblli&CAI $6klminY,"d 'Odi 'Is6dih4n' bkdhi k,,6, 0 V

Volt f6i1,a;ff whitemih, 1.;Njb I tho:114 6g4hdkojj t 'Ji lNAI h " d"66 'Obuld, tottfj ]Thd * wot6 ' --tAbed Ahd'!#1b1M6ftd:'dhd 4hftdc4e'd! 'ahd('ti6'jfi&t F1id* MWfi '7161
them were present and saw the perpetration of those acts, punishment

1,1) .01 ,_ I - '':
not follm1or they ' were not allowed to test 46, 41)Fqurt ntli A Oongro", gqnsid

jqyeipbeforo thp MendjApat, OqOeo -of
the,. right, -to,, W witness. a'. bill- was (proposed toiftmit

[Ito to# v- t4ft
0 lery, 7 is'0 4tqiTA(M i _4-260101iit
this'ena'Ament; 110 pointed, out, that in

re, )Vo to

Ut ik *hI _federal eodrte'j.
reason *by,:.,, :oibi t not*, be'Mid6'.j1d*6ii tit IFOWeila- C63k

an a AiMa!jfqljow4fHAriali,,1, Republican lawyer,
"But:then the' Senator argues thAVif -yon, permit a colored Alq. to test YOU

ought to, permit him to sit asa, JuryWau.'' H6* 061 O ef,
ou per s,

:61ecusolon of-tht
_8,..Rm,.No.1 21%,31 tI h 11360C(a. 'C I$: ii

I-ng. Globi,. M Cong., 19t* Sem.,2892 (1866).
Sth Cons., 1. . 4 0 (hereinq ter rderred to an Globe 88/1).Nong.,01obej O'Sess 0 7 "QPqf)
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t~ltestWy beore the court& .Does, it fo~lo*,as a logical u'eesslty: 'thet, ,woir'e
must be authorized tosit as, jurymen,?,., You allow mluor children to* Opetlfy: bofovf
the eouttM. '1,Does it flwaaogcl euptltvrychild wm46 Is coinjpetent
to testify, asa witness bought to lbe'authorize to sit aa iry nin id t

1cazi pereive no -'6nnectlontbetweeni the. facts alleged, and the conduston
stated.' The, truth' lthey; depend upon- entirely:- different, wons~ltloTe
child, may, at' Wivery ear ' y perlodh,' e capabld ofitell1nklth' tJit.juy .ratinal
human belngway be capable, Of.telHlng the;tvuth4Iof statingfacts',tliat come uader
his o*bservation,- ho~d yet Incompetent.Wo adidicat a, questio*0 of±'law oria question
of ifaft. 0, In reldtloito the cokreldati questions, as the, rightovote and the
right: ,to ,hold office.'j A-very! small, proportion, icomparativelyl, of ny civil
communityy, ar6e.permtted ito: ljartlcipateihln, managing its. blcaffairs.,
salproortion conitiratlely arepermitted. to voicte. and a very small projortioA,,
to hold office M1hese. rights arenot natural rights. ... u~lbeghb~to votei to hold
office to' aid in 'zildkig ithe laws, 1uadjudicatlng and enfogciug themi, Is: derived
from ,the vivil i abeity.of which, the ipa'irties are membersj' '3?heyi are, not natural
rights., I ;-.'.Sub)hen,.roti~loceedlto-bestow. civil; privilegesevou .must take into
cohsider ttioni the'capaeltyi bf itbose who. are to hold. th6 trust)? 8 .J ' ;

,.Senabte.r Revrerdyijohuso, 'the muc i eoe )mortclayr ndfre
Attorney General, ot thd United States from. Makryland, favoted admflttlng Negrbe6,
as witnesses, but Only .when they were free. lie, oobeleved that when educated,

the cjj4 ~etrstd ~Otel hetrth M gThseexclu*1onayttte also;were
attaked'in thO, flqo's 0~~tv s~6

At the dpnn he ts Ti tyt ith6C~~es4 eeb, l onin
of he ~~lyf~ed gro~s In th soibrn' § tes was -enph pj,%d,'t6Congre'As

y, the, enactle1tpf 'l1cXtodes," Iogn~ toperpetupatej tir, seFvtle t~~enptorjfi JonSexa'fi OnhQio leObllcan ~jiwyer;*u~g6l.t~ Op~nsage o'q-q law
to: protet n l~4ee Ngroe in thel' gt. t o, sue ,acq uir.e, property~ et±
In qourt. He' _je ~nrss ~ ~ ~qulna oer to do th s on, the T Irtoenth
A'mentkment, Fhlch in his vieW fz ~ N rosnd nade them cotitn ra
alongj wltif the Inte'rsttte'Piileges anii miun~' Clause ofthogiiion,

stlutopTM  ento,Pyman Trumbull, the Illiruols 6;eabla 1?nian of Wh
Ieat Jphiary Comialt ad former statesprencuitj4gao o

enothese Vlq e a. aos t
.Mghiinhlle,4the Hoise k RpsentAive consideredrd a, bill g~ing, goe

i~$ght , v te )e, D~istrict of Oolumbla. neh Zmcrat' reol it oror
athe -though hfatthey might become jpdge a,1idtde 4 w4e erpw,~bt.

Ilepublc&r krprissed 4 , een-In thisM Fednns~ueu~ll 1 n h
Shortly thereafter, the, 'atl' &p "''-ihef~iuI

dtlo, A fjght6,A311l,,.both' of 1h .were. 4r~fted by', 11uml an bo6tho hc
gave tenwyfedNgothrgtto testlfy, In the-,state as wel p feera
cour,0.1, Iieudrjc~s ,qpteno1eolht t~i Ih~p veil rights" -In ~ih6 Preedmp's
IburQau)BIlLWas vue. thib n Iig nclule the right to sit, 94 jury,i qnd .op-
poISed the bill fjr thin reakson, among others.0 lJint. TrmulindiAted l,repl
that the conceptjon o 'O,!CIvll rights .w s muhno~narrow.4 ]LIkewlsp, jena-

Globe 38/1, 840 Cf4 fid. at 889. r - ;
32 llobe 88/1, 841-2. 6eO2dO4,A('10 V00 mnw -D.61 Itdi,
'oofig.A-lobe, 8tCk.-dS.22(80. ogemaW.D.lle' ltdil

fepublicai from Pa.,j and a former stats udige, so. made, a'speech. in which he related how
%wbIte Jur, hd acquitted -a.wI te ,nwho-mj~rda-er ey.ydii0aey hing
tOIt the river, in spite of te 'clear evidence' ~gI's tt~efeqidan b~ e a lib ~ t

from-aN Negr 46004a? e ThAt Wnil Soutthern' ju'tj' aee efoimned,.'egroes and 6t eVin
hit lots, could , pectV: no: iJustice- or' proteotion.:Agidiitbrime from -Confederate

oyn~p* tIxerp. or. jaries apdi calle~jti~qr., 0a poxnpletq 1"rfprm jna.ou asrllnto the
fort fdnWo the jur '':;Jriat 980.,

Globe -. M 0O4OC~86h uer6, a ter rerr~g do 01 Obe
891)!:SealsoC6 M be, 01 42nd Cong., lst'eo468 p ~17) Cong.

0- 71pp 0"I App. 4709 (43rd o, fe 17)
86 lob 89lp 8. 6ealio i*t 474-5 . -

Glibe 8Slo20)1q '(oxg. Andr~w J. Rogers; N.J.)/l obe's/2ji.o John FFr
Globe 89/1, 818. i ge asked: )Pi it a civil right tWait upon a. juiy? Tf 'It"be~-cii

righ~to it pon juy, thialblIV -will -require' that; If any -NeroU is nfod the privlIogefsitting u jna ry h shalbe "aken under ftbe, miiaYpttcl of tho ernd!
GI /1 , -~. ~ -; x-
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.tor Samuel Pomeroyj a Kansas Republican, indicated' that the right of Negtres
to testify, whiil Kentucky: denied, was an important ."civil right."*",. , . :.,

'On ianuary'29,' 1860, Trumbull made a lengthy speech tying his Civil Rights
Bill to ithe 'Interstate tPrivileges and I-mmniities- Clause, He expressly dis-
claimed the idea of giving the freemen any political rights, but said that since the
Thirteenth Amendment iiade them free they were entitled to the fundamental
rights which that conhtitutional provision protected, and Congress could legislate
to'enforce the privileges and immunities of Article 4, Section 2, under the Second
Section of the Thirteenth Amnendment, Several days later, he again emphasized
that this bill Was not concerned withipolitidal rJ.ghts;: i ." ' .. :,i . .

I. Meanwhile,' the House oft Representatives also debated the CiVil, Rights Bill.
Congressman Samuel S. Marshall, an illinois Democratic lawyer. and an opponent
of the bill, said: 1'"I, suppose the right to sit upon juries/Is a civil right."', * ,.But
his colleague, wh6 supported the, bll, Coiigrestman Saiiiuel W. Moulton, replied
"I deny that it is a civil right for anybody to sit On a jury ., *," He added:

S"So far as the'matter of sitting on juries iHs concerned, it is not a civil right,
and why? .Because ,you cannot enforce it by a civil writ., I understand that
the civil rights referred. to in the bill:are not of the: fanciful character referred
to by the gentleman, but the great fundamental rights that- are secured by the
Constitution of the United States 4*.*.* :the right to.personal liberty, the right
to hold and enjoy property, td transmit properly, and to make contracts." 44
, The limited haturd of the Civil Rights Bill and the companion Freedman's

Bureau; Bill even -gained support for its objectives , from a' Democrat, Senator
Johnson of Maryland, although he stated that he could not support it for want
,of power in Congress to pass it.T 1. Trumbull also urged the passage of, this
legislation because in Kentucky, where Negroes could not testify against white
men, they were murdered with impunity and the criminals escaped punishment
because the evidence of Negro witnesses was not received,". ,.: - .. ',

When Bingham. introduced the fitrt draft of an amendment which was later
ito become the First Section oft the Fourteenth Amendment into the House of
Representatives, he stated that the Privileges and Immunities Olause was simply
,designed to 'e-enact and give Congress the power to,enforce the rights guaranteed
by, Article 4, Section .2, of the i original Constitution, ;while the Due Process
Clause gave Congress the power to enforce the similar provisions of the Fifth
-Amendment against Lthe states,.4! Congressman William Higby: a California
Republican lawyer; also endorsed this view.. .
SDuring the same period, Congressman James F, Wilson, an Iowa Republican

lawyer and Chairman of the House, Judiciary Committee, introduced Trumbull's
Civil Rights Bill into the House. He said that the term "civil rights".in the bill

'did, not include 'suffrage, nor "do theymean that all citizens shall sit on the
juries * *: *," but rather they .included only:,the, rights .protected by, Article 4,
Section 2 'of' the original -Constitution." Likewise, Congressman Martin R.
Thayer, a Pennsylvania Republican lawyer and a supporter of the: bill, said that
political privileges were not, included' in the term "civil rights.";' In response
to a, question,: Wilson later reiterated that the bill did not confer the right to be
jurors 'on 'Negroes., '. . ... '

'0 0be 89/1, 87.' , .
*, Gobe 80/1 474- 5 Trumbull added In response to questionlpg: "ThIis bill has noth-

ing to do wit the tpolltlcal rights o' setatui of parties. Itis Cotrflied exclusively to 'their
civil rights, 'itch rights .asshould appettain to every free itatfi." See also id. at 600,

S183 - . . . . , ; . , : - ,

',kGlobe&/1 : 9 . See alab id. i. t 41, : .. .. . . ,
u'-obe ,89/1i, 682. Senator' WillIth P. Fesseniden, Senate Chairtnai~ 'of the Joint

Committee on Reconstruction and a Maine Republican lawyer, said that jury. duty ..was-a
political right like holding office. Globe 89/1, 704.

1 Globe 39/1, 747. Even Rogers said that Negroes should be. allowed .to testify, in
court bu e opposed allowing them to hold, office., Globe 39/1, Alp. 134.

SGobe 9/1 1088-41088-109, 1088 09,0 , . . - .o Globe 89/1,1054.
t Olobe 9/1, 1117.

*G4lobe 89/1. 1151. See also id. at 1154 (t1lll~. 1159 (Wlndom). .j62 (Wllson), 1263
(Bropmall), 1807 (Wilson). - In a lengthy .brief filed to support the bil. Rep. William
Lawrence, a R publican ekt-udge from Ohio, declared that, "It does not affect any political
rirhti. as., the right 6JRit, i,,ele ,: , .., .G*,Globe 39/i,882. , ' .

SGlobe 39/1, App. 157. ' le said: "I do iot belive it confess that right upon th
emantepated people, nor upon ahy portion of the people of the United tates,,wFlio are not
under the laws of the several states qualified to act as Jurors." 1 t 107. ' Represent-
ative George F. Miller, a Pennsylvania Republican lawyer, noted that not even the right
to vote carried with it the right to be d juror. Globe, 39/1, app. 805.
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llson,o however, justified the bill > giving !Negroes Be y ght,to b, avitpees
Son the ground that:it was necessary ,for-,the protection of his liberty,- security,

aind property that he not be prevented from giving evidence in :b~g o behalfl.
He declared that "this is one of-the great; protective.remedies ;wlichinu run
with these great civil rights belonging to everytiCitizen.' ': .: e asked rhetorically:
S"Suppose that the only: person witnessing a state.of facts necessary to be given

in court for the protection of life, liberty, and? property? should be a black man,
has .the tState' the'right to say :that' that main, thelonly person living who has a

_knowledge of the facts to protect a citizen, should havoino rightito testify?"'
At the end of the debate, Wilson stated that when an opponent of .the bill',talks

of getting g aside the . . : jury laws.. * by the, bill nowunder consideration, he
steps beyond what he must know to be therule of construction which must apply
here," becausethe bill was designed only "~for the protection of rights." :

In 'his veto l message of the Civil Rights Bill, President Anidrew,Johnson rea-
sonedthat if "Oongress can declare by law * * i whlo 'shall .testify, * * then
Congress canr' by laW also declare who;' without: regard .to color ior., race, shall

Shave the right to sit as a juror or;judge;, to hold: any ffice,.:and, finally,, to
vote * In . answering the President for the ISenate Republican majority,
Trumbull -observed: .

"The granting of :civil :rights does not, and :never didin. this country, carry
with it'* : *, political privileges.. A man may be.a .,citizen it; this country
without a right to vote or without a right to hold office. lTheiight !to vote and
hold office in the States depends upon the legislation of the various States. * *
so that the fact of being a citizen does not necessary qualify.:a person for an
office, nor, does it necessarily, authorize him to, vote Women, are; citizens
children are citizens; "but they do not exercise the elective franchise bky virtue
of their: citizenship,.  Foreigners * * l before they are naturalized., are .:pro-
tected in the rights enumerated in this bill, but, because they possess those rights
iniost, If ot all, the States, that carries withitnio right- to vote." , :.

Whei :the flimne draft of the First Section .of the ;Fourteenth 'Amendment was
introduced into the House of Representatives by Oongresman Thaddeus Stevens,
the Radical Republican leader and Ohairman on 1:i'. part of;the House of the
Joint Committee on Reconstruction, wherein it was framed he advocated the
Equal Protection Olause in -the very words of the Civil Rights. Bill,; and by
enumerating the rights set fdrth 'therein,; iincluitng, the right to testify in court.
He said that the reason for proposing a''constitutional amdndment'was that the
bill; might be repealed f 'the Democrats took control of Congress. e Other Con-
gressmen likewise discussed the First Section as k constitutional embodiment of
the Civil Rights Bi .  :

In a long political ;haringue, Congressman 'Andrew T. Rogers; a New Jersey
Democratic opponent of the bill; suggested that the right tb -be a juror, judge, or
President of, the United States wa a privilege protected by the Privileges and
Immunities Clause.' But his bombast andi exaggeration of the amendment, itn
asserting that it-"saps the foundation of the Government', creates '"ne Imperial
despotism," "will result in a revolution'" and will "rock the earth like the throes
of an earthquake" by creating a' "despotism and tyranny," was ,so wild that no
Republican even bothered to answer him." However, the next speaker, Con-
gressman John F. FarnsWorth, an Illinois Republican lawyer who supported the
IdUrtenth amendment, noted that the Privileges, and' Immunitie tOlausel and
the Due Process Clause were already in the Constitution, and ply the Equal
Protection Clause was new." /

SWhen the Fourteenth Amendment wasintroduced into the Senate by ,Senator
Jacob M. Howard, a Michigan Republiman member of the Joint Co0miittee on

Globe 89/1, App. 157.
SGlobe 890/1, At 187.
S"Globe 89/1, 1204: See also i. at 2605, where Wilson again' aid that the Civil Rig.ts

Bill did not include the right to be a Juror or vote. .
* Globe 89/1, 1680.
" Globe 39/1, 1757.
SGlobe 89/1, 2286.

SGOlobe 89/1 2450. '
SSee G19 be 3891. '2402 (Gnrflel :' 24t1i ('Tihayr) : 2447 "(Be ) : 2408 (Brootall) :

2502 (Raymond)':,,511 (B1EUt); 2538 (Ro ers) :2888 (Latham');'' 2061 Polahd). .See
also Bickel, The Origita Understanding amuthe egreaiOn De4 stio,' 69 arv. L ev. '1,
47-8 (1955 '' .' ' " '' ".

" Globe 89/, 2B38. . . .
2 Globe 89/1, 2539', : . : . " " ,: :  ' .
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T

no-414i& Wdlhii- 1 611fkal OiiAT006g,*bre &6tfiiojdd,6d'Ijj!' I
to 6k gtatd 440reme

coift" AW96,1i 6htftherdwd the'i4ghM,.Iia !thoeglvlt ,Rfgbt Billilitcludinj I'the, right
t -testify, as the rights Pk6te6Wd bfthe, Plt*t'See- fon or"061)P61drWenthi Ajk6nd

er_ 0
the Fourt0eht.hAMftdm:46nt -lik6w1i9eded1dred- that ,It; andthe, PM6 &isor'-'01

were, es itwd46*hb6rc61he old 1fiterkAte- Pr1*Ileke6,iand,1mtnUWt1e6,
O19ki§OjwhIchAId'Jxdt 1fUJ1Ude'p61ItIc91*IghtO,#. I -T'

o t 1

0., E"Vr VxOo1q6TRtrOnoTt, pEW01) vinws

Debate on JumFY qualifications during the',early'reconstructioft' period'whe 006.,'
dtirln: the -debdt,6 oWNegio suff rag6, Ilj 'th6, ((36-

lWilb1h; HendK&i remark that!4j4.a, ljiwyer, he ihadiddresifedia-ilarge,-3ititlb,6kof Juftjrs, *h6 " 41th* Jh
1111tA rite-weit fntelllgenO, -1nAho--F4rgt. "16n Y-Of. -tlib

ForItleth Congress, Senator Charles Sumner. of Massachusetts sponsored;;& bill
which WospaissW pethiltting-14tigro6s,'tdgel i6laa;6fflc6.h blderg-g-nd 'JnriDro W'the

ColumbIA1.1 A pblntvag made that theIde, subjects vjreie:;ugi elgtM. t bxit

Be&Wse "th6bill, ifflow ng Negroes "to-hold'*11ke, and b6 JdMre tin-, the,01stdLt
6f Oolumbia -failed to W&nie law.bebausei hO,!Rreeldent dfd'not-slgn %,gumner, r 64'
Introd-iii6ed hls bill, In" the Se6od &Won of -the'.-Portleth Congriess In: -
186VO HeddrickH ObJedt&d: that; thb) Oople'6f;,vitrloua *Ates, had voWd-lagAifidt,
Oven. -16ttingi NegroesOVote,; whI14:1011nsW Marylitid I also -objected,,tflit, Nejtlv
Jfidg6aaild Juftr0;m.1ghtgubJudIcjtt6 ifiei4ghta'of i white Persons. 1whit-bointonj
N e1s'w&6,too- igdoritnt to be entrilkW, withi such ':a-reN&nWb1lity. %.Toiftw.
igofiaw Samuel Pi f6mbi-OYV' a, RAdical-.1bepublipm fr6mt Katis" *ho. Firpp6ited.
the In-easurej , , repli6dthttt;to-Neigr6M- fit.,ifiviy,'b4i4tidt,6'6'i iobjtscUonitfile .'to:..thein, .
0 bavo1hoirfrightsadjudi t,6d b'r itWtllvd ign6rant,," *hit4 meiias:lt 18:' f6i*hfte
won'to'have'th6ir ilghtg afiji6dle Id -twel*6 Ignoraht-blaok-inefi,#1,1 f, Ppiheroy'Added,'thAt A1hc6;XegT '46tild V,,6tein tho-Dlstria - th69 Y:-oughtto.Wb1Ig4b1e,
to OfflCe be0a'dSO v0t6i are' generally;eIlgible to, office. 1; '13ut" 11didric"

thisi , bill' R&: 1i6t bnl that-niegr6eg 6hillibe'allovOW7 W hold;thb b -rietof,06lWAbIa,.--, but7tbAt thby sball, lj4 a1l6WedsAd'1gnJ)po6;6 any C,6 ln - W III
to sit upon the Jurim '04 course It will follow that fh0ymay be jtidgej. Orho,:
spect4c'le will then be presented of negro courts to try cases. it Is not-jn, &ccord
with my taste *"1 72

However, the'Senate pPassed the bill by a lop-sided party %-pta 7s Sonjjwhaj later
In the session, Senator James R, Dool4ttle, an opponeAt of 't e'R6 ubliean .. ma.
Jority frbo, Wisconsin,,.* -quoted the late President t Abiraham TAn In a boi g, op-

egroeq_pn'',, o a4 rred , which' 'asThiidle I , f t ekokleith':'.Oongress, ev.64i occu
to'alter',considOrably, the"Itadit-al.' ' theory, fok,$Iving Oongress:-the povef:toprO.;,
*14 1 tbit,$ ." 1'' . , h JtWo#.' 'Th6 )F1020.propoko,* i4kiee th Amendw6fit, 666de ia6l i; discrimin''tI6 '. not, nP a n on y voting
but also Ih, the right"t6 -hold, public office.75 HoweverAhe House version, did not
O er'thci " righf 'to., Ao .I& office, w a ; fact Which -cA:u .eed, much goiOsfby..,senators,!!
genatoi,,Uenr ,,,Wil'ao'nV* 4a: Radical'Uepubil-Qan from Massachusetts AO wig four
Y ars.later to-be Grant's,- Vice-PtOsldenti-a nd an:ardeat.,*'adyoca of, Includin'

9 
:

01* -89/1, 276".- See also 10. at 2961, -(Poland)q App. %240- (,DgLv11j),
Globe .89/1 -2760.,

46 Globe
47 lobe 8 8ft . 210.

/1, 8 6;
Cong.- Globei 489th Cong.; 2d S-ew.105 (1866).,
Cong.'Globe; 40th Con9w let, Orves" 67.7 726-7 (18

'40,Cobg. Globe,, 40th Cong.- .2nd §e;s,'8&:6 (1867).11 )-

III. at 50'
rd at 51. Pechuge.,of, a pocket veto, the -bill had to be, passed agodw., See Olobd 4

1080- .16hally! 4 " 
0 8

'btkcatne, la.wwhen 'Grant; h6COme -PreAdentic,16 :Stat. 8, (4869J.". see
Globe 41/8,1055-'(Stimper)., ,J(iof3,(CXpentei,) ,,1058,,(84wy (lsfij,

76 Qlobe 40/2 '2809., (1808). - I er)

75 Cong. Glog, 40th Cong-0,8td Sees
_rd. at 726.
Id. at 1291-2.
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the right toihold, oflce. in ,t]iejpopoe0e4- d ~iCp ia pke d )puppoli0 we,, Ag
mit this; imperfect proposition which .says to sei~ei hundred. aid4$i ty thosaed'
colored men 1i this,country, 'You shall have ethy,ilg!tto vte , ut y sha!i
have the right to sit upon a jiry or thp right ,to loltl office,' hbowwill they feel
in regard toit ? ~ however the conference committee. between ;thq, two houops
struck, out. the rightto hold, office " -Many senator were .:ypry dissatisfie
but.ultimately ,the2House,verslop was approved.?...1  :'ii' ir/ . ,, ,
, The, followingyearian attempt :by, the Joint :Committee op Reconstruction tq
attach, a' fundamental condition; to the admrsipo: of Virginia, that all person
be allowed to ;h1ld.,oflice and .be Juror, without racial discrimination, at figt
failed but ultimately succeeded." Aside:from , fewcasupo re pl s, og souther
jurors," that was all that was said relative to jury duty during this period.

D. SUMNER'S AMNESTY BILL AMENtMENT

:On May ,18,: 1870, Senator Charles; Sumnej, the , ultra-equalitarian Radical.
Republican from Massachusetta, introduced in the,Senate A bill. to supplement
the Civil Rights Act of 1866.",' ;ne .of the sections of, umner's bill red as
follows.r , . . ;  :

T :That no person shall be disqualified for service as juro? J.n.any court, ,:a-.
tional or State, by reason of race, color, or previous co0ditlon, of servituqe:
Provided, That such person possesses all otherqualiftcations which.are by aw
prescribed;. and any.oflcer or other persons charged with any dutyn. he selec-
tion or summoning of jurors, who shall exclude or fail to summon; any person
for the reason above named, shall, on conviction thereof, be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor, and be fined not less than $1,000 nor more tan $5,000s.".
,. The bill was referred, to the Judiciary Committee, reported adversely for the
committee by Senator Lyman Trumbull of Illinois, its chairman, and died." On
January 20, 1871, Sumner reintroduced his bill." Again it was referred to the
Judiciary Oommittee, and once more, on: February 12, 1871, it was reported
adversely by Senator Trumbull :for the committee, and died.", In both cases,
the; adverse report, although oral, was unanimous. S ,ome committee members
thought that the bill was unconstitutional, ;while others thought;it'unnecessary..

At; the, opening of the: First Session of the Forty-Second Congress, Sumnne ,
introduced. his bill for; the third time. Having been twice rebuffed by:,the
Judiciary, Committee, he asked that it not be buried in that legislative graveyard
again. ,, However, no other senator indicated much interest, and the bill once more
expired of its own accord , , i".

d. at 1296. See also id. at 1080 (District of Columbia bill). . .

* 1 Id. at 16 29, 41 9-4 ' .
2 The Jioint Comnilttee on. Reconstruction reported outta bill readmittlng Virginia on

condition, inter alia, that it allow all persons to hold office end be jurors without racial
discrimination. Cong. Globe, 41st Cong., 2d .Sess. 362 (1870). Congressman ,John Ai
Bingham' of Ohio. the Radical Republican lawyer who drafted the First Section of' the
Fourteenth Amendment, opposed It o the ground that the' fundamental conditions were
unconstitutional. Id. at 493. The, House. sustained BinghaI's position .by . a narrow
vote.' 'Id. at 02. However, the Senate restored the condition as t6 the holbig'of office.
Id. at 6484. Congressman Samuel6 S, Cox. a New York Democrat, apparently equated'
this with the right,to aerve, on -jurie. 'The House thenapassed the eate erosion. , Id.:t
720. It was ultimately signed into law; See 16 Stat. 03 (187 .. It might be noted
that there were frequent references iti th debate to the att NCt egrf in Virinia wet
excluded' from juries. Id,.at 490,' 501. dwever, it should etd be edthit Congresamaf
George W. Morgan ,-an OhicDemocrat lawyer, said that they were permitted to qit on
juries there. I. at 71,9 It is interestin t note that Bingham carefully refrained in hil
speech attempting to convince his fellow Republicans to rely on the Constittttoi without'.
a fundamental. tondit6 from stating whether it protected the right 't slttoin a jury, a
strong indication that in his view it did not, because it it did he would have said so.
Id. at 49,. Congressman Frederick Stone. a Maryland Demoorat lawyer, said that Con-
greos had no constitutional power to control juries. Id. at An. 58.' ,'

" See e.g., Cone. Globe. 41st Copg., 2nd Sess. App. 894 (1870), where C06g." John C.
Conner, a Texas Democrat, decried; tti lgrinorAe of Negroesonsoulther t ries. and Cong.
Olobe, 42nd Cong., 2nd Bess., App. 894 (1870), where Coag.'Pierce' Mi B, Yotungt. a Georgia
Democrat, protested against'the exclusion of ex-bonfederates from' juries on federal courts
in the south.

14, StAt. 27 1866) " A4Coht lobe.41st ong) 2d Ses,. 8434 (1870). See alsd Cong. Globe, 42nd Cong.,-Co Globe., 41st . Bois 34
2nd Sess. i44. 821 (1872) 4(herelnafter refeired to as Globe 42/4). . ..

SCong, Globe, 41st Cong.j 2d Bess. 5814 (1870).
'r Cong. Globe, 41st Cong., 3rd Sess. 616 1871)1 ' ' , ' :
m Id. at 12408; See also Globe 42/2, 822;

8 Globe 42/2, 498, 781.: ' I
0 Cong. Globe, 42nd Cong., 1st Sess. 21 (1871).
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* In ail tb eir ttC1eVon8DeOeenberO' tas:l4eI
proposal oni as afridelto thei-atinetyti, fai ropo a;th.
section if the Fotiurteeith mendment,ato llftriheA! emaiw l g Utial isUti
of most of th6 ex-coifederates, Whca h that seCtiQx bad imposed S_~ ltl
approved .bf by :thedPBesident, eritusiasticailly supported. ,by ; utAlere n)
lidatisaind all Democigets, and acquiesced 4in at least ihalfheartedly, by iajs
SRepublicans. Passage, byphe necessary i..two-thirds majority thereforet seemAe
assured. .'Duringt the; 'enfaul debate. in the: Committee of th.e Wholq othel ec0
tions were cosiidetld but ihis onewas igl ored,,and ultinlat0ly $Smners amend
nientiost b y80'to29" ', . .- -. ,, .e , nr ,. ,

Sumner renewed his amenmeent in athe wble Senate, -Heread lttirafrom
SNegroes androther mateial .supporting his"bill. OineiViriginia newspaper asked
for '"a meauire to protect usp white and black, from a cKa Klux, judge and =j.uiry, ?
Several seiatorst attacked)' Suninerlti , b1' generally,; ;.unconstitutional,. One
of these was Senator l#ot"M' Morrill a. adicalepulican .awyer fromiMaine
and an erstwhile ally of Sumner who had' voted for, the Fourteenth Aluendmenti?
Stimner defended his amendmet on the basis pt the -Delaration of Independence
and the Thirteeth' Aiendment al6hg with almost every i pore of theorginal
Constitution,: giving onlyy scatit consideration, to the Fourteenth :Am ndment.0

SThe first' major attack on' the ury clause came from SenatorMatthew H.
Carpenter, a Wisconsin Republican lawyer of 'ome note who had saved;the Radil
cal reconstruction measures from: being declared unconstitutional by the Supreme
Court by wiIinng the celebrated McOargde Oase. He said: ' .. . ;

'Now, I doubt at least the constitutionality of that provision .We have already
provided that colored persons may serve as jurors in common with white persons
in the Federal courts. - Can we go further?+ Can we .fix the qualifcations for
serving as a juror in a State court any more than e can f the qualification for
servitig upon the bench of a State court? 'No amendment of;tthe Constitution,
it is to be borne in mind, has taken away from the States the power of determin-
ing the qualification of those Who shall hold office in the State.. A constitutional
amendment has taken away from them the power, to discriminate between citizens
ias to the right' to" vote' on the ground of face,: color, or previous condition of
servitude but that amendment does not extend to holding office. Now, 'I am in-
clined to think, althougli I may be wrong in thls, that this provision determining.
who shall be qualified to serve as a juror in the State courts is beyond the province
of this Government to enact. We can ipay that for our own courts, and.;weshave
said it; so that, so fa'as our courts are concerned, there is no necessity forthis
amendment, and so far as the State courts are concerned I dtibt at least the power
of the General Government to pass it." ".

SSeveral'days later Senator Oliver P. Morton, an Indiana Republican lawyer,
defended the onstitutitonality of the jury elaiise basd- on the Privileges and
Immunities Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. Morton said:,

"'If we have the' power to pass any, part 'of this bill or to enforce any of the
privileges or immunities that belong to citizens of the;United States as such, we
have the right to enforce the provision contained 'in this section. It is the i'ght
of the State to prescribe the qualifications of jurors,. that they. shall be house-
holders, if.you please, 'that they shall be of a certain age, that they shall be
taxpayers-the qualifications are different in different States- but it seems to
me that it is a violation of the 'spirit :and of the essence of the fourtenith amed-
ment to say that a State may exclude a man from being a juror on account of
his race or color; in other words, while he may be required to have all the other
qualifications that the State has the right to prescribe in regard to white men,
yet thathe shall not be excluded if, he has those qualifications ,-becase of his
color" ' - ' ' . +  • ' : ' ,

Carpenter interrupted Morton to ask what the difference was betweenfixing the
qualifications of jurors and those of judges in state courts.; Morton replied that

" Globe 42/2. 27 - 40. .
OGlobe, 42/2,274.

-Globe 4/227, 881, 488.
" Globe 42/2, 482.

l See e,; G0b 42/2 495, 5i0-1, 708, 764. :

eGlobe, 42/2. 760; +
Go Globe, 42/2, 820.
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h doubted the power of the states :toeclude Negroes ifromthe bench because lb'
Iitastat6 couldniot' disriminateIn voting qualifications it could notmake rac
oi 46,1or (a test for, ofilcei under the amendments to: the Constitution.'! Morto i
failed to mention that such'a provision specifically prohibiting racial discrimina
tion hi public office was defeated in the Third Sessin of 'the; Fortieth congress
when the Ilifteenth Amendment was !debated,, after. a bitter fight, inwhich hel
took a prominent part 0 " Morton analogized the right toserve on a jury with
the right to testify, *which was protected by the Fourteenth "Amendment .and the
Civil *Rights Act of 1866. Once- again i he referred to;ithe Privileges and Im .
munities Ofause as the source of Congress' power."- To this Carpenter replied:

"The right'to serve ini theijury-b6x strikes meras a political right like that of
serving on the bench. It is'not inherent in a citizen. ~Itf it was,: & woman would
have as mubh right to serve in the Jury-box as a! manm .Arwoman is as much a
citizen as a -- , and: always, has. been. under this: Government. . The political
right to be a judge, (the political: right to b6 a sheriff, 'the political right to be
the clerk 'of,a court, the political right to serve as:,ajuror, seem to me to fall
into the same >classand belong; to, those political rights as to which the States
always have discriminated and may Still:dicrlminate Tihe bright to' testify I
court Is undoubtedly one of those inherent privileges- that: belong to: a citizen
which the State cannot impair ; but that is different:from' the, political right' to
serve as a juror, or judge;; * * ."+;?  ' ':; !- .;. : . ,.' , .* .i .

SSumner then arose to deny Carpenter's distinction between civil and political
rights as far as jury service wads concerned. He said that "the distinction is
obvious" between judges and jurors, Sumner reasoned:: ' ::.;\ ., .

"He knows well the history of trial by jury; he knows that at the:beginning
the jurors were witnesses from the neighborhood, afterward becoming: udgesj
not of the law, but' of.'the fact.:: (They, were originally-witnesses from the Vicinr
age, so that if you go back to the very cradle of our jurisprudetice you findjurors
nothing but witnesseS, and now iI insist that they should come under the same
rule as witnesses. If the courts are opened to colored Witnesses, I Insist by the
same title they must be:opeied tocolored jurors. ... . The right to be a juryman
is identical in character with the right to bea witness , I know nottf it bepoliti
cal or: civil; it is enough for me that it is a right to be guarded by the nation."

It might be' noted that 'Sumner was building 'on the function of a: jury which
had long since ceased - Ajury is supposed to:render, its verdict based on,the evi-
dence placed before it,' 0 and While at.that time a .juror was not incompetent
merelyibecause he was a witness: in the cause, a rule which htll obtains winless
changed- by statute!?? If; the jurorhad formed a 'fixed or settled opinion in the
case he could be challenged for cause.10 Today, it is not improbable ,that the
Supreme Curt ;would hold thata- jury which obtained its information from
outside sources was so biased that a trial held on this basis would deny due
process of law.;": -' . r . . .

Sumner also declared that justice could not be obtained for Negroes in the
South +unless, they ;were placed on juries, He stated that he was, constantly
receiving letters from the South complaining that because Negroes were excluded
from juries, they could not obtainjustice"l 1 . , : ; *, .

O mlbid. . , ,
P, 'Cp.Globe, 40th Cong., 8rd.Sess. 1e28-?9, 1889-41 (1869). ,,

'oGlobe 42/2, 820. '
+., 0o'oobe 42/, 821. . -:.

lob 42 2,822.. - . .- . . . .
of State v. cl, :Nev 8. (,876): Stae v. Voorbles, 12, Wash. 53, 40 Pac, 020(1895).. Seeal oLaJmh v. Lane, 4 hio St. IOA 17 1884). . , .

10 Benll .'Rtet'44'Aa. 89 (1870 Roadi' .'6w Oran1 i r thifrdefit t Banking
Co., 15 La. 160 (840).; In re. Fellows, 8 Me. (5 Greenl.) 838 (1828); Howser v Comnion-
wealth. 51,Pa. 832 (180 5). Cf.Com ~wealth y. Jollffe, 7 Watts 888 (Pa, 1838).10 0C. 8 turies,209, .

STnita StateA Y.' fBurr, 25 Wedi;"Cas: 49 'o. 14, 62g(C.C.D.Ya. 1807f 8 People" v.
William, 6 Cal. 206 (1856) ; Wright v. State. 18 Ga. 888 (1855) ; Wlli s v. State, 12 Ga.
44A (18o 3 : Statp v. Shllcdy, 8 TowA 477 (1850) * Stote v. George,.8 Rob. 85 i.(L 1844) ;
People v. Honeyman, 3 Denio 121 (N.Y. 1846); diander V. Comniohi health, 8 Ligh 780,
24 Am. Dec. 693 (Va. 1881)'! Sprouce v. Commonwealth, Va.-C.75 V ,1$28).

S10 See Turner v. Louisiana, 879 U.S. 466 (1965). See also t'0 b1iilop' 6t Chef. Justice
Marshall in United States v.-Burr, supra atW .0: 'I ;h1av always conived,; and still
conceive,' an impartial jury 'a required by the comiimon liw, 'an .s seoiren,,by the
constitution, must be composed of men whorwlll fairly -he Wthi testimoei wlPCh. may
be oer to , ti,' and iI tha verdict according ,to.th'- ieatroyibny accoi ding
to the law be ng 4 8'lt2, . ' ;(i, (; > ,;

11 Globe 42/2, 822-3. ' 1 . "I .' ,
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. tisf:~r the jrii3 ~i~ cliu~ftnw U 'aij'i tiotet ca.se wicrhfc wa~l tsB g B1~~r~~4-t ~
iq'th teitior, 6fiirai-ia hisettb doWnt h-hoeelbx'60 be very., anzous ,tycWuf

4iV ilkhts hihesi it ca:i 6e doneii " AWa#tht ill. strikat the vitat prS 1V5(
of the 'Oinatitltin, Th 'Pitsh f ciii rights,' iul hlis tmatin is t ateless ~lee
t be lavoitired" With soe~ tAh ontiinal eirediets'. ls .' A bellthi cl os

:66t pr6ok e9someones' fteaks' that it io' Violatilve of the,OoneUtution "cannot inbia
opinion be yery, beneficial to' colote citizens4' uIf ~or ,d61ored citizen's have :no,
Sinioe respect' f the' Csti ution than: thbe Senatr -ftom' ' --Masachustta has
4blbitd' In'' tilti debatfei; the i 1nih y'God' have mercy' upon: t'hb Conatttution and
upipnthe pebp l of this county." 4.

~'Carpnter also aserted ; titl there as a ailrge' 'diptn'iq1~ J~tteau Juii Irr
and witaftWe9e . Holmentionedzthat J oenut bemle citihaes. veiitt yon*
y edis of ii'n 8hle'1 s1gtates, while witnesses did nout 'need to be male, or cit1lUlik
or'o o0ejl't:tveoty-onii 'ji "Ie Stated thatit was a privilege ofa 1,-.yparties ,to -cal
witnessess Which a' stte Could: not abridge) under the': ourteeuit -Amendmtut
Carter al nted tht luch a universal privilege had to be'distinguished
,from political rights or franchise which a:'state was entited to denyeven after
enactnefit of' te' Furteenth Amendment.. .,He avetkted, to: thei fact that,. the
original draft of thel fteenth'Amendment had included the, -righto )hold -01ce,
a point which Suniter :-onceded. , Carpenter therefore suggested' thaotsiuce' Sunt
ner w A goiig'to traVel outside of the Cobstitutiof and rely on the' ore general
atmosphere of the Delat'atioi of Indeendence," he should include theight to
be~ a 5t~tejudge alongwl thw !state juror, in, the bill Carpenter coluded,by
4bck again, pointingu.,,6t that the PrIvileges and' -tmmuuites: Clause" .of,', the
Fourteenth 'Amendment-' 'drew ia 'distinction between civil and, political rights,
iicldingz1 jury service in therlatteril"

Senator INh!' Sherman; an'Ohio Republican lawyer who had votec4 for the
Fourtebfith .'-Amendment,' likewise justified the jtury' clause of, the bill on te
Privilege1 and Immunities Clause., 'He-declafred:- ' J4"

SIee. [Carpenter] -says that'the right' to be- summoned as a jurywa isto not: a
privilege and ,mmunty- of-an, Amricn citizen. . At first_,viw that appears, to
be plausible. ' It may-be difficult to distinguish between the right to vote claimed
by s~ome woimen'bf'-out country 'because 'they-are citizens,'and the-right .to. sit
upon,-d -jury, assumed ' to be 'a;privilege -under.-the fourth setlon of thilg, aen ,
w ent., Perhaps a- right to be summoned on a jury is not in striftterms a privilege
40 an' immunity which 'a mah may claik as -a -matter of trigh't, t, butbat Is: not the
question;., The,,rlght to, sit '.upon, a jury -i a right whichno; man will claims a
mutter ofright.: t Is rather a burden rather. aduty.

"Bitutithere Is'aaotbherview in which this 0 secttlnbecomee to imy mind oleary
eousttutioni. he Constitution' of the, United States-lres that vy man
ehil have ani impartial trial by jry. - That is. a- Ooultitutional right> ,.* ' t i(T
very word 'jury' implies'a. trial; bya aninspeers, of the violnageo of- the eqihbor.j
Shood. 'Now what kind" of-gii trill,,;ioould' .thJt, be t wwh ic youwoul subject
four,- millions of; theeole' of t-he United-'Stateg in' the southern' Sttes,, -where
'by the law of :soine of them every ,man of thft race Is excluded l lroni sittingi
A jakymdanonu'a:trl?: Is that -an ImpaTtial jury? ,?; tie right tojbe. tried-.by
an impartial jury is one of the privileges included in the fourteenth ameud.
went; and no State can deprive any one by a State law. ovf thib impartial trial

O.Carpnter -stated tht the right to trii' by jury, was anij)iy. a lititaftnou t';tha
13111 of Rightd on thetetderal, government, , but- kSihermareplied -that such n, right-
wa - one' of the -privileges: and immunities.- of' every Ameican VCijten preteted
under.th6 'Fo'rteenth"--Amendment." When! Carpentertretorted 'that,4 tVhb nght
to be tried by.a Jhdge, with 'lifetenure waw also a..priv'iegelof',cubm uwlaw,
Stirner chned, inby greadi'thoe Due Process' and .-E.qu I?,protection COlauses,
anpddleolarlngItht'a~ .elUeYII ~Negroes' fromt juries'violatedthese-0lause.
Biet-hetnan adhered- tod argument about privileges' b)d u imnuitles. , H-said,
that only lKentucky and Delaware excluded Negroes any longer fromitjuries.
Sherman said, that excluding Negroes was against "fair play.",:, ' added:'

31 '4e 42/ 42

1lG obe42/9" 8246.*, , ,

314 Globe,42/2 827. See also ia. at 843. ' '*1<'
5 lob&e42/21 844. '
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titom tjaan'n defend the ecleouay; lawyr. : blak.tai juryin e4
youo try the blekmanaby a jur7y. tlf the black )a. ,10ti
a jury, hei too degraded to be tried by a jury; be1o be; o i '
someotfihewayA. ; . 'It does iseeMto me, not that Ui t eig ,a to
serve on a, jury, but .thbatt is the right .of ai4Umes ,to lave i , w td ule
bywhieh en of their.wn race and o9Qcpatton qAieolor, may perv ont a. ju4ry,It s the right of the accused: and notthe ght th th o, trier; it t th ie, ght of the
accused that sl abridged by these State laws . , , ., put it rather on;,te right
of the accused,,thanownthe right of the juror . ,. . , . ..
S..MorrillP then interjectedthat Sherman, as onpsitng the rights belonging toall menwith.the rights of-American citizens. ;.T tht, Sherman repPied that '
claimed that the right to trial by jury was a right 4f American tiens o I
then brought up the fact that womeu were not allowed to, sit o juries. ,h erman
declared this &ta mereimatter f k municipal regula~o.!, ,Morrill then pointed
ottt ,tht (ongress dould not, by a parity of reasoning, Interfre ,when Negroes
were excluded by juries because it, too, was a "matter of m1unipalregulation."
Sherman could only reply that although he saw no reason to brWneome from.
voting, holding office, :or serving on juries, he would not vote tW allowithem to doso because it would disturb family relationsM . .. , , .., .
Ne t Senator Allen GQ Thurman, an OhioDemoorat and, a former chef juice

of tale tate upime court, attacked Shermanrt theory, Thurman said that the
privilegea of cltilkens protected by the Fourteenth Amendment,were those in the
original Constitution and the Bill of Rights, and .asked: .i "Where is, there .any
provisionin tthe Constitution. that gives. him a right to sit upon. a. jury in aState ;court?" n. Morton then arose to defend the jury.clause once again under
the Equal Protection Olause. He, said that this clause; did not require p state
to Institute jury trial, .but if it did, "'whatever law a, State may have. the pro-
tection and benefit of that law shall extend to all classes." He contendedthat
the word ,"protection" must be used in a broad sense to include any benefit pro-
vided by 'law. Morton then, gave as an illustration a Negro in Kentucky being
tried by a jury of white men "that have-prejudices, of race against him," from
which allNegroes are excluded, for a crime against another white mn. 'Morton
contended that such 'a Negro would not have '"the equal protection, the equalbenefit ofthe law." Morton concluded: . . .

It is not sufficient to say that the right to sit upon a jury is not- a privilege
that belongs to a citizen of the United States! That is not the, question that we
are discussing now. . . .If you say, that a man:shall not sit uponia jury unless
he has so much property,'you have a right to say that, because that applies to
men of all races alike;:but If you say he shall not sit upon a :jury because he is,
a colored man, that becomes clas legislation at once, and that class of people are
not entitled and do not receive the equal protection or benefit of the laws." -,
.'7At this point, Thurman asked whether Morton was relying exclusively on the

kEqiial Protection Clause of, the Fourteenth Amendment,: and the latter replied
in, the affirmative. The follb Wing colloquy then occurred: -, .,
S"Mr, THURMAN. Thenh I ask the Senator whether the law of Ohio and the law,

I believe of his owin State, which requires that a juror shall be an elector is a de-nial of the right of the persons in Indiana and Ohio who are not electors? ,Isit
a denial of the right of aliens who are not yet naturalized and who cannot sit on
a jury? , . ,

"Mr. MonrON. No, sir. .. . .
"Mr.: THURMAN. Then I wish to calfthe attention of the Senator to the factthat this right is not limited to persons who are citizens. :The clause reads: 'Norshall any State deprive any person'-ivhether a citizen, or not--'of life, liberty,or property, without due process of law; nordeny to any person withirits juris-

diction'-whether citizen or not,-*the equal protection of the laws.' How, then,
on the Senator's argument does he keep an alien or a woman off a jury?

"Mr. MoRro. The Senator misses the very idea involved in this amendment;he misses the ideaof class legislation. Persons may suffer isablitties; they maysometimes suffer disabilities under a State law for want oo property; they may
"' Olob^i'422.8^'a,": -:'-, '

t  
/' ' *^ * V:

t Globe 42/2, ADp. 26; Seeaor Georre Viclkr, a; Marylan Democratic lawyer, alIRosaid that the Privileges and ' f hmunn tles Clause did ndtt Indludethe 'right, to sit 4' jur.Globe1 .2/2 A. 41.
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there ls:no... e About it.' If W#-f4kdAhelblatorl' fbfJthls, A udndmehV_*bI'd '''iall nqe tdh w

litidnAAd, Wiokdk6 znoiii).thelk I P oplo ! tpr6ividos , thit"
nd*pei b6! deprived, W ih&J4i1sdktIoA4 ihe 180itwof Ahe, eqW. protettion
of the, lawg 'ok t1fle'e, , '11b4Ji6fit6fthblaW*.. Ifai.t onship-4ro, Oneothod Oat46-ahothorti not inv6l*ed'A*A.4 iM ig dlscugsion..Ta - 4
do depbndi 00)6'6 #Onshipj VolitI&V And; -eml flghtav butthOy'arit nbt, Involved

lii!1116ii of P,66P,61h i,-StAt i ar6A6pk*6dW.tW rijhtt6 sit up6i1'kJi!Wy1becaukOof
their olor;,ar&'6kc&. W fk6i i th e4uil, benefits, of th&.l4wbeda*-4)f lra6e I ask
*hetheilt would -h6t be say -th4t they, h&*6:thei*4:ua1-prdtdctIon
of the, lfiws 71,
Jp' S'eikat&, FrOW016k T.AMInghU.Wdk ztepubucii&,"d 4 forhier
attornO* -kehetfil bf -thdt btAf6,'als6 uOi)orted4 the"j ury claii"i lAdd1jui: do% not
Ohderstand that It to the rig"ht!6f aihAh!.td be* iv Juiot,";btit "'that'tt,.'Istlie Aghf, of
Alhir'ge clit s"tha'tlth6liWholdl(-Iaim sb4ll'h4 W bkc1#4161-1roft tho 11ury boxP,

The iftext':'day,,"'Se*nat6k:Jbgl tia,-,Flill,', 4. GeorgiA -SapuOWQk;1a4vyer,, "objected
to Ahi Jury'claiiie-oh"., thogrWnd 'd -W ,,j)entiltyi; -go' tatWtbiA'4n " ihis; "StW

'clekkk"br -'sh6flft lr6m': "upright:
and lhtblll ofit L. peo6ng;.11 -And1h :s6hi6 e6iintl& Ahem W&6'icoldred Jurots," while
16 'other c6ufitks there *e*r6;hdik#,; deofidifig "on ihe,,6 filion .6f tfiig 10.6al'officials4beth'er? thC44, W6r6-c6i6Nte nVcbi' i id"as to or person Ah'theeftbity.. -- 116164red
thdk coloredd personW would,.sub-6heAff9 if-, 1heTJiiOg6 , Old them, hot,'t64(umnion
them -a 'Jurors."O Carp'ehter also one6'-agtiih'reltdiiti;ed ,hiEi c6liftiltutio"I .4ibjec
donstoth6-'Jttry 611ouse. H iecei'vedaii0portfroli i'Sena:ior'ltt hkirW.Corbett,
an, wh,6 want:Od' W, Aoov ObInesoAn-, th6 Weat 06i§t , off
Jlftleg,"'* But Morton '0'60*6 6giffii rtilte at his" i16*'that Oongresi tould"cons.

he!&Smbed
as 11614 si legislation"' dying e4 'Riff, pr6te6t)6W Rlhe laWg.m*';" SeiidW-Ge6r*a'P. ndiiiiijids,-,ti"Rtidicdl',Re-publicAii 1awyefi,-'66mNerm6nt Who
bad voted for the FoUrteenth- Amendment, then joined the fray vAtfi a-,r6buttsil
of 0641 *fiWr*, i H6 Wd fl)at -it *66 1m!hAt6MAFtbAt thoi-Vif febhth- -AirmWdmient -hadA' k oturor I va , in n-

6ifthighitays.'" ','Edthundsp
also, ntialoglzQ'd-,tW,.ii'ghtlto'bet a Jor6f With
Widetthi -4P

as Justification for the He -fttd- Ala, ueceio4ary ; 4A
96U'therh*stht&fbee4u'W 6the'rwi'06 64_ iii*61 9 *li6'*iviDuldl;i 'dge*lh6 N'fttoe4",Wdilld

0, th6n. '" e ilsO'deciar 6d ,thht! 6A feftril
'§0*eMTA_&At- to",ftonke *M4 -AAW 1&161 Af 4f4ef t6--i6MW1h#; bill "-611*6

of"thi n6tit-fil qna, trita
*h4re thb,-J dge ldiotegAided, tl*,,'kw could M*ef his, M-1
00eal' 'EdfiWWO-finAft

jr4; that a col6red Man"has no right because'he Is A colored man, and4h'a't
a white- man has no right because'he Is a white man; to be-'palle4,.,ou
,)UrY,,,fQr one reason which X hskve.'already,.r3tatC ,d;'thii"ii'44.i6t.4 , PlaC6, t4ny-
body, Is entitled toehold;' : but, the point I at every Zen se, qualb.#eOh4A k'r1$h 0 io:, In -that', blass !Wholle thoIaW

ql' Ont rftrtotho- Oty , , . OtItc, - I. ,Ot ft6Xi;,&to
and therefore- this, -6ivilkon, of thw amendment: of,the, genai6i. i I'Mi eacliu.
Setts'.,does not,! 1',66 that bl"" . ';,n h-a'Vbe" v '1',0 'd6&ares*, tMt,.-,
k4tutii, ,brdl ce orioiur dons "a "t ;are

m Ibid.
1obe 42/2,
6b'642/9,88

Globe 42/2, 807.Globe 42/2, 898:

Mote 42/ , 89'9'.'.
Glo" 42/2; 900., He %aid: 116erewould be'the value of declarl ianshould. bave equal rights of trial by jury and equal hts of J *ouareO that the are to be composed of the u Klux. )ld! T6- -hlialho"a X,the handle of his ene=r trial."



black~~~~~~~~~~ fo th OUl1ritQfiitzJ otepi e'relfi4l9i t", ine uC

whoa~ opuhicfl ~harm~ ofthe SAt J uiry r OoltPpn Id4hI

Protection Clause of the Foreet A49ment,, 141. ~eqen~ ~cea
opokesxnawaWu4 eader of # pt eu1~~n lh T iir.v- ,C ongress.
TruimbMlI-cobflhle4 civil-rights to thqrsee imqrae fl; thi '180 2W~

'a uset; of W"Wn0t~ qitiu Reu*as, 8  eatrby~
son,l av n~~yI~rtojwe hi ?.a. his,, a" UblCap 014ge 6ifo '
cosin py fesi htt~ Snpgtq.pr~poeo. mk4jrr oN..~n
not of "Chinese immigrants, ad tha ouhrNeoswrelcgn te ed

caton,1u~wlege~exprieceanc4 Ante~ligen~qe su lcenkt..tg e.~ wp~etn
Jurr' Steenogn. also~edre~~ret~S.C 6AIt~ti na object 0119tLI,

ected Moro',Wul q.wicin. irgmept sayig:
"Tli 8entorf .JokIndaPia 3ueies th coiutoiolity o1 *;,ikiendinqiq

-law -to everyy citizen. . e',then4,40q, what ~how fjst9cul la .l4
Kentucky- exPeqt from ajury -of t e~hite mn h g,;i~ry n
lights of the Negro." hipe ever ben p t ' gthekegf it~ j49
Kentucky, juries. -No co lan catqje;~ had iiu tbi s'orie. "But fte r
ment of the honorable Senator be squ"'d wha ecmsoa 1Iminw o ~

mit mude. t-ga i Sa qanisco or:Saerainento? What, right ,q* usc
can -he expeo from, welve;white mq prei 'Judiced hiii ,g ain d oppo' ' bit-

,terly,,to thleI Jtt fhi epe n yet the geria r fromJ i(1iaa a
unwilling to'extendj tg the Ohjnaman , th~ siame 'need, of jus~c hc b I~s
shall be., extended. to, the frieedman. 'Vo mnaUe the61oqal Se'#atqT's argwu'en
sound, thbereo could bq, by, his s uadof -constrtuct lb.no~jus~pjotectip4. Qfaw
unless white men were tried by w*iite Jiirie , 4n& colored .me by colored1 uiles
but expprieye:sp.hows the viw oh.onorabe 'Senatto bunsowi4 And

fallacious ' uh u~y'ciue
f-;, he. 8enate then rejected a, motion 'by. Stevenson ~to Q6 Jupclxii- qz

federal courts.A vptp, on the. Suminer, am~ndmei#lt to ithe akinestybl ste
taken, n trentj onati,2 t 8 uh V lc~pesqt thn cap an aimi-
tive vote .", 14w0, 1, )mle If thansy isppor erconsdre u.
nersj, meae~re mpcopstitutional, and voted'againstAhe combi pne q 1 me aspr'e q T

tha ~asn.1 - Tbe ,ultimate vot ,on the cowbu~ ,uNeer as .83 to1,
thta the. pegesary, tw4-thirdsswhich amet leuire4,Tr

%On ;,FebMiayi, *bJIUmla r ,mt j umne, amendineht- Was $ptr qtc~4~
HoE E ~ iprsetai"5 ongressmWan, Hlenry j) Mclfenry,- a, lnu ky
JP@mo9;Atiq,1ye$,i~ protested the -unei nstltjil ' 1Jtyft ~ J~~.l~s n
gt~oun hts1 state, h4dpeaypw~ors~i~ ;I1 O~finO

Itor, td AMA -d~ .theO.tp wh IR ." -CoanVe m [oi , ce nt~
Kentucky Democratic lawer, Inthe course ipajntyh~~ge poet~

Y e etAany freeman Wk a'htA'jnk6k Ontrkict. fWT i Seiiat& b bee iedi

froni the cit"L rghts 'bill., J-t-was passed yeaf~s ago.,. It wan: tased'upol -this prinbiple,-
419 0ta 1.alj ffgltk,

go4petl, excluslyely -to cyl-rights and no hi 4Ng ~, -no , otIIcld~,g
a 'were epe I ont 0h an atneift 'I'h'" h U
thVi 1 'o btd.StehdMe sD! freie t!'f bT7 bitd to Ao -11 % RU.. Uh6,1'*

iooine, to' :4ontraC e '-o~ecokitratlted, .n .iright,,t enforcee dofltrsCtB;,ttt, b een
80l~. e.-What wafthVeig oudition? IJs that a free naq?, I , PpughtIt,.wpAs n d:n

~thoug~it und r 'th ,o Wi~ti amen~ibent' Whic'id theseiibrsong 'ho beriv i

mere~ ~ ~ 0 Rtcl ob e e'b'hd to glye tlft~bi 6e rlbts Pdf ie ut that 'di t tbnd
to political'rights or to social rights. -It was confinedd exclusively to the rights appertaininig
to man aA man." -

SClob 42/2,,909--912. -

V~ lobe 42/2, 912.
IN8 Globe 42/2, 918.
28.1 Globe 42/2 918.
us Globe 42/2 .919.
mGlobe 42/2# 928.~~
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--oigNegroesi ornjurie4 to,. ryvhitl es'ujeai
whits nd. ; t ~ e

judiced ag9410t whts anthe ilattewquld', t get A.dlri14.,,
OnlMaY ( the"Oenates rettiunedW tow ainety Iu1,wipA r~~my

to, add hi i~lrgtbl t'the amposty -b%,whjcb tt
After Trumbull bhad declarede thait civil rtghls iwl~ct pQt
were; lInAted to, thoee in, the 1866 et~tutep Siherma-A 0 nie,~n1bt~ r~*
and!other ha oloe.Trm bul~s.lead;lnj , he p gqqftb . I~ 4e_-h
Trumblullt had auhrdadisepher'dedi- tO eicmen~ 04dpt ~ '

bilsikply-carried. out~that .agt1 ; 010dlrefi l~sll.ws nPems~
because 'ailt, Ret: 'Id~es not,~tc~th,4r~,p~l ~ iiito#y
some of'their own race, 'if 'necessary, sit in the jury; they. a Im14 thAOthIr
own -race, should no be icim tdagAl~wtjn~th, .seiega~~ q
Carpenter ,lmpiy ,rjiterated tj*iat ,thejIy~is a aau
that ,he -ha& irecoived, letters from spine , hebis awy rp 10:0 jug4 q~
country, siyifix,86,10. V U

Carpenter, :then, move tonrkiot h u0 'lue.I.~py~ co,

"If~f I s rnotconstitutionall tbe. iti capgqot be in forge.t" -Tothi;s epaorA qn
Cassrlya Caifonia emocatn la e nd, forw~ar CorporaTtix aik~of,New Wok. CityV,-replie(d: '116 haast 4lqsvere4, ny ~suI~vrba,

give tht ~thoghtbadany soundness In1 It or- snga ncnttito~
law nmeythat.,whenl I~ ip~d ,l i be6,vd 'that is 1o saj 10 ,i4

unconstitutional."1 [Laughter] t~ this-, Sminer reiteia ."t. ei huh th
law constitutional, but: "Eveni~ suppose'this is uncolihiit~hii " as sa
it will not 'be eflfor~ed; It Will f4il.op" Qarpenter~~answered tat he had sworn.
to .sup port the *Constitution and' could'not v'otel'or anything 'unconstitutional.
ftiiner *had- the- last I *ord : %T"1 have -,also .sworn -to Mipport, the Cokistitution,
and It binds iov6-ote for abythfig for. hiiman rights."', A vote, was then taken,,
and Carpenter's uion-failed -by 83' to 16.. The% WiaJority -were; aR.Republicans.
Carpeter carried, ive 6ther, Republicans with, hinl; 'the 4restoin the, lWworty

weeDeorit.'Trumbull, who had been, absent on' h vote.but whoi re.
turned,: also'asserted, a dli ilew -of Ithe jury clause."' !.lngh when a vote.
was tak;en 'on: abh6e-Ang* Sumner's -.bill 4o the: anesty bill; it. resulted .in: a: tie,
29 to 29,;. ,The vice-president broke the tie i u~e'~ao~ .

After a second vote on annexing'Sumner's measurelto theiaesty -bill -resulted
in~f' 28 td 28flties the'yice.~prehidet once again voted in. SHnrsfao." ow-
eyetr* :al~jmberi'of c.stipportersof' the. amnnestybll including' Trumbull, .who*
thought 'tht Suiner'& illU iYtisj.mconstItutionalI voted, against, the -coznbined
meaaure,'ta~d fthe: vote of '82 to 22. was enough to' defeat the. measure, because.. it

-Se~eiral .days5 later, Tru1~bul declared that: Sumner's bill -was fluuco "t*tinal

',But these' are. rightsethat iare heated by. leSteationizi, the -various 4qoaUties
and States,.if you please, justlke the right to sit utpoxx-a juroy:i Wt~ht s. not a
tivil -right; *ndi it I misnomer tocAll thosedci'il rightisbecause civil rights are
the rights which apperta to'the individual; as a cltlzen. -and! which has, wher.

carpeniter. finally tbrbke the -d~adlock-by, brigin up, an independent divil! rights
bill, during! an eveiling -session ;while .Sumner ,was-,obt' -of the, Zenato iechainber.l
He motved aft amendment eliminating the jury elatiae.4-"- One, Rejublican: opposed
the Carpenter sOubsititute- as "entirely emasculated alid rendered.- VractielUy use-.
less,", but .1enatori John iA9  Lgan,- anrlfIntois Republicatn, noted that."a prowision,

-
14 01Qobe,42/2iAp '59&-9j '' V . ' ~ .0  q Globe. -442/ U~ ' ''

PA4 Globe 42/2, -819
145Globe'42/2, 8X90, ,See also the general attack-of Senator Eugene Casserly. a qaligornli

Democratic lawyer 'on the constitutionality of the bill. Globe 42/2, 8190 8249.,
'Globe 42/2, 8068.

11"Glob 42/2, 8264-5.

'Globe 42/2. 8861. /
(M 42/ 421L



I't:efiire t6ttiio rin the 'the bill.. probably y prevented 'several'RepubtL.
ans frop v9thig' for tfie 'bill,' auidi upportedihe O irpenter substitute because

'"flit fw ldul0iota l hite iiteifeed "With the -laws of 'the States." The Carpenter
amniendment waik carried iby a Jiot 'Of 22 to 20, with a bare quorum of the Senate
rese1it. "Voting if' the'mJior~ty wee thirteen Democrats one southern ;Republi:-

ca, arid eight irtrtherti ptiUblicans, from California, Illinois, IoWa, Kansas,
ai'u6n, Oregont, Peniisylvania, and Wisconsin. '; Probably teli1 most significant
Ot' fr the' substitiite was cast by Morrilll of Maine, a Radiclm who had voted

for thi Fourteenth AmendOient. The minority were alliRepublicans" . CThe ar
center bill, shorn of the j~uyi clause, then passed 'by a strict party-li4 vote of
28to 14.

ThQi Senate then irnewed considerationn of the' amnesty. bill. and debated it
•'ilitb nhex t morning when Suamner reappeared He moved to attach his Ibill
d tlie tiaiinesty: bill, protesting' te "iemasculated civil rights bill" adopted while

he wai absent the previous night. He protested that '"jstide will flnd a new
itimpedifiit in. 'the jury-bfO;" aid pleaded ' against '"that 'injustice which iis
now iiisthlled in'the jury-box." But his ple~"Went headed . The -Senate voted
down hiS amendment by 29 to 13, and then passed the amnesty bill by 88 to 2;
with bhly: Siumner and a western Radical votig in 'the negative. . Sumner's
diapp bttnient was keten, and he proclaimed that his Republicai, colleagues
had:, iaciflced the rights Off the Negroes. But they told him plainly that the
limited bill 'a alt that 'he edtild expect at that session, 8 and the bill died f6o
that session and Congress. ,

, , " 'E. SUMNEr'S BEQU EST

: In the fall election of 1872, the pressure was taken off Congress to obtain the
Negro vote by the re-election of President Grant. Moreover, 4n 1873 the Supreme
Court decided the Slaughter-House :asesw which reminded the lawyers in Con,
gress that the. Fourteenth Amendment, and especially the Privileges and Immu.
nities' Clause; did not radically expand the federal' government's powers, Since
the: jury clause .of th6 civil, rightsbill required .Judicial; enforcement,: its con!
stitutionality would be subject to Supreme Court review., Sumner's Declaration
of Independence arguments would no longer work; a better constitutional basis.
had; to be found ;

At the opening of the session,; Sumner oice again introduced his bill. .Once
again IMorrill bf Maine, and Senator Orris F. Ferry, a Connecticut Republican
lawyer, attacked it as unconstitutional generally.* , In the House of Representa
tives where the Judieiary: Committee reported but a civil rights bill without a
jury clause, Congressman Alonio J. Ronsier, a South Carolina Negro Republican
exshipping, clerk movdd, to amend- it by adding a section!forbidding' racial dis-
crimination in juries." CongressIpan James H; Bloint,: a Gergia Democratic
la*eer deolaredthat jurors in federalecdurt were ignorant and prejudiced against
white persoiiS in hid. state , .;'- -. *-'. .' '. .' :- :
,' ongressman ,William H; :B.Stowell, A Virginia Republican carpetbagger and

nori-lawyerl deiiandd "equality" in the 'jury-box." He said, ::
"Every colored man suing for his wages brings his case before a jury whoare

prbejdiced' against' him' because of Jihis.color. Every colored man- tried as a
criminal' appears -before a, jury who axe inclined to believe him guilty, because
of his race, and iIn both 1 cases the feaiiof an adverse judgment may be held ove
him to foree h|m to vote with' that party' which has been his constant and im
placable foe; -:Suchicases are by no meaini rare and their influence'upon t poor
friendless man recently a slave, and coming froi the former master, can be
readily imagined. The moral courage displayed by the colored man inder these
persecutions has been wonderful. They have lived in the doiatait- faith that
the republican party would give them exact justice and enable, them t make

I Globe 422' ; 878" '- .. •
1 Globe 42/2, 8737-8. ' '
15 Globe 42/2, 8789.

t Wall. 88 (1878). /
so 2 Cong. Rec.\10-11 (483 d Cong., 1st Seas., 1878) (hereinafter rrpe ;t 'ong.

Rec, 48/1). " '
6t Cong. Re6. 48/1,407. / :

16 Cong. Rec 48/1,411. He also said: "how is it t0 be expected that 'f riel ot con-
vict In State courts, they will be more virtuous in Federal co6rts..? .I t annrgt felct-
ing jurors to be so evised as to secure men in sympathy with thebe 0prosectlns"

'- / -I
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O3ill Ct6vi itWtT4rS

I :

"'&~ cii i, st8 i ̂ hite tui Ji c~did ary Coitteiim' i' was i chidering the bill
Sumner died, His last words asked for the passage of the civil rights bill."
On April 29,; iingliyen repo rted .bi6n bleh alf of the Judiiary Commit-

tee, ani4 nitrjw t i ts constitu tional basis to the Equal r te6tioh Clause of the
ouitii t eiariepdmii '. H tliree times emphasized' tht the:' "b therefore

'roperl secues edUal " jiits to the white as well as to the colored race.' n He
pointedout that jurors were n6t officers, histoiically hii? Inland or in the United
ftes, an then declared: .

'A'law i hich should exclude all naturalized citizens if the United States from
' jry-bo wU d deiny ti itaturalzed'citizens: the equal protection of the law.

Sitl e qual p tlo tha from thi tribuhalt that iis t i ,ass on one's life, liberty,
ad prop yt wtoo l auray have an interest in him shall be ex-

" Asttit nmy' i akes .uiehi-ualit *tiroi of jurors as it pleases. It may require
that they be freeholders that'tlhy rad and write; that they submit to an exami-
nation i therudiments of law. But when a State says one class of citizens of
'tie lted -States' shlIl be tried by a jry which is or may be composed in part
8orii wle those of tiher own blod, and that another class of citizens of the

ited':St a never beied by that has nee of their race upon it, i
submit th' discrimination violate a fidamental right of a citizen of the United
'States, aid' denie them the equal 'protection of the laws.' .
' Oin Ma 20, the Sena'te risinmed consideration of the civil rights bill, and Sena-
tor Jamies W.' Flanigan, a Texas Republican lawyer stated that many Texas
judges were prejdiced algai~st Negroes, and Would not rule fairly, and without
the bill "You would never hear of a colored man sitting upon a jury in a Southern
State. . . ," " Senator i.ewi V. Bogy, a Missouri Democratic lawyer, however,
protested inclusion f th ijuiry clause."

During/the last day of debate, May 22, in an all-night session, Senator William
T, Hamilton, a Maryland Democratic;lawyer, in the course of a long speech also
attacked the jury clause. He first pointed, out that voters could refuse to vote
for candidates for public office based on race or color without violating the Four-
teenth Ahimnmeit, and asked why thoe in charge of selecting juries, by the
same reasnii3g, oild also not disc1rl 1inie. H e then noted that state governors
aid even, the President of the Tiited'states could refuse to appoint officers on
rgita grounds withoutit penaly." coming toi proof of discrimination on the part
of the local state judge who select rors,he explained:

"We have colored men in my county,' but the judge has not, selected any for
jurors. 'White men are selected. The judge has the right under the limitations
.of [state] lawto select whomhe pleases, and without regard to color or rac4t . ..
how are you to convict him under this provision? Upon what evidence is it to
berdone? 0 There are seventyflve hundred vters in:my county, and a thousand or
twelve hundied ibf them perhiapd re ,olbid e ,F ..' -o are you to sustain the
charge? The judge of course in making his selecon will not announce that he
selects the jurors for the reason that they are white men, or does not select others
because they are black men. How are y6 i to get up' gi case? Is it to be based
upon the one single fact that you did not select colored heni when you could have
done so? No; the only result of all is thatryou nay get-him into trouble, and
without any avail to your theories .' ..It will be said-no, it is to be inferred-
when a judge selects man for the Jury, ad dbe' not select' any colored men, that it
'was because they were colored men. ,Yvou have colored men in your States. I
will not be so uncharitable as to 'nfer that the honorable Senator does not give
them bofie, or lelpsend them to o iges.. . . because they re colored men . .
Shall I infer against you, or Shall I rather decide, thatyou have better white
men an enough of them to fll 'all positions? ,How aie you to carry it out with
any decent egard for the right of judgment? .. .. "

Carpenter reiterated his oft-stated objections to the conititutionality of the
jury clause. He observed: "I know of no more power In the Government of
the tUited States to' determine the component e,emenits "'fa State jury tha'n of a

SiO CoCng. 'Ree 48/1, 4716. See also Cong. Rec. 48d Cong., 2da See,. 952 (Copg. Thomas
Whitehead).

"Cong. Ree. 48/1, 8451. /
1" Cong. Ree. 48/1 8455. ,

.. ;Con Ree.4 . 8 7 .
7 Cong. Ree. 48/1 App. 821. ."/'1 Cong, Ree. 48/1 App. 869-870.
17 Cong. Ree. 48/1 App. 870. .
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State bench or of a State Legislature." '"  However, when a motion was made to
strike out the Jury clause from the bill, only two Republicans voted with the
Democrats, and it lost, 28 to 15.'" The bill then passed, 29 to 16, with only three
Republican voting with the Democrats in the negative."

The House took no action on the bill for that session. A Tennessee Repub'can
lawyer, however, questioned the constitutionality of the jury clause."'

F. THE OIVIL RIGHT ACT OF 187,.

The elections of 1874 were an absolge diaaster fr the republicann Party.
Although the Senate remalp0d Reppbllpan byi a, luch.reduce mrprgin, the House
of nlpresekthtives completely changed polliical comp lexlon~ aidi became over-
whelmingly Democratic." Although the opposition made major gains on Issues
of the depreson, fraud, corruption, and other scandal,' It also was much
assisted by widespread opposition' to the citl rights bill, and specially, the
school clause.'" . .

When the "lame-duck" Secnd Seo of the Forty-Third Coitgress met u
the early part of 1875, It was the House that ilrst took atlioni on the civil rights
bill.'" Congressman John R. Lynch, a Mlisassippl Republic Negro photographer
made a lengthy spee-'h, in the course of which be attacked Carpeantr's views, and
defended the constitutionality of the jury clause, with some observations which
could not but have exhibited lhi photographic talents by comparison. He said
that Congress could prohibit any state from 4iscriminatung based on race or
color In voting, holding office, or seryjig on jureS, without mentioning that the
provision respecting oficeholding.was specilfcally stricken from the draft of the
Fifteenth Amendment." Congressman J. Ambler Smith, a Virginia Republican
lawyer who opposed the bill, briefly challenged the constitutionality of the jury
clause.'" But because of the controversial school clause, little attention was
paid to the jury clause in the House. Ultimately, the school clause was struck
out, and the bill passed the House by a vote of 160 Republicans and two Demo-
crats to 88 Democrats and 11 Republicans, all but one of the latter being from a
southern or border state."'

Debate in the Senate began with an attack by Thurman on -the constitutionality
of the jury clause. Taking the provisions of the First Section of the Fourteenth
Amendment up one-by-one, he first declared that the provision defining who were
citizens did not confer the right 'o sit on juries, because otherwise women, minors,
and persons, unable to understand Epglish could serve on a jury. From this it
followed that it was not a privilege of national citizenship to sit on a jury, and
the Privileges and Immunities Clause did not apply. He also asserted that a
person not allowed to sit on a jury is not deprived of either due process of law
or equal protection of the laws.

Senator George S. Boutwell, a Massachusetts Republican lawyer, then indi-
cated disagreement with the limited interpretation given to the Privileges and
Immunities Clause by the Supreme Court in the' ilaughter-House Cases. He
pointed out that the federal government did pot haie the power to prescribe the
qualifications for jurors In state courts and did not attempt to do so in this'
bill, but merely asserted that there was to be no color bar in jury service.
Thurman Intbrrupted him to point out that the 14th Amendment said nothing
about race and color, and if Congress could prevent discrimination based on this,

2w Cong. Bee. 48/1, 4166.
a Cong. Ree. 43/1 4175.
' Cong. Reec. 43/1, 4176.

P" Cong. Bee. 48/1, 498. Congressman Roderick B. Butler said: "I might question the
right of Congress to define who may be jurors in a State court, but as the State law of
the State that I in part represent have made no distinction on account of race or color, I
will not stop to discuss that proposition. Nevertheless it will strike many, even republi-
cans, with much doubt, to say the least, of its constitutionality." See also M. at 385 (Cong.
Mills).

ma U.S. Bureau of the Census, Htstoical Statistics of the United States, Colonal Times
to 1957, 691 (1960).

" 27 Encyclopaedia Britannica 720 (11th ed. .' '
" nCongressional Record, 48rd Congress, Seco ,' telon. 951, oii2, .'.q. 982, 1001, Ap).

17. 20 118 (1876) (hereinafter referred to as CoWv tce. 48/2).
"* Cong. Ree. 48/2, 988.
3* Cong. Re. 48/2 944.
'" Cong. Rec. 48/2 ApDD. 159.
3r Cong. Ree. 48/2 11.
" Cong. Ree. 48/2. 1791-2.
"I1bM. See also Cong. Ree. 48/1, 4116.
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it could, by a parity of reasoning, prevent discrimination based on ignorance of
English."~ ThisBBOutwell admitted, and pointed out that the bill was limited to
racial discrimination because that is what was complained of. 'He placed, the
constitutional power to pass the bill squarely on the Privileges and Immunities
Olaiise, saying that one of the privileges of national citizenship was the equal
right to sit on a jury. 'He concluded:
"all that is claimed under the fourth section of this bill is that you shall not
. . . say that a man shall not sit upon a jury because he is a black man or
because he is of the German race or because he has been held in slavery, and I
might say for other reasons. -If for other reasons discrimination were made by
the law of any of these Ptates, "'e might under the 14th Amendmqet protect men
from suh discrimiation."m i

Morton then answered Thurman by contending that ,a state could' fx any
qualifications it wanted for jury'ditty, but that if it excluded '4egro jurors' when
a Negro was on trial it denied him equal pr6tedtion of the laWs which the 14th
Amendment guaranteed because a white jury would be biased against him. 1"
Under questioning, Morton said that a colored man would not be denied eq ual
protection if a state by law provided for an all-colored jury, and a foreigner
would not be denied equal protection if tried by a jury of foreigners. But lie
emphasized that all of the Negroes of'a state db 6ot enjoy the' equal protection
of the laws if a Negro is tried by a jury uiider a law which excludes Negroes
from jury duty. He illustrated the point by reversing the proposition, aihd say-
ing that if South Carolina excltided all whites from jury duty where white men
were defendants, they would likewise claim a denial of equal protection because
of prejudice against them oh the part of Negroe e.

Thurman then rebutted Mort6n's argument by noting that all persons whatso-
ever were entitled to equal protection, including women, minors, aliens, Chinese,
Indians not taxed, the insane,' ignorant,' and bci'minals, but that none of tdiese
were allowed to sit on juries.' Thuiilan pointed out:

"The Senator says that no class of persons receive equtl protection of th6i laws
if they are excluded from the jury-box; Now, the first thing that I have to, say
to that Senator is that not one woman in all the .United Stites'or the Territbries
thereof, outside of Wyoming Territory, is qualified' ti sit iin a jury-box. Are tey
not equally protected? ... W. hen did it' 'o"e 'that' iur mothers and wives f' d
sisters were deprived of the equal protection of the laws? :BBt that is in' alt.
Do'not our children under the age df twenty4ne years receive the equal pro-
tection of the law? Yet not one of them is iialified t sit in a jury- bbx ,.

'aCong. Ree. 48,/2, 1792-8. '
. Cong. :Rec ;41/2, 1793. . ,1 Ibd. Morton said: - . .
"A State may pvlde that u9' man shall dt upon a jury who is npt.thir'ty years old,i- If you pleare f eftyears ld. The State iy provide, th at no manl hal siupon a urycwho cannot read or write; that no at 'shall, alt -upon a jur'y whoa oot worth '$50 or.I5,o00. fhe State is. left perfectly free to the qualifications of Jurrs s tshe bes

proper; but by ta s bill she, is reatrainei .rq -prohibiting any an afrorm sittiog upon ajuy simply because of his race or c6ar he ha , all the other qPaltlcations reged bla.Ift the Stati requires a. juror to' ,bw able'to'r ead and write, to have been 6 ' itie
of the state for two yeani, to be worth, $ 000 4n money, this bill would ptevenit that Stat
frot exclude ng a colored man .o sietlng 4pon a jury It he posepeed all the otherqualifieations. That Is the point. . . a te oth

* * * * *' * *

" . No State shall deny to any person 4e equal protection of, the laws. Does thatsimply mean that each man shall te equally/protected 6r have an equal' right to be pro-
tected from an assault and battery, from assassination? Is it confined to that? Not atall. It means in its broadest sense . . that n State shall eny to any man th .equaladvantage of the -law, the equal benefitof th'eaw, . . . Doe a State th lives e
exclusive right to sit upon juries ti, white mef, give the equa prottection of the lawS rithat State to colored men? -I say, no. I say hI upon the bl oadest principles o common
sense. . t . : '

, "Why, Mr. President; one of the most important priftlples of the conim~ot aw that
has come down to us from our fathers, established In England. long ago, w that everyman had a right to be -tried byrhl peers. What Is meant by thht Tyied by his equals,
those in the same general condition of society; that you cannot give a'hiigh er clas theexclusive right to pass upon the right 'of a: lwer classa; tt'they have the rig f trialby their peers. And we see hor tarefully- thsr pritfole of trial by jory Is, guardOd. Wesee that no man who has expkeesed dit opinion 'l allowed to 'Wupou a jury, and.ome-times weeks are spent in getting luries which are perfectly uhprejvdIced, whq, have nevergiven an opinion on be case, who have no notion in regard to It. / - - V"Now, I ask itf with the predlces against the colored 'ratee etertaij ed by the iterace, even In some of. the Norern States and certainly in al the, R l erS states,the colored man enjoys the equal protection of the lars, If 'th jury tht to' himfor a crime or determine his ,rlght to property mistf bei made tp exclusively of the whiterace 7 /

2
1 Cong. Rec. 48/2, 1794./ 
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"I will convince the Senator out of his own Iouth. The Senator says thatit

is perfectly c6mp.tent for the States to require,a property qualification for .the
jury-box . ... that they may require, as was formerly .required n. many, (f the
States and in England,,a, freehold qualifitation. But I take.toe Senator's own
illustration: they may require 4 property qualiflcationof $5,000 in order :to en-
title a, Man to be a juror. If they can dothat, what becomes of the Senator's
argument? Are all men who do not own $5,000 worth of property deprived of
the equal protection of the law?'". ' ; .: .;
Thurman noted .that if a $5,000 property qualification could be. plaCedon the
right to sit on a jury, 99% of the Negroes wotuld:be excluded, yet 4Morton admitted
the right of states to do .this, : He concluded that the right it6 sit on':a jury was
in the nature of a political privilege which could be limited to residents br in
other ways,, Senator William T. Hamilton, a Maryland Democratic lawyer, also
interjected that the overwhelming majority Of' Negroes were illiterate, and since
Morton-admitted that a literacy ,qualification could be imposed for jury duty,
he wanted to know whether such illiterates were denied equal protectionn.

Morton replied that these points begged the question because property 'and
literacy qualifications had to be; imposed without racial discrimination under
the 14th Amendment. Hamilton responded ;that race and color is not mentioned
in the amendment. .. ,, , ... :

Morton:then asked whether colored men had equal protection when the power
to try them was placed in the hands of another race, and'Thurman answered
that they did, just as they had in England or Franie." To this Mortoln replied:

'I ask, him whether the colored- men! of North Carolina haVe the equal pro
tection of the laws When the control of their right to life, liberty;- and propertyy
is placed, exclusively in the hands of: another race of men, hostile t hem, in
many respects prejudiced against theniY,!nen who have been educated and, taught
to believe that colored men have no civiland political rights that white- en
are bound to, respect. And yet the Senator would tell me that that is giving
them the equal protection of the laws. i say no; the c6mmion sense of mankind
will revolt at that. proposition."W  

. '
M..orton went on to ridicule the argument oft Thurman that becatie women

and children were: excluded from juries Negroes could also be excluded. How-
ever, his only reasoning was that it "only requires that proposition to be stated
in order that it may be decided." But when Morton turned to a suggestion. that
a state might prevent a man of foreign birth from setting ' i a juy,: he said : I

"And suppose a State should pass a law that no man of foreign' birth shall ' it
upon a jury, what would be the outcry? ;[t would be said that you were denying
to men of foreign birth the equal protection bf th' laws; that you placed the
juries exclusively in the:hands of native Americans whb'have prejudices against
foreigners, just as white men have prejudices against, blaek men.- Woild fit riht
be said in that case that you were denying 'to men of foreign birth the eilual
protection of the laws because their rights, wouldbe liable to the exclusive deter-
mination of native-born Americans :who hadsome lingering prejudices against
men of foreign birth?"' - ;i,

Thurman tookMorton to task for being illogical, 'nd for making a stump
speech instead of analyzing the. Constitution. He once again pointed out that
women, aliens, travelers, and even poor p ople could be excluded fromdjury duty,
and yet they are constitutionally entitled to receive: equal protection of ithe
laws.. He further; emphasized that the 14th. Andmdment does 'not single out
racial discrimination for any special condemnation.1 ". '
,: Senator Augustus S Merrimon, a North Carolina Democratiand a former state
judge,; then entered the fray by observing that no question of policy as to;whether
Negroes ought to be allowed to sit on juries was involved, but rather a "dry
question of constitutional law" as to whether "the Government of the United
States [has] any power to ,egulate the right and authority of the States to de-
terie'iie who 0 hall sit upn Juries, in the tate cu:. ts, He declared that .or-
ton's argument did not even tend.to establishfederal power to prevent jury dis-
criiiiatoi, because the right "to sit n a po JUn a J sno a civil right, in a tech-
- . . . j ' -" ,, , , " , >. I 1 - - '

" Cong. Ree. 48/2,17M-C. /
wCong. Ree. 48/2175.
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nical sense, any more than to hdl d an office is a c1 l right." Merrimon' notedthat the right to protection of life, liberty, and property was a civil "rightTurning to Morton's argument that Negroes would not receive such protectionfrom all-white juries because of prejudice, Merrimon declared:
"But then the Senator asks, will it be pretended if juries are composed ex-

clusively of white men that the colored people of the South have the equal pro-
tection of the 'laws? I answer without hesitation, 'yes.' What is meant by'the equal protection of the laws' is this: That whoever administers the lawthrough the courts or anywhere else must administer it to all people without
distinction for any ease, according to the constitution and laws of the State where
he does administer it. It is no matter whether the Officer is a white man or'ablack man, he is bound to administer it fairly to every man, woman, and child,
of every race and color, of every condition in life; and when the law is so ad-ministered by the judge or by the jury or by the other officer, whatever kind ofofficer he may be, that the persons to whom he administers have the equal pro-
tection of the law In the sense of the Constitution. , :

"The Senator puts this case: He says suppose in South Carolina, where thecolored race have the majority and can control, the Legislature should see fitto pass a law providing that none but negroes should sit on the juried, 'would
there not be a great outcry on the part of the white people? I admit that there
would be a great outcry in that case, and there ought to be. I think it wbuld be
a: great outrage, because the white people are the more intelligent' ,tace and
they are better qualified to administer the law or power. But if the Senator asksme whether they have power to do so, I answer yes, they have such power. They
have the constitutional power to do it. They have not probably the moral right
to do it; but they have the constitutional power to do it. Why?, Because the
right to sit in the jury-box is a political right; it Is of that class of rights deemed
political, it is in aid of the general administration of the Government.

"But, suppose that every judge in South Carolina was a negro, suppose that
every officer in South Carolina was a negro, every white man would have the
equal protection of the laws in the contemplation of the clause of the Consti-
tution under consideration; and why? Because every negro judge, because every
negro officer in the State would be bound to administer the law protecting life,
liberty, and property to the white man just as he would be bound to administer
it to the negro; and if he did not do that he would be guilty of a: prostitution of
his office, and would, be subject to impeachment under the constitution and laws
of that State.' . i  * : * . ;, .
.Merrimon went on to point out that the Fourteenth Amendment protects

civil rights but not political rights, and that the failure of the Fifteenth Amend-
ment to protect the right to hold office means that a state may discriminate in
the right to hold high state offices, and accordingly can "make a like discrimi-
nation as to the office or place of juror.": He said that he personally did not
believe it prudent: to excludeiNegroes from jury duty, and his- state and most
other southern states made no such distinctions. He further declared that
Morton's concession that a state could try a Negro with an all-Negro jury or

,a foreigner with an, all-foreign jury, admitted the constitutionality; of dis-
tinctions based on race or nativity,. ,Merrimoni concluded that if a colored
judge alone could sitt on a bench the Equal: Protection Clause wdold not be
'violated if he administered impartiallustice to' all.2 , Senator Thomas' F.
Bayard, a Deleware Democratic lawyer/,riefly concurred that the jury clause
was unconstitutional."

The next day, February 27, 1875, was the last day :of Senate 'debate. Car-
penter arose to attack Morton's 'argument that excluslontof a' class frim tufry

u Cong, Retd 48/2' 1796. , ,
' O Cong. Ree, 48/2, 1796-7 , . e i , . . .. ,: . ,..; .. ; ... *d i

SIt means that Whoever admlnAter he laws thro'gli te'. politqal ~itrumntttif 'the 'oyVrnment, i admrlnlcerin t'he laws 'hsU gve nhi that'oal tteetion for
Shlt life' his"libeity. and prOperty OWhih 'ver', man )J entitled t6;, and If 'he jedge is anegro. he is bound because he;ia tnde4-not because he is a negro.i, tI shal be brought
before him to be tried in the matter 'of my life lberty, or property " to administer the law
to me just as he would to one 9f his own c01or or any other color. . .. the white ifliancould not say that he did not have the equal protection of the law in contemplation oflaw because all the olBe wer w'r negroes. . . All he culd ask wojld be that the inero
judge should administer the la to hi ailrly and justl and "if e bsho6Td allow- 'h0 coloror a white man's color to prejudice his judgment unjustly, he W6fld ,8i falAe Ofldr and
would be subject to imeachnient and to be degraded from office and deserve the eredration
of every goodman." Id. at 1i97. . * .,.

sO Cong. Ree. 48/2, App. 105.
S" "/
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service violated the, Equal WrotectIon Clause of the "Fourteenth Ainendnwntt...
He, too, -pointed out'that if Mortoii'sargument. were Valid. "thien thisll ''6tfjut:
to be so amended asto, poyIde that Womea nd bibes atxthe brast- Mould -b e
so eligible;' because they 'gr 6e. 8onl equall Wilth clord cltlsenseuifed under
these two clauses' et ,tPe amendment to everything secured to colored citizens." O"
Carpenter, explained the 'distinction between riviegesa derive from national,
citizenship and'thosec derived from state cit1tenship and quotedwith .ipproai
from the SUaiighter-H644 Case. 'He cited the theii recently deide d case of
Bradzivell v. I State e'f for the. proposition th'alt _one has no right by vit6ue of
being a citizen to practice law, and t!1rfore be' Contended that 'one had, n"Oo
right to serve on a juryrby virtue of is tizehip. Maihover i,plnted out'
that, no reldence'requireent cold be ypose frj duty, by the ttes I
such right wag derived frouniui tioia ctienship. As for th llkjal Pi6ttection
Claue, he endorsed Thurman's argument that aliens 'ad conict4 are
protected by it, apdwould hae to e allowed to 'serve o'ni JudieA If.toto$'
argument were 'souad. In conCl ding that th IIbll 8i- iuncostitu# Inal, 'NCa
penter observed: "

"And'if the. Senator! argument'establishes the ieiaiht $6t eiery rk in the
Mtate to serve as a jurdkIs it not manifest that It' alI.o ;istAbi1A&" his ight"

to participate Iii making and .construing the lUIs? "Lknd yet itis well 'kn6W'1
that In proposing th6 fifteenth amendimnt ** Con-ress purpoqel exclded
the right to hold office * * I can conceive of no arnment based kiioii the'
tourtcenth amnendmni'enftestablishil- the rightOto serve as d,- jurot which 'ldoei iof
alo establsh the MtAt6, serve ithe Leghiliture and hold -ny kn tatie oce.1
And this, ini viewof 'the* fifteenth' amen dment,'mut e Wtegarded as, aOerfect
reclutio 'ad absi~uu." ''''

Mottii heii etorted thatk he did not, mean that eVery mai was entitled t6
sit on a jury, or was denied euad prtection If hd' was barred. l a0,id that'
states could, rescribe sch quiicatn a' thy' night chooe, a Idnsas U'
dscriihtion was based iorii Ce or color, becausee thht wouldlace' "tii'

diatn of their lghts exclusiely Xn the hans of o their race file d th
a prejudice- iind passion in nAaMiyiatsthat would Zeenit "them' frni doin
Justice," Morton noted'that for mrlry ,'lEnglami OIews were d ' t aoP ed;' two
sit:on juries, and -they .sUffered 'gregt, wrongs hi thie' rt. He asertet d that,
this denied English Jews the: equal protection of . the lws. 11 -rpsiekd
that, states culd prescribe ch- qualifcatifs 4s "they desired,.as klig-as ,tli
applied all rad'lo grolips!.' .,gOrtii observed Witconclnon;

. sl66 nply Want' make oie'1remaabutth hIsco of this eitm ap-,
plied 1o,. tlie Jews 'n an. Th adjudic*atin f th
eichusjively in th' adti s of the- Christians, at that tue itterly rejiced a
the whole' JewlsW Isect And 'persecuting, them, iIof' ll occasious. I tey ha7
had th fight ti sit upodn Juries, the ined thel edhave hd, ao far '
that was concerned, the equalr'ottion lo'f te '61a:0 s. friend s-i i tht *n$-
lpositio4 required. babies at'the breastto 6be autoIzed it sit* on jiloe5.;X
do not know how to answer an argument of thatkibd. X 4p ot know'U to,
meet that;. but if there is any force In, It I may 1?e allto Bii ed tsay h oli
allow, a white, baby to be ,placed op'qn a -jry and d t loW t to
black baby, you are thereby creatlngr ar inequity.,.

"$But what, force i there in such an arAiaent abut3 niors ablncit al
tries there- arelaws fxingj the. time when. they, shall .ome t U their majOAOy
and- exercse clvh nd polticl rihts?, lat 'eeu'lts tp, nec es . f.im,
notur., Consequently there Is no force in an argument of that kin 4 tp,, c
back to the simple, propostioartht lintheSOtate of alalp
the, prejudice and passion of*the';whte aanst the colored uwp, tq plac te
adminitration rof the -aw excluslyei in the hans ofWhite meu~ls, ~ , 1eny to,
colored men-an .equal protection f t0elaws. tt' is an argunjen~t so lear th 4
It seems- to. me .no-argument whateverucanbe :ma1e against It." '

'Next' some colloquy, occurred, between. t orton atind two Pemoc'atic layerr,,
Senators William' W. Eattoni: of Connieint. -and Johi B.. Gordon of ea

MOO rhi, flee. 48/ail2,;: 812 v ',: ',

'O'1* WaU. 180i (1872). Carpenyer noted that he bad been the unestutcebsefuI ttoilfei --in
this case.. 'i'

9" Cong. Re 48/2,1802-8. V '.
20 Cvhg-. 1C. 48/2, 1803.

Coihg. Ree. 48/2, 186.-4. "~ '' .'''2
2" Cong. Rec. 48/2, 1864.
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Gk dh waserdd that-te Privileges alad Iniinuhlties Clallse Inhibits. only state,-laws, an& ndie ediscriinatng against Negoes' were. i7 existenci in Georgid!
M ortpn sild that 4nder the Wfth Sectiond of the F6urtoenth Am ddienm t Con-
gress could event theha' from being enacted. " Eaithii '-bserved that in Oon-;
necticut lceal officias, could ''selt such jurors as..they 0jeakied, and hence the',
Civil rights bil q wa7 auels orton- eplied- thht they',)6aght 'select some
Ngroe if a ';tate lawti6 not prevent t*m: from doing so.2" -Senator JohnA. Logan, an Illinois ltepublican lawyer who supported the biil also told Eaton
itlnt if his tae had 'n 6l6ws evening Neoe frb6 serving as jurors,, the
bill "would Wteo tfft inh sta t al of 2

senaior, Wtcili~ii' T ElianAton a iar ad Demnociatif'lawer, thein'sNOk
on th e..onfusioun lz constit tioial~ theory behind the 1ill-' He kloted 'that the#sti section used citizenn" and "perso"f intrchatigeably. oreve, 'rfeig
to 'the jury clause, ie 'obsel'ved that Boutwell relied on 'the, Privileges and Im-
munitile Clause while' 4 orton relied on- the Equal Piotftio 'Ciause.; Arvrting
to Boutwell's' stand that, Congress could prevent any disrii nAtion' in jury
selection aside from race or nativity,. Hamilton pointed, to numerous* grounds
for diacrimiiation, such- as age se, edu atinon of, crime, and
reildencee TPhe result .f this reasoning would e tht' Oongtess coutd demolish
all statelaws, s ower not contemplated by the k'ourt th Amendment accord-
ing to Hamiton.
;'He then proceeded to rfute Morton'O equal protection argument POy noting that

the, latter had co 4eo tat dhA isor!iw tion in JUty9 SeleCtin maty be' based onpoverty, liter oit~zas, anidence even tioulh souf dtse g ' undt
were "most obnoxious and' Unjustl" and would efiiinate the vast ibiajoiity of
Negpoe.s . Hamilton reasoned Zhat since the Fourteenth Ainendment does not
n ti~ Ol, there isno moe reason li radciaisciiitn in jury selec-
06n shoul4eb banned thp any other .Or of.d s Hti He Ooncluded
~tht jO eleetio n O4as ,y' uder 1titciitro Kr 1aCso dltOlred thatit Oongrei "culd punii ciioniininainb iefto judges'i seleiijors
Sit could unis a v~terf woC vst h!~ ballot for *diar reasons. Hamilton argued
that - he PNiieenth Amen, ga0oirese o su400 power." '

Edniun8is hen roe to r 'hu . E4 ,s'aid that if a jirr was akin to a
public. o r' then theiteb constitutional argiient wtiuld have miierit, but
sinc A, Jirrwr: Ws l aitfies, "6caled'q i othe, spur of the momenit to'peforma pIrticular dtit," i tiet~s4 l nlg ote$h;t o~ofc
failed. Edmunds'Aid higtil'letitrikft t b '4-jtror was anWlogs to the right the a eit es, hic h wi pi'dted 0 by the Ciil ights Act of S66 nd that If
"nthh ba -oi)-6 rightto d ' ql wid, th hist fellow' citienin 'respect of taking'

chan~ce. tfder thlaw Itt lie "may be drawn as juror because he is of' a'
-ticu i ce o.#o a ,aticulhr 'Col~r," then themee argument would apply to,relgig ,- toativityV; to politia1'opfi11hh." Aenrflly-, Etrind reasoned that'

if a state culld ic-lude Negroes sfro"'m, juries itcofld exclude Romlan Catholics'
dr PrytsMd'i, and bar Neoes or persnef German extraction from suing'

In g6#,rt ' diiundo corhcluid':
""If it'an e iido t1Wihati iajury-iian Is an Ofier under th6'Conistitution'

aid the lat*s, the6n " W. ca"- say under the fifteenth amenidmeit '~incinple that the,right 'to hold -office is not guaraneed 'to all eitizns alike. But as I say,
there .has neer fi kbeent atime in the hfstjr5 of jury trials when A Juror.r Was any:
thing ieq an, officer.;' He i no morhtfi n a- withesa, and thirst: jurors....wete wtiteess5, and they, *e smnmoie'b'caue6 t'hy knw- about thoe matter

ti" tried'
thurmtn-rplied! bY acsin g Edmuds ff ealing di generalities. 'R empha.

sizid that the'RebubIicans &dImitted-that a 'state may discrimiateon -the basisi
of edulchtion, lajguiagej and - lbp0erty, but'drew- a line on- ace anid color; He re-
itei~zlte that, the Vourteenth Ahendiftent drew no such distinction, adding:

"Now, .we iare'not )on th6 qiietioh : whether uch a discrmination is absurd
oi not. .. 'We are, bot upon the question ,r'htoer such 'a discrimination is

' Cong. Rec. 48/2, 1884-5. \Morton observed: "If we 0a Bthis latw, -then-'that paitof the State law wlgch prevents him from doing it reelectlng'Ne. r1g iurorR, tsoverrle,
and if the offer is dlisosed to aqt fairly be has the legal power to:act, fairly.', d. t 1885.1 Cong. Rec. 48/2, 805.

Cong. Ree. 48/2, App. 11-4/W2Cong, Ree., 48f/2, A0.4114. ''2nCong. Rec. 48/2, A pp, 11"-0. '

UU Cong. Rec. 4/2, 66.
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imjust or not.... We are upon; the question whether the Constitution forbids
that discrimination while it permits all others. That is the question,, and no
man has been able to point out one word in the Constitution which .says you
shall make no discrimination on account of race but you may discriminate on
any other account you see fit. That is the vice of the whole argument. Those
who advocate this bill admit that you may discriminate; you may discriminate
against those who are ignorant of the English language, against those who are
Ignorant of their own language, against those who have not sufi~ient property,
you may discriminate against those who have not resided particular time,
against a particular sect; you may discriminate in regard to all these matters;
but the moment you discriminate on the ground of race or color, that moment you
transcend the Constitution of the' United States and Congress is authorized to
interfere. Sir, there is not one word in the Constitution that authorizes. any
such argument . .. '

S. The Senator. . yesterday said that this< was not a bill to prescribe
the qualifications of :urors in a State court. Whysisir, if Congress can pass such
a bill as this, it can prescribe completely the qualifications of jurors in a State
cotrt; for if it may forbid one discrimination by a, State Legislature it may
prohibit another and thus by prohibition after prohibition it may ,make every
person that it sees fit to say shall be a juror qualified to take a seat, in the
box;' , " ' .

A vote was then taken on Thurman's motion to strike out the jury clause as, t
related to state juries. Forty Republicans voted against it, eight of whom had
voted for the Foirteenth Amendment on its passage, as members of the Senate,
and seven as menibers of the House. Twenty Democrats and six Republicans
voted for Thurmian's motion to strike.' Included in the latter group were Carpen-
ter and Senator William ,Sprague, a Rhode Island Republican who had votedfor
the Fourteenth Amendment.* ,. .. ,, ,

A few minutes thereafter Edmunds stated that he was in favor of discriminat-
ing against ex-confederates in juries"' The billthen passed, by a vote of 88 4o 26,
With 'the same senators against it and the same senators, less two absentees, for
it.3 8

0. SUMMARY AN o orNLtTONS :.

When the constitutionality of the congressional enaetment reached the Supreme'
Court, a majority of the justices were Grant or Hayes appointees, fully in sym-.
pathy with the Radical position. In Straudr v:. West Virginia,". Mr. justice
Strong, a Grant appointee writing the majority opinion, made a typical Radical
argument. He started with some general declamation on prejudice and the
"spirit" of the Fourteenth Amendment, dwelling.on its general purpose to protect
Negroes and ban discrimination, and avoiding its precise limitations., He de-
clared that if Irish were excluded from Juries, it would be inconsistent with "the
spirit of the amendment." m" He mixd the Privileges and.I i cities Clause and
Equal protection Clauses together, and conceding the rights of states to make
discrimination based on' sex, poverty, or education, he nevertheless concluded
that they could not discriminate ;based on race or color. He did not address him-
self to the dichotomy between civil and politicalrights at all. In-the companion
case of Ra parte Virginia,' he reasoned that since the Fourteenth Amendment
requires an "impartial jury trial It requires that jurors not be selected based on
racial discrimination.- <r

Mr. Justice Field, a Unionist appointed by Lincoln; along with Mr. Justice
Clifford, a Buchanhi holdover 'dissented. Aside from a long essay on federalism,

ass Oritag' Rec.^S'^ . l8 ee-7 '-' '** ** **"^ *s^'' *** -:' -. ;.. * ' : : 4 2; .11156-,)
. 'Cong. Ree. 48/2 1867-,. . ' - . .

'"The ntlttbteen thase e live Atid tie one o Whch the Senato''s f eeli1s ly
refers ' that the statUte whh'v we' refused to 'epeal etideavOtk e 'to m'ak6 ad jury ox piar
and to keep out of It the people-who are. nterestedin the question to be deolded that itfman ie ccused of treason the jury-box shall not be fllled up with htl fellow traitors; If afnn A accused of b'et a nonsnirator, a 'Ku-Kux. that the ju'iy.-bx shall not be filled .
with his fellow Ku.Klux. 'Onh the Seedator's argument, the tri thieailtig ofr a 'ury wonldbe. If a man is accused of anything, to send around everywhere and find oomebodv else jwhocommitted the same sort of crime to try him."
"s Cong. Rec. 43/2 1870.a" 100 .U.S 308 (1879) ; . .2no0 . at 808.
t* 100 U.S.-83 (1879) . * *' ''
2" Id..at 845.
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hle pointed out that 'the Privileges and Immunities: Clausedid not. cover the right
to be jurors because otherwise women, children, and those over sixty, who are
also citizens, would have thesa1me rights.! He added that this.clause was simply
designedW toembody the privileges and immunities covered in Article 4, Section'2
of the original Constitutioni which did not cover jury duty.2" Brushing aside
the''Duue Process Clause, he came.to the Equal Protection Clause. ,He, pointed
out that the majoiity'l,- argument. if it proved anything at all, proved too much,
for ifa Negro was denied equal protection by jury discrimination, so :would be a
foreigner woman, or tlild, by discrimination against them. Yet the clause pro-
tects even foceigners equally." Mr. Justice Field also noted that 'this amendment
protected civil ilghtb, but not political rights n which he classified jury service,
ab being'akin to the' right to. hold office. He declared that the logic which woul)
f6rbidjjury'discrimination would alsb prevent discrimination.in selecting not only
trial but also appellate judges. He concluded: ,

".''The'position that in cases where'the rights of colored persons are concerned,
jisticewill niqt-be doe to themiilnless they have a1 mixed jury, is.founded upon
the't option that 'n.'such casesi white persons 'will not be fair and honest, jurors.
Itthis position be corret,there ought not to: be any .white persons on the'jury
where the. interests of' colored persOns. only are involved. That jury: would not
b-antiihbnest'or fair one, of which ny of its members should be governed in his
judgment by other considerations than the law and the evidence; and that deci-
sion would hardly be considered just which'should be reached by a sort of com-
prdmise,"in"whici the prejudices of one race were; set off against 'the prejudices
of the'other. To be consistent, those who hold this notion should contend that in
cases iffetting members of the :colored -race only, the juries should be, composed
entirely of colored persons, and that the presiding judge should .be of the same
race. 'To this result the doctrine asserted by the District Court logically leads.
The jury de m edetate linguae, anciently allowed in England for the trial of an
alieirTwvas expressly.authorized by statute, probably as much because of the differ-
ence'of language and customs between him and Englishmen, and the greater, pro-
ability. of his defence being :more fully-understood,, as because it would be heard
in a more friendly spirit by jurors of his own country and language.? 1"

It seems that Mr. Justice Field had much' the better of the argument from
both a legal as well as a historical point of view, since the law forbidding racial
'discrimination in juryse leetion' falls between two legall stoolss,: The Fourteenth
Amendment was'proposed by Congress to protectonly'civil rights and not pOliti-
cal rights and was designed, as faras the First Section is concerned, to give con-
stitttionhl support. to the Civil Righte Act of 1866, which clearly did not protect
trie ight to serve on a' jury. Mreover, the Privileges and Immunities Clause
Was'Intended to embody the guaranties of Article 4, Section 2, of the original
Obnstitution, which likewise did not refer to political rights,. It is clear that in
th 'period before the Fifteenth Amendment was proposed, the right to serve on a
3ury was' equated with political rights, ahd. part1duli'rlY" the tight to hold office.
If the' right to serve on a jury were a privilege of national citizenship, or the
'right' not to' hate one's class discriminated ;against when one was a litigant or
defendant 'was a. privilege or immunity, then discrimination ;based on age, sex,
literacy and property, would all have to be swept away, as was repeatedly pointed
out. Hence,,the federal law cannot be supported on this clatue.

In the Opolitleal mianeuvering: surrounding. the OivilIRights Act of 1875,w" the
Radical Republicans found it necessaryto construct a constitutional theory for
banning jury discrimination without reference to the:right to hold office, which
the Fifteenth Amendment had washed away. Sumner's historical: nalogy ber
tween witnesses and jurors provided a liHnto the Civil Rights Act of 1866. How-
ever, the flaw in this theory was that the right to.be t: witness was specificallyy
named in the 1866 statute while the tight to be a juror was specifeally repudiated
in the debates. Moreover, the historical analogy wAis meaningless by 1866; by
thtfi time, and for, centuries past, jurors and witnesses had performed essentially
different functions. In addition, the right to be, a witness-had an essential con-
nedtifoh'*ithl a litigant's riglit to equal protgotion of the law, for without the
necessary testimony the litigant failed to obtain relief in, ica e where another

- ,d.. at 865-6. . '
a Id. at 868-9. See so Vi nia v. Rlves;100 U.81818;, 885 (1T9).

SSeeH.R. Rep.No, 22, 4tCong., rd Be. 1 (187o, //
2See Kelley The Oonfgresronoa Controversy over 'ohool Segregation, 64 Aler. Hist.

Rev. 587, 550 eL seq. (1959), for the political background. /

/ / ' / '



litigant, obtained It, The measure of protection directly boze on the ability: to
adduce evidence. .

'The' attempt of the Radicatls, to 11ink, tia to the jury" clei" If jt- proed, Oy
thing,* proved too much, as opponents. constantly -pqointed: gut, ;[f AdzminatIon
based on race denied 'l, qual Protecton, so did dlscrixnitio baged 'on sex,
alienage, *age, 'and all other factors- Unlike the -Fifteenth Amendment, the
Fourteenth' Amendment misdirected, neither by language'not by history, solely
towards racial discrixilnati6n.2" Not eventhe mote'-modern, "reasonablelassi4,
fibatlon" concept, developed, by tliMe'- Supreme .COourt .,to deali with some-of the
obscure contours of the Equal'Protection Clause,* can siave 'the, Radleoi argu-
nient, because they freely conceded, that the right to serve on juries might be
limited to rich -personsa, and surely it Is just as arbitrary to- exclude a working
mnan from, a jury as to exclIude aNgo

The Radicals, finally urgeil, violent presumption, that all white people w~re
prejud1 c6AgAainst Nekigrs,'O' bs 'Ortb. the jy cluse, "Assunlng this'.bighly
(TibI,pi1 6mlreI se, it, 'ploves too' "-!nuch,'Ia§ JusAtice6 M~IA ' poited it', It tbWi

Were case, merely giving Ie d~sacank osev ijre would ~i~t curethe ifroblem, since by lo1t 'or otDhier-1impartht meh, an'l-lie ry- ih
stlllbe- iin., A 66cili p6cnt~ of'i 6es-wuld'have to be 01a~edo
th eit' a positon from W*hich'even' Mr.Jltc tog nd'h &~rt f
te CbrtWh ustafiied t'dfede uth"ihl law, riOIed.9 "Thbiuld -ma4 66natit&P

t 6"i ';, 6,,,,~. nd.tory h ailent 0o )Jpry 6one-lkal meim40rs 'e6f .0h,'
own ethifi stock,1 t6"almd~ settig, a rule allowed, In- 006al, early"Americun'
cases n? but generally r epdiadted, Vy Amerikab orts -by" thiO'time.2 9ie6V er,

~lne a imartaljur m~5 tat members mus xe~iartlalt an: 1%1l-Negr
Jhilr'Vould be req~nired. '.AiiI if lt Were'p'r' sumed thAtiN , were prOejudiced
ikiinite NWhites,"atall-whiite Jiifr woUld 4e required for tbfi'l of a white ai.
Indeed, such a requirement would supersede state limitationsi of every diaku~cte
on jury'selection. The' right, f6 afn' mpartial, jury 4a &, Audia fundamental
(Oiar* cter toat it is prooab]l protoctpd not, ony qy th qialProtection ClaiVe

to ,the i4iglit t'o go.out of tlWJi4104hl9ho -oi~nt&e a n partial, jury,

fled -for jur.# duty to obfA A~ a f~ frif.ne- ail' Y' ut iuch Orestumptioii
of rgeldl antagonisip we nlei in"'a stA e' Wo 1,,6l bO lef in. a: 'penpttiai
Quandii. wheA " Neoro 1su4, a-wi eni rii~ ee:

O~~courqbbe, nolc rs~ton 'th 'M- members' oi 'one raciall -groi -arO
&eJUJlIce 'd against othdir raia gopcab Indulged il n ec h hl

pal o'teRdclaguents s'1ep awa.I O'pr,9 Is tre'd.by a fr
jur, oweercounposedi~eI ~~ proteted' w th-'al oterdfendant
Hence,, it does~~~~ not dny *ql~ ~tcfx'do the-6 l6w tosk~A'--ryo no~

racial, political, economic,,religious,,qr other, $rou thl "' hitlgant as 16ti as '' thii

PAO.enbi 't it on a st ;ji~ T Ut'result I JO f, ea
Atry' dlsrimtnation in htt or~aeIi excesof W6rs' con4ituttoail

'The, forig nal~ss~ ro ) cstued a's mnl$ 46ft 'thiliathor
apg~easo a matter 0f sta-Y Aili, of raciaT d1ASeriation in jui 'Wee616

()ithe -colitrarky, in thigh gathor 4" oin,'jury dty sho , P~1 be' imhio sed ihu
regard to 0 race, rehlon sex, eOnriittuo ie cors unrelated 'to Ag,

inelignc, xprincand siia uaiia irlevantto-ability to coreti
try issues, of fact. But the, matter Is one exclusively under atate control,- auidit

Is or ifiprtntthat th t~~ed StthCafi~to k4cnt''_ed ik cordanc

See Tansill et al. "The Pourteent Amendment and Rteal V'ro er Rights", th -
au~r Costttin I A1, ed. 129).,

,!Se nlt~ States v. Carnt 5Fd Cas. 2l97VN~i. 14,126 (C.D.C.'1824) ;RespbloAk
211 United States. v. McMahon: 28 Fed. Cas. 1181, No. 156(99 (C.C.D.C. 1885)':, petipl

v. -Chin. Mook Sow.- 51 Cal. 5S97 (1877) : State v. F'uenti, 9 La, Aiw. 427, (18501': btite
v. Anto-,11 N.C. 200 (1825); Richards v. Commonwealth, 11 Leigh '800 _(Vai A841)1;,
Brown W enimonweealthi, 11, Lelfk 7,11 (Va.-841 )~'

"'See, Bell, 'v.Van Riper, 3,1L;QI 'Penn,.) 910, ('189; WorineleY*;'t.'onifonwealtb,
10 Grat. 5 V. 88),~ai~nv Coiilnnweslth 21' Grkt. 822, (TVal 1871) 1Sand'v.
Common wealth 21 Orat. 871 (Va. .1872) ;!C af;wv'Zmonealth, 24 GrKL.6002 (V.1878).

4m See: 18 ,UA~C. See. 248. 2~ d.~ .
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with the Intent of --the framers,,so, that 'Its' meaning remain fixed, than that any!
temporary good may come from expanding or narrowing Its meaning -accorditig
to: the -shifting* tides -,of -public opinion, becausee without rigid -adherence' to
original'understatnding, the'rights of none are safe,*"

DR FACTO AND, DE Juj& SCHOOL SEGR~EGATION: SOME REFLECTEDn LIGH~T ON -THE
FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT FROM THE CIVIL- RIGHTS ACT OF 1875.

(By Alfred, -Avins)-

I. INTRODUCTXON"

[ore than ten years after 'Ptowm '~Bcir4 of 'Oducction, race relatidins and
Schools ar 8il ey much In henews.. tieccontinuing number of Wses oin de
fato and; de, Jire. school segregatio0'2 h4s 60 finued'public' Interest .In ti ra
4 review of t)~e drii~al understqndng of the framers o f teFoulrteenth Ajmend-

W t-As' applie d to qchoo1 segregattoi i learly app~oprlate at this time.
Ten. yefts 4go, an article. rev IewIng The, briginal intent asireqecte4 In, the de-b~tt;49 ',A tle. Fourtent Aen et lte1 coclqelt ' drect Igh on. th

fsubject*ias quito qW~nyt!.1 ,:oVeer, '7ee ~a~nan~r~c~lIt grom the
debateA , on. the. proioad'.school* cause of the bill Whichi ultimately" ' qcaxie theivil' flights Act of 1875.' 'The fet tha' the* 9sbo claus wa " ultiiateW'
stricken from the, b,111 has no. doubt discouraged research In thi agre., 'Yet' the'
40bates thereon are Illuminating for the 'reflected light they .caVZ onj' tlienf O'
tbq'PFourteen ,th Amendment. as Aft relates., to schdols.. Th4is -artice' will, ahalie
that debate. . **,.,i>

*2., SUMNER AND THE AMN BILL AMENDMENT

Og 'May ~3 870, 86nator Charles !Sti'miier ' ' ulrrai-equalitafian A~dlcdll6.
puhlc~nfro Masachsets, ntr~!tqed ii0th6 Sbhate a bill 'to'suplement the

Ci*Il' Rights'tof 18~The 51sEsecionI o thi'1'ec lcoered a "variety 6f mat-
ter,' nclt1din common c~rri, Inns h""ce 6f 4imuihen~ churches, cemeris

and bebevolent, Institutions. 4n peixden part, It read A~s o119w:''
"lThat 'hl citizens 'of the 'Unitedi $t AWe; withof 'dstinct~i- f 'race ,plr o

previoti.condlitIon of servitud6, aeeiiJ th'eqih adpri a eIJyynmeht
o any acconmndatiln,.advaiitag6, ,faIjItk-,"or'prlvilge 'farnlhed".. -by fusteeO,

comniiissiouer, siupeintendenits, tegchefs 'th'~r focer Of copninou acdsaI
Other public, 'nstituitp~n. -of learning, 'th6: ajpe being* supported 'or'autboriz.eq 'by

tntisright, shall noge ete r xdged-dnany prense of race,

The bill *d after' Sen t td the genate fuii ry d6&ttt4'A4 rpoi d

tee. Inte next'se3siop, Sumrjer -once 'gaini titrodinbd his'bill nJ4ieme
Itwas r erred to the Ju(4iciary Comittee, 'frop which Irib431lt1 e'tadversel' .inA agai It 4died.9 -In both 6~es the' #dVerse" repot hohnt

wri4ten, WAS, u nnious, Sin ieubr th xght that Sumher's bill i~'s uncon--
ttitobal, adohr.tcghtatit wa*io.xnieceasary. For q~tid i~ In

the Firt Sesson.p"'the Forty.~cn (6ogress, Suifi4r 14tou ii bill:
AgaiI qoohren1o~~~~~ ~c ~~~t n4j Agoln'tb 'bil expIIe -410 to~

In the face of'1' ths6t44 ' ~ii0 de lnthg C'"'Deceber20,' 1871, to takhi'ppsal 6n;.SA" rider tthe amniesty bil' 0i$o

*Spe Avins Gr Ov a,,der- (onB'tittlq t ootno te 20Aaaa. (95.
1847 U.S. 488 (1954),. ":~

'Many recent. cases and'articles are referred t "XoelV. colB f'k~im
City, 244 F. Sups p 7t'(W.D. Oklia., 1905)I.,'-. '

'Bickel, The Original Underatandinge and the Segrfgio Deco, 9 Ra.' L. R ev. 1,

-514 Stat. 885 (186).
* Cong. Globe 41et Oong. 2d 6es 8484' (1870. Sees also Cong. PJobe 42nd .6n'g,24

Bess, 244, 821 (1872) k herehltaf t~ referted to as.Globe 42/2).,
"NChg. Globe,, 416t' Congr., 2d, Evs. 1114 (1870), Sei also; Globe ,42/2, 821..'
'Con. Globb, 41st Con.;, 3rd 'Seeo.- 816 (1871). 1:'"
* 4.0~t1268, 18ee-also. Globe, 42/, 822. 'j'10 Globe, 42/2, 498 781 It ' .

11Cong. Globe, M2 9ona., let Bess. 21 (1871l). See also GlobeQ, 42/2, 822.
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:posala authorized by the third section of? the Fourteenth Amendei t6 liff '(hie
remaining political disabilities 'imposed, by that section ou nany"ro i ient
confederates."1

.When' Sumner declared that-his bill:. as designed:to sevu;e 4";'equall- riht8"
8enAtorJoshUa Hill, a Georgia, Republican, arose to, deny tlis, He.,deciured:
"Nor do I hold that if youhave.public schools, nd you give all theadvantages'ob
educationlto-one class as you do to anotlter'bhut keep them. separate ,tbu apart,
,there is any' denial of a civil'right ifittbat.'.1

Sumner denied that separation was equality, and tam , Xed tt both iaqpp
.,were forced- into inequality by., being! separated.. -. He aswerte~l tat equityait. is
whdre alliltre'allke; A sUbstitute can nevertake the place of equality,! altmti h
discusoioh'was principally cemitered on railroads, Sumner also, appiej1dthe, rule
t0ghooli. Heobserved: 4 i

"Show" me therefore, a legal, institution 'anything, reate4 4r Jxgulatedpy
law, -and I show- you, hat must be; opened, equally to all wijthQt Oiedt~tln of
color, -. notoriously, schools arepiublc institutions created fnoi *i Whtae4,by
law; and, xow I simply. insist that in' the enjoyment of those 4institutions t1e*
shall be no exclusion on account of color."1 4

,.Sumnerthien started -reading letters from Negroes. Oneof them uggestedtjiat
"I6n our lubll4 schools Is the place, togCommence, breaking down caste," i A ri'i-
dent of 'ei Virginia protested that-'the local insane, asylum .woujcj not accept
her son, but Senator Arthur I. Boreman, a Vest Vlrginin Republican, ,repl'eI
that-this was due to' overcrowpding, and not racial discrimination, "Ultimately,
Sumner's bill was ruled out of ordeti'

The next. day,- Sumner again moved his amendment ithe Committee of the
Whole.", Debate centered around: C9tentionsthat SUner' amendment would
.destroy any -chance for the pisage of the, amnesty .bill.'. Sumner. modified. the
school clause to include thee "- being supportedby moneys derive from g eil
.taxation."- A vote was then taln, ano Sumner's proposal lost by, 30 to 2919

;Sumner renewed his amlendmient. W, the whole Senite oWhen-. Congress re-
turned fro-its Christmas holiday,.heb made a long speech urging his ainpendmemi
on January, 15,,,, 1872.,. He, first. protested. that, '"amopg.'Vs little cldren'n are
ttutned:,away. and. forbidden, at the door of the comon school, because of thlie
skinm'"j ..He also' declared that Equalj. An-nl stittiont createdorregplated

* (not) a: question, of ljociy" ,ud t han ere o quqgsti oof
social equality" exiets.b .

* m $u-mnedecried' separate sChools gwi,. instltptioh of learnce.
n. rnipg, and. science.

j',Itas ,aay. to see that the separate s.ichlooj; feif on an oiloi4 ~scriiniCtip
1ndiomeiiis offered es an& equliilent for thq~bmlng a chool,se an ,1l-digtsed

'yFiolaton;x. l'e. pri nciple of Equaly, w as aEqa petended equivalent to An
titter: failure 4'.4

all-U it, Iflusraionw show-how itf i Qd.he~epI menion an Jket
icurring.1n W hint ino, bthchmut reeat itself iyli,~p ever smpu tion

is attemimted.,' Olored chldren, l a what, isaled the common -schpo,
arei driven from its doors, and compelledto wiik a considrable 'distae, often
,troublesome, and in 'certain c94d1tions, o~the -weather iffic't, to atted the
.Separate: schol ..O*ine of these chldre661 ha offered trom this.. exsure, a pi
hae mysel it9s8edthe em~tiou!o± the pnten. Tihi~ e~mianot
hdi the cld ben received at ,the common school 10itne ngl ''hood. Now, it6
idle tQ.ssertthat, ciliren compelld dto lilo Oxceptional JuriieIn' to nd fro,
arein tie en jo u -Of equal Frihts., T.,-f uperadde4 a" estnls and its
attendant. dis~ofori t h qthe measure of aequltinoefi fsorn~ ,

12 Globe'42/2 287 240
The political macinaLon overamnsty a'" e h in el, .crib'Inn

6tverS 'Oiev sohool8 'eregatiowi, 64 Amnio. I1 tev. 159 , pi0-2 (1959gr8. 8
u Globe 42/2, 241.
uGlobe 42/2, 242.
*15 Globe 4 244.2,2"
1 Globe 42/2, 245.

Globe ,2/2, 26% M
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hicreased by the weakness or ill health of the child. What must be the feeling
of a colored father or mother daily witnessing this sacrifice to the demon of
Caste?

"* * * The indignity offered to the colored child ig worse than any compulsory
exposure, and here not' nly the child suffers, but the race to which he belongs
is blasted and the whole community' is hardened in, wrong.: i

"The separate school wants the first requisite of: the common school, inasmuch
as it is not equally open to all; and since this is inconsistent with the declared
rule': f republican institutions, such a school is not republican in character.
Therefore it ib not a 'preparation for the duties of life. The child is not trained
in the Way he should go; for he is trained under the ban of inequality. ,How
cani he grow up to the stature of equal citizenship? He is pinched and dwarfed
while the stigma of color is stamped upon him. This is plain oppression, which
.ybu, sir, would feel keenly Were it directed against' you or your child. * *
* "Nor is separation without evillto the whites. The prejudice of color is nursed
when'it should be stifled . . :the school itself must practice the lesson, (of
equality). Ch ildren learn by example more than by precept. How precious the
example which teaches that all axe equal in rights. But this can be only Where
all comingle in the common school' as uncommon citizenship. . There should
be no separate school. It is not enough that all'should be taught alike; they must
all be taught together. . . . nor can they receive equal quantities of ktinoledge in
'the same way,. excpt at the common school."- ' . .

.. .. But even where a separate school is'planted it is inferior in character.
No matter what the temporary disposition, the separate school will not flourish
as the common school.. ..'That the tw i must differ is seen at once, and that
this difference is adverse to the colored child is equally apparent. For himt there
is no assurance of educttitlo except in the' common school, where he will be
under the safeguard of all. White ,parents will 'take care not only, that the
common school is not neglectedd, 'but that its teachers and means of instruction
are the best possible, and the colored child will'have the benefit of this'Watchful-
ness. This decisive consideration o eoipletes' the irresistible argument for the
common school as the bqual parent of all Without distinction of colOi."
Sutnner analogized other institutions of l&rning or science, churches and

cemeteries, "public in character and 'orgahized by law," to schools. He declared
'that separation would be iistititng t. Negroes." He also scorned two Ohio deci-
sions which held that a mulatto child would be entitled t igo to adhool only If
he hd a' sufficient anmoutntof white bio6d in him t 'be generally *tecogfied as
white." Sumner concluded with an extensive peroration on the Dbeclsaation o
Independence and color prejudice.' ~~He'reasned that'sine the original C3nstitu-
tion did not mention color, "Eqality is th supreme law of the land, 'and the
judges in every State shall be bound thereby, .anythitig it the conStitutioh or
laws of any State to the contrary notwithstanding.' " This he derived from "the
original text of 'the Constitution, in the presence of which $onu night as well
iUndertake to make a king. as to degrade a fellow-citizen on account of t his
skin."" Not once in his lengthy discourse did Sumner i6iention the PFurteenth
Amhendment. ' - OP - i : i

STi days later, Sui~nei was again e engaged in advocating his bill'by reAdiing
letters from Negroes and 6tlers supporting it. O' letter 'froim. school con-
troller Reading, Pennylyaul a, stated that the colored .Ool wae situated dwav
from'the poDulated t of the city, ahndthelr childiren'had to talk several 4es
through inclement winter weather, t:: go t school. The controller stated that
he had ordered fb6ut colored children' ad itted to' a bheitihbrhod' wiiite isch ol,
but the school board tlireateiid lhim wi ifiopechm ^i-a'nd'efiih 6f the 'ol'biord
children to their school. Sumner declared that this letter was evidence that
separate schools were not equivalent, and placed a hardship'on Negroes.' 7 Like-
-ise tan article, wag.read which descrled* thi biinngof colored school houses in
Texas. Sumner added: "A separate school becomes at once an indignityto the

Globe 42/2. 884. Sumner also stated:
"There can be no substitute for equality' nothing but itself,' Even if accommodations

are the same .as notoriously they are not, there is no Equality. In the p r ocess of substi-
tution the vill elirlr exhales a id escapee." Id. at 888.

"Globe 42/2,, 884. , := Globe 42/2, 885, disecusstg Lane v. Baker, 12 Ohio Rep,/ 287 (1 48) an dCamp v.
Board of Eduaton, 9 Ohid St. 40 (1859). .

o Globe 42/2, 88 .TGlobe 42/2, 482. .
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race;,and also a mark and target for the arrows of their enemies." " He also read
a letter from a Negro lawyer who was a professor at Howard University, which
stated that no matter how good the educational facilities were, a Negro could not
be properly educated "If he is not made to feel in the common school, the academy,
the college, and the professional school, that his manhood.* * are recognized
arid respected." " Sumner read yet another resolution demanding equal treat-
ment in public schools and other places of learning drawn up byprofessors and
students at Howard University, which denied that this had a.ny relation ,to
social equality. He declared that the "separate school has for its badgeinequal
ity," and urged that this was contrary "to the promi6;o o the Declaration of ln-
dependence." Sumner concluded by reading with approval frow a report from the
trustees of the colored, schools in the District of Oolumbla, as follow :-,, ..- 1:

"It is our judgment that the best interests of the colored people of this capital,
and not theirs alone, but those of all classes, require ;the abrogation of all lawv
and institutions creating or tending to ,perpetuate distinctions based on color, and
the enactment in their stead of such provisions as shall secure equal privilege to
all classes of citizens. The laws creating the present system of ;separate schools
for colored children in this District were enacted as a temporary expedient, to: meet
a condition of things which has now passed away.; That they recognize alid tend
to perpetuate a cruel, unreasonable, and un-Ohrlstian prejudice, which has been
and is the source of untold wrong and injustice to that class of the community
which we represent, is ample reason for their modification:, The experience of this
community for the last few years has fully demonstrated that the assoclfaton, of
different races in their daily occupations and civic duties is as .consistent with the
general convenience as it, is with justice. * * * Yet while the: fathers;may sit
together * * * the children are required .by law to be educated apart. WVe see
neither reason nor justice in this discrimination. + * * , ,

"Children, naturally, are not affected by this prejudice of race or:color. ;To
educate them in separate schools tends to beget and intensify it in their, young
minds, and so to perpetuate it to future generations. If it Is the:intention,ofithe
United States that these children shall become citizens in fact, equal before the
law with all'others, why'train them to recognize these unjust, and impolitic dis-
tinctions? :To'do so is not only contrary to reason, but also to the Injunction of
Scripture, which says, 'Train up a child in the way he should go, and when he
is old he will not depart from t.' " .. ;.,

Senator Frederick T. Frelinghuysen, af New Jersey Republlcan lawyer and, .a
former Attorney-General of that state, next arose to suggest that many colored
people had saved money and purchased curchurches, schools,:and colleges, or their
use.' He objected that S umner' bill might allow the: more numerous wbite,popw-
lation "to Wrest this property from the colored people,'! On the other hand,i pF;
ihighuysen noted that SBumner cbld not "make the amendment I, propose' ith-

out falling into the absurdity of discriminating against whites while attempting
to abolish the distinction'of rades." 'Frelinghuysen therefore suggested the fol-
lowing exemption to f'perpetuate to th colored;:people their!own Instittiop";

"Pt-etded, That churches, . schools, cemeteries, and institutions of learning
established: exclusively for either the white or; the colored race, shall, not, be
taken from'the control of those who established them, but shall remain devoted
to their use."" *: -

Several days later, Sumner adued the substance of this proviso to hip, bill,
namely: ' ' :' ,

"But churches, schools,: emeteries, and institutions of, learning establishedd
exclusively for white or colored persons, and maintained respectively~ by the conr
tributions of such persons, shall remain according to the terms of the original
establishment." - ,,: : ... , ' ;

When S:enator Allen G. Thurman, an Ohio; Democrat, and a former ,chi
justice of the state supreme court, declared that the whole bill wab unconstil
tutional, Senator James W. Nye, a Nevada Republican lawyer, belittled tiUese
objections. To this Thurman replied that "I am not accustomed to .attempt

"Globe 4/2, 488., , ' .. .

o Globe 42/2, 484. -
SGlobe 42/2, 48.
* Globe 42/2 487. The senators maa have had Guard College in Philadephl b .ln h lnd.

For an extensive account of the litigation concerning the Guard will and Giard .College,
see In to Guard's Estate, 886 Pa. 548, 27 A. 2d 287 (149).
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impossibilities . .. and therefore I would never, attempt to make the Senator
from Nevada understand a constitutional argument. (Laughter)" 3

On January' 25, 1872, Simner's, position received a grievous. blow, from an
ei stwhile ally, 86nator. Lot M. Morrill of Maine, a Radical Republican, lawyer
who' had played ' prominent part in anti-slavery measures during the Civil
War," and wlio had voted in favor of ' .e Fourteenth, A:mendment in the
Senate.3 Morrill condemned the whole proposal as being in excess of Congress'
pbwer under' the' Fourteenth Amendment to enact. Averting to the school
luse, Morrill tdeclared: -. ,. .* - . /,;
"Siris fit right of the Government of the United States to taketre direc-

tibfhof th educationofthe people? ... .. But can they. , .:(take) te, direction
of the common schools ofthd StAtes. .That is the propOsition. That i invdling
a province, I repeat, Which lies outside the domain of. this: Government. 'That
s iinviding a province 'which is within' that domain which is, provided for in

the Constituton of the' United States, when it says that the powers not. herein
dblegatd E rp reserved to'the people to the States. : That is a province which
you cannotinvade." :. . . -

SSenator Eli Saillsbury, a' Delaware Democrat,. also attacked the bill, saying;
"If a man . . . of his own motion sends his children to the.same school to be

itducated ft the. same class,: . then r e choses social equality with: negroes
foi' himself and his children * . . But, if, on the other hand, he is compelled to
.*. . send his' children to the same school, then it is enforced social
equality. . . .

Saulsbury condemned compulsory school integration, and pointed out :
"the Senator from Massachusetts proposes to compel the white people of the

country, who aie dependent upon common schools for the education of their
children, to send them there to associate with colored children, or to keep them
at holte without the advantages of acquiring an education. ,

"'The rich man is not dependent upon common schools for the education, of his
children; een m'in 'fn ~iderate circumstances may,.be able to send:their chil-

'dren to select schools or colleges; but the 'poor man who labors from day ,to day
for the maintenance of his family, with scarcely a dollar to spare for'any other
pirpose, must educate his children at the common schools or they .ust go.vwith-
oi~t ai edticatonI ilt' is that claB of: tin against Whom this, legislation, is
directed. The children of the poor men of the otntry must be edlucted with
Negroes while the children of the rich are to be placed'in schools of a higher
grade." . .. . . . . .. . . . " .

Sdulsbry then declared 'that any of the Senators voting with Sumner would
hot'seid his child to a mixed school in the South where there were a large
number of Negroes. He pointed out that poor whites had. just as much a desire
to educate their children as did rich ones, add that they ought. ot to be deprived
6f the" ability'to obtain a :segregated educated for their children because of
iack bift hnd. He predicted that outhetn And border-state whites would;boy-
cbtt -i~i~ed sc~hiUolB aid that'thd schdl'esystem would be destroyed there.,

Stimnier told teffid to'ignore ;Satilsbury'd protests 'but. Morrillls thrust,, if. un-
ebdtted, fight 'chAnge' voted' in' a closely divided Senate, :Sumner's reply to

M6rrill's constitittional'challenge was characteristic.' He read more letters from
Negroes asking that the bill be passed and complaining about discrimination."
Uttitimtely whef Sumner came to'eonstititi6nality, he declared:
"the Constitution is full of power; it iS overrunning with power. I find it not.in
one ~l~:ie or. ittWo places or three plates, buit I ind it almost everywhere, from
the preamble o o the' last line oi the list amendment.""'
Siiner urged Morrill to "read between $ie lines" and to interpret the Oonstltu-
tion by the Declaration of Independence. He rested in addition on the 'hirteenth
Ahenhtidment. The' Foiteenrth Anieidment was thto':' in as an afterthQught

i.~~ t !

4Globe 42/2, 495. See also d. ItO-;
MAvinm, Freeaom of Choie in Pesonaid Service Occupations Thirteenth Amendment

Limitattons on Anti-Disorlmindtion Legislation, 49 Corn. L. Q. 288, 233 (1964).
o Cong. Globe, 89th Cong. lst Sess. 8042 (1860).?

"Globe 422 App. 4.
. f Globe 42/ App. 9. See also Globe 42/2, 918: "the 'Federtil Goveriient shall,

through Unite states courts, coerce social equality between the; races in 'public
schools "

< Glbe V. .
G4loe 42/2*Am.A 10-11. : .
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because Sumner-'was !profoundly cnvinced, that the conclusion founded on the
thirteenth. amendinient'.*vas unnanswerable, so as to make further discussion
surplusage."-2.'1% Sumner'concluded by reading a- constitutional rebuttal to Morrill
in' a'ltte~r:writeni 1by a Negro.:whose analysis was asimpreeise as Sumner's oj'n
thinking, and by threatening the Republicans with a loss of colored votes at the
next election 3  

' ".
m orrili wis offended by the threat of withdrawal of -colored, votes, and uijm-

Oressed by 'Simmner's cbnstitutlcfiil rebuttal. He ridiculed the ' arguffentJs, based
on the Declaration, 6fIadoepeidence and the Thirteenth Amendment. --But Sumner
stuck-, to the 'Declration' na a' sourcee pf' a-flthIitypt even when this theory .was
once "again derided iby--Senator Mk~atthew-r'H; Carpenter, a Wisconsin'e Republican
lawyerr.!

Under, questioning by Thurman, Oarpenter supported -the bill in respect.to pub-
Rdfc schools., H:He said,: f;' : ' ' l'. rr
"I have no doubt of the power of this Government under thie .fourtnth 'aiend-
ment to say that a colored man shall have 'his right-' *in -the common
schdoli" ,' . Mh' iitio m l': 4 mime to'be'bioad iuid clear' aiil 'Well-fouided
between t~ibse lli~ita "'intitutfoi; 'Whether 'Ii'corpoate d or not, 'which 'we
ought ncot to intefer wlth,'ind , th0eb great institutions 'whh' a're su-pported 'by
law and maintained by general tAxation... . Now, to say that the Children of
one class of citizens shall not have the benefit of a comiiin',Achool 8s1 Portil au
the public xpehse'b'* * nYrai'taio*Yn'. . '. is a thing whch'j nevet will cobinte-
nance or igie the slightest sjlport to. "
Thurman' answered thlt this' was 'not *the question, "that no one suggested that
colored children be excluded fr6m school.' He said that the issue was whether
the federal goverinm ent-c6Udlt _~rkbi'be state regql'tio 'n and require integrated
schpl. Crater ~ep~iied 'tt 't ll' did'ndot interfere ith'state power to
regulate schoos except in" the oie- intanle au torized by te 'Constition, namely,
to prevent excluion ob .ioeiod childr-en fro'sehiool.' ,

On F~bruary,'5, CarP utpkOrOS" an Anxendment designed to iliit :he bill
fo schools mkiiutafnod e .lic exo , 6i ''ndowed for public se,' and not
merely tlkse6 lncqrpor~e $ 04 w -eb next lay, $entor John Sherman,
an Oio r~P.ublican j '< r ohd6tl dl dril the tirIteetAmendmetd-
fehied thme, &o, itUIhbift rS~imi biite aiat6 gi' t o goe "iftr,'the

tp t~,teiite i i .-Yotr 2 *Ich- e ted alike of black ' aiie
it te gg mt~titie l a sue 'ab the

'Wolr aim.1 t n 'sid'that oxiie of t11 privleg a right
to' 'ecual .I rtPcf:lon of, t . 'l eoih ' 't ' &ibj"d eveii

came t Lthie'hWbu clalmgeu sln i4: , ee
is the pril' ge of ve er son b o i'6 in", thiscoun'tr, of e+ek iabtdut

of, the country, whether bqrn ,hiere or not of, a certai age, to atttid bur public
.shols r134'1 '$ 'la*'fre~ sit' ~asfd i' time )ublic lieneit.' '106yg -ld girl go to
the school. -It' Istte ir 'e' lege' o , eclited t 1* s0. All contribute to
the taXies fth ii' i a're b666- ted'' The ed6ucafiotn given to the rioin$
~g'enieriati';. 'an~l ere~fiir& ll higAitied' to jal' ks In the 'public
Sgchpls."~b : ;' . . :

41 Qf'''' p. 4 4/21/ 7(
48 '42-9:177
lobe '42/2a 721.

45 Globe 42/2, 71i. See also d. 'at 828-7.
'4G obe 42/2,768.,

bihd.'I, But s W-ee at 819: "Yu r .' '.' to put the childrn"'i together 'l he
schools*." '' ''',

" 0le 4G/2o 818,. The following colloquy occurred with Senator.Johnh. Scott, a, Penn-
Sylvania RepubfiCqan lawyer :,, .

'M*r; BSCOTT. It appe9 f6' Shools or colleges wileic' are 'ianportf s by endowment
for' pubii us0.'' 'Is- the language bch as to make it appllcable to .schools and- college
'Which have been. endowed by private, bepwfactions for the: use. of the public,of any paTic-

!Wt. CARI bM:te Tt T'9 (ii'dpfin o" it, and i'think it does. It fth6'endo*ment
is for public use, the the publO oei 'etitlod'tothe benefit of it. " ' " ' '

'"Mr , 8cOTT DO I understand, theo, tOat. the proposed substitute would control the
Autntion -of tie benefactor i hej vifmaking the endowment, has 3iia~le it. applicable' only

'to cetdta clauses and condi.11lN
%Mr. OAnR'I. N o, 81i,,. thouldd iicdt understand that'to' be 'A en.oment for a publicue" tb t' for. a pariroujar., and r Z
Goii) r be; 4l22, 84. See? le c Ae' :ad 'this. would not overdue, it."

o 4/2, 84le. /0 , Af. 2.
1Globe 4 2/2,- 844. '
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Considering the fact, that Sherman didnotlimit.his discussion to citizens, and
also considering the fact that the Privileges and Immunities Clause is limited not
only to privileges of citizens, but privileges of national citizenship, it is clear
that Sherman was talking in very imprecise terms about the Fourteenth Amend-
nm ent. , '' ** " -- .: . -!-- : ., * , ,

Sherman's colleague. Thurman, then arose. After Identifying the privileges
and. immunities protected by the Fourteenth Amendment as those found: n the
original Constitution and the Bill of Rights,.Thurman declared, that no "such
right guaranteed to a citi zon (existed) as that he shall go! into a common school
n 'company with every other child that goes to-thattcomW6ndi school.!' Senator

George F. Edmunds, a Repiiblican lawyer from Vermont,-who voted for the Four-
teenth Amendment, replied that the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourtenth
Amendment is violated "when the law ,of the State .'i;: declares! that a man; of
one color of hair or of skin may send his children, and the man of another; color
of hair may hot send his," ,, .
The following, then ensued: '

"Mi*. THvUBMOID. . . The substance of, the Senator'q position is simply this:
that although a State may glye to every child in it,equal advantages of educ-
tion, it shall have no power of regulation over its school. That. is.what it comes
to.

"Mr. EDMUTNoS. Oh no,. .
."Mr. THURMAN. It does ; et the Senator hear me:and he will see. Let me turn

the argument of the Senator. Is not a female child a citizen? Is she not, en-
titled to equal rights? Why, then, do you allow your school directors to provide
a school for her separate from a schoolI for tlt mlie? Why do yu nt'iotforce
them into the same school? Why do you allw t6eh iittes 'to separate the sexes in
the: schools if every school that is set up and supported by public money is neces-
sarily thrown open to every citizen ofthe diitted states? Will the Senator say
that all the laws of the States providing fT a division of the schools by sexes are
unconstitUti0nal and infringe the f0urteeni h am endmh'oit? He canot say that;
and if he cannot say that, lii argument "fallstothe ground, Does not the sep-
aration exist by virtuef the power of regulation, w h belhgs :to the States?
All that can be claimed is' this, that in rega ' to school supported by the public
money, that money shall be so appUled as th~f each. itienh shall hav an equal
advantage from its application. Therefore, p'eerving that equality, the State
in the exercise of its power q4 regulation pay qpply a par It It support a school fot
hys. a part of t o support & school fr ~rirs, , pa f, it't: sn port a chol for
white children, .a part of it to support aschol fora lore, children. That is not
denying them the equal protection f te' lws _iin ee anhatodver.' In ho
wise is it denying them the equa potectronof te Tlaws h I ios e is it deny-
ing their equalitybefore the law." ." l '- . , . ' ei e
.Thurman also said that the bill deni .peop 'the ibety to choose their own
associates . . in the school' and that "If ie supreme. pwer m.l am State, in the
exercise of a wise jur.gm nt did disc etipi, and fo r the lihterest of education
aiid of its youth, sees; "' to ke a regulation, ihat, whitehildre shAll be in oie
school and colored children iin another, t m' o ' in faor' of depriving them of
that right, of denying them that liberty." Thurman endorsed Saulsbury'i aiu-
ment that the bill was actually aimed at poor whites. He noted that even In
Ohio, which had separate Negro and white schools, supported, more generously
than almost any other state in the unifiohrich men sent their children to private
schools. Thurman observed: : ' .: ' ; :

"When, therefore, you shall force c0lor, l children into th , common siool,
you will not force them into an association with the children of the rich;, (the
children of the rich will n6t be' there,) but io6 will force 'them 'iltosocalithter-
course with the children of the poor whites; and the, tendency' of oiir liw,
instead of being to elevate the colored .race to the.level of the white, will be to
pull down the p6or White child to the level of the black?. . Instead of elevating
the negro, it is to depress the white. The rich mio's childd gbe t6 some seminary
of learning supported by wealth ahd theecontnibutions of the .rich; he associates
with no colored child . , . but, the poo' n'an's hild -Mtstf hive that social
equality thrust upon him, or' he muit o' without education. .'' 'Iay, froi
experience, first, that there is no necessity for this admixtifre' ii the schools ; and,
in the second place, that thef worst enemy' of the Iomon-school systemm could not

"Globe 42/2, App. 20. . .
"Globe 42/2, App. 2 -27.
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ios would destroy, the,school'sytem,' congressman JohnM. RIce, a.Kentucky
Democratic lawyer* also predicted that the school clause would destroy t eo
school system in many states, and that people would,use private .s, bools.~
. On May 4, 1872, SenatorThomas F.Ji Bayard, a, Democratic lawyer from Dela-
ware, made a lengthy attack on proposed spooot integration ip, the:District of
Columbia. He first noted that colored schools; in the ,Districtha4 t been geuer-
ously provided for out: of taxes largely raised from whOtes, and that. f colored
schools were inferior with such a generous provision for ,their support, t :was
but "an admission... (of colored) .inferioity, a: absolute lnferiority, a
confession of some great defects which must exist by .the law: of, nature, and
against which these puny efforts of human legislation will prove utterly and
absurdly fruitless." 6 After detailing the money; spent ow 'accommodations. for
colored schools, Bayard went on to urge the Senate to take into conideration the
prejudices of the people. !M'He statedthat there was a division of option among
thlieNegroes about school integration, and;that ,the whites were overwhelmingly
opposed to it. He added that the senators who intendto. vote for thi measure
would not send their own children, to integrated schools, although they intended
to consign the children of poor whites'to such schools.' Bayard also predicted
that the rich would withdraw their children to private schools, and that school
integration would drive white children out of the public schools: of the:District
and, would discourage skilled :white workers from ,moving Into the District.,t He
closed with an attack on Sumner's proposal as one calculated to result in mis.
cegenation by breaking down; race prejudice in children while they were still
young." . . . , , - ', .'

Three: days later, there was some further debate on :Sumner's bill to desegre-
gate: schools In the District. Trumbull took a; dim views of it, while Sumner
and Edmunda strongly' ged t Ferrge d ery ged a ,local referendum onj school
desegregation, calling Sumner's bill "a tyrannical rule froin without : ;
0iOn 'May 8, the Senate' returned to the amnesty question," and Sumner immeL
diately moved to annex his civil rightsbill to the amnesty bill which the House
had passed." During the ensuing debate and; parliamentaty manuevering; Trum-
bull criticized his fellow Republicans with some warmth fr, saddling the am,
tiestry bill' with Sunner's measure. , The following colloquy then oocurred:i "

S"Mr. EDMUND. How about the right to go to a public school? ;
'"Mr. TRUMBUIUL . The: right to, go ,to school id it a C1vil right and never. was

"Mr. EDMUNDS, Whatkiid of a right is it? . .:.. ..
Mr. TRiMBULL. It4s not su'right, . . ..

S"Mr. EDMUNDS.' What S it ? : : :i
" "Mr.'RTnuV BiaL It is a privilege that yod mnayhave;to g6 to school.: Does the

Senator from Verionit mean to force everybody to; go? to school? . i
'Mr. EDntwUNDi, ;No, butI' mein: to force everybody to let anybody, go to school i

who-is a citizen of this contry'who;wante to go. - -: !, , ; . . ,- :
S"Mr. TtrUOMBi. Well, ;I think you 'annot do any such thing. .. I deny his

right ad a member of Congress to force anybody intdWa school or to oirce any-
body to take anybody in to a/ school. . 4 The Senator . . is not speaking of
the District of Columbia;'he id speaking of a, bill for the country," . ,

Ferry then chimed in to pay that Negroes were 'not 'denied .any :rightsiTin
the Dist~t of Columbfa and' that; it ivas l"prbosely, the, same for biJacks ias
for 'whites in this District"'! 'Trumbull re-echoed this point and thanked Fetry

Ib 16be 4./ App.

* -Globe;4/2, App. 507-8. See also d.;at888. . ,: . l ..
0 Globe 42/2, App. 358.
SGlobe 42/2. App. 8858-5. He said at 855:

"Senators, there is not a Senator on this floor who expects his children, .' , ever to go
to those schools and to be subjected to this contact, who will vote for this bill; not one: notone. They may condemn the children of their brother white men, whose poverty compels
them to' send their children- to public schools, they may seek to compel them to thids con-
tact,, but -they .will be: very ,careful that they, are not personally, the shavers ln ,such
reeultd. ,,

"No, sir, no blue-eyed, fair-haired child of any'Senator on'this'floor, no little grandchild
at that time of life when.children are so open to mere impressioi and.especlally to evil
impression,' wlllever bdepermitted to Auffenrby this proposed acontaet. -They may :ondemn
othersewho are poorer bel t tey Will be eareft l to ave their own.",

* Globe 42/ 2, App',85-7- - : .... ,' ..$... : ; .... .. .S7
'0 G6be 42/2 8128. ' '0 Globe 42/2 8124-5. ' /

61 Globe 42/2, 8179.6 Globe 422, 8181.88 Globe 42/2, 8189.
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for his reark and pointed ol"thatl there i's nb discrimination" in thef iDstr

"c~'h'e nie faciitie 'tb~ sai~i e'iadv'a~nte th sanie opportunities -of .educa-
tion are gvcn to tie white eiild and the bliickichil"ri, the Pistrict of c~luAabia
,trday. he "only* differonce i! that they u do wt, receive ,'thos-e -equal 'facilities
nid :advaintges'lzlfh th sami' sehoiol-ro6m; and' youi might as: well deny that' equal
ilttiesad :ecijl: adintaes ekist li thebo northern Sttes' to the two sexes

wbere tb sexes are' b7'_the ,itjio oft the authorities taught in different sCol-l
rooma'i c1o1bldigsas tddeny ithee." '
* FklmW1ux6 asked erry weth er oied cilren could -go to as high'i a- grade
of school -as white c:hldren, cbuld,* arnd ithe!latteri nserd In, thei--.1rhative.
Edmundig then .A' serted that it waw no m 6requlaality6ef thei la* to segre-
gt~et studentsj la tian' 4t awodid sbe 'to required' egroes to ue one 'street
aunl 'wlitesi to 'ise another street., lrr.then tiskedtElgdnunds, whether 'segregail

* tinri~ schols~ bytsex~I'N.New: Ongafid .was denial "of right, and, the -lattdr
repliedi,that' be didnotilnow, bub> analogized racial segregationo to segregation
by-color of halF' or' nativty , which he declared wa' a denial ofi'rlht - Ferry
tfexe asserted "that. t dlnot denial of equiilltyof 'right';4 O -have different
rooms forethe'edutattofl of the' faj.~~ 5 ' .'*

V bull then' 4teratoted that Pgolng to sco l wns not a iil: right, and that
so far as! i cnew the colored people of :this countrlhad 'all -the i civil* rights, that
tlie, whits - had, andj-a is nomnevr to call thisna.o civil, right bill ."Trumbull
cleared that Edmund's oition about the schools was Indefensible .

He added:
I IIdo say, inepl', to 'the, Senator from vermont, thilt, their rlght. to.,gbl to

schoo-is AotA a civil right, and! that the schools tire regulated..'all over. the land,
and- must bej' for)'the IadVancoment of i -educaion;., We. have graded jSeoobls
Boys of ohx'lasii 4reikept-iniohe room;,of, another ,class 1o anothert; the girls
arevconflned: 't, one room -and 'the ,boys:; to another.;,,but this -1Is not' & denial
of., civil lights to e either. If -the facilities zfor eddeatlown are.,,the same, nobody
has ' right to eomplaln h i -Thig which 'the Senator speaks of as a civil rights
no ciill right 'tal ,' io

Senato:Olivor, P. Hortozl .anIndi)I.tR5??ublican lawyer, then asked Trvu bull
.what kind of a rightit whas ti go to school If not a civil right ;-Trunbulj replied
1hat it was "not 44y right at all" Ibut matter "Ito be regulated by the localities."
*Trumbull said that the states could abQlish schools. lie repeated-thatt ci'yil rights
were only those- protected by the' Oivil Rights Act'of 18680!'

Morton then replied that Summer's amendment didnot. require, free- schools
to be maintained-by the states,bitw hee'such ochoOls were, supported bytaxes
levied upon everybody witiQut regard to color f I. there shall be an equal right
to. prtloipate in the beneft of those, hools created bycommon -taxation. That
is' the point..1." Morton added: "I.- f a. right to .%participate inAthese schools
jis to be governed by color -or:any Other distiuctiofh I say, that is a fraud: upon
those who pay txes." Morton concluded .that it-made no difference, whether
the light t go-to' schooliwas. deemed a civil right or not, but-where taxes were
raised from all persons for schools, ."there is a civil irlght ,that. there sl-hll be
equal participation In those wChoOls."

' Senator John'Shermanj the Ohio Republleaxwlawyer who had voted with Trum'
bll 'for the.Foilrteenith ,Amendmnent, reminded the 14tter that he was author of
and leader In the pasage of the CiVitfRights Act of 1868, and that the'F94k-
teenth Amendment added to Congress' power "since then." Shermani, pointed
to the need to'allow Negroes to share equally' In school funds! and declared, tht

54 Globe 42/2, 8100. 1!-
0 Ibid. -

$8Ibid'
! Globe 42/2, 8190-L. NHe-aid: 'Welhave colleges in-the country, and'a student who

applies there and 'aS hs tuition fees, you may say, has certain rights there~ zbut they are
not what understand to be embraced in the general broad term 'clvii rights' Id. at 3191

86 Globe, 42/2,, 810L, 'AThe Iollowing.colloquy thp*i occurred:
'Mr. MoaO. 0 .: Wheiopouition that I made was tht'.rwhere-vhoola weresupported,

byv taxation upon'eve d t be equa.rights to, everybody in those schools.
'Row. the subtanqe of thoiSnator's position l.isthl and -4t, needs, but to be, stated to be
understood, and I hnk universally exerte, that there exits a right to. levy, a tax- upon
everybody, white a d black, ior the ou ort,1dOf comnion schools, and at the. same tine -to
deny- to everybody an equal right to par cate In th7 benefit of. those schools..

"Mr, TRuMBULL. I never ie any such statement.' " ' ;

"Globe 42/2, 8101-2. *
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Sumner's bill simply carried out the purposes of the 1866 act. , Sherm,,went
on to point out that the ,bil pormittedt private schools to, discriminate, but only
required "that the children of negroes.shall have an.equal, and fair shareinthe
enjoyment of:that which.is .collected by' public taxation" Sherman -then said

'The supreme court of tle State of Ohiohave recently passed upon our. own law
in that' State,: which does in certain fca!es; provide for separate schools , for
colored children, stand have, held t i to. be! constitutional, and I believe they
are right. There, in certain cases.defned by the law, the.colored people may
have, when, they ; are. of a~ ettain Imumber, .separate; schoolaj and provision is
made in such cases' as-that for ;a distribution pro., rata of the fund. I
ordinary casees, by'the common cosent:and custom oftoevery one there since
the war Was over, the whites andf the blacks go to the same schools."' , i
.: Wemay pause 'here to,ote that Sherman .was undoubtedly referring. to the

decision in Statev. MIo::Caw" of the: previous day..; He had been a member of
the Ohio bar for almost 80 years at this'time, and had been in Congress for a
total of 17 years :He4as a regular if not a Radieal Republican. He had voted
with the majority for all' of its' reconstrubtion'emeasures, !and :even voted to imT
peach and remove President Andrw Johnsoni He. had participated .actively
ih the debates :on the Fourteenth Amendment, and 'voted for it when on its pas-
sage, He had just been speaking about the constitutionaity .of, Sumner's bill
under the First Section of the Fourteenth Amendment and defending it from
Trumbull'sattaks, . Hehce, when this veteranwlawyer and legislator affirmed
the correctness ofthe McC nn decision, it adds the strongest possible weight
to the case. In other words, Sherman affirmed' the constitutionality of having
local schoolboards set upsegregated schools or desegregated schools, under au-
thority oflaw, in accordance with local;sentiment in thearea-, , ,

SSherman reinforced this position iby pointing out that- in many Ohioi, comr
munities there were integrated schools and that no problems resulted, as ithe
white alnd Negro children got along well together. .He said that in "northern
States:. . . not, the social distinction but the distinction of rights" soon hdis-
appears. He addd :v '

"In the southern State my opinion would be that for a time it pight be a matter
of municipal regulation, it might be a matter of convenience assented to both by
whites and blacks to keep them in separate schoolst."'A < .

Senator Arthur :I Boreman, a West Virginia Republican and former state
judge, also denied that chool segregation violated equal rights' . Senator Fran-
cis P. Blair, a; Missouri-Democratic lawyer, likewise advocated separate schools
for Negroes." Trumbull once again called Sumner's bill a "social equality bl,"'
Just what the:Del ocrats were calling it." : .

Ferry then moved to amend; Stuner's by striking"out the school, clause,; :iHe
first advocated local control over the schools." He then noted that the Negro
population of the Districtg of Columbia was rapidly increasing, and that if schools
there were integrated it would drive the whites out of the District. He referred

" Globe 4aS/2 192. ife said that the 1860 a l "doei not potect them in their right to
the enjoyment of money collected frbod them and from other Oitisens of the United States for
the educationof their children, but-that dieerimination's are made on account of race, color
and previous condition of servitude .. in the right to' have one's children educated at the
common school." ' '

91Globe 42/2, 8198., ;
21 8o 3). 7
Globe49/2 Ie e aidGlobe 42/2, 1101,90d I.,

"It ti said here we :are denying equal rights to the colored and white people in the
schools. .I deny it. The same provision In regard to schools exists in reference to the
white and colored children of the country in most of the States; It is sO Ii my. State
It is true that there are separate echooli, schools for white children and schools for thb
colored; but, nevertheless the rovislons of the school laws from' beginning to end applypre tsel to the one as they do to the other; and it is as much a violation of thrIght o a white hi ld to keep him out of a black school as It, is of a black childto ke him out' of 'a whitee school, if we are narrowed down to such' a 'prposftion
that. The time will come, I have no doubt, when these distinctions wl pass awayin all the States, when school laws will be passed without this question appearing upon
the face of those laws; but It is not so now, and for the present I am wlng to allowthe laws of the State to remain as they are where they provide schools for both classes."" Globe 42/2, 821. See also 4d. at 8238.

"Globe 42/2, 8254,
SGlobe 42/2, 8257, where hb declared: "And htnce, whef11  effort is made directly byFPederal legislate on 'to ditat e cthe local commu:alties what is most expedient as to themanagement of the articular schools under their care, you are commencing a species oflegislation whose prfnciple is in my judgment, fatAl to the school system of the country. 1"
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to the law of Ohio, which permitted each district; to have -mixed or ,separate
schools, and read from a newspaper account of the'iMcOatnn decision. He said
that the Ohio Supreme Court, a majority of whose members were Republican,
had upheld separate schools under the Fourteenth Amendment, and added:

"I believe that ,that decision of the supreme court of Ohio is good law. There
is nothing, then, in:the establishment by different communities, as each may think
it expedieiit for itself, 'of separate schools, in conflict with the fourteenth amend-
ment; and the proposition, with respect to schools therefore is,simply by legisla-
tion by Congress, without any constitutional provision demanding it, acting comn
pulsorily upon all the school districts in the.United States."'~ ,

Ferry's amendmentlost by the narrow margin of 26 to 25. Those for his motion
included thirteen Democrats, , three southern Republicane, and nine other Repub-
licans, two from Cdinnecticut and one each from Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, ,Nebraska,
New York, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia. Tru;mbull probably cast the most
significant affirmative vote. 'Rlght southern Republlcansvoted. in the negative,
joined by eighteen ,northern Republicans. Ten rof these had voted for the Frour
teenith Amendment as:a member of the Senate, and three as a member of the House
of Representatives. Probably the most significant vote, to retain the school
clause was cast by Sherman, who had just affirmed the, constitutionality of
Segregated 'schools.P ; * ; ; .; .* ., ' ' '.''

Blair then offered the following amendment: '".' ;
"The people of every city, county or State shall decide for themselves, at an

eledtlon to be held for that purpose, the question of mixed! or separate schools
for the white and black people." 10  ,, .

Senator James L. Alcorn, a Mississippi Republicator lawyer,, then. spoke in
favor of local control over schools.: He stated that the legislature of Mississippi,
controlled by colored people, have provided for segregated schools, which was
siitisfactory to 'both Iwhites and iNegroes. tHe added that separate white 'and
Negro universities were established with equal: endowments and concluded that
the question had' been: settled by the legislature and he wanted no more trouble
about it. Sumner replied to him by reading from a paper by Frederick Douglass
which' rejected the right, of the peoplei;ofthe District of Columbia to .vote on
whether schools should be desegregated" .1 Sumner added, .

"You are called on to decide whether you will give your sanctioh to a system
of caste which so long as it endures will render your: gshool -sytem a nursery
of wrong anid tlJiustice, when'it- ought tod be of right:. How cahn you expect the
colored child or the white child to grow ip to those relations hiceh they are to
haive together at the ballot-box if you begin by degrading the colored child at
the school and by exalting the white child at the school? Trai n -- p the child
in' the way he should go.' There are Senators here who would train children in
the way they should'not go."'.- , . .: .' .

Sumner then read from another p~per by Douglass, as follows:
"'Throughout the South all the schools should, be mled... ;;.Educate the

poor white children and the colored children together, let them grow.up .t. know
that color makes no difference as to the rights of a pnan, that both the black man
and the white man are at home, that the country is as much the country of one
as of the other, , . ' Nov, in south South the poorhiteni Is iught that he it
better than the black mai' .. .' "' -! ' '  ls

Blair answered Sumner by upholdingthe right of local self-government and
the right of the people of thd states Who pay taxes to decide ,i.Wth.eir scho ls
should be managed. He endorsed Alcflrn's argument; that CO iesa should not

4icthted by 4 centraF9l1garihy seat4 id 6in hig"'Wwh " Bli said that
most of the school funds were called It rogre 'a sblii, te.and fliat hO
rich people could' send their children to private schools, while the po r. whites
would be deprived of any schooling because thie schools wotiud be Closed if Sum-
ner amedlinent passed. Bialr ,oncuded thit ti school clause Yas uncon-
stitutional anyway.10 f 2 , -

09 Globe 42/2, 8258., ' '' . " '
100 Ibd.
101 INd. Douglass said.: "why, should it (Congress) 'not a1bolisi the teaching of caste

. ... whether the people of tile District would have it done o,r not? .,.
10 Globe 42/2, 8258. - *
10 Ibid. separate : . :ools.
ti o Ibid. Hill of Georgia added that most Negroes were c6tent with separate cools.
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Senator TImothy 0. Howe, a4 Rdcal- RopubllCafhromfib -Wisconsin; replied, to
Blair by first, agreeing with Smner's caste arktlent;'and then:saylngi that -segre,
gated schools woulial tequire'fa double -system or sc hools,'whvch, would be. more
eipeuslve'than a sLnglesteim Howe conicluded'that authority' to pass the pro-
vision' was to' be 'fohdj In' one of ile three. recently 'ratified' amendments, but' he
did not say whieloliie.' - Elinunds A1so arose to answer Blair.: P"' 4qid that-If
ijt was proper to segregate children-byrace It-Would bei proper to sdiregate native-
born'dhIldcex from foeign;-born6 lldren, children of Catholic paxienta from those

-of Protestant parents; children, odf' Methodist 'parents, from -those of 'Congrega-
tionalist parents, and children- -bf, -Democrats from,, those-of, : Republicans.,, He
efiliasized that "if color is a distinction which 19 fito be left to the States and
the co immunities to decideupon as the test of rights,,, then we ought'no to *inter-
fere." But Munds- added, In ;reference to .religious, ",nativityr and political
segr egation:
g"the e6nrse sf 6ll 6Nmanktind wtlld c hmelt sNuch o tin, aln d yet this 19
,prec.Nely the sain 'lpriniWl, 'uiles'yi-ouan' : mainttainr that thi old 'notion' df
race .' Is one In wih' It is'- fit, undth" eoistltl FoiiaV princloleS of a: free
country, to bas distiliction updn.,, T16h notl6L iof'seor age, Which the Senator.
frinl Con~ineeuiut~a~iu to; :hasi nothing it all to do v*1t l'the question;- that
depends upboni "questton§ of fitness and "ded6nAcy;- as t clillnegss and- good'- 6rde14
and,degree i6f edicnl6n, lld al that. That'id a test wheh everybody can. under-
stan4,:and hi1hdi you ihut e t.t the lcal jurisdicin; but -this In- a. matter
of iihen0t' right, 6 rithle adopt th& slav doctiln: 'tht color -and' race are
reasons for distinction: aili'iiitlzens." 0 '

]i'dyird then arose to'd6oiizb+ th6 bill' as ahn unsnstitutional usrpation :of
lo ai aself-verninent I'Sentr Eue i im Casserly, .a CAlifonia Democtic lawyer
oh6. had once"' bei4i Cotbiitioli ' J btinsel -of Ne w 'Y6rk" City; .nnadb- the , same
~ assertion To ser Su'fer'e3I argument -about case, 'Casserlyi read 'from the
iion of', the 'Massachusetts Supreme" uirt, In! 'eRobertbi OtIt 6f: BosSoft

which he sai ldf had fist bright Sunhdkr to ' #bll' notice, and in which the court'
had reJeted Subai.nnr'. rgumet and Oedtaiid'publli% school segregation. 'Senator
1John P. Stockt6hn, R'N1eW J46es Deniocrtica la.wVyer, hhse epulsion orexcluslon
fr6m the Senate In'180 m-inade pogssblk Rijubbicaft eontol of the Sefite by a
two-1hlhrds majority, necessary to' overridft President Adrew Johiison's 'Vetoes
4nd pass the Foureeth Auindmeiit, Cbted 'himself by urging popuar
referred aniiiid-denounc'i ng the bill 'for vlolatini persnal liberty,'
~ A vite' waa then~ tajkeno~jr~ t Blalr'tine~lnient l st by'80tx 23.'' Onet Peinisyl

v#nla Repubnicani, changed -tO& tl':niegative fronn.l,6e previous: vote, and three
previously 'absent Aortheni' RepdblI'hM§ returned to, vote' with the majority.
Thee minority' Republc~n were: now absen ' t,but two previously -- absent Re.
piiblicang returned to voteo ,with:- the manoiltv'. One of them, Senator' Willilam
Spirgue,'of Rhodej iilad,' " I dical who hAd- 'Voted for 'the Furteenth
16nfidnient and to ImpeAh ad 'convict 'f'resldent Alidrew Johnson. 'The vote
of Trumbull and:Sherman remnmjind inchahged.'09, '

'Alcorn then warned once- again' that Sumner' bill-would destrO the Misis-
sippi oho61 system, -Ild M theRepbicain P~ityl'd nijotity s WellO 1 Tiinmbl
also disapproid 'of Snmtiu§in bill foif "tifoibg wite cd- colored children' Into
the samchools... ." " A vote was thei, takenon henneting th cil rights
bill to 'thO -amnetyt -bll, and a"2 '29to 29 tIeM' esulted' thvcp e
voted iiw' avorof Sut mmer's'Aini~ient In , , .t, I , ,a nt, . '' 'i '' :, ' t; '.'

At' .the rgigg of 'Senattor Roscoe Obi- b iking the - roperty-rights 'minded; NeW
York Republican, lawyer, ilinner acep66ted'ft' a "imemewent rinid 'llmnate' 'all
priate~ schols" mrerely' becse; tey Wt~iere ioporated, leaing oril~tux~~
supported schools or those "authorized by law." Vickers, a Democrat, and Sena-
tor John Scott, a Pennsylvania Republican lawyer, suggested eliminating those

10 Zbd.
1'10 Globe 4212, 8260. i
1079 Mass. (6-uh.) 198, 209-210 (1849).lo Globe 42/2, 8201.
'If Globe 42/2, 8262.
U 01ioI* 4./Z 82pi .3,"wunde also c e"Tre troui 'as evinced b

this, debate, that jt Ioamobrble 8 .ter, from., linois6 does not belivdy tiat the right -to
go to .a State -school or to a, district of Coluumbia' school i a right that belong to a
citizen of the United States independent of color." -'Id at 8264.,

G1 l30obe 42/2, 8264--5.
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"authorized by law."' Sumner objected, and: Boremans supported him ,on, the
ground that. all persons were Invited to use institutions of learning authorized
by law. Sumner added that Harvard College andAmherst College in Massachu-
setts were not tax-supported, but since they, were authorized by, law, Sumner
wanted to prevent them from discriminating.1" Thereafter, a second vote on
annexing Sumner's bill- to the amnesty bill Was taken; Again, a 28 to 28 tie
resulted, and the vice-president voted in. Sumner's favor."' But once again, the
supporters of. the amnesty bill, including Trumbull, who felt that Sumner's bill
was unconstitutional, voted against the combined measure, and ,the vote of 32
yei to 22 nay was less than the requisite twothirds." ,

Several days later, Trumbull declared that "I want amnesty so much that
I will vote for almost anything that is not unconstitutional to get it'. But he
added: that' Sumner's bill, "has been misnamed a civil rights-bill, proposing to
establish social rights which is unconstitutional 'in. its provisions,: and .which
I shall not vote for." P"; Sumner replied -to Trumbull by reading a speech by
Frederick Douglass saying that Negroes ,wanted eqoal school rights but not
social equality. ,Trumbull replied by readingg a report of a speech by a Negro
professor, saying that, he wanted social equality.?,, ,:. : ., ,

SSumner then moved to tack his bill on .to another .pee of, legislation, and
Boreman moved to strike out. the schopl-,clause.?,, 'he latter .protested that
"here it is proposed to require that all laws irn the yverql., states, providing ,for
common schools and separating the races shall je nulufied; that all shall be
allowed to associate together in the .ame, schools," .Bore rn saidl that his home
State of West Virginia had Negregated schools, and hat these were as goo p r
better than mixed ones.;.. umner answered, urging ' efeat of Boreman's amend-
ment "to expel caste from the common schools of the country ." Frry in reply
ridiculed the argument that segregated facilities denied equality. Thurman
re-entered the discussion to say ,that Sumner ,hb never pointed to any consti-
tutional provision giving Congress power to enact the school clause,, He pointed
out that in the McOann Case the hip. Supreme Courtcomposed. of five Repub-
lican judges, had unanimously upheld, the constitutionally, of a school segre-
gation law. He concluded, that "of its soundness I do not think anygood lawyer
can doubt for a moment, [and] there is an end of ll pretense of constitutional
foundation for this bill, . . , . , ..

Edmunds next accused University of Georgia ,offjnl pf refusing to let ilored
students get the, benefit of. an agricultural ,ollege .educatinon.under tle fdera
land grant ,act," and said that Negroes,; should i e ,entitled to. equal, rights to
obtain a federally-financed education. H- ill -replied that, t~e university had no
time yet to use the. fmud,?" ' Alcorn once;iagain irged that Mississippi had
segregated schools, and that the colored, univerAity was getting more money
than the white university at Oxford (University of Mississippi), while Bilair
added another dire warning about school plosing.1 .F .iTrumbull and Edmunds
then got into a dispute as to whether Georgia was. giving- white students educa-
tion in a university while Negroes were deprived, of such education. ITruiibull
also reiterated that going to schoolwas not a civil right. t He dded: . ,

"I think all persons should hav the benefit ;of ir appropriation, and I think,
too, in regard to money raised for/shools by taxation, colored people should have
it as well as white people:, , I have always thought so. , I entertain, no different
views about that. But [ do not believe i legislation forcing them itito the same
schools, or in our undertaking to contr6~how they apull~,gp to school by act of
Congress. I believe myself that you, sh914d nt ,tax the colored people for schools
to .educate white per o', exclulvely , -have npoph. idel s-. ghat;c.'P 3 m, -,i
Edmunds replied that if the states could 'ediablish separate schools: you an estab-

u" Globe 42/2, 3266-7; '
14 Globe 42/2, 3268.
"a Globe 42/2, 8270.
116 Globe 42/2, 3861.
"? Globe 42/2, 3362. rfrumbull also called it a sociall equality bill"the next day.: Gldbe

3418. 3421. - : :
is Globe 42/2, 8421. -
11 Globe 42/2. 3422, Ferry said:
"It is nonsense, sir, to talk o the necesity of educating youth in the same bulldtbg in

order to give them equal facilit es advantagesrimmunittese, fl gts. /What 'matter whether
they be it the same building dr n different bulldllitng, ; o th the edicati nal facilities
bestowed upon theni are identtlcl " ' ' ' "/-. '

a Globe 42/2, 3424. * ' , ' '
M Globe 42/2, 8428.
1 Globe 42/2, 3426. S e alop Saulsbury's remark. Id. at 8428.'T ' .
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lsh', seprt curts, ..- tor colored, men so tbaf. they should' not, disturb t11e
ride orthe p~ejudice ., of white people 49iov vbose to 'Alttez otecutsa~

sitor5.f . :
Carpenter of Wis~onuisin fially decidedtobreak the eadllockiby bongingupati

independent civil rights bill. during -an evening session while ,Sumner was, away
from the Senatechamber and, while barOly a quorumaeprpeseit '' Hemoedir
an, amendment, which eliminated tle "school -clause.'! :j 8evI'al R1eublicanjs , ob-
jected, :One considered' COarpenteralfndment "IemascUating~the bi etrely."
Welinghuysen 'specifically 'disapproved of s clinhintoig tle school ejause'c, "Bt
enatdr Johl- A. Logan, an' Illinois, Republifan laWyer,, edorsed Carpeer's
amendme~t anid argue for eliminafition, of -4ie §Wchool caue bk~ecau "14; inter
feared with State laws." Tlle()arpeter s litew ui la db
Vote of 22 to20. The maority llciuded thiteqn eocrats ne he
lican . abd '.eight northern' Repiibllcpios, l0cludiing.: ine 6irm fornI#,j Illnois,
Iowa, KanEas,Maine, Oregon e i(ycan n nadMW4iscsIn. ib
significaut Voteoto eliminate thqeiObol clause was. gast by Morrflit 6f Mine. The
Carpenter bill w s then, passe

The, Senate then took p the 94me.ty P:ovision, a deb~ted it nil ie t
noriing ,when lfumnerarrived., HO nioved to tA~k hisp,,f!aLbil t',te asnnest. ?
bill, Irotestlng the "omasculated civil rights bill ' adopted th-' e peiuitght in
his absence. ! He protested that I"lithe, spiri, of, casteNwill e nq, s ac tio
the education of children.", 1  But Sumner's entreaies werIn~ vai. Te Seiiate
reseed hisaendment by the lop-4ed vote Qf 20 to I id nt On t asihiie
amnesty bill by a voteof 8to 2, with only $umuer. a4d ; ,westerA 4,4c oting
Inthenegatlve? - .,, '

Sumner's. disappointment. knew no bounds, and he insisted th at,t eqtghts'of
the -Negroep had been acrdfied& by his colleague@,.. Btththe told imta4 te
limited bill "i .rall .that can )3oe ccomplished 4t thi sesi&on, ," Aditdhis StICre"
achieved no more than to irk his colleagues. Thus, upner-'ill die4 for't4t4
session n and Congress .1 o .

Ferry I of ,Connecticut. and -Morll of Maine penewed rp. generl Oit ap
being unconstiitionaL .1 Debate commenced 4,in gte rousewher a cop" iof
Sumnerks bill had previously been ntrqoducqd.. Qongressmen 8Olarksqn X.
Potter;;.a New York Democratic lawyer, and, Thomas iteheaq, a Viinia Con-
servative lawyer and veteran legislator, moved to allo s aoomdiins
for white ,ersons.

Congressman Benjamin,.R Butler, Rpublianhairman of the Judiry'Oonz.
mittke,;: commenced his ,advocacy of the biU by noting' that: it ave zoU6bdy an y
,rights he did not already have by. commonlaw, in w.;whihhe included the ri ht
to go to a schol supportedd, at. public ,expense or, pndowedfr public .Osr,. Ie
refer-red specifically to the common law of New England, Engh~nd, and the Uited
States -generally,, 'and "saiid',that the 'object of. the billwas to iabrogttat e las
whidlcr b ImIiatdi agajnst,ary. class,,n toxerc Xsingtheee rCsts.

We. may pause here to, note, that Butler's position 'as.toVie coqpni law, Aras
not, accurate. f In Englapd,; at common. law , no Obligation, existed for a arent
to glvq. his child an education,'", and It- was not until the, twentieth Century that
-it was finally held that a local school authority had a duty to adiltm. children
kesideut In the area.1' Iu!0fC anada, the, obligation 6f .local school athriies to
adniitt children seems to have -been recognized earlier. *In Ontario t ha been

G
24 Globe 4t/2, 8427.
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111 Globe 42/2, 3789.
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held~tlat'separgte 'schoold might be established, for colored chlldrenin, * which
cftsethOy would liaye 6n6 ilght'to attend'the comnmon'gchools,1" but if nio segregatoi
schools Were set Up, they would b6e entitled to go to the common sehool111"'In"t6e tUnited CIA:tte, there was jii6 3 peneral right'apalrt from statute,
to attend school;" ThO'rlghtto- go to sch6ol -WtSalways 4testricted by. such factors
hiresidence.10 -In fact, at bt-61the- lni some n6rtharn -tdtes free Negroers were
zbot, entitledtoi go to, any schodVl. 1" The school, directors wore, deemed to haVe.
broad, pOwers of decidingg, what stodenft should be admtitted'to' which, schools'1
1iluding~i -0e' right, t6 segrite them byrkeI 4 i ic htveryLyekir thd
Sioeme Sudibial ObUtt f MXis9Achltett6, Biutlerlh home--statd, hatd held that th6
rIlzht ,t6 a ttend -school 'waio a I"Political eight ' and 'not 'a'private: or civil, rlghtLW1
This wfms Xrecfely-' edistlnkt*i-iq c rm l a e'perft -fy insisted 'on.T

By ~ay o7 r6~~,~ atouhfe Ner eehad nAo &fimon ld~w -tight t6'attend
k 6h66l,-eve0 ih the slave, stnbeoehe O0iviI War the courts haidunaniously
hold, th~it t1ey h~id argtt ban od n ips fpoet

Congessan a~nes 3. l~ek;~Kenuck De ci~ticittyeroponed the oippo6-
sition attack by decrying compulsory'school 'desOM-grguiatI4 Ad:,alWrting -thatj
under the ecis~ 19 Ai ThO Olig1t& Hbi8d 0J(J*, (Jbngtess* lacked lpor to le6gis-

1Ut'T ebotng t t 0c~~Y? et obs&er.edttracial sootegatlowvwas no
dfffnt~jk~fpe' fo~ris ~Ationb~ ex; that ich cehildren.4otild bes senit

to, private school -so tht the but 1W,6fd o ~j'ffedt i or whites, Mnd the, compull
sory de~geasinWuddt~ h u~esOAsse.~CongremeinnJohit

arigumn fiiiZ6ut the - IN sUhck o0-f'biltuti~nal ;ffotubja a l~ng, .1can 'on .the
segregated -public schools of Virgia and how Integration would' rubit them'.1He
also read , ofrz let&4r -'by ddi taosthatvintegrationi in 4n~anie isyiuins
W,6utid; tggrl ' te tf'heh tal llhlt~es of p6'Ople tholr6; atrd that It, *ouid: rulta the
school fo&rthe '4,&dfbJ*dbInJ ~ cnlde hti oid vn ieku

'Another Democratic attack came from Congressman Alexander-H. Stephiens,
at- G'6±gi n~ ai~ted~~glhd ~nirVc-rsdn o h Con-

gk~e&Hose assh~stat~d 'that'Geotg1a, Negroos were ebntint -with-8L1k
reggteid 96h4A1 and -a- lie,~te ~ U was hnswered -by a South

Cilirolina~ Ner&Bpii 6~~~~~n lohzizo ! Rafislet', who adv~ooated, the
bill because "negro-haters would not open sciniol-houses . to the owolored. people
ujibn equtil te. ' ." 'R j0rentAtit'Roe' .'Mls, Texas Democriktic
ilwyer,: addedan argtt'enjt oh the linilited, scpe of 'thecOPrivileges and -Immunities
C USe- obf 'the Fourteeiithi Amendment and Congkress -16ek O6f power , legislate

r0~arliigs~o~e bdr'it' He6, tboo, Is4ued'diref *&rnlngf; about -Achool closing if
thie bill was e-nactd.10'

'Th4 eit sy~ Bck' ffere6d-an'amlmehzdnient permnlttlvg seg;regation.1 I ,His col-
league from Kentdiicr, -C06igfesman Milton ..- Durhetimi also' aDemoeraticl after
A' stock'8'' SutagItr-HoUhe (Ja~eh'argumnent,lao warned -th'at'the school -syotem
thO ' i6would be dektroked by'inte$ration.- Hb tmoted that, tho'Usandq of poor white
children were for the first Chim being edtiate6d by -A Ing levied on, white'taxpa years ..

1411111 .eanden&Zon Schol ''Amtees, 11 fUpper Ca', Rep. 53~15 .~

3"'Re Stewart&.Sandwich East Schbol ,Tr ~tees, -28,U Ppr Can. Rep. 6344 (1864)., l
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Since -Negroes paid no school: taxes,., e urged that they slyoli ~t~ o W eischools.. Taxes -levied on.Xentuc~y .,Xegro". rwe qe e0 e'Cl v1y~ uio
colored -paupers a~nd to. educate Negro children, but, beca~ise of tbp),- nu uu~re
6f paupers In maiy counties there were no colo.;ec 69~ eepes4tI ip

tha e~e~tal~ thre oijd be colored schooeiu evir 4o h u
bfferekl a segregation amendmentt aJ 1 .. Silat~dsho 414i" 4-
meont- was offered' by Copgresan wly Mon~5 ynZe=lw
yer.~ Congresspan. James -1. Blount, a~ (eglaP~re Iy"yerm --W 4 44ed
ft f In hbis f tlte Negroes had ,eqpal t!.wolf bp Aulw
about Wchool eblosing lfiu10tegatioUwereTequLeioongreooman William lAwronce, nd fru 010tte hp u E. Rspub4An
who had voted for the Vourtwth 4nmendm~ent1, waP -tb,#.ext. tp.1;k.jT -Fm
what? w~s actuajya legal brief (hIu qupr of o~AI, o~ t'o,

"Wheult~ s maid, 'no. State ,,hgll deny to y pro 4,,eqW1 ..e ~ l of,1
these laws, thbe word -- lpe ietju, #"e4l
but must include every benefit,'o be deOe -fr e $* the .

* law create and protect, and by. -taxation ,6ii the, 4prop~p~y of All siZp~n't,11ueoh
Institutions deoigned-to oxre,,for those whAGA u4i0 their beAlwt h 'dit&1~ o6f
humanity !requIre that equal provision ohou!4 be ;imaqe fo 08%~s who ha re
tftesebenefits enjoy 4n -thema~b the the p ect~~p)fth laws, tl e beu ft
of u lI-that, results (from tle laws w.hiph cre, fpiqet n upr ~e Anhd
by the fourteontih amendment, 4o state, 0,41l dep~ to a py 'the equl bexitfit
theso laws, and Congr" s 18charged withthe. Uty on11.
bet efits-,orprotection.'. .11 16t0 nfrii hi qn~
Lawrene went ton to poit out that the "Idesign of the -fouteenth amenmet
wvas to confer, upon Congress- th~i power to enforceoeivil, rights,", He -quoted e-pX
tensively .from the, debates, In 1866, to show, that i the 3-M'rst: Section ,of jtlhe POWui-
teenth Amendment .wabi proposed 4by 40ongreho, because of doubts about,, -ts eoji-
stitutlonal power -to. enact the OivtIl Mghts' Act oft &866j: and-to 4.4cssrdchL
iaientdry on. the, constitutkinal rlgbt of Congress tiv~e-eauictth 16.tit7,
which it'did. He concluded that wider, the Fourteezkthi Meudn~itjte,, vw?r
to sedure-equal civil, rights ,by 'appropiIatele.gislation' is an Agpreesawr.
-An.--6xhortation from, Congressjman .1osiah. 11. ;W*hls,.;a: Florjda W~ppJ)Ioan

Negroeitamer-, contained a, pot'-Pourri of eopStiutiMA 011t0,lW4,lby 0 pl"for. thebij to openn up the coxmnn-schiooW.'t.. p".A!etog~s~1Wli
8. Uerndon, a Texas'Ddomttic lawyers agal ., w -(opiQlply, .fwm t'e Ia#A &-
ter-(ise Oases to sho*)that the-billwas uwaansttjt~oi1% pnd 1ikwJpt l
thd elid of southern, school systhms. He zooted.U~ the wlgtep*a t s~o
both, colored tand- white -sch6ols, I and that ,hey woui refue- to -.1evyt1xsfte
schools were Integrated.19 ;,r._

SIn the course of, a long bharaniguej, 0, ongrQsa Wllfn3 i i, Wlorijoa
Republican lawyer,,gave 4the, follow-ig .hypothetlcaL eapl i~ "odtOXia
Inequality" imposed by.i a "statesor1ghts, legla~ftiuzW hich .0,sp qguJ~ Xeq*,-
late to prevent~ J

"An act to exclude' al1hlrnnt1lte nvle apiid sea asb1 AI

eyes from admission Into any -public school supported by public' taxation.1'~
Congressman William H. H. Stowell, a Virginia Republict a=rpetbagger,: ure
defiance of the threats to close the Schools If the bill we*eicted, I s~dta
h~alf ;pf 'Virginia'is population wals illiterate, that schoolsare oiyopezn fiorfive,
fiibiths a 'year, 'did th~ttoi tfifteenpe14 bent -6f the 46l6ire -jufitio ' ttefd
school, 'Hei advocated the bill because "Our State cons tttione also protdep 'Xdi6
the education of all 'the children in the Old Comnmonwea I ' -A~e A 'Arocrt
Legislature h;is practically excluded them from this pri~ilege."1is In kepl: 'two
Dem ocrats "read- from Virginia Republican newspaper ' '' "vl~ hgsch~oltga
tion and predicting elimination of publiceuaina cnene, 'One of

150 ~ 48/1. 4A 'ec. ed '3/1
h flee., -48/i1,14C. Cofigresn Jramesoro 0 10,phb~lchn but'not

bAwyero also tirgeo an. edual pot cton qrgu9tA WA lan

108Cong. flee. 48/1, 427, 429.
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tem also p~n0ed0 o t that, it iwas lOW:ore a -violtion of equality: to. segregate
ibJrato thanb 'Pyie, Asthat the bAil, Was Actually designed: to ' impose social equality,

aniithfit ifiid4rtha S(4jkt&'o1iuC7e CoIkrless bad *.no power to pasajit.! ,
TIh'e":next' dr' when fM n e deW4t closed,,' COngressman- tIltont 1 Southqrd,

~i~' 'Ohio D~ob cra tic ,la r, read from the-McCann Case, noted tbmany states
hadi Iehoo'I, -seM' ijgatlohA, l and 'pronounced" the' -bill ;;uncqnsttona3l." A

eorgi Deicrit dklared:that Negroes were being treated, absolutely equal by
school. eegregat:1ou ULsW exh~bo. ie 'te ouse against forcing- social equality, and

iCthe ririM wdrinngi aboutabaidonent of pulic schools if the bill should
pass.f A Missouri Demuocrat also defended school: segregation, and added :

"en~ hia'Presdent Gant~ ~i~ent6' tke liis children from a;.whlte-ci,00ooi .
an d siid thi* Uto a coWfoed school? . . Why have woe never witnessed the 'civil
rigtM a oe sitary example of 'the 'propriety, the :advautaga,
and the ex=olteneed of a ' * hih' they ropse it(V enforce- *gaint their remon.
tr tin ceith re, andi s ord? 1 '- hy do-we not see them, iby a
oltiklouO cghlce. endin'ti6if children tonegrb schools? -, Why, sir,;do -they

not do Ulit"' 'theY say -: is alil ght 'and, proper, be fore they attempt to coerce u A
.ito 'compli~iance wiofth 'agarct the ntirt mhonstroudr: .', :

Butercl~ osed thiet debathein his 'ustawl sarcastic manner H said:
'it "Again, weare told ht Mit we 'do pass this bill we'shall break up the common-
school system o the South. I I assume this is intended asa threat - :IJf , so1 to that
I answer'as Napoleon did, 'Friice never negotiates under& threat..,- I regret the
ai~rgjuie~a, if 'itwas one; was'put forward in that form. 'Break up the comihon.
shol system of the, South*!' - Why,- sir,' until we sent the''carpet-baggers down
there you had not in fact a common-school system in the South. ,''',Laughter.]Y? "

Butler then, scorned the, inadequacies of the -southern, schoo systems, and
facetiously warned the southerners not to retaliate against Negroes -because the
latter did the-labor in the South and if they left the southernem would-be pov-
erty-striken.' H Plowever, he remarked that retaining -school segregation should
be carefully considered because colored children' were so eager for. school that
white, trUantsmight retard them in mixed classes." The bill was, then returned
'toi'~he' Jdiciary Qljc~~lte 7' . :,j ' i '. i'j 'i ' i

Several days lateri. Congressman Robert, Vance, a prominent Demoeramtic ex-
co6ifederaite '*eiwed the' 'debate.' Heobserved, that the whites in- his' Stat6 of
North Cft~llna had cheeet'fUlgtad themselves f orseparate- colored. schools, and
that tis bill was'. ieal' rigIte' bill. which Would break up the school ysstem for
,otlz race H6:stitd that'inee the University of.-South,,Carolitia had bmen'inte-
trAtod it bad cs3y'sit t6uiite st uderts and idvodated$ school eegregaton,*'A

Co:l:~q i~mtr Ric hard . a~ixi, rSouth Carolina Negro Republicdni, replied
td him. He' Wid thaqti Altiugh - stUdentes ihad, left 'Lthe 'Unttersitygof, South
Carolina, the buildings were still there and the profe'sorgs stlll; remained ,aiid
taught thefew* ho W*r'there:ito that the university 1wis not destroyed. ,He
idded that iniigraited' :choli weroe being operated in a number of _noftherh

cmftle,!ditot jinoB~si' '[owtr'r hecibeflywanted, the- retention: of the:school
clause because without It Negroes in many areas were being deprived of any
scl0org whaitAverY' I "

Ong. lowl1 4~
elsee lso Cong Rc 48/1Rec.4/

Cong3bn D, C. Atkins,, D.-Te u.) an&'Cong. Rec: 48/1, 720,' enry
e .ii'le;c8~~6

:L ong. Rec. 48/1,4-
.27 Cdng. ,Re, 4871; 406,4,, .
Yrs Cong. Rec. 48/1, 457-8,
174 Cong. Bee. 4 8dhi d5ta .00
1t!Cng. R&. I b, h 6 -6. eailgo said af 566
"I know that indeed, some of our republican friends are even a little weak on the school

clause of this bill: but sir, the education of the race, the education of the nation, is. para-
mountt all Gther'considerationsi ,. Sir if you look over the reports of superintend-
ets of schools in the several States, you will fhd, I think evidence sumacient towa rrant.
Cosress in parting the civil-rights bill as it now stands. -The report.of the 'cwmnils$iuei
ok.edue -tin ot Canftoa a p1oW that, under the operation of' aw and of prejnidIe, the
o1red 0-hllarf'fi -thi: -"at ererj ,pcthat1iy, elued fom4'sci6oliu$ hee1o' is a'cae
where a large cls of chilr en -are gro*1wn up' In our 'midst6' in atate ft ignoranol
and semi-barbarim . I niflhlnois, too, the superintendnt 'of education. makes Ji1
statement: that,while 'the law guaranteefs educaton to esyry 'child ,,'.et" sch kA',:the
operAtion; among tke school trustees that they klmo$t ignore, iti some'p,~,e .eof colored children." *. . ,
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Several days later, Congressman Saiuel S. Cox, a New York Tainmany Demo-
crat, opposed federal aid to educatil6nbecause it would be allever for integrated
schools.' He predicted that noimatter what other rights were given to Negroes
they would never be satisfied until they had thiesone.'" He said that they wanted
to educate white students against race prejudice.17 8 Congressman Willianm M.
Robbins, a ;Noith ;arolina Deiiiocrat, added that not only would the school
clause destroy the southernn :school system, but it would eliminate southern
white Republicana as g dll; He added that Negroes did not want mixed schools.?
Cain answered him' bY~ pbtintig out thit it was penal offense to educate slaves
before the Ciil 'Wat, d' demandedd that the school question; be settled."
IRansior, his Uefil tuel alo' Msweredithe prior Democratic arguments tbat mixed
schools wobild destroy the' school system by pointing out that northern colleges,

tuch as Yale, Hfarvardi:WilbtrfOrce,' ornell and Oberlin, and Berea College in
Kentucky,ll all admitted: ilored students without il1 effects, He ndted that whn
colored 1stidientb were admitted to' "Icbrea College, a timber of white students
left; but! soon 'they returnML H. He, uoted a report saying: "There is nothing
like such a school as this to teach mutual respect .-. ;. and to take away onit
of the arrogant" Eupiercilioudsness of caste and race." He concluded by quotingg
another Writer, as follOws:; "

"Ii times past tie negro ace lhas beeii the exponent of labor at the Soith; and
it is, for many years to', 'cme, to be closely associated, with it. If, therefore,
this race'is to be separated from all others in the public schools, and even the
youngest children are made to feel that the race is set apart for its special
mission and destiny' nw society, how can we hope to' make labor respectable?
'The old badge of servile degradation will attach to it not onlyfor the black man
but for the white man. To place blacks and whites in thesaime school is not to
say that the aces are equal or tiequal. It is to animate all the'individuals
with a common purpose, with referiene to which color or nationality has nothing
to do. If color or nationality has anything to do with Soieal affinities, non-
proscriptive sehObls will'ot affect their natural and healthy influences.,...

"The class distinctions perietuated and taught by class schools infuse a detri-
mental influence into politics. 'Bla'ck hmein, no less thar White men, should 'differ
on public questions 'But sui difference cannot show tself in political, action
to any great' extetitas long aW tlere is perpetuated a distinction so'i untdaental
between the white man and the ,black as that the children' of the latter c~inot
go to school with'thot e of the former.' In such a 'case' class interests 'will pre-
dominate over those interests which are more general and less personal," :'

Debate began ii th Seiiate ori' 8tumner's bill on January 27, 1874. A number
of Senators had doubts abotit the 'contitutionality of various provision and
Ferry of Connecti;ut,"and Mbiorill of Mhiine once again reiterated their belief
that the bill was unconstitutional, before it was referred to the Judiciary

"7 Cong. Rec., 48/1, 614-S.' These, sam argrimets had been, made iin the previous
session. See Globe 4/2'App. lo-16, 18.* :

17 Cong. Rec. 48/1 ,6. iHe. said: ,
"But . . the vil-rightai ll does come back with mixed schools out, the colored

members eire, and the colorevoters elsewhere, will not be satisfied The battle will rage
again. You may give thl thefreedot of the inn, the railroad, and the theater; yotu
may bury them e by, side with the white in the cemetery; ou may go further,
and provide that we sall all rise together out of the same mold n the resurrection,
irre8Dpcttve of race, color, r fprevous condition; but the broad voweled Africanese
togtie rill talk,' and . wl stil ak its musi of agita oti. Gentlemen of white
persuasion may tender theforty acres, but the inquiry still will be, 'Where's your mule "

7 Cong. e. 48/1, 618.. Hequoted a prominent advocate of equality as follows:," 'Hav-
ing the regar , you will not consent to have the clause securing us trom proscriptiol in
public schools int the several States rtrickn from the civl.ri ht bill now before you.
It is to us the clause of primary import. Public schools nculcate ideas, teaching therising generation. If the rising generation is taught by the State to look on the color
of a citizen, and, (as the arrangement setting them apart implies) to despise them, to
regard the class as 'nferio, one that hay be outraged, they' not-only,' n thus educating
them, unfit the.despised as well as thec despising class to sit on the juries, but the arrange-mnent wars with thte Constitution,' Which fobids any State from' making or enforcing anylaw abridging the right of citizens . . ."

17 Cong. Rec. 4 ,
t Colng. see, b/ Ca s "The gentleman says that he does not desire thatthe color eoje shall be.crode4 ipto the schools of the white people. Well, I do notthink tht thel . o t ldbe Armed b i: some few of them might e. But experience hastaught ,hatt titihain wil Come from such measure. I think,therefore, that 'I .e'pasri bil" weei b i d'lbdg a great aCt of jtistlce, we will settle

for ell time the question of the Irihts of all people. And that is necessary to Itsi success "
'a Cong. Rec. 48/1, 1818-4.
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Committee."' On March 11, 1874, while the bill was under, consideration, Sum-
ner died. His last wish was the passage of his ciyv rights bl,

Frelinghuysen reported the bill for the judiciary omm'.itte, and narrowed
its constitutional basis .to the Equal. Protection Q0aue of the Fourteetlh Amend-
ment,: He thrice stated, that the 'bill therefore properlyy secures equal rights
to the white as well as the colored race." 2* When Frelinghuy*sn turned to the
school clause, he supported it on the ground that .institutions "which are. sup-
ported by:the taxation of :al, should he subject to the equal use of all. Subject-
ing to taxation is a guarantee of the right,touse." Heafdded:

"Uniform discrimination may be,made in, schools .and .isytutLos of ,learning
and benevolence on account,of age, sex, morals, preparatory qualificatiols,,health,
and the like. But the son of the poorest Irishman in the land. . . .a la have as
good a place in our schools, as the. sonof the Ohief ,manp ,4the parish, The
old blind: Italian, who comes: otherwise ,Withi thergulapps, (A. an asylum
for the blind supported by:taxation, shall have as good a right,.o its rgli s
it he were an American born. There Is; but one idea in the bill and that is:
The equality of races before the law." : :' ,

Frelinghuysen then turned to the question of "whether th!s.l, adnlits qf the
classification of races in the common-school system; that .i, avit g Qone ,s~ ool
for white and another for colored children." He first read to the Senate from
the decision in Olark v. Board of Directors. , In this case, a egrp c4hld had
demanded the right to attend a neighborhood school, and the local chool board
said that it had discretion to refuse admission thereto, andto ,requreq her to go
to a central separate colored school in accordance with local, sentiment, .How-
ever, the Iowa Supreme Court held that the board had no,such,discretion under
Iowa law, and had to 'admit her to the neighborhood scboo1. He then quoted
from the decision in State v. McUanbl in which the Ohilo ;uprgme $Court
hadl held that state school segregation statutes d, niot vi4late the Fourteenth
Amendment. Frelinghuysen ten n explained: , 1; , .

"The constitution and laws of Iowa provide for the ,'ed catioqn, f allthe youths
of the State without distinction ofcolor,: In Ohio the.statute expressly provided
for separate schools for white and colored children. Therefore the decisions of
those courts afford no precedet for, the, construction of this bill when enacted.
The language of this bill secures full and equal privileges in the schools, subject
to laws which do notdiscriminate as to color . ,

"The bill does not,permit the exclusion of ,ne from a public school on account
of his nationality alqne.

"The object of the bill is to destroy, not to recognize, the distinctions of race.
,,"When in a school district there art. two; schools, and the .White children

choose,to go to one and the colored to, he other, there is nothing in this bill that
prevents their doing so. .

"And this bill being a law, such a. voluntary division would not in any way
invalidate anassessment for taxes ,0o support such schools.

"And let me say that from statemeiits made to me by colored, epresentatives
in the other House, I believe that this voluntary division'into: separate schools
wotild often be the solution of difficulty in donnittiities ~vthele there still lingers
a prejudice against a .colored boy, . .. because of itb, tblod :.

"The colored race haveiinthe last ten years manifested such noble and amiable
qualities, judiciously adapting themselves'.to the deniand of their peculiar
position, that we should not hesitate' o believe that they, Wll in the future
conciliate and remove rather than provoke unworthy prejudices; and there is
nothing in this law which would affe& tthe'legality Of schools which were volun-
tarily thus arranged, one for the white.td the etber for the colored children.

- * * '* , * ' * * *

isCong. Rec. 48/1, 945-951. See/;also Thirmtan's assertion tiat the bill was uncon-
stitutional I. at 8455-

t MCong. Bee. 48/1, 4186. See also Cong. Rec.,48rd Cong., 2d Sess5,,92 (9i87) (Cong.
Thomas Whitehead).

24 Cong. Ree. 48 1 8451.
15 Cong. Re. 48/1, 8452. However. shortly thereafter Frelln*u~hlB n inconsistently

moved to restrict the benefits of the bill to citizens bea use "i o not think that a person
merely landing in this country is entitled, as, a matter of rig4t, to tie benefit of our schools,
which are supported by taxation" although the ual Protection Clau Coerb all "persons,
and not merely citizens, who/are covered by te Pr vileges and Immuties Clause. See
Cong. Rec. 48/1, 4081./ ,
is 24 Iowa 267 (1868).
17 21 Ohio St. 198 (1872),



'Who pltl"VIt, a~iftr himigelt;whaVi woudld*' ,theirobjotlr3Wiiblq WAY1c~o
,1115 ehulrdii"Bethig fe4hke (*Wthe jpub1W- @o*ls- tht1 hV(JwaqTsxt1 At-

"The 'objection' to -the) law) AWts':ffc 6n; isw)iety it btatu'j cn~inti$
,aeldohifi)i ' -utt ~t'lw ~n~twould,'be, perpetuatilag Ahatrigering

"'dttdh16Ve40a,3:* kn.vats0Ishwe stablishp- tscol o olrdpol

.those'I dcik~olsy ill-b6e 'iiierbr ,t0, 'those Ifori the' wbites. i1Tli wbites8ArWAndt w0U

'gbverfhni~ne t6gt'hat thert-by the, sti4Qngtht of; the strong. inuresto thebenft!oftb~e
wek thb W6Alh-of'the ich, to'itheirblief-of ,the- poor, anfthe. Andeuce4.oithe

;'great to Ipiotectioli of the 1lowly:ji It 4xakes, therfabricv to ocety at unt, so
-;that) the h tblbr- portion' anntot shifterl'withoutu thie morel spienx1(ihlarto. b,,qng
Injured and defaced. This is protection to those Wh6-needjiftwu. ~ *

'Frelinghuyseui thepvwelt, -on; to: jpt~ he coMAW9AI Py-o epoJ -eg.,
latlon by Congress under (1) the principles of the three r&conisruetAo 9g Amnd-
nients lunmped' .together ,with reetlsey (b) .b t)i, einnwtit

:H6econceded thatAit Is not'one-of theptiegso QtI3otlT~iteq Stteto, have any education I=a, $tat*;, that a State aybol~ li 44#44 -pi~l. f
-eiver, be contended:;that It, was pne ,of t0e .rvlgso natlonaf citizepish9p
P"not to -be; diperiminated-against on.,account -00 raq0or, cotor by the Xlaw: ot , a
State. relating ~o. schools,, ;!! 0410 weit tt. Xl~I~l 4 Pild, fro'm
school. golely. b haue,,ewqs. ot. epv~fiA or~ Afwicf1p4 OeScent "!won iolt
privileges ,as -a:. citizen-of. the 'United: Stati " ~lnlusx als "6onten~

thatthePrivlegs an~ I~muItes Clause. went. further than 'the' 4l -Uker-
state Privileges and -Immunities Clquse, pt; Wrticle 4, 9POWti 1,4n 0, ' loUil Q

_Xresman, John, A, Biunghani, tbe. RadicalA ~ Itpbqa ,~wer 0r )i
drifted' 'the clause, stated ,that the'i Fourteenth Aunfidteaie 1'n ,g
any -further? aid& *as solely- designed to giv ogespwr~ noc
original ,conotitutiontil- provistomly, ]Freinghuyseip . also -fa1ie4w~ "tonotice that
his' construction, of -the Privileges'an&X, Ipuntties OlapseWoul hvlva, 1000d,
the widespread tind; long-standing scollw eurpg; rFesideicq,,of Ilde
in the district.2
I Several -days ;later,. Senator Thomas: MX. , Nprwcpd,, a; Georgia, Deraou t a1 de-
liv6red: a -long harangue during-which. .he, too, ."ai~ed e pob , th I th q
children could be -sent to private, schools while poor, children , ''dep 'the bl,
must, choose; either Integration ,or ig norance,! '-e, sarcastically, identifie te
the Var power as 'the source'of ,Congress'- power, to."Oeclare wvar',letween~l wte
children, and black..ohildren InIepbi col~ n ic tepwrt
make war :.necessarily carries -with It the. power to, detr y, ogescn
further and- even, destroy, the public school !", uftinatqly, he. became serious
and, made %, long argument' that,..the right -to, go to schoa 4 poected
under. the Privileges and. Imnmunities Clause."6 ., *

'O 'a 20,. whnthe Senate -resumed, consideration qf thec ;vlk~htsbi1
Senator. Dahniel W. Prat, a-Republican. lawyer, rom, Indlana, e~plar.qdhsmp
port of' the school, clause as follows:.

"Domt the chief *objection Is to allowing what are called mied schools. 'In the
first place,' this bill does not necessarily lead to that , eapeelally 1i the" large

168 Cog. Boo. 1 8452.
Cong. Roo. 43/1, 34fri3. . .

106Cong. Rep, An/1, 8404.401 H.W Rep. No. 22, 41st Conv." Ord ess 1(1871) U .'Thq:elctuse of thbe* fou'ttee~th
amendment, 'o State shall make or, enforce-0, rlh ~w' IWhh s c abridge .thco privil 9," or
Immnitifes ofeltizens of the Upitd'States'l do','Ioes. rt'oti thp M~lon $n ho comlttee refer
to privileges, 'ald. Imp'ulftese citigehs of'tl~e, VltmVtt~ te ht hS rvl,
and immunities 'embraced in ith k brgn alt txt tth ontitit Hot, o'010io64,. bect, on

ISee n. 148,- supra.
If*S Cong. fec. 48/1, App. 237.'
IN.Const. fec. 48/1. App. 2:19.
19 Conig.'Beo. 48/1, App. 289-244.
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c~tiles, where- colored peple aboulde 1w tbisotyO. for, exLWple, the ,5cI19o~s.,9
Okept separatetand will cotiue tobv Jioighthf V bill -be~omealaw. Where, te
t: olored people are numerous enough to have: separate sp3i~ol ofthi~,
wdu14f8 probably i prefer-thoir children should, -be ediucat.V4 byt themoolyes,._4nd
there is nothing in this billiwhicht prohibis -this.,~, But, in tbe. ag"_aI comi.
trY~ geparaWe schools, wilL be 1 mpracticable4 and -the cojorod (chk~re4 If educated
&at all In public schools, must necessarily be where -the .great. majority. of t
chiidten are vhiteiwiThere uaY berbiut.-one or. two: colored families n tJ~o-dis-
trIct, and I admit -that here ithe question ~must, be fairly, met -,whether, they shall
share'4r ~be Axcluded~lfromn,the.,benefit0 of the public schools. ., ,) I'

161n thfiefirst place, if -not followed, they' must remain, unedwqated'; ,a tWng to
be 06ided; since these. children, will oned 'dy, be voters,-an 44-policy -TOO~re
they should be Intelligent voters., In the next -place, -theretoe no more -reason pr
.. stici 'wb* -they should.,be exclud4id than, an equal number ot white, chtjdiren,- for

!'1their father, as at citizen has?beer- ;taxed'.to build -the- school-house, and. -to. main-
1Wtaik'the--sch96L .And, Astly,,1there,'ts preciely'h aerao~lcid
should lreceive'a -rudimentary educationi at the common, schol;that' thereis for

white e -children. !Beyond all' this,' what becomess of the' colored man'1s:,rights.4as
-ii~nif -this 'discrimination, shall, operate against him. In, a,,point,,where a

parent's heart is most sensitive,, to exclude his children; from.drnkn at th e rn
mon fountofknoWlbdgett"'2 ,

*Prat1'4rdded Ith~td 6OitIint ,Ycho66 integration would evaporate when, the- law

Ithuriifina i -aI IAeble"P DeiocrhlC' The of *the bill, a6se -to! answer -Pratt
After, Mi etnf Abalysis of 'the' Pr~vIieg&, and '1Immunitieg Clause' designed

todjiojitrte ha t*g ill w as tnnntitittionalil"'he asserted 'that If Pratt "how
'tijiderstood, this fhst Oectlii~ As, illoWifge the State"of 'lindlin ' to, provde by! law

~hatthecidire 'b ~oot~pe~lO'nd f'Wltepeoplo'shallibe educated in dif-
feientf' sibfi~oig [ieJ ''Is g"eiitfrely' isitakeni'" Thiirmati -then ~quoted' exteneiively

1~ro the4f6cdhu4 deci of ,the-Ohi6 1 Supreme- Cofirt, "composed 'of five ,efiI-

_nent rejiAb i*s"' toth( effect t'hait' shbbl segregatiov laws did~not ,violateth
F'our'tiefhth Am~ndment. _Hb added thiat sidiO "the exclustin- of tcolored- children

fr~ ~~~~14 in'~h~4sh~ h no a *lolatidtl df -M6 fOurteeAth,-,amendmebit,, then, 'you
hav xo -ihtid topuisi'iuh exiin." - I~e'contiluded bl observing ,that whites

paid it dot's all o I AMh661Vtakeg,!anid issued the, stock direr~iwarming about
selbol cbsig' f he'l~i Wie liAssEd~ .1,The' next daty, Senator' Jfohn W ' Johns-

'tn, VfitgIni' U tld 'the Senate, of 'the great' progress -the
IDenio'6ratic' adm~llstrttln'of hiAE tAtoeliad made, In building up a schoolsystem,

''tat 6ollre gh~~ 'f.~iitin4Wei'eeqoal to, those. of white '-schoold, that' neither
-paty 'wa~nt0!d ' ih,6bl ' I~tbkrtftto~n; Ian fiif' I it' came 'the school system, would, be
destroyed,'"

Mbjtilokd)htxt.' Helfir tfMthat'the'wordRif~the equdl protection' of the

jqaws" In the '6ret'Aednet maitot'eulbenefit' of, the lstws!' be-
cAUse 1 the )1',iole b6dk)of -thle lqwi Is tor- Owroetio'In !some forfni- the definition
and t*6ttin' of thM rihtd bf pes-adpoet . .'O"'He'then got Into a
06116OV3 ith'Seiaitoib Aiigustts, 8.-Mermon, 'aNorth, Carolina Democratic law-
yer, who -asked-'hfn wbether at'(rsoho by virtue of Uited StateA citizenship, had
the6 rightt to dtt614-A palI'tWli class o6f - chools,'" and' whether ;a -state could

r~jiiretha fetials b odxkaed eparately'from-niAles,#as ifollows

"Mr.~~~~~~~ ~Mwo. .ti~ha&nW 
alI'nylStftte'denyitoany person 'within

,14 jurisdiction the equal protection of iyh lawV 'dAenislto any Statef their power to
imalt! "A "discrimhnlatIon ' a ist 'any dinas or, men -asg a class '.' it deish
jowei' to exelnide themP lfbni! sot 6la becuglse Ithey are negrObs,.%'.- The question

,9f senaratin9 males 'and females into dfferentschool9 does not. com4-,witbin: the

iCohig. heC.4/,48e ''" "

n~c,. lRe. 43/1. 4093. Hle Paid: "It Is said ouch alaw ns this bill enact$, will b,- Po
odious that it cannot be executed. 'he objection assumes whi#,t I deny is. true, that It
will he generally odious.. . It will be odious only In particulft?'sectipins'of te' country,
for In many parts their rights and privileges as'aiet out In this, atre now rOcognivbd. In
one State the practice, of iixed seolo has al ays been the rulo,, and In 'oev roil of the
Southern 'States the rule 'has been qstnblisheT ySaelw.Ps thsbll anal
op1poRition will ceo~te In a te* miot)in, whon it IF; known t~int thO questions' settlel :'for
people mwill come to sae tha ,the'- la-W Ih timortetl byp rasoh atid justice, and that free
government' demands 'the, a 'Mon p.1 all dintimctionp. foulided on dolor find race."

29s Cong. Rec. 48/1, 4088-4090.
gooConig. Rec. 48/, 4114-5.

'~Cng. Rec. 48/1, p.85.,



ting male chirdrew~~~~ ~ z~ qt4p 1 e ,
principleprovided At exte~udwtpQ~,(9,- ". J4

that the power to dsc ,et ,wa kt 0 11
bound to eetabiish comrnogi P0I9IQ;,q ~t te~~ 0)'a'i~i 6
to be, suipportedat .puibliq enxpoec gyw tecd _~~~ idrc
from those, schools. ., ,TIpy may say 100l~s-~ Xi4 bh e
trenia e-that noe d~ a~ it 1~Jz~
of. all. jat*ee. 1 wjU.not.go ."aV 01r) -_Ot' -the. ~ s ~ oCI4atteud4&. emm msehool, Aityqu plsqe ~ ir pa%

.*"_IrMunMz!. Why do yoiue tin, wr4 'e*, IO ~i~ tnqw
this :the Coititutipn.,doe nnt, sftyiRny, Iwo ab r,6 'r epic r

other respevt wl4tpoyrIhi the AfbendhA e mI.
!Mr. Moa~oxN..,Thp-C~pnst1nt in. effec Apssn ~ I htn

halll be, denled the eqqal, proteatiop, of :t4 , lws; -in '1if i~n~no

ask; my -frj.9nd-and he, ca not Aei~y, itft'oA iti h.r~i~ itdne
equal protecting of tl~eIl.,

"Mr. MmBfLN say' Ie ar 1~ t if liep""iR si~~,frW~~to
of colored chfdrep that,ie made for,Wbitecllen" m e rI

MerrImwu then pre~ronp ow etle n'~kr)hn
students was iconsftitonl I on, reple b C~ it, 379 Iti~* hiq of teWitr
teenth Amnendmet toXclndq ppilred, chfl rjoi Ul'itrl 'erikn
said that beaiite hs but i~e tee 4e~~dlovd pit'i

noi"conlceded, th~at tne, ei,liA1x.o 4 d9t, ~dfishos ~~~oto
can asI." Merrimon entn~wt rs Ierqlk ntd1tc~r h

i~r, ~uw.., ~. sa t~aj 1~~ ~rx"i4ui4 hn~ot jmss, ,,wipro,
viding that white i'idrez ,koi l.dutentntit &*bdred cfihldre Ao'~
not be, lbeause that wonden ie gi1poto ' 14'. E~hn
It affortds the same provison, p q th sa e asnie ie'4~i hre o h
colored raqe that Itaffored for, toe,whltke r , 1einnir dliiihnaiktioni
against one rae'hnteea~~ tteobi;Ii(t1 I~frt"6 i Wcri~ent
for the Leglslqttre to*,doljt, 'th~oxe ehign tie n a j oei in tin
Constitution of the United'gtates 4tat 2 M,'tlfor

",'Mr.,MORTONi,,Mr.,9g LrQd',agui~nt f
teenth. avaeandenm "he~a ~nimk~ R1, ;lIX fo. 'Ithe chTI~fiW of bot
races,; imd If. there; be aiy ineqult .l~ n ' Itt i~a ilTOn ft
fNurteenth inmendnipnt ItlrVj 4 j- 4'6ie lk~ fb~k
separate aid distic sA 4 Prec 1 .ztY'q a n ~trtdti~

Morton then .coppe~irn1Itnti 1J. '"en,
colored: qhdr4, c9ul,4' 1t41 en pdteeo

sieof Merrimon's perftim qtiopin nlt,46t) Ptx l'avie
discussing. segregatlqp . "

SenatorGeorge, $. B" 11tWel, q sc ,,tWlalfembtct then fbired
an amendment -to strte qro ;4AIc~tQnn~t~ A% i~vsnt
all 'Person~s "shall; bqentitlqd. %?jtle,;ul ft4 ~q~ eit ... of'dftischools,." and. imsert-460 evye~mu io id. oii~~'~ noflani
or benevolence .. that may hereafterbe' doed - -~ Stte,'dr suapp~ort.1.
by public taxation." ' He supported the school clause bsed on the Pri'ileges
and Immunities Clause, and disagreed with the decision In the Slaughter-Hot 46
(708e8. 'He also said lie was; offering his amendment because the committee draft
left It In doubt as to how far school segregation was perbxjitejl..: HO, W"',to to
forbid It entirely, saying:

"A systemi of public Instruction supported by general,'tAxItiton to -security,
lirst. for the previklence *and eonfiiuuneof those idefist;(g equality 'Vhie)1i'f~id
every humann lsJng- to, recognize -eVery: other humanii6ng- as an equafl in tall

21 Cong. Rec. 48/1, Ap p. P69-861.
2Cong. lWe. 43/1, 41 1. Scue also id. at 8570.
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add'
~iiidkki~

fe . on Of countyl tI

the. prejudie 'wiall 'i
by 'the powe of g
district, -those eduti
the highest degreO.f r

*tockto~i, a New,
.P lca c rol over

New Jersey legisatur
ste legisl*~ture wouldTe' JieitL day,' May,_
his speech by.*reading
Tenruqse ), epbllca .,
speech contifed: the,'

0h same, 8chQIBI As
stds h6,uWc e roote

H~owe then, (conmenl
differed with , tePuP4
ImxnmltIes Olause 01
(Yasei."1 ]Ele asserted'
rnor schooling or ne

~hI-* t Iiiohiose Idea*~ icani b

Of -l464t dlit Jb11ifdtehti re taughbWs tlat
nk'lgidltlons &100; *i&e,-,f if xtabqalred

do thilill I f w to strike out,'that
tho6l li-to ~ jOu. Sstef'Of public

jFL, AEtid' O4blo:, o'titWhenr they
6i~y hall I ct~tketh& Aipo' p1ub1l& questions

''thi-4 Wd Itcte&d- to -the ealne 'g6rneial

f' r o'ilack hldren'aiid fot' Whiteciire
tb i,*td tligh! 6k toerat6 tiuch sahkuis~l

el~i~eddod'&oditlbhi ar6.1r Ogh togetherr,
ifi be' taiihtp; and"It:i tihe chif mnso

~'. ~ple, 1'~utO tht k: ipublic duty
ph~ountry, wit hbtthey.'afb'tbbe iso-

g,~Shaii -bd alsimillateod aiad ntdei'on of the
0Ity- ThrfWrb, :where it wo~ld- be, possible

Lgs1lnit Wfit Wintt~t. of Oubli polei . .
of the 8outhf It -Is nIot ' possible to' establish

i : ad fo lit hldrenf ' that will 'furnish
itits of elti6 6rass ; and th~tfdbrb in all that
i4tCM thOch6 sijalbe: ied, - i b rder, that

IA~ be --mlred Fkh~Ole.It in er'that, *hen
pijtis! ocf; dt1Fii6jj~b MhRUl 'be' rooted: out
they 'Will' be able'to-accurnulfite -In e'er
"the jublie schools8 shall hO zifiade useful to

lisiaftacity Iii the puiblic will With the power

4 n~d ~i a' Jpie~din#9 with a-plea
6ld hi 6*66110igue, Frlinghuyseii. to g to the
6d' to regfilate, schiiols, -and Added ,that the
)I1I like thisj.wr - ,'1 !, ..

~'do 8ena "debatte 'S8tocktoii finished

hiool lirtegrtilon.:: 96 added' that flottwells

tied "not 9melr t 0'ii~al schools but to go to
Iidi. e thfit tIi6firt~ble 1 re6jud&Ike'that
Merto of the yidif they grow up." I'- e,

)Y- the ech,*Oolsst
In support of, thinlll Like* ,Botwel1,- he

?itr~ae -Intorpretaloti of Wh Privileges and
entWAinndieti I'the SlatuIhter-JHouse

ri 4"Scho6i districts oUld'give Negroes Wne-
spfim~ the'threats of'school-0lo"inj.21* But

I'

"Cong. Bee.48/1, 41184
. ong. fee.4 4/1.4111,

Ms ong. Rec. 48/, 4144
200 Cong. Rec. 43/1, 4145.

"Cong. R"c,4 1,~l 4148.
N'Cong. Rec. W/1, 41~0
:ftCong. Rlec. 48/1, '4151. 'Ho said -"'But Senfttots say, 'Let its be careful: do not co

to6 far; . 4ddnot you dare' to 'say that- the colors, in thoo school be mixed; say that
and the schools fall,- there shall be none.' I hear the threat and I'admit I am afrtild.
I do not know but they will d6 It. .. '..This .(threat) Is one tinttcomes very, near. me. I
do not know but the schools wil fall If we do not stay our course.; but when perll threatens
of any kind I can meet It but In one way. let Justice be done tlioujh'the common schools
and the very heavens fall." ,I



you are resolved, that the6 two colonsh' 4 ln

honorable! -fren4 ivd':i~~~
ib ,was I feeer.m ~ ~ ~ i ~ r~~ i i ~ -~I

from the other. I do not believe a 91 a1UX4d e
it belozigs 0t edUOUtlo, ~t~q htW~ ROOM~
in your school-houses, fhill wil1 not force emtht, A)
the Privilege of chopog, pV~wQAhO twqP 0"~cl
fealb the inm~t,, aiiuead~lierq m C~

equal -instrupin u4thwie A":il t 4te, got.'O~ ~e$~~ h
colored chidre -will, gq 'by thph*l4~5 O't~s~n ~ao, i~a
feel M~ore. at; lwnu4e ,yTAheMa~~Sp~~A pet ~ ~1
and,-the chld whq yould, sqtj1r~z1b8 w ~pa ~ i~ti
fo r, mere. *oilraon ol ~ l id 46' d:~ie d i~c1~a A
rebel against~ his ira*e. , o h otay ty~ W yt~ ~i h
uiot be educated, togpter nd t4* .t4 rlp~ o it k I u u
accOmodlu are prvi e, th~em', Jp,~ oo . tl,~3pi
then; offer'equaJ!4 dlconqM~ oe4iq 1e~e, ~4oiW ithtec~
house- continue to keop -.y teQ.J.~u e U tI it 140*4d Aio he
superintendent of schools Jude o0 'the Iop~tv r#0r$ tt~s~40~tthi
is theilpoint. They. wil knoiy where they br est %ew care,,6t.. X.ouA'athr
trust them, tha Iofuta~ n4lw 1 ?Vr" IOta
little, children:.4;e, nqt 5y~dc,Ra! ha )iy i '4Udutl tuh

Alcorn, wyho.haidciionsstetly spov an ~e9 ngtfBC iur,,ilii.t
prior, Oongres,11 now 4.4iocaem~ 0-es~id, tat' "amnt %qrf4oLo

I~choll;an4 conten thtthisAll ospt i lei'H~pandta
in Mslppte er , orOlldte -lqe~v~nn1t "Xet th,6reIs niot

mixed school in the, Atfte Of MISSisa1pp1, and we hi~e cvligtshere.". le
added that, the,, colored peo&~ "' elievp, hp,.Iiteimsts of'.Ooth tacob6
promoted, by,,,)pip the scho4?l par," aii~tl44 'k, ati4C4tor7 SQ~fr~atd
sKhoI system -was in operation(1 w)4Xeh ga4 evr clik&'t ih osei ru
child to-any .scooi' you ,C4woee 'iatthat, qh~dpom of* rot ces, Were, b h
the choice of their 'Parents, sent, to, segreae AIools . u' thb bIU'be-
cause in some ~tts21g~shdn Igto tOtisho. Acr oneluded by, accusing.Boutwell o, hypocrisy, in; d ~p~ meu nftlimiting
schools covered to, hoiq 9hereaftec4 estAblli~ect ?x tbnfig that he wanted to
bar' them "-from the, old M 44fixsett4e c6le eg. paid that $egros 4eianded
the Aght' of. admission tojall cluoolaa4I Oi6olttt~nlgoid
they will tramplee down cOqstltutlons'lt Hi 4o1 lusibni 'msdde It* eai tku~t
he had'changed his position beca 'hlooe coni itltuents demanded lt.All'

- Boutwell replied tothis that a olescha~rton ole, hhws
founie6d, by a; -private, perwn,, cougd nt, bo pqqgred to'Iute*a4 felt
later received. giftp*,.fromi the.-state,, cftinb A~rot&qs~ .Wo
because It "takes -,Its, law* from the. fbu~der of:1i ittton . kin hil

seuet if~and beqet ar pn h oun~latio, 'd~ z A 4 m e'6of law,
follow -the will of 'the founder, 'v~ th ihsui 4Ul it x~hfgtiatl
exeed the,' 1 inal6one. " le, sai d thatCqono rges," could, Ol reah ftutl16ha

'14 1bi4. Be said: "They-are not the ~0QIa~ 'Ntpr Ietlet 1 th e oJ' aert-A-n
everywhere. There Is not In Washitigton'k, ite'ldA ~a~i Ocflitic tu -ossk ,
the unfortunate to some extent, that makes the islightest discrimination betwveeu tble lk
and the white race; not one.* Politicians teach that prejudice. It Is iqot a law fR4,lbko
It to one of the worst and moist degrading lerzons we learn,1 and "n'~the'mosi
mischievous."

11 Globe 42/21 J14,424.l~ 82$70. 1 . .,,-..,-

ricolgciuec.4~ I A p.,805. ,~l ,-ft Cong..-Iec, yM.,801; lie gaid: "The colored people of uro State'demand the
pasouge , ofti6il.Iyed to that d M I.* .'Mk 'refusal would -excitib tloem to',p

they would keenly feel the t e V 4rong. ,I ben4. graesefulW totei Iil
minid may have been changed bi the fact that he was an~ uit _lnddt o
governor In 1878, in between the last Congress and this one. *~c?~ o

BA 4 Wheat. 518 (1819).



owe m 46Y, ' bY is bseqderftly 'OfidbWed s'Upp6tted6 t 011Jj - ' -i M2bludA-,,I I '4*itzifitttti lwf P P
a

tO fo Jador, i6tlgh'.11t,"Mi4y'hi
19 going further ilbapi 11'bink a'fi g6l fifte'the prinbipIts, df law and hccotd
fing,.tdth dectelob-i'of.th6g 'preiii''Ctoxiirt.

Aut Alcorn was,.not satisfied. Aid that! the'VhIted, Statt*'06natitutfoli
'and-'th6rtersi anddemah d6d'4dm1sWon to*sDart.

ollik top #Oes., ][ e W6pgy, a, M so moora -"Iaw 111kiDWIs6 .,refe*ed to1$6jW6i1'1eW1s-.',,,B-- ; , IM
amonOW6 a6 aln, Ilhiiti*tIbn 'ofiij)eal- Itti. ch If' bill; were imsse 0.thatWob d obl, lhWA the,

.0i U A' 09W :WoWd, ,'be' de#i6jed ' 'I" t kt'i ich' wbitet clilldrenl-wbuld? be
t% : 1 te: 966ol wMIe- -Vo''or wilift6j'a " d'Nogroes"*6ul4 go -,WItb6tit' educa-

tl6h.2n"' Bit', k6as6"'AI06ra1gR6pii6licitii:t6lleag46tfrom!Mis-0 1 4 '"' f , e' I i , , , I , , % I t* , 61 *116 " Wiltho& gtai6d... would', abolish :Wkt)plo' qld,'_j , ftate'that
sch6bIjj4brq I fli bill* ikhoOLOystem4 as --,a qo, not *thelilfiter&'fg.w', He:,'fioted' 'that -by la* in, Mississippi

Poe .s could' qn* "a" " h 1 -bif'ch&6't6"h6v6 061 lighted "hoMs.-' He'sdid
thot not, PL, ihi*lo 9ekr 'hAd aOj)lW';io Oxf6rd'Viii'Vetsity , "(now' tlie University-,of

481001y. Ith6u entitled to do * ',q'o, bht ffistend asked: Wbav6 I a -,toloredA'IAIii, sltY sot uoq- j hlcl' ivii d H" ' 'I" flitAt"h6l'.1 -1 . one. , e, a so stilted OPPO'wanted;Ne ies-6 - 4,;theOgb*t"t6g6to,-Hkrvitrdtindd' f h6, 'fik1 01
gntlemi6p-say. that jf equal-advant lli:,'AeParrit ' soh)dolf4;.ariD provided the

1' Avlleges are qov&i 6,4& 'V,6ay1Tfiat -wh6ibvei a Stiito,
sbAl 'legislate 'thAt"the' ria eW-Aftli 66 gle* ArAt d,- I iind, that-, WkISW016fi'ls bagod
,iupol qjo or ra, t.. qW Ip q dWinction made; it is, a distincttoh'M6 Inte'fit
-4t:",hftcb: 11016 to4o g inti-Oif df wa*60'ApA tb'degrad61h(io. CThe-coloiried

d liol nA. d*11pec
at sciparate

001*1 0 48 s'teiidj *'to,-'d,6g nde'hiin! rMe* re, Is no
22

04

re, .4i4' e 0 M c"' a* ;6i, Q196, atthIokeld -4he
9'M "Ohnicit" fti A ow "Cif-101AI, bill.' , Was

mb gidouox , 'Wiikfi 4 Ayotlhl 6f spiur at 'beAW *hi'gA"A Intd vhlte6djh 1&0
81-- Sxy eke i6i wo ''be Pit "d S"'a' Alhifthefii,"JTO 10OTolieltided tbiktMA")v ' h6dOup .Ould, 80 I §C th,616111)euq sse

fku s . r ei fiiid f e * p-Wkt W9.4 A I t bi 'the- isAbol"eltiu§ . ..After
Ll"vd, a It 40e d,*0i1'O lh'1Rh- bo'hfihlWhed 16',r66tt it j f (MIt t! I I b e* y6i IN l9"qgn1,6 .4 _ otdtI I C -4 11 lit I ch6bi: In r4

Ei4kr L _; h - 6 jr A. gy oij' o fa ti bi e O', i,;v direct
t6 OW, Q A flle, .61i&,Ah 6,vn"tli14. c6tti4tryl, who' ar*A it V9 -4ho# IPITI I Whi 5 , Ua 11W , e660"',ep IV w4n, 0 10910.,- It rA1. a I i oca 'nit' e 111AWr th 110 AP1, 01,1 h "I. ht-W441 'kht "6f; .0'eor mit to sbb White,'Mfiff. th6re:r afiik,cjeh6dl wltfi,'th ,

1)1 it,of tpe!o- . e at h
w, 4 0, t v 1.7 J ldrenvqred i f e r WfiNfold 0 end- thelt chi

io, them and fiy' ofth6tr ri'Wafi, -- .Aflfsi Ag-Ainst-
them and their children that the provisions of this bill are directed; W4 had- as

d ajjrapkly i ' know fkxll well that In no sectionof this71th.this question, HO & 6ffothno. They-,cdiintry..,4re"-'-IxO4:p pap dft

k 0.- eq. 4152..C 8 1.4152-3
Cong. Rec. 49/1, App. 820-1. He said: "While northern. Se)iators:nje:d#tOth6In*od

th the Fioutbern people shall amoclate with their colored' tilghtwa. hnd-tbqt th'Pblackn
.shall readmitted to MO. seboolsoor o country on an"o un yviluit *1$ the.*bites
they, are, tinwilling, i tjbey.shoulienter', tho Wall It h6,Nor h:;' they am

,unwl ling todo4h1%t*ft%41r ilv, oMe which tbbf 00141. 1P 10 Or'hbines.' ",
90:

Soon"g.
Cong. Rec. 48/1', 4154.
Cong. Rec. 48/1, 4154-5.



select their sc6hools, ,and .Seniatotknow iffllwellthatilftlfisb$ oq zioplA
tion It : wll nt, a'ffeet-their children, while 'they ,are 4AVWoig 4hefr purpo4A to"
force the .mixed schools Wh*bereby thecehil4ren ,of, tho-.poorwigle ~y~
compelled to,,b~educated In issoeiatiou withithe colori4 -.IAie4#,.or Ao~ducakeE,

Saulsbury predicted, that -school Ilategration WOuld py-odlee miscegnatim, " f
and* he destruction of ,southern ..and border~state,!school systeMs. ,whib .W0*
intensify, white; prejudice. against. Negroes rather, than alleviate. .,

With 'the Senate 'going into',,itall-night' session tofoepsagoftbil
Senator JamekrXK Klly,, anOregon Democratic. lawyer,. attacked it ncozitn.'_
tional' grounds. %.Onap, again, be explained the limited nature of the, Prlvtegaue

iiA i 10nouitiiee .0AW16, .and -prophesied ' thatY5if the, States, should, ajoq h
common schools, .the -Federal Government would,-,undertake to coerce th. pO~pIVI
of the, Statesi to lqvy 1tgxes, to support, comnpn scoQls.",.r * ~errrmon!?,, oontrI-,
bution- to democratic filibuster cpndlstw$%Qta i4M1ed
with a ,lengthy, analysis of , the limited , ,pe -of the -Prii'loges An~m mnte
and iiqual~rotection Oass?,He rpturqpel to 'bl analogy iietWqen seirtioA
by race and segregation by sex in the schools, anid noted'that.Mooi was unabje
to say why one was perMitted'and the otherfridmpH oneddta qh
protection,, was preserved when separate: schools were provided_ fo-bcl~asses,
and that the- Fourteenth Amendmeont..did ,no -etonrc any moreo th~m.sx
and either., permittedboth, types of segregation ornete. i

"'Will It be said the.-negro child has not the right, to go t9 ;t w,4,4fe "c6oo4, Then,
I answer, the white child has no right to go to the negro, school.,.., is, as br"'
onrmw~ as itis; the other and the prin,9jpli.,n] this case does n~tid~fe rn 4i
priftci~ge ,in..the: ease where a law..provildes that' ales shall' be dIceqi.n
male schools slid -females-only In -fezpale'scoos i" Augt un4s4 r Gom fre;
bend a distinction In ,point: of principle .between; itbe power ectp"t~e
In eprtshos'and that:. to require, the. race$, 'to be, edue4dla 'sp4 A19
schools., Like. equal legal' provision 'nmust,,be made t'or. eah rgco, (4ndltil i h
equality of-right and, protection, required jby, the ~onstitu t-. 'lle 8tat_ 1ma,
exercise' the. powerto distinguish on 'thezgroundof rAW.e,,,1s0 as to pm ovl~deorth
education, of-the races -In, separate schools equally, provided for I'~41. z'raer ,
respects. But, even apart from the police iPowers, I Tcanuof We whereIi ne, ipan
Is -injured A&nd deprived: of'any. tight; Jii the? one tcoooo Ito"I e

!ng.'lthanexo A~e. /1, the WRpayhui~s t poec; ~e~$p

Z gt 1o vroslaedPie, b 'te p
of I ni&%h ' tMi 6W 416'' Y,*e bIt Mri itu40.'ii hWh

wase thsez roo limited Ito therightf 1ot aulonse . t as ea sy Aqto1 hav Cpide

Wf%1.thie',t~o c~r?1 t ye t Iath of' 't*e,1teIr.JM gnetf)11nd
ae holdbeed ct sesay, why Is it' not

Oftil _ t6 n Wi~ hiitefsom ositIve

sucerenc? itabl nmotoio. hat * itwahu~o e*p~uteit Ahat-ourthe 9oe ipolohe
coutry.,W tgo e trtwn cho-ous.ol thewie !etv hy te w
schol-ouend tha neihe rac shlnefre th tr #~'9'0 at al81
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- ~ ~iu~d the1Ieubllai~majrltyoL~y'pcris~."~ le ended.

"With th&R~i~ligusel Iffusink W, 'adJournatil':3O am4"i Jsernxt Wi1f-
,&M'!Ii~it*,1Mrin Dehno~tio 1100.yer, began ia engtbVy 4lscuseton.
of, the 'bill, lie first asserted that Its constit .u~tonality could no ,t be jusiteA~,
und4br the Wrieexutli", Amendment,- *inee "thab amendmentt - said, -nothing -about

rkt~,an~l~"Cflr~e would' forbid rAclal discrimination'! thereunder ,,, could,
forbid otber. 1khd87f' disei'imiination' asfj; WeLY' 'He indVocoted -segregatd
sc'h~lis aiid .diklared-that, niixed, school1w'iduld lead! to iTacial -strife,., too,
piitted that" Makyl&hd would -close- 1ts 'schools :rather,,Ithan,s,,ubtit1, Ite-,;

'At! thirj 'ohmitk 1Aenator Aa'bi1i A., Sargeitj 14,- UaliforniaRepubltlanaw 14yer,
riliedthey 70llowiixg ainendmenbi , , ,f

'Prd~ec~~ht~t'10tbin Jtb~itAl-ded" shall be cof rudd to prw~hibitl any"
bti~ 1 tbool -ditit fi vlaw, iso i4 oeptat -gehols foi, Irsoni of! different

serlor tsoloiti~eeae wchtjol nke uaiInal pjU rpects -to, lthersi a tje -sakue,
dirade e6tAbiiM'0 'Pz uh dt, '& d A(ppre# by, an N,6ualipr tftU expendi-
tue o1 8h bt~d.~

KA. 'ote s'ak&bnthis aklieidiliit;' sidlitt lost, 26' nay!, to 21 yea. The.
afimatie OtO, wee aft by thlrten -Democrats, one' southern Republican,- and;

Pennsylvania, "6nd1Weit 'fkgiW.' "N6tided inf the 'Affbrmatii'e 1votets werb: those;
ot Mopriil'of IMhin , wh6 xad alwaysivoted aga6:it Sumanerl'bill,. Senator- Wil-
l10fiM.' Stbws4t, a ?.4eivdda'Repuiblican la~vyer:Who had 'voted for the:Fourteenthi
Aifnm bit'h P-~IWho Was-a' iprominenat~adleal' throughout the 'Whole: reconstrue.,
tin'prid, alid S senator -William it., Allfisoni am Iowa epublican l Iawyer who,!

as a 6i tbe'rof th&MM1oblinn the-,A~th- COilgmishad voted-for the Foukteenth
Abiddent!O 6flis phAsag$e.- Tho'e tiVe -votegere IcAst by nineteen northern,'
A6fbf* hhd 8e60n Isoutherft Rojmblicanif tThree of; theas' had .voted .for
the- Fout'teenth Anlendment, As-nletimbrAof *,the* Senate' and five' -ast, members, of

tb'eH~u6. i~eingu~se. lowe an Prttalliof'whomisaid that a' dual
sFool' syhteiti'And voluntary segregation, 1 ere, pdrmlssiblej' *'it ,the, least,. voted
it -th,6 tiogti'v, -so aplirently.Sargeuts amendment: must have been -construed

']ltlt* lle hn -io~'ed Ihis; amendment and. Stewart oppofoed it. He said, that
now that Negroes could vote, they could look out for themselves, and pointed to,
the votes for the civil rights bill In the Sentate as the effect of Negro. suffrage..He said that while Congress could constitutionally compel (the states, to, repeal
their. segrpgat on laws,, At was Inexpedient to do so because' some6 of : them thad
fdglingclibol systeme whtehV ight be rihed by the bill. F~elinghbiyaen then

said that he would vote against Boutwell's amendi,6ent' because 4the: 'Jtldtciatry

Qonunitte drft INteu 'MD, deeae 0mn i of 'Srgen , lav, -choed

that tha efclyceet 4t wiave. osfo -frthwiesogoafoer

school)" and ta"i ube no4 'oationo laW the I ~ a erat&4b~l.
' ]ohtvveli thene~plained hIS ameinentas follows:

"hat it eak4 _q J~nst',eacly, th'at,.Oftdtii: of: things' Which -i the honorable
chairman, ofhe tOombitte6'on th 06 JiOjiar" I4ttes liniky tbape4i., ', wi sh: to

'Cong. Rec. 48/1. App, Fi7: 'Vventuw to~a tat RR13p one*r ottoSaowho e to! vote for, tble 161H, apd pu the p149 wjV~i thed 6t &"cm1rnsii y ow
youwilingyour,-daughter, shaffatn. ~aeca Prflthl o net 11b'34 16*.'Ar

And, iaoulds give you 'a sincere apsweti be, Wou4 tell lh'ay,' And yet hq, woul4
havoe his fellow-Cotry men; do "What-,h oudi ot do himself.

Cong. stcAS4/1, 41I0t3wsCong; Rec, 48/1, App, 862.
w~ Cong. R004 48/1.' Aj1), 867 -9. Hle urid: "'do:n~ Ot wnt'he, senthuients and ptolpleo

enunciate by the. Senate, from, )fassa'i usetts (Mrs' .. outwo1), to bo-Applied to oum' pople.
and forced upon us. The policy of. fncin pinix !s PO% .,,qt.*i I x 14d'1ioice
d.ired -by 'nielther.'aot ms tlbqdohe, qaysb te e~tol to.? '&eop5tAb lAb~
puinclple.', I Ievn -not wbether WtbeAglt or~ wroqggi siMin~mc wtmetar ll et Qk soT
not be' done' as a' matter of pritioiple; i say~i as-11 matte o~plc &pNlIOphy, 06e
men who~would do thiin-are blind to. the, iateraft-Qf l~qth races' 4at ,

MCMug, Rc..481&4187.-- eas ids! 50,~ ...
30 Cong. Ree. 48/1, 4167-8.
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break down, the prejudice In.tho ;puble miud'byv 'hi&? It' is peesb* 4 iuti
cities And Isections ',of the 'ountr,~ to mgkke sepaat sbhbols Iafid give: td ebil di
who when 1,tie.Vrbe(!omen men aie bond by, the f iane political, bobdil to A! gvetn.
ment based upon the doctrine Vf 'equalltyi - Wk~s, Whih 'ibbfigisteit: wth thd
existence of. such, IL'titutions' #'for- U tA )onlyO byi nkitfi into tieminds bil the
children and the, yozth of t'ae' countky. the- Iia that therel"iin, diffekehce b'
nature or,'birth or: raew or color or caste;'-thit' we: tanvlak6 sebdft-1oi the 'Ionb
tinuatneof their ' nstitittons -undbr. which'w, ie eiy ys 'he tObiel
ates, encourages, or lays the foundatifn for 'the disseminatl6h 1f dfffrdhtideas;i
is, a, system hostile' td, iepublicani gbretnient.: Inasmhiuchi as IthleseM fod xilli
colored people are ,iaie by theAJ611titutlletiz~is 6f the 6o"ltry) aIf them AId
their . iosterity -througr. all -time gbt --to lbat r'1bt' Aud pwrt "With 'ut eaig tIsnA9
'I sa0,now -.T: .J'et)b 64Wtb41ai tlihg .*hich!1at flght'l tiie e6 ,''otthe Odiijitttti;
and nothing is right bit absolute equallity Of rgt'

Wrelinghuysen' 'then askedd Bd~utWell, W~sh~ "he0 Vroose l his aiien~to compel colored chi ldren* to go~ to, white schools. Ihlk 'rbplled 'th"t he
could not do-this, but thbat-he Intendedto O1iiatea,,dUal scVh6ol ytik twr

Republic, to~koqulre' the' children- of celoredyPeople -&hd *hitel~pd eo i o to th6
same, school;' *hether they deiire lit- oX, nM,', and: th~t' Wei should nt leaVe i6t op-
tional even: With, them- to' separAteth6Yiselve;6§ bui ifUst fordd thenf int6 the)sne
school, and, this for accomplishing 4f a grea6 moral 146WPtf at a~hd~l
Republlcgn,' 'Ooleftgttee t&,lt, ihii of 'the: statesjt. free ech6ol syIntem- wag thot.
fim]ly establiahedi- eaid ',tlhat Intgin mIght 't'eath-so hd6oiina to
des troy It., EkJo concluded th a them waftniom going to sunrrendoi the Nfer i'ob
at the expense of educationP 1''
'Undbr questioniing ~by 'Stockton, 'BoutWell reiterated'th&t ithb' pttrp6eI of-'his

amendment wdas not'to eliminate all 'distiihctibnM of race and Color, 'but to re-
move the ' prejudites which, exist between persons 6f different ,iate! and -dif.,

that' he 'disagreed 'wvith this.-, A *vote wastheh "taken .on 'oit6f-aA ~i~
Five votes were cattin its fA~or:, due bk Bo6utiell: fiid one' M'A Wpblitih senria-
tor from 'Alabama, liouisina- Mfisissippi, and, Bouith C irolna, 1eabh Og' wilh.
had heavy Negro voting' ppuatins.- Forty-tw~o votes wete as aggi st' th
amendment. Thirteen were Democrats, four were WthO 'fieuiblic&ang,jand

lica' §- Who MA 'vted fo teFurteii~h Atnendulent 'as z1emh 6fof theseat,
and -fV4 11s. members of the-" AousdI'i4dtding Senatdr Roie""'CVikling , 4~n erst-
while - olleaghe,' of Boutvell -on tl&W~nt -0blittee' oni Re 64~ti Whc
'had Ireported. oft, the Fouttenth Abieziddletit.,0n fvtfSeikWi: Willtim 1).Wash-
burni ,a Upftblic~n,,co61eagii6 of i Bdut*ell, frbm, Mais hUwdtts W'iho'had likewise
*9 ax heraber of 'thelffouse,' voted: for the Fotirt~enth Amefiient 11on 'Its'pass8age
there, in the 39th Congress, voted against his proposal to abollsh~'a diial adhWo

A'v7&te wasthbn'taken to strike out, the' whole, school'!eldush,audf It:- lo~t 'by a
strict pai-y-fiuel'voteof '80 to 14,' with only Boreman votitfg With,'the'mlanorltyY'",
Next,,Alco-rn tnmoved, t4 Amend the committee draft to IndlUde college which 'had
'feceli'd State en1o6Wimknts, -provisions opposdby Frelinighuysen 'bdv~ause a state'
"by making -an' endowifient; to' -An; nstitution .- ! .je[ould not] .change It 'fro
a private t& a public Institution.? *': fNine Rebublican -senators *voted for this,

sevn fom ;the' sonith and jwo from. the north. -Thirty-seveh sentrvoe
against It, thirteftn-Democrats,, two southeri Republicans, and twenty-two noxtW

'N$ cong; nee, isi 16';stewalft said so"My, friend' fitoiMMaoschusitts 'knows khow
our r ik hv een aiqgn~5tqA Tileq th, f _;t~ Aeb9t)

cnpcuous part ngvn th 1 te igro. e nO evrwe1ho*, the to'des th
oe these rights have %een augmented by the ballot. Ile hears ~thb' pteiW volcd.

Eight, hundreds 'tloi6sahd votea in' .America ate. calculated' to~rnakb the voliticuus tremble.
1 jf or,edupatjon .the fkmeudiqeu~t of .tbe,,Senator frgm.(Ialitor41a e right,,;jf ,tackn-

ciie eight hundreds thousand 'voters at'the expense 'ofth1lss' of 'education In thsn
States then the amendment of the Senator from Massachusetts if right. I -;co-not be-
lieve that but for these eight hundred thousand votes there would beaten votes, or even five
votes, In this Chamber foat particular clause."

Cong.4eci,4 :1'O



ern Republlcans, including i outwel. L All of ithe: Republicans who had, voted foit
he Foqrteenth Amendment in,the, Senate :or House voted against .this.W
- Sargent then,: rpposed an amendment to give Negroes the equal benefit of the

school ystem, ant the.foow ing colloquy ~ red:. . ;
, "'lr.. EDMNDS. ,:. The whole.effect .of this proposition is:to authorize States

on count of ,color ;to deny the right ., . to. go to a particular common school
X there is anything in ,the bil1,t',IW: exactly contrary, to. that. , If there is any,
thing in;,the fourteenth, amendment, it -is (exactly, opposite to that. The four
tee.t amedmendant does :not authorize us to: make any, trades wJth States either
way ion the subject, or regulate the action of-States. * What the Constitution au-
thQori~ us to do is to enforce equality ; and it is, not half-equality, for there
s no,s uch, thing: as ha 1e-equ.aity. I tAs ,etire equality,or.;nothing at alL .. ,
Vo put in these,words hereor in any part of thebill ismerelyto saying substance
and effect that this bill shall have no force, in asserting: the Iequality thatthe
foureenth- amendment 1o the. Constitution asserts, if that asserts any equality
at all, and,of coueirthe bill goes on the theory that it does; , ., . . ; i,.

'a Mr, Sotoy. X. do not know that the fourteenth amendment enjoins upo us
that we shall have.mixed schools. I.do not know Lhat the fourteenth amendment
performs apy of the of9ces, the Senator speaks of. :, .. I doubt, if the fourteenth
amendment provides that; females shalh be, intruded, into male schools or males
into female schools; and yet this would be the office of the fourteenth amendment
inder tie logic of the Sepator yom Vermopt. ",
.Sargent; next said thapta, powerful and wealthy religious ,organiatioPn was

at wor)kto undermine the, public schoolsystems of the states, and that this bill
would help them do it. Je accused hi Republican colleagues of surrendering
educational welfare to the Negro vote." He concluded:,. ;, ,

"If you say that the fourteenth amendment absolutely levels, al distinctions
and justifies you in putting heavy penalties to prevent a system of separate
schools, then. I gay you .cannot separate your sexes: you must put them ;all into
the same, school, and the boy. who demands to enter a female school has just as
much: right to do it under the fourteenth amendment. Following your princi-
ple, lauded here, you are required to enforce this by a law and penalties just as
much as you are that a person of a particular color shall bp allowed to enter
into schools of another color. I would give all the full benefit of the school sys-
tem, and I woulddo no more."'

Edmunds then said that Sargent had adopted the Democratic position, that the
Fourteenth Ampendment does not forbid all distinctions in,state laws based on
race or color, or religion. He emphasized: "But the Senator's argument results
in exactly this: that the fourteenth amendment, does not, as it respects.common
schools, level a distinction which a State may have a right to make on account of
race and color." Edmunds then stated that the bill proceeded on the theory
that the Fourteenth Amendment does not make a state blind to race, color, or
origin. He added: , a
"the Senator's argument is the democratic argument, inasmuch as he says the
State has the right to regulate this business of common schools and to exclude
people on account of their color one way or the other. If the State has that right,
we cannot interfere with it( If the State has not that right, we cannot confer it
by an act of Congress, because such an act of Congress would.be in violation of
the fourteenth amendment itself. The Senator's amendment proposes to recog-
nize the right in a State to discriminate on account of color, and if it does recog-
nize that right, it recognizes it as a rifht inherent in the ,State and which the
fourteenth amendment does not totich ' If it does not touch it, then there is not a
right in your bill that is constitutional On the other hand, if the fourteenth
amendment does touch it, and this right to discriminate on account of color is not
in the State; then I repeat, the Congress of the United States has no power to con-
fer such a right upon a State to make discrimipations between its citizens on
account of color.'

Edmunds then deplored Sargent's reference to the alleged Roman Catholic
Church opposition to public schools, and praised it for never having made racial

2a Cong. Rec.48/1,4171,.
24T Conr. Rec. 43/1. 4171-2. . ,
2
m Cong. Rec. 48/1, 4172. He said: "But by the effect of this legislation, which is in-

sslted on here for political purposes, in order to gain the eye. of the colored people ind
encourage them to adhere to' the republican party for that Is what it amounts to, for
political purposes--we are sacrificing the higher interests of the country. . .. consider
that these are more important considerations than' the question whether the republican
party shall have more or less of the colored vote of this country."

t* Ibfd.
ao Con ,. Bee. 48/1, 4173.
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discriminations. .He went on to >quote various qtatSts,, ilBtnl to. shp that
southern Negroes had inferior.achool opportunitIes o hoit. eofw 4tn, k n n dte
theiSenate to run the risk of any disturbance in pthi ooyl 16hl h Ith A th~bl
miIlhtengender.' Threo Democrats, Johnston O.Vlrla Iwq f ir(drlw o
and Merrimon of North Carolina, rebutted ~d i un4's 3pertn Aboaut, ielot
Negro schooling in the South." .Sargentreplid tha 4.s ,con I 1t fepUblcC
he believed that segregation by race was no more a violation of thi FQOirteelit
Amendment than segregation by sex.T, .Howeyer 14Vs,en C~ot by 28 ,o
Tw' ieiublicans SWitched sidesfrom thepror, oe ,anad sel41e lhenti ho
originally voted with Sargent. However,; ewa. t conti.edto votewith S',,
although this amendment was less favorable to Negro cIams Ontha pJoroi e
The bill then ased, 29 to 16, with only three Republcanopti ne, de5 lo i

crats in thb negative.. '' I
"ie' Hitse toblk no action on the bill during .th sessionn, *ee' li crts

attacked it for reqtiiing social equality and racenmixing, as4eted ttf Negrb
themselves wanted separate schools, and issued the usual dire yvrnitig abont
destruction of' the school system or inevitable ~^miegenaton. A Tenne:se
Itepublicht stated that almost all Negroes were satisfied, it ,segrpa 0tsi ]
except a few smartieses" or, "would-be leaders," and ques toned the, oondtitV
tionality of the law." Congressman James T. Rapier, an Alabma jeg o.Repub-
licari lawyer, charged that the Democrats were using the civil rights bll togiln
votes.' ' .He denied any desire for social equality, and complained that whyep,

united to shut Negroes out of schools completely. . :. , .
congressman Chester B. Darrall, a Louisiana Republican, read ,a, sectQn of

that,state's bbnstitution giving every child in the state the right tdo attend any,
piiblic school without distinction Of race or color. He noted that, this provlslo'
was put into force in i'New Orleans over a good deal of white oppositionn, a d
6pponeits urged *hhite parents to 'withdraw their children from school,. He
read a report by the president of the city board of school directors that no
unfavorable resuitS which had been freely predictedhad occurred. Most students;
attended school'with members of their own race, but in some instances where
schools became mixed there was no difficulty. In one School where white, stu..
dents were withdrawn in protest, they soon returned. He declared that since
the law liad gone Into effect, the shb s yhlstem of Louisiana had increased and;
flourished and that many prominent white people now endorsed :the non-dis-
criminatory school system. He concluded that th :prophesies that schools would
be closed if the bill should pass were groundless."0  He declared:

"As to the threat in regard to the school clause that we will destroy the schools
of some of the States., I have 'nly to say that it is rather late in the day to be
making threats of any kind, and we are all tired of these continual threats of
what will be done if we do not quit legislating to protect our citizens in their
rights. But there is no danger whatever that these threats will ever be carried
into effect, or if they aire if the Legislattue of Virginila or of Tennessee should
fail to appropriate for one year, they would find their people were wiser than
they were, and it would not be repeated. But should the worst come, should the
schools fall, let them fall, but let justice be done." :

4. THIE HIGH-WATER MARK

In the elections of 1874, the Republican Party suffered a political hemorrhage.
The hold-overs in the Senate kept it Republican by a mich reduced margin. The
policy of equalitatians who had passed the Fourteenth Amendment to admit
sparsely populated western states with more trees than people as soon as two
staunch Republicans could be found to give them equal Senate representation
paid handsome party dividends. But in the House, where more nearly. "one-man,
one vote" obtained, a' party line-up of Rep.-194, Dem.-92, and other-14, ln

. Ibid.
a" Cong. Ree. 43/1,4178-5.

s Cong. Re. 43/1, 4174-5.
M Cong. Rec. 48/1, 4175.

2N Cong. Rec. 481, 4170.
" Cong. Rec. 48/1 App. 841-4 (Coig. Willlatii B. Read, Ky.) ; App. 417-421 (Cong.

Ephraim i(. Wllson.Md.) : App. 481 ,(ong, John J, Davis, West Va.).
6 Cong. Ree. 48/1, 4592-8 (Cong, Roideick R. Butler). i

liCong. Re. 48 t .-4/ 8 6782..'
M Cong. Rec. 48/1 4782-8 485.
"m Cong. Rec. 48/1, App. 478-9. .

-' Cong. Ree. 4/1, App. 479. ,
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the 43rd oonress b~ame Dem.--169, Rep.-109, other--14 in the: 44th Con.
gress.*a Mas sachusetts, that bastion of Republicanism, was swept, was swept by
the Democratic tidal wav ever Butler's own seat could not, be saved, from the
liolocaust." ''he depresslii, fraud, corruption, and sundry scandals.were major
Democratic assets, but the "party of the rebellion" also made the civil rights
bill, and especially' race-mixing- in' sdhoolsi pay handsome dividends in the
election.*" . '
,, When the ;ime-dulck" lSecond 'Session of the Fifty-Third Congress met in the

early part of 187T,', 'Cogressman Alexander White, an Alabama Republican
lawyer, moved to amend the Senate bill by especially, permitting school segre-
gation, while .Congressnmai John Cessna, a Pennsylvania Republican lawyer,
moved to irti ti the'eniate .bll iutLtt, and Oongressman; Stephen W. JKellogg, a
Connecticut Republican lawyer, moved to strike all reference sto schools.', Con-
gressman. John R. Lynch, a- Mississippi Republican Negro .photographer, then
launched into a deflese of the Senate school clause. He said:

"I regard tiit school' clause as the most harmless provision in the bill. If it
were true that the passage of this bill with the school clause in it would tolerate
the existence of none btt a system of mixed free schools, then I would question
very seriously the propriety of retaining such a clause; but such is not the cas,.
. .. it simply confers upon all citizens, . . .to send their children to any
public free school that is supported in whole or in part by taxation, the exercise
of the right to remain a matter of option as it now is-nothing compulsory about
it. That the passage of this bill can result in breaking up the public school
system in any State is absurd. The men who make these reckless assertions are
very well aware of the fact, or else they are guilty of unpardonable ignorance,
that every right aridprivilege that is enumerated in this bill has already been
conferred Utpon all citizens alike in at least one-half of the States of this Union
by State legislation. In every Southern State where the republican party is in
power a civil rights bill is in force that is more severe in its penalties than are
the penalties in this bilL 'We find mixed-school clauses in some of their State
constitutions. If, then, the passage of this bill, which does not confer upon the
colored Dpeple of such States any rights that they do not possess already, Will
result in breaking Up the public-school system in their respective States, why is
it that State legislation hea not broken them up? This proves very conclu-
sively, I think, that there-is nothing in the argument whatever. . .. My opinion
is that the passage of this bill just as it passed the lSenate wll bring about
mixed schools practically only in localities .where one or the other of 'ie two
races is small in numbers, and that in localities where both rpces are large in
numbers separate schools and separate institutions of learning will continue to
exist, for a number of years at least,. . _.

Lynch then read an editorial from the Jckson Clarion, a democratic news-
paper, that the pending bill would have no effect on the Miississipii shool system.
He concluded that although Negroes did not want, mixed schools, they did not
want to be separated by law instead of individual choice, and declared that if the
bill were passed, "there will be nothing more for the colored people to ask or
expect in the way of civil rights." 26

m U.S. Bureau of the Census, Historloal 'Statistics of the United States, Colontal Times to
1957, 091 (1960).

2o0 Trefausse, Bet Butler 230 (1957).
M 27 Encyclopedia Britannica 720 (llth ed, 1911),
ea Congressional Record, 43rd Congress, Second Session 951, 952, 978, 982, 1001, App.

17, 20, 118 (1875) (hereinafter referred to as Cong.qRec. 48/2.)
m Cong. Rec. 43/2, 938-9..

2 Cong. Ree. 43/2, 945. .
8 Ib. Hie said: "lt 's contrary to ou'r. system of government to discriminate by law

between persons on account of their race, their cblot, their religion, or the place of their
birth. It is just as wrong and just as contrary to republianism to provide by law for theeducation of children who may be identified with a certain race in separate schools tothemselves, as to provide by law for the education of children who may be identified witha certain religious denomination in separate schools to themselves. The duty of thelaw-maker is to know no race, no color, no religion, no nationality, except to prevent
distinctions on aniy of these grounds, so far as the law i concerned.,

"The colored people in asking the passage of this bill just as it passed the Senate donot thereby admit that their children can he better educated in white than in -coloredschools; not that white teachers.because they are white are better qualified to teach thancolored ones. But they recognish the fact that the distinctions when made and toleratedby law is an unjust and odious proscription; that you make their color a ground of objection,and consequently a crime. ~This is what we most earnestly protest tgalffst. Let ud conferupon all citizens, then, the rights to which they are entitled under the Constitution; and
tlmon if they choose to have their children educated In separate schools, at they do in myown State, then both races will be satisfied, because they will know that the separation Istheir own voluntary act and not'legislative compulsion."
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Cotiressma' William 'l. Finek; an Ohio Democratic lawyer: who had voted
Agaifikt the Fourteenth Amendiment in the 89th Congress, stated that, it did not
give the federal government power to regulate admission to schools. 1e, quoted
copiously from the' McCall ease to support this :proposition . Congressman

' J6hn B. Stoir, a Pennsylvania Democratic lawyer: also:urged that segregated
schools conferred equal rights.m" Cain, a South, Carolina Negro .Republican,
added that he thought Negroes "shall not lose anything if it (the school clause)
is struck out." He Oaid that they "could afford. for;the sake of peace in the
republican ranks, it for nothing else--not as a matter of principle-to except the
school clause. n A Virginia Democrat praised the state's school system and
warned that the bill would deliver a fatal blow to it; * a a view which a Republican
colleague'of his endorsed.2,

The next day; February 4, 1975,. was the last day of House debate, Congress-
Sman James B. Sener, a Virginia Republican lawyer who had been defeated for
re-election, told the House that not only wotld the school clause demolish the
southern school systems, but also it would drag down the Republican Party in
the South. 7 * Congressman Ellis H. Roberts, a Republican newspaper editor
from New York, opposed th .on of the school clause because
he wanted to give Ne e right to go to son , but favored the segregation
provision so that thp south would not be antagonized., A Missouri Republican
who had also' b defeated extolled the segregated ahols of St. Louis and
opposed the bi ...

Cain arose despairing of the school caIse, which he call the most impor-
tant part o fe bill. Hesai-l \ "*\

"As a republican, and f~d th sake f the welfare of the republican party, I
amf will g, if we carnt rally our fr ends tgothose higher con options enter-
taied Mr. Sumiitr if we c nnot brlg Ir.the relub can part to that high
standard with regard to the right matrfa s seen by/th e who laidthe founda-
tion of this G6vernmeint=th e' illl g to agree to i compromise e. If the
school clause is obJectionable rr~ r ends, 'nd they thi k they can ot sustain
it, th n let it ble struck out t rely. We wnt,o invid ous discrin nation in
the 14ws of this country. r gv4 us that Irovision its entirety or else
lerve it out altog th ata nd t tti ustibn ,'

Uniler questiodng,C din a er u uthern Negroes did not wnt mixed
shoo s, and said that the nly mixe hip ttitons in South Carolin was .the
state Iollege, He. further ered th t ogr ess Would force peopl to accept
mixed schools,' tho would' y with tro . 'But- he once again/concluded
that he Would prefer theeschoo cla t kn rather than have a segregation
provisi n therein. _, . e /

Cong ssman Simeon B. Chittender,. a New York Repblican, thh explained
why he as going to vote against the' bill: /

"I do nb want to go dow'wvith my party quite so deep as the bill would sink
it if it bec es the law, aid that is the reason *AiyW speak. * */* I am a prac-
tical man, a believe it ijlite necessarily to vex whit en,, North and
South, by pas g this bill now." "

White of Alab a then made a major speech in favor, segregation amend-
ment. He attvcke ellow Republican extremists an ounseled "moderation
on this subject." He d lthat'the evil "to be rem d by thia.b)ll is that the
people of color in many o States are dyeifftthe privil ry admission to
public schools." He added that n eWgroes or whites ifli pouth desired
race-mixing, and averted to the action of the House Judicilc' Committee in
reporting a school segregation amendment, commenting as follows:

"This is a question of expediency, not a matter of right. Your committee
concede this by providing in their bill for separate schools. Had it been a matter

a Cng. Rec. 48/2, 948.
.0 Cong. Ree. 48/21 951.
n7 Cong. Ree. 4/2, 057.
n Cong. Ree. 48/2, App. 114-120 (Cong. Eppa Hunten).

M Cong. Rec. 43/2, AP. 158-9 (Cong. J. Ambler Smith).
7 Cong. Ree. 48/2, .98-9. He said 'In this effort they are crippling the great repub-

lican party in eight of the (southern) states . . which .. cat their, electoral vote
for .. Gralit . .

" Cong. Ree. 43/.2, 080-1.
ro Cong. Rec. 48/2, 981 (Con. Edwin 0. Stanard).

7 Ib(rd.
M Cong. Rec. 48/2, 981-2.
m Cong. Ree. 48/2, 982.

i
B :?i ~. -) 1 _.I I.. *
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of right or of principle, they could not have provided in their bill for separate
schools; but as it was neither, but only a question of expediency, they could do
so, and acted wisely and will in so doing." "'

White then made a lengthy political analysis, in which he pointed out that the
civil rights bill was changing so many white votes that it would cost the Republi-
can Party every southern state.-" Speaking of the Republican mountain areas,
he warned:

"No earthly power could have loosed your hold upon them but the republican
party itself. But when you proposed to put the Senate bill upon them; when,
as they were told, you proposed to invade the sanctity of their homes and to
force social equality upon them; when you proposed to force their children into
schools with colored children or deprive them of the benefits of the common
schools, the blood of the Anglo-Saxon rebelled, and they turned away from you.

.You may say that this is a prejudice but they say it is not, that it is a sentiment;
but whether the one or the other it is a fact, and a stubborn fact-one that will
not yield to force. If the civil-rights bill which is on your table becomes the
law, you will' drive these men, whose fidelity to republican principles has been
*proven by sacrifices and trials to which no northern republican has been sub-
jected, permanently away from you, and you obliterate in a brief time the
republican party South.""

Kellogg thbn explained that he was moving to strike out the school clause be-
cause schools should be under local control, because the school clause might In-
jure the school systems, and because national legislation should not provide for
segregation ,by law. Congressman James Monroe, an Ohio Republican, added
that although he preferred the Senate bill, he would rather have the school clause
stricken out than to take the House Judiciary Committee's provision providing
for segregated schools. He explained that Negroes and radicals were opposed
to any statutory racial distinctions, and would prefer to take their chances for
obtaining an education for colored students under the Constitution without a
statute, than to accept segregated education under federal law.2' And Congress-
man Barbour Lewis, a Tennessee Republican, warned about sentiment against
school-mixing in the South.m

Congressman Julius 0. Burrows, a Michigan Radical Republican, arose to
warmly endorse the Senate bill. He pointed to the widespread illiteracy among
Negroes as the reason why they needed schools more than anything else. He
further protested against the school segregation provision, as "entering upon that
course of legislation which draws a line of demarcation between American citi-
zens who by your laws and your Constitution stand in absolute equality. . ." '"
He added that the provision permitting states to establish school segregation "is
to establish by Federal law separate schools in the majority of the States of this
Union." To this objection came on several grounds. First, he said that it would
create racial prejudice in small children where none had existed before. Sec-
ondly, he urged that a segregated school system would double the expense for
schools. Finally, he said that the federal law would reopen the contest about
school segregation in those states which had already eliminated it by local law.
He named Connecticut, Illinois, Iowa, Massachusetts, Minnesota, and Michigan
as states where school segregation had been abolished," Iapier, the Negro Re-
publican colleague of White, also rejected any compromise and made an emo-
tional appeal for the Senate bill.2

C dong. Rec. 48/2, App. 15.
MCong. ROe. 43/2, App. 16-24. He said: "But it is to the effects of this measure upon

the people of the Southern States I wish to callattention. The elections there have swept
nearly every republican Representative from the States of Virginia, West Virginia, North
Carolina, Tennessee, Georgia, Alabama, and Arkansas ;. while in the State Legislatures
there has been a corresponding dimunltion of power. Falling bodies move with accelerated
rapidity and cumulative force, and unless this downward movement is speedily checked, in
a brief time the republicans in the South will have no Representative here, and no power
or influence in a Legislative Assembly in the South. - . . These consequences have followed
from the proposal to pass the civil rights bill of last session, and will be multiplied and it
may be made irreparable by its passage. The result then'*ill be to lose you the entire
South,. an to brpk and dissipteypdr political Jower thete for all titne to come. Looking

at It a mere qu'l of'arty 'tactics, where in th North andWest fan you expect to
iain, by 'the passage of this bill', States or Voters to 6W mpensate you for the#loss of ulne

hundred thousand voters and seven or eight States in the South?" .Id. at 17.M Cong. Rec. 482, App. 20. :
m Cong. Ree, 48/2, 97-8. . ' ' ..
m Cong. Ree. 48/2, 998-9. * .

MCong. Rec. 48/2, 999.
SCong. Rec. 48/2, 1000.

m Cong. Rec. 48/2, 1001.
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Congressman William W. Phelps, a New Jersey Republican lawyer, opposed
the bill as unconstitutional and destructive of the budding southern school sys-
tems. But his main argument was political. He said that the two parties had
divided in the last election on the bill, and that the people voted against it
emphatically* " But Congressman Charles G. Williams, a Wisconsin Republican,
opposed school segregation, "thereby nurturing a prejudice they never knew, and
preparing these classes for mutual hatred hereafter, though they are the
ones ... upon whose action the peace and tranquillity of the nation must de-
ped."'s  Finally, two Republicans appealed for Democratic votes to let Negroes
go to school, based on God and the 1872 Democratic platform." Butler of
Massachusetts, who concluded the debate, also expressed a preference for no
school provision rather than for one with segregated schools."

A vote was then taken on Kellog;AM4ttfm rikF i out the entire school clause,
including its section permitng states to maintaftasegregated schools. This
vote carried by 128 to 48,'A vote to restore the school cause, and providing for
segregation and other public accommodation, on White's motikn, lost by 114 to
91. In neither caseeerethe yeas and nays taken?"

Federal compu o of school desegre fi-iithen reached wha' would be its
high water ma for over three carter of a ceint ry. A vote s taken on
restoring the school clause at pas-ed tie Senate. This vote lostby 114 yea
to 148 nay."/ The affirma iv v6tes were al cast byRepublicans. O he Nega-
tive votes, 61 were castly Republf ans an 87 y Democts. All th few re-
maining Dmocrats wh had serve -thi-e. ongre0 , bharles ld ge of
Wisconsin, William E. 0 f Ik of Oh . iiam Niblacof I Xdiana, aid amuel
J. Rindal) of Pennsylvania, all of *tI vot4 gai t the ourteenth end-
inent in tie House, and James . esm th of nwho s a Senat was
absent wen the vote as taken t , v, as co be ex ed.

The Rjublican v te is.of m k ne .. The 1 clau split off bout
one-thir of the Re ublicah a sii s notbad on North- outh
lines. Of the Repub cans vot [forle o4guse, 98 came from the orth,
one caml from a bolder state larylan a 5 came from the Sot. Of
the Repu licans voti g again e sch cla ' e from the Nrth, 7
from the border sta of elaw est'V a, and Mssouri,
and 17 caei from the ofth. To f w te nature of the eplIt, 7al five
Republicans from Lo sana, all thrqe rom M, lssippi, A d all for from
South Carol a yoted for the schoolcliause, while fur out f five fromlabama,
all five from Tennessee, and foir out of,. vefro Vir-nia voted againstt it.
Seven out of ne. Michigan republicans vted fo ji ut 'all tlre Minnesota
Republicans vot against it. The- ew. rey Rep lican deleg on was split
three to three, lle, the Pennsylvania delegation was split, elve for and
nine against. The was a somewhat heavier vote againstJ e clause by Re-
publicans in margin . ts. About one, third of the Repblicans who voted
for the school clause h been defeated'in 1874, one-ha who voted
against it had been defeated e this d eem to b v an undue
proportion ,as to lead to the conclis e defeats in 18pr the sole
factors for voting against the clause, although doiubtless they wein important
cause.

By. this time, only a handful of republican sat in the House who bad been
in thqe.9th Oongress and voted for the' 9urteehth Amen4 tpn The following
of that group voted for the school clause: Godlove S. Orth of ipdiana, John,A.
Kasson of Kansas, Henry I. Dawes and Samuel Hoopqr, of Massachusetts,
James A. Garid',and William Lawrence of OWl, William D. Kelley, Leonard
Myers, and Charles O'Nieli of Pennsylvania, and Philetus Sawyer of Wisconsin,
all of whom but Hooper and Sawyer were lawyers. ,Four, epublicaus who had
voted or nte Fo hrteent Amendment voted against the hq i clause. They
were Hezeklah S. Bundy, an Ohio Republican lawyer,U bt S., a. former.
New York State judge whose speech against the original draft of the Fourteenth
Amendment had resulted in the substantial rewording of the First Section,T

* "Con, Red. 48/2; 1002.' :
oCson . Re. 4/2, 1008 ..(Cpng. William A. Phillips, Kansas; con. John P.

Shanks, Ind.).
2" Ceng. Rec. 48/2, 1005. ' " . '
' Cong. Rec. 48/2 1010. ; , ',

S s ongI . .R 48/ ,' 11
'9 Se Cjong. Gobe, '89thCM6ng, 1,t Ss.1068-8 (1800).
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Glennl W, Scofeld of Pennsylvania, a foqrm er state judge, who had several years
before, spoken against railroad segregation,". and Luke P. Poland, a former
Chief Justce of. the Vermont Supreme Court. who had likewise taken a prom.
Ipent part in u;rgig passage of the -Fourteenth Amendment, as a senator from

SThe House vote for the Fourteenth Amendment was 128 to 87.", The party
line-up in the 8th Congress of Republican: 149, and Democrat: 42," is not very
dissimilar,to the total vote on the school clause, of Republican: 142, and Demo.
crat: 58, if the southern and Nebraska delegations, which were unrepresented in
the 39th Congress when the Fourteenth Amendment was proposed, is eliminated
from both party totals. Thus, if the third of the Republicans in the House which
had defected on the school clause at the end of the reconstruction in 1875, were
presented with a school clause by the Radicals in 1866, and likewise defected
then, as they probably would have, it wo:l1d have meant a swing of 40 Republican
votes. The vote on the Fourteenth Amendment with a school desegregation
provision would have been about 88 to 77, far less than the two-thirds necessary
for passage. A school desegregation provision on the Fourteenth Amendment
would have blocked that amendment in the House, without considering the more
narrowly divided Senate.

5. SUMMARY AND .CONCLUSIONS

. In contrast to thq scanty debates in 1866 on schools, those on the .Civil Rights
Act of 1875 .-were Volminous 'and exhaustive. These debates have been set
forth at some length above to demonstrate that virtually every possible position
that is espoused today was known and advocated by 187b in regard, to race
relations and schools. Moreover, every substantial argument for or,against

school segregation or integration Was 'kion and advocated at that time. Th6
tply difference today is that partisans' oftese positions are using longer words
'aid bigger footnotes to' say the same thing. One must flatter oneself to believe
that one has something really new to say on the subject which was not said almost
a c nitury ago."

STheC.yiews expressed ranged the entire spectrum. The unreconstructed
Denm aits from Dieaware and Kentucky expressed the ante-beltum view that
Negroes paid so little in taxes that the u ght to be exemp ted from both
taxes tod schdoli and should not go to any i d of school at alf . We ieed not

bie mi ouiskikwvs withihat 'they thoilght 6f the Fourteenth Amhendment ' More
Progressvi e D)emocats such as Thiirmahn and Merrinon thought thit the Four-
teenth Amendinetf had nothing td6 d with schools, or at least school segregation,
iaid that Negoes in schools shoould'be rigidly segregated by.law. However, as
ai Democrats, a d conservatives vted iMgaInst the Fourteenth Amendment, their
views are 'iot to sitgilfcqnt , ' ;'.

The "Swlin" group bof pubii i olderate, who made possible the Fourteenth
Am endmett,;led by .rumbull of Illinoid, believed that the right to g6 to school
was'jnot' a civil giht prt acted by the Fouriteenth Amendment, over which
'ongress.coeld legislate. A Ifid' tte FDtrict of Columb ai, this'group advocated
oraacjitleaed ' ir ei a did"' itdalfaciltties by k li for Negr'oes. This group
included not only the mdertee of 1866, 'but also such erstwhile regulars and
Radie ti is Mot'll1 bf Mai e, ?Polat of vrmoiif," and Sprague of Rhode
ilad' rt'cnttuted , altl leita.?ties aout a third of th iteptiblclgi

.tr~ ~i nbotHcbs'e .:;rs."iC r ) ' "C. r". ... : *,: *
'tiheie was also a hlkndfbul of gular, such sa Prat of Indiana and heirman
''Ohl who belie6vd fa t O M .wf Case was' porreetly' dckideb t but thrit
ngre cotitld aboti 'iet s ieta school segriegatfdon laWs. A arently,
I the 1 believe 'thaf whe 6c6l s "hool tboai'd should decide WhetherBfeio should

'6be segregtaP s nte tated II?*t 'viW ldrObab'1 l m uii the
ov II rIulh16 f'Ber i te <tm lo . i i > I . * t I

- Cong. Globe, 40th Cong., 2nd Sees. 10 (1868
'"Cong. Globe, 80th Cong., 1st Sess. 2 61-4 (1866). Poland.was also a member of the

House Judiciary Committee *lthch drafted the committee's, school. segregation provlelon
and was one of the\three Republicans committee members to Vbtqa4~eltfhe senate school
,ulatse,.touot themirpt tg for.lti;,'f " .A . ... ! ' ... ...: ,* . -, :o,,,, '. "

SId. at 2545. ,, .
SU.S. Bureau of the Cenesus, Historical Stattstioe of the Uite#0 ptes ,ap! ft ies

to 195,7 691 (1960),. , o
mSee the statement of Congressman John B. Storm a t: "

believed that this subject had be tl ctAedArltrk4a bare .bO9th pje.a h.6 house and the
/ ." , / i
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The Radical view; as illustrated by the speeches of Edmunds, of Vermont
Frelinghuysen of New Jersey, and Howe of Wisconsin, was that the Fourteenth
Amendment prohibited state or local laws which segregated students by race,
but that school boards could maintain a dual system of schools and do everything
to encourage racial segregation short of compelling it. This view would sustain
Broton v. Board of Eduoation,"0 if read very narrowly, far more narrowly than
the Supreme Court has ever read it It would certainly not support the gloss
placed on it by Ooss v Board of Education,~' or by the later decisions of the
lower federal courts.'80

Finally, the Sumner-Boutwell view was that there should be a single school
system with everybody going to his neighborhood school. - This is the way the
Supreme Court has so far viewed the Fourteenth Amendment.' Nobody suggested
that the school authorities had an obligation to transport students around the
city to eliminate "de facto" segregation because of neighborhood population
patterns.

A determination of which of these views the Fourteenth Amendment embodied
is a matter of simple arithmetic. Boutwell's proposal received not a single
additional vote from a northern Republican; so obviously the Fourteenth Amend-
ment could not have embodied this, The Radical ideas, as embodied in the Sen-
ate bill, never obtained'a two-thirds vote in either House, which would have
been necessary to embody it in a constitutional amendment, The Republicans
who voted against the school clause did not do so, as has been suggested, because
of the stock warning that southerners would dismantle their, school systems.
This was simply a makeweight argument that those against the school;clause
used, with those for it either claiming that it would not occur or willing to take

Their chances. Those Republicans who opposed the school clause either did: s
because of fear of voter reaction, personal belief that the Fourteenth Amendment
did liot require school desegregation, or personal hostility to school desegregation,
or a combination of these views. Insofar as such action was based on fear of
Vyter antipathy, it constitutes a strong argument against- the pospibllity that
the Fourteenth Amendment i'equires school desegregation. !:;The; anedPden, was
proposed as a platform for the Republican Party to run on in the, key all 186
elections" ' and the party wa forced to forgo its far more moderate .nd ardently-
desired objective of Negro suffrage for this reason. Indeed, Sheran had agred
his colleagtleR to be "lioderate'band Ito waive, extreme :ol9nis~h ",a Dep
crats twitted the majority on its surrender to the voters.3 In ifgit o.tthe fact
that the House at the beginning of the reconstruction period had given District of
Columbia Negroes the ballot," even before the Fourteenth Amendment was pro-
posed, btit ever, even by1871 , had Uesegfegated District schoolsi4 is concocery-
able that the Fourteenth Anmendmett would have been loaded down with a propo-
sition so likely to defeat both it and the Republican Party.'

In 1866, as in 1875, the Republicans could iot have afforded to lose a third,
or indeed, any significant number of their party, and still muster a two-thirds
vote in the Congress. The moderates held the balance of power in 1866. Their
views must therefore bedeemed decisive, since without them nothing could have
been ac.oInplishe , Thi g.r~up emphatically ad 'bhsistently demonstrated

'country.' Sinch 1870 it has been discuss in all Its various haa.s io thai it ti imposiible
for' the !Igen i ..ofmap taa in eithi new or orTgIna bot." 'Cong. Rec.

4/2, rt)a a t Vlrgha Detocrt aso ald: :"so ieh has bee
ad on' the ci0 'rights i that but little can be uttered :ow either new or interesting '

Cong.8 ec. 48' ApV. 117.. , 2U.S. 4 (190). . .
N o 847 U.S. 488 ( 19 4)... . . . , \ * * f , ' ' ̂  • , "
mt  873 U.S. 688 (1 ). ...
•'nA member of these are'611ected in Dowell . School Board,24 P SU. 971 . D.
n i k uh he Ogiian niferBstndttit of "4ual Prtecotio of' the Ids', 50

Col Rev. 1i '.16i-2 19BO . Pr6. Kelly has Indicated that threatS of school closing
iWet4hiirt bUt ev h has recognized that political considerations ,were d csvle.
gutra,n. 12 at 854-601.
s'James, 'The Praming b' te ourtenth Aiededhiet '11-120, 128-4, 184-,: 14

(1986).
!, ,Coig.aobe8 9t. ,ng ,-!s Be ,,app..M8 (1866,. , , , -, .oa Id. at 250 (Ranll). ...

Ia .. ... at I . - '- ' , - . '' -M SBee. Congi «Re 48/2n..1001,,heee Qonres ..ian WIllIam W. Phelps: at Rde4pblcan
opponent of the civil if ligIh b Ir't New6 ¢rsey, decltited tl ai1in thtqt9i of ttii bill
Sotlmner leatti Iasi)A epublW.:j)A .. . .w" cle.. i4. eW ~ fuu - ' 1 &" , ede
Of dieintegration and ca Y'; .*
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that it considered that the Fourteenth Amendment neither compelled of itself

nor gave Congress the power to compel school desegregation.
The conclusion is inevitable. The rule of Brown v. Board of EdutoatioI is not

now, nor has it ever been, the supreme law of the land.. Rather, it is an unwar-
ranted exercise of non-existent authority which, being illegitimate in its origin,
cannot be made legitimate by the lapse of time, nor by compliance, voluntary,

purchased, or coerced. As for so-called "de facto" segregation, to believe that
the Fourteenth Amendment mandated elimination of this requires a complete
hallucination. The short answer to the array who urge the contrary was given

by Mr. Justice Field, a contemporary of the amendment, in another context as
follows:

"But notwithstanding the great names which may be cited in favor of the doc-

trine, and notwithstanding the frequency with which the doctrine has been re-

iterated; there stands, as a perpetual protest against its repetition, the constitu-

tion of the United States, which recognizes and preserves the autonomy and inde-

pendence of the states.... Supervision over either the legislative or the judi-
cial action of the states is in no case permissible except as to matters by the con-

stitution specifically authorized or delegated to the United States. Any inter-

ference with either, except as thus permitted, is an invasion of the authority of

the state, and, to that extent, a denial of its independence." 
If a synthesis of Radical and Moderate views on schools were attempted,

it would result in a doctrine that is the parent and not the stage who must

control the educational atmosphere of the child. In such a synthesis, the duty

of each school board is to create, consistently with efficient school administra-

tion, such a number of schools, both segregated and integrated, by race or

otherwise, as will afford to the parents an opportunity to place their children in

the educational atmosphere which they desire. Such a scheme would give the

fullest opportunity for freedom of choice and association, but yet guard any

child against unwanted association. To the extent that it.is administrative fea-

sible, the local school board should run a variety of schools and classes to suit

the desires of all segments of the community. To the extent that the Fourteenth

Amendment has anything to do with school segregation, it merely guarantees

individual freedom.of choice, consistent with the choice of all other individuals.

Anyone who thinks he has a right to force himself on others is not asserting his

Fourteenth Amendment rights but trampling on the rights of others.

RAoI L SoEGEoATION IN PostU AOOMMODIATIONS: -SOME RELATED LIGH'' ON
THE FOUTEENTH AMENDMENT AND THE CIVIL RIGHTS AOT Of 1875

(By Alfred Avins)

1. INTRODUCTION

The extent to which the Fourteenth Amendment forbids racial segregation is

a matter of current importance in the field of "public accommodations. Sec-

tion 201(d) of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 * specifically relies on the Fourteenth

Amendment as one of the coetitutional bases forbidding segregation in- public

accommodations. Moreover, where thsiSupreme Court finds "state action" to

exist, it has specifically relied on this~tmendment to forbid such segregation

even without .a federal statute,' and in so doing has overruled what was-long

the landmark in the field of race relations, jpless v. Ferguson, .
SWhile direct light on the intent of the framers, of the Fouiteenth amendment

respecting segregation is scanty, there is abundant reflected light in pct.

segregation and publicac omimodations from the delhtes on the CWVl Rtighs Act
ijg 18.5' The first section if" that statute forbade discrimination in inns,

public carriers, and theaters,and places of amusement.

o Baltimore & Ohio BR.R Co. v. Baughi 49 b.S. 868, 4) (1898) quoted 'i rle R ailroad
Co. v. Tompkins, 804 U.S. 64, 78-79 (1988).

1, 56-89 (1959).
*18 Stat. 885 (1875).

/ / .
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Apparently, examination of the legislative history of, that act has been discour-
aged by the fact that it was held unconstitutional in the ivil Rights Cases, on
the ground that it went beyond the "state ietion" limitation of the Fourteenth
Amendment. Nevertheless, the debates in connection with that act are illumi-
nating. This article will attempt to weave the rejected light into a pattern which
will show the Intent of the framers of the Fourteenth Amendment in respect to
segregation in public accommodations.

2. SUMNER AND THE AMNESTY BILL

On May 13, 1870, Senator Charles Sumner of Massachusetts, the ultra-equall-
tarian Radical Republican, introduced in the Senate a bill to supplement the Civil
Rights Act of 1866.' The first section of Sumner's bill read:

"That all citizens of the United States, without distinction of race, color, or
previous condition of servitude, are entitled to the equal and impartial enjoyment
of any accommodation, advantage, facility, or privilege furnished by common
carriers, whether on land or water; by inn-keepers; by licensed owners, man-
agers, or lessees of theaters or other places of public amusement; by trr"fees,
commissioners, superintendents, teachers, or other officers of common school and
other institutions of learning, the same being supported or authorized by law; by
trustees'or officers of church organizations, cemetery associations; and benevolent
institutions incorporated by national or State authority i anid'this right shall not
be denied or abridged on any pretense of race, color, or previous condition of
servitude."'

The bill died after being sent to the' Judiciary Committee and 'reported ad-
versely by its chairman, Senator Lyman Trumbull of Illinois, for the committee.'
In the next session, Sumner agath introduced the bill,, but again it died -in the
Judiciary Committee." ''

'When the First Session of the Forty-Second Congress opened, Suimner intro-
duced the bill for the third time. Having twice been rebuffed by the6'tiliciary
Committee, he asked that the bill not be returned to that CObmittee again.. 1He
urged in support of it:

"you cannot expect repose in this country . . until all citizens are really
equal before the law. Why, sir, you know well that the Senator ftom Mississippi,
who sat at our right only the other day, (Mr. Revels,) cannot travel to his hone
as you can without being insulted on account of his color.i And ... has he ot
the same rights before the law that you have? Should you enjoy inaii car a
privilege which the late Senator from Mississippi should not enjoy? And yet.you
know his rights in the cars are not secured to him; you know .that he's exposed
to insult. So long as this endures, how can you expect the colored populatibf of
this country to place trust ,in the Government? Government insults them so long
as it refrains from giving them protection in these rights of equality.,' :

However, no Other senator showed much interest, and the,bill once again died
of its own accord.

In the face of these repulses, Sumner moved on December 20, 18711to attach
his proposal on as ' rider to the amnesty bill, a proposal authorized by the third
section of the Fourteenth Amendment to lift the remaining political disabilities
which that section imposed on many important confederates." this bill was
supported by the1 resident, ardently desired by southern Republcan and all
Democrats, and acqilesced in, at least half-heartedly, by most Republicans. Its
;passage by the necessary two-thirds majority seemed all but assured., :

When Suminerii ctenlded that his -bill wa designed to secure '"e al "rights",
Senator. Joshua Hill,, a Georgia Republican, immediately iroe toconitest this.
He declared that separate dining rooms in hotels and separate railway cars did
not deny civil rights it the accommodations were equal. He pointed to the fact
that slaves who, had worshipped at the same.church as their master tbefoe the

* 169 08. 8 (188). :  '' '
'14 Stat 27 (1866).
*Cong. dlobe, 41st Cong., 2d Bess. 8484 (1870). See also Cong. lobe, 42nd Cong., lst

SeGs. 21' (1871)' .ong. Globe, 42nd Cong., 24 8SeIe 244, 821 (1872)' (herelatit kferrred
to,"apbe 422) ;  ::'*

* Cong. Globe, 41 t Cng. 2d 8ess.:814 '(1870) See also Olobo 4/2,21.
o 41,t Cong. Bes 016(1871).
' 08Sd.8t128: See also~lbe 42/2,822. 1 1. .. '
-Conl 06, 42nd ng. .t 1 (1 1). " , : '

(,, albe 7p 2.40~,24,:~ jri ~. i li il ~:: ;;
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1V91l War requested assistance in building separate churches after emancipa-
tion." The following colloquy then occurred:

"Mr. SUMNER. Mr. President, we have a vindication on this floor of inequality
as a principle, as a political rule,

"Mr. HILL. On which race, I would inquire, does the inequality to which the
Senator refers operate?

"Mr. SUMNER. On both. Why, the Senator would not allow a white man to
go into the same car with a colored man.

"Mr. HILL. Not unless he was invited, perhaps [Laughter].
Mr. SUMNEB. Very well, The Senator mistakes substitutes for equality. Equal.

ity is where all are alike. A substitute can never take the place of equality.
00 15

The colloquy continued, with Sumner asserting that in railroads and hotels, as
well as schools, Negroes should have the same rights as whites. He contended
that segregation in these places was an indignity, an insult and a wrong. Hill,
however, pointed out that. he himself was "subject in hotels and upon railroads
to the regulations provided by hotel proprietors for their guests, and by the
railroad companies for their passengers." He pointed out that while both he
and Negroes were entitled to "all security and comfort that either presents to
the most favored guest or passenger," physical proximity does not add to it, and
hence is not a denial,of any right to either white or colored., He, drew on the
example Of segregated ladies cars on railroads, and concluded that separation
was a matter of taste.

Discussion continued in the same vein. Sumner justified first, second, and
third class,railroad cars based on price, but proclaimed that segregation was
inequality and violated the Declaration of Independence. He alluded to the
large Negro voting population of Georgia, and how badly Hill was representing
them.., Hill replied that while Sumner's views were consistent with his' whole
life's Outlook, "he has not yet succeeded in convincing the great mass of minds,
even in the far Noith and Bast," of the practicality or necessary of these views.
Hill deiied that race mixing in railroads added to comfort, while Sumner as-
serted that to select a white person as a railroad companion on a long 'tip was
aInindignity to the colored man. ,rhen Sumner decried the segregation in a
steamboat dining room of Frederick Douglass because of race as violation of
equal rights, Hill defended the right of companies to make such regulations as
"no infringement of the onstitution of the Vountry o or'of ay existing law.""

2 Globe 42/2, 241. ,

Is Globe 42/2, 242.
SAs to common law, at least Hill was unquestionably correct. See Chicago & North-

western Ry. Co. V. Williams, i55 11. 185, 8 Am. Rep. 641 (1870); Day v. Owen, 5 Mich. 520,
72 Am. Dec. 02 (1858) ; West Chester & P. R. Co. v. Miles, 66 Pa. St. 209, 93 Am. Dec.
744 (1867) ; Golnes v McCandless, 4 Phila. 255 (Pa. 1861). Day v. Owen and Golpes v.
McCandless suggest that the separate accommodations may be inferior; the other two
cases noted above and decided after the Civil War, require equal accommodations, as does
Coger v. North West Union Packet Co., 87 Iowa 146 (1878); which 'did not decide the
question of segregation,,. All of the cases, however, required carriers to take Negroes In
some way. Cully v. Baltimore ' OhloR. Co. 6 Fed. Cas. 946, No. 8466 (D. Md. 1876),
citing Field ,v. Baltimbre City Pass. R. C. (unreported): Pleasant. v. North Beach &
M.R. Cd. 34'Cal. 86 (1868) Turner v. North Beach & M.R. Co., 84 Cal. 004 (1868);
State v. (imlber. 8 Ohio Deeo. 7 (.189i) .Derry . Lowry, 6 Phila. 80 (Pa. 1805). .There
are a con deable number of later several cases holding that'a carrier may offer Negroes
separate atccmmodations only if they are equalto those of whites. Guinn v. Forbes, 87
Fed. 639 (D. Md. 1889); Murphy v. Western iA.R,R. -28ed. 087 (C.O. I,.D Tenn. 1885);
Lo4 ood .y, Memphs & CR. Co., 28 Fed 88 .(C1C.W.D. Te An. 188) The Sue, 22 Fed.
84 I ( i. 1886 ; Gray v. Cincinnati So. iR. Co., 11 Fed, 688 , (C.CS.D. Ohio 1882);
Green V. Clty of Bidieton. 10 Fed. Cas. 109, No At4 (S,.J 1879) ;: Charge to
Grand Jury, 80 Fed.' Cas 999 No. 18,258 :(C.CN.I 1875); Charge to Grand'uryi 80 Fed.
Cas. 100., No. 18,260 (C.W.D. Tenn 1f70), It might also be noted, that. t common
law, an innkeeper, cla assign whatever room' he wanted to give to ,hl,'uestS. ell' v.
'night, 8'M. 1&W. 269; 11 E ng. Rep. 1089 (1841) Dole .v Wali' 26 Upper Can.
Q.B. 502 (1868) Rogers, The Law of Hotel Life 7 (1879) Wandell, The Law. of nn,
Hotels and Boarding Houses, 75 (1888). To the same effect see Note, Thp (ivil Rights
Bill 10 Weekly L. Bull. 241 (1888). .

I ia. quite likely,that, Sumner ,was aware m fthe commoq-law rile permitting segrg a
tIon of palsngerant. hotel ,guests. ,In hi maor opening tp:,on e bill. he ad
quoted from tory on ailments, sec 691. 'Globe 42/2 883. heetsection, e. 1,
which was in every edition from .&th. 8rd, edition published in,, 182 etati that"Tf'he
passengers are boutd to submit to such Ireasonable regultA1oti' as the pro rietor may
adopt for the convellience and comfort of the other paasep"r ,. as w a r hell a own
proper interests." See, in particular, Story :n. ailntst 5.9 a, 0 (th ed. 181).
Sumner had edited the fifth edition of Story 'on Bail en6,1 an .so anqu on'y was
familiar with this statement of the law. See Advertisement t the 'Ffth Bdltlo printed

Footnote continued on following page.
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Stunner concluded the colloquy by asserting that Congress 'must annul all such
regulations" because they were "in defiance of equality," and that unless Negroes
were "equal before the law" the "promises of the Declaration of Independence
are not yet fulfilled." As the self-proclaimed defender of the Negro-race, he
pledged to see that they were not treated with indignity.'

Sumner then started reading letters from Negroes complaining that hotels
would not serve them. However, debate on this was concluded when Sumner's
amendment was ruled out of order.'1

The next day, Sumner moved his amendment in the Committee of the Whole.'1
Debate centered around arguments that Sumner's amendment would kill the
amnesty bill.' Finally, a vote was taken and the amendment lost by 30 to
29." But Sumner renewed his amendment in the whole Senate," and spoke at
length in its favor on January 15, 1872. He decried the cases where Frederick
Douglass was not permitted to dine with fellow commissioners, and where a col-
ored lieutenant governor of Louisiana "was denied the ordinary accommodations
for comfort and repose" on a railway trip to Wahington." Sumner protested
that all classes and sexes of Negroes were "shut out from the ordinary privileges
of the steamboat or railcar, and driven into a vulgar sty with smokers and rude
persons, where the conversation is as offensive as the scene, and then again at
the road-side inn are denied that shelter and nourishment without which travel
is impossible." Even Massachusetts was not free from discrimination."

Sumner denied that separate facilities were equal. It Was an equivalent, but
equality demanded the same thing. He contended that "in the process of substi-
tution, the vital elixir (of equality] exhales and escapes," even if accommoda-
tions are the same. It was an indignity to Negroes, and "instinct with the spirit
of slavery." He concluded that the law would change adverse public opinion,
and that patronage of mixed facilities would not cease because of the require-
ments of his bill.

Two days later Sumner was back on his feet to rebut assertions that the bill
was unnecessary. He read to the Senate long excerpts from letters and resolu-
tions by Negroes complaining of denial of facilities in railroads and hotels. A
colored teacher traveling 'to Alabama from Boston could get nothing to eat for
several days." A hotel in Boston would not give a Negro a room during one
of the worst storms of the year." The colored Secretary of State of South Caro-
lina wrote in a letter to Sumner that a federal law was needed because state
courts would not enforce a similar state statute."' 'A :Negro legislator from North .
Carolina complained that he had passed a charter through the state house of
representatives for a steamboat company. On returning home, his only:route
was on the company's line, and he was denied first-class accommodations and
placed in a colored section of much inferior accommodation." First-class accom-i

SFootnote continued from previous page.
following Story's dedication page. However, it is probable that Sumnr wai' eading
from a later edition than that which he had edited, since the quotation from Wintermute v.
Clark, 5 Sandf. 242 (N.Y. Super. Ct. 1651, front which he oteddoenotppear tn
Story o! Bailments until, the sixth edition, eptblished in 1856. Cmnecig with thet
seventh edition, published in 1868, Day v. Oen uprd, i cited. Be6' _tory oi Ball-
mentse 581 n. 6 (7th ed. 1868). And Fell . Knight, suprd; is noted in 2 Kent's
Commentaries 596, n. a (11th ed. Comstock 1806), from which he also read.- Globe 4/2,
888. The point that carriers could not exclude, but could segrgat e, Negro, Is mde

uilte clear in the speeches of Senator Willarl Saulbury (D.-Del,), Jobhnt ; Carlile
Un.-Va.) and James R, Doolittle (R.-Wlse.)/ In Cong. Globe, 88th Cong. 1st Ses 1157-9

(1864) notwithstanding Mr. Justice Black s doubt on ,this point,' In Bell . M ryland,
2 U.S. Law Week 4004, 4697 (1964). As for the Field case, cited by r.Jutice Gold-

berg as a desegregation case (d. at 4689, n, 26), this Is more properly ner et as f
non-dtscrimilniaon &ctse. See the Cully case, supat. 'Oft th bri the U.IS'olicitor
General in Griffin v. Maryland, 878 U.S. 920 (1968), at p. 51, n. 91.

"Globe 42/2. 248.
Is Globe 42/2, 244-5.
"Globe 42/2, 203.
o Globe 42/2, 272. '

i Glbbe 42/2, 274.*. .
"Globe 42/2, 278. ' '
* Globe 42/2, 881.4 Globe 42/2, 882. But Massachusetts had an anti-discrimination laW. Act of May 16,

1805 Mass. Stat. 1805, c. 277. See also Commonwealth v. Sylvester, 919Masb. 2471 (1866).
* Globe 42/2, 888.
"Globe 42/2,429-80. i '
" Globe 42/2 480. / .
SIbid. But see infra, n. 88 .

SGlobe 42/2, 481.
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modations were closed to Negroes, as were hotels, places to eat, sleeping cArs,
churches and emeteries. 0

Senator Frederick T. Frelinghuysen, a New Jersey Republican, then rose to
offer some technical amendments as to wording, and to urge an amendment pro-
viding that churches, schools, cemeteries, and institutions of learning established
exclusively for either colored or whites should remain segregated. To do
otherwise, he contended, would allow whites to join Negro churches and wrest
their valuable property from them. Since Negroes could not be given greater
privileges,than whites, the law would have to be modified. 8' Sumner ultimately
accepted this amendment."

Next, Senator Frederick A. Sawyer, a South Carolina Republican, objected
that the Sumner amendment would endanger the amnesty bill. He stated that
the South Carolina civil rights law 3 was enforced generally, although conceding
some lapses by courts. He favored Sumner's bill, although as an independent
measure, and spent much time defending himself from Sumner's stinging at-
tacks." Hill'also asserted that Negroes had ample accommodation and did not
favor race mixing." Senator James W. Nye, a Radical Republican lawyer from
Nevada, supported Sumner's bill. He asserted that equality before the law does
not "mean that I am to be kicked from the cars because I am not blessed with
a white skin." "

Senator Eli Saulsbury, a Delaware Democrat, made a characteristic attack on
Sumner's bill as one "of social equality enforced 'by pains and penalties." He
declared:

"If a man chooses to ride in the same car with Negroes, if he voluntarily
attends the same church and sits in the same pew, . . . then he chooses social
equality with negroes . . . But, if he . . is compelled to ride in the sme car
S. . then it is enforced social equality, and that is what the Senator's amendment
proposes."
Saulsbury condemned the bill for requiring mixed railroads, hotels, churches, and
cemeteries. He predicted that whites would cease to patronize places affected by
the law, and that they would have to close for want. of business. He even
asserted that churches would be closed." But Nye said that since southerners
were willing to ride with Negroes when they were slaves, they should not object
now that they are free. He added that if they did not want to eat with Negroes,
they could get up and leave the table."

The next day, Sumner read some more letters from Negroes. One complained
that he could get no seat in a theater or street car." Another said that the
Arkansas civil rights law" was a "dead letter," while a third stated that a
Negro: committee. was refused service at a restaurant, that another colored
family could not get a stateroom, and that a colored minister would be refused
admission to hotels, theaters, and churches.0

Senator Allen G. Thurman, an Ohio Democrat and a former chief justice of
the state supreme court, attacked Sumner's amendment for infringing individual
liberty and freedom of association,- by forcing whites to associate with Negroes
in places of amusement, clubs, and churches. He said that the bill denied "them
the liberty to choose their own associates in places of public amusement, in the
church, or in the school." He discussed at length the right of people to form
clubs, societies, and churches limited tp one group." After some legal argu-
ments, Thurman returned to attack the',bill for enforcing "social equality." He
asked 'rhetorically: "where have the people of the United States _given up their
liberty to form associations the members of which shall be excrusively black
or exclusively white?" He applied thip concept to churches, lodges, ceme-

0 Globe 42/2, 429-435. "
1 Globe 42/2, 485.

a Globe 42/2. 487.
" South Carolina Act of Feb. 18 1809, No. 98. See also Rev. Stat. of S.C, 136 ( 878);

Redding v. South Carolina R. Co., A S.C. (8 Rich.) 1 (1871).
* Globe 42/2, 489-490.

., Globe 42/2, 491-2.
SGlobe 42/2,495.. .

* Globe 42/2, App. 9.
* Globe 42/2, At, 10-11.
* Globe 42/2.7. .0 Globe 42/2, 726 , ,
41 Ark. Act of Feb. 25, 1878, amending Act of 1868.
SGlobe 42/2, 727. .
a Globe 42/2, App. 27.
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teries, and "a theater for whites alone or blacks alone.'" Thurman concluded:
"I do not know any country in the world in which the subject or the citizen

is interfered with as this bill proposes to interfere with him; to take from, men
the right to associate according to their own tastes when by doing so they inter-
fere with the right of no one, and do not injure or in any way prejudice the
state. I know of no country in which the liberty of free association, according
to the taste or the wishes or the interests of the persons associating, is denied
to either subject or citizen. And yet the Senator, in the name of liberty, in the
name of freedom, in the name of humanity, seeks to manacle the American
people and take from them liberties that they and their ancestors have enjoyed
from time immemorial, and which the people in every civilized country enjoy
at this day.

"I will repeat again, his bill is a bill of depotism and not of liberty." "'
Two days later, Senator Lyman Trumbull, the veteran Illinois lawyer and

legislator who, as Republican Chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee, had
shepherded to passage-the Civil Rights Act of 1866, the forerunner of the first
section of the Fourteenth Amendment, and had frequently acted as spokesman
and leader of the Senate Republicans in the Thirty-Ninth Congress, opposed
Sumner's amendment. He confined civil rights to those enumerated in the 1866
law, and said that it "did not extend ... to social rights." He added;

"The railroad corporations make regulations in reg,:rd to the manner in which
their trains are to be conducted; they set aside one car for ladies, another for
gentlemen; they have first and second-class passenger. cars, freight cars, and
saloon cars, and I suppose they have a right to makd all these regulations; but
whatever right the white man has the black man has also.",

Senator John W, Stevenson, a Kentucky Democratic lawyer, also conmlan1ed
that the bill was intended to "coerce social equality between the'rces in hotels,
in 'theaters, in railways, aid other modes of public conveyance."' .

At length, a vote was taken on Sumner's amendment to the amnesty'bill. A
28-to-28 tie resulted, and the vice-president voted in the affirmative to break
It." However, because a number of supporters of the'amnesty bill considered
Sumner's measure unconstitutional and voted against it,~ it received less than
the requisite two-thirds ote, only 88 yea to 19 nay.'

On February 19, a bill similar to Sumner's preisalon was introduced Into
the House of Iepresentatives. 8" Congressman 'ames G. Blair, a Missotrl
Republican lawyer; advocated the right of business owners tb provide segregated
facilities. He declared that 'unless the law imposes upon public carriers and
hotel-keepers the duty of providing white associates, foi their colored passengers
and guests, there can be no question but that these officers and persons may
discharge every duty enjoined on them by law by providing separate accommo-
dations for the colored people." ' He said that ithe bill proposed unwanted
social equality for whites, and that hotels would be closed if itwere passed."
He added:

"Let the steam and sail ressels have their separate rooms and tables for the
colored people, the railway companies separate cats, 'and the hotel-keepers
separate rooms, and tables; managers of theaters separate galleries, and public
schools separate houses, rooms, and teachers, and the question of races will
adjust itself quicker.than by using arbitrary means."

4. * * *' * * ' ,

"Let our Republican friends come up to the work manfully, for if they
have the power under the Constitution to do -what they are seeking to do by
this bill, they have the power to blot out all distinction on account of color.
Let me insist that my Republican friends not stop here .. . Should any white
nin: or white child refuse to speAk to a Negro on the public highway, in the
streets or elsewhere, because of color, find them and sen4 them to the
p teitentiary.""

SGlobe 42/2, Ap.29. .
" Globe 42/2, 901. .
"Globe 42/2, 918. ,
it Globe 42/2, 919. . : .
S"Globe 42/2, 920-8.. .
Globe 42/2, 928-9. ,. .

50 Globe 42/2, 1110. / , r '
01 Globe 42/2, App. 148. : I , .5 Ibid.
SGlobe 42/2, App. 144, He also declared: "it is not depriving any colored person of

any legal right to have separate accommodations on ships, boat cars, hotels, theaters. . . .
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Congressman Henry D. McHenry, a Kentucky Democratic lawyer, also decried
the bill for enforcing social, equality in public. accommodations. , He, too,
concluded: 'The right of a citizen to associate exclusively with .those who are
congenial to himn and whom he recognizes as his peers, is an. individual. liberty,
and no Government can prostrate it to his inferiors under the pretext of 'equal.
ity before the law.' "a Congressman John M. Rice, another Kentucky Demo.
craticdlawyer, also raised the social equality argument, and predicted that white
patronage would he withdrawn from carriers, hotels, and theaters, and that
their business would be ruined."

On May 8, the Senate again considered an amnesty bill which had passed
the House." Stunner at once moved to annex his civil rights bill to this
measure." During the ensuing debate and parliamentary maneuvering, Trum-
bull got into a debate with Sherman of Ohio and Edmunds of Vermont. ? Trum-
bull attacked his fellow Republicans with some warmth for loading Sumner's
measure on to the amnesty bill. He added:

"That is his proposition; and to pass what? A civil rights bill! Mr. Presi-
dent, it is a misRnomer; and I now ask the Senator from Ohio, and I would
be glad to give way for an answer, if he will tell me one single right that
he has or I have that the colored people of this country have not. What is
it? What civil right do I have or has he that is denied a colored man? I
want to know what itis. , ; ..

* * * * * ' ' .i * 

,"I know of no civil right that I have that a colored man has not, lid I say
it is a misnomer to talk about this being a civil rights bill. If the Senator from
Ohio: means social rights, if he means by legislation to'f~rce the colored people
and white people to go to church together, or to be buried )rithe same giave-yard,
that is not a civil right,. I know of no right to ride ii a car, no right to atop
at a hotel, no right .to travel possessed ly the white ian that the colored
has not."" . .

Edmunds then asserted that it was no more equality before fhle law to require
!"that the blackman shall go to one hotel to stay and the white man s'ail go to

another," than it would be to require "that the colored ma' sh1ll g ,into' enn-
sylvania Avenue or Maryland Avenue when he wants to 6 'to the westend' of
toWp, and the whlte .man shall take Massachusetts or some other avenue where
itjs proper for white people to go.",' When Senator O rls S.; erry, a Connecti
cut, Republican lawyer, asked him whether segregation by ~;ex was any denIal
of equality, Edinunds reiIled: "Would it not be a denial of right to declare that
white.men or men with .rqd hair, or native citizens. bily s liuld be entitled to
travel in a particular horse-car, a d that every other class of people should,6nly
be allowed to travel in another?" l  .' '

TrumbuU, thep derided Edmund's argument, and said thit' nobody Was ibeivg
kept out of the cars on account of his hair color. He added that NgrOes lihd
the same legal right. to betransported in a railroad or put up .in a hotel as white
people, and that the bill. was not a 'vil rights bill at all." ''enator .ohn Sler-
man, the Ohio Republican lawyer who yoted with iumbull for the 6u, t.enth
AmBendment, then remind the latter that theepubullcans had voted under his
leadership for the Civil Rilght .Act of 1866, iind that this bill was 0nended to
carry out the purposes of that 'ct by protecting "the colored people i' their
right to travel, in the cars," which "right is denied practically in many of the

Globe 422, App. "
SoGlob 42/2, App. 219. "Ie O said: " the ftw 'Can :only prevent brejudlce from inter,

ferng with th legal rights of 'others; but social prejudice is a social liberty that the law
has no right to disturb." 14. at 218. 4See,also id. at 871 (Qong. fJames C.: Hrper,; D,.

'GIbee49,/2, AppD. 97. See aldo d. at 888. ". ' ; . ., ',,

SGlobe 42/2, 8179..
a Globe 42/2, 8181.
P Globe 42/2, 8189. fTrimbull called Sumner's amendment a "poclnl enunlity-btll" the

next day. Globe 42/2, 8254. This precisely what the southeral. Democrats, were
calling t. 1 : <a Globe 42/2, 8100. .

JIbid. Edmunds also said: "'I defy him to point out any listinction'betWveen the right
of Congress under the Constitution in this District, for illustration, to:declare"that a white
child shall not go to a particular public school an d that he shall go to another If he goes at
all, and the power to declare that a white man shall not ride in a.partidular horse-car that
has a blue stripe across it, and that if he rides at all he shalltide on, a: iffernt one."

1/
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States,"'' When Trumbulli'urged' that-they hal this right. at common law, ShOer-
man said that a better remedy was needed."' ' . :' ;, .;i!,; ; ... ;

Senator Francis P. Blairw:a Missouri 'Democratic lawyer Who had switched
from the Republican"party- to u become 'the losing DeMocratlc Vlce-'Presidential
candidate in 1868, also said that the bill ,was designated to give Negroes "social
rights,'to impose upon the whites of the community thenecessity of a close aso
elation in all matters with the negroes.?!' He said that this would irritate th&
whites.' He advocated separate railway cars, hotels, and,' ther facilities for
Negroes." 'Ferry also denied the necessity for the bill on'the ground that Negroes.
had all the common-law remedies they needed to obtain service on carriers and
hotels."

Trumbull, Senator Eugene' Casserly, a California Democratic lawyer, 'and
Senator James L. Alcorn, a Mississippi Rbpublican lawyer, then all declared that
Negroes had' thesam6 rights under common law to travel on railways As did
whites, while' Edmutids and Sumner, declared once again that the bill: Wast
necessary."' When a vote was taken on adding Sumner's civil rights bill to'thie
amnesty bill, it resulted in a 29 to 29 tie. The vice-president then broke the-
tie in Sumner's favor.'! '

'Next the silly season started, with' amendments obviously intended"merely to'
make, a point. Senator Henry Cooper, a Tennessee Democratic lawydt, moved
to amend Sumner's bill to, provide that there should be no discrimination, based
on pecuniary condition, so that a' poor person, Who could'not pay would have to:
be given accommodation . : This was laughingly Voted down 85 to 7: Hill moved
to require' that customers be properly clothed. No roll-call *as.. evdn deL
manded On this." ' ; ''i . .- :'*

Ultimately, a second vote was taken on annexing Sumner's bill to the amnesty)
bill, 'and, a8 28t 8 28tie'resulted;, hich the vice-president broke in .Sumner's.
favor." However, the 82 to 82 vote on the combined measure was les than the
requisite two-thirds needed for passage."i' ,1 ' i

Several day, later, Trumbull, who; as much in favor oftamnest; but 'Who bad
voted consistently against the' amnesty bill with Sumner's amendment mbved to*
annex the annesty'bill as a rider to another piece ofilegislation. When several
senators warned that Sumner would simply annex is ,bill to the amnesty rider,
the following coloquy ensued: . -., _

"Mr. TRUMBULL. ... I want amnesty so much that I will vote for almost any-
thing that is not unconstitutional to get it."

"Mr. Sootr. .. ~Suppose '. : the civil rights bill gets on by the same process?"
"Mri. TattTMBur I kno* of no clvllilght bill."' , ':; ,' .-,
"Mr. StrMNER. 'know of one '[laughter.]" . .
"Mr. TVUMBULI. There is a bill that has been misnamed a civil rights bill; pro-

posing to establish social rights which 's unconstitutional in its provisions,
and which I shall not vote 'for. 'But the Senator from. Pennsylvania and my,
self iAgeeing, and the Senator from WeSt, Virginla,'I believe,' agreeing, let
us unite together' and vote down, this misnaned civil, rights bill, this ion-
strosity that has got a name that does not belong to t, that seeks tmder false
pretensei, to impose upon the country and: upon the colored! people of the country
by giving, Ita' name. :You cannot maloka uule a horse by. calling it a horse.
Let is vote It down' ... 1. bills misnamed civil: rlgbts--called bills-tokestabl&llfriua
rights when they establish no equality. . .'," n ... ; . , , .
Sumner answered Trumbull's vehement attack with a letter from- rederick
Douglass denying any desire for "social equality;" and Trumbullreplied by.read-
ing a nespaper' cDp~g stating that Negreoes: nt l scial! e quality, 9p ac-

" Globe 42/2, 8192.
" Globe 42/2, 8251.
SGlobe 42/2. 8257.
SGlobe 42/2 8284. Speaking of Trambull . honds declared' :"e does. ot lielleve

that It Is a right belonging to a' citlgeti of th Uhited tateto t6 trael tn a car It he is a
citizen and conforms to all other conditions it his color hapapna to be One .ay rather'than
another; and so on through the whole list." .bid., Wittle vhle later, ( mlr qx-
change occurred. Globe 42/2, 8208. ' i "*"' t

I! Globe 11 , 820,-B. . .. . ' .... .* ,. . . . . .. ' .. ... ' 7!'-*"*. ,

*Globe 42/2 8268.
' Globe42/2, 8270. / ; '
" GiObe 422, 8800.

SGlobe 42/2, 8861. Trumbull also called It a "social equality l"' tle bxt a.y, iloibe
42/2, 8418, 8421. 4 .. .
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curacy of which Sumner disputed., " No southern Democrat arose; Trumbull
was no doubt doing their work very satisfactorily,

Meanwhile, in the House, a move was made to suspend the rules and pass a
resolution requiring the House Judiciary Committee to report a supplemental
civil rights bill, the terms of which were not set forth. Presumably they were
to be at least generally similar to the Sumner Senate bill. The vote was 112 yea,
76 nay, and it lost for. want .of two-thirds vote. Eleven Republicans who had
voted for the Fourteenth Amendment voted yea; four Democrats who had voted
against the Fourteenth Amendment voted nay. Rep. John A. Bingham of Ohio,
who had framed the first section of the Fourteenth Amendment, voted in the
affirmative."

After sundry parliamentary maneuvering in which Trumbull and Sumner
proposed to tack the amnesty bill and the civil rights bill on to various items of
other legislation, and which other senators opposed, as it would defeat every
bill to which they were attached," Senator Matthew H. Carpenter, a Wisconsin
Republican, decided to break the deadlock. On May 21 at about 5 p.m., with
both Sumner and Trumbull absent, and with the Senate having barely a quorum,
Carpenter first called up the civil rights bill, with the intention of amending
it to cover only public inns, licensed places of amusement, and common car-
riers." Dy passing a civil rights bill first, he could then get the amnesty bill
through, he reasoned. The Senate rebuffed Democratic members' attempts to
adjourn, and prepared to work through the night.

Democrats opposed the civil rights bill." The Carpenter substitute, princi-
pally designed to eliminate the school and jury clauses, was then adopted by
22 to 20, with 82 senators absent," and the bill then passed by a party-line vote
of 28to 14.M

The next morning, Sumner bitterly denounced the Carptenter substitute as
"an emasculated, civil right bill," and moved to add his own proposal to the
pending amnesty bill." This time, his entreaty that the Senate make "the
Declaration of Independence in its principles and promises a living letter" fell
on deaf ears, ,and his proposal was decisively rejected, 18 to 29. The Senate
then passed the amnesty bill, 88 to 2, Sumner and one other Western Radical
alone voting in the negative." That was the end of the bill for that session
and Congress.
*:,, , 1: ;I" , ., ' 8. 8UMNEB'S TESTAMENT

At the opening of the First Session of the Forty-Third Congress, Sumner once
again introduced his civil rights bill." However, debate commenced 1n; the
House, where a copy of the bill had previously been introduced." Congressman
Charles A. Eldridge, a Wisconsin Democratic lawyer, immediately moved an
amendment permitting businesses to make a separate accommodation for white
persons." Congressman Benjamin FP. Butler, Republican Chairman of the Judi-,
ciary Committee; which had reported the bill out, advocated it because Negroes
who paid first ,lass fare were thrown into dirty cars, or expelled from railroads
entirely,, Congressman William Lawrence, an Ohio Republican gave an In-
stance of this ,Butler, however, added that Negroes who discriminated against
whites would also be liable." And Congressman Joseph H. Rainey, a South
Carolina Negro Republican, complained that Negroes could not enter hotels,
public conveyances, amusements, churches, and cemeteries ,

Glodbe 429/9,8861*-2i *.! ' ." * *' ',
_ .Gbe 4/1r .A883. ; The Republlcans voting .ya, were:,Amep, ,Banks, ,Binham, ,dawes,

Garfleld, ooper. Kelley. Ketchai Myers, Sawyr, and Scofleld. DIemioerats Iff tiih'neative
were Edridge, Kerr, Niblack, and Randall. See also Cong. Globe, 42d Cong.;\3rd Sess.
85 (1872).

SGlobe 42/2, 8418-8427. ':
SGlobe 42/2, 3780. .. ,
"Gob .42/ r727-3729.

SGibe 42,2,..789.-4'. C asserly alle it'u sttrisdtt'tloia"
le~f i42/ ,8 : . .,: 1 ' ' ,'* ' ', 9 . y

"Globe 42/2; 8788 , :. , 4 , ' , .
e2 Cong. Rec. 10-11 (48rd Cong., let Sess. 1878) (hereinafter referred w o:ng

Bee. 48/1). \
* Cong. Ree. 43/1, 7, 887-8. I '
"Cong. Ree. 48/1, 89.
s . Con ,ec 4.811,8 .f .e 1 , / . ... * + • + :+ :; ^ . :';'t, onilec: iS l;.34 l. ..+ .. ~ ~ ,+ +:. . ++x.. ,.++++ ++.f,++' I+'. + +++, ,.
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Congressman John T. Harris, a thoroughly unreconstructed Virginia Demo-
cratic lawyer, Justified segregation in railroads by noting, that white persons alho
,an occasion were prevented from entering particular cars.8  Another voice froni
the past came from Congressman Alexander, H. Stephens, a Georgia Democrat
and Vice-President of the Confederacy. Stephens said:
"under our law as it stands whoever pays for a first-class car railroad ticket
is entitled to a firdt-class seat, whatever may be his or her condition in life,
and whether white or colored. If he be a colored man who pays for such a ticket,
he is entitled to a seat of equal comfort with the white man who may purchase
a like: ticket; but this does not entitle him of right to a seat in the same car with
the white man. Railroad companies, and all public carriers, have the right by
common law to ass.g' their passengers to such seats in such coaches us they may
please, provided they are of the comforts and class paid for." 8
He was answered by Congressman Alonzo J. Ransier, a South Carolina Negro Re-
publican, who denied that Negroes wanted social equality, but asked for equal
accommodations." Representative Roger Q. Mills, a Texas Democrat, added a
speech devoted to freedom of association and taste, which he asserted Congress
could not control. ''

The next day, Congressman James B. Beck, a, Kentucky Democratic lawyer,
offered an amendment allowing business owners to segregate their patrons."
Another South Carolina Negro Republican, Congressman Robert B. Elliott, also
justified the bill because of "our exclusion from the.public inn, from the saloon
and table of the steamboat, from the sleeping-coach on the railway .. ." But
Congressman James I1. Blount, a Georgia Democratic lawyer, replied that
Negroes had their own c'eparate facilities and were well provided for. He pre-
dicted badfeeling if the bill should pass,"

Next Lawrence made the point that the bill would not change the common
law, but merely, give an additional remedy to enforce it and prevent the states
from depriving Negroes of equal common-law benefits, a point previouslymade
by Butler in his opening 'speech." Lawrence Justified the bill, as one to:enforce
the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment." .

Congressman John M. Bright, Tennessee Democratic lawyer, opposed the bill,
inter alia, because most Negroes were laborers and could not afford first-class
accommodations, and because they had their own facilities anyway." :,Congress-
man William S. Herndon, a Texas Democratic lawyer, predicted ai.withdrawal of
white patronage and closing of the places of public accommodations, as well as
danger to "our social system," to be apprehended from.passage of:the bill."
SThe next rhetoric cam. from Congressman Wiliam J. Purman, aFlorida Re-

publican lawyer. In the process of denying that states had 'fthe right to enforce
any conditions of inequality," he gave the following as examples of such laws.:,

"Sutpposed Acts of a State-Rights Legislaturen, , -, .- . ;n '.
"An'act to prohibit all white persons, not citizens of and not residing within

the State, from being admitted tnd accommodated in any: public-inn, .
"An act to exclude all persons possessed of real and personal property to the

value of ten thousand dollars from all places of public amusement or entertain-
ment for which a license from any legal authority is required.

"An act to exclude all persons of the religious denomination known as :Meth-
odists from riding on any line of stage-coaches,,railroads, or their means of public
carriage of passengers or freight. ,. /

"An act to prohibi t all foreign-born citizens and their descendants from being
buried in any public cemetery. .

S, . * * ', ' a' '"' s '
"An act!.to'exclude all persons known as the "colored race" frontpublic inns,

Oemeteries, na;id cmon ehools supported by public taxation, and from'eq~al
accommodations with other persons,>on all public stage-coaches, stealmboats, and
nittlroads." '" .

g Coni. Roe. 48/1, 877. ' . . ', 'W Cong. Rec. 48/1, 879. This wan a correct statement of the law. See n. 16, supro.
"Cong. Rec. 4&/1 882-3. See also id. at 1811-2.
SCong. lee. 48/1, 885. .
"Con. Re. 48/1,405.
SCong. Rc 4e 408. ' . ,.9 Con. Rec. 4 1411. / .w Conr. Re. 48 /1840.
Con. Ree. 48/1. 412. '' ,
Copg. ee. 48/1, 416. .t .M Cong. Re. 48/1, 421.

' Cong. Ree. 48/1, 428-4
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He lapsed back into 'a harangue of the House,. but did declare in passing that
"the sixth acti' whioltc is:nob supposed now for illustration, but is virtually in
existence ~lmost6f the States of the Union, especially in the Southern States...
is the hostilepretended legisiatiot that the passage of the bill under consideration
will wipe out 1" Bombast on alleged southern injustice followed, and aside from
a tidbi of canplaint by' Negioes that;they were denied first class accommodations
on conveyances and turned away from'hotels read to the House, and some praise
of the Florida civil rights statute,; there is nothing else in this ranting relevant
'here.; " ,
- A Missodri Democrat followed, whose southern propensities oozed through his
speech. He denied that Negroes were refused access to public facilities, and
declared that the objection was based on segregation, which he extolled. His
position was that the equal protection clause did not abolish the right to segre-
gate, and that any shch abolition wodld interfere with private property rights.1*

Debate was closed the next day. An Ohio Democratic lawyer pronounced
the bill to be one for social equality and hence unconstitutional.?' Two other
Democrats lauded segregation, 10 and one of them accused the Republicans of
hypocrisy in attempting to abolish it. 0" The final Democratic argument, made by
Congressman John'D. C. Atkins of Tennessee, again accused the Republicans of
hypocrisy, denounced the bill for imposing social equality, and concluded with a
plea for seggatlon."0 Butler then made the last speech. In sarcastic measure
he rejected the social equality argument, on the grounds that southerners were
qtiite willing to associate freely with Negro slaves before the war, and hence
should have no objection now. He related how he had used his military au-
thority to order a boat clerk to let a Negro sit in a dining room and occupy a
stateroom against boat regulations during the war. He concluded with a gen-
eral oration, and the bill was returned to the Judiciary Committee.108

Several days later, there was an encore to the debate. Congressman Robert
B, Vance, a prominent Democrat and ex-confederate from North Carolina, de-
clared that the bill was a social rights bill. He said that Negroes now had the
right to enter conveyances aid hotels, but that they were segregated; This he
supported with considerable warmth.'" Congressman Richard H. Cain, a South
Carolina Negro Republican, rose to answer Vance. Cain complained that he
and colleagues of his were not served in hotels, railroad cars, and restaurants
He saw no;objection to use of first-class accommodations by Negroes who could
pay for it. He concluded that Negroes were entitled to their rights.O Congress-
man David B. MelUsh,, a Republican, added that in New York City, where some
street-car lines would not take Negro passengers, and others made them wait
forlong periods to take exclusively colored cars, discrimination was ended When
the president of the police board ordered policemen to arrest any conductor who
ejected a Negro passenger from a car.m

;Ohi Janiuary 17, 1874, the House was treated to more oratory on the civil rights
bill. Congressman Henry R. ;Hatris, a Georgia Democrat, spent his time on
general declamation about social equality and freedom of association,.u And

0o Cong. Ree. 4$/1, 424." ' .. '
SFila, ACt of Jan. 25 1878, e.' 947,No. 18, Laws of 1878;

-4;, cong. Be .48/1. 4 4--8 , , ... .. , . .-+, *. , . .166 Cong. E. 48/1,, 427-40 (CcMg. Aylett i. Buckner)
o Cong. Re. 48/1, App. 1-8 (Cong, MiltoT4. Southard). '

: Con. Bee. 48/1l A pp,- (C6ng. 1ram P. Bell of Geogia and John M. GloVer of
Missouri).. ..1m Cong. Ree. 48/1 App. 5, where Glover-said:

"When has President Grant . . seen fit to,leave his box at the theatre and go to the
pitor the galeryto'Bet in contact with those who cannot com eto him? If the mountain
cannot come -to Mahomet, why docs not Mbahoet go to: the mountain? Why have we
never witnessed the 'civil right' advocates setting onia slltay examplee of thb proplety,
the advantage ' and the excellence of law which they propose t enforce against there
remonstrating countrymen with fire and sword? Why don't we see them leaving WIl
liard's and going to some colored hotel? Why do we not see them by a delicious choi e
going to worship In a colored church. . ? Why, sir, do they not do what they say Is all
right and proper, before they attempt to coerce us into compliance with an act the most
m onstrons. -. :' , ; ' - ,, . t , ..,a ,-, i ' , '- * - .1O Cong. Ree. 48/1, 458. ..

* Cong. Ree. 48/1, 457-A. .'1e Cong. Ree. 48/1, 554-6.
n Cong. Ree. 48/1 505-7. A few days later, Congreesman -amuel, S. Cox, a, New

York Democrat, said that Neroes did not care much for the use of expensive hotel and
theaters. Cong. Bee. 48/1, 018. /

m Cong. Ree. 48/1,6 : 5.
m Cong. Bee. 48/1,726. . .i ,/ . ,

/ ' , ./
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Congressman Robert Hamilton, a New Jersey; Democratic lawyer urged freedom
of association for white people; , .I r- , .:
I In the Senate :Sumnler's bill was referred to:the Judiclary Commnttee," a.nd
while under.consideration there, on March 11, 1874, Sumner dled. HIr last wish
was that his qivil rights bill be passed.". Frelinghuysen reported the bill iu his
absence for the Judiciary Committee; He declared that it would,proeet: white
people as well as Negroes, and that itwas not designed; to enforcesocal equality.
He narrowed its constitutionality basis to the ,Dqual Protection Clauise :of.the
Fourteenth Amendment."e He then said:

S"As the capital invested in innns,places of amusements, and public conveyances
is that of the proprietors, and as they alone can know what minutearrange
ments their business requires, the discretion as to the particular accommodation
to be given to the: guest, the traveler and the visitor is quite wide. But as
the employment these proprietors have selected touches the public, the law de4
mands that th, accommodations shall be good and suitable, and this bill adds
to that requirement the condition that no person shall, in the regulation of these
employments, be discriminated against merely because he is an American or an
Irishman, a German or a colored man.", '

Senator Thomas M. Norwood, a Georgia Democrat4 soue days later made a
speech in which he accused Republicans of passing a social equality bill which
would affect only the poor whites, while the rich one; could afford private
conveyances, He sarcastically asked why the Republican congressmen chose to
ride to the Capitol in their own carriages instead of in public street-cars filled
with Negroes.1" He caustically made suggestions as to how Congress might
supervise equality of foods served to both races at hotels."

On May 20, when the Senate resumed consideration of civil rights, .Senator
Daniel D. Pratt; an 'Indiana Republican lawyer, spoke at length in support of
the bill. He stated that by common law all colored people were entitled to
privileges mentioned in the bill, and could maintain a suit against the proprietor
if denied them. He said:

"Suppose a colored mai 'presents himself at a public inn,;. a. .and is either
refused admittance or treated as an inferior guest-placed at the second table
and consigned to the garret, or compelled to make his couch upon .the floor-
does any one doubt that upon an appeal to the courts, the law if justly adminis.
tered would pronounce the innkeeper responsible to him in damages for unjust
discrimination?" I suppose not . . . The same is true of public carriers.. .;:,
And all persons who behave themselves and are not afflicted with'abny contagious
disease are entitled to equal accommodations where they pay equal fares. '

"But it is asked, if the law be as you lay it down, where is the necessity for
this legislation, since the courts are open to all? My answer is, that the remedy
is inadequate qnd too expensive, and involves too much loss of time and patience
to pursue it. When a man li' traveling, and far from home, it does, ot pay to

s Cong. Rec. 481 -741. He n sad: ' "When we consider What 'hat bee1 : done or the
colored people in the _nited States .. we would naturally conclude that ii they had tny
sense of the principle of gratitude, they, would be more gracious than to seek. to force

themselves into the soplety and association,of the white people against their wishes, . ,
We might justly suppose that white people had soei6 rights and fl eellngl they voul b
willig to respect; .but.it is not so. . .. they ant to br ak own the barrier of society
force themselves into the highest seat In he sy4ngogue, into Aias8ation ith the whte
people nolene .tolens,..,, to break. down aU the conventionaltoa i i ocll,

"It th gentleman Arom Masachusetts, and the 6ther sealous fred o. th olored
people, the gentleman fro Ohio, ... . who desired the, bill amended o thea tihe 'groe
could have the benefit of the writ of mandamui to, put tbem in the b travel .ar nd
place them in the best seats at the hotel tables desire to be seated in te . iars d by aide
with their colored friends, and wish to be sandwiched at each meal at theho between
two negroes, doubtless they can be accommodated; nobody will object, a4n no lw prohibit
it; but that is purely a matter of taste and they should not desire t force oher, whos
tastes may difer Into the acceptance of iteirs." ..

1 Cong. Rec. 43/1.849, 051.
" Cong. bRe.48/1,: 47. See al Cong. 6i e. 48rd Cog. 2d.esa. 9 (185:) (Cos

Thoma whitee .. ,. , . , ... .. ; . , .
0 Cong.Ree. 48/1; 8481.e :.,

1'Cong. Rec. 4/1. 8482 .
"1 Cong. Rec. 48/1, App, 280. Norwood said "Repiblican Senato6 i ish tO Compel

common carrier to open their cars and.ships to all comett alike; in other ,ords, to for
the whites to this intimate association and.cl se eontacta. o o sta ,at #. O or provi'd
their own conveyance..i The poor are ere ,to be the v1icthli. T e rich caiititner ip theli
velvet trains and sweep contemptlouslv by the poor white~fan ngroes banke and nudded
together, and tak e hturious ref~ige in a palace car, . Thns moneyC t stao blsh clas ad

C'Corig. Ree. 48/1, App. 288.
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We every inn-keeper' whbo or iraifrioad om;,pa ny. whl h, insults him rby unjust
discmiAtlon. Practically. thaereomedy. i&lartolis.( i> . ' , .

'1Now sir, if I am right in stating the law, this bill is justified in providing a
more efficient remedy, one that is so stringent in its penalties that it is likely
to be obeyed, and render litigation unnecessary. Many a wrong is practiced even
upon the white traveler, upon the supposition that his business will not allow
him to remain and bring the wrong-doer to account, which is generally true.

"And let me say right here, that the measure is not confined to colored citizens;
it embraces.all, of whatever color." "o

Pratt denied that the bill would promote social equality, and declared that in
public facilities travelers had to tolerate all types of people. He cor.eluded with
a long declamation on equality and prejudice. Thurman arose to answer Pratt.
He proceeded on to reason that the bill must have intended mixed public facili.
ties,' but it was not until- he got to theciioQl clause that his opponents paid any
attention to what he was saying, and it is probable that his observation was
incorrect.,
SThe last day of Senate debate was May 22. Senator Timothy, 0. Howe, a
Wisconsin Radical Republican, justified the bill because Negroes were being
turned away from hotels and other accommodations."

Senator James L. Alcorn, a Mississippi Republican lawyer, then orated, adding
little but generalized declamation on the "right guaranteed to (Negroes] or free
transit throughout the country," and Congress' right to assure colored people
of equal accommodations in carriers." ' He noted the complaints of Negroes
that they were not admitted to theaters in Washington and in the north, and
likewise advocated the bill so they would be admitted to hotels.'* Then, as an
ex-slaveholder and former Confederate elected to the Senate by a Negro ma-
jority of Mississippi, he launched into rhetoric well calculated to endear him
to his new friends, concluding thus:

"While I speak to-day, there stand, eight, buqdred thousand colored men at
my back. They are united on this specialty, and they, are able to work that
legislation which they deem proper and demand at the hands of this Congress,
and they will do it If you say your Constitution is not sufficient, if the courts
of the country shall say that the Constitution stands a barrier, these eight
hundred thousand men will make it known to the nation that it shall be sufli.
cient to answer all; the ends of equal government and justice to every man in the
land. If you want to know what is to be the'.destiny of this nation, look not -to
the Constitution; 'but look into the faces of the people. The people in a revolu-
tion like this, for the revolution still goes forward, trample down the consti-
' Cong;.R ec 4081-2 ; ' "*' ' * ... ... ., , : ..... ; ; ,," . .
, .Cong .ReC. 4081-2 . . ,

Con. ee. /1, 4088. He said "That means mAled audiences, does it niot? That
fieans mixed guestA at a hotel does It not?- That ileahis mixed ttatelorg on a rallay ot
in a stage-coach, does It not? If not, it does mean anything. It certainly was not
intended by, the committee that .Mr. Savlle should build another theater for the enter-
tainment of' the colored people of Washington' City, o' that the Baltimore and Ohio Rail-
way or the Ihaltimore iid Pbtomae Railway is to run separate cars to carry colored persons:
These are the Very things that are complained of. -herefore mixture it meant:in inns, In
public ednveyances on land ot water, in theaters, or otier places 'bf public amuse-
ment. ..." It may be noted that, the premise fOr the remark, that segregation was what
was belnjgcotmplalned of, 1' linaeurate. 1It was the denial of facilities, or unequal faclitles,
and not mere segregation which drew Republean fire. tHeilc t 18 probable that this re-

ark wa just i bolter his ehool clue argument in opposition to Pratt, that school
e tl ws'b imlsible under' the i1. Since Thurman ah 'ppOnent of the bill,

1WOl-. itaiB'1rebit n argument by Pratt; u propontent; that the bul'permitted segre.
nation. tboug iiit fiequallty, his al~nruetit can hardly be considered An accurate reflection
of tl tin tt 'of Congress. .
*.i"Cofr. eC. 48. 4147., . .

Sec. 1, App. 804.
' iCon.Rec8/. App 808. 'said ' "Objection is made 'tht the bill provides that

the colored man shall have accommodations at public hotels. If he ip denied accom-
mpdatiop.at the public hotels, wlxre wUl he get accommodations if he sees proper to travel?
When o pon/ journey he hao no right to go to a'privat house. If the public house
refuses im, then an American citizen becomes a pariah In the land: which :guarantee
to him the right of travel. The hotels are 11icnsed institutions. When" the grant

f a licepse is, mde, the municipality demands' of, the keeper a bond for the faith-
i! pelerfdrmance of hi contract. The condition of the"bon 'l tWat ne shall provide

food atd lodging fr the tr.'Veling public. PraCticallythis' ill qulre him to comply
wth e ne.till of his, bond.. l e cannttet be penitted tOa:stand at his door and
t"r m 4aa from the t6dh( tone which he; hak In his bothd agreed, he would
urnis'h dn, ncco dunt 9the. plekon. He must not be . eraiitted to look Int an tat's

fae tdeOded byth oobol f' hi skin whether the' food ad B1dgthibrall be prided which
he has obligated himself to furnish, It would be a strange go-ernment Indeed that would
tolerate a proceeding like this."'" / ' * . :Y
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tutions and they disappear a flax, before the flame. The demands of the people
of this free Government' are not to be'turrted^ aid; they aie'tbI latenedite;
and I say to you, sir, that this demand will be heard. Having felt their strength,
I realize the power that lies in the hands of the masses of the American people.
When reconstruction was decreed the Constitution gave no warrant for the en-
actment, but the people spake and the Constitution responded: "Here am I; the
power is given I"

* * ' * * . 5'

"The colored people of my State demanded the passage of this bill. I yield to
that demand. My refusal would exicte them to anger; they would keenly feel
;he injustice and wrong. I bend gracefully to their will.""

Senator IHeniy I. Pease, Alcorn's Repulican colleague frqu Mississippi, urged
enactment of the bill to spare Negroesfrom "indignities." ' ' i - ,

Discussion continued into the night, as Senator Saulsbury, a Delaware Demo-
crat, arose to protest that the bill would enforce association among the races.
After observing that his colleagues were too exhausted to listen to debate, he
argued the bill was intended to enforce race mixing in inns and theaters, a
proposition he deduced from the absence of a clause specifically permitting
segregation. He charged that compulsory integration was to be applied to
schools, hospitals, almshouses, orphan asylums, and benevolent associations,
and that whites would resent this.'" He told the Republicans: "Do not say
that you can make any separate arrangement under the provision of this
bull," " thereby at once showing that the charge of compulsory association was

S made for partisan advantage, and not as a true reflection of the majority's intent.
His rambling discourse carried him through generalized constitutional ,discus-
sion, the Negro vote, a prediction that hotels and theaters would lose their
patronage, prejudice, and social equality, and finally schools. '" At .his :cQcn-
clusion, the Senate had been sitting for over ten hours, and it was 9:30 p.m.
The Democrats wanted ah adjournment, but the Republicans voted'itdown, and
the Senate went into an all-night session.", . ,.(

The contribution to the Democratic filibuster by Senator Augustus Merrimon
of North Carolina was a self-confessed "desultory", rambling history of the
United States from the Declaration of Independence onward, replete with
cases."' When he finally arrived at the equal protection clause of the ':Fur-
teenth Amendment, he said that ihile, it forbade giving rights to some people
but not others, it permitted racial segregat o , After supporting segreguatIn
by law in schools, he endorsed the same for theaters." He meandered back
to a defense of segregation by nla* in theaters, ins, cemneteriUe, and schools;*'

' Cong. Rec. 43/1, App; 807. One can well believe that this speech represented the views
of Alcorn's Negro constituents and not his own views id light of the fact that only: two
years before he consistently spoke and voted against Sumner's bill; Globe 42/2, 274 8264,
38268, 8270.

I" Cong. Rec.'49/1, 4154. ,
Cotag. Rec. 48/, 417. . .

S"Cong. Rec.48/l,4159.
's Cong. Rec. 48/ 4159-4162.
' Cong. Re6. 48/'1 4162. * I
'8s Cong. R&e48/1; App. 807-312. .
* Conig. Rec. 48/, App. 818. He said < "Can't be denied that the States hhve pboer to

regulate theaters--the manner of conducting then? 'Hav they ot altay exercise poer
to do so? They are supreme In that respect. If they judgee that It ith t1eeaary that one
class of people Ihall go Intoonetpathent aid another class lint another, With v ewto
good oid"ard dece icy, 'Why is it nt conipetent t do that ? .'. By'out''sytemb~" ' oyet ,-
ment, the tater are left to regulate society witbhii their repective Jrisdietios." ., ,

" Cong. Olobe 4811, App. 815. "He sald: "But it is said thatt these lie powers may be
exerclsedfin many respect b Wt it cannot be done In th6 matter .f colOr. Why not i tfs e
matter of color ? . The Senator from Wisconsin . . , would have the' enate iid the
country believe ,that've' pt'6poe to shut them out from theaters ; that We Q6uld it'let the
,por negrdevent haVe a place to bury hisdeatd. ::Nobody has urged such 6an hbdrd ioa-
,tlon aS tht, The'pdpbsitlotn is to Allo* the colored people f the ncount ttd h'~e'
own . . proper apartment fitted up in the theate tthe colored race, and a ki .ment or the .wlte race, and thereby t0 keep the ' pat, and for reas6o thpttIshal aertt
to presently in the inn, tob hve a co&nortable placefor the colored race t6 go, and another
place for the white raie to occuinp. '

"If a city o6rth6 State shall provide a cenmeto y for the white tree the city or Stte muit
provide a like cemetery. for the Colored raee 'No white man shall Intrude upt the eeme-tery of the colored man; no colored man shall tntrude ipon the cemetery Of t lihite mat.

lNo scored map shall intrude u the whte ma'S place in th. Inn n0 white man shall
tutride Upolal the' scored rtan bpwcen th i inn. No w'hit man' shall Intride tipon, thecolored man's plac in'the theate't d no colored in~ shall itride upbt the white man's
place in the theater; and then, if they are not upon terms of perfect equality, applying toeach race alike, I am not capable of comprehending a plain proposition."
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S ad ,ultjmpatelyg included' with as protracted haragqe;opl ace .mring,; hybrid,
;andlchool destruction.1 *.. o- i.,I, e c ! ' J'' 'I
',f At J 80Q a,Mn.,with the; Republicans still reefising. tol adjOut,; Senator ,Wiliai
', amiitlton a' Maryland Democratic lawyer,, launched ito a t lengthy oration.

He advocated separate .churches, cemeteries, ;hotels, p tcesq of amusement, and
other facilities, and, predicted that the bill.would destroythe. white patronage of
hotels.'"

The early hours of the morning were taken up principally with the school
c4use.m In. the course of discussing segregatedschopls, enator, dJidn n of

Termont, a'staunch Xadical Republlcan supporter of Sumne, contended thatthe
Fouirteenth Amendment forbade state segregation In cari rl " , 'hi e nator
Aarpn A. Sargent, a California Republican lawyer, denied that tlis 'wa th effect
of the Fourteenth Amendment,1 Then, after the school Issue was dispoied of,
the Senate passed the bill by a .vote of 29 to 10, and djforned after a twenty hour
session. Voting or paired against the bill were all the PDpmocrats and four Repub-
licans, from Nebraska, Virginia, West Virginia, and Wisconsin, with the affirma-

-tive votes all cast by republicanss."
The house took no action on the bill during,this session, In occasional de.

bate, Democrats attacked it in broadside harangues for' race-miing.' A Ten.
nessee Republican doubted .the constitutlonaity of the law, and stated that

1 Cong. Rec. 48/1, ApP. 816-8.
w Cong. Rec. 43/1, 4166.

T Cong. Rcc. 43/1, Ap. 867-8, 870.
Sr1,Cong. Rec. 4811 4M7-4175.
S1 Cong. Rec. 43/ , 4172-8. Replying to Senator Sargent, he declared: "But the Sen-

,ator's argument results in exactly this: that the fourteenth amendment does not, as It
respects common schools, level a distinction which a State may have a right to make

.ofa ccount of race and color. If if does not level that distinction, then it does not level a

.distinction that a State has a right to make on the same account In respect to a railway,

,or a highway, or a steamboat, or any other thing; for the fourteenth amendment. is
:general and sweeping . . .. Ik the State has that right, We cannot interfere with it.

If the State has not that right we cannot confer it by an act of Congress, because such
:an act 6f Congress would be in violation of the; fourteenth amendment itself." Ibid.
S oCong.Rec, 48/1, 4174. He said: t ta

"Now, si, one single remark n eply to that onl which can bb considered as'arg
-ment in reply tb my positions, and that is, that the amendment which I propose, y
-providing that there may be separate schools, is a violation of the fourteenth amendment,
upon the same princple that a denial of the right of a colored man to ride In the same
ca, or have Identcal accommodations In the same hotel, would be A violation of the

-onrteenth amendment. I do not believe either of these cases cited as illustrations would
'be denial of any right guaranteed by the foutrteenth amendment. : The fourteenth

amendment was not Intended merely to say that black men should have rights but. tat

,black and white men anid women should niave rights. It was a guarate o _ quality

.or right to every person within the Jurisdiction of the United States, be he black or white.

It is a Very common thing for nme ad for every Senator here, and every white man in the

country, when he goes to a railroad train without his wife on his.arm or some female

-friend to be assigned to a car separate. from some other car more privileged than the

one he takes, by Its female socletr, though not perhaps better in its fittings which s

assigned to ladies or to gentlemen who have ladies with them. Is that a violation of

the fourteenth amendment? Suppose the man who is thus required to take the second
.car on the train Instead of the first should be black Instead of white, would the difference
in color make a violation of the fourteenth amendment?

I do not believe these things are of enough importance or us id legislate upon them

'here. They regulate themselves. I doubt If any white man ever felt outraged because he
was told to take one, car rather than another, on account of a discrimination in'the car he
should take, Why, then, should e lack an? .. te a

h 0 with reference to the bote tb , most of the hotels, n al of them beolve In
:Newtok and in the larger citLe, the tableegare small, circular tables where tamilles sit, or

two.o three peons,who happen to be friea, an, the guests are assigned by the nor
Sto the places the take. A peron, entering the d .oinng-room e not tIke a seat at any
-table he sees fit;e s put here or there, wherever the landlor pleases, And in assigning
-rooms at a hotel, the landlord may put him Ir the fourth story pr the frst, and If he doe
-not like his accommodation he can go to some other hotel. le nha n diroon inthe

'matter, and certainly no right to demand under the fourteenth amendment that he shall
'be ut in the thbrd ory Instead of the fourth or the second Instead of the third. These
-hotel llustrations for that very reason. The fourteenth amendment does not apBly to

tlei at all. They aretsimply Inci agent of business which have existed for years, ana will
,.,st for years whet erthe fourteent amendment exist or not. .

If the car to which a white man without a lady Is assigdled,. or the black mahn is

assigned, is just as ghOd as any other Of the tra;'drawn by th esame engine, at an etial.
Irate of speed, where is the harm Oone by that regulation? And why slhoi1d we interfere

-with the business of railroad companies and hotel keepers in this I quisrtive way, putting
.our noses intotbe' mallet details of business."

R Con. lec. i 41, .Ap , ;14 (Cong. Witliam n. Read of cy); App. 417-41 (Cong.

:Bphraln i. Wilson of.M.). AP 481 <Ong. John ., bais of West Vitiini4.

/
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colored people were content with segregated accommodations, and only com-
plained of inferior treatment,."

Congressman James T. Rapier, an Alabama Negro Republican lawyer, com-
plained that Negroes were all denied first class railroad accommodations, and
replied to a prior speaker:

"And I state without fear of being gainsaid, the statement of the gentleman
from Tennessee to the contrary notwithstanding, that there is not an inn between
Washington and Montgomery, a distance of more than a thousand miles, that
will accommodate me to a bed or meal, Now, then, is there a man upon this
floor who is so heartless, whose breast is so void of the better feelings, as to
say that this brutal custom needs no regulation?" " '

He went on to point out that whites had a common law right to accommoda-
tions, which Negroes also should have, that exclusion from first class accom-
modations was the result of prejudice, and that it humiliated him. He dis-
claimed any desire for social equality, but decried being forced to inferior cars,
and the fact that on railroad trips he could not get a sleeping car berth.""

Congressman Cfiester B. Darrall, a Louisiana Republican, re-echoed these
views. After noting the Louisiana State Contitution gave Negroes equal rights
in public conveyances and other licensed businesses, he reassured the House that
Negroes rarely insisted on exercising them, and that the state laws was not
rigidly enforced. He read a resolution of several leading New Orleans whites
advocating non-discrimination in public conveyances and licensed resorts, headed
by General G. T. Beauregard, who he neglected to mention was a prominent Re-
publican patronage-holder. Darrall deplored the fact that wealthy New Orleans
Negroes and prominent colored office-holders could not obtain first class ac-
commodations in carriers and hotels, and gave examples of this. He called for
an end to such discrimination by passage of the bill.'

4. THE FINALE

The elections of 1874 were a disaster for the Republican Party. The Senate
remained Republican by a much reduced margin due to holdovers, but the
House of Representatives, where all the members ran for re-election, became
Democratic by a wide margin."7 Even Butler lost his seat in normally Repub-
lican Massachusetts. 1" The depression, fraud, corruption, and sundry scandals
were all helpful to the Democratic Party," but it also made considerable gains
based on a "white backlash" vote against the civil rights bill, and especially the
school clause."

When the "lame-duck" Second Session of the Forty-Third Congress net in
the early part of 1870, Congressman Alexander White, an Alabama Republican,
moved to amend the civil rights bill by specifically permitting segregation in
schools and in public accommodations."1 . Butler then spoke briefly, denying that
the bill was intended to promote social equality in public places, and noted that
people who used the svrvicea of carriers, theaters, and inns did not do so to obtain
the society of others but to obtain necessary services.1" Congressman John :R.
Lynch, a Mississippi Republican Negro, also rebutted the social equality arg-
ment . He complained that Negro women could not get equal treatment, and that
he himself, when coming to Congress, was "forced to occupy a filthy smoking-ear
both night and day; with drunkards, gamblers, and criminals" because of color."

st Cong Ree< 48/1, 4898 (Cong. REtodetlek It utler). He said: "The colored people do
not want to be put a cars with the whites that is not what they complain of; it waSl that
they had to pay flrst-class fare and be put in second or third class cars, mixed up often with
drunken rowdies smoking and using vulgar language in the presence of their wives and
daughters. That is wrong, and no just man will say otherwise."

' Cong. Rec. 48/1 4782. See also id. at 4788: "Every day my life and property are
exposed, are left to the mercy of others, and will be so long as every hotel-keeper, railroad
conductor, and steamboat captain can refuse me with impunity the acomamodations
common to other travelers." '

CarCon. Rec 48/1 4788-5. See also the remarks of Congressman Ranler, a South
Carolna Nero Republcan. fId,- at 47860 , -; , i .

A Cong. lee. 48/1, App. 477-4 80. .. '
WaV.S. Bureau of the 0C4esus. 'Norfia statitet of the Unted satet COlondal Times

to 95f, 691 (1980). .. : , . .;* m
STrefousse Ben Butler280 (1957). :

S27 noyclopedia Britannica 720 (11th ed. 1911).
*6 Congressional Record, 48rd Codgress, Second Session 901, " 952, 978; 982 1001 App.

7, 20,118 (1875) (hereinafter referred to as Cong. Re. 48/2.
SCong. Rec. 48/2,989. .
m Cong. Rec. 48/2 940.
* Cong. Reo. 48/2, 944-4.

BEST AVAILABLE COPYra-MaR n-A--nt. i.----4s
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That evening, Congressman John B. Stormy a Pennsylvania Democrat, twitted
the Republicans for inconsistency in permitting school segregation but not segre-
gation in carriers,' hotels, and theaters.'" Congressman Thomas Whitehead, a
Virginia Democrat, said that the civil rights bill was hurting the Republican
Party, and stated that racial discrimination could not be proved." In response
to questioning, he affirmed that Negroes could ride in Virginia in first-class
railway and streetcars, while a Negro congressman, Rainey of South Carolina,
denied it.'"

Cain, a South Carolina Negro, then arose to rebut Whitehead, and stated that
a colored lady he knew was thrown out of a first class railroad car into a smoking
car when she reached Virginia." The latter interrupted him to state that
Negroes could ride any Richmond street car, but Rainey said he was confined
to a "colored car," while Cain added the experience of a friend in support of
this.'"

When Congressman Benjamin W. Harris, a Massachusetts Republican lawyer,
arose to rebut Whitehead and support the bill, the latter asked whether pro-
prietors of hotels could, under the bill, segregate patrons:

"Mr. WHITEHEAD. I just want to know whether you are in favor of a hotel-
keeper being forced by law to make white and black people sit at the same table?
S"Mr. HAsMs. . . . I will tell him what the Massachusetts doctrine is. It is that

when any man, white or black, respectable and well-behaved, comes into any
hotel in our Commonwealth and asks to have a comfortable apartment assigned
him and proper food furnished him, he has a right to iti without regard to his
color. But, sir, there is nothing proposed here that would authorize any colored
man to force himself on the gentleman from Virginia. This law merely provides
that white and black shall be alike entitled to a common hospitality.

"Mr. WHITEHEAD. That does not answer my question at all. Do you wish
hotel-keepers to be bound to place white and black at the same table?

"Mr. HAalus .... I will tell the gentleman, however, that in Massachusetts
we do not make all classes of white men sit at the' same table or sleep in the same
bed. But every man in Massachusetts, be he white or black, can have entertain-
ment at one of our hotels, and a black man can get entertainment there equal
to that afforded to any white man, if he is despectable and pays his bill.""*

A little later, the following colloquy occurred:
'"Mr. HAnaz . .,. . We do not propose to make any nan eat at any other man's

table uninvited, but we do not propose that a white man, a keeper of a public
hotel, shall kick a black man out of doors and refuse him food and shelter simply
because he is a black man. That is the difference between us.

"Mr. WHITEHEAD. We do not, either." "
SThereafter, Rainey urged the bill because common-law remedies were too "gen-

eral," and disclaimed any desire for social equality, Congressman James T,
Rapier, an Alabama Negro Republican lawyer, who had tried to interrupt Harris'
speech to answer Whitehead, then arose to endorse, in effect, Harris' answer.'"
. The next day, February 4, 1875, was the last day of House debate, and strict

theme limitations were imposed, A Democrat said that southern states already
had,civil rights laws, and stated that few Negroes used railtoads or hotels." , A
friend of Sumner brought forth the Declaration of Independence and equality of
opportunity.'" However, a New York Republican opposed it became few Negroes
traveled in the South, while the bill woUld, -in ris view, simply stir up bad feel-
ings.1'." , , I "

White f Alabama made a long speech in which he rejected extrnMilst Ion both
sides. In his eyes, the evils to be iemodied were the denials of admission of

SCong. le. 48/2, 951.
" Cong. Bee. 48/2 952-. .

Cong. ce.48/2,95. , ,
on . e , 9 . / ., .

IM 0oL 4e0C. 48/2.5
- Cqn. lRc.48/2,.958. - . .. " . .
' liC Harris was, no doubt, thinking of the Massachusetta eivil rights law. Mass.'

Aet of May 10, 1885 Stat. 1865 c. 277. in respect to the right to segate under such
a statute, compareeope. Oallagher, 98 N.. ,488 (1888) th Gerguson v. miles,
82Mich. 8 , 48 1890). 8 also rhetor i subject from Congress-
man Eppa unton, another rginia Democrat, in O cng,. Re. 48/ App. 11. ,:;

SCon. Rec. 48/2, 0 9-960. ' ' *. ' '
Ci ng. Reo. 48/2, -8, (,ong. James i.Blout,).

m C6iog. Ree. 482,79 (Cng.. Rockwcod Hoar. au.. . ;
SCong e. 48 98 ong. Simeon B. Chittendel). /

/ Olg A JILOI]C ch""~d4)1" '
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Negroes to carriers, hotels, and theaters. To him; the Senate bill provided equal
rights and a community of enjoyment; the House Judiciary bill provided equal
right, separate enjoyment in schools and a community of enjoyment elsewhere;
while his bill provided separate enjoyment in all places. He opposed race mix-
ing.'" In a long oration; he said that southern Republicans did..not wnt race'
mixing, and that the bill was costing them every state in the south.1"

The last Democratic bombast came from Congressman Charles A. Eldridge, a
Wisconsin lawyer, whose low opinion of Negroes had not improved since he voted
against the Fourteenth Amendment. " When Congressman John Y. Brown, a
Kentucky Democrat, whose views on Negroes were as far from the noted aboli-
tionist's ideals as it was possible to get, arose to pour invective on Butler, the
House was diverted into a party-line censuring of himn,' 0

The Republicans closed the debate. A Tennessee Republican asserted that
without the civil rights bill Negroes would be consigned to inferior accommo-
dations in carriers., A Michigan Republican added that the bill was designed
to prohibit exclusion from caTriers, inns, and theaters because of color, and
opposed segregation by statute.11 And a Wisconsin Republic opposed all segre-
gation by laws in public places.'"

For the grand finale. Butler took the helm. Ridiculing the social equality
arguments, Butler proceeded to take sweet revenge for Brown's attack by having
his ante-bellum secessionist sentiments read. Then "waving the bloody shirt,"
he concluded in an outburst of flamboyant theatrics which was to be the final
notoriety of his House career."

The House first voted to strike out the whole school clause, and then voted
down White's substitute which, while providing for segregation in public facili-
ties, also restored the school clause to the bill. It then decisively rejected a
school integration substitute, and thereafter passed the bill by a vote of 162 to
99. The vote was strictly on party lines, except that two Democrats voted with
the majority and eleven Republicans, ten of them from the South and border
states, voted with the minority"

Senate debate was brief. Senator Thomas F. Bayard, a Delaware Democrat,
ridiculed the bill for requiring the federal courts to examine whether one seat In a
hotel, theater, or railway was as good as another." ' Senator Williani T. HIanill
ton, a Maryland Democratic lawyer, urged that a theater-owner should be able to
select his audience?.. He concluded with a bombastic broadside against jrej-
udice, racial antagonism, and race mixing."*
SThe debate was closed by Senator George F. Edmunds, the Radical Republican

lawyer from Vermont-who had voted for the Fourteenth Amendment. After ac-
cusing the Democrats of consistently opposing any rights for Negroes he replied
to their arguments that the bill was unconstitutional for want of power in Coift
gress to pass it by asking rhetorically,: '.

"where is the authority for saying that a State :haU not have a right to pass a
law which shall declare that all citizens of the. German -race shall go upon
therighthand side of the streets and all citizens bf French descent shall go
upon the left, and so on, and that all people of a particular religlor shall only
occupy a particular quarter of the town, and all the people of anot ,r religion
another side?" , .. ..-
,The bill then passed by a vote of 88 Republicans in favor to 20 Democrats

and six Republicans against, Of the affirmative Republicans, eight had voted
for the Fourteenth Amendment as senators and seven as members of the House.
The most significant negative Republican vote was east' by: Senator- iWlliam
Sprague of Rhode Island, who had voted for the Fourteenth Amendment.1 '

m Con. Re.48/2 Ap. i "w 1 .Con, ee. 48/, A 17-24. . :; . , : ,
O Vc 2 A Pee.. 1 u
Iong. e. 4/2 8e oalso Cong. (lobe, 39t Cong. 1st Sea 245 ($88).A Son. gec. 48/2, 088-992.
SGCong. Ree, 48/2 998-9 (Cobg. BarbdurLewle) ' '

1 Cong. Re 48/2,999 (Cong. Julius C. Burrows). :
SCong. 48 (Cop. Charles. GWllliams ,

*1 Cong. Ree, 48, ".

m Cong. Iee. 48/2 App. 105. ; ; , . ,; '
s" Cong. Re. 48/2, App. 115.
SCon. Re. 4/2 . 11,

I o .
I
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5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In evaluating 'legislative history to determine intent of the body passing an
enactment, one deals in probabilities rather than in mathematical certainties,
However, propositions can range from highly improbable to those of which one
is morally sure.

The legislative history of the Civil Rights Act of 1875 shows that Congress
was principally concerned with complaints by Negroes that they were excluded
from railways and other carriers, inns, and theaters, or if admitted were con.
signed to substantially inferior accommodations. These complaints of being
relegated to dirty, smoke-filled railway cars, or of being unable to get hotel
rooms and meals, run like a thread throughout the debates. There is a notice-
able absence of complaints about mere segregation per se.

In determining whether the debates reflect an intent on the part of the
framers of the Fourteenth Amendment to abolish racial segregation, several posi-
tions may be readily identified. The Democrats were In favor of strict racial
segregation by law to avoid race-mixing. However, they had also opposed the
Fourteenth Amendment and would be likely to give it a very narrow construc-
tion. We may therefore ignore their views.

Republican moderates, such as Trumbull, joined by several Radicals, such as
Senators Lot M. Morrill of Maine, and William Sprague of Rhode Island, who had
voted for the Fourteenth Amendment, were of the view that states retained power
even under the Fourteenth Amendment to segregate people iu railways and in
other public places by law. They consistently voted and spoke against the civil
rights bill on the ground that it was an unconstitutional "social equality" bill.
Their position was essentially in accord with the Democratic position on this
point. Trumbull even went so far as to deny that the right to ride in a railway
was a civil right at all protected by the Fourteenth Amendment. Considering the
fact that in 1872 Trumbull had been a member of the bar for about 40 years, in
public life since 1840, a justice of the Illinois Supreme Court for five years, and a
United States Senator for 18 years, over six of which he served as Chairman of
the Senate Judiciary Committee, it is patent that if he did not know what he was
voting for when he voted for the Fourteenth Amendment nobody did.
,Moreover, the votes of Trumbull and the other Republican moderates were de-

cisive in the narrowly divided 89th Congress. To obtain the necessary two-thirds
majority after President Andrew Johnson's yeto of the Freeman's Bureau Bill
was sustained,1 It was necessary to persuade two :aarginal Republicans to switch
to the majority, and to expel or exclude on flimsy grounds Senator John P. Stock.
ton, a New Jersey Democrat." Even so, the President's opponents were unsure
of their necessary majority.u, On the key test of strength, the overriding of the
veto of the Civil Rights Act of 1866, the vote was 83 to 15, with one presidential
supporter absent' Although the vote on the Fourteenth Amendment was 38 to
11, the difference is accountable to the absence of presidential supporters, with
only one vote switching.1" Had Trumbull, the virtual Republican spokesman, of
any other moderates defected, the razor-thin two-thirds majority would have
evaporated, and there would have been no Fourteenth Amendment* Indeed, Mor*
rill, Sprague, and Trumbull alone could, by such a defection, have destroyed the
anti-Johnson majority, and no doubt would have done so had the Fourteenth
Amendment been loaded -with any anti-segregation provision. Moreover, there
were other moderates who would haveiadded to such a group of defectors. Since
the Radicals in the 89th Congress could have done nothing without the moderate
vote, it is clear that the moderate vlews must be decisive.

However, it may be noted that even t)fe Radicals did not intend In the Civil
Rights Act of 1875 to eliminate the rights of carriers, inn-keepers and theaters to
segregate their patrons, notwithstanding some confusion on this point in the
lower federal courts." Frellfghuysen as much as admitted the right of busi-
nesses to segregate, as did other members of Congress. Moreover, all proponents
of the bill concurred in the position that it was merely designed to re-enact the
common law, which allowed businessmen td segregate their patrons if given
equal accommodations. Finally, no complaint was ma4er about segregation by
Negroes, but only about unequal accommodations.

mCong. Globe, 89th Cong., et Sees. 948 (186). / ':
u Cof. Globe, 40th Cong.,d ess. 828 (188.
mSee on.a. Globe, 89th qong., let Sess. 8 (1860.)

t Id. at 1809.
I Id. at 804 %

nare Intd Sates v. Newcomer. 27 Fed. Cai. 12, o. 1, 868 (E.D. Pa. 1876)i
.- ,, ,_hr. f ,--. rLffL a 5Wkd. 82. No. 1. 4. 98 (W.D. Tex. 1877).
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It is true that the Radicals were against segregation by state law, a point on
which Sumner and Edmunds were particularly vociferous. No doubt the Radical
position was that this was a matter to be left to the business proprietor, and If
the state should by statute decree such segregation it would be a degrading mark
of inferiority.. But It is equally clear that the Republican moderates and a few
Radicals, as noted above, were not in agreement on this point, and the Radicals
would never have been able to muster a two-thirds vote to put across their
position in 1866.

Viewed historically, therefore, the majority decision in Plessy v. Ferguson '
by a group of judges all of whom were contemporaries of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment's adoption " is an accurate reflection of the original limitations on the
scope of that amendment. The dissent of Mr. Justice Harlan is a virtual model,
on the other hand, of the Radical position. Indeed, his analogy to segregated
sides of a street may well have been taken from one of Edmunds' speeches.'"
Harlan made clear that he was concerned with segregation by law, and not
voluntarily or by action of the railroad in putting separate coaches on the train,
as long as no legal segregation was made necessary by state statute.1

While the Fourteenth Amendment does not prohibit states from segregating
persons in public accommodations, in this author's view this is a matter which
ought to be left to the discretion of the individual business proprietors, as the
Radicals contemplated. Such a proprietor will doubtless arrange his customers
so as to give the largest scope for individual convenience and freedom of choice
and association. In public places, every person should have the fullest liberty
to sit with others he f1nds compatible and avoid the company of those he finds
distasteful. Restoration of the common-law rule by which the business pro-
prietor and not the government determined this in accordance with the wishes
of the customers will effectuate this end. Accordingly, although a state has the
power to segregate persons by race or otherwise in public accommodations, in a
modern society it would be highly inexpedient to exercise such power.

THE FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT AND REAL PROPERTY RIGHTS

(Oharles C. Tansill,* Alfred Avins,** Sam S. Crutchfleld,*** and Kenneth W.
Colegrove****

No consideration of anti-discrimination legislation in housing can be complete
without an investigation of the original intent of the framers of the Fourteenth
Amendment and its companion statute, the Civil Rights Act of 1866. These

1u 163 U.S. 587 (1896).
I See Avins, Book Review, 58 Col . . Rev. 428, 480, n. 1 (1958).

I 163 U.S. at 557.
* Id. at 561.
* A.B. 1912, A.M. 1918 Ph.D. 1915, Catholic Univ. of America; Ph.D. 1918, Johns

Hopkins Univ.; LL.D. 1949 Boston College. Aset. Prof. of American History, American
Univ., 1919-21, Professor, 1921-1989 0 Albert Shaw Lecturer in Diplomacy. Johns Hopkins
Unir. 1930-1; Professor of American History, Fordham Univ., 1939-44; Professor of
American History, Georgetown Univ. 1944-191. Author: Pennsylvania and Maryland
'Boundary Controversy (191) ; Canadian Reciprocity Treaty of 1854'(1921) t.Robert Smith
(Secretary of State) (1927); The Purchase of the Danish West Indies (1931); America
Goes to War (1938); United States and Santo Domingo 1798-1878 (1988) The Domestic
Relations Between theU.S. and Hawaii, 1885-89 (1946): The Forel Policy of Thomas
P. Bayard (1940) Major Issues in Canadian-American Relations (1948); The Congres-
slonal Career of Thomas F. Bayard (1940) Back Door to War (1952) Ametlca and-the
Fight for Irish Freedom (1958) Documents Illustrative of Formation of nion of~American
States (Sesquicentennial Memorial Document authorized by the Congress of the U.S. 1927):
Proposed Amendments to the Constitution, 1889-1927 (1927). Copyright 1962, by Charles
C. Tansll and Sam S. Crutcbfleld. . , : ,
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Florida, District of Columbia, and United States; Supreme Court Bars., Former Special
DfLetyAtty. Gen. of New York; Author., The Law of AWOL. App. Atty, F.P.C. &
N.L.R.B, 1958-60; Assistant Professor of Law, John Marshall Law School, 1960-1;
Associate Professor f aw, Chicago-Kent College of Law, 191-3.
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provisions, and particularly the latter Statute, have been used not only in popular
writings but even in judicial opinions' to support such legislation. The ques.
tion of whether they do in fact support such legislation in light of the Inten,
tion of the framers of these enactments has never been investigated. This
article will seek to determine the original intent of the Congress which passed the
Civil Rights Act of 1866 and the Fourteenth Amendment, In order to inquire what
was sought to be accomplished by these measures as they affect real property
rights.

I. Black Codes and Other Discriminatton in Real Property in 1866

When the Thirty-Ninth Congress met in December, 1865,' it was much preoc-
cupied with the problem of the so-called "Black Codes" enacted by Southern
legislatures, which were deemed or depicted in strong language by northerners
as returning the newly freed Negro to the status of virtual slaves.' Most atten-
tion was paid to vagrancy laws, which were depicted as outrageously harsh and
unjust.' HoWever, restrictions on the right to contract, engage in business, or
own real estate also attracted attention.

For example, Congressman M. Russell Thayer of Pennsylvania, a supporter of
the Civil Rights Bill, declared that Southern states had enacted laws "which
declare, for example, that (freemen) shall not have the privilege of purchasing
a home for themselves and their families; laws which impair their ability to
make contracts for labor in such manner as virtually to deprive them of the
power of making such contracts."' Senator Lyman Trumbull of Illinois likewise
declared that Southern laws "did not allow him to buy or sell, or to make con-
tracts; that did not allow him to own property."' Congressman.William Windom
of Minnesota told the House that "The State laws of Georgia and South Carolina
prohibit any Negro from buying or leasing a home," and set forth in detail the
effects of a similar Mississippi statute.' And Congressman William Lawrence of
Ohio concluded: "If States may deny to any class of our citizens the right to

P N.Y. Times, Dec. 8 1057, Real Estate, See. 8, p. , col. 8.
SSee Colorado AntiDslorimination Comm. v. Case, - P. 2d - - (Colo. 1962),

concurring opinion of Frants, J.; Railway Mail Assn. v. Coral, 832 U.S. 88, 08 (1945),
Frankfurter, J,, concurring.

4A full account of its activities of Interest here is contained in Fairman, D)oes th
Fourteenth Amendment Inoorporate the Bill of Rights?, 2 Stan. L. Rev. 5 (1949) ; James
The Framing of the Fourteenth Amendment (1965).

sBickel, The Original Underetandng and the Begregation Decision 69 Harv. L. Rev.
1, 18-14, n.85 (1955). See Cong. Globe, 89th Cong., let Sess. 89, 474 (1865) (hereinafter
referred to as Globe), wherein Senator Lyman Trumbull (Ill.) said that Southern states
discriminate against freemen in their statutes, "deny them certain rights, subject them
to severe penalties, and still impose upon them the very restrictions which were imposed
uPon them in consequence of the existence of slavery, and before it was abolished." See
also Globe, 608 605 44-5.

*Globe 1123 ("Vagrant laws have .been passed; laws which, under the pretense of
selling these men as vagrants, are calculated and intended to reduce them to slavery
again ); 1124, 111, 18, 1160 ("In South Carolina and other states there. are laws
compelling the return of the freedman to his master under the name of employer, and
allowing him to be whipped for insolce"l); 1621,179. ' ' '

TGlobe 1151. He also fsido "W l shold they be deprived of the right to make and
enforce contracts .'. of the right to 'nherit, purchase, lease, hold, and convey real and
personal property?" (Globe 1151) "What kind of freedom is that under whih' a man may
. . be deprivedof te ability to make a contract . . to. sell or convey real or personal
estate t mar be deprived of the liberty to..engage In the ordinary pursuits of elvilised
It., .: . (01 Gbel 1152),, . .

*iGlobe 822. He also declared that 6Congress may: "permit the colored man to
contract . .. permit him to buy and sell.' . .

' Globe 1160. He stated . "Lieutenantg Stewart Eldridge "writes to Major General
Howard from Vicksburg, Mississippi, under d@te of November28, 1865: 'I have the honor
to Include herewith for your consideration the freedmen's bill, which has lust become a
law in this State, and would respectfully ask your attention to the folloWing point
theteon: Section first prohibits the holding, leasing, or renting of real estate by freed-
men. . ;, Section five authorises mayors and boards of police by' their sole edict to
prevent any freedmien from doing Any 'independent business And to compel them to labor
as employees, With no appeal from sudh deison.' . . Colnel Samuel Thomas, assistant
commis toner, writes from Jackson, is ississppi,' concerning this same Mississippi freed,
men's bill: 'The freedmen bill has become law. eIt does not allow Treedmen to own or
lease estate. Thousands Of acres have been rented from owner of land by freedmen who
expected that they would be allowed'to cultivat land in tht' way. They are notified
that they must glte up their ease6 by eltisens. What coum e must I pursue? " ee also
Globe 89 1759. ngressmi n George' Julian of Indiana' stated': "Missli p allows no
negro liv in any 0ratet tQwn to leaee r rent fnds" Globe 8210. See infra, n.11,

!0 ~ :.
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make contracts, to own a homestead (it may strip men of all that is valuable
in life. . . ."1  ..

Southern states were not alone In restricting the rights of Negroes to own
land or make contracts. The Indiana Constitution of 1851 provided as follows:

"Sec. 1. No Negro or mulatto shall come into or settle in the State after the
adoption of this Constitution.

"Beo. 2. All contracts made with any Negro or mulatto coming into the State
contrary to the provisions of the foregoing section shall be void; and every person
who shall employ such Negro or mulatto or otherwise encourage him to remain
in the State, shall be finedin any sum not less tlan ten dollars nor more thap
$500." "
This provision was so often referred to during the debates in 1866," that Con-
gressman William E. Niblack was moved to say: "Mr. Speaker, the Constitution
and laws of Indiana relating to negroes and mulattoes have been so often referred
to in the debates during the present session of Congress, and are so different from
those of most, if not all, of the other northern states that I . . . feel called
upon . .. to vindicate . . . the policy which our ptIple have seen proper to
pursue. . . ." " Likewise, the Oregon Constitution of 1857 provided that "No
free negro or mulatto, not residing in this state at the time of the adoption of
this constitution, shall, reside, or be within this state, hold any real estate, or
make any contracts, or maintain any suit thereon.""

Thus, the Thirty-Ninth Congress was faced with state legislation which pro-
hibited Negroes from buying or selling real estate, making contracts, or engaging
in business. The problem was not one of forcing private individuals to deal
with Negroes, but simply of removing state legislation which prohibited them
from leasing or buying land from willing sellers. It was to this that Congress
directed its attention.

II. The Freeman's Bureau Bill

On January 5, 1866, Senator Trumbull introduced a bill to enlarge the powers
of the Freedmen's Bureau." Section 7 provided:
"That whenever, in any State or district in which the ordinary course of
judicial proceeding has been interrupted by the rebellion, and wherein, in
consequence of any State or local law . . any of the civil rights or immunities
belonging to white persons, including,the right to make and enforce contracts,
to sue, . . . to inherit, purchase, lease, sell, hold, and convey real and personal
property . . . are refused or denied to negroes ... it shall be the duty of
the President .. to extend military protection. .. Ol
This bill was in a sense a successor to the one to secure equal rights pprposed,
by Senator Henry Wilson of Massachusetts." That bill was urged by Wilson to
"secure to these freemen the right to acquire and hold property, to enjoy the
fruits of their own labor. . , These are among the natural rights .of fee
men." 'A Trumbull agreed that "it is idle to say that a wnn io ree. .. o
cannot buy and sell, who cannot enforce his rights,"' a

Globe 1887. Cf. Globe 840, 1124. 1680. And Senator John B. Henderson of Mi;souri
declared that the Bouth denied freed Negroes "the right to hold real'or personal property ."
Globe 8084; Testimony before the Joint Committee of Fitteen on Reconstruction tended
to reinforce this view. One witness, a loyaliqt New Orleans attorney. upon beige asked
"What is the prevailing sentiment among the rebels In regard to allowing nes to
become landholder ln'the state' replied: "'There is a very generil- opposition to th c.W1
Kendrick, Journal of the.Joint emostttee of Pifteen on Recootrumotn 78 (1914).i dOeO,
also 276.

hInd. Conat., Art. XIII (1851). It Is Interesting to note that the Supreme Court of
Indiana held that the Civil Rights Act of 1866 overruled this provision. ,mith v, Moody,
28 Ind. 299 (1886). .

SSee, e.g, Globe 818, App. 158.
S Globe 11-2. ,,.... .' : ,
"Ore. Costt, Art. I, 9 85 (1857). Illinois had an unrepealedconstittional provision

prohibiting Negroes from coming.nto the, state. 1 Const. Art. ,14 (1848);. However,
legislation effectuating it had been repealed. .Globe 8038. . . . ,

arGlobe 129. The Bureau had been created by the Act of March 8,; 1865, c. 90 18
Stat. 07. ... . .1 Globe 818.

S78, 9..lobe 89.
. Globe 42. He also said: "I do not believe the Senator, s in favor of that kind of

freedom thatturnsathe emancipated workltgman out into, the highway, then takes ham
up as a vagrant and makes a slave of him because e canntget a homewiahen they do
not allow im to leave land or uy a umble home,. 9Threy ohave enacted a law in the
State of MIiesslpp t at will no allow, the black man to lea leadstor to uy ,lands out-
side o. th cities., Where laGods name Is he to go? o,. They hayeenaqta law In the
State of Louislana that he must get a home in twenty days, and they wi : not sell him
land or allow. him to lece land. We must annul thls; weo must see toIt that .. he,
can ... work when and for whon ohe please .. .that he can leaseand buy and ePll
and own property, real and persona; . . . who knows that his can, however humble.

iMtain tedbtheimstande oallawtof his country." Globe 111. -
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The Freemen's Bureau Bill was urged by Trumbull as a temporary expeident,
a companion measure to the permanent Civil Rights Bill. He supported it as an
enforcement of the Thirteenth Amendment, declaring that Congress had power
to "declare null and void all laws which will not permit the colored man to
contract . . . which will not permit him to buy and sell." 0 Senator William
Stewart of Nevada likewise supported the bill to give Negroes "a chance to hold
property." f

The Freemen's Bureau Bill never became law. The President vetoed it, and
the Senate failed to override the veto.u However, the remarks made on its behalf
ate of significance in an understanding of the Civil Rights Act of 1866.

III. The Otvil Rights Act of 1866

On January 29, 1866, before the House had acted on the Freemen's Bureau
Bill, Senator Trumbull brought up in the Senate his Civil Rights Bill. 'Section 1
of this bill contained a provision very similar to that of Section 7 of the Free-
men's Bureau Bill. It provided:
"That there shall be no discrimination in the civil rights or immunities among
the inhabitants of any State or Territory of the United States on account of race.
color, or previous condition of slavery; but the inhabitants of every race and
color, without regard to any previous condition of slavery or involuntary servi-
tude, except as a punishment for crime whereof the party shall have been duly
convicted, shall have the same right to make and enforce contracts, to sue, be
parties, and give evidence, to inherit, purchase, lease, sell, hold, and convey
real and personal property, and to full and equal benefit of all laws and proceed-
ings for the security of person and property, and shall be subject to like punish-
ment, pains, and penalties, and to none other, any law, statute, ordinance,
regulation, or custom to the contrary notwithstanding." a

The purpose of this bill, according to Trumbull, was to nul.Afy state statutes in
Southern states which denied Negroes "fundamental rights as belong to every
free -person." These rights Trumbull found in court decisions interpreting the
"privileges and immunities" clause of the United States Constitution.' For
example, he quoted one Maryland case interpreting this clause to include "the
peculiar advantage of acquiring and holding real as well as personal property,
and that such property should be protected and secured by the laws of the state
in the same manner as the property of the citizens of the State is protected."
From a Massachusetts decision, he again gleaned the right to "take and hold
real estate." " But his greatest reliance was placed on the enumeration of rights
in Corfleld v. CoryeUl," including "the right to acquire and possess property of
every kind . . . to take, hold, and dispose of property, either real or per-
sonal ... ." " He concluded his objects to be to secure:

The great fundamental rights set forth in this bill: the right to acquire prop.
erty ... to make contracts, and to inherit and dispose of property."

Here we may stop for a moment to analyze Trumbull's concept of the clause
which gives citizens of one state the privileges and immunities of citizens of
the several states. Absent this clause, residents of one state might be considered
as mere aliens in another state, and hence disabled from acquiring, under Eng-
lish common law rules, real estate by inheritance, succession, or conveyance, but
this clause removes the disability of sister-state residence, and permits residents
of other states to hold property theyiight otherwise acquire." However, it

0 Globe 822, Cf. Globe 209.
nGlobe 298.
SGlobe 915-7 048.
" Globe 474. This was previously considered. See Globe 211.
" U.S. Conet., Art. IV .
* Globe 474, citing Campbell v. Morris. 8 Bar. & McH. 535 (Md. 1797).
"Globe 474, citing Abbott v. Bayley, 28 Mass. (6 Pick.) 89, 92, (1827).

S06 Fed. Cas. 546, 551-2 (No. 8,280) (C.C. Pa. 1828). See also Globe App. 185. 298, 1885.
This case was also referred to in the debate on the Fourteenth Amendment. See Globe 2765.

SGlobe 475.
SIMd. He further noted: "A law that does not allow a colored person to hold prop-

erty . Is certainly a law in viblation of the rights of a freeman. .
"Magill v. Brown, 16 Fed; Cas. 408. 428 (No. 892) (C.C.1,D. Pa, 1888). The reference

In Trumbull'r quotation of AbbOtt v. Bailey, supra note 20, to the tact that "they shall not
be deemed aliens, but maytakd and hold real'estate," supports tbis view. Likewise, Sena-
tor Edgar Cowan of Pennsylvdana observed t "but in so far as the right to holdproperty,
partilarl the right to acutire title to real estate, was concerned,. that was a subject.
entirely thin the control *o the States. It has beei so considered In the State of Penn-
sylvania anq aliens nd others who acknowledge no allegiance, either to the State or to the
General Government, may be limited and circumscribed In that particular." Globe 2890".

/' ' '.
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has never been suggested that this clause gives residents of one state the right to
compel residents of another to sell them land although the owners are unwilling
to do so, even if this unwillingness stemmed from the owner's dislike of non-
residents. All the clause does is to sweep away state laws which forbid the sale
or devise to non-residents, leaving the latter to obtain land only if the owner is
willing to part with it. The use of this clause in urging the passage of the Civil
Rights Bill shows that the latter was intended to hs.e the same effect, and noth-
ing in the debates detracts from this view.

The debate in both houses of Congress show that this was the undoubted
intent of the proponents of the bill. Senator John Sherman of Ohio said "that
these men must be protected in certain rights .. to acquire and hold property,
and other universal incidents of freedom." " And after the President's veto
of the Civil Rights Bill, Trumbull again asserted "that certain fundamental
rights belong to every American citizen as such, and among those are the
rights . . . to acquire property.""

Statements in the House are to the same effect Congressman James F. Wilson
of Iowa, manager of the Civil Rights Bill from the House Committee on the
Judiciary, opened the debate in that body by defining "civil rights." He quoted
from Kent, that civil rights were the absolute rights of individuals, including "the
right to acquire and enjoy property,"" and likewise quoted from the privileges
and immunities clause of Article 4 of the Constitution and from Oorflold v.
Coryell." He asserted that "the entire structure of this bill rests on the dis-
crimination . . . made by the States." He emphatically disclaimed any intent
to "deprive a white man of a single right to which he is entitled." " And finally,
Wilson returned to Kent as well as Blackstone to drive home his point that prop-
erty rights were fundamental."

Congressman Cook declared that the Civil Rights Bill would not touch or im-
pair any rights of whites, but only prevent state discriminatory legislation."
Congressman Thayer declared that "the sole purpose of the bill is to secure" to
freemen "those rights which constitute the essence of freedom, and which are
common to the citizens of all civilized States," rights "which are common to the
humblest citizen of every free state," the right "to make and enforce contracts"
and the right "to inherit, purchase, lease, hold and convey real and personal prop-
erty." Congressman Lawrence, in urging passage of the bill over the Presi-
dent's veto, reiterated its aim of annulling discriminatory state laws." And even
the President, in his veto message, urged as an objection that the bill would

1 Globe 744. In opposing the bill, Senator Garrett Davis of Kentucky urged that "Some
of the States deny to negroes the right to hold lands," and that the bill would overturn
this. Globe 1415.

"Globe 1781. Senator Edgar Cowan, a moderate Republican from Pennsylvania, agreed
"that all men should have the right to contract, and generally to purchase, lease and hold
real estate." Ibid. Cf. Globe, 1255.

"Globe 1117.
S4 8upra note 27. Cf. Globe App. 167-8.
" Globe 1118.
I bid. He included: "The right of personal property; which he defines to be, 'The free

use, enjoyment, and disposal of all his acquisitions, without any Control or diminution, save
only by the laws of the land.' Sharwood's Blackstone. vol. 1, chap. 1. In his lecture on
the absolute rights of persons, Chancellor Kent (Kent's, Commentaries, vol. 1, page 099)says: 'The absolute rights of Individuals may be resolved Into . . .the right to acquire
and enjoy property." 

" Globe 1128-4. He had previously stated that "every Individual citizen. of each statein the union has rights in every other state-the right to aculre, possess and dispose ofproperty, and that those rights came from the United States Constitution and not from theStates. Globe 899.
" Globe 111B1-2.

S"Globe 188, declaring that the federal government could Intervene "if a State, by herlaws, tas to a whole class of native or naturalsed citizens, 'You ball not buy a house orhomestead to shelter your children within our borders;' . . 'you shall have no right tosue in our courts or make contracts.'" And Con'gressman Samuel Shellabarger of Ohiostated: "Who will say that Ohio can pass a law enacting that no man of the German race,and whom the United States has made a citizen of the United States, shall ever own any
property In Ohlo, or shall ever make a contract in Ohio, or ever Inherit property in Ohio,or ever come into Ohio to live, or even to work? I Ohio may pass such a law, and excludeGerman citizen, not because he is a bad man or has been guaty of crime, but because hea of the German nationality or race; then may every other state uo so; and you have thespectacle of an American citizen admitted to all Itshigh privileges nd entitled to theprotection of his government in each of these rights, and bound to surrender life and prop-
erty' for Its, defense and yet that citizen is not entitled to either contract, Inherit. ownproperty, work, or live upon a single spot of the Republlc, nor b9 breathe its air."' Globe
f294 >. i ' i ; ; : . . ,
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"abrogate all state laws of discrimination between the two races in the matter of
real estate 4 . ; and of contracts generally."

Nowhere in th6 extensive debates on the Civil Rights Act of 1866 is it even
intimated that the law would do anything more than eliminate discriminatory

:state laws' The bill's proponents eagerly, asserted that rights of individual
whites would remain unimpaired. In light of the fact that laws forbidding
private discrimination were completely unknown, it would be absurd to assert
that the ability to compel persons to sell, not to mention contract or devise,
without their Individual right to discriminate, was a right "common to the
humblest citizen" or "the essence of freedom." In the tenor of the times and
the prevailing views of rights in property, such anti-discrimination, laws might
well have been deemed a violation of the civil rights of whites. It certainly
could not be argued that it was part of the civil rights of Negroes intended to be
advanced by the bill.,

IV. The Iitial Version of the Fourteenth Amendinent

The privileges and immunities, due process, and equal protection clauses of
the Fourteenth Amendment are a product of Representative John A. Bingham,
a Radical Republican from Ohio, who had votedagainst the Civil lights Act
of 1866 although in agreement with its purposes because he believed that Con.
gress lacked constitution power to pass it, and because of the potential sweep
sof the term "civil rights." , It was his version of the Joint Committee on Re4
construction's work on a constitutional amendment to secure equal rights which
the COommittee.ultimately accepted and reported out.

The original version of the Pourteenth Amendment, as Fairman,,correctly
points out, was an affirmative grant of legislative power to Congress to secure
privileges and immunpties and equal protection for life, liberty ,an prperty."
Bingham and several Radicals defended it on the grounds that it was merely
declarative of constitutional rights already granted."
, The proposed amendment first came under, fire from RepresentatIve Andrew

Jackson Rogers of New Jersey, a Democratic member of the Joint Committee.
The main thrust of his attack was that te amendment would overcentralize the
government and:destroy state powers. While apparently in favor of permitting
Negroes to own property," he attacked the proposal on the ground that it would
wipe away state discriminatory legislation.

However, the main speaker against Binghain's proposal was Representative
Robert S. Hale, a moderate New York Republican, who had formerly been a
judge, Hale subjected the amendment to close scrutiny, likewise attacking it
as a "provision under which all State legislation, in its codes of civil and criminal

SJur prudence and procedure, affecting the individual citizen, may be'6berdden,
' may be reeled ot abolished, and the law of 6ongets establ hed instead. "
To this Congressman Thaddeus Stevens of Pennsylvania, the leader.of the Radi-
cal Republicans, replied that "Congress could [0not interfere in any case where
the legislation of a State was equal, impartial to all" and that the amendment
was "lmply: to provide that, where any; state makes a distinction in the same
law between different classes of individuals Congress shall have power to correct
such discrimination and inequality ."2

G lobeSO. 8' -
aBl el,. oft. supra note . at 2 -28.4

a Fairman, op. ofi. pra note 4, at 24. ,his was also Hale's view. O0bpi1064. T' he
text, at Globe 1084, Is: "The Congress shall have power to make all laws w h ball be
necessary and roper to secure to the eitiens 6f each State all privllege aid iniibbitlee
of clt$senas in 6e 'eral States, and to all oer In te several Sttfe eqteo 'r'tectIon
fnthrtSoi e f-,beit, andproperty;,. , ' ' .

o o, i .o 84' e . '. should ' be protected iA ~' . pro ~ty, ab by. the
States shotold be lowd U ithe rights of . ; i ontractini, and dofangevery act't' thbt~g
that a White tan rl atithorlsed by law to do ,

w4 .i "Acfcoiringto the organid(la oi ndlata i tlettfo is forbiddittb tom there and
hold .aopertt, -Tbs amendment woild'abrogate aid bl 6ut foret'r that'law, which is
valuable In the estimation of the sovereign people of Indiana." See'hlop Globe App. 185:
The proposed amendment will "empowe th r Gver ent to eee n bute,
depotic, utnontroll power tbf etering the deiaalh of thb Site aild sayUXn to the,
tYour tate laws mst blepeaed whenev thbtr notl to t the tired t i poulai ntloT o
the country the samerlffts an prlegres to which your whtte eiten8 a tl
You nowhere find Congress endowed with the right to Interfere with the eminent dotn
and the sovereign power of a State. But each State bhas sovereign jurisdiction and power
over the property, the liberty the privileges, and Immulities,'and the lives of its citliens. "

G ob S., ,- ., .
*. .. ;i . ,
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Hale then twned to the change which, the amendment would effect in state
legislation over property rights. He pointed to the. fact that Congress might
require that "married women, in regard to their rights of property, should stapd
on the same footing with men and unmarried women," " although n. all states
distinctions till persisted. Brushing aside Stevenis rebuttal that thee groups
were In different classes, he replied:that it that were the diatilction, Negroes'
could be placed in a different class than whites. He objected to the fact that the
amendment would overturn the discriminatory provisions of the Oregon 'onsti-
tution, and probably those of Indiana as well, as an undue interference instate,
Internal affairs,"

The next day, Congressman Thomas T. Davis, another New York Republican,
echoed Hale's objection about overcentralization. Hle urged that states were
not under federal control "in respect of social arrangement . . of the rights
of property, and control of persons."" .

Bingham at4ompted to save his proposal in a long defensive speech. His#
position was that the amendment would give Congress the power to enforce
the bill of rights against the states." In response to a question from Bogers
about the meaning of "due process of law," he replied that 'the courts have
settled that long ago, and the gentlemen can go and read their decisions."'
He rebutted Hale's argument by declaring that under the pripo6ali property
would still be under state law."

Bingham then launched Into a long discussion of the need to'overrule Bawr:
v. Balimtorwe " and apply the bill of rights to the states. This case, of course,
was one where the state had interfered with real property rights, . point he'knew
quite well" He asserted that the constitutional guarantees were 'disregarded
today In Oregon" and it the South, and that the amendment wa needed to
secure "equal protection to life, liberty or property." :In res seto a ueatioit
from Hale, he asserted that the proposal would permit Oongre t secure equl
protection "to life and liberty and property . ,' the right to real es tate'beli
dependent on the State law." Hale asked that If Oongre'e cold not legislate "ti
regard to real estate," did Bingham mean "to imply thaiit eteida to personal
estate." He answered:' "Undobtedly it is tru e.: .' [be cause theD 'r al
property of a citlaef follows its owner, and 1i entitled to bw protected i the
State into which he goes"'' He concluded that the proposal simply gave
Congress power "tO see to It that the protection given by the lAwm of the States
shall be equal In respect to life and liberty and property to all persons." ,*

Bingham's remarks did not satisfy his colleagues. Congressman Qiles Wi
Hotchkiss, a New York Republican lawyer, still th o t the proposal would

S"Mllr Bltnham. (The amendment) ti aply tly other tatei als6 that' likilie' In' t
constitutions and laws today provisions lt ;direct violation i o every principle of our;
Constutltlop,. .

"Mr. Rogers. I suppose the getleman'refers t the State of Indiana9 *
"Mr. Bingham. I do not know; It may be so. It applies unquestionably to the tate
"R. jyaise. ;,Ad-herw6 edVew me the ivory thloi fgitorhl

their, n . e. . . re on has, o beAn an rbel , i e Ahear ri aist her, ecet thatahe coorate ercharge to- tha t 'of U wl
laws rosioa tt to him are distasteful, and wtich he thksuuat..
th E i ~u~I~or be ,a question for us to pass upon ere in.onsr Glbe

6i('. He aid: "But,tbh £entletaa'l conePrn Isap to.thA right , property in an"

"Although this word property has been in your bill of ri i fron the i'a $ i'n
this hour who ever eard It ntimated thatanybody oult-ae pro pny
State until be own oedr a redrolperty.thae
tothe lw of sone other state h hc bem ayb ar t r

"Ae to real estate.4 evry one know that Ke'i it* i * tr i
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give Congress power to establish uniform laws to protect life, liberty, and
property, thus overcentralizing the government. Moreover, Congress could
repeal or alter such legislation. He suggested an amendment "that no State
shall discriminate against any class of its citizens."

The Republican leadership, sensing that the proposal could not pass, moved
that it be postponed." The House Republicans, including Bingham, followed
party leadership," and the proposal was dropped.

This proposal is significant to show Bingham's thinking. True, it was hazy
perhaps even confused." The privileges and immunities clause could apply to,
and was early held to apply to, real property," as well as personal property,
even though only the latter could be moved from state to state. Certainly, the
equal protection clause could apply to both, and Congress was particularly inter-
ested in State laws preventing Negroes from owning real estate. However, the
debate shows clearly that Bingham did not intend to supplant state law pro-
cedures for acquiring property, but merely wanted to Irotect property lawfully
acquired from confiscation or undue restriction, as was true' in Barren v.
Baltimore.

V. The Final Version of the Fourteenth Amendment

The final version of the privileges and immunities, due process, and equal
protection clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment likewise was Bingham's prod-
uct." Stevens introduced it as the Committee draft in the House. The Radicals
considered it a disappointingly mild provision, but congressional Republicans,
afraid of defeat in the fall 1868 elections, rejected any radical proposals too
closely tied with Negroes." Instead, the Fourteenth Amendment was intended
as a compromise measure which the majority of Republican professional poll-
ticlans in Congress considered a safe party platform and useful campaign ma-
terial which would be valuable in carrying the country. Thus the Chicago
Tribune of May 5, 1860, a Radical newspaper, referred to the first section as
surplusagee." and deemed the measure feeble. However, If Radicals were un-
enthusiastic, others could hardly attack it, Opponents would have to take an
opposite position. "We would like to see them advocate the proposition that
local legislatures shall have the authority to abridge the rights of the citizen, or
to deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law." "

Stevens, the leading House Radical, did not conceal his disappointment, but
confessed it was the best he could get." He stated that the first section was
designed to "correct the unjust legislation of the States, so far that the law
which operates upon one man shall operate equally upon all." He pointed out
that the Civil Rights Bill had the same object, but since Congress could repeal
It at any time, he desired to secur~ this beyond the control of a hostile majority."
Other Congressmen likewise discussed the first section as a constitutional em-
bodiment of the Civil Rights Act of 1866.W  A Pennsylvania Democrat opposed
it because "the first section proposes to make an equality in every respect be-

Pf Globe 1006. at might be noted that Hale had also pointed out that the proposal differed
frota the bill of Hghtb In that the latter was a limitation on power. Globe 1964;

_Kendrick, op. et. supra note 10 at* 215 Congressman James A. Garfleld. Ohio
Republlca,; who was later' to be Presldent staed :."Now, let it be remembered that the

Pr d amendment was a, plain unambiguous proposition to eempower Congress to
lealate directly upon the eltiens oi all the States in regard to their rights of life; liberty,
and property .. After a debate of twb eks_ . It became eviden that t many leading
Republicans of this House would not conse tto so radical a change in the Constitution
and the bill was recommitted to the Joint select committee." Cong. Globe, 42d .Cong, let
Se,. A p. 151 (1871). He also declared: fit will not be denied, as a matter of history,
that' thi form of amendment received many Aepublican votes that the first form to
which I have referred could not have received." , .

aGlob 10905
SBckel, op. cOf.j 4pro note 6, at 24-268 8; Falrman. op.ci. l. kpa hote 4, at 8-860.
" Corn eldv, ort yel, ed. Ca, "0me, l2 (No. 8,286) (C.C. Pa. 1828).
",. Kendrklr!op. oil. tupntnote 10, t 106. The progress of this version is set forth

In Blel, op. Sral , note 5, at 40-.
, Ja t0h# OP thP Fourteeanth Amendme ta1, i-120 (opt ) ;

, a 2 .S:- 6 _l 5 . * , ' . " , " T, .... . " .+ ,, . .
,"This p trotilttn s not all that the Committee desired. At fislls fa abhort of m

wishes. 4. . I believe It Is all that ean' be obtained tn the present state of public opinion,
,. . pon a careful survey.of the whole ground, we did not believe that nineteen of the

loyal ttes could be Induced to ratify any proposition more str ~lgent than this . .
ellevln , that this is tbh best propelstin that ca e be ma e eectual , accept I "

loe29.ongresman Jobh M. Broomal; a Sen nsyvYta AI dicul repbllIatd:h
"It Is not what I wanted. (Io far shott of Irie. atthb nede hlly is urent, an we must
take wht will obtain the votes of two thirds of both houses of Congrss, and th ratlfia
ton of thr rtl of the actual States.t , ." Globe. 2498., See als Globe 2511 2489.

S8e. , rlo lW .(iel), 46 JT^a erb 2467 (BoYe) 240, (,BroofflU);
Mon)), f 2 at
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tween the two races, notwithstanding the policy of discrimination which. has
heretofore been exclusively exercised by the Statea'" 7 Bingham closed the de-
bate by saying that the first section would protect citizens "from unconstitutional
state enactments," " and shortly thereafter the House passed the amendment."

In the Senate, Senator Jacob M. Howard of Michigan opened the debate by
tying the privileges and immunities clause to Article IV, §2 and the Bill of
Rights, lamenting that "the restriction contained in the Constitution against
the taking of private property for public use without just compensation is pot
a restriction upon state legislation." " He stated that the first section would
permit Congress to enforce the bhll of rights against the States, and deprive
them of power to subject Negroes to different laws than whites. He declared
that "section one is a restriction upon the States, and .. , will. . . forever
disable every one of them from passing laws trenching upon fundamental those
rights and privileges. . . ." When debate resumed after a few days of cautcus-
ing by the Republican members,' Senator Luke Poland, Vermont Republican and
former Chief Justice of that State, referred to the due process and equal pro,
tection clauses as an embodiment of the Civil Rights Bill's principles, directed at
"partial State legislation," some of "very. recent enactment," " a reference to
the Black Codes. Senator Timothy 0. Howe, a Wdsconsin Radical Republican,
declared that the first section was necessary because Southern states "denied to
a large portion of their respective populations the plainest and moqt necessary
rights of citizenship. The right to hold land when they had bought it and pa4l
for it would have been denied them; the right to collect their wages by the
processes of the law when they had earned their wages. . ""

Senator John B. Henderson, a Missouri Republican, also referred to the Black
Codes. He said that the South denied Negroes "the right to hold real or personal
property ... and forced upon him unequal burdens.: Though nominally free, so
far as discriminating legislation could make him so he was yet a slave." He
added that the Civil Rights Bill abolished such laws," but that while women
and aliens "are regarded es persons and not dumb brutes; they enjoy the right
to acquire property, to enter the courts-for its protection, to follow the profes-
sions, to accumulate wealth," if the Civil Rights Bill were declared unconsti-
tutional, Negroes would lose such protection." Finally, Senator Reverdy John-
son, a Maryland Democrat who was a member of the Joint Committee, but who
voted against the amendment as a whole, stated that he was "In favor of that
part of the first section which denies to a State the right to deprive any person.
of life, libery, or property without due process of law," ' showing that this
provision was intended to be universal and hence commanded even Democratic
support." The amendment, With several changes from the House version, was
then passed."

On June 18, 1866, when the House concurred in the Senate amendments, there
was only brief debate, Rogers said that the first section "simply embodied the
gist of the civil rights bill." In the last speech, Stevens, Mr. Radical of the

to Globe 2480 (Congressman Samuel Jackson Randall).
n Olobe 2548. q
" Globe 2545.

OGlobe 2765. He also quoted at length from Corfeld v. Corell, supro note.68.
SiGlobe 2T6 08 .. ,
SGlobe 2088.

SGlobe 2961. Senator Garrett Davis, Kentucky Democrat, said the same thing. Globe
App. 240. "

S"Globe A p. 219. He also attacked the harsh criminal laws and punihlments in the
6outh, 0 .'228 . . " -, r,"Globe Ib08 P. Coogr did "a simple act of ustice to the negroes ad poor
whites of the South, who had been always loyal to the Goverment For that purpose

.. the 'Freedmen'a Bureau bill,'. n4. .. 'he civil rights bill were .. . adopted .-.
their sole object was to b rea dow n n the secedd States te system of oppression to whichIhave Muded. Their only eft was ... to gve the r t to old realan personal estate
to the nero, to enable bhm to sue and be sued In court-. .,tobave the proes of the
coUtsfor his protection, and to enjoy in the rpectlve Stat tho funamental r ltoo person and. propety which cannot be denied to any person thout digrainhgGovernment Itself. t was simply, to carry out that provision of the Constitution whichconfers upon the citizens of each State the privileges and lmmnarltes'of citizens in theseveral States."

oGlobe 8085. ' .
Globe 8041 . . ,SEven Senaor Garrett Davia of Kentky, an nre strected rebel maL , .tupr . , 4 a Blckel, oi. oft. rn teo , t, l could n wl

ths rvilon exit that it d t e provysions tf "vert State constitute on, and theghtwhich Its Intended, to secure, are regarded by all s & nst important portion ofmerican liberty, and there ti no danger of the removal of -tlh Alefenses which n e States
have th 'wn around them." Globe App. 24Q, , , . . ,:

)ob9e .App. 229,
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Houase, expressed his keen disappointment at "so imperfect a proposition," but
accepted it "because I live among men and not among angels ... "" And with
bxt. a few brief references," that was all the debate relevant to real property
rights. -

A few of the subsequent debates collected by Professor Flairman likewise re.
fleet the universality of the first section. The Oinclnnati Oommerotal understood
it to abolish Black Codes and similar discriminatory legislation. A prominent
Illinois Republican politician said that the rights of citizens it protected included
"to sue and be sued, to own property .. . to have protection for life, liberty, and
property ... 'that the white or black man should collect his debt in court; that
either should own and hold property that he pays for." To Congressman
Schenck, the amendment removed from Negroes "the weight of inequality in...
making contracts. . . ," while Congressman Delano viewed it as a protection
for northern whites traveling south. Senator Sherman said that it embodied
the Civil Rights Bill "to make contracts, to sue and be sued, to contract and be'
contracted with." " State legislatures or governors viewed it at an embodiment
of the Civil Rights Bill,' or a mere repetition of state bills of rights," designed
tb eliminate unequal state legislation.

Severl points remain to be discussed. The first is that the Fourteenth Amend.
ment was intended to protect white persons as well as Negroes. Bingham repeat-
edly referred to his desire to protect "loyal white men . .,. against State
statutes of confiscation and statutes of banishment." " Hotchkiss said that the
"white man" as well as the "black man" would derive benefit from a proper
constitutional amendment." When Senator Davis argued that the Civil Rights
Bill discriminated against whites by creating "partial," special rights for Negroes,
Trnmbull replied :  . ,

"Sir, this bill, applies to white men as well as black men.; It declares that all
persons in the United States shall be entitled to the same civil rights, the right
to the fruit of their own labor, the right to make contracts, the right to buy and
sell... a bill that protects a white man Just as much as a black man, [How]
can a Senator. .isay ... that this is a bill for the benefit of black men exclusively
when there is no such distinction in it,.. .,"
And in state debates, the need to protect loyal southern whites, or northern
whites traveling south, through the Fourteenth Amendment, was prominently
mentioned.

The second point is, as Garfield declared, that the amendment "was throughout
the debate, with scarcely an exception, spoken of as a limitation on the power of
the States."." State legislation primarily, and state action exclusively, was

SGlobe 8148.
a In another debate Congressman George Jullan, an Indiana Republican, stated that the

Civil Rights Bill was designedto protect Negroes in their right to "make contracts and to
own property." Globe 8209. Congressman John Baker, an Illinois Republican, thought
the due process clause "a wholesome and needed check upon the great abuse of liberty which
several of the States have practiced," apparently referring to Black Codes. Globe App; 256.
And Congressman Samuel Shellabarger, an Ohio Republican, quoted Kent to the effet that
"rights of protection of life and liberty, and to acquire and enjoy property" were national
privileges which the amendment protected. Globe App. 298. . ..

I Farman, op. oft. sura note 4, at TO- 77' :
SId. at 105-6,, 11.18 117. See also Flack, The Adoption of the Fortetenth Amend-

ment 148-5, 149-00 (1908) .
S#airman, op. oit.-upra note 4, at 109, 114- - , . ,

*1d. at 114. See also Rowan v. State 80 Wi. 129,148 lA872).
* Globe 1094, - In the same remarks he referred to his desire "to protect the loyal white

minority" in South Carolina, and declared that unless. an amendment were passed, "the
ly6l' minority of:white citizens. .. will be utrly powerless." bid. In a colloquy with
Hale, he stated i , ..- ..

"Mer. HaW: It is claimed that thib constitutional aitendment is aimed almply and purely
toward the protection of 'Amegican citizens of Afreian descent' in the 8tates lately In
rebellion. 3I understand that to bee the ole Intep ed practical effect of the amendment.

"Mr. Bi~nngham Itise due to the committee that I should say that it is proposed aS well
to protect the thousands and tens of thousandsefind hundreds of thousands of loyal white
citi ens of the United States whose poperty,'bv' Statelegslation;'-hps been wrested front
Them undeenflscation, and protect them also against banishment."

m Globe 100, "80 also Globe 258 (lEkley), note es8 upra. .. '
-Globe 99. Congressman Samuel W. Moulton of Illinois denounced Alabama "whose

aristocratic and anti-republican laws almost re-enacting slavery, among other harsh in-
flictions impose an iprisonment of three months and a fine of $100 upon ahy one owning
firea s, and a .fne ofif ty l4011is and stx months' imprisonment on'any servant or laborer
(M*orP bl aoe w lotters 4wa l his time or is subor or/ efractory." Globe 1021.,,al u rmanO.p. t aupraote 4, at 90 ("a' minority of while so small as totb helbi

less");V 96 (freedom of discussion W. ' was not torated, In the Southern States'l)
Janes, op. o. Spro note 65, t 16. " / ,

" Conr. Globe, 2n Cong., slt Sess. App, IQ1 (1871). / , , ' '
1 (/ ' ' .. i - * ; ' '/ ', 'h .-lX ^
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intended to be limited, not only by Bingham," but by the others as well. No
restrictions were to be imposed on private individuals or groups.

Finally, the first section, and especially the due process clause, was intended
to be a substantive, as well as a procedural, limitation on government" Binghaim
as previously noted, had referred Rogers to court decisions for the meaning oft
the due process clause," and these had firmly established the interpretation that
the clause limited legislative action impairing vested property rights or interests.
Bingham declared that "cruel and unusual punishments have been inflicted under
State laws" but the federal constitution did not iutervene," that states "took
property .without compensation, and [citizens] had no remedy,"'1" and that
"liberty . .. is the liberty .. . to work in an honesi falling and contribute by

'your toil in some sort to the support of yourself . . . and to be secure in the,
Seroyment of the fruits of your toll." 10' Bingham not only considered the.due
process clause substantive, but was "a man who held thoroughly Lockian views
concerning the sanctity of property", and "property rights by his view are thus
virtually absolute,""'

Moreover, Bingham intended to secure not only property rights, but freedom
of association and freedom of choice as well. He said:

"Sir, before the ratifcation of the fourteenth amendment, z. . a State,
as in the case of the State of Illinois, could make it a crime punishable by fine
and imprisonment for any citizen within her limits, in obedience to the injunction
of our divine Master, to help a slave who was ready to perish; to give him
shelter, or break with. him, his crust of bread. The validity of that State
restriction upon the rights of conscience and the duty of life was affirmed, to
the shame and disgrace of America, in the Supreme Court of the United States;

OId. at 88-4, where Bingham said: "allow me to say, tfrther, that by the text of
the Constitution as you remember it. . . there are,negative limitations upon the power
of the States; as for example, that no State shall make an ex post fact law .. . These
are of the negative limitations on the power of the States in the prgina text of the
Constitution.. . . But, says the gentleman to me, why did you change the inendment of
February, 18667 Sir, I ea at the eet of . , that great man, John Marshall, foremost of
all the Judges, in the hope that by his guidance the amendment might be so framed
that In all the hereafter, it might be accepted by the historian of the American Constitu-
tion and her Magna Charta 'as the keystone of American liberty.' . ." . had read-and
that is what induced me to attempt to impose by constitutional amendments new limita-
tions upon the power of the States-the great decision of Marshall in Barren vs. ...
Baltimore, where the Chief Justice' said . . . 'The amendments (to the Constitution]
contain no expression Indicating an Intention to apply them to the State governments.
This court cannot so apply them.' 7 Peters, p. 250. Tn this case the city had taken private
property for public use, without compensation as alleged, and there was no redress for
the wrong in the Supreme Court of United States'; and only for this reason, the first eight
amendments were not limitations On the power of the States.

* . * * .* : * o '
"In,reexamining that case of Barron. . . I noted and apprehended as I never did

before, certain words in that opinion of Marshall. Referring to the first elht artles
of amendments to the Constitution of the United States, the Chief Justice said: 'sad the
framers of these amendments intended them to be limitations on the powers of the State

* governments they would have imitated the framers of the original Constitution, and have
expressed that Intention.' Barron vs. The Mayor, etc., 7 Peters 250. . Acting upon thbi
suggeston, I did imitate the framers of the original Constltution,"

See ,the remark of Senator Frellnghuysen 'f' New Jersey that "The fourteenth
amendment goes much further than merely establishing 'eqtiality' between whites and
blacks." Cong. Globe, 42pd Cong., 1st Seas, 600 (1871) .. ;

"The cases are fully collected il Htowe, The M#"Mte 6 "De Proob s 6 I *W
Prior ,o the Adoption of the Fourteenth Amednmeat, 18 litf. L. R Be' 588 -(1980), ~e
also orb in, T t Doctrine of Due Proceqe of iw Before the ,Otl ,War 84 farv, r aVe .
366, 460 (1911) It aIlight .also be aotedthat the adoption of the d pre e process andiet~ I
protection clauses was foreshadowed At theOG860 Republican Natloba/ Convention. Par-*
graph 8 of the Platform stated: "that ,as ou republican father . .. ordaitied that
person should dbe deprived of life,. liberty, or pope 1rty. tout du, prte o law, it
becomes our ddty, by legslAtloti, whenever uch legslatn i neearto maintain thi
provision f the constitution againalt all attimotse . tA a special
resolutiOn moved by Joshua R :lGiddings of Ohi6 and adopted byi the, onvtiOA itAd:
"Resolved, That we deeply sympathisr with those e en who have been daien,- eome
from theti native States and other frpo the S-8tes. of tir a~n doptipon a are ow
exiled from their homes on account of their Opilons; ad e hold (be emO e
Party responsible for the gross violation of the tlasesof the Coistittttlon whitw h ldela
that citizens of each State shall be entitled to. ll pritleges and Immunities of the
ctitiens of the several States." 1 Curtis, Te 4epuMioon Party 8,7,, 861 (!04),

o lobe 2542;.' " ' .. t - 8
0 Cong. alobe, 42nd Cong.,. 1t Stea~MUApp.:85 (18n) H6 Ale lAlt f'*t " Oot evit

ment owes high and solemn duties tb every citizen of the country. It is bound to protect
him In his most important . Hslie any rights more Important tan' the ight4 oft
life, liberty, and property It' Ibd..

Grahams, The ospifrwYo Theorv'4f the FeAwteesvh Ai w$l*j/ 47 Tale L;J.
* ,,l. 401(* ' (i 9

' . r<. . 1 8-
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but nevertheless affirmed in obedience to the requirements of the Constitution."
(14 Howard, 19-20, Moore vs. The People.) o0

This statement is very significant. In Moore v. Itltnots," the Supreme Court
upheld a staute forbidding the assisting of runaway slaves based on "the police
power . . . to protect themselves against the influx either of liberated or
fugitive slaves, and to repel from their soil a population likely to become burden-
some and injurious, either as paupers or criminals ... (This conduct tends]
to destroy the harmony and kind feelings which should exist between citizens
of this Union, to create border feuds and bitter animosities, and to cause
breaches of the peace, violent assaults, riots and murder. No one can deny or
doubt the right of a state to defend itself against evils of such magni-
tude..."' 106

Here we see that Bingham has intended to embody in the Fourteenth Amend-
ment the right of individuals to associate or not to associate with each other
based on Individual decision even as against a great compelling public need
satisfied through an exercise of the police power. If the police power cannot
restrain freedom of choice even to preserve the public peace and safety,
preserve harmony with other states, and prevent a flood of paupers and criminals,
it is obvious that the amendment secures it beyond infringement as an absolute
right

VI. Summary aid Cono1mtsons

Several firm conclusions can be drawn from an analysis of the legislative
history of the Fourteenth Amendment They are:

1. The framers considered property rights to be fundamental, and in-
tended to limit State power to impair them.

2. Congress intended to restrict state legislation primarily, and state
action exclusively. Private individuals were not restricted.

8. Congress Intended to assure that states would not deprive Negroes of
the capacity to own land or make contracts. The phrase .in the debates
and the Civil Rights Bill about the "right" to make contracts or own
property simply means that state laws shall not prevent a willing seller,
testator, or donor from conveying property to a Negro, or a willing person
from contracting with him. It does not confer on a Negro power to compel
unwilling testators to devise property to them, unwilling owners to give,
lease, or sell them property, or anybody to:cortract with anybody else, nor
does it authorize states to do .o.

Beyond this, it is impossible to say exactly what the framers of the Four-
teenth Amendment intended. No one had ever dreamed at that time of enacting
anti-discrimination laws requiring unwilling owners of houses to sell or rent
them to Negroes. But the amendment, framed by Bingham, one of the firmest
believers in property rights, and not by the equalitarian Stevens, who was
disappointed in it, offers little comfort to proponents of such laws. It restricted
state laws to enlarge individual rights, and not the converse.

How would Binghun, the conservative Republican corporation lawyer from
Ohio, have been struck by a law requiring an unwilling owner to sell to or rent
to, or an uunwilling resident to live near, people he did not want to do so?
Would it have offended his, notion of due process? In a recent case, one judge
protested that "The Fair Housing Act of 1969... would compel Case to
transfer, bis residential property to tre Rhones, not voluntarily; but under
compulsion, with sanctions that might ead to imprisonment 'for failte to
cmidply. 1" This protest seems remarKably like a.1795 case which held that
"The legislature ... had no authority to/make an act, divesting ,onie citizen
of his freehold, and vesting it in another . . it 's contrary to the principles
o " social lance in every iree igyernmet; . .. t is contrary both to the
letter and spirit of the constitution.", It seems surprisingly like a 1798 United
States Supreme Court case holding,that a "law that takes property from A iand
gi~es it, t B; it is against all repsol and justice, for a people to entrust a
legislature with such powers; and therefore,. i cannot be presumed that they
have done it."* Were, these concepts part of the .notion' of Bingham, the
conservative man of property, about "due process," as he' wrote them into the
Fourteenth Amendment? They may verywell have been.

,t0 Co. Olobe, 424nd Con . J et Sees. App. 84 (1871). .
M6 u.S1. (14 How.) 18 (1852). .
'"Id. at 18.
O Colotado Ant-Diasrlminhaion Comm.. v, Case, -- P.2d/2--, --- ' (Colo. 1062),

dissenting opinion of Hol, J, .
AN Va orne's Leese v.,Dorrance, 2 U.8. (2 Dall.) 804, 10 (17PB).
Sa..I 2- n er t Ad aa 'n TIQna%
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S[Reprinted with permission of copyright owners, Columbia Law Review]

THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1875: SOME REFLECTED
LIGHT ON THE FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT

AND PUBLIC ACCOMMODATIONS
ALFRED AVINS'

Civil rights and "places of public accommodation" have been the subject of
innumerable exhausting analyses by scholarly and partisan commentators
alike./Yet the remarkable fact is that little light has been shed on the framers'
understanding of the relevance of the fourteenth amendmint to "places of
public accommodation." To some extent, the failure to concentrate on the
intended meaning of that amendment must be attributed to a dearth of legisla-
tive history. Aside from some isolated strands of declamation touching on
public accommodations, there is little in the debates on the fourteenth amend-
ment which would ground a firm determination of framers' intenb~)Sut the
present vague understanding of the relationship of the amendment o places of
public accommodation must also be fsribed to the.manifest desire of many to
expand federal control over a broad sphere of local activities. Quite under-
standably, these proponents of federal action are content to declare the intent
of the framers to be too ambiguous or even lost forever and then to construe
the amendment according to its "broad purposes." But if one really desired
to discover that intent, the logical step would be to investigate expressions of
intent in sources other than the actual debates on the amendment; little effort
has heretofore been made in this direction.

Efforts to determine the meaning of one of the amendments are met with
the stock reply that there can be no controlling ritent; since Each state had
to ratify the amendment, no one body, including Congress, tan be relied on as
a source of intent. But in reality, 'Congress alone wa, the framer of the four-
teenth ameridfient: the states had to act on the amendment on a take-itto
leave-it basis. And, some states had to take the amendment, regardless of what
they thought of it, or they would face contintuedstatus asi i conquered territory.

Finally, those who prefer a vague understanding of the fourteenth ami'end
ment fall back upon the notion that the intent of a century ago is not relevant
to the problems of today;' aid gain, they'conclude that'the- amendment must

,. 'Priofess f taw. w M0mpbl State niverslty. B.A uft, 6et AtOll'ee, 1954 LLB,
Columbia, 1956ji LUM,; Ne* .York Univerity, 1957 M~L. Uvni;etit.y of 61ca,l J.S.D., 192 Ph, D.. University of Caurm rdge. 1965.

Si w. A review oftheman cases and articles <soitainetd' & i'Sr, $#tiSft'&~,f
Grea Wlb 9tio s, a 19$ S CoUar Ravw 101; Vp A w Ve & K warst Sa4

Ation, 14 STAN. L Rt., , (10 .
2. Sen Bickel, The Orinnal U nderra ndin ,and. Sh. Segrepaion D, i u 69H jAat.'

L RXV." I 1 '6 j 291 56-5. (W95) 'Even'ipns p 6o4, t y
rights, ihchi' itfrk ',ire : ets, teonttin" tI't if Sv", hbifrS pcj' dir fn p
of public accommodation. Se6 Tansill, Avins, Crutchfield & Colegro e, utni hetrdmoen and Reat Propersy Righl, in OnW OCCUPANCY vs. Focm Houito Uxsm
tlH FOURvMarIN AMENDMNT 68 (Avinr ed. 1963).
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be construed to achieve its broad purposes. Of course, the Constitution must be
interpreted to meet new conditions, but the basic understanding of the framers
cannot be discarded by a veiled, albeit deceptively appealing, judicial or legisla-
tive amendment, As the Senate Judiciary Committee stated in 187;:

In construing the Constitution we are compelled to give it such inter-
pretation as will secure the result which was intended to be accom-
plished by those who framed it and the people who adopted it, The
Constitution, like a contract between private parties, must be read in
the light of the circumstances which surrounded those who made
it.,.. If such a power did not then exist under the Constitution of
the United States, it does not now exist under this provision of the
Constitution, Which has not been amended. A construction which
should give the phrase "a republican form of government" a meaning.
differing from the sense in which it was understood and employed by.
the people when they adopted the Constitution, would be as uncon-
stitutional as a departure from the plain and express language of the
Constitution in any other particular. This is the rule of interpretation
adopted by all commentators on the Constitution, and in all judicial
expositions of that instrument; and your committee are satisfied of
the entire soundness of this principle. A change in the popular use of
any word employed in the Constitution cannot retroact upon the Con-
stitution, either to enlarge or limit its provisions.' '

A general vague understanding of the fourteenth amendment is simply not a
sufficient basis on which to decide great issues of the day. Rather, the basic
intent of the Co~gress which passed the amendment should be controlling in
present-day applications of the amendment. Although "basic intent" and
"broad purposes" appear to be only semantic variations of the same idea, a
critical distinction in meaning appears when the terms are used in construing
the fourteenth amendment's relation to places of public accommodation. Those
who favor greater federal control over local activities take the view tht the
broad Congressional purpose was to achieve equal opportunities and privileges
in general and thus conclude that wherever there is discrimination against
Negroes the federal government may intervene. Achievement of equal rights
and privileges may have been a general goal of Congress,, but, as will be shown
hereafter, the framers felt that the congressional authority to intervene tq
ensure equality was clearly limited by th Constitution.

.. T AfIRAMErS'iKTINT T- ALTEtNIATJVESOURCE B ,

Efforts to ascetan he intent of the framers of the fourteqntih amendment
have generally been limited to the direct light shed from nth debates on the
amendipent itself; unfortunately, as noted above, these debates are virtually
unenlightening with respect to places of publicdaccommodation. But the debate$

3; S. Rar. No. 21, 4Zd Cong., gd Sess. Z:s1872). The tiue enatds, .on the com-
mittee who vqted fo fourteth amendment were Trul, onklng A dmnd
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on the nearly contemporaneous Civil Rights Act of 18754 do produce a clear,
although reflected, image of the framers' view of the fourteenth amendment,
particularly as it was thought to apply to places of public accommodation. As
finally passed, the first section of the Act provided t

That all persons within the jurisdiction of the United States shall be
entitled to the full and equal enjoyment of the accommodations, ad-
vantages, facilities, and privileges of inns, public conveyances on land
or water, theatres, and other places of public amusement; subject only
to the conditions and limitations established by law, and applicable
alike to citizens of every face and color, regardless of any previous
condition of servitude.,

That the enactment should have reflected the intent ofithe framers of the
fourteenth amendment is clear since sixteen of the thirty-three Senators and
several of the Representatives who voted for the fourteenthamendment* par-

4. 18 Stat. 33S (1875). . .
5. 18 Stat. 336 (1875).
6. The following senators voted for the fourteenth amnmendent and sat in the 42d

Congress: Lyman Trumbull (R.-Il1,); Samuel C. Pomeroy (R.-Kans.); Lot M. Morrill
(R.-Malne) Charles Sumner (R.-Mass.); Henry Wilson (R.-Mass.); Zachariah
Chandler (R.-Mich.); Alexander Ramsey (R.-Minn.); William Stewart (R.-Nev;
James W. Nye (R.-Nev.); Aaron H. Cragin (R.-N.H.) John Sherman (R.-Ohio);
Henry B. Ath ny (R.-R.I.); William Sprague (R.-R,I.); George F. Edmunds ,(R.-Vt.
Luke P. Poland (1.-Vt.); Timothy O. Howe (R.-Wis). Poland served as a member of
the House of Representatives in the 42d and 43d Congresses. Garrett Davis (D.-Ky.), who
also sat in the 42d' Congress voted against the fourteenth amendment, The following
Senators who did not vote on the amendment sat in the 39th Congress and the 42d
Congress: James Harlan (R.-Iowa); Thomi;l W. Tipton '(R.Neb.); Frederick T.
Frelinghuysen (R.-N.J.); Joseph S. Fowler (R.-Tenn.); John P. Stockton (D.-N.J.).
Morril, Sumner, Chandler, Ramsey, Tipton, Stewart, Cragin, Frelinghuysen, Stockton,
Sherman, Anthony, Sprague, Edmunds and Howe also sat in the Senate during the 43d
Congress. '

The following members of the House of Representatives of the 39th Congress (all
Republicans) sat in the Sente.424 Congress: Thomas W. Ferry (Mjh.); William
Windn (Minn.); Phineas W. Hitchcock (Neb.); James W. Patterson (N.H.).
Roscoe Conkltng (N.Y.); Justn S. Morrill (Vt.). Ferry, Windon g ana Morrili
voted for the fourteenth amendment, In addition to the above, the following Republicans
sat in the Senate of the 43d Congress who, as members of the House of Representatives
of the 39th Congress voted for the amendment: William B. Allison (Iowa) George S.
Boutwell (Mass.); William B. Washbur (Mass.). James W. Nesmth (D. Ore.) at
in the Senate of the 39th Cqngress, but was absent at the time of the vote on te amend-
met; and in the House of Representatives of the 43d Congirss Patterson did hot sit in
the Senate of the 43d C congress, it ;:. .. ;.. : .,. ,: '

The following members of the House of Representatives 39th Congress, sat in the
House, 42d Congress: Burtit C. Cook (i.-Il .)t John I. Farnsworh (RIl1. John
Lynch (R.-e.); Qak Ame (R.-Mas) Nathnei P.' Baks r 4ss.) y
Dawee (R.-Mass.) ; Samuel Hooer (R.Mass.); William P. Washbrn (.-Masi. ;
Jhni.H Ketcham (,N.Y.) J A. B nghat (R.-Ohio) f es A.Garfield (R.
Ohio) muel Shelabrger R.-Ohlo) Wiiam ey .-. ysse

R ) ot (R;.-Pa.); Glennl . - ield'R- ) Phidtus'Sy
(R.-Wi) Samuel S. Marshall (P.Ill); Micael C. Keri ( nd.); William

Niblack (I.-Ind. u; aniel W. Voorhees (D.-Tnd.); James Brooks (P.-N.Y.) Samuel J.
Randall (D.-Pa.; Charles A. Eldridge (D:-Wls.). Of the above, Marshall, Niblack
Dawes, Hooper, arfield, Kelley, Myers, Rndaill, Scofield, Eldridge, and Sayer also
saltin the House of Representatvest 43d Congress. In addidot, the following Renes
ties who sat in the 39th Congress but not the 42dCot re sat in, the Conr I
Gcdlove S. Orth (R.-Ind.),Jon A. Kasson (R,-owa); Robert S. atle- (RY );
H(sekiah S. Bundy (R.-Ohio); llamn Lawrence (R.-Ohio); ChaDes ONeil (R.-Pa.);
William E. Fnck (D.-Ohio) . ;. e i ; w .
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ticipated in the debates preceding the Act's passage, Yet, in an 8 to I decision,
the Supreme.Court, composed of justices who were also contemporaries of the
amendment, held the provisions of the Act of 1875 to be beyond the legislative
power of Congress.' But rather, than undermining the validity of thi premise
that the Act does reflect the intent of the framers of the fourteenth amend.
ment, the decision indicates that those who supported the Act were more
radical than were the most conservative supporters of the amendment. Thus,
while analysis of the debates preceding passage of the Act of 1875 cannot
indicate the amendment's' exact dividing line between authorized and unau-
thorized federal action with respect to places of public accommodation, su.h
an analysis certainly should illuminate the outermost limits of federal power
under the amendment.

II. SENATlR SUMNER'S RIDIIR TO TH AMNESTY BILL

The effort to protect specifically the "equal rights" of all citizens in places
of public accommodation began in May 1870, when Senator Charles Sumner
of Massachusetts introduced a bill "to protect the persons of the United States
in their civil rights."8 The first section provided:

That all citizens of the United States, without distinction of race,
color, or previous condition of servitude, are entitled to the equal and
impartial enjoyment of any accommodation, advantage, facility, or
privilege furnished by common carriers, whether on land or water;
by inn-keepers; by licensed owners, managers, or lessees of theaters
or other places of public amusement.; by trustees, commissioners,
superintendents, teachers, or other officers of common schools and
other public institutions of learning, the same being supported or
authorized by law; by trustees or officers of church organizations,
cemetery associations, and benevolent institutions incorporated by
national or State authority; and. this right shall not be denied or
abridged on any pretense of race, color, or previous' condition of
servitude.*

The Senator considered the bill a supplement to the Civil Rights Act of
1866 and initially did riot seek to Justify Its constitti9nality-in Spite of the
fact that doubts about the constitutionality of the 1866 act had'been at least
partially responsible ot the proposal ' the. fouteenth amendment, The bill
was sent t6 the Judiciary Coimnittee; reported adversely by Senator Lyman
Trumbull o illinois for the Committee, and died.' 0 On January 20, 1871,
Seitr Sumner reintroduced the ill.1 Again it was rdferred ro the Judiciary
Committee, and again, on February" 5 187i, It was reported adverself by

7. OmL RIoiHTs, OASES, 109 U.S. 3 (1888). /
8. Ooxn. GOOI, 41st. Congv, 2d Ses. 8484 (1870). 89e lso Coxo. GLOhA, 42d

Cong., 2d Seas. 821\ (1872) (hereinafter referred to as GLorn 42/2).
0. Sed -ONa, GLome, 424d Cng., lst. Sess. 21 1871) ; GLoB 42/2, 244.
10. &ro 42/2, 821. * -* ;  f
11. Coo;. OtosE, 41st Cong., 8d Sees. 616 (1871). ; ' .
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Senator Trumbull for the Committee, and died. 12 In-both instances, the adverse
report, although not written, was unanimous. Some members of the committee
thought the bill unconstitutional; others thought it unnecessary. 1'

At the opening of the First Session of the Forty-Second Congress, on
March 9, 1871, Sumner introduced the bill for the third time. Having been
twice rebuffed by the Judiciary Committee, he asked that it not be sent to that
legislative graveyard again. In spite of his plea that the bill conformed with
the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution, and that it was de-
signed to prevent colored citizens from being insulted when they traveled on
a railway or entered a hotel, no other senator evidenced much interest, and
again the bill expired.1"

A, The Senator Defends His Bill

In the face of these rebuffs Sumner moved, in the next session of Con-
gress, to tack his proposal as a rider on the amnesty bill authorized by the
third section of the fourteenth amendment. Until then, the amnesty bill had
been supported by the President, enthusiastically advocated by Southern Re4
publicans and all Democrats, and accepted, at least in a half-hearted manner,
by most Republicans,15 Although it required a two-thirds vote to pass, such a
vote seemed all but assured. .. .

The inevitable resistance to a rider which threatened the successful e-r
actment of the amnesty bill prompted Sumner to undertake a more,.active
drlense of his proposal. He conceded that all persons were free to discriminate
on racial grounds in choosing their associates, but urged that the law already
compelled recognition of equal rights in the places affected by his bill:

Zhow me, therefore; a legal institution, anything created'or regulated
by law, and I will sho 'you what nust be opeti 'equally to al with-
out distinction of colo.' Notoriously, the hotel is a legal institution,
originally established by the common law, subject to minute provisions
and regulations; notoriously, public conveyance are in the nature
of common carriers subject to law of their own; notoriously schools
are public institutions created and maintained by law; and now I
simply insist that in the enjoyment of those iristitutions thee shall be
no dxcluisononon account of 0olor.,'

Sumner then commenced reading letters he had received from Negroes com-
plaining tat hotels would not serve them. : ,...

A ruling imt Sumners amendment was not before theSenate_ ... " ': * T- ' -* +.; ' .- .  ... . '_- , ,-+; • ' .IL: • .; .' '_' .' i. ' ' " : .: ' ,
12. dat 1263. See also Glowt42, 822.
13. GLOB 42, 493 731.
14. CoN. Gowa 4 Cong., Ist Ses. 21 (871). See also G.ou 42 ,
IS. Id. at 237.
16. Id. at 242.
17. Id. at 244. One letter urled the ad4otion of the statute so that "ie 1 e tate

of the Union shall be prohibited from passing or etiforcingsa statute which makes ivkiou~
discrimination on account of co4r." Id. at 245.

18 Id. at 245.



the Senator to reintroduce it the next day, Senator Allen G. Thurman, an
Ohio Democrat, raised some legal objections to Sumner's rider,1' but aside
from sundry constitutional arguments on the nature of amnesty legislation,
the real objection which Sumner attempted to rebut was that the amnesty bill
could not obtain a two-thirds vote with Sumner's amendment on it." The
rider was voted on, and defeated by 29 to 30, with 13 absent, in the Committee
of the Whole 'Senate.'1 Sumner persisted and reintroduced his amendment on
the Senate floor.'2 Senator William F. Kellogg, a Louisiana Republican, spoke
against it, stating that every provision of Sumner's bill was in the Louisiana
statutes as well as those of several other Southern states. Kellogg, further.
denounced as unfair Sumner's attempt to put those Southern Republicans who
opposed saddling the amnesty bill with an amendment certain to bring its
defeat, in an unfavorable light with their Negro voters." Senator John Scott,
a Pennsylvania Republican, spoke briefly against the amendment ;' and then
Thurmanthe Ohio Democrat, stated that, as much as he wanted amnesty, he
must vote against the amnesty bill if the amendment were attached. In Thur-
man's view, the amendment was unconstitutional: "It makes every tavern-
keeper the State in which he lives; every manager of a theater the:State in
which he lives every conductor of a railroad thq State in which he lives." After
emphasizing that the fourteenth amendment was directed only at states, Thur-
man: concluded, 'I shall. have, to get. blind and be unable to read the Con-
stitution before I can ever go for such a bill as that,""

hThe challenge that the bill was not authorized by the fourteenth amend-
ment prompted Sumner to reply:,

The Senator knows well that a hotel is a legal institution; i use the
termadvisdly, and the Senator is too good a lawyer not to know it.
A railroad corporation is also a legal institution. So is a theater and
all that my bill proposes is thaf those wlp enjoy the benefits o law
shall treat those who come to them with equality.. . .They are al-
ready to a certain extent, within the domain .t the law .. ,.. Wlio-
ever seeks the benefit of the laY, as the owners and lessees 'd teaters
do, as the common ~rrier do, as hotelkeepers,do, must , show
equality. ., Iinsisttat eve ythipg that they do anda their ria-
tions shall bei conformity with the uprene law of the lid, which
is the Declaration of Independence ?

When congress returned from iChristmas holiday ont Jnuair  15,
1872, Sumner made a long speech expouding the theory hs amendment.

!y ygn-'tie openec y urging equally before the which dened as the equal

19. Id. at 263.

21. d. t 27 . . ..
22. Id. at 28.

26. j . .'
6 I bid.
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enjoyment of all institutions, privileges, advantages, end conveniences created d
or regulated by law."'T Hotels, "which from the earliest days of our juris.

prudence" had to accept all applicants, and public conveyances, "which the

common law declares equally free to all alike," do not accept Negroes, he

declared. And "the same insult ; ostracism" is shown at schools, churches,

and cemeteries. For illustration, he reminded the Senate that Frederick

Douglass, appointed by the President ps Secretary of a Commission on St.

Domingo, had not been permitted to eat with fellow commissioners on a

steamer returning to the United Stites, and a former lieutenant governor of

Louisiana had been excluded from first-class railway cars on account of color."2

Sumner then expounded at length on the Declaration of Independence. He

denied that social equality was involved. Because "the law does not presume

to create or regulate social relations, these are in no respect affected by the
pending measure." Everyone,, he declared, may freely choose his friends, as-

sociates and guests. "His house ip his 'castle,'" and the common law "shows

his absolute independence within its walls.", But when a man walks the

streets, "he cannot appropriate the sidewalk to his own exclusive us(, driving

into the gutter all whose skin is less white than his own." Since equality on a
sidewalk was not 4 question of society, neither was equality "in all institutions

created or regulated by law." ,

He then sought to substantiate his assertion that each of the institutions

name in ,the rider was already ,subject to a common-law duty to treat all

applicants equally. Extensive quotations and case citations were offered to

prove that hotels and inns were public institutions, with well-known rights and.

duties, and as such were required to receive all applicants ono reasonable. terms,

as indeed: they were.o8 Accordingly, he added,, "it is plain that the pending
bill is only declaratory of existing law giving to it the sanction of Congress." 1

Sumner then quoted from textwriters to show that comaron carriers al o'had
to accept all applicants. Again, his contention was clearly in accord with the
common law." Theaters and other places of public amusement evidently pre,
sented a more difficultproblem tothe Senato9.Althoug 'these ertertai~ nent
centers did enjoy special privileges of a quasi-nm nOpoly nature in the early

27. Id. at 381.'
28. 4d. At 38182.:

.29. at 382 ,. h ^ ? i : :i. *?. . -.*^ **^\- ' .:*; . *
30.: See Watson . Cross, 63 1. (2 Duv.) 147 (186S); Kitten v. Hildebrand, 48

Ky. (9.B, Mon) 72 (1848) ;,Mark ham v. ~Brwn,,n8iN.L 528 (1837) JEstV,ra.Tf
LAw or CARuas -59. (N.:Y ed. 1816)r RmpDuLi Ta cLAw .or CAuitss i 594 (!869);
Tnswau, THi INNst)as's LEoAL Guios 8 (24 ed. 1864) ,Note, Rflusinfw 40'. Rc
Gussts rat Hotl; 6 A, ̂ W LJ. 69 (1872); Note. Th LwR tltoim aji o IlJws ersn ,
I Lso. Rar. 207 (1841); Note, Trsvfllers a d w Inetperee LPtr' . 44w (1834).

31. Id. at 383. 1t 1 a
32, Sefe k nckviY Coleman, 1 d, FCai. 44Iu,.om.78s ) (C.bit Rea __ale

& Chicao U.R. Co. v. Yarwoo IS III. 468 (18 B enmiett v, uto. 0 H 41
(1839), ollister v. Nowlen, 19 'end. 234 (N.Y. 1838); Jxauri TrH LA W CAJ s
59 (NY. ed, 1816).: ..
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period of the United State s," there was a paucity of decisions on:the duty of
theaters to admit anyone." And in Massachusetts, the Senator's home state,
the law was clearly to the contrary,". Nevertheless, Sumner reasoned by
analogy that these centers too must admit all men on an equal basis:

Theaters and other places of public amusement, licensed by law, are
kindred to inns or public cbnveyances, though less noticed by juris-
prudence. But; like their prototypes, they undertake to provide for
the public under sanction of law. They are public institutions, regu-
lated if not created by law, enjoying privileges, and in consideration
thereof, assuming duties not' unlike those of the inn and the public
conveyance. From essetitiatlreason, the rule should be the same with
all. As the inn cannot close its doors, or the public conveyance refuse
a seat to any paying traveler, decent in condition, so must it be with
the theater and other places of public amusement. Here a e institu-
tions whose particular object is the "pursuit of happiness," which
has been placed among the equal rights of all."'

After defetiding the inclusion of schools (a category beyond the scope of this

article) Sumner concluded with an extensive peroration on the Declaration of

Independence and color prejudice.*'

A remarkable feature of Sumner'st~ ense of his rider is that no effort

whatsoever was made to base the proposal on the fourteenth aimerdment. In-

deed, in his pre-occupation with the Declaration of Independence, the Senator

did not even specify the constitutional significance of hii oft-repeated declara-

tions that the common law required inns, common carriers and theaters to

adiiit all applicants.

33. Before the Civil War, the number of theaters was relatively small. See Hawn,
THsAR, U.S.A. 1-161 (1959); HUGo s, A HISTORY or THE AMERICAN THEATRE 1-227
(1951); HORNBlOW, A HIsmroR or E THEATRE xi Au~RICA, passim (1919). One of
the reasons for this was the widespread existence of strict licensing requirements, which
arose in England as a liberalization of a total ban on professional entertainment. See
Note, The Law for Licensing Theatrical Productio~ns 7 MONTHLY L. MAG. 1, 138, 226,
318 (1840); Note, On the Law of Theatres and Theatrical Performers, 3 LE. OBS. 17
(1831). Licensing standards were strict, and used to cut down the number of places of
entertainment available. For example, in forty years, only seven licenses were granted
in London for music or dancing halls. A HANDY-BOOK ON THE LAW Or THE DRAMA AND
Music 55 (1864). By the time of the end of the 19th 'century, licensing policy had be-
come more liberal. STRnoo, DRAMATIC AND USICAtf LAW 49-62 (1898). In the United
States, licensing of entertainment was widesp ead. WANDEi, THE LAW or THE THEATRE
294-397 (1891). For typical cases, see Pike .. State, 35 Ala. 419 (1860); Society for the
Reformation of Juvenile Delinquents v. Diers, 10 Abb. Pr. (N.S.) 216 (N.Y. 1871);
In re Steadman's Appeal, 14 Phila. 376 (Pat 1880).; Hedges v. Nashville, 21 Tenn.
(2 Humph.) 61 (1840). Licensing was sustained as an exercise of the polic power to
regulate the nature of theatrical performances. Wallack v. City of New Yor.k 3 Hun. 84
(N.Y. 1874). Baker v. City of Cincinnati, 11 Ohio St, 534 543 (1860) held: "An inquiry
has to be made as to the character of those who propose to exhibit, aid as to the nature
of the thing to be exhibited." See also City of Boston v. Schaffer, 25 Mass. (9 Pick.)
415 (1831). The natural effect of strict licensing \as. of course, to drastically limit the
numL.r of places of entertainment . . -

34. See note 00 infra.
35.: See Burton v.' Scherpf 83 Mss. (1 All.) 133 (1861); McCrea v. Marsh, 78

Mass. (12Gray) 211 (1858). ' , /,
36 t8-. o 4 3  83 . * "
37. Id. at 386. '
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B. Diverse Constitutional ffass * : . .- * * . - i
To most senators, piesumabl, the Decliiratioti of fiidieidejiC wiot

a sufficient basis for legislative power. And thus, after Sumner's speech, Sienat6
FrederickT. Frelinghuysen, a New Jetsey Republkin who was a forni r state
attorney-general and a strong suppditer of the bill, rose to defend its 'in
stitutionality-but bonthe basis' of an understanding of the bill's substantive
effect which eventually pirovd to id quite different from Sumier' view. e
conceded that Congress could ntot enact a law generally relating the various

places covered by the bill. "But," he said, "the amendmet of the Senator frol
Massachusetts, as modified, in no manlier assumes to regulate the ' relatlohs'of
common carriers, inn-keepers, etc., with the public. All this it leaves', t he
States, excepting that it provides that every citizen shall be treated as a citizen,
be he white or colored. This is constitutional."' He went on to exP ain that
in passing the bill Congress was telling the states that they could eguilate
places mentioned it the bill as they choose, provided that they treated ll alkl i

In other words, an equality pf.citizenship.is stablishe, and we are ,

directed to see to it that citizenship is nowhere abridged. It is, there-
fore, perfectly constitutional for' Congress to say to 'the States,' "t~i:
regulation of the relations between all these institutions and the public
is with you,. but. you shall'treat citizenship as itizenship,: every
where."3

Although Frelinghuysen was willing to defend, the constitutionality of
the main part of the Sumner proposal, on January 22nd, he did suggest some
modifications which Sumner accepted. The most significant of these was the'
proviso that "churches, schools, cemeteries, and institutions of learning estab.
lished exclusively for white or colored persons, and maintained respectively by
contributions of such persons, shall remain according to the terms of the origi-
nal establishment."' 0

Senator Frederick A. Sawyer, a South Carolina Republican, expressed
reservations because the Judiciary Committee had not favored Sumner's 'bill,
and thus it-.might have "infractions of constitutional provisions'41!4  Senator
Joshua Hill, a Georgia Republican, chimed into defend the right of, hotels ,or
inns to select their guests-but he failed to offer any citations of authority.4

Later on the 22nd, Tfiurman renewed his challenge to the. constitutionality of;
the rider,4' asserting that Simnncr's bill was introduced pursuant to the four-
teenth amendment. 44 However, he identified the privileges and immunities

38. Id. at 436. : . . .- ''' : .. . ..
39. Ibid.
40. Id. at 487, 491. Frelinghuysen may have had Girard College in neighboring Phila-

delphia in mind. See In re Girard's Estate, 386 Pa. 548, 127 A2d 287 (1956) for an ex-
tended discussion of the litigation concerning the Girard Will and Girard College.

41. Gtoa 42/2, 488-90.
42. Id. at 392.. :
43. Id. at 494-5. * . : -
44. Id. at, 496. He stated: "I doi not suppose it is under the Declaration of Inde-

h i.
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Clause of its first section as the asserted source of power. No state had violated
aiyones p! rieges ~r Imrunities, he, argued, and therefore no, such power

SThe following day, Thu an returned to his as tion that inneeps,
thter managers, and railroad companies could, nQt make sta~ ,aws and
hnce wee not,subject to Congres', powr. Howeer, he conceded elat state
statutes which, discriminated by giving whites privileges Jqnied to Negroes
were vio ative ofthe fQureenth amendment, and that common-law principles
wh~i mae a distinction between whites and ,Negroes r wYr equarly uncon-
4titutiqnal when enforeld by the, judiciary. But, he said, Congresses' only
power of enforcementlay in an appeal to the federal courts, By way of an ex-
aple,, he. hyp theseda, decision f the highest court of a state, that the
theater manager could exclude a Negro from the dress circle of the theater
whenall others had their common-law right of admission, Such a discrimina-
tion, he contended, could only be reached by subsequent appellate review, and
not by directly penalizing the proprietors.,4 Thurman brushed off the sugges-
tion of Senator G rge F Edmunds, a Vermont Republican lawyer who had
been in the 39th Congress and had voted for the fourteenth amendment, that
the principles'oftheCivil Rights Act of 1866 justified this measure, by saying
it too was unconstitutional. He concluded by reiterating that Congress could
not act directly on individuals.' 7 At this point, Senator John Scott rose again
to suggest that Sumner's bill had unconstitutional provisions: and defects
which warranted its return to the Judiciary Conunittee.48

Sumner sustained a serious blow on Janiary 25; 1872, from an.erstwhile
ally, Senator Lot M. Morrill, a Radical Republican Maine lawyer Who had
figured prominently in anti-slavery measures during the Civil Wari and who
had voted in favor, of. the fourteenth amendment lin the Senate.4, Morrill
ridiculed Sumner's reliance on the Declaration of Independence, pointing out
that that document could not be considered a source of legislative powers.
Sintilarly, the thirteenth amendment was not a source of power since it simply
was a gratedd negation" of slavery. The fourteenth amendment, on which he
expounded at length, contained merely a prohibition on, the states. " Thi

pendence, although that, it seems, is above fe Constitution in the minds of some. It is
ilot under4 , phlurbus uss."-

4$. Gton 42/2, 496-9.
46. Id. at 52-27. \
47. Id. at s27.
48. Id. at 530-31. Both Edmunds and Conkling, strong Republican supporters of the

Sumner amendment, virtually admitted the need to perfect t. Id. at 531.
49; Co(o. GLos, 39th Cong., Ist Sess. 3042 (1866).
50. GLost 42/2, App. 1-3. .
51. Id, at App. 3. He said:' . .
I submit that in no proper sense can the fourteenth amendment be regarded as
a substantive grant of power. It is in terms, in essence and effect, a prohibition
to the States. C!n it;be conceived that a-simple, interdiction to the exercise of
State authority can properly be regarded as an affirmation of a substantive. Opwer
to the General Government? The occasion of the fourteenth amndment discose

.5
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privileges aid immunii iti4s claidsie on eibodied the bbj&is f thF CMi;i " ti
Act of 186, and he conten,~ it di ottinclueb it inns,
carriers, theaters or amusements,. While he endorsed Frelinghuysn's con-
cession that Congress could not enact'a law regulatingg i thi various places
covered by he bill, Morr il( Apparenitly could not accept Fgluli  en: ' con-
clusion that the bill only required equal application of such regulations as the
states imposed. Instead, he asserted his belief that Sumner's bill was an un-

constitutional regulation of state-created institutions." He concluded by at-
tacking the; opening of churches, and the bill as a whole,: as a violation of
states' rights and "the reserved rights' of th people."

Sumner could afford to ignore the protests of a Democrat about the im-
position of social equality," or the constitutional doubts of a liberal Republi-

can," bUt Mtrills attack might, If unanswered, change vote in a closely
divided Senate. Suniner's reply to Morril's constitutional objections char-
acteristic. He read more letters from Negroes asking for tie bill and asserting
grievances about discrimination.T Sumner said that if Morrill saw Negro
grievances "as I see [them], he would'find power enough in the Constitution
to apply the remedy."" When Morrill impatiently pressed him on the Con-
stituion, he replied:

iti object aiidintentL The thirteenth amendment had just been adopted, inhibiting
slavery,- but leaving the freedmen in the power of the State. Hence the necessity
of the prohibition of the States. Thus the people of the United States took a power

From the States, but it by no means follows that they therebyconferred a power
upon the Government.of the United States. The exigencies did not require it, it
is submitted; nbrt s such infeirei~e justified by any fair Interpretation.
52.Id. at App. 4: : - "
What are the privileges and Immunities p the citizens of the United States: I am .
not inquiring now what are the rights of persons in the States, but what are
the privileges and immunities. referred to in the Constitution of the.,United
States? Familiarly, they are these: they are the privileges of one citizen to enter
another State; to make contracts, to,sell, hold and convey property, to inherit
property; ,and to be protected ii person and in property. Perhaps the general
privileges of citizens of all the States were never better expressed, never more
concisely or authoritatively stated than in the civil rights bill to which I have
adverted, and I will read from it as an apt statement of the privilege and im-
munities of citizens of the United States. It declares that-"All citizens, vith-
out regard to race or color, hall have the samen tight, In every State and
Tetrttory in' theVnited States"- ,.. , . ,
The ~ste right to do what?; Not the. same "accommodation,. facilities, dvan-
tages, and privileges" in the language of the amendment, in the common
schools, in the churches, In the benevolent institutions, in the theater and.places
of amusement; not that, but "the on ie right to make and enforce contraets to
sue, to be parties, and give evidence; to inherit, purchase, lease, sell hold, and
convey real and personal property; and to full and equal benefit of all laws and
proceedings for the security of person and property." . . ,: ,
53. Goas 42/2, App. 4. . , , :
4. Id. at App. 5.

S. Such a protestation had been made by Senator Eli Saulsbury of Delaware. See
id. at App. 9-11. Senator James W. Nye, a Nevada Republican, ridiculed this argument
See id. at 706. ,

54. SeC .eg., Gwa 42/2 7 (remarks of Senator Carl Schurs of Missouri).
57Sl,d. at 726- .at ; : -.:: - :-t, .!

58.Ild. at 72. . - t* * : *
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S Why, sir,;the Constitution ,is full of power.; it is overrunning with
power, find it not in one place or in two places or three places, but
Find it almost everywhere, from the preamble to the last line of the
last amendment.. . I find it, still further, in that great rule of inter-
pretation conquered at Appomattox. . , I say a new rule of inter-
pretation, for .he Constitution, according to which, in every clause
and eVery line and every"word, it is to be interpreted uniformly for
human rights."' .

Sumner then added:

He [Morrill] finds no power for anything unless it be distinctly
written in positive precise words. He cannot read between the lines;
he cannot apply a generous principle which will coordinate every-
thing there in harmony with the Declaration of IndepeidenceS 0 '

After a peroration on the Declaration of independence, Sumner touched
on the thirteenth amendment and the Civil Rights Act of 1866. He drew an
analogy between the constitutionality of that statute under the thirteenth
amendment and his own bill, contending that his bill was necessary to abolish
slavery. After a paragraph of generalized rhetoric on the fourteenth amend-
ment, he returned to reading correspondence from a Negro, whose constitu-
tional analysis was as imprecise as his own. The constitution, the Senator
urged, made everyone equal. Morrill, he charged, had delivered an "ancient
Democratic speech." And then Sumner concluded by threatening Republicans
with loss of the Negro vote unless they voted for his amendment. s'

Morrill, offended by Sumner's accusation that lihe made "ante-bellum
Democratic speeches" and by the threat of losing Negro votes, stated that the
Judiciary Committee had reported against the bill on constitutional grounds.
He then ridiculed Sumner's ube of the Declaration of Independence, " and
brushed aside the thirteenth-amendment arguments.

J ,," ", .. . , , ,, ,, ,- , , , , , ,,

59. Id. at 727. He also said: "The power to do justice leaps forth from every clause
of the Constitution; it stands in every word of its text, it is the inspiration of the whole
charter." Id. at 730.

60. Id. at 728.
61. Id. at 728-30.
62. Id. at 730-31. The following exchange occurred:
Mr. MORRILL .. Why, that the.Dclaration of Independence is necessarily
in the Constitution and he insisted tlWit the Constitution of the United States
should be interpreted by the Declaration of Independence. Does the Senator mean
that? ' '
Mr. SUMNER. I do.'
Mr. MORRILL, . . Then I have pretty much done arguing With the Senator.
(Laughter].

Id. at 730.
63. Id. at 730-31. Morrill said:
The third proposition is that he finds ample authority under the thirteenth
amendment. If he does, be finds what no one else ever found before; and the
honorable Senator from Massachusetts is utterly mistakenr'if he supposes that
the civil rights bill was drawn'from the thirteenth anmndinent at all. I said the
other day, and I need nt repeat it now, that I did not question the constitu-
tionalityof' the civil rights bill; but it would have been constitutional before the
thirteenth amendment; it was not drawn under tat amendment, nor does it look
to that at all as its source of authority. It look to that other provision f the

" / . ; -J -
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SThe next day, Senator Matthew H, Cripentei a; Wisconsin Republican

lawyer who avowed that he supported Sumner's proposal generally, attacked

the bill, as it applied to churches, as violative of the first amendment, Fredor

of religion, he contended, permitted all sects to disctiminate on ethe basis of

race. Mere incorporation did not give the government the right to interfere:

"In other words," he said, "I think the ground.upon which this common right

of all citizens of this country to participate in the benefits of benevolent institu-

tions should be based is not whether it happens or not to be incorporated, but

whether it is supported at the public expense."" Yet his speech did generally

give aid to Sumner. While' he endorsed Morrill's criticism of Sumnei's use

of the Declaration of Independence, he did seek to rebut Thurinan's notions

of the limited remedies Congress: could adopt." Senator Garrett Davis, an

unreconstructed Kentucky Democratic lawyer, endorsed all prior constitutional

arguments against the'bill, and added some dubious ones of his own."

On February 5th Carpenter proposed a major amendment designed to

prevent the rider's application to'churches and to condition regulation of

cemeteries, benevolent institutions, and schools, on the existence of support

from public expense or endowment for public use, as opposed to regulation

based on incorporation alone." After some generalized debate on equalityy"

another Republican expressed constitutional misgivings about the church pro-

vision." Sumner made a spirited defense of the inclusion of 'churches.' Hil

prime authority was once again the Declaration 6f independence.' iut his

iftelevant rhetoric only magnified Carpenter's constitutional doubts and the

latter ridiculed the reliance on the Declatftion as a source of power especially

when there ere clear constitutional limitations."2

The following day, Senator John Sherman, the Ohio Republican lawyer,

supported Sumner's amendment on the constitutional theory that the "privi-

Constitution in the fourth article, which provides for the equal privileges and
immunities of the citizens in the several States. That is where its. authority is
found.
64. GLoss 42/2, 759,60. See also id. at 763: "The distinction seems' to me to be broad

and clear and well-founded between those voluntary institutions, whether incorporated
or not, which we ought not'to interfere with, and those great institutions which are
supported by law and maintained by general taxation."

65. Id. at 761-62. Carpenter's legal theory in support of the substance of the bill
was obscure. He dwelt most on the privileges and Immunities clause, but' dentified this
as protecting the right to enter professions and avocations of life, conformably with the
Civil Rights Act of 1866. See Tansill, Avins, Crutchfield & Colegrove, upr note 2
at 72. His allusions to equal protection of the law are too brief to be meaningful.
o 66. GLoa 42/2 76347.

67. 14. at 818, 83.
68. Id. at 819-21.
69.Id. at 821 (remarks of Senator Henry B. Anthony of Rhode Island). ;,r sI
70. Id. at 822-26.
71 ITbnd. See, for one of the many examples: "but the Declaratlon has at suremady

grander than that of the Constitution, more sacred and inviolable, for it gives the law to
the Constitution itself. Every wor# in the Constitdtion is subordinate to the elration"
Id. at 825.

72. Id. at 826-27.



leges and immunties designated by the fourteenth amendment as subjects for
Congressional protection were all the common law rights in the. country in
eluding the usd of inn,. carriers, . and churches, ?, To him; such privileges
were "as innumerable as the sands of the sea. You must go to the common
law for them. ...

S' . I. EMinrPHASS'o Pt iViLEGES~D hITMUNI'TIS

These initial discussions of the Smnner rider are so confusing that a

brief summariation may be appropriate before continuing the narrative,,umn

ner'sdefense of his. proposal rested on a general notion that the:whoje, Coi
stitution and 'the Declaration of Independence authorized Congres to add its
sanction to the existing law-that. institutions created. or regulated byllaw
must give equal treatment to ajl citjiens,: Some of, his supporters,. sch.as
Senator Sherman, espoused the view that these common7law rights were among

bie privileges protected by the fourteenth amendment. But Se nator Ireling

hausen' supp ort teo bill was evidentlybased on his belief that ity od not

dictate the relations to be imposed by the. tates, but would 9nly require
that s.ch regulations as a state did impose on an institution would give, equal

protection to whites an4 Negroes alike; he evidently accepted the argument
that Congress could enact measures which would ensure that individual

proprietors would observe the state, laws without discrimination. On the other

side, Thurman initially argued that there was no provision in either fhe body

0f the Constitution or the fourteeqth amendment which authorized the imposi-
tion of Congressional sanctions upon 'individuals who discriminated against

potential Negro customers; the fQurteenth amendment appliihid states, not

to individuals. Senator Morrill, himself a Radical Republican, felt that what-

ever common-law rights there were to accommodations at an inn were not
' rivileges" of a citizen within the meaning of t'e Constitution.

With Sherman'sspecific espousal of the view that the Sumner bill rested

on the privileges and immunities clause, a subtle shift in the debate occurred.

Whereas the previous speeches had been limited to a general exposition of
divergent views; the speakers now be-an a more exacting analysis of this as-

serted constitutional basis for the rider. Of course, the equal protection argu-
ment oitinued to appear Inter ittetl.

A: '"No Stair s/ail,. . L ,N

In an extensive speech,^ Senator Thurman, a former Chief Justice of

the Supreme Court of Ohio and a noted constitutional lawyer, undertoOk to

challenge the premise on which he 'evidently assumed Sumner' proposal de-

pended---that aine the places covered by the bill wre'creatures of state, law,

.M , / pp ' ..SId. t App.26-30. "
,+ +.

r +.+
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their~ ~ ~~~-c -abotprictidr's dicipiaom ~ n fetsu tat enial o theriee s

* Aftcr. sonlit initial t~nhsaotterdrsptnili'efrc wih
private, property," T Wfanna alluded, to, the fac that the ll teoriesfet ed
in support of th, *prfop~~ tdis~i~hfctot ~eicassdt be
within: the vaorage of ~i bi'lh oeeuei~)eco~utisiui
aud schools must be supported at public -exponse. a114 places of- 01m1iSeenlt
have to be subject to a, government license; yet inns; and cat ricra iste also
;oyer(Ad Inns the isqlves, were not, as Sq~iner had declared, "thez creture of'
the law!!" In. hio, n orre o,~ttpi~ wrl fenai by thie
;Qurts of common tpleas,- but, '.since the adoption- of tho Present constitution,
every man -has, justthie same, right to, set up and, qviint~in an inu, that. he, 4
.to set up and, maintain aslio or an -other place 'of busineps;,",1hat the J1n in
Ohio isnsot the creature of law at allay" To Thurman h omr~w(uyq
inpieper.4 And crers to rceive-all customers was,.n9,differe0 than the-

,cOqmon-law duties, of members ,of, all other. occ!pt~s tp ~mna
duties',did not make the proprietor a,"creat re of the law.'1 S~msnqr n~
rFupted himi, and this colloquy. occurred:

Mr. SUNLNE& My lan1gu~ge, was,"crcatcd or regulated, b y law."
Further, if I do'not -interrupt hi.a, in my judgment, I submit htto the'
Senator1 'the innkeepers .and -also the comm inon carrier, has something
in the -nhfure of_.! franchise under the law., Each has -,peculiar ,privi-,

le isad prqtogatieadi ujdt ~la resp niibiliUcs' tho'
whole being the, franchise ~diich he de's'ives from law nd v'i s

regulated Iby law.. The, arguetfolw that Iin Aseecieo
franchiise he must: conform 'to the, funidaniental -principles .6f -our-.
alas(trdtions. -

Mr., TfIURMAN., If the, Seniator's premise were true, tlsct would
be tqreai i*hnf& hIls conclusion.* but hi A " *is iThe:

76. d. 'at Ajui.27428t
77. Id. a t ,ApJI.,28.Thauta hadt characttrlied $oImner's 'rinclple '6f ciikation

-i he bill as. busiogies wOicli were, the, cre#tie of Aw 'or nrather6cptoso

7XI4. a AApII U82. thurmlan Oaid
Blut ieni nty friend ~il5y fosntti ~ Pply, to the ftin?" T6 be.

it p~lis ~ te np ad so it alist m and io, it applie tmeanusoz
Sir,1iqd fto-Uiall., W~icn -e hc WA'thtthe 1Wv apiplios to',the Inn,' ;ndhtf
Pakr 'of- thce 69fiMlon liw. thAi the innikece r jtsst Otcciv - ve cs~t whclqi not7

anii~rpc ~o obe a(lttd andmust'aflord himt ccmmodti:on1( he-
possess kiommo~atioti* to OAffr himt--when -he pays that is the 'cotnmo I ilaw hi'
regard Ito inns, he does not, prove that the inn, is 'the 6ration of' law li only
Sta to,' whakt i ho compuon lawo, ini regard to, th duties of iti Mnkce ijst "Is
I might 6h6W, hat W the common liw ini reqardt? the du&tles of in ktizui-y ' I
law or 0fa 0 gnt 2 ,iwht tc'muon1wdt tkee f'tr'
of it sljot Wh si it Ib th o nlaw that~t ify opn i re ?ot'heral
of merchase, W 4 I ami apeaeablecen %ath niiul aeJs .

aiihriglit to- slop into tat s6r~ ~y od n ther n'ha,.i6di
yt: -i refuse ni6*P :vlo1te' milght. 'T~hat is the common lawi WhIchI ajOplts to ii

'nan ~ it 104oes s~ e th riWal o odjn Ia.the other 5', the' cbmnfno
lawut enk ; d *e tio roehe~ f theiit*ri 01 the

l*v tV.y* ' I:
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right to keep an inn never was a franchise. The right to carry goods
never was a franchise. What is a franchise? A franchise is a right that
belongs to the supreme power in the State, in a monarchical govern-
ment to the king, and which he is supposed to grant, or does actually

. grant to the subject, and which the subject of common right does not
enjoy. It is a right derived from the supreme power which the
citizen of common right does rit possess. If a citizen of common right
does possess it, it is no franchise. So the right to keep an inn is 'not
a franchise, because every citizen of common right may set up an
inno. .

Thutman's concession that "there would be great 'eason' fot his (Sim-

ner'si conclusion" if innkeepers did have a franchise seems to have been made
only for the sakz, of the debate; later, Thurman reiterated his belief that the
fourteenth amendment applied only to states, not individuals. More important,

is Sumner's implicit acceptance that to fall within the regulatory power of

Congress, the institutions covered within the bill had to have at least a; legal

franchise of a quasi-monopoly nature. His assumption that common carriers

had such a franchise was well founded. Indeed such carriers often had such

governmental powers as eminent domain.80 But, although inns at one time had

a similar legal status, s the prevalence of competition had largely obliterated

79. Gw~Lo 42/2, App. 29. Thurman also asserted that there was no franchise in the
case of a common carrier.

80. There is good general discussion of this in Arterburn, The Origin. and First
Test of Publyc Callings, 75 U. PA. L. REy. 411 (1927); B4rdick, The Origin of lth
Peculiar Duties of Public Service Companies, 11 COLUM. L. Rev. 514, 414 (1911); 1
WYuAtN, PsUBtI SERVICE CORPORATIONS II 1-5 (1911). See also Note, Public Con-
veninc and Private Rights, 1 LAW J. 604 (1866), calling carriers a "public utility."
For some representative cases about the monopoly characteristics of common carriers and
their franchises and licenses, before:the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1875, Ferrie:
See Young v. Harrison, 6 Ga. 130, (1849); Richmond & L. Turnpike Road v. Rogers
62 Ky. 135 (1864); Costar v. Brush, 25 Wend. 628 (N.Y. 1841); Pipkin v. Wynns, 13
N.C. (2 Dev.) 402 (1830) Clarke v, State, 2 McCord .47 (S.C. 1822, Railroads: See
Costa Coal Mines R. Co. v. Moss 2 Cal. 323 (1863); Messenger v. Pennsylvania R.R
Co. 37 N.J.L. 531 (1874); People vi Albany & V.R. Co., 37 Barb. 216 (N.Y. 1861).
Bridesi See Ried v. Hanger, 20 Ark. 625 (1859) Waugh v. Chauncey, 13 Cal. 11
(1859); Enfield Toll-Bridge Co. v. Hartford i N.H.R. Co., 17 Conn. 40 (1845); Town
of East Hartford v. Hartford Bridge Co., 17 Conn. 79 (1845)' Townsend v. Blewett,
6 Miss. (5 How.) 503 (1841); Srith *. Harkltn 38 N.C. (3 hired. Eq.) 613 (185);
Piscataqua Bridge v. New Hampshire Bridge, 7 N.H, 35 (1834); Newbrgh C
Turnpike Road v. Miller, S Johns. Ch. 101 (N.Y. 1821) Young y. Buckingham, Ohio
485 (132). Canals: See Barnett v. Johpson, 15 N.J. q. 481 (1856). Turnpkes and
toll roads: See Lexington & O. R. Co, .,A plegate, .38 Ky. 289 (1838); Cgnmonwelth
v. Wilkinson 33 Mass. (16 Pick.) 17S134). Wharves: See Martin r, O 'Ben, 34
Miss, 21 (187); Wiswall v. Hall, 3 Paige 13 (N.Y ,1832); Lincotn v. The Volusia,
6 Pa. L . 469 1846). Steamboats: See Ufiited States v.,The Echo, 25 Fed. Cas. 974
(No. 1 21) (CC.N.D.N.Y. 1860).

81. T he elaborate steps required to obtain a license for an English inn are set forth
in TiDsw.L, THa INNgEEBPER'S LEGAL Guia, 29 (2d ed. 1864). A license would not be
granted if there were a sufficient number of Inns already, so competition was much re-
stricted. Id. at 31. For a note on the limitation on inns Id the United States see EARL,
STAGO COACH & TAVERN DAYS 31 (1900). Cases involving the requirement of licensing for
inns In the early period of the United States include: Pettibone v. State, 19 Ala. 586 (181);
State ,. Johnson, 65 Me. 362 (1876); Lord v. James, 24 Me. ( Shp.) 439 (1844);
State v. Fletcher, N.H. 257 (1830); Curtis y, tate, 5 Ohio 34 (1832). In most states
inns were licensed at an early date.. R oit.DCA ants . 583 (1869). WANDto., TH
LAW Or INnS, HortLs AND BOARDING oi H~ '(s 888) declared that under N.Y, iLaWS
of 1857, ch. 628, i 6, to obtain a license for an inn

/ , / i



the privileged, character of inns and hotels. 4Yet eiven though. oiMe place

would not 'fit his premise, Sumner continued to insist that flins had a

franchise and thus could be covered by the legislation. Apparently, he ageed

that a bill regulating!institutions not so franchised would be beyond :the scope

'of Congress' power, even in the eyes of his supporters. This iationaleiwould

explain Sumner's constant use of the phtrse "legal institution," kndihis col-

fintment of the bill to inns, and' carriers,, refraining from extending it fto

restaurants and other businesses.
SThe next day, Senator Orris ;S. Ferry, a liberal Republican lawyetfrom

SThe commissioners must be satisfied that the applicant is of go moral character,
Shas suffidiet oablity to keep aninn,i tavern dr hotel, and the slcessary accod r't
modations to entertain travelers, and that an inn, tavern or hotel is required ,fr.
the actual accommodation of travelers, at the place whre such applicant resides
or proposes to keep the same, all of which shall be expressly stated in, the license
granted by the board.
This, of course, is remarkably similar to a modern certificate of public convnience

and necessity given to a public utility. See 73 C.J.S. Pblic Utilities, S 42, And in State
. Stone. 6Vt. 295, 297 (1834), the court said:

*; The persons thit licensed (as innkeepers) must provide suitable refreshniets;
prvisions, and accomm nations for travelers, put up, a sign, have ,a phed& ,etc.,,
and have the exclusive pnvtege of keeping such homes .... Where an innkeeper

.has been duly: approbated and licensed and paid his assessment, and is engaged..
in his proper business, it equally interferes with that business, if another person
either keeps a house of public entertainment or sells liquor in small qtiantitles.

(Emphasis added.) Sumner knew about this. STORY, BAILMNTS I 485 (5th ed. 1851)
states: "In many of the States of America, inns and taverns are govyrned by special
statute regulations, and no persons are permitted to assume the business of keeping there '
unless by particular license from the public authorities." Sumner edited this edition. See
Advertisement to the 'Fifth Edition printed immediately following Story Dedication
td'Dane. '

82. This was especially true in the large cities. See, e.g., Commonwealth v. Mitchell,
Pars. .q.'Cas. 431, 437 (Pa. 1850) 'metioning the ireat conpetion it ong 'hteld.
. 83. Restaurants were sometimes licensed for the purpose of taxation :See, e.g., State

v. Hogan, 30 N.H. 268 (1855). However, they were not typically given any exclusive
privileges, as were inns. The distinction between inns aid restaUrants vwas well ktnown
during this period at least jn New York law. Cromwell v, Stephens, 3 Abb. Prac. (N.S,)
26 (N.Y. 167) 'Carenter v. Taylor, 1 Hilt 193 (N.Y. 856). See also Charge 'to Grand
Jury, 30 Fed. Cas i (No. 18258) (C.C.N.C.:1875).In People v. Jones, 54. Barb,311,
317 (N.Y. 1863) the court said: "a restaurant wheremeals are ffurnished isnot an inn
or tavern." Sumner was familiar with New York'cases defining imns, as he qoted'from
one of them. GLonB 42/2, 383. Indeed, he was probably quoting from 1 479(1) of STonRY
BA n Tars, which, in the sixth'edition (1856), the seventh'edition (1863), and th eighth
editio :(1870). quotes in turn the same language..from Wintermute v. Clark, 5 Sandf.
242, 247 (N.Y. Super. Ct. 1851), especially since immediately thereafter he.quoted from
I 476 of the same volume. Goe 42/2, 383. The text of"STORY BAtLnRS I '475 (1)
stated: "But the keeper of a mere coffee-house is not deemed 'a innkeeperr" Since
Sumner edited the fifth edition of StroRY BAILMENTS, published in, 1851, he was no doubt
familiar with this statement See Advertisement to the Fifth Editirn, printed immediately
following Story's dedication to Dane., Likewise,. Sumner :quoted from P'ARso z CON-

uAcTs. See GtoBn 42/2, 383. t is a little uncertain 'rm' th6 pag nation which edition
or editions: he was quoting from, since the quotation from GLos 42/2, 383, third column,
top, regarding hotels, to page 627 of Parsons, corresponds with the, first edition, while
the quotation from the center of the third column, regarding convyances, to page 288
of Parsoni, corresponds with the fifth edition.' However, all editions staed "But 'a
mere coffee-house, . . or eating-room ... is' riot at Inrn." I PARSOlS; CobRdACtS 623
(fst ed. 1853); 2 PARSONS, CoNrAcs 145 (5th ed. 1866). Sumner also qtinted from

,NKaT, CONMMK:TAIES .S96. See G.oua 42/2, 383. So. it is probable that..Sumner' knew
the' difference In legala status 1 tween an inn nd restaurant. A restaurant, under
common law did ot ba2 C '-A.to R e -everyone. RAp T.LAW.O?.CAR. I S01
'(1869). *edfield;;,. waj wos i d fork tildab t ya tj I t 'thlibrun t. yf1b (W
railroad attorney.' 2 CONo.' R Ap; 1 (1874).
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Connecticut, attacked.the bill. Since there was a state civil remedy against
carriers and innkeepers,, afederal remedy was unnecessary, he contended.
iAfter briefly, denying that theaters had to admit all customers, but without
adverting to authority,s 4 Ferry attacked the bill, for including, cemeteries and
churchesi and then turned to constitutionality. He dismissed, Sumner's use of
the thirteenth amendment as a "construction so extravagant that no one has
followed 'hima But when' Ferry turned to the fourteenth amendment, Car-
penter asked him whether it would not be a denial of equal, protection of the
'laws for Mississippi to abolish the statute punishing murder if committed on
a black mnannd whether Congress could not then act. Ferry protested that
Sumne' s atieindment had not been argued on the theory that Etdie law
remedies fo' Neoes alone had been abrogated.'State law remedies for
Negroes as well as whites existed, he urged; but if they were defective, the
remedy lay with state legislatures.,

The first major modification came when the provision respecting churches
was stricken because of first amendment doubts as to qonstitu4tonality, Ral-
though as an additional ground Senator Oliver P. Mort6r, an Indiaa Repub-
lican, noted that even incorporated churches were "purely [private] voluntary
organizatins"'not licensed by the state or within any power to regulate.'

B. The "Pr"idleges" Themselves

'At this, oint ir the debate, the chairman of'the ,Judiciar Committee
which had twice killed Sumner's proposal joined Morrill in opposing reliance
oi the privileges and imnmutnities clause. Senator Lymani Trumbull,, Repub-
lican from Illinois, began by criticising the whole Sumner proposal aa move
which would hamperthe amnesty bill. But then he went on to distinguish the
proposal frof the -Ciil Rights Act: of 1866, which e he " frAmed; and de-
lared that Congress could not compel equality in railroads His colloquy with

Seiator Edm i~nds f Vermont follows:' '

Mr. iiUMBULL. As to riding on a railroad, I thin t;that the Sena-
tor from Vermont has not'one particle more right to ride oh a rail-
edad today'byt existing law than the blackest man in the land. You

heed nolaw for that.

M, r.' EDMUNDS. Their Congress, may compel equality, may it not?
: M;i. TUMBULL Not'in regard these matters. '' ;

*. . . . . '

84. GI s 42/2 892. i
85. dt. at 893, ."al d. at 8 :, ,
86. Id. at 893-. See also id. at 894-" 3256-7. '
87. Id, at 896-97,8 9.
88, Id. at890 Sce'also id. at App.,43. •,
89. Taisill, Avins iCrutc field & Colegrove, Th'A Pourlen AmhrImnt and Re~a

Property Rightfs, h, tOCUA nMc vs.r OctC flousi AlO tia FouaTwnT
AMOE~NpT 68.' ,. Avins .d, 196). Sec ;l , Bffckel, Tt Ong,,sat Undfrsawdng

akdrfkf Sffgregatffr Dedsin 9W.L. Je,') I (^ .,;.. * * ,

/ ' I



Mr. TRUMBULL In regii~ tothe righWts tbel0,Agthi lid
vidtual as an and.kts free man;.tder the Constitto tl nid
States;ilthink webad a right to 'pass theciil rights ltb''U1
then, and think sotnow; -bt It,-hink that, e4eet t'-the "rg6fOnA--
stitutional autbdrity, went as -far. as- we could go. We intepdedi to db
so, and I believe thatwe did. Butyouheed nw such law a ths o rld140
on rit iradPP ,, .,

A fia l~~~~Ttn,
Nebraska Republican, on the ground it was unnecessary to have a federal
rmed~land*,6t iitgth a vote 'was take. 'This i ute In all4,2 to 28

wl aw17snatots Atsent. All theb flrta h liberal A in6i4
half of the Soutihern Repblicans, opposed'S$unmner.,The Vie- PY esif~t tthQ
cast a voting avot 6f "the Sutn'ner anieAOidtn."

With, Stimne'a aiendnwOnt 'tdded tothe: tiesty bill, OL u mberiOCfh
srnet stipofter~ 61 i1nesty atieo stat tha 1' toeagis

cbineid &6ill bcu they regAde Stme's~anreta ucnsti
tutional.'"S'Aubisry, thi"M-a re Dmrte4 i~ attace c im*

- amendment as '"Oenin ~ h& it ttteri6ationil c'M iiniM.44 Akvote 6ip *he
combined' measure was then'itaken' but "its nikrgIn -of" 33: to "19 wa's less t
the two-thids required td psthe aiinest' bil".46'

The Senate returned to amnesty on May.8, 1872, and Sumner immffediaely
moved to add his ,civil rights bill, to -the amnesty bill , which bad, passed, the
House.06 Durig the ensuing debated, Trumbull -attacked, his fellow Republians
wi'th ome wrmrthfir loadinS Smtier's, m' oueasure onttbi the anifies t. He
exclaimed:x.: '!:

1. know. of no civil right that 1, havethat a colored' mart 'a.nt' n2-I satis a misnme to talk about thip be!n ii lhsNl,
I'khow of ibo flh ~ iei bight~t st6 i t a " hotel,' ngh'
totravelossessedfby- the- Whitt manra t hat the boloredman ha notkP~~i

Trum~bull 'hen deciid the hftt~t"thiis crjihat has -g~neou ot to' t0t country
of a supplemental civil right s bill, ihich '1&fs extited the- colored frople' of this
country idttced Ma of ith" t6"Ithik that they 4reentitledIt, sbtn igt
that, they:, hivi not gtas, only, ended to 'ptrodtci inigchlief a'dltthil
throughout the land."' 81 Trumbull conti nued ott to issert that theonly dlvit
rights were those contained in the Civil Rights'Act of*1866':

90. Gwan 422 901.
91. Id. at 914.
92. Id. at 919. ' .IK293.1Id, at 926-28. But Wilson, Sumner's colleauefo Maaacusetts fud h

combination More, palatable, than amnesty alone.14. ati92Ow.21s;, -i ". 4
94. -This -43 -not .an historical, mnschrouiisni. Se~ Gws42/iZp 928.,And :Wllson-.hadt

shortly beforP, refeted~toithe Padis Cmuea~ont~t.~ t90
96.14d. at9318L.9.~,~ ~r s ~ * ,-

97. Id. at 3189. Trumbull called Sumner's, anmdmeft.Ni&Vci1 eluality -bllit the
next day., Id. at 3254. This is juit what the southern Democrats were !COWn it.,- i

W,. Id. at 3190. ' r,
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I understandd by, the. trm "'civil rightsP right appettainingi to the
individual as a free, independent citizen ; and what are they? The
right togo adi come; the right tq enforce contracts; the tight to
convey his property; the right to buy prbperty-those general rights
that belohg,to mankind everywhere; and not a privilege thatis con-
ferred by,a corporation, as a college for example. We hav6coillegesin
the country, and a student who applies there and pays his tuition fees
you msy say, h as certain rights there; but they are not what I under-
' i tand to be' nit.ac lC thCgeeral brt id t Ri 'ts."~ .

Sherman reminded Trumbull hat the lattr. had authored prid, shepherded
to p aage the 186 statute. Suiner's proposal, he stated, was consistent with

t law; the supplement .was necessary beaupe, colored .people were fre,
quently excluded from public conveyances, and "from various other facilities
provided by the public for public use/" whichh under common law they had a
right to use. Sherman declared that the right to travel i a public conveyance
which by law ws open to all was as mu,:h a civil right as th rights protected
uqder the, 1866 Act, all, of which were the "privileges an, immunities of a
citizen..'. Sherman djd, not, deny the right of one withl private property to

exclude whites or Negroes as he chose, but, as to rights granted bycommon
law, which state courts were failing to force, he asserted a federal remedy
was necessary ;101

This (bill] does not assert a new right. This does not affirm that a
negro shall have now what he has not a right to before the passage ,I
of the act. It only supplements the old remedy, by giving him an
additional remedy. 10

Senator Arthur I. Boreman, a West Virginia Republican Jawyer, ob-
jecteA 'to te inclusion 'of cemeteries and, be t Colent associations merely

because they were incorporated. }e mntaiied that incoi4p or p s mere
matter bf convenience, and that i"it s nevertheless their private property," and
that "'npbdy has a right to invadethat property, to enter any person there
without their permission, under the existing law -of the States."'.0 In

response to further assertions that the bill was not only unconstitutiona t but
unnecessary, 105 Sumner retorted that the bill implemented the "great principles
and promises of the Declaration of Independence." 10. .

99. Id. at 3191. '
- 100. Id, at 3192.

101. Id. at 3192-93.
102. Id. 3192.
103. Id. 3195. He declared:
For one, sir,.LIam; not willing to invade, nor shall I, by the passage of such
law as this, invade th private rights of.the people of this country. There is no
'bound to this; there i ho imit. I say I have the right with my friends to buy
property where their friends and mine shall bi interred Jwheh0they go to. their
long home, and that nobody has a right to invade it. It is as sacredly private st
my own homestead as any other piece of property I may own.

S104 GLrwa42/2,3f96, 3249 . ' '

105.Id. at 325657,. '1. r' '
106. Id. at 3264. "'

*, , " i
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C. The Limits of Congrssionai Arower: privwa Propfry -- z .
Senator George Vikkers; ' Maryland Democratic lawer, their objected

thai there was no idwer' i the federal government to interfere with cemeteries
and benevolent associations simply because incorporated by states; and imved
'to strike'these institutionii from the rider. Boreman immediately renewed his
previously unheeded objection to this part of Simner's bill by reaffirming his
remarks of the previous day that incorporation does not convert a private
association intb a public institution, or alter the fact that their property
remained private pcipety. Sumner's overage of private corporations was
objectionable, he stated, because "this provision is a direct litvasion of private
right, and.a violation, if not of ithe letter, of the spirit of the Constitution of
the couritry." 10 1 " - . ' '' - -

At that point, SenatQr Morton requested that the anendment be r-read.
Senator Roscoe Conkling, the New York Republican corporation lawyer, who
evidently had not theretofore been listening carefully,108 then arose to state
that apparently there was a wrong location of words,, and that only taw-
supported institutions ought 1o be covered. His proposed modification to that
efect woull even go further than Vicker's proposal. Morton concurred. The
following colloquy then occurred:

Mr. SUMNER. Yes. Allow me to ask the Senator, though-I take
his idea-whether the term "incorporated" is not equivalent to
"authorized by law ?"

, Mr. CONKING. It is equivalent to "authorized by law;" but the
Senator will observe that he or I, in his State or mine, may under a
general act or a special charter go oi ndii organize an intitution
which he and his friends, a little group of individuals, ladies perhaps,
endow. Many such exist in my own State. It is their private property.
Nolody else has anything, in the world to do with it.... will take
for illustration an irstitution established for the benefit of those un-
sound of niind. I have one in' my mind now for persons whose minds
are diseased, It is established by private funds, to be sure; but it is
established under law.... It is, a mere voluntary private adventure
of humanity, if I may so say, of those engaged in it.
Mr. EDMUNDS. Just as if it were a personal establishment.

Mr. CONKLING. Just as if it were a personal establishment. Now,
the criticism, the Senator from Massachusetts will see on the lan-
guage as it stands, is just as broad as it might have been before in
reference to the school question. Some Senator on the. other side has
said, if you establish equality of rights in reference to all benevolent
institutions merely ecause they are incorporated you invade private
rights, without any reference to color at all. That question does not,
come in, but it is an intrusion. You thrust people into it who do not
belong there at all." '

107. Id. at 3265. See also Vicker's objections, id. at App. 43.
10% He had not even heard Who had proposed the amendment See id. at 3265.
109. GLOa 42/2, 3266.
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Sumner readily accepted Cdnkling's modification, thus striking all rnon-tai.
supported c aritble and cemetery corporations from the, rider and deleting
the fact of incorporation as a basis forcompelling honq-iscrimination .Indeed,
Sqmner even accepted Boreman's modification that tax-supported cemeteries
and charitable organizations must; be "of a public character' to be covered.1 '
But when Vickers suggested that institutions "authorized by law" should not
be included, unless of a public character, Sumner disagreed. He gave as an
example Harvard College and Amherst College, which were authorized by
law although, not tax-supported, which he wanted to it*lude. Boreman had
previously made this distinction:

There is ;a marked difference between institutions of learning and
cemetery companies. To institutions of learning authorized by law all
persons are,invited. To a cemetery company owned by private stock-
holders all persons are' not invited, nor can they go without per-
mission, unless it is given them by this law.1."

A vote was taken on adding Sumner's civil rights amendment, as modified,
to the amnesty bill, and a 28 to 28 tie resulted. Once again, the Vce-President
broke the tle in Sumner's favor.122 A vote on the nitiesty bill combined with
Sumner's bill resulted in 32 yeas, 22 nays, and it failed for want of a two-
thirds majority.11'

The deadlock was finally broken during Sumner's absence in an all-night
session. Republican partisans of amnesty first passed a limited independent
bill covering only public inns, licensed places of aniuement, anid common
carriers, 11 after rejecting a Democritic motion to strike out theaters.11 They
then decisively rejecitd a motion to add Sumner's original bill to the amnesty
bill, and passed the limited measure overwhelmingly, 0

Sumner's disappointment was boundless. But his Republican colleagues
told himplainly that this "half loaf" was better than nothirig ad "it was

perfectly evident. from the expression in the Senate at that time that it
was all we could get at this session of Congress."117 Since the limited measure
was not acted on by the House,'the civil rights bill died for that session.11

IV. EMPHASIxS o0PEQUAL PROTECTION,

When the First Session of the orty-Third Congress met on'DecembeS 1,
1873, two important events hid occurred which were to influence significantly

110. Id. at 3267.'
111. ibid.
112. Id. at 3268.
113 Id. at 3270.
114. Id.at 3730, 3736.
115. Id. at 3735 '
116. Id. at 3738.
117. Id. at 3739 (remarks of Senator Frederick A, Sawyer),
118. A brief attempt w made to revive it in the House of Representatives in the

Third Session of the Forty-S nd Congress, but this too failed CoN o GL o 42d Cong,
3d Ses. 85-86 (1872).

/ /
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the course of debate i'ti the civil rights bill. The first was the re-election of
President Grant and a olidly Republican Congress,"' The second was the
decision in the SlaughtertHouse Cases,1 0 In which thie Uiited Sts $ipreme
Court sharply reminder the bar tat the ' -rtenth aiien inen a i p artic-
ularly, the privileges and immunities clause was not as broad as:the sands
of the sea" or the common law, and that the amendmet did not radically
change the whole theory of federal-state relations.;'i 4t~ Court 's deCision
thus tended to mute the argument that Sumner's bill could rest on a general,
unspecified constitutional basis or on' the privileges and immunities; clause
alone. Instead, most of the debate now centered on the constitutional basis
originally urged by Frelinghuysen and other supporters of the bill-the equal
protection clause.

A. The House Debates

Debate first commenced in the House, where a copy of Sumner's bill had
been previously introducedd 1  Congressman Benjamin F. Butler, Republican
Chairman 6 the judiciary 'Cmmittee, commenced his advocacy of t"e bill by
stating:

[The bill gives to no man any rights which he has not by; aw now,
u nless some hostile State statute as, been enacted against him. He. ,
has no right by this bill except what every member on this floor and
every man in this District has, and every man in New England has,
and every man in England has by the common law and the civil rlaw '
of the country. .Let u examine it for a moment. Every man has a
right to go into a: ublic inn. Every man has a right to go into any .
place of public amusement or entertainment for which a license by
legal authority i required. He hias a right to ride in "any line of
stagecoaches, railroad, orothe ineans of public carriage of passengers

Sor freight," and to be buried iin any public cemetery; or he has a right:
in any "other benevolent.institutions or any public school supported
in whole or in part at public expetie or by endowment t6r public
use".-that is, while he behaves hitiself' aid pays the requisite cost,
charges, and fees, and he has a right of action no against every Mani
who interferes with that right unless there is some state of hostile
legislation. ' .. ., - -* . . .

Now, then, we propose simply to give to whoever has this right taken
away from him ithe mean of ovedrriding that state of hostile legis-
lation, and of punishing he man who takes that right away firot him. ,
, This is the whole of that bill."'.

119: The 42d Congress had 52 Republicans in the Senate to 17 Democrate and five
ethers. The House had 134 Republicans and 104 Democrats; with five others. TheeSenate
composition of the 434 Congress remained unchanged, but the House increased to 194
Republicans, 92 Democrats, and 14 others. U.S. BuaRlu or C.Nsus, HisrormcAL
STATISTICS OF THa UNITED STATES COLONIAL Trss To 1957, 691 (1960); .

120. 83 U.S. (16 Wall.) 36 ,1873). , ; . '!

121. See Tansill, Avin, Crutchfield Colegrove, supqr note 89, at 7680, 85.
122. 2 ConO. Ru, 97 (1873). : . u

S123. Id;.at 340. '
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To rebut the constitutional arguments against the bill, Butler stated:

A, . legislation, therefore, that seeks to deprive a wellbehavedcitizen.
of the tnited States of any privilege or immunity to be enjoyed,
and which he is entitled to enjoj in common with other citizens, is
against constitutional enactment.... No State has a right to pass any
l.w which inhibits,the full enjoyment of all the rights she gives to her
citizens' by discriminating against any class of them provided they
offend no law.1 *'

Butler's initial explication of the bill sounds much like that of Sumner,
his Massachusetts colleague. Once again the implication is that all men have
a right recognized at common law to receive equal treatment at the inn, train,
and licensed place of public amusement. Butler in particular should have been
aware that, at least with regard to theaters, it was not a universally accepted
rule that proprietors had to admit all who would pay the price of admission ;;S
two Massachusetts cases had held directly to the contrary1 2 and it appears
that Butler himself was the attorney for the unsuccessful Negro plaintiff in
that case., T Butler might be excused for failing to mention what he may have

124. Ibid.
125. It is true that in Donnell v. State, 48 Miss. 661, 681 (1873), the court said: "So,

too, all who applied for admission to the public shows and amusements, were entitled to
admission, and in each instance, for a refusal, an action on th 'case :lay, unless sufficient
reason were shown." However, this .case did not discuss any of the prior authorities on
theaters, and it is believed that the above statement does not in fact represent the then
current state of the law. For exaple, it would be difficult to reconcile the foregoing
statement with the right of a theater proprietor t' expel even a ticket holder. Burton
v. Scherpf, 83 Mass. (1 All.) 133 (1861); Woodv. Lea bitter, 13 M.'& W. 838, 153
Eng. Rep. 351 (1845) The first case indicating that a ticket holder could not be expelled
was Drew v. Peer, 93 Pa. St. 234 (1880). Moreover, current legal thinking does not
appear to support Donnell v. Stat" supra. Charge to Grand Jury, 30 Fed. ,Cas. 1005
(No. 8,260) (C..W.D. Tenn. 187S) comments on a.,dcision of the .Sperir.Court of
Cleveland, Ohio, to the effect that a theater owner could exclude Negres. Note, Places
of Am ement-Rights of Ticket.Holdte, 7 ALBAt'y LJ. 225 (1873), and Note, The
New York Civil Rights Bill, 8 ALBANY L.J. 3 (1873) both indicate that' places of
amusement need not admit all persons. A HANDv-Boo ONN Tuz LAw oP mTH% DRAMA AND
Music 45-51 (Londpn 1864) hasan .extensive discussion on theqright of ticket-holders
but no mention of any right to buy ' ticket or be admitted. See also Note, The 'Law of
the Theater,'12 Ctr'L.J. 390 (18&1). Indeed the common understanding seemed to be
that eved tlcket-hoiders had few rights which managemhnit'was bound to respect; Note,
The Rights of the Theatre-Goers, 12 WAsHL. Rpa. 449 (1884). Moreover, only a few
years later, it was held that i theater could'timit whom it wanted. Pearce v. Spalding, 12
Mo. App. 141 (1882); Purcell v. Daly, 19 Abb. N. Cas. 301 (N.Y. 1886). The point was
finally settled in Wollcott v. Shubert, 217 N.Y. 21 111i N.E. 82 (1916). It thus appears
that the statement in Donnell v. State, suprqf(did not reflect ethe tn current state of
the law.' " '

126. Burton v. Scherpf, 83 Mass. (1 All.) 133 (1861); McCrea . -Marsh, 78 Mass.
(12 Gray) 211 (1858)..

127. Burton v, Scherpf, supra note 126. The original papers on appeal in this: case
are to be found in the Social Law Library, Boston. In these papers, one Butler, attorney
for the plaintiff, attempted to sustain the verdict below by arguing that McCrea v.
Marsh, supra note 126, was distinguishable on the round that:, "The contract was wholly
or in part executed. The purchase and sale of the tickets made acontract between the
parties which had been fulfilled so far as the. ticket gave any rights to Plff. It had been
redelivered by Plff, andxreceid ,by Deft; a1 s Plff, iwas t the enjoyment of hit rights
obtained thereby, when he wa assaulted by Deft." Butler alio noted: "The case finds
that the plaintiff was ejected from a public Hall in; the presence of an audice after

S- / ° /" ' '
/ - , / I
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.considered an aberrational ruling, at least if he were attempting to demons
strate the general recognition of the common-law rights as a basis for'asserting

'that such rights were privileges of a citizen, a concept which he may have had
in mind. But the claim for a universally accepted common-law rule--in spite of
the Massachusetts decisions-is much more significant when considered to-
gether with Butler's 'defetise' of the constitutionality of the bill, Although not
labeled as such, Butler's wis an equal protection argument which assumed that
all states accepted his, conception of the common law, and 'therefore that
deprivation of the rights' of ,ai Negro was, wherever it occurred, a state
:approved abrogation of his common-law rights. By refusing to recognize the
Massachusetts exception to his rule, Butler may have contributed to:the
eventual ruling of the Supreme Court that the Civil Rights Act of 1875 was
unconstitutional, For as finally drafted, the bill proscribed discrimination in
inns, hotels and similar establishments. But if a state permitted discrimination
on any arbitrary basis, a federal law proscribing discriminating' would not be
one assuring, the equai protection qf ttie laws and would. not therefore be
authorized by the amendment. 1  , , . : :IM :

Various Democrats read extensively from the SIdughte*Hi use Cases to
show Congress' lack of power to' pass 'the bill "'2 Congressman Joseph H.
Rainey, a South Carolina Negro Republican, complained that Negroes were
discriminated against: n restaurants, 1"0 hotels, conveyances, amusements,
churches and cemeteries. Although'hot a lawyer, Rainey found power to pass

ving bought a ticket of admission inid eItered the Hall for the purpose f attending a
concert to which all classes of people were,invited and from which none were excluded
by the public notices." Butler also argued: "How does this causp differ from that of a
passenger who having paid his fare upon a railroad and entered theCar is forcibly ejected
therefrom. Moore v. Fitchburg R.R, S Gray 46S." Defendant-appellant's short statement
of points simply says: "Upon the facts' reported the Deft. says that this actioh cannot
be maintained because the Plff. had 'only'a parol license to gointo and remain' in the
concert room--that Deft. revoked the license and used no more fpre, upon Pflfs. refusal
to leave, than was necessary to remove him. Wood v: Leadbtter, 13 .( W. 838,
Howlins v. Ship pin, 5 B. &;C. 221 McCrea v. Marsh ...

The leading lawyer's directryi of this period' is: Lvintgston's United :Statis Law
Register, which was published in successive editions Ifrom 1849i to 1860. Out of 1309
Massachusetts lawyers, ther are only, two listings for, Benjami F~ Butler, ,nin the
firm of Butler and Wetster i Lowell, Middlesex County, and e. i the fir of.Butler
and Green, Boston. Id. at 384, 388. Congressman Butler'"hAd' two office during this
period; one in Lowell and the other in Bostoh, each with a different pattnir. HOLZItAN,
StORMY Ba ButrmL 18 (1961):; Ttousse, 'Bst IrButa 28 (1957). In addition, re-
search among the Butler: papers iri the. Manuscilpts Division of'the ibraryof Congress
reveals a letter from Green, ip: Boston to Webster, dated September 22, 1859, a legal
business of the firm of Butter and Webster. There is a other letter of Match 2, 1861,

:from AACqtler,to thl layr firm n ofButler 4an.Webster. Butler's Diary for ,1860, other
page for Febiruary8, 1860, shows paymntifetri for his Boston office. Since liei was 'the
only "B. F. Butler" practicing law in Massachusetts at the time,qand since the;cae arose in
Lowell, his.home town, there seems to be little doubt that the listing of "B. F. Butler" as
attorney for the plaintiff is in fact Congressman Renjamin P. Butler.

128. See also ,2 CONG. Re. 341 .(1873) ,where Butler himself agreed with another
Congressman that the federal remedy was only cumulative with the state remedy.,

129. Id. at 342; 2 CoNG. REc. 375-76, 37-80, 38385, 405-07 (1874),;,
130. Restaurants were not included. in any draft of the bill, either in the Sente or

House. Cases distingushed them from inns, and there was no common-law duty to
admit all persons to a restaurant. See note 83 r. , ' ,
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the billhit all fifteenamendments to the Constitution One Democratic lawyer
from Virginia' noted; that; his state had no- laws regulating, conveyances or

4 places of amusement, and hence the federal government could not interfere.2
*' i.The bill was. next defended by Coiigressman: Robert,:B. Elliott, a Negro

lawyer from South Carolina, who denied that the Slaughter-House: Case:
prevented Congressfrom passing the:civil rights bill.i The decision was dis-
tinguishable,, he stated,,,since f!the question which, was before the court was
not whether a Statevlaw which denied to a particular portion of her citizens
the rights conferred on her citizens generally, on account, of race, color, or
previous condition of servitude, .was unconstitutional because in Conflict with
the recent amendments." 1' .Elliott denied, .

that this Congress may not now legislate against a plain discri-
mination made by State laws or State customs against that very race
for whose complete freedom and protection these great amendments
were elaborated aid adopted.,... that the evils of which we complain,
our exclusion from the public inn, from the saloon and table of the
steamboat; froni the leeping-coach"on the railway, from the right of
sepulture in the public burial-ground, are an exercise of the police
power of the,$,tate. 1 4  .

The Slaughter-House Cases were decided on the ground that"aa state could
legislate to protect public health and safety.; but, he said exclusion from public

.inns, conveyances, schools and cemeteries was a violation of so much of the
fourteenth amendment as provided that 'no, State shall 'deny to any person
within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws,' "apd that "all denial
of the equal protection of the laws, whether State or national laws, is
forbidden,"' Eliott added:

T. he fourteenth amendment does ,not forbid a State to deny to all jts
citizens any of those rights which the State itself has conferred, with
certain exeptiois, which are pointed out in the decision which we are
examining. hat it does forbid is inequality, i discriminatin, r, to

., ue the words of the amendment itself, i, the denia a'ohy person
S within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.' If a State

denies to metrights which are tommott to all her other citizens, she
violates this 'amiidimeht, i unless she can show, as was shown in the
Slaughter-hoiuse cases, that. sh does it in the legitimate exercise of
her police power. If she abridges'the rights of all her citizens equally,
unless those rights are specially guarded by the Constitution of the
United States, she does n6t y tvllathi an endent.'1"

The civil rights bill/ he urged, cbnterred idhew tights, but simply dealt with
state imposed discrimination

131. 2 ConG. Rtc 343-44 (1873)1 ' ,
132. 2 CoNo. Rac. 373-76 (1874), He'also tied that whites were occasionally ejected

from railroads. Id. at 377. '
133. Id, at4C8 . . .. .- . ' ... *4 4&: " . ,
134 Ibid. . -''

S13. Ibid. r 9

/ " , i ,
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Next to speak, was oCgressmah Williamp LA*encea formr 'Oh ilaftt'
judge'and, a Rpblican who'h id ", voted" for hthe foirt ntfi itaMe fi. He
endorsed-Elltt's 4ars and thenproceed to set forth u o s
tationa1 analysis, replete-with legal quotations and citations. All !the riglt~s in
iie bill wei'e dj publllie :

It should be observed that, the bIlidoes not givt or propose to give
pr create any right where none existed before; but It simply 4dar
that, wherever public rights already exist by law in' fiVor 'ot citizensi
gen r1Y9  none sh.U be eccluded zgrely qsn accou of I741C -or

As a source'of cfigressio a power to pas he 'bill he averted 'toti~t privi-

leges and immunities and the equal protection clauses of the fourteenth amend-
tnenti Hethen statd:

ii :' - - : kie i th -1-
The object of tisp'6vjs1on is to make all men equal be eh w.
If 'a State permits inequality rights to be ceted r meted outby
citizens or corporations enjoying its protection it denies the equal
ROtection of the lw -What the. State permits by its sanction, havig,

Me p~q~ er .to hibit, it does in effect itself.1i

Taken out of context, the third sentence ofthi quotation w d ltt
Lawrence took the vie, that a tate was obliged to enact anti-discrirination
as. 13 0ut, his itende4 meaning becme aet later At epe c A r !

advocating a rueons uloral 'oftl e Conuti i, L1wrence id:

Acpting this rule, then, the;word 1aws' must; includes law& which
prevail in, Sat n tiot'4ins, treati statutes, iq nt awi r*

i nteratioQ nal a-iV!n bricf, all laws. , , -

Wsn it, aid no Sat s.ll dto any pero eual, prot
%(. ;these-laws, the w roectin must n0t be- not uperptood
'roit, te lse t euor tnhd evr eit 4deivd fI 4

, :?~j: ini~u'6 -eve g: liii "&A44 "ihii ~idn
laws. The' wvord deny' "must, incliide ,an? nisisiii by Any--State t6
enforce orecur the, 9 a -,its designed to be protected. Te ar
sins Qf omission as well as onidiison. AState which omits'. to secure

-rtlhtei s 'hni. '.!' ''-' ' I :' ' ' r

By th commOAfn law it' iie. duty of commo' catriers, opassepgors
id: freight -to carrY.' alI ,'rd'lf aind w iditioned, persons.l f7

4Quotation frdm Story o mitted] '

'~Ad 'tb'la-bkok has Veiked to,9a* th eblor of th person 0feking
gobds is any groundifor refusal.;. ri'- [Quotation from- Story, tta,

'The fourteenth anetidment e t
deny. to any person 'within its jurisdiction the eal protection -f the

137. Id. at 412.
138. Iid. In the same vein, he said: "1AAl these acts proceed upon 'he idea that if

a. State omits or neglects to secure the enforcement of equal right that* it denies the
equal protection of the laws within the meaning of the fourteenth amn uft id, .t 4t 414.

J3g. Compare Bell t1j tUt&laaid, 3- U SE r22&SO 094il" (1964) )( Gokle 34'con-
curring)' Horowitz, Fourtent / Arnmdmeml Aspects of Ra.tiDiu ix
"Pr"v;4 Hooing, CAU. A'RCS. t;t 425x ; (1964) N" .0
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Slaws;' that is, the equal benefit of these principles of common law
S, ar, by, and. existing for th protection of citizens generally,,Still

more, it declares that Congress shall enforce this equality of
Sitleiuges.1o -

Lawrence then declared that pubic institutions supprte by taxation
should make equal provision for all, because the fourteenth amendment requires
equal; benefits from the laws which create them. By the same reasoning, he
conclted thatthere was a right

to an equal participation in the benefit'to result from the la* regu-
lating common carriers. And this principle applies to every public
.benefit enjoyed by citizens generally under or by reason of public
law.J[41  '

He then launched into a lengthy discussion of the legislative history of
the fourteenth amendment, quoting copiously from speeches of the period. He
stated that the amendment was designed to embody the principles of the Civil
Rights Act of 1866, and discussed at length cases and other materials dealing
with discriminatory state statutes to show the "eviC" to be avoided. He
concluded, citing more cases, that in passing the bil Congress was simply
enfbrcingth fttrteenth aimendnient.14  ! ' '

Representative Williami J. Purman, a Florida Iepiblican lawyer who
supported the bill, described, as examples of the state staittes which the bill
was desi-gn ' d o prievet, several hypothetical cts of a "states-rights legis
lature" which excluded outtof.state residents from inns,' poor::people from

publiclyAicensed place of amu~tierit, Methodists from conitor carriers, and
Negroes from all of these." He alleged tat i tat'utes excluding Negroes from

such places were "virtitally in i istcnce in' mst ,of the States of the 'tnion,
espec liy i te, tthern Stes . ti ithe oti pretend$ ilation
that the passage of the bill under consideration will wipe out."!'44 I

AVirginiaRepublican then spoke, utdifyin the b ui' because a "hotel
is a legal institution, originally established by common l.a and still subject
to statutory regulations railroadsds are legal institutions , chartered and vested

- ' ' " ,_- , .,

withall heir fights by )egislatve epwtmen, tiBut .Congres : ilton
I. Southard, an Ohio Democratic lawvyr, "declared- that the Civil Rights Act of
1866 proyjded all of the privileges and, immunities to which, groes/were
entitled, and another. Democrat deniedthatany statstatute existed arring
Negres from public acc~ m. , .: .. ,,

140. 2 'Cox. R c. 41 .94'" .
141. Ibid.

: . 142.,Id. at413 14. . : , . . * . ; . • : .. .
,'~ 143.Id. t .423-24.i , ; ,..: - ,, :., ,

, 14$. .at.42i(renmarks by Rep. Wiliam H. jI. Stowel). ;i .
14* , .. at.A pp, .1-3 . . ' , , . .. . .,: ,.'' ; . ... '. .
)47. Id. at 454 (remarks by Rep. John D..C 4Atns). : , ,

/ i.' "i.
t ' * * .*

.i^
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. Butler closed the debate by praising, Elliott's lnialysis of the constitutional
points:,He stated that while the ODemocratS§itonedd that Negtoe hid alli:the
rights ,of the bill, "because of prejudice the. States, will not enfrc them."'
where states enforce the rights, the federal bill will remain inoperative, he
noted, but where the: states :do not do. their duty, the federal courts will
intervene. The bill was: then returned to the Judiciary ;Committee 94  ' ,< .

.Several days later, a Negro congressman complained that he and his
colleagues were not served in hotels, railroad ch*s, and restaurants.1i 0 On
January 17, 1874, Congressman Robert Hamilton, a New Jersey Democratic
lawyer, stated that the bill was unconstitutional because "the Constitution does
not act upon corporations or individuals; they are not prohibited from making
a distinction between citizens in their relations with them, nor is any power
given to Congress to enact laws upon that subject" 1' 1 After discussing the
limited' nature of the, privileges and immunities clause .of the Fourteenth
Amendment, he ended with a, long quotation from the Slaughter-House
Cases,15

B. The Senate Reiumes Ifs Consideration .

Debate on Sumner'S bill in the form in which it had been annexed to the
amnesty bill bgan in the Senate on January 27, 1874. Senator. rry,' sug-
gestion:that the bill be referred to the Judiciary Committee, was opposed by
Sumner who urged that it already had received extensive consideration in the
Senate. He appealed f6r in iedi te consideration and adverted to the Declara-
tion of Independence and to "the outrages to which the colored race are
exposed... in travel and at hotels."'* Ferry replied that the Sumner bill was
unconstitutional. 1 4  '.

Edmunds, who had previously been a staunch supporter of Sumner, now
arose to concur in the proposal that the bill be referred to the Jiidiciary Com-
nittee. While supporting equal rights, even he suggested that some of Sumner's

drafts had been in excess of the constitutional power of Congress. Stewart of
Nevada joined in these constitutional doubts.16', Both Edmunds and Stewart
were Republicans who had voted for the fourteenth amendment. Frelinghuyse
agreed that the bill should be referred, notwithstanding Sumner'4'objections,

148. Id. At 457.
149. Id. at 458.
150. Id. at 565-67 (remarks of Rep. Richard H, Cain). Restaurants were not in-

cluded in the bill, which in itself is significant, since complaints were made of discrimina-
tion therein. However there was no common-law duty to serve alt people in a restaurant;
hence although such discrimination was keenly felt, Congress felt it lacked constitutional
power to alleviate it. See note 83 "sra , . :

S151. Id. at 741.
152. Id. at 741-42.
153. Id. at 946.
154. Ibid,
155. Id. at 947. .,
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and *Morrill of Maine- joined iitoiy reicw, his constitutionalobjections to
Suninersibill:Ultiniatelyi the bill'was referred to the Judiciary Cdmmittee

''*": Oi March 11, *1874' Sumher'died leaving as his lastreiquest the passage
ot his' ivil :rights'bill.1"T FreiightlySen re oittd't'fbm the' Judiciary Coil.
'mittee in'virtually unchatged form' on April '29, and opened debate by finally
narrowing itsconstitutioial ,thais td the equal protection clause of the four-
teenth amendment. He thrice declared that "this bill therefore/properly secures
equal rights to the white as well as to the colored race'"1  After denying that
"social equality" was involved, he explained:

This bill does not disturb any. laws, whether statute or common,
relating to the administration of inns, places of public: amusement;,
s-. ; schools, institutions of learning or benevolence, or cemeteries, sup-
ported in whole or in part by general taxation (and it is only to these
that it applies), excepting to abrogate such laws as make discrimina-
tion on account of race, color, or previous servitude.

SInns, places of amusement; and public conveyances are estab-
lished and maintained by private enterprise and capital, but bear that,
intimate relation to the public, appealing to and depending upon its
patronage for support, that the law, ias for many centuries measurably
regulated them, leaving at the satie time a wide discretion as to their

*, administration in their prpprietqrs, This body of law and this dis-
cretion are not disturbed. by this bll, except when the one or the other

S" discithinates on accotint of race, coloi, or previous seivitud.
.'1 1." ,:As the capital invested in inns, places of amusements; and public ,.
-,conveyances, is, that, o.the,proprietors, and as they, alone can know, :

wat minute arrangements their business requires, the: discretion as
to the particular accomnhiodion io be given t'te'gest thef(ravle;,
and the visitor is quite wide. But as the employment these proprietors
have selected touches the public, the law demands that the accommo- :
dation shall be good and suitable, and this bill adds to that require-
ment the condition that no person shall, in the regulation of these
employments, be discriminated against merely: because he is an

, Am.ercan or,an Irishman, a German or a colored.man 159  .

SNext he turned 'to the c'nstitttional questionn' He justified thd bill aidef
three heads: (1) the three post-Civil War amendments combined with recent
history, (2) ti' prwiileget and immunities'clatuse and (3) the equal protection
clause 6f the f6uiteenth amendment. After 'quoting copiously from th
SlaughtsrHou Cases, he'said: /

It will be claimed that it is not one of the privileges of a citizen of the
United States to visit inns or theaters.... that a State may pi6hibit
them all. To that I agree. This bill does not say that a State shall
afford aty of these benefits to a citizen ofthe'United Stites.
S' But it is one of theprivileges of a citizen of the United States, as
such, not to be discriminated against on account of race or color by

- ^^--- --- -----
156. Id. at 949.
157. Id. at 4786 (remarks by Rep. Alonzo J. Ransler)..
158. Id. at 345,1. "
159, 1$. at 3452, .

' / , . / .
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I the law of a State relating to inns, schools, &;, or in the aidini 8.w i-
tration;ofapy institution depending upon the !w, ; a Stat.. .y i

': Frelinghuysen then;went on to declare that no itate could ,make any
discrimination iii its laws against a class, whether such discrimination caused
injustice or hardship or not, because this would violate the equal protection
clause of the fourteenth amendment: He concluded that equal protection of the
laws was a privilege likewise protected under the privileges and immunities
clause. Therefore, he argued, although a. state.could change its laws as it, sees
proper in regard to inns,,public conveyances and places of amusements a state
could not discriminate against any of its citizens. The remedy musBt be directed
at business owners because:

We cannot deal with the States or with their officials to compel
. proper legislation and its enforcement; we can only deal. with the

offenders who violate the privileges and Immunities of citizens of the
United States.... as yoq cannot reach the Legislatures, the injured
party should have an original action in our Federal courts; so that by
injunction or by the recovery of,damages he could have relief against
theparty who under color of such law is guilty of infringing his
rights.1e

Thurman iose ind stated that the bill was not only unconstituitohal, but
that it would oust the state courts of common-law, jurisdiction. Conkling,
however, rebutted that the bill would merely give Negroes an alternative
remedy. 1 "e On VMay 20, Senat6r Daniel 'D. Pratt, an 'Ididanaha Rpilican
lawyer, Who supported the bil, affirmed that although under state law Negroes
discriminated against would be entitled to civil action for damages, this bill'
provided "a mn6re efficient remedy." 1 61

Thurman-then renewed his oft-repeated constitutional objections. He
noted that, like other parts of the Constitution, the fourteenth amendment was
directed only to the States; and not to private individuals." In response to
questioning, ,he.stated that Congress could enforce the amendment by pro-
viding judicial review of cases' itvolying claims arisitg thereunder,'*" The
fourteenth amendment is directed to state laws, yet he objected the bill is
aimed at the action of private individualss. 1 In responslto more questioning,

160. Id. at 3454. . .
161. Ibid. It is interesting to note that Section 4 of the bill punished state officers who

discriminated in selecting people for jury duty ld. at 3451. This provision was ultimately
found constitutional; See BE part Virginia, 100 U.S. 339 (1880). It is possible that
Frelinghuysen might have either provided a remedy by way of punishing judges who
discriminated, or appellate review in the federal courts in such cases. See Strauder v.
West Virginia,100 U.S. 303 (1880).,

162.2 CoNw. Rao: 3455 (1874). ,
163. Id. at 3456. ,.
164. Id. at 4082.
165. Id. at 4083-85.
166. 1d at 4085: ; s . . 1 '
"No State shall make or enforce any Law which shall abridge the privileges o
immunities of citizens of the United States." Does this bill deal ,ith any such,
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he declared that the Slaughter-House Cases had clearly shown that the federal
privileges and' inmunities did not embrace the businesses ii the bill.1e

, The: next. day, Morton of Indiana addressed himself :to the 'argument
urged by Thurman that Congress lacked power to pass the bill because the
fourteenth amendment was directed only at state action. He pointed out that
it was possible to enforce the amendment only by acting on individuals:

We cannot arrest or pdnish a State for the violation of this amend-
ment, but we can punish any person who undertakes to violate the

, amendment under the cover of a State law. We [can] take from any
official, from any person who undertakes under' cover of State
authority or under any pretense to violate the right of any person
under this amendment, all protection and cover of the State law.1' 8

The equal protection clause of the fourteenth amendment, he continued,
meant that all persons must be given the equal benefit of the laws:

Every discrimination against the negro as a class is denying to them
the equal protection of the laws. For example, if a State should pass
a law forbidding to negroes the right to bring suitsin court, to sue
for debts,... these things would be denying to them the equal protec-
tion of the laws. If the colored man has no right to bring a suit in
court for the collection of a debt, a thing that does not pertain perhaps
to his personal safety at all, yet it is denying to him the equal benefit,
the equal protection of the laws.169

Senator Augustus S. Merrimon, a North Carolina Democratic lawyer,
asked Morton whether the right to attend a theater was one based on United
States citizenship. Morton like nearly everyone else thought that .heaters,'
were legally open to all and answered in the affirmative, 170 The fourteenth

: law of a State? No, sir, it does bot profess to do so. It is not aimed at.any law
of a State. It is aimed against the acts of individuals; it is aimed against keepers
of theaters, keersof ir keeperkeepers of hotels, managers of railroads, sitaez
coaches, and the like. There is not'one single sentence in the.,whole bill which
is leveled against any law made or enforced by'a State. The Cofistitution says
that no State shall make or enforce any such' law. This bill. says to a State
'Although you do not make any.such law, although you do not enforce any such.
law, although your law is directly the opposite, although you punish every man
who does any one of the acts mentioned in this bill, and punish him ever so
severely yet the Congress of the United States will step in and under the clause
of the Constitution which says that you,tihe State, shall not make or enforce'any
such law, we, the Federal power, willeize the man whom you have punished
for this very act, and will punish him again; we will treat the keeper of a"
theater as the State; we will treat the hptelkeeper as the State; we will treat
the railroad conductor as the State; we vill treat the stage-driver as the State;:
and although you may have punished each and every one of these men for the
very acts enumerated in this bill, we, under the pretense that the States do
make or enforce a law. which deprives a citizen of his equal privileges and im-
munities, will seize that citizen again and subject him to a double punishment for
the offense for which he has already suffered." That is:what this bill is; and no
sophistry can make it anything else.
167. 2 CoNG. REc. 4087-88 (1874).
168. Id. at App. 358.
169. Id. at Ap. 359. Thi, illustration was, of course, taken/directly from the Civil

Rights Act of 1866 14 Stat. V 42 U.S.C. 1 1981 (164).
170. 2 Cono. Rac App. 360 (1874). He stated: '

1 01
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amendment, Morton added;, preventss any State from making ahy odiou 1 dij'.

crimination against any class of peoplee. t Hegave as ant example a state law

forbidding a colored man fronl entering railroad pars; He justified pubishinpj

private individuals on the theory that in discriminating they Were acting under)

cover of such a law. To declare the law void would not punish ithe iwrongdoet

who was enforcing the state discriminatory law. Hence a penal offense against

individuals was needed, He concluded that public conveyances .were public

institutions like schools or courts, to which all persons were equally entitled.11'

On the following day, Senator John P. Stccktoni a New Jersey Demo-

cratic lawyer who had been denied a seat in the 39th Congress, aind was

therefore not around to vote against the fourteenth amendment; agreed that the

bill simply re-enacted the common-law rule as to carriers and ind. He: sped

cifically adverted to the fact that inns were licensed by the local cqurts,l and

yet protested against any interference with the itnkeeper's right to regulate his

guests.11 4 After quoting copiously from the Slaughter-HoUse" C~, , he de-

clared that "the whole operation of the [fourteenth] amendment . . is to

prohibit State legislation from a certain kind of legislation, precisely as by the

Constitution it is forbidden a State to pass an 'ex post fatto law.' 1,s

Senator James L. Alcorn, a Mississippi Republican lawyer, justified in-

cluding theaters in the bill because "the theater is a licensed institution," and,

interestingly enough, launched ink ai' extended defense of ;the ' utility of
theaters,1". Probably, this was a reaction to the prevalent notion that places

of amusement were public nuisances, which should admit as. few people

as possible. 17 1 He also defended, inclusion of hotels, as necessary t ' the

A theater is a place of publ amusement, licensed by law, carried on under the
* regulations according to which theaters or such places are'generally conducted,

and it is a place to which any decent, respectable, well-dressed person has a
right to be admitted; and any discrimination against him on account of his color
on the part of;the State where thattheater is located is a lisriminatipn which
that State is not allowed to ainke,S~ 9 n regard to traveling in the sgcoach
or upon the cars. If a State is at liber to exclude a colored man from the cars
on account, of his color in traveling, then it has the, power to make an bdious
discrimination because of race, the very thing'that the fourteenth.amendment
Intended to stamp out. ,,, , .

171. Id. at App. 360.
17 Id. App. 61.-
173. 1. at '144.' c, said
The innkeeperby ihe common law of England and by the common law, of miot
of the States of this land, altered by statutes of the States . . . but very slightly
goes to the county court; he proves that he has.so many beds aCcom ovation
or so many wayfarers, and he gets his license from the county court, with

recommendation from his neighbors and friends, to keep a wayside inn, whern
the weary traveler may rest. He is called upon every year to renew that'license.
for no man is authorized to keep a bar-room exclusively soAon the highway;
but he may keep a house of entertainment for those who are weary, for those
who need t.:Unless he agrees to do4 hat, he cnnot have a license.
174. Ibid.
175. Id. at 4146 . . :. .. ..
176. Id. at App. 30. ,, . . .
177. For some descriptions of opposition to theater in the United States, see Hwrrr,

THnAur U.SA. 46-47 (1959); .HOMN.ow, A HTmOs r ora TaB a TA xr AMuOcA

65-M 0-69--ot, 1--48
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traieler,!and :because they wer: licensed':and banded to: serve all.;"
; l i tin an allenight, session which! followed, oie Democrat declared that the

rights in theibil.were not privileges of federal citizenship protected by the
fourteentliamendment, 1 7 .while another prophesied : "If this .bill shall pass, I,
do, not doubt that that court [United States Supreme Court].when the ap.
propriate timeicomes, will declare that is void '." 80 . .

SWith the Republicans still unwilling to adjourn at 1 :30 a.m.n;'1  Senator
Willia T, Hamilton, a Maryland Democratic lawyer, launched into a lengthy
speech He first stated that the fourteenth amendment gave Congress no power
to regulate proprietors of businesses. Then after commenting at length onr'the
vagueness of the. term "other places of public amusement" in the statute,11 2

Hamilton turned his attention to, the legal status of inns:

' Those pleculiar legal characteristics of inns arose when' countries
were. sparsely settled and when it, was important that responsible
individuals should at all times be prepared to receive the traveler, a
stranger, weary and distant from home it may be.ss

But, he said, inns. no longer receive any grant from the government and any
one had a right to establish an inn. Licenses were no longer intended as a
privilege, but merely for taxation.'" He then declared:

So far as I am concerned, in reference to inns, I would brush
away all the old common-law notions that attachedto them hundreds
of years ago and that gave to the books pages upon pages of law; The
old comimon-law rights and responsibilities of innkeepers, while still

Sin the law good and applicable, is being practically discarded every..
Sday; so that. there is hardly a. case, known.in the books at this day in
which the responsibility of innkeepers has been involved In any suit
for not receiving guests, excet it may be under the kind of legislation
now here attempted in this bill. It is a thing of the past; and if this
bill is passed the States ought to change the common-law rule and
put inns on the same footing with other common branches of busi-.
ness. Competition is the ruing spirit everywhere, and innkeepers and
hotel-keepers now are only too anxious to get guests.1 85

2326, 131" 226-27, 23334 (1919); Htitss- A HiSaTORV oi* 'TH AMERICAk' ThATRA 3,
11, 34 (1S91). Note the indictment in Commonwealth v. Twitchell, 58 Mass. (4 Cush.)
74, 75 (1849), which accused the defendant of establishing an unlicensed theatre "to the
great encouragement of dissipation and idleness." Cf. Downing v. Blanchard, 12 Wend.
383 385 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 1834), which stated peoplel e are called away from their regular
busmness-they spend their time to no purpose,And their money fofoishly, if iot 'iciously."

17'2 CboW. RE. Api. 305 (1874). dI

179. Id. at 4162-64 (remarks b Sen. James K. Kelley).
180. Id. at App. 315 (remarks bySen. Augustus S. Merrimon). .
181. Id. at 4166.
18 Id. at App. 361*62.
183:1. t ^Appj 362.
184. Id. at App. 363:
I can do all these things; I am entitled to do all these things by virtue of dty
natural rights; and when gentlemen assert that's' license 'i a .rivilege, it is a
great error in language and in fact. A license is a tax instead of a privilege; it is
a restriction, instead of a grant. I have a right to do these things, and Govern-
ment interposes tb restrict jmy right either for the purposes' of revenue or'
otherwise.
185. 2Cox. Rc. App. 363 (1874).

/ , / i i
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S.i Hamiltori:dthen read from, Tidswellrs Innkeeper's .Lealai GSid4to the
effect that' under.common law,;inns could restrict themselves to various classes
of people, and:he accused the majority of changing the common law. He stated
:that Negroes could establish:their' own, inns, and: that some of .them. already
had inns to which other colored people could go. He stated that there was no
logical basis for'limiiting the bill to inns, and that eating-houses, grocery, tores,
shoemakerstailors, and butchers were even more necessary for colored people
than inns, yet the bill, excluded them. QOwers of houses and tenements who
advertised to rent them could turi away Negroes, he noted, but only inns were
singled oqt.' 1  . ...

As for theaters, Hamilton said that they were not necessities. A theater
was licensed "because at one time it became so licentious. in the opinion of
moralists of the day that it was thought to be necessary to make theaters the
subject of legislation. ... ,They were at that.day and are still discouraged and
discountenanced by a great many people who think no good of them." 1 7 Many
churchgoers would like to outlaw theaters, he stated, and Negroes would do
well to spend their money in more useful ways. Commenting that places of
-musement would not fall under the bill unless licensed, he declared:

True it must have generally a license to exhibit. The license, however,
Sis intended for revenue to the State, not to add to.the natural right

to follow 4 lawful calling. The honorable Senator frpm New Jersey
in his speech has impliedly if not directly said that because a theater
is licensed by the State, it is therefore a public institution and has its
being given to it, and being a public institution and existing by virtue
of State authority the United States can embrace it in its legislation
under the fourteenth amendment.

Not so; they are o -less private enterprises because they may be
taxed or licensed, and especially when licensed for the purposes of.
revenue. .
Finally, at the end of a twenty-hour session, the Senate passed te bill by.

a voteof 29 tpo 6. The affirmative votes were all cast by Republicans. Three
republicans, from Virginia, West Virginia and Wis nsin, and all ,the Demo-
crats, voted in the negativ. 8  , . ... : ,:

he elections of 1874, the Republican Party suffered a political hemor-
rhage. HWle holdovers kept. the Senate Republican by a much reduced
margin; the Democratic Party gained a landslide victory in the House, in part
due to public antipathy towards the civil rights bill. 1 0 Even Butle lost his
seat in normally Republican Massachusetts. 1 '

186. Id. at App. 363-64.
187. Id. at App. 364.
188. Id. at App.. 365.
189. Id. at 4176.
190. 3 CoNo. Rlc. 952 92, 95r) 1001 (1875); id. at App. 17, 20, 113.
191. Taroussis B Btta (1957).I ~ ~ E BUTLU - a
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When the "lame duck" Second Session of the Forty-Third Congress met
in the early part of 1875, Butler and Congressman Lawrence, the Republican
ex-judge frothiOhio, engaged in the following, colloquy;during' the course of
the debate on the civil rights bill as revised by the House Judiciary Committee:

Mr. LAWRENCE. This bill, as I understand it, .adopts as to
public inns precisely the rule of the coddinon law.

Mr. BUTLER... .Not only as to public inns, but in every other
Sof its provisions the bill adopts precisely the rule ofthe common law.

Mr.. LAWRENCE. And the bill is necessary because the corn-
bno law has been changed liy local statutes.

Mr. BUTLER.... The bill is necessary because ... [of] preju.
dice,'1  ,

Congressman William E. Niblack, an Indiana Democratic lawyer who had
voted against the fourteenth amendment, asked Butler why the bill was needed,
if there was a common-law remedy. The latter replied that Negroes lacked

'funds to carry on a lawsuit, and that southern state judges would not give
Negroes their rights under the law.1 "

' Congressman Williamn E. Finck, an Ohio Democrat who'had voted against
the fourteenth 'amendment, declared that its first section was a commandd
directed against the States in their organization as States,".and did not au-
thorize the federal government to 'regulate hotels, carriers;' theaters, and
schools. 1 4 He quoted copiously from the Slaughter-House Cases, aid con-
cluded that since the ,bill was not aimed at states, but at businesses, it was
beyond Congress' power.1'9 Another Democtat also stated that the bill was
unnecessary'because Negroes had c6mmoin-law protection, and denied that state
judges would not give them equal justice.19 A Negro Republican from the
South objected that common-law remedies were too "'general."'h1

The last word of the evening came from Congressman J. Ambler Smith, a
Virginia Republican lawyer but an opponent of the bill. After quoting from
the Slauglitir-House Cases, he declared that the bill violated the private prop-
erty rights of business proprietors, and that even the states therefore could
not pass anti-discriminatibn laws. He quoted froin the decision f' an Ohib
court that theaters cold exclude whofi yer they.pleased. 1 s

The next day, February 4, 185,. he last 4ay of Couse debate, Congress-
man Robert S. Hale, a Repiublican'forr judge irom New York, 'yho had
served with linck in the 'th Congress, .and had participated actively i the
'debates on the fourteenth amendment, arose to rebut Finck. Hale com-

192. 3 CONG. Rac. 940 (1875). * .. , '

193. Ibid.
194. Id. at 947.
195. Id, at 949.,
196. Id. at 952-5. -
197. Id. at 959, ' -
198. Id. at App,..156-57.... ." /* * . .... ;
199. Tansll, Avihs, Crutchfield & 1Colove, hi fet,'nh Amvndmen a ,n Rtal

T s/ . / f (



menced by stating that, alole. among iRepubIicans, he had, voted against the
fourteenth amendnt" because itgakea Congress additional power to legslate

not found in any prior amendment except the thirteenth am4dhen. -' That

additional power wap tbq p9Weq to e ;for tbc last sentence ftfirst section

of the fourteenth, amendment, which power he: did not deem limited, t6 the
correcdioii 1of state law. the course:6e ( his aiguftent he Wa,'ititrF i 1 by

Congressman tuscius. C. Lamar, a)" ilsasspitr
a United States Supteme. Court Justice, as follows:*-

Agai, sir, suppose it were true that Congress was to be limited
to rectifying abuses by State legislation dbe any gentleman uift thai
side of the House or upon this deny that to-day State after ,State of

Sthe South does live under laws which are i ns1ptertqq with thefur -
teenth amendment; that practices' are' there pertitte' d which are in
violation' of the' fourteenth ameind ment ? And if 'that ' s then 'a~n f-i
Snot Congress interfere by a general law to overrule. State legislation ?

Mr. ]LAMAR. I ask the genteman'if he will indicate what legis-
lation of what State violates the rosihs of the forttith tmeed-

m ent. 't:; ~i' 1' :' ii
Mr. HALF,, of New Yrk I- am unable to indicate it ts

bt Idil not sup sany tl it.

Mr. 'HAtl, of &Newhr. I suppo it was a.' itteroa'dfbsohtat&', ,
notoriety. I never beard:-it' questioned before, and,!didjiot.supp osC'.L

-anygentlemani would questionit, I do, not propose to put my finger on
tihe.partieu tittite. '' "

AMr. LMA 'I'assur the,* gehtlemstu lrtrn Ne*.iY~rlk that if
thte existS inthe ehtir ittigedfi allth'e statiteso'all the States :jjj
the'South one single at, one sitletdProvision of law. inconsisteit with
any of the rinciples'or provsons' of; iAyf the amendment *to the
Federal Conitituttoil' I 'am like'hiiffself,ignbtt of "the "e'i1te1t ked
si~h prvsin ' " ." 7! -- ci

ther oteI,, lL'>F? rtherrnre, I say Csir t ih t that thro 'Iod t kn 4 t
sigibred iOf Ilhe'sothrt'ti~isectionr ~ehc, ibt bIe o'zs'Eit.si Pe single

trace of privilege or of discrimination against the black race', If tAeir
is, I know nothing of it;. 4 ' ei

Udr., RAL1 of ,w- ow, let, meI 'k' th
whetherdiiet he lawA'fh Stkt'e'of 'Miis sippi.it ibssible fw ir-
clored mian .totravel overithe railroads-or in nyiother' public' conol '..I,

neyaws .i4 h* $tate with -the, same,.fAciliti and the sMe'co
4eiene ti white malimytrvl

S"r. iAMA.' . answer my fiItiew allte
emphasis that I can give, that they do travelt'precsely" wlth the 'saumic
tacilitie"s and with- the same Onyenees and a great many miore as
t n~ ore of pV lip th~iWvh6 6 df Mlss~ai. W

)L~ND)Eri 4p (Avi " 'PiTO t n:i''-

O Hate 1dot vote, and, It h6t leird itsh i~id oh the
the fourteenth amendment first Passd the House.' CotSd." Oovia, WNEW C04 Is less.
245 (1866). After it was retured with a modification from the t e 1ed"r it
on final ptsge. i 3149. Fink't d Td_".

0. 3 ~CgrnoRc. 9199 (18n5).



r.: 'Mr HAL.; Z E, fl New 'Yo Thcn, tMr, Speaker, the; State r-6
issi ip pj;,i4d an exception to the gam through, _

.$tte 6y: tfii i r 11
t ~fr. CK. tet4  Inie y hat my co league is correct.

lifI A ui , under the6 law s and utder' e titftkn-.-tptibiichn
;I, lawvs and tecpublicanconstitutionn.-te'colorcd mai has the same rights,, 1 i(

that, a *hite, T has. y olla let an, v gally. corrcmt, but.practl A
my colleague is mistaken. frto thetreatnmen o people14 on

''stekmboats, "ifn hote'thttcr etc
-Mr. LAMAR. Practically my-colleague is mistaken, andlglly

Ohso.202

Congttessm4 n Ellis H, Roberts,, a Republican newspaper editor from New
York;, interjected that he did not see any point, to. the colloquy as to whether
state tesajon, guaranteed 'comimonaw' rights when- Negroes were i' fact
denied those ights..On this basis, he, supported the legislation, congressman
Alexander White, an Alabama lawyer, attacked the Democrats' opposition to
federal. action, claiming that the alternative was to, leave such rights to. the
State rts, with the, comon:-lr which, 0, be tantamun tC~ou ' W1 r WO n to no
right and no remedy."2'0 -The bill sustained yet another Democratic attack,
using the SlatghusrwHouse .;Caes as ammunition. 0 ' A, Michign -Republican
added that the bill was designed rOiAbixlU ion f roan
theaters, because of color.2 Congressma.WjilliamP.W elp; t New Jersey

Republicantilawyer'but an opponent f -thi bill; declared: "!

Taki -again your provision for tnns. Exact this, an, yo ,wa,,

upon a foundation which once Oxistedi bu3it;whic foryeAs has, been
torn qway.. Governmets .Used to give esrial Iiv~legeand monop
lies to;th inn-keeperand then the goenmet irope reciprociy
han a t imose tn ad duties the esn of the law
#!at usedto.'governmh ..failing,, th~law itself fails, W no longer give
to inn-keepers especial priviy monopoly in thi s

naznot therefore, Ourdenheir qpnw resttiops.There-
fore. claim that an eliglte ourt w r

Phelps pedic t inns, would' be closed if .1i' b, he passed" And
ne, an, q epublin laie yoted

for 'the. foutenth im endm ent .antd: 'who later Would become the President,I
noted th thebil "i a decarti cititehi 6f th United -States

i V, :
shall e titled the equal eOi t, tseP C a4red 1 v .ee
granted under State, las " : .la w

.202 1. at 0 C s j I K wbo ecto _,iCpn was
mississi ijl Rep clw"yer.Whri cae arose under, ~ s~u~tt'rts,I t-IrY,3l .e W I. $S(lJ. ,q( t.C. C. 1 '5a

fiA at ft to -jl tv,-as nof4. P~ P0 1' /~ i 4 ,

61 Oc Os(VC criridP I :Kc
80?) j C -'90

jm p - ', II A ,4

206. Id. at 999 -(Renia"1c 6f'ep.; 141'64't 94 ; 2QIt
20?. Id. at 10
20&. Id. at 105. /
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Butter concluded, the debate ,in. an outburst of flanIoyant theatrical wbfrh
was tobe the final notoriety? of his. HouAd cateet-: ftn ha Congresi:TeHous@
thereafter, passed. the, bill by a vote, of 162 yea to 99iOiiyi it28 nt votingA
Two, Democratsi one from Pennsylvaniiia and ,the other from Ar1sarkiWaivoteO
yea,; eleven iRepublicans,- four: from Tennsse, tw, from; Virgina, and *no

each froi) elaare, Gorgia; Maryland, Missouri, and New Jersy 'voteI 1n Ay
,Otherwise, the vote was. strioly. on, party lines: Fifteen, Republicans) who had

voted, for -the fouteenth, amendment, as inembers ,f the Joue, and l of
Vermont, who had voted for itas -a senator, voted.,ye'; and four, Pemocrats
who had voted against the fourteenth,,amendment, andNesmith,-of-Qnegon,
who a; a, senator had been absent, voted nay.2",

When debate on. the, House f bill opened in the Senate, Senator*, Thonmas
F. Bayard-,a aDelaware Democratic, lawyer, ,made a long spewh. on, the coor
stitutonal defects of the bill. He denied that the. avantagospf ptiblW;fa_hitie
were privilegesand immunities, of federal cities wiliiinthe nieaing of the

fourteenthamendmnent and-quoted once again from the Siaughtfr-UOwOs ae
The facilities in the bill were only subject to stte regulate nhestih$ d p4
concluded that the subject was too trivial for the courts and, would only breed
litigation.' 10 The Republicans. remained unimpressedA."

,The next day, February ?7# 1875, the last day of Senate debate, Capnter,

the Wiscons i Republican who once had uppord the attacked.the bI

as unconstitutional. Ii$ too., -reiterated~ objections based on,t~o fog~~r-
Heinhere h limitations of t p4vI a inupuni

:r-r

clause.2"-' And Senator George R. Deqnns, a Maryland tezocrat, contentedthe.'bitf hnitltu66hal y th

ih predicting would k' dard uabt

.Supreme Cou1.' Wih a. fil beiting of. constitutional, olbeiin bjd
mnunds, and a last th by Thurmathat the'Senate was discriminating in

rusto
banning Aist rniation only Oh racial g t nate c6!ne re-
jecig eicac-ozs eerens The only onie '10 in rt heeis

j iotDe krd-iono aeamnq. e
an, 'a*' 't r' ho W; , T- toton, ]-N:'eIOak

amendment sponsored by ena9r Thmas. susiue- ~i~

Publian I e'sub'Ai uttd it 01 1

publian1 y ho opposed the bill, that chuirchei eo .r
in the bill. T~his was laughed dwvn-'2 6' '

~cmunds then :made a !nieech. liefirst attacl"d
ther constant opposition to N-egro ; progress and their 'cn'rtinual cry kat "'e~
new. measure *atnstitutlonil.'.He anlgzed, thuigt so~ ie.jb

in

facihliteto the, eight itious public AtetsINuns h~hd vOte o W'hi
u h dient and was now in charge ac eteli hi 1 da

210. Id. at AM, 10345,
211. or examte, Edmund said: tmen on the other a ck

21Z. Id~.t1643
21. Id at 1865. .* a

21S. Id. at 1868-49.
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that this amendment protected fundamental privileges and immunities, funda-
menal :rights, which included the right to 'enjoy, the same frights "without
qualification and distinction upon arbitrary reasons, that exist in favor of all
others." He said that this bill merely forbade anyone "to exclude from modes
of ptiblic travel persons on the ground (of ancestry],' and that it was a
"simple proposition of common right inherent in everybody [being] . . 'put
into a tstatute-book." Accordingly, he declared, these "common rights, which
belong necessarily to all hien alike .; . shall not be invaded on the pretense
that a man is of a particular race or a particular religion."2 .  - ,

And their the bill passed, 38 yeai 26 nay, nine not voting. All the affirma-
tive votes were cast by Republicans. Of these, eight had been senators who
voted for the' fourteenth amendment,2" while seven had been representatives
who likewise voted for the fourteenth amendment 218 The Democrats, ,all in
the negative, were joined by seven Republicans, four from the North, Schtirz
of 'Missouri; and two from the South. 19 The most significant vote against the
bill was cast by Senator William Sprague, a Rhode Island Republican who
had voted for the fourteenth amendment, .

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

While many of Sumner's remarks reflected his personal notions about
the Declaration of independence, is ofon of what may be' called the ultra-
radical Republican position is still possible. ,Simner, Shermani and several
other Republicans took the view that, at common law, all men were, entitled
to equal and impartial enjoyment, of the facilities and privileges furnished by
certain institutions. These commn-law rights, they reasoned, were privileges
of a citizen protected by the Constitution. To ensure the recognition and
enforcement of these rights, Congress could, in their view, directly order
punishment for any individual who discriminated on the asis of race, ancestry
or color. The institutions permissibly affected by the bill may best be classi-
fied, i umner's own word, as at least "franchised."

he ultra-radical position was constitutionally untenable in the eyes of
some Republicans, including Senator~s Truinull, Sprague and Morrll of
Maine, who stoutly maintained that these common-law rights were ot among
the privleges of a citizen Other kepubhcans, including Senator ringiuy-
sn, supported the bill, but their view of its substantive effect was quite, dif-
ferent from that of the ultra-radicals. Accordingly, they could cocede that
Sthe common-law rights were not privileges of, a citizen and still could justify
the bill's constitutionality-but on the basis of the equal protection .clause.

S216. I . at 1870.' i.. ' . .. . / . . . .
217. Anthony Chandler, Cragin, Edmunds, Howe, Rainsy, Shermian and Stewart.
218. Allison, Boutwell, Conkling, Ferry of Michigan, Morrill of Vernont, Wahburn,

and Windomrn ' .
219. Carpenter, Ferry o Connecticut Lews, Lew Hamilton, S-hlr*, Sprague ad Tipton.
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As Frelinghuysen said at the beginning*of the debates, and as most supporters
of the bill eventually urged, the Act was intended to ensure that each citizen
would receive the same protection given by state laws to all other citizens,
without regard to color or ancestry. Because nearly all who supported the
bill believed that every state recognized the individual's comtnonwlaw right
to enjoy the privileges and facilities of inns, public conveyances, theaters and
other places of public amusement, the Act did not expressly state the limita-
tion which most of its supporters conceded-that a citizen was not entitled
by the Act to more rights than were granted to all citizens, without regard
to race or color, by the law of the state. Finally, the majority basis for

justifying direct federal intervention is ambiguous. Some supporters of the

bill assumed that there actually existed state statutes specifically abridging
the common4Iaw rights of Negroes alone. Others apparently, espoused the view
that the federal government could intervene to protect the citizen's common-
law rights even though the discriminatory action was that of an Individual
rather than of a state.where a state omitted protection granted to others. This
later view was apparently prompted by the belief that the states would refuse
to enforce their laws to protect Negro rights.320 The Democrats, of course,
were opposed to the Sunner bill equally with the fourteenth amendment, and
construed' the amendment ini a perhaps tQo narrow manner.

A synthesis of these debates, then, indicates that the fourteenth amend'
ment was viewed'in a surprisingly narrow manner-at least when compared
to the "broad purposes" rationale offered today. Even in the extreme view;.
the discrimination which the amendment proscribed was only that which the
proprietors of a narrow class of franchised institutions, better described as
public utilities,221 sought to assert against citizens. Indeed, even the extremists
resisted Sumner's effort to extend his bill's coverage to private corporations.
Senator Boreman took the view that the application of the bill to private
corporations, even though incorporated under state law, would be an un-
constitutional infringement of rights of private property owners. And Senator
Conkling, who also had voted for the fourteenth amendment, indicated his
concurrence with.Boreman. ' '

But the majority of the radical Republicans, could not accept even this
interpretation of the, fourteenth amendment, but rather took the narrower
view of congressional authority under the amendment that Congress could
only intervene to ensure that ights conferred by a stateoni its white citizens
were also grarited 'by individuals to all, citizens, including Negroes.

220; Nuhierous complaints appeared throughout the dbiates that the common-law
remedy was of no.avail because Negroes could not get equal of effective justice -n state
courts. See, ep., 2 CoNx. -Rc 427 ? , 47, 481-82, 4785-86 (1874) :3 CoNo. Rc. 940, App.
15 (1875). /

221. See Avins, An Discrimination Legislation Housing: A Denial of Freedom of
Choke,; ir Orw OCCUPANCI vs "Fooc Hou$sNo Uotskm nta FounitmTin AuIMBNu:aw
3, 8-10 (Avins ed. 1963) . -
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; Thus, in light of the foregoing, the modern notion that the Civil Rights
Act of 1875 lends support totheliroposition that discrimination by.private
business owners' or private property owners is or can be banned under the
fourteenth amendment is utterly untenable. Nor can one accept the view that
the Radicals deemed tNegroes to be the special pets of the law, entitled to
any greater protection against discrimination 'than white persons. Indeed, it
seems clear that the Radicals would not have banned racial discrimination in
any business in which other arbitrary discrimination was legally permissible.
Far from being an affirmation of the equal protection required by the four-
teenth amendment, such special legislation for Negroes would have been a
denial of equal protection to white persons who could have been rejected on
non-racial grounds.222 Thus, a century after the fourteenth amendment was
proposed, we have: come full circle, from the time when: Sumner. decried
discrimination based on color of skin because it was as arbitrary as discrimina-
tion based on color of hair,"2 to the time when so gross a perversion of the
fourteenth amendment is permitted that discrimination based on the color
of hair is permissible but discrimination based on skin color is not.224

The principles of the fourteenth amendment remain the same today as
they were 100 years ago, even though airplanes have replaced 'sailboats, taxi
cabs have replaced horse-and-buggy cabs, and busses have replaced horse-
drawn streetcars. Congress cannot regulate, intrastate business under the
fourteenth amendment. But if a state gives a monopoly or quasi-monopoly
franchise to any business, and requires in return that all ihite persons be
served without arbitrary discrimination, then the amendment gives the benefit
of the same rule to Negroes and requires that the business not arbitrarily
discriminate against Negroes.

Conversely, if the business has a legal right to arbitrarily exclude a

white man it may arbitrarily exclude a Negro
For example, if a white person had no legal right to prevent discrimina-

tion against him by a restaurant owner because he was sporting a beard,
had voted the Republican ticket, or was a local John Birch Society leader,

-then the fourteenth amendment does"pot prohibit the restaurant owner from
arbitrarily excluding Negroes simply because of their race. If a taxi driver,
even though licensed, has, under state 4 aw, the right to leave a white man
who has called him standing in the rain for any reason whatsoever, then he
may also leave a Negro, standing in the rain. That the taxi-driver may have
a monopoly or.quasi-monopoly justifies state regulation under the due process

-222. :Thus, the oft-cited dictum of Mr. Justice Frankfurteri ' Railway Mail Ass'n v.
Corsi, 326- US. 88, 98 (1945) (concurring opinion) is historically inaccurate.

223. Coneo Gto i , 40th .Cong. '2d Sess. 3026 (1868); Coto., GLto, 40th ,Cong., 3d
Sess. 902 (1869). ,

224. See Martin v. City f New York. 22 ic 2d 389, 201 N.Y.S,2d 11i (1960);
Gesner v. Graham, 1 Ohio App. 2d 442, 205 ,N;E2. 69 (1964), a pal dismissed, I Ohio
St. 2d 101 295 N.E d 72 96s)
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clause of the fourteenth amendment, 225 but does not require it under the equal

protection clause.' A state may withhold legal protecting from everybody';

but the inconvenience to the majority of the people of such a withholding of

protection is the deterrent which protects the minority;<Therefusal by 'state

legislature. to extend ,a cm.mon-law rule requiring , service to ,,or,,e

abolition of a pre-existing rule in a% monopoly business, therefore, does ilot

violate the equal protection, claus,, and Congress cannot interfere, regards

less of the motive behind the move..It is only when a state by statitoiy or

commonilaw rule gives a legal remedy against a business .for rbitrarily

tfusing service to a white person that it must equally give such a remedy

to a Negro. This-and no more--is, the requirement of the fourteenth

amendment.

'S.MAi v., tint l 94 .S. 113-(1877). '
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! EDosAL Powi To PUNISH INDIVIDUAL OCBIMM UNDEB THE FOURTEiNT
A 1 A DMENT: THE OBOGINAL UNDEBST4ZDING

.;(By AlfAred AviA),

The recent companion cases of United State# v. /wvest, and Uftited states v,
Price' haye raised the question of what power Congress has to punish crimes
committed by one individual against another. This questionn had been of coi -
siderable public interest, as a result of the murders of several northern f'civil
rights" workers in southern states which have gone unsolved, and other acts of
violence in recent years which, to a greater or lesser extent, have been traceable
to racial tensions.. , .

In the Price case, a unanimous United States Supreme Court held that private
parties who conspired with public officials to murder three persons were equally
acting under color of law with the officials in depriving the dead persons of life
and liberty without due process of law in violation of the Fourteenth Amend.
ment, and hende could be punished by federal law enacted to enforce that amend*
ment. In the Guest case, on the other hand, there were four different opinions,
some of which found a rather tenuous "state action" basis while others deemed it
unnecessary. However, obiter dtcta in the opinions of at least sik,jfstices ap-
pears to indicate that, to some extent at least, the majority has obliterated the
"state action" requirement of the Fourteenth Amendment for the permissible
exercise of congressional power, by holding that private conspiracies or violence
designed to deter Negroes from exercising alleged Fourteenth Amendment rights
may be punished by federal legislation enacted pursuant to Section Five of that
amendment as an enforcement of the Equal Protection Clause. It is noteworthy
that, unlike several recent cases which have largely ignored legislative history
in construing the Fourteenth Amendment,* the opinions in the Guest and Price
cases accept the relevancy of original understanding by the Congress, and the
latter appends a copious quotation from the remarks of one of the reconstruction
senators. Since the Court itself has accepted the hypothesis that the original
understanding of the framers is controlling, an inquiry as to what that under-
standing was conforms strictly with the Court's own premises.

The purpose of this article is to examine the original understanding of the
framers and to determine whether these cass, and particularly the Guest case,
accurately reflects that understanding insofar as it holds that the federal govern-
ment may punish crime pursuant to the Fourteenth Amendment, even though
that crime has not been committed under state authority.

2. THE FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT DEBATES

The Equal Protection Clause has its genesis in the celebrated Hoar incident of
ante-bellum days. As a result of a conspiracy to incite an insurrection of slaves,
South Carolina pased a law which forbade freed Negroes, who were looked on as
natural leaders of slave revolts, from entering the state, and required the im-
prisonment of Negro sailors on:ships entering its ports.' In November, 1844,
former Representative Samuel Hoar, a leading Massachusetts lawyer, was sent by
that state's officials to South Carolina to test the constitutionality of the law
in the federal courts. His arrival caused great public excitement, and he was
threatened with personal violence. The state authorities refused, or expressed
the inability to protect Hoar against/mob violence, and on December 5, 1844,
the South Carolina legislature passed a resolution expelling him from the state.
He was therefore forced to leave without'bringing his suit. The incident caused
great indignation in the North, and constituted a constant subject of reproach by
northern members of the Congress against the South." Representative John A.
Bingham, the Radical Republican lawyer from Ohio who drafted the first section
of the Fourteenth Amendment, gave as one of the reasons for introducing his
amendment that the guarantee of privileges and immunities in Article 4, Section

S86 Sup. Ct.170 (1 966).
s86 Sup. Ct. 112 (1966).
* See, e.g., Harper v. Virginia State Board at Elections, 80 Sup. Ct. 1070 (1066).
*See Cong. Globe, 81t o., 1st Sess., app. 167 (1850). Congressional Globes will

hereinafter be cited by congress, session, page, and yea, viz.: 8 %1) Globe app. 1Q75 (1850).
18 Encyclopaedia Britannica 542 (11th ed. 1910) ; Biographical Directory of the Amerl

can Congress, 1774-1027 p, 1108 (1928). . I
* See, e.g., 80 (2) Gloe 418-19 (1849); 81 (1) Globe app. 128-24, app 286-29, 1668

(1850); 88 (1) GloBle 1154.5, app. 575, 1012-18, 1550 (184f)' 84 (1) Globe 1898 (188).
" / " , / '
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2 of the original Constitution "was utterly disregarded in the past by South Car&
lina when she drove with indignity and contempt and saorn from her limit thd
honored representative of Massachsettts, who went thither upon the peaceful
mission, of asserting in the tribunals of South Carolina the rights of American
citizens." ' v . :.

The ,brief for the. Justice Department in the GOua t case asserted that' the
Thirty-Ninth Congress which proposed the Fourteenth Amendnent ' had before
it testimony of various persons about private as well as official peirsecition of
white southern unlohists1 northerners in. the South, and Negroes. The brief
therefore concluded that the "inference is compelling that not only the Joint Oct-'
mittee, but Congress as a whole, and also'the ratifying legislatures regarded thd
Fourteenth Amendment as empowering-. Congress to deal effectivelyy with. the
atrocities depleted in the testimony.". ',Apparently, the m j6rity of thd Supreme
Court agreed with the JuStice Department that this meant that Congress would
be empowered, to deal directly! With private individuals committing ' rimes
against other persons, without state sanction. The historical evideico does noti
however, sustain this point'of view.

It is true that evidence of crime in the South, of a political or racial nature,
was widespread, in part brought on by disorganization aid virtual anarchy
consequent on the termination of the Civil War and the resulting collapse of
economic and political: institutions. The Justice Department's bief has cited
testimony before the 'Joint Committee ' on Reconstructioin o and 'the Schurs
report,u both' of which were widely circulated. Although much bf this material
was hearsay, nevertheless the Republicans in Congress believed, or professed
to believe It, and the' material Is therefore of valie in construing congressional
intent."1  - .. * ;* : ..

In addition there were considerable number of ref4iences ')h the flooi'
Congress to crime in the South. Even before the termination of the war; Repret
senitative' Williani D. Kelley, iA Radical Republican :lawyer fioi PeninsylvTila,
warned the House that 'the southern state governments, if let on their own.
would do'nothing to protect the white loyalists or Negroes from4pP vate'vi6lence.
Senator Henry Wilson, a Massachutetts Republfan, attacked ~tidertanid out-
rages being committed on freedimeni to 'enforce the "black cd '," Whilee: a eii
enator' everdy Johnson; a Maryland DenlocZat and former Attorniey-Geniriil

of the United States, admitted "to a certain extent [the ireprit 'is ttre. :. ." "
Representative Thomas D, .Elot, a MAlssachusetts Republcat~n,said that houses
were being burned and freedmen nlurdered in Mississippi"' Senator Lyman
Trumbull, Chairman of the Senate iJdiciary. Committee and: a former state
supreme court justice of Ililnois whQ was virtual leader of the Senate Republi-
cans in matter ,relatingi.to ireconstructionii read dispatches that murder , of
unionists and Negroes 'were. imminnt, inthe: South, and ,asserted, that d!the
negro really, has no ,protection afforded him either by the;.civil authorities or
judicial tribupals of the State." Wilson added that these murders were going
unPoiished,0 t iRepresentative Sidney Perham, a Maine Republican, cited the
Schrz Report, and asserted that all the reports from-the South indicated that
loyalists, both white and colored, were being 'murdered i .cold-bloodi' and
that northerners and. federal officers were being intimidated by threatse:of
violence and murdered. He added that these murders were going unpunished,
and that in Kentucky the state courts, instead of protecting: unionists, were
l)ersecuting them at the instance of rebels" ; ! ' .'
STowardsi the end of the session, Representative William Windom. a Minne-

sota.Republican, made reference to southerners' "violent efforts to drive out the
few ,Unionpeople, who remain among, them; their liurders of Unionists, and

1o9 () Globe 158 (18 66;' ' ". -'.
'*Brief for appellant,- pp. 85-80, li United States v. Ouest spra,; li a" :p,.'- ' ''.

8i .Mob1 .',^89l ob . It Bed . ,(W. 2 C * <(18S )?. ' : ' bi " ', : i (I'. . j
SBut bee the doubts expressed by Representative Henry J. Raymond, editor of the New

York Times n 89 (1) Globe 40 (1866).
S88 () Globe 289 (1865). , , ,
89 (1) Globe 860). -. --. , -' ', .. .., -

"rd. at 641.
SId. at aIp. 140. 'o the same effet4 ' seeb () Gl6be 10b 4 :< 1 ;
I 89 (1) Globe 2082-88 (1860). ' ' ' -oL
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destruction of their dwellings,, schoolhouses, and churches.,. ;', Representative
GeorgetW. Julian, a Radical Republican from Indiana, declared: , ..
:: 'A feeling scarcely less intolerant is evinced toward the few loyal: whitemen

Sin these States, who in many localities are living in constant; dread of violence
and murder, and are frequently waylaid and shot, Quite recently I have re
celved ailetter from a gentleman of intelligence and worth in one of the Southern
States, Imwhich. he says that he and his friends and ,neighbors, who have been
hunted in the mountains like deer all through the war because they refused to
tfke: up iarmn.. against, their country, having had- their', houses plundered: or
burned, their, property destroyed, and themselves reduced :to beggary, are still
living in constant dread of assassination :and he begs me, if possible, to procure
for them from the, Secretary of War transportation to the, North,"' ";;

Somewhat later,o Sqator, Oliver. P. orton, in Indiana Repub lcan, stated:
S"*"* , so far from answering the purpose fo which; governments are intended,

they [the; 9outthern Johnson, government],: failed to extend protection to the
loyal men, either white or black. The loyal men were murdered with impunity;
and I will thank any Senator upon this floor to point to a single case in any of
the rghel, States where a rebel has been tried and brought to punishment by the
civil authority for the murder of a.Union man. Not one case, I am told, can be
found" .

Instances of murder and assault against freedmen, and the; burning, of school.
houses and other buildings which:they were using, was given by the House Com0 .
mittee on Freedmen's Affgirs as one of the reasons for prolonging,the life of the
Freedmen's Bureau . The Joint Comm ttee on Reconstruction which proposed
the Fourteenth j4endment, justified it,?ltpr alia, because, of the acts;of cruelty;
oppression, and murder [of freedmen], which the local authorities are at no
pains to pevent-or punish," plud becausee of the-e persecution of southern white
loya lists, , . . . '. . . . . . ' .. ' , ,, ^ .,;., *, ; * -* ;- ::

,The DeparteJnt of Justice was, therefore qprrect, in asserting: and the Su.
preme Court was,not in error in accepting, the.proposition that the Fourteenth
Amennent ,wi, framed to add a measure, of protection to persons who would
become the vi tl of crime. The Department's error and theCourt's misappre
henaion, lies in midconcelving whbt remedy 4as provided by the Thirty-Nint
Congress in that amendments 'under the Eqal rrqtectiona,lause. .This point
will now, be examined. ,, ,

"8 ! . ^1 DR:t&S O EOTRTEET AME NDM .

On February 20, 1866 'Bingiham d eportd, for the J6int Colmilttee on :Recon-
stritcti6, a proposed constitutional amendment Whicl,;iji altered fOtmn, Was later
to beome'all of thefirst section of the F"6utteenth 'Ahendment except for the
declaration as to citizenship. This proposal stated
S"The Congress shall have power to make all'la w which shall b&e neessary'aid
properto secure to the citizens of each State all privileges and mliunities'of
citizens in ,the several States,' and :to all persons in the several State, eual
protection in the rights f life; liberty; and property."* '

Bingham pointed out that this proposal was' simply an amalgam of the Priv;
lieges and Iminunities Clause contained in' Aticle 4i Section 2, aid the *Fifth
Amendment, coupled with a grant of 4,wer tb, 0ngress to enforce them. Bing'
ham added that. while' these obligations alread .V rested on the' statesji state
officers had habitually disregarded teiem."

About sevenweeks earlier, Bingham had protested that northernantil-lavery
men were unsafe If they went South'i! He demanded sectirity front ltheSouth
for the future; ' He said that'th6 guarantees of the existltig Pilvileges anid Itnm
munities Clause were not enforced, and were disregarded. He added: ..

"I propose, with the help of this Congress and of 'the American people, that
hereafter there shall not be any disregard -of thatessentlal guarantee of your
Constitution in any State of the Union. Ancdhow? By simply addingan tl id-
ment to the Constitution to operate on all,the StA~tes : f 0l Union alike,l ing

4'. 'At 'lI i
rId. at 8210. See also d. app. 296 (Rep. Shellaarger). , '"

e 40 (2) l e 72(186l8).
H.R. Be. No. 80 40th Cong 2 fd ess, -29 ( 8). '

SS e. No. 112 CPI it S/ee. 1- a (l i
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to Congress the power to pass all laws'necessary and proper to secure to .all
persons-which includes every citizen. of every State--their equal personal
rights; and if the tribunals of South Carolina will not' respet the rights of the
citizens of Massachusetts under the Qonstitution of their common country,,I
desire to see the Federal Judiciary clothed with the power to; take cognizance of
the question, and assert those .rights rby solemn i judgment inflcting upon the
offenders such penalties aswill compel:a decent respect-for this guarantee to
all the.citizens ofeyery state." .. i.. . '

,ingham's amendment was immediately attacked for giving Congress excessive
power." Representative Andrew J. Rogers,. a New Jersey Democrat and a
minority member of the Joint Committee on R-constructont attacked it for cent
tralizing the government." .. , , .
:The longest attack. came. from Representative Robert 8. Hale, an ex.Judge and

New York Republican,- Hale asserted that the proposal gave Congress power to
supplant state civil and criminal codes. He rejected the suggestion of Repre-
sentativ ThOaddeus Stevens that the provisions only gave Congress the right to
interferewhen state laws were unequal, and asserted that Congress would di-
rectly be able to assure protection :to oneindividual against acts. of another
individual Hale attacked the amendment for centralizing power in the hands
of the federal government.'1  

.o

SRepresentativeThomas T. pavis, a New York Republican, echoed Hale's fears.
He objected that the proposed amendment 'is a grant for original legislation
by Congress." ' Still a third New York Republican lawyer, Representative Giles
W. Hotchkis, asserted in opposition to the proposal that it gave. Congress power
t establish uniform laws for the,protection of life, liberty, and property. :. otch

. kies stated that he would be glad to support an. amendment prohibiting state
discrimination, but he-,opposed the Bingham draft because he, too,.did not want
Congress, to bhve,any such direct power. Representative Roscoe Conkling,.
New York Republican, lawyer who was a: member of the .Joint Committee on
Reconstructiop, likewise opposed the proposal as .being too? radleal, ; : ,:

The view that, the.Bingham proposal gaveCongress drect power : tolegislate
so as to punish individual crimes and conspiracies s s supported bya. statement
of one of its supporters who was no*ta lawyer. The following.colloquy;occurred
between iRepeseItilve 'Hiram, Jrice, an Iowa,-Regub1 ban ,and :Repreoentatve
Edwin 1WigXht, a New Jersey Democrat, which .sowsclearly that n Pre's view.
the eqpal protection portion of the Blngham proposal would have given Congress
power to punish, violence directedd at preventing persons from exeris their
federal constitutional right: ; ; W :I, i

"Mr. Paxor. * * I have learned within the last two weeks from a man: who
went from the state of Illinois into the State of Misisissippi with seven compan-
ions, making eight in all, to work in a machine shop and that there came back
only six of them, the other tw having been murdered between the shop, aind their
boarding lbu ~ * * . . .

"Mr. WioHT. 1 rise to ai question of order. I inst that thtp entlian nust
confine himself to the subject under dionelop. We are no tryfig iurder cases.

"Mr. PIOE. I say, sir, that the Intention of th resolution before the House is
to give the same rights, privileges, and protection t tbthe ituen of one State going
into another, that a citze of that Stat0 would have who, had lived there for
years. h: - . . . .
i."The SPAsiz. That Is clearly in order. * * The ,Ohair sutaina the gen+
tleman from Iowa, as his remarks are clearly in order. . ,

S"Mr. Paron. * ,.. Now, sir,,if that is the intention of the resolution,: f it is
designed to protect a, ctize of Pennsylvaia, .New York, Iowa, or any other free
Statein going into. a. southern State * , * then I am most decidedly in favor
of it. *" . 1 ' , f , '

SSe, gen IyT'ansul, Avian ,rutcbld ani ,Coiegrtgve;. , rteenth me V mea t
and Real Proert ghtsin Open Ocoupandy vs. Forced oueino Under the Fourteenth
Amendment, 77-80 (Avlne ed. 1988).

S m89 (1) lobeapp. 188 (1868). , i ~
SId. at 1068-64. .i

SId. at 1065. ' . ,
SId. at 1087. . .. , .
SId. at 1095. '.:

.. ul. at 1068.
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In urging his amendment, Bingham- declared that although the federal govern-
ment could protect American citizens abroad, it was powerless to protect them at
home." Instead, "citizens must rely upon the State for their protection.""
However, Bingham did not assert any desire to punish individual crimes
directed at preventing the exercise of constitutional rights. Quite the contrary,
through the maze of his high-flown rhetoric runs the aim of punishing state offl-
cials:'who refuse to protect citizens, rather than punishing private individuals.
For example, Bingham asked how a penal prohibition of state denial of equal
protection' could impair states' rights if all persons: were entitled ; to, such
protection. .He also added that federal courts did'not have authority to redress
denial of equal protection "which is being practiced now in'more States than one
of the Union under the authority of State laws * * *." "$ Bingham asserted that
without his proposal the state legislatures might break their oaths to support the
Constitution and pass unconstitutional acts, as they had done in the past
He sald:

-"The question is, simply, whether you will give by this amendment to the
people of the United States the power, by legislative enactment, to punish offi-
cials of States for violation of the oaths enjoined upon them by their Constitu-
tion? That is the question and the whole question. * * * if they state legis-
latures] conspire together to enact laws refusing equal protection to life, liberty,
or property, the Congress is thereby vested with power to hold them to answer
before the bar of the national courts for the violation of their oaths and 'of ihe
rights of their fellowmen." "

Bingham protested that if southerners regained control of their state gov-
ernments they would pass laws of banishment and confiscation and imprison-
ment and murder which prevailed in the South during the Civil War. He
observed that there was "no 'law anywhere upon our statute-books to punish
penally any state officer for denying in' any State to any" citizen of the Uhited
States protection in the rights of' life,'liberty, and property." He added:
"where is the express power to'define' and punish crimes committed, in aby State
by its official officers in violation of the rights of'citizens and persons as declared
inthe Constitution?" , The following colloquy then occurred:'"

"Mr. HAz. I desire' * * * to ask him; as an able copnstittional lawyer, * *
whether in his opinion thi. proposed amendment to the C'onstitution doe not
confer upon Congress a general power of legislation for the purpose of securing
to= all persons in the several" States pVotection of life, liberty, anid ipoperty,
subject only to the qualification that that protection shall be equal.

"Mr. BINGHAM. I believe it/does in regard to life anid liberty' and property
as I have heretofore stated it * a a

*4' * - : a' a a - * *
"Mr. HABx. The gentleman misapprehends my point, or else I misapprehend

his aniswe.- My question was whether this provision, if adopted, confers upoi
Congress general powers of legislation in regard to the protection of life, liberty,
and personal property. . n . ea , p c .

"Mr. Aii*GHA. it e6rtainly'does this: it confers uipon Congress power to see
to it that the protection given by the laws of the States shall be equal in
respect to life and liberty and property to all persons."'
SAt the instance of the Republican House leadership, the Bingham proposal

was indefinitely postponed~", It -w s never reintroduced, but rather it was re-
drafted into the form of the present amendment. Representative James A.
Garfield, the Ohio Rlpubliah lawyer who later' became Preside6t, observed
several years later that the Binghan draft first introduced was0ipoDtponed it
the instance of the .House'leadership because' "it became perfectly elvdebt * **
that the measure could not command' a two-thirds Vote of congress , atid for
that reason. the proposition wad virtually withdran." ' Garfield further pointed
out: ' . '

"Now, let It be remembered that the proposed amendment was a plain, unam-
biguous proposition to empower Congress.to legislate directly upon the citizens
of all the States in regard to their rights of life, liberty anid ioperty. *

Sd. at 1090.
ol. at 1098.
Id. at 109.
14. at 1990.
Id: at 1098.
lm.ti . ,

41 z. at 1094.
. .A kl. Col , at 1005.
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After a debate of, two weeks * 1 ,* it became evident that many leading Re-
publicans of this House would' not consent to so radical 'a change in the Cbi-
stitution, and the, bill was.recommitted to the joint' select committee." '*
%When the revised version of the first section of the Fourteenth Amendment

was reported out, Representative Thaddeus Stevens, leader of the House Radical
i Republicans, observed that this section "allows Congress to correct the unjust
. legislation of the States, so far that the law which operates upon one man shall

operate equally upon all," "*, Bingham, too, referred to the first section as giving
SCongress the power to protect citizens, against unconstitutional state legislation.

Senator Jacob Howad, a Michigan Republican lawyer, reporting the same pro-
vision to the. Senate on behalf of the Joint Committee on Reconstruction, also
noted that the Equal Protebtion Clause was directed at abolishing "all class
legislation," and that the fifth section of the amendment was designed to give
Congress the power to carry, out the guarantees of- the first section." Senator
Luke Poland, a Vermont Republican, and a former chief justice of that state's
supreme court, speaking in favor of the revised and final version of the first
section, likewise noted that it was designed to "uproot and destroy all * * *
partial State legislation" just as the previously passed civil rights bill was
intended to do." Senator Timothy Howe, a Wisconsin Radical Republican and
a former state supreme court justice, in supporting the amendment, also urged
that it would correct unjust legislation." Senator John Henderson, a Missouri
Republican, referred to the "provision securing equal protection of the laws
against inimical State legislation.""

It is evident from the foregoing that the original intention of the frQmers was
only to permit Congress to enact laws which affected the activities of state
officials. The question may be asked, how was this expected to cure the private
violence which Congress was concerned about in the South? The answer lies
in an analysis of the Civil Rights Bill, the substantive principles of which the
first section of the Fourteenth Amendment was designed to incorporate. , In
introducing the bill, Senator Lyman Trumbull of Illinbis, Republican Chairman
of the Senate Judiciary Committee, observed that his bill would not apply in
states which had equal laws." Indeed, the second section, which was the penal
enforcement provision, required that to be penalized the person depriving Negroes
of their rights would have to be acting under color of law." Senator Garrett
Davis, a Kentucky Democrat;' opposed the bill because state judges and officers
could be punished for executing state constitutions and laws." Trumbull replied
that since Negroes had been freed under the Thirteenth'Amendment, they were
citizens and hence entitled to the privileges and immunities given citizens by
Article 4, Section 2 of the original Constitution." He therefore explained that
state judges .and other officials wh6 refused Negroes the protection of the laws
should be punished for not doing their duty under the constitution. But he
added:

"These words 'under color of law' were inserted as .words of limitation, and
not for the purpose of punishing persons who would not have been subject to
punishment under the act if they had been omitted. If an offense is committed
against a colored person simply because he is colored, in a State where the law
affords him the same protection as if he were white, this act neither has nor
was intended to have anything to do with his case, because he has adequate
remedies in the State courts; but if he is discriminated against under color of
State laws because he is colored, then it becomes necessary to interfere for
his protection."

In the House, Representative Willinam Lawrence, ain Ohio Republican aid a
former state judge, nade the same observation. He pointed 'ut that there were
two ways In which a abate could deprive citizens of their rights, either by pass-

42(1) Globe Aipp.'"151 (1871).
:489 (1) Globe 2459 (1860). - .

14, at 2542. ; ^ , ; . " '. .;*** :: :.. ' . - -*.
Id. at 2766.

4 Id. at 2901.
" Id. at app. 219.

SId. at 3035.
o See Tafle et a op. oft, supra, n. 28 at 81.

t9 (1):0lobe47 (1866),' i ; ' , ,1
aId. at 475. '

SId. at 598.
"Id. at 600.
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ing prohibitory laws, or by "a failure to protect any one of them." Thus, if a
state should enact laws for the protection of one group of citizens, and simply
omit to pass a law for the protection of others, this would constitute a denial of
equal protection granted by the laws." Lawrence further noted that the bill did
not undertake to punish individual crimes against citizens respecting their life,
liberty, or property, but rather constituted an enforcement of the Privileges and
Immunities Clause of Article 4, Section 2 of the Constitution. Lawrence decried
"States [which] should authorize such offenses [against life, liberty, or prop-
erty], or deny to a class of citizens all protection against them. * * *" He ap-
proved the punishment of state officers guilty of doing this."

The following colloquy between Representative James Wilson, an Iowa Re-
publican lawyer and Chairman of the House Judiciary Committee, who was in
charge of the Civil Rights Bill, and Representative Benjamin F. Loan, a Missouri
Republican lawyer, illustrates this point clearly:

"Mr. LOAN. Mr. Speaker, I desire to ask the chairman who reported this bill,
why the committee limit the provisions of the second section to those who act
under color of law. Why not let them apply to the whole community where the
acts are committed? .

"Mr. WILSON, That grows out of the fact that there is discrimination in refer-
ence to civil rights under the local laws of the States.. Therefore we provide that
the persons who under the color of these local laws should do these things shall
be liable to this punishment.

"Mr. LOAN. What penalty is imposed upon others than officers who inflict these
wrongs on the citizen ?

"Mr. WILsoN. We are not making a general criminal code for the States.
"Mr. LOAN. Why not abrogate those laws instead of inflicting penalties upon

officers who execute writs under them?
"Mr. WiLsoN. A law without a sanction is of very little force.
"Mr. LOAN. Then why not put it in the bill directly?
"Mr. WILSON. That is what we are trying to do."
Even though Bingham opposed the Civil Rights Bill for other reasons, his views

were exactly the same on this point. He never contemplated punishing private
Individuals for private crimes. He said:

"* * * the care of the property, liberty, and the life of the citizen, under the
solemn canotion of an oath imposed by your Federal Constitution, is in the States,
and not in the Federal Government. I have sought to effect no change in that
respect in the Constitution of the country. I have advocated here an amend-
ment which would arm Congress with the power to.compel obedience to the oath,
ad punish all violations by Stfte officers of the billof rights. * * * Stnding
upon this position, I may: borrow the words * * * as truly descriptive of the Amer-
ican system: 'centralized government, decentralized administration.' That, sir,
* * is the secret of your strength and power.

"I hold, sir, that our Constitution never conferred upon the Congress of the
United States the power---eacred as life is, first as it is before all other rights
which pertain to man on this side of the grave-to protect it in time of peace by
the terrors of the penal code within organized States; and Congress has never
attempted to do it. There never was a law upon the United States statute-book
to punish the murdererfor taking away in time of peace the life of the noblest,
and the most unoffending as well, of your citizens, within the limits of any State
of the Union. The protection of the citizen in that respect was left to the respec-
tive States, and there the power is today. Whatyou cannot do by direction you
cannot do by indirection." /

The conclusion from the foregoing material is not in doubt. The Thirty-Ninth
Congress, in proposing the Fourteenth Amendment, never contemplated the pun-
ishment of private individuals not acting pursuant, to state law for crimes com-
mitted against other individuals, regardless of the motive. Instead, such law
enforcement activities were to be left to state officials, where they had tradition-
ally reposed. The remedy that Congress did propose was. that if state officials
were derelict in their duty, imposed by the first section of the Fourteenth Amend-

SId. at 1833.
M d. at 1835. ,

SId. at 1837. He said:. "And if an officer shall intentionally deprive a citizen of a
right, knowing him to he entitled to it, then he Is guilty of a;wilful wrong which deserves
punishment."
O Id. at 1120.
SId. at 1292.
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ment, to protect the lives, liberty, and property of all persons equally, then under
the fifth section Congress could enforce the first section'by punishing such state
officials for their willful dereliction. Thus, the theory was that if state officials
carried out their federally-imposed duty of protecting all persons equally, crimes
against southern white unionists, northern travelers in the south, and Negroes
would be prevented by these state officials exercising their traditional law en-
forcement powers. But in no event did the framers in the Thirty-Ninth Congress
contemplate that private criminals could be punished by federal authority under
the fifth section of the Fourteenth Amendment. The defeat of the original Bing-
ham draft shows that Congress wanted to foreclose even the possibility that such
a power might be derived from the proposed amendment.

4. THE FIRST ENFORCEMENT ACTS

In urging the position that Congress could reach private conspiracies which did
not involve public officers, in the Guest case, the Justice Department relied
heavily in its brief on Section 241 of the Criminal Code,' Which 'as originally
derived from Section 6 of the Enforcement Act of 1870." The Department's brief
quoted extensively from the remarks of Senator John Pool of North Carolina,
which, as previously noted, the CoUrt appended tolits opinion in'thl 'Prfoccase."
The Department noted that:

"The most compelling evidence of the intent of the fraiers of the Fourteenth
Amendment is, of course, to be found in the reports and debates of the Thirty-
Ninth Congress which drafted the Amendment and proposed it to the States. But,
unfortunately, those materials contain nothing really conclusive bit the point at
issue here."

* As shown above, this premise is highly dubious depending, of course, on what
one deems to be "really conclusive." The Department's brief then proceeds to
assert that the Enforcement Act of May 31, 1870, which was involved inthe Guest
case, constituted a contemporaneous construction of the Fourteenth Amendment
and the similarly worded Fifteenth Amendment, since many of the senators.anid
representatives who voted for these amendments likewise voted for the statutes
enforcing them. The brief accordingly concluded that these amendments were
believed by such members of Congress to allow it tb punish private violence not
engaged in by state officials." "This line of reasoning contains several flaws.

The first of these flaws'is the assumption that the dominant' Radical Republi-
cans were fastidious about constitutional niceties during reconstruction so that
their legislation in fact represented true contemporaneous construction of the rele-
vant constitutional provisions. We have on record the very frank confession
of Representative John F. Farnsworth, an Illinois Republican lawyer who sup-
ported these amendments, and who was an experienced representative and prom-
inent union general, that the contrary was in fact the case. "Fartisworth said:
"* * * that I had given votes and done things during my twelve years' service

in the House of Representatives which I cannot defend, I have no doubt * * *.
I know we have done things during the war and' during the process,of recon-.
struction to save the Republic which could not be defended it done in peace. We
were obliged to do some things * * * which will scarcely bear the test of the calm
light of peace and constitutional law. We passed laws, Mr. Speaker, and the
country knows it, which we did not like to let go to the Supreme Court for adjudi-
cation. And I am telling no tales out of school. * * *

"Sit, we have done some things under the necessity of the case, and under the
war powers, and I' am ready to do them again to save the nation's life, which
may be a little beyond the verge of the constitutional power possessed by Con-
gress in time of peace." "

In regard to the Enforcement Act itself, some remarks of -Senator Jacob
Howard of Michigan point in the same direction. Howard started out by ob-
serving that he had been dissatisfied with the Fifteenth Amendment while it was
on its passage, and had offered a different version not limited to inhibiting state

at 81 U..C. 1241.
02106 Stat. 140, ch. 114 (1870).
"s Brief for appellant in United States v. Guest, 80 Sup. Ct. 1170 (1966), at pp. 14-15,
0 Id. at 83-34.
e8 d. at 87-40.
" 42 (1) Globe app. 116 (1871). Bingham himself admitted engaging n unconstitu-

tional hanky-panky in 1800. See 41 (2) Globe 1747 (1870).
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6r federal action. iniideed lie had been a car g criti of the, am tment's
phraseology." Howard observed that the aiiendment as passedd inhibited only
state and federallegislatlon; singg.

"It is a piohibitioi upon the two Governihents, the Federal and the State
Goveriiment, by which they are respectively disabled from passing any act by
which this evil shall be created'or encouraged. It does pot, in terms, relate to
the conduct of merI individuals, and a Very 'strict construction' court of justice
might, as I can well conceive, refuge to apply the real principles of the amend-
ment to the 'case of individuals who themselves, as mere individuals, and not
as authorized by Governments or Government officers, should undertake to deny
or prevent a colored man the exercise of his right of suffrage; and I have some
fear, I confess, that owing to the peculiar phraseology of this amendment some
courts may give it that strict, and in my judgment, narrow construction." "

Howard proceeded to assert that Congress intended a broader purpose than
the strict language of the amendment relating to federal or state discriminatory
legislation. He said that it intended to assure Negroes the opportunity to vote.
But he helstated to say what the United States Supreme Court would construe
the amendment to mean, and expressed the fear that the state courts would give
it a "narrow construction" which would exclude the punishment of individuals
for preventing Negroes from voting, "which was the great object we had in view
in proposing this amendment. * * *" Howard protested against such a con-
struction as being out of harmony with the advocates of the amendment, and be-
cause it would largely deprive Negroes of remedies "which was in the minds of
its authors when it was under discussion in these Chambers." o

What was in the minds of the framers of the Fifteenth Amendment nobody
knows, but what was in their speeches is a matter of record. The dominant
Republicans, especially in the Senate, presented the apex of discord to the
country, and the compromise conference report finally hammered out was the
subject of keen disappointment. 71 But in the proposals, counterproposals, objec-
tions, cross-objections, disputes and solutions, which filled a large portion of
the Congressional Globe for the third session of the Fortieth Congress, scarcely
a word can be found indicating that anyone was interested in private individuals
preventing Negroes from voting. There were too many other priority objections
to the various drafs of th6 amendment. There were long discussions about up-
rooting state laws and constitutions wholesale, 72 but none about private conduct.
If Congress was after the latter problein it was the best kept secret in the
coiintry, and its final product was a peculiarly poor job of legislative drafting.

The only possible conclusion is that everybody overlooked the problem of
private violence. This is hardly surprising. Considering the confusion and
haste which surrounded the amendment's proposal, it is very believable that
Congress in the rush overlooked the, matter entirely. This frequently occurs
when legislation is enacted under time pressure. It is possible that had the
question of private violence to prevent Negro voting been brought up in 1869
when the Fifteenth Amendment was upon its passage the draft would have been
broadened to give the Congress the power to forbid such violence, although it
is also possible that Howard,would have found himself in the minority on this
issue as he did in respect to other matters. Such a possibility is fortified by
the rejection of the first Bingham draft of the first section of the Fourteenth
Amendment. But in any event, whatever may have been in the minds of Howard
and others in Congress regarding private violence to bar voting, none of it got
into their speeches or into the Fifteenth Amendment itself. If the spirit exhibited
in Howard's ex post facto self-serv(ng declaration pervaded the Enforcement
Act of 1870, the satute may besafely disregarded as a contemporaneous con-
struction of either the Fourteenth or the Fifteenth Amendment.

The remarks of Senator Pool, upon which the Justice Department's brief so
heavily relied, are also instructive. Pool was one of the two Republicans to vote
against the Fifteenth Amendment, 73 and was not a member of Congress in 1866
when the Fourteenth Amendment was proposed. He observed:

o 41 (2) Globe 3054-55 (1870).
q See Avins. The Fifteenth Amefndmnent aind Literacy Tsth: The Original. Intent, 18

Stnnford L. Rev. 808, 813-14, 817-18, 820 (19M).
"941 (2) Globe 8055 (1870).
70 Ibid. , . .. I
1 See Avins, op. oit. supra, n. 08; passim.

See, e.g.. 40 (3) Globe 1030-37, 103-40, 1427 (1860).
Id. at 1041.



"* * * These Kuklux. * * mean to render invalid ,nd Ipefl5ent in its opera-
tion the provisions of the fifteenth amendmuit; Ptit done iii ain direct
way. * * I hai 'eot the fiteenth amendment before e, but I think it provides
that no State shall debar a man from the right o t4e jecaise of his race, coor,
or previous condition. Standing at the ballot-bo 'and keeping colored men
away by force would hardly be a violation of the laws of the Union. They have
not done that; that is not the purpose; the purpose is terrorism and intimida-
tion and thus to prevent the exercise of the right to vote.' (lEmphqis in
original.) 74

In spite of this clear recognition that the Fifteenth Amendment limited qnly
state action, about one month later Senator Pool proposed provisions purporting
to enforce that amendment which punished private individuals who interfered
with the right to vote, along with a broader provision which became the sixth
sectiori of the Enforcement Act and which punished private conspiracies to Intiti-
date citizens in the exercise of their constitutional rights." On the surface, at
least, it once again appears that Congress was more concerned with securing the
Negro vote for the Republican Party in the South" than in the constitutional
limitations of the amendments it was purporting to enforce. In an age of
notoriously low political morality one can well credit Representative Farns-
worth's confession. There is thus good reason to discredit completely the Justice
Department's theory of contemporaneous construction.

However, it would still be instructive to examine the debates on the Enforce-
menit Act, taking them at face value, to see to what extent they actually did reflect
the theory of the fraiiers of the Fourteenth Amendient. On April. 15, 1870,
while the readmission of Georgia was under consideration; Senator Pool made a
long speech about the activities of the Ku" klux Klan, which was very active in
his home state of North Carolina. Pool commenced by admitting that crime
was committed all over the country, and asserted that his state was freer of
ordinary crimes of violence than most other areas. He added that as a pract.c-
ing lawyer, he was able to state that ordinary crimes were.eiffciently punished.
But Pool observed that political murders committed by the Ku Klux Klan were
not punished because state officials were unable or unwilling to ferret out and
punish the offenders. He concluded:

"If by acts of commission or omission a State will not protect its citizens, then
the United States is bound to protect life and property when a case is made for
its interference." "

Pool then observed that the purpose of the crimes committed by the Klan was
to deter Negroes from voting or to force them to vote the Democratic ticket. He
added that the local law enforcement officers do nothing to stop these political
crimes, and indeed, asserted 'that the local sheriffs and their deputies were
"winking at their proceedings." Pool added that the grand juries and etlit juries
were stacked with Klansnien, so that "there is no protection from t e law.'"
He declared that the large majority of 'the southern whites were opposed to
the congressional reconstruction policy and to the Fifteenth Amedenent and
were determined to thwart it by violence." He concluded that southern colore4
Republicans received no protection in life or ro ty from la enforcement
agencies of the state." '

Pool returned to the same point right before Introducing his proposal in
speeches quoted in the J.Tutice Department's brief " and as an appendix to the
Price opinion. On May 19, ?870, after adverting tq his por speech, Poo assertd
that a state might not only "deny' to Negroeh right to vote by enacting pos-
tive legislation prohibiting it, but "by acts of omission it may practically deny
the right." Pool added:

"The legislation of Congress pwst be to supply acts of oiissions on the part
of the States. 'If a State shall not enforce ts laws by whtcS private individual
hall be prevented by force frim contraveniing the rights of the citizen tinder
the amendment, it is in my judgment the dit' of the UTYited States Government

1441 (2) Globe 2722 (1870).
is Fd. at 8012.7 Negro votes provide the margin of victory for President Grant's reelection tn 1872:

see 43 (1) Record 1314 (1873) (Rep. Raniler),
"41 (2) Globe 2718 (1870). /
SId. at 2718-19.
"Idr. at 2722.
so Brief, op. a.t. supra, n. 03 at 14-15.
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to supply that omission, and by its own laws and by its own courts to go into
the States for the purpose of giving the amendment vitality there." "

Pool then observed that the word "deny" appears not only in the Fifteenth
Amendment but in the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment
as well. He noted:

"It shall not deny by acts of omission, by a failure to prevent its own citizens
from depriving by force any of their fellow-citizens of these rights. It is only
when a Stat6 onmits to carry into effect the provisions of the civil rights act,
and to secure the citizens in their rights, that the provisions of the fifth section
of the fourteenth amendment would be called into operation, which is, 'that
Congress shall enforce by appropriate legislation the provisions of this
article.' " "

Pool aserted that federal legislation could not prevent states from passing un-
constitutional laws, and therefore it would have to penalize the individual citi-
zen. He reasoned that if a state official is penalized under the federal law for
violation of the constitutional rights of a person, "it operates upon him as a
citizen, and not as an officer." Pool therefore concluded that Congress could
just as well penalize a private citizen as a state officer in his private capacity."
Of course, this reasoning is exactly contrary to the original reasoning of the
Civil Rights Bill and the Fourteenth Amendment. As previously noted, Bingham
was interested in punishing state officers for violation of their oaths to support
the Constitution. Necessarily, private citizens coutl not be punished since they
took no such oath. Hence, a state officer who was indicated for violating a
citizen's constitutional rights could be indicted as an officer, and not, as Pool
thought, as a private person. Since Pool was not a member of the Thirty-Ninth
Congress, his error is understandable.

Pool continued by discussing the need to penalize conspiracies to violate Four-
teenth and Fifteenth Amendment rights." He also advocated the trial of de-
fendants in federal courts on the ground that state court juries were either
friends of the defendants or intimidated by them. Returning to the constitutional
point, he reiterated that since Congress could not legislate against the states, it
would have to direct its legislation against individuals. Pool concluded:

"Mr. President, the liberty of a citizen of the United States, the prerogatives,
the rights, and the immunities of American citizenship, should not be and cannot
be safely left to the mere caprice of States either in the passage of laws or in
the withholding of that protection which any emergency may require. If a State
by omission neglects to give to every citizen within its borders * * * enjoyment
of his rights it is the duty of the United States Government to go into the State,
and by its strong arm to see that he does have the full and free enjoyment of
those rights." "
. Reading Pool's two speeches together, his meaning seems reasonably clear.
He said that there was a state-wide conspiracy to deprive Republicans, especially
if they were colored, of their right to vote, and that local law- enforcement
officers were collaborating with the conspiracy by not giving colored or other
Republicans protection.. Accordingly, the state officials were denying equal pro-
tection of the laws, in violation of the Fourteenth Amendment, a position which
hardly seems disputable. Pool also observed that the word "deny" appeared in
the Fifteenth Amendment, and might aso cover state inaction in not affording
requisite protection of facilities. This position, too, is quite plausible.. Pool then
asserted that the cure for such violations of the constitutional amendments by
state officials was to substitute federal 'enforcement machinery which bore di-
rectly on the private criminals rather than on the negligent- state officials, a
position not sustainable by the legislative history of the Fourteenth Amendment,
although plausible to a lawyer of the time, as will be noted more fully below. The
position that a finding of a state denial of equal protection as a result of a
state-wide conspiracy of law enforcement officials could be remedied by
substituting federal prosecution for the inactive state machinery is a far cry from
the Guest case opinions that the federal government could directly prosecute
private conspiracies to violate federal rights by violence without an antecedent
finding of state violation by wilful neglect to enforce equal protection. The fact

t841 (2) Globe 8011 (1870).
'Ibid.
SIbid.

84 d. at 8611-12.
Id. at 8618.
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that the drafts of Pool's legislation did not mention 'this assumed antecedent
is hardly surprising since it was common knowledge universally assumed."

It might be noted in passing that the Justice Department's brief only men-
tioned the second of Pool's two speeches, and ignored the first one with which it
was linked." This may have caused confusion in the minds of some of the
Supreme Court justices as to its.true import."

This point is reinforced by an examination of the other relevant debate.
Senator George F. Edmunds, a Vermont Republican lawyer, pointed out that the
real problem in the south was that local law enforcement agencies, namely
sheriffs, judges, and jurors, did not want to enforce the law and extend equal
protection in political cases.;  Senator Timothy Howe, a Wisconsin Republican,
noted that in Mississippi a white lawyer who killed a federal tax collector in
cold blood for political reasons went unpunished because of community senti-
ment."0 Senator William Stewart, a Nevada Republican lawyer who, was in
charge of the enforcement bill for the Judiciary Committee, approved of Pool's
proposals to deal with Klan-inspired mob violence.

Senator Oliver P. Morton, an Indiana Republican lawyer, observed that the
Fifteenth Amendment left "completely under the control of the several States
[the right] to punish violations of the right of suffrage * * *" " except as the
Fifteenth Amendment took away state power to deny the right to vote on the
grounds specified, and Edmunds agreed with him." Senator William T. Hamil-
ton, a Maryland Democratic lawyer, in speaking against the bill, noted that the
Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments were phrased like Article I, Section 10
of the original Consttiution, as prohibitions against the states, and not like the
Thirteenth Amendment or the Fugitive Slave Clause of Article 4, Section 2, which
do not in terms address themselves to state action." He added that private
violation of the right to vote was not punishable by federal power."

Senator Howard spoke in favor of enforcing the right to vote by federal in-
strumentalities since he considered It likely that southern governor would not
interfere if Democratic mobs drove Negroes away from the polls." Senator
George H. Williams, an Oregon Republican, a former state judge, and later At-
torney-General in President Grant's cabinet, objected to the bill "because it is
indefinite and vague in all or nearly all of Its provilons." " Williams, who had
been a member of the Joint Committee on Reconstruction of the Thirty-Ninth
Congress which reported out the Fourteenth Amendment, and who had partici-
pated actively in the debates on the Fifteenth Amendment, declared:

"Senators upon this floor, grave and learned Senators, whose Republicanism
is beyond question, have expressed doubts as to the constitutionality of many of
its provisions." "

Senator Eugene Casserly, a California Democratic lawyer and former corpo-
ration counsel of New York City, returned to Hamilton's point by noting that the
Fifteenth Amendment was a limitation only on federal or state power, and oper-
ated in the same way as the negative limitations of Article I, Section 10 of the
original Constitution. He added that the power to enforce the Amendment added
nothing to the substantive provisions. He therefore concluded that. Congress
could not penalize the actions of individuals." Casserly conceded that Oongress
could penalize the actions of state officers acting under state laws, but not private
individuals acting on their own volition. Senator Matthew Carpenter, a Wis-
consli Republican lawyer and a member of the Senate Judiciary Committee
interrupted him to suggest that Congress might find power to protect voters under

" See 42 (1) Globe app. 116 (1871), where Representative Samuel Shellabarger, an
Ohio Republican lawyer In charge of the anti-Ku Klux Klan bill, answered Representative
Farnsworth's assertion that the punishment of consplraces was not linked to unconsti-
tutional state acts by saying: "It assumes that the State has denied protection to some of
Its citizens."r Ofpra, n. 80.

M See 84 U.S. Law Week, I 8, p. 8165-66 (1905).
' 41 (2) (lobe 1950 (1870). See also his remarks at 8503.
A Id. a': 2611-12.
1 Ild. at 8559. See also id. at 8056, 8658.0 (d. at 8571.3 Id. at 3572.

" Id, at app. 853-55. /
14 . at app. 800.

SId. at 805I.
Td. at 8656.

SId. at 8657.
o Id. at app. 472.
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the first section of the Fourteenth Amendment. Casserly replied that the Four.
teenth Amendment also dealt with state action alone and not individual action,
so that Congress derived no more assistance from this than the Fifteenth Amend.
meant 1  He concluded that Congress had no power to deal with private violence
since such criminal acts were not the acts of the state.10

Senator Stewart replied that the bill ias necessary for the fall elections because
the southern Democrats would drive Negroes en masse from the polls.101 Senator
Allen G. Thurman, a Democrat and a former chief justice of the Ohio Supreme
Court, arose.to concur with Oasserly. He emphasized that the Fifteenth Amend.
ment dealt only with the actions of States, or with state officials enforcing state
laws, and not with the criminal acts of individuals.10' Thurman, too, drew an
analogy between the prohibitions laid on the states in Article I, Section 10, and
the Fifteenth Amendment, and pointed out fhat neither was designed to affect
private action. Senator Pool then interrupted him to ask what he would answer
if a state passed a law that no election official should be punished for refusing to
register or receive the vote of a Negro. Thurman replied that such a law would
violate the Constitution, but that It could not be supposed that a state would
enact such an unconstitutional law. To this Pool answered that the Fifteenth
Amendment contemplated that a state night by positive legislation or by omission
deny the right to vote to Negroes. He added that if a state failed to punish officers
who would not receive ballots from Negroes, unless Congress punished them under
its power to pass appropriate legislation the efficacy of the amendment would he
broken down. Thurman retorted that such laws could be invalidated by .the
federal judiciary, but that Congress had no power to punish private individuals
who did not hold state office.10'

Senator John Sherman, the veteran Ohio Republican lawyer and legislator, then
propounded a new theory. He professed agreement with Thurman, but asserted
that the bill was only intended to limit state action. The following colloquy
then occurred:

"Mr. SHERMAN. * * * What I mean is that all the provisions of the law
are to prevent persons or officers, under color of State authority, from denying
a man the right of suffrage. My colleague cannot deny that we can by appro-
priate legislation prevent any private person from shielding himself under a
State regulation, and thus denying to a person the right to vote on account of
race, color, or previous condition of servitude. Our right of appropriate legisla-
tion extends to every citizen of a State, the humblest as well as the highest.

"Mr. CASSERLY. I should like to ask the Senator from Ohio how a State
can be said to abridge the right of a colored man to vote when some irresponsible
person in the streets is the actor i that wrong?

"Mr. SHERMAN. If the offender, who may be a loafer, the meanest man in
the streets, covers himself under the protection or color of a law or regulations
or constitution of a State, he may be punished for doing it.

"Mr. CASSERLY. Suppose the State law authorizes the colored man to vote;
what then?

"Mr. SHERMAN. That is not the case with which we are dealing. * * *
This bill only proposes to deal vith offenses committed by officers or persons
under color of existing State law, under color of exisitng State constitutions.

2o I4. at app. 473.
lo0 Id. at apn. 474.
io Id. at 8658-59.

0 'Id. at 8661. Thurman observed :
"This, then, being simply a limitation on the power of the State, simply withholding

from it one of the powers which it heretofore possessed, the power of fixing the qualflica-
tions of electors, or restricting that power in a single particular, it is as plain, it seems to
me, as the sun at noon-day in a cloudless sky, that this amendment can only be held to
speak of a State as a State * * * In her political character * * * and does not deal with
individuals at all.

* * * * * * *
"* * * The prohibition here is upon the State. Can you undertake to punish an individ-

ual who is not acting under the authority of the State, but directly against the statute
law of the State, and who is punishable under that' statute law by-indictment in the courts
of the State? And yet you undertake to say that that individual, thus acting contrary to
the law of his State, liable to punishment by his own State in her own courts, can be taken
away from the jurisdiction of his State * *. into a Federal court to be punished under

an act of Congress. ' - . ou t
"It is amazing to me thatany lawyer can think for a moment that this. bill in this

respect where it acts on individuals-not officers of a State at all, mere private iidividuals,
mere trespassers, mere breakers of the peace, mere v olators of the State law--that ,this
bill which seizes them and punishes them under this act of Congress and In the Federal
Courts is warranted by the fifteenth amendment of the Constitution."

o10 Id. at 8662-63. /
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No man could be convicted under this bill reported by the Judiciary Committee
unless the denial of the right to vote was done under color or pretense of State
regulation. The whole bill shows that.'!" .: '

Here we have an interesting theory underlying, the legal basis of the bill which
is certainly not apparent on its face. Yet the.theory is by no.means illogical.
The Fifteenth Amendment uprooted many state constitutions and laws for-
bidding Negroes from voting. The Republicans complained during the debate
that Democrats were continuing to follow these state constitutions and laws
in spite of the Fifteenth Amendment. 0 Apparently, Sherman envisaged a Demo-
cratic mob which turned Negroes away from the polls as a private enforcement
of these state laws; the mob was assuming the character of state agents in en-
forcing state laws.

Senator Garrett Davis, a Kentucky Democratic lawyer, seized on Sherman's
admission that state action would have to be involved, and asserted that a
state could only act through its officials, and not "by its isolated and straggling
citizens." He therefore concluded that Congress could not penalize private
citizens." r Davis further asserted that the amendment reached only, state legis-
lation,1'" a point on which Senator Joseph S. Fowler, a conservative Tennessee
Republican, concurred.'0

Senator Oliver P. Morton, an Indiana Republican, asserted that the debates
on the Fifteenth Amendment would show that Congress, in the second section,
did not Intend to be confined to legislating against state officials or state laws.
He argued that these debates in the Congressional Globe of the previous year
indicated that Congress could penalize private persons who interfered with Negro
voting.u0 Morton, who had participated in these debates, quoted no specific
passage therein, and the comments previously made in conjunction with Howard's
speech, namely that no such recorded debates dealing with private interference
existed, apply here also. The pressing necessity of preserving Negro votes against
Klan interference seems to have resulted in conjuring up some non-existent
debates.

When voting on the-bill commenced, Morton offered an amendment to punish
private interference with Negro voting, which was carried on a party-line vote.
A Democratie-sponsored amendment was then offered to limit this section to acts
"under or by color of State authority.'"' Thurman observed that it had been
asserted in debate that this section applied only to persons acting under State
authority. He supported the amendment to "show whether the Senate mean'
that that section shall apply only to persons acting under State authority or color
of State authority, or whether Congress assumes to punish every ruffian as the
embodiment of the State." No doubt Thurman was referring to the theory of his
colleague, Sherman. However, this amendment was voted down by a strict party-
line vote, with Sherman being absent.u , It might be noted that Pool's section
had been adopted without a roll-call only a short time before.112

Thurman then attacked the whole proceeding. He observed that these sections
had been adopted in an all-night session, with senators absent or sleeping on
sofas, "and only aroused from their slumbers when there was a division of the
Senate or when their presence was necessary in order to make a quorum." He
added that some of the bill was not grounded on the Fifteenth Amendment, but
on Congress' power under the original Coistitition to control federal elections.
Trumbull also suggested that the bill be pitifed and postponed for this reason.
But Stewart declared that the Senate was under time pressure."O The bill was
then passed by a party-line vote."1

In the touse, oily a brief objection was made that the bill went beyond
Congress' power by punishing private individuals." In his speech supporting
the bill, E.Ingham did not address himself to this point lit all." However, in
the next session, when the Supplementary Enforcement Act U was passed, several
House Democrats harped on the theme that the Fifteenth Amendment pro-

1(8 Id. at so80s
'0 See id. at 8568 (Sen. Sherman), 3658 (Sen. Stewart), 3716 (Sen. Williams).
101 Id. rAt 3806.
10 Id. t 8607.1o Id. :it app. 421.
"O d, at 8670.. /
"1 Id. at 3684.
112 1. at 8670.
"1 Id. at 3688.
"* Id at 3690.
u Id. at ann. 410 (Rep. Smith).
"s Id. at 3888.
ANiA-E^L, o ...a.16 lat. 433.
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hibited only state interference with Negro voting, and did not authorize enforce-
ment against private individualsu ' , Bingham merely replied that the Fourteenth
Amendment gave Congress power "to correct and restrain by law the abuses of
State authority." He added that the Enforcement Act of 1870 was principally
designed to enforce the similarly worded Fifteenth Amendment without ad-
dressing himself at all to the question of whether Congress could punish private
individuals. 1 '

Democratic Senators likewise reiterated the point that the Fifteenth Amend-
ment only prevents state discriminatory action, and does not restrain private
individuals. 'They therefore concluded that the second section of the amendment,
which gives Congress the power to enforce it, being ancillary to the first sec-
tion, would not allow Congress to pass a law penalizing purely private action."
Thus, Senator Francis P. Blair of Missouri observed that the Fifteenth Amend-
ment was worded in the same way as the negative prohibitions of Article I,
Section 10 of the original Constitution, and no one had suggested that these were
enforceable against individuals.12

The debates on the Enforcement Act of 1870, on which both the Justice Depart-
ment and the majority of the Supreme Court so heavily relied, show, first of all,
a considerable willingness to stretch the terms of the Fifteenth Amendment to
cover the problem of private violence, which was overlooked when the amendment
was upon its passage. To this extent, the act cannot be deemed a contem-
poraneous construction of that amendment or the Fourteenth Amendment, and
rather represents action by Congress outside of its constitutional powers to meet
what wat felt to be a pressing political necessity. Secondly, such action was
predicated upon what was deemed to be an intentional denial of equal protection
to southern Republican voters, especially Negroes, by local state authorities,
even though this basis for congressional action was not stated in teris in the
bill. To that extent, Congress was indeed curing unconstitutional state inaction.
The question presented to Congress was the punishment of private conspiracies
to violate federal rights only when sheltered by intentional state refusal to af-
ford protection to the victims. This latter constitutional underpinning has been
wholly overlooked in the Guest case opinions.

With the presence of unconstitutional state rfuisnl to act as the basis for
federal intervention, the question was narrowed to what remedy was permissible
and appropriate to enforce the amendments. Instead of directing its penalties
to inactive state officers, Congress chose to stibstitute federal officers and ma-
chinery to afford protection directly to victims. How this remedy came to be
used will now occupy our attention.

5. THE INFLUENCE OF PRIGG V. PENNSYLVANIA

The use by Congress of a remedy for unconstitutional state inaction by sub-
stituting federal machinery, although not warranted by the terms of the Four-
teenth and Fifteenth Amendments, can only be understood in light of the pro-
found influence on lawyers of the period of the case of Prigg v. Penmnslvania.m

The Justice Department's brief in the Guest case has cited this case in passing
for the proposition that Congress may enforce rights'secured in the Constitution
even without a specific grant of power," without noticing the crucial signifi-
cance of Bhngham's disagreement with this point which led him to vote against
the civil rights bill in 1866 m and ultimately resulted in the first section of the
Fourteenth Amendment.

The opinion of the Supreme Court ii Prigg v. Pennsylvania was delivered by
Mr. Justice Story at the apex of his reputation. He held that the Fugitive Slave
Clause of Article 4, Section 2 of the original Constitution could be eriforced by
federal legislation, and in dictum declared that states could not be required

'to enforce it. He said:
"If, indeed, the Constitution guarantees the right, and if it requires the

delivery, upon the claim of the owner, (as cannot well be doubted,) the natural
inference certainly is, that the national government is clothed with appropriate
authority and functions to enforce it. The fundamental principle applicable to
all cases of this sort would seem to be that where the end is required, the means

s 41 (3) Globe 1272 (Rep. Edrldge),pp. 123-24 (Rep. Woodward).
119 d. at 1283.
o1 id. at 1635 (Sen. Vickers), app. 162 (Sen. Bayard),
' Id. at app. 158.
S41 U.S. (16 Pet.) 539 (1842).3 Brief, op~ . . sufra, n. 63 at 28.
4 839 (1) Globe 1291 (1866).
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are given; and where the duty is enjoined, the ability to perform it is con-
templated to exist on.the part of the functionaries to whom1 it's entrusted. The
clause is found in the national Constitution, and not'i thtt of any State.: It
does not point out any state functionaries, or' any state action' to carry Its
provisions into effect. The states cannot, therefore, be compelled to enforce
them; and it might well be deemed an unconstitutional exercise of the power of
interpretation, to insist that the states are bound to provide means to carry into
effect the duties of the national government, nowhere delegated or entrusted to
them by the Consitution. On the contrary, the natural, if not the necessary con-
clusion is, that the national government, in the absence of all positive provisions
to the contrary, is bound, through its own proper departments, legislative,
judicial or executive, as the case may require, to carry into effect all the rights
and duties imposed upon it by the Constitution." "

The impact of this opinion on legal thinking about the federal-state relations
during the period stemmed from two primary sources. First, it constituted the
constitutional basis for the Fugitive Slave Law of 1850,m which as part of the
Compromise of 1850 had vast political consequences and served as a political
irritant between the sections which led to the Civil War. Secondly, it was in
the same section of the original Constitution as the Privileges and Immunities
Clause, which for twenty years the North had been attempting to enforce in
favor of freed Negroes, and like this clause it was a general declaration of
constitutional right not in terms phrased as a limitation on state action.

When the slaves were freed by the Thirteenth Amendment, it is not surprising
that the machinery used to enforce the Privileges and Immunities Clause in
their favor in the Civil Rights Act of 1866,1" should be borrowed from the
familiar machinery of the Fugitive Slave Law which enforced a similarly worded
constitutional provision found in the same section. As Senator Trumbull, who
drafted the bill and was in charge of it is Judiciary Committee Chairman,
observed:

"Most of [the provisions of the bill] are copied from the late fugitive slave
act, adopted in 1850 for the purpose of returning fugitives from slavery into
slavery again." ..

This point is further reinforced when it is remembered that notwithstanding
Trumbull's long-winded perorations on the need to make freedmen really free by
enforcing the Thirteenth Amendment, as Soentor Lot M. Mbrrill, a Malne Repub-
lican lawyer later observed, the civil rights bill was4 deemed to be supported
under the old Privileges and Immunities Clause, and not the Thirteenth Amend-.
nent at all.1" Trumbull himself recognized this by citing cases interpreting that
clause in his opening speech,1 as he later virtually admitted."'

1 Prigg v. Pennsylvatia, 41 U.S. (10 Pet. 589, 615-10 (1842). The dictum that states
lacked concurrent power to enforce the fugitive slave provision was denied in Weaver v.

egely, 29 Pa. 80 (1857).
relct of Sept. 18, 1850, c. 60, 9 Stat. 462. See Ableman v. Booth, 62 U.S. (21 How.)

506 (1859).
m See e.g. 80 (2) Globe 418-19 (1849) (Rep. Hudson): 81, (1) Globe app. 124 (1850)

(Sen. Davis, Mass.) 81. (1) Globe app. 1654-55 (1850) (Sen. Winthrop); 33 '(1) Globe
anp. 1012 (1854) (Sen. Sumner); 35 (1) Globe 1964 (158) (Sen. Fessenden); 85 (1).
Globe 166--67 (1858) (Sen. Fessenden, Wilson); 3 (2) Globe 952 (1859) (Rep. Granger);
85 (2) Globe 980 (1859) (Rep. Clark Cochrane) ; 85 (2) Globe'984 (1859) (Rep. Bingham).

I14 Stat. 27 (1866).
S39 (1) Globe 475 (1866). See also Trumbull's defense of using, the Fugitive Slave

Law for enforcement machinery, id. at 605. He declared that "we propose to use the
provisions of the fugitive slave law for the purpose of punishing those who deny free-
dom. * * *" Ibid.

" 42 (2)tGlobe 780 (1872). Morrillsaid:* * * the honorable Senator from Massachusetts is utterly mistaken if he supposes that
the civil rights bill was drawn from the thirteenth amendment at all. * * * I' did not
question the constitutionality of the civil rights bill; but it would have been constitutional
before the thirteenth amendment; it was not drawn under that amendment, nor does it
look to that at all as its source of authority. It looks to that other provision of the
Constitution In the fourth article, which provides for the equal privileges and immunities
of the citizens in the several States. That is where its authority is found."

1i 39 (1) Globe 474-75 (1866)
11 Id. at 600, where Trumbull said:
"* * * the cases were * * * Introduced * * * for the purpose of ascertaining, if we

could, by judicial decision what was meant by the term 'citizen of the United States;' aid
Inasmuch as there had been judicial decisions upon this clause of the Constitution, In
which it had been held that the rights of a citizen of the United States were certain great
fundamental rights, such as the right to life, to liberty, and to avail one's self of all the
laws passed for the benefit of the citizen to enable him to enforce his rights; inasmuch as
this was the definition given to the term as applied in that part of the Constitution. I
reasoned from that, that when the Constitution had been amended and slavery abolished,
and we were about to pass a law declarin every person, no matter of what color, born in
the United States a citizen of the United States, the same rights would then appertain to
all persons who were clothed with American citizenship."
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Reference to thle iHose debates is even more illuminating. Representative
Jiines F. Wilson an Iowa Republican lawyer in charge of the bill for the House
Judiciary Committee, stated that the bill was merely enforcing the Privileges
and Immunities Olause.m Wilson, like Trumbull, linked the substantive provi-
sions of the Privileges and Immunities Clause with the enforcement provisions
of the second section of the Thirteenth Amendment because of serious constitu-
tional doubts.that Congress had the power to enforce the original constitutional
provision unaided. He, too, observed that most of the enforcement machinery
was "based bn the act of September 18, 1850, commonly known as the 'fugitive
slave law,' the constitutionality of which has been affirmed over and over again
by the courts." "' Furthermore, to quiet the very serious constitutional doubts
of ia number of fellow-Republicans, 1 Wilson read the passage previously quoted
from Prigg v. Pcensylvania which interpreted the companion Fugutive Slave
Clause as showing the power of Congress to enforce the rights of citizens in
the Privileges and Immunities Clause and the Due Process Clause of the Fifth
Amendment, and declared that this case showed that Congress already had the
power to do what Bingham's previously introduced constitutional amendment
would have given them the power to. do, namely, to enforce the rights of citi-
zens." Bingham, on the other hand, although agreeing wholeheartedly with
the objects of the civil rights bill, was of the opinion that Prigg v. Pennsylvania
was inapplicable, and that enforcement of the rights of citizens was left to the
good faith of the states. Such a position was certainly an arguable one, since
Mr. Justice Story had indicated that the federal government could not only set
up machinery to return fugitive slaves, but that states could not be required to do
so. Bingham, however, noted:

"The Constitution does not delegate to the United States the power to punish
ottenses against the life, liberty, or property of the citizen in the States, nor does
it prohibit that power to the States, but leaves it as the reserved power of the
States, to be by them exercised." I,

To remedy this want of power to enforce the existing Constitution, Bingham
introduced his first draft amendment.1  The effect of this draft would have been
to embody the rule of Prigg v. PetMsylvania into a constitutional amendment.
But as previously noted, many Republicans were opposed to giving Congress
power to pass a uniform law to protect life, liberty, and property, similar to the
uniform law for the return of the fugitive slaves.' Hence, as Bingham later
declared, when came to redraft the first section of the Fourteenth Amendment, he
imitated the framers of the original Constitution in Article I, Section 10, by
imposing negative limitations on the powers of the states.1  As Bingham wrote
in 1871:

"The fourteenth amendment, it is believed, did not add to the privileges or
immunities before mentioned [in the original Constitution], but was deemed
necessary for their enforcement as an express limitation upon the powers of the
States. It had been judicially determined that the first dight articles of amend-
ment of the Constitution were not limitations on the power of the States, and it
was apprehended that the same might be held of the provision of the second
section, fourth article." 11

Of course, the first section of the Fourteenth Amendment, after the declara-
tion as to citizenship, is so obviously similar to Article I, Section 10, that Demo-
cratic lawyers, in casting about for gripnds to oppose Republican bills, guessed

1sld. at 1117-18. He declared:
"Mr. Speaker, I think I may safely affirm t f6t this bill, so far as it declareq.the equality

of all citizens in the enjoyment of cvil rights and immunities, merely affirms existing law.
We are.followifig the Constitution. We are reducing to statute form the spirit of the
Constitution. We are establishing no new right, declaring no new principle. It is not
the object of this bill to establish new rights, but to protect and enforce those which
already belong to every citizen. * * * If the States would all practice the constitutional
declaration that iThe citizens of each State shall be entitled to all privileges and Im-
munities of citizens in the several States' (Article four, section two, Constitution of the
United States,) and enforce it * * * we might very well refrain from the enactment of
this bill into a law."

u Id. at 1118.
1.r d. at 1200-67 (Rep. Raymond) : id. at 1291-93 (Rep. Btnghamh); id. at 1293 (Rep.

Shellabarger) : d. At app. 154-59 (Rep. Delano).
'*Id. at 1204.
11 1d. at 1291.
's Id. at 1034.
SSee, e.g. id. at 1009 (IRep. Iotchklss). .
1o 42 (1) lobe app. 84 (1871).
to H.R. Rep. No. 22, 41st Cong., 8rd Sess. 1 (1871),
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that the former was patterned after the latter. But there was no public evidence
of this until 1871 from Bingham, afhd the'inferential evidence from the two drafts
appears in none of the speech e, even by. Drepcrats, andl ap areptly was for-
gotten. Considering the times, this is not as impibbable as it might seeipt
first. In the four yegrs between 1,06 and 1870 the country had gonV thrlu
a legal -and political revolution. The exciting events of the times. such as the
reconstruction acts pressed on the South, the impeachment of President Andrew
Johnson, and the extension of the franchise to Negroes, would haye necessarily
drawn so much attention as to push more technical questions ino the background.
The redrafting of the relatively no-controversial first section of the'Fourteenth.
Amendment, which was deemed surplusagee" anyway, " because it only reenacted
what was already in the Constituttior, by comparison Is such a technical matter
that if it was overlooked, or its significance was unnoticed, this cannot cause
surprise.

Indeed, it is of significance that the first time this redrafting was brought up
in debate was in 1871. Representatives Farnsworth and Garfield, both Republi-
can lawyers who had participated in the debates preceding the proposal of the
Fourteenth Amendment, warmly speaking in its favor as well as voting for it,""
brought up the redrafting, by reading extensively from the 1866 Globe to refresh
their recollection."' If the very participants had to read from the Globe to aid
their memory, it is hardly to be wondered at that senators and later members of
Congress who were not participants might have forgotten this fact.

Accordingly, Republicans who forgot about the redraft or were unfamiliar
with it continued to act as if Prigg v. Pennsylvania applied to the Fourteenth
Amendment, and by analogy to the Fifteenth Amendment, even though Bing-
ham's revisions, by converting it.into a negative limitation on state.action, had
made it inapplicable. The constant citation of this case by oth Republicans
and Democrats during the reconstruction period shows that many members of
Congress were following this familiar, although wholly inapplicable, constitu-
tional landmark.1" Insofar, therefore, as the Republicans were acting bona fide,
their mistake was a completely reasonable one. No better: illustration of this
point can be made than the fact that Senator Pool himself, in urging his section
which was to go into the Enforcement Act of 1870, referred at length to the
enforcement machinery of the Civil Rights Act of 1866, which had been set up
under the authority of Prigg v. Pennsylvania, as a guide to the interpretation of
the fifth section of the Fourteenth Ameidment. 1Y

"2 James, The Framing of the Foutrteenth Amendment, 123-24, 134-35, 145 (1956)
"' 39 (1) Globe 2402 (186) (Garfleld), id. at 2539 (Farnsworth).1M42 (1) Globe app. 115-10, 150-52 (1871).
4

5 See, e.g. 3(1) Globe 1270 (1866), (Iep. Kerr) ; id. at 1886 (Rep. Lawrence of Ohio) ;
41(2) lobe 3485 (1870) (Sen. Thurman) ; id. at 8804 (Sen Bayard) 41(3) Globe app.
106 (1871) (Sen. Bayard) ; 42(1) Globe app. 231. (1871) (Sen. Elair ; id. at app. 210
(Sen. Thurman) ; id. at app. 229 (Sen, Boreman); id. at 795 (Rep. Blair of Mlch) ; 43(1)Record 413 (1874) (Rep. Lawrence). it is Interesting to note'that when RepresentativeBenjamin F. Butler a Massachusetts Republican lawyer, reported a bill for the Committeeon Reconstruction to protect southern Republicans, as an enforcement of the FourteenthAmendment he modeled the legal machinery "almost exactly upon the fugitive slave law
6f 1850." bee H.R. Rep. No. 87, 41st Cong., 3rd Sees. 4 (1871) Representative Smuel

ellabarger, an Ohio Republican lawyer who had partiipated in the debates on the CivilRights Act of 1866 and the Fourteenth Amendment, declared that the latter amiendmientfIn its first section, was similar to the Fugitive Slave Clause of Article 4, Section 2, and
that under the authority of Prigg v. Pennsylvania 41 1U.. (16 Pet.) 539 (1842), Congress
could enforce the Fourteenth Amendment with iet own machinery. He did not mention
the Bingham redraft in 1866. 42(1) Globe app. 70 (1871). Similarly, Representative
David P. Lowe, a Kansas Republican ex-Judge, declared; ' , $"Again; the second section of the' fourth artlco'f the Constitution further provides
that -[Fugitive Slave Clause quoted]. . .

'The slmlfarity in expression of this section to the one quoted in the fourteenth amend-
ment [first section] s so apparent that its construction must lead to.a just understandingof the latter. * ,* ',Under the second section of the fourth article a sttuite Was enactedIn 179 providing for thb capture ands, urrender of fugitive slaves, arid in thecase 'ofPlgg v. P-en lylnvhia * * Mr. Justice Story uses the following language in referenceto the fugitive saie law of 1793 as affected by the Constttion. * [qqotation
omitted]. ' . " .

"Here, therefore, the doctrine is squarely enunciated by one of the Purest and ablest ofthe eminent jurists that have adorned our Supreme bench that Whiere'a State refuse to
comply with the req titions and demands of the supreme law the Federal Governmentiay give effect' to Its Constitution and laws through its owh' agency This doctine is
qmple for the exige ces of the. present bill. The 'dedisidn 'of the Supreme Court n' thiscae'has been followed in very numerous cases, and the do6tride.nual bebbnsiderld settled,if any thing can be settled by adjudication." 42(1) Globe" 375 (1871).; *

" 41(2) Globe 3601, app. 47,0 (1870) . '
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6. CONCLUSION

The majority of the opinions in the Guest case rests on two errors, one piled on
top of the other. The first error was that of the Republican senators during
the reconstruction period, in. applying the theory of Prigg v. Pennsylvania to
interpret the fifth section of the Fourteenth Amendment. The error of the
United States Supreme Court was in taking the product of that erroneous inter-
pretation anti applying it without noticing its limitation, namely, that as an
antecedent a state or its officials would have to refuse equal protection. The
result has been to revert back to the first Bingham draft and to read the word
"state" right out of the Fourteenth Amendment.

The Fourteenth Amendment does not give Congress the power to punish pri-
vate individuals violating the rights of others whatever their motive. Nor does
it permit Congress to punisL conspiracies to violate federal rights. Any such
action is beyond the constitutional power granted to Congress under the fifth
section.

The remedy given to Congress by the framers to assure equal protection lies
in its right to proceed against state law enforcement officers who refuse to accord
equal protection to all persons. It is the duty of the states, by their officials,
to afford all persons the same protection which the laws grant to any person in
the states. If a state official wilfully neglects to afford such protection, he
violates the constitutional right of the person so affected. Congress may, uider
the fifth section, enforce the first section by punishing such official for this wilful
refusal. But it may not proceed directly to punish tha private criminals who
violate the rights of citizens. Insofar as the majority of the opinions in the
Guest case hold to the contrary, they are inconsistent with the original under-
standing of the framers and are erroneous.

THE Ku KLTTx KLAN ACT OF 1871: SOME REFLECTED LIGHT ON STATE ACTION
AND THE FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT

(By Alfred Avins)

1. INTRODUCTION

Recent violence around the country, and particularly in the South, which has
resulted from racial tensions, has spurred a demand that the federal government
undertake to punish private individuals directly for crimes of violence which are
asserted to infringe Fourteenth Amendment rights.1 A majority of the justices
of the United States Supreme Court have indicated in the freshly decided case
of United States v. Guest' that Congress possesses this power under the Four-
teenth Amendment, and at least one commentator has concurred in this view.'

These assertions that Congress may penalize private violence directly are
contrary to the view of the landmark post-reconstruction cases which hold
that the Fourteenth Amendment's first section is only directed at "state action."'*
The basis for rejecting this concept, at least in part, has been grounded by the
Justice Department in the Guest case.on an alleged contemporaneous construc-
tion of the Fourteenth Amendment by the Ku Klux Klan Act of 1871,5 which was
passed by the votes of Republicans, some of whom voted for the Fourteenth
Amendment, and presumably were familiar with its meaning. Since this statute
purported to enforce the Fourteenth Amendment, the reasoning is that it con-
stituted a congressional interpretation of the amendment's meaning which is
more persuasive than later Supreme Court cases.-

The position that a contemporaneous congressional construction of a constitu-
tional amendment should carry weight in interpreting that amendment is cer-
tainly a well-grounded one. In view of the fact that the Ku Klux Klan Act
was the most extensive congressional attempt during reconstruction to prevent

1 See N.Y. Times, June 9, 1960, p. 1; col: 8.
S86 Sup. Ct. 1170 (1966). .
*Frantz,: Congreessonal Power to Eiforce the Fourteenth Amendment Against Private

Acts, 78 YaleoL.J. 1383 (1964).
4 Civil Rights Cases, 109.U.S. 8 (1883); United States v. Harris, 106 U.S. 629 (1888);

United States v. Cruiksiank 92 U.S. 542 (1876).
* Act of April 20,'1871, ch. 22, 17 Stat. 13.
e Brief for appellant In United States v. Guest, supral n; 2, at pp. 87-'40.
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racial and political crimes of violence pursuant to the fifth section of the Four-
teenth Amendment, the debates thereon warrant careful attention. This article
will analyze those debates for the reflected light they cast on the power of
Congress to punish private individuals under the Fourteenth Amendment.

2. THE HOUSE DEBATE
A. The bill is introduced

At the opening of the first session of the Forty-Second Congress, considerable
apprehension was expressed by the Republicans about the insecurity of life and
property in the South, and the House adopted a resolution creating a committee
to investigate this.' On this the Republican majority was split almost in half,
with the Democrats making up the balance of power. Several Republicans,
particularly Representative Benjamin F. Butler of Massachusetts, wanted to
enact immediate legislation t ec sou6fth'n-.epublicans,* and Butler got
into a lengthy wrangle h Speaker James G. 914ine by accusing fellow
Republicans of sidingvith the Democrats in using th investigation to head
off legislation for t 9m.'

During the co'sie of this discoursive debate in Congress, on arch 23, 1871
President Grant sent a message to Congress asking for additnal legislation
to curb violence in the Sdout 'becuse df the iniibility of state authorities to
control it 0 In response to This message,, on March 28, Represent ive Samuel
Shellabarger, an OhioRtepublican lawyer , reported a bill to enforce the Four-
teenth Amendment fr6m the committee to which the President's msage had
been referred. The first" section, l eT'1 .gave a right tf action 1 federal
court to any person whose co lttonal rightss w e b ing violate under
color of state law, a section wh still part of the, nited States Ood ." The
second section punished conspi . s to violate dpn~tituton rights by 4ommit-
ting mitrder or other specifie crmef 7The thidr section provided that when
domestic violence do obstiucte I ..ent as -to.,depre citizens of their
constitutional rightS, and wl state ofipial culd not-oi would not protect
those rights, failure of these p cials to AplIyo federal assistance to suppress
the violence would mount tb denial of eq protection of the laws, giving
the President the r ht tq 'inte vene yit. f mderal iillitary forces to suppress
this violence. The f siier section deca t hen state authorities conspired
with such armed groups in violating constitute nal rights, fhe Presi4ent could
suspend thl writ of habeas corpuasand institute artial law."

Shellaba ~r opened the House debateby tyi g the fist section to the Civil
Rights Act 18360" and declared that it was but.,' means of forcing the
Privileges ant Immunities 'Clause.of the FourtBerh Amendment against un-
constitutional te action. The secodid section, in his view, s designed to
cure the vaguene of the sixth section of the Enforcement of 1870 " by de-
fining what crimes Ould be punishable if perpetrated wi the purpose of de-
priving citizens of tle institutional rights. He decl that the second see-
tion was constitutional fothe same reason that e act of 187 was constitu-
tional; because if a state refuse t thE'nstitutionA rgkts of citizens
under the fifth section of the Fourteenth Amendment CongreA.s'nght do so. He
denied that the bill usurped exclusive state criminal jurisdiction and observed

SCong. Globe, 42nd Cong., 1st Sess. 116-7 (1871) (Congressional Globes will hereinafter
he cited by Congress, session, page and year, viz.: 42(1) Globe 116-7 (1871)). See also
id. at 180-2.

* For Butler's report in the prior session on this point, recommending protective legis-
lation, see H.R. Rep. No. 37, 41st Cong., 3rd Sess. (1871). See also his proposed bill at
42(1) Globe 173-5 (1871).

S42(1) Globe 123-130 (1871).
0 Id. at 236. The message read:

"A condition of affairs now exists in some of the States of the Union rendering life and
property insecure, and the carrying of the mails and the collection of the revenue danger-
ous. The proof that such a condition of affairs exists in some localities is now before the
Senate. That the'power to correct these evils is beyond the control of the State authoifl
ties I do not doubt that the power of the Executive of the United States, acting within the
limits of existing laws, is sufficient for present emergencies is not clear. Therefore I
urgently recommend such legislation as in the judgment of Congress shall effectually secure
life, liberty, and property, and the enforcement of law in all parts of the United
States. * * *" t

11 42 U.S.C. sec. 1083.
1 42(1) Globe 317 (1871).
"3 14 Stat. 27 (1866).
1 16 Stat. 140 (1870), now 17 U.S.C. Sec. 241.
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that Congress could directly enforce the provisions of the Constitution against
individuals,1" citing Article Four, Section Two, and in particular the fugitive
slave laws. Shellabarger cited Moore v. Illinois " for the proposition that Con-
gross might duplicate a state criminal code, and Prigg v. Pennsylvania " for the
proposition that Congress could enforce the fifth section of the Fourteenth
Amendment directly against individuals. The third section, Shellabarger as-

] soerted, was a remedy against state denial of equal protection, adding that the
federal government did not have to wait until the state denying protection to
citizens asked for federal aid. The fourth section was based on Ew parte Milli-
gfan 1. Thus, the entire speech shows that the state was designed to remedy state
denials of equal protection by'direct federal intervention against individuals."

Thle first rebuttal to the bill was delivered by Representative Michael C. Kerr, a
Such respected Indiana Democratic lawyer." He asserted that the states pos-

1 sessed exclusive jurisdiction to make criminal codes, 1" and that the negative
S limitations il that amendment were similar to the limitations of Article I, See-
S tion 10, which could not be enforced by Congress against individuals.2 He cited

Cohels v. Virginia "2 for the proposition that Congress had no general power to
' punish felonies, and concluded with a broadside attack on the bill as dangerous

.'4 to liberty and states' right."
Debate continued, with Representative William L. Stoughton, a Michigan

Republican lawyer, setting forth testimony detailing Ku Klux Klan crimes. lie
asserted that the Klan was "an auxiliary of the Democratic Party," " and fur-
ther remarked:

"The relation of the Democracy to this order is precisely that of the receiver
of stolen property to the thief. The murder of leading Republicans, terrifying
the colored population, and putting whole neighborhoods in fear so that the Ku
Klux can control an election, is heralded as a Democratic victory. * * * We
may as well concede, Mr. Speaker, that if this system of violence is to continue
in the South the Democratic party will secure the ascendency." 2

He concluded that-
"When thousands of murders and outrages have been committed in the south-

ern States and not a single offender brought to justice, when the State courts
are notoriously powerless to protect life, person, and property, and when violence
and lawlessness are universally prevalent, the denial of the equal protection
of the laws is too clear to admit of question or controversy. Full force and
effect is therefore given to section five, which declares that 'Congress shall have
power to enforce by appropriate legislation the provisions of this article.' " 7

Representative George F. Hoar, a Massachusetts Republican lawyer, declared
that in South Carolina a state-wide conspiracy was intimidating the Republican
majority by acts of violence from exercising their rights. He asserted that they
had taken possession of the juries so that no matter what the evidence, Repub-
licans always lost and Democrats always won. He added that although same
was punishable under state law, the criminal remedies were not enforced for
this class on account of any crime committed against them. Hoar concluded
that such a government, although republican in theory, was not so in fact be-
cause it was "a government administered by a conspiracy under the pretense
and under the form of republican security." " He added :

"But I may be asked, how do you distinguish the right to interfere in a case
like this from the right to interfere in any case where there may be an imper-
fection in the administration of justice or incomplete security for human rights?

15 He cited Jones v. Van Zandt. U.S. (5 How.) 230.
S55 U.S. (14 How.) 13 (1852).

1741 U.S. (16 Pet.) 539 (1842).
1s 71 U.S. 4 Wall.) 2 (1867).
0 42 (1)) Globe app. 68-71 (1871).

2 He became the first Democratic Speaker of the House after reconstruction.
n 42 (1) Globe app. 46 (1871).
"Id. at 48.
S19 U.S. (6 Wheat.) 264 (1821).
2 42 (1) Globe app. 49-50 (1871).
aId. at 320.
Id. at 321.

SId. at 322. But Representative George W. Morgan, an Ohio Democrat, denied that
political crimes were widespread, and asserted that the South had been provoked by corrupt
carpetbagger governments. Id. at 330-2.

SId. at 333.
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Sir, criminals escape punishment in Massachusetts, in Vermont A railroad
company does not stand a fair chance for an impartial verdict before a Wis-
consin jury. Is Congress to interfere? My answer to that is this: that it is
not possible to draw an absolute logical line between these two cases. The
difference is a difference of degree. To authorize the interference of Congress
there must be, not merely those imperfections and failures in the administration
of law which are attendant upon all civil governments alike, but there must be
a clear case of denial of government. We cannot interfere to deal with the
incidental evils which attend upon republican government; but we should inter-
fere where * * * these evils have attained such a degree as amounts to the
destruction, to the overthrow, to the denial to large classes of the people of
the blessings of republican government altogether." "

JIoar went on to inquire what were. the privileges and immunities of citizens,
protected by the first section of the Fourteenth Amendment. He quoted from
(he oft-cited case of Corficld v. Corycl 3 that they included protection of life,

liberty, and property. Without noticing that the Privileges and Immunities
Clause protected only citizens, wl jjhthe Elffqal Pte;tion Clause protected all
persons, including aliens, HIIar'reasoned that the latter.lause would be sur-
plusage if confined exclusively to "unlawful acts by the Stata.authorities." He
therefore asserted: 

"Now, it is "an effeptual denial by a State of the equal protectNob of the laws
when any class of officers charged under the laws with their administration per-
nuanently an i as rule refuse.to extend that protection. If every sheriff in South
Carolina refuse/Ato serve a writ.fbr aicolored man and,/those sheriffs ir kept in
office year aftetyear by the people of South Carolina, ahd no verdict agaiigt them
for their failure of duty qah be obtained before a South Carolipa jury, th6 State
of South Carolina, through the class o ficersI-who are its, representativess o af-
ford the equal protection of the~law to-that clhes of cifzens,\ has denied that
protection. I[f the jurors of South O(rlnit onstansly apd as a rule refuse do
justice between man and man wher[ l rights of a irtlcular clss of its citi ens
are concerned, and that State afforfsd it#-legislatio 4p remedy,,that is aL mch
a denial to that class of citizens of the equAl .rotectio of-the lawy as if the State
itself put on its statute ook a tt4te iactinttg iT verdict should be rendered
in the court of that State in favor this clas u£ft le's."

In short, Hoar declared that a e lal of jusc 1in )t arise through a habi ual
refusal to act as well as through lay prolih ting c1on. .-Heajdded that where *
the dominant group in a 0tate was hole tcthT1h of the mioyrity, as thQ pro-
slavery men \n the Sout .wre to the atil ery ien before the Civil War,"
state officials night take no action and let Mobs com tit crimesinhindere1. He
concluded that' far greater danger to libertywas to be apprehended front such
lawlessness thar rom federal intervention." \ / /

Representative ashington C.- Whitthorne, a Tenn ase Democra& /lawyer,
after minimizing an activities andF'rimes and extolling returning southern
prosperity, took the i vel position that the fifth section of the Fou enth Amend-
ment was intended to ow enforcement of all other sections evept the first, a
remarkable assertion wh was certainly contrary to bot # e language and
history of the amendment. * ded that the bill was veafous and ild usurp
state power." Representative Wiiam Qa jn.a-Pfladelphia Ri(4 l Repub-
lican, replied that the South was steeped in poverty and ignorance, NX Ithat the
Klan was bent on driving out all northern immigrants by violence. declared
that Democrats were always attacking new measures as unconstitutional, and
asserted that the Klan was warring on Republicans and preventing the flow of
northern capital to the South."

0 Id. at 833-4.
0 6 Fed. Cas. 540 (No. 3, 230) (C.C. Pa. 1823).

8 42 (1) Globe 334 (1871).a l He may well have been thinking of the incident in December, 1844, when his own
father, ex-Representative Samuel Hoar, was driven out of South Carolina by a mob. See
Biographical Directory Of the American Congress, 1774-1927, p. 1103 (1028) 80 (2)
Globe 418-9 (1840) (Rep. Hudson) : 81 (1) Globe app. 1123 (1850) (Sen. Clay); i~. at app.
124 (Sen. Davis, Mass.), 88 (1) Globe app. 1012 (1854) (Sen. Sumner) ; 4 (1) Globe 1508
(1856) (Rep. Coming).

"42 (1) Globe 334-5 (1871).
SId. at 885-8.

SId. at 338-341.

S 65-506--6-pt. 1-----50
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A Kentucky Democrat delivered a long tirade against the despotism which
would result from the bill, the inequities of carpetbagger reconstruction govern-
ments in the South, and the exaggerations of Klan activity." Representative
Austin Blair, a Republican lawyer and former Governor of Michigan replied that
the southern state governments had failed to protect people against Klan
whippings and murders." He added that the second section of the bill was
necessary to protect the fundamental rights of citizens, and to clarify the En-
forcement Act of 1870. He declared:

"We cannot indulge much in constitutional hair-splitting while citizens of the
United States are denied the right to live. It will not do to be over particular
as to the matter of whose duty it is to protect the citizens against armed bands of
assassins who will not wait for our decisions. It ought to be the duty of both the
State and the nation to do this; and if the State will not, the nation must." "

Blair concluded by sneering at Democratic constitutional misgivings." A
Tennessee Republican likewise asserted that states were not punishing klansmen,
and also ridiculed persistent Democratic attacks on all measures as being un-
constitutional.0
B. Farnswoth's attack

The first Republican attack on the bill came from Representative John F. Farns-
worth, an Illinois Republican lawyer and veteran member of Congress, who had
spoke and voted for the Fourteenth Amendment, and had been a Union general
during the Civil War. He opened by asserting that the second section, stripped
of surplusage, merely punished murder and other crimes. Shellabarger inter-
rupted to say that It punished only conspiracies to violate constitutional rights."
To this Farnsworth replied that the allegation of conspiracy added nothing, since
the Fourteenth Amendment spoke of States, citizens, and persons. Hence he rea-
soned that if Congress could punish a conspiracy it could punish the same act
done individually. Farnsworth also noted, with Shellabarger's concurrence, that
under the third section of the bill a denial of equal protection could be created by
mere inaction of state officers."

Farnsworth then launched into an extended recapitulation of the legislative
history of the first section of the Fourteenth Amendment, reading copiously from
the Congressional Globe for 1866. He recounted how a proposed constitutional
amendment had been reported by Representative John A. Bingham, an Ohio Re-
publican lawyer, which would have directly permitted Congress to enforce the
privileges and immunities of citizens, and equal protection to all persons. He
read excerpts from the speeches of Republicans opposing the proposal as giving
Congress too much power. Farnsworth then observed that the proposal was
shelved in favor of the present version of the Fourteenth Amendment. He read
from the opening speech of the late Representative Thaddeus Stevens, made
May 8, 1866, in advocating the first section of the Fourteenth Amendment as a
limitation on state legislation, particularly emphasizing that Stevens was leader
of the House Radical Republicans. The following colloquy then occurred:

"Mr. FARNSWOTH. * * * Whatever law protects the one shall protect the
other, and the same redress sha'l be afforded by law to one as to the other.

* * * * * * *

"Mr. SHELLABAROER. Read that just as, Mr. Stevens said it. * * * You put
in two words.

"Mr. FARNSWORTH. I did, yes. The gentleman Is very captious; he certainly
stands upon slippery ground if he needs to be so technical.

"Mr. SHELLABAROER. Read just what Mr.' Stevens said. '

SId. at 351-7 (Rep. James B. Back). See also id. at app. 74-75 (Rep. Fernando Wood);
id. at 387 (Rep. Charles A. Eldridge).

Id. at app. 72. H( observed:"* * * the State Governments fail to afford protection to the people. The Klane are
powerful enough to defy the State authorities. In many instances they are the State au-
thorities. And if you deny to the General Governmeht the authority to Intefere, then there
is no remedy anywhere. To wait until tha, State calls for assistance to suppress the dil-
orders is to wait, in many instances, for a voice from the grave. The Stats are prostrate
before a power they cAnnot control."

SId. at App. 78.
SId. at App. 78-4.
10 Id. at App. 310 (Rep. Horace Maynard).1 Id. at App. 118.2 Id. at App. 114.
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"Mr. FARBSWORTH. Does not every man in'the House know that Mr., Stevens
is talking about the law of the State, not the administration of the law? This is
what he says: 'That the law which allows a white man to testify shall allow a
black man also.'

"Mr. SHEILABAGER. Mr. Stevens said that every man should have equal
means of protection, and if my friend says the administration of the law is not
the means of protection--

"Mr. FARNSWORTH. This is what he says: 'Whatever law protects the white
man shall afford "equal" protection to the black man. Whatever means of
redress.' What does he mean by 'means of redress?'

"Mr. SHELLABERGER. Execution of the laws.
"Mr. FARNSWORTH. My friend is a very able lawyer; why is he so technical?

Mr. Stevens is speaking of the means of redress afforded by the law, not by the
justice of the peace, or the constable, or the jury. * * *

"Mr. SHELLABARGEB. By the administration of the law also.
"Mr. FARNSWORTH. * * '' we all know, and especially those of us who were

members of Congress at that time, that the reason for the adoption of this amend-
ment was because of the partial, discriminating, and unjust legislation of those
States, under governments set up by Andrew Johnson, by which they were pun-
ishing and oppressing one class of men under different laws from another
class." "

Farnsworth continued to emphasize his position that the first section of the
Fourteenth Amendment covered only discriminatory state legislation and not a
failure to protect by officials, by citing other speeches only mentioning such
legislation as the evil in view, while Shellabarger, emphasizing his point, noted
that the third section a3umed that a state had denied protection to some of
its citizens before the bill would become operative." Farnsworth concluded
that, unlike Hoar, he was not in favor of centralization. He denied that the
fifth section of the Fourteenth Amendment authorized the passage of the bill,
which he said would create "one grand, despotic, central Government at Wash-
ington * * *.6

c. Bingham's exposition
Bingham spoke right after Farnsworth. He commenced by asserting that as

a general principle Congress had always, since 1789 when the original Constitu-
tion was ratified, had the power to enforce the Constitution both against indi-
viduals as well as states, giving as an illustration a statute passed in 1795
allowing the President to call forth the militia to execute the laws of the Nation
when these laws could not be executed by ordinary judicial proceedings because
of opposition by large combinations." Citing other precedents as well, he con-
cluded that the general power of the national government to act on both states
and combinations of individuals "is a closed question, absolutely closed." " Bing-
ham therefore concluded that

"If it was competent heretofore to give the President power to enforce by arms
the faithful execution of the laws against unlawful combinations of men, surely
it is equally competent, to make the fact of such combinations a crime punishable
in your courts.""

Bingham then launched into an exposition of why he had revised the first draft
of the first section of the Fourteenth Amendment. He quoted Farnsworth's
speech in 1866 in favor of the Equal Protection Clause, and asserted that the fifth,
or enforcement, section applied to this clause as well as all others in the amend-
ment. He declared that he changed the amendment to conform to the form of
the negative limitations on the states as found in Article I, Section 10 of the
original Constitution, following some language by Chief Justice John Marshall

"Id. at app. l-11.
"Ibid.
0 Id. at app. 117. He observed:
"The first section of the amendment requires no legislation; it is a law Uinto itself;' and

the courts can execute it. If it requires enf6rCing' legislation; what kind does it require?
Certainly not a law which goes a long way beyond the 9cope of the provisions. The Con-
stitution cannot be extended by the law. It s very clear to my mind that the only 'legisla.
tion' we can do is to 'enforce' the provisionS of the Constitution uPon the laws of the State."
4 1 Stat. 424, ch. 36 (1795)1 lIe also cited Maritih v.'Mott, 25 U.S. '(12 Wheat.) 19

(1827). , 
A, 42(1) Globe app. 81-82 (1871). .
" Id. at 83.
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in Barron v. Baltimore?. Bingham then launched into a peroration on the bill
of rights as the privilege of citizens. After reviewing these rights, he asserted
that the general power of the national government to enforce its laws applied
to the Fourteenth Amendment equally with other provisions, and "does not de-
pend on the plighted faith of the States as States to support it." Rather, he
asserted that the Constitution "relies oh individual duty and obligation." Bing-
ham added that the national government need not rely on States to execute the
limitations on their power, although they had concurrent power with the national
government to. do so. Bingham said that Congress should provide in advance
"against the denial of rights by States, whether the denial be acts of omission
or commission, as well as against the unlawful acts of combinations and con.
spiracles against the rights of the people." He added:

"The States never had the right, though they had the power, to inflict wrongs
upon the free citizens by a denial of the full protection of the laws; because
all State officials are bound by oath or affirmation to support the Constitution.
As I have already said, the States did deny to citizens the equal protection of the
laws, they did deny the rights of citizens under the Constitution, and except
to the extent of the express limitations upon the States, as I have shown, the
citizen had not remedy. They denied trial by jury, and he had no reme-
dy * * * If I am not right in asserting that the negative limitations imposed by
the Constitution on States can be enforced by law against individuals and States,
then the Government was wrong from the administration of Washington
down * * *.""

Bingham gave as an example of enforcing a negative limitation on a state
against an individual, a case where a state set up a system of slavery and one
individual tried to enslave another pursuant thereto. Bingham asserted that
Congress could directly punish the individual for acting pursuant to such a
state law. He adverted to the Enforcement Act of 1870,86 which set aside the,
constitutions and laws of half the states and punished individuals depriving
Negroes of the right to vote pursuant to those state laws. He concluded that
the federal government could only punish men, and not states."

In Bingham's view, the statute was perfectly consistent with the Fourteenth
Amendment as a limitation on states only. In his eyes, any individual attempting
to enforce an unconstiutional state law could be punished by the federal gov-
ernment. Likewise, any combination strong enough to be able to force a state
official to violate their constitutional duty by depriving a citizen of his privi-
leges or equal protection could likewise be punished. Thus, a Klan group which
was so powerful that it could intimidate a state judge, prosecuting attorney, and
sheriff, into not affording protection to Negroes, by trying the murderers of
Negroes, by which this combination compelled a state to deny equal protection
of the laws, would be punishable under federal authority pursuant to the fifth
section. One such case, at least, was reported to the House only a month before
Bingham's speech."s

'9 32 U.S. (7 Pet.) 243 (1833). He declared:
"I answer the gentleman, how I came to change the form of February to the words now

in the first section of the fourteenth article of amendment, as they stand * * *. I had
read-and that is what Induced me to attempt to impose by constitutional amendments
new limitations upon the power of the States-the great decision of Marshall in Barron vs.
the Mayor and City Council of Baltimore, 'wherein the Chief Justice said, in obedience to
his official oath and the Constitution as it then was :

" 'The amendments [to the Constitution] contain no expression indicating an Intention
to apply them to the State governments. This court cannot so, apply them.' -7 Peters,
p. 250.

"In reexamining that case of Barren, Mr. Speaker, after my struggle in the Iouse in
February, 1866, to which the gentleman has alluded, I noted and apprehended as I never
did before, certain words in that opinion of Marshall. Referring to the first eight articles
of amendments to the Constitution of the United States, the Chief Justice said: 'Had the
framers of these amendments Intended them to be limitations on the powers'6f the State

.governments they would have imitated the framers of the original Constitution, and have
expressed that intention.' Barron, vs. The Mayor, etc.,.7 Peters. 250.

"Acting upon this suggestion I did imitate the framers of the original Constitution. As
they had said 'no State shall emit bills of credit, pass any bill of attainder, erp post faoto
law, or law impairing the obligations of contracts;' imitating their example and imitating
it to the letter, prepared the pr isaon of the first section of the fourteenth amendment
as it stands in the Constitution * *." 42(1) Globe app. 84 (1871).
s Id. at 85.
1a16 Stat. 140 (1870).
5 42(1) Globe App. 85-86 (1871).

H.R. Rep. No. 37, 41st Cong., 3rd Sess. 2 (1871).
f
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D. Further viows
After another Democratic tirade against the alleged despotism the bill would

inaugurate," Representative Aaron F. Perry, an accomplished Ohio Republican
lawyer," opened his speech in favor of the bill by asserting that large armed
bands were operating in the South, depriving citizens of their Fourteenth and
Fifteenth Amendment rights, "unhindered and unpunished by the State authori-
ties." He added that they were "in fact organizations in aid of the Democratic
party." He asserted that their purpose was to drive all Republicans away from
the polls, or to drive them out of the South by violence. He added:

"Where these gangs of assassins show themselves the rest of the people look
on, if not with sympathy, at least with forbearance. The boasted courage of
the South is not courage in their presence. Sheriffs, having eyes to see, see not;
judges, having ears to hear, hear not; witnesses conceal the truth or falsify it;
grand and petit juries act as if they might be accomplices. In the presence of
these gangs all the apparatus and machinery of civil government, all the processes
of justice, skulk away as if government and justice were crimes and feared detec-
tion. Among the most dangerous things an injured party can do is to appeal to
justice. Of the uncounted scores and hundreds of atrocious mutilations and
murders it is credibly stated that not one has been punished." "

Perry then undertook a defense of the constitutionality az the bill. He
asserted that Congress could punish, as'in the first section, deprivations of con-
stitutional rights "under color of State authority," or, as in the second section,
unlawful combinations "with at least the tacit acquiescence of the State authori-
ties." He cited the Guaranty Clause of Article Five, Section Four of the Consti-
tution, as authority for allowing the federal government to put down unlawful
violence "if the State authorities be in complicity with it; if it be directed against
rights secured by the Constitution and laws of the United States. .* * *" H .
concluded that the Equal Protection Clause is a command "that no State shall fail
to afford or withhold the equal protection of the laws." "

Next, a Louisiana Republican declared that Congress could protect citizens
"when the State governments criminally refuse or neglect those duties which
are imposed upon them."" Representative James Monroe, an Ohio Republican
and a former theology professor, declared that he interpreted the Constitution
with "what may be termed the logic of the popular mind and heart . . . a kind
of logic that does not always come in a form which the courts approve . . ."
He asserted that in "every free constitution there is a kind of natural growth"
which did not come from amendments, but rather from extending God-given
principles. By applying these extensions of priliciples he found power to pass
the bill." Another Democratic interlude about usurpation of state criminal
jurisdiction and military despotism followed." A Pennsylvania Democratic
lawyer admitted the constitutionality of the first section of the bill dealing with

S42(1' Globe 3014 (1871) (Rep. Thomas Swann, Md.). See also id. at 364-7 (Rep.William E. Arthur, D.-Ky.),
S e had declinedd a proffered appointment by President Abraham Lincoln to the UnitedStates Supreme Court.
S42(1) Globe App. 78 (1871).
57 Jd..t App. 79., He added :
"Neither the Legildtures nor the Governors of the secediig States would invite thePresident to Auppresh violence in the respective States, because they were in open com-liclty with it. If intervention depended on their consent nothing could have been done.f the complicity of the State authorities had been merely negative and silent, it wouldhave been in legal effect the same." Id. at App. 80.
IN Ibid.
SId. at 308 (Rep. Lionel A. Sheldon). He said :
"It evidently was not contemplated that any State government would refuse to protectits citizens or neglect to make the attempt. . . .
"Suppose the State governments are indisposed to act in t1te sbtpresion of 'disorders,or refuse or neglect to punish for crimes against the citizens of the United States, Whereis there relief In such case has the nation no power; is the Government under nO

obligation to go to the rescue of the injured . .. Shall it be said that the citizen may bewrongfully deprived of his life, liberty, and property in his own country and at his ownhomestead, and 'the national arm cannot be extended to him because there is a State.
government whose dut' it is to afford him redress, but refuses or neglects to dischargethat duty?' uch a theory may be palpable to the minds of men who have been tooeducated in the technicalities which make a remedy depend on whether the form of actionIs trespass or case, but it must be Inpalpable logic, Indeed, to those whose lives, liberties.and property are all at that mercy of organized bands of marauders, who can safely defythe power or command the inactivity of the State authorities."

0 Id. at 870.
11 d. at 371-4 (Rep. Stevenson Archer, Md.). See also id. at app. 135-9 (Rep. James R.McCormick, Mo.).
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deprivation of constitutional rights under color of state law, but asserted that
suits in federal court would cause delay and expense. But he asserted that
the second section was unconstitutional because Congress could not punish
crimes within the states." Representative Jesse H. Moore, an Illinois Repub.
lican, also declared that southern outrages were in part provoked by the malad-
ministration of reconstruction governments, and added that he would vote for the
bill only if the second section, which he believed unconstitutionally usurped
state criminal jurisdiction, was amended."

Representative David P. Lowe, a Kansas Republican lawyer, opened a defense
of the bill by asserting that southern state and local governments "have been
found inadequate or unwilling to apply the proper corrective" against Klan-
inspired violence." He said that the bill was justified by the first and fifth
sections of the Fourteenth Amendment. The fact that lawlessness was not
being carried out pursuant to state authority was not, in his view, decisive of
Congress' constitutional power where the state "permits the rights of citizens
to be systematically trampled upon. ... " He urged that the amendment does
not merely extend to negativing state laws, because no enforcement under the
fifth section would be needed. Lowe concluded that a state which did not
prevent crime could not be excused because it had proper laws against crime
on its books. In such a case, he argued that Congress could give citizens
protection through its own agencies, citing the fugitive slave laws and Prigg v.
Pennwylvania 6 to support this doctrine." To him, direct federal protection
was the only available remedy. 7 Two North Carolina Democrats then attacked
the maladministration of the Republican-controlled state government as giving
rise to Klan activities, and asserted that these activities were grossly
exaggerated."

Representative John B. Hawley, an Illinois Republican lawyer, commenced
by stating that the federal government had power to enforce the Constitution
and to protect citizens by military force, citing statutes as early as 1792 em-
powering the President to call out troops to suppress illegal combinations.e
He added that unless Congress could pass laws protecting citizens in exercising
constitutional rights, they would be left unprotected. He used the inability
to speak against slavery in the South in antebellum times as an example of
this. He concluded that th, national government since 1789 did not have to
rely on the states to enforce the Constitution." /

But Hawley declared that the second section was beyond Congress' power to
enact if interpreted to mean that Congress could pass a general criminal code.
Shellabarger interrupted to say that the enumeration of crimes in the draft was
intended only to point out the ways in which a violation of constitutional rights
could be perpetrated by conspirators which would make them punishable, and
that murder or other crimes, if not designed to violate constitutional rights,
would not be reached by the bill. Hawley urged that the second section be
amended to make this clear, because Congress had no constitutional power to
pass a general criminal code, but it did have power to punish combinations
to prevent persons from exercising constitutional rights such as the right to
vote or hold federal office. 1

Debate continued, with a Negro South Carolina Republican detailing Klan
murders of both white and colored Republicans, and noting that county officers
in the northern portion of the state'had resigned or fled to the state capital

" Id. at app. 86-87 (Rep. John B. Storm) .
O Id. at app. 110-8.

' Id. at 374.
S41 U.S. (16 Pet.) 583 (1842).
O Id. at 375.
T Id. at 876. He declared:

"What less than this will afford an adequate remedy? The Federal Government cannot
serve a writ of majdienr.s- upon State Executives or upon State courts to compel them to
observe and protect ihe rights, privileges, and immunities of citizens. There is no legal
machinery for that purpose. , There can be none. The case has arisen . . . when the
Federal Government must resort to its own agencies to carry its own authority into
execution."

*lId. at 376-8 (Rep. Alfred M. Waddell) id. at 378-380 (Rep. Francis E. Shober). See
also id. at 884-7 (Rep. Joseph H. Lewis, D.-Ky.).

SId. at 380-1. .
to Id. at 382.
" Id. at 382-3.

of " *
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for safety because of it." Representative H. Boardman Smith, a freshman
New York Republican lawyer, said that Congress could punish criminal acts
designed to deprive a citizen of his constitutional rights by analogy to its right
to punish assaults on a letter-carrier or murder of a federal judge, but Farns-
worth indicated disagreement with this."

Representative James G. Blair, a Liberal Republican lawyer from Missouri,
made a strong attack on the bill. He declared that since the Thirteenth, Four-
teenth, and Fifteenth Amendments were only directed at the action of states,
they could not be enforced against private criminals." He distinguished cases
under the Fugitive Slave Clause of Article Four, Section Two, on the ground
that it did not refer to state action specifically. Blair asserted that Congress
had no more power to punish conspiracies than individual crimes, and that a thou-
sand Ku Elux Klan outrages could not create power where none existed." An
Illinois Democrat added that the negative limitations of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment could only be enforced by the courts by declaring void state statutes passed
contrary thereto.7"

Representative Ellis H. Roberts, a New York Republican, observed that the
Ku Klux Klan was an organized, state-wide or multi-state conspiracy of a mili-
tary form engaged in murdering both white and black Republicans in politically
doubtful areas for the purpose of carrying the election in 1872 for the Democrats.
He pointed out that the crimes were not sporatic, but systematic, and politically
motivated." He concluded that even "carpetbaggers" had a right to national
protection from political violence in the states of their adoption." Representative
Kelley of Pennsylvania declared:

"That is the point. In what southern State has any Ku Klux been tried or
convicted. I would like the gentleman to name one such case in all the southern
States." "

Another Democratic interlude followed, one more consisting of declamation on
the maladministration of southern Republican carpetbagger governments, warn-
ings against federal centralization, and minimization of crime in the South."
A Mississippi Republican asserted that the Klan was an ally of the Democratic
party, and that the murders, arson, and other crimes it committed in his state
were politically-inspired. 1 Representative John Beatty, an Ohio Republican and
former Union general, along with setting forth in detail the political crimes of
the Klan 8 declared:

"Now, certain States have denied to persons within their jurisdiction the
equal protection of the laws. The proof on this point is voluminous and unques-
tionable. It consists of the sworn testimony of ministers of the Gospel who have
been scourged because of their political opinions, of humble citizens who have
been whipped and wounded for the same reason, of learned judges within whose

l"d. at 889-302 (Rep. Robert B. Elliott). See also the statement of Rep. Joseph H.
Rainey, another South Carolina Negro Republican :

"The question is sometimes asked, Why do not the courts of law afford redress? Why
the necessity of appealing to Congress? We answer that the courts are in many instances
under the control of those who are wholly inimical to the impartial administration of law
and equity. What benefit would result from appeal to tribunals whose officers are secretly
in sympathy with the very evil against which we are striving?" Id. at 304.

I d. at 398.7 Id. at app. 208-9. He observed :
"Suppose we should adopt an amendment to the Constitution granting the right to Mr.

Jacob Albright to keep a 'dram shop' during life, and further provide that no State
should abridge the right or privilege thus granted and then add a further clause saying
that 'Congress shall have the power to enforce it by "appropriate legislation."' would it
be considered that that provision would confer upon Congress the right to legislate with
reference to assaults and batteries committed on Mr. Albright? No one would dare as-
sert such an absurd proposition. And yet that Is identically what is sought to be done
here under the thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth amendments, and the bill under
consideration."

"Isd. at app. 209-210.
7t Id. at 3906 (Rep. Edward Y. Rice).
"Ild, at 412-3. He remarked: "As this violence increases, there Is joy in one political

party throughout the land. Boasts go forth that the States in which these outrages are
Hangrant will vote for a conservative candidate for President in 1872." Id. at 413.

"Id. at 414.
o Id. at 416.
8 Id. at 415-8 (Rep. Benjamin T. Diggs, Del.) ; id. at 418-420 (Rep. John M. Bright,

Tenn,) : id. at app. 88-94 (Rep. Richard Duke Va.) ; id. at 421-5 (Rep. Boyd Winchester,
Ky.) : id. at 430-1 (Rep. Henry D. McHenry, Ky.) ; id. at app. 131-141 (Rep. William W.
Vaughn, Tenn.. .

t1 Id. at 425-7 (Rep. George C. McKee).
8 Id. at 428-9.
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circuits men were murdered, houses burned; women were outraged, meh were
scourged, and officers of the law shot down; and the State made no successful
effort to bring the guilty of punishment Or afford protection or redress to the out-
raged and innocent. The State, from lack of power or inclination, practically
denied the equal protection of the law to these persons." 6

Representative Henry D. McHenry, a Kentucky Democratic lawyer, made the
point that since the first section of the Fourteenth Amendment, like Article I,
Section 10 or the Constitution, was a limitation on state power only, therefore "No
Iwwer is given to Congress to enforce upon the citizen a punishment or penalty
for the wrong and delinquency of a State." ' Ile added that a state can only pro-
tect people by its civil and penal codes and that even if these were deficient Con-
gress had not power to supply the deficiency. ' This was exactly contrary to the
I position of Representative John P. Shanks, an Indiana Republican lawyer who
was not in thp Thirty-Ninth Congress, and who declared:

"I do not want to see it [the bill] so amended that there shall be taken out of
it the frank assertion of the power of the national Government to protect life,
liberty, and property, irrespective of the act of the State." w

E. Gartfeld's position
The following day, April 4, 1871, Representative James A. Garfield, an Ohio

Republican lawyer who had spoken and voted for the Fourteenth Amendment, and
who was in ten years to become President of the United States, made a lengthy
legal analysis of the bill and the Fourteenth Amendment. le commenced by ex-
tolling local government and local administration of justice, and by reading from
speeches on the civil rights bill in 1866 showing that protection of persons and
property were under the exclusive control of state governments before the amend-
ment. He noted that the Enforcement Act of the previous year had been passed
pursuant to Congress' power to control federal elections coupled with the Fif-
teenth Amendment, and not under the Fourteenth Amendment."

Garfield weighed his words carefully. He pointed out:
"I hope gentlemen will bear in mind that this debate, in which so many have

taken part, will become historical, as the earliest legislative construction given to
this clause of the amendment. Not only the words which we put into the law, but
what shall be said here in the way of defining and interpreting the meaning of the
clause, may go far to settle its interpretation and its value to the country here-
after." 8

Garfield then launched into an examination of Bingham's rejected proposed
amendment of February 13, 1866, giving Congress direct power to enforce its
privileges and immunities of citizens, and secure to all persons equal protection
of life, liberty, and property. He read excerpts from the speeches of Republicans
who both supported and opposed it. He then noted that this first draft was buried
after "it became evident that many leading Republicans of thisI House would not
consent to so radical a change in the Constitution . . ." Garfield continued
that the revised first section of, the Fourteenth Amendment was reported to the
House, and presently stands, except for the declaration as to citizenship, by the
late Representative Thaddeus Stevens, the Radical Republican lawyer and leader
in the House from Pennsylvania, who was chairman on the part of the House of
the Joint Committee on Reconstruction, for that committee. Garfield asserted
that Stevens felt that the first section'fell short of his wishes, but was the most

S Id. at 428. .
4 Id. at 420. He also asserted that under Article Three of the Constitution the federal

courts could not be given any such power. Id. at 430.
sa Id. at 431. He noted:
"How can a government protect a man who has be"n murdered? It can punish the

murderer. It can protect the man who has been assaulted and beaten only by giving him
a peccuniar consideration for the injury done him. Do our States fall in these remedies?
What Southern State has not a penal code to punish wicked men for their crimes and
misdemeanors?"

W Id. at app. 141. ShankA also said: ". . . Vask you, when he goes into a State where
he i not protected, how he will get protection from the national Government if the Gov-
ment has no power to overrule the legislative action of a State which denies . . . the pro-
tection which, under our laws, we have promised to accord him? If he is to be protected
at all there ought to be s'me power in the national Government to afford that protec-
tion. . .. "

a7 Td. at app. 140-150. .8 Id. at app. 150.
9Id. at app. 150-1. *

, , * ".
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that could be obtained at the time. Bingham then interrupted to answer that
Stevens' remark had no relation to the first section; but Garfield refuted this."

He then reviewed Stevens' speech and several others, and noted that the first
section "was throughout the debate, with scarcely an exception, spoken of as
a invitation of the power of the States to legislate unequally for the protection
of life and property." He pointed out that no republican opposed the revised
draft on the same grounds that the original draft was opposed, namely giving
Congress too much power, but several of them regretted "that the article was
not sufficiently strong." Garfield rejected the Democratic attacks made at the
time, that the first section centralized the government, as being political declama-
tions. He concluded that the final form of the first section "received many
Republican votes that the first form to which I have referred could not have
received." Comparing the two forms, he noted that the rejected amendment
would have allowed Congress to legislate directly on citizens, while the form
adopted, with the fifth section, expends itself on states."

Garfield then asserted that Shellabarger and Hoar were reading the Privileges
and Immunities Clause.f the Fourteenth Amendment too broadly if they thought
that it gave Congress the right to legislate directly for the protection of
persons and property within the states. 2 He also conceded that the Equal
Protection Clause related to the administration of the laws, as well as their
enactment." He therefore observed that Congress had the power to enforce the
amendment under the fifth section by making it a penal offense for any person,
whether official or private, to invade the rights of citizens, or by violence, threats,
or intimidation, deprive him of his rights, as "a part of that general power
vested in Congress to punish the violators of its laws." In other words, a
private criminal who interferes with the state in giving equal protection would
be, in his view, punishable by federal authority. Garfield then adverted to the
evidence of Klan activity, and declared:

"But the chief complaint is not that the laws of the State are unequal, but
that even where the laws are just and equal on their face, yet, by a systematic
maladministration of them, or by a neglect or refusal to enforce their provisions,
a portion of the people are denied equal protection under them. Whenever such
a state of facts is clearly made out, I believe the last clause of the first section
empowers Congress to step in and provide for doing justice to those persons who
are thus denied equal protection.

"Now if the second section of the pending bill can be so amended that it
shall clearly define this offense, as I have described it, and shall employ no
terms which assert the power of Congress to' take jurisdiction of the subject
until such denial be clearly made, and shall not in any way assume the original
jurisdiction of the rights' of private persons and of property within the States-
with these conditions clearly expressed in the section, I shall give it my hearty
support. These limitations will not impair the efficiency of the section, but
will remove the serious objections that are entertained by many gentlemen to
the section as it now stands." .

0 Id. at app. 151. Garfield declared:
"My colleague can make but he cannot unmake history. I not only heard the whole de-

bate at the time but I have lately read over, with scrupulous care, every word of it as
recorded in the Globe. I will show my colleague that Mr. Stevens did speak specially of
this very section."

91 bid. He observed:
"The one exerts its force directly upon the States, laying restrictions and limitations upon

their power and enabling Congress to enforce these limitations. The other, the rejected
proposition, would have brought the power of Congress to bear directly upon the citizens
and contained a clear grant of power to Congress to legislate directly for the protection of
life, liberty, and property within the States. . .

"Mr. Speaker, unless we ignore both the history and the language of these clauses we
cannot, by any reasonable interpretation, give to the section, as it stands in the Constitu-
tion, the force and effect of the rejected clause."

d. at app. 152.
3 Id. at 1. Garfleld declared:
"It is not required that the laws of a State shall be perfect. They may be unwise, inju-diclous, even unjust: but they must be equal in their provisions, like the air of heaven,

covering all and resting upon all with equal weight. The laws must not only be qual on
their face, but they must be so administered that equal protection under them sha.l not be
denied to any class of citizens, either by the courts or the executive officers of the State.

"It may be pushing the meaning of the words beyond their natural limits, but I think the
provision that the States shall dot 'deny the equal protection of the laws' Implies that thIe
shall afford equal protection."

' Ibid.
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Garfield declared that he wanted these amendments "because I am unwilling
that the interpretation which some gentlemen have given of the constitutional
powers of Congress shall stand as the uncontradicted history of this legislation."
He advocated passage of a "proper bill," adding:

"It is against a dangerous and unwarranted interpretation of the recent amend-
ments to the Constitution that I feel bound to enter my protest." 5

Shellabarger interrupted Garfield to say that he understood Garfield's remarks
to mean that'since the first section of the Fourteenth Amendment was a limita-
tion only on state power, under the fifth section Congress could not directly
legislate to secure the privileges and immunities of citizenship. Since the Fif-
teenth Amendment was also a negation, Shellabarger asked Garfield how the
latter justified his vote for the Enforcement Act of 1870. The latter replied that
under that. logic some of the provisions of the Enforcement Act would be unconL
stitutional, bu the act could be justified under the original Constitutional pro-
vision giving Congress the right to regulate the times, manners, and places of
federal elections. In addition, Garfield justified his vote because of the double
negative also placed on the United States in the Fifteenth Amendment, which
did not appear in the Fourteenth Amendment. Garfield concluded that the
United States could punish a person for depriving a citizen of equal protection
under color of state authority, but it had no power to punish a mere violation
of state law."
B. Additional debate

Further coroboration of the crimes in North Carolina committed by the Ku
Klux Klan was set forth by a Republican from that state, who asserted that
they were perpetrated on Republican voters to drive them from the polls and
carry the state for the Democratic Party, and that these political crimes were
never punished by state authorities." Representative Benjamin F. Butler, the
well-known Massachusetts Republican, charged that the Klan had takn over
several southern state governments, and was intent on driving the Republican
Party out of the South. He asserted that it was a Democratic political engine,
and set forth a large quantity of testimony about its activities and crimes. He
added that even in states with Republican officials, they were either powerless to
enforce the law, or negligent in doing so. Butler pointed out that the Klan had
murdered many Republican local officials, state legislators, and even judges. He
concluded that Congress could protect citizens when states denied them protection,
and relied on the fugitive slave laws and statutes existing since 1794 which
allowed the President to call out troops to enforce federal laws as precedents."

Representative John Coburn, an Indiana Republican ex-judge, likewise dis-
tinguished Klan crimes from ordinary offenses on the ground that they were
politically-inspired, organized by thousands of men, and screened from state
punishment by other conspirators." He, too, recounted the evidence of these
political crimes at length, and the lack of any convictions in court for them."0
Coburn then reasoned:

"The failure to afford protection equally to all is a denial of it.
"Affirmative action or legislation is not the only method of a denial of pro-

tection by a State, State action not being always legislative action. A State
may by positive enactment cut off from some the right to vote, to testify or to
ask for redress of wrongs in court, .. and many other things. This positive
denial of protection is no more flagrant or odious or dangerous than to allow

MIbid.
"Id. at app. 153-4.
* Id. at 436-440 (Rep. Clinton L. Cobb).
SId. at 441-451. He said:
"Is it one of the rights of a State not to protect its citizens in the enjoyment,of life,

liberty, and property, and thereby deny him the equal protection of the laws, so that, when
the General Government attempts to do for the protection of the citizen what the State has
failed to do, is It to be held an interference with the rights of the State? Pardon me: it
seems to me that such action is only a necessary and proper interference with the wrongs
of a State. A State has no constitutional or other right reserved to itself to deny or neglect
to its citizen the eoual protection of the laws." Id. at 448.

SId. at 457. He'declared
"The commission of Isolated outrages is not what Is complained of, but of crimes perpe-

trated by concert and agreement, by men in large numbers acting with a common purpose
for the iniury of a certain class of citizens entertaining certain political principled. A mere
assault and battery, or ars9n, or murder . . . isa a very different thing, and need and does
cause no alarm; nor yet does the more formidable existence of local regulators. The law
is believed to be hufficient to cover such cases, . . ."00 Id. at 457-09. /
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certain persons to be outraged as to their property, safety, liberty, or life; than
to overlook offenders in such cases; than to utterly disregard the sufferer and his
persecutor, and treat the one as a nonentity and the other as a good citizen....
A systematic failure to make arrests, to put on trial, to convict, or to punish
offenders against the rights of a great class of citizens is a denial of equal pro-
tection in the eye of reason and the law, and justifies, yes, loudly demands, the
active interference of the only power that can give t. ...

"It may be safely said, then, that there is a denial of the equal protection of
the law by many of these States. It is therefore the plain duty of Congress to
enforce by appropriate legislation the rights secured by this clause of the four-
teenth amendment of the Constitution." 101

Coburn then relied on Chief Justice Marshall's opinion in Gohens v. Virginia 1o

for the proposition that Congress could enforce the Constitution directly against
individuals. He concluded that whenever a state denied equal protection
Congress could open federal courts to the victim, which he deemed was more
effective than the use of state courts, and less disruptive than dealing with the
state governments. 0 Once again, the Democrats replied to all of this by attacking
southern reconstruction governments as corrupt and inefficient, and denouncing
the hill as despotic.1' 4 They again insisted that the Fourteenth Amendment, like
the tenth section of the first article of the Constitution, was a negative limita-
tion on state statutes, which required only judicial enforcemen. 10 6

The following day, Representative Henry L. Dawes, a Massachusetts Republi-
can lawyer,.defended the constitutionality of the bill with some generalized
references to the right of Congress to enforce the Constitution directly on
individuals. He did not address himself to the specific wording of the Fourteenth
Amendment, but rather merely observed that the federal judicial power extended
under Article Three to hearing cases arising under the Constitution and laws of
the United States. 0'

G. The amended s scond 8cotion
Shellabarger then offered an amended bill, which confined that portion of the

second section laid under the Fourteenth Amendment to conspiracies to deprive
any person of the equal protection of the laws, or equal privileges and immunities
under the laws, or for the purpose of preventing state authorities from securing
equal protection to all persons, or injuring any such official for enforcing equal
protection.'0

The bill was defended by Representative Jeremiah M. Wilson, a Republican
former State judge from Indiana. He opened by declaring:

"The question is directly presented whether or not Congress possesses the con-
stitutional power to enact laws securing to the citizens in a State the equal pro-
tection of the laws, where the State fails to do so through inability to execute
the laws, or refuses to enact laws to that end, or enacts laws making
unjust discriminations . . . if it be true that a State can willfully withhold the
execution of her laws with reference to the protection of particular individuals
or a particular class of individuals; if it be true that when a State by the intimi-
dation of the authorities, or the corruption of courts, or juries, or witnesses,
cannot secure to all persons the equal protection of the laws; if it be true that
under any of these circumstances Congress has no power to enact a law by
which the citizen may be protected, it is time that the country should know it."

101 id. at 459.
10 19 U.S. (6 Wheat.) 204 (1821).
10342 (1) Globe 459-460 (1871). See also id. at app. 182 (Rep. Ulysses Mercur, R.-Pa.).
104 Id. at app. .155 (Rep. Pierce Young, Ga.) ; id. at 440-1 (Rep. William P. Price, Ga.) :

Id. at 451-4 456 (Rep. Samuel S. Cox, N.Y.) ; id. at 461 (Rep. William R. Roberta, N.Y.) ;
id. at app. 1b7-162 (Rep. Edward I. Goladay, Tenn.) ; id. at app. 257-9, 201 (Rep, William
S. Holman, Ind.).

'"r l. at 455 (Cox) ; id.'at app. 110 (Golladay) ; id. at app. 304-5 (Rep: James HI. Slater,
Ore.). See also id. at app. 259, where Holman said :

"A State, as used in the Constitution, always means the organized political body. No
State shall 'deny.' . . . A State can only act through her legislative department, and If any
State does violate either one of these provisions of this first section of the fourteenth amend-
ment, it must be done by some affirmative act of law, and then, sir, what is the remedy?
. . . The Federal cou:rts-the Supreme Court of the United States, to which is confided the
duty of vindicating mre Constitution from infraction, either by the acts of Congress or the
acts of any State, declares the statute null and void."

' Id, a 470.
'f Td. at 477-8.

M Id. at 481.
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Wilson thereupon undertook to refute Kerr's speech and other Democratic
speeches by showing that there was no analogy between the Fourteenth Amend-
ment and Article I; Section 10, of the original Constitution; he did not even refer
to Bingham's admission about copying this in his discourse. Instead, he made a
sweeping assertion that Congress could enforce the Constitution against con.
spirators. Wilson then added that the Equal Protection Clause gave everyone
an affirmative right to such protection. He construed the word "deny" to mean
"fail or refuse to provide for." 19 Wilson argued:

"But it i argued that this word 'deny' only means that a State shall not af-
firmatively by statutory enactment discriminate between persons subject to its
jurisdiction. Such a construction would simply amount to this: It would make
this a constitutional provision that a State should not indulge in legislation dis-
criminating against any of its citizens, giving to one one measure of protection
and to another a different measure of protection, a character of discrimination
in legislation, which would be an insult to the age, and could not, therefore, have
been contemplated by the framers of this article." "o

Of course, such legislation wr.s precisely what the framners were interested in;
southern states were alleged to have many such laws. Manifestly, his analysis
was historically erroneous. He then shifted to more tenable ground, declaring
that the word "state" included executive and judicial branches as well as legisla-
tive branches, and added that a state may "deny" protection if the former
branches will not enforce the laws enacted by the latter. lie reasoned that
if a refusal to legislate equally was a denial of equal protection, "upon what
ground can it be pretended that a refusal to execute, or a failure to do so,
through inability, equally with reference to all persons, is not also a denial?" 1

Wilson concluded that Congress had a sound discretion to choose any appropriate
remedy, and ought to pass the bill to curb politically-inspired violence in the
South which state authorities were not able to prevent."'

Representative Burton C. Cook, an Illinois Republican lawyer who had voted
for the Fourteenth Amendment, and who had suggested the amendment which
Shellabarger proposed, then arose to explain the constitutional theory underlying
this amendment. He declared that Congress had the right to enforce every
right secured by the Constitution, but avowed that no Republican believed that
Congress could punish assault and battery when committed in combination in a
state, or could enforce the laws of a state, except "when the State may be unable
to do so by reason of lawless combinations too strong for the State authorities
to suppress." "3

Cook then d.lred that Congress could legislate to protect any constitutional
right, whether expressed by affirmative or negative provision, the denial of
which would give a right to appeal from a state court to the United States
Supreme Court. He added that it could punish combinations organized to
deprive citizens of their constitutional rights, or even individuals so acting.
One such combination would be one designed "to prevent the Governor from
calling upon the President .. to aid the State in protecting the citizen [and]
would be an offense against the United States." 14 Cook declared:

"Suppose the combination in the State is too strong for the State laws to
restrain it; and suppose a hundred men not engaged in that combination at all
should form a conspiracy, by force, intimidation, or threats to prevent the Gov-
ernor from calling upon the nationar[power to protect the right of the citizen,
that would be an offense against the Constitution of the United States." 11

Cook gave as a further illustration,'a conspiracy to prevent a State court clerk
from certifying a record on appeal to thJ'United States Supreme.Cotirt, or a con-
spiracy to advocate the election of persons to national office. He reasoned that
since under the Equal Protection Clause, all persons were entitled to protection
from the legislative, executive, or judicial branches of the State government, a-
"combination of men by force and intimidation, or threat not to prevent the
Governor of a State ... [from securing aid] to protect the rights of all citizens
alike, or to induce the Legislature of a State by unlawful means to deprive

' Id. at 481-2.
"o Id. at 482. \
M Ibid. "

12 Id. at 483-5.
"1 ld. at 485. 1
114 Ibd. i
15 Id. at 486.

''j
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citizens of the equal protection of the laws, or to induce the courts to deny
citizens the equal protection of the laws . . . is the offense against the Con-
sthution of the United States, and may be defined and rlinished by national
law. And that, sir, is the distinct principle upon which this bill is founded." '"
Iv other words, Cook's amendment, in his own view, which Shellabarger

adopted, punished only conspiracies to obstruct State officials in performing their
constitutional duty of affording all persons equal protection. It did not punish
conspiracies to commit crimes against individuals, even if such crimes were moti-
vated by a desire to deprive them of equal protection.

Several Republicans emphasized that the Ku Klux Klan crimes were exclu-
sively aimed at black and white Republicans to aid the Democrats, and that
evidence of them was ample. 117 One of them accused "the courts of these States
and officers of the law and juries (of conspiring] to defeat justice . . ." and
asserted that "the State is powerless, by reason of conspiracy among its rebel
officers, to afford protection to its loyal citizens." -l  The Democrats once again
took the position that the reports of Klan-sponsored crimes were exaggerated,
that southern disorders were provoked by maladministration, and that the bill
was despotic.""

On April 6, 1871, the last day of House debate, Representative Ulysses Mercur,
a Republican ex-judge from Pennsylvania who had voted for the Fourteenth
Amendment, declared that the Equal Protection Clause "cannot be enforced by
a bill in equity to compel specific performance of it; but if a State denies this
equal protection, the United States Government must step in and give that
protection which the State authorities neglect or refuse to give." He further
observed that the word "state" in the Fourteenth Amendment included executive
and judicial as well as legislative branches of government. He concluded:

"If, then, the three branches of a State government persistently and con-
tinuously deiy to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the
laws, it is a denial by the State . . . the word 'deny' in this section . . very
obviously] . . . means to refuse, or to persistently neglect or omit to give that
'equal protection' imposed upon the State by the Constitution." "

Representative Charles W. Willard, a Vermont Republican lawyer, began his
analysis of the bill by cautioning the House that it could go to the verge of
its constitutional powers but not beyond, and that clear line of demarkation
existed between federal and state powers which could not be transcended. He
added that one of the exclusive state powers was criminal law enforcement,
and that the bill originally introduced by Shellabarger, and the modified form
thereof reported from a special committee by him, as far as the second section
was concerned, was an unconstitutional extension of federal power. The fact
that the crime was motivated by a desire to deprive anotherof his constitutional
rights did not, in Willard's view, bring the offense within Congress' power.
But he approved of the bill with the latest amendment to the second section,
since it only punished a conspiracy to deprive another of equal protection or
equal privileges and immunities.,

Willard then launched into a detailed analysis of the Fourteenth Amendment.
He pointed out that uider the fifth section, legislation must be within the scope
of the first section. Accordingly, while it could enforce equal protection as a
state duty, it could not punish private crimes as such."
H. Burchard's analysis

Representative Horatio C. Burchard, an Il'inois Republican lawyer, also fav-
ored having Congress go to the "extreme verge" of its constitutional powers to
suppress the political violence in the South which state courts were not putting
down. He said that the sixth section of the Enforcement Act of 1870 should be
sufficient for this purpose. However, as new legislation was deemed necessary,
lie examined the original Shellabarger bill and the "substitute for the second
section which, * * * will, if adopted, bring the legislation clearly within the con-

11 bid.
1"Id. at 486-7 (Rep. James N. Tyner, Ind.); id. at 487-8 (Rep. William E. Lansing,

N.Y.) ; d. at 105-7 (Rep. William Williams, Ind.).
; d. at app. 167 (Williams).
"Id. at 478-481 (Rep. James M. Leach, N.C.); id. at app. 102-5 (Rep. John T. Bird,

N.J.) ; id. at 500-510 (Rep. Charle A. Eldridge, Wise.).
Sld. at app. 182..'2
t Id. at app. 187-8.122 Id. at app. 188-190.
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stitutional powers of Congress and satisfy the scruples of those who might object
to the original bilL" m' He justified an extensive analysis of the Fourteenth
Amendment by saying:

"True, there Is an ultimate tribunal to pass upon the legality of these measures,
but the words of many distinguished gentlemen who have spoken upon this bill,
and above all the legislation endorsed by gentlemen who took part in framing
the amendment under which authority is claimed, will become guides in con-
struing the extent of the new powers added to the constitution." "

Burchard said that he heartily sympathized with the objects of the bill, and
found the first section constitutional 'and desirable. But he asserted that the
original draft of the second section, which punished conspiracies to commit cer-
tain crimes in order to deprive persons of their constitutional rights, was an
unconstitutional invasion of exclusive state criminal jurisdiction.. Emphasizing
that the first section of the Fourteenth Amendment limited only the actions of
states, he pointed out that the fifth section, allowing Congress to enforce the first
section, was equally limited.1' Burchard then pointed out:

"In the enforcement of the observance of duties imposed directly upon the
people by the Constitution, the General Government applies the law directly to
persons and individual acts. It may punish individuals for interference with

S its prerogatives and infractions of the rights it is authorized to protect. For
the neglect or refusal of a State to perform a constitutional duty, the remedies
and power of enforcement given to the General Government are few and re-
stricted. It cannot perform the duty the Constitution enjoints upon the
State. * * * Nor do prohibitions upon States authorize Congress. to exercise the
forbidden power. It may doubtless require State officers to discharge duties im-
posed upon them as such officers by the Constitution of the United States. A
State office must be assumed with such limitations and burdens, such duties and
obligations, as the Constitution of the United States attaches to it. The General
Government cannot punish the State, but the officer who violates his official
constitutional duty can be punished under Federal law. What more appropriate
legislation for enforcing a constitutional prohibition upon a State than to com-
pel State officers to observe it? Its violation by the State can only be consumated
through the officers by whom it acts. May it not then equally punish the illegal
attempts of private individuals to prevent the performance of official duties in the
manner required by the'Constitution and laws of the United States?" 12

Burchard then noted that federal courts had repeatedly held that'they could
require local officers to levy state-imposed taxes when necessary to satisfy
judgments against their county or city, although the officers' powers came from
state laws. He added that Congress could "provide to punish conspiracies to
prevent the performance of duties it'can compel such officers to discharge." He
therefore reasoned that Congress could require state officers to afford equal
protection and could punish private persons who interfered with state officers
in affording such protection."

Burchard proceeded to observe that the Due Process Olause was only a limita-
tion on state officials, and did not relate to private lawlessness. The Equal
Protection Clause, in his view, was also only a limitation on state authority,
but reached all branches Of state government, so that if the legislature neglected
to provide laws granting the same protection, or the judiciary did not enforce
the law, or the executive permitted ,the law to be disregarded, the state has
denied equal protection. 8m He quoted from one of Bingham's speeches in 1866
to show that it was not intended that Congress could enforce the first section
of the Fourteenth Amendment on private individuals by general affirmative leg-
islation. He therefore concluded that Congress could not punislk ordinary

1'Id. at app. 312-3.
14 Id. at app. 318.
s fd. at app. 818-4.2 Id. at app. 314.

12 d. at app. 814-5.
's Id. at app. 815. where he declared :
"If the State Legislature pass a law discriminating against any portion of its citizens

or if it fails to enact provisions equally. applicable to every clase for the, protection of
their poraon and property, It will be admitted that the State does not afford the equal
protection. But if the statues show no discrimination, yet in its judicial tribunals one
class is unable to secure that enforcement of their frights and punishment for their 'n-
fraction which is accorded to'another, or if secret cotnblnatioti of men are allowed by the
Executive to band together to deprive one class of citizens of their legal rights without
a proper effort to discovery detect, and punish the violations of law and order,' the State
has not afforded to,all its, citizens the equal protection of the laws',"

/I
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crimes, but could set aside unconstitutional state laws, and could punish state
officials who willfully And wrongfully execute such laws, or neglect their con-
stitutional duty of providing equal protection. He also said:

"That willful and wrongful -attempts of individuals to prevent such officers
performing such duties can be punished by the United States.

"Mr. Speaker, such is the scope of this bill, if the amendment proposed by the
committee is adopted." '

Burchard then praised the amendment for eliminating the dubious provision
found in the second section of Shellabarger's first draft concerning the punish-
ment of private individuals for crimes against other individuals, on the ground
that the Fourteenth Amendment reaches only conspiracies to prevent states
from affording equal protection, and not crimes against individuals. He added
that the amended bill would "Punish conspiracies to deny the equal protection
of the laws through the means and agencies by which such protection is
afforded." ' 0

I. Passage of the House bill
Farnsworth then moved to further amend Shellabarger's revised second sec-

tion by limiting it to punishment for interfering with federal officers engaged
in securing equal protection. 3' He expressed approval of the modifications
already made to this section, but he objected to making it a federal crime to
obstruct state officers. He gave as an illustration a case where a man assaulted
a town constable engaged in serving process necessary to protect another man in
his equal legal rights. Farnsworth asked: :

"Now, can it be claimed that the fourteenth amendment, or, any other provi-
sion of the Constitution. authorizes us to provide by law for punishing a man in
the State of Illinois for resisting a town constable in the discharge of his duty?" 12

Representative Luke P. Poland, a former chief of justice of the Vermont Su-
preme Court, who as a Republican United States Senator in 1866 had spoken and
voted for the Fourteenth Amendment when on its passage, arose to say that he
largely agreed with Farnsworth's first speech, and was opposed to the first draft
of the second section of the bill, because the Fourteenth Amendment gave Con-
gress no power to punish ordinary offenses against individuals. He added:

". . . the last clause of the fourteenth amendment provides that no State
shall deny, the equal protection of the laws to its citizens. Now, in my judg-
ment, that 'is a constitutional enactment that each State shall afford to Its citi-
zens the equal protection of the laws. I cannot agree with several gentlemen
upon my side of the House who insist that if the State authorities fail to punish
crime committed in'the State therefore the United States may step in and by a
law of Congress provide for punishing that offense; ...

"But I do agree that if a State shall . . . make proper laws and have proper
officers to enforce those laits, and somebody Utidertakes to step in and clog jus-
tice by preventing the State authorities from carrying out this constitutional
provision, then I do' claim' that we have the right to make such interference an
offense against the United States; that the Constitution does empower us to

"1 Ibfd.1so Ibd. Burchard declared:
"The gravamen of the offense is the unlawful attempt to prevent a State through its offi-

cers enforcing in behalf of a citizen of the United States his constitutional right to equality
of protection. It is with thls view that this legislation is competent. The civil rights and
enforcement bills heretofore passed provided for the punishment of those acting as State
officers who attempted to execute the laws of a State in conflict with the Constitution of
the United States. Is not an Individual acting as a State officer, upon whom, as such officer,
the Constitution and laws of the United States impose the performance of those duties, also
amenable to the laws of the United States for their non-performance? It the refusal of
a State officer, acting for the State, to accord equality of civil rights renders him amenable
to punishment for the offense under United States law, conspirators who attempt to prevent
such officers from performing such duty are also clearly liable."
m The revised draft of the second section read: "That if two or more persons . . . shall

conspire together for the purpose . . of depriving any person or any class of persons of the
equal protection of the laws, or of equal privileges or Immunities under the laws, or for the
purpose of preventing or hindering the constituted authorities of any State from giving or
securing to all persons within such State the equal protection of the laws, or to injure any
person in his person or property for lawfully enforcing the right of any person or class of
persons to the equal protection of the laws, each And every person so offending shall be
deemed guilty of a high crime, . . . ." Farnsworth wanted It to read: "or for the purpose
of preventing or hindering the constituted authorities of the United States within any State
from giving or securing to all persons within such States the equal protection of the laws."
Id. at 518.

"I a,. Shellabarger, of course, disagreed withthhis analysis.SIlbid.e,'di
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aid in carrying oit this injunction, which, by;the.Constitution, we have laid upon
the States, that they shall afford the equal protection of the laws to all their citi-
zens,. When the State has provided the law, and.has provided, the officer to carry
out the law, then wt have the right to say that anybody who undertakes to inter-
fere and prevent the execution of that State law is amenable to this provision of
the Constitution, and to the law that we may make under it declaring it to be an
offense against the United States." I"

Bingham then offered a substitute for the committee bill, which, insofar as it
related to the punishment of private individuals under the Fourteenth Amend-
ment, was identical to the Shellabarger revision." Thereafter, Farnsworth
withdrew his amendment to the second section. "

Shellabarger made a final speech in favor of the bill. With great rhetoric
he recounted the Ku Klux Klan political crimes in the South, which he deemed
different from ordinary crimes because they were directed against the govern.
ment and its laws. Republicans alone were always killed, and for political
reasons. He attacked the Democratic Party as a virtual sponsor of the crimes,
and as the intended political beneficiary thereof. He concluded that Congress
could put down such a conspiracy which was strong enough to thwart the
power of the states,1"

After some additional amendments were adopted, Bingham withdrew his
substitute, on the grounds that the Shellabarger redraft was substantially like
his version. The bill then passed the House on a party-line vote of 118 yea
to 91 may, with the severest Republican critics of the original draft, including
even Farnsworth, voting for it.1

8. THE SENATE DEBATE
A. Initial discussion

The Senate commenced debating the Ku Klux Klan even before passage of
the House bill. Senator John Sherman, an Ohio Republican, made a long speech
setting forth in detail the murders, whippings, and burning of buildings com-
mitted by the Klan in North Carolina to terrorize white and colored Repub-
licans.'" Sherman asserted that these crimes differed from ordinary crimes
because the victims were all Republicans, the criminals were all Democrats, and
the motive was always political. He added, that nobody was ever punished
because the grand juries would not indict and the petit juries would not convict.1"

A joint committee was therefore proposed to investigate the Klan."o Senator
Adelbeit Ames, a Mississippi Republican "carpetbagger," made a long speech
supporting the investigation and setting forth in detail the political murders
committed in that state and in Louisiana. These murders were. asserted to be
in the hundreds."' Debate continued in this vein for several days with Repub-
licans setting forth the crimes and Democrats either denying their existence, deny-
ing that they were either political or. uniformly unpunished, or excusing them as
having been provoked by maladministration and corruption in southern state
governments under Republican domination. " ' Senator Frederick A. Sawyer, a
South Carolina Republican, declared that the Klan was so powerful in several
counties in his state that county officials had resigned upon its orders."*

Senator Allen G. Thurman, an Ohio Democrat and a former state supreme
court chief justice, cautioned Congress Igainst exceeding its constitutional power.
He noted that a Republican representative from Ohio had introduced a bill which,
assumed that Congress had plenary power to punish crime within the states. He
asserted that such a bill was clearly unconstitutional, but feared that under the
excitement and stress caused by crimes in the South it would be rushed through
anyway.'" The Kentucky Democratic Senators opposed further action, minimiz-

' Id. at 514.
13 1d. at 514-5.
1 Id. at 515.. .

I. ld, at 516-9. See also id.at 511-2 (Rep. Legend W. Perce, R.-Miss.).
ISt d. at 522.1s" Id. at 154-7.
." d. 14at 157-9, Bee also id. at I60-6. .
"1' Id. at 180-2, 189-192, .
m Id. at 195-8, See also 14. At 56-4-51. :i

da 14. at 198-209, 220-8, 2861240. '/
l Id. at 210.. I
' Id. at 221-2. The reference was undoubtedly to' Shelabarger's bill. See id. at 282.



ing crime in their state and asserting thtt the ctate authorities Were puAishing t
a point disputed by the Republicans." ;

On March 31, 1871, Senator John Pool, a North COrolina Republican, delivered
a three-hour speech on the activities of the Klan in. his state, liberally iterspersed
with current political history. He pointed out that 'It ciontalned forty to sixty
thousand members, all executing political crimes pursuant to order and shielding
the others from state authorities. Accordingly, there were no convictions, aid
the state government was helpless to deal with the Klan. Pool also declared that
Klansmen were instructed to pack the grand and pet:it juries to frustrate con-
victions, and to rescue fellow conspirators from prison if convicted. He asserted
that many of the sheriffs were Klansmen themselves, and that the Klan had
manipulated the Democratic-dominated legislature to impeach the incumbent
Republican governor for moving against them with military forces, and to repeal
the anti-Klan law."

Several days later Senator Francis P. Blair, a Missouri Democratic lawyer who
had been a Union general and Republican representative before accepting the
Democratic vice-presidential nomination in 1868, made a lengthy speech to demon-
strate that Congress lacked power to afford relief against the Klan. His position
was that the Fourteenth Amendment reached only discriminatory state statutes.
He sneered at the reports of Klan outrages as being unreliable, and attacked the
southern reconstruction government as corrupt and incompetent,

In reply to Blair, Senator Oliver P. Morton, an Indiana Republican lawyer who
had not sat in the Thirty-Ninth Congress, said of the Equal Protection Clause:

"If a State fails to secure to a certain class of people the equal protection
of the laws, it is exactly equivalent to denying such protection. Whether that
failure is willful or the result of inability can make no difference, . . The
meaning of the Constitution is, that every person shall have the equal protection
of the laws. It is in 'its nature an nffirnmative provision, and not simply a nega-
tive on the power of the States. Will it be pretended that the meaning would be
changed if it read, 'every person in the United States shall be entitled tothe equal
protection of the laws?' It meahs to confer upon every person the right to such

-protection, and therefore gives to Congress the power to secure the enjoyment
of that right. Whenever the Constitution confers a power or guaranties a right
it gives also the means of exercising the power and protecting the right.

"The Goverment can act only upon individuals. It cannot prevent the Legis-
lature of a State from passing an act, or compel the passage of an act. . .
There can be no legislation to enforce it as against a State. A criminal law
cannot be made against a State.... The legislation which Congress is authorized
to enact must operate, if at all, upon individuals."'

Morton added that this principle was recognized under the Fifteenth Amend-
ment by the Enforcement Act of 1870.~ He said that Congress could penalize
organizations created to deny others the equal protection of the laws by federal
statute."t

Morton then launched into a description of the Klan offenses. He'asserted
that white and colored Republicans in the South were being murdered for politi-
cal reasons." He added that the states were not punishing these crimes, and
that state courts were powerless to do anything about them, or provide any legal
remedy for them. States could not protect the victims because klansmen sys-
tematically perjured themselves in court, procured their appointment to juries
in order to acquit their co-conspirators, regardless of the evidence, and intimi-
date officers, sheriffs, and even judges. Morton concluded that the klan intended

"' ld. at 343-350, app. 94-5 (Sen. Garrett Davis and John W. Stevenson of Kentucky,
both Democrats, and Sen. Oliver P. Morton of Indiana, John Sherman of Ohio, and Henry
Wilson of Massachusetts, all Republicans).

"1 Id. at app. 100-110.
1t Id. at app. 117-134. See the reply of Senator Joseph R. West, a Louisiana Republi-

can. Id. at 484-6.
""2d. at ap. 251.
2010 Stat. 140 (1870).
0o 42(1) Globe app. 251 (1871).

6t Id. at app. 251-2. He said:
"We are not at liberty to doubt that the purpose is by these Innumerable and nameless

crimes to drive those who are supporting the Republican party to abandon their political
faith or to flee from the State. A single murder of a leading Republican will terrify a
whole neighborhood or county. ,The whipping of a dozen Negroes, because they are Negroes
and asserting their right to the Oqual enjoyment of liberty, property, and the expression
of their opinions, will have the effect to terrify those who live for miles around." Id. at
app. 252. : i ' : '

65-606--66-pt. 1---51
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to dominate the South politically through violence."l Several Democratic sena.
tors asserted that the evidence of Klan activity was unreliable he, rsay and
rumor.Z

Senator Frederick T. Frellnghuysen, a New Jersey Republican and former
state-attorney-general, after noting that southern states were not protecting citi-
zens against Klan-inspired crimes," said:

"A State denies equal protection whenever it fails to give it. Denying includes
inaction as well as action. A State denies protection as effectually by not execut-
ing as by not making laws. . . . It is a poor comfort to a community that have
been outraged by atrocities, for the officials to tell them, 'We have excellent laws
on our statute-books.' It is the citizen's right to have laws for his protection, to
have them executed, and it is the constitutional right and duty of the General
Government to see to it that the fundamental rights of citizens of the United
States are protected.

"How is the United States to protect the privileges of citizens of the United
States in the,States? It cannot deal with the States or with their officials to
compel proper legislation and its enforcement; it can only deal with the offenders
who violate the privileges and immunities of citizens of the United States." "

Frelinghuysen, who was not in Congress when the Fourteenth Amendment was
proposed, said that he would never unconstitutionally invade state powers. He
added that the "Federal Government should only interfere to protect the citizen
of the United States in his privileges when the State clearly and persistently fails
to do so."'"

As to remedies, Frelinghuysen said that since there was no way to prevent a
state legislature from passing an unconstitutional law, the only way to effectuate
the Fourteenth Amendment's prohibition's against unconstitutional state legis-
lation was to give the party aggrieved an original civil action in federal court
against any other person violating his constitutional rights under color of such
state law. But he did not think that Congress could or should enact any general
criminal code to redress violations of constitutional rights. The United States
could interfere only when the State will not or cannot protect the privileges and
immunities of citizens. . . ." "7

Senator Daniel D. Pratt, an Indiana Republican lawyer, referred to a Senate
committee report of 423 pages setting forth Klan activities in North Carolina.
He asserted that it was composed of thousands of Democrats bent on effectuating
their policies by murder and other violent crimes, and that none of them had been
convicted.16' He, too, reasoned that the failure of the states to afford equal pro-
tection constituted a denial thereof."6 He further argued that even if a state
makes proper laws, there is a denial of equal protection if the executive or judi-
ciary fails to carry them into effect, as he declared was occurring. He concluded:

"We cannot reach by law the grand jury which refuses to indict these criminals,
nor can we punish the petit jury which refuses to convict. The State officers, the
constables and sheriffs, who refuse to do their duty are beyond our reach. We
cannot touch any State official for malfeasance, or misfeasance, or non-feasance;
but we can say to all tlese unprofitable servants, to all the civil agencies in the
States, 'Your failure is our occasion and opportunity. We will describe and
punish as crimes against the United States that class of offenses against citizen-

'52Id. at app. 252-3.
'" Id. at 464-6 (Sen. Casserly, Stockton 'ind Thurman).
1~' I4. at 499.
'a Id. at 501.
'5 Ibid.
. 5 Id. at 501-2. /
,26 Id. at 503-5.
"b Id. at 5)6, where he said:
"Though the laws do not in term discriminate against them, stilt the fact is that

they invoke their protection in vain in a great many localties, counties, and districts.
There is either such a condition of public sentiment that they cannot be executed, or
there Is a complicity with their oppressors on the part of the officers who should, but do
not. execute them.

*"Now, sir, is not this state of things a practiodl denial of the equal protection of the
laws? One of the definitions of the verb 'deny' is 'not tb afford; to withhold.' Now,
can it with fairness be said this equal protection is not denied,' when it is withheld, when
it is not afforded ?( Is there not a positive duty imposed on the States by this language
to see to It-not only that the laws are equal, affording protection to all alike, but that
they are executed, enforced; (that their protection is not withheld, but afforded affirma-tively, positively, to all in equal degree. . . . So long as' the States do their duty inaffording protection, there is no pretext for intervention by Congress.' When they fallthat instant the right of congress attaches to secure what the States fail to; do. .
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ship which you fail to punish. .. . You have brought this neessity upon your-
selves by refusing to obey a plain constitutional duty not to withhold from any
one the equal protection of your laws. You have omitted this duty habitually
where the friends of the Government were concerned. The record of a conviction
does not exist in your midst where you have punished a member of this order of
outlaws." '"

B. Debate on the Houso bill
At this point, the previously-passed House bill was referred to the Senate Judi-

ciary Committee, and reported out by Senator George F. Edmunds, a Vermont
Republican lawyer who had voted for the Fourteenth Aendmdent. He added an
amendment to the second section punishing conspiracies to defeat the due course
of justice in any state or territory with intent to deny equal protection of the laws
to any citizen. He said that the House bill covering conspiracies to prevent state
authorities from affording equal protection was intended to cover this, but that
the language was vague, and needed revision. He added that conspiracies to
obstruct justice in state courts were only punishable if the equal protection in-
tended to be thwarted was on account of some group to which the victim belonged.
He observed that in respect to the third section, the President could not interfere
unless state authorities were refusing protection.'" The Democratic reaction was
once again to sneer at evidence of Klan activities as being unreliable, attack the
southern reconstruction governments, and charge generally that the bill was un-
constitutional and despotic."

Next Senator Lyman Trumbull, the veteran Republican chairman of the Sen-
ate Judiciary Committee and a former justice of the Illinois Supreme Court,
through whose hands most of the reconstruction measures had passed, observed
that the Privileges and Immunities Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, like
the similar clause of Article Four, Section Two of the original Constitution, only
protected the rights of national citizenship, and that protection of life and
property was left to the states. He said that the Due Process and Equal Pro-
tection Clauses were similar to the negative prohibitions laid on the States by
Article One, Section Ten, and were to be enforced in the same way, namely, by
a judicial declaration that contrary state laws were invalid. But Trumbull
added that if a combination became so formidable ant to obstruct the state Ju-
diciary, in enforcing the negative prohibitions laid on the states, Congress could
punish the combination in aid of enforcing the prohibitions, and Edmunds in-
terrupted to observe that this provision was written into the bill. Trumbull
then added that he was in favor of going as far as possible in putting down
Klan outrages, but that Congress had no authority under the Fourteenth Amend-
ment to punish private citizens for committing crimes against other private
citizens."

Trumbull then asserted that the original House bill was an attempt to punish
individuals for crimes committee against other individuals, but "there was ob-
jection to it on the part of some of the most thoughtful minds in the House of
Representatives." He observed that it was altered to its final form, to punish
unequality of legislation, and deprivation of constitutional rights. This he
supported. But he opposed Senate amendments which would punish individuals
for offenses against other individuals, and added that Congress could not con-
stitutl6niflly create a private criminal code." Turning to the amendment pro-
posed by Edmunds, he declared that while the United States could punish a con-
spiracy "for the purpose of denying to any citizen of the United States the due
and equal protection of the laws," as was done in the House bill, by punishing
conspiracies to present state authorities from affording equal. protection, the
federal government had no power to punish conspiracies to obstruct justice in
state court, even if it was with intent to deny the constitutional right of equal

=6 Ibid.
1 Id. at 567-8.
i Id. at app. 210-6 (Sen. John W. Johnston, Va.) ; id. at 571-4 (Sen. John P. Stockton,

S(. at 577-8. He said:
"Show me that it is necessary to exercise any power belonging to the Government of the

United States in order to maintain its authority and I am ready to put it forth. But, sir
I am not willing to undertake to enter the States foir the purpose of punishing individual
offenses against their authority/committed by one citizen against another. We, in my
judgment, have no constitutional authority to do that." 1. at 578.

I Id. at 579.
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protection. Edmunds replied that his proposal was simply a specification of one
aspect of the Housprovision to make it clearer.'"

Next, a Delaware Democrat asserted that Klan crimes in the South were being
exaggerated to help Republicans carry the 1872 elections, and added that Con-
gress had no power to enforce the Equal Protection Clause except against dis-
criminatory state laws.'" Senate Pool of North Carolina, in rebuttal, re-
viewed the evidence of Klan-inspired violence in his state, and noted that not
only had no Ilansman been indicted for it, but that a Democratic legislature had
impeached the Republican governor for attempting to suppress these disorders
with military force."7  Pool, who had authored the sixth section of the En-
forcement Act of 1870,1" pointed out:

"When any State denies the protection of the laws to persons within its juris-
diction, it is competent for the Government of the United States to intervene
and to afford to its citizens that protection. In the first place, it is the duty of
the States to afford the protection of the laws to the citizens of the United States
within their borders, and the United States Government can properly intervene
only when that protection is refused.""

Pool added that states had the primary duty of protecting constitutional rights,
reserving "the exercise of the national authority for those cases in which a State
shall fail in such protection." w7 He analyzed the three prohibitions in the first
section of the Fourteenth Amendment, observing that the Privileges and Immuni-
ties Clause was a limitation against positive action only, and did not refer at all
to failure to act. In his view the Due Process Clause was also a limitation only
on positive judicial action. But the Equal Protection Clause was addressed to
the executive branch of state governments and in his mind covered a failure to
execute the laws protecting citizens."

The next day 'Ihurman, one of the ablest Democratic lawyers, addressed the
Senate in opposition to the bill. He admitted that the first section, which gave
persons deprived of constitutional rights under color of state law an original
action in federal court,"' was constitutional, but opposed transferring such cases
as impolitic. He pointed out that federal courts were few and far between, ex.
pensive to get to, and would probably differ among themselves because the lan-
guage used was vague. He also objected that under the section suits would be
permitted against state officials, including legislators and judges."'

Thurman next attacked the portion of the House bill dealing with private
conspiracies to deny equal protection of the laws as vague. He said that federal
district attorneys, grand juries, and district judges would find it incomprehensible.
He added that insofar as it referred to state law it was beyond Congress' power
to enact since the Fourteenth Amendment "gives us no authority at all to punish
crimes against a State. If two or more individuals shall combine to prevent
another individual from enjoying the equal protection of the laws, that is their
individual act, that is no denial by the State of the equal protection of the
laws." "'

Thurman asserted that the portion of the second section punishing conspiracies
to prevent state authorities from granting equal protection was in excess of

t1e Id. at 580.
16 Id. at 50-604 (Sen. Eli Saulsbury, Del.)'. See also id. at app. 239-247 (Sen. Thomas

F. Bayard, D.-Del.).
107 Id. at 605-9.
a 16 Stat. 140 (1870).

1s 42 (1) Globe 004 (1871).7 o Id. at 007.
an Id. at 608. He pointed out:
"The protection of the laws can hardly be denied except by failure to execute them.

While the laws are executed their protection is necessarily afforded. . . .The right to per-
sonal liberty or personal security can be protected only by the execution of the laws upon
those who viol.,', such rights. A failure to punish the offender is not only to deny to the
person Iniuref. ie protection of the laws, hut to deprive him, in effect, of the rights
themselves.

". . the right to the protection of the laws .. . is the most valuable of all rights,
without which all others are worthless and all rights and all liberty but an empty name.
To deny this greatest of all rights is expressly prohibited to the,States as a breach of that
primary duty imposed upon them by the national Constitutiop. Where any State, by com-
mission or omission,\denies this right to the protection of the laws, Congress.may by appro-
priate legislation, enforce and 4naintain it. Bht Congres: ",sat ' 1al with individuals, not
States. It must punish the offender against the rights of tL. J.en; for in no other way
can protection of the laws be secured and its denial prevented." - -

sJ This is now 42 U.S.C. Sec. 1988.s1142 (1) Globe app. 21W-7 (1871). See also td.'At app., 220, where he Inquired why
federal judges would'be more efficient at punishing crime than Republican state judges.

14 Id. at app. 218. /
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Congress' constitutional power because the amendment was a limitation on states
alone, and did not allow Congress to punish offenses against state law. He made
the same observation about conspiracies to obstruct justice of the state courts."'
He said that the Equal Protection Clause was similar to the negative limitations
in Article One, Section Ten, whic' were to be enforced by a declaration by the
federal judiciary that the state law in violation thereof was void.1

Senator Garrett Davis, a Kentucky Democrat, endorsed Thurman's argument,
and attacked the bill as unconstitutional, despotic, and politically nitivated. . He
said that Congress could only enforce the first section of the.Fourteentl Amen'd-
ment by passing laws in validating unconstitutional state statutes.'"

Senator Arthur I. Boreman, a West Virginia Republican, once again recapitu-
lated the evidence of Klan-sponsored crimes."8 He asserted that since the states
were not protecting the constitutional rights of citizens, under the doctrine of
Priyy v. PennUylvauia "I Congress had'u right to do so.'" A Florida Republican
nrged the bill to stop the assassination of prominent Republicans in his state,1"
and a Nevada Republican read evidence of political crimes in North Carolina.m
In rebuttal, Blair brought up the many murders in Nevada, but the senators from
that state drew a distinction on the grounds that they were not politically
moiva ted.' 3l.

Senator George Vickers, a Maryland Democratic lawyer, said that the bill
usurped state powers to punish crime. He added that it was the exclusive right
and duty of a state to protect its citizens, and that it would be absurd to assume
tiht a state was in complicity with criminals to defeat its own laws. He de-
clared that the first section of the Fourteenth Amendment only referred to state
legislation. Vickers concluded by reading testimony that the South was quiet
and orderly."'

Blair followed with a speech reiterating the argument that the Fourteenth
Amendment only invalidated discriminatory state laws. He quoted from the 1866
debates to demonstrate this point, and adverted to the rejection of the first Bing-
ham draft, previously discussed in the House by Farnsworth and Garfield. Turn-
ing to the fifth section, Blair reasoned:

"It cannot be supposed the enforcement section could apply to this [Equal
Protection] clause without assuming that the State authorities were to be sub-
jected to Congress. It is an injunction upon the States expressly, and its observ-
ance is required of the State authorities as officers of the State government; and.
if the fifth section applies to it, Congress would have the power to compel the
State officials to do equal justice, as prescribed by Congress, and to punish them
for failing to do so. . . . But it is not pretended that this power was given . . .
to require anything whatever of the State officials . . . it is well known, has been
decided to be unconstitutional in the case of Prigg v. Pennsylvania." 's

Blair then dealt with Boreman's argument that although Congress could not
control state officials, under the doctrine of Prigg v. Pennsylvania if a state
neglected to protect citizens Congress could do this itself through its own officers.
Blair said that because of the difference 'in phraseology between the Fugitive
Slave Clause and the Fourteenth Amendment, that case would not Apply, prob-
ably the only completely sound portion of his argument.1

The following morning Senator Carl Schurz, the prominent liberal Republican
from Missouri, said that he credited the reports of Klan political crimes, and

'6 Id. at app. 218-9.
"o Id. at app. 221.
17r d. at 045-9.78 Id. at app. 224-7. See also d. at 050 (Sen. Charles Sumner, RI-Mass.).
17941 U.S. (16 Pet.) 0539 (1842).
M 42(1) Globe ai. 229 (1871).

"' Id. at 653-5 (Sen. rrhonmus W. Osborn). See also id. at 6BS-t (Sen' Frederick A.
Sawyer, R.-N.C.) : d. at 606 (Sen. George E. Spencer, R.-Ala.).
.,lsld. at 656 (Sen. James W. Nye).
'm Id. at 657-660.
38 Id. at 6(0-8.
3" Id. at app. 231.
Is8 bid. Blair said :
"The construction put on the second clause at the second section of the fourth article,

in reference to fuditlve slaves, pi relied on to sustain this view. But there is no nndlogy
whatever between that claruse nId that under consideration. That ldnuse enjoined no
duty whatever upon State officials, and the Supreme Court held' in Prigg vs. Pennsyl.
vania. 16 Peters. 580. that the legislation required by it was required exclusively, of Con-gres. Here the duty enjoined by the clause in question is exclusively upon the State and
the Stdte officlals, and it cannot be supposed either that these offleials were subordinated
to Congress 0' that these duties might be devolved upon United States officials without
violating the fundamental principles on which our system of government proceeds."

CIVIL RIGHTS
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attributed them to southern anti-reconstruction sentiment, which made state
officials ignore them. He added that he opposed the bill both because he deemed
parts of it unconstitutional and dangerous to liberty, and because he thought
that more laws would not cure the problem. He counseled a conciliatory
policy towards the South." 7

Edmunds made the closing speech for the bill. He commenced by urging that
the federal government owed a duty to protect people in the South to "the utter-
most bound.' I mean of course of its constitutional power. .. ." -  He cited
Oohens v. Virginia I and Prigg v. Pennsylvania 1" for the proposition that the
federal government could enforce the Constitution directly on individuals even
when it was dealing with a negative limitation on state power. As an example,
he gave a state which in violation of the Constitution entered into a treaty with
a foreign government. In such a case, the only way the federal government
could enforce the negative prohibition was by having the federal courts issue
process against state officers acting under the invalid treaty, in his view.m
Edmunds also said that if one man reenslaved another under authority of a
state law which violated the Thirteenth Amendment, Congress would not have
to make war on the state, but could punish the man under its authority to enforce
the amendment.'"

Edmunds continued by pointing out that the Privileges and Immunities Clause
not only forbids the making of an unconstitutional law, but also its enforcement,
and that since only the executive and judiciary can enforce laws, the provision
must be addressed to them as well as the legislature. He likewise reasoned
that the other clauses of the first section of the Fourteenth Amendment applied
to all departments of government. Turning to the Equal Protection Clause, he
observed that "protection of law" could only be afforded by punishing criminals
who violate the law. The word "deny" he construed as being "negative in form,
[but] it is affirmative in its nature and character." Edmunds asserted that it
was a requirement that states afford such protection, and when they failed to
do so, as he deemed that they were doing, Congress could intervene to afford
the protection.'" He concluded by observing that crimes in the South were not
like ordinary crimes, born of malice or greed, but were part of a systematic
plan to kill or drive out white Republicans, and drive Negro Republicans from
the polls.'0  Then, after the committee amendments were agreed to,1W the bill
was passed, with the large majority of Republicans voting for it, the - Dem-
ocratic minority voting against it, and a handful of Republicans, including
Trumbull, also voting against it."

4. THE SHERMAN AMENDMENT

A. Senate Debate
At the very close of the debate, right before the voting, Senator John Shermani,

the pragmatic Ohio Republican lawyer, introduced an amendment which he said
was "copied from the law of England that has been in force six hundred years,"
and was still in force.'" The amendment provided that if any person was killed

87 Id. at 686-690.
SId. at 691.

ao 19 U.S. (6 Wheat.) 264 (1821). /
o3 41 U.S. (16 Pet.) 539 (1842).

"' 42 (1) Globe 692 (1871). Edmunds said: "Whenever the ConFtitution imposes a
duty or a prohibition, and it becomes necessary to make it effectual, the Government
always has, and it always must, short of warfare, o directly to the thing itself, take
hold of the citizen." He added: ". . . this Constiution has always been a Constitution
of the people and has in a thousand ways provided for the protection of the people, . . .
prohibiting action to Stqtes and so it has, . . . been applied to the people directly to
effect its purposes and to defend its powers, and wherever and whenever that occasion has
arisen it has always been done precisely upon the principles that this bill contains, that
of dealing with the people, that of enacting laws and never' that of either advice or
protest, warfare or proclamation, dealing with thle States." Id. at 693-4. See also id. at
695. ,10 Id. at 696.

ImId. at 696-7 Edmunds said: "When criminals go unpunished by the score, by the
hundred, and by the thousand, when justice sits silent in her temple in the States, or is
driven from it altogether... .. the Government of the whole people, through their laws and
tribunals, takes in Its hand this ancient monument and guarantee of Justice.now found in
its Constitution and applies it as it always has been applied." Id. at 697.

Id. at 702.,
1 Id. at 702-5.
I Id. at 709. '
wm d. at 705.

• I * ' .
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or injured, or any property was damaged, by a riot designed to deprive anyone
of his constitutional rights, or deter him from exercising such rights, the person
damnified, or his legal representative if dead, could recover compensation in
federal court against the county, city, or parish in which the riot occurred, and
levy execution on the property of the local government, and that government
could in turn recover what they paid against the rioters.18 The amendment was
agreed to by a vote of 39 Republicans to 25 Democrats and Republicans. Among
the eleven Republicans voting nay were Senators Frelinghuysen, Morrill of
Maine, and Trumbull.1 9

When the Senate bill reached the House, Shellabarger asked it to non-concur
in the Sherman amendment, and to concur in all of the other Senate amendments
except one.0  By virtually a party-line vote, the House concurred in the amend-
ment making obstruction of justice in state courts with intent to deny equal
protection a federal offense." Most of the other Senate amendments were
likewise agreed to, but the Sherman amendment was voted down by the lop-
sided margin of 45 to 132."

The conference committee to which the Sherman amendment was sent reported
it back with a somewhat altered remedy, which provided that the ordinary
remedies against municipalities must be used. It also required that the party
injured first attempt to collect from the rioters, and only if they could not be
found, or damages could not be collected from them, the municipality would
pay as a guarantor.' Edmunds explained the legal basis of this section as
follows:

"It is said that the United States cannot proceed against a municipality, either
a county, town, or city, because they are the creation of State law; and therefore
we cannot act upon them in their organized capacity at all. I will merely say
in reply to that, what seems to me to be a perfectly conclusive answer, aside from
the answers that would exist at common law, that the Constitution declares
that it shall be the duty of the State to give to everybody the equal and complete
protection of its laws; and where, therefore, there is a State organism, as a
county, which is intrusted with the local administration of justice, which is
intrusted with the local preservation of peace, as every city, county, and parish
in the country is in our autonomy .. . then this clause in the Constitution which
speaks of the protection which the States must afford to their inhabitants equally
under the law, to preserve them against riots and tumults, does speak, . . . to
the municipal authorities existing under the 'State law directly; and when,
therefore, they fail to perform the duty of protection, which the theory of this
law implies that they are bound to perform, against tumult and riot, then the
Constitution has declared that Congress, by appropriate legislation, may apply
to them the duty of making reimbursement." I'

Edmunds reasoned that if a local government refused protection they ought to
pay the damages occasioned by their unconstitutional denial. He added that
where the municipality had a duty to suppress the riot and did not do so, it
ought to compensate the victim for its denial of protection out of its treasury,
or raise taxes for this purpose. Senator Roscoe Conkling, a New York Republi-
Can lawyer, interrupted to inquire whether Edmunds meant that Congress could,
under the Fourteenth Amendment, deal with counties and cities directly, obligat-
ing them to afford equal protection and enforce the amendment, and could thus
"short cut" dealing with states, and Edmunds replied affirmatively."

Trumbull then opposed the Sherman amendment, first on the ground that one
of the clauses referred to Fifteenth Amendment rights in an ambiguous fashion,
and generally, because the federal government had no constitutional authority
to impose liability on local units of government.' Sherman defended it on the
ground that it was the only way to interest local inhabitants in preserving law
and order. Adverting to the fact that grand Jurors would not indict nor Would
petit jurors convict for political crimes in the South, he cited medieval and more
modern English statutes, and English and New York cases, to show that impos-

~ Id. at 704.
~ td. at 705.

Id. at 724. . /. ,

" Id. at 724-5.
S1Id. at 751, 755-6. .
o Id. at 750.

i"d, at 757.
cId. at 758-9.
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ing damages on the municipality is an incentive to law enforcement. He added
that the section was constitutional because the federal government had "the
same power of legislation to punish riots, where those riots seek to deprive a
man of a right conferred by the Constitution of the United States, that any
state can have." Sherman said that Congress had express power to pass appro.
private legislation to do this, and since a state could make a county liable in
damages to secure law enforcement, Congress could also do so. He concluded
that hardly 'one riot in a hundred would come within the section, but "if the
riot is aimed at . . . the power of the United States to protect its citizens,"
Congress could interfere.2  Sherman concluded that mulcting the property
owners of the South for Klan-inspired violence would induce them to enforce the
laws."

Several Democrats attacked the Sherman provision as imposing liability on
municipalities without fault, and as risking the bankruptcy and consequent
stoppage of local government."m  Thurman added that the action of a munici-
pality or county was not state action, and there would be more constitutional
justification in requiring the state treasury to pay damages than in imposing
liability on local government.3 0

Morton's reply was to sneer at Democratic constitutional qualms on the
grounds that the Democrats had always attacked every reconstruction measure
as unconstitutional."' Frelinghuysen said that he was against the Sherman
amendment for the reasons given by Thurman, but that he would vote for the
bill anway.'" Frelinghuysen noted that the Judiciary Committee had been
equally divided on the amendment. He added that the Fourteenth Amendment
did not give Congress the power to tax or lay obligations on municipalities,
which remained exclusively under state control. He declared:

"But I doubt the constitutionality of the amendment This General Govern-
ment, as I understand it, deals with States and with citizens. It does not know
such things as towns, parishes, and counties. They are the integral parts of
States; they are entirely under the government of the States as political cor-
porations, and the Constitution of the United States recognizes no relation
between the Federal Government and these subordinate political corporations.""'

Senator Garrett Davis, a Kentucky Democrat, also asserted that the federal
government had no power to make it a federal crime to conspire to violate state
laws."' After another peroration against the unconstitutional military despotism
which Davis said the bill would create, the Senate approved the conference
report by a vote of 32 to 10. Only a handful of Republicans opposed it, includ-
ing Senator William Sprague, a Rhode Island Republican who had voted for
the Fourteenth Amendment. Trumbell was also paired against it.M"

B. House Objections

Shellabarger opened discussion in the House by reporting the insistence of
the Senate on the Sherman Amendment." He cited the case of Darltngto v.
New York," 7 decided by the New York Court of Appeals, for the legality of
imposing liabilities on cities in cases of riot. He noted that the New York
statute was similar in principle to the Sherman Amendment, so that the only
question was whether Congress could directly impose such liability. Shellabarger

7n Id. at 760. He added that Congress could suppress a mob which was rioting to
prevent a person from exercising a constitutional right. Id. at 701.

w IMbd.
aMId. at 762-5, 770-2, 776 (Sen. Stevenson, Casserly, Davis, Thurman, and \ayard).
me Id. at 772.
n Id. at 778-4.

m Id. at 776-7.
Id. at 777. He added:

"We deal with States; we deal with the citizens; bpt I do not see In that [Fourteenth]
amendmlent.anything which authorizes the Congress of the United States to regulate the
police regulations of the cities and counties of ,New York and New Jersey. We must
remember that we are legislating for this whole nation, that we are legislating for all
time, and we must touch with care the framework of our Goyeri nat."

mu Ibid.
«* Id. at 770. -
m Id. at 751, where he Inforped the House:
"The Senate I need not say was exceedingly earnest ad positive in inslating there

should be something of the character retained in the bill and it was impracticable to
procure the yielding of the senate from that In some shape,"

1 81N.Y.X64 (165).,
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pointed out that a government which owes a duty "to protect a given privilege
of a citizen against a mob's invasion of such privilege . . . [may] assess the
damages of such invasion upon a prescribed subdivision of that government
which owes such duty to protect." He also noted that since the New York Court
of Appeals had decided that the state statute did not violate the Due Process
Clause of the state constitution, a similar federal law would! not violate the
Fifth Amendment. '

Shellabarger reasoned that Congress had the power to pass the Sherman amend-
ment, first, because it was designed to protect federal constitutional rights
which Congress had the power to protect, and secondly, because it was an
"appropriate" way of enforceing the peace, as the English experience showed.
He added that since Congress could compel citizens to respect federal rights, it
could coerce counties to protect them or suffer liability for omitting to do
so0.19

Kerr replied that Congress had no constitutional power to punish counties
for the acts of mobs. He pointed out that state laws making municipalities
liable were based on the police power of the state which could require local units
of government to keep the peace. He said that Congress lacked power to create
new torts enforceable against municipalities in federal court, that this was an
invasion of state power, and that local government might be stopped by having
its property sold 'to satisfy judgments. 2" Willard likewise declared:
". . . we have not by the Constitution imposed, any duty upon a county, city,
or parish, or any other subdivision of a State, to enforce the laws, to provide
protection for the people, to give them equal rights, privileges and immunities.
The Constitution has declared that to be the duty of the State. The Constitution,
in effect, says that no State shall deny to its citizens the equal protection of the
laws, and I understand that that declaration, that prohibition, applies only to the
States, so far as political or municipal action is concerned. ... The city and
the county have no power except the power that is given them by the State.
They cannot keep violence away from me; they cannot protect me in my rights,
except as the State has clothed them with the power to do so; and for the en-
forcement of the laws of the State they get no aid, no authority, no power
whatever from the United States." mn

Willard reasoned that since counties and cities had no law enforcement powers
except such as the state should care to delegate to them, it was unfair to make
them liable for not affording protection when the state may not have given them
the power to protect anybody. He added that Congress could not impose the
duty of protection on them, and that if any government should ht required to
compensate victims of mobs, it should be the states upon which the Fourteenth
Amendment operates. 2

Representative Benjamin F. Butler of Massachusetts advocated passage of
the Sherman amendment as an inducement to law enforcement. He said that the
Klan could not operate in the South unless tho leading men winked at it,
and if they had to pay for its depredations they would prevent them.' Poland
replied that the Sherman amendment was useless. He pointed out that to prove
the intent of the mob to violate the constitutional rights of the victim it would
be necessary to find out who they were, and this was impossible in the case of
clansmen. However, his basic objection was that, the section was unconstitu-
tional because cities were the agencies of states to enforce state laws and the
federal government could not deal with them.I" Representative Austin Blair, a
Michigan Republican, reiterated that the federal government had no constitu-

"s 42(1) Globe 751 (1871).
o Id. at 751-2.
o Id. at 788-9.

"' d. at 701. He added: "In this case the United States Government does not pre the
counties any power to enforce the laws. . ." Id. at 792.
mId. at 791.
u Id. at 792. See also id. at 794 (Rep. William D. Kelley, R.-Pa.),
2' Id. at 793, where he declared:
"As I understand the theory of our Constitution, the national Government deals

either with States or with individual persons. So far as we are a national Government
In the strict sense we deal with persons, with every man who IS an inhabitant of the
United States, as If there were no States, towns, or counties; as it the whole country
were In one general mass ..... /With these local subdivisions we have nothing to do. We
can impose no duty upon them; we can impose no liability upon them In any manner
whatever."

I W
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tonal power to impose duties on counties or cities, and that this was exclusively
a state power.'"

Bingham then warmly attacked the Sherman amendment, saying that all of
the bill met his approved except that. He noted that at least 70 of the 132 votes
cast against it were cast by Republicans, as against 35 votes for it. He urged:

"I hope that the vote of every Republican will be cast against it. It is useless
and worse than useless to vote down this important measure with any doubtful
voice. Let the House record its vote emphatically for the rights of all the people
of every State and all the States in the Union." 2a

Bingham declared that Darlington v. New York, relied upon by Shellabarger
to sustain the Sherman amendment, condemned it, because the decision showed
that only states could impose duties and liabities on counties or cities. In his
view, the federal government could impose no obligation on units local governi-
ment, nor could it make them compensate victims. To do so, he concluded, would
bankrupt the, local governments and deprive them of the means of affording
protection."

Farnsworth also attacked the Sherman amendment as unconstitutional. He
adverted to Supreme Court decisions holding that Congress could not impose
any duty on state officers, and added that it could impose no duty on sheriffs
or other county officers. He concluded that since Congress could not impose a
duty on counties or cities, it could not impose a liability for non-performance of
the duty.2  Representative H. Boardman Smith, a freshman Republican from
New York, replied that Congress could adopt any means it deemed appropriate
to suppress the Klan crimes, and that it had been repeatedly held that such state
statutes were not the taking of property without due process.2' The House,
however, once again rejected the conference report by 74 yeas to 106 nays."0

(The Substitute)

A second conference was held, and in lieu of the Sherman amendment which
the House twice decisively rejected, the conference committee recommended
a section which provided that if any person knew about the conspiracy published
in the second section, and having power to prevent it failed or refused to do so,
he would be liable in damages to the victim of the conspiracy. Poland declared:

"I did understand from the action and vote of the House that the House
had solemnly decided that in their judgment Congress had no constitutional
power to impose any obligation upon county and town organizations, the mere
instrumentality for the administration of State law . . . At the same time we
said . . . there was a disposition on the part of the House, . . . to reach every-
body who was connected, either directly or indirectly, positively or negatively,
with the commission of any of these offenses, and wrongs, and we would go as
far as they chose to go in inflicting any punishment or imposing any liability
upon any man who shall fail to do his duty in relation to the suppression of
those wrongs." m

Poland explained that Congress was in effect creating a statutory tort.
Shellabarger added that in some ways thip was more efficacious than the
original Sherman amendment, since Klan activities were secret and not riotous.
However, he asserted that many people in the locality knew about them, and they
failed to come forward and give Inforipation; they w3re liable in damages.m

Willard asked if a unionist who received a Kln warning and gave notice to
the local sheriff or his neighbors, asking them to protect him, could hold them
liable for falling to protect him. Shellabarger said that not only would they
be liable but everybody else who knew alout Klan activities and failed.to notify
the officials would incur liability. Bingham added that they ought to be liable."s

Mld. at 795. Burchard, in accord, observed: "These provisions attempt to Imnose
obligations upon a county for the protection of life and person which are not Imposed by
the laws of the State, and that it is beyond the power of the General Government to
require their performance." Ibid.

2 Id. at 798.
rl Ibld. Ie said: "A county being the creature of the State and an Integral part of

It, can in no case be made responsible for mob violence save by force of the positive law
of the State creating it."

!rd. at 708-0.
' Id. at 799. See ilso id. te800 (Rep. Perry of Ohid).
rb Id. at 800-1. 0 h

M Td. at 804.
id. at 802rd. at 805.
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Butler spoke in favor of the law. He said that the substitute for the Sherman
amendment extended federal power further than ever before, but he added
that the substitute was as a practical matter valueless because nobody would
ever find the defendants. ,  Garfield approved of the substitute for the Sher-
man amendment. 2  The House then passed the bill by a party-line vote of l1 to
74.2

M

Edmunds reported the substitute for the Sherman amendment to the Senate,
telling that body that the House would nol agree to the original proposal be-
cause it believed that the federal government lacked constitutional power to
deal with counties and towns directly. He added that the substitute dealt with
citizens directly, making them liable for failing to report or prevent Klan activi-
ties. Edmunds explained:

"Every citizen in the vicinity where any such outrages are as mentioned in
the second section of this bill . , . are likely to be perpetrated, he having knowl-
edge of any such intention or organization, is made a peace officer, and it is made
his bounden duty as a citizen as a citizen of the United States to render positive
and affirmative assistance in protecting the life and property of his fellow-
citizens in that neighborhood against unlawful aggression; and if, having this
knowledge and having power to assist by any reasonable means in preventing it
or putting it down or resisting it, he fails to do so, lie makes himself an acces-
sory, or rather a principal in the outrage itself. . . ." ~

Sherman lamented the inadequacy of the bill. He observed that it was of no
sure value in the face of organized perjury to let a victim sue in federal court
than to permit him to sue in state court, since lie would face the same hostile
jurors. He therefore deplored the loss of his amendment, since he asserted that
if the rich men who applaud Klan activities knew that their taxes would rise on
account of it, they would put a stop to such activities. He added that it would
be easy to sue the county, but impossible to find the klansmen, and useless to
sue them if poor.' Thurman agreed that the substitute was valueless. He
said that it would be constitutional to punish a citizen for not preventing an of-
fense against the laws of the Untied States. However, since the substitute related
in part to a portion of the second section punishing a mia for offenses against
state law, in Thurman's view that part was in excess of Congress' power.2  T'he
Senate then passed the bill by a party-line vote of 36 to 13.24

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The foregoing analysis represents the gist of debates on the Ku Klux Klan and
Congress' power to suppress it under the Fourteenth Amendment lasting for
weeks and consuming a large portion of the sitting of the first session of the
Forty-Second Congress, and running hundreds of pages in the Congressional
Globe. A synthesis of these debates show a high degree of agreement among
the dominant Republicans on the essential facts, and some very sharply defined
legal positions under the Fourteenth Amendment.

The Republicans asserted that the Ku Klan Klan was a multi-state conspiracy,
I in the South of a military nature, consisting of tens of thousands of men, organized

to assist the Democratic Party in taking control of state and local governments

m Id. at 800-7 where Butler declared:
". .. it goes further in the direction of interfering with the individual rights of citi-

zens by law of Congress than ever I attempted to do or desired to do, and makes a precedent
for us in the future. I attempted heretofore to report a bill which would allow men
who did the act of depriving a citizen of his right to be punished in courts of the UnitedStates. I thought the constitutional power was with us, to do that..

"Now, my friends, who have constitutional scruples about doing that, have reported anl
amendment to give a remedy by taking the property of a citizen of the United Statesbecause he knows somebody who has committed an offense, or is about to' commit an
offense, or happens to know about an offense about to be committed, and has not re-vented it. For gentlemen who have constitutional ,.cruples, Lhis is going further thananything I have done or know. I have known men in my time who mistook dyspepsia'
for conscience. [Laughter.] I have known men who mistook their doubts and qualms
for constitutional law, who are quite willing to go very far, if they do not happen to go
under the lead they do not like, and if you give them their own head will'go further toanthe farthest."

M Id. at 807-8.
S"3 d. at 808.
' Id. at 820. See also id. at 821, 824-5t

r Id. at 820-2.
m Id. at 822,

Ol Id. at 831.
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from the southern Republicans. Its mode of operation was to murder or other-
wise commit acts of violence against Republicans to drive them out of the state
or induce them not to tote. It neutralized hostile local law enforcement authori-
ties, such as sheriffs and courts, by inurdering' them, threatening them with
violence, breaking open jails and rescuing prisoners, packing grand anid petit
juries with co-conspirators, or getting klansmen to perjure themselves for de-
fendants in courts. Where the local law enforcement agencies were Democrats
klansmen were alleged to conspire with them or otherwise Induce them not to
protect Republicans. As a result, the state law enforcement agencies were unable
or unwilling to afford the same or equal' protection provided for by the laws
to Republicans in cases of political crime as they did to Democrats or in other
cases. The Democrats almost uniformly tried to discredit evidence of Klan ac-
tivity, or excuse it on the ground of maladministration of the state reconstruc-
tion governments in the South, but the Republicans were convinced that the
local and state authorities were culpably and over a long period of time and a
wide area denying to Republicans the equal protection of the laws in cases of
political crime.

It is clear that the Republicans were intent on going to the absolute limit
of their constitutional power under the fifth section of the Fourteenth Amend.
ment to suppress the Klan, hut not one inch beyond, especially in the House of
Representatives. Since, as noted at the beginning of the article, a conside-able
number of the members of the Thirty-Ninth Congress who proposed the Four-
teenth Amendment were still in Congress, the debates throw a strong light on

-the limits of Congress' power under this section. Indeed, Garfield and Burchard
specifically adverted to the value of this contemporaneous construction in their
speeches, so Oongress was conscious of the fact that the bill would define the
limits of Congress' power.

Four clearly defined positions emerged in the debates, viz:
1. Congress has the power to punish ordinary crimes by one individual against

another, or by conspiracies, regardless of what the state does, if the crime is
motivated by a design to deprive the victim of his Fourteenth Amendment or
other constitutional rights. Every Republican who addressed himself to this
point denied that Congress had such constitutional power under the Fourteenth
Amendment except Representative Shanks of Indiana, whose plea to retain the
first draft of Shellabarger's bill unaltered as an affirmation of such power was
ignored without even a vote. Since Shanks was not in the Thirty-Ninth Con-
gress, his rejected view is of value only to show what power was not in the
Fourteenth Amendment.

2. If a state denies by affirmative act or omission the equal protection of the
laws, whether the denial or failure to afford protection is due to the action
or inaction of the legislature, executive, or courts, and thus fails to protect persons
in their constitutional rights, Congress may substitute directly federal protection
for the state protection withheld, and if the withholding of state protection is
due to a failure to prosecute criminals, Congress may use the federal courts as
agencies for the affording of protection by prosecuting the criminals in federal
court for violating the constitutional rights of the victims who are unprotected
by the state law or law enforcement agencies. This was the original theory of
Shellabarger's bill, and it was concurred in by a number of Republican repre-
sentatives who did not vote on the Fottiteenth Amendment, such as Hoar, Blair
of Michigan, Howley, Butler of Massacusetts, Coburn, and Wilson of Indiana.
Shellabarger and Mercur, who voted for the amendment, also agreed with this
view. A number of senators who did 6it vote on the amendment, including
Boreman, Frelinghuysen, Morton, Pool and Pratt, also supported this view.
The revised House bill, however, abandoned it in favor of the- third position,
noted below.

3. The Equal Protection C lause, although negative in form, imposes an affirma-
tive duty on all state agencies, whether legislative, executive, or judicial, to
protect all persons in their life, liberty, and" property equally, and if a state
officer refuses or neglects toafford such protdtion, Congresh may punish him for
violating his federal constitutional duties. Congress may also punish a private
person or conspiracy when engaged in preventing a state officer from perform-
ing his federal constitutidnal duty of affording equal protection, either by
violence or threats thereof'against the state officer, or by inducing hlin in some
other way not to afford equal protection, such i4 through a conspiracy with him.
Such punishment would proceed on the same basis ai punishing a combination
to deter a federal revenue collector from collecting revenue by violence or by

/ '/
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bribery or conspiracy, the former of which the second section of the bill also
covered. The constitutional theory was that Congress could punish individuals
who thwarted officials from performing a federally-imposed duty. But this
draft, although punishing individuals who directed their combinations against
officials, did not assume the power to ruhish violence directed against other
individuals, even if motivated by an intent to deprive the victim of his constitu-
tional rights, as Cook's explanation shows. This theory, which was ultimately
embodied in the bill, was supported by Bingham, who drafted the first section of
the Fourteenth Amendment, and Garfield, Cook, and Poland in the House, all of
whom had voted for the amendment, as well as Willard and Burchard. Senator
Trumbull, Republican Chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committtee, Also sup-
ported it.

4. Congress may act only against discriminatory state legislation, and Only
against officers or others acting under color of such legislation. This was the
Democratic theory, supported by Representative Kerr and Senators blair, DaVis,
Thurman, and Vickers, among others. Farnsworth, at least initially, also s4t-
ported this position, but the Congress rejected it. '

The debate on the Sherman amendment highlights the tenacity with which
Bingham and other House members adhered to their constitutional theory that
Congress could not impose a duty of protection on municipalities, but could
penalize anyone in any way connected with inducing a state officer to deny equal
protection. If a man even knew of a conspiracy to induce or compel a state
officer to deny such protection he was compelled to act to prevent consumation of
the conspiracy. Thus, the federal government, in Bingham's views, was entitled
to compel citizens not only to refrain from preventing a state officer frbm execut-
ing his federal duties, but to assist him in doing so. But ,t would not touch
private violence.

In United States v. Harris, a Mr. Justice Woods, a Repuplicah appointee, in
holding a section of the revised statutes which was derived from the portion of
the second section of the 1871 act herein discussed to be unconstitutional, said:

Section 5519 of the Revised Statutes is not limited to take effect only in case
the State shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United
States, or deprive any person of life, liberty, or property without due process
of law, or deny to any person the equal protection of the laws. It applies, no
matter how well the State may have performed its duty. Under it private per-
sons are liable to punishment for conspiring to deprive any one of the equql
protection of the laws enacted by the State.

* * * * * * *

As, therefore, the section of the law under consideration is directed exclu-
sively, against the action of private persons, without reference to the laws of
the State or their administration by her officers, we are clear in the opinion
that it is not warranted by any clause in the Fourteenth Amendment to the
Constitution." "

As all the other justices except Mr. Justice Harlan, who did not reach this
issue concurred, and all were appointed by Republican presidents, including
two Grant appointees, it is clear that the United States Supreme Court had
not imbided the Democratic theory of the Fourteenth Amendment. Indeed, the
foregoing nationale is precisely the grounds on which Garfield had criticized
Shellabarger's first draft, and is the very nationale adopted by him, Bingham,
Cook, Poland, and other Republicans in supporting the revised draft of the
1871 law which ultimately became Section 5519 of the Revised Statutes. Since
the Supreme Court's nationale was similar to that of these Republican. Con-
gressmen only one explanation for the result in United States v. fHari is s ten
able. The anti-klan statute was not a congressional excursion into unooustitu-
tional territory, but was merely the victim of poor legislative drafting.*"

While all these congressmen rejected the Shanks theory that whether the
state was denying protection was irrelevant, and took the position that Con-
gress could only act to correct state denial of protection, the draft of the law
failed to fill out this prerequisite. In addition, although the theory ultimately

s 106 U.S. 629 (1882). : " ' ' " ,; ;
S"42 ld. at 039-640., t ; , , , , t

tsThis was not, the only liece of construction legislation to fall .vctim to defective
draftstmanship. Compare Av ln, The Olvil Rights Act of 1875. Sortse Refected LA#ht on
tho Fe..irternth Amendment and Public Accommodations, 66 Col. IL Rev. 878, 918 (06)
With Civil Rights Cases, 109 U.S. (1883).

i ' * ' "r ,1 f i' '
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adopted was that thi' violence would have to direct its force against a public
ohicial to deter lim or prevent him from affording protection, the statutory
language did not make this clear, but instead prescribed conspiracies to deny
protection generally. This Thurman's astute criticism of the vagueness of the
language proved correct.

In United States v. Price,'" the United States District Court for the Southern
District of Mississippi had before it an indictment under 18 U.S.C. §§ 241 and 242,
which alleged that three local law enforcement officials conspired with 15 private
persons to' take the lives of three "civil rights" workers without due process of
law, by murdering them. The district court held that the officials could be tried
for the substantive offense of denying due process, but the private individuals
could only be tried for the offense of conspiring with the officials. Thq United
States Supreme Court reversed this holding, and declared that the private in.
dividuals could be tried for the substantive offense as well since they were acting
under "color of law." It was not alleged that the laws of Mississippi were them-
selves discriminatory against the victims; the court rather declared that acting in
concert with state officials in denying due process was enough.

It seems clear that from a historical point of view the district court was abso-
lutely correct as to the outermost limits of the Fourteenth Amendment. The
government officials who violated their oaths to support the Constitution by taking
life without due process of law could be punished by Congress for the substantive
offense of breaking their oaths. But the private individuals, in the view of
Garfield, Bingham, Poland, Cook, and others of the period could only be punished
for inducing the officials to break their oaths, and not for the substantive offense
of taking life without due process, even though they were in league with the
derelict officials. This is precisely what the conspiracy count covered. By holding
that the federal government may, through its own agencies, punish private in-
dividuals directly for violating the constitutional rights of other private in-
dividuals, when state officials have, through a conspiracy or otherwse, denied to
the victims the equal protection of the laws, is simply resurrecting the constitu-
tional theory of the first Shellabarger draft of the 1871 anti-Klan bill, and apply-
ing Prigg v. Pennsylvania sO to the Fourteenth Amendment. Indeed, the lengthly
quotation from one. of Senator Pool's speeches in the appendix underscores the
use of this erroneous theory of the fifth section of the amendment.

Nor is it accurate to justify this result in the Price case on the ground that
the private persons were acting under color of law. They were not enforcing
any law of Mississippi, nor were they government officials clothed by law with
legal authority. Their conspiracy with government officials simply invokes the
Cook-Garfield theory that they can be punished by the federal government for
inducing the officials to violate the official oaths of office. Indeed, this was
precisely the grounds for punishing,the klansmen set forth at the time. But it
obliterates the distinction between private and official action to say that a private
person is punishable as an official if he acts with an official.

In United States v. Guest,'" Mr. Justice Stewart held that private individuals
would be punishable for the substantive offense of depriving Negroes of their
constitutional rights if they were acting in league with state officials, citing the
Price case. This was again the application of the theory of the first Shellabarger
draft and Prigg v. Pennsylvania in substance, although not in terms. But one
opinion of Justices Clark, Black and 'ortas, and another of Justices Brennan,
Douglas, and the Chief Justice, held that the federal government, under the fifth
section of the Fourteenth Amendment, could punish private conspiracies or
private violence designed to interfere with the exercise of rights under the first
section of the amendment, regardless of what state officials may or my not do.
This is the precise theory which in 1871 was disavowed by every Republican who
voted for the Fourteenth Amendment and addressed himself to the point, and
by every other Republican with the possible exception of Representative ShAnks,
as being clearly in excess of Congress' power under the amendment. It is noth-
ing more or less than the creation by Congreds of a general criminal code, pro-
vided only that an intent is present to deprive a man of .his Fourteenth Amend-
ment rights. And since that amendment protects every man from having his
life, liberty, or property taken without due process, Congress may punish under
this theory every premeditated murder, robbery, rape, person, and other crime
against life, liberty, or proilerty, provided only that it is intentional Tie result

so 86 8u . Ct.1185 (1960).
41 (16 Pet) 5 (1842). BESTm .R...ili BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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of the Guest case is to resurrect the rejected first draft of the Bingham amend-
ment from its grave and enshrine it in all of Its glory into the Fourteenth
Amendment'" As Senator Stewart of Nevada observed in 1860, this would
eliminate the need for any state governments.,"

The result is that although the Price and Guest cases purported to be decided
on history, the United States Supreme Court has turned history inside out.
The Price case is only a little askew, but the Guest case isso wide of the mark
that it would be necessary to burn all of the Congressional Globes in the nation
to support it..4'

FOURTEEN''H AMENDM T LIMITATIONS ( BANNING RAOA TL AND RELIGIOUS
DISORIMINATIONS: THE OnRIGo AL UNDERSTANDING

(By Alfred Avins)

1. CURRENT BIONIFICANCE

There is at large in the United States today a singular notion. The idea has
gained ground that the Fourteenth Amendment is a special foe of racial dis-
crimination, that it forbids racial discrimination where it permits other types
of discrimination. This notion has penetrated into some very high places.1 Its
most common habitat is to be found in the proliferating "civil rights" acts of
both the federal and state governments, which usually confine their ambit to a
stock formula of race, creed, color, and national origin, with occasional refer-
ences thrown in to age or sex, more for comic relief, it is believed, than any-
thing else.' The first section of the Fourteenth Amendment mentions neither
race nor religion. It guarantees the privileges and immiplitles of national citi-
zenship to all citizens, and equal protection to all persons. Statutes singling
out racial and religious discrimination for special condemnation, except in re-
spect to voting, cannot justify themselves on the letter of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment Discrimination may be bpsed on political grounds, on unpopularity of
viewpoint, on occupation, on financial status, on looks, and on many Other
factors. The letter of the Fourteenth Amendment does not condemn one form
of discrimination any more.than any other. There is nothing about reasonable-
ness of classification in its text. If one form of discrimination is a denial of
privileges or equal protection all forms must be a similar'denial. The terms
of the amendment require that all discrimination be banned, or none., To protect
one group and not another is not equal protection, but its converse.

It has been suggested that racial discrimination forms a special class to be
particularly condemned." . Since nothing in the text of the amendment supports
this theory, if it has any validity it must be found in the historical origins of
the amendment. This study will examine those origins to test the validity of
the foregoing theory.

2. THE HOAR INCIDENT

If a single incident can be found which impelled the North to conclude that
the constitutional rights of American citizens were not safe in the protection of
southern officials, and that federal intervention was needed before the Civil War,

N See Tansll, Avins, Crutchfleld & Coleg ove, The Fourteenth Amendment antd Real
Property Rights in Open Occupancy vue Forced Housing Under the. ourteenth Amendi
ment, 68, 76-80 (Avins ed. 1908). .

8 42(1) Globe app. 115 (1871), where Parnsworth quotes Stewart as saying. "There
is another proposition of the committee of fifteen which, If passed, will. . ;.bbviate the
necessity of any more State Legislatures or conventions." See also id. at 231. where
Senator Blair observed that "Mr. Stewart, Incidentally, In the Senate. .. characterized
it as an abolishment of. State overnmen. ,

' In oral argument before the United States Supreme Court In katenbach v. Morgan
No. 847, Oct. Term, 1965, decided 'Jne 18, 1966, i auts author d: "I w1ll say that I
think it would be necessary for the Department of Justice, to, birn the Cohgesa final
Globe debates if they were to convince anybody that the original, understanding was ih
accordance with this statute." Record of :Argument, p. 40-60. The same remark is
applicable to the Guest case..1 See Harper v. Virginia State BoarlJ d tifleotio, 86 .S Ct., 1079, 108), 6, 8 (1906).
(Harlan J., dissenting) :

*See.Civil Rights. At ot 1964/78 Stat. 241; Avlns, -reedomof Ohoioe in. ersonalService Occpations! Thirteenth Amendrmnt, lAi stations on Antidisoriminattoi Legisla-
tion 49 Cornell I Q. 226 (1964) and the statutes'l tel therein.

SSeee MoLaughln v. Florida, 879 U.S. 184 (1964); Tussman & Ten Brock Ths rqual
Protection of the Laws, 37 Calif. L. Rev. 841 (1949) ; Prank and Bnnro. ThAeOriginal
Understanding of "Equal Protection of the Laws," 50 Col. L. Rev. 181 (1950).
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i'tWas the Hoar incident. Indeed, the need to enforce the privileges and immu-
nities of citizens, and the requirement of equal protection, stemmed from this
iieideht.

The background may be briefly stated. South Carolina, along with Louisiana,
had a statute which provided that any free Negro found on a vessel which came
into a port in.the state would be arrested and jailed until the vessel was ready
t6 sail, and the ship captain would have to pay the expenses of detention, it
default of which the colored seaman would be sold into slavery and the ship
captain fined and imprisoned. The purpose of the statute was to keep free
Negroes out of the state, since it wias believed that they would stir up slave
revolts. This statute was highly detrimental to Massachusetts shipowners, who
employed a number of free Negroes, chiefly as cooks and stewards in coastwise
trade. It was als6 believed that the statute was violative of Article Four, Sec-
tion Two, the clause of the Constitution giving citizens of each state the privi-
leges and immunities of citizens in the several states, since Massachusetts Negroes
were deemed tb have state citizenship.4

In November, 1844, former Representative Samuel Hoar, a leading lawyer in
Massachusetts, was sent by that state's officials to South Carolina to test the
constitutionality of the law imprisoning Negro sailors in federal court. His
visit aroused great excitement, and he was threatened with personal injury.'
The state authorities refused or expressed the inability to protect him against
mob violence, and on December 5, 1844, the South Carolina legislature passed a
resolution expellinghim from the city of Charleston. He was thus forced to
leave, without bringing his suit."

The Hoar incident was a constant subject of reproach by northern members
of Congress against the South before the Civil War.7 'For example, Representa-
tive Edward Dickinson, a Massachusetts Whig, complained that Hoar "was
informed by the authorities of Charleston that he could not be protected, and
was advised by them to leave, because they could not answer for his safety
if he remained.""

All during the Reconstruction period, too, reference was made to the Hoar
incident.' Representative John A. Bingham, the Ohio Republican lawyer who
drafted the first section of the Fourteenth Amendment," except for the declara-
tion of citizenship, gave as the reason for introducing his amendment that the
old constitutional provision "was utterly disregarded in the past by South Caro-
lina when she drove with indignity and contempt and scorn from her limits the
honored representatives of Massachusetts, who went thither upon the peaceful
mission of asserting in the tribunals of South Carolina the rights of American
citizens."" Likewise, Senator John Sherman, an Ohio Republican lawyer,
declared:

"By this clause of the Constitution, one which has always been a part of our
fundamental law, it is provided that-

" 'The citizens of each State shall be entitled to all the privileges and immuni-
ties of citizens of the several States.'

"This clause gives to the citizen of Massachusetts, whatever may be his color,
the right of a citizen of Sbuth Carolina, to come and go precisely like any other
citizen. There never was any doubt about the construction of this clause of the
Constitution.* * * but the trouble was in enforcing this constitutional provision.
In the celebrated case of Mr. Hoar, who went to South Carolina, he was driven
out, although he went .there to exercise a plain constitutional right and although
he was a white man of undisputed character, This constitutional provision was
in effect a dead letter to him. The reason was that there was no provision in
the Constitution, by which Congress could enforce 'this right."

SAni extensilVe discussiti of the background will be found In Cong. Globe, 81st Cong. 1st
Seas. app. 1654-64, 174-78. (1850). (Hereafter, Congressional Globes or Records will
be cited Congress, session, page andyear, as follows: 81(1) Globe app. 1654-64, 1674-
78 (1850).) See aso 4 t2008.

* See 34 (1) Globe .198 (1856).
* 18 Encyclopaedla Britannica 542 (11th ed. 1910); Biographical Directory of the

American ColngresS, 1774-1927, p. 1103 (1928).
SSee 88 (1) Globe 1104-55, 1556, app. 570, app. 1012-18 (18V4). .
S88 (1) Globe 1155 1854).
*38 (11 Globe 2984 (1864) iRep. Kelley); 88 (2) lobe 193 (1860) (Rep. Kasson)

89() 1 Gbe lo47- (186) (Sen. Trumbull); 39 '() globe 123 (1866) (Re.Bomall)
40 (8) Globe 1001 (186), Sen. Edmunds) 42 (1) obe O (1871) (Sen. r linghuy-

4 ( 11)'GlobapD. 206 (17 1).
l9 (1) Gat 1. - 1806).

Id. at1 ' 
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Hoar, as noted above, was a respected white lawyer. He was discriminated.
against and denied equal protection, not because of his race, but because he
wanted to try an. unpopular lawsuit. Protection of people in his category was.
the very purpose of the Fourteenth Amendment. It is plain that confining, this
amendment to racial discrimination would frustrate an important reason for
the amendment's very existence.

8. PROTECTION OF WHITE TRAVELERS IN THE SOUTH

Protection of northern white travelers in the South was another prime purpose
of the Fourteenth Amndment. The dominant Republican majority in Congress
considered freedom of speech an essential right,l" and were sharply critical of,
southern states for menacing anyone traveling therein with outspoken anti-
slavery views." representative Green C. Smith, a Kentucky Unionist, observed:
observed:

"The very fact that men from the North could not go to the South and speak
their real sentiments induced the people of the North to become bitter toward
the institution. Now, . .. my judgment is that the principle of the Constitu-
tion will not become fully established until the man from Massachusetts can.
speak out his true opinions in the State of South Carolina, and the man of
Mississippi shall be heard without interruption in Pennsylvania." ,

For example, Representative Ignatious Donnelly, a Minnesota Republican,.
urged Bingham's, amendment because otherwise the "old reign of terror [shall]
revive in the South, wheri no northern man's life was worth an hour's purchase,,' "
Representative Hiram, Price, an Iowa Republican, declared that a. northerner
visiting the South who expressed anti-slavery opinions was expelled by violence,.
He said that the amendment meant. that "if a, citizen of Iowa or a citizen of
Pennsylvania has any business, or, if curiosity has induced him to visit tle, State.
of South Carolina or Georgia, he shall have the same protection of the laws
there that the would have had had he lived there for ten years.".17 Representa-
tive Ralph P..Buckland, an Ohio1 Republican lawyer, demanded that citizens of
his state traveling in the, South be protected in their rights. He added that
northerners will never again submit to the indignities and, outrages which were
perpetrated upon northern people at the South previous to the war." s The
widely circulated Schurz Report declared that if federal troops were with-
drawn from the South the lives of northerners there would not be safe." .The
Report of the Joint Committee on, Reconstruction, which recommended the
Fourteenth Amendment, gave this as one of the reasons for the amendment."
It was also mentioned during the debates of iatiflcation."'

The need to protect norther t .avel'r was also mentioned during Reconstruc-
tion." Senator Orris S. Ferry, a Connecticut Republican lawyer, complained.
that while he was able to campaign in his own state for the Republican ticket.
in 1856, "I could not have gone to one of these ten States and asked the people
to vote for that candidate without endangering my own life."' Senator John,
Conness, a California Republican, complained that a niortherner .who emigrated
to the South risked his life." A Pennsylvania Republican adverted to the fact
that northern investors, businessmen, and officeholders were being driven out.
of the South by violence.5  A New York Republican said that citizens of his

S835 (2) Globe 985 (1859) (Rep. Bngham); 88 (1) Globe 2090 (1864) (Rep. Inger.
oll) ; 89 (1 Globe 276 (1866) (Sen. Howard) ; 41 (2) Globe .3671 187) (amend-

ment 42 (1), Globe a p. 310 (871 (e, Maynard ; id.a at p. 85 (Rep, Bngbam) ;
id at 2 41 (Re .le , atrts) . at 48 8 ep. C ok); 

1438 (1) Globe 1202 (1864) (Sei. Wlson) 88 (2) Globe 138 (1865) (Rep, Aebley) ;
id. at 198. (Rep, Kaso); 91) Globe 157 (186 (Rep, ingba ; 0. (2) Globe 026
(1860) (Sen. Perry) 4 obe 335 ,(181),. (Rep. Hoar) ; d. at 50,(Sen. Frelin-
usen); d. at 570 (Sel.-Tumbull).

38 2)Globe237 (1865).
1639 (1) Globe 580 (186 ) . . ,- , . . , . .
SId. at 1066. See also id. at 2082 (Rep. Perham). '
Is Id. at 1627. See also id. at app. 203-4 (Rep. Shellabarger).
1S. Ex. Doc. No. 2 39th Cong. lst Sess. 7-8 (1865).
S8S. Rep. No. 112, 89th Cong., let Sess. 11-12 (1866). ,
n Falrmian, Doev the Foureenth Amendment incorporate, he tBtl of Righte 2 8ta . L.

Rev. , 75 96 (1040), 1 . .,. , ,
a40 (2) Globe 514 (1868) (Rep/ Bingham), 725 (Sen. Morton).
S Id. at 20. . , . : , .. , ; . ;
SId. at 2008. . ...

42 (1) Globe 839 (1871) (Rep. William 0. Kelley). See also ' t. app , $10 (Rep.
Maynard).
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state being driven out of the South had the right to protection, it being a
privilege of national citizenship." Senator Oliver P. Morton, an Indiana Repub-
lican, denounced the South for driving out northern emigrants." Senator Fred-
erick T. Frelinghuysen, a New Jersey Republican and a former attorney-general
of that state, declared that a northerner has the right to come to the South
in spite of all state laws to the contrary, and could demand "protection of the
laws" in doing so." The Ku Klux Klan Act of 1871, 9 which was designed to
enforce the Equal Protection Clause, was specifically directed; in part, towards
protecting northerners in the South."

The travelers going from northern states to the South were just as much
df the Caucasian race as the southerners against whom they requested protection.
No element of racial discrimination was involved. Discrimination was based on
state origin and differences of opinion on sundry social and political problems.
Here again, confining the Fourteenth Amendment to racial discrimination would
remove front its ambit another important type of discrimination which the
framers clearly intended to prevent states from making.

4. PROTECTION OF WHITE LOYALISTS

The problem of protecting white anti-slavery southerners against discrimina-
tion because of their opinions occupied the attention of the Republicans even
before the Civil War. During the 1860 Republican National Convention, a special
resolution moved by former Representative Joshua R. Giddings of Ohio and
adopted-therein stated:

"Resolved, That we deeply sympathize with those men who have been driven,
some from their native States and others from the States of their adoption,
and are now exiled from their homes on account of their opinions; and we hold
the Democratic Party responsible for the gross violation of the clause of the
Constitution which declares that citizens of each State shall be entitled to all
privileges and immunities of the citizens of the several States." M

Representative John A. Kasson, an Iowa Republican lawyer, also declared:
"Let me say here that it is necessary to carry into effect one clause of the Con-

stitution of the United States which has been disobeyed in nearly every slave
State of the Union for some twenty-five or thirty years past. I refer to that
clause of the 'Constitutioni which declares id section of the fourth article that
the citizens of each State shall be entitled to all the privileges and immunities
of citizens of the several States. You cannot go into a State of the North in:
which you do not find refugees from southern States who have been driven from
the States in the South where they had a right to live as citizens, because of the
tyranny which this institution exercised over public feeling and public opinion,
and even over the laws of those States.

"In my own State there are numbers of men who have been driven from their
farms, not for any offense against any of the laws which usually constitute
crime, but because in opinion they did not agree with those who adhere to the
institution of slavery.""

At the close of the war, protection of the minority of white loyalists in the
South loomed as a large'problem in the eyes of the dominant Republicans. The
report of Major General Carl Schurz pointed out that known loyalists in the
South lead a "precarious" existence, hnd that the withdrawal of federal troops
would lead to their expulsion. Schuirz recounted instances of the murder of
white unionists in the South, and of'their arrest by local officials for activities
in aid of the union. cause." Representtive William D. Kelly, a Pennsylvania
Republican, declared that to surrender the "truly loyal white men o the insur-
rectionary districts" without protection to "the unbridled lust and power of
the conqUered traitors of the South" in order to obtain peace would be a put-
chase "by such heartless meanness and so gigantic a barter of principle [as]
would be unparalleled in baseness in the history of mankind."'

m d. at 413--4 (Rep. Ellin H. Roberts).
Id4. at 25.. See also id. tit 567 (Sen. Edmunds).
Id. at: 500. Se also d1. app. 227-8 (Sep. Boreman). Cf. 42 (2) Globe, 486 (1872)

(Spn. Frelilghuysen). '
S317 Stt. 18; Ch. 22.
8042 (1) Globe 567 (1871) (Sen. Edmunds).
N 1 CnIr tl The Repnrvihgn Party 857, 861 (1904),
.s8 '(2) Globe 198 (18i ).
8 8. Ex. Doe, 'N.42. 89th Cong., 1st Sess. 9 (26) (1805)."
8' 88 (2) Globe 289 (1865) ,
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When the Thirty-Ninth Congress commenced the work of reconstruction With
the Freedmen's Bureau Bill, " it was careful to give as muchprotection to loyal
white southerners, known as ' refugees," as it was to the newly liberated
Negroes." The House was told that they were to be treated !'exactly the same,"
and that they had "all the rights under this bill that the freedmen have." 8 Like.
wise, when Senator Garrett Davis, a Kentucky Democrat, complained that the
Civil Rights Bill was partial to Negroes, Senator Lyman Trumbull, an Illinois
Republican and a former state supreme court justice, who was in charge of
the bill as Chairman of the Judiciary Committee, replied that "this bill applies
to white men as well as black men," and that its "only object.. . is to secure
equal rights to all the citizens of the country, a bill that protects a white man
just as much as a black man." " Trumbull also observed that not only did the
Freedmen's Bureau Bill provide for white refugees, but that "we have been
feeding more white persons than colored persons in some localities. . .."

The Fourteenth Amendment was likewise designed to protect southern white
loyalists. The following exchange between Representative Robert S. Hale, a
Republican former judge from New York, and Bingham, shows this clearly:

"Mr. HALE. It is claimed that this constitutional amendment is aimed simply
and purely toward the protection of 'American citizens of African descent' in
the states lately in rebellion. I understand that to be the whole intended
practical effect of the amendment."

"Mr. BINOIAM. It is due to the committee that I should say that it is proposed
as well to protect the thousands and tens of thousands and hundreds of thou-
sands of loyal white citizens of the United States whose property, by State
legislation, has been wrested from them under confiscation, and' protect them
also against banishment."

Shortly thereafter, In respect to South Carolina, Bingham urged the amend-
ment "to protect the few loyal white men there against State statutes of confisca-
tion and statutes of banishment." He observed that as the 'Constitution
stood the federal government was powerless, once the southern states were
restored, "to protect the loyal white minority." He added: .

"Restore those States with a majority of rebels to political power, and they
will cast their ballots to exclude from the protection of the laws every man
who bore arms in defense of he Government. The loyal minority of white
citizens and the disfranchised colored citizens will be utterly powerless. There
is no efficient remedy for it without an amendment to your Constitution."'
Congressman Giles W. Hotchkiss, a New York Republican lawyer, in urging that
the intial draft of the Fourteenth Amendment's first section be redrafted, stated
that he wanted to protect white persons as well as blacks."

Representative John M. Broomall, a Radical Republican from Pennsylvania,
also advocated protecting loyalists in mountain areas without "distinction of
caste or color" who had been banished or imprisoned for standing against
secession. Broomall adverted to the fact that the property of white southern
loyalists had been seized and confiscated in state courts, and, they "are denle4
remedy in the courts of the reconstructed South. ... " Representative Th6omas

8 A discussion of the debates in the first session of the Thirty-Ninth' Congress, which
led to the Fourteenth Amendment is contained in Tansll, Avins, Crutchfield & Colegrove,
The Fourteenth Amendment and Real Property Rights in Open Ocoupiany V8. Forced lous-
ing Under the Fourteenth Amendment 68 (Avins ed. 1968). ' " ' '
i The following colloquy occurred between RepresentatiVes Green C. Smith, nKentucky
Unionist, and Thomas D. Eliot, a Massachusetts Republican, who was in charge of the
Freedman's Bureau Bill:

"Mr. SMITH. When the word 'refugee' applies only to whites. I would inquire . "f,
under this law and under the operations of the Freedmen's Bureau, all white menlkwho
were not rebels and who were as poor as the negroes are entitled to th same privileges
and the same protection that negroes are? -

"Mr. ELIOT. The object of this bill is to place the refugeee-that le to day:th loo3al
white men who have fled from their homes beca'ise of the rebellion-utpon the same footing
with the freedmen as to the care and protection of the Obvernment. . '

"Mr. ELIOT. I will say . ; . that there is no distinction made in this bill btweeq th6
rights of freedmen and of refugees under it. They are treated alike from tie flret to thd
last . . ." 89 (1) Globe 516 (1806).

8Ibid. (Rep. Eliot). See also id. at 682 (Rep. Moulton); 651 (RlAp. Grinnell) ; 1262
(Rep. Broomall): 1292 (Rep. Bingham).

SId. at 509. See also d. at 1757. . '
SId. at 746. See also id. at'943.:

I0 1d. at 1065.
" Id. at 1094. See also Bingham's reference to statutes of banishmpeit and coflsetioi

at pp. 1091 and 1093., .-
aId. at 1095.
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Tl Davis, a New York .Republican, agreed, with this object. Representative
Samuel W. Moulton of Illinois warned that Union soldiers were being presecuted
by rebels in the Kentucky courts, and that if the rebels regained power in the
South they would persecute white unionists as well as freedmen in the South,
confiscate their property, pass laws discriminating against them, and drive
them out of the state or kill them. He added that such a process was already
beginning."

A Pennsylvania Republican complained that Alabama had passed criminal
laws severefy punishing both white and black workers." Representative Buck-
land of Ohio declared "that the Government was bound to protect the rights
of the loyal white people and the loyal colored people of the South . -. ."
Another Ohio Republican read letters and articles to the House describing how
white loyalists in the South were being insulted and driven out."

Representative Sidney Perbam, a Maine Republican, declared that the southern
"'policy is to.,render it so uncomfortable and hazardous for loyal men to live
among them as'to compel them to leave." He, too, recounted how the Kentucky
courts were prosecuting.Union soldiers and imprisoning them for acts done pur-
suant to military orders. He cited the Schura report for the proposition that "if
the military forces should be removed, it would be impossible for Union, men,
black or white, to.remain there."' Representative Ephraim R. Eckley, an Ohio
Republican, added:
' "The whole North is full of loyal refugees who do not dare return to their for-
mer homes. . '. Reject the amendment . . . and you must widen the asylum in
the North for those southern people who have sympathy with the Government."
Finally, the Joint .Committee on Reconst'uction, which reported out, the Four-
teenth Amendment, gave as a reason for it:

". without the protection of; United States troops, Union men, whether of
northern or southern origin, would be obliged to abandon their homes . . the
general feeling and disposition among all classes are yet totally averse to the tol-
eration of any class of people friendly to the Union, be they white or black . . .
Southern men who adhered to the Union are bitterly hated and relentlessly perse-
cuted. . . All such demonstrations show a state of feeling against which it is
unmistakably necessary to guard." 0

Even' after proposing the Fourteenth Amendment, Congress continued its critf-
cism of southern states for "denying protection to the people who were true and
loyal during the war. . . ." 6 Representative Kasson of Iowa said that loyal men
were being driven out of the South by violence, and that southern states should
not be admitted to representation until "first they . . .take care that all free
men, white or black, who adhere to the Government of the United States shall be
protected as fully as one of their own class of citizens." 5  Senator Morton of
Indiana declared that southern loyalists were murdered with impunity because
the state governments "failed to extend protection to the loyal men, either white
or black," and as a result the white majority was able to persecute 'the loyal

imein, both white and black, in their midst. .. ." " Senator Timothy 0. Howe, a
Wisconsin Republican and a former state supreme court justice who had voted
for the Fourteenth Amendment, declared that it was adopted because the Joint
Committee on Reconstrction, after taking testimony,
"finally came to the conclusion that it.would not be safe to commit these two
populations, the loyal white men and tfe freedmen of those communities to the
keeping of those governments unless some further restrictions were placed upon

4 d. at 1265. ,
"Id. at 1618. ,

,f Id at 1621 (Rep. Leonard tMyrs)..
9 Id. at 1627.

" Id. at 1885, (Rep. William Lawrene)
isd. at 2082-3. Representative Thaddeus Stevens of Pennsylvania, leader of the Ifose

Radical Republicans, thought that the Fourteenth Amendment does "not suffciently protect
the loyal men of the rebel States from the vindictive persecutions of their victorious rebel
neighbors.t ild. at 2460.

"Id. at 2636, See also id. at 2587 (Rep. Beaman), 2589 (Rep. Farnsworth).
0* S. Rep, No. 112, 89th Co g,.let .Sess. 11-12 (1866). For discusson of this point

during the debates on rtatfatn, see FtrArman, op. eft. supra, n. 21 At 90.
1 81 (2) Globe 128 (1866) ( en. Sherman). -- - . , ,I

"Id. at 846. See also discsslon of hostility to 10oal white and their protection in
H.R. Rep. No. 21, 40th Cong., 2nd Sess. 2 (1868); H.R. Rep; No. 80, 40th'qpng., 2nd

ess. , 26 (1868). , . . ,
840 (2) Globe 125 (1868), ,

* (
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the authority of the State governments than were placed by the Constitution as it
then stood."
Senator William ,M. Stewart, a Nevada Republican lawyer; ascribed the Radical
plan of reconstruction to the "denial of the rights of the black han and oP the
white Union man of the South" by the Johnson' governments. An Oregon Re-
publican declared that if the southern rebels had been left to themselves "they
would have imposed upon the loyal white people of the South political burden
and disabilities for the purpose of gratifying their revengeful feelings. .. .. "*

It is obvious that the southern white unionists or loyalists were not being
discriminated against based on ace, color, or previous conditionA of servitude.
Discrimination against them was based on adherence to the natioiial government
or political viewpoint. If the first section had been cofifined to racial discrinmiga-
tion, one of the major objects of congressional solicitude in submitting the Four-
teenth Amendment would have been left out. It is therefore clear once again
that if racial discrimination were deemed to have a special condenination, under
the Fourteenth Amendment, an important group, of equal concern with Negroes
to the framers could not benefit from it. This is strong evidence that no such
primacy was given to racial discrimination.

5. PROTECTION OF SOUTHERN REPUBLICANS ,

One of the three major statutes passed during the Reconstruction Period to
enforce the Fourteenth Amendment, and especially the Equal Protection Clause,
was the Ku Klux Klan Act of 1871. ' .This statute was designed, not to' bar
racial discrimination, but to protect southern Republicans against politically in-
'spired violence.6  White Republicans were as much covered as werO black Repub-
licans. Thus, Representative Horace Maynard, a Tennessee Republican, gave
as the reason for the hill that "this Congress will be recreant to its duty ifit
stops short of making it just as safe anywhere in the country to vote the Re-
publican ticket as it is to vote the Democratic ticket."' Senator Morton of
Indiana declared:
"the white people in many parts of the South who are Republicans, who are the
friends of the Government, have no security for life or property in the State
courts, and that the colored people, . . . because they, too, are Republicans, have
no protection for life and property. I plead for the security and protection of
these people, not because they are Republicans, but because they are human be-
ings; because they are men and women entitled to the protection of the laws
and I call upon all men, without regard to party, . . . to give to the citizens of
the United States, whatever may be their political views, the equal protection
of the laws."

"We are not at liberty to doubt that the purpose is by these innumerable and
nameless crimes to drive those who are supporting the Republican party to
abandon their political faith or flee ftom the State. A single murder of a leading
Republican will terrify awhole neighborhood or county."

.Senator Daniel D. Pratt, an Indiana Republicah lawyer, made a lengthy argu.
ment to demonstrate that the Equal Protection Clause gave as much protection
to white persons discriminated against on account of their politics as it. did to
Negroes discriminated against because of race. He observed that southern courts
were virtually closed "when a man Of known Unio sentiments, white or black,

SIMd. at 883. See also id. at app. 118 (Sen. Sumner and Morrill of Maine). Repre-
sentative Burton C. Cook, an Illinois Republican lawyer likewise asserted: "It is also
manifest the white Union men of the southern States who risked so much and suffered
so much for their devotion to the country would be left in the power of .their enemies,
receiving, no measure of protection ... " Idr. t 2402. . . . -

SId. at 2898.
"40 (8) Globe 900 (1869) (Sen. George H. Williams).
5 17 Stat. 13 Ch 22.
"42 (1) Globe app. 412-4 (1871) (Rep. Bllis H. Roberts, N.Y.).
" Id. at app. 810.
@ Id. at app. 251-2. See also id. at 702, where Senator George F. Edmunds, a Vermont

Republican, observed :
"The disorders in the South are not like the disorders in many other States, Where there

always are disorders, the results of private malice. The slaying of men there, as a rhle
S:.is but one step In the progress of a systematic plan and an ulterior purpose, and
that is not to leave in any of thpse States a brave white man Who dares to be a Repub.
lican or a, colored man who dares to be a voter. The one is to be expelled or slain and
the other is to be reduced to what they consider to be his normal condition."

Senator Allen G. Thurman, an Ohio Democrat, id. at app. 219. , .
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invokes their aid." " He added that the first section of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment, "by way of limitation upon the power of the States, applies equally to
both races. , . whether Caucasian, African, or Asiatic in origin." He observed:

"If protection isiguaranteed to the African, it is also to the Chinaman if
naturalized; and what warrant have we to claim that the whites alone are
excluded?"" ,

Senator George F. Edmunds, a Vermont Republican lawyer in charge of the
bill for the Judiciary Committee, observed that a refusal of a state to protect
a man because he was a Democrat, a Catholic, a Methodist, or a native of
Vermont, would constitute a denial of equal protection of the laws within the
meaning of the Fourteenth Amendment." Edmunds remarked:

"But when you .. . come to the next [fourteenth] article of the Constitution,
which secures the rights of white men as much as of colored men, you touch
a tender spot in the party of our friends on the other side. If you wish'to
employ the powers of the Constitution to preserve the lives and liberties of white
people against attacks by white people . . . contrived in order to drive them
from the States in which they have been born or have chosen to settle, contrived
in order to deprive them of the liberty of having a political opinion . . . then
the whole strength of the Democratic party and all its allies is arrayed against
. . . such an act.""

Senator Lyman Trumbull, an Illinois Republican and chairman of the Senate
Judiciary Committee, observed in criticizing one of the drafts of the bill:

"Now, there is nothing in the [Fourteenth Amendment of the] Constitution
of the United States in regard to 'race, color, or previous condition of servitude'
that I am aware of. The Constitution of the United States guarantees to all
citizens the equal right of protection wherever they are, and guarantees the
equal protection of the laws to all persons, whether they are citizens or not....
Now, if you can punish persons for doing an injury to a man because he is
white, or because he is black, or because he is yellow, why can you not punish
him for an injury done to a man because he is regarded as a mean man,
because the community do not like him, because he is an unpopular man?" "

Representative Charles W. Willard, a Vermont Republican lawyer, likewise
declared, in criticizing another section as it was originally drafted:

"But no man. is guaranteed by the Constitution, on account of his race, color,
or previous condition of servitude, the enjoyment of any more rights than every
citizen has by that instrument the guaranty of. The Constitution holds over
no man any additional shield on account of his birth-place, or parentage, or
previous condition. .. . That instrument gives him as a citizen no rights which it
does not give to me or any other man. It gives him as a citizen no rights which
are not given to white and black alike. Alike they are entitled to the equal
protection of the laws, . . . The Constitution now calls them all citizens, and
gives to all the protection which it gives to any citizen; and it is the most
patent inequality and injustice to give Irishmen or Chinamen or colored men
a remedy against a county, and in the United States courts, when a white
native citizen can only have his remedy against individuals and in the State
courts. . . . /

S"It is true that a person may suffer this damage by reason of his previous
condition of servitude. . . . but every offense has something peculiar in its
character, and which constitutes tihemotive for its commission against that
particular individual. But the life of a colored person, the house of a colored
person are no more under the peculthr protection of the United States than the
life and property of citizenss of different complexions; and where the guarantee
is the same it is clear that the remedy must be the Sdme. When we have just
got rid . . by the amendment to the Constitution, of the inequality,. .. let us

SId. at 505.
" Id. at 500.
3 Id. at 567.
I:, Id. at 696, See also the'somL.hat humorous remarks of Senator Allen 0. Thurman,

an Ohio Democrat, id. at npp. 210.
* ld. at 758. Trumbull also observed:

*".. if you can punish an offense committed against a man because he Is white or
because he is black, . If you can punish a mob. for getting up a riot and driving a
man .off on that account, I want to know if you cannot punish a mob for injuring a person
for any cause that may be conceived of, because they want a iian's property, because they
want him out of, the community, because they arel 'Regulators,' as they had in Nevada
some time ago .. ." Id. ht '7t9. *, I ,' / ' '

/ 'i ' i
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not now begin to go over to the other side and give greater rights and more
effectual remedies to one man than to another, to one class of men than to
another, to one race of men than to another. Of course, I deny that we have
any constitutional power to do this; but I . . confine my remarks mainly to a
consideration of the injustice of the legislation. . . . I believe a black man is
just as good as a white man .. , and while I would give to him the same rights
and the same protection which I would give to any one, I would not give him
any greater right, or any higher remedies than are allowed to other citizens...
we must [not] make him an exceptional and favored class in the administration
of our laws."

It is quite clear that southern white Republicans, at least, were not being
discriminated against on account of race or color, and if the Equal Protection
Clause were limited, in whole or in part, to preventing such discrimination, there
would have beenno legal basis for protecting them under that clause. But such
was not the understanding of the framers of the Fourteenth Amendment. They
were loud in their assertions that discrimination based on race or color was not
entitled to be more guarded against than political discrimination or any other
form of discrimination. In their eyes, everyone was entitled to the same pro-
tection, whether the discrimination was based on race, color, religion, birthplace,
politics, personal traits, or any other ground.

6. PROTECTION OF ALIENS AND OHINEBE'

Discrimination by law against Chinese on the West Coast, which was deemed
in legal theory to be based on nativity rather than race," was extensive during
the Reconstruction Period." The California courts would not:permit them to be
witnesses," as a result of which they received no protection from legal authorities
against robbery or other crimes committed on them by white persons.".

Discrimination against aliens or travelers in respect to natural or "civil" rights
was contrary to Bingham's ideals as they were set forth in some of his earliest
speeches. In 1859, even before the Civil War, he declared "that natural or in-
herent rights" were guaranteed by the Fifth Amendment's use of "the broad and
comprehensive word 'person,' as contra-distinguished from the limited term
citizen," so that the "natural rights to all persons, whether citizens or strangers,
may not be infringed .. ." " In introducing his first draft of what was later to
become the Equal Protection Clause, Bingham declared that "the divinest feature
of your Constitution is the recognition of the absolute equality before the law of
all persons, whether citizens or strangers. . . ." " Indeed Bingham was sharp in
his criticism of the Civil Rights Act of 1866 * for protecting only citizens and not
all persons in their civil rights.7 It con hardly be doubted that the differences

l d. at 701.
6 41 (2) Globe 4275 (1870) (Rep. Sargent), 4278 (Rep. Fitch).
" See 89 (1) Globe 628 (1866) (Rep. Marshall) ; id. at 1056 (Rep. Hlgby) ; 40 (3)

Globe 1033-4 (1809) (Sen. Morton); 41(2) Globe 8807-8 (1870) (Sen. Stewart) : 42 (2)
Globe 898 (1872) (Sen. Corbett) ;. 001 (Sen. Trumbull), 912 (Sen. Stevenson), 985 (Sen.
Sumner) ; 48 (2) Globe 1794 (1875) (Sen. Thurman).

w41(8) Globe 1258 (1871) (Sen. Morton). See People v. Washington, 38 Cal, 518
(1860); Speer v. See Yup (o., 18 Cal. 73 (1859); People V. Hall, 4 Cal. 399 (1854)...

Iop)9 (1) Globe 2802 (1866) (Sen. Conness).
(n 85(2) Globe 988 (1859) See also 42(1) Globe app. 814 (1871), where Representa-

tive Horatio C. Burchard, an Illinois Republican lawyer, referred to "those inalienable
rights that belong to every human being everywhere, and in the enjoyment of which the
stranger as well as the citizen is protected by every free Government.".

" 30(1) Glo4e 158 (1866). See also id. at 1004.
s14 Stat. 27 (1866).

"30(1) Globe 1292 (1866).. Bingham declared:
".. .are we not committing the terrible enormity of distinguishing here in the laws

in respect.to life, liberty, and property between the citizen and stranger within your
gates? Do we not thereby declare the States may discriminate in the administration of
justice for the protection of life against the stranger irrespective of raceor color?

"Sir, that is forbidden by the Constitution of your country. The great men who made
that instrument, . . . Inserted .* , the more comprehensive words. 'no person therebyb.
obeying that higher law given by a voice out of heaven: 'Ye shall have the same law
for the stranger as for one of your own country' . ..

"This bill, sir . . . departs from that great law. The alien is not a citizen. You pro-
pose to enact this law, you say, In'the interests of the freedmen. But- do you propose to
allow these discriminations to be made in States'against the alien and strangers Can
such legislation be sustained by reason or conscience? . . . Is it not as unjust as the
unjust State legislation you seek to remedy? Your Constitution says 'no person,' not
'no citizen,' 'shall be deprived of life, liberty, or property,' without due process of law."
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between the Equal Protection Clause and the Due Process Clause of the Four-
teenth Amendment, in protecting "persons," and the Privileges and Immunities

-Clause, in protecting only "citizens," stem from this theory.
The very firat statute passed by Congress to enforce the Fourteenth Amend.

ment " contain-d a provision extending the Civil Rights Act of 1866 to aliens,
"so that all persons who are in the United States shall have the equal protection
tof our laws. '"" . Although the bill covered all foreigners, including travelers,

,it was called the "Chinese bill," " because it was primarily designed for "the
protection of the Chinese," " Senator Stewart of Nevada, declared:

"Now while I am opposed to Asiatics being brought here, and will join in any
reasonable legislation to prevent anybody from bringing them, yet we have got
a treaty that allows them to come to this country. . ... While they are here I
say, it is our duty to protect them. I have incorporated that provisions in this
bill on the advice of the Judiciary Committee. . . . It is as solemn a duty as can
be devolved .upon this Congress to see that those people are protected, to see that
they have the equal protection of the laws, nothwithstanding, that they are
aliens. They, or any other aliens, who may come here are entitled to that pro-
tection. If the State courts do not give them the equal protection of the law....
their ordinary civil rights, . . . we will protect Chinese aliens or any other aliens
whom we allow to come here, and . . . let them be protected by all the laws and
the same laws that other men are. . . . The fourtheenth amendment to the
Constitution says that no State shall deny to any person the equal protection
,of the laws." so

Bingham approved the Senate bill. He declared that Congress could enforce
the Equal Protection Clause in favor of emigrants," Indeed, even the California
representatives of both parties advocated protecting the Chinese in their civil
rights. Representative James J. Johnson, a California Democrat, remarked
that the Equal Protection Clause "puts the Chinaman on an equality with every
other unnaturalized foreigner in the land," " and added that "Chinamen will

:always receive all the protection that just laws may give." " Representative
Aaron A. Sargent, a California Republican, said that "the Chinaman and anyone
else, no matter what his color, is entitled to the equal protection of our laws in
life, liberty, and security; but I never have believed that we should go beyond
-that and make them all citizens." The right of aliens to be protected in their
civil Tights under the Equal Protection Clause was conceded by other members
'of Congress as well."

If the Equal Protection Clause were confined to protection against racial dis-
,crimination, In whole or in part, it could not protect travelers and aliens dis-
criminated against because of alienage. Once again, such a construction is mani-
festly inconsistent with the original purposes of the Fourteenth Amendment.

' Enforcement Act of 1870. ch. 114, 16 Stat. 140.
' 41(2) Glqbe 1536 (1870) (Sen. Stewart).

Ibid.
SId. at 3702 (Sen. Thurman). See also id. at 8703 (Vice President).
fId. at 8807 (Sen. Stewart). See also id. at 8570, where Senator Shernan referred1

"to the fact "that we must protect the Chinese against the local law of California. . .
* fd. at 8058. After deploring the fact that the Chinese In California were being

robbed and murdered with impunity, Stewart added: "Dare he say to the good people of
California that while the Chinese are eore under our laws, and while we hnve a Con-
stitution which says that no State shalldeny to apy person within its jurisdiction the
-eual protection of the laws, Congress tight not to pass a law to give them protection?"
'Id. at 8808. '

SId. at 3871. This included discrimination among European Immigrants.
Id. at 8879.

8s Id. at 3880.
SId. at 4275. Representative Thomas Fitch, a Nevada Republican, likewise noted

"that I voted for the bill enforcing the fifteenth amendment, the sixteenth section of
which protects this people In. all their civil rights." Id. at 4278. Cf. 42 (1) Globe 500
(Sen. Pratt). I !
*e 42 (2) Globe 901 (1872) (Sen. Trumbull), 48 (2) Record 1868 (1875) (Sen, Carpen-

ter). Cf. id. at 1870 (Sen. Edmunds). Senator.Thurman observed:
"As I said before, the clause of the amendment which he reads has no relation to citf-

senship. It covers every humatn being within the jurisdiction of a State. It was In-
tended to shield the foreigner, to shield the wayfarer, to shield the Indian, the China-
man, every human being within the jurisdiction of a State from any deprivation of a
-equal protection of the laws; a;id the very fact that it embraces aliens, the very faie
that it embraces the traveler pausing through, shws 'that it has no relation whatsoever
to nualiflcations for political oflce. .. ." 43(2) Record 1794 (1875). aSe also id at

S1705.

' / ' /
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, , 7. THI OIV0VL RIOTr ACT OFB 1875 :,

The one statute passed during the Ieconstruction Periol which spqifrcai,
forbids racial discrimination ai the Civil Rights Act, pfi875. But even this
law does not permit an inference that i~fial dlscrimiiatlna was especially bbino-
olus to the Fourteenth Amendment,.even assuming 5the validity of the law.

Although this point is not shon on the face of the 1)v,. the purpose of the statute
was to guard agalpat stt statutes or cmqu mon-law rules which gave. evrypon
the benefit of the failities tlrinnanied but discriminated only against Negroes
Thus, the law soeawed that all discrimination except racial. discrimination was
forbidden, and merely eliminated this exception." Indeed, the'debates show
that Congress did not intend to give any special privileg, to Negroes,.thus "fall-
ing into the absurdity of discriminating against whites.. ," "

The Democrats harped op the theme that the remedies given by Congret wv'rve
specially designed for the benefit of Negroes. 0  For example, Rtepresentative
Aylett H. Buckner, a Missouri Democrat, declared:

"Nor can I understand why there should be such discrimination in his favor
as between him and the white citizen . . .If u white citizen is excluded from a
public inn or a place of public amusement he must sue in the. State courts, and
content himself with the actual damages sustained; but if it be a colored mat
who has a similar cause of action, the unfortunate innkeeper, showman, or
teacher of a public school is subjected to a penalty of from one hundred to five
thousand dollars, . . ." ~

Moreover, the Democrats also noted that the Fourteenth Amendment does not
protect against racial discrimination alone. Senator. William T. Hamilton, a
Maryland Democratic lawyer, said:

"I ask you and each Senator present to read again the fourteenth amendment.
It has not a reference to race; 'it .has not a reference to color; it applies to all
the people alike as citizens or persons only, and not in any other respect."

Senator Allen G. Thurman, on Ohio Democrat and a former chief justice of the
state supreme court, likewise observed: "There is not one word in this first
section of the fourteenth amendment that has any relation to race, color, or pre-
vious condition of servitude .. ." Senator Thomas F. Bayard, a Delaware
Democratic lawyer, remarked:

". . . the fourteenth amendment is addressed entirely to States and never to
people, and there seems to me to have been a very strange confusion in the minds
of those who draughted this bill, under the fourteenth amendment, in referring
to 'nativity, race, color, or persuasion, religious or political,' when the fourteenth
ainendment contains no such language, and no reference to such subjects is to be
found in any part of it. The fifteenth amendment relates only to the right to
vote, and forbids any State to abridge that right by reason of 'race, color, or pre-
vious condition,' but the fourteenth amendment has no reference whatever to
such subjects. There is not a word of sex or of race, of age or of color, of nativ-
ity or of religion-not a word in any way, express or implied, in the.language of
the amendment under which this statute is supposed to find its warrant." 

Bayard suggested that a poor man was as muchentitled to equal protection
of the laws as a rich man, and that discrimination by an owner, of a place of pub-

S18 Stat. 885 (1875).
KThe flrat section was held unconstitutional In the Civil Rights Caes. 109 U.S. 3 (1888).
8 Avins. The Civil Rights Aot of 1875: Some Reflected Light on the Fortteenth Amend,

ment and Publio Acommodations, 6 Col. L. Rev. - (196i).
s 42 (2) Globe 435 (1872) (Sen. Frelinghuysen). Senator James K. Kellyn an Oregoni

Democrat, observed:
"If the United; Shites can, under the fourteenth amendment, punish white people fo

Infringing the rights of colored people, why can they not punish white people for in
fringing the rights of white people? Certainly, they have a right to protect all classes
and if the right belongs exchsively to the United States to protect colored people. It
belongs in an emial degree to the United States to protect the white people also." Id..at
805. See also Kelly's remarks at 43 (1) Record 4103 (1874).

0 For example Representative Henry D. MeHenry,. of Kentucky declared "'It has nevef
occurred that such extraordinary nemedies have been given by Congress for the protection
of any white man in his rights. To be a negro is to belong to the favored class." 42 (2)
Globe app. 218 ;18721.

9143 (1) Record 420 (1874).
Pr1. at app. 362. See also 48(2) Record 1704 (1875) (Sen. Hamilton). And note id.

at app. 114 : "Color' is not in the fourteenth amendment; 'race' Is not in the fourteenth
amendment." . . .. ' " . .

Isd. at 1795.
SId. at app. 104.
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lie accommodation based n poverty or inability to pay the requisite charge was
as much condemned under the Fourteenth Amendment as was racial discrimina-
tionh Ele therefore ntcltided:

"I db'pot know but that an amendment should be offered to this bill, providing
not only that this equal efijoyment of hotels should be guaranteed by the United
States, but that~ moiiey should be appropriated to pay for the accommodation,
the ticket of the rallway, 'or for entrance to the theater from the Treasury of
the United States, . .. for : impecuniosity is as much a condition under the four-
teenth amendment as'aAi or color, and entitled to the same protection." "

Thurman later added: "No man has been able to point out one word in the
Constitution which says you shall make no discrimination on account of race but
you may discriminate on any other account you see fit."

The dominant Republicans strenuously denied any discrimination in favor'of
T'egroes. Senator Frelinghuysen of New Jersey, reporting the bill for the Judi-
ciary Committee, said that it "properly secures equal rights to the white as well
as to the colored race." 7 Senator Pratt of Indiana noted that "this measure is
not confined to colored citizens; it embraces all, of whatever color." " And the
following exchange between Thurman and Senator George S. Boutwell, a Mas-
sachusetts Republican who, as a Representative had bien a member of the Joint
Committee on Reconstruction of the Thirty-Ninth Congress, which reported out
the Fourteenth Amendment, clearly illustrates this point:

Mr. THURMAN. ... the first section of the fourteenth amendment, on which he
relies of course to sustain the bill, has no reference whatsoever to 'race, color,
or previous condition of servitude.' No such words are in the section. No allu-
sion is made to that distinction. . . there is not one word in the first section of
the fourteenth amendment that relates to race, color, or previous condition of
servitude.

"Mr. BourwaLi. That is all very true. The fourth section of this bill provides
for equality in certain particulars where the equality of citizens is.assailed, and
not elsewhere. 'It is assailed or threatened in many of the States of the Union,
'upon the ground tht certain persons are of a particular race or of a particular
color or have been subject in times past to the condition of slaves. .. .

"... Therefore, while we cannot go into the States and say what the rights
of citizens of the State in the State shall be, whenever there is a law in a State
or a provision of its constitution which secures to citizens generally their rights
and discriminates against other citizens, ... in our power under the fourteenth
amendment to protect' them as citizens of the the United States, we pass the
boundaries of the several States by authority of the Constitution and secure...
their rights under the laws of'the States as citizens of the State ....

". . . all that is claimed under the fourth section of this bill is that you shall
not, . . .say that a man shall not sit upon a jury because he is a black man
or because he is of the German race or because he has been held in slavery,
and I might say for other reasons. If for other reasons discriminations were
made by the law of any of these States, we might under the fourteenth amend-
ment protect men from such disciimtinations."

It is interesting to note that Representative Richard H. Cain, a South Caro-
lina Negro Republican, said that he was not asking for special privileges but
merely no discrimination in the laws nd that when the laws made no distinc-
tion, "if the Negro is not qualified to'hoe his row in this contest of life, then
let him go down," o I

It is clear from the foregoing evidenc% that Congress, In passing the first sec-
tion of the 1875 statute, was simply eliminating a discrimination il respect to
businesses in which all other discriminations were forbidden by common law.
This statute, therefore, lends no support to the notion that racial discrimination
is more interdicted under the iEqual Protection Clause than any other form of
discrimination: The debates show that members of both parties did not believe
that racial discrimination was specially banned. Since it was singled out only
because other discriminations were already forbidden, this lends no support to

SId. at . 10 5.
0 Id. at 1O60. i

"43 (1) Record 8451 (1814). i ,
s"Id. at 4082 Senator Edmunds said that disorminnation based on rnliglon or nativity

violated the Fourteenth Alnendment equally with that of race. 43 (2) Record 186f. 1870
(1875).

9rId. at 1702-3. 'Cf. id. nt nnn. 113 (Sen. Hamilton).
10 Id. at 957. See also id.'at 982.
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the notion that racial discrimination may be banned when other discrimination
are allowed . '... , . . .

8. THE FIFnENTH AMENDMENT : . .

The only enactment during the Reconstructionz Perioid which singled out
race, color, and previous condition of servitude for special interdiction: was the
Fifteenth Amendment. The striking, difference in phraseology between the
Fourteenth Amendment and the Fifteenth Amendment is in itself a:good indica-
tion that the former does not limit itself to the three discriminations set forth
in the latter. However, it is of interest to review the attitudes of the dominant
Republicans towards this limitation as a reflection of their attitudes generally.

The Fifteenth Amendment was apolitical compromise, hammered out under
great time pressure after attempts were repeatedly made to give every adult
male an equal vote, or to ban the major causes of discrimination against white
persons, nativity, religion, education, and property. Many of the dominant
party members were very unhappy with the result, and were vocal in the belief
that this compromise did not assure equal political rights."0  It was feared
that white persons might disenfranchise other whites for political or other
reasons. 0  .

Senator Edmunds, for example, objected to any constitutional amendment giv,
ing only Negroes the right to vote because it did not "stand on any principle," and
because "there is nothing republican in that." a He did not want to "undertake

to take one particular class of people in this country who happen to have been
born in one zone of the earth rather than another, and say that they, and they
alone, shall be entitled to the political privileges .... " Edmunds added:

"I say it undertakes to dispose of him in the fundamental law, when you leave
the native of every other country under the sun, the descendant of every other
race under the sun, entirely to the mercy of the States.... I say,'and I shall be
excused for the expression, that it is little less than an outrage Ption the patri-
otism and good sense of a country like this, made up of the descendants of all
nations, to impose upon them an amendment of that kind."" -

Senator John Sherman of Ohio attacked the amendment for Zrotecting only
against racial discrimination when many whites were disenfranchised for other
reasons. He said that the amendment banning only racial discrimination rested
l'on so narrow a ground that we are constantly apologizing for its weakness." a

Senator Howe remarked that discriminations among white people should be
eliminated along with discriminations against Negroes." Senator Joseph S,
Fowler, a Tennessee Republican lawyer, exclaimed:

". . . the propositions before us ignore the rights of all the white men of the
country who are now divested of this great right. When this measure is adopted
they will remain divested of the right.... I contend that any amendment of the
Constitution that does ignore the rights of the white men who are disfranchised
throughout the United States is an amendment unworthy of the age and it is an
amendment unworthy of a white citizen of the United States or of any citizen
of the United States. Carry the proposition to the colored men in the southern
country and they will vote to-day to give this right to'the disfranchised whites.
They would spit upon such a proposition as this--a proposition in'which their
own rights are attempted to be secured, while it tramples down the rights, of
their own white fellow-citizens . . . There is not a decent black man in all the
southern States who would not scorn such a proposition as this; and yet we are
told .. . that nobody's rights are to be guarded except those who are niarked by
race, color, or previous condition of servitude.... For all other reasons a State
may divest a man of his right to vote...',"on t 1

Senator Wilson of Massachusetts lamented the loss of ht sultistitute banning
discrimination based on factors other than race, or color. He wanted to protect
people against discrimination based on other grounds. He declared:

"If the black man in this country is made equal with the white' man-and I
hope he soon will be-I mean, * * * to make every white man equal to every

o11 Avins The Fifteenth Amendment and Literacy Tests: The Original Intent, 18 Stan.
L. Rpv. 808 (1966).

10 40 (8) Globe 900 (1809) (86n. Williams).10 d. at 1008.
104 Id. at 1009. Cf. id. at 1011 (Sen. Doolittle)..
a d. at 1089.
10 Id. at 1040.
" Id. at 1808. See also Fowler's remarks at 1807-8.
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other. White;man.I ,4 believe lin equality among citizens,-equality in the broadest
and most comprehensive democratic sense. No man should have rights depend
ing on the accidents of life ii.: ,I~.: + ,. < ' ::' ,

Senator Willard Warner, an Alabama Republican, attacked the Fifteenth
Amendment as "a narrow and illogical ohe, and one that is unworthy of the
grand opportunity, that is presented to us.'! W Finally,-Binghamn himself viewed
the Fifteenth Amendment as the very antithesis of the Fourteenth Amendment,
rather thanas a logical extension. He Considered that by banning only racial dis-
crimination the amendment gave special privileges to Negroes.: He declared: I

;"'Why,:equality Ofdthelaw :is the, very rock of American institutions, and the
reason why I desire to amend this proposition of the Senate is that as it stands it
sweeps away that rock of:defense by providing only against State usurpation in
favor of colored citizens; to'the neglect of equal protection of white citizens.
While colored citizens are equal in rights with every other class of citizens before
the majesty of American law, as that law stands written this day, I am unwilling
to set them above every other class of citizens-in America by amending the Con-
stitution exclusively in their interest. The import of my amendment is to protect
all classes alike * *."1 no

Of course, the Democrats were equally in favor of protecting the right of white
persons to vote, so there was no difference between the parties in this regard."

Thus, the equalitarian Republicans were unhappy with limitations on the Fif-
teenth Amendment. Bingham was himself keenly disappointed. Thlth amend-
ment, therefore, casts no reflected light on the Fourteenth Amendment

0. CONCLUSION

Where is the authority for the proposition that the Fourteenth Amendment in-
terdicts racial discrimination to any greater extent than any other discrimina-
tion? It is true that there is some obiter dicta by Mr. Justice Miller in the Slaugh-
ter-House Cases * which points in this direction, but the five-to-four decision, in-
sofar as it rests on any such notion, is opposed to the whole legislative history
of the Reconstruction Period. Moreover, this point was specifically rebutted by
Senator Howe of Wisconsin,"8 a Radical Republican and a former state supreme
court justice who had taken part in the debates on, and voted for, the Fourteenth
Amendment, and who declined the position of Chief Justice of the United States
right after that case was decided."' Such dicta is therefore hardly authoritative.

Bingham had the broadest view of the scope of the protection given by the
Fourteenth Amendment. He wanted it to be "the keystone of American lib-
erty." s" What kind of a keystone of liberty would it be that was more solici-
tous of one racial group than another, or protected against one kind of dis-
crimination more than another? The Republicans themselves supplied the
answer during the debates on the Fifteenth Amendment. That prohibited only
racial discrimination, just as "civil rights" bills do today. Bingham thought
that discrimination "sweeps away" equality and "sets [Negroes] above" every-
one else, upon a pedestal. Edmunds thought it would be "an outrage upon the
patriotism and good sense" of the country which was made up of many groups,
while Fowler said that every "decent black man" would "spit upon" such a
proposition.

Discrimination in education, housing, and employment may be based on in-
numerable arbitrary, reasons aside fr6m race, color, creed or national origin.
People are refused jobs because theil political opinions are unpalatable. They
are refused housing because their personality is deemed disagreeable. A host
of other causes readily come to mind. ' To refuse to protect them 'against all
arbitrary discrimination, and to protect them only because of racial or religious

10e d1. at 1620. See also Wilson's observations at 1307.
0 Id. at 1841.

1101d. at 1427. Of course, Bingham was always sensitive to charges that he was less
interested in protecting the rights of white persons than Negroes, and always refuted
them. See e.g. 41(2) Globe 3874 (18701 (Rep. Beck), app. 400 (Rep. Cox), 3883 (Rep.
Bingham).
B See id. at 3565 (S i. Thurman), .1n67 (Sn. Stockton), 8509 (Sen. Sherman, Trum?

bull). See also 40(2) Globe app. 350 (1868) (Sen. Yates).
21 83 U.S. (16 Wall.) 86. 71-72 (1873).
su48(1) Record 4148 (1874). '

"* Graham, The Waite Court and the Fourteenth' Amendhent, 17 Vand. L.; Rev. 525
(1064). G l o '

<42(1) Globe app. 84 (1871).
''~ ~ ' *
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dislriminatlon, is to deny the same protection to all: people who:suffer froi)
arbitrary discrimination. Such a partiality is a refqtal,to prteqte
equally., Banning racial and religious discrimination ,li pj1e tberdre ad.cmI
6f equal protection of the laW. ,jt is not only not' fti iirinOtmeibfthe' t r-
teenth Amendment, but rather a violation of it,. Such law Which 'single 6ut
this form of discrimination alone to ban. are accordinglyiunconistitutional on
this ground, if on none other. [An additional article by Professor Avins appears,
in the appendix.] , , ,

Mr. EVANs. Mr. Chairman, the next witness is Mr. Harry A. Taylor,
president of the New Jersey Association of Real Estate Boards, whose
appearance was scheduled at the request of Seantor Case., . .

STATEMENT OF HARRY A. TAYLOR, iR., PRESIDENT, THE NEW
JERSEY ASSOCIATION OF REAL ESTATE BOARDS, EAST ORANGE,
N.J.; ACCOMPANIED BY ROBERT S. GREENBAUM, COUNSEL OF,
THE ASSOCIATION, AND ROBERT F. FERGUSON, Jl, EXECUTIVE
VICE PRESIDENT OF THE ASSOCIATION

Mr. EVANs. Mr. Taylor, would you please identify the people who
are with you?

'Mr.'TAYIOR. Yes, I will, in my opening comments.
'The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed.
Mr. TAYLOR. Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, I am

Harry A. Taylor, Jr., a realtor of East Orange, N.J., appearing here
today a president of the New Jersey Association of Real Estate
Boards. Accompanying me is Robert S. Greenbaum, Esq.,'the as-
sociation's counsel of Newark, N.J., and Robert F. Ferguson, Ji., the
association's executive vice president .of Newark, N.J. We wish to
testify in opposition to title IV of S. 3296.

I would also like to ask your permission, Mr. Chairman, in the
event that there are questions that involve any legal comments that
might be made in the statement or statements that might relate to
the experiences that go beyond the scope of 1966, that I ask Mr. Green-
baum and Mr. Ferguson to aid ne in an answer or to answer directly.

The CHAIRMAN. That will be fine.
Mr. TAYLOR. The New Jersey Association of Real Estate Boards

represents 2,800 realtor members and their 12000 associate members,
who are engaged in 'all facets of the real estate industry. The New
Jersey Association of Real Estate Boards is a member of the National
Association of Real Estate Boards and we are presently celebrating
our 50th year of service to the citizens of the State of New Jersey.

At the outset, I want to state for the record a reaffirmation of the
New Jersey Association of Real Estate Boards' dedication to the prin-
ciples of the Constitution of the. United States and our unqualified
dedication to the principle that no man should be deprived'of the
enjoyment of property ownership solely on the grounds 6f rac, color,
religion, or national origin.

I have read accounts of the previous testimony and public state-
monts in opposition.to this bill. You are I know, well aware of the
basio constitutional arguments in opposition. You must now, in the
discharge of your responsibilities, evaluate the. basic'cnstutitutional
issues raised in the hearings on this bill, Opr bother b reltors from
other States of the Union have already advanced the position ex-
pressed against the introduction of the element of compulsion by
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(Government into private dealings, among private persons, concerning
their private property; '

tOur purpose i appearing here today is to invite your attention to
the specific vices in title IV of .S. 3296 which, if enacted into law,
might well become instruments of oppression rather than enlighten-
ment. If you conctir that there is a merit in the criticism we will offer
on this bill, there can be no excuse for the enactment of title IV on
any theory'f thle ends justifying the means.

We must face the facts that the subject matter of title IV generates
highly charged subjective reactions in the community. Administration
of the law in this sensitive area of community relationships requires
intimate knowledge and understanding of local situations. Histori-
cally, Federal bureaucratic control does not lend itself to such treat-
ment. :As you know, New Jersey has, over the past several years,
enacted a comprehensive series of antidiscrimination laws including
broad provisions with respect to housing. We consider our State to
be among those in the Union which have been most interested in ad-
ministration of effective measures against racial bias. New Jersey has
comprehensive statutes enforced through the office of the State at-
torney general. We believe that the Federal legislation under con-
sideration, although perhaps drafted to simplify the machinery of en-
forcement, will, in fact, complicate these procedures and will create
the potential for gross injustice, harassment, and multiplicity of ac-
tions. I believe I can most dramatically present our opposition to this
bill by directing your attention to the inequities which are readily
appa rent to anyone interested in a truly objective appraisal of its
provisions.

We consider section 406 and its subsections to constitute a real and
present danger to traditional concepts bf the administration of justice.
Section 406 provides for enforcement of title IV by private persons
through civil actions in the U.S. district courts, as well as in appro-
priate State or local courts. This provision is drafted without any
regard whatsoever for the parties who are potential defendants in such
suits.

There is no more:eloquent testimony of the unfairness of this bill
than subsections (c) and (d) of section 406, wherein provisions are
made for damage to the plaintiff including damages for humiliation,
mental pain and suffering, and up to $500 in punitive damages and for
allowance of an attorney's fee as part of the costs to a prevailing plain-
tiff. The bill is devoid of any cdqmparable provision for the benefit of
a vindicated defendant. You must recognize, gentlemen, that the
actions contemplated under sectioni406 will without doubt, based upon
our experience, in New Jersey under existing antidiscrimination laws,
be accompanied by wide publicity without any regard to the merits of
the complaint. Further, under this section provision is made for the
appointment of an attorney for the plaintiff by the court and for com-
mencement, of civil actions without,the payment. of fees, costs, or
security.

This open invitation to litigation, disguised as justice, constitutes a
flagrant invitation to, irresponsible court actions. These provisions
must most certainly invite a rash of spite suits claiming astronomical
damages on grounds of humiliation, mental pain, and suffering.

¢*' " 
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It is unthinkable from any standpoint of fairplay,that the Congress
of tho United States might create such a cause of action :without, some
safeguard and protection for those who will be subject to suit under
the provisions of :section 406. The usual deterrent: to irresponsible
litigation, that is some monetary risk to plaintiff, in the form of costs,
security, attorney's fees, and a real liability for malicious prosecution
will not be present in these instances. . It takes little, imagination tq
foresee the use of section 406, not as a remedy but as a weapon, which,
in the guise of civil' rights legislation and socially desirable ends,
actually encourages unwarranted harassment.

In section 407, where the enforcement power is vested in the Attor-
ney General, reasonable safeguards should be incorporated to protect
and compensate those who are, in their turn, the subjectof humilia-
tion, who suffer mental pain and suffering because of complaints made
without probable cause and based upon misinformation .

In New Jersey, the statute includes safeguards to insure against
the commencement of frivolous and non-bona-fide 'actions. An
honored and cherished tenet of our system of justice requires that an
accuser identify himself, particularize his allegations, and be con-
fronted by the accused so that the latter may have full opportunity,
with knowledge of the charges made, to state his defense. The New
Jersey attorney general's department charged with enforcement of the
laws against discrimination makes investigation of verified'complaints
filed with the attorney general to determine whether or not there is
probable cause to proceed against any person charged with discrimina-
tory practices. In our State law, there is no provision, placing in the
hands of the public at large a potentially: detructive weapon in the
form of availability of civil actions in the nature of tort' for such
intangibles as mental pain and suffering and humiliation. This.
weapon, erroneously classified as a "remedy" has:no place in legisla-
tion which is proposed to introduce and effect "fair". treatment to all
citizens through abolition of discriminatory practices related to
housing.

Our belief, fortified by experience, is that true progress can be
made in an ever-improving climate by genuine cooperation without
the ugly threat of privately motivated litigation as a stimulus.

Section 409 is also subject to abuse even though it may be drafted
with the good faith intention that shan 'State legislation shall not
constitute a bar to Federal jurisdiction, but may, nevertheless, create
greater evils than it can conceivably cure. This will undoubtedly be
true in States with existing civil rights legislation as New Jersey,
which include some measure of reasonable enforcement procedures.
Section 409 will permit duality of action, actually encouraging a multi-
plicity of suits in the form of concurrent actions in State and Federal
courts, with a purpose not to seek justice but to overwhelm, discourage,
and demoralize by the sheer weight and expense of litigation. This
effect is not the purpose of the function of the TU.S. district courts and
it certainly would not constitute justice. Would it riot be more reason-
ably appropriate to provide for a choice between Federal jurisdiction
and State jurisdiction at the election of the U,S. attorney in the.dis-
trict where State laws exist or perhaps an option to be exercised by
the Attorney General in instances where he finds action is warranted
but none has been taken under State law.

821
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Section 408: cdnstitites a potential source of difficulty, ini its broad
provisions authorizing the Secretary of Hosinig and Urban Develop
mdnt devoid of any standards or any qualifications for aid not only to
Federal, State, and local -public agencies, organizations, and institu-
tions, but also to private organizations or agencies "formulating or
carrying on programs to prevent or eliminate discriminatory housing
practices, :Under these broad provisions, Federal moneys will be
made. available to private agencies with less than an objective approach
to the problem of discrimination in housing. It is obviously appro-
priate that the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development be
concerned with discrimination in housing and that the power and the
facilities of. his office be brought to bear against the problem. How-
ever, it is equally appropriate that this responsibility be discharged
in a manner ,responsible and sensitive to the grievances and the rights
of all citizens.
• There is, however, throughout an apparent lack of consideration and

an insensitivity to the irreparable damage which will result in the fos-
tering of fraudulent claims, irresponsible litigation, multiplicity of
suits and actions which will result from the enforcement provisions.

The National Association of Real Estate Boards has recommended
in the past and we commend to you now that there should be an express
provision in this legislation against the reprehensible practice of block-
busting. Our association in New Jersey proposed the inclusion of a
provision, against this insidious practice. Although it as not not
enacted into law in New Jersey in 1966, we are hopeful that in the next
session of the legislature our recommendation for this legislation will
be accepted. We commend to your attention now that any legislation
in this field must and should take cognizance that the practice of block,
busting exists and make specific provision against its continuance. Our
proposal for inclusion into law is as follows:

It shall be an unlawful discrimination to induce or solicit or attempt to induce
or solicit a commercial housing or personal residence listing, sale or transaction
by representing that a change has occurred or may occur with respect to the
racial, religious, or ethnic composition of the block, neighborhood, or area in
which the property is located, or induce or solicit or attempt to induce or solicit
such sale or listing by representing that the presence or anticipated presence
of persons of any race, color, religion, ancestry or national origin, or ancestry in
the area will or may have results such as the following: the lowering of prop-
erty values; a change in the racial, religious, or ethnic composition of the block,
neighborhood, or area in which the property is located; an increase in criminal
or antisocial behavior in the area; a decline in the quality of the schools serving
the area.

No person shall discourage or attempt to discourage the purchase by a pros-
pective purchaser of a commercial housingg or a personal residence by repre-
senting that any block, neighborhood, or area has or might undergo a change
with respect to the religious, racial, of nationality composition of the block,
neighborhood, or area.

We have attempted to be constructive in our statement this morn-
ing. We cliallehge any man of good will to dispute the merit of our
objections to S. 3296 under any staAndrdof fairness or equal treat-
ment under law.

The fact that title IV in its present form is receiving serious con-
sideration eloquently demonstrates the truth of the statement that
there is no greater forc on this earth thai a society moved by an awak-
ened social conscience. Here it seems that the great forces' afoot to

/' ,
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rehiedy past injustice coupled with the political pressure such forces
generate, may m the haste to remedy the ills of centuries, sw, p ll
aside without regard to the injury inflicted lim the process upon our
cherished institutions.

This is not only a time for action, a time for progress, but it is a
time for men of courage to make certain that in the prs ess of righting
past wrongs further wrongs are not begotten.

Mr. EvANS. Thank you, Mr. Taylor. The hearing is recessed until
10:30 tomorrow morning.

(Whereupon, at 3:25 p,m., the hearing was recessed, to reconvene
at 10:30 a.m., Wednesday, June 22, 1966.)

(Committee insert follows:)
NEW JERSEY ASSOCIATION OF REAL ESTATE BOARDS,

July 6,1966.
Senator SAM J. ERVIN, Jr.,
Hubcotmnittee on Constitutional Rights of the Senate Judiioary Committee, U.S.

Senate, Washington, D.C.
M1Y DEAR SENATOR ERVIN: On behalf of the New Jersey Association of Real

Estate Boards I wish to thank you for the opportunity the Subcommittee afforded
us to be heard on June 21, 1966.

At that time, due to the business of the Senate, a portion of our statement was
read to the Subcommittee, consisting then of Senator Eastland. The balance of
the statement was incorporated In the record by the stenographer pursuant to
your order, transmitted in your absence through Subcommittee counsel.

Unfortunately, due to these circumstances, we had no opportunity to amplify
our statement with respect to projected impact of Title IV, if enacted as presently
proposed.

We hope therefore, that you and the members of your Subcommittee will
consider the subject matter of this letter in your deliberations on Title IV of
8-3296.

There are four points that we believe should be made to amplify our statement
made on June 21st. I will cover them, not necessarily in order of their importance,
but as they come to mind.

1. It is our understanding that the Subcommittee has received a paucity of
information concerning the nature of multiple listing systems, their operation
and the effect we may expect on these vehicles should Title IV become law.

In the New Jersey Association of Real Estate Boards we have thirty-nine
Member Boards. Approximately thirty-two multiple listing systems are presently
operating in twenty-eight Board Areas.

Any property owner who enlists the aid of the multiple listing system lists his
property for sale with the multiple listing system, hereinafter referred to as
M. L., through a broker referred to as a "Listing Broker" in such instances, who
is a participating member of M. L.

All M. L. have a common goal, i. e., to offer to the public, through Realtor
Members of the M. L., the widest exposure to the real estate market. Although
all M. L. have this common purpose, their respective constitutions, by-laws, mem-
bership requirements and qualifications may differ. A property listing in M. L.
is circularized through the central office of the system among all participating
members. In New Jersey, the Realtor Members, acting as agent for the seller cf
the property, considers offers of cooperation with non-realtors from other licensed
brokers. The sole criteria of choice in determination of the question to cooperate
or not cooperate is the best interests of the property owner, considered, of course,
subject to applicable law. Reference to applicable law refers to the duty imposed
by the law of Agency and any other applicable statute law including, in New
Jersey, the Laws against Discrimination.

It is the avowed purpose of NJAREB to effect among all its constituent member'
boards reasonable membership requirements so that all licensed brokers who are
able to complywith the membership requirements of NJAREB will have the
opportunity, if they choose, to become members and to participate in the multiple
listing systems.

Section 403(e) of Title.IV, obviously directed solely at licensed brokers, and
particularly Realtors, since only Realtors are involved in multiple listing serv-
ices, as we understand them, plants and nurtures 'the seed of destruction of the
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multiple listing, systems. This, in itself, is not a desirable goal. In fact,
it Is universally, recognized. n the real estate industry and New Jersey Courts
have already declared accordingly, that the multiple listing services provide"
a valuable function in the marketing of real estate.

Subsoetibh (e) of Section 403 provides nothing in addition to Section 403 and;
subsections (a), (b) and (c). The only purpose of subsection (e), it would seem,
is to invite suits under the private enforcement section (Section 406) against real
estate brokers who are ealtors by-

(a) Other'lideised Real Estate Brokers (non-Realtors) ; and
(b) Customers of non-Realtors who, under the circumstances we provide

in New Jersey should not. be permitted the choice of private enforcement
under Section 406, unless and until it has clearly been shown that the non-
Realtor, through whom. uch. potential plaintiff is dealing, has sought mem-
bership in a Board of Realtors and has been denied membership in a Board
of Realtors through arbitrary and unlawful determination.

Although it may be unnecessary to amplify the immediately preceding state-
ment, we conclude as we do because we have effected a situation in New Jersey
where there ire no unreasonable membership requirements for membership in all
of the constititent member Boards of the New Jersey Association of Real Estate
Boards. It therefore follows that any licensed Broker who has the desire and
who is possessed of these reasonable qualifications, may become a member of a
Board of Realtors and thus have access to the multiple listing system in New
Jersey. The appropriate remedy to gain access to the multiple listing services is
not to destroy the multiple listing systems but it is to encourage the growth of the
multiple listing systems and encourage qualified licensed Brokers to seek member-
ship in the member Boards operating the M.L.

2. It ought to be emphasized that under the terms of Title IV it is possible for a
person to proceed under the New Jersey fair housing law, have the case dismissed
for lack of grounds and then file a suit under Title IV for damages, humiliation,
mental pain and suffering as well as punitive damages. We have felt this is a
very dangerous part of the bill and should be very carefully considered.

3. You will note on page 4 of my testimony, line 23 where I state "It takes little
imagination to foresee the use of Section 406, not as a remedy but as a weapon,
which, in the guise of civil rights legislation and socially desirable ends actually
encourages unwarranted harassment."

This is not just an idle statement because bur organization has had the experi-
ence of 83 charges being made against it, all have been examined and 32 dis-
missed, the one remaining charge that is pending also appears to be without
grounds. In spite of the fact thit our organization will be proven innocent of the
charges made there is a tremendous amount of newspaper publicity and I was
even forced to appear on television to defend our organization when I felt that my
refusal to appear would perhaps infer automatic guilt. This is the kind of har-
rassment that we can get from this type of legislation. We ask you to give seri-
ous consideration to it.

4. In the State of New Jersey we have three exemptions; one for the rental of
a room or rooms in a single family dwelling, one for the other half of a two
family dwelling, owner occupied and the other for all religious and charitable
institutions. With these exemptions this would give the privilege to a Catholic
family for instance in South Orange,.New Jersey to lease a room or rooms and
advertise as such to Catholic studentsattending Seton Hall University. We have
this exemption in our law but it does not appear in the Federal law.

However, to my way of thinking there is a much more serious consequence as
it relates to religious and charitable institutions such as Catholic Charities or.
the Daughters of Israel Nursing Home in West Orange or many charitable insti-
tutions sponsored and housing and retirement projects that are now being pro-
jected, Many of these are denominational in nature and therefore the privilege
of discrimination for their, own sect should be made available. I can visualize
that this would completely break down many of these projects if the exemption
was not a part of Title IV.

Again, thank you for the courtesy afforded the New Jersey Association of Real
Estate Boards to appear: before:your committee on June 21. I hope that our
comments made at that time and the additions made in this letter are helpful in
having your committee arrive at a fair and equitable solution to this very per-
plexing problem. '

Respectfully, .
I . : : , BHAi A. TAYtoa, Jr.. Prestden.
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S. ,CIVIL RIGHTS ' . .

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 22, 1966 '

S . U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMITTrEE ON CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHtS

:OF TiE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
Wshington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:40 a.m., in room
2228, New Senate Office Building, Senator Sam J. Ervin, Jr.,
presiding.

Present: Senators Ervin, Fong, and Javits.
Also present: George Autry, chief counsel and staff director; Hous-'

ton Groomes, Lawrence M. Baskir and Lewis W. Evans, counsel; and
Rufus Edmisten, research assistant.

Senator ERVIN. The subcommittee will come to order.
Counsel will call the first witness.
Mr. AUTRY. Mr. Chairman, the first witness is the Honorable Strom

Thurmond, Senator from the State of South Carolina.
Senator ERVIN. Senator, we are delighted to welcome you to this

subcommittee. We appreciate your making an appearance here to
give us the benefit of your thinimg on this proposed legislation.

STATEMENT OF HON. STROM THURMOND, A V.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA

Senator THURMroND. I wish to thank the able chairman of this sub-
committee for allowing me to appear at this time.

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I appreciate the
opportunity to appear before you and express my views on the legis-
lation pending before the subcommittee. I note that there are seven
separate bills which are the subject of this hearing, as well as an
amendment to the administration's bill, which amendment has been
offered by the distinguished chairman of this subcommittee. As im-
portant and all-encompassing as these proposals are, in the interest
of time and out of consideration for the members of the subcommittee,
I intend to limit my remarks to the principal bill: S. 3296, the adminis-.
stration's so-called "Civil Rights Act of 1966."

At the outset, may I say that I have always considered the phrase
"civil rights," as used in this context, to be misleading. "Blacks Law
Dictionary" gives several meanings for the phrase beginning with the
following:

Oivil Rights are such as belong to every citizen of the state or country, or in
a wider sense, to all its inhabitapts, and are not connected With the organization
or administration of government
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This, I submit, is an accurate statement of the meaning of the phrase
and in its simplicity reveals the futility attendant upon legislation
designed to extend or protect "civil rights" on the national level.

S. 3296 contains six titles, five of which are substantive in nature,
four of which either attempt to establish new constitutional rights
where none were heretofore hi QwR :to exist, or to authorize National
Government intervention into areas not delegated to that Government
in the Constitution. The Constitution, while being the basic charter
of the Central Government in our country, created no rights on the part
of the people which did not exist before it was written and put into
effect. It was soon thereafter amended to insure that certain rights
which resided in the people would not be infringed by the Central'
Government.' ,Being ever mindful of the fact that people tend to have
short memories, the ninth and tenth of these amendments were designed
to restate the basic philosophy of the Constitution: that is, that the
Government created by that charter was one of specific and limited
authority and that the States and the people thereof remained supreme
in all matters not delegated to the Central Government. It is with this
concept in mind hat I question the use of the phrase "civil rights" as
used m this context, because the most the Central Government can do,
consonant with the Constitution, is to protect constitutional rights
which are specifically safeguarded by that document or any of the
amendments thereto.

TITLE I-FEDERAL COURT JURY PROVISIONS

Title I of S. 3296 deals with the manner of selecting jurors in Fed-
eral district courts. This title involves no constitutional question as to
the power of Congress to legislate in third field. Congress was specifi-
cally delegated the authority to create tribunalsinferiorto the Supreme
Court as from time to time might be needed. The method of selecting
jurors is but one of the necessary concomitants to the creation of a trial
court; therefore, establishing by legislation a uniform system of select-
ing the jurors is clearly within the power of Congress.

The wisdom of the method selected is another question entirely, but
I prefer to leave that decision in the hands of the members of this sub-
committee, in the sure knowledge that all the provisions of this title will
receive the utmost scrutiny.

There is one discrepancy in the language used in this title, however,
which is worthy of note. In section 1861, the declaration of policy, it
is stated that "all qualified person hall have the opportunity to serve"
on the same juries. I assume that te former, section 1861, is the cor-
rect statement for the simple reason that the annals of Anglo-Saxon
jurisprudence record no "right" for any individual or any group of
individuals as a class to serve on juries. Service on a jury is an obliga-
tion of citizenship for all who are qualified under an objective criteria.
No single individual or class of persons may assert a right to serve,
however, even though they may have a right not to be unconstitu-
tionally deprived of the opportunity or the obligation to serve. This
error runs throughout tlis title, and the following title II.

. ... ~ ~ ~ ~ t - .. , •
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TITLE II- -STATE COURT JtY' PROVISIONS

Title II of S. 3296 gives rise to a most fundamental question of con-
gressional power under the, Constitution and the 14th amendment and
of the division of powers between the States on the one hand and the
Central Government on the other., By this provision, it is proposed to
prohibit, in the selection of all State court jurors, discrimination based
on "race, cojr, religion, sex, national origin, or economic status." :Al-
though the. ill does not so state, presumably this provision relies solely
upon the 14l amendment as its constitutional basis.

It is instructive to i!ook at the language of the 14th amendment, and
compare it with the language of the bill. The applicable language of
the 14th amendment reads as follows:

No State shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or
immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall any State-deprive any
person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; ror deny to any
person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.

The Congress shall hare power to enforce, by appropriate legislation, the
provisions of this article.

The operable language of the bill is as follows:
No person or class of persons shall be denied the right to serve on grand and

petit Juries in the State court on account of race, color, religion, sex, national
origin, or economic status.

The language contained in this provision goes far beyond the au-
thority granted to Congress in the amendment. The language of the
amendment is couched in the negative and the doctrine that the
amendment is self-executing is too well-settled to require the citation
of authority. Nevertheless, a quotation from the civil rights cases,
109 U.S. 3 (1883), is directly to the point and should shed light on
the matter.

Until some State law has been passed, or some State action through its of-
fiers or agents has been taken, adverse to the rights of citizens sought to be pro-
tected by the Fourteenth Amendment, no legislation of the United States under
said amendment, nor any proceeding under such legislation, can be called into
activity;

* ** The legislation which Congress is authorized to adopt in this behalf is
not general legislation upon the rights of the citizens, but corrective legislation,
that is, such as may be necessary and proper for counteracting such laws as the
States adopt or enforce, and which, by the amendment, they are prohibited from
making or enforcing, or such acts and proceedings as the States may commit or
take, and which, by the amendment, they are prohibited from committing or
taking.

Congress has long since enacted legislation enforcing, in the only
appropriate manner possible, the mandate of the 14th amendment pre-
venting racial discrimination in jury selection procedures. I refer,
of course, to section 254 of title 18 of the United States Code which
reads as follows:

No citizen possessing all other qualifications which are or may be prescribed
by law shall be disqualified for service as grand or petit juror in any court of the
United States, or of any State on account of race, color, or previous condition of
servitude; and whoever, being an officer or other person charged with any duty
in the selection or summoning of jurors,'excludes or fails to summon any citizen
for such cause, shall be fined not more than $5,000.00.

Mr. Chairman, this law is appropriate in the sense that it contains
a prohibition against the specific object of the amendment and is hardly
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more than a restatement of ,one of its basic, purposes. The law is
criminal in nature and sets out the punishment for any violation of

Sthe law, and therefore of the amendment upon whichit i s based. This
law is ndt general legislation in the way'that title- II of S. 3296 is; it

* does not purport to create rights in the Way that title II of S. 3296
does; and it does not tamper with the States' jury selection process in
he way that title IIof S. 8296 would. : ' I
/ It would be appropriate to consider what provisions relating to the

qualifications of urprs were on the books of the separate States at the
time of the ratification of the U.S. Constitution.: Of the Thirteen
Original; States, 10 of them required prosptive jurors to be "free-

'holders.?'" The word "freeholder' is'generally used to designate the
owner of a free simple interest in:land.i -. ' i ' ' ,
,. The only States of ,the Original Thirteen which did not require

jurors to be freeholders were Georgia, Pennsylvania, and South Caro-
lina. The State of South Carolina is truly representative of the basic
law in this country:in that the qualificaioniof jurors falls under the
control of the State legislature. At the time of the formation of the
Union, jurors in South CGrolina were chosen from lists drawn up by
the general assembly of the State. The law relating to jury selection
provided that-

The persons whose names are mentioned and contained in the lits or schedules
hereunder annexed, and all persons who hereafter shall be named and appointed
to serve as jurymen by the General Assembly * * * shall'be 'deemed and taken
to be qualified to serve and act as juryinen on all trials and 'iiquests what-
sover * * *

SUnder the law at the present time in the State of South Carolina,
juries within the individual counties of the State are chosen from a
'master list drawn up by the jury commissioners in December of each
year. The jury commissioners of each county consist of the county
auditor, the county treasurer, and the; clerk of the Court of Common
Pleas. Title 384 section 52 of the Code of Laws of the State of South
Carolina requires the jury commissioners td prepa their master lists
from among the qualified electors and iicliude--

Such male electors of their county, qualified under the provisions of the Con-
'titution, between the'hges of 21 arid 65 years and 'of go6d moral character as
'they may'deeh otherwise'well qualified to serve as jurors, being persons of sound
judgment and free frbim all legal,'exceptions. Such lists shall include not less
than two frin every three electors * '* *

From this master list, there is chosen not less than 10 nor more than
20 days prior to a session of common pleas or general sessions court, a
jury venire consisting, in most cses of 40 individuals. .,They.jury
.yenire is chosen by a child under 10 years of age or a blind persoI, by
drawing at random the 40 names out of the jury box. I believe that
this system is representative of the method used today in most States
for selecting jurors and it is as practicable and as fair as any method
could be. '' -

The State of South Carolina; places no restriction.upon jury service
based on the person's race, color, religion, national origin, or economic
status. However, at the present time, women do not serve on juries in
South Carolina. I limit that statement to "at ,the present time,"
because at the latest session of the State legislature,.'a proposed' State

CIVIL: [RIGH0I
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constitutional amendment was authorized to besubmitted to the elec-
torate in the general election this November on; this question. If the

amendment is approved, women 'will soon thereafter be allowed to
serve on juries in South Carolina. . . , ' , ii . . :

Incidentaly, Mr. Chairman, I might say that.when I was Governor
of South Carolind, I recommended that women be allowed to.serve on
juries. .;

Nevertheless, it is inconceivable to nhe that Congress can now pre-
sume to require all States to allow women to serve on:jpries under the
pretext of the 14th amendment when it was previously admitted that
a separate and distinct amendment to the Constitution was necessary
to enfranchise women. If the 14th amendment does indeed give Con-
gress the. authority to legislate the eligibility, for womei to seTre on
juries, it seems apparent that it would have also given Congress the
authority to legislate the eligibility for women to vote without the
necessity for further amending the Constitution. :No such.authority
wis presumed by Congress at the.time of the approval of the 19th
amendment.

The administration of the courts and the application of State law in
State courts, under our Federal system, is reserved entirely to the
States. Those safeguards which Congress has in prior years deemed
necessary are both written into the Constitutioh and.have been en-
acted into law. .Title II of S. 3296 -would give the Attorney General
of the United States oversight of the processes of.jury'selection bf all
State courts down to and including police courts, and the numerous
magistrates' courts., This proposal is violative of the: spirit and'of
the terms of the Constitution. because it infringes upon, in a very
substantial manner, the rights and prerogatives of the States. The
selection of jurors is an integral part of the administration of justice,.
and the administration of justice should not and,/constitutionally, can-
not be centralized under the authority of an Attorney General or of
any other official of the National Government.

Senator ERVIN. Senator, I have some questions on this. Would you
rather that I ask them now or wait until you have completed your
statement?

Senator TItURMOND. Either way the chairiian desires.
Senator ERvrN. Title II undertakes, among other things, to let

Congress prescribe a rule of procedure for State courts, does it not?
Senator TiHURAOND. That is correct.
Senator ERVIN. Do you know of any other proposal from the time

George Washington took his first oath of office as President of the
United States down to the present moment where Congress has ever
been asked to prescribe a rule of procedure for State courts?

Senator THiURMOND. I know of no such law or no such rule. In fact,
I do not recall any ever having been advocated even, before this.

Senator ERvIN. Now, when you say that you cannot do so and so,
that is tantamount to saying you must do so and so, is it not

Senator TIIr, MOND, I think the effect would be the same.
Senator EnvIN. And is not the effect of this declaration that Con-

gress is going to undertake to determine the composition of State
juries; is that not the purpoSe and effect of title II?
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Senator THURMOND. Mr. Chairman, I do not think that there is
any question.that that is the effect.

Senator ERVIN. Under this. rule of procedure any person can raise
the question whether the jury is constituted according to this so-called
declaration of rights, can he not

Senator THURMOND. Yes, I believe that would be the case.
Senator ERVIN. The way this is phrased, if a millionarie has a civil

case or if he is accused in a criminal case, he can raise the point that
there has not been a proper placing in the jury wheel or jury box of
the names of paupers and hoboes, under the provision that you cannot
consider the economic status of people ?

Senator THURMOND; If this bill passed, I do not see any reason why
he could not raise those points.

Senator ERVIN. At the present time, the court has gone as far as to
say that a man of one race can raise the point that members of his race
had been systematically excluded from juries, has it not?

Senator THURMOND. That is correct.
Senator ERVIN. Does this not go a bow shot beyond that and pro-

vide that a man who is a litigant in a civil case, or an accused in a
criminal case, can raise the point that women had been excluded from
jury service?

Senator THURMOND. I think that is correct.
Senator ERVIN. And also, he can raise the point that people of a

certain religion, to which he does not belong, have been excluded from
the jury wheel or jury box?

Senator THURMOND. I think a man charged with a crime can raise
all kinds of points, even though there maybe no merit in some of the
points. But it certainly opens up the matter to such an extent that a
criminal can raise points that could very seriously affect the adminis-
tration of justice throughout the whole Nation.

Senator ERVIN. As a matter of fact title II provides a rule of
procedure, which says that regardless of whether the attorney for a
litigant or an accused has any basis whatever for his claim, he can
raise the point that the names of persons in the jury wheel or jury
box do not conform to this declaration about the persons who have a
right to serve on juries, can he not

Senator THURMOND. That is correct.
Senator ERVIN. I will ask you, from your long experience as a trial

lawyer and a trial judge, if you know any other situation where the
law gives a man a right to raise a point and have it passed on without
showing he has any basis for raising the point?

Senator THURMOND. I know of no precedent of that kind. In fact,
I do not think anyone in the past connected with the administration
of justice has even had the audacity to raise such a point.

Senator ERVIN. And does not this bill provide that when the lawyer
raises this point, without having any foundation for raising it, that
the court cannot proceed to try the case, but must then call upon the
jury officials in the jurisdiction to file a written statement under oath
explaining exactly how they went about selecting the names of per-
sons put in the jury box or the jury wheel /

Senator THURMOND. Unless the judge does follow that procedure
then very probably,iif this law is passed, an appellate court would
reverse the verdictbecause the point had been raised and had not been
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settled. This puts the burden of proof, really, on the jury commis-
sioners and you would practically have to go through a trial of that,
which in effect is a pretrial of the main trial, before yu could deter-
mine the matter.

Senator ERVIN. In other words, title II says you cannot proceed
with the trial of the case, where the lawyer raises this point regardless
of whether he has any merit for raising it, until the jury commission-
ers file these affidavits.

Senator THURnn ND. I think that is correct, because once a man
accused of a drime raises the point, he practically holds the jury
commissioners guilty 'until they have proven themselves innocent.

Senator EnvIN. I will ask you if under this bill, after the attorney
raises the point, regardless of whether or not he has a basis for it,
and the jury officials file an affidavit showing that there was no viola-
tion of this provision, then the attorney who has raised the point
can cross-examine them and anyb ly else who has any relevant facts
connected with the matter.

Senator THURMOND. I think the attorney for a defendant in such
a case would probably claim such a right, and very probably, under
this bill, if it passes, he would have such a right.

Senator ERVIN. Do you not agree with me that under the phrase-
ology of the bill, he has an absolute right to do that, regardless of
whether he has shown any foundation whatever for his claim?

Senator TnURMOND. That is my opinion, if the bill passes.
Senator ERVIN. And then to pass on that question of whether the

names of the persons in the jury wheel correspond to this declaration
of the bill, you can go into the question of everybody's race, every-
body's sex, everybody's economic status, everybody's national origin,
and everybody's religion who is of the age to serve as jurors in those
jurisdictions.

Senator THURMOND. I think the chairman is eminently correct.
Senator ERVIN. And to go into this, you would have to show the

names of everybody in the jury box to see whether people have been
excluded, and also the names of everybody whose name is not in the
jury box.

Senator THiURMOND. Well, that is the only way the determination
can be reached, if that point is raised.

Senator ERVIN. And there is an absolute right to do this under
this bill, regardless of whether there is any showing of anything wrong.
Just to make the thing concrete, in my county, wluch is Burke County,
in North Carolina, we probably have 23,000 or 24,000 people 21 years
of age and up. Before there could be a trial of the case a lawyer
could inquire into the race, the sex, the religion, the national origin,
and the economic status of every one of those 23,000 or 24,000 persons
as a matter of right under this bill, could he not ?

Senator THUIMOND. I do not know,of any reason why he could
not, and if such a procedure is followed, it is very easy for anyone
to visualize the long, tedious, drawn-out, extended procedure that
would result in the trial of a case if a lawyer saw fit to raise those
points, and, of course, many of them would.

Senator ERVIN. A lawyer as a matter of absolute right could inquire
into all of these matters concerning everybody whose name appears
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in the jury box, and everybody in the jurisdiction whose name does
not apear"i the jury box. He could for all practical purposes
preent a' case from ever coming to trial if the 'bill is enacted into
law and iupheld by the courts.

Senator THURMOND. Well, I could visualize ,where that could
happen ' " t c

lieitr"Envir. And how will society be protected against criminals
in the meantime, while these inquiries ard being made l.

Senator THURMOND. Well there is no question that society would
suffer and the criminals would rejoice.

Senator ERVIN. Now do you not agree with me that under the
present practices in the States, if you wanted to raise any question
about the composition of the jury, you would have to show some basis
for the claim that the jury is improperly constituted ?

Senator THURMOND. The chairman is correct.
Senator ERVIN. And this bill turns the whole process around and

allows an inquiry into that matter without any basis being shown to
sustain that contention, is that not so?

Senator THURMOND. I think that is correct. I think it practically
would allow a pretrial , which, in itself, might take much, much
longer, even, than the trial on the merits of the case.

Senator ERVIN. And do you not agree with me, apart from the ques-
tion of the constitutional power of the Congress to prescribe rules
of procedure for State courts, that title II is a wholly unrealistic
proposed 'piece of legislation that does not take into account any
of the practicalities of the administration of justice?

Senator THURMoOND. I think it is unrealistic and I think it is
impractical. I think it is unwise. I think it is.urely visionary.

Senator ERvxI. Thank you.
Senator TribtMoND. This may cause a lot of complications even in

the magistrate's courts, where people go out and pick up jurors from
the streets, as they do now.' This could cause tremendous delays, not
only in the trial courts, the high courts like the circuit courts, the
superior courts, as they call them in different Sttes, but in the lower
courts.

Senator ERVIN. You referred to the fact that under the law of the
Original Colonies, the jurors were ordinarily required to be free-
holders. In North Carolina, the law is that the regular jurors are
drawn from the jury box, but the court very often summons special
venires, which are not drawn from the jury box, and also summons,
in both civil and criminal cases tales juirors, who are drawn from
the bystiaders. Under North Carolina law, a juror whose name is
hot drawn from the box.as a regular juror, but who is summoned in a
special venire, or as a tales juror, has to be a freehojder. Title II
would nullify that North Carolina law, would it not?'

Senator THURMOND. It would invalidate it. The effect of it would
be if this law passes to invalidate the North Carolina law.

Senator ERVIN. And the Soutth Carolina law, which makes women
ineligible for jury service--

Senator TritmMOND It 'would nullify the laws of all the States ini
conflict with this law, because as the chairmnn,,of course, and every-
one knows, a Federal statiite would not 6nly strike down the State
statute, but even presumes to strike doown the State constitution.
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Senator ERivN. And on'th th heory'of the equal protection f the
laws clause on which titleoH is based, I will ask if you try teen-
agers, if Congress would not have the power' too say teenagers cduld'
sit on juries,'or at least have their names'in jury boxes for trials of'
teenagers?

Senator THURMn ND. Well, this law is 46 broad until it eems it is just
really impossible to predict just how far it does go.

Senator ERVIN. Well, if Congress has thd power to prescribe rules of
procedure fo State courts, it has the power to prescribe how bills of
indictment should be drawn in State courts aiid how pleadings should
be filed. It can regulate thenertire matter of .pocedure and evidence
in State courts; can it not

Senator THnumroD. Well, if this law passes, Mr. Chairman, it'
seems to me that the State courts have virtually been takeri over by the
Federal Governefit and that every aspect of the jury trial wll be'
controlled by the Attorney General of the United States.'

As I stated earlier in my statement, section'1861 held that all quali-
fled persons shall have the" opportunity to serve on juries. In section
1862, it states that no'person or class of persons shall be denied the
right to serve on juries.

Why, you can jist visualize the technicalities that an able criminal
trial lawyer could raise if this bill passes with the various ramifications
that this bill implies.

Senator EnvIN. I will ask you a question I have not been able to
et anybody to answer thus far, and that is, what do these words
national origin" used in title II mean?
Senator THURMOirD.'Well, that is a rather difficult question to ain-

swer. lWhen you say national origin, I do not know how far back you
are going. We have people who have come from foreign countries
who were born over there and we have others who have been here one
generation, some two gererations, some three. It is just a question of
construing national origin. And I imagine the Attorney General
would make that construction, as he would make all other interpreta-
tions under this bill if it passes.

Continuing, Mr. Chairman, we are now down to title III, suits by
the Attorney General 'in 'school or other public facility cases.

Title III of S. :3296 Would empower the Attorney General of the
United States to biing acivil action or other proceeding for prveitive
relief to compel-and I want to emphasize that-to compel the integra-
tion of any public school, public college, or any other public facility
owned or operated by a State or any subdivision thereof. Also, the
Attorney General would be empowered to bring similar suit against
any person, whether acting under color of law or otherwise, who inter-
feres with or threatens to interfere with any other :person attending
any public school, public college, or their public: facility.

If any question arises there as th who is going to determine whether
they are interfering, is the Justice Department going to make that
determination Is the Attorhey General himself going to make tlhat
determinationi himself? -

The Attorney General would have power to.bring suits n these two
circumstances without sormuch as a complaint upon which to base his
action.
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SIn other words, even though nobody complains, the Attorney Gen-
eral in his own initiative can institute action of this kind. Nobody
complains, but yet the powerful Central Government here in Wash-
ini to can bring a suit if they wish to do so to hai'ass somebody on the
pretense that someone is beiiig denied hisrights.

The only criteria established in this bill to guide the Attorney Gen-
eral in the nstitution of such suits is the wholly inadequate "whenever
he has reasonable grounds to believe."

The initial question must be: What would the Attorney General
consider reasonable grounds for proceeding against an official of the
State of any private individual in this instance? Title IV of Public
Law 88-352, the Civil Rights Act of 1964, authorizes the Attorney
General to bring suits in school integration cases only after having re-
ceived a complaint in writing signed by a parent or a group of parents
alleging discrimination on the part of a school board. Even then, the
Attorney General must have reason to believe that the complaint is
meritorious and must certify that the individual is unable to initiate
and maintain appropriate legal proceedings for relief on his own be-
half. Then the Attorney General may institute such a suit. Now it
is proposed to give the Attorney General free reign when deciding
where and for what reasons he shall institute suits in cases of this
type. This title contains no objective criteria by which the Attorney
General will be guided in his institution of legal proceedings against
either State officials or private individuals.

Completely aside from the constitutional issue involved, this is an
unnecessary and unwarranted authorization for any one individual
to wield arbitrary power over decisions of school boards or private
individuals. "Reasonable grounds" to an Attorney General may be
no more than a figment of his imagination, especially if he is a politi-
cally inclined Attorney General. If there is no complaint upon which
he may base a decision to institute legal proceedings, the only alter-
native I see is a numerical or statistical balance of students based on
the racial makeup of the community. If the racial balance of the
students in any school district is not to the liking of the Attorney
General, then this is reasonable grounds for him to institute suit
against the local school board, if he sees fit. Such a grant of authority
to any officer of any government should not go unchallenged.

Paragraph (b) of section'301, which authorizes the Attorney Gen-
eral to bring suit against individuals for their individual action raises
an entirely different and a muchilore important constitutional ques-
tion because it deals with individual action rather than action by the
State or under color of law. This is the point which is raised so
vividly by titles IV and V.of S. 3296, and I will discuss this point
in connection with those two titles.

Senator ERvjiq. Senator, since you have reached the end of your
discussion of title III, I will ask you if the decision of the Supreme

-Court in Brown v, Board of Education merely holds that no State
can bar a child from a particular school on the basis of his race, and
it does not hold that the 14th amendment requiresintegration of the
races in public chools ?

Senator THnURMOND.! The chairman has stated exactly wiat that
decision holds. I might say that neither that decision nor any other
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decision of the Supreme Court has been landed'do6 t'iA i lows
the Attorney'General or any official tb go as far as is contempt ed
here. No decision and no statute today on the l books of this Nation
requires integration, forced integration, compulsory integration. All
that the decisions hold all that the statutes hold today, is that there
shall be no discrimination.

Now, in my State, for instance, the children are' allowed to choose
the school which they desire to attend and there is no discrimination,
they can go to any school they want to. But if you pass this statute
here, as proposed by the Attorney General, then the Federal Govern-
ment can.require forced integration. In other words, the Attorney
General will decide which students can go to which schools. The au-
thority of the school selection is taken out of the hands of the school
board, is taken out of the hiahds of thl parents, is taken, out of the
hands of the student.. They will not even have the right to say which
school they want to go to. If this bill passes, there will be no dis-
cretion left with them back there. If the Attorney General sees' fit
to exercise his power under this bill and decides that there must be
integration to a certain extent or a certain degree or a certain percent-
age, certain students have to go there to accomplish that.

Senator ERnIN. I will ask you if the Brown case did not involve
one case from Clarendon County, S.C., another case from Topeka,
Kans. and another case from Delaware. And I will ask you if, when
that Clarendon County case was remanded after the decision in the
Brown cases, if Chief Judge John J. Parker did not write a per curiam
decision in which he expressly stated that the decision in the Brown
case did not require integration, but on the contrary, merely pro-
hibited discrimination, and that if the schools of a school district
were open to all children, regardless of their race, and the children
elected to attend separate schools, there was nothing in the. Con-
stitution to prevent them from so doing, any more thai there was
to prevent them from attending separate churches.

Senator.THURMOND. Chief Judge John J. Parker did write such a
decision. He wrote the decision clarifying and interpreting that Su-
preme Court decision of the United States and made it very clear that
the Supreme Court decision of the United States did not require inte-
gration. It merely prohibited segregation.

Senator ERVIN. And I will ask you if, when Brouwn v. The Board
of Education of Topeka, was remanded to the Federal three-judge
district court sitting in the State of Kansas, that three-judge court
did not also hand down a decision to the effect that the Brown.case
did not require integration of schools, but merely prohibited dis
crimination against individuals?

Senator TH UMOND. That is exactly what the decision held, and
as I stated a few moments ago, there has been no decision of our
Supreme Court, the Supreme Court of the United States, holding
that there had to be forced or compulsory integration. All of the
decisions have merely held that there cannot be segregation.

Senator ERVIN. And I will ask you, since those cases were handed
down, if there has not been a decision of the Federal district court
sitting in the State of belaware, exactly to the same effect?

Senator THIUR OND. The decision in Delaware was of a similar
nature.
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Senator ERViN. And I will ask you if in the case of Beall v. Gary
School DistriOt of.Jniana, there was not a district court decision to
exactly the same effect?

Senator THU RMND. The holding of that decision was the same.
Senator ERVIN. And I will ask you if that decision was not carried

by appeal to the U.S. court of appeals for the circuit having juris-
diction in Indiana and if that circuit court did not affirm that decision.

Senator THURMOND. They affirmed that decision.
Senator ERVIN. And after that, did not the Sup eme Court of the

United States refuse to grant certiorari to review tie decision of the
U.S. court of appeals?

Senator THURMOND. That is correct, which in effect affirmed their
previous decision that there should not be segregation. It did not
hold that there must be compulsory integration.

Senator ERvIN. I would like to ask you if it is not a fundamental
principle of our law that a constitutional right is a rightwhich belongs
to an individual and it is to be exercised or waived according to the
volition of the individual.

Senator THURMONiD. That is a well settled principle of law.
Senator ERVIN. I will ask you if title II of this bill does not in

effect, and purpose rob individuals, parents, schoolchildren, and
school districts, of the right to exercise their own constitutional right
or to waive their constitutional right. tt confers upon one public offi-
cial, the temporary occupant of the office of the Attorney General of
the United States, sitting up here ointhe banks of the Potomac River,
the power to determine whether these peple shall have the power to
exercise or to refrain from exercising their constitutinoal rights In
,other words it gives him the power to make the decision for them,
regardless o their personal wishes

Senator ITHnRtoND. Mr., Chairman, I think the effect of this bill
would be to preeiipt the rights of the school boards, the parents, and
the children, in these matters, and transfer that power to the Attorney
General of the United States.

Senator ERVIx. How can you reconcile such proposed legislation
with the proud boast of America that we are a free country, when
such legislation provides that people :iould not have the freedom to
determine for themselves whether they shall exercise or refrain from
exercising their constitutional rights, but that on the contrary, a Fed-
eral official who is not elected by anybody, and responsible to nobody
except the President, shall have that sole authority for the people
through out the U~ited Stites?
. enator T 'mmiano . Well, the preamble to the Constitution pro-
vides, I think, the main purpose in establishing our. constitutional form
of government, to preserve liberty to the people, to preserve freedom
to the people, and when we pursue a course like this, if Congress should
Pass this bill, it seems to me that they are going back on the very intent
of 6ur-forefathers' ho wrote the Constitution: to preserve the liberty
and freedom to the people. 'n fact, the, whole. Constitution of the
United'States was written on the theory toprotect the individual from
government, bioause the greatest' tyrant,in history has been govern-
men.

Senator ERVIN. Tlink you very much.
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Senator THUrRMoD. Now we come to Title IY: The Housing
Provisions.

Title IV of S. 3296 purports to protect the right of eery peoq to
be free from discrimination on account, of race, color, religion or
national origin in the purchase, rental, lease, financing, use, and occu-
pancy of housing in the United States. Although the bll itself is silent
as to the constitutional basis for this provision, the testimony of wit-
nesses on behalf of the administration, including primarily the
Attorney General, has sought to constitutionally justify this provision
under the 14th amendment to the Constitution an the conmnerce
clause.

The first concept to be kept in mind throughout any.discussion.of
this title is that the subject sought to be regulated and the matter upon
which it is proposed to legislate in this title is the private dealings
between individuals. This title does not even purport to have applica-
tion to any State involvement or involvement by any official person, or
body, of the State. The right to hold and enjoy property is a personal
right which attaches to each and every individualin this country under
the laws and traditions established by the laws. Property itself has
no rights. There is no contest here between what could be termed
"property rights" on the one hand versus "personal rights" on the
other. We are dealing only with personal rights and, in this specific
case, with the personal right to hold, use, and enjoy property.

In the case of the U.S. v. Dikinson, 331 U.S. 745 (1947),'the Su-
preme Court held that property is "taken" within the meaning of
the Constitution-
when inroads are made upon the owners' use of it to an extent that, as between
private parties, a servitude has been acquired either by atn agreement or in
course of time. , t.

The rights which a person has in the use and enjoyment of his property
include a free and unfettered decision as to whom he will rent, if he
decides to rent, and to whom he will sell, should he decide to sell. This
is purely a personal decision on his part and, as we shall see there is
no legally enforceable way his neighbors or any other individuals can
influence his decision in any unconstitutional manner. '

The most celebrated case in this field, and certainly the landmark
case, is Shelley v. Kramer, 334 U.S. 1 (1948). In this case, the judicial
power of the State was called into play to enforce restrictive covenants
between private adjoining landowners which discriminated against
prospective purchasers on account of their race. MTh Supreme Court
of the United States held that restrictive covenants, although they
were purely private agreements, could not be enforced in the 'courts
since an attempt to do so would involve State action.. Speaking for
the Court, Chief Justice Vinson said:

These are not cases, as has been suggested, in which the States have merely
abstained from action, leaving private individuals free to impose such restrictions
as they see fit. Rather, these are cases in which the States. have made available
to such individuals the full coercive power of the Government to deny to petition-
ers, on the grounds of race or color the enjoyment Of propety rights in premises
which petitioners are willing and financially able to' acquire and which the
grantors are willing to sell / '

The Attorney General has relied very heavily upon this case to sub'-
stantiate his claim of constitutionality of this provision of S. 8296.
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This case should give him no solace, for it is clear from even a casual
reading of it that the object of the 14th amendment is State action, and
what is sought to be controlled by this legislation is purely private
actn.

The Supreme Court has consistently held, beginning with the Civil
Rights Cases, in 1883 and down to the present time, that the 14th
amendment is directed only toward State action and does not apply to
acts of individuals in tleir individual capacity. In 1883 in the Civil
Rights Cases, the Supreme Court said-
that Congress' power under section 5 (of the Fourteenth Amendment) is confined
to the adoption of "appropriate legislation for correcting the effects of * * pro.
hibited State law and State acts, and thus to render them effectually null, void,
and innocuous.

In 1948,'in Shelley v. Kramer, the Court said that--
the principle has become firmly embedded in our constitutional law that the
action inhibited by the first section of the Fourteenth Amendment is only such

'as may fairly be said to be that of the State. That Amendment erects no shield
against merely private conduct, however discriminatory or wrongful.

As recently as March 28, 1966, the Supreme Court, in U.S. v. Guest,
said:

It is a commonplace that rights under the equal protection clause Itself arise
only where there has been involvement of the State or of one acting under the
color of its authority. The equal protection clause does not * * * add anything
to the rights which one citizen has under the Constitution against another "1f.8.
V. Cruikshank, 92 U.S. 542, 554-555.

As Mr. Justice Douglas more recently put it: "The 14th amendment
protects the individual against State action, not against wrongs done
by individuals." (Citations omitted.) This has been the view of the
Court from the beginning. "It remains the Court's view today."

There are various citations on this point that are unnecessary to give
here.

Since it is obvious that title IV of this bill is aimed at only private
action and does not purport to be concerned with State action, it is not
appropriate -legislation or constitutional legislation under the 14th
amendment.

The Attorney General cites also the commerce clause of the Con-
stitution as constitutional authority for this proposal. The commerce
clause of the Constitution reads as follows:

The Congress shall have power * * * to regulate commerce with foreign na-
tions, and among the several States, and with the Indian tribes.

That is the full commerce clause.
Admittedly, the commerce clause has been cited as authority for far-

reaching legislative enactments in recent years; If it does indeed au-
thorize Congress to regulate private action dealing with the sale or
rental of real property situated wholly within the borders of one State,
then there is no field of endeavor which Congress cannot control under
the authority granted in this clause. There is no question in my mind
but that such an elastic view exceeds the power inteiided to be granted
Congress by the framers of the Constitution. Had they intended other-
wise, the framers of the Constitution certainly would not have gone to
the time and trouble of delineating certain specific grants of power to
Congress. This would have been completely unnecessary, because such

$ ,
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,an all-encompassing interpretation of the commerce clause would have
obviated the necessity for any other grants of power. I cannot ascribe
to the framers of the Constitutin a willful intent to make a futile ges-
ture to limit Congresspower by specifically-authorizing fields of legis-
lation while granting such pervasive power in one single clause. %

I am frank to admit that I do not,know how the Supreme Court,as it
is today composed, would rule on this issue. I do know, however, that
it is the duty and the obligation of each Member of Congress, accord-
ing to the oath he took upon aqsuming his, duties in Congress, to weigh
each piece of legislation presented to him on the scales of the Constitu-
tion. If he finds a lack of authority under the Constitution, lie must
vote against that propsl,

Under no theory of either thecommerce clause or the 14th amend-
ment do Ifind constitutional; atlority to deprive any individual of his
basic, inherent right to hold, use, and enjoy private property.

Senator ERVIN Senator does not the pertinent part of the 14th
amendment merely prohibit three certain types of action by States;
namely, actions by states which deprive persons of the privileges and
immunities of Feeral citizenship, actions y States which deprive per-
sons of due process of law, and actions by States which deprive persons
of equal protection of the law i

Senator THURMON . There is no question in my mind that that is,the
meaning and intent of the 14th amendment, and the decisions of the
courts have uniformly held that down through the years.

Senator ERVIN. Does not the fifth section of the 14th amendment
merely authorize Congress to enact legislation which is appropriate to

Enforce the provisions of the 14th amendment?
Senator TuHiMaoND. That is correct.
Senator ERVIN. And those provisions relate solely to State action

and not to theactipn of individuals?
Senator T HRMOND. That is exactly correct. .
Senator ERVIN. And I will ask you if the legislative history of the

14th amendment does not show that it was carefully drawn for the
purpose of: restricting its application to State action and to exclude
individual action? .

Senator THURMOND. I do not think there is any question but; that
the interpretation placed: upon it by: the able and distinguished chair-
man of this subcommittee is absolutely correct.

Senator EERVIN. Now, you stated a moment ago, did you not, that
every decision interpreting the 14th amendment, from the time of its
ratification, down to the present moment, has held that these provisions
of the 14th amendment are merely prohibitions upon State actions and
do not reach the actions of individuals no matter how wrongful those
actions of the individuals are, unless State action is involved also?

Senator THURMOND. I do not see how any other interpretation could
be reached, and the decisions of the Court affirm that position.

Senator ERvIN. Could you tell me how any man can take the words
of the 14th amendment, just from the standpoint of the plain meaning
of the English language, and attribute to them any meaning other
than that they affect State action as contradistinguished from indi-
vidual action /

Senator Tu oMN. I do not see how they could do so, especially
anyone who has studied law or been admitted to a bar.
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Senator EVINw . Do you not agree with me that you would have to
distort and pervert the plin meaning of the'ith aniendment atrinthe
uniform interpretation placed upon the 14t heiaedmnentt to ''ech ie
conclusion that you can re ch the action'of privte individiuls under

Senator THuRMotb. I think youwould have i tOcompltel destroy
the purpose those who wrote the 14th amiendmeit had in md when
it was written. ' n- dI - i i ,
'Senator ERvIN. The alleged discrimination in the sle or rental of

housesis purely individual action,'is it not ' t n[ h 'i .,
Senator THtmR3OND. Exartly. '
Senator ERVIN. I will ask you if, under th decision in Sh elley

Cramer, any man of any race can purchase a dwelling house or rent
a dwelling house in any place anywler iin the; United' tates, if he cai
find a person who is willingto sell or to rent to him '

Senator THURMOND. Exactly, and no State action prohibits that.
That is entirely up to the individual who owns the property. Now, to
show you how, asinine this is, subiose a young married man would be
called in the service. Suppose his wife would'decide that she would
like to stay with her parents while her husband is away diring the
war in Vietnam, say. They decide to rent the home for the 2 years he
is away. Under this proposed bill, the wife would not have the right
to choose the person to whom she would want to leave' her liomedidurng
those 2 years. She would be forced to lease it mnaybe t' people she
would prefer not to lease it to. ' '

Well, certainly a person who owns a piece of property, where it is
their property, their private individual property, their home, their
castle, where they live when the husban4l is not at war, sihuld have the
right to look around and select sisomeperson who wbil0 ptect the
house, who would not abuse the house, who would protect te furniture,
who would maybe look after the lawn being mowed aid look fter the
shrubbery being fertilized and cultivated and 'wofld protect the prem-
ises in general, and to think that'she would have to ren t it to someone
she does not want to is unheard of and unthinkable, and ininy lan-
guage, it is purely un-American. This deprives people of their free-
dom and it is very difficult to conceive of many: instaifces that go
further than this in depriving people of their freedom in this country.

Senator ERviN. I will ask you if section 403 ;6f this. bill does not
make it unlawful for an owner or manager to refuse to reit a'dwdlling
to any person because of religionf,

Senator THURMOND. That is what the bill provides. .
Senator ERVIN. Now, in' tle State of North Carolina, members of

the Methodist Church have raised c61tributiotis and have'erected a
home in which they rent apartments to elderly members of the Metho-
dist Church, and particularly to retired ministers of the Methodist
Church. And the Presb3yterians in North Carolina ihave raised cori-
tributions and: erected. a home for like purpose for elderly Piesby-
•terians and retired Presbyterian ministers'and their families. Aid
the Jewish people of North Carolina now are in the process of erecting
a similar home for elderly members of. the Jewish religion. I I:'ill
ask you if, under this bill, a person of any othe religioiAb ,o d i gon
of no religion of'the requisite age'could hot cohipel the Presbyterians

* - . f ; '* l*; .*i *'*, * ' . *.,I ̂ 1.,} ,; ; ' *. ' ' " .
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to rent him an apartment in the Presbyterian home, or the Methodists
to rent him an apartment in the Methodist home or the Jewish people
to rent him an apartment in the Jewish home :

Senator THURMOND. tIf this'proposed bill passes, I do hot see how
the Methodists could refuse, renting or leasing their property to an
atheist, an agnostic, a Buddhist, 6r any other person who cane along
and wanted to rentit.;

Senator ERVIN. Do you not 'believe that this section is not only
against commonsense, but it is a denial of the right to freedom of
religion guaranteed in the first amendment, and the right to freedom
of association, which is also guaranteed in the first amendment

Senator THURMOND. I do not think there is any question about it.
I think it is a direct violation. :

Senator ERVIN. You:have mentioned the fact that the Attorney
General says this can be justified under the commerce clause. Is not
a dwelling real estate in law, and is it not something that is fixed and
immobile? Is that not the characterization of real estate as distin-
guished from personal property

Senator THURMOND. I have always considered it so, and I think the
public generally has.

Senator ERVIN. Have you ever seen any real estate moving in in-
terstate and foreign commerce

Senator THURMOND1. No, I have never been in an earthquake in
whichreal property was moved from one State to another.

Senator. ERvI. Outside of the fact that on occasion, you' may have
seen a' little dust fall across the State line in a storm, you have never
seen real estate of any character moving in commerce, have you? '

Senator THURMOND. That is correct.
SSenator6 ERVIN. Can you reconcile the theory that the commerce

,clause would justify sih legislation with the plainwordsof the Eng-
lish language in whicht'is expressed ? : . .

Senator THmt OdND.' It is unthinkable to me. The only way in
which real estate cn move from one State to another is for them to
change the State line. , ! '

Senator 'ERVIN.' Do'you agree with me that the commerce clause is
subject'to limitatiofi of the Constitutiio such as those relating bo de-
priving persons of property without due process of law and such as
those relating to condemnation of private property'for pifblic iw ?

Senator THURMOND. I thoroughly'agree with tihethairinan. Ithink
there is noiquestion abdu t'this proj1osal herd being unc6nstitutional,
from any humber'of angles that nighibe considered. !  ., 1

Senator ERvIN. I will ask you, despite' the fact that there is a recog-
nized principle that iallows the State to regulate the use 6f property for
police purposeS; has it niod been held by the decisions' that the due
pri)ese clause of the 5th nmendmnt' arid the due process clauise of the
14th amehidmenrit protectthe owne ini the use f his propertVy and thitt
'uxnd these decision the property does not ddnsist solely 6f the tlingi-
ble property, but t consists also of the'attributes of property uch ats the
right to usb it as one pleases and the right to sell'it to whom one pleases
and the right to rent it to whom one pleases?

Senator THRtroND. That is correct, and I think that is well illus-
trated in condemnation cases, where there is a separation, for instance.
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If a State condemns apportion of a man's property, he can get damages
not only forte part taken, but damages to the rest of the property be-
cause of the partial taking. :

, (Senator ERvIN. Now, do you not agree with me that under the deci-
sions, when the attempt is made by law to curtail one of the attributes
of property, such as the right to.sell the property or the right to lease
the property, that the courts hold it is a deprivation of due process
of law ? ' - . . I , -

Senator TjHURMOND. I do not think there is any question about it.
Senator ERVIN. I will ask you another thing with reference to the

provision of the fifth amendment which says that no private property
shall be taken for public use except upon the payment of just cbm-
pensation, Is it not a. fundamental principle of interpretation of all
writings, regardless of whether they be constitutions or statutes or
private contracts, that the expression of one thing is the exclusion of
another?

Senator Tn-uMoND. That is right.
Senator ERVIN. And do you not agree with me that when the fifth

amendment says no private property shall be taken for public use ex-
cept upon the payment of just compensation, that expression excludes
any idea that the. Constitution authorizes the taking of private prop-
erty for private use under any circumstances?

Senator TIURMOND. In my opinion, it certainly does.
Senator ERVIN. I have observed in the North, the South, the East,

and the West that where people select associates for themselves and for
their children of immature years, they virtually always select members
of their own race or th ir own religion. Has that not been your
observation

Senator THUR OND. 'I think that is true, and I think it is natural
that generally people would prefer to; be with people of their own
religion or their own race. That does not mean discrimination when
I say that. I do not believe in discrimination. But I do bitterly op-
pose actions that destroy the freedom of the people, the right of the
individual to make his choice.

SSenator EnvrN. Do you not think that a very strong case can be
made for the proposition that men segregate themselves in society
on the basis of race, on the basis of the natural law that like seeks
like rather, than dissimilar?

Senator THURMOND. Well, I think so.
Senator ERVIN. Do you not think that this is the explanation as

to why, in so many of the Northern States we have de facto segrega-
tion in residential communities? ,

Senator THURMOND. Well, there is no question about. it. There
is much more integration in the South in living, housing, and so forth
than there is in the North. If you go to New York City, you will find
most of the Negroes living in Harlem. If you go to Detroit, you will
find most of the Negroes there living in a certain section. If you
go to Chicago, you will find most'of them there, I believe, to the
East Side. ,I presume they are happy to be among people of their
own race. \
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Senator EnviN. Since every person is free to purchase a home in
any community where he can find a willing seller, do you nbt: infer
that these residential patterns have been established by the will of
the people ? ' ,

Senator TwRMOND. I think it is the desire oft the people to have
it that way. Otherwise, it would be different, because if anybody
wants to sell or anybody wants to buy, if both parties are willing,
then it is purely a private agreement, it is private property : It is
an understanding between two individuals. r

Senator EnvIN. And do you not believe that this has been the result
of the working of the free enterprise system and the result of: the
working of freedom on the part of people to select places where they
wish to live?

Senator THURMOND. I think so. I think such a policy is followed
by the people because that is what they prefer.

Senator EavIN. And do you not agree with me that this is a de-
cision which ought to be made by the people as individuals in exercis-
ing freedom rather than by compulsion by the power of Federal laws?

Senator THURMOND. I think to compel them to do otherwise is
depriving the people of their freedom.

Senator ERVIN. Now, one provision I wish to call your attention
to is subsection (c) of section 406:

The court may grant such relief as it deems appropriate, including a per-
manent or temporary injunction, restraining order, or other order, and may
award damages to the plaintiff, including damages for humiliation and mental
pain and suffering, and up to $500 punitive damages.

I will ask you if under this provision, damages for humiliation
and mental pain and suffering cannot be tulimited

Senator THUIRMOND. Well, it limits general punitive damages to
$500, but it leaves unlimited damages for humiliation and mental
pain and suffering.

Senator ERVIN. I will ask you if this is not an unusual provision
in that it says the court may grant such relief as it deems appro-
priate.: I will ask you if, under that, the court caniiot grant any
kind of relief the court sees fit, with no limitation whatever.

Senator THURMxOND; That appears to be the case as the bill is now
worded. '

Senator ERVIN. Does that not permit tyranny upon the bench?
Senator THURMOND. Well, I think if this bill passes, there is going to

be tyranny. And I think it would allow a judge to engage in tyran-
nioal acts, if it passes.

Senator ERVIN. Do you Tot agree with me that one of the reasons
we attempted to establish a free republic over here was because we did
not like tyranny upon the throne?

Senator THURMOND. That is the reason our forefathers came to this
country originally. They came here seeking freedom and that is the
reason they seceded from Great Britain, because Great Britain was
practicing tyranny on them and depriving them of that freedom.

Senator EnvIN. Do you see much choice between tyranny on the
throne or tyranny on the bench.

Senator THxUMOND. I /do not think it makes much difference if
tyranny comes from one source or another. If people are deprived of
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theirfreedom, or tyranny's'is :practiced against the people and their
rights, it is tyranny, regardless of Whether it is their own government
or ftom whatever souice it comes. *

Senator ERVIN. Do you not agree with me that any fair system of
jurisprudence would give the same rights to litigants on both sides of
the case and thereby accomplish impartial justice : :i; .
SSeriator THURMOND. Well, I was always brought up to respect the

courts and to look at a judge in a robe in the view that here is an imr
partial person and to walk into court and feel that here is an in-
partial tribune. iThe only purpose in the person going into court is
to get justice. If they do not get justice:in the court, we might as well
tear down the courthouse and abolish all court officials.

Senator ERVIN. Do you not agree with me that the court should be
as much'concerned with doing justice to the defendant as to the plain-
tiff?

Senator THURMOND. That has always been my opinion. I was cir-
cuit judge about 8 years, About half of that, I was in World War II,
but I think our people generally in South Carolina felt that when they
went into a court, they received justice.

Senator ERVIN. I invite your. attention to subsection (b) of section
406, on page 28, which provides that--
upon application by the plaintiff, and in 'such cirumstarices as the court may
deem just, a court of the United States in which a civil action under this section
has been brought may appoint at attorney for the plaintiff and may authorize
the commencemnt, of, a civil action without the payment of fees, costs, or
security.

SYou note there s an absence of any provision for the court to appoint
an attorney for the defendant.

Senator,THURMOND. This, in effect would provide that the Govern-
ment would furnish a lawyer for the plaintiff.

Senator ERVIN. But not for the defendant ?
Senator THURMOND. But, not for the defendant, which to my way of

thinking is discrimination in itself,
Senator ERVN. ,If a widow rented a room in her dwelling house for

the purpose of keeping soul aid body together and somebody she did
notwant to rent to demanded that she rent, to them, the Federal court
could furnish the attorney for the would-be renter but not for the.
widow? . ,

Senator TItURMOND. That is correct.
Senator ERVIN. I would like you to note another legal monstrosity

in this bill.
Subsection (d) of section 406 page 20 : :. .

The court may allow a prevailing pla ntiff a reasonable attorney's fee as part
of the costs. ' i

Do you think it is fair to allow the prevailing plaintiff to recover
an attorney fee and not allow the prevailing defendant to recove'ian
attorney fee?

Senator TnTMo ND. Well, Mr. Ohairmari,'it appears that the whole
bill is written in ~i manner that,' initially, prohibits objective iiid
impartial treatment to all involved. This, think is aothe instance
of lo6wing the plaintifff a reasonable att he's'fee and'not 'allowing
the defendant'i:rea'spiiable attorney's fee. ' " ; ' "

Senator ERVN. In a sense, it creates a legal difficulty against the
defendant and not aginst the plaintiff. /
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Senator. TummOND. It, appeas that is the wS, It e, bIl iq written.
Senator EJiRrw. In so doing, it favors oe sie and discriiniu at~ s

against another. Do you. not ,think that that makes a (opckeyyjo

Senator TZ'n OND. There is no question about it. When, there is

no, objectivity in,the courtroom, then I'hre is no justice. ./,;
Senator ~iviW. Is it, not a general principle of law that each party;

ordinaly a4y his own counsel
Senator,T rfROND. That is correct.
Senator EgVIW. Is it not also a general policy of law that the Gov-

ernment does not favorstirring up litigation and they do not haye
laws in the States for that purpose?

Senator TURMOND. That is true. That has been the custom
through the' history of this country. .. ,

Senator ERVIN. Do you not think it is bad public policy to stir up
litigation by fiducing pr offering induceinent to lawyers to bring
suits? ' '.

Senator TaouRMoD. I think it is a heinous procedure.
Senator ERVIN. Do you not think they should look to their own

clients for fees rather than to others' clients
Senator THnJMoN. I do.
I now proceed with Title,V: Criminal Law Provisions for Private

Interference of Private Action. ,
Title V.of S. 3296 would make it a Federal crime for any private

individual to injure, intimidate, or interfere with, or attempt to do
any of the foregoing, to any person because of his race, color, religion,
or national origin while he is engaged in certain specified activities.
The activity specified is tlat activity which is usually associated with
asserting constitutional or "civil" rights.

This provision represents a radical new departure in Federal crimi-
nal law. It establishes a Federal protectorate based on a combination
of events which include both who the person is and what he is engaged
in doing., ,

Once again, there is no recitation in the nat of the constitutionals
authority for this radical proposal, but the testimony so far given to
this subcommittee reveals tht it is somehow supposed to be grounded
in the 14th amendment.. In my discussion of the immediately pre
ceding section of S. 3296, I covered, quite conclusively, I believe, tie
concept that the .14th amendiept, is directed toward State action and
State action only. There is no attempt in title V to allege any State
involvement or any conspiracy, which is the subject of 18 U.S.C. 241.
This provision of the bill is directed toward direct private action.

In his testimony, the Attorney General relied in very large measure
upon the recently decided Guest case. The decision in this case, which
is entitled "Ui ted States, Appellant v. Herbert Guest et al., was,
handed down by the Supreme Court on March 28 of this year. -In.
that case, six defendants were indicted tuder the provisions of, 18
U.S.C. P41, as having conspired to injure, oppress, threaten, or intinmi-
date a citizen in the tree exercise or. enjoyment of a. right or privilege
secured to lm by the dCon titiution oi laws of the nited States.: . Tie
defendants moved:to disiss the indictment: and the Federal district,
court g d he moto ad dismissthe othi' te indictment as to all, si
defendants acd on a counts. , * ' >

, *. U U



In brief, the Suprem Court's action iwa td remand the cae to the
district court' with instructions 'f6r them to consider certaiii para-
graphs of the indictment. At the oitset of the case, 'however th'i
Court noted in very specific and clear language that "we, deal here
with issues of statutory construction, not with issues of constitutional
power." I have already quoted at length from a crticial portion of
the' Court's decision in the GUest case, which reifistates Zand affirms
the basic concept that the 14th amendment prohibits discriminatory
action on the part of the States only and not by private individuals.

It is true that there is some indication that some few of the Justices
question the breadth of power granted to Congress under section 5 of
the 14th amendment. In the concurring opinion of Mr. Justice Clark,
int which he was joined by Mr. Justice Black and Mr. Justice Fortas,
the following language is found:

it is, I believe, appropriate and necessary under the circumstances here to say
that there now can be no doubt that the specific language of section 5 empowers
the Congress to enact laws punishing all conspiracies-with or without State
action-that interfere with 14th amendment rights.

Also, the opinion of Mr. Justice Brennan, joined in by the Chief
Justice and Mr. Justice Douglas, contains the follow language:

A majority of the members of the Court express the view today that section 5
empowers Congress to enact laws punishing all conspiracies to interfere with
the exercise of 14th amendment rights, whether or not State officers or others
acting under the color of State law are implicated in the conspiracy.

The Attorney General seizes upon this language in the concurring
opinions to fortify his contention that the Supreme Court would up-
hold title V against a charge of unconstitutionality. I do not so in-
terpret. these opinions. First, in both instances, tle word "conspira-
cies" is used. Title V does not authorize prosecution for conspiracies.
It is a straight criminal statute directed toward the criminal act itself.

Second, thile Justices hedged their opinions by referring to "14th
amendment rights." This necessitates an inquiry as t6 just what are
"14th amendment rights." The 14th amendment begins, in almost
every clause, in a way that leaves no doubt that it applies to every
clause, "No State shall." Therefore, it is clear that 14th amendment
rights are prohibitory upon State action, and State action only. Title
V is applicable to private action and contains not even the slightest
pretense that State action need be involved.

Under all the precedents of the Supreme Court, title V of S. 3296
is unconstitutional. Even if there.-ere a constitutionally valid argu-
meit in its favor, it is subject to the most serious question. Would
Congress be wise in creating a special class of protectoriite depending
solely upon who the person is and what he might-be engaged in doing
at the time of the alleged crime? Ithink not. Such a proposal would
establish a bad precedent and could very well lead to other proposals
of this nature which would create a Federal police state, which none
of us wants.

Mr. Chairman, may I make emphatically clear that I have no inter-
est in protecting criminals from prosecution for their crimes. They
should be prosecuted to the full extent of the law. I do have an inter-
est however, and a very deep one, in protecting the Constitutio from
either well-meaning or willful distortions which Will be to the ultimate
detriment of the personal and constitutional rights of all the citizens
of the United States.,

846 Civ ii ' 1;la i I
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Mr. Chairman, I had thought that, with the passage of the so-called
Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the so-called Voting Rights Act of 1965,
Congress would be free from the pressures to take further action in
this field for some time. Indeed, it was difficult for me to iniiagife
what more could be'proposed under this general heading. We now
'see that the appetite is virtually insatiable.

This proposal unfortunately, follows the trend of recent, years in
ignoring the'basic yardstick by which Congress is governed-the U.S.
Constitution. Not only does this proposal fail to measure up by the
yardstick of the Constitution, but it is, in many respects, both arbitrary
and capricious and creates the possibility of the use of oppressive and
dictatorial means of achieving its objectives.

It is past time for a calm, dispassionate reappraisal of this entire
matter, and by no means should Congress be stampeded into approving
the pending bill.

Senator ERVIN. You have had a distinguished career upon the
bench. Would you not agree that it is very unusual for any court to
do anything moe than to decide the case that is pending before it at
the time, and do you not agree that the Guest case could have been
decided s it was on the basis of the bill of indictment

Senator THIRMOND. I certainly do.
Senator ERVIN. Which alleged State action.
Senator THURMOND. That is correct. I agree fully with the state-

ment of the distinguished chairman.
Senator ERVIN. Is it in accordance with accepted judicial practice

for judges to go beyond the scope of the case before them and announce
how they will act in the future ?

Senator THURMOND. It has never been customary for judges in this
country to follow such procedure.

Senator ERVIN. I believe your statement puts a little different inter-
pretation on the statement of those judges than that of the Attorney

Senator THUnMOND. I think my statement is entirely in conflict with
the position of the Attorney General of the United States.

Senator ERVIw. Senator, on behalf of the subcommittee, I wish to
thank you for making a very brilliant presentation of your views on
this very momentous legislation.

Senator THURioND. -Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I wish to thank
the subcommittee.

Senator ERVIN. Will the counsel call the next witness?
Mr. AuTRY. Mr. Chairman, the next witness is the honorable John

H. Chafee, Governor of the State of Rhode Island.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN H. CHAFEE, GOVERNOR OF THE STATE
OF RHODE ISLAND; ACCOMPANIED BY DR. BARRY A. MARKS,
CHAIRMAN OF THE RHODE ISLAND COMMISSION AGAINST
DISCRIMINATION, AND ARTHUR L. HARDGE, EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY OF THE RHODE ISLAND COMMISSION AGAINST
DISCRIMINATION

Senator ERVIN. On behalf of the subcommittee, I want to thank you
for accepting the invitation of this subcommittee, to bring your views
to us.
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Governor C rp, Thanrk you, very much, r Chpirian, .,
F' rst, r. Ihairinan, F wPuld.like t9 .hjnI you for inviting me to

,cone down, )i ,ta.pt my views .ontle, proposed yU Cti Rghtk,-ct of
19p6 ,As. 'equested, shall confine ny reriarks ttitl Vy,,th,;sqetion
dealing with open occupancy housing., ,I tant tqimrke , i:clegr that
, do not con ider rmyelf an expert, in 'th, el 4 everheless, as the
Governor. of .a predominantly urban ' te in the northeast, I. was

:delighted t .accept, your invitation and to, share ,with yqu the experi-
.eice of aState and region which have ' ai experience .. ,th theype of
legislation w6ich you are presently cossi ering.

Let me make clear at the. outset that I am min ,faor of the bill as a
. whole, nd iu am in favor of the portion of it which dep. with housing,
.For reason which I shall explain, X thin iithe housing, provisions are
far less creative than I would like them to be. Nevertheless,.I favor
,the bill which is before you. : , . , ;

As some of yqu probably, know, Rhode Island had a unique experi-
,ence i tlie passage of its Fair Housing Practices.Act, I am proud
to say that, as a member of the Rhode Island House of Representatives,
I was a sponsor of the first fair housing bill to be proposed in rmy State
back in 1959. The bill immediately (became the subject of widespread
and intense public debate; .,It remained so for, 6 years, until April
1965, when it finally passed both branches i of our general assembly
and, as Governor, I had the privilege of signing it into law. I might

.point, out that during each of those.Q0 years public discussion was
focused on a slightly different version ,of the fair housing.idea. .When
the original bill failed to pass in 1959, for example, th Ilegfislature
turned its attention in 1960 to a bill which would have .excluded from
coverage large portions of the housing market., Yet the bill ;which we
finally .passed last year was almost identical to the bill which was first
introduced 0 years earlier. . ,. .' ' .;. .; -. , .'

Mr. Chairman, I cannot say to you that, after our 6 years of debate,
the fair housing bill passed on a wave of favorable public sentiment
Legislation of this; type is not popular.- ,I do not apologize for the
Rhode Island experience, however. Indeed, I would point out that we
passed our bill within a few short months after the California referen-
dum showed just how unpopular open housing legislation is apt to be.
We did whatwe thought hld to be done, and I; think it fair to claim
that, whether popular or unpopular, nowhere in the Nation was there
better public understanding of fair housing legislation at the time of
its passage than in Rhode Island.

It is partly because of this 6-year history that I am reluctant to dis-
cuss the details of the coverage or the specific procedures and remedies
provided in', the housing section of. the legislation before this donm-
mittee. .

SI would be glad to answer any questions on that., . ,
Our law in IRhode Islad does not now cover te entire housing

market. It excludes'from 'coverage rooms in a robmiiig house, which
was one of the questions previously directed 'ti Sebator Thiiriond,
market. It excludes from coverage rooms in a rQomiinghouse, which
the owner is also a boia fide resident. Our law does not provide for
damages for a comiplainant. On the other hand; it does provide; as do
most State laws' forsadministration of the act by a commission, which
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also administers similar legislation in thefields of:public accomnioda-
-tions and employment ... . , -;.: - .-

SII night add ih there tha one of the commission's prinipal ,obs is
-coiciliation; investigations; ttemlts to reach' a fair.isolution ,ithdut
undue publicity of any nature. : '

i My point Is that these seem1 to me to be details i Theyiare im-
portant. Someone has to make decisions about them. Yet:whAt seems

,to me most impotraant i that color, religion, and.countryof .national
origin have no proper'place in buying, selling, and leasing houses and
apartments. Beaust6 this is an area in thich people 'ari ought up in
fear and prejudice, Rhode Island and many other States decided it
was necessary to pass legislation to insure that redl estate transactions
would be! basedon the.qualifications of. individuals rather than on
their membership in this or that group. .I urge the Congress to take
the same step which has already ,been taken by many Statee , including

.' have. only one detail: on:which I would lik6ito coniment, iRespect-
fully, I would recommend the addition of language similar to section
706(b) of title, VII of the: Civil 'Rights Act of 1964, whidh would re-
quire that complaints be, deferred to State commissions:in i those cases
where the applicable provisions:of. State legislation are 'substantially
similarto the; corresponding.provisions of the. present bill.' '

.But, Mr. Chaimnan; while I am in favor of this legislation, I must
also.register my disappointment' with it. It is necessary, but it is
not enough. ' Title IV is likely;to benefit only .those in' the n'ronwhite
community who are ,already relatively able to fend for: themselves.
-It is likely to. benefit only those middle-class nonwhites who.have al-
ready : achieved some educational and eonomniol stature who !have
incentive and, perhaps inostimportait, who both understand and'trust
.completely the complicated legal machinery whichumu~t be used if fair
housing is to work,., Let me- underscore my) point: here; I am for
this legislation,ibecause Ii'think iti important, for many reasons, to
establish the principle of freedom in the housing market., But I am
also expressing my disappointment that the bill is not movie imaginative
.tlan it is, for by itself it is not likely:to help us in northern urban areas
to cope with those massive! problems, which todaf constitute the firon-
tier of the civil rights movement. . * - '

Specifically, iny largest disappointment with this bill, therefore, is
its excessive reliance on th6 essentially negative role of nondiscrimina-
tion law and its failure to recognize the importance of administrative
policy and prograin.: Section 408 dealing with the responsibilities of
the Secretary of :Housing and: Urban Development and the various
commissions and services in this field, is indeed weak. :The point is
that antidiscrimination statutes are limited in what they can be ex-
pected to accomplish., After their passage, thehighly.urbanized States
in the Northeast arestill faced with severe problems. , :
. ~iThe unhappy, facts are that the overwhelming number of oin-
whites in the urban' North are'li vint in more aid'more tightly don-
centrated areas of our cities; sigAificant proportions of them live ip
what the Census Bureau calls,. officially, deteriorating or dilapidated
libiusiig; and, yet, cohnide'ing the quality of,thleir housing, they pay
relatively more in i'eit' than their white counterparts. Their schools

io ; "i * .
;
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tend to. be segregated, employment opportunities are still limited, ir
comes are low. We must move beyond the negative principle, of non.
discrimination to positive .programs and policies designed to brin
about real change, and we must do so before rather than after des-
perate acts of violence force us to do so.

President Johnson said in his address at Howard University ii
June 1965:

You do hot take a person who for years has been hobbled by chains and liberate
him, bring him up to the starting line of a race and then say, "You're free to
compete with all the others," and still believe that you have been completely fair.

I agree with that statement and I do not believe that this legislation
is "completely fair," for it fails at the critical point to instruct Gov-
erment departments and agencies to take a more complete look at the
most desperate problems of our cities and, in cooperation with the
States, find beginning ways to meet them.

Let me voice some broad concerns: In recent years, we have embarked
on a number of vast Federal programs designed to renew our cities,
revitalize education, and wipe out poverty. All of these areas of our
common life need full attention. The fact is, however, that these
programs have all too often had unhappy consequences.

For example, look at the effects of urban renewal on the nonwhite.
According to a report by the Urban League of Rhode Island, two-
thirds of the nonwhite families in the city of Providence were forced
to move at least once just within the 5-year period between 1955 and
1960. I would like to stress the words "forced to move." These were
not voluntary moves. It is abundantly clear that the burden of urban
renewal, redevelopment, and highway construction is borne primarily
by the poor and especially by the nonwhite poor. These forced moves
not only weaken community life and leadership they also mean, too
often, increased segregation, poorer living conditions, and higher rent-
als. We need far more careful policy and far more creative planning
and counsel in this whole field. The burdens of urban change must
be more equally carried.

Again, look at the effects of bur welfare programs on the nonwhite
male. In Providence, one out of three of our nonwhite families has
only one parent. Two of five nonwhite children under the age of 18
live with only one parent, usually the mother. Our present work
with such families is mainly through the aid to families with depend-
ent children and the aid to dependent children programs. In terms
of the status of the nonwhite male and the strength of family life,
these programs, even at their best, fail to do what must be done. At
their worst, they often hurt rather than help. The McCone report
on the Watts riots has this to say about the effect of the ADC program
on the man and the family:

The welfare program that provides for his children is administered so that
it injures his position as the head of the household, because aid is supplied
with less restraint to a family headed by a woman married or unmarried.
Thus, the unemployed male often finds it to his family's advantage to drift
away and leave the family to fend for itself. Once he goes, the family unit is
broken and seldom restored.

Welfare is a complcated subject with manyvariations in program
from State to State." There is little questionP however, that the, ceil-
ings on the degree ,of Federal participation in these programs make

y .I
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Si[impossible for States to make a: realistic contribhtioi to stabilizing
the nonwhite family, and all families who are on aid, : milit sayt,

Third, the vast poverty program has had -its idverse effets. Byl.
making a sudden call on the social work professi6n;i offering high
salaries, aid raiding the top leadership of public and private agencies,
it has weakened the morale of other -social workers and generally
weakened the necessary ongoing work of regular Stte and local
welfare services. We need new programs, but we need to be more
careful about how we frame them. And we need, specially, concerted
action at all levels of government to encourage more and more young
people to enter the social work profession and to make it financially
feasible, if not downright attractive, for them to take on the less
glamorous tasks.

Fourth, the poverty program in our communities has had an
almost devastating effect on the leadership in nonwhite neighborhoods
and in civil rights groups. I suppose inevitably in a crash program
you turn to existing leadership rather than developing new leaders.
But, in so doing, some of the most trusted Negro leaders in our com-
munities have become part of what many in the ghetto consider the
"untrustworthy establishment" and thus suspect in those very com-
munities with which they are expected to work.

I have no vest-pocket solution to this problem. At tis point I
can simply record my deep concern about the rate with which leaders
of various kinds of private action groups are leaving their posts to
become employees of one or another level of government and in too
many instances leaving their home communities to go to other cities
in the process. I do not think this is a healthy situation in a democracy,
and it does seem to me largely the result of the newest Federal
programs.

My point thus far is that many Federal programs have actually
had adverse effects on the problems with which civil rights legislation
must be concerned, and, secondly, that the present bill does not ade-
quately focus attention on the most pressing of those problems.

My second broad concern is a matter of technique. All urban areas
share common problems; yet each will have a somewhat different set
and some peculiar to itself. Metropolitan Providence is not Metropoli-
tan Chicago. We have certain unique strengths and weaknesses that
reflect local conditions and history. My concern therefore is that all
Federal legislation in this field should encourage and support local
imagination and experimentation. The present legislation does not
appear to do this.

It is all too clear that for all of our law, court decisions, and pro-
grams, the word is not yet clearly out that the doors of opportunity are
really open. This is a subtle but very important point, :It is not
enough in any area of civil rights-whether you are talking about hois-
ing or education or employment or public accommodations-it is not
enough simply to establish a policy of nondiscrimifiation. One must
take affirmative steps to insure that those of' our citizens who have
been discriminated against for years know about the policy bf non,
discrimination and believe that the doors are open; It is not enough
simply to say, "Now, the floors are open"; one inst say it in such a
way that it is heard., Moreover, we must also'be'about the difficult
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business of finding the specific openings and the particular people to fill
them We must be willing on the local level actually to recruit indi-
viduals, train and place them. Federal policy must permit and even
encourage all kinds of experimentation, ,
.To illustrate:. In response to the widely advertised services of the

Federal Community Relations Service and the Federal Equal Employ-
ment Opportunities. Commission, our Rhode Island Commission
Against Discrimination, which is the agency within our State that
handles these matters, has made several efforts to get, help to do a
very simple, specific task. We asked for professional assistance in an
area of South Providence,,which is heavily nonwhite to help us with
a survey of families to find those who might be interested in moving ofit
of this ghetto area. Instead of assistance and support, we met a blank
wall-not becauseof incompetence, but because the agencies seem to be
interested only:in programs that can be handled uniformly across the
country,

On the other hand, the regional office of the Community Relations
Service recently sent us a man who spent several days carefully listen-
ing to and picking the brains of many of our people. But then, of all
things, he was forbidden by Federal policy from sharing the results of
his conversations with us. My point is that this bill, like others before
it, fails to initiate the kind of Federal, regional, State, and local co-
operation which may permit us to get at our most troublesome urban
problems.

:The civil rights movement in the United States today.is many sided
and complex.) j There is always a strong temptation to believe that some:
problems must bedealt with before others.. We are sometimes tempted
even to think that, if certain problems are dealt with properly, the
others will disappear.

.Mr. Chairman, I do not consider myself an expert in this field. Yet
my experience tells me that.housing, employment, education, voting,
welfare, public accommodations, present discrimination and the effects
of past discrimination are all bound tip together,.and we do ourselves
no favor unless we quite realistically face;up to this situation. This'is
the reason why I have taken the liberty today to discuss matters which;
technically speaking, may be beyond the jurisdiction of this commit-
tee. But the chairman was kind enough to :invite me to come to Wash-
ington to testify and I have spoken to you about the things which are
on my mind as.the Governor of Rhode Island and as a citizen of the
United States.. ,

Most of the legislation presently being considered will have little or
no impact on my State. It will probably have little impact on the
northeastern region. As a plain citizen, however, the whole bill seems
to me clearly necessary, and I would urge its pasage as soon as pos-
sible.

I must repeat my disappointment in section 408 of title IV. This is
the one section which takes cognizance of the most pressing problems
in my part of the country, because it is the one:section that envisions
the need for administrative policy and programs which go beyond the
narrow concept of nondscrimination. ':. . : , i. .

r Finally, however, let ne repeat once more that, even as it stands, the'
civil rights bill of 19P6 seems to me to be necessary legislation, and I
urge its passage.
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Thank you.
Senator ERVIN.. 6 vernor, fnptice hkit yoi say you favor opefos-.

ins;oppn ocutfoi~h T. ' . ' ,, '
(overiorn C .iAiF . Y6, sir.' ", -, ..
Senator EnvN., Because it establisles1 tlie princijpe of freedom in

housing. Does it not establish thi.t principle '6f freedom at the ex-
pense of freedoms of the owners ,

Governor CtHAEE. I thin, e a lways having to quite these
matters in the United States. We live had it in whether a man,'s res-
taurant gis i kingdom or whether everybody s goin& to havea chance
to come into it. , ., o

Senator ERvIN. Is it not 'n illustration of the old saying that one
man's meat is another mani's poison

SGovernor CHAFE. I suppose, except if you;are oi fi 'poison end of
things. ." '' : " " ' . , Y es, e 9

Senator EnvMI.' Yes.
Governor CHAFEE. If you cannot get a place to live, and there is no

question, and I cannot speak for tle whole Nation-I am speaking for
my State, and I believe what has: taktn' place in my State is probably
tiue throughout the Nation-pople were unable to find adequate hous-,
ing because of their color. That is what it came right down to.

Senator ERVIN. Well, it gies some people the freeddoi to purchase.
or rent housing from unwilling owners, does it not .

Governor CHAFEE. That is right, altli6igi in manyl instance we
find that, the unwillinig owners are insistedd by this act in :thit ires-
sure cones froimh-say you have a plat developer that builds 20 houses
on a plat. He himself would be willing to sellto' somebody, a house
oi the plat to a ,Negro family. But the local, the olier, ineigjbors'
say , "Oh, you cannot do that." This act permit hi to'say, Look,
the law requires nie to do it." ' And when tle house 'is sold to the
Negro on the plt, life goes on quite evnl y.

Senator ERVIN. But I believe e do agree that, as far as a home is
concerned, it does deprive the owner of the iight that he would otlier-
wise have; that is, the right to sell or to rent freely to persons of his
choice?

Governor CiIAFEE. Iam sorry. You are saying it deprives him of
a right? E RI

Senator ERVIN. It does depive the owner, open occupancydoes de-
prive the owner of the property, of his right to sell or rent freely to
persons of his choice.

Governor CHAFEE. I will have to agree that there is. On the other
hand, it gives person oni'the other end of the scale, or somebody else,
the right to acquire housing or to rent housing.

Senator' IRVIN, Well, we agree that it does effect curtailment of
the right of private property.

Governor CHAFE.6- Some part of it, yes.
Senator ERVIN. ,'Iwould have to infer froin the Attorney General's

testimony th thtthe primary objective of this bill is to assist nonwhites
in obtaining'hoiusing. What percentage of the population' of Rhode
Island is' nohnhite'?

Governor CHAFEE. In the whole State it is asboit 6 percent. Lower
than that; ' would say about i percent in the State, about 8 percent
within the city, 6f Providence.
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Senator ERVIN. Now, Governor, notwithstanding. the fact that you
have the open occupancy law in Rhode Island, would you say there
has been any substantial change in residential segregation in Shode
Island since the law became operative?

Governor CHAFEE. We have had the law now just for a year. I can-
not say there has been a substantial change, no. I think in anticipation,
we did not think that there would be a substantial change. But the
leaders, those who are able to afford such housing, who are cognizant
of the right that exists for them under this legislation, are able to move
on and get such housing, and this act as an incentive to the others.

Senator ERVIN. Now, you state that you confined your statement
largely to title IV, although you stated you were in favor of the other
provisions 6f the bill.

Do you favor the provision of title II, under which Congress would
prescribe the rules of procedure to govern State courts in investiga-
tions of composition of juries?

Governor CHAFEE. Well, as I said in the statement, I really confined
my attention to title IV. This title II, which you have just gone into,
and I heard your prior discussion with the Senator, would work no
hardship with us in our section of the country.

Senator ERVIN. Now, you state that none of the provisions of the
bill would have much impact on Rhode Island ?

Governor CHAFEE. That is correct.
Senator EnvIN. I think you are a man who has stood to some con-

siderable degree for local State government and States rights. Do
you think it is a good policy for Congress to prescribe rules of proce-
dure for State courts in determining questions of fact?

Governor CIIAFCE. I think when we have had problems arise, as it
is my understanding in certain sections of the country, which the
States have been unwilling or unable to wrestle with, that is the reason
that such national legislation has come into being.

On your specific question, as far as this particular provision goes,
it does not disturb me, no.

Senator ERVIN. I notice that'under the Rhode Island General Laws,
section 9-9-11, that with reference to the service of women on juries,
it provides that where the jury commissioner certifies that there are
sufficient accommodations to take care of women jurors, they shall have
women jurors; otherwise, women are excused from service.

Then there is another provision, which I would say is somewhat siini-
lar to our law in North Carolina: any woman can get herself excused
from jury service by notifying the jury commissioner that she does
not desire to serve. /

Now, do you not think that title II would nullify that law i
Governor CITAFEE. I do not think so. The important thing is that

the women are given the opportunity to serve, and if they so excuse
themselves, in the subsequent drawings they do not come up with a
woman on the jury, that is quiite all right. I do not think that this law
requires that every jury have one poor person, one rich. person, or
anything like that. As I get the law, they have to,be included within
the jury wheel or the ju(y box. " r

Senator ERvIN. Yes, bu it says it has to be a representative cross
seetioin-the Attorney General's testimony was to the effect that it
was designed to get a representative cross section of the population.
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And certainly if the women were permitted to excuse themselves froYn
service, there would be great danger that you would not get a cross.
section of the feminine population of a given area.

Governor CHAFEE. do not think-it does not really present a
problem, because we find that the women do not avail themselves
of this.

Senator Env N. That is what we found in North 'Carolina.
Governor CHAFEE. They seem to like to serve on juries.
Senator ERVIN. We found that they do not like to serve on juries.
Governor CHAFEE. Oh, I do not know what the difference is between

the women in North Carolina and the women ihi Rhode Island, but
we seem to have a very substantial percentage of women on our juries.

Senator ERVIN. Most of ours prefer to stay at home and manage
the home and look after children, I might say.

Governor CIIAFEE. I am not interpreting that as meaning that the
women of Rhode Island want to leave their children in homes.

Senator ERVIN. I am just expressing my opinion that maybe North
Carolina-and I am not familiar with the women of Rhode Island,
but I would surmise that they are very charming human beings.

Governor CHAFEE. They would have to be extremely charming to
compete with the women of North Carolina.

Senator EnvIN. Senator, I have a luncheon engagement. I wonder
if you could take over for me?

Senator JAVITS. Certainly.
Senator ERVIN. Governor, I want to thank you on behalf of the,

subcommittee for your willingness to appear here today and give us'
the benefit of your views.

Governor CHAFEE. Thank you.
One moment, Senator. Could we submit with the written record

a statement by our commission against discrimination?
Senator ERVIN: Yes, sir; we would be glad to have it, and to have

it printed in 'the record.
. (The document referred to follows:)

THE STATE OF RHODE ISLAND,
COMMISSION AGAINST DISCRIMINATION,

. Provi(wcte, Jmn 21, 1966. :
Senator SAM J. ERVIN, Jr., .
Chairman, Sehate onstitutional Rights Subcommiltte,
U.S. Senate, Wash ingtdo, D.O. i

PEA' SENATOR EBVIN; Jn testimony before your ,Honorable Committee on
June 14, 1966, Dennis M. Lynch, President of the Rhode Island Realtors Asso-
clation, called the Rhode Island housing law a failure. I concede that the. law
enacted was much weaker than we desired but this. wasidue, largely: to strong.
opposition led by Mr. Lynch and his fellow members of the Rhode Island Boardr
of Realtors.: I would,be one of the first to agree that the law is weak, and that
it should.be much stronger. Recommendations ,have already been. made to
strengthen it but the, Legislature took no action,; paying,that a little more time
should be allowed to test its effectiveness. However, I do strongly disagree
with the: testimony of Mr. Lynch that the law is a sham or aifail re. The fact
that a number of Negroes, though.small, have been able. to buy and rent prop-
erties of their choice through the use of the law is the best evidence to prove
this particular point.,

In further testimony, Mr. Lynch stated that the Rhode Island law has not
Improved the housing rights of minorities. This statement is in direct contra-
diction to the opinions of the/leaders and members of minority, groups. As an
example, during the past month a non-white professional couple purchased, a
home which had been denied to them solely on the basis of color through the

I'1 s-506---pt. 1---55
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use of the law. It would appear to me that the strongest opponents of the
legislation are in no position to say that the Rhode Island Fair Housing Law
had turned out to be a "sham" and a disappointment to those who thought it
would help them, as stated by Mr. Lynch. As a Negro, as the Executive Sec-
retary of this Rhode Island Commission Against Discrimination which ad.
ministers the law, and as the Pastor of Hood Memorial A. M. E. Zion Church,
I feel fully qualified to speak to this point. Based on my personal feelings, on,
the reports coming to me as the Executive Official of this state agency, and on
opinions of the membership of my congregation, I assure your Honorable Com-
mittee that'nothing could be further from the truth. Rather, minority group
members regard the law as a step forward toward securing their right in the
housing market even though they realize full well that, like all initial statutes,
this law needs to be strengthened. I am enclosing a copy of the report to Gov,
ernor John H. Chafee on the first.nine months of this Commission's adminis-
tration of the law; and an editorial from one of our newspapers, the Providence
Journal, for review by you, Senator Ervin, as the Chairman, and by -21 the
Members of your Honorable Committee.

Respectfully,
Rev. ARTHUR L. HARDGE,

Executive Secretary.

To: His Excellency, Gov. John H. Chaffee; the Honorable Members of the
Senate; and the Honorable Members of the House of Representatives.

From: Rhode Island Commission Against Discrimination.
Subject: Rhode Island Fair Housing Practices Act.

It has been approximately nine months since the passage of the Fair Housing
Practices Act. The Commission Against Discrimination believes that it owes
the Governor, the Legislature, and the general public a report on the Commis-
sion's administration of the Act.

Between the middle of April, 1965, when the Fair Housing Bill became law,
and the middle of January, 1966, twenty-six housing complaints were brought
to the Commission. Of these, twenty involved rentals; only two involved
sale of real estate. Four were miscellaneous complaints involving such matters
as alleged discrimination in advertising.

In fifteen of the twenty-six cases, the Commission determined that probable
cause existed for believing that unlawful housing practices had taken place or
were taking place. Fourteen of these fifteen cases have been conciliated.

Of the fourteen conciliated cases three ended when the respondent decided to
sell or rent to the complainant (2 sales, 1 rental). In a fourth the respondent
agreed to make available to the complainant a rental unit other than the one
originally in question, which the complainant, however, decided he did not want.
In seven of the fourteen conciliated cases the rental unit in question was rented
to a party other than the complainant before the Commission's efforts to con-
ciliate were completed. In four of these cases the Commission required affi-
davits of future compliance.

The Commission dismissed seven cases when it was unable to find sufficient
evidence to establish probable cause. Three cases involved housing accommo-
dations which are excluded from coverage by the law. One complainant re-
quested that his complaint be withdrawn before the Commission made any
determination.

One of the cases in which the Coimmission found probable cause remains
active. The rental unit involved has already been rented to a person other
thnn the complainant. Since, however,sthe complainant wishes to pursue the
case in order that a cease and desist order (if the facts warrant such issuance)
may prevent the respondent from continuing his practices in the future, the
Commission intends to carry the complaint to a formal hearing as soon as
practicable.

Commission members and staff have appeared and made presentations at
meetings of many organizations interested in the problems of discrimination
in housing (civil rights organizations, groups of realtors and home builders,
neighborhood councils, as well as such general organizations as Rotary 'Clubs).
These efforts, together with changes in the Commission's staff and procedures,
have, the Commission believes, improved public confidence in the agency. There
is some reason to believe that, as a result, a higher'proportion of instances
of discrimination are now being brought to the Commission for action, whereas
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formerly these incidents tended to remain as quietly festering sores in the
community. The leaders of the non-white community in particular have had
opportunities to meet and talk with the Commission and seem to have more
faith that the Commission is "in business," ready and willing to act vigorously
when complaints are brought to its attention.

There is no evidence, on the other hand, that either the number of cases or
the Commission's procedures reflect the kinds of abuses which were once
predicted. To the best of the Commission's knowledge every complaint has
been made in good faith-even though subsequent investigation may have
demonstrated that a failure in communication rather than outright discrimi-
nation had occurred.

Doubt remains, however, as to whether the housing law is sufficient for the
Commission to be able to assure the public that it can be effective in as high
a proportion of cases as good public order requires.

It is worth underlining that the Commission has received many more conm.
plaints of discrimination in rentals than in sales. This proportion was antici-
pated. Nevertheless, the facts raise a question as to whether the complaints
would be even more numerous if the housing law were extended to cover apart-
ment units in owner-occupied, two and three family houses. The Commission's
only direct experience in this area is three cases in which complainants did
not realize that the owners lived in the buildings in which they were offering
apartments for rent and where therefore it remained for the Commission to
discover that the units in question fell outside of its jurisdiction.

The Commission has had more direct experience, as already indicated in the
statistics cited above, with the need for an injunction provision. The purpose
of the injunctive power would be to make it possible for the Commission to go
to court and request an order which would prevent a landlord from renting
to a person other than a complainant during the period of investigation and
conciliation. The Commission has had seven cases in which apartments were
rented while a complaint of discrimination was still being discussed. In two
of these cases the apartment in question had already been rented by the time
Commission investigators first appeared on the scene (within twenty-four hours
after receipt of the complaint in both instances). The injunctive power would
not have helped in those cases. In five of the cases, however, injunctive power
would have been an important factor in the Commission's ability to fulfill the
purposes of the housing law. Given the history of Rhode Island's law against
discrimination in employment and public accommodation, five cases is a signifi-
cant number. In addition, it represents approximately one quarter of all the
housing complaints received during the nine months being reported on. It
should be noted, further, that not all of these cases involve deliberate efforts
by respondents to evade the law. The respondent in at least one case was
ignorant of the housing law. He had always rented exclusively to members of
one particular ethnic group. The Commission encountered difficulty in estab-
lishing communication with the lawful owner in addition to his son who was
acting as his agent. The case was particularly heartbreaking because the
respondent would cheerfully have complied with the law if he had known about
it and, indeed, he promised to seek out the complainant the next time an apart-
ment unit became available. Nevertheless, the fact is that the Commission's lack
of injunctive power meant ineffectuality in its handling of the case: the apart-
ment unit in question was in fact rented to another party during the course of
the Commission's efforts to investigate and conciliate. The Commission believes
that the injunctive power would make impossible evasion of the law and would
reduce deliberate delays.

In this connection, it should be noted that the overwhelming majority of the
Commission's housing cases have been disposed of in a week's time or less.
Three cases have required two weeks of work, three cases required three weeks;
only one case required as much as a month.

It is evident that finding adequate housing continues to be a source of frus-
tration for the non-white minority. Negroes in our state continue to be relegated
to the several ghettoes that have been perpetuated for too long. At the same
time, the Commission is convinced that passage of the Fair Housing Practices
Act has served and is serving an important function in reducing the level of
racial tension in the state. ,ncreased faith in the Commission is serving the
same function. Even in those cases in which the Commission has found that
discrimination did not occur, the Commission believes it has served an important
purpose in determining what the facts were and making these facts evident to
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all parties. Misunderstanding is sometimes an important factor contributing to
racial tension. Nevertheless, the Commission firmly believes that it will not bi
fully effective until it has the statutory authority to see injunctions. It needs
this power in order to handle cases properly. It needs it also in order to con.
tinue the development of public confidence in the agency.

New York and Connecticut laws today contain new injunctive provisions which
permit recompense for damages in the event that a respondent against whom a
restraining order has been granted is ultimately found to be innocent of dis.
criminatory housing practices. The commission stands ready to give informa.
tion and advice about these and other developments in the field of fair housing
legislation if the Legislature desires them.

Finally, let it be noted that, in addition to processing complaints, the commit.
sion is trying to stimulate and encourage programs of "affirmative action," similar
to those which exist, for example, in the field of fair employment practices. It is
cooperating in the development of "Operation Metropolis," a part of the Federal-

a municipal antipoverty program in the city of Providence. It is also exploring
program ideas with certain nongovernmental groups in the community. Although
the housing law emphasizes the establishment of procedures for adjudicating
individual complaints, the complex problems associated with the nonwhite
ghettos of the State will not be solved on a case-by-case basis. The commission
pledges, therefore, to work with all interested parties in order to exercise leader-
ship in the continuing problem of trying to make American democratic principles
a living reality.

RHODE ISLAND COMMISSION AGAINST DISCRIMINATION,
Dr. BARRY A. MARKS, Chairman,
JOHN A. DALUZ, Jr.,
DANIEL E. HEALY,
R. FRANKLIN WELL,
ALLEN J. WHITE,
AnTHun L. HARDGE, Executive Secretary.

[From the Providence (R.I.) Journal, June 21, 19661

FAIR HOUSING LAW FOES REPEAT, THE FAMILIAR THEMES

Some of the Rhode Islanders who tried to block fair housing in this state trav-
eled to Wahington, D.C., recently to argue against the proposed federal ban on
discrimination in housing.

Dennis M. Lynch, president of the Rhode Island Realtors Association, called
the administration plan "nothing but a phony, high-sounding effort that unfairly
offers pie in the sky to the people who need help."

He then called the Rhode Island fair housing law a failure.
Mr. Lynch neglected to tell the Senate subcommittee on constitutional rights

that the efforts of his group helped make it impossible to.get a more effective law
passed by the state General Assembly.

As weak as it is, the Rhode Island law is less than a sham to the small number
of Negroes who have been able to buy or rent property of their choice because it
exists.

Mr. Lynch proceeded to set up in Washington the straw men he used to try to
defeat fair housing locally. People will begin to wonder, he said, if a new federal
law in the future "will restrict their mobility and ability to move from place to
place." .

This is sheer nonsense! The'issue, as it was with respect to the state fair
housing law, is whether people should be denied the opportunity to rent or buy
property solely because of their race, religion or national origin.

The arguments of Mr. Lynch and the rest of the party ought to be set aside by
a majority of Congress as they were by a majority of the Rhode Island General
Assembly.

Senator JAVITS (presiding). Governor Chafee, first let me thank
you very much for appearing here. You are one of our distinguished
and enlightened Governors, and a friend of mine. It is a great pleas-
ure to welcome you.
.I have noted your statement with great interest. What I was not

here to hear you testify to, I have read.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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.'May I ask you these questions?
I notice that you say that though title IV will reach relatively

fewer people than you thought it should, you nonetheless consider it
important. Why ? Why do you consider it vital if it will reach far
fewer people than you believe should be reached?

Governor CHAFEE. I believe this principle of open occupancy is im-
portant. We have a very mobile population in the United States.
I think that it should not be just dependent upon which States happen
to pass such legislation. Of course, if all the States were to pass it
by themselves, then I think that would be good, but obviously some
are not, will not. Housing is a key thing for Americans. I suppose
owning a house is the most important single step a person takes finan-
cially. And I think that people all throughout the United States
should have this right to buy a house that they economically can
afford and not be barred for what I consider to be unimportant rea-
sons; that is their color or their race or their religion.

Senator JAVITS. Well, now, it is a fact, is it not, that if you buy a
house or you own a house and the title is vested in you, it is only
possible to do that because of the law?

Governor CHAFEE. That is correct.
Senator JAvITS. We would all be squatters if it were not for the law

which insured us our titles; is that not so?
Governor CHAFEE. That is correct.
Senator JAVITS. And the people would throw off the premises those

who sought to oust us?
Governor CHAFEE. That is correct.
Senator JAVITS. And the law courts protect our ownership?
Governor CHAFEE. Yes, sir.
Senator JAvrrs. That has to yield occasionally to public policy, does

it not? For example, even a house which is a person's home can be
condemned, even for a new road ?

Governor CHAFEE. That is correct; yes, sir.
Senator JAVITS. Do you have any doubts about the constitutional

power-leaving aside for the moment the question of Federal or State
power-to deal with what is against public policy in respect of home-
ownership, to wit, the unwillingness to sell it or to rent it to a person
because he is a Negro?

Governor CHAFEE. I do not. I think some 18 States have legislation
similar to the general legislation we have in our State. To date, such
legislation, to the best of my knowledge, has not been thrown out by
any courts.

Senator JAVITS. So the concept of the reach of power is not ques-
tioned, in the sense that there is a governmental power which can
reach housing, too?

Governor CHAFEE. I believe, based upon general welfare principles,
that this is important to our entire citizenry.

Senator JAVITS. Now, can you see much difference between the
opportunity to get a job from a person who employs others and the
opportunity to rent or buy a house ?

Governor CHAFEE. I do not draw a difference between it, no. And
we have had, of course, tJie Fair Employment Practices Act and
now the national legislation for a year and a half-a year
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Senator JAVITS. That is right. There is no compulsion here, is
there ? Nobody is compelled to sell or rent; is that correct ?

Governor CHAFEE. No, you are not required, you are not compelled
to sell or rent, and you are not compelled to sell or rent to somebody
whom you do not wish to sell to for reasons other than these. For
example, the examples given that somebody will not tend your lawn
when you are gone, or somebody will scar up the house-you can
refuse to'or reject any of these people for those reasons. If they
have 17 children and you do not want them in your house, you can
reject them, or if they keep hound dogs and you do not want them,
you can reject them. But you cannot reject them because of religion
or color or those reasons set forth.

Senator JAVITS. Now, I notice at page 8 of your statement, Gov-
ernor, that you say we must make known the policy against dis-
crimination in order to have people really take advantage of it. What
affirmative steps do you have in mind in order to implement that
statement on your part?

Governor CHAFEE. Well, I suggested in here that this legislation
all Federal legislation generally, initiate regional and State and local
cooperation which would help us wrestle with some of these problems,
particularly in our urban area.

And let me just give you an illustration of how such Federal legis-
lation has helped us in another area. Recently, Federal legislation
was passed which encouraged regional cooperation for training schools
for, in this instance, our State police. So in New England, we started
a regional State police training school. It seems to me that the Fed-
eral legislation could do the same thing, where we could have a train-
ing area for those closely associated with these problems that arise
under, from discrimination; if we could have it, it could be for a
certain limited time, say a week or 2 weeks. And there we would send
these social workers who just are brand new to this environment, deal-
ing with people who have been in ghettoes and just do not understand
that if you tell them "there is a job available 8 miles away, you cap
join a car pool and go there." They cannot understand that. People
involved with it could be our businessmen who say, "Our doors are
open, but no one will come in to take a job."

Or they could be with the politicians who are involved. And I
think if the Federal Government could encourage this type of regional
setup, in our particular section of the country, it would be very
helpful.

Senator JAVITS. That is, the training and orientation in problems
related to these people?

Governor CHAFEE. I think so; yes.
Senator JAVITS. That you think ought to be partially financed by

the Federal Government
Governor CHAFEE. It is a way of the Federal Government giving an

inducement to it. In all of these programs, the Federal Government
starts off inducing States to take an action, and before you know it,
the States see the virtue of it, if there is virtue in' it, and then generally
follow up with the financing itself.

Senator JAVITS. Do'you think your State would cooperate n a joint
Federal-State effort, of that character .

Governor CHAEEE. We definitely do.

860
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Senator JAvrrs. I notice on page 9 of your statement, there is a
reference to a regional program. Is this the regional program you
just testified to?

Governor CHAFEE. Yes, this is the regional approach I was talking
to.

Senator JAVITr. Well, you speak of the fact that Community Rela-
tions Service sent somebody into a particular area in order to deal
with the problem of having people move out of the Negro ghetto in
Providence, and that he did some work, but the was forbidden, you say,
by Federal policy from sharing the results of his conversations with
you. How would you change Federal law or policy to deal with the
situation you faced?

Governor CHAFEE. Well, actually, these were two different exam-
ples. The man-we could not get the man to help us from the Fed-
eral Government on the gretto policy, who would move out. We
'could not get that man to come because under the Federal program,
this was a little different than they were used to dealing with. They
have a national policy, and this regional or State difference could not
be fitted into their program.

We did have this man come who made a survey in another area. He
reported back that he could not tell us what he had learned. That
seemed a little foolish to us. I just do not know what Federal rule or
regulation he was supported by, was invoking.

Senator JAVITS. Will you be good enough to write me a letter and
ask that question, giving me the specific details, and I will find out?

Governor CHAFEE. Fine. I certainly will.
Senator JAv TS. The problem, of course, is that under the commun-

ity relations statute, what they learn is confidential. But whether or
not any effort should be made to give the State authorities the benefit
of their findings is a question I shall look into.

Governor, one other thing. I noticed the chairman asked you about
women on juries. Do you find anything in title II of this bill which
would involve a charge of discrimination against one who voluntarily
relinquishes the opportunity to serve on a jury?

Governor CHAFEE. I do not. That is where I differed from his in-
terpretation. The chairman's interpretation seemed to be that each
jury, as I understood it, must include people from very varied back-
grounds. It seemed to me that if these people were on the jury, in the
jury box, or on the jury list, available to be chosen, and were not chosen
or voluntarily declined, then it would seem to me that title II would
have been taken care of.

Senator JAVITs. Now, Governor, do you have ;any concern about the
constitutionality of the antidiscrimination in housing section?

Governor CHIAFEE. Well, this constitutionality business has certainly
been widely argued. I was listening to the testimony before, talking
about a house not being in interstate commerce. I do not know how a
restaurant is in interstate commerce. Legislation has already gone
into that area. I do not propose to be an expert, a constitutional ex-
pert, of which there are several around who end up with different
views on what is constitutional and what is not. I do not see any
constitutional problems od it.

Senator JAVITS. Do you think, as a Governor of a State, that Federal
legislation is both desirable and necessary in this field ?

861
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Governor CHAFEB. Well, it seems to me to be necessary. I wish that
it were not. I wish-I would prefer it if each of the States would take
action by themselves. I am not a big government man. Unfortu-
nately, they do not seem to be taking such action, and in the absence
of such action, it would seem that the legislation were necessary.

Senator JAVITS. Now, as a Governor responsible for law and order
in your home community, do you believe that the passage of laws and
the honest effort to enforce them related to the struggle against dis-
crimination on racial, color, and religious grounds is an element en-
abling you better to keep the public order, or the reverse?

Governor CHAFEE. The passage of such legislation is helpful to us.
As I indicated and there is no question about that, as I indicated in
my testimony, I would hope that such legislation would not merely be
antidiscrimination, but that it would go beyond this and wrestle with
the whole package of problems.

I just saw a news article the other day, and I did not see the entire
text of it, in which you yourself proposed some sort of legislation
along this line. You talked about a Marshall plan, as it were, to attack
this whole problem, which involves basically the Negroes. That
seemed to me to be much more positive and more helpful in the long
run than strictly antidiscrimination legislation.

Senator JAVITS. In other words, we need the antidiscrimination leg-
islation, you will agree with that, but we also need to open up the op-
portunities of a century of neglect and repression through special
training, helpful financing, and providing the necessary facilities,
which have been denied, in effect, to Negroes and to other minorities,
but mainly to Negroes, for a century?

Governor CHAFEE. I agree.
I would just like to make one final point, if I might, Mr. Chairman.

Whereas I pointed out in this testimony that passage of open occu-
pancy legislation affects only a very few of our Negroes, it affects
only those who are financially able to take advantage of it and who
have had the training and background to take advantage of such laws,
however, the virtue of it is that by one of the leaders taking advantage
of it, it awakens hope and aspirations within the others, that if so-
and-so, a leading member of their group, can go out and get a house
in a fine suburb, maybe there is some hope for them. So it sets forth
a chain reaction, we hope, which will encourage not only the effort
to get better housing, but everything that comes with it, the need for,
desire for better education, the need for more savings, working for
better skills, and all that.

Senator JAVITS. You are also for some effective program to make
up for the disadvantages and handicaps of a century?

Governor CHAFEE. I am, something with some real imagination,
very similar to that you yourself proposed, along the lines of the
Marshall plan.

Senator JAVITS. Thank you very much, Governor..
Now, counsel for the committee has a question. .
Mr. AUTnY. Thank you Senator. I believe the chairman, in this

colloquy with you concerning women on juries, mentioned section
9-9-11 of the Rhode Island Code which states that women in certain
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courthouses are automatically excluded from jury service in the dis-
cretion of the jury commissioner.

(Sec. 9-9-11 follows:)
SERVICE OF WOMEN ON JURIES.--Whenever the jury commissioner shall de

termine that the accommodations and facilities of the superior courthouse in
any county are such as to allow of the service of women as jurors, he shall cer-
tify such fact to the secretary of state, and shall include women in the drawings
made by him from the cities in such county and shall also direct the town council
of each town in such county through the town clerk thereof, to include in the list
of persons qualified to serve as jurors, required by the provisions of this chapter,
the names of all women over twenty-five (25) years of age who are qualified
electors of such town, except such as would be exempted from service under the
provisions of subsections 9-.-9 and 9-9-4, and the women whose names are
included in such list shall be l!.ble to serve as jurors in the superior court fot
such county, provided, however, that any women whose name appears on such list
who is unable or unwilling to serve as a juror, and shall so notify, over her
signature, the jury commissioner or officer who summons her, shall be excused
from such service.

Mr. ATTRY. Governor, would you like to identify your associates
for the record

Governor CHAFEE. Yes, sir.
This is Prof. Barry Marks, who is chairman of our commission

against discrimination in the State of Rhode Island.
This is Mr. Arthur L. Hardge, who is executive secretary of the

commission against discrimination.
Mr. AtrnY. Thank you, Governor.
On page 2 of your statement, you indicate that there are certain

exemptions, three or four exemptions, I believe, to the coverage of the
Rhode Island law. Would you advocate those exemptions in Fed-
eral legislation?

Governor CHA'EE. I would, myself, advocate the exemption that
applies to rooms in a roominghouse. I also feel that there should
be the exemption of an apartment in at least a two-family house which
is owner-occupied. That is an exemption-we go a little further at
home; we have three-family owner-occupied house. Such an exemp-
tion would be all right with me. I certainly would have the two-
family.

Mr. AUTRYn. Thank you, Governor.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator JAVIT. Governor, do you have any comments on any other

aspect of the bill; for example, the right of the person discriminated
against to sue and recover fees-that is, his cost of suit--if he suc-
ceeds in the suit?

Governor CHAFEE. Well, those are provisions that I will be frank
to say I think go pretty far.

Senator JAvITS. They worry you? And you prefer a commission
type of administration

Governor CIHAFEE. We ourselves do not have as yet the injunctive
provisions. But in our experience, the injunctive provisions would
seem to be necessary. All we can do now is investigate, but if the
house has been rented to somebody else in the meanwhile, it is just too
bad. I must say, we have never thought of going as far as this bill
does with the collection of attorney's fees, the provision about mental
suffering, is it? Mental pain and suffering. I think those go pretty
far .
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Senator JAVITS. Is there any other comment, Governor, you wish
to make on the bill?

Governor CHAFEE. No. I thank you very much for inviting me
down, and I would hope the committee would give some considera-
tion to these points I did raise, which are not specifically concerned
with the bill but are concerned with the whole discrimination problem.

Senator JAVITS. Thank you very much, Governor. We appreciate
your testimony. It has been very constructive, very helpful, and
will help us greatly in our deliberations.

The subcommittee will stand in recess until 2:30.
(Whereupon, at 1 p.m., the subcommittee recessed until 2:30 p.m.,

the same day.)
AFTERNOON SESSION

Senator ERVIN (presiding). The subcommittee will come to order.
Counsel will call the first witness.
Mr. AUTRY. Mr. Chairman, the first witness this afternoon is John

Stemmons, vice chairman of the Legislative Committee of the Texas
Real Estate Association, Austin, Tex.

Mr. Stemmons' appearance here has been scheduled at the reqi ; of
Senator Tower.

Mr. Stemmons, if you would please identify your associates for the
record.

STATEMENT OF JOHN M. STEMMONS, VICE CHAIRMAN, LEGISLA-
TIVE COMMITTEE, TEXAS REAL ESTATE ASSOCIATION; ACCOM-
PANIED BY H. W. BAHNMANN, PRESIDENT, TEXAS REAL ESTATE
ASSOCIATION; GEORGE A. McCANSE, PAST PRESIDENT, TEXAS
REAL ESTATE ASSOCIATION; AND VINCENT 3. SCHMITT, PAST
PRESIDENT, TEXAS REAL ESTATE ASSOCIATION

Mr. STEMMfONS. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am
John M. Stemmons, of Dallas, Tex., a member of and representing the
Texas Real Estate Association, an organization of real estate people
numbering over 10,000 in the State of Texas.

With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I will present my associates:
Mr. H. W. Bahnmann, from Harlingen, Tex., who is president of the
association; Mr. George McCanse, from Houston Tex., who is a past
president of the association; and Mr. Vincent Schmitt, from Texas
City, Tex., who also is a past president of the association.

We appear here, Mr. Chairman, in opposition to title IV of Senate
bill 3296. We contend that government should not deny, limit, or
abridge, directly or indirectly, the fundamental right of every person
to sell, lease, or rent real property.

Our country has become and remained great because we have held
highest two great principles: the inviolateness of the right of the
individual and the right to hold private property. There are, of
course, limits to all rights. No man is entitled to create a panic which
might bring about a calamity such as screaming "fire" in the public
theater, and no man cap have the right to use of his property to the
great detriment of his neighbors. We contend the bill unqer con-
sideration does not deal with those problems. |
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It is our solemn belief that the individual American property owner,
regardless of race, color, or creed, must be allowed, under law, to
retain the right of privacy; the right to choose his own friends; the
right to own and enjoy property; the right to occupy and dispose of
property without governmental interference; the right of all equally
to enjoy property without interference by laws giving special privilege
to any group or groups; the right to contract with a real estate broker
or other representative of his choice and to authorize him to act for
him according to his instructions; the right to determine the accept-
ability and desirability of any prospective buyer or tenant of his
property; the right of every American to choose who in his opinion
are congenial tenants in any property he owns-to maintain the sta-
bility and security of his income; the right to enjoy the freedom to
accept, reject, negotiate, or not negotiate with others. Loss of these
rights diminishes personal freedom and creates a springboard for
further erosion of liberty.

This country has been a melting pot where ethnic groups have
developed competence, stature, and respect by their deeds, not by
legislation. We urge you to defeat this vicious bill which would rob
us of our birthright.

We appreciate the opportunity to appear before your committee and
if there are any questions that you hav6, we would, of course, endeavor
to answer them.

Senator ERvIN. If I interpret the testimony of the Attorney Gen-
eral right, and the Attorney General -speaks for the administration,
the purpose of the bill is to promote what the administration conceives
to be the welfare of nonwhites. Do you think there is any justification
for depriving 190 million people of their basic rights of private
property for the benefit of any group of Americans ?

Mr. STEMONS. Mr. Chairman, I do not feel that the Negro has any
more right than the white man has. I do not feel that the Catholic
has any more right than the Protestant has. I think that such legis-
lation as has been proposed here will take away these rights and
create literally a Gestapo that would impinge upon every right that
we as free people have.

Senator EnvIN. Is it not true that, when you pass legislation for the
benefit of certain groups of our population, you are destroying rather
than promoting equality ?

Mr. STEMMONS. You are destroying the freedom, sir, in my opinion.
Senator EnvIN. Do you not agree with me that the most precious

value of civilization is freedom?
Mr. STEMMONS. I do, sir.
Senator EnvIN. And this bill would give some Americans the right

to compel unwilling owners to sell and rent property to them contrary
to the owners wishes.

Mr. SrTEmiiNs. Mr. Chairman, it would boomerang against all
Americans.

Senator ERVIN. Now, for example, this bill says that no owner
can discriminate against any person in the sale or rental of property
on the basis of race or national origin or religion. Now, I wish you
would tell me what is inherently wrong for a member of the Jewish
faith, who owns a house in the midst of a residential community, in-
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habited by other members of the Jewish faith, to decide that he
would rather sell that dwelling to a member of his own faith, rather
than a member'of some other faith? What is inherently wrong in
a man having that privilege ?

Mr. STE1ItoNs. There is nothing inherently wrong with it. It is
his privilege, sir.

Senator .ERVIN. There is nothing inherently wrong with it. Yet
'under title IV, if that man exercised a perfectly natural preference
for a member of his own religion over a person of another religion or
no religion, he could be subject to a lawsuit in which he could be as-
sessed an unlimited amount of damages, could he not ?

Mr. STEnoNs. Yes, sir. I do not think Mr. Chairman, that I
should be forced to live next to an Episcopalian if T do not want to
live next to one, or an Englishman or a Chinaman or a Negro.

Senator ERVIN. Certainly no iman ought to be given the legal right
to compel you to sell your property to him if you do not want to sell
it to him.

Mr. STEMMONS. Certlinly not. It takes away my birthright.
Senator ERVIN. Do you not think the right of private property is

an inherent right that the Americans have, in the sense that, if you do
not have the right to private property, you have no method of enjoy-
ing your other rights?

Mr. STEM oNs. This is correct, sir.
Senator ERVIN. N )w, in my State, we have several churches which

have erected at their own expense, or by use of contributions of their
members, homes for the aged members of their denominations, par-
ticularly for their retired ministers. Under this bill, if some atheist
or a Communist who did not belong to those churches wanted to, he
could make these churches rent him an apartment in those buildings,
could he not?

Mr. STEMMONs. Yes, sir, by the provision of the establishment of
the-I call it the Gestapo under the Attorney General.

Senator ERvIN. Now, on what kind of basis should the Government
of the United States assume the power of saying to people of a par-
ticular faith that "you are not going to be permitted to rent your
property to members of your faith when your property was con-
structed with that purpose in view"?

Mr. STrEMMON. There is no basis.
Senator ERVIN. Can you think of anything that will do more to

destroy the freedom of the American people than the provisions of
this law?

Mr. SrTEMMONS. I think the enactment of this bill would take away
our freedom and our birthright.

Senator EnvIN. I have to answer a rollcall. I will be back just
as quickly as I cap make a trip to the Senate floor and back. In
the meantinie, counsel would like to ask a couple of questions?

Mr. Au'inT . Mr. Stemmons, there is in the bill, as you probably
know, a prohibition against discrimination in what is called "multi-
ple-listing services. Do you use "multiple-listing" services in Texas?
I think we need to defile this for the record.

Mr. STEMMONk . Well, I am generally' familiar with it.' Primar-
ily, my business in the real estate business is that of a land developer;
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therefore, I am not a member of a multiple listing service, though
there are multiple listing services in most of the cities of Texas.
The niultiple listing service is an agency of the profession itself
wherein there is pooled the listings, primarily on iesidenitial prop-
erty, so that there can be a better exposure of this property to people
who would be interested in buying it.

Mr. AUTRY. Thank you, sir. I think that will be most helpful to
the subcommittee.

You say you are a land developer. Is that about the same as a
home builder?

Mr. STEMMENS. Counsel, I actually am an industrial land developer.
Most of my work is industrial land development in Dallas, Tex.

Mr. AurY. Thank you.
Senator EnrVN. On behalf of the subcommittee, Mr. Stemmons,

I want to thank you for making your appearance here and giving
us the benefit of your views on tlis bill.

Mr. STEMMONS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We appreciate, very
much, your many courtesies, sir.

Mr. AUTRY. Mr. Chairman, the next witness for today is Mr. W. B.
Hicks, Jr., executive secretary of the Liberty Lobby, Washington,
D.C.

STATEMENT OF W. B. HICKS, JR., EXECUTIVE SECRETARY,
LIBERTY LOBBY, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. HICKs. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am
W. B. Hicks, Jr., executive secretary of Liberty Lobby. I am here
to present the views of our board of policy, in the name of the 175,000
subscribers to our monthly legislative report, Liberty Letter.

Liberty Lobby is opposed to so-called civil rights laws'-at least,
we do not believe that such legislation is good-primarilybecause this
type of legislation is doing more harm to peaceful relations between
the races than all the prejudices and bigotries of the people. These
laws are having the cumulative effect of establishing massive and
dangerous illusions in the minds of the American people, black a:nd
white alike.

With the passage of each new civil rights lawv, white Americans
feel less and less responsble for the welfare of their less fortunate
colored neighbors; and more and more convinced that the special. prio-
tections contained in these laws constitute, in fact, special privileges'
for one class of Americans. Black Americans, on the other hand,
seem to suffer from the illusion that, somehow, the mere passag of
a new law is going to create a whole new world of comfort, affluence,.
and satisfaction of the desire not to be too obviously different from
other people.

It is here that the danger lies in this kind of legislation, because,
when it becomes apparent to all that this kind of law cannot roduce
the results that the Negro desires, the black American is going ti be
the most frustrated of all human beings, and, the white American,
who has passed one law after another in an effort to satisfy those de-
sires, is going to be coinpletely unsympathetic with tle Negro at the-
time when sympathy will be most needed.
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In sum, a civil rights law can have a negative effect on the minds
of the American people, but it cannot change their minds in a posi-
tive way, or increase the power of their minds to cope with the prob-
lems of life. But it can increase the power of the police to control
and interfere with the daily lives of Americans of all races, and this
is the second general objective of Liberty Lobby to so-called civil rights
laws.

Liberty Lobby's specific objections to this year's civil rights pro-
posals are:

1. Title I: This title of the bill purports to forbid any discrimina-
tion in Federal court jury selection, but actuaiiy requires prospective
jurors to give information on race, sex, and religion for entry on
records that could be used to accomplish any kind of discrimination
desired by the Federal jury officials. Certainly, this is a law that is
more likely to be used for jury "packing" than to avoid discrimina-
tion. We urge this committee to recommend against that part of title
I which provides for the recording of such information.

Senator EnvIN. If you will pardon me for interrupting, what busi-
ness is it of the Federal Government what the religion ofa particular
juror is?

Mr. HIK:s. Sir, I can think of no business that the Federal Govern-
ment has with this information, but I can certainly think of possible
monkey business that might go on if they have it, and that is exactly
the reason why we recommend that such information not be made
available to jury officials.

2. Title II: This is a law which admits of just about any inter-
pretation that one chooses to give to the phrase "undue discretion to
determine" juror qualifications. Obviously, it can be used for politi-
cal reasons to prevent the establishment of so-called blue ribbon juries
in cases where political interests and politicians are involved. Lib-
erty Lobby points out that such cases happen to be one of the most
common instances of the use of blue ribbon juries. Furthermore, it
is highly unlikely that such a law will accomplish much racial balance
in juries sitting on racial cases, since juror challenges for cause are
not touched by the law. Again, as in most civil rights laws, much
is promised and expected, but little is changed except, as in this case,
another precious right of local government is lost.

3. Title III: Liberty Lobby feels that the courts of the Nation are
already open to any legitimate complainant under existing law, and
that the powers granted the Attdney General under this title are not
needed.

4. Title IV: Liberty Lobby feels that title IV is not only quite
unconstitutional on the face of it; but we believe that this title will do
much to set back race relations in America. A distinguished member
of our board of policy, Dr. Alfred Avins, has written the following
statement of our objections to title IV.

Implicit in antidiscrimination legislation in housing is the "conflict
between 'reserved private rights such as freedom of association and
nonassociation, and nondiscrimination.' " The traditional rights of
freedom of choice and association, long thought so inviolate as not to
require formal embodiment in constitutional or statutory guarantees,
have now been evaporated by the preemption of laws passed without
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adequate consideration of the fact that the rights they create must
necessarily infringe on the freedom of others, by subjecting them to the
exercise of those rights by minority groups.

This statement will deal with the proper identification of those
rights, the premises on which they are based, and the persons to
whom they properly belong. In so doing, it is hoped that the preser-
vation of these rights may be secured against their prospective demise.
[Reading:]

II. FREEDOM OF ENTERPRISE AND PUBLIC UTILITY REGULATION

A. The right to choose customers
The Federal and State due process clauses, which protect liberty and property

from govermnental deprivation, and meaningless gestures without the underlying
assumption of an American economic norm by which yardstick governmental
intrusion into private business can be measured. It could hardly be contended
the; Ihe word "property" in constitutional phraseology comprehends only goods
intended for personal consumption-that the due process clause goes no farther
than prohibiting government from giving one man's toothbrush to his neighbor.
If that is all the protection the Constitution affords, Americans are no better off
than Soviet citizens who are also protected in personal consumption property.

The American economic norm, ingrained through centuries of legal develop-
ment, has been a free enterprise system, characterized by private ownership
and control over property, a free competitive market, and only such govern-
mental control or regulation as is made necessary by distortions in the free
market. The whole philosophy of our antitrust laws is based on the economic
norm of free competition; without such a norm they would be absurd.

A necessary corollary of a free market is the right to choose one's customers
free from government dictation. The Fourth Circuit has declared:

"Absent conspiracy or monopolization, a seller engaged in a private business
pnay normally refuse to deal with a buyer for any reason or with no reason
whatever."

The United States Supreme Court has consistently upheld the right to refuse
to sell when the right has been attacked.

The entire assumption in our economic structure, that economic needs can
best be fulfilled by sellers and buyers froe to deal with each other, ia set at
naught when government dictates a choice to either.

B. Public utility regulation
The main characteristics of a public utility is that the public may demand the

service as a right. An industry may be closely regulated and yet not be a public
utility if it can choose its customers. The true hallmark of public utility is
that everyone is entitled to the service without arbitrary discrimination. It is
this duty to serve any applicant on equal terms without unreasonable discrimina-
tions which constitutes the main difference between public utilities and all other
businesses. Accordingly, assuming that discrimination in tenant or vendee selec-
tion based on race, creed, color, or national origin is arbitrary, it nevertheless
follows that an anti-discrimination law converts private dwellings in particular,
and the housing industry as a whole, into public utilities.

The United States Supreme Court has repeatedly held that "the state could
not, by mere legislative flat... convert (private business) into a public utility...
for that would be taking private property for public use without just compen-
sation, which no state can do consistently with the due process of law clause of
the 14th Amendment." Since anti-discrimination legislation in housing attempts
to impose the obligations of public utilities on private businesses, it is
unconstitutional.

IT. POLICE POWER AND PROPERTY RIGHTS

A. Police power and market distrtions
Those few decisions which uphold anti-discrimination legislation as against

due process arguments rely on/a series of generalized cliches about the use of the
police power, as "one of the least limitable of government powers."

Traditional exercises of the police power fall into two major categories. The
first consists of regulating property so that its use does not injure the health or
safety of others, or destroy their use of their own property.
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The concept that no person can use his property in such a way as to diminish
the health, safety, or use of property of others is basic to any orderly society.
Anti-discrimination legislation has no relevance to such enactments since it is not
the use but the failure to convey the property which is restricted. No attempt
has ever been made to support such legislation on this ground; any such attempt
would be frivolous.

The other class of cases involves state legislation which was passed to correct
deleterious social or economic conditions arising from a distortion in the normal
free competitive market, resulting in an inequality in bargaining power and hence
the inability of individuals to obtain the benefits of a free competitive market.

The earliest examples of such laws were public utility regulations. Since utili-
ties are by nature monopolies, they represent a permanent distortion of a com-
petitive market norm, and hence justify permanent economic regulation.

Finally where a temporary economic condition, such as war or depression, dis-
torts the normal economic market, the police power permits the state to correct
dislocations produced by this condition through temporary legislation which goes
no farther than the minimum needed to correct the condition, and lasts no longer
than the temporary emergency.

In this connection, rent control is of particular significance because several
of the cases which uphold antidiscrimination legislation in housing rely strongly
on this precedent. However, rent control is emergency legislation designed to
deal with a temporary market imbalance. As Mr. Justice Holmes put it:

Tie regulation is put and justified only as a temporary measure * * .* A
limit in time to tide over a passing trouble, well may justify a law thLt could
not be upheld as a permanent change.

Anti-riiscrhination legislation is, of course, nowhere predicated on, or drafted
to last for, any purported emergency. Aside from Negro housing, no one has
seriously contended that any shortage of housing exists for other groups who
are just as much entitled to use the law as Negroes. A look at the New York
experience, where the first anti-discrimination law in private housing was
passed, shows how utterly baseless is the claim that this legislation is needed
to assure good housing to any other segment of the population. Yet the law
covers them also.
B. Negro housing needs

Those courts which have done any more than enthuse on how un-American
racial or religious discrimination is have totally ignored the alleged need to
ban such discrimination against anyone else but Negroes. Instead, they have
justified this sweeping legislation on asserted Negro housing needs. We can
therefore assume that this constitutes a concession, sub silento, that the statute
is unconstitutional as applied to anyone else, and turn to the law as if it singled
out Negroes for protection.

As has been noted above, statutes correcting inequalities in bargaining posi-
tion and thus restoring a normal competitive market have been upheld as appro-
priate exercises of the police power. However, the mere fact that the state
may have a limited interest at some period in time in the correction of a distor-
tion caused by an absence of a normal market does not give it the power to
regulate the whole area indefinitely as to both time and people.

Applying these principles to Negro housing, one would expect to find the
following limitations to make the statute valid:

(1) The Negro who sought to use the law in fact needed housing,
(2) At the same time and place the law was in effect, a shortage of Negro

housing did in fact exist, similar to the shortage producing rent control,
and that this shortage did in fact distort a normal competitive market.

(3) Government could find no way consistent with the constitution other
than regulation to alleviate the shortage and restore normal market condi-
tions.

(4) The regulation was reasonably calculated to restore normal market
conditions. An examination of the typical anti-discrimination law in hous-
ing shows that it lacks all four of the above attributes.

First, such legislation does not require that the Negro complainant need the
housing. The lower-rent housing, into. which Negroes. who need housing fall,
the shortage of apartments prevents anti-discrimination legislation from being
effective because there are enough white applicants to fill all vacancies, -
while in luxury housing, the small number of Negroes who can afford such
accommodations can also afford to have new living quarters built for them.
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Since anti-discrimination laws in private housing operate In actuality only
in higher rent apartments where there are more vacancies than applicants, only
a relatively small percentage of Negroes who are in the upper income brackets
and can afford to apply are benefited by them. It is these very people, moreover,
who can afford to build new Negro housing. Hence, the small Negro minority
which these laws benefit is precisely the group not in need of them to secure
good housing. In short, this legislation is pro bono social climbers and nothing
more. Invoking such laws for their benefit is like enforcing minimum wage
legislation for Elizabeth Taylor.

Secondly, anti-discrimination legislation is nowhere limited to places where
Negro housing is in short supply, nor is it limited to periods of time during
which such shortage exists. The cases simply assume the existence of a short-
age, and commentators on both sides have followed suit.

The result of Negro housing gains in the last decade is to make the claim of a
Negro housing shortage a myth in many areas and a fading problem elsewhere.
If these gains continue at' their present rate, the alleged shortage will become
fiction in a relatively short time. Like emergency rent control, anti-discrimina-
tion legislation in housing is invall eeu ethe..-emergency is over, and a
normal market has been establish n many areas.

Thirdly, regulation is not only way to alleviate what shortage exists. In
fact, it is the leapt efllfie4. The average Negro needs a house, 't a law suit

States can supply housing by building public housing projects foiM.ow income
Negroes who cannot afford other dwellings, by eiicoqraging private elders to
build non-white houiihg through.tax qbatemen mortgage reinsurance, aud other
assistance, and probably most impoftant, by eating a business climate \which
encourages private building forwNegroes. Elinmination of restrictions defined
to promote integration, suchr(s the ban On newspaper, 4dvertis lents that idi-
cate that housing is for Negroes, would eli bybrriitting build rs fQr Negioes
to reach their market more dlirttly. -'r

Fourthly, anti-discrimination legisl inbousin is not onlyk calculated to
restore normal bargaining conditions, t/as a whole father distort them. This
is because it ip both ineffectual in add il to the total efo housing supply, anUt
creates a number of gr ve, built-i alhin tfative a u es in be g enforced.
To demonstrate the probe em, w~-jny cag toe. to he-New York expe-
rience, which has the oldest anti-disn iiniftlon (m, Ldons and laws in housing
in the country \ '.I It

Three yeariago, this a thor pointe out th ' llTowi facts:
When the law (New Yo k City anti- scrit nftip fd.dinat birst went into

effect * * * the City Commission on IntegrjoutReltions, the administrative
body charged with administration of this ordinance, received an Annual appro-
priation of $358, 50. A year later, oply 27 complai were 4dJusted t1 the
satisfaction of th complainant or the Oommissipn, for total cost per dwelling
unit obtained via te anti-discrimination law of over $1 ,000: With this Aoney
the city could virt ly have built each of the complaints his own a rtment
or house.

IV. OOMPU ORY INTPERATION AND FREEDOM OF C01OICE

A. Integration as the motive for anti-discrimination law
The asserted justification for i laws as good hatl laws ci stand

close scrutiny because it is not in fact"theer4ri"Totivating reas nu; only
their ostensible excuse. The evidence is overwhelming that anti-dis nation
laws in housing are motivated by the desire to promote compulsory integration:

The attitude of leading Negro proponents of anti-discrimination legislation
and of Negro organizations against proposals for good Negro housing unless
it was integrated is well known. Their willingness to sacrifice housing for
integration is a matter of record. However, probably the most significant
evidence that anti-discrimination legislationI is really designed to promote
integration comes from New York, which had instituted integration policies
in housing at the time such legislation was passed, and pursues them with a
single-minded purpose.

The New York City Housing Authority admitted keeping an average of at
least 60 apartments in public housing in Negro areas vacant rather than rent
them to waiting Negroes in order to obtain whites to better integrate them.

_I
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This resulted in a rental loss, in one reported project alone, of $115,000 in less
than a year. .

It was further reported:
Housing authority officials have conceded that advantages might be given

to members of one racial group over those of another in renting a particular
apartment in a particular project. But, they have argued, without this policy,
projects in certain areas would be tenanted predominately by members of one
racial group * * * "Our program * * *" William Reid, Chairman of the Au.
thority, said * * * "is a positive program designed to * * * bring about true
integration."
B. Compulsory integration as a negation of freedom of choice

The notion that government can subject people to experiences such as inte-
S gration to vaccinate them with ideas like it can vaccinate them with medicine

must seem a little raw even to the most devoted adherents of an all-powerful
state. True,.mass brain-washing is not unknown in modern times. In varying
degrees, it has been used, and sometimes with remarkable success, in Nazi
Germany, Fascist Italy, Communist Russia, and Communist China. But such
seeds seem unable to flourish in the soil of non-totalitarian states, where many
people are of the view that government has no business meddling with what
is in the minds of people.

Senator EnvIN. As a matter of fact, is not this housing section a
thought control bill in its ultimate analysis?

Mr. HICKS. Yes, sir; that is exactly the way Liberty Lobby has
presented it.

Senator EnRVN. It is to try to compel people not to think of matters
of race or matters of religion or matters of national origin when they
sell or rent housing

Mr. HIOKS. It is an attempt-
Senator EnvIN. And it punishes people not for what they do but

for what they think, in opposition to Government edict.
Mr. HICKS. Well, to the extent that their thoughts are reflected in

their outwardly expressed attitudes, it punishes them for thinking,
yes, sir. It is an attempt to enforce the biblical injunction to love one's
neighbor. That is what it is, and we can see it as nothing more or
less than that.

Senator ERVIN. The bill does not condemn an external act, but it
condemns the thought which a man has in his mind at the time the
external act is done?

Mr. HICKs. That is right, sir. That goes throughout this bill, not
just title IV. But when I get to title V, this question of motivation
is at the heart of this bill, very definitely.

Senator ERVIN. Yes. That is the reason I say it is an effort on the
part of Government by the compulsion of law to make people think
like the Government would like them to think, instead of like they may
naturally think.

Mr. HICKs. Well, I think we have some evidence to that effect a
little further on here in the statement. I do not recall exactly.

In a democracy, people make up their own minds. It is a basic
premise that "freedom of the individual in and under a democracy
has implicit in it, as an absolute, the freedom of association."

When faced with the fact that antidiscrimination legislation col-
lides head on with freedom of choice, advocates of compulsory inte-
gration lose their glib self-assurance and begin to equivocate by trying
to find excuses as to why such right should not be considered. These
excuses, examined seriatim, are hardly convincing.
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The first such argument is moral preachment. A recent case de-
clared:

The private ownership of private property free of unreasonable restriction
upon the control thereof, is truly a part of our way of life, but on the other hand,
we as a people do hold firmly to the philosophy that all men are created equal.
Indeed, discrimination against any individual here on account of race, color,
or religion is antagonistic to fundamental tenets of our form of government and
of the God in who we place our trust.

This was a court decision.
It is clear that the only antidote to such a visceral reaction is a theo-

logical brief. Research of old cases is only a fruitless road to unneces-
sary eyestrain. The possibility that Government could enact through
penal sanctions whom one shall associate with or talk to is just as
absurd as the notion that it could enforce through positive law good
table manners or the Boy Sco..LCode .Uhe intrusion of particular
sectarian religious doctrmeinto the statutetoals which the above
case would sanction iSin alarming innovation for' naation of such
diverse customs, idg , and ideals.

Another line o 'attack is the assertion that the exercise f freedom
of choice so asfo discriminat- 'b d pn etlni grounds l ks a ra-
tional basis. /o begin with, thi contention isrrevelant. t is no
more persuasive than would be the contention that freedom of r igion
should be abolished riless the wors ipp* ucoild sci entifically d on-
strate that, his mode of worshi - a rational fun ation, or that
freedom qf speech should be e KiaL, units the speer could rst
prove that his thoughts shou heard, o tt the eight to listen
to the radio station which on , ant should t be pe itted ess
lie hearer can demo strate th h gpt e, or that ght to ch se
one's friends should be curt i ed unl et rson can show that is
choice is rational as a matt f soci science The transferrin of
choice froln the indi iduallo o er t 'eal m of personality
is the essence of a totlitriian poli a. #(

The short of the matter is that, for,all of its fancy trimming and
wrappings, law banning discrimination i housing is, an is n-
tended to be, law compelling people o integra ewho do nt desire
to do so. To t s treat human beings as che pieces, to b noved at
the will or whim others who would like to plan their liv for them,
is as flagrant a vio ion of basic human rights and dii ty as can be
found in the worst to itarian system ever devise Moreover, such
integration for the sake egration ove obvio; objections
of the people being integrated is violative of fihy'onstitu-
tional rights. To hold otherwise is to reduce fundar4nal human
rights to the level of norms which can be'changed at each passing fad
or fancy in social engineering by self-appointed planners for the lives
of others.

All the fancy phrases of "democratic living," "fair housing open
occupancy," and "equality" cannot substitute for the denial of tle
right of freedom of association. Infringement of this right makes
antidiscrimination legislation in hoiiisng violative of fundamental
liberties.

5. Title V: Mi. Chairman Liberty L6bby believes that title V of this
act is a prime example of all that is bad in "civil rights" legislation.
With the passage of this title of the act, the vast majority of Ameri-
cans are going to believe that at last there will be an end o the sensa-
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tional violence that results from "civil rights" activities in the South,
This title is being presented by its proponents as a "law to protect
civil rights workers -no more and no less.

Mr. Chairman, this is no mere "law to protect civil rights workers."
It is more than that. It is much less.

First, it is much less, because it is so dependent on a determination
of the exact motive that led to the criminal act. In the case of the
murdered' Mrs. Liuzzo, for example, if the defense could establish that
the murderers did not know who the victim was, it could argue that
none of the motives specified in this title could apply to the crime-
that Mrs. Liuzzo was murdered simply because she was a white woman
in intimate association with a black man. As we read this title, such
a motive is not covered by the act, and a conviction under this law
could not take place.

Even with the passage of this title, there will continue to be acts
of violence committed in which a conviction is utterly impossible be-
cause of the necessity of proving motive "beyond a shadow of a doubt."
This, in turn, is going to lead to increased feelings of pure frustration
and disappointment with a law that promised so much, arid yet can
deliver no more than human beings are capable of delivering. You
cannot legislate into being an ability to read the human heart and
mind. Yet, that is necessary if you are to fulfill 'the promise of this
proposed title.

And this title is much more than a "law to protect civil rights work-
ers." This is an act to create an entire new criminal code for enforce-
ment by the Attorney General as he sees fit. Far more than "civil
rights" is involved in title V.

jFor example, the Supreme Court of California has declared, in the
case of Mulkey v. Retmann, that so-called "fair housing" is .a con-
stitutional right. What good will it do this Congress to decide that
title IV of this act should not pass, when it is quite probable, that if
the U.S. Supreme Court upholds the California court, then under sec-
tion 501 (a) (5) of title V, "fair housing" can be enforced by the At-
torney General as though title IV had passed, but with even harsher
penalties

And what are the union members of the Nation going to think of
title V when it is applied to enforce the right of anyone, whether or
not a member of the union, to the privilege of union membership ? The
possibility for abuse of title V is real and sure. Liberty Lobby feels
that it should not be passed.

Thank you.
Senator ERVIN. Is it not well recognized that, under the first amend-

ment, the American people have a right to freedom of association
Mr. HICKS. I have always thought so, sir, but I am not a constitu-

tional expert.
Senator ERvIN. Does not this law undertake to annul the right of

freedom of association by compelling the association on the part of
people who may not be killing to associate with each other ?

Mr. HicKS. Yes, sir, titles IV and V both do this.
Senator ERVIN. We have in North Carolina a very distinguished

Negro who was one of the founders of the largest insurance companies
that operated and grew among the meners of that race, and he ha l

I, ~ .
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said on occasion that if a man wants to drink from a cool spring on
top of a mountain, he must climb to the top of the mountain to do so.
Is not one of the defects in this so-called civil rights bill 'the fact
that it will impart in politicians, also very sincere people as well as
politicians and in the minds of people of the minority rece, w convic-
tion tlNt they can h&ave their way legislated into social and economic
ind other heavens? ,

Mr. HICKS. Exactly. This is the most dangerous aspect of civil
rights legislation.

Senator ERVIi. A person who takes the position that any group
of men or any race can legislate. their way to the top of the mountain
without climbing up there, is either fooling himself or trying to fool
somebody else, is he not ?

Mr. HIcxs. Yes, sir.
Senator ERviT. And the truth of it is that men of any race can only

make a position for themselves in society by their own self-exertion
and their own efforts, and there is no other way. There is no way
that the Government can transport them to such positions, is there?

Mr. H1Ios. Only when it does. so at the expense of someone else.
There have been persons in and out of government who have gotten rich
through government, yes, sir; but only by virtue of taking it away
from someone else.

Senator ERvIN. The American government as we now know it was
founded upon the idea that all men should stand equal before the
law is that not true

Mr. HICKs. As I understand it; yes, sir,
Senator EnvI. And bills of this nature, which are passed for the

benefit of one segment of our society, destroy instead of promoting
equality, in that they give certain special privileges to one group of
people at the expense of the rights of other people. Is that not true?

Mr. HICKs. Yes, sir; and I would like to call your attention to an
aspect of this statement that is found in title V, wherein we find the
attempt to create a new Federal criminal code which overlooks many
of the more common criminal acts 6f people. In other words, there
are many criminal acts such as rape, robbery, purse snatching, that are
not covered by this title and yet there are many, many people who
would dearly love to see it possible for the FBI to be called in
instantly on an interracial rape, for example. But that is not covered
by this title.

Senator ERVIN. Well, the truth of it is that this title indicates that
the Federal Government is not too much concerned about crimes in
general, no matter how atrocious they may be, but only crimes actuated
by a certain motive.

Mr. HICKS. And only when certain people have this mental intent.
In other words, I feel that many crimes committed on whites by Ne-
groes are also racial crimes, but they are not covered by this title.

Senator ERVIN. Now, is it not true that, under title V, motivation is
the primary ingredient rather than external acts?

Mr. HICKs. Yes, sir. In fact, this is the major fault that we find
with this whole section, that it depends so much upon proof of motiva-
tion, and this is our point/that you cannot legislate into a judge's mind
or a jury's mind the ability to discern what is the true intent or moti-
vating purpose behind the act of a person who commits a crime.
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There are many persons, I am sure, who have committed atrocious
racial crimes in the South about whom none of the motivations herein
outlined would apply. I named the Liuzzo case as an example, where
it is quite likely that Mrs. Liuzzo was not murdered because she was
attempting to register voters, but was murdered simply because she
was there with a Negro. Yet that is not covered in this title at all.

Senator EnvIN. And under title V the accused would have to be ac-
quitted no matter how atrocious the offense was, if the particular stat-
utory motivation did not exist

Mr. HICKs. Well, not being a legal expert, sir, I cannot say with
great certainly, but I believe that is the case.

Senator EnvIN. Yes. Well, what you said about the nature of these
provisions calls to mind something in the Scriptures. As I recall they
say that man judges by outward appearances, but God looketh upon
the heart. Title V would make the guilt of the man depend upon the
condition of the heart rather than external things, would it not?

Mr. HIcKS. Yes, sir, and it is this attempt of man to play God-
God says, love thy neighbor, so now man is saying, love thy neighbor.
And if you do not have love in your heart for your neighbor man is
going to punish you for it. This is the whole principle behind these
bills.

Senator ERVIN. And it is a very difficult thing for man to be able to
judge the contents of another man's mind or another man's heart, is it
not? . .

Mr. HIOKS. History shows that every time a people has attempted to
play God, they have ended up on their face.

Senator ERVIN. On behalf of the subcommittee, I thank you for
your appearance here in expressing the views of Liberty Lobby in
respect to this pending legislation.

We will recess until 10:30 Friday morning.
Thank you.
Mr. HicKs. Thank you. ,
(Whereupon, at 3:45 p.m., the subcommittee was in recess, to recon-

vene on Friday, June 24,1966, at 10:30 a.m.)

w*

\ ' * * i
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FRIDAY, JUNE 24, 1966

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS

OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 2 p.m., in room 2228,
New Senate Office Building, Senator Sam J. Ervin, Jr., presiding.

Present: Senator Ervin (presiding).
Also present: George Autry, chief counsel and staff director; Hous-

ton Groome, Lawrence M. Baskir and Lewis W. Evans, counsel; and
Rufus Edmisten, research assistant.

SSenator EnvIN. The subcommittee will come to order. Counsel will
call the first witness.

Mr. AUTRY. The first witness is Mr. G. V. Viele, president of the
Wisconsin Realtors Association. His appearance was scheduled at the
request of Senator Proxmire and Senator Nelson.

Would you identify for the record the gentlemen accompanying you.

STATEMENT OF G. R, VIELE, PRESIDENT, WISCONSIN REALTORS
ASSOCIATION, MADISON, WIS.; ACCOMPANIED BY EARL A.
ESPESETH, PRESIDENT-ELECT AND CHAIRMAN OF THE LEGIS-
LATIVE COMMITTEE; AND DARWIN SCOON, EXECUTIVE VICE
PRESIDENT

Mr. VIELE. Mr. Darwin B. Scoon, executive vice president of the
Wisconsin Realtors Association of Madison, Wis., and Earl Espeseth
the president-elect of the Wisconsin Realtors Association, also of
Madison.

Senator ERVIN. Gentlemen, on behalf of the subcommittee I want to
thank you for making your appearance and giving the subcommittee
the benefit of your views on title IV.

Mr. VIELE. Thank you for the opportunity.
Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, my name is G. R.

"Bob"' Viele and I am a realtor doing business in Wausau, Wis. I
have been a licensed real estate broker for over 16 years. As presi-
dent of the Wisconsin Realtors Association, I convened a special meet-
ing of our board of directors for the purpose of ascertaining their
position regarding title IV of S. 3296.

I have a unanimous authorization from our directors who represent
30 boards and 2,178 members to appear here today in opposition to
title IV of S. 3296. /
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Wisconsin has a so-called fair housing law. It was passed by our
legislature in the fall of 1965 and signed by the Governor December
19 1965.

n that fair housing law, Wisconsin legislators took a different ap-
proach than the one mdicated in title IV of S. 3296 by stating that
"It is the intent of this act to render unlawful discrimination in house.
ing where the sale, rental or lease of the housing constitutes a busi-
ness." While the business of housing is not defined, the legislators
gave partial recognition to the human right of a property owner to sell
and rent to persons of his own choosing by exempting single family
dwellings up through four unit dwellings if one of the units is owner
occupied.

We feel the legislature compromised the right of a person to the
peaceful enjoyment of his property by labeling dwellings as "a busi-
ness." Nevertheless, the exemption is recognition of the proposition
that basic to personal liberty, is each man's right in private life to
accept, reject, associate with or disassociate from his fellow men.
Further recognition of this principle is contained in the State law by
the exemption of roominghouses where the building is occupied by the
owner and single rooms are rented to four or less individuals.

I think it is important to emphasize that Wisconsin, in passing this
restrictive legislation, recognized that homeowners do have inalienable
rights.

Discrimination is obviously a matter of conscience. This legisla-
tion, in essence, is an attempt at conscience control. We feel that
conscience cannot be "legislated." We don't see how any government
can legislate morality unless the convictions of its citizens are in agree
ment with the moral issue involved. The Volstead Act is a good
example of that.

In Wisconsin churchmen were in the forefront in advocating forced
housing laws. We posed this question to them:

Does your leadership for, and advocacy of, forced occupancy laws come from
a sense of frustration because of your inability to inspire your congregations
to accept voluntarily open housing policies?

In other words, having failed in the pulpit do you now seek to impose your
point of view on your congregations and all other through harsh repressive
legislative measures? What basis have you for believing that a law will sue-
ceed where your leadership failed?

If we are considering moral issues, where should the burden of proof
be? According to the legislation in question, the burden of proof
rests on the defendant-homeown~e and the homeowner is guilty until
he can prove his innocence. Let me illustrate: If a member of a
minority group complains that hle was refused housing, the pre-
sumption is that the refusal is based on religion, race, otk national
origin. The defendant homeowner must then prov6 that he refused
to rent for a reason other than race, religion or national origin; and
there are other reasons for refusing--ack of finances, children, pets,
and so forth.

At this point someone would have to make a determination, or a
guess, as to what the defendant homeowner was thinking when the
refusal took place. Hiw could anyone evaluate i state of mind ? How
would you try to answer this problem ? The proposed legislation asks
others to do so. ' j
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This bill purports to make the courts experts in the field of finances.
Quite an assignment. To do so they would have to consider many fac-
tors. Involved in the price of a house is (1) the credit rating of the
buyer; (2) the amount of downpayment; (3) the availability of
money to lend. The proposed bill authorizes the courts, in effect, to
determine rates of interest, terms and conditions of sale or rental, land
contracts, and mortgages, and all of this must necessarily relate back
to the lender's state of mind. And there we go again; the real reason
for refusal to rent, sell, or lend is always difficult to prove (or to sup-
port by concrete evidence) other than the defendant homeowner's
statement; because a state of mind is highly subjective and influenced
by so many factors.

Earlier, I mentioned existing legislation. What affect has it had?
Wisconsin's housing law, in effect since December 19,19965, has pro-
duced six complaints despite a vigorous program of solicitation. Five
have been dismissed for lack of evidence. One is still in question. A
program which has produced one complaint, on which no decision has
been reached, is a poor record. It suggests that there is a less than
overwhelming need for housing laws? The overwhelming thought
is that thousands of Wisconsin taxpayer dollars have been spent to
produce one complaint.

Proponents of housing laws assume that the main reason minorities
do not move into other areas is because of discrimination. We claim
this is the "big lie" that is being perpetrated on the American public.

In fact, however, the paucity of complaints apparently stems from
the lack of an active demand from members of minority groups for
integrated housing.

We make this statement because-
1. An overwhelming percent of our realtors have never had a

member of a minority group ask for service.
2. Most selling homeowners have never had a member of a

minority group even look at their home with a view to buying it.
8. Several years ago the Federal Housing Authority and the

Veterans' Administration in Metropolitan Milwaukee had over
400 homes to which they had acquired title. Most of them in all-
white neighborhoods. Virtually none of these homes were sold to
members of a minority group even though the terms of financing
were superior to the terms available from private lenders. And
this, in spite of the fact that civil rights leaders were fully
informed of their availability.

4. The housing division of the Milwaukee Committee for Equal
Opportunity acquired 268 listings on properties which were avail-
able in all areas of Milwaukee to anyone. The program was dis-
continued because only four families had been placed during the
2 years the program was in effect.

Let's turn from Milwaukee to our second largest city. Madison,
Wis., has had a housing law for several years. In that time there
has been no apparent change in housing patterns in that city.

What about "forced morality" legislation in other States? Has
there been a general movement toward integrated neighborhoods in
those States where forced housing laws are in effect We under-
stand not. And certainly in Wisconsin there has been no discernable
change.
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How do you explain the foregoing? We feel that:
1. The most obvious reason is lack of purchasing power by members

of minority groups.
2. Many of those who are able to finance a home purchase in a

white neighborhood do not do so because-
(a) Fear of an unfriendly neighborhood situation.
(b) Fear of loss in value (don't forget these are the people

* who have 'acquired economic stability. They are smart and
knowledgeable people who won't waste their money on poor in.
vestment).

(c) Many minority families really don't want to move away
from friends and relatives. Ethnic groups have characteristi-
cally throughout the American history lived together in group-
ings. Housing legislation in now way encourages a family to
be a looker, nor does it induce real estate brokers to actively
recruit potential buyers among minority groups.

Since there has been little or no activity as a result of existing legis-
lation, let's ask thei'eal question: What are we trying to legislate,
fair housing, or integration ? In Wisconsin is it a problem of ade-

Squate housing for minority groups? Antidiscrimination in housing
legislation seems unconcerned with housing for minority groups. The
emphasis is apparently on compulsory integration.

Integration exists in a neighborhood up to the moment the last
nonminority group resident departs from that neighborhood. It fol-
lows, therefore, that you can achieve integration only through legis-
lation controlling the movement of people. This poses, the absurd
question: If I want to move from an integrated neighborhood, must
I find a white buyer for my property ?

Nowhere in the proposed bill is there any provision concerning the
good faith of the person who asks about the availability of property
for rent or sale. (See clipping printed at end of statement.) In Wis-
consin we call it testing, otherwise known as entrapment. Title IV is
so written as to put the defendant homeowner at the mercy of the
unscrupulous rabble-rouser.

What actions have we realtors taken in order to help minority
groups finding housing? In view of the claim that minority groups
in Wisconsin were unable to find suitable housing, two separate com-
mittees were set up by boards of realtors-one in Milwaukee, the
biggest city of Wisconsin and the other in Madison, the second largest.
Public announcements were madd that these committees would help
a member of any minority group find housing. In Madison there were
no applicants. In Milwaukee there were 12 or 14 applicants, all of
them white, all with large families.

In December 1964 hearings were held by the industrial commission
concerning opportunities for housing for members of a minority
group. These hearings clearly developed the thesis that housing was
available to members of a minority group who had.the economic means
to pay the rent or purchase price and in the neighborhood of their
selection. True the precise house or apartment was not always avail-
able. The one across the street equally priced and equally adequate
was.
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Let me reiterate: In Wisconsin there has been no demonstrated
need for forced housing legislation either prior to or subsequent to the
passage of Wisconsin's housing law.

Proponents of such forced housing argue that the lack of complaints
is brought about by homeowners and landlords fear of the punitive
provisions of the law. On the contrary, the reason is that actual cases
of outright discrimination are the exception rather than the rule. It
would indeed be tragic if fundamental rights of private property
ownership were swept aside by a law making it in effect a Federal
offense to exercise freedom of contract and freedom of choice in de-
termining with whom one may execute a sale or rental contract

We strongly urge that you eliminate title IV from the pending bill.
(The supplement to Mr. Viele's statement follows:)

I[From the Milwaukee Star, July 10, 1065]

ABOUND MADISON

(By Larry Saunders)

HOUSING IN MADISON

'Old-timers will probably say that Madison has a housing problem. I'm sure
there is some truth to the statement. But, when landlords read the equal oppor*
tunlty law, and realize that this law protects both landlord and tenant, then
fears should disappear.

I personally made some inquires. I tried three areas in different parts of the
-city-westside, eastside and southside. On the eastside and westside the response
was very good. I had no problems.

I used a real estate concern to work for me on the southside. The agent never
showed up, and never called me back, But, two out of three is a vast improve-
ment over a few years ago. Which proves laws do change many people's ideas.

I say all this to say. If you want a job done-be it apartment hunting or job
hunting-do it yourself. Learn to stand on your own two feet. You will be
much more respected.

Senator EnRIN. I read an editorial in a leading newspaper of the
country some time ago 0hich stated in substance that, in our solicitude
for the welfare of so-called minority groups, our thinking was be-
coming twisted to the point where there are many people who consider
minority groups have rights superior to the majority. Do you not
think this is rather queer thinking?

Mr. VELE. Yes, sir; I would agree with you.
Senator ERVIN. Has it not been your observation that particular

ethnic groups prefer to live in residential neighborhoods with other
members of the same ethnic group ?

Mr. VIELE. Yes, sir. And we do have this in our area. We have
entire little villages that are ethnical groups. For instance we have
several little cities that are predominantly Polish, or predominantly
German Lutherans or predominantly German Catholc.

Senator EnvIN. This is a result of quite a natural instinct on the
part of people-that people find other people with similar cultures and
similar ethnic origin more congenial to live among than people of
different ethnic groups aiid different ideas ?

Mr. VIELE. Yes, sir; we also find that where we have the Amish
buying farms in areas in )Visconsin. They wish to group together.

Senator EnvIN. You have given us a very illuminating r6sum6 of
What has happened under the so-called fair housing law in Wisconsin.
How is that fair housing law administered ?
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Mr. ScooN. It is administered by the industrial division, a division
of the industrial conunission. It is by a panel.

Senator ERVIN. And they have employees, do they not
Mr. ScooN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. When the law went into effect, I imagine a great

deal of notoriety was given to the fact that it had been passed.
Mr. ScooN. Yes, sir. A colored man was hired to head up the

division.
Senator ERVIN. And undoubtedly it has cost the State of Wisconsin

a great deal of money to set up the machinery to administer the law.
Mr. ScooN. Something in excess of $50,000.
Senator ERVIN. In excess of $50,000. I believe you stated there

have been five complaints filed ?
Mr. ScooN. Six complaints in 6 months.
Senator ERVIN. And five of the complaints have been rejected as un-

supported by the evidence?
Mr. ScooN. Yes, sir.
Senator ERVIN. And the other one has not yet been determined?
Mr. SoooN. That is correct, sir.
Senator Enviw. Don't you believe, Mr. Viele, that one of the most

fundamental rights of human beings is the right to acquire property,
end to use that property as they see fit, and to sell that property to
whom they please, or rent it to whom they please.

IMr. VIEL. Yes, sir; I believe that very deeply.
Senator ERVIN. Don't you think it is a departure from the American

dream of freedom to propose that the Federal Government should
deny 190 million people the right to'sell or lease their property to
whom they please?

Mr. VIEL. I believe this very deeply. I believe this is the thing
that made this country great-the right to hold property the way you
wish.

Senator ERVIN. I assume in Wisconsin, as it is in most States, that
your laws require that a contract relating to the sale of real property,
to be enforcible, shall be in writing, signed by the party that is seek-
ing to enforce the contract ,

Mr. VIELx. Yes, sir. All of our agreements in Wisconsin relative
to real estate must be in writing.

Senator ERVIN. Is it not your belief that was put in the law in order
to furnish stability to real estate titles and make it certain what the
terms of the contracts were with respect to real estate

Mr. VIELE. I think Mr. Scoon niight be able to answer that better.
Mr. ScooN. That is correct. 'It is spelled out in our statute of

fraud
Senator ERVIN. Now, if this title IV were enacted into law,'it would

to all practical intents and purposes nullify the wisdom that prompted
the passage of State laws requiring contracts relating to real estate to
be in writing.

Mr. ScooN. It would depart; that is right, sir. ,
Senator ERVIN. It would introduce chaos into this field by making

controversies concerning real estate dependent upon oral testimony,
would it not? .

Mr. ScooN. Yes, sir; it would. .In addition to that, the authority to
issue injunctive relief for specific perfotinance would add to the un-
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certainty with regard to the status of the property and the transfer
of it.

Senator EnvIN. Are you a member of the bar ?
Mr. ScooN. Yes, sir.
Senator ERviN. Title IV, authorizes a court to grant any re-

lief that the court deems appropriate, is that not out of harmony with
general rules of law that the relief which one is entitled to is defined
by the law itself, rather than by the will of the court?

Mr. ScooN. Yes, sir. That is my understanding. It is in derogation
of the common law.

Senator ERVIN. And under the power to issue injunctions, the court
could nullify the bargains made between the seller and the purchaser
by granting an injunction to preclude the carrying out of those con-
tracts, although they might be in writing and in conformance with the
law of Wisconsin or any other State where the property is located.

Mr. ScooN. I believe that is a proper conclusion to be drawn; yes, sir.
Senator ERVIN. Can you imagine any more serious inroads on the

right of freedom of Americans than to pass a law and let the coercive
power of law be used to determine who shall purchase property or
reside in certain communities, instead of allowing those matters to be
settled by the consent of the people in those communities

Mr. ScooN. We always thought that a good many people immigrated
to this country so that they could enjoy the right of property, and to
enjoy the fruits of the property which they have earned through their
own efforts,to hold and dispose of as they saw fit.,

Senator ERVIN. Would not this law be passed for the purpose of
giving a relatively small segment of the American population rights
superior to those of the great majority of Americans depriving the
great majority of Americans of the right of ownership of private
pro ert. . .
p r. CooN. If this type of legislation can be passed, where do we

stop ,
Senator ERVIN. I want to thaik you gentlemen for your appearance

here today, 'ind for giving the subcommittee the benefit of your views
on this most important title.

Mr. V1. a Thank you, sir.
Mr. AurTRY. Mr. Chairman, the nextt witness is Mr. John W. Duttori,

president of the Pennsylvania Realtors Association, whose appearance
is schediled at the reiqest of Senatoi Scott.

Senator tinviN. Mr. Duttbo, for the purpose of the i'or, ' would
you intrduce the geitlemein who accompanies you? ' .

STATEMENT OF JOt r . DtTO, PRESIDENT, PENNSYLVAIIA
REALTORS ASSOCIATION, iARUISBDRl , PA.; ACCOM~PA4fD BY
PAUL H. RITTLE, PRESIDENT, GREATER PITTSBURGH BOARD OF
REALTORS; .AI) WARREN *. MORGAN, COUNSEL, PE STISYL
VANIAREALTORS ASSOCIATION i

Mr. DvUromN. Thank you, Senator. On "my left is Watren G. Mor-
gan, counsel for the Pennsylvania Realtors Association. On my right
is Mr. Paul G. Rittle from Pittsburgh, president of the Greater Pitts-
burgh Board of Readtors. : : ,;
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Thank you, sir.
Senator ERVIN. On behalf of the subcommittee, I wish to thank all

of you gentlemen for making your appearance here for the purpose
of giving the Subcommittee your views on title IV.

Mr. DUrTON. It is our honor to be here, sir.
Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am John W.

Dutton, a realtor engaged in the business of real estate brokerage in
Wayne, Pa. I appear here today as president of the Pennsylvania
Realtors Association. Accompanying me are Warren G. Morgan,
Esq., the association's counsel, from Harrisburg, and Paul H. Rittle
of Pittsburgh, president of the Greater Pittsburgh Board of Realtors.
We wish to testify in opposition to title IV of S. 3296.

The Pennsylvania Realtors Association represents more than 3,500
relators engaged in the real estate profession. It consists of 49 mem-
ber boards from all parts of the State, and is affiliated with the Na.
tional Association of Real Estate Boards.

May I begin by saying that we share with many members of the
Congress a desire to find a meaningful solution to the problem of
"open occupancy" in housing. We believe that the future happiness
of our children, as well as the continued greatness of this country, in
no small way depend upon finding such a solution. In our considered
opinion title IV of S. 3296 will not provide the desired solution.

This legislation would unnecessarily and imprudently supersede
State and local ordinances governing fair housing in Pennsylvania.

In addition-as others who have preceded me have testified-this
legislation would supplant voluntary effort with naked compulsion.
It would inject Federal police powers into an area of private domain;
and would destroy tha prerequisite to the establishment of a binding
contract, mutual assent of both parties. /

In our judgment, title IV would retard rather than enhance the
progress that has been made in the general area of interracial rela-
tions in the State of Pennsylvania.

We would like to make it unmistakably clear that we do not oppose
open occupancy, or equal opportunity for all to obtain housing. We
believe that our association in Pennsylvania has demonstrated this
by the degree with which we have cooperated with the Pennsylvania
Human Relations Commission, which has been in operation since
1961.

We oppose the intervention of Federal power and force in private
relations and the use of legal compulsion to force a pattern of housing
that we believe can be accomplished only through education, mutual
understanding, and voluntary effort.

We are opposed to the use of Fed6ral power to force a contract be-
tween buyer and seller which, in the absence of such force, w6uld not
be executed. We can think of no proposal that is more destructive
of individual freedom and personal liberty than title IV.

We further believe that the enforcement of title IV would result
in confiscation of personal rights by the Federal Government.

It would deprive a property owner of his right to "freedom of con-
tract" and also, the traditional right to dispose of his property in
accordance with his own desires.

We are gravely concerned over the inequities which run through
this legislation. For example, allowing a'complainant the services of

!
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Federal attorneys, at no cost and with no financial responsibility, in-
vites flagrant misuse of the legal apparatus of tile Department of
Justice to harass and exploit property owners with all the taxpayers
bearing the cost.

The constitutional questions raised against this proposal have been
effectively dealt with by others much more competent in this field. We
will not touch on this area except to state that we share the opinion
that this proposal exceeds the powers granted the Congress by the
Constitution.

We believe it is necessary, however, to direct specific criticism to
the enforcement procedures set forth in title IV of the bill, and their
potential for gross injustice, harassment, and multiplicity of actions.
Section 406, which provides for suit by private persons through civil
actions in the U.S. district courts, demonstrates a striking disregard
for the rights of defendants. In addition to equitable remedies, a
prevailing plaintiff may recover punitive damages and compensation
for humiliation as well as mental pain and suffering, and counsel
fees. No provision whatsoever is made for a vindicated defendant
who, in addition to costs of the suit, may well have suffered sub-
stantial inconvenience and financial loss by reason of restraint, on the
fight to dispose of his property.

It is important to understand that apart from judicial restraint the
mere filing of a suit could well affect the stability of title to property,
so as to effectively inhibit disposition of the property during pendancy
of the suit.

Experience reveals that the subject matter of title IV generates ex.
tree emotional reactions by potential complainants. Even if we
choose to ignore the inherent possibilities of fraudulent claims to co-
erce settlements' the provisions of section 406 for court-appointed
counsel and exemption from fees and costs amounts to an open invita-
tion to irresponsible and unfounded suits. It would plce in the
hands of extremists a potent weapon for harassment of innocent prop-
erty owners.

We submit that the enforcement procedures of section 406 are un-
reasonable and contrary to traditional concepts of the administration
of justice.

Representing a State which has had a "Human Relations Act"
since 1961, we wish to state that our association at that time, as well
as today, opposed the enactment of such legislation. We believe that
this is moral legislation and that no law-State or Federal-will
achieve by force what can be attained only through education, under-
standing, and voluntary effort.

In the 5 years of its existence this State law has by no means
brought about open occupancy housing. On the contrary, we witness
almost daily innumerable threats of intimidation, designed to force
the property owner to submit to demands which are not even required
bythe law.
SWe feel that the injustices inherent in the proposed title IV are far

greater than those which flow from the Administration of our State
act.
.Without compromising our position, we would like to state for the

record that our members are complying with the State law, and many
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go much further than this in their cooperation with Pennsylvania's
Ruman Relations Commission.

We further oppose title IV on the grounds that its enactment would
have a devastating effect on voluntary neighborhood patterns. The
neighborhood is the basic pattern for the American way of life. It
brings together people because of common interests, congeniality, and
acceptance.

We believe that if there is any one factor basic to a neighborhood it
is the "pride of ownership." By depriving the property owner of his
freedom and contract, and injecting the use of force by Federal stat.
ute to compel him to sell to a buyer not of his own choosing, the Con.
gress, in enacting title IV would destroy this most important attribute
of private property ownership.

As we stated earlier, we share with the Congress the concern that an
appropriate solution to this problem must be found.

We believe that time-not force-will bring about an orderly
solution.

We urge the subcommittee to reject title IV.
I thank you, Mr. Chairman, and the members of the subcommittee,

for giving us this opportunity to appear before you today.
Senator ERvI. I would like to ask Mr. Morgan one or two questions.
Mr. MORGAN. Yes sir.
Senator ERVIN. Mr. Morgan, is it not your understanding that the

Constitution of the United States was drafted and ratified in order
to commit to the National Government the solution of national prob-
lems, and to leave to States and local governments the solution of local
problems?

Mr. MORGAN. That is emphatically my understanding.
Senator ERvIN. Can you imagine anything more local than real

estate and transactions relating to real estate within the borders of a
State?

Mr. MORGAN. I cannot, sir.
Senator ERVIN. Has it not always been a fundamental principle in

our law that the owner of real estate notonly has dominion over the
physical property itself, but also has certain rights which may be
called attributes of the right of property-namely, the right touse his
property as he sees fit, and the right to sell his property to whom he
pleases, and the right to lease his property to whom he pleases?

Mr. MonGAN. Tese ire'basic philosophies as far as I am concerned,
Senator.

Senator ERvNw. In additioi that hiisn't it been the basic philos-
ophy of our Government that the making of individual c6ntracts be-
tween individuals is a matter of regulation for State la& rather than,
Federal law? '
SMr. MORAN. Yes sir.
Senator ERVIN. Now, title IV of this bill would curtail to a very,

substantial degree the right of private property, would it not in that it
would deprive the owner of the right to determine to whom he should
sell his property or to whom he should 16ese his property ? '

Mr. MORGAN. Precisly--that is our objection..
Senator EnvrI. Ana by as doing it would destroy two of the great

attributes of private property, would it not:
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Mr. MORnAw. Yes, sir.
Senator ERVIN. And has it not been generally held throughout the

United States when you destroy or seriously outtail one of the attri-
butes of private property, you are taking private property without due
process of law u ' ,

Mr. MORGAN. That is my understanding of the law.
Senator ERViN. Now, the fifth amendment has a provision that no

private property shall be taken for public use without the payment of
]ust compensation. :

Is there not a fundamental principle of interpretation of a written
document, whether it is the Constitution or a statute o a contract,
that the expression of one thing is the exclusion of other things?

Mr. MORGAN. I think that is a proper statement of law, sirn
Senator ERviN. And would you not construe that provision of the

fifth amendment which I have summarized to exclude the idea that
there can be under any circumstances the taking of private property
for private use?

Mr. MORGAN. This is my construction.
Senator EnvIN. Now, isn't one of the fundamental objects of this

bill to take private property for private use? .:
. Mr. MORGAN. That is certainly my impression.

Senator ERVIN. Do you not think that in the practical operation of
this bill, that a person who htd property to sell or to lease, if he
wanted not to be involved in controversy and litigation, where a per-
son of his own race or a person of his own religion wanted to pur-
chase the property, and at person of another race or another religion
wanted to purchase the property on the same terms, would invari,
ably yield to the temptation to discriminate against the man
of his own race or his own religion in favor of the man of a different
race or different religion? That would be the only way he could
keep out of the danger of being involved in a lawsuit for an unlimited
amount of damages, is it not

Mr. MORGAN. I think this is of substantial concern.
Senator ERVIx. So you agree with me that legislation of this char-

acter is very well described as forced housing, because it does attempt
to force & man' to sell to persons other than his own race or own
religion in preference to those of his own race or religion?

Mr. MORGAN. We think that language is emitirely apt..
Senator ERvM. Now, hasn't it always been a principle of our law

that not only the title to real estate should be regulated, b the State
where the real estate is situated, but also that contracts relating to buch
real estate should also be regulated by the law of the Stat '

Mr. MORGAN. I personally regard thi as fundamental, , ' ,
Senator Emavni Anid does not thisstatute ithpair to very con-

siderable degree the right of people to make contracts, the freedom
of contract with respect to real estate? . :

Mr.Mo1OA~r. Thris is an ultimate concern.- .
Senator EtIN*k AAd itibolishes, ai Mr. Dutton so:well stated th6

th6oiy that cortraots relating to rel estate should be contracts made
by mutual consent of the parties?

Mr. MotoAN. Precisely .
Senatori EirN. ,(Can you think of any legislative proposal which

threatens morlitnjtiry to freedom than title IV?: '" : ,
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Mr. MORAN. Sir, I cannot. As a lawyer I am,shocked by the text
of this particular proposal . .

Senator EnviN. Mr. Dutton's statement pointed out I think very
well the fact that title IV would have a tendency to promote fraudu-
lent claims.

Is it not true that virtually all of the States of the Union, in an effort
to prevent fraudulent, claims concerning the title to real estate and
contracts'relating to the title of real estate, have statutes which are
called statutes of fraud? .
f: Mr. MoRiGAn . I am sure they all have.

SSenator; ERVIN.: These statutes provide that contracts relating t9
real estate should be in writing to be enforcible.

Mr. MoiqAN. Exactly.
Senator ERVIN. Would not title IV, if enacted into law, and upheld

by the courts, destroy the purpose for which these statutes were passe.
in all tle 50 ,States? ,

Mir. MORGAN. It introduces a whole new coricept in my judgment.
Senator ERVIN. Instead of having the requirement of written con-

;tracts where' title:to real estate is concerned, you would have all of
a man's earnings, savings, and everything else of that nature put in
jeopardy by a fraudulent claim of one party, who would merely orally
assert that he attempted to purchase a man's property, and the man
ief used to sell it to him on account of his race or religion ?

Mr. MORGAN. Precisely. It violates. historically tested precedent.
SSenator ERVIN. And under the remedial provisions of title IV, the

man would have a right to collect unlimited damages for mental
anguish and humiliation-the sky would be the limit.
1 Mr. Monaoi. That is our understanding.
Senator ERVIN, Now, do you not believe, as a member of the bar,

that procedure should be equally concerned with the rights, of plain-
tiffs and defendants . ... , :

Mr. MORGAN. I do, and we stated that objection in Mr. Dutton's re-
marks. .

SSenator .ERV. Yes, you stated it exceedingly well. Now, this law
ignores, that fundamental principle, and provides that the court can
appoint an attorney to represent the plaintiff, but there is no pro-
vision for an attorney to represent the defendant, is there ?

Mr. MORGAN. None that we can find, sir. .
SSenator, Eiv'., Aid;it also contains a provision that a prevailing

plaintiff; may recover counsel fees,:but the prevailing defendant may
not? . :

Mr. MooN. Inthe Comm6nwealth of Pennsylvania this is a
complete depature frmp,' precedent, . ; .:,
.Senator :EnvrN,, There Ais something in, the Scriptures saying; the

devil travels to. and fro seeking whom he nmay devour. i Don't you
think there may be some danger that.a small segment of the bar would
travel to and fro, to stir up litigation in which 'they. would hope to
have their fee.paid by the defendant whom they did not represent ',
, Mr. MOROAN. It;hasbeen. suggested that a small segment of tjerba
might be so inclined. y ; . ,,', , ;;

Senator EnvrI. Do you not consider that the best prmcple coi.
deiing counsel f fia' litigation is that tlMeawyer should lok:to his
own client for the payment of his fee, rat her4lthoahi adverary , ,:
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Mr. MonRAN. Very emphatically.
Senator ERVIN. Gentlemen, I want to thank you for a very clear

and lucid statement.
Mr. AUTRY. Gentlemen, I have just two questions.
Either Mr. Morgan or Mr. Dutton may reply.
As Mr. Dutton pointed out, the emphasis in Pennsylvania State law

is on conciliation. If there is a complaint you must proceed with con-
ciliation first with the Human Relations Commission. Is that correct?

Mr. MORGAN. Yes, that is so.
Mr. AuTRY. What would be the effect on Pennsylvania law if title

IV is passed as introduced. What happens? I suppose the com-
plainant would have his choice of forums.

Mr. MORGAN. As we examine these statutes, it appears that he could
proceed. under the Pennsylvania act, and obtain such remedy as he
might be awarded there, and then proceed under the Federal law for
damages. Of course under Pennsylvania law we do not have any pro-
vision for money awards.

Mr. AUTRY. No punitive damages in the Pennsylvania law.
Mr. MORGAN. Precisely.
Mr. AUTRY. And no damages for humiliation. So he could receive

the benefits of the conciliation portion of the Pennsylvania statute, and
then proceed to receive money damages through the Federal provision.

Mr. MORGAN. It appears that way from the language of 406-that
the money award is possibly in the alternative.

Mr. AUTY. Thank you.
The other question I wanted to ask you is this:
Section 403(c) prohibits "printing or publication, or causing to be

printed or published any notice, statement, or advertisement with re-
spect to the sale, rental, lease of a dwelling which indicates any prefer-
ence, discrimination, with relation to race, color, religion, or national
origin." Assume a Catholic family living near Duquesne put an ad-
vertisement in the paper merely stating "Catholic family has room to
rent for Duquesne student," what would be your interpretation of the
effect of that advertisement under this section ?

Mr. RrrrLE. According to your interpretation, it certainly would be
an implied preference, and certainly in violation of the written act
as it is, or the proposed act.

Mr. Au'TR. The defendant would be subject to all of the penalties
under Pennsylvania law and to additional penalties under the Federal
law; is that correct I

Mr. rrrmi. That is correct.
Mr. AumrY. That is all. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
Senator ERVIN. The hearing will recess until 10:30 Tuesday

morning.
(Whereupon, at 2:45 p.m. the committee recessed, to reconvene at

10:30 a.m., Tuesday, June 28, 1966.)
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TUESDAY, JUNE 28, 1966

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMIrrEE ON CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS

OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
Washington, D.O.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:35 a.m., in room
2228, New Senate Office Building, Senator Sam J. Ervin, Jr.,
presiding.

Present: Senators Ervin (presiding) and Javits.
Also present: George Autry. chief counsel and staff director; HIous-

ton Groome, Lawrence M. Baskir, and Lewis W. Evans, counsel; and
Rufus Edmisten, research assistant.

Senator ERVIN. The subcommittee will come to order.
Counsel will call the first witness.
Mr. AUTRY. Mr. Chairman the first witness is the Honorable Robert

C.'Byrd, Senator from West V irginia.
Senator ERVIN. On behalf of the subcommittee, Senator, I want to

welcome you to the hearing and express to you the gratitude of the
subcommittee for your appearance and the expression of your views.

STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT C. BYRD, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF WEST VIROINIA

Senator BYRD. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
I have a somewhat lengthy statement here. I shall iot take the

time of the committee to read all of the statement,'but I shall attempt
to touch the highlights and then I would ak that the entire statement
bi printed in the record.

Senator Envrm. Let the record show that the, entire statement will
be printed verbatim in the record following the Senatof's oral testi-
mony.

Senator BYRD. Mr. Chairman, I voted for the 195 Civil Rights
Act, the 1960 Civil Rights Act; and the 1962 resolution providing for
constitutional amendment to abolish the poll tax as a prerequisite for
oting in Federal elections.
I voted against the 1964 Civil Rights Act because, among othei'

things, it constituted, in my judgement, a serious and unconstitutional
invasion of property rights and opened the way, through the "black-

k" title VI of that act, for the ruthless withholding ofFederal funds
om States which ar6 reluctant to bdw to the Whims of Federal

ntfeaucrats. .
" Voted against the so-cled o Vohing Rights' Act of 1965, not be

Lii8e I would deny the constitutional rights of any qualified elector
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to vote, but because of my belief that article I! section 2, of the Fed-
eral Constitution, and article II, section 1, of the Federal Constitu-
tion and the 17th amendment to the Federal Constitution clearly em-
power the States to determine the qualifications of electors and there-
fore the Federal Congress lacks the power under the Constitution to
enact laws which have the effect of qualifying persons to vote who are
not otherwise qualified under State laws, to vote.

I have never doubted for one moment, and I have often so stated,
that the Supreme Court of the United States, as presently constituted
would uphold both the 1964 act and the 1965 act, but this did not, and
it does not now, change my opinion of the basic unconstitutionality of
both acts.

Senator ERVIN. If I may interject myself at this point with a ques-
tion which I think is directly pertinent to your statement, does not
the Constitution of the United States require each Senator to take an
oath or to make an affirmation that he will support the Constitution?

Senator BYrD. It does.
Senator ERVIN. And does not this oath, in your opinion, obligate

each Senator to determine for himself whether or not proposed legisla-
tion meets the requirements of the Constitution or violates those re,
quirements?

Senator BYRD. In my opinion, it does.
The Congress has now been asked by the President to enact the Ciyil

Rights Act of 1966, and it has been introduced in the Senate as S. 3296.
Title I of this act deals with the selection and assignment of jurors;

title II deals with discrimination in the selection of grand and petit
juries in State courts; title III is designed to further facilitate forced
integration in the schools and other public facilities; title IV is de-
signed to eliminate discrimination in housing; title V provides inew
and strengthened criminal penalties to protect Negroes and civil rights
workers; and title VI authorizes the necessary appropriations to imple-
ment the provisions of the bill.

As I have said on previous occasions, it is difficult to vote against
a bill carrying a civil rights title. We are all in favor of equal civil
rights under the Constitution, and a civil rights title carries with it an
aura of respect and humanitarianism that immediately, and almost
automatically and unequivocally, commands veneration and support.
put the title of "civil :rights" may be misleading insofar as thie substan-
tive provisions of a. legislative measure are .concerned., This Was
especially true in the case of the 1964 Civil Rights Act. . ,
; ,The so-called Civil Rights Act df 1966 is another example of a legis-
lative "wolf in sheep's clothing.' I refer to the measure as a 'so
called" Civil Rights Act for the simple reason that it is not truly a
civil iiglits act at all. It purports to insure and protect tle civil
rights of some people, but it would violate the constitutional and civil
rights of others. - As a matter of fact, it would violate the property
rhlits of all property owners, whatever the owners' race.

make particular ref rence.to title IV of the act, 4 icli some people
like to; call the "open housing" section but which can be more ~o
curately labeled, I think, the -"forced housing" section. f ever, there
a disturbing example .f, attempted governmental interference witi
property Ights in tlp Tmited Itates of .Aerica, tis action. of .th
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bill is, by any staiidard, such an example. I 'is so nmostlg iusly shock-

ing to the concept of true civil rights as to be outright; deltijve henl
it carries a civil rights label. This section does violence to every pj1i-.
ciple upon which the constitutional, legal, and national rights of prop-'
erty are based.

Now, there are those who argue that human rights are above prop-
erty rights, but the two are, in fact, inseparable. The right to own,
use manage, and dispose of real property is a profoundly basic human
right. This is a human iight which existed long before the Con-
stitution of the United States. The natural and inherent property.
rights of man were acknowledged by the eighth commandment ir. the
Decalogue, propounded on Mount Sinai: "Thou shalt not steal."

Gottfried Dietze, professor or political science at the Johns Hop-
kins University, in his book "In Defense of Property," says th. t: ,

The freedom of men consists of particular, specific rights or liberties. These
rights can be classified into two major categories, namely, the liberal rights'
to be free from coercion and the democratic rights to participate iii govern-
ment. Property rights, constituting a prominent part of the first group, are
superior to the rights of the latter group.

St. Augustine had this to say about property:
Whence does each possess what he does possess? Is it not human right? For

by divine right "the earth is the Lord's and the fullness thereof"; poor and rich
are supported by one and the same earth. But it is by human right he saith,
"This estate is mine, this house is mine, this slave is mine."

Sir Jolm Fortescue maintained that property existed prior to hu-
man law-a popular theory convenient for, limiting the claim of
government.

John Locke, who lived in the latter part of the 10th century, believed'
that property was one of the sacred trinity of natural rights. Locke.
maintained that private property is an institution of nature rather;
than an institution of men. He maintained that Adam and his
posterity were born with property rights but that political rights
evolved from agreements among men.

Sir William Blackstone, in the 18th century, wrote thusly:

SThere is nothing which so generally strikes the imagination, and engages the
affections of mankind, as the right of property; or that sole and despotic d-'
minion which one man claims and exercises over the external things of the
world, in total exclusion of the right of any other individual in the universe.

The Encyclopaedia Britannica of 1778-83 specified that every
Briton was endowed from birth with the three great and primary:
rights of "personal security, personal liberty, and private property.

James Madison's reference in the 10th Federalist paper to 'the di-
versity in the faculties' of men, from which, the rights of property
originate,'? and to the "different and unequal faculties of acquirin
property" from which the possession of different degrees and kinds of
property immediately results," are clearly Lockean.

In the American democrat, 1838, James'Fenimore Cooper spoke
of property as "the base of- all civilization," .and of the rights of
ownership as created by labor, human or animal, he said "the food
obtained by toil, cannot be taken, from, the; mouth of man, or beast
without doing violence to 6ne of the first of our natural rights."
I: fe, liberty and. property had been equally entitled to the; pro

tection of the English sovereign since King Jonm. ittachi :his, signa-,
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ture to the great charter "in the meadow which is called Runnymeade.
and life, liberty and property were, by the constitiitions of the recently
established governments equally entitled to the protection of those
governments. Man's life and his liberty could only be taken, if the
public good demanded it, after trial by jury. Likewise, a man could
be shorn of his property or his property rights only after proper
trial and just compensation. These three cardinal rights were co-
equal and riot one was subordinate to another.

Our constitutional forebears had great respect for property and
the rights of property owners, and the Constitution is replete with
provisions securing the rights which attach to property. The same
can be said with regard to the Bill of Rights, and in these first 10
amendments we find again that our forebears sought to protect not
only personal rights, but property rights as well.

In the 14th amendment, insofar as the supreme law of the land,
as written, was concerned, property rights were on a parity with
personal rights. Property rights as well as personal rights were
protected by due process. Unlawful seizure of either property or
person was prohibited. Litigants over property were entitled to trial
by jury as when the life or liberty of the litigants was involved.

Take away this basic human right-the right to own, use, manage,
and dispose of one's own property-and what will happen to American
free enterpiseS? What will happen to the individual American's
incentive to labor and save and build-for himself and his children?
What will happen to that basic concept of freedom, that one has a
moral and legal and natural right to enjoy the fruits of his own
just labors and the product of his own honest sweat ? What will have
become of the priceless concept, so clearly enunciated by Sir Edward
Coke, English jurist and political philosopher, "For a man's house
is his castle"? The concept had appeared earlier in various Latin
maximums, and the third and fourth amendments to the Federal Con-
stitution 'are concerned with this idea.

And if the Federal Government may interfere with the constitu-
tional, legal, and natural rights of the owner in the sale, lease, or
rental of real property, what will hinder an all-powerful Federal
Government from arrogating to itself the power, at some future time,
to control the terms of sale or the price of the rental? What will
hinder the Federal Government from arrogating to itself the power,
at some future time, to control the use and disposal of the house-
hold furnishings and other personal property of an towne6r

The gradual erosion of property rights which we have seen taking
place, unnoticed to some people, but at the advocacy of others, will
receive a massive impetus if title IV of this bill is enacted.

Title IV makes it unlawful for th6 owner of any building or land
used for residential purposes to refuse to sell, rent, or lease such dwell-
ing or land to any person if such refusal constitutes discrimination.
It will be:unlawful for the owner to publish any notice or advertise-
ment; with respect to the sale rental, or lease of dwelling, that in-
diates any preference or discrimination based dn race color religion,
or nationalforigin. It will also b6 unlawful for any bank, insurance
company, or other lending institution to deny loan to persons pply-
ing thetefo foi: the p p oseofpurchasing dwellings if such dbial
constitutes discrimination. ' '. . I .

/
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Senator EnvIN. If I may interrupt at this point Wfith a question,
you point out very correctly that, under title IV of the pending bill,
it will be unlawful for the owner to publish any notice or advertise-
ment with respect tothe sale, rental or lease of a dwelling that in-
dicates any preference or discrimination based on race, color, religion,
or national origin. But the question is this: If the Congress has the
power to prohibit advertisement, which is nothing in tho world but
the exercise of the right to freedom of speech, in this particular field,
what is there to prevent Congress from prohibiting free speech in
every other field ?

Senator BYRD. I see nothing, Mr. Chairman, to prohibit its doing
so. I believe that perhaps a little later, I do touch on this point in a
way to show that, under the commerce clause, while the Congress has
gone a long way-too far, in reality, in my judgment-there still is a
.bar under the commerce clause which would prevent the Congress, in
my judgment, from going this far, even.

Senator EnvIN. Some of the members of our Supreme Court say
that the right of freedom of speech is absolute and subject to no limi..
tation, and others say the right to freedom of speech is subject to only
a few limitations, such as that a man shall not commit libel and the
like. Now, to me it seems we have reached a tragic condition in this
Nation if Congress can prohibit advertisements of this nature. If the
Congress can do this, it can prohibit political advertisements and any
other form of freedom of speech.

Senator BYRD. Mr. Chairman, I share that viewpoint. I feel that
it would be unconstitutional for the Congress to enact this provision,
but I have not-I must say that I have been surprised in the past to
see Congress enact provisions, which, in mny judgment and in the udg-
ment of others who are far better constitutional lawyers than I ever
expect to be, and in the fact of past decisions of the Supreme Court,
are clearly unconstitutional. But even so, even though this title
would appear to fly in the face of the Constitution, I would not be sur-
prised, if the Congress shows the bad judgment to enact this bill, I
would not be surprised to see the Supreme Court of the United States,
as presently constituted, uphold the law.

Of course, instances of discrimination in the'refital and sale of prop-
erty based on religion or national origin are relatively rare, but these
terms have been included to make the legislation more palatable. Why
the legislation does not make it unlawful 'for property owners to dis-
criminate against elderly people or.against parelits with children has
not. been explained but one may conjecture that it is perhaps because
the elderly folks nd the large families have not yet taken to the
picket lines 'and have been noticeably absent from the sit-in and, thus
far have not threatened to riot. .

Any plaintiff, under this section of the bill may bring a civil action
in aU Sreourt, and the court may appoint at tofey forthe plain-
tiff and authorize commencement of the action without payment of
fees, cost6,orsecirity. ! Moreover the U.S. Attorney general may in-
tervene for or in the name of the United States if:h certifies tha the
action is or general public importance, with the United states: being
entitled to th same relief psif it institute the nation. The defend-
ant property owneti of course; wilhaye to furnish. his own attorney
and pit his own resources, be they great or small, against the all-pow-
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erful Federal Department of Justice and its lawyers whose salaries his
own taxes help to pay.

The court may grant such relief as it deems appropriate including
a temporary or permanent injunction, restraining order, or other
order, and it may award damages to the plaintiff including damages
for humiliation and mental pain and suffering, and up to $500 punitive
damages. The court may also allow a prevailing plaintiff a reasonable
attorney's.fee as part of the costs. No provision is made, however,
for allowing a prevailing defendant an attorney's fee as part of the
costs of successfully defending his case against an unjust charge. This
is inequitable, because if it is fair for the prevailing plaintiff to be
allowed an attorney's fee, it should 'be fair for the prevailing de-
fendant to be allowed an attorney's fee, and there is ample precedent.

I submit that this legislation is unconstitutional in that it is weighted
against the property owner, denying him the equal protection of the
law, and insofar as it constitute :overnmental interference with his
ownership, use, management, an1d reedom to dispose of his property,
it deprives him of property without due process and thus contravenes
the fifth amendment to the Federal Constitution.

I have not reached any decision as to the other sections of this bill,
but my study of the "forced housing" section convinces me that it is
an invasion of property rights, whether the property owner is white
'or nonwhite, and is thus unfair and unconstitutional.

I recognize that every man has a right to buy or rent property, but,
by the same token, the owner of property has an equal right to refuse
to sell or refuse to rent if he so chooses, and, in my judgment, he is
not dutybound to explain his reasons.

Christ admonished us to "love thy neighbor as thyself," but he did
not deny one's right to choose his associate or his neighbor. In this
.regard, it may also profit one to reflect upon Christ's parable of the
laborers hired for the vineyard, in which parable the householder, in
reference to his property, answered his critics by saying, "Is it not law-
ful for me to do what I will with mine own?"

If a man, white or Negro, of his own volition, wishes to sell dr rent
to a party of another color, that, in my judgment, is his prerogative,
and he cannot legally be prevented from so doing. But I do not be-
lieve that he should be under compulsion to do so, against his own
free will, by virtue of governmental constraints of any sort.

Mr. Chairman, I have cited a number of cases in the next several
pages which, in my judgment, clearly indicate that this title of the bill,
cannot be based upon the 14th amendment, nor can it be based upon
the commerce clause. I think it' would be clearly unconstitutional,
and I therefore have attempted sqoto state by citing the cases and
by quoting from the rulings therein.
SI shll mo e to page 18.

The Supreme Court has rot yet held that the 14th amendment in
anyway limits an owner's right to refuse to sell or lease a home or
apartment on racial grounds. It has n6t yet held that where a State
'or political subdivision exercises no element of coercion upon a home-
:t ner to discriminate, the homeowner is not free to discriminate with-
-out violating the provisions of the 14th amendment. The Court has
ilnot eve 'been able to tmhster a majority to hold that the 14th tamend-
* ' " ! 'r *

SI ,
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ment prohibits the owner of a restaurant or other place of public ac-
commodation from discriminating among customers on account of
race, which is a much easier conclusion to support. See Bell v. Mary.
land 378 U.S. 226 (1964).

To conclude that the 14th amendment, itself, does not prohibit the
homeowner from discriminating on account of race is not necessarily
to conclude that, in the exercise of its power to enforce the 14th amend-
ment, the Congress could not prohibit such discrimination. However
the Court has held, in the civil rights cases, to which I have previously
alluded in my statement-that the 14th amendment does not empower
the Congress to prohibit owners of inns, carriers and places of amuse.
ment from discriminating on account of race. Although Congress, in
1964, enacted new legislation prohibiting owners of certain inns,
restaurants, and places of amusement affecting commerce from dis-
criminating on account of race, basing the act in part on its power to
enforce the 14th amendment, the Court has held the legislation con-
stitutional on the basis of the commerce power. Two of the Justices
would have upheld the law on the basis of section 5 of the 14th
amendment.

To the extent that the Civil Rights cases, supra, would confine the
power of the Congress under section 5 of the 14th amendment to the
adoption of "appropriate legislation for correcting the effects of* * * prohibited State laws, and State acts, and thus to render them
effectually null, void, and innocuous," three Justices have indicated a
readiness to overrule it. (United States v. Guest, supra, opinion of
Mr. Justice Brennan, joined by the Chief Justice and Mr. Justice
Douglas, concurring in part and dissenting in part, slip opinion at 9.)
To the extent that the Civil Rights cases would be inconsistent with
the conclusion that "the specific languagee of section 5 empowers Con-
gress to enact laws punishing all conspiracies-with or without State
action-that interfere with 14th amendment rights" three additional
Justices have indicated a willingness to overrule it without specifically
naming it. (Id. concurring opinion of Mr. Justice Fortas slip opinion
at 2.) Can these three and three be put together to add up to a ma-
jority that would hold title IV to be a valid exercise of congressional
power under section 5 ? Not necessarily.
SLet us assume for a moment, what would seem to be, or at least about

to become a completely valid assumption, that section 5 does empower
Congress to enact laws punishing all conspiracies-with or witfmut
State action-that interfere with 14th amendment rights. Is the right
of a prospective home buyer not to have his purchase offer refused
m. account of his race such a right It has never been held to be and
the combined opinions in Guest, supra, would not seem to compel such
a conclusion..

SIn measuring the breadth of Federal power to be inferred from
the dictum, in guest, that section 5 of the 14th amendment "empowers
the Congress to enact laws punishing all conspiracies-with or with-
out State action-that interfere with 14th amendment rights" i
should 'be noted that the acts with which the Court was there concerned
were.con Riies carried ot in pat "by shooting Negroes; by beating
INegoe ykilipg N13rep's wwe actM Icle.r y i lan
the only question was whether the United States had made them; pun.
ishable or had the power to make them punishable by Federal law.
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To the extent that title IV prohibits the intimidation or coercion of a
mob attempting to prevent a Negro family from moving into a neigh-
borhood, th dicta in Guest would seem to indicate that the 14th
amendment is a sound constitutional basis for title IV. The acts
reached are clearly criminal and the only question is whether the Con-
gress has a concurrent jurisdiction with the States to punish them.
To the extent that title IV forbids an individual homeowner to refuse
to sell his h6me, or rent an apartment or room in it because of the race
of a prospective purchaser, there would seem to be a leap beyond the
dicta in Guest. Nothing in the 14th amendment makes the discrimi-
natory act of the homeowner in refusing to sell or rent on account of
race unlawful. Nothing in the 14th amendment, as it has been con-
strued until now, requires the State to make such discriminatory act
unlawful, What 14th amendment right would Congress be enforcing?

Attorney General Katzenbach argues persuasively that Federal
prohibition of discrimination in the sale or rental of housing is an
appropriate exercise of the power of Congress to enforce the 14th
amendment.

It may be Mr. Justice Harlan, in his concurring opinion in Peterson
v. Greenville, supra, and I think it worth repeating, who has given
the most eloquent answer to this argument:

Underlying the cases involving an alleged denial of equal protection by osten-
sibly private action is a clash of competing constitutional claias of a high order:
liberty and equality. Freedom of the individual to choose his associates or his
neighbors, to use and dispose of his property as he sees fit, to be arbitrary,
capricious, even unjust in his personal relations are things entitled to a large
measure of protection from governmental interference. This liberty would be
overridden, in the name of equality, if the strictures of the (14th) amendment
were applied to governmental and private action without distinction. Also
inherent in the concept of State action are values of federalism, a recognition-
that there are areas of private rights upon which Federal power should not lay
a heavy hand and which should more properly be left to the more pieclse instra-
ments of local authority.

There is not much doubt that title IV lays a heavy Federal hand
on areas of rights which had heretofore been considered private. It
admits no exceptions to its restrictions. The private religious home
which rents accommodations to the elderly of its faith would no
longer be able to exclude members of other faiths. The Swedish
Old Folks Home would be required to open its doors to the elderly
of other ancestries. The owner of a home who has fallen upon har
times and decides to rent a few rooms to tide him over would have his
choice of tenants circumscribed. 2'

If the Federal power can reach this far into individual private
lives, is there anythigto prev*ntittfrom reaching into private asso-
ciations--private clubs private schools, private organization's of any
kind?

'There would seeni t be little doubt, now, that the constitutional-
ity of legislation to enforce the 14th amendment will be mjiasured
by the test formulated by Mr. Justice Marshall in Mo Cllook v. MaVy-
znd,4 Wheat. 316, 420 (181i9).
Let the end be hggitimate, let t be. within the scope of the Constitution, an

all means Which are appropriate, which are plaibly adapted to that end, Which
ati not prohibited, but consist with the 14tter and spirit of the Constitution, are

. M ttCL - i
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The question to be answered by the Court, should title IV be en-
acted, would seem to be: "Is this law prohibited?" By the first
amendment prohibition against denials of the right to freedom of
association? By the fifth amendment prohibition against depriva-
tions of property without due process of law or against the taking of
property for public use without just compensation? By the ninth
amendment's recognition of the existence of rights retained by the
people, with the classical expression of one such right perhaps being
that "a man's home is his castle"? Or by the 10th amendment, which
is more than a State's rights amendment, reserving as it does those
"powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor
prohibited by it to the States, * * * to the States respectively or to
the people"?

Both precedent and reason would seem to answer a resounding
"Yes" to the question "Is this law prohibitive?"

It is clear that, under its commerce power, the Congress can pro-
hibit certain aspects of racial discrimination. It is also clear that
under the commerce power the Congress can regulate intrastate activ-
ities if they have a substantial effect upon commerce. The cases hold
that the commerce power can reach retailers whose sales are wholly
intrastate and only one-ninth of whose purchasers are made out of
State. Meat Cutters v. Fairlawn Meats, 853 U.S. 20 (1957). The
cases hold that Congress can reach a farmer who grows wheat on his
own farm for his own consumption even though the amount he grows
may be trivial. Wickard v. Filburn, 317 U.S. 111 (1942).

Is there really any activity which can be considered so local that
Congress cannot regulate it? Are the limitations on the commerce
power real or only theoretical

It is not too difficult to find some limits within the Constitution
itself. In Mabee v. White Plains Publishing Oo. 327 U.S. 178
(1946), it was shown that even a daily newspaper, whose out-of-State
circulation was only about one-half of 1 percent of its sales, could be
reached under the commerce power by way of the Fair Labor Stand-
ards Act. Suppose, however, Mr. Chairman, tha' ihstead of trying
to regulate the wages and hours of the newspaper's employees, Con-
gress tried to regulate its editorial policy. Suppose, for instance,
that there had been so much editorializing on automobile safety that
people stopped buying automobiles which in tuth, cause plant shut-
downs and threatened the entire economy of the Nation. Suppose
that Congress, after extensive hearings linking the economic depres-
sion to safety editorials decided that the only way to relieve unem-
ployment and get the Nation back on iti wheel w . to prohibit edi-
torials on automobile safety. Could this be a valid exercise of the
commerce power?

In addition to the question whether the rental of a room or the sale
of a house by its owner is a transaction so strictly local;that the Con-
gress cannot reach it under the commerce power, title IV, as presently
framed, presents questions akin to that posed by an attempt to reach
a newspaper's editorial policy under the commerce power. Does title
IV, by prohibiting a religious home frr6n discrimilati;n  on account
of race or religion in the disposition of its rooms, infringe upon the
first amendment right to free exercise of religion ;
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Does title IV, by permitting a court to order a mlan to sell his home,
on which he has invited bids, to a person whose bid was rejected on
account of race, religion, or national origin, interfere with any of
the homeowner's constitutional liberties ?

Does title IV infringe on any constitutional liberty of a racial,
religious, or national group by prohibiting it from subdividing an
-island or other tract of land for homesites to be sold or leased only by
:approval of the group

Does title IV infringe any 'constitutional liberties of a man who
rents a room or two in the house in which he lives by requiring him
not to discriminate among prospective tenants on account of race,
religion, or national origin.

Whatever 'determination the Congress makes with respect to these
threshold questions will be entitled to great weight in the Supreme
Court's deliberations in the event of title IV's enactment. It is the
Court, however, which will have the final word, since the Court is the
ultimate arbiter of the meaning of the Constitution. Although. the
commerce power of the Congress may be plenary, it is the Court which
will determine whether the activity reached is truly commerce as well
'as whether the method by which Congress has chosen to regulate it is
prohibited by some other provision of the Constitution. Perhaps the
fairest generalization which may be made is that the closer Congress
comes to restricting the purely private prejudices of the individual
homeowner, the more likely will the Court be to find that the Congress
has exceeded its power.

I, as a U.S. Senator, believe that the Congress will have once again
exceeded its power if it enacts title IV and I, therefore, am opposed
to title IV, the "open occupancy sect on of S. 3296.

(The complete statement of Senator Byrd follows:)

STATEMENT, BY U.S. SENATOR ROBERT C. BYRD, IN OPPOSITION TO TITLE IV OF
S. 3290, THE CIVIL RIGHlT ACT OF 1960

I voted for the 1957 Civil Rights Act, the 1960 Civil Rights Act, and the 1962
resolution providing for a Constitutional amendment to abolish the poll tax as a
prerequisite for voting in Federal elections.

I voted against the 1964 Civil Rights Act because, among other things, it
constituted, in my judgment, a serious and unconstitutional invasion of property
rights and opened the way, through the "blackjack" Title VI of that Act; for the
ruthless withholding of Federal funds from states which are reluctant to bow
to the whims of Federal bureaucrats.

I voted against the' so-called Voting JRghts Act of 1965, not because I would
deny the constitutional rights of any' qalified elector to vote, but because 'of
my belief that Article I, Section 2 of he Federal Constitution, and Article II,
Section 1 of the Federal Constitution, and-the 17th Amendmilent to the Federal
Constitution clearly empower the stats toaletermine the, qualifications of electors

'"nd, therefore, the Federal Congress lacks the.power under the Constittitiblt to
enact laws which have the effect of qualifying persons to vote who 'are not
otherwise qualified, under state laws, to vote.

I have never doubted for.one ploment, and I have often so stated, that the
Supreme Court of the United States, as presently constituted, would uphold

'both the 1964 Act and'the 1905 Act, but this did not, and it does inot'now,
change my opinion of the basic unconstitutionality of both Acts. .
SThe Congress lAs now ben asked by the President. to enact the Civil Rights

:Act of 1966, and it haq been Introduced in the Senate as S. , . ' .
Title I of this Act deal kith'tlh selection anl tssign~ieit 'bl jurors; Title II

'tlealsk With diserliin'atioh '" th& selection of rand aiid ptit: juiles tin state
courts; Title III is dqiggiet , to' further facilitate fObrced integkation;ii tile

/* V I
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schools and other public facilities; Title IV is designed to eliminate discrimi-
nation in housing: Title V provides new and strengthened criminal penalties
to protect Negroes and civil rights workers; and Title VI authorizes the neces-
sary appropriations to implement the provisions of the bill.

As I have said on previous occasions, it is difficult to vote against a bill
carrying a Civil Rights title. We are all in favor of equal civil rights under the
Constitution, and a Civil Rights title carries with it an aura of respect and
humanitarianism that immediately, and almost automatically and unequivocally
commands veneration and support. But the title of 'Civil Rights'" maybe mis-
leading insofar as the substantive provisions of a legislative measure are con-
cerned. This was especially true in the case of the 1904 Civil Rights Act.

The so-called Civil Rights Act of 1966 is another example of a legislative "wolf
in sheep's clothing." I refer to the measure as a "so-called" Civil Rights Act
for the simple reason that it is not truly a civil rights act at all. It purports
to insure and protect the civil rights of some people, but it would violate
the constitutional and civil rights of others. As a matter of fact, it would
violate the property rights of all property owners, whatever the owners' race.

I make particular reference to Title IV of the Act, which some people like to
call the "open housing" section but which can be more accurately labeled, I
think, the "forced housing" section. If ever there were a disturbing example
of attempted governmental interference with property rights in the United
States of America, this section of the bill is, by any standard, such an example.
It is so monstrously shocking to the concept of true civil rights as to be outright
deceptive when it carries a civil rights label. This section does violence to every
principle upon which the. constitutional, legal, and natural rights of property
are based.

Now, there are those who argue that human rights are above property rights,
but the two are, in fact, inseparable. The right to own, use, manage, and dispose
of real property is a profoundly basic human right. This is a human right
which existed long before the Constitution of the United States. The natural
and inherent property rights of man were acknowledged .by the Eighth Comr
mandment in the Decalogue, propounded on Mt. Sinai: "Thou shalt not steal."

Gottfried Dietze, professor of political science at the Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity, in his book "In Defense of Property," says that:

"The freedom of men consists of particular, specific rights or liberties. These
rights can be classified into two major categories, namely, the liberal rights to.
be free from coercion and the democratic rights to participate in government.
Property rights, constituting a prominent part of the first group, are superior
to the rights of the latter group."

Jean Bodin, in the 16th century, referred to the opponents of private property
as foolhardy dreamers:

"In taking away these words of Mine and Thine, they ruine the foundation
of all Commonweales, the which were chiefly established to yield unto every
man that which is his own."

St. Augustine had this to say about property:
"Whence does each possess what he does possess? Is it not human right?

For by divine right 'the earth is the Lord's and the fullness thereof': poor and
rich are supported by one and the same earth. But it tis by human right he
saith, 'This estate is mine, this house is mine, this slave is mine.'"

Sir John Fortescue maintained that property existed prior to human law-a
popular theory convenient for limiting the claims of government

ForteBeue defended the rights of inheritance by reference to the divine edict;
' "In the sweat of tly 'face shalt thou eat bread, till thou return unto the

ground."
He maintained that man was thus granted a property in the things he should

acquire by his labor, for.since the bread which a man gained:by labor was his
own, and no man could eat bread without the sweat of his own brow, every man
who toiled ~6it was prohibited from Bating the bread which another man had
acquired by his own sweat; property in the bread so gained accrued only to the
matt who laboied for it, ahd in this way property capable ,of descent first
originated. ' /  '' \ . - .

John :Icke, wh6 lived I the' latter part of the 0Oth century, believed that
property Was one of the sacred trinity of natural rights. Locke maintained
.that private property is' anl ntitutlioh of nature rather than an.institution of
men. He maintained that ,Adam and hi Posterity: were born with propwty
rfhtf'blut that politeal,1phts evolved from agreement .among men.gre_ sia
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SSir William Bliaekstone, in the 18th century, wrote thusly' .
"There is clothing which so generally strikes the imagination, and engages

the affections of mankind, as the right of property; or that sole and despotic
dominion which one man claims and exercises over the external things of the
world, in total exclusion of the right of any other individual in the universe."

The Encyclopabdia Britannica of 1778-83 specified that every Briton was
endowed fromt birth with the three great and primary rights of personal se-
curity, personal liberty, and private property. .

Edmund ' urke, in his "Reflections on the Revolution in France," published in
17900, write: ' .

"I. should therefore suspend by congratulations on the new liberty of France
until I was informed how it had been combined with government ' * * with
solidity and property, with peace and order * * *. All these (in their way) are
good things, too; and without them liberty is not a' benefit whilst it lasts, aid
is not likely to continue long."

SJames Madison's reference in the 10th Federalist paper to "the diversity in
the faculties of men, from which the rights of property originate,' and to the
'different and unequal faculties of acquiring property" from which "the pos-

session of different 'degrees and kinds of property immediately resltits," are
clearly Lookean "' ,

In the flrsthalf of the 19th century, property rights usually received pro.
tection under the .ontract clause. As early as 1787 John Marshall wrote to
Joseph Story, his future colleague on the Bench, that he considered the claus
that no State shall pass any law impairing the*obligation of contracts to be of
"hig.1 value." As Chief Justice, by employing a far broader conception of con.
tract than had been prevalent in 1787, and by combining this conception with
the principles of 18th century natural law, he was able to make of the con-
tract clause a mighty instrument for the protection' rf the rights of private
property. 'It has been suggested that he did sid in order to pr6bote nationall
power. It is probably more correct that the great disciple of Hamilton believed
that the protection of property was of primary concern. LiLe Hamilton, Mar-
shall considered a more perfect Union as a means for securing the rights of the
individual, among which those of property figured romliently. He ever altered
his opinion. Toward the end of his career, Marshall was a "supreme conserva-
tive" rather than a nationalist, a man who waited protectionn of property
more than anything else.

In the American Democrat, 1838, James Feninrire Cooper spoke of property
as "the base of all civilization," and of the rights of ownership as created by
labor, human or animal, he said "'the food obtained by his toil, cannot be taken
from the mouth of man, or beast, without' doing violence to One of the' flst of
our national rights." "

In the Supreme Court, Joseph Story had been a stanch supporter of John
Marshall, and made statements that were as good as any that were made in
defense of property. In 1821, he wrote Marshall on the situation- i his home
State of Massachusetts:

"Considering the popular cant' and popular prejudices, I have some fears
that we shall not have Wisdom enough to maintain ourselves upon the, present
decided basis that protects property."

In his remarks on the contract claute; Story quote 'with approval the 44th
essay of the Federalist Papers with fi strong denunciation of legislative ac-
tivities that are inimical to property rights, and gives 4 broad interpretation
of the clause. Having praised the provison that no person sh g, l)e deprived
of his property Without due process of law, he writes oh the concluding claus
of the fifth amendment which provides that, private property shall, not be
taken for public use without due process of law:

"This is an affirmation of a great doctrine' established b;y te common law
for the protection of private 'property. t is foundq4 (i natural equity, and
is laid down by jurists as a'principle of uijversal law. Indeed, in a tree
government, almost all other rights would become bitterly worthless, i the gov-
ernment possessed an' Uncontrollable power oVer the private fortune f, every
citizen. One of the fundamental objects of every go d goerAment, must ; the
due administration of fustice; and h6w tain it would be to speak of such an
administration, when all property Is subjectto fhe wrillpr caprie oft -t legis-
lature, and the rulers." -, :. ,,

site, liberty and property had bei' eqheuaoIlt;e 41,tf
english sovereign sinfe Kitig John attached hid sigatotre fo the great charter

/ ' *
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"in the meadow which is called Runnymeade, between Windsor and Stainee, on;
the 15th day of June, in the 17th year of our reign," and life, liberty and,
property were, by the constitutions of the recently established governments
equally entitled to the protection of those governments. Man's life and his
liberty could only be taken, if the public good demanded it, after trial by jury.
Likewise, a man could be shorn of his property or his property rights only after
proper trial and just compensation. These three cardinal rightsowere coequal
and not one was subordinate to another.

Our constitutional forebears had great respect for property and the rights
of property owners, and the Constituptlon is replete with provisions securing
the rights which attach to property. The same can be said with regard to the

.Bill of Rights, and in these first 10 amendments we find again that our fore-
bears sought to protect not only personal rights, but property rights as well.

In the 14th amendment, insofar as the supreme law of the land, as written,
was concerned, property rights were on a parity with personal rights. Property
rights as well as personal rights were protected by due process. Unlawful
seizure of either property or person was prohibited. Litigants over property.
were entitled to trial by jury as when the lifo or liberty of the litigants was
involved.

Of course, the law balances the right of the individual to the tree and un-
trammeled use of his property against the interests of society. This is, why
the doctrine of nuisances evolved. A man is free to use his property as he
desires only to the extent that he does not injure others in doing so.

The power of the Government to tax property or the profits thereof is itself
a recognition of the right of the Government to limit the profits'of property
for public purposes.

The concept of eminent domain should also be mentioned here., This doctrine;
of the right of the sovereign to take the property of an individual was recog-
nised by the courts subject to two stringent restrictions. The taking musa
be for a public use, and the owner must be paid just compensation.

Take away this basic human, right---the right to own, use, manage, and
dispose of one's own property--and, what will happen to American free enter-
prise? What will happen to the individual American's incentive to labor and
save and build for himself and his children? What will happen to that basic
concept of freedom, that one has a moral and legal and natural right to enjoy
the fruits of his own just labors and the product of his own honest sweat?
What will have become of the priceless concept, so clearly enunciated by Sir
Edward Coke, English jurist and political philosopher, "For a man's house is
his castle"? The concept had appeared earlier in various Latin maxims, and
thd Third and Fourth Amendments to the Federal Constitution are concerned
with this idea. ' i

And if the Federal Government may interfere with the constitutional, legal,
and natural rights of the owner in the sale, lease or rental of real property,
what will hinder an all'powerful Federal Government from arrogating to itself
the power, at some future time, to control the terms of sale or the price of the
rental? What w*11 hinder the Tederal ,G verhment from arrogating to itself
the power, ata some future time, to 4onftrol the bse' and disposal of the house-
hold furnishings and other personal property of an owner? Far fetched? Not
at all, if one may judge by recent eperence,.' ' :

The gradual erosion of pterty rights whlci we hav6 seen' taking place,
unnoticed to some people, but at the advocacy of other, will receive a massive
impetus if Title IVof thisbill s enact *

Title IV makes it unlawful for the owner of any building or land tsed' ore
residential purposes to refuse to sell, rent, or lease such dwelling or land to
any person if such refusal, constitutes discimihation. It will be: unlawfd
for the owner to publish an y notice orf advertlsement, , wth reOspect to the sale,
rental, or lease; of a dwelling, that indicates, any preference or discrJ,~imtlon
based on race, color, religion, or national origin. It will, also ie uawYjl
for any bank, Insurance, compa or oterle g in Institution t dey os.t,
persons applying therefor for the.purpose of pqrchbing dwt1pga i.. ,
denial constitutesediserimination. . ! ,, , ,,'
'.Of course, instancesi o9 discrimination I, the rental or sa' pret

based on religion or national origin are relatively rare, biut t ,te h ve
been included -toiake:. he legislation mo u bpaepat ble, P1Wh ,te eilatph
dozs not makRe;ti u.nlawfl o property owners to dscripinrt agalnt laeryl
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people or against parents: with children has not been explained, but one may
conjecture that it is perhaps because the elderly folks and the large families
have not taken to the picket lines and have been noticeably absent from the
sit-ins and, thus far, have not threatened to riot
.'Any plaintiff, under this section of the bill, may bring a civil action in a
U.S. Court, and the court may appoint an attorney for the plaintiff and authorize
commencement of the action without payment of fees, cost, or security. More-
over, the U.S. Attorney General may intervene for, or in the name of, the United
States if he e'rtilces that the action is of general public importance, with the
United Ste. oeing entitled to the same relief as if it had instituted the action.
The defendant property owner, of course, will have to furnish his own attorney
and pit his own resources, be they great or small, against the all-powerful
Federal Department of Justice and its lawyers whose salaries his own taxes help
to pay.
' The court may grant such relief as it deems appropriate including a temporary

or permanent injunction, restraining order or other order, and it may award
damages to the plantiff including damages for humiliation and mental pain
and suffering, and up to $500 punitive damages. This court may also allow a
prevailing plaintiff a reasonable attorney's fee as part of the costs. No provi-
sion is made, however, for allowing a prevailing defendant an attorney's fee
as part of the costs of successfully defending his case against an unjust
charge. This is inequitable, because if it is fair for the prevailing plantiff to be
allowed an attorney's fee, it should be fair for the prevailing defendant to be
allowed an attorney's fee, and there is ample precedent,
SI submit that this legislation is unconstitutional in that it is weighted against

the property owner, denying him the equal protection of the law, and insofar as
it constitutes governmental interference with his ownership, use, management
and freedom to dispose of his property, it deprives him of property without
due process and thus contravenes the Fifth Amendment to the Federal
Constitution.

I have not reached any decision as to the other sections of this bill, but my
study of the "forced housing" section convinces me that it is an invasion of
property rights, whether the property owner is white or non-white, and is thus
unfair and unconstitutional.

I recognize that every man has a right to buy or rent property, but, by the
same token, the owner of property has an equal right to refuse to sell or to
refuse to rent if he so chooses, and, in my judgment, he is not duty bound to
explain his reasons.

Christ admonished us to "love thy neighbor as thyself," but he did not deny
one's right to choose his associate or his neighbor. In this regard, it may also
profit one to reflect upon Christ's parable of the laborers hired for the vineyard,
in which parable the householder, in reference to his.property, answered his
critics by saying, "Is it not lawful for me to do what I will with mine own?"

If a man, white or Negro, of his own volition, wishes to sell or rent to a party
of another color, that, in my judgment, is his prerogative, and he cannot legally
be prevented from so doing. But I do not believe that he should be under com-
pulsion to do so, against his own free will, by virtue of governmental constraints
of any .ort. .

I realize that one who opposes this jpo.alled civil rights proposal runs the
risk of being labeled a bigot by the atli-bigot bigots, but I feel that my posi-
tion is constitutionally sound., It is & position that protects property rights,
a basic human right, of both Negro aid white,property owners, against govern-
mental invasion. ... ,, .

DOS CONGRESS HAVE POWER TO PROHIBIT AOIAL DIlSRIMINATION IN TIE RiENTAL;
SA4W, USE, AND 0,PAW OF. PRIVATE HOUStNO?

. The Administration's Apokesmen have no doubt that constitutoal basis for
Title IV are to be found in the Fohiuteenth Amendment and the Commerce Clause.
There are others, however; who have pronounced doubt's bout' the efficacy of
the one or the other of these constitutional provisions as a basis for federal legis-
lation restricting rights which have heretofore btn ,considered so personal
and transactions which have been considered so local that no power of Con-
gress could reach them.! .

Of coaree,' the ultimate resolution 'of the eontitutidnal isaes raised by Title
t'iAust await action by the Suprenie Court if Congreis indeed enacts title IV
The Congress, however, has an obligation to make its own initial determination.

/ ' * .1 ,;r . . - - -
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THE POWER OF CONGRESS UNDEB THE FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT

SFrom 1883, when it decided the Oivil Rights Cases, 109 U.S. 3 (1883), through
March 28, 1960, when it decided United States v. Price, 883 U.S. 787, and
United States v. Guest, 383, U.S. 745, the Supreme Court has consistently held
that the Fourteenth Amendment protects the individual against state action,
not against wrongs. done by individuals. As it stated in Shelley v. Kraeimer,
334 U.S. 1,13 (1948):

"* * * the action inhibited by the First Section of the Fourteenth Amendment
as only such action as may fairly be said to be that of the States. That Amend-

ment erects no shield against merely private conduct, however discriminatory
oi wrongful."

Most recently, in United States v. Guest, supro, decided March 28, 1006, slip
opinion, p. 9) the Court said:

"It is a commonplace that rights under the Equal protection Clause itself
arise, only where there has been involvement of the State or of one acting
under the color of its authority. The Equal Protection Clause "does not . . .
add anything to:the rights which one citizen has under the Constitution against
another." United States v. Cruikshank, 92 U.S. 542, 554-555. As Mr. Justice
Douglas more recently put it, "The Fourteenth Amendment protects the indi-
vidual against state action, not against wrongs done by individuals." United
States v. Williams, 341 U.S. 70, 92 (dissenting opinion). This has been tbe
view of the Court from the beginning. United States v. Cruikshank, supra;
United States v. Harris, 106 U.S. 629; Civil Rights Cases, 109 U.S. 3; Hodges
v. United States, 203 U.S. 1; United States v. Powell, 212 U.S. 564. It remains
the Court's view today. See e.g., Evans v. Newton, 382 U.S. 296 (1966) United
States v. Price, supra,"

In the Civil Rights Oases, supra, the Court did more than hold that the Four-
teenth Amendment itself did not reach an individual's acts of discrimination; it
held that Congress, in the exercise of its power to enforce the Fourteenth
Amendment, could not reach an individual's acts of discrimination. It held
unconstitutional Sections 1 and 2 of the Civil Rights Act of 1875 (c. 114 §§ 1 and
2, 18 Stat. 335, 330) which guaranteed all persons the right to equal enjoyment
of the accommodations and privileges of inns, public conveyances on land and
water, theaters and other places of public amusement without regard to race
or color, and punished violations of those rights. Although this case has not
been overruled, that aspect of it which would deny to Congress the power to
punish individuals for interfering with rights guaranteed by the Fourteenth
Amendment may well be overruled as soon as the Court is presented with a
case in which such a holding would be appropriate.

In considering the cases in which discrimination in housing has been dealt
with by the Supreme Court, the issue of judicial enforcement of racially restric-
tive covenants was reached in Shelley v. Kraemer, supra. Covenants restricting
occupancy to members of the Caucasian race had been enforced by State court
orders which enjoined Negro purchasers from continuing to occupy the proper-
ties. -The Supreme Court held that judicial enforcement of racially restric-
tive covenants was state action prohibited by the Fourteenth Amendment. In
an opinion to which there was no dissent, though three Justices did not partici-
pate, Mr. Chief Justice Vinson noted, however, that the Fourteenth Amendment
"erects no shield against merely private conduct, however discriminatory or
wrongful" and stated ; *'

."We conclude therefore, that the restrictive agreements standing alone
cannot bte regarded as violative-of any rights guaranteed to petitioners by the
Fourteenth Amendment, So long as the purposes of those agreements are effectu-
ated byf voluntary adherence to their terms, it would appear clear .that there
has been no action by the, State and the provisions of the Amendment have not
been violated." ,4 .at 13., i

On the same .dy, the Court considered arguments that enforcement of such
covenants by: courts In the District of Columbia violated the due process clause
of the Fifth Amendment. In THfrd. v. Hodge, 834 U.S. 24 (1948). the Court
found it unnecessary to decide.that constitutional question, holding Instead that
enforcement; by! District of Columbia, courts violated a statute derived from I 1
of the Civil Rights Act of 18P. The statute provides:

"All citizens,of the United States shall have the same. right, in every State
andiTerritory;oas is enjoyed by wilte citi ens thereof ,tqoerit. purchase, leas,
sell, hold, and convey real and personal property." (Now found at 42 U.S.C.
11982 (1904))
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Of that statute, the Court said:
"We may start with the proposition that the statute does not invalidate pri.

vate restrictive agreements so long as' the purposes of those agreenients are
achieved by the parties through voluntary adherence to the terms. The action
toward which the provisions of the statute under consideration is directed is
governmental action." I . at 81.

The Court also stated, however, that, even in the absence of the statute, the
District of Columbia courts could not have enforced such restrictive convenants
because it would have been contrary to the public policy of the United States
to permit them "to exercise general equitable powers to compel action denied
the state courts where such state action has been held to be violative of the equal
protection of the laws."

It was in Barrows v. Jaoks8o, 346. U.S. 249 (1959), that the Court held that
judicial enforcement of such covenants by assessment of damages was pro.
hibited. But again in Barroas, the Court cited with approval the language of
Shelly indicating that racially restrictive covenants were not prohibited by the
Fourteenth Amendment. Id. at 258.

There stands the matter of racially restrictive covenants. They are not en.
forceable but they are not void.

The more recent decisions, though they do not deal with residences, do deal
with privately-owned facilities or private acts of one kind or another. The ra,
tional the Court has used to find in them violations of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment is to find in them links with the State which convert then from individual
action to "state action." Thus, in Terry v. AdZms, 846 U.S. 461 (1953), the Court
prohibited the Jaybird Party in Texas, a private club, from excluding Negroes
because the function it performed' was an integral part of the election process
even though not formally recognized by State law. The function the club per-
formed was so much a public one that its private act of discrimination con-
stituted "state action" prohibited by the Fourteenth Amendment.

In Peterson V. Greenville, 873 U.S. 244 (1968), the link was found in a city
ordinance requiring separation of the races in restaurants. In Lombard v.
Louisiana, 878 U.S. 207 (1908), there was neither a State statute nor a city
ordinance requiring separation of the races. In reversing convictions for viola-
tion of a trespass statute, the Court did not hold the statute invalid or even
inapplicable to enforce refusals of service because of race, but simply unenforce-
able in these particular cases because there had been statements by the Mayor
and the Superintendent of Police to the effect that the City of New Orleans would
not permit Negroes to seek deegregated service in restaurants. The statements
of these officials linked the discrimination to the State.

In PeterRon, the Court said; I
"It cannot be disputed that; under our decisions 'private conduct abridging

individual rights does no violence to the Equal Protection Clause unless to some
significant extent the State in any Of its manifestations has been fOund to have
become involved in it.'" (Citations omitted) 873 U.S. 244, 247 (1968).

And in his concurring opinion, Mr. Justice Harlan stated:
"The ultimate substantive questionn is whether there has been 'State action

of a particular character' (Ot$U Rightf Oases, supra (109 U.S. at 11) )-whether
the character of the State's' Ibvolvement in an arbitrary discrimination is such
that it should be held' responiib te for the discrimination,

"This limitation on the scope of the piohlbitions of the Fourteenth Amendment
serves several vital functions in our 'ystem. Underlying the cases involving
an alleged denial of equal protectiontby ostensibly private action Is a clash of
competing constitutional claims of a highlorder: liberty and equality. -Freedom
of the indivdtal 'to eboose his associates or his neighbors, to use and' dispose
of his property as he sees fit, to be irrational, arbitrary, capricious, even unjust
in his persona' relations are things all! entitled'to a arge measure of protection
from governmental Interference. This liberty would be overriden in the name
of equality, if the strictures of the Amendment Were applied to governmental
and private action without'dfitinction. , Alqo inherent in the concept of state
action are values of federalism, a recognition that there are areas of private
rights upon which federal power should not, lay a heavy haud and which should
properly be left'to 'tbe more precise instruments ot local authority." Id. at
249-50. ;

'In the Lomwrcid ese; alra, in which the link with the State was fomid int the
statements 6f the' Mafoy Bnd Olief of Politce. Mfr. S utice Douglas, though he
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joined in the Court's opinion, wrote a separate concurring opinion in which he
stated his view that even in the absence of any exhortations by governmental
officers, the convictions could not stand. He would have extended the rule of
Marsh v. Alabama, 826 U.S. 501 (1946), and held that the Fourteenth Amend-
ment prohibited discrimination in all privately owned public restaurants just as
Marsh prohibited discrimination in a privately owned company town. He drew
a careful distinction, however, between a restaurant business and a home:

"If this were an intrusion of a man's home or yard or farm or garden, the
property owner could seek and obtain the aid of the State against the intruder.
For the Bill of Rights, as applied to the States through the Due Process Clause of
the Fourteenth Amendment, casts its weight on the side of the privacy of homes.
The Third Amendment with its ban on the quaratering of soldiers in private
homes radiates that philosophy. The Fourth Amendment, while concerned with
official invasions of privacy through searches and seizures, is eloquent testimony
of the sanctity of private premises. For even when the police enter private
precincts they must, with rare exceptions, come armed with a warrant Issued
by a magistrate. A private person has no standing to obtain even limited
access. The principle that a man's home is his castle is basic to our system
of jurisprudence." 373 U.S. 267, 274-75.

Mr. Justice Goldberg, in his opinion in Bell v. Maryland, 878 U.S. 226 (1964),
was careful to draw a distinction between the protection afforded a man's private
and his public choices, between civil rights and social rights:

"* * * Prejudice and bigotry in any form are regrettable, but it is the con-
stitutional right of every person to close his home or club to any person or to
choose his social intimates and business partners solely on the basis of. personal
prejudices including race. These and other rights pertaining to privacy and
private association are themselves constitutionally protected liberties.

"Indeed, the constitutional protection extended to privacy and private associa-
tion assures against the imposition of social equality. As noted before, the
Congress that enacted the Fourteenth Amendment was particularly conscious
that the 'civil' rights of man should be distinguished from his 'social' rights."

The Supreme Court has not yet held that the Fourteenth Amendment in any
way limits an owner's right to refuse to sell or lease a home or apartment on
racial grounds. It has not yet held that where a State or political subdivision
exercises no element of coercion upon a home owner to discriminate, the home
owner is not free to discriminate without violating the provisions of the Four.
teenth Amendment The Court has not even been able to muster a majority to
hold that the Fourteenth Amendment prohibits the owner of a restaurant- or
other place of public accommodation from discriminating among customers on
account of race, which is a much easier conclusion to support See BeIU v.
Maryland 378 U.S. 220 (1964).

To conclude that the Fourteenth Amendment, itAslf, does not prohibit the
home owner from discriminating on account of race is not necessarily to conclude
that, in the exercise of its power to enforce the Fourteenth Amendment, the Con-
gress could not prohibit such discrimination. However, the Court has held, in
the Civlt Rights cases, that the Fourteenth Amendment does not empower the
Congress to prohibit owners of inns, carriers and places of amusement from
discriminating on account of race. Although Congress, in 1964, enacted new leg-
islation prohibiting owners of certain inns, restaurants and places of amusement
affecting commerce from discriminating on account of race, basing the Act in
part on its power to enforce the Fourteenth Amendment, the Court has held the
legislation constitutional on the basis of the.Commerce Power. Two of the
Justices would have upheld the law on the basis of§ 5 of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment Heart of Atlanta Motel v. United States, 879 U.S. 241 (1964); Katsenbaoh
v.MoOCTa g,879 U.S. 294 (1064). . . : , .

To the extent that the CivUi Rights Coase., supt, would confine ,the pwer
of the Congress under 5* of the Fourteenth Amendment to:the adoption of
"appopriate legislation for correcting the effects of 0'*,prohibited State
laws, and State acts, and thus to render them effectually null, void; and inocu-
ous," tlihee Justices have Indicated a readiness to overrule It (UntedlState*
V. ( aIesCt upro, opinion of Mr. Justice Brennan,i joined br the Chief Justice
and Mr. ustidc Douglas, concurring in part ad dissenting. la pArt, slip opinion
at 9.) 'To the extent that the Ui i ftSt' Oase# would be Inconsistent with the
conuselwbn that 'the specific language of i empowers the Congress tW enaat
las piribhg all ons eltP..l k'r widtithod state a a--that' interfere
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with Fourteenth Amendment, rights" three additional Justices have indicated
a willingness to overrule it without specifically naming it. (Id. concurring
opinion of Mr. Justice Clark, joined by Mr. Justice Black and Mr. Justice
Fortus, slip opinion at 2.) Can these three and three be put together to add
up to a majority that would hold Title IV to be a valid exercise of congressional
power under § 5? Not necessarily, .

Let us assume for a moment, what would seem to be, or at least about to
become, a completely valid assumption, that § 5 does empower Congress to enact
laws punishing all conspiracies-with or without state action-that interfere
with Fourteenth Amendment rights. Is the right of prospective home-buyer
not to have his purchase offer refused on account of his race such a right? It
has never been held to be and the combined opinions in Gu8et, supra, would nat
seem to compel such a conclusion.

In measuring the breadth of Federal power to be inferred from the dictum,
in Guest, that section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment "empowers the Congress
to enact laws punishing all conspiracies-with or without State action-that
interefere with Fourteenth Amendment rights," it should be noted .that the
acts with which the Court was there concerned, were conspiracies carried out
in part "by shooting Negroes; by beating Negroes; by killing Negroes.". They
were acts clearly criminal and the only question was whether the United States
had made them punishable or had the power to make them punishable by
Federal law. To the extent that Title IV prohibits the intimidation or coercloll
of a mob attempting to prevent a Negro family from moving into a neighborhood,
the diota in Guest would seem to indicate that the Fourteenth Amendment is a
sound constitutional basis for Title IV. The acts reached are clearly criminal
and the only question is whether the Congress has. a concurrent jurisdiction
with the States to punish them. To the extent that Title IV forbids and indi-
vidual home owner to refuse to sell his home, or rent an apartment or room
In it because of the race of a prospective purchaser, there would seem to be a
leap beyond the dicta in Guest. Nothing in the Fourteenth Amendment makes
the discriminatory act of the home owner in refusing to sell or rent on account
of race unlawful. Nothing in the Fourteenth Amendment, as it has been con-
strued until now, requires the State to make such discriminatory act unlawful.
What Fourteenth Amendment right would Congress be enforcing? r.

Attorney General Katzenbach argues persuasively that Federal prohibition
of discrimination in the sale or rental of housing is an appropriate exercise of
the power of Congress to enforce the Fourteenth Amendment:

"Segregated housing is deeply corrosive both for the individual and for his
community. It isolates racial minorities from the public life of the community.
-It means inferior public education, recreation, health, sanitation and transpor-
tation services and facilities. It means denial of access to training and employ-
ment and business opportunities. It prevents the inhabitants of ghettos from
liberating themselves, and it prevents the federal, state and local governments
and private groups and institutions from fulfilling their responsibility and desire
to help this liberation.

"I have pointed out already how segregated living is both a. source and an
enforcer of involuntary second-class citizenship. To the extent that this .blight
on our democracy impedes states and localities from carrying, out their obliga-
tions under the Fourteenth Amendment to promote equal access and equal oppor-
tunity in all public aspects of community life, the Fourteenth. Amendment
authorizes removal of this impedimet."

It may be Mr. Justice Harlan, in his concurring opinion in Peterson v, Green-
.ile, supra, and I think it worth repeating, who has, given the moet eloquent
answer to this argument: .' , . :

"Underlying the casesinvolving an alleged denialbof equal protectionn byoste-
sibly private action is a clash of competing constitutional claims of a high order:
liberty and equality. Freedom of the individual to choose his associates or his
neighbors, to use and dispose of his property as he sees flt to be arbitrary,
capricious, even unjust in, his personal relations are things entitled to, .a large
measure of protection from governmental nterference .'This liberty i would be

*overridden in the name of equality, if the strict.ures of te (Fourteenth Amen -
,ment were applied to governmental and.private action withouttidtitiion, 4ys
*inherent in the concept 'df state action are values, ,c ederaesmn, aC 4cogltlp
that there are areas of private rights upo,. which f~leeo power .- rh,6i.l ot
a heavy hand and whiqholbould mogeiprPpr, beet;tsf4 e *arepfl qis;t
ments of local authority."
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There is not much doubtthat Title IV lays a heavy Federal.hund on areas of
rights which had heretofore been considered private. It admits no exceptions
to its restrictions. The private religious home which rents accoriunodations to
the elderly of its faith would no longer be able to exclude members of other
faiths. The Swedish Old Folks Home would be required to open its doors to
the elderly of other ancestries. The owner of a home who has fallen upon hard
times and decides to rent a few rooms to tide him over would have his choice of
tenants circumscribed.

If the Federal power can reach this far into individual private lives, is there
anything to prevent it from reaching into private associations-private clubs,
private schools, private organizations of any kind ?

There would seem to be little doubt, now, that the constitutionality of legls-
lation to enforce the Fourteenth Amendment will be measured by the test formu-
lated by Mr. Justice Marshall in MoCulloohc v, Maryland, 4 Wheat 310, 420
(1810) :

"Let the end be legitimate, let it be within the scope of the constitution, and all
means which are appropriate, which are plainly adapted to that end, which are
not prohibited, but consist with the letter and spirit of the constitution, are
constitutional."

The question to be answered by the Court, should Title IV be enacted, would
seem to be "Is this law prohibited?" By the First Amendment prohibition
against denials of the right to freedom. of association? By. the Fifth Amend-
ment prohibition against deprivations of property without due process of law
or against the taking of property for public use without Just compensation? By
the Ninth Amendment's recognition of the existence of rights retained by the
people, with the classical expression of one such right perhaps being that "a man's
home is his castle"? Or by the Tenth Amendment, Which is more than a State's
rights amendment, reserving as it does thpse "powers not delegated to the
United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, * * * to the
States respectively or to the people"?

Both precedent and reason would seem to answer a resounding "Yes" to the
question: "Is this law prohibitive?"

It is clear that, under its commerce power, the Congress can prohibit certain
aspects of racial discrimination. It is also clear that under the commerce power
the Congress can regulate intrastate activities ifthey have a substantial effect
upon commerce. The cases hold that the commerce power can reach retailers
whose sales are wholly intrastate and only one-ninth of whose purchases are.
made out of state. Meat Outters v. Pairlawn Meats, 853 U.S. 20 (1957). The
cases hold that Congress can reach a farmer who grows wheat on his own farm
for his own consumption even though the amount be grows may be trivial.
'tWickard v. Filburn, 817 U.S. 111 (1942).

is there really any activity which can be considered so local that Congress
cannot regulate it? Are the limitations on the commerce power rea! of only
theoretical?

It is not too, difficult to find some limits within the Constitution itself. In
Mabee v. White Plains Publishing Co., 327 U.S. 178 (1946), it was shown that
even a daily newspaper, whose out-of-state circulation was only about 'bne half

'of one pei cent of its sales, could be reached under the commerce power by
way of the Fair Labor Standards Act. Suppose, however, Mr. Chairman, that
.instead of trying to regulate the wages and hours of the newspaper's employees,
Congress tried to regulate its editorial policy. Suppose, for instance, that there
had been so rpucli editorializing on automobile safety that people stopped buying
autombbiles tvliicli in turn, caused plant shutdowns and threatened the entire
.economy of the Nation. Suppose that Congress, after extensive hearings linking
the economic depressionto safety editorials, decided that the ,only wcy, to.relieve
.unemployment and get the Nation back on its wheels was to prohibit editorials
oh automobile safety. Could this be. a valid exedlsb of the common ee power?

In additionto tohe question whether the rental of a room or the sale of a house
by its owner is a transaction, sostrictly local that the Congress cannot reach it
under the commerce power, Title IV, as presently framed, presents question
pkin that poed by. an attempt to reach a, newspaper's editorial policy under
thiB cinimtrce power. Does Title IV, by' prtolbitlg a Religiouln home frio dis-

'htimnating or, account of race or religion tt the spsaltion of its rooms, in-
frlnge upon th' Frst AmendAnent right to freq exerelae.of, religion?, . i

Does Title IV, by permitting a court to order ' man to sell his home, on which
he has invited bids, to a person whose bid wi s rejected on account of race,
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religion or national origin, interfere with any of the homeowner's constitutional
liberties?

e Does Title IV infringe on any constitutional liberty of a racial, religious or
national group by prohibiting it from subdividing an island or other tract of
land for homesites to be sold or leased only by approval of the group?
SDoes Title IV infringe any constitutional liberties of a man who rents a room

or two in the house in which he lives by requiring him not to discriminate among
prospective tenants on account of race, religion or national origin?

Whatever determination the Congress makes with respect to these threshold
questions will be entitled to great weight in the Supreme Court's deliberations
in the event of Title IV's enactment. It is the court, however, which will have
the final word, since the Court is the ultimate arbiter of the meaning of the
Constitution. Although the commerce power of the Congress may be plenary,
it is the Court which will determine whether the activity reached is truly comn.
merce as well as whether the method by which Congress has chosen to regulate
it is prohibited by sothe other provision of the Constitution. Perhaps the fairest
generalization which nay be made is that the closer Congress comes to restrict-
ing the purely private prejudices of the individual home owner, the more likely
will the Court be to find that the Congress has exceeded its power.

I, as a United States Senators believe that the Congress will have once
again exceeded its power if it enacts Title IV and I, therefore, am opposed to
Title IV, the "open occupancy" section of S. 8296.

Senator ERVIN. Senator, you pointed out certain constitutional
principles which you think are incompatible with the enactment of
title IV. I will ask you if it is not the initial provision in the fifth
amendment which says that private property shall not be taken for
public use except upon the payment of just compensation.

Senator BYRD. Yes, that is the fifth amendment.
Senator ERVIN. Now, is it not a basic rule of interpretation appli-

cable to all written documents, whether they be constitutions or statutes
or contracts, that the expression of one thing is the exclusion of another,
and does not that principle, in your judgment, exclude any theory
that private property can be taken for private use even with the pay-
ment of just compensation ?

Senator BYRD. Yes, I share that viewpoint which has been expressed.
Senator ERVIw. You point out very well in your statement that in

your judgment, title IVwould permit a person of a different faith to
compel a home established for people of another particular faith to
take him into the home as a renter. I will ask you if that does not
violate both the right of association and the right of freedom of
religion guaranteed bythe first amendment?

Senator BYR. I think it does, particularly the first of the two
named.

Senator ERvrw. In other word, people of a religious faith cer-
tainly have the right to freedom po association under the first amend-
ment and that right of freedom o( association cannot be impaired
by legislative action under the CoAstitution: as thus far interpreted.

Senator BYRD. I think that is right, and under this provision as
I .i~erpret. it if a Catholic should wish to rent his homi 0r p~ of
his home to another Catholic and should exclude, a Protestant m so
doing, I think he would be subject to the prohibition of the. law and

Senitw r Rv ., DO you noht in its pra i pial pr i0, .
title I would in effect, discrimiste against persons of therace or
the religion of thesellet or renter in that the sellror renter, in order

, * ; , ,
B
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to avoid conflict with the law and being sued for unlimited damages,
would sell or rent to a person of another religion or another race in
preference to a person of his own race or religion

Senator YRoD. I think that is true, and I said the same thing with
regard to, I believeit is title VII in the Civil Rights 4ct of 1964 which
dealt with so-called equal opportunities in employment, that the per-
son of a minority race would have an advantage over a person of
the majority race and that the employer would more likelybe prone
to employ such a person in preference to the person of the majority race
for fear that he would be subjected, to litigation if he did otherwise,

Senator ERVIN. Has it not always been a basic principle of our law
that the right to regulate the title to real estate and contracts relating
to real estate has been a power which belonged to the States and not to
the Federal Government ?

Senator BYRD. Would you repeat that, please?
Senator ERVIN. Has it not always been a basic principle of our

system of jurisprudence that the power to regulate the title to real
estate and contracts relating to real estate belongs to the States rather
than to Congress?

Senator BYRD. I think that is right, Mr. Chairman. I would er-
tainly feel that you, as a former justice of the Supreme Court of the
State of North Carolina, would certainly be correct in your assumption.

Senator ERVIN. Now, is it not also true that all of the States in
the Union have adopted what they call statutes which require that
the contracts relating to the sales of land should be in writing and,
that they be signed by the party against whom the contract is sought
to be enforced

Senator BYRD. Yes.
Senator ERVIN. Were not these passed in order to make the titles

to real estate secure and save people against litigation affecting the
title of real estate or controversy about real estate where there was
no written contract?

Senator BTRD. That is my understanding of the history of the
statute.

Senator Envr. Would not title IV, in effect, impair the efficacy of
those laws by making the cases brought under title IV dependent upon
oral testimony rather than written testimony? :

Senator BYm I thin it would. ;
Senator ERVIN. Senator, I want to commend you on the excellence

of your statement and sey that T know ofhho man in public life who is
more devoted to constitutional principals than yourself and no man
who studied constitutional law more diligently' than you do. s o ,:,,,

Do you have any questions
Senator JAvr~ . No questions, thank you. ;

Senator Bain Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Youi hav6 been: Oerly
generous, 1 appreciate your remarks and your questions ,

Senator Evrw,. Thank yoti for your appearance.
'Mr. Auitr. Mr. Chairman the next witns, isa' r Nathaiiei S

Keith, president, National Housing COoifarence .' : ;  .
Senator ERnviT. Mr. Keith, on behalf of the subcommittee, >I wish

to thank you dor making your appeaihoe and giving us the benefit of
;rr ew aion this Wegilato.6 ' ?, * .n :I .



STATEMt ;i! OF NAT ANIEL S. ikEITH, PRESIDENT, NAtIONAn
1' HOtUSING CONFERENCE, WASHNGTON, D.. 1'

SMr. KErr.t. Thank youth, Mr. Chairman.; I have a brief prepared
statement which, if it is agreeable with you, I will read.
. Mr. Calihirnan and members of' the committee, I appreciate thi

opportunity to present the views of the National Housing Conference
on title IV of S. 3296, the proposed Civil Rights Act of 1966.

The National Housing Conference, which has been in existence for
36 years, is the principal national public interest organization in the
field 'of housing and community development. Our membership con.
sists of community leaders, private enterprise leaders, representative
professionals, and leaders of labor, religious, and other public interest
organizations from all sections of the United States who share a com-
mon objective of furthering improved housing and improved neighbor-
hoods for all segments of the American people.

Because of'its concentration on these problems over the years,
the National Housing Conference has long recognized that the most
critical phase of the national housing problem is the concentration of
predominantly low-income families and individuals, in substandard
and slum housing, whether it be in the slums of medium size or large
cities or in pockets of rural slums. The existence of these deplorable
housing conditions is of course a glaring contradiction to the promise
and accomplishments of American society. The social consequences
of the continuation of these conditions have become more and more evi-
dent over the years. As the statistics show, furthermore, under con-
temporary conditions the predominant occupancy of these areas is:on
the part of racial minority groups, hemmed in by longstanding pat-
terns of discrimination.

The National Housing Conference recognizes that poor housing is
only one element in the overall problem of the poverty stricken in this
country. We welcome the growing recognition by the. Nation that
intensive programs of education, job training, and social services are
also essential to make significant progress in overcoming these prob-
lems. Nevertheless, to us it s crystal clear that comprehensive at-
tack to remove slum housing and slum neighborhood environments ar,
an indispensable part of any program to meet the problems of the poor,
and particularly to open up new opportunities: and new hope for the
youths and the children who are now. prisoners of this environment.
' Throughout its ,entire life thets~ tiona1 Housing Conference has

been committed to the priiciplbo,6fequal opportunity for all Anmeicanl
families to;secure goodliousing in gopd neighborhoods ,, Whiile recog-
nizing the small but significant progress that bas .been achieved mn
recent years, our organization deplores the faqt that. this-opporunity
i still denied to millions of.American 'families throughoutt every sec
tion of the land because of their race, color,. creed, or nationalrorigi9l
and especially because of their color, We have! therefore long sup-
lorted the ,minciple of , competitive housing market'open to free bar-
gaing by all American families without regard, trial or, thnio

ckgr und.' i ji 1 ;
SThe conference has observed the generally sucessful, ever id; Iimi

ited, application of the President's Exee ,tieo.brder Onjqukt,4pp.ar

/ - I '/
f ' .,
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tunity in housing. HoWeve, sihde the tcop ,of this order is confined
to housing in wlich the Federal Governnment has a direct financial
relationship, its'j hact has been'confined to a relatively small segment
of the total national housing market. To extend the principle of equal
opportufiity in housing to the market as a whole, much more compre-
hensive measures are essential.

For this reason, the National Housing Conference generally sup-
ports title IV, the pending bill, and its establishment as the policy of
the United States "to prevent, and the right of every person to be pro-
tected against, discrimination on account of race, color, religion, or
national origin in the purchase rental, lease, financing, use, and occu-
pancy of housing throughout the Nation." However, in order to as-
sure the achievement of these principles and objectives, we recommend
to your committee that administrative remedies be incorporated in title
IV rather than to rest the implementation of that title largely on indi-
vidual actions by persons discriminated against. We note with inter-
est that Seiator Javits has introduced an amendment 'designed to
accomplish this general objective.
SThe conference is convinced that this legislation is an essential ele-

ment in an overall approach to resolving the problems of the poor and
of racial minorities. As pointed out before, we also recognize that
intensive programs of education, training, and social services are like-
wise essential elements. Further, we recognize that; the accomplish-
thent of the policy proposed by title IV will require not only the
elimination of slums and ghettos but also a massive expansion in the
supply of decent housing and good neighborhoods, available on a
nondiscriminatory basis. This goal therefore must involve a coordi-
nated and intensive effort by the Federal Government and State and
local governments and by private enterprise in the fields of housing
real estate, and mortgage finance.

I appreciate this opportunity to present the views of the National
Housing Conference on title IV of the proposed Civil Rights Act of
1966.

Senator ERVIN. I take it that your organization recognizes that title
IV of the bill is'designed to deprive all Americans of the right to sell
or rent their property freely according to their own choices.

Mr. KErTH. Well, I believe that the position -of our organization,
Senator, is that the solution to the:problem in the pattern of discrimi-
nation in housing requires this kind of intervention by the Federal
Government.. . . -

Senator ERVIN. Well, that is the question I am asking you. In othei
words, yoit tganizatic favors'a law which is designed to deprive all
AmeriCan citizens :'f the riigit t sell or rent tleir poperty freely to
persons of th irowli hiice? That is! What this bill dbes, does it not ?

Mr. KEITH. Certainly it does. ,
Als; 1 I'miht 'loiit out, Senator, that there are historically in the

real estate market many lithitations o'n the:freedom of the property
otwnei to dispbseof thepli property) such as zoniig or . ,,

Senator ERVIN. Can you tell me a single one of those limitations
ifpoh the free db6it of ptbpet vt whih 'h. bee ifiiposed' by 'ai ac of
Congress in the whole history of this 1~tiif h :?

Mr. KEIrrH. N, sir; it only has been established dndeb' the local
police powers. : ': ) i A . ,
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Senator ERVXN. Do you have any questions?
Senator J.vrs. Yes, I have. .
Mr. Keith, is it not a fact that 20 perint of thhousing has been

similarly regulated by the President's Executve order
Mr. KHTH. That is true, as far as new construction is concerned.
Senator JAvrrs. And in the experience of your organization, have

you heard, any large outcry over that from owners, or renters or real
estate people .
SMr. KIrrH.. No, definitely not, Senator. It has been quite evident

that the functioning of that order in new FHA housing and housing
developed in urban renewal projects and so on, new public housing
projects, has proceeded without any serious problems.

Senator JAvrrs. It is a fact, is it not, that those premises described
as public accommodations in the Civil Rights Act of 1964 are also
privately owned real estate, are they not?

Mr. KErH. That is true.
Senator JAvrrS. Like a store or a moving picture theater ?
Mr. KErrH. That is true.
Senator JAvrrS. And is it not a fact that this regulates the ability

of the owner of that property to decide who will enter his property?
Mr. KErrH. That is correct.
Senator JAVrTS. Do you see an analogy between that and renting

the whole property? If you cannot prevent somebody from commg
on your property, this is not too different from an unrestricted license
to decide to whom you are going to rent or sell to. Would you say
that is correct

Mr. KErrH. That would seem to me the same principle.
Senator JAvrrs. The Supreme Court has sustained as constitution l,

has it not, the fact that by law we have denied the right to the owner
or occupier of that property, if it is a public accommodation, store,
motion picture theater, et cetera, to decide who will come on it and
we have forbidden him from barring people because of their color,
is that correct?

Mr. KErTH. That is correct.
Senator JAvrrs. Your organization has been active in the housing

field a long time, has it not
Mr. KiErH. It has.
Senator JAVITS. How many years?
Mr. KEnH. Thirty-six years. ,
Senator JAvrrs. What has beef.the general activity in which it has

been engaged during these 36 years .
1 Mr. KEIrrT Our focus has been 9n the problems of housing overall,
but with particular attention to the problems of housing for the dis-
advantaged and the people of poor and moderate income who have
not been-

Senator JAvrrs. When you speak of the disadvantaged, you are not
speaking of the physically disadvantaged .

Mr. KEm. No, I am speaking of economically and socially dis-
advantaged. . * '' * " :. _

Senator JAvrrT. Your organization has been one of the outstanding
advocates of government-aided housing? ,

S Mr. KPI.Corr . , , .. * . , I
Senator JAvrrs. At all levels of government?
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Mr. KErra. At all levels.
Senator JAVIrr . Local, StAte, and Federal?
Mr. K . Correct. *
Senator Jvrrs. In all these 6 years. have you adopted a policy

with respect to making this housing ava, le' without c rinii tion
on grounds of race, reed, or color?

Mr. KElIa That has been our consistent policy.,:
Senator JAVITS. In this work,'you have coopeftted hav'you not,

is that correct P r
-with Etrally thousandA of own renters'and'pu authorti;

Mr. KEI .. .Correct.
Senator JAVITS. Now, how much mischief do you predict a Federal

law against discrimination in housing will caused
SMr. KHrrH. B1asd on the' curriit experiencee with thb President's

Executive order, it would be our expectation that this kind of regula-
tion against discrimination would not exert anyupsetting effect on
the overall real estate and housing problem.

Senator JAvrTs. What is your season for recoimmnending administra-
tive rather than udicial means for enforcing this state .

Mr. KI tn. Well, primarily, Senator, because thpe rin6ipal burden
of present discriminatory practice in the field of housing rests on
persons 6f1 low inconi and primarily on persons of racial minorities
of low income. Consequently it seems to us that for persons in
that segment of our society, the necessity for undertaking their own
initiative and action to protect their rights would tena to vitiate their
use of the protections intended by this 2hw.

Senator JAVI8T. So that ydur advocacy of administrative means is
intended, is it not, to lessen rather than increase the burdens involved
in the administration of this law, is that' right ,

Mr. 1KETrr. Correct.
Senator JAvrr. You feel it would be easier oi all parties concerned

if the means were administrative rather than as prescribed in title IV?
Mr. KmEfH. Yes.
Senator ERVI. 'It would also tend to keep people from having the

right to adjudicate their controversies in courts of law, would it nott
Mr. KEIrH. I did not quite understand that.
Senator ERnvI. Administrative, enforcement would also have the

tendency to keep people from having the right to have their rights
adjudicated in courts of law I

Mr. KrETH. Well, I would assume that the function of such a com-
mission would be to negotiate settlements in a number of cases.

Senator ERviN. Now, has it not'always been ob~ of the proud boasts
of our law that ever man's home is his castle ?

Mr. KErIH. Wel, that is a principle, Senator, cetamly.
Senator Envr. And you see no 'distinction between a law that

compels a mah to accept customers in a lde of business he opens
to the public and a law which compels a person to receive Uinwillingly
renters in his dwelling house? '

Mr. KEirr. I would sty Senator, that I think the principle is, pri-
marily the same. I would also point out again that with respeh to
housing that is now covered by the provisions of the President's Execu-
tive order, in effect, the same limnitntions proposed by' this bill are
now ineffect. " '
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Senator ERVIN. Mr. Keith, do you not .qapyl~pQsibleiq of dis.
tinction between housing w) ij4l , built iti pverni, ta and
housing which is built as the result ot'the divoncavps,of t9inc idiial
,whloQbuilt it:witbout XCper nmenad .' , f i i,

'bIoykN _TH.ru WP 4 in n gtt is blt i ceitallymt under
the usual practices in the bullhig indiistry, Some qf it nvo) Ye FIH
insurance or GI-inmured loans. i Otr i v1.olve 04 s, lo nj n f., com-
,meroial bnk3 ,whici also lave 4,laignship' t, he' edera Gvern-
;mentr-nit,.as direct, .but. there. Ot.lers, at very 1ig perce t a
built, by savings mad loan associations ihat have th enefit. Feeral
insurance.

Senator ERVIN. All they: get- from the Government is iuar~itee'of
deposits up to $10,000, for which they pay the ovp iment a prpiun,
juCst;like you pay a premium on your personal insurance. Isthiit not
.true .

,Mr. KEITH. Yes, that is true. This is also true of FHA insure
mortgages, that the money is advanced by private lenders.
.. Senator ERVIN. Yes, 'but you have the Government guarantee and

that is the only reason,money is advanced, is it not? People put their
deposits in banks and savings and loans before 'here was any guaran-
tee of savings and loan deposits, did they not .

Mr. KE r. I would say the depositor relies on the;Federal guaran-
tee as the lender relies on the FHA insurance.

Senator ERVIN. .Now, your organization has been in existence, you
,sav, 35 .years , . , : . . ,, .. . . , , . '.

sar. AEITH. Thirty-six years.: ' .

Senator ERViN.. And, is riot the housing situation worse today thait
it was when your organization started , ,

Mr. KEnTH. No; I would not say .tht, Senator. .
Senator ERVIN. It has not inprovd very percetib ly, has t?.
Mr. KEITH. No; I would say thpe has been , considerable iprove-

ment in certain segments of the. housing market,. There still remains
the fact that there is a great deal that still has to be done.' ,But whereas
in the mid-thirties, President Roosevelt could refer, to: ti fhct that
one-third of the Nation is ill-housed, I tlink tlat percentage has noy
been cut down to about one-fifth. It is still too high. But toere has
.been progress made.

Senator ERviN. But. these residentiall sections whee yo have do
facto segregation still persist, do they not ? . . .:

, Mr. KErH, A great many .of.them.. .
Senator E VJN. Is not Wahinigton oine of hle strongest ilushit-

tions of it in this country? I believe your office is here in ,tfe District
of Columbia.

Mr. KEITH. Yes; that is correct., , , ..
Senator ERVIN, Has riot a lrge p of the Cucasian population

of Washington moved out ot.thoe Titrict iit tHe subturs , . .
.Mr. KXirr. That is. true.., , ,
Senator ERVIN. Now, up to the present time, :resdentia patterns

have been-determined by the will of the people, Iave,they n6,t'
SMr. KrTHn. .Yes. , ., ,
Senator, E VIN 4 An title IV contem ates .tlbt the opje. shall no

longer-have the right or thepoweito dftermule 1what .he.r siaenial
patterns of the Nation shall be, but that thaf owner shall P assumed
by the coercive force of Federal law, does it not? "
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the pattern of housing occup~ancy.,., i I -I -I ~. . '
Senator ERVIN. It would certainly have ,a_ zmp" 4 upo t ht

Senator ERVIN. Does not the destrutiorg of, *1eelm WW, you iany

Mr. Ji xvi. Wel fXosdred that th i, Ig "~tru ton 4j
dom', Senator, I d-6 Jot' beli9ve 1 u.d suppqti4.

Senator ERVIN, P oes it nctfd~sroy'the lreom of everyb6Ay Iii ti~
Unie ttstsllor .lows theirpraperl t o~, hypa~

Mr.K~xu.Well, as. Se4wko I Jayi~pi ntd t tr prncpl

xvxNotsl g 1 a1 ydl' I fil
and vaid' x reason or ~hsroying it4A ie I olremning

faveao,lst
Mr. Kiani I the i ~FIJ houig aid,0 Ghousig, h ~

*kind of ,limitation has 'been in efdet for several'yearsu now', tle' same
'ay i, the public housing prga nubn re~~~lrojpcts. Ihv

seen no ewldqence of wny, real prPbMW c 'edby t he effec ts of t
;order,'W iusiobeni AUi

Senator ERVIN., haea s.,p e
now. Is tha not the occasion for'this proposed lgi a imi,

Mr. KErril Well trupQ.,
Senator EvINnd L does not this proposed 1egihiio 4"in, e eet

that all American people,. everybody in America shallW be eied Ithe
.right to select th~e persons to. whqni. they; shall sell tlheir dwellgs or
rent their dwellings? 1, 'o you not consier ta very drastic destruc-
tioll'of freedom?1

Mr. ~n~It Vould certainly limit the f eom to discriminate.
Senior EVIN.of'course, you woldi substitute'Govern~aient' sand-

ards and let the Government regul~iti but I, "ata loss to ap~er-

;tnd how aniy ianepjoys aliy freo '~n~ h a iglit t6o 'at,
Awhat you might call, in a foo is i way as well as Jn a wiseway., If the
Government is going to direct his action, he. has no 6-fri edom,

want to thank you for your ap~ea~apv~q~ giigus the benefit
Pf your view andthope ofyour~grgaxization.

entr IA' Mr. '666th u leohr question *y ha qu-
*th~lty, ~es ~persn~kuyQrseliqhuj p in, aw tt iii tis country ?

By' Ilaw, does he not?

Senator5AWi'T d thiat not corree't? '' I ',

Mr. IKEm-i. -Tlft is right.-,,,rt~eo

;-us6-under whieh1 he at, rIitr hitiAn ti nsfers ~tte

Senator JAVITs. So there is the possibility of owning',and lanjoying
OWner~hip pnly by vir{,ue of law; is that not soI

Senator JAOVs. That is what assures uninterfered-withi p'osseesioii;
is that correct I ,

Senator JAVITS' So thnt the ;law shcnild havle the 'right .if 'it'dos
Iiiii6ron i86&ioai ~t~ha~ mtN~ih9 t6, say
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b6ut whether other elements'of the law are being observed in con-
nection with possession; is that true? :

Mr.Ki That istrue. .
Senator JAvrre.'Are you well aware of the fact that owners of prop-

erty must comply with codes of sanitation, health, and the like?
'Mr., Ktris. That is true. -

Senator JAvrrs. Would you say as a person engaged in the housing
field that there is an untrammeled eight to own anddispose of-prop-
erty in this country without any restraint whatever?

'Mr. KRiH. No, sir.
Senator E1itr. And you an say bythe samepower of reasoning,

since law guarantees property ownership, that law should abolish
property ownership in the' interest of the great majority. That is,
you cai Say that, if you do rot believe in freedom, can you hott

Mr. KfIrr. I would not say this abolishes the right of ownership.
Senator ERvIN. It abolishes one of the great attributes of private

property, which is the right to sell to Whom one pleases.
Mr. KEiH. It puts a limitations oA the rights of o*nbtship, along

with many other limitations.
Senator ERVIN; If the Go0ernment is goinm to assume the power to

tell you how you can use your property, what you can do with it, and
lave you merely the naked legal title, property does iot mean very
much, does it?

Mr. KErr. Well, many of the States have already dbihe this, Sen-
ator, as you know.

Senator ERvYn. Seventeen of them. But not as drastic as this bill.
And, incidentally, according to testimony adduced here the other

day, one of the witnesses said New York has laws of this nature, and
some of these public housing developments are partly vacant because
they hold the rooms for rental to white people and white people do
not move in.

Mr. KETrr. I am not familiar with that.
Senator ERVIn. Thank you for coming and expressing the views

of your organization.
Mr. KEIH. Thank you.
Senator ERvrn. Call the -next Witness.
Mr. Arrar. Mr. Chairman the next witness is Harry G. Elmstrom,

president of the New York State Association of Real Estate Board
whose apperance is scheduled at the request of Congressman Carle-
ton J. King.

Mr. Elmstrom, would you card to introduce your associate?

STATEMENT OP HARRY G. ELMSTROM, PrESIDENT, EW YORK
STATE ASSOCIATION OF REAL ESTATE BOARDS, ALBANY, N.Y.;
ACCOMPANIED BY WIIIAM . MAGEL, EXECUTIVE VICE
PRESIDENT

Mr. ELMSTROM. Yes, my associat is William R. Magel, from
Albany, N.Y the executive vice president of the New Yor State
Association of Real Estate Boards.

Mr. Chairman and members of the: subcommittee, my nname is
Harry G. Elmstron, of Saratoga County, NY., As president of the
New York Stte Association of Real Estate boards, I speak in be-



lutf th 8e 9 1c1 real estate ards i, New York tate and their
qver 35,(oop 'icensed ieal beste'bio6i and saile pebpl6in additi~i
to the hundreds of thouidsi ,pro perty o vwne W servoei~ bh.yer.

Let me express my appreciation on behalf bi d brgatfizttioniii'd
having been granted ls pp "Itrtuity p A fbef r 1 _

One week from yestiday, ths cuiti y iib Blel b jexi& ad in
celebrating their Jne ay, ,th mosdt imptai dy i the
lifo o~f~fr".pep!l, oy , . " . *10* ,70P VN

:

In 17'6when this Na ion eived its independence, odl 'ftlie for
most considerations was the right of an individual to own property
without the interference or coercion of his government. The oc-
casion of the signing of the Declaration of Independence was in iti
self a reaffirmation of the'rights set forth in the Magna Carta-rights
alluding to the fact that a man's home was his castle and his right to
own and enjoy it, unassailable. This important document marke
the end of the feudal system, whereby title to all land rested with the
crown and individuals who wished to occupy it were subject to the
whims and fancies of the central government; And for whatever prop-
erty rights and privileges were granted, homage was demanded and
paid at an unparalleled pric.. '

It is ironic that today nearly 200 years after this Nation has thrown
off this undemocratic system that the Congress should be considering
a law which would destroy the basic human right of private property
ownership,

I am, of course making reference to title IV of the 1966 proposed
civil rights law. We believe that this bill not only flouts our U.S. Con-
stitution and the rights it guarantees to our individual citizens but
impairs one's right to own and freely enjoy their property. The pro-
posal strike a piercing blow at the heart of individual liberty.

Under the guise of civil rights, proponents of this bill undoubtedly
feel that if enacted, this law would strengthen property rights and in-
sure equal opportityl i housing. However, it would not only fail
to achieve its tended puupose but it would sacrifice ne nof the mdst
treasured rights of all property owners-the right to determine the
disposition of his property without legal coercion on the part of his
government. Indeed at stake is the basic principle of freedom of con-
tract: the right of an individual to enter into or refuse to enter into a
contract in' the disposition of his property based entirely upon his own
judgment. 1Y

The laws of our land are historically made in the public interest and
I submit to you that title IVyi not only against the public interest in
that it deprives iridiiduial citizens of their rights, but: is, in fact,
against the will of the peol6 of this great country. In evety instance
that the voters have had tie opportunity to express their desires on
this very question this type of legislation has been rejected by an
overwhelming majorty. The most recent poll on the national level.
conducted by the Natibnal Broadcasting Co. indicated an overwheln-
ing failure on the part if he people to support this legislative concept.
I should like to make clear that our association is .dedicated to

equal opportunity in tie housing field., Ou1rpo cy states that we will
support and promote the i ght of an indkviduff to 6on real prop-
erty aiit exe rised~i a ehjoy the freeom of 'ti ownership We
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limited penalties. ,In addition, the proposed bill put at the, cipposal
of his accuser all of the machinery and assistance of,tletoederal Gv-
emrnent and indeed.calls upon the property owoer tp ,tand lo9e, in
his own defense. It imposes penalties in the way of njunctive restric-
tions on the disposition of the property even before t ie accused has
had his constitutionally guaranteed "day in, court," letalone having
-been adjudged guilty of infractions wider the law. .; ,

While all of these penalties and restrictions are.set fo.thi,mjn th, aw,
nowhere is there the right or opportunity for the accused who is
adjudged blameless to' recover damages that he may have. suffered.
<It is interesting to note that in all of these forced housing laws that
appear around the Nation, not one sets forth penalties prolibiting a
purchaser or prospective tenant from, discrimmiatingin; his selection
of property to purchase or rent because of race, creed or ethnic origin.
As a matter of fact, nothing short of thought control legi1 ation would
succeed in eliminating this situation. Until such a time,as this Nation,
its buyers, its sellers landlords, and tenants alike, accept voluntarily
the principle of equal opportunity in housing, all attempts to.legislate
prejudice and discrimination out of existence,will not only fail but will
deter the very cause they were intended topromote. , ,,

It is our solemn belief that the individual American property owner,
.regardless of race, color, or creed, must be allowed, under -law, to
retain: -* . . ,,

1. The right of privacy. , ,
2. The right to choose his own friends
3. The right to own and enjoy property according to his own

dictates.
4. The right to occupy and dispose of property without govern-

mental interference in accordance with the dictates, of his
conscience. ,

5. The right of all equally to enjoy property without intrfer-
ence by laws giving special privilege to any group or groups.

6. The right to maintain what, in his opinion, are .congenial
surroundings for tenants.

7;. The right to contract with a real estate broker orother repre-
sentative of his choice. and to authorize him to act for him accord-
ing to his instructions..

8. The right to determine the acceptability and desirability of
any prospective buyer or tenant of his property.

9. The right of every American to choose who in his opinion
are congenial tenants in any property lie owns-to maintain the
stability and security of his income.

10. The right to enjoy the freedom to accept, reject, negotiate,
or not negotiate with others. .

Loss of 'these rights diminishes, personal freedom and creates a
springboard for further erosion of liberty.

In summary, the proposed law is a bad law. It is contrary to the
public interest and is being offered in direct opposition to the expressed
will of the, people. .

The members of our association and the thousands of property ownp-
ers that they service ask you to protect and safeguard the hunlum rights
of all citizens and reject this legislation. . , ;,,

. * - ,* * : ** .. - i * ' **\ - ij . I . ' " ; 
i t

: * .. -
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Senator ERVIN. Title IV of this bill would, if enacted into law and
upheld, deprive every American who owns property of the right to
dll or lease such property freely according to his own judgment, would
it not?

Mr. ELMSTrROM. We feel this right would be removed, yes.
Senator ERVIN. Title IV also undertakes to deprive real estate brok-

ers of the right to carry out the instructions of those who entrust their
propert to them for sale or rent.

Mr. ELMSTrOM. Yes.
Senator ERvIN. Title IV would also limit the right of financial in-

stitutions to loan their own funds or the funds of their depositors to.
persons desiring to purchase homes, would it not ?

'Mr. ELMSTROM. Yes, it would.
Senator ERVIN. Can you imagine any legislative proposal which is

more calculated to impair the rght of private property as well as the
fight of contract than title IV ?

'Mr. ELMSTROM. We stand utterly opposed to this title IV. We be-
lieve it is wrong for the property owners and the citizens.

Senator ER vN. Thank you.
Do you have any questions ?
Senator JAvIrs. Mr. Elmstrom, first let me welcome you as a New

Yorker. Even though we do not agree, I am still glad to see you and,
of course, there are many areas in which I am in complete agreement
with the real estate industry in New York.

Aside from the administration of the Federal law, do you see any
great difference--you do not have to be too detailed as a lawyer, but
just answer as a real estate man-do you see any great difference be-
tween the Federal law and the New York State law, leaving aside the
question of administrative suits and--

Mr. ELMSTOM. That is where we see the greatest difference, in the
penalties and the method of approach. We refer to the New York
law and we firmly believe it is more of a conciliatory law. It has a
machinery connected to it that allows people to appear before a com-
mission and so forth, without penalties, that usually they try to con-
ciliate the problem, and I believe it is working out in most cases that
way. But this law is highly restrictive and has very severe penalties.

Senator JAvITS. Is it fair to say that it would be much more feasible
and practical from even your point of view if title IV had adminis-
trative remedies analogous to those in the New York law, rather than
the individual suit provision whichli has now ?

Mr. ELMSTROM. I have to repeat that we stand opposed, to title IV,
even if it were to be amended.

Senator JAVITS. Completely, I undstand,
Mr. EIMsTROM. I would have to see exactly what was proposed,

but I believe what yot are saying there would obviously improve the
bill. I would have to see what you mention first, though, before I
comment on it.

Senator JAVIrs. Would you tell us which year, from 1959 to 1966,
inclusive, has been the best year from the point of view of residential
property in the real estate business? -

Mr. ELM rnox. You mean financially?
Senator JAVrTS. From the point bf view! of most transaction, most

turnovers? I knpw that is what interests you the most.
/ , / *



Mr. ELut oM. Well, our State is abig one and we has mny prb-
lems in one area that we do not have in another.,, Icould ,ot hon etly
state which was the best year. IIwould. have np figure, to support
myself. ..

Senator J4vrrs,'For example, has a9,65 been worse or, better . b)ah
1959 or--

Mr. ELMxsTo. Much better, of course. Inflation takes care of some
of this.

Senator JAvrrs.. The real estate be, as we say colloqually, haspeen
better, in 1995 than 1959. .

M:r. ELXMSToM. Yes.
Senator JAVITS. 1 notice you say that the New York State aw lhas

"in many areas of our State, done little pore.than to create qhaos
in the housing market."

What do you mean by that , .
Mr. ELMsTRoM. The reason this is .in our statement, Senator, we

have areas of our;State-and I refer you to Cambria Heights as one,
I refer you to Laurelton, Long Island, with which I an.sure you are
familiar-in this area there has been a strong change ia the ethnic
makeup of these neighborhoods. The chaos was creAed at pne point
as a result of a cease-and-desist order issued by ouur, i retry -of state
to solicit no business in that area. The effort was .Mad to hold the
proportion of whites versus Negroes. This created.a number of prob-
lem; down there. We believe that we have worked yery hard to try
to solve that problem. Even now the problem is not solved-every-
body is working hard on it. As a result of the way it did turn out,
we believe if the New York law had not been in effect, we could have
solved it. The citizens could have solved it6 much easier than trying to
hold a certain percentage of differentraces.

We have records ful in our offices of incidents that happened, there
which indicate that if it were not for this Jaw a better balann9. wou'
probably have been maintained in the neighborhood, But i it s,
people cannot refuse to sell to anyone, so thereis no way of mainapit
ing a balance. .

Senator JAvrrs. Their, cese-and-desist rder was directed toward
block busting, was it not; that is, panicking whioe residents into sell-
ing their property? .

Mr. ELMSTROM. We were tol4 that that is why it was issued. It was
issued through the secretary of,state,. .

Senator JAVITS. The secretary of state's orders in New York are.
judicially revie>vable, are they not ?

Mr. ELMSTROMX Yes.,
Senator JAvrs. Was there any judicial review, of tlis, order ?, .
Mr. EMSTROM. Not that I know of.
Senator JAVIS. Can you tell us in New York how many complaints

have actually been issued in New York under this antidiscrimination
in housing law ? .,

Mr. ELMSnioM. Statewide?
Senator JAVITS. Yes.
Mr. ErMisnnoM. May I check with my people?
Senator JAVnTS. If they know. ,
Mr. ELMSTROx. I am told they are averaging 500 a year at this

point.

OvWl rijtW,



S ator JAYr.r. Those are complaints. "
Mr. EidSTJOM. Complaints, yes. '
:Senator JAvrrS. These are complaints which the' agency issues

against property owners, realtors, and others; is that correct?
Mr. MAdEL. This is total complaints, either filed or initiated. '
Senator JAvrTS. That is a very different point.

' Mr. MAiEL. The administrative agency has only this year had the
right to initiate complaints.

Senator JAvrrs. Nonetheless, you are giving us the global figure of
complaints filed, 500 per year. What percentage is that of the aggre-
gate real estate transactions in residential housing in New York Statel

Mr. MAOGE, We have no idea.
Senator JAvrrs. Ho* many cease-and-desist orders have been issued

since the commission came into being
Mr. ELM'TROM. Cambria Heights is the only one I am familiar

with. I know of no others in our State.
Senator JAvIrr. Now, Laurelton and Cambria Heights are by no

means the most significant real estate areas in the State?
Mr. ELMSTROM. Oh, no; they are one sinall segment of our State.
Senator JAVITrrs. Of course. You have an enormous area.
I notice on page 3 you state that since some of our local communi-

ties in New York State have also enacted some of these laws, property
owners are confused and bewildered.

Who was confused and bewildered, and how ?
Mr. ELMSTROM. The reason for the confusion-again it is an admin-

istrative one. We have in the State, as you well know, a human rights
commission. You know that many of our cities also have human
rights commissions. 'You know that the: attorney general has power
in this field. All anyone has to do is file a complaint. He does not
have to justify his complaint particularly to file it. I know. in my
own area, I have made a check, and I do not think 1 percent of our
knowledgeable people, after all the years our bill has been in existence,
have any concept that there is such a bill and that it applies to them.
I would, certainly furnish documentation for that with names of
doetb-s and lawyers, who, when you tell them that this bill applies
to them, say, "Absolutely not, never heard of such a thing." We are
furnishing copies of this bill continuously, trying and hoping to
educate our people with it. But it is a tragedy that very few of
them are aware of this bill. They go about their business in their
own way.

Senator JAvrrS. Does that not rather indicate that the administra-
tion of the antidiscrimination law in''New York has not in fact been
the big chaotic, bewildering and confusing mess that you have de-
scribed in your statement?

Mr. ELMsTorM. No, sir; it does not. I am speaking of my own
area. We have no particular problem in Saratoga. I live in a village
of 5,000 people. It is quite a little different up there. I was merely
referring that to my own area. But there is confusion in many areas
of our State. They are spotty areas.

Senator JAvrrs. Can ! you cite specific ureas that justify your
statement that there is chaos or bewilderment and confusion ? Which
aeas? /

924 ciVit RIGHTS



Mr. E M~s~r~u~Oe st off th t1e Cambria Heights--Laurel-
(on area righttre- T1ri I a dalaft btfdiblQEmd

outcry against this legislation in New York? " .1 ' l"" "

bhis is my personal belief. " " ' ;

Senator vIT Tht Is pi

SSenator JAV s. That is your personal opiioh. But this'has'bei
on the books lbiwsintc; ~I9bg, and' there'has 'beei ixd real effot toire-peal it, has there, In the legislature? Yok

Mr. ELMsTROM. No:r * I O -- Wu t* * :is no thtf I
Senator JAvrrs. Or to defeat the people who sponsored the bill inthe first place? ,fi

hiMr. E MSTRM. Well, after all, one bill like this is only part of the

legislator's workand there are and there are many things that defeat them or tthem into office. No, I could not attach dirctlyt6 ' te bill- reje
Senator JAVrrs. Has your association passed any resolution de

nouncing this New York State bill 'Mr. ELMSTRao. We stand in opposition to the bill.

Senator JAVITS. But you have passed no resolution denouncing'it,
have you?Mr. ELMSTROM. No, sir.

Senator JAVITr. Have you petitioned the legislature to repeal it?
Mr. ELMsTROM. No, sir.il le ts a o
Senator JAvrrs. Have you sought in any way to raise public senti-

menit against it York l
Mr. ELMaSTRO. Yes, sir.
Senator JAvITs. In an organized waye t r
Mr. ELSTR o. In an organized way; no.

Senator JAVITS. In other words, your members are unhappy, at
least some of them, as far as you know, is that right .

not serving it intended purpose.
Senator JAVIrr. But there has been ho organized effort by you or

any other group to bring about its ireieal? ,
Mr. ELrsTnoM. Because of the situation in New Yorik State, where

the people do not have the right of referendum, it would be pioltically
impossible, we feel, to get the New York State Legislature to change
fhis law.

Senator JAVITS. But you have fought a lot of other legislative battles
in New York law, have 6u not? On other things such as taxation

Mr. ELMSTROM. Yes. ' '', : c S
Senator JAVITS. Correct; but not this one. Have you engaged in a

Mr. ELMSRnoM. No.
Senator JAVITS. Thanks ou very much, ' '



Sae somine icotiitiionb to 'th' efforitof New
1orki ty to bring about int grated hbii, i. I woid like' to reAd
into the' record a statement which iappi1s'bnip e .80 of Alvin Avims

"ok ent itleu Op icupanoy Versu Foried Housing Uhder the
14th Amendment': " ,
i Moreover, the New York City Housing Authority admitted keeping an average

of at least 65 apartments An pubic houpingin Negrq areas vacant rather than
rent them to witing Negroes in order to obtain whites and better integrate them.
This resulted in the rental loss, in ohe reported project alone, of $115,000 in
lef than a year. Refusal to sell to needy Negro tenants to promote integration
in Negro areas became! so widespread that the New York 8~te Commission
Against Discrimination was provoked by complaints of a number of Negro
families to investigate the situation.
- And also I would like:tb read this about the New York City anti-
discrimination ordinance by the same author. .his book was pub-
lished in 1968 and he says, "Three years ago"-which would have been
in 1960: .

Three years ago, this author pointed out the following facts:
SWhen the law (New York City's anti-discrlmination ordinance) first went Into

effect,, the City Commission on Intergroup Relations, the administrative body
charged with the administration of this ordinance, received an annual appropria-
tion of $358,050. A year later, only 27 complaints wbre adjusted to the satis.
faction of the complainant or the Commission for a total cost per dwelling unit
obtained' via the anti-discrimination law of over $13,000. With this money, the
city would virtually have built each of the complainants his own apartment or
house.

That is the end of the quotation. The author adds this:
Four years of experience has simply reinforced the above observation. During

this period, the City Commissidn' budget rose to almost a half million, dollars.
It had 1,167 cases, but only 101 complainants eventually got apartments through
the agency's efforts. This averages almost $20,000 per apartment.

Now, those are some observations by a man who has made a study
of the New York situation. It seems to me if those observations are
correct, it would be a better policy for the Federal'Governmi nt just
to undertake to build everybody a hpuse or get him an apartment. It
would be cheaper.

Any questions? ,
Mr. AvTR. , Ju one,; , :
How long has the New ,York State lawbeen in effect ?
Mr. ELMSTROM. It:was originally enacted in 1i9, X believe. Then

it was amended as it now stands in 1968. ,
Mr. ATTRmY. As you probably know, the Attorney General has given

as one of the chief reasons for'proposing this bill the elimination of
the ghetto* throughput his statement he lluded to t e problem of the
ghetto. Iave you poticed any marked impact on "ghettoes" since the
enactment of the New York law ?

Mr. ELMSTROM. The word "ghetto" is a very bad word. I do not
like it. :

Mr. AUTRY. It is the word the Attorney General uses.
Mr. ELmrTRodi. I do not quite know what the exact definition of this

word is--lut if, I interpret it correctly, I. anitot coinceive that there
has been one single change. The area might have changed. It might
have moved from hdre to here, but I know of .no .instance of elnimna-
tion of so-called ghettoes. :lpyself was brought up in what was re-
ferred to as a slum'of Brooklyn that mgiit very wel have been referred
to as a ghetto i , this. interpretation.



Mr. AUTRY. I quot, from page 9 othe lAttrney General's state-
ment :

, Fot example, n/ Harlem, 2$7,792 people live 0 a squ rc-mte area, <w 100
people pe acre.,

,'I suppose those figures are for, this year. Is tllis a substaitialy
lower concentration than existed in 1959 when the law was passed, ,
, Mr. ELMSTaoM.X I would have to check the figures. I could not
#nswer you.

Senator JAVrrTS. Just one questions Mr. Chairman if Imay.
Senator ERvnt. Yes, sir. -
Senator JAvrrs. These figures would be materially affected, would

they not, by the in-migration of Negroes or Puerto Rican families to
New York In other words, you could.not take the.absolute figure of
diminution or increase of the concentration of minority population, in
Harlem or Bedford-Stuyvesant or the East Bronx, and stand on these
alone. If you want to get an evaluation of the impact, of the New
York law, you could not get it solely by the absolute population con-
tent of these areas even if you define the areas, at a given stage; is
that not so?

Mr. ELMSTOM. I agree with your statement. Many more things
would have to entei into this determination.

Mr. MAOEL. May I comment on Mr. Autry's question? It is my
impression that he was concerned with the ethic or racial makeup
of an area which he calls the ghetto. By the old definition, the ghetto
is something you cannot move out of.' I think we refer to it as a
heavy ethnic concentration or racial concentration. Our experience
under the law, the exact point Mr. Elmstrom was making, and the law
in the Laurelton area),is that what really happens is you cannot totally
achieve integration, simply because buyers and renters still may, dis-
criminate. As a result, you find the heavy ethnic concentration areas
moving from one part of a community to anotherrather than being
integrated. It is the goal, I assume, of all proponents of legislation
of this type to achieve equal and spreadout opportunity in this field,
and, frankly, this law practically prohibits it, because no individual
can refuse to sell, wheon he wants to--

Mr. ArraU . Voluntarily integrated neighborhoods, then, under this
bill or tinder the NeW York State law, would be, by the letter of the
law, prohibited ?

Mr. MAGEL. Yes.
Senator JAVITS. Would counsel yield on that?
Mr. Avmrr. Yes, sir.,
Senator JAvrrT. I do not understand what you mean by "pro-

hibited." Would you explain what you mean?
Mr. Arm r. The subcommittee has received some statements to the

effect that voluntary integrated neighborhoods around the country are
maintained by self-iraposed voluntary quotas.

Senator JAvIS. I agree that it is self-imposed. I understand.
Mr. AUTRY. In that connection, just one more question. The Attor-

ney General also based part of the constitutionality for this legisla-
tion on whnt.i e. considers 'an adverse impact on commerce by
discrimination. ,Now, in your experience with the New Yorl.State
Jw, hs there betiln,ess discrimination and has the flow of commNere
imunproved since enactment?
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Mr. EisTRSon. Are you addressing that to me?
Mr. ATRY, Either of you.
Mr. ELMasTROM. It is impossible for us to conceive, with all due

respect to the Attorney General of the United States, how a private
citizen selling a private home to another private citizen can in any
way, manner, or form, be related to the commerce clause. We believe
this bill is'reaching way beyond any intent of the commerce clause of
the Constitution. It is not conceivable to us that this would apply
either on a State basis or a national basis.

Mr. ATRY. Did you notice any change in the flow of commerce
because of the impact of the enactment of the New York State law
The Attorney General, of course, alleges that this law would change,
would help the flow of commerce because discrimination would be
abolished.

Mr. ELMSTra M. I cannot conceive at all that it would help the flow
of commerce. I would answer definitely not in my opinion.

Senator ERnvI. It is always bad to put an interpretation on an-
other man's language, because you can misinterpret what he was
saying, but I think the Attorney General's theory was that if you
deprive all real estate owners of the right to choose the persons to
whom he would sell, then all Americans would move from one State
to another in order to get housing under the provisions of this bill.
Do you think it would have any such effect as that ?

Mr. ELMSTROM. Well, I do not know.
Senator EvrIN. On behalf of the subcommittee, I wish to thank

you for making your appearance here and giving us the benefit of
your views.

Mr. ELMSTRoM. Thank:you for allowing us to come.
Senator EnvIN. The subcommittee will stand in recess until 2:80.
(Whereupon, at 12:10 p.m. the subcommittee recessed, to recon-

vene at 2:30 p.m. the same day.)

AFTERNOON SESSION

Senator ERVIN. The subcommittee will come to order.
The counsel will call the first witness.
Mr. AUTRY. The first witless this afternoon is Mr. Andrew J. Bie-

miller, director, department of legislation, American Federation of
Labor and Congress of Industrial Organizations.

Senator ERVIN. On behalf of(the subcommittee, I want to thank
you for making your appearance here and giving us the views of the
organization which you represent,,4n this legislation.

STATEMENT OF ANDREW 7 BIMILLER, DIRECTOR, DEPARTMENT
OF LEGISLATION, AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR AND
CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS; ACCOMPANIED BY
THOMAS HARRIS9,ASSOilATE GENERAL COUNSEL'

Mr. BIEMILfLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. For the record, my
name is Andrew J. RBiemiller. I ain! legislative director for the
American Fedeatioji of Labor arid Coiess' of industrial drganiza-
tiois. Actompanyrig ime'si Thomas E. Ha'rris, our associate general
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counsel. We appreciate this opportunity to present the yiews.of the
AFL-CIO on tis important matter. . .

The proposals which this subcommittee are considering deal with
two major problem areas in the functioning pf American dempcra.
The first has to do with the administration of justice; the se, d,
with discriminatory housing practices. . .

In both of these fields there are large and acute evils which iust
be eradicated; and the AFL-GIO welcomes the determination of the
President and the Congress to face and face squarely the.difficult issue
of how best to remedy these deficiencies.

We all, I hope, believe in equal justice under law; and we all, I hope,
believe that no part of our population should suffer discrimination in
so vital a matter as a place to live. The question is how to implement
these principles.

The AFL-CIO endorses and supports S. 3296. We think it provides
constructive and effective cures for the evils with which it deals, and
we urge its enactment. We believe that the bill could be strengthened
in a few particulars which we suggest below, but in general we are
for it.

I will discuss successively the various titles of the bill, indicating
in each instance what, if any, changes we think might be made.

TITLES I AND II

Titles I and II undertake to end discrimination in jury systems, in,
respectively, the Federal and State courts.

Up until now three different groups have been discriminated against
in various areas as respects selection for jury service.

Senator ERVIN. I am very sorry but.there is a live quorum call and
I have to run off and leave you. I will be back as soon as I can.

Mr. BIEm LER. I understand perfectly, Mr. Chairman.
(Brief recess.)
Senator EnRvr. Proceed, Mr. Biemiller.
Mr. BIEMLLER. These groups are: first, Negroes and perhaps meii-

bers of certain other minorities; second, women; and third, people ith
low incomes. The discrimination may be de fact or de jure. '

Discrimination against Negroes is unquestionably most acute in the
South.

Discrimination against women is also concentrated in the South but
is probably also more prevalent de facto in rural and small towni kreas
tnan iniicities 'Also, both of these types,of discrimination are moe
prevalent in State than in Federal co urts.

On the other hand discrimination in Selection for jur service against
people having low incomes is decidedly not a peculiar southern vice
and it is probably more prevalent in Federal than in State courts nrid
in cities than in rural areas. Mr. Thomas Dewey, when he was a young
district attorney, 'was an advocate of the so-called blue ribbon ury-
in State courts in New York City. But the use of blue ribbon juries
is at least as prevalent in Federal courts as ii State co rts generally.

Prosecutors have the idea that juries'drawn from the uppe bco-
nbmic strata are readier to convict. We commend Attorney General
ICatzebichfot'his willingness to forego this advantage for piosecui-

- * : * ; * *- 
:
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Ibs1tf'iAtdied it is oind ,aid for his reoogiition that discrimination on
grounds of economic status is just as violative of the equal protection
of th lws" AS discri:nihation bn grounds of race or sex. i

,T1ihr6 ii aiiother reason for banning discrimination on the basis of
icononic ittitus. It is that if such discrimination is permitted, it will
perpetuate, in. a different guise, discrimination against Negroes and
other'minority groups.

We therefore agree with the sponsors of S. 3296 that all three types
of discrimination-that is, on grounds of race, sex, or economic status-
should be ended. Further, we agree tlat the language of the bilL is
clear and straightforward; namely (p. 2, lines 9 to 12):

No person or class of persons shall be denied the right to serve on grand and
lptit juries in thd district courts of the United States on account of race, color,
religion, sex, national origin, or economic status.

The same terminology is used in the provision as to State courts.
As respects the Federal courts, the bill's ban on discrimination is

affirmatively implemented by providing that names for a master jury
wheel shall be selected "at random" from the voter registration lists,
and, if the judicial council of the circuit so determines, other sources.
As respects to State courts, however, the bill contains no parallel
affirmative requirement for selection at random, but only the general
ban on discrimination.

Thus the bill seems to leave it open to the States to prescribe the qual-
ifcations other than those banned, such, for example, as a college de-
gree. We urge that this opportunity to perpetuate undemocratic jury
selection systems, and to evade the bill's prohibitions, be foreclosed.
The States should be affirmatively required to select persons for jury
Service at random, just as the Federal courts are, and the maximum
qualifications prescribed for Federal jury service (p. 7, line 22; p. 8,
line 10) should be made the maximum permissible qualifications for
State court jury service.

Perhaps the Attorney General had doubts at the time the bill was
drafted as to the constitutional reach of the power of the Congress
underthe 14th amendment to prescribe State court jiiry qualifications
to insure the equal protection of the laws. Any such doubts have,
however, been set at rest by the decision of the Supreme Court in Katz-
enbach v. Morgan. The Court here made it clear that the 14th amend-
ment is a source of Federal substantive legislative power, just as are the
other grants of legislative power in the Constitution, and that Con-
gress has broad discretion in legislating standards to implement the
equal protection clause. Thus there is no constitutional need for the
disparate approaches used in the bill as to Federal and State jury
qualifications; and the need for affirmatively presciibing the permis-
sible qualifications is greater in the case of States than of Federal
courts.

Further, we urge that the procedures for enforcing these qualifica-
tions be strengthened as regards both Federal and,.State courts.

In the case of State juries, the bill authorizes tlie Attorney General
to bring injunctive proceedings against State jury. officials. How-
ever, the bill does not contain any such authorization in'the.case of
Federal juries, evidently upon the assumption that Federal judgs and
jury commissioners will be readier to implement the bill's standards

/
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than will their, State counterparts, Even if this assumpti: i-'gor-
rect there has been', as the Attorney General; acknowledges,, some dis-
crimination in the Federal courts, and we-se no reason, ,wily t.ie p
vision for suits by the Attorney General should not be appl icfe,;
Federal juries as well as to State. , . :. .0,

More important,, we are doubtful that the enforcement provisions
of the bill are adequate even in the case of State juries. The bill does
provide a discovery procedure to make it easier to find out whether
unlawful discrimination has occurred in the jury selection process
This procedure is available to the Attorney General in civil suits
brought by him and to defendants in criminal prosecutions. . ow-
ever, for enforcement of its bans on discrimination the bill relies ex-
clusively on adjudications in individual lawsuits either wherp the
issue is raised by private litigants or in suits brought by the Attorney
General.

We are doubtful that this sort of spot policing will be adequate to
end jury discrimination. It has not been adequate to end discrimi-
nation in other fields.

As respects the right to vote, for example, legislation prior to the
Voting Rights Act of 1965 relied for enforcement on suits brought
by the Attorney General or by voters. Suit had to be brought in
each election district, and in each separate suit there had to-be an
adjudication whether there had been an unlawful deprivation of the
right to vote. We foresaw that these provisions would prove to be
inadequate. We testified, when the bill was before Congress, that
implementing the 15th amendment by lawsuits was like trying to
paint a wall with a fountain pen.

Our forebodings proved to be well founded, as is shown by the
Voting Rights Act of 1965.

That act utilized several novel devices to counter enforcement diffi-
culties. It provided an automatic triggering test; that is, whether
fewer than 50 percent of eligible persons were registered or voted.
It provided for determinations applicable throughout major geo-
graphic units; that is, State or counties. It provided for the use of
Federal examiners to register voters, and for Federal observers at
elections.

These provisions in contrast to their predecessors, seems to be work-
ing reasonably well.

As respects school desegregation, too, individual lawsuits proved to
be a slow and ineffective way of vindicating constitutional rights.
Hence, title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

On the basis of these experiences, we suggest that broader scale
procedures for the implementation of title II may be needed than
enforcement through individual lawsuits. We believe the suggestions
on this point made by Roy Wilkins in his testimony for the Leader-
ship Conference on Civil Rights have substantial merit and deserve
the attention of this committee.

TITLE III

This title deals with discrimination iin the schools and other public
facilities. It eliminates certain existing limitations on the bringing
of suits by the Attorney General, and provides for broadened relief.
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We are in favor of the enactment of title III as written.
Since the Attorney General's testimony of this title was rather

general, we propose to give a concrete illustration of why this title is
needed.

In 1950 some Negro parents brought suit against school officials in
Clarendon County, S.C., seeking the admission of their children to
the white schools. In 1951 the Federal district court ruled that the
schools were very separate but not very equal, and that the plaintiff's
rights under the 14th amendment were being violated. However, the
court did not order that the children be admitted to the white schools:
it ordered that the Negro schools be made equal.

In 1904 the Supreme Court likewise held that the Negroes' consti-
tutional rights were being violated, on the ground that segregation by
races is inherently unequal. This case was one of the four decided
by the Supreme Court in Brown v. Board of Education (347 U.S.
483). In 1955 the Supreme Court, on reargument, ruled that inte-
gration should proceed with "all deliberate speed," and the case went
back to the district court.

In the district court the deliberation has been more evident than
the speed. It was not until the fall of 1965 that the district court
finally required the admission of six Negro children to white schools
in Clarendon County.

Of course, these were not the same children whose parents had
started the litigation. A child who was 6 years old in 1950 was 21
in 1965. However, one Negro girl whose parents had intervened later,
and were parties in the 1954 Brown cases in the Supreme Court, did
finally get into a white school at age 17 after 11 years of litigation.
Incidentally, according to news reports, the whites have been giving
her a bad time.

Of course, the litigation isn't over. The court has retained juris-
diction and has ordered further desegregation next fall. Anyway,
Negro parents, with the help of the legal defense fund of the NAACP,
have been carrying on this litigation for 16 years, and the end is not
in sight.

The Department of Justice has not brought suit in this situation.
The burden of the litigation has been left to the parents and to the
legal defense fund. The Department of Justice could bring'suit
under title III of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 if the Attorney Gen-
eral certified that the parents were unable to maintain appropriate
legal proceedings, which means under the statute that they "are unable
either directly or through other interested persons or organizations,
to bear the expense of the litigation * *"

How can the Attorney General determine such a thing as that?
The legal defense fund of the NAACP is presumably able to sustain
a certain volume of litigation, but what is the basis for saying that it
is able to maintain one particular suit and not another?

More broadly, it is our view that the burden of vindicating these
constitutional rights should rest on the Federal Government, and
that it should rest there regardless of whether particular parents can
or cannot afford to sue. /That is one reason why we urge the enact-
ment of title III.

The other reason is the pliysical and ec0lomic'intimidation which
faces Negro parents in some areas. Title III authorizes the Attorney
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General to seek injunctions against such intimidation, and we are of
course strongly in favor of that.

*TITLE IV

The AFL-CIO likewise strongly supports title IV of the proposed
Civil Rights Act of 1966.,

Organized labor has Jong been in the foreffrntI inthe fight for
fair housing legislation., Laws enacted by a large number of States
and municipalities to outlaw discrimination in housing have been
placed on the statute books,with the full backing, and often on the
initiative of, organized labor;,

The Sixth Constitutional Convention of the AFL-CIO, held last
December, called for equal housing opportunity in these words:

A key feature of labor's housing program is its drive for equal housing oppor-,
tunity for all Americans. There is no place in America for racial ghettos.
Equal access,, without regard to race, creed, color, or .tpqonal origin, to every
residential neighborhood in every American community should be assured for
every family in America.

The national purpose was pledged by Congress iii the Declaration
of National Policy set forth in the National Housing, Act of 1949
(Public Law 171, 81st Cong.; 63 Stat. 413; 42 U.S.C. 1441), which
stated:

The Congress hereby declares that the general welfare and security of the
Nation and the health and livhg standards of its people require * * * the
realization as soon as feasible of the goal of a decent home and a suitable living
environment for every American family, thus contributing to the development
and redevelopment of communities and to the advancement of the growth, wealth,
and security of the Nation. , ,.

This congressional affirmation should be viewed in the light of the
Nation's resolve proclaimed by the 14th amendmefit to the Constitu-
tion. The 14th amendment declares that no State shall deny "the
equal protection of the laws" to any person, regardless of race.

The Supreme Court has said (Shelley v. ,raemer, 334 U.S. 1
(1948)) : /

It cannot be doubted thft amLng the civil rights intended to be protected from
discriminatory State action by the 14th Aniendment hre the rights to acquire,
enjoy, own, and dispose of .property. Equality in the enjoyment of 'property
rights was regarded by the framers of the amendment as an essential precondi-
tion to the realization of other basic civil rights and liberties which the amend-
ment was intended to guarantee. ,

And the Supreme Court held, in that case, that the 14th amendment
prohibits the courts, as instrumentalities of the States, from enforcing
private racially restrictive convenants. In another case (Hurd v.,
Hodge. 334 U.S. 24 (1948)), the Supreme Court applied 'similar
prohibitions to the Federal Government and its courts, as well.

The U.S. Civil Rights Commission, in its 1961 report on housing,
reviewed this constitutional background and arrived at this compell-
ing conclusion:

** * it poses the question Whether, as a matter of national policy, the Fed-
eral Government can permit itself to be involved in the denial of equal oppor-
tunity; whether the Federal Government, which has established national hous-
ing programs to achieve p, national purppse,,,should not take affirmative steps
to move upward the achlefement of; eqthl opportunity in housing for all Ameri-



cans. The Supreme Cour nas recogn6i6ea tt y, ii .te eJymen
property rights" is "an essential precondition:!'t'l t fi a:lfoni'"f4't irl bam l
civil rights." If the achievement of this "essential precondition" is not here
the explicit command of the Constitution, it is nonetheless its promise.

Much of the opposition to the assurance of equal opportunity in
housii 't ll Amnericans is, we thiik bhbed on nishiforniation.

One widely broadcast misconception is that property values will
drop wvheliever" no6ihite families mhoe 'iitf a pr p Viously all-whito
neighborhood.. There;is absolutely no evidence tb support this con-
tention.

A comprehensive study of property Values was conducted for the
Commission on Race and Housing, a distifhisihed citizens group
whicl included nationally known specialists in the social sciences, by
Dr. Luigi Luitrenti. Its findings are included in tihe volume, Propi
erty Values and Race (University of California Press, 1960). Dr.
Laurenti's research involved 20 neighborhoods in San Francisco, Oak-
land,' nd Philadlphia, where Negroes had eritered dtiring a span of
12 years.

With each of. the three cities he studied, Laurenti compared price
movements in "test" neighborhoods with those in similar neighbor-
hoods which had remained all whit3 over thesame lpeiod.

Senator ERVIN. I am sorry, I have to leave for a vote on the floor.
(Brief recess.)
Senator ERvir. I hope you will forgive me, and I hope we make a

little more progress before another rollcall.
Mr. BIEMILLER. Thank you, Senator.'
'The price transactions studied covered a 12-year period.from 1943

to 1955. Over 9,900 sales prices were analyzed comprising about 40
percent of all the sales during the study period. Almost all the neigh-
borhoods consisted of single-family, owner-occupied residences and
were not contiguous to other areas of nonwhite population.

In 44 percent of the comparisons, prices showed gains which ranged
from 5 to 26 percent. Another 41 percent of the comparisons showed
no significant change in price behavior. The other 15 percent showed
declines, but none were over 15 percent.

Put another way, 85 percent of the cases either showed upward
improvement or remained stable.

The results of the studies in these three cities are consistent with
those made by other investigators who studied similar areas in Chicago,
Kansas City, Detroit, and Portland, Oreg.

In the volume "Property VaJes and Race," Laurenti concluded:
The major statistical finding of the present study is that during the time

period and for the cases studied the entry of nonwhites into previously all-
white neighborhoods was much more often associated with price improvement
or stability than with price weakening. A corollary and possibly more significant
finding is that no single or uniform pattern of nonwhite influence on property
pri es could be detected. Rather, what happens to prices when nonwhites enter
a neighborhood seems to depend on a varietyof circumstances which, on balance,
may influence prices upward or downward 'or leave them Unaffected.

Another myth, long since exploded, is that neighborhood standards
will go down whenever Negro families become part of the neighbor-
hood. ' /

Extensive studies have shown thit Nfegro homeowners are just as
concerned with neighborhood standards as any other citizens. Even
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a' ol srdliWfe d ior tiln ~0~ ip yhie Nnitionfd As.soinfoni
bf Real Estgte Boards sipporte 'the' fcYthlat Negrb h"niw nrs

2aintail' tlier priperii as well as *lii "
' There rie good standard ds0 a d ba stidards in bdth white and non4

Oveicrowdihg, economic exploitation, and'neglect of buildings by
landlords contribute to the creation of slums, regardless of the color
br nationall origin if'the residents. But slum areas, with which the
Ngo s:teiodbtype is all'tob' 6ften associated, generally were badly de-
teriorated before Negro,residents fell heir t6them.

'Equiil k e'es to housing, regardless racec, creed or national origin,
in a free inIrket, shouid be A part of the American way of life.
Equal opportunity in 'housing is intiaiitely linked to equal oppor-
tunity in schooling and to other civil rights.

The AFL-CIO strongly supports the enactment of title IV because
it will remove the obstacles that impede the rights and opportunities
of Aziericans on the unjust basis of their race, creed, or national
origin. We support it, above, all, because its enactment will broaden
the horizon of American democracy and will extend the opportunity
to contribute to the strengthening of community life to every citizen
of our country.

In addition, we believe the committee would be well advised to
explore with care the possibility 'of adding administrative enforce-
ment procedures to this title. We believe that administrative en-
forcement is less cumbersome, more immediate, and generally more
effective in matters of this kind. We hope you will consider care-
fully adding administrative procediue to this title.

TrrLE V

This title has to do with crimes against Negroes and civil rights
workers.

There have been numerous such crimes in recent years, but very
few convictions in either the State br the Federal courts. Something
needs to be done, and if anyone has any doubt of that we suggest
that they read the 1965 report of the U.S. Commission on Civil
Rights. The shocking breakdown of law enforcement in the South,
as respects Negroes and civil rights workers, is there set forth in
horrifying detail.

Senator ERVIk. There is another quorum call. I am sorry to have
so many initerrutions.

(Brief recess.
Senator EnvIN. Thank you for waiting.
Mr. BarMIrnaE. Certain violent deprivations of civil rights are

made criminal by the Federal Criminal Code (18 U.S.O. 241 and
242), but these provisions, which date back to Reconstruction days,
contain technical deficiencies which make it very difficult for the
Government to prove a case under them. Title V parallels but does
not supplant these existing Federal criminal statutes, and undertakes
to cure some of their deficiencies. The jury selection proposals of
titles I and II also of course relate to the general problem of the
administration of justice, which is most cute in, though it is not
confined to, the South.

J
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Title V was drafted in the, light of the recent Supreme Court de-
cisions in United States v. Priee, and United States v, Guest. In those
decisions the Court sustained the sufficiency of the indictments, but it
pointed out that the requirements of proof under existing law are dif-
ficult to meet, and the Court suggested that Congress enact more spe-
cific provisions. Title V embodies such provisions, and we urge its
enactment, bqt with some strengthening.

By way of concrete illustration, let us consider the existing statutes
and the proposed title V as they would bear upon the recent regretable
attacks upon James Meredith. '

Under section 241 it would be necessary for the Government to prove
thlt the defendant had a specific, wrongful, intent in two different re-
spects. In the first place, the Government would have to prove, as
in the case of nearly all criminal statutes, that the defendant intended
to commit the prohibited act, as, for example, that the defendant in-
tended to kill or injure the victim. This sort of intent is, as stated, a
normal and proper prerequisite to conviction in criminal cases. Under
section 241, however, the Government must also show a second type of
specific intent, namely, that the defendant also intended to interfere
with the victim's exercise of some right or privilege secured to him
by the Constitution or laws of the United States, such s the right to
travel interstate, or to vote, Proof as to this sort of qdditioial motiva-
tion is often lacking, and one of the purposes of title V is to obviate
the need for it.

Section 50i (a) substitutes for the intent requirements we have been
discussing the requirements that the defendant (1) injure the victim,
"because of his race, color, religion or national origin," (2) while the
victim is engaging or seeking to engage in the exercise of any of nine
enumerated types of Federal rights such as voting or attending a pub.
lic school. Under this provision'it would still be necessary to show
that the defendant (1) willfully injured his victim and (2) that he did
so because of his race, et cetera, (3) while the victim was engaged in the
exercise of an enumerated right. In other words, the second intent
requirement is changed from intent to prevent.the victim from voting,
for example, to intent to injure him because of his race while he is
voting. . ,ike

Evidence of racial animus is more likely to be available than evi-
dence that the defendant intended t~ prevent the exercise of some
particular Federal right. Even with the new provisions on the books,
however, the task of the Federal prosecutor will still be a most difficult
one. In a case like Guest it will stillbe necessary, fr the prosecutor to
show not only that the defendants deliberately killed their victim, but
that they did so because he was a Negro,

In general we think the Department. o Justice has done a good job
in drafting title V, We suggest, howev,,; thkt section 501(a) be
revised by adding on page 82, at the end of line 3, the words "or

Encouraging others to engage in.', The attack on _eredith shows the
need for this addition; for Meredith was not himself engaging in any
of the nine categories of enumerated activities, but was rather en-
couraging others'to do so T -

We have one additional suggestion. The decisions handed dovn by
the Supreme Court thjs June 20 mae clear the: need to reyisq and

:e;
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clarify the statute dealing -withe the right of defendants to remove
State court prosecutions to Federal court. No doubt the Attorney
General will now submit specific proposals on this. We believ,,, in
general, that a defendant should have the right to remove upon show-
ing either (1) that the prosecution seeks to punish conduct, the right
to engage in which was protected by the U.S. Constitution or by Fed-
eral statute, or (2) that he cannot obtain a fair trial in State court,
as, for example, because of discrimination in the selection of jurors.

CONCLUSION

Let me conclude with a brief observation. This Congress and its
predecessor are certain to go down in history for the trailblazing
legislation passed in 1964 and 1965 in this field. All of us who played
any role whatsoever in achieving the civil rights legislation have a
right to be proud. But much remains to be done..

We have all read reports that this Congress is tired of the subject;
that this Congress believes this is no time for another civil rights bat-
tie; that 1966 should be the year of stock taking, not action.

Well, we just don't believe those reports.
We believe this Congress will recognize-as did the President in the

message in which lie submitted this bill-tliat the unresolved problems
are many and great but that'they can be solved.

We in the AFL-CIO are dedicated to the belief that true and
absolute equality of opportunity is possible in America and we intend
to help achieve it. That, we are confident, is the mood of the Amer-
ican people and we believe it to be the intention of this Congress. ,

Senator ERVIN. Do you have any questions?
Mr. AuTRY. No. Perhaps ust one question. On page 11 I believe

you just mentioned the specific intent of racial motivations has to be
shown ii prosecution under title V. Would you be in favor of deleting
niotivation so that any crime in specific enumerated subsections be
inclfdedl

Mr. BIEMILLER. Mr . Harris?
Mr. Atar Y In other words, so that a man rwho is molested while in

the act of voting could receive redress under this title even though he
may not have been molested because he is a Negro.

Mr. HARRIS. No. We think that that would probably be too broad.
For instance, if you made that change, then you would cover any crime
against anyone using a common carrier. We don't see that there is
any need to inject the Federal Government into all of these prosecu-
tions where there is no racial motive involved.

The problem with which we are dealing has been the difficulty of
getting convictions, in State or Federal court' in racial motivated
crimes or crimes against civil rights workers. I doiht fliink here is
any problem of getting the crimil laws enforced generally.

Mr. AUTRY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator ERVIN. Mr. Biemiller I want to thank you and Mr. Harris

for making your appearance and giving us the benefit of the views of
the AFL-CIO on this very, important legislative proposal.

Mr. BTiMILLER. Thank you, Senator.
Senator ERVIN. I am sorry we had so many interruptions, but those

tilings are unavoidable sometimes'.



:,*, Mr.0 BI xMLE. tI understand 'if perfectly.
SMr. AiTnY. Mr. Chairman thenext witness isMr. Burton E. Smith,

presideiit of the .California i~eal Estate Association, whose appears
ance was scheduled at the request of Senators Kuchel and Murphy,
I believe Mr. Smith is accompanied by one;or more officials of hil
organization.
. Senator ERVIN. Mr. Smith, Senator Kuchel called me and said he
had hoped to get over here, butihe had a conflict which prevented him
from doing so.

STATEMENT OF BURTON E. SMITH, PRESIDENT, CALIFORNIA REAL
ESTATE ASSOCIATION, LOS ANGELES, CALIF.; ACCOMPANIED BY
DONALD McCLURE, SPECIAL COUNSEL, FORMER ASSISTANT REAL

ESTATE COMMISSIONER, AND H. JACKSON PONTIUS, EXECUTIVE
VICE PRESIDENT, CALIFORNIA REAL ESTATE ASSOCIATION

Mr. SIrTH. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman,
Senator ERVIN. Thank you for making your appearance here to

give us the benefit of your views on this very important proposal.
Mr. SMrr. Thank you very much. I have with me on my left Mr.

Jackson Pontius executive vice president of the California Real Estate
Association, and Mr. Don McClure, who is special counsel to our
association. I would like to read my statement, Mr. Chairman, if I
could.

Honorable Chairman and distinguished members of this subcom-
mittee:

I am Burton E. Smith, President of the California Real Estate
Association.

I appreciate this opportunity to appear before you in opposition to
title IV of S. 3296; since, if passed, this legislation will destroy the
freedom of a property owner to sell, lease or rent residential real
property to one of his own choosing. We believe this freedom to be
among the basic freedoms of all Americans; and we in California
have been fighting to preserve that freedom since it was threatened
by action of the legislature in our State 3 years ago. It is our opinion
that anyone who believes he can unsell an American in his desire
to be free in his c(otractual relations regarding his residential real
property, is making a grave mistake.

More than 41 million people inCalifornia voted in the last general
election in 164 to secure to thenelves their freedom of choice in the
disposition of their residential property, by amending the constitu-
tion of California to nullify laws enacted by the State-legislature de-
stroying that freedom. Their indignation demands the filng'of a peti-
tion for certiorari in the U.S. Supreme Court in an attenmt to preserve
this freedom anid the issues of freedom of choice. This will be one
of the gravest issues in the California campaign of 1966.

I have read the Attorney General's statement to this committee on
June 6, 1966.

He spent considerable time trying to lay a foundation for title IV
using the 14th amendment to the U.S. Constitution and the "commerce
clause" as props. He rhakes a point of the fact that because materials
being used in home construction cbme across State lines, the home into* ** /' , . ' ."' '!
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which they.go must be considered:to be in interstate ,commniec In't
it stretching the :commerce, olause", to an absurdity-even, soiiciuting
the prostitution of one's: intelligence to say, that because a Califor~an
uses a nail on liis front- doo manufactured in KalamazooMioh, his
real property, located in California is in interstate commerce ,; ,; l

Senator EnRVN. Don't. you think it would be as reasonable to:say
the Federal Government could reguliate all the activities:of an individ-
ual because at some time or other he crossed a State line ,

Mr. SMITH. I would agree, sir
Insofar as the application of the 14th amendment is concerned, a

reading of that amendment does not support the Attorney General's
reliance on the amendment in urging the constitutionality bf S 3296.

Senator ERVIN. I have to run over for a vote.
(Brief recess.)
Senator ERvIN. You may proceed.
Mr. SMrril. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The 14th amendment excludes discriminatory State action; but does

not apply, as it should not, to the freedom of the individual.
Because during the last 3 years we have fought so many battles for

an American's freedom of choice in the handling of his residential
real property, we have become hardened in our approach to those
who say Americans should forsake this freedom. We point to the
fact that whenever in various areas throughout the country this ques-
tion has been submitted to the people for a vote, the peoplehave voted
to preserve their freedom of choice; we point to the fact that in Cali-
fornia over 750,000 citizens signed petitions in the initiative campaign
of 1964 which was conducted by volunteers in'less than 60 days, and
that at the polls 4,526,460 voters, or two-thirds, cast their vote for
freedom out of a total vote of 6,922,204.

We have regretted to see those who expound the destruction of free-
dom of choice of all Americans in the disposition of their residential
property pit race against race, as a weapon in their arsenal, to achieve
an objective which, while injurious to all Americans alike, night
serve some political purpose. We'believe our Representatives in the
Congress of the United States are above being manipulated by such
false arguments that the sacrifice of individual freedom is necessary
to satisfy the revolution of certain minorities because by the abandon-
ment of this individual freedom, all Americans would suffer,

We have approached our championship for the freedom of all Amer-
icans on basis that the enactment of any law which would subordinate
the freedom of the owner in possession of residential property to the
will of one demanding possession would deprive all Americans of
every race and creed of a basic American concept of freedom :.

In this light, title IV would make it impossible for a Chinese, Jdpa-
nese, Jew, Italian, Negro, Norwegian, Scotchman or one of any race
of people, to select those of his own race for the sale to or rental of his
property; and by the same token, anyone of a given religion could not
choose to have others of his religion occupy his home or residential
property. Whoever first presents himself to purchase or rent an own-
er's property would, under Title IV, be supported by the full power of
the. Federal Government in his demand to acquire it The U.S. At-
totney General is given sweeping powers which would enable him to
crush any attempts to exercise an individual's freedom of choice.
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In addition to those previously stated serious effects which would
result from the enactment from title IV, the following can be stated.
' 1. It would prevent an individual from exercising freedom of choice

in the rental of his home for a' 6-month period during his absence.
The la would compel him to rent his home under those circumstances
to the first prospect.

9. It wbuld deny to an individual his freedom to select those to
whom he would lend hisimoney for the purchase, construction, im-
provement, repair or maintenance of a dwelling.

8. In all of its manifestations, it is an attempt to invade the mind
of an individual to determine whathe is thinking about when he exer-
cises freedom of choice. It is an attempt to exercise thought control.

4. It would destroy freedom of contract. In other words, the prop.
erty owner would be compelled to act under legal compulsion in con-
tracting with a purchaser regarding the sale, lease or rental of his
home. Title IV would discriminate against the owner of a residential
property in favor of one demanding destruction of the owner's free-
dom of choice in the selection of those with whom he wishes to be asso-
'ciated in his residential property.
: 5. It provides for the issuance of a preliminary injunction; and, on

the basis of the pleadings and without the taking of testimony, the
injunction could be issued. The seller would have to wait from 1 to
3 years in many jurisdictions for an opportunity to prove that his
refusal to contract with the complainant was based on grounds other
than racial or religious discrimination. During the interim, the house
must remain off the market.

6. It would seriously impair the freedom of the seller of a home
to advertise. Unless specifically worded so as to constitute an offer,
an advertisement for sale of a piece of property, is merely an invita-
tion to receive offers.

Senator ERvIN. If I may interject, here without disturbing your
train of thought.

Mr. SMrrH. Yes.
Senator ERVIN. Don't you think if a man advertises property for

sale or rent under title IV, he would be inviting any number of
lawsuits?

Mr. SrrTH. This is correct, absolutely correct.
The seller in this case, retains the rightto reject any and all offers

or to withdraw the property fro4 sale for any reason whatsoever.
Title IV would in effect convert ah advertisement into a legally bind-
ing offer with respect to any pesop who alleges violation of section
403. The action by such person, however, would not be for Ireach of
contract, but for violation of an entirely new right-that of the right
to buy real property advertised for sale. Thus the placing of an ad
incurs legal consequences hitherto unknown to the common law. It
niot only restricts the seller's freedom to bargain and negotiate with a
number of offerors, but it also restricts his right to withdraw the
property from sale.

The Califorhia Real Estate Association is unalterably opposed to
any law, state or Federl, containing proVisions.analogous to those in
title IV, which would strike down a cherished freedom of allAmeri-
cans, that is, their freedom of choice in the .disposition;of their
property. * , .
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It is our contention that the constitutional rikht to own and possess
property includes the right to sell to onie 'f the owner's own choice
subject only to a valid exercise of the -olice power for the protection
of all the people. It is our cotention that there is nothing in the
Federal Constitution which gives to one citizoenthe right to acquire
property from another citizen who does not wish to sell it to him even
if the refusal to sell is basedon race or religion.

It is our further contention that ever person regardless of his race
color, or religion, as an incident of the right to own, possses, and
enjoy real property, has the right to'sell or lease, or to decline to sell
or lease his property to anyone regardless of the race, color or religion
of the person with whom he is dealing.

We contend that the passage of title IV would violate all of those
fundamental and basic rights and freedoms heretofore enunciated, and
for those reasons we respectfully request the honorable members of the
Senate Judiciary Committee to take the necessary action to strike
title IV from S. 3296.

Senator ERVIN. I want to commend you on the excellence of your
statement, and to say that I agree with everything you have said.
As you point out, the 14th amendment merely prohibits State action
denying persons the privileges and immunities of Federal citizenship,
due process of law and equal protection of laws. Can you see any way
that a person of intellectual integrity can say that an amendment
which merely prohibits State action'can be used as a basis of legisla
tion to prohibit individual action '

Mr. SMITH. No, sir; I cannot.
Senator EItVIN. And with reference to the commerce clause, can you

imagine anything or any kind of property that is more local in nature
than real estate?

Mr. SMrIT. No, sir.
Senator E:RVIN. Did you ever see any real estate moving across State

lines?
Mr. SITrr. Not since I have been in the business, sir.
Senator ERVIN. Take this iase. If a' widow were to reit one room

in her private' dwelling house, a person that she didn't want to rent
to could force her to let him occupy that room. Can you see any
interstate commerce in compelling a widow to do that with respect to
a private dwelling house '

Mr. SMrr. No, sir; we cannot.
Senator ERViN. I think your sthtemnent points out this fact: In

its practical operation.this bill is designed to deny to arfy American
of any race or any religion the right to sell his property or lease his
property to a person of his 'rac or his religion. Won't that be its
practical operation?

Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir; it will, very clearly, sir. :;
' Sonator ERVIN. If he sells to' person of his race i: rbligi6i at a
time when somebody 6f anothetrrace or another religion' wants to buy
the property, it could be a basis' for action against him for discrimi-
nation.

Mr. SrrH. Yes, sir. / ,
Senator ERVIN. Don't you believe that, if people are to' be truly

free, that they iiust have' the right td M'ake their own decisi6iis inde-
pendent of government dictation
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Mr. SITmr. We, feel that they should have absolute right; yes, sir.
Senator ERVIN. I read aneditorial the other day that said you could

all people. Isn't that exactlywhat title IV would do ,
Mr. SMITiH. We feel it does] ust that, sirys, sir. ,
Senator EnvIN, Has the Supreme Courtof,,te Uned States not

decided in many cases that people have the right to associate together
for any lawful purpose? , ,

Mr. SMrrH. Yes, it has.
Senator ERVIN. And do you not believe that people of a particular

race or particular religion naturally prefer to associate together rather
than with people of other races and other religions? Ish't that sort
of a natural thfng ?

Mr. SMurm. Yes itis.
Senator ERVIN. khat you have observed.
Mr. SMiTH. Very much so.
Senator ERVIN. And do you not believe that, under the right of free-

dom of association guaranteed to all Americans by the first amend-
ment, people of any race have a right to associate together for the
purpose of having a residential area inhabited by persons of their
race?

Mr. SMrmr. Yes, sir.
Senator ERVIN. We have in North Carolina and I am sure that they

have it in most every State, homes for elderly persons, and in some
cases retired ministers, of particular faiths which have been erected
by contributions made by people of those faiths. I ask you if, under
this bill, a person of an entirely different rlig*op couldn't compel those
homes to receive him, in preference to a member of the religion which
established that home, or suffer the consequences of a suit for unlimited
damages

Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir.
Senator ERVIN. I certainly agree with the observati6ons you have

made. I just cannot conceive of any freedom that could be taken away
from Americans that would do them more injury than the right of
freedom of property, and that involves the right to sell the property
freely to people they choose or to lease it to people they choose.

The Constitution covers the right of property along with the right
to life and liberty. It says among the inalienable rights of men are
the rights of life, liberty, and property, and the dup process clause of
the 5th amendment and the due process clause of the 14th amendment
also cover life, liberty, and property together. If tlie government can
make this kind of an inroad on theawership of private property,
then it can make any inroad and absolutely abolish it as has been done
in totalitarian states.

Mr. SxrrI. Absolutely. We agree.
Senator RVIN. So I commend your association for fighting for the

preservation of the freedom of all Americans, including those Ameri-
cans for whom this proposed piece of legislation is allegedly offered,

Mr. SMaTH. Very true.
Senator ERVIN. Thank you very much. /

Mr. SmanrT . Thank you, Mr. Chairman.,
Senator ERVIN. I think counsel ha4 some questions he wanted to

ask you. / . '.
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Mr. Skx4J,. T ,ank 4you ' Chairitn, .
Senator ERVIN. We will then reces tle meting : 't te call of tl

chairman.
Thank you very h. .

SMr, S r a. T nk 'you,
Mr. AUiiT. ,ent lemen, I won't detail you but for a moment. ,It

has, been alleged that red estate broker in ' this country' practice dis-
crimination oth ii their sales af hoides anid in their m iembershi
policies., Do you have any Conment on that
.Mr. SrITH. Yes, We have a ,stiteipen of policy and we have in

our bylaws a r iesiction on this kiid of practice, and I would like
to read our bylaws to you if ydii wouid peiit.

Mr. Au y. Thank you.
Mr, SMrrn. Section 6 of our bylaws says:
No member of. tle , board shall enforce an arbitrary numerical or other

Inequitable limitation on its niembership nor shall any member board impose
any limit in its membership because of race, color, 'creed or national origin.

.And we enforce these in Califor ia.
Mr, AuTRY. The statement, is very clear and very emphatic. Does

your association' have any program in the field of equal rights or
voluntary integration of neighborhoods or for increased raial
cooperation? ,.

SMr. SmmT . Yes. We have a State equal riits committee, .This
committee was in action prior to theRumford Xct in California. 'We
have developed a handbook called "Equal Rights Handbook," and
this particular policy and philosophy of equal rights has been adopted
by all the 176 boards of our State association.,

Mr. AmrT . Do you have an extra .copy of that handbook?
SMr. SMITH. Ye. . .' . ., . :
Mr. AUTRr. pursuant to the request of the .lhairnan it will be

placed in the record immediately following your remarks.I
Did you have anything else that you thought might be relevant to

this that you would like to have made part of the record ? ;
Mr, SMITH. fe might point, out that we are furilter enco raging

our people and this has been going on in excess of 3 years m the State
of California, to establish themselves in;relation to given relatioils
activities in the State of Californiii.

Realtors are very active in our State in participating in human re-
lations groups. Also we have a very active group of people who are
meeting weekly, particularly in the peninsula, area, for example, and
this is/being broadened, where they are sitting down with people of
various races, creeds, and colors, to talk about'what can be done. And
this is over and beyond our equal rigts activities. We further have
agreed to enter a joint request of the Ford Foundation for the sum of
about $60,000 for purposes of i traiftig 'film, in boder that w' e can
ultimately 'tour th -Statetogether with th'ese hiinian relatioT people
to increase our understanding of the problem and through this unider-
standing resolve the .problem voluntarilyl without legislation.;

You might also be intsteetd in known that gome of 'our boys are
inc ludhig i theiflistiing drtmsa sttiientwhidlhiohibits thetakiig
of restrtictiove li-stings. :  , - ' " ' .. '
.Ir. AuTr. Do you:have a copy of that form ,: . ;
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Mr. SMITH. Yes. We will provide that for you, sir. A typical
tatem9pt on, a multiple listing, 'for ridple, tha t i 'made a pat of

the agreement, reads as folvis: .
"It is hereby understood by all parties to this agreement tha thel

Berkley Board"--for example, in this particul i i ie-"of IRealtors
does not accept exclusive right listings to, be ser'icd by the multiple
listing service that woulG dilcr t inate agdiMt 1 buyer because of race,
color, creea tiQ rii tind p it of the contract's
agreement. . ..
, Mr. AuTRY. The complete iontrct wil be ibie ited at tie conclusion

of today ':hearings. H)1 ow, 'l'ng has the California board been
engaged in voluntary activtie6 tpis sort,?

Mr. SMIT. We have bee involved in excess of 8 years with state-
wide activities in this regard.

Mr. AUTRY. Thank you, sir. 'You mentioiied earlier the vote by
which proposition 14 was agreed to in 1964. How many counties
voted against .proposition 14 ?

Mr. SnnTH. Out of a total of 50 counties in the State of California,
all voted in favor of the proposition except one, and that was Modoc
County, and the vote there was 1,586 yes against 1,555 no. So there was
only a 15 vote differential there. So for all practical purposes except
that one case, all counties voted in favor.

Mr. AUTRY. I think you stated earlier that the vote was 2 to 1 in
favor of the proposition.

Mr. SMrIrH. That is correct. The actual vote in favor of proposi-
tion 14 was 4,526,000, rounded, to 2,393,000 against, which is 65.4 per-
cent in favor against 84.6 percent against, a 2 to 1 ratio.

Mr. AUTRY. Thank you very much.
Mr. SrrITH. All 38 of California's congressional districts voted yes

except the 21st Congressional District which includes Watts in our
area. Incidentally, the 21st is Cofigressman Hawkiis' district, and
that went, no 91,000, yes 28,000, about a 3 to 1 loss in that congressional
district.

Mr. AUTRY. Thank you, gentlemen.
(Whereupon, at 4:20 p.m. the subconnmittee adjourned subject to

the call of the Chair.)
(The documents referred to in Mr. Smith's testimony follow:)

EQUAL RIGHTS HANDBOOK.FOR MEMBER REAL ,ESTATE BOARDS, CALIFORNIA REAL
ESTATE ASSOCIATION, Los ANOELS, CALIF., MAY 1905

(This handbook was approved for publication by the director of the Califor-
nia Real Estate Association March 13, 1965. Prepared by the ORBA Equal
Rights Committee, Robert G. Adamson, .Chirman.)

FOREWORD

The California Real Estate Asso.iation dedicates this handbook in the spirit
of earnestly seeking equal opportunity for all in the acquisition and use of
real estate in California. '

The Equal Rights Committee bf OREA has prepared this handbook for use by
local boards to give them guidance in this field, and recommends implementa-
tion of the policies and guidelines contained herein, so tha a .unified, positive
policy may prevail Voughbut the State-among our Realtors andso hat we
may set a good example in tis sensitive ielad.

CREA reaffirms its fundamental belief that deprivatifon of historic rights of
real property owners by legislative act would be'steppi~g stones toward govern-

/ f/ Y
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mental control of real estate ,and diminution of frqedom in America la a theian
steps toward progress. CREA reaffirmA its belief that vojuntar efps to ,tel,
resolve minority housing problems, ,sych as et forth in this handlp , pwl n-
uinely lead.the way toward, more meaningfh harmoniqus and .sstfing; pogr
that could ever be achieved through force of government action..,, ;, ;i i,,

'Under all lies the land." :.Realtors.are ever cognizant of .the; profou4dness
of that simple statement; also the significaue, of !and;se in. Americ . Zqua
opportunity in its acquisition and use, parallel with continuance of American
freedoms, is fundamental and consistent .with, OREA policies., Realtors ,;ill
carry this banner forward, along with the torch of freedom and liberty.

.. ':" : :TABL] OF CONTENTS. ; '.'.

CREA equal rights committee functions.
Recommendations and suggestions for local board action.' '.
Code of practices. .
NARB minority housing policy. ..
Property owners' bill of rights.
Suggested news releases.
Suggested property management directiVe. . , -
Legal opinions.

OREA EQUAL RIGHTS COMMITTEE FUNCTIONS

The California Real Estatd Association believes that the only long term gains
for equal housing opportunities will be through voluntary action of the housing
industry,and the public. It is to implement such belief that formation of Equal
Rights Committees within member boards of CREA is recommended. , This
handbook is prepared as a' guide for the use of local board Equal Rights Cbm-
mittees.

It is a basic premise of the committee in its work that mutual cooperation and
voluntary acceptance of responsibility by the individual, the property owner,
the Realtor, salesman and the community in solving current minority housing
problems are the keys to any meaningful gains toward a permanent solution. The
committee is organized to function for education, information, policy recomin
mendations and guidelines. It is hot organized to support or oppose any legis-
lation. The committee is comprised of 50 members from all parts of the state,
and with varying attitudes on minority hotisng issues, to give a good cross cur-
rent of opinion, and an anticipated sound approach to resolving such issues.

It is suggested that each member board form an Equal Rights Committee de-
signed similarly to the OREA committee; also that each OREA district do like-
wise, so that excellent communication lines may prevail between these levels of
activity, and so that local boards and districts may be better advised and pre-
pared to cope with minority housing problems.

Purposes of OREA Equal Right omiti ee
1. Inform and assist members of the Aseociation in their understanding and

responsibilities in giving equal services to all clients.
2. Inform and assist member real estate boards in their understanding o

CREA policy regarding their responsibility in evaluating applicants for Realtor
membership without regard to race, color, religion, or national origin.

3. Inform and assist member boards in understanding how to meet with
leaders of responsible groups or organizations for the purpose of establishing
a cooperative and harmonious relationship in the fields of property rights and
other individual human rights. ,

OREA standard oonmittee struCture should be used
The standard OREA coin hittee structure provides fot a chairman,' two vice-

chairmen and not more than 47 'additional ahembers, making a limit of i0 in all.
A Steering committee of not more thah 15 may be designated from these mem-
bers. The total number of members appointed to the local board committee
will probably vary according to the size of the board. In no case, however, do
we recommend more than 50 members.' i

Operation,,
1. Policy for the State Committee shall be formulated by the Steering Com-

mittee,: subject to approval of the full committee and the CREA Board ..o
Directors.

2. State policy is recommended to local board committees, ,
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' 8. Thle member board committee should i eet and operate within its jurls.
dictional area, oi upoit meeting and agreement with 6ther boards on particular
matters may'operate on a district or county or other unit level.
S4.':ORA ommittee will disseminate infomation to all levels about equal

rights activities.
5. Member boards may submit recommendations on matters of policy and

information to the'CREA committee.

RECOMMENDATIONS AND SfUGGESTIONS FOR POSSIBLE ,LOOAL BOARD ACTION

1. Form Equal Rights Committee.
a. Meet with other Equal Rights Committees in the district for inter-

change of information.
2. Adapt information from CREA Equal Rights bCmmittee for local use..
8. Make available CREA Equal Rights publications to individual members

so that they might be apprised of OREA and NARBB minority housing policies.
4. Gain preparedness for meetings with responsible organizations wishing to

discuss possible minority housing problems of the area:
a. Make inquiries when asked for a meeting to determine if it is a

responsible group and get the group's suggestions for an agenda before
agreeing to a formal meeting. If only one local board is involved, have
an Equal Rights Committee member make the inquiries. If an entire
OREA District is an interested party, have the District representative
make the inquiries.

5. Hold educational meetings at local boards covering the Code of Practices,
OREA's counsel's legal opinions, and other phases, of the Equal Rights Com-
mittee's work.

6. Prepare publicity releases for local board dissemination to local news
media.

7. Report to CREA Equal Rights Committee, via district representative, local
board. problems, methods of resolving problems, and other activities in this
field; also make suggestions to the State Committee for activity at that level,
so that "grass roots" thinking may influence the State Committee's work.

EXAMPLE Or CODE OF PRACTICES

(Recommended Formi for Adoption by Member Boards)

The -------- ---- Board of Realtors subscibes to the policy that a
favorable public attitude for equAl opportunity in the acquisition of housing can
best be accomplished through leadership, example, education and the mutual
cooperation of the real estate industry and thd public.

The following is hereby stated as the Code of Practices of the -----------
Board of Realtors:

1. It Is' the responsibility of a Realtori to offer equal service to all clients
without regard to race, color, religion, oi national riigin in the sale, purchase,
exchange, rental, or lease of real property.

a. A Realtor should stand ready to show property to any member of
any racial, creedal, or ethnic group.
Sb. A Realtor has a legal and .ethical responsibility .to receive all offers

Sand to communicate them t6 the 4iroperty owner. The Realtor being but
an agent, the right of decision' must be ith the property .owner.

c. A Realtor should exert his best- efforts to 'conclde the transaction.
2. Realtors, individually and- collectively, in performing their agency func-

tions have no right or responsibility to determine the, racial, creedal, or ethnic
composition of any neighborhood or any part thereof.

a. A Realtor shall not advise property owners to incorporate in a listing
Sof property an exclusion of sale to any such group, .

b. A Realtor may take a listing which insists upon such exclusion, but
only if it is lawfully 'done at the property owner's.instance without any
influence whatsoever by the agent.

3. Any attempt by a Realtor to solicit or procure the sale or other disposition
in residential ardas by cotiduet intended to implant fears in 'property owners
based upon the actual or anticipated introduction of a minority group into an
area shall subject the Realtor to disciplinary action. Any technique that induces
panic selling is a violation of ethics and mist' be strongly condemned.'

* ' / " .. ' I I
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4. Each Realtor, should feel completely free to enter into a broker-client rela-
tionship with persons.of anyracehjcreed, or ethnic.group.

a. Any, conduct inhibiting said relationship is a: specific violation of
Article .--. of the rules and regulations of this board, and, shall subject
the violating Realtor to disciplinary action.

NARB POLICY ON MINORITY HOUSING

(The following is the complete text of the statement of policy adopted
by NAREB's board of directors on the rights and duties of members in
real estate transactions-particularly those pertaining to the housing
of racial, creedal, and ethnic groups. Italics added.)

The National Association of Real Estate Boards is cognizant of the fact that
its members and member boards have been presented with many questions per-
taining to the housing of racial, creedal, and ethnic groups, and; therefore, the
Association adopts the following statement of policy and conduct concerning the
Realtor-client relationship in our free market regardless of any racial, creedal,
or ethnic group problems, whether existent or'hot:

1. Being agents, Realtors individually and collectively, in performing their
agency functions, have no right or responsibility to determine theracial, creedal,
or ethnic composition of any area or neighborhood or any part thereof.

2. No Realtor should assume to determine the suitability or eligibility on
racial, creedal, or ethnic grounds of any prospective mortgagors, tenant, or pur-
chaser, and the Realto) should invariably subiit to the client all written offers
:made by any prospect in connection with the transaction at hand.

3. A Realtor should be free to comanunicate to his client all factual data which
the Realtor believes to be germane to the formulation of an informed decision
by his client..

4. The property owner whom the Realtor represents should have the: rigl to
specify in the contract of agency the terms aid 'conditions thereof, and corre-
sponding, the Realtor should have the right and duty to represent such owner
by faithfully observing the terms and conditions of such agency free from
penalty or.sanction for so doing.

5. As to the receipt and handling of an offer in the typical broker-.lient re-
lationship, wherein the decision to deal or not to deal rests with the client, theRealtor may properly regard his responsibility to be discharged when he shall
have transmitted ouch offer to. hi client for decision.

6. Upon acd etan by the Realtor's client of any offei, th Realto sioud
exert his best efforts t~ conclude the trhsaction irrespective of the race, creed,
or nationality of the offeror.

7. Each Realtor should feel completely-free to enter into a broker-client re-
la'tionship with persons of any race, eed, ot ethnic group

8. Realtors may properly opis any attempt by force of law to withdraw from
property owners the right freely to determine with whom they will deal with
respect to their property, irrespective of the reason therefor, and any law or
regulation which wbuld operate to prevent a real estate broker from representing
any property owner or faithkiilly abiding by the terms and conditions of any
agency stipulated by the property owner.

9. Realtors should continue to condemin any attempt by persons, licensed or
unlicensed, within or without the. real estate business, to solicit or proire the
sale or other disposition of real estate h treeidefti eas a by conduct intended
to implant fears in property owners based upon the actual or anticipated itro-
duction of any racial, religious, or ethnic group) into such areas. In the event
that a Realtof's counsel is sought by adeidt with respect to property situated in
an area or neighborhood which is undergoing oi which is about to undergo transi-
tion in terms of occupancy by members of racialreedl, or ethnic groups, the
Realtor should take Barticular care tbo ender objective advice and to urge upon
the clienttiatitthe latter decide with -espedt t the disposition f hi property
without undue haste and only after sober reflection. On the other hand, iealps
may properly oppose any measures or efforts, which have, or may he, the efect
of censoring or abridging the right of a broker fully to advise his elienit, in'such
matters, as it' all factoirs whilh the bi6ker in ood faith belieVes to be relevant
to an informed decision by his, client. .

10. Reactors sh4butl, ndeavo r t 'inform the public, religious, and civic groups
that enhanced opporti#tift# " :'the acquisition of private housing by minority
groups must ';o esity depend upon the attitudes of private property owners
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aldi not upon real estate brokers, who are the marketing media; that the right
of property owners freely to determine with whom they will deal is a right
fundamental in the American tradition; that the real estate broker cannot fairly
be Utilized in his agency function as a means for accomplishing the withdrawal
of the right of free decision from the property owner; that the broker fully per.
forms his legal and social responsibilities when he faithfully engages to find a
purchaser acceptable to his principal; and that real estate brokers should not
be expected.to inhibit or promote 'open occupancy" housing, this being a matter
to be resolved' litween itiopective biydrs and 'ellers of private residential
real property and not by real estate brokers functioning as the marketing
intermediary.

PROPERTY OWNERS' BVTLL OF RidiHTS

In 1789, the people of America were fearful that .Government might restrict
their freedom. The first Congress of the United States, in that year, proposed
a Bill of Rights:

,The Bill of Rights, essentially, tells the Government what it'cannot do. The
statemehtit comprise the first ten amendments to the United States Constitution.

The Bill of Rights has had a profound impact upon the history of the world.
Forty nmillin immigrants gave up much to come to this land, seeking something

promised here--and only here. Many countries have abundant natural re-
sources, vast vacant lands and climate as good as America.

,i Tey came here for the promise of security-the promise of freedom-for the
precious ilght to live as free men witl equal opp1litunity for all.

In July of 1868, a new guarantee of freedom was ratified. Its purpose was to
guard, against human slavery. Its guarantees were for the equal protection of
all

l.his new guarantee of freedom is the i4th Amendment. It reads, in part, as
follows:

"No state shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or
immunities of citizens of the United States nor shall any state deprive any per-
son of life, liberty or property, without, due process of law; nor deny to any
person within its jurisdiction, the equal protection of the laws."

The vital importance of these federal laws was re-emphasized in a recent
statement of the Chief Justice of the United States in which he urged the reten-
tion of "Government of laws in preference to a Government of men." '

Today' tlie rights and freedoinm o the individual American property owner are
being eroded. This endangers the rights and freedoms of all Americans. There-
fore, a Bill of Rights to protect the American property owner is needed.

It is self-evident that the erosion of these freedoms will destroy the free enter-
prising individual Americap.

It is our solemn belief, that the individual American property owner, regard-
less of race, color or creed, must be allowed, under law, to retain;

1. The right of privacy.
'2. The right to choose his own friends .

S3. The'right. to own and enjoy property according to his own dictates.
4. T'he, right to occupy and dispose of property without governmental inter-

ference in accordance with the dictates of his conscience.
5. The right of all equally to enjoy.-p, perty without interference by laws giv-

ing special privilege to any group or groups.
6. The right to maintain what, in his opinion, are congenial surroundings for

tenants.
7. The right to contract with a real estate broker or other representative of his

choice and to authorize him to act for him according to his instructions.
8. The right to determine the aci4PblHty and desirability of any prospectve

buyer or tenant of his property.,
9, The right of every American to choose wpo, in his opinion, are congenial

tenants' in any property he, own--to, maintain the stability and security of his
income.

o10. The right to enjoy the freedom to accept, reject, negotiate ornot negotiate
with, others. . , , . ., -

Loss of, hese rights diminshes.perspial eedom and ,rea a springboard
for further erosion ofLiberty. .I / ., r .,

. . ... Orginal Copy Approved, Mrc 16,1063
• .. , Chlifornia Real ,state Association

"" i "' *.'"" , , ' Approved, June 4, 1903
' ' ' ' / . NatioIna AJssiciatfon of Real Estate Boards,
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SSVGEQTED. NWS, ELASEs . , . , :

Activities of your Equal Rights ,,m Ittee can be the basis for 'i'dwv stories
for your loca paper. Steps you take t t resolve minority houshi g problems,
either alone or witth otler comur y are news. 'he public wants to
be informed. The editor'of 'y1ur loc l newspaper, the Idcal television' and radio
stations, all wgnt to keep the pulIic iformed In this sensitive area.

Following is a news release that's n used successffilly' by lohl boards
in California to announce adoption of the Cde of Practices. Tw' typical printed
stories based on this are reproiducede lowlig'lit. '

Realtor Board Adop§t Equal ppd'tunilt Housiig policy

Members of the (name of local board) are pledged to a new Code of Prac-
tices promoting "equal opportunity" in, housing, .t was announced today by
(name of local board president) , the boAid's iresideiit.

The. Code was drawn upby the California leol Estate. Association and recomr
mended to all OREA member local real estate boards for adoption, (last nahe
of board president) said.

,"Leaders of our association felt, that such, a Code will clarify the responsi-
bilities and duties:of. the Realtor and real estate salesman, as CREA and our
own Board sees them," he explained. .,: : .

"It also stresses our belief :that a voluntary approach can solve housing prob-
lems arising from the race, !color, religion, or, national origin of, the parties
involved. . .' :

"'We're.going to do everything,we can to make it work, , .; ,
(The Code of Practices in full, as adopted by the local board, is then, inserted

as the remainder of the news release,), . ,

[From the L ra 3tradit-ani lSprIns" & Artesit Zone, Feb. 18, i965 .

" 'EQUAL RIOH'is' ~ HOusBfYIPL~Eb BY REALTbnS HE . '

"Members of the Norwalk La,Mirada Board, of Realtors are pledged to a new
code of practices promoting.'equal Opportunity' in housing:.. ::. it ',

"The code was drawn up by the California Real Estate Association and recom-
mended to all OREAtmember local,realf estate boards for adoption, Jack D.
Hastings, president of the local board, said. : ;

"'Leaders of our association felt that such, a code will clarify the responsi-
bilities and duties of. the Realtor and.real estate salesmen, as OREA and our
own board sees them,' he explained. , . , ; ;

"'It also stresses our belief that a voluntary approach can solve-housing prob-
lems arising from the race, color, religion, or national origin of the parties
involved. , :

"'We're going to do.everything we can to make It work.' ,3
"The code of practices, as adopted by the group provides:
"'The Norwalk-La Mirada Board of Realtors subscribes to the policy that a

favorable public attitude for equal opportunity in the acquisition.of housing can
best be accomplished through leadership, example, education and! the mutual
cooperation of the real estate industry and the public.'* ,

"This is the code adopted by the Norwalk-La Mirada Board of Realtors:
"1. It is the responsibility of.a-Realtor to offer equal, service to all 'clients

without regard; to. race, color, religion, or national origin in the sale, purchase,
exchange, rental or lease of real property.. , ,

"A realtor should stand read to show property to any member'of any
racial, creedal or ethnic group. ' . . . ;,

"A Realtor has a legal and ethical responsibility to receive ali offers and
to communicate: them. to the: property. owner. The Realtor being but an
agent, the right of decision must,be 'with!the property owner., :

"A Realtor should exert'bis Jbest efforts to conclude the transaction; .;
' "2. Realtors, individually and collectively, in performing their agency func-

'tions have no rightor responsibility to determine the racial, creedal, or ethnic
composition of any neighborhood or: ahy part thereof, ' : , / . '

. "A Realtor shall not advise property : owners to incorporate in <a' listing
of property an exclusion of sale to any such gfoip.;. , , . ;. , , /
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"A Realtor may take a listing which insists upon such exclusion, but only
if it is lawfully done at the' property ownei's instance without any influence
whatsoever by the agent.

"8. Any attempt by a Realtor to soelie or procure the sale '0 oth et diposition
in residential areas by conduct intended 'to implant fears in property owners
based iipon te actual or anticipated'introduction,of a iniority group Into 4a
area shall subject the Realtor to disciplinary act4 i. Any technique that induces
panic selling is a violation of ethics and must be strongly condemned.

"'4. Each Realtor should feel compleetey free to enter into a. broker-client
relationship with persons of any race, creed or ethnic group.

"Any conduct inhibiting said relationship fs a Specific violation of article
XVIII of the rules and regulations of this board, and shall subject the violating
Realtor to disciplinary action."

[From the Bakersfleld Californian, Feb. 18, 1905]

"REALTY BOARD BACKS 'EQUAL OPPOBTUNitr'-VoLuNTABy AAPPROAca ON HOUvSNG
PROBLEMS PLEDGED IN NEW CODE

"Members of the' Bakersfield Realty Board are pledged to a new code of
practices promoting 'equal opportunity' in housing, it was announced today by
Board President Ralph P. Zellers.

"The code was drawn up by the California Real Estate Association and recom.
mended to all CREA member local boards for adoption, Zellers said.

"'Leaders of our association felt that such a code will clarify the responsi-
bilities and duties of the Realtor and real estate salesman, as CREA and bur
own board sees them,' he explained.

"'It also stresses our belief that a voluntary approach can solve housing
problems arising from the race, color, religion or national origin of the parties
involved.

"'We are going to do everything we can to make it work,' Zellers added.
"The Bakersfield Realty Board subscribes to the policy that a favorable

public attitude for equal opportunity in the acquisition of housing can best be
accomplished through leadership, example, education and the mutual cooperation
of the real estate industry and the public.

"Zellers said the following is the adopted Code of Practices of the Bakersfield
Realty Board:

1. It is the responsibility of a Realtor to offer equal service to all clients
without regard to race, color, religion or national origin in, the sale, purchase,
exchange, rental or lease of real property.

"a. A realtor should stand ready to show property to any member of any
racial, creedal or ethnic group,'

"b. A realtor has a legal and ethical responsibility to receive all offers
and to communicate theni to the property owner. The Realtor being but
an agent, the right of decision must be with the property owner.

"c. A realtor must exert his best efforts to conclude the transaction.
"2. Realtors, individually and collectively; in performing their agency duties,

have no right or responsibility to determine the racial, creedal or ethnic com-
position of any neighborhood or any pat thereof.

"a. A realtor shall not advise property owners to incorporate in a listing
of property an exclusion of sale to hiny such group.'

"b. A realtor may take a',listing which insists upon such exclusion, but
only if it is lawfully done at the property owner's instance without any
influence whatsoever by the agent. '

"3. Any attempt by a Realtor to solicit or procure t ie sale or'other disposition
in residential areas by conduct intended to implant fears' in propty owners
based upon- the actual or'anticipated introduction of a minority group Into an
area shall subject the realtor to disciplinary action. Any technique that indices
panic selling is a violation' of ethics and must be strongly condemned.

"4. Each realtor should feel completely! fre to enter Into a- broker-client
relationship with persons bf any race, creed of ethnic group.

"a. Any conduct inhibiting paid relationship is a specific violation of the
rules and regulations of the Bakersfield Realty Board and shall sBbject the
violating Realtor to disciplinary action,' :'
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S'BOARD OF REALTORS COMMENDED-CLERGYMEiN ADOPT FAM HOUSING VIEWS

.'The clerical community of Salinas has adopted without dissenting vote or
v ice a statement of principles on fair housing and commendation for the Salinas
ibard of Realtors position on equal opportunity in the acquisition of housing.

"Both statements were adopted by the Salinas Ministerial Association, Rman
(tholid clerics and the Rabbi Abraham Haselkorn who endorsed the action
'In principle.'
( 1n relation to the Board of Realtors, with whom many of the ministers were

ltodisagreement during the recent campaign to repeal the Rumford Fair Housing
Ac, the ministers stated:

'The clergy of Salinas commends the action taken by the Salinas Board of
ialtors which subscribes them toa policy which seeks to accomplish through
l dership, example, education and mutual cooperation with the public a favor-
afle attitude for equal opportunity in the acquisition of housing.

' 'The clergy also looks with favor upon the adoption of a consequent code
ot.practices which seeks to effect that policy of the Board of Realtors.'

"'In ,a separate action the ministers adopted a statement of principles on
ftr housing acquisition opportunities which marked the healing of a breach in
their own ranks opened during the Proposition 14 fight.
.,/Core of the statement is contained in a paragraph stating, 'We believe that

rYSry person has the right to acquire a home in Salinas without restrictions
wlVch are based on race, religion or national origin.'

S, OTHEli POINTS

"The statement says further:
" 'We believe there to be a high level of fair mindedness in Salinas equal hous-

ing opportunities and pledge ourselves to work toward total freedom in housing
opportunities as the community grows.

' t 'We believe it to be in the best interest of our community that all persons
ofgood will actively seek to bring about this freedom of opportunity in housing.'

IrThe ministers did not confine themselves to statements of principles in this
vt area of social justices, but also outlined a program of action to be im-
plated locally in carrying out the enunciated principles.

ri "Two Portions

They indicated the plan of action would be carried out in cooperation with
the Realtors. The action program is divided into two major portions, education

Housing assistance.
Under education, the ministers propose to develop a speakers bureau to

discuss equal housing opportunities before meetings of civil groups; study
eterience of housing pattern 'in this community and others' and make results
of these studies available to guide future local action; and maximum utilization
of ill news media.

"Direct Action

"The housing assistance portion of the program promises direct action in the
fleld of housing opportunities. The ministers pledge themselves to 'maintain
cldtinued liaison with the Salinas Board of Realtors and seek to open additional
dpors of cooperation.'

''n addition, they propose a 'concentrated effort ... in neighborhoods where
persons of minority groups are moving in.' For these neighborhoods the min-
isters propose a three-point program.

"This program would be designed to: 'Find persons in that neighborhood who
wil welcome and assist the new arrival; inform such persons of pertnent ex-
pblence elsewhere; and encourage such persons to share their feelings with.
neighbors.'

"'he Christian ministers concluded their combined statements of principles
aad proposed action by saying: 'We would dedicate ourselves to continued study
of housing patterns and relations and to seek cooperative solutions to problems
wch may arise. We so act unitedly mindful of Christ's high priestly prayer
that we may all be one.' '

65-506-66-pt. 1-- 1
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There will be occasions when members of your Equal Rights Committee are
called upon to explain its purpose before local groups. This should be encour-
aged. Kiwanis, Lions, Optimists, Chambers of Commerce, PTA, and similar
clubs and associations are constantly looking for timely topics for programs.
Contact their program chairmen. Offer to speak before them. Such appearance.,
are newsworthy and can be reported to local news meia through a news release
similar to the following:
For further information contact: (name) FOR RtLEASf)h
Phone: (phone number) (date) r,

(name of speaker) spoke before the (name of olub or assn.) today (yesterday)
explaining the purpose of the (name of local board's) Equal Rights Committee.i

"This new committee," he said, "was formed to try to help solve voluntarily
problems that sometimes arise among minority groups seeking housing.

"We believe voluntary acceptance of responsibility by the individual, the ptro
erty owner, the Realtor, and the community is the key to any solution over t'
long term. We are ready to meet with leaders of recognized and responsible
church and civic groups at any time to discuss such solutions."

(speaker's last name) said the real estate board's "Code of Practices," adopte,
early this year, reaffirms that b'oaird members will "offer equal services to all,
clients without regard to race, color, religion, or national origin in the sale,
purchase, exchange, rental or lease, of real property."

He also pointed out, however, that the ultimate decision as to whom a property
owner will sell or rent rests with the property owner, not the real estate agent

"There is a great deal of work to be done," he said, "to examine the problems
if and when it exists. It's a process of education on both sides. We're ready to
do our part among our members in bringing about a better understanding and
solution."

SUGGESTED PROPERTY MANAGEMENT DIRECTIVE

(A sample of one form by a Realtor member given to his associates.)

BULLETIN to Staff of Realty Compat

With the addition of Section 26, Article 1 (Proposition 14) to the California'
Constitution, we feel it necessary to clarify certain matters in order to malie
sure there is no possible misunderstanding by any member of our Staff as to oi,
responsibilities and duties in the management of property and service to o6
clients.

Consequently, each member of our Staff is directed to read this memo and to
sign and return, one copy for our file. Please read it carefully before signing.

1. As we understand the law, while most owners are relieved from juris-
diction, discrimination because of race, color, religion or national anlcest'y,
is still contrary to the public policy of the State of California and licensees
of the State are obliged to give equal services to all.

2. Such discrimination is contrary to the policy of our company, and AiW
Staff members are cautioned against any such discrimination in tenatt
selection. The only exception to this rule would be in such instance that
you are advised in writing by management that an owner who may lawfully
do so has given us a written instruction in the matter. To date, no owner
of property we manage has given us such an instruction.

3. You are reminded that each'tenant applicant is to be required to siip.n
the same credit application forn and each is to be processed in the satfe
manner, exactly as per our present policy. .!

4. Nothing in this directive is tqfimply that minority tenants should be
given less scrutiny than members of a minority race; nor are they to ,sqq
given more. .

5. Our obligation to owners is to continue to procure good tenants of
whatever race, and this we must continue to do. ,

6. If you have any question about policy, contact your account executyq,;
immediately, or the undersigned. . :,

7, Sign and return the enclosed copy for our record. ,

President . .

I have carefully read the above and will comply.

' ' / 
, 

' .: * ; /
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LEGAL OPINIONS

Following are answers by Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher, attorneys to questions
submitted to them with respect to the practice application of new Section 26,
Article I of the California Constitution (Proposition 14). For convenience, all
references to the term "real estate broker" or "broker" also apply to: real estate
salesmen, since the broker is responsible for his salesmen's conduct.

1. What provisions of the Unruh, Hawkins and Rumf6rd, Acts still apply to
California property owners and real estate brokers, and how can the real estate
broker avoid violating any of such remaining provisions?

Answer. Since the Rumford Act itself incorporated and thus supplanted the
Hawkins Act, the above question will be deemed to refer only to the effect of
the new initiative constitutional amendment upon the Rumford Act of 1963.and
the Unruh Civil Rights Act as amended in 1001. So construed, the questions are
answered by the opinion of this office dated December 1, 1964 and entitled "Effect
of New Section 26, Article I of California Constitution on the Unruh Civil Rights
and Rumford Acts." (See Appendix I)

Of prime importance to Realtors is the fact that carrying on the occupation
of a real estate broker constitutes the carrying on of a "business" under the
Unruh Act, and the new initiative constitutional amendment does not purport
to change that fact. Accordingly, brokers must pot themselves discriminate in
affording their services on grounds of race, color, religion, ancestry or national
origin. The right of refusal to sell or rent is that of the owner of residential
real property and his authorized representatives acting on his instructions, and
the broker should protect himself by limiting his activities to carrying out the
instructions of that owner, whatever they may be.

2. Are there any penalties for violations of any laws on the books not nullified
by Proposition li ?

Answer. The answer above recites the extent to which the Unruh and Rumford
Acts are affected by the new constitutional amendment and the extent to which
such statutes are yet operative. As indicated, either of the statutes is entirely
abrogated; and since each of such statutes provides penalties for violations, the
answer to this question must be in the affirmative. There are still penalties for
violations of the Unruh Act and Rumford Act insofar as such Acts have pot
been superseded by the new constitutional,amendment..

3. By reason of the passage of the constitutional amendment while some pro-.
visions of the Unruh and Rumford Acts remain in effect, is there a requirement
that brokers follow any particular procedures in showing property to a minority
client or presenting offers front a minority client?

Answer. The only effect of the initiative constitutional amendment is to give
the owner of residential real property the right to decline to sell, lease or rent
such property to such person as he, in his absolute discretion, chooses': a right
which has always been his except for limitations imposed by the Unruh, Haw-
kins and Rumford Acts. Accordingly, no,special procedures would appear to be
called for solely by reason of the enactment of the, amendment. Naturally, if
the property owner includes in his listing or communicates to the broker the
fact that. he will not sell to a particular group of persons, that fact should be
communicated to all prospective participating brokers and to prospective buyers.
Similarly, when such a preference is made known by the seller, he should be ad-
vised as,to whether any offers being presented are by persons within the group
to which he had indicated an unwillingness to sell. Where no such preference
is made known by the seller to the broker, the only policy which should be
necessary to follow is that of responding frankly to questions by the owner with
respect,to the prospective buyer.

4. If a broker suggests a restrictive listing, is he violating any laws , a
Answer. *As pointed out above, the initiative constitutional amendment does

not entirely eliminate all aspects of the Unruh and Rumford Acts. For example,
under the Unruh Act, it would be unlawful to engage in the business of tenting
space in an office building and to exclude tenants from such building on grounds
of race, color, religion, ancestry or national origin. The. constitutional amend.
ment in no way changes this situation since it protects only the discretion of a
seller, of residential real property, Since boththe Unrul and th Rumford Acts
prohibit one from aiding,, betting. or inciting another to violate the law, it,
would be unlawful to attempt to induce the professional seller or renter of non-
residential property to place a discriminatory restriction on his listing with the
broker.
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The more difficult question is whether or not the broker may lawfully suggest
a restrictive listing to an owner of residential real property who is lawfully en-
titled himself to insist upon such a listing. As noted above, the initiative co)-.
stitutional amendment does not purport to change the fact that a broker is him-
self engaged in business within the meaning of the Unruh Act; and accordingly,
he is obliged to engage in such business in a nondiscriminatory manner. We feel
it likely that any action by a real estate broker in suggesting a restrictive listing,
particularly pursuant to any real or alleged plan to segregate a neighborhood,
might well itself be held to be carrying on the business of acting as a real estate
broker in a discriminatory manner in violation of the Unruh Act. Although
this argument is somewhat strained in view of the fact that such a suggestion
by a broker does not amount to discriminatory conduct against prospective clients
of the broker, nevertheless, especially considering the present propensity of the
courts rigorously to enforce civil rights legislation, the activity in question would
be unadvisable,and dangerous.

5. Can a broker avoid problems under the amendment and the statutes by
not handling minority clients?

Answer. No. As mentioned above, any discrimination against minority clients
in conducting the business of acting as a real estate broker would constitute a
violation of the Unruh Act.

6. Does the standard 'REA formn of deposit receipt deny, limit or abridge the
seller's rilht to refuse to sell

Answer. The deposit receipt in question constitutes an offer to purchase
specific property. If the offer is accepted by the owner of that property, there
comes into being a binding contract on the part of the seller to sell and on tile
part of the buyer to buy that property. The initiative constitutional amendment
does not purport to change the legal incidents arising from the voluntary entry
of such a contract. If after entering such a contract the seller refuses to sell
the property, he is subject to all the usual civil sanctions for breach of con-
tract. The initiative constitutional amendment only protects the right of the
prospective seller not to accept the offer of tl:h prospective buyer as set forth
in the deposit receipt, not to refuse to abide by his contract once he has volun-
tarily entered it.

7. Does the standard CREA form give the agent the legal right to demand
and insist that the seller deliver (or pay a commission) even though the seller
would choose not to sell to the buyer produced by the agent?

Answer. Two standard CREA forms have been submitted for our consideration.
The first is a deposit receipt whicl includes an offer of the buyer, an acceptance
by the seller and a promise by the seller to pay a commission to the broker.
(OREA form #D, revision approved 3-3-60) If the seller accepts and signs
the receipt, he has voluntarily bound himself to sell the property to the buyer
and to pay a commission to the broker. If the prospective seller refuses to
accept the offer, whether or not the broker will be entitled to a commission
will depend upon the terms of the listing between the broker and the property
owner. If the listing requires the property owner to pay a commission upon
the production of a ready, willing and able buyer without limitation or restric-
tion, the broker will have earned his commission upon the presentation of such
a ready, willing and able buyer and will be entitled to such a commission
regardless of the seller's subsequent refVsal to sell to suih a buyer.

The other form submitted is entitled''Exclusive Authorization and Right to
Sell (CREA form No. A-14.) This form provides for the contract between the
owner and the broker with respect to the authority of the broker and his right
to a commission in the event of a sale. 'The agreement seems to provide for
payment of a commission only in the event there is a sale or the property
is withdrawn from sale, transferred or leased during the term of the agi "-nent.
Accordingly, unless this agreement were modified by the insertion of a pro osion
requiring payment of a commission upon productio of a buyer ready, willing
and able to buy on the terms stated in the agreement, the refusal of the seller
to sell to any particular buyer, provided this did not occur frequently enough
to constitute a "withdrawal from the market,", would not result in & commission
to the broker. \

8. Should the listing agreement between the owner and his broker include a
provision pertaining to whether or not the otvn r requests the right to restrict'

I ,.
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in any way his selection of a" buyer otherwise ready, willing and able to meet
thel terms specified for the sale of the propertY; and if so, may such restrictions
be included in a document separate from the listing contract itself.

Answer. The contract between a broker and his principal with respect to the
sale of real property must be in writing in order to be enforceable as between
the broker and his principal (in the absence of an applicable exception to the
Statute of Frauds). Since the.written contract. between the broker and the
principal must be in writing to be enforceable, .and only the terms of that writing
may be enforced, it would seem necessary to include all restrictions upon the
payment of a commission in the written contract between the broker and his
principal (and whether this is in the same document or in a separate document
entered at the same time and making reference to the listing contract and
purporting to state another term of such listing is immaterial). In other words,
if the commission is only to be paid upon the production of a buyer entirely
satisfactory to the seller for whatever reason, that should be so stated; or if
the commission is to be payable only upon the presentation of a buyer from
among a certain group, that fact also should be a part of the contract. This is
not because of any effect of the new initiative constitutional amendment, but
is rather solely a product of the normal contractual relations between a broker
and his principal.
.; An exclusive agency agreement entered on the CREA form A-14 discussed
above contains a section for the insertion of the terms of sale. If the seller
does desire to restrict the class of prospective offerees, it would be appropriate
to include this restriction among the other terms of sale.

9. When must a property owner exercise the decision on a restrictive sale-at
the time of the listing or at the time an offer is presented? If the property owner
can maqke the decision on restrictive sale whea ani offer is presented, how can the
broker protect his rights to a commission in such situations?

Answer. . This question illustrates the difficulties involved in failing to distin-
guish the contract existing between the broker and his principal (the listing)
from the contract which may eventually exist between the property owner and
the buyer. With, regard to the buyer, the new initiative constitutional amend-
ment protects the seller's right to refuse to sell the property for whatever reason
until such time as he enters a binding contract to sell the property. Accordingly,
with regard to the buyer, the owner of residential real property may refuse any.
offer presented by a prospective buyer for whatever reason and the prospective
buyer cannot force a sale to him or recover damages by reason of the failure to
sell. Until the buyer has a contract, the buyer has no rights regardless of what
the listlig may have been.
SOn the other hand, if the contract between the prospective seller and his

broker specifies that the broker is to be paid a certain commission upon produc-
ing a buyer ready, willing and able to buy the property at the price listed and the
terms stated, and the, lsting does not reserve any right in the seller to refuse
to sell to a ready, willing and able .buyer on grounds of the owner's personal
taste or,on grounds of race, religion, color, ancestry or national origin, the broker
will have fulfilled his part of the bargain by producing a ready, willing and able
buyei. g Altlough the owner may refuse to sell to the ready, willing and able
buyer nonone of the grounds listed, he is nonetheless obligated by contract to pay
the broker a commission. The initiative constitutional amendment does not pur.
port to affect'this contractual duty .

10. Are there any objectionable legal grounds to CREA adopting a police ask.
in) its mctibers to refr ait from stating in their advertising or on their signs that
a propertyis rstricte in regard to rac,,~eligion, color, or national origitv?

A4ns8er. No'. however, it is tI e broker's duty to tell the prospective buyer if
,there is a rstriction impoied upon the listing. Under Business and Professions
,ode .Sections 10176(1) anid 0177(1), a broker's licence may be suspended, or
ievoki- for any conduct constituting "fraud," and Civil Code Section 1710(3)
,declares that it is fraud to, give information of other facts which are likely to
mislead for want of communication of the fact not communicated.. A failure -to
lisclosh -to a prospective purchaser that the owner will not sell to him would be

ttatamount to a representation that there is lno such restriction: if the prospec-
'tive buyer 'should put himself out in reliance, there might be cause for com-
plaint.

' ?
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11. Are the conclusions of the opinion of other counsel dated May R7, 1960
(O'Melveny 6 Myers-which is not reproduced in this booklet since the answer
to the question restates and amends conclusions from that opinion) with respect
to the application of the Unruh Civil Rights Act pertinent at the present time in
viet of both the Rumford Act and the neto initiative constitutional amendCmnt?

Answer. The opinion in question sets forth certain conclusions with respect to
the application of the Unruh Civil Rights Act to the activities of real estate
brokers In accepting and handling restrictive listings from clients. Those con.
clusions, with certain exceptions based upon case decisions and statutes decided
and passed after the date of the opinion, basically continue to be appropriate.
Accordingly, for your convenience we will here restate those conclusions in sub-
stance with certain amendments based upon the intervening cases and statutes:

a. The acceptance by a real estate broker of a listing wherein the owner-of
residential real property (or the owner of other property not engaged in the
business of selling or renting property) limits the prospective offerees on the
basis of race, color, religion, ancestry or national origin is not a violation of the
Act. Where the owner himself may impose restrictions upon the prospective
offerees, the Act does not purport to regulate the terms of the agency between the
owner and the broker.

b. A real estate broker who has accepted such a limited listing is not required
to show the property to prospects excluded by the owner not to transmit to the
owner any offer from an excluded offerer. The law does not compel a person to
perform an idle act. If the broker has been given and has accepted a limited
agency, he has a fiduciary duty to stay within those limits.

c. Exchange of information between brokers as to the various brokers' listings
(similar to Multiple Listing Services) may lawfully mention limitations in
respect of such listings made by the owners. The publication of such limitations,
however, should not be used by brokers as a means to deny their services on
account of race, color, religion, ancestry or national origin since such denial, or
the aiding or inciting of such denial, might be a violation of the Act.

d. The Act in no way purports to affect a right to a commission. If a real
estate broker submits an offer not within the terms of his agency, he is not
thereby entitled to a commission; if another broker submits the non-complying
offer, he is in no better position. According, if a broker may accept a limited
listing, another broker must comply with that listing to be entitled to a
commission.

e. At the present time there is no statutory provision which purports to give
the Real Estate Commissioner the authority to force a broker to refuse a limited
listing.
In summary, an owner of property, regardless of race, color, religion, ancestry
or national origin is entitled to the full and equal services of a broker in selling
or renting his property on any terms the owner lawfully may impose. Moreover,
a broker cannot lawfully deny his business services upon the ground of race,
color, religion, ancestry or national origin to a prospective buyer or seller who is
a citizen. However. if the owner of real property employing the services of the
broker is himself free to impose a restriction upon the class of acceptable
offerees, the Act does not limit the right of the broker to accept such restrictions
upon his authority: and the broker, if lie accepts the agency, lawfully may and
should carry out the terms and conditidiis of the agency even though a limitation
exists thereon with respect to the race, color, religion, ancestry or national
origin of the prospective offerees. ,

12. Are the conclusions set forth in the opinion of other counsel dated Novem-
ber 25. 1963 (Rrobeck, Ph leger ct Harrison-not reproduced in this booklet since
the answer restates the conclusions and amends them), with respect to the appli-
cation of the Unruh and Rumford Acts upon the business of acting as a real
estate broker affected by the enactment of the initiative constitutional
amendment

Answer. The opinion in'question reconsidered the conclusions of the May 27.
1960 opinion referred to above in the light of the passage of the Rumford Act
and intervening case decisions and set forth some seventeen conclusions on the
basis of such reconsideration. For convenience, we will here restate those con-
clusions as amended to conform to the fact that the Initiative constitutional
amendment has rendered ineffectual those portions of the Unruh Act and Rum-
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ford Act purporting to impose restrictions upon the discretion of the seller or
renter of residential real property.

a. Real estate brokers and their salesmen are subject to the Unruh Act, and
the broker is responsible for his salesmen's conduct.

b. A broker may not discriminate against any person in the sale or rental of
real property because of race, color, religion, ancestry or national origin, factors
which for convenience are hereafter referred to as "minority status."

c. A broker may not, because of a person's minority status, refuse to act for
him in selling his property.

d. Nor inmy a broker refuse, because of a person's minority status, to act for
him in finding property for purchase if requested or buying it for him.

e. This does not mean that a broker must act for a member of a minority
group. It means only that he may not refuse to do so because of that person's
minority status. For example, if a Negro were to seek to engage a broker's
service to buy, to sell, or to rent property and was ready to pay the broker's
usual fees, if any, for the service, and if the broker would accept the engage-
ment were the person white, he cannot decline to act for the Negro.

f. If the listing is unrestricted-i.e., if the owner has not in the listing limited
the persons to whom he will sell, the Unruh Act forbids the broker from discrim-
inating against any person because of his minority status; he must show the
property to the person and submit his offer to the owner on the same basis as
for any other person. If the authority given the broker is broad enough to
conclude a deal, he must conclude it without discrimination.

g. A broker may, of course, refuse to accept a restricted listing.
h. A broker may accept a restricted listing from any principal who could

legally refuse to deal with persons of minority status if the principal were acting
directly, without a broker.

i. A broker may accept a restricted listing from the owner of residential real
property regardless of whether the premises include public-assisted housing or
dwellings containing more than four units. However, a broker may not accept
such a listing from one engaged in the business of selling or renting property
and who desires to sell or rent nonresidential property. The Rumford Act, like
the Unruh Act, declares it to be unlawful for any person to aid, abet, incite,
counsel or coerce the doing of any of the acts or practices declared to be unlawful
or to attempt to do:so.

J. It is the broker's duty to tell the prospective buyer of any such restriction.
k. If the owner has specified that his broker may not show people of minority

status through his property, the broker cannot take such persons through the
property, for any act of going upon property not authorized by the owner would
be trespass.

1, If the prospective buyer, although informed of the owner's limitations,
should insist upon making an offer, it would not be necessary for the broker to
perform the idle act of writing up the offer, accepting a deposit and transmitting
the offer to the owner. However, considering the requirement that the broker
not discriminate in the conduct of his own business, the broker may consider it
prudent to present the offer if the buyer insists and obtain the express rejection
of the offer by the owner.

in. The broker who receives a restricted listing from the owner and places it
in a multiple listing service not only may but he must note for the benefit of
other participants that the listing is restricted, as otherwise he would be con-
cealing pertinent information and in effect representing that there was no
restriction. -

n. On the other hand, if it should wish to do so, a multiple listing service
could lawfully adopt a rule that no listing restricted as to minority status may
be placed with the service. We do not think such a rule would violate the State
antitrust law, because restraints of trade are illegal only if unreasonable, and
we feel that no court would hold that a restraint consistent with the public
policy against discrimination was unreasonable.

13. What is the effect of the Federal Civil Rights Act of 1964 on property
owners and brokers in California?

Answer. Of the many topics covered in the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (Public
.Law 88-352; 78 Stat. 241),'only two would seem to have any pertinence to
property owners and brokers in California. Title II of the Act deals with

* I -
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discrimination in places of public accommodation; and Title VI pertains to
discrimination in connection with federally assisted programs.

Title II provides, in essence, that all persons are entitled to the full and equal
enjoyment of the facilities of any place of public accomomdation having an effect
upon interstate commerce. Places of public accommodation are defined to in-
clude hotels, motels, restaurants, theaters, etc., and the Act includes detailed
criteria as to when Fuch place of public accommodation have an effect upon
interstate commerce. This Title is of little pertinence to real estate brokers
in.California both because of this type of accommodations covered and the fact
that the Unruh Civil Rights Act already covers the same establishments and
provides more severe penalties for violations.

In Title VI, it is provided that each federal department and agency empow-
ered to extend federal financial assistance to any program or activity, by way
of grant, loan or contract "other than a contract of insurance or guarantee," is
authorized and directed to promulgate regulations which prevent wrongful dis-
crimination in connection with the use of federal funds. Pursuant to this Title,
it is possible that federal agencies engaged in administering federal funds
other than contracts of insurance or guarantees may promulgate regulations
which will have an effect upon California property owners and brokers. The
new initiative constitutional amendment does not purport to affect the appli-
cation of any such federal statutes, rules or regulations.

14. When a listing contains a ready, willing and able clause as opposed to
the "when sold" clause for earning a commission, should the broker advise the
seller at the time of the listing that seller will be liable for a commission in
the event the seller declines to sell to any buyer who is ready, willing and able
to buy on the terms of the listing?

Answer. The broker should always advise the prospective seller of the mean-
ing and effect of the listing agreement he is being asked to sign. If the listing
agreement presented is one which provides for the payment of a commission
upon the production of a ready, willing and able buyer, the seller should be
advised that he will be obligated for a commission upon the production of such
a buyer even if the seller, for any reason, should decline to consummate the
transaction.

15. May a real estate licensee refuse to sell 6r rent real property he personally
owns. or in which he has part ownership, to persons to whom he wmold prefer
to decline to sell or rent, or is he excluded from such privilege since he is in the
real estate business?

Answer. The effect of the initiative constitutional amendment is to give the
owner of residential real property the right to decline to sell, lease or rent such
property to such person or persons a hle, in his absolute discretion, chooses. The
initiative does not exclude from its coverage a real estate licensee in a trans-
action where the licensee is dealing with his own residential property.

16. Broker A places a listing on a multiple listing service with no restrictive
clause. Broker B sells to a client, as listed, but client is objectionable to seller,
who refuses to sell to said client. Broker A does not want to join in a lawsuit
against seller, although Broker B insists Itpon same for his commission. lWhat
is legal posture of Broker A? Broker, B? Are all parties acting with good
ethics', according to Code of Practices" ..

Answer. In order to answer this question it is necessary to assume that the
listing with Broker A provided that a commission would be payable if the broker
should procure a ready, willing and abld buyer. If this were the case then a
commission would be due and owing upon the procurement of such a buyer even
if the residential owner could legally refuse to sell to the buyer.- As stated pre-
viously, in that case the question of commissions is governed by the contract law
and not the initiative measure. (See answers 7, 8 and 9.)

We see no ethical problem that is raised by such action on the part of Broker
A with respect to anything contained in the, ecommended Code of Practices of
the California Real Estate Association. (See page 7.)

Section 3 and section 3.1 of "The Suggested By-Laws of a Local Real Estate
Board for the Operation of a Multiple Listing Service within the Board."
however, provide that the selling and listing:brokers should decide between
themselves what further action should be take in accordance with their legal
rights and customary practices to collect their.commissions. The By-Laws also
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provide that the listing broker shall be "charged with the full amount of the
fee regularly due upon the sale, payable upon collection of the commission due."
If this provision governed the rights of the local Realtors, Broker B in ques-
tion would not be entitled to his share of the commission until and unless Broker
A collected his entire commission from the seller. Obviously this problem can
best be avoided if Broker A requires the seller to specify at the outset all restric-
tions, in which event the seller could not properly thereafter impose further
restrictions.

17. Somc Realtors feel we should advise property owners about our Code of
Practices when listing property. Would the following be consistent with the
wording noo in our Code of Practicesf "A Realtor may, when obtaining a list-
ing, present a copy of the Code of Practices to the prospective seller so that he
may be advised of that Realtor's position and his board's support of the Code."

Answer. As we pointed out in our answer to question No. 7, it would be in-
advisable for a broker to suggest a restrictive listing even to an owner of resi-
dential property who is lawfully entitled himself to insist upon such a listing.
The reason for this is that such action might be construed as carrying on the
business of acting as a real estate broker in a discriminatory manner in viola-
tion of the Unruh Act.

The recommended Code of Practices of the California Real Estate Association
does not advise or suggest a restrictive listing, and therefore could be given to
a client. No special or set statement such as that above is necessary, other than
to say very generally that we want our clients to be advised of our position
with regard to these matters.

APPENDIX I

Opinion of Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher dated December 1, 1964 with respect to
the effect of new Section 20, Article I of the California Constitution on the
Unruh Civil Rights and Rumford Acts:

The new Section 26 of Article I will prohibit the State and its agencies from
denying, limiting, or abridging the right of the owner of any interest in resi-
dential real property to decline.to sell or rent such property interest to such per-
son as he may choose in his absolute discretion. The provision does not apply
to the State or its agencies with respect to the sale or rental of property owned
by it, to the acquisition of property by eminent domain, or to public lodging
accommodations.

Inasmuch as this provision is a part Of the California Constitution, it will
supersede and invalidate any provisions of California statutes in conflict with
its provisions.

Certain provisions of the Unruh and Rumford Acts are in conflict with the new
constitutional provision, and certain other provisions of those acts will not be
affected. We turn now to an examination of the effects of Proposition 14 on
these two Acts.

THE UNRUH CIVIL RIGHTS ACT

This Act (Cal. Civ. Code § 51) provides that all person are free and equal and'
no matter what their race, color, religion, ancestry, or national origin "are en-
titled to the full and equal accommodations, advantages, facilities, privilees.
or services in all business establishments of every kind whatsoever." Section
52 of the California Civil Code imposes liability, enforced through court pro-
ceedings, for actual damages plus $250 upon any person who discriminates in
violation of Section 51,

Prior to the adoption of Proposition 14, the courts have held. that the Unruh
Act applies both to the sale and to the rental of real property and to real estate
brokers.

The new constitutional provisions will make the Unruh Act and court decisions
construing it inapplicable to two situations only:

(a) Where the refusal to sell or rent an interest in real property is
the act of the owner with respect to his interest in the real property, or

(b) Where the refusal to sell or rent an interest in real property is
the act of a real estate broker or other agent of the owner with respect
to the owner's interest in the real property and the conduct of the broker
or other agent is pursuant to the instructions of the owner.
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Or to put it conversely, the Unruh Act and the decisions construing it will
still be applicable to the conduct of all persons engage ad in the business of selling,
renting or financing real property or providing services in connection with the
sale or rental of real property unless it can be shown thvt the conduct involved
was that of an owner of an interest in real property, or his duly authorized
agent, exercising an independent decision of the owner with respect to the sale
or rental of his interest in the real property.

THE RUMFORD AOT

This Act (Cal. Health & Safety Code, § 35720, et seq.) generally speaking,
prohibits discrimination with respect to the sale or rental of publicly assisted
and certain other housing accommodations on the basis of race, color, religion,.
national origin or ancestry. The prohibitions of this Act extend not only to
the owners of the housing accommodations covered but also to all persons subject
to the provisions of the Unruh Civil Rights Act (Cal. Civ. Code § 51), to persons
or firms to whom app'eation is made for financial assistance for the purchase
or construction of any housing accommodation who discriminate on the grounds
of race, color, religion, national origin, or ancestry of such applicants or of
prospective occupants or tenants in the terms, conditions or privileges relating
to the obtaining or use of any such financial assistance and to any person who
aids, abets, or incites the doing of any of the prohibited practices.

The State Fair Employment Practices Commission is empowered to enforce
the Act though injunctions and actions for damages in behalf of the aggrieved
person. The Commission is also empowered to attempt to eliminate alleged dis-
crimination in violation of the Act through conference, conciliation, and per-
suasion and to create advisory agencies and conciliation councils to study prob-
lems of discrimination in all or specific fields of human relationships and to
foster through community effort or otherwise goodwill, cooperation, and con-
ciliation among all elements or groups of the population.

The now constitutional provision will, in our opinion, nullify those provisions
of the Rumford Act empowering the FPEO to seek, and the courts to grant, either
injunctive relief or damages against the owner of an interest in residential real
property who has allegedly discriminated against a person because of his race,
color, religion, national origin or ancestry in refusing to sell or rent such prop-
erty interest.

Likewise invalid will be those same enforcement provisions of the Rumford
Act as against (1) persons covered by the Unruh Act, including real estate brok-
ers (ii) persons or firms providing financial assistance and (iii) other persons
aiding or abetting the violation of the other provisions of the Rumford Act if and
to the extent that such other persons or firms are acting pursuant to the instruc-
tions of an owner of an interest in residential real property in declining to sell or
rent such property interest. As is the case under the Unruh Act, all the provi-
sions of the Rumford Act will still be in full force and effect as to all persons
engaged in the business of selling, renting or financing residential real property
or providing services in connection with such sales or rentals unless it can be
shown that the conduct involved was that of an owner of an interest in such
property, or his duly authorized agent, exercising an independent decision of
such property owner with respect to the-sale or rental of his property interest.

We are also of the opinion that the conciliation powers of the FEPO may no
longer be valid insofar as they are directed at those property owners or their
duly authorized agents no longer subject to the enforcement powers of the FEPC.
This is because the use of such conciliation powers ordinarily would involve
either a direct or indirect effort to eliminate or abridge the tight of such property
owner to choose his prospective buyer or tenant without governmental interfer-
ence, and the new Section 26 of Article I will prohibit indirect as well as direct
abridgement of that right by the State or its agencies.
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EXCLUSIVE RIGHT LISTING until ............. . .................. .. 196.... .Subect to conditions hreinfer set forth

NO LISTING
ACCEPTED

FOR LESS THAN
90 DAYS

This Listing Must
Be Turned Into

the Realtor's ALS
Ofice by the Listing

Office Within 2
Days After Being

Signed by the
Owner.

HOME

Lo tio ... .. ................................ ................................... ..... ........... ....... .......................
O w ners ............... ................... .... ........... .......................... .... Phone .. .......... . ...........
A ddresl . .............. ............ .... .......... ...................... ... .. .... ..... ...... ............. ...................

Occupied by .... .......................... . ............ hone ........................

Lilsing Offie ..... ...... ................. Phone .......................
HOW SHOWN ... ................... ........................................................

Reloon for Selling .. ............... ........... ................................

Possession Dol .... .................... .. ........................ .... ........ ..

Total Toes (Before Vets Eemp.) ....... . ........... .......... . . ...........

Preenl Loan ..... ... ...... ....... ........... ............ .................. .. .......... .... ........ ..........
(*Amow| 1who) lfrtv,. ;Ad. T.. 1.) IIW.I

loons Availoble ................................. .... .... ................ ... .. ...............................

Term, of Sale ............... ... ... .......... ,. . ......... .... . .

Schools or ................... ............. . .. .................... ........... ................. ......

hools ..............ma ..... ........... ... . ............................ . ............

. .................. .......... ....... ....................................... .......................... ... ...............

Price $ .............. .. ............
i ivel ............... .......... .

Rooms ...... ........... ..

Up .....................

M mrrs. Main ....
I Down . ............ .......

tiv. Rm . Sizt ........................

Shrni I m ......................
Boths ..................... .... ... ....
Showed .. ... ....... ......

floors ..... .......... .. : ...........

aLfolt Rm. .. .. ....... ..............
Heat .. ..... ......... .......

110V ..............................
Ele. 220W.....................

lmen ... .................. ....

Garage .............................

Roof .......................................

laterior .....................................

s5 yle .. ................... ........

Age ........................ ............

Sq. . ....... ...... ..................

aot Sire . .....
Location Rms. Ri. TBaths Goroge Heat Agl I Prie

In consideration of services to be performed by.................. ................. . ............................................... hereinafter called
Broker, I hereby employ Broker as my sole and exclusive agent to sell for me that certain real property situated in the City of
.............................................. , County of......................................... ............................... California as above described. I hereby grant

said Broker the exclusive and irrevocable right to sell the same, and to accept a deposit thereon, for the price of $......-..................
on the following terms: $......................... .............. cash; balance payable $ ........ ......... .............. . ............ .... .......

This authority shall continue irrevocably from date until ....................... ............ ... .... ........ ..... .................. ................. , 196......

I agree to pay Broker .......................per cent of the selling price in the event that during the period of this contract:
Broker secures a purchaser ready, able and willing to purchase said property on the above terms, or at any other price or terms ac-

ceptable to me, or said property is sold or exchan cd or leased by said Broker or any other person, including myself. I agree to pay Broker
said per cent of the listing price if I withdraw said property from tale or exchange or otherwise prevent performance hereunder by Broker.

I agree to pay Broker ...................... per cent of the selling price if said property be sold or exchanged within three months after the term-
ination of this contract to any person with whom Broker has negotiated or to whose attention he has called said property and whose rame and
address has, during the life hereof, been submitted to me in wanting personally or by mail to me at my address given below in which cases
Broker shall be conclusively deemed the procuring cause of such sale or lease or exchange to such person.

It is understood Broker is a broker member of Berkeley Realty Board Mart. Members of said Mart may act in association with Broker
in procuring or attempting to procure a purchaser. This shall not be construed as making the Mart my agent for any purpose, or as making
any members sub-agents of the Mart or of Broker. In the event a sale or exchange shall be made or a purchaser procured by a member of the
Mart other than Broker, all of the terms of this agreement shall apply to the transaction, subject to the tights of Broker. Payment for conm

S mission or compensation hereunder shall be made by me only to Broker.
Evidence of merchantable title shall be in form of policy of title insurance by a responsible tite company, same to be paid for by

purchaser.
Interest, insurance, taxes, expenses and rent shall be pro-rated through escrow as of date of recording of deed, unless otherwise herein

designated.
In case deposit is forfeited, one-half of same shall be retained by or paid to Broker as his compensation, and one-half to me, provided

Broker's portion of any forfeiture shall not exceed the amount of the above named commission.

It is hereby endersteod by all parties to tkis ograrent that the kerkjaly goard of IReelers des e t tp accept ust t ltlClstintllgs to be ate
olie by the Multiple Litting Service that would dsdicrisinote egosast a bfwe become of race, calr, reed, or national origl.

RECEIPT OF A COPY OF THIS LISTING IS HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGED

.... .... ,.. ,......1.. ............ .. .... ........ .. Address .. - l........ ......... .... . ................ .,. ............................ O,, wer

Dated) .......... . ..... ............ .... ......... ........... ........ ... .. ... .. .... Owner

IN CONSIDERATION OF THE ABOVE EMPLOYMENT, BROKER AGREES TO USE DILIGENCE IN PROCURING
A PURCHASER.

Broker............. ........ .............. .. .. .............. ..... ... ........... Address .. .... .......... .............. ....... ...... .... .. ... .

My ... .0........... ......... ..... ....... ..... ome Phone................ ....... OfficePhone..............

0


